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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

Reviewers of Manuscripts, 2004
Each year theJournal endeavors to publish a list of all the persons

who reviewed manuscripts during the preceding year. Such a list is a com-
pendium of names supplied by the Associate Editors. Because our peer
review system depends strongly on the continuing anonymity of the review-
ers, theJournal publishes these names in alphabetical order without identi-
fication of the associate editors who provided the names and without iden-
tification of the papers they reviewed. The primary reason for the
publication of the list is to express theJournal’s gratitude to its reviewers.
Reviewing a paper is often a very time-consuming and demanding task, and
the anonymity requirement yields no professional recognition to those who
generously provide their time to help the Associate Editors decide which
papers should be published and to give constructive criticisms to the au-
thors. TheJournal is justifiably proud of this list, which includes a goodly
proportion of all the researchers and eminent authorities in acoustics and
related fields. In a compendium of this length, omissions and errors are
inevitable. If anyone notices such, please send the corrections and missing
names via e-mail or regular mail to either Elaine Moran~asa@aip.org! or
Allan Pierce~adp@bu.edu!.
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USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2005
18–22 July 17th International Symposium on Nonlinear Acoustics,

State College, PA@Anthony Atchley, The Pennsylvania
State University, 217 Applied Research Lab Building,
University Park PA 16802; Tel.: 814-865-6364; E-mail:
ISNA17@outreach.psu.edu; WWW: http://
www.outreach.psu.edu/c&i/isna17/#.

17–21 October 150th Meeting joint with Noise-Con 2005, Minneapo-
lis, MN @Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2
Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Te.:
516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: http://asa.aip.org#.

27–29 October 5th International Symposium on Therapeutic Ultra-
sound, Boston MA@E-mail: info@istu2005.org; WWW:
www.istu2005.org#.

2008
28 July–1 Aug 9th International Congress on Noise as a Public Health
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Problem~Quintennial meeting of ICBEN, the Interna-
tional Commission on Biological Effects of Noise!.
Foxwoods Resort, Mashantucket, CT@Jerry V. Tobias,
ICBEN 9, Post Office Box 1609, Groton CT 06340-
1609; Tel. 860-572-0680; E-mail: icben2008@att.net;
WWW: www.icben.org#.

Cumulative Indexes to the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America

Ordering information: Orders must be paid by check or money order in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or by Mastercard, Visa, or American
Express credit cards. Send orders to Circulation and Fulfillment Division,
American Institute of Physics, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2270. Non-U.S. orders add $11 per
index.

Some indexes are out of print as noted below.
Volumes 1–10, 1929–1938: JASA and Contemporary Literature, 1937–
1939. Classified by subject and indexed by author. Pp. 131. Price: ASA
members $5; nonmembers $10.
Volumes 11–20, 1939–1948: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 395. Out of
print.
Volumes 21–30, 1949–1958: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 952. Price:
ASA members $20; nonmembers $75.
Volumes 31–35, 1959–1963: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.

Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 1140. Price:
ASA members $20; nonmembers $90.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 485. Out of print.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: Contemporary Literature. Classified by sub-
ject and indexed by author. Pp. 1060. Out of print.
Volumes 45–54, 1969–1973: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 540. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 55–64, 1974–1978: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 816. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 65–74, 1979–1983: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 624. Price: ASA members $25~paper-
bound!; nonmembers $75~clothbound!.
Volumes 75–84, 1984–1988: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 625. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 85–94, 1989–1993: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 736. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 95–104, 1994–1998: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 632. Price: ASA members $40~paper-
bound!; nonmembers $90~clothbound!.
Volumes 105–114, 1999–2003: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject
and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 616. Price: ASA members $50;
nonmembers $90~paperbound!.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

International Meetings Calendar

Below are announcements of meetings and conferences to be held
abroad. Entries preceded by an asterisk~* ! are new or updated listings.

June 2005
1–3 1st International Symposium on Advanced Technol-

ogy of Vibration and Sound, Hiroshima, Japan~Web:
dezima.ike.tottori-u.ac.jp/vstech2005!.

20–23 IEEE Oceans05 Europe, Brest, France ~ENST
Bretagne—Technopoˆle Brest Iroise, 29238 Brest Ce-
dex, France; Fax: 133 229 00 1098; Web:
www.oceans05europe.org!.

23–24 2nd Congress of the Alps-Adria Acoustical Associa-
tion „AAAA2005…, Opatija, Croatia ~Web:
had.zea.fer.hr!.

27–29 Managing Uncertainties in Noise Measurements and
Prediction, Le Mans, France~Web: www.uncertainty-
noise.org!.

28–1 International Conference on Underwater Acoustic
Measurements: Technologies and Results, Heraklion,
Crete, Greece ~Web:
UAmeasurements2005.iacm.forth.gr!.

July 2005
4–8 Turkish International Conference on Acoustics

2005: New Concepts for Harbor Protection, Littoral
Security, and Underwater Acoustic Communica-
tions, İstanbul, Turkey~Web: www.tica05.org/tica05!

11–14 12th International Congress on Sound and Vibra-
tion, Lisbon, Portugal~Web: www.icsv12.ist.utl.pt!.

August 2005
6–10 Inter-Noise, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil ~Web:

www.internoise2005.ufsc.br!.
28–2 EAA Forum Acusticum Budapest 2005, Budapest,

Hungary~I. Bába, OPAKFI, Fo¨ u. 68, Budapest 1027,
Hungary; Fax: 136 1 202 0452; Web:
www.fa2005.org!.

28–1 World Congress on Ultrasonics Merged with Ultra-
sonic International „WCUÕUI’05 …, Beijing, China
~Secretariat of WCU 2005, Institute of Acoustics, Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 2712 Beijing,
100080 China; Fax: 186 10 62553898; Web:
www.ioa.ac.cn/wcu-ui-05!.

31–3 *6th Pan European Voice Conference, London, UK
~Web: www.pevoc6.com/home htm!.

September 2005
4–8 9th Eurospeech Conference„EUROSPEECH’2005…,

Lisbon, Portugal ~Fax: 1351 213145843; Web:
www.interspeech2005.org!.

5–9 Boundary Influences in High Frequency, Shallow
Water Acoustics, Bath, UK ~Web:
acoustics2005.ac.uk!.

18–21 IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands~Web: www.ieee-uffc.org!.

20–22 International Symposium on Environmental Vibra-
tions, Okayama, Japan~Web: isev2005.civil.okayama-
u.ac.jp!.

27–29 Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Sendai, Japan~Acoustical Society of Japan, Nakaura

5th-Bldg., 2-18-20 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
0021, Japan; Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web:
www.asj.gr.jp/index-en.html!.

October 2005
12–14 Acoustics Week in Canada, London, Ontario, Canada

~Web: caa-aca.ca!.
17–18 Wind Turbine Noise: Perspectives for Control, Ber-

lin, Germany~G. Leventhall, 150 Craddocks Avenue,
Ashtead Surry KT21 1NL UK; Fax:144 1372 273 406;
Web: www.windturbinenoise2005.org!.

19–21 36th Spanish Congress on Acoustics Joint with 2005
Iberian Meeting on Acoustics, Terrassa~Barcelona!,
Spain ~Sociedad Espan˜ola de Acústica, Serrano 114,
28006 Madrid, Spain; Fax:134 914 117 651; Web:
www.ia.csic.es/sea/index.html!.

25–26 Autumn Conference 2005 of the UK Institute of
Acoustics, Oxford, UK ~Web: www.ioa.org.uk!.

27–28 *Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Swit-
zerland, Aarau, Switzerland~Web: www.sga-ssa.ch!.

November 2005
4–5 Reproduced Sound 21, Oxford, UK ~Web: www.io-

a.org.uk!.
9–11 Australian Acoustical Society Conference on

‘‘Acoustics in a Changing Environment,’’ Busselton,
WA, Australia ~Web: www.acoustics.asn.au/divisions/
2005-conference.shtml!.

14–18 *XVI Session of the Russian Acoustical Society,
Moscow, Russia~Web: www.akin.ru!.

December 2005
7–9 *Symposium on the Acoustics of Poro-Elastic Mate-

rials, Lyon, France~Fax: 133 4 72 04 70 41; Web:
v0.intellagence.eu.com/sapem2005!.

January 2006
5–7 *First International Conference on Marine Hydro-

dynamics, Visakhapatnam, India~V. B. Rao, Naval Sci-
ence & Technological Laboratory, Vigyan Nagar,
Visakhapatnam—530 027, India; Web:
www.mahy2006.com!.

May 2006
15–19 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics,

Speech, and Signal Processing, Toulouse, France
~Web: icassp2006.org!.

June 2006
5–6 6th European Conference on Noise Control„EU-

RONOISE2006…, Tampere, Finland~Fax:1358 9 7206
4711; Web: www.acoustics.hut.fi/asf!.

26–28 9th Western Pacific Acoustics Conference„WESPAC
9…, Seoul, Korea~Web: www.wespac9.org!.

July 2006
3–7 13th International Congress on Sound and Vibration

„ICSV13…, Vienna, Austria ~Web: info.tuwienac.at/
icsv13!.

17–19 9th International Conference on Recent Advances in
Structural Dynamics, Southampton, UK ~Web:
www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/sd2006/index.htm!.
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September 2006
13–15 Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,

Kanazawa, Japan~Acoustical Society of Japan, Na-
kaura 5th-Bldg., 2-18-20 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, To-
kyo 101-0021, Japan; Fax:181 3 5256 1022; Web:
www.asj.gr.jp/index-en.html!.

July 2007
9–12 14th International Congress on Sound and Vibration

„ICSV14…, Cairns, Australia ~e-mail:
n.kessissoglou@unsw.edu.au!.

August 2007
27–31 Interspeech 2007, Antwerp, Belgium ~e-mail:

conf@isca-speech.org!.

September 2007
2–7 19th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2007…, Madrid, Spain~SEA, Serrano 144, 28006
Madrid, Spain; Web: www.ica2007madrid.org!.

9–12 ICA Satellite Symposium on Musical Acoustics

„ISMA2007…, Barcelona, Spain~SEA, Serano 144,
28006 Madrid, Spain; Web: www.ica2007madrid.org!.

June 2008
23–27 Joint Meeting of European Acoustical Association

„EAA …, Acoustical Society of America „ASA…, and
Acoustical Society of France„SFA…, Paris, France~E-
mail: phillipe.blanc-benon@ec-lyon.fr!.

July 2008
28–1 9th International Congress on Noise as a Public

Health Problem, Mashantucket, Pequot Tribal Nation
~ICBEN 9, P.O. Box 1609, Groton CT 06340-1609,
USA: Web: www.icben.org!.

Preliminary Announcement

August 2010
TBA 20th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2010…, Sydney, Australia~Web: www.acoustics.a-
sn.au!.
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BOOK REVIEWS

P. L. Marston
Physics Department, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Acoustic Absorbers and Diffusers, Theory,
design and application

T. J. Cox and P. D’Antonio

Spon Press, London, 2004. 405 pp. Price: $159.95 (hardcover).
ISBN: 0-415-29649-8

After Marshall, Hyde, and Barron first successfully installed number-
theoretic~‘‘Schroeder’’! diffusors in Wellington Town Hall in New Zealand,
Peter D’Antonio was the first entrepreneur to make reflection phase gratings
~RPGs! based on quadratic residues widely available. The present volume is
the gist of his and his collaborators’ experiences with these structures and
their cousins in the field of architectural acoustics during the last quarter
century.

After a general introduction, separate chapters focus on basic prin-
ciples of absorbers and diffusors and the measurement of their properties.
Porous and resonant absorbers are discussed in detail, as are random geo-
metric and number-theoretic diffusors both in one and two dimensions. Of
particular interest is a final chapter on active absorption and diffusion, as
well as hybrid~active-passive! systems.

The book is profusely and exceedingly well illustrated. There are nu-
merous helpful references and several appendices on absorption coefficients

~from draperies to wooden pews!, seven MATLAB programs, extensive
diffusion-coefficient tables~from semicylinders and triangles to quadratic-
residue and primitive-root-diffusors!.

Diffusor applications to roadside noise barriers, ‘‘street canyons,’’ as
well as recording studios and music practice rooms are likewise treated.

Of particular interest are the authors’ fractal diffusors~‘‘diffractals’’ !,
which embed high-frequency diffusors within a low-frequency diffusor. I
was also intrigued by their two-dimensional hybrid diffusors, which make
use of perforated masks of binary maximum-length sequences whose period
length can be factored. Thus, for example, 2102151023531333. ~Such
masks have also been used in x-ray astronomy for imaging distant x-ray
emitting stars. There seems to be no end to the useful applications of number
theory to practical problems!.

The book can be highly recommended to workers in the field, as well
as scientists interested in a broad range of problems and solutions for acous-
tical absorbers and diffusors for all kinds of waves~sonar, radar, light!.

MANFRED SCHROEDER
University of Goettingen
Drittes Physikalisches Institut
37073 Goettingen, Germany
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OBITUARIES

Robert Sydney Gales • 1914–2004

Robert Sydney Gales, a Fellow
of the Society, died in his home in San
Diego on May 31, 2004. Mr. Gales
was a former President of the Society,
a leader in underwater sound and hu-
man factors research for the Navy, and
was a consultant in architectural acous-
tics.

Robert Gales was born in Boston on
December 12, 1914. Shortly thereafter,
his family moved to California. In
1938, he was awarded a BA in Physics
from the University of California at
Los Angeles~UCLA!, and in 1942 he
received the MA in Applied Physics
from the same institution. During

1938–1942 he worked at UCLA, first on hearing and speech intelligibility
under the guidance of Norman Watson, and later on the design of ear pro-
tectors for high noise level areas under the guidance of Vern Knudsen and
Norman Watson.

From 1942 to 1948, he was an Associate Physicist at the War Research
Division of the University of California in San Diego, subsequently renamed
the Marine Physical Laboratory~UCSD! where he conducted research on
ambient sea noise and aural detection of ship and submarine sounds. He then
joined the Navy Electronics Laboratory in San Diego, later renamed the
Naval Ocean Systems Center~NOSC!. He subsequently became head of the
Acoustics, Behavior, and Communication Division of the Biosystems Re-
search Department, and then head of the Airborne Acoustics Branch. His
research activities included detection and classification of sonar signals,
studies of ambient sea noise, speech communication in the presence of
noise, and the effects of airborne noise on personnel. During this period he
authored or coauthored over 60 papers, reports, and patents, and contributed
to many books on underwater sound, noise control, and human engineering.
He retired from NOSC in 1980.

Mr. Gales joined the Acoustical Society of American~ASA! in 1940,
and was elected a Fellow in 1950. He served on the Executive Council from
1965 to 1968, and Vice President in 1972–1973, and President in 1975–
1976. He participated in many ASA committees, including the Coordinating
Committee on Environmental Acoustics. As part of this activity, he chaired
the San Diego Workshop on the Interaction between Man-made Noise and
Vibrations and Arctic Marine Wildlife. A result of this conference was a
research plan to be followed by Federal, State and Native entities for devel-
oping solutions to noise problems. Mr. Gales was a member of the American
National Standards Institute~ANSI!, the Acoustical Standards Board, and
the three ANSI acoustics standards committees managed by the ASA~physi-
cal acoustics, psychological and physiological acoustics, and noise!. He was
a member of the National Research Council Committee on Hearing and
Bioacoustics from 1960 to 1980.

Mr. Gales was a long-term participant in the San Diego Chapter of the
ASA, which he chaired in the early 1960s. He also served on the Noise
Control Board of the County of San Diego. His acoustical consulting prac-
tice, in association with Robert Young, involved over one hundred signifi-
cant and varied projects.

He is survived by his wife of 61 years, Dede, their three children, and
three grandchildren.

KENNETH M. ELDRED
WILLIAM C. CUMMINGS

John A. Curtis • 1926–2004

John A. ~Jack! Curtis, a consult-
ant in architectural acoustics and long-
term member of the Society died on
December 5, 2004 in his home in
Sandwich, Massachusetts. He was
born in 1926 in Harbin, the capitol of
Manchukuo, in northeast China, where
his father was responsible for opera-
tions of the National City Bank of New
York, and he grew up in Tokyo, where
he attended the American School.

Mr. Curtis’s early professional train-
ing was in architecture; he received an
undergraduate degree summa cum
laude from Princeton in 1950 and the
degree of Master in Architecture from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1953. He had a Travelling
Fellowship with the architectural firm, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, and
he also worked with the architectural firm of Iversen van Sitteren in Malay-
sia.

He joined Bolt, Beranek, and Newman~BBN! in 1957 with the origi-
nal intent of only staying a short period, so that he could learn more about
architectural acoustics from the recognized authorities, such as Robert New-
man and William Cavanaugh, who were there at the time. But he liked the
BBN environment and the colleagues there so well that he stayed for 29
years, until he retired in 1986. Positions he held at BBN included those of
senior acoustical consultant and Director of the Division of Architectural
Acoustics. Over these years, he provided consulting services to hundreds of
architectural clients, and he strongly influenced the professional develop-
ment of many well-known workers in architectural acoustics, including
Robert Newman, Theodore Schultz, Robert Hoover, William Cavanaugh,
Thomas Horrall, Carl Rosenberg, Rein Pirn, Parker Hirtle, Jacek Figwer,
and David Kaye. The total number of projects, covering a wide variety of
topics, is estimated to be in the thousands. Architectural firms with which he
collaborated include The Architects Collaborative, Cambridge Seven, Hugh
Stubbins, Benjamin Thompson, Kallmann McKinnell and Wood, and the
Architectural Resources of Cambridge. His projects include the AIA Head-
quarters~The Architects Collaborative!, the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf at the Rochester Institute of Technology~Hugh Stubbins Associ-
ates!, IBM Corporate Technical Institute~RTKL!, and the Hynes Auditorium
and Convention Center~Kallmann McKinnell & Wood!.

His principal contributions to the field include the application of
acoustical criteria and the use of electronic sound masking in office build-
ings to enhance acoustical privacy. He was a leader in the use of Speech
Privacy Analysis methodology and in the development of computer software
that incorporated such methodology. He developed guidelines for office pri-
vacy that continue in use today. His writings and presentations in this area
include ‘‘Simulated Background Noise to Improve Acoustical Privacy in
Buildings,’’ presented at the Acoustical Society of America meeting in NYC
in 1964 and subsequently published as a report by BBN. Other publications
that had substantial impact on the field of office acoustics include ‘‘Noise in
the Office’’ ~National Office Products Association, 1969!, ‘‘Taking the
Guesswork Out of Office Acoustics’’~BBN, 1979!, and ‘‘Improving Office
Acoustics’’ ~Corporate Design Magazine, 1983!.

Another principal accomplishment, with Robert Hoover and Robert
Jones, was in the development, design, and evaluation of the air condition-
ing and distribution systems and related noise control methods for concert
halls. The work was reported in a presentation, ‘‘Noise Control for Air
Conditioning Systems Installed in the Philadelphia Academy of Music and
Boston Symphony Hall,’’ at the ASA meeting in April 1975. Another activ-
ity, with William Cavanaugh, Parker Hirtle, and William Watters, was the
development of sound isolation requirements and criteria for university
study and dormitory facilities. Results were reported at May 1963 and April
1970 meetings. There was also work on criteria for acoustical design of
studio spaces used to produce educational television programs, with the
subsequent publication of an article ‘‘Coping with Acoustical Headaches’’
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~Educational Television, December 1968!. Another influential article was
‘‘Acoustical Considerations in Integrated Ceilings’’~Illuminating Engineer-
ing, August 1961!. He was prominent among those members of the BBN
staff who were honored in 1984 by The American Institute of Architects as
‘‘pioneering acoustical consultants who in thirty-five years have almost
single-handedly invented an entire profession by creating an awareness of
acoustical considerations in design and by integrating technical solutions
based on scientific principles with architectural and artistic concepts.’’

After his retirement from BBN, Mr. Curtis was a supporter and mem-
ber of the Advisory Committee for the Robert Bradford Newman Student
Award Fund, established in 1984 and now administered by the Technical
Committee on Architectural Acoustics of the Acoustical Society of America.
He wrote the annual newsletter for the fund for many years, which gave
more than 150 Newman Medals to students at more than 35 universities
around the world, as well as awards of Theodore John Schultz Grants sup-
porting research and development of new teaching methods in architectural
acoustics.

ERIC W. WOOD
THOMAS R. HORRALL
CARL J. ROSENBERG
ROBERT M. HOOVER
WILLIAM J. CAVANAUGH

Donald Redfield Griffin • 1915–2003
The Society notes the passing of Donald Redfield Griffin, a noted

biologist, who, with Robert Galambos, discovered that bats use biological
sonar to perceive their surroundings. Griffin’s work is extensively cited in
this Journal, and he is generally recognized as one of the major contributors
to the development of the emerging field of animal bioacoustics. He never
joined our Society, probably because at the time when Griffin was doing his
most significant work, the Society was not as actively involved in this aspect
of acoustics as it is now. Two special sessions in his memory were held at
the New York City meeting in May 2004. The sessions were sponsored by
the Animal Bioacoustics Technical Committee, with the title ‘‘Natural
acoustic behavior of animals: Session in memory of Donald R. Griffin’’@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.115~5!, Part 2~2004!#. The abstracts from those sessions
give a strong affirmation of the impact of Griffin’s work on the research of
many members of this Society.

Griffin died in November 2003, in Lexington, MA, at the age of 88.
He was born on August 3, 1915, in Southampton, NY. He attended Tabor
Academy in Marion, MA, and was a student at Harvard University, receiv-
ing his B.S.~1938!, M.A. ~1940!, and Ph.D.~1942! degrees there. While an
undergraduate at Harvard, he banded bats to follow their seasonal migra-
tions, and in the course of this work became familiar with the long-standing
question of the sensory basis of their orientation at night. It was then that he
collaborated with Robert Galambos to establish its acoustic nature. His doc-
toral work on migration by birds was supervised by Karl Lashley, a pioneer
in behavioral research on brain function. From 1942 to 1945 he was a
Research Associate at Harvard, where he worked on war-related projects
with S. S. Stevens. Following World War II, he went to the faculty of
Cornell University as Assistant Professor of Zoology~1946–47!, Associate
Professor of Zoology~1947–1952!, and Professor of Zoology~1952–1953!.
In 1953, he returned to Harvard as Professor of Zoology and served as
Chairman of the Department of Biology from 1962 to 1965. During this
time at Harvard, he wrote the influential book,Listening in the Dark~1958!,
which recounted the discovery of echolocation and what had been learned in
the early years of research thereafter. In 1965, Donald Griffin moved to the
Rockefeller University in New York City. Griffin’s laboratories were vari-
ously at Theobald Smith Hall, at the New York Zoological Society in the
Bronx, and later at the field research center in Millbrook, NY. When Griffin
retired from Rockefeller in 1986, he spent a year at Princeton University and
then returned to Harvard, where he worked at the Concord Field Station and
occasionally taught undergraduates. In this final period of his life he contin-
ued his experimental work on bats, birds, and beavers.

Donald Griffin was awarded honorary Doctor of Science degrees from
Ripon College in 1966 and from Eberhard-Karls Universita¨t ~Tübingen! in
1988. He was a member of the National Academy of Sciences, American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Philosophical Society, Animal
Behavior Society, American Society of Zoologists, Ecological Society of
America, and the American Physiological Society. He served as a trustee of
the Rockefeller University and was President of the Harry Frank Guggen-
heim Foundation from 1979 to 1983. For many years he had an association
with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, where he was elected a
member of the Corporation in 1964.

For a fuller account of Griffin’s life and for a list of some of his more
significant publications, one may consult the biographical memoir published
by the National Academies Press, currently viewable online at the site http://
www.nap.edu/readingroom/books/biomems/dgriffin.html

JAMES A. SIMMONS
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REVIEWS OF ACOUSTICAL PATENTS
Lloyd Rice
11222 Flatiron Drive, Lafayette, Colorado 80026

The purpose of these acoustical patent reviews is to provide enough information for a Journal reader to
decide whether to seek more information from the patent itself. Any opinions expressed here are those of
reviewers as individuals and are not legal opinions. Printed copies of United States Patents may be
ordered at $3.00 each from the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231.
Patents are available via the Internet at http://www.uspto.gov.
Reviews of Acoustical Patents

Reviewers for this issue:

GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER, Perception, Incorporated, Box 39536, Los Angeles, California 90039
JOHN M. EARGLE, JME Consulting Corporation, 7034 Macapa Drive, Los Angeles, California 90068
SEAN A. FULOP, California State University, Fresno, 5245 N. Backer Avenue M/S PB92, Fresno, California 93740-8001
JEROME A. HELFFRICH, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas 78228
DAVID PREVES, Starkey Laboratories, 6600 Washington Ave. S., Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
DANIEL R. RAICHEL, 2727 Moore Lane, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526
NEIL A. SHAW, Menlo Scientific Acoustics, Inc., Post Office Box 1610, Topanga, California 90290
WILLIAM THOMPSON, JR., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
ERIC E. UNGAR, Acentech, Incorporated, 33 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
ROBERT C. WAAG, Univ. of Rochester, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rochester, New York 14627

6,846,365

43.25.Yw METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ACOUSTIC SUPPRESSION OF CAVITATION

Sameer I. Madanshetty, Manhattan, Kansas
25 January 2005„Class 134Õ1…; filed 30 May 2002

The premise of this patent is that a cavitation-proof surface can be
created within a fluid medium by biasing the acoustic output of a nearby
transducer so that only compressive, or positive pressure, waves are radi-
ated. How this is accomplished is not abundantly clear. One suggested
method seems to be to excite a transducer with a biased electrical input so
that there is no negative input signal and, by supposition, no negative acous-
tic output. However, since there is by definition no dc acoustic signal, it is
not evident what is accomplished. A second suggested method is to translate
the transducer relative to the fluid, or equivalently, the fluid relative to the
transducer’s radiating face, so that only a compressive wave is generated.
Nothing is said about the fact that when the transducer is ultimately shut off,
a large negative pressure pulse can be created.—WT

6,842,401

43.30.Vh SONAR BEAMFORMING SYSTEM

Alice M. Chiang and Steven R. Broadstone, assignors
to TeraTech
Corporation

11 January 2005„Class 367Õ138…; filed 19 July 2001

The sonar suite and associated electronics are described for an un-
manned underwater vehicle that might be used for search, survey, mapping,
or mine-field reconnaissance and hunting applications. The sonar arrays con-
sist of a forward-looking array for obstacle avoidance, one, or preferably
two, side-looking arrays, and possibly a third downward-looking array for
high-resolution mapping. Suggested values for various operating parameters
of the several arrays are given.—WT

6,847,588

43.30.Wi METHOD FOR CHANGING THE
FREQUENCY FOR SAMPLING SONAR
WAVEFRONTS

George Wallace and Paul Greene, assignors to L-3
Communications Corporation

25 January 2005„Class 367Õ129…; filed 16 March 2004

This patent covers a method for sampling and processing the output
signals from a long line array of hydrophones so that the array can be used
at frequencies above that for which the individual hydrophone spacing is
one-half a wavelength, presumably without experiencing the appearance of
a grating lobe in the directivity pattern.—WT

6,833,540

43.35.Sx SYSTEM FOR MEASURING A
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER BY MEANS OF
PHOTOACOUSTIC INTERACTION

Hugh Alexander MacKenzie and John Matthew
Lindberg,
assignors to Abbott Laboratories

21 December 2004„Class 250Õ214.1…; filed in the United Kingdom
7 March 1997

This system measures a biological parameter, such as blood glucose,
by directing laser pulses from a light guide into a soft-tissue body part, e.g.,
a finger, to produce a photoacoustic interaction. The resulting acoustic signal
is detected by a transducer and analyzed to yield the desired information.—
DRR
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6,834,992

43.35.Zc ACOUSTIC PYROMETER

Dean E. Draxton et al., assignors to Combustion
Specialists, Incorporated

28 December 2004„Class 374Õ115…; filed 8 September 2003

This patent is well written, succinct, and easy to follow. First, it gives
us enough background information to understand the importance of accurate
gas temperature monitoring in industrial coal-fired boilers. It then describes
an improved acoustic pyrometer capable of determining the average gas
temperature across distances of 50 feet or more. An acoustic source55
generates a signal with high amplitude and short rise time—a brief air blast,
for example. A detector adjacent to the generator responds to the onset of the

signal and one or more transducers60 on the opposite wall of the combus-
tion chamber receive the signal. A computerized processor utilizes digital
filtering to attenuate background noise and calculate the transit time of the
signal. It then calculates the temperature of the gas based on transit time. A
number of additional checks are made to minimize the chance of erroneous
measurements.—GLA

6,836,449

43.35.Zc ACOUSTIC METHOD AND DEVICE FOR
DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

Alexander M. Raykhman et al., assignors to INESA East, Limited;
InESA, Incorporated

28 December 2004„Class 367Õ99…; filed 5 September 2003

An ultrasonic echo system is disclosed that can accurately monitor the
thickness of rolled metal, paper, etc., during fabrication. In such a system,
the elapsed time between the generation of an acoustic signal and the recep-
tion of its echo can be used to calculate the distance between the emitter and
the target object if the speed of sound is accurately known. Unfortunately,
variations in air temperature, humidity, and homogeneity can affect the

speed of sound. In this improved method, two sound paths are employed.
Transducer40 sends and receives pulses at normal incidence to targetB. A
simultaneous signal from transducer52 is reflected at an angle back to
receiver48. By employing a few basic trigonometric functions, sound speed
can be eliminated from the calculation of distanceh.—GLA

6,832,106

43.38.Ar ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER

Hiroshi Sugata and Kenta Yujima, assignors to Foster Electric
Company, Limited

14 December 2004„Class 455Õ567…; filed in Japan 21 May 2002

A hemispherical dome is used in many direct radiator transducers
which are commonly called tweeters. ‘‘This dome-shaped, hemispherical
diaphragm is in axial symmetry in which the distance between the apex of
the dome shape and all circumferential positions at the outer periphery along
which the loudspeaker bobbin is coupled is equal all over the circumferen-
tial positions, and the vibrations transmitted from the voice coil to the outer
periphery of the diaphragm is caused to concentrate at the apex in equiphase
so that the resonance is apt to occur in the mode of axial symmetry so as to
cause the frequency characteristic curve to involve remarkable dips specifi-

cally in the higher range of the audio frequency, whereby it has been made
unable to attain excellent tone quality.’’ In other words, a section of a hemi-
spherical shell can have axial resonances. The patent describes a dome1 that
is mirror symmetric along a central arcuate ridge lineR1, which is located
along a diameter of the dome. The dome can be made from PPTA, PEN,
PET, and similar films, or from titanium, aluminum, and like materials. This
and a magnetic structure, that does not appear remarkable but is described in
the text and listed in the claims, are said to reduce the problem quoted
above.—NAS
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6,836,057

43.38.Ar DRIVE MECHANISM EMPLOYING
ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCER

Yoshiaki Hata, assignor to Minolta Company, Limited
28 December 2004„Class 310Õ328…; filed in Japan

14 September 2000

This patent describes a linear actuator based on friction-slip piezoelec-
tric drivers that can be used for high precision applications. It does not
discuss size scalability or MEMS applications.—JAH

6,837,110

43.38.Ar MICRO-MACHINED ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCER „MUT… SUBSTRATE THAT LIMITS
THE LATERAL PROPAGATION OF ACOUSTIC
ENERGY

David G. Miller, assignor to Koninklijke Philips
Electronics, N.V.

4 January 2005„Class 73Õ632…; filed 30 October 2003

This patent teaches the art of isolating ultrasound transducers on a
silicon chip by using vias~holes drilled vertically through the chip! to con-
fine the vibrational energy. There is no technical discussion of what size or
where such holes should be placed, and curious assertions are made for
being able to ‘‘dope’’ the empty vias to make them conductive.—JAH

6,847,090

43.38.Ar SILICON CAPACITIVE MICROPHONE

Peter V. Loeppert, assignor to Knowles Electronics, LLC
25 January 2005„Class 257Õ418…; filed 8 January 2002

As stated, ‘‘This is the Utility patent Application claims benefit of
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/263,785, Filed Jan. 24, 2001.’’

The patent deals with processes for manufacturing electret microphones
making use of IC techniques.—JME

6,847,153

43.38.Ar POLYURETHANE ELECTROSTRICTION

Edward Balizer, assignor to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

25 January 2005„Class 310Õ311…; filed 30 May 2002

The composition and method are discussed for preparing a phase-
mixed thermoplastic polyurethane that might be used as a transducer mate-
rial. This material is said to have an electrostrictive strain coefficient that is
two orders of magnitude greater than that of piezoceramics or piezoelectric
crystals, as well as presenting an excellent impedance match to water.—WT

6,837,108

43.38.Bs INCREASING THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF
A MEMS GYROSCOPE

William P. Platt, assignor to Honeywell International
Incorporated

4 January 2005„Class 73Õ504.16…; filed 23 April 2002

This patent describes a scheme for adjusting the scale factor of a
MEMS gyro by dynamically adjusting the bias voltage applied to the same
pickoff electrodes used for rotation sensing. There’s nothing novel about this
use of capacitive feedback and sensing, as it has been in use in microphones
for years.—JAH

6,841,992

43.38.Bs MEMS ENHANCED CAPACITIVE PICK-
OFF AND ELECTROSTATIC REBALANCE
ELECTRODE PLACEMENT

Aiwu Yue and Ronald B. Leonardson, assignors to
Honeywell International, Incorporated

11 January 2005„Class 324Õ162…; filed 18 February 2003

This patent describes the dispersal of electrodes in a MEMS acceler-
ometer. This is little to be learned here other than some elementary electro-
statics, and the benefits of segregated electrodes for motional feedback. This
is nothing new.—JAH

6,845,670

43.38.Bs SINGLE PROOF MASS, 3 AXIS MEMS
TRANSDUCER

Andrew C. McNeil et al., assignors to Freescale
Semiconductor, Incorporated

25 January 2005„Class 73Õ514.32…; filed 8 July 2003

A three-axis accelerometer is described which requires fewer fabrica-
tion steps than other designs. The suspension concept is complex, and
matching sensitivities in the axes is a problem in these designs. There is
ample use made of polysilicon to make the connections required to the proof
mass and assorted electrodes.—JAH

6,829,366

43.38.Dv MAGNETIC CIRCUIT AND LOUDSPEAKER
USING THE SAME

Kei Tanabe, assignor to Alpine Electronics, Incorporated
7 December 2004„Class 381Õ412…; filed in Japan 21 January 2002

The linearity of this magnetic motor circuit in an electrodynamic trans-
ducer depends, in part, on how the voice coil5 moves in the magnetic field
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across the ‘‘gap’’ in which the voice coil is situated. The patent describes a
motor topology that uses two top plates31 and 32 with the inner circum-
ference of the plates deformed so that the gap consists of two smaller axially
separated subgapsG1 andG2. The prior art referenced uses a machined part
to produce the gap in the top plate. Among the benefits cited for this top-
plate topology are that an underhung voice coil can be used and so more
amplitude can be achieved for a given level of distortion. The main benefit
here is that the top plate can be made from two inexpensive parts as opposed
to a machined part.—NAS

6,841,922

43.38.Fx PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATOR
APPARATUS WITH ACOUSTIC REFLECTOR

Robert Aigner et al., assignors to Infineon Technologies AG
11 January 2005„Class 310Õ335…; filed 31 December 2003

This brief patent describes a technique for fabricating quarter-wave
stack acoustic isolators for ZnO or AlN resonators on silicon. It does little to
teach the design techniques, but merely declares success with nonstandard
stack layer thicknesses. No argument is made for scaling to micron
dimensions.—JAH

6,842,166

43.38.Fx PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER AND
ELECTROPHORETIC INK DISPLAY APPARATUS
USING PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER

Kazumasa Hasegawa and Tatsuya Shimoda, assignors to Seiko
Epson Corporation

11 January 2005„Class 345Õ107…; filed in Japan 29 January 1999

This interesting patent describes the fabrication of a resonant Rosen-
type piezoresonator structure to provide high-voltage drive to individual
pixels of a display that uses electrophoretic inks. The text and figures are
descriptive enough that one gets the impression that it has been tried and
works. Little is given in the way of design equations, however.—JAH

6,834,113

43.38.Hz LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

Erik Liljehag, Uppsala, Swedenet al.
21 December 2004„Class 381Õ99…; filed 3 March 2000

This patent describes a loudspeaker configuration ‘‘which has the abil-
ity to create a homogenous sound over large distances.’’ The phrase is re-
peated several times but never defined. Nonetheless, the basic concept is not
hard to understand. For certain concert sound applications, a full-range ver-
tical line array may be a desirable loudspeaker choice even though its ver-
tical beamwidth varies inversely with frequency. An array of moving-coil
speakers can generate plenty of low-frequency energy, but center-to-center
spacing determines the usable high-frequency limit. Conversely, a ribbon

transducer operates as a true line source even at very high frequencies, but
rapidly runs out of steam below 1 kHz or so. It follows that the coverage
pattern of a two-way system such as that shown should be able to duplicate
that of a theoretical line source at any frequency within its operating range.
The configuration is not new and has been used in commercial home loud-
speaker systems; however, the patent includes a detailed explanation of how
to calculate the highest practical crossover frequency.—GLA

6,834,744

43.38.Ja SPEAKER SYSTEM

Nozomi Toki, assignor to NEC Corporation
28 December 2004„Class 181Õ148…; filed in Japan 23 April 2001

In a cellular phone, miniature speaker15 is mounted to printed circuit
board21. Forward radiation is emitted~or, as the patent insists, ‘‘is output’’!
through chamber37 and opening13. Rear radiation travels from chamber35

through cutout34 to the interior of the phone housing and exits through card
slot 14. The circuitous rear path is intended to reduce interference between
front and rear radiation, and thereby improve low-frequency response.—
GLA

6,836,551

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER

Mitsukazu Kuze et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company, Limited

28 December 2004„Class 381Õ412…; filed in Japan 23 March 2000

This patent was first filed in Japan in March, 2000 and is presented as
an improvement on an even earlier design. More than 40 illustrations and 62
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claims suggest that Matsushita rates this as something really important in the
evolution of moving coil loudspeakers. To reduce overall depth, the apex of
cone8 lies well below pole pieces2 and 3. The motion of voice coil9 is
transferred to the cone through individual ribs5A, which travel up and down
in slits cut into outer pole piece3. This would seem to be a recipe for
generating some really interesting mechanical resonances, but it is described
as ‘‘a coupling member having a small mass and high mechanical strength,
which can reduce the production cost associated with the mass production of
various models and which can provide a sufficient vibration amplitude.’’—
GLA

6,839,444

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKERS

Christien Ellis and Nicholas Patrick Roland Hill, assignors to New
Transducers Limited

4 January 2005„Class 381Õ152…; filed in the United Kingdom
30 November 2000

Panel-type loudspeakers operating in their bending wave range are
normally designed to be driven at a single point. To meet this requirement in
practice, a very small voice coil diameter is required, leading to a number of
performance limitations. The 46 claims of this patent try to cover all pos-

sible ways of optimizing performance using a large diameter coil. The key
phrase is ‘‘sufficient length in relation to the size of the acoustic member to
represent a line drive such that the acoustic member has a mechanical im-
pedance which has a rising trend with bending wave frequency.’’—GLA

6,847,726

43.38.Ja SHORTING RINGS IN DUAL-COIL DUAL-
GAP LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS

Douglas J. Button et al., assignors to Harman International
Industries, Incorporated

25 January 2005„Class 381Õ401…; filed 9 April 2003

This patent is a continuation of United States Patent 6,768,806, filed in
1999. It discloses a number of ways in which shorting rings can be intro-

duced into the JBL dual-coil, dual-gap loudspeaker design. The patent
teaches that ‘‘a plurality of rings can be differently located so as to optimally
suppress both even- and odd-order harmonic distortion and reduce voice coil
inductance.’’—GLA

6,844,777

43.38.Lc AUDIO AMPLIFIER

Mamoru Kitamura, assignor to Niigata Seimitsu Company,
Limited

18 January 2005„Class 330Õ10…; filed in Japan 6 July 2001

In this class D~digital switching! audio amplifier, integrated circuit10
is required to supply only a low-power driving signal. Additional amplifica-
tion is provided by on/off transistorsQ5, Q6 and the voltage is further
stepped up by transformer11. Since the transformer operates at a very high

frequency, it can be small and lightweight. The patent is written in convo-
luted computerish; not only are signals inputted and outputted, they are
flowed.—GLA

6,740,805

43.38.Md SOUND SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
CREATING A SOUND EVENT BASED ON
A MODELED SOUND FIELD

Randall B. Metcalf, Cantonment, Florida
25 May 2004„Class 84Õ723…; filed 30 August 2002

Most musical instruments are small, stationary sound sources. A trum-
pet, for example, might be modeled as a directional source producing sound
waves that radiate outwardly from a single point, keeping in mind that its
directional pattern may change with frequency and time. This patent teaches
that such characteristics can be captured by a quasispherical array of pickup
locations in the far field. Sound pressure and direction are sensed and re-
corded at each location during a performance~‘‘sound event’’!. Instead of
replacing microphones with loudspeakers to re-create the sound field, the
method described here uses the recorded information to re-create the sound
source. Let us assume that an array of tiny loudspeakers could be designed
to reproduce the required frequency range and directionality. It seems rea-
sonable that a finite number of such arrays could then be assembled to
model a more complicated source such as a jazz combo or a choir. Numer-
ous combinations and permutations of this approach are included in the
patent, which is the latest in a series of continuations going back to United
States Patent 6,239,348, filed in 1999.—GLA
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6,838,056

43.38.Pf METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SORTING BIOLOGICAL CELLS WITH A MEMS
DEVICE

John Stuart Foster, assignor to Innovative Micro
Technology

4 January 2005„Class 422Õ100…; filed 8 July 2002

This patent describes a MEMS version of a flow cytometer, a machine
for sorting cells in solution. The particular application targeted here is sort-
ing stem cells from blood, and it is done with an array of channels etched
into glass, through which fluorescence is excited and observed. An array of
valves does the sorting into either one of two output channels, one for stem
cells and one for the rest. Electrostatically actuated valves are used in what
appears to be a realizable configuration.—JAH

6,836,055

43.38.Rh PIEZOELECTRIC VIBRATOR AND FILTER
USING THE SAME

Yukinori Sasaki, assignor to Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company, Limited

28 December 2004„Class 310Õ320…; filed in Japan 11 June 2001

This patent discloses optimum geometries~L/W ratios! for AlN reso-
nators that can be used as IF filters. The patent is difficult to understand as
technical details have been lost in the translation.—JAH

6,825,810

43.38.Si AUDIO EXTENSION FOR WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION DEVICES

Gary Dean Ragner, Gainesville, Floridaet al.
30 November 2004„Class 343Õ700 MS…; filed 12 December 2002

The health problems that may be due to the electromagnetic radiation
emitted by cellular phones when these devices are in use have been reported
in the media. The device described in the patent allows for the use of
cellular phones at a distance from the user’s head. As opposed to other
solutions to mitigate this problem that try to shield the unit, this patent
moves the unit away from a user’s head. Loudspeaker assembly220 is

attached, or is integral, to the phone30, with a pickup over the cell phone’s
speaker feeding extension loudspeaker239. In use, the phone is inverted so
the cell phone’s microphone stays near the mouth, while the cell phone
itself, and the radiation emitted from same, is removed a bit from the user’s
head. The patent states that among the benefits of the invention, the radiation
level at the head can be reduced by an order of magnitude.—NAS

6,834,107

43.38.Si TELEPHONE APPARATUS

Jeffrey Hurst, assignor to Telefonaktiebolaget
LM Ericsson

21 December 2004„Class 379Õ390.01…; filed in the United Kingdom
29 July 1998

The loudspeaker volume in a telephone may need to be adjusted to
compensate for the ambient noise in the vicinity of the telephone. In some
situations like a church, the patent states, the receiver volume may need to
be turned down. At a construction site, it may need to be turned up. Some
prior art methods do this by measuring the ambient noise during gaps in
speech, which can be a complex process. Another method uses manual
buttons. The method described in the patent adjusts the loudspeaker volume
by measuring the ambient sound in a predetermined amount of time,X,

which starts when the telephone goes ‘‘off-hook’’ but is shorter than time,Y,
which starts at the same time asX and ends when the called party starts to
speak. A similar method is used to adjust the receiver sound level at the
calling telephone. A simple flowchart shows the three steps used to accom-
plish this task. It is curious, though, that while this method is designed
mainly for cellular and other DSP-based telephones, the term ‘‘off-hook’’ is
still a valid descriptor.—NAS

6,836,676

43.38.Si SPEAKERPHONE ACCESSORY

Grant Harries Lloyd et al., assignors to Motorola,
Incorporated

28 December 2004„Class 455Õ569.1…; filed 2 November 2001

This clam-shaped cell phone accessory provides improved speaker-
phone capability. It is smaller than the phone itself—only about 2 inches in
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diameter—and contains a miniature loudspeaker along with associated elec-
tronics. The phone’s own microphone is used during speakerphone
operation.—GLA

6,845,163

43.38.Vk MICROPHONE ARRAY FOR PRESERVING
SOUNDFIELD PERCEPTUAL CUES

James David Johnston and Eric R. Wagner, assignors to AT&T
Corporation

18 January 2005„Class 381Õ92…; filed 15 November 2000

The patent describes a microphone array intended for recording direct
and spatial cues in normal performance spaces. The seven microphones
31–37 lie on a sphere with a diameter of 0.9 ms of ‘‘sound travel,’’ or
approximately 1 foot. The array has five microphones positioned at 72°
intervals in the azimuthal plane, along with one microphone each pointing
upward and downward. Although not described as such, the microphone
pattern chosen appears to be roughly of hypercardioid form, at least in its
front hemisphere. In playback over an equiangular, five-channel surround
sound array, the contribution of the vertical-oriented microphones would be

appropriately mixed into the normal five-channel array. The authors state
that the microphone spacing is critical in maintaining first-arrival transient
signal integrity at the central listening position, presenting to the ears a
temporal pattern not unlike what might be heard at the actual recording
position. Further details in the patent cover other aspects of localization and
its implementation using fewer microphones. Overall, the patent is well
written and is recommended reading for anyone interested in surround
sound technology.—JME

6,832,695

43.40.Dx VENDING MACHINE WITH A VIBRATION
SENSOR FOR CARRYING OUT GOODS

Tomomi Yamaguchi, assignor to Sanden Corporation
21 December 2004„Class 221Õ195…; filed in Japan 22 March 2002

This device is integrated into a vending machine that indicates by
vibration whether selected merchandise is deliverable from its assigned plat-
form. The vending machine drives a vibrating device when merchandise is
selected. A vibration sensor detects the vibration of the merchandise holding

platform and a microprocessor detects whether the sensor’s response is nor-
mal. If the feedback from the sensor is deemed to be normal, a delivery
phase is performed. Otherwise, the delivery phase is aborted.—DRR

6,842,087

43.40.Dx THREE-TERMINAL FILTER USING AREA
FLEXURAL VIBRATION MODE

Masakazu Yamauchi, assignor to Murata Manufacturing
Company, Limited

11 January 2005„Class 333Õ187…; filed in Japan 9 November 2000

This patent describes a flexural mode filter for audio-frequency use. It
is essentially a bimorph piezo element with one side operated as a generator
and the other as a receiver. It resembles the old thickness-mode piezo trans-
former design in electroding and has potential for voltage gain. No mention
is made of scaling to micron dimensions, although the center frequency
would go inversely with the width of the device, making a MHz-range
device feasible. Nothing really novel about this.—JAH

6,837,859

43.40.Ng SHOCK WAVE SOURCE WITH A COIL
CARRIER HAVING A NON-CIRCULAR
CONTOUR

Mario Bechtold et al., assignors to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft

4 January 2005„Class 601Õ4…; filed in Germany 10 September 2001

This device generates ultrasonic shock waves for medical therapy. The
patent informs us that, although existing generators operate in the range
from 150 to 200 kHz, they produce unpleasant audible sound as well. A
design is disclosed in which nonplanar and nonsymmetrical components
inhibit resonances at audible frequencies.—GLA
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6,842,088

43.40.Sk THIN FILM ACOUSTIC RESONATOR AND
METHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME

Tetsuo Yamadaet al., assignors to Ube Industries,
Limited

11 January 2005„Class 333Õ187…; filed in Japan 11 May 2001

This patent describes the manufacture of a thickness-mode bulk acous-
tic wave resonator in the 1-GHz frequency region using ZnO material. A
novel attachment technique is said to improve resonator Q and stability, but
there are no data to back up the assertion. Most of the text describes the
fabrication techniques.—JAH

6,842,089

43.40.Sk FILM BULK ACOUSTIC RESONATOR
„FBAR … DEVICE

Joo Ho Lee, assignor to Samsung Electro-Mechanics
Company, Limited

11 January 2005„Class 333Õ189…; filed in the Republic of Korea
21 May 2002

A thin-film bulk acoustic wave resonator is formed on silicon mem-
branes suspended over a second layer of silicon. The air gap between the
layers helps increase resonator Q and stability. The use of an air gap to
reduce vibration coupling is a very old idea, and translates naturally to
MEMS devices.—JAH

6,847,271

43.40.Sk COMPONENT HAVING AN
ACOUSTICALLY ACTIVE MATERIAL FOR TUNING
DURING OPERATION

Christian Korden et al., assignors to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft

25 January 2005„Class 333Õ188…; filed in Germany
25 September 2000

This patent describes a scheme for obtaining tunable GHz-frequency
filters in thin-film resonators by altering the dc voltage applied and operating
near the Curie point of the material. The possible temperature instabilities
are addressed by including a Peltier-effect temperature regulator. One won-
ders if all of this space and power couldn’t be used more effectively for
something else.—JAH

6,834,741

43.40.Tm ENGINE COVER WITH INTERNAL
VIBRATION DAMPING PLATES

Alan S. Miller and Paolo Comello, assignors to
General Motors Corporation; Tesma Engine Technologies

28 December 2004„Class 180Õ313…; filed 24 March 2003

Damping plate assemblies are mounted on the internal surfaces of an
engine cover, where these assemblies are exposed to oil mist. Each assembly
consists of two sheet metal plates of different thicknesses and is fastened to
the engine cover by a few point supports. As the two plates bend when the
assembly is subject to vibration, the plates’ interfaces move relative to each
other and energy is dissipated due to dry friction and oil between the
interfaces.—EEU

6,834,741

43.40.Tm WIDEBAND ISOLATOR FOR ACOUSTIC
TOOLS

Abbas Arian and Randall Jones, assignors
to Haliburton Energy Services, Incorporated

28 December 2004„Class 181Õ102…; filed 7 December 2001

This patent relates to tools for logging of oil or gas wells. A transmitter
in such a tool sends acoustic energy into the soil, and a receiver in the tool
senses the returned acoustic signal. In order to shield the receiver from the
direct acoustic signal generated by the transmitter, isolation between the two
is provided. The isolation arrangement described in this patent consists in
essence of a steel coil spring in a cylindrical housing, with the spaces be-
tween the coils filled with a resilient material. This arrangement is intended
to be rugged enough to withstand the well logging environment.—EEU

6,836,051

43.40.Tm MOTOR

Hideharu Hiwaki et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company, Limited

28 December 2004„Class 310Õ258…; filed in Japan
19 December 2002

A concentrated winding motor, such as used in refrigeration apparatus
or other hermetically sealed applications, typically consists of a rotor within
a stator, with the stator fitted tightly into a housing. Axial notches in the
stator circumference limit transmission of vibrations from the stator to the
housing, and axial holes that extend through the stator reduce the vibrations
it generates.—EEU

6,840,017

43.40.Tm VIBRATION CONTROL STRUCTURE

Ikuo Shimoda and Kiyoharu Suzuki, assignors to
Oiles Corporation

11 January 2005„Class 52Õ167.1…; filed 24 June 2002

Damping of a building’s horizontal vibrations, such as those produced
by wind or earthquakes, is accomplished essentially by interconnecting the
girders of adjacent floors by means that dissipate energy due to relative
motion between floors. The patent indicates design and connection details
for means that employ dry friction or viscous damping.—EEU

6,839,694

43.40.Yq SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR WEIGHING
ITEMS SUCH AS MAILPIECES IN THE
PRESENCE OF EXTERNAL VIBRATION

Michael J. Kasmin and Edilberto I. Salazar, assignors to Pitney
Bowes Incorporated

4 January 2005„Class 705Õ407…; filed 7 June 2002

The output of a load cell is fed to an analog-to-digital converter, and
the resulting digital signal is low-pass filtered. A microprocessor analyzes
the filtered signal to determine weights of items located on a platform that is
connected to the load cell and feeds information to a postage meter. The
microprocessor determines the weight of the item from the difference be-
tween the peaks and valleys of the filtered signal once vibrations have de-
cayed so that this difference is less than a predetermined value. The proces-
sor identifies peaks and valleys from changes in the sign of the signal’s
derivative.—EEU
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6,839,697

43.40.Yq SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR WEIGHING
ITEMS SUCH AS MAILPIECES IN THE
PRESENCE OF EXTERNAL VIBRATION

David J. Eaton et al., assignors to Pitney Bowes
Incorporated

4 January 2005„Class 705Õ414…; filed 28 June 2002

The basic principle of this patent is like that of United States Patent
6,839,694, reviewed above, except for the approach to calculating the
weight of the item on the platform. The present patent includes an acceler-
ometer and limit detector for generating a ‘‘no go’’ signal if the external
vibrations exceed a predetermined limit. The microprocessor accepts the
measured weight as valid if the vibrations do not exceed this limit and
otherwise initiates an alternative weight determination method.—EEU

6,840,109

43.40.Yq VIBRATORY TRANSDUCER

Wolfgang Drahm and Alfred Rieder, assignors to
Endress¿Hauser Flowtec AG

11 January 2005„Class 73Õ650…; filed in Germany 8 May 2002

This patent describes a system for measuring the viscosity, density,
and/or mass flow of fluid flowing through a pipe. The system in essence
consists of a straight section of pipe that is made to vibrate in various
modes. Viscosity of the fluid in the pipe is determined by subjecting the
tubular test section to rotational vibrations about its axis and measuring the
damping of these vibrations. Density is determined from observed resonant
frequencies of flexural vibrations of the test section, and mass flow rate is
ascertained from out-of-plane flexural vibrations of the test section that re-
sult from Coriolis forces generated as the section is made to vibrate in a
given plane.—EEU

6,841,970

43.40.Yq DUAL-USE GENERATOR AND SHOCK
ABSORBER ASSISTANT SYSTEM

Mark Zabramny, West Windsor, New Jersey
11 January 2005„Class 320Õ101…; filed 20 December 2002

An electromagnetic transducer is arranged in mechanical parallel with
a vehicle’s conventional shock absorber. A switching arrangement that is
controlled by an occupant of the vehicle permits operation in two modes. In
one mode, the electrical energy generated by the transducer as the vehicle
bounces is used to charge a battery. In the other mode, the transducer acts in
parallel with the shock absorber, increasing the effective suspension stiffness
and providing a firmer ride.—EEU

6,843,128

43.40.Yq METHOD FOR DETERMINING
AUTOMOTIVE BRAKE STRUCTURE VIBRATION
DAMPING AND FRICTION MATERIAL
BONDING

Frank Chen et al., assignors to Ford Global Technologies, LLC
18 January 2005„Class 73Õ574…; filed 3 December 2003

A brake shoe to be tested is mounted on a resiliently supported plat-
form and is subjected to broadband random vibration excitation. The result-
ing vibrations are detected by means of a laser velocimeter and subjected to
frequency analysis. Damping of the brake shoe is determined from the half-
power point frequencies~at which the velocity is 3 dB below that corre-
sponding to a resonance peak!.—EEU

6,843,277

43.50.Gf DUCT AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS
HAVING THE DUCT

Hiroyuki Meguro et al., assignors to Seiko Epson
Corporation

18 January 2005„Class 138Õ125…; filed in Japan 6 July 2001

This rather oddly titled patent covers a duct that is said to have a high
sound-absorbing effect yet retains exhausting efficiency. The duct consists
of a hollow duct body, a diverging section located in the intermediate part of
the passageway, and sponges bonded to internal surfaces of the duct. The
ducting and the divergent section may be as thick as 0.25 mm and are
formed from sheets of paper impregnated with a synthetic resin such as
polymethylpentene on its surface. It is not at all clear from the patent what
type of electronic apparatus is targeted.—DRR

6,839,427

43.50.Ki METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ECHO
CANCELLER AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

Mansour Tahernezhaadi and Michael J. Kirk,
assignors to Motorola, Incorporated

4 January 2005„Class 379Õ406.01…; filed 20 December 2001

Echo cancellation is frequently employed in communication systems
to combat line echo from impedance mismatches and also acoustic echo
from hands-free devices. The usual methods involve computing an expected
echo signal by applying a reference signal from the far-end communicator to
an impulse response that is periodically determined for the transmission line.
The expected echo is then subtracted from the actual echo, in the hopes that
they are equal. This patent confronts a problem that often plagues the ap-
plication of the above theory,viz., it doesn’t work very well when the input
signal energy containing the echo is significantly different from the refer-
ence signal energy used to estimate the expected echo. The patent presents a
detailed algorithm of low complexity for computing a gain to adaptively
adjust the unwanted reference versus input power disparity internal to the
echo canceller. The methods are also extended to a full-duplex scenario in
which a double-talk threshold is used.—SAF

6,842,526

43.50.Ki ADAPTIVE NOISE LEVEL ESTIMATOR

Michael Walker, assignor to Alcatel
11 January 2005„Class 381Õ94.1…; filed in Germany

24 October 2000

A good idea is frequently a very simple one, and this patent exempli-
fies the old adage. The background noise level in an acoustic signal is here
taken to be the minimum in a short sequence of maximum signal excursions,
so long as these excursions do not exceed a stipulated threshold~which can
be set to equal a likely minimum amplitude for the desired signal!. In this
way, the background noise level can be adaptively found during any short
pause in the desired signal, such as speech, without the need for long-term
averaging and the attendant delays in adaptation. It is surprising this has not
been done before, given its elegant simplicity. The method is inherently
limited in its usefulness to desired signals in which some pauses are
anticipated.—SAF
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6,847,722

43.50.Ki METHOD AND EQUIPMENT FOR
ATTENUATING SOUND IN A DUCT

Seppo Uosukainenet al., assignors to VTT
25 January 2005„Class 381Õ71.5…; filed in Finland

12 September 1997

This is an active noise control system for attenuating noise inside a
duct. Sound propagating inside a duct is detected by detector2 and attenu-
ated by two successive monopole elements3 and 4 in such a manner that

both elements function as a dipole approximation. These elements are used
to produce the monopole radiation needed. A dipole control signal is fed to
both elements in a 180° phase shift, which effectively attenuates the noise of
the flow.—DRR

6,847,723

43.50.Ki VOICE INPUT APPARATUS

Shingo Kiuchi et al., assignors to Alpine Electronics,
Incorporated

25 January 2005„Class 381Õ94.7…; filed in Japan
12 November 1998

This patent suggests that in certain kinds of noisy environments, such
as a moving vehicle, the moment when a user activates a microphone is an
opportune time to take account of the background noise and set the param-
eters of a noise-canceling scheme accordingly. A two-microphone system
for keeping track of the noise and updating the appropriate cancellation filter
is described; the updating of the parameters is halted when the microphone
is activated. The object is to improve speech recognition accuracy in a noisy
environment by canceling the noise adaptively, but it is necessary for the
speech to be provided in the same noise conditions as existed when the
microphone was activated. Knowledge of prior art methods in noise cancel-
lation seems to be a prerequisite to successful replication of the technique,
since numerous steps are black boxes.—SAF

6,782,095

43.60.Dh METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
PERFORMING SPECTRAL PROCESSING IN TONE
DETECTION

Michael Leong et al., assignors to Nortel Networks
Limited

24 August 2004„Class 379Õ386…; filed 27 July 1999

This patent describes a Fourier transform-based system for detecting
and analyzing telephone signaling tones, including MF, DTMF, CPT, and
international MF-R2 tones. An initial discrete Fourier transform~DFT! is
performed on short subframes of the input, sampled at 8 Ksps. Magnitude
information provides an initial indication that a tone may be present. If so, a
quadrature signal of selected, phase-linked coefficients is passed to a second
DFT, which computes a power estimate for each of the candidate signal
frequencies. Phase linking the sequences of first-stage coefficients makes
their sum equivalent to another transform.—DLR

6,839,312

43.60.Dh COPY PROTECTION OF DIGITAL AUDIO
COMPACT DISCS

Richard A. A. Heylen and Roger Edward, assignors to
Macrovision Corporation

4 January 2005„Class 369Õ53.21…; filed in the United Kingdom 15
February 2000

To provide copy protection, sectors on a CD are provided with a non-
standard number of frames and subcode sync patterns placed one frame later
than normal. Data within each frame remain the same. These deliberately

introduced errors would cause copies to have degraded sound quality via
data readers but would not adversely affect audio players.—DAP

6,842,524

43.60.Jn METHOD FOR LOCALIZING SOUND
IMAGE OF REPRODUCING SOUND OF AUDIO
SIGNALS FOR STEREOPHONIC REPRODUCTION
OUTSIDE SPEAKERS

Wataru Kobayashi, assignor to OpenHeart Limited;
A Limited Responsibility Company, Research Network

11 January 2005„Class 381Õ1…; filed 26 May 2000

As can clearly be seen in the figure, the patent describes yet another
method of introducing all-pass, variable-phase cross-talk components be-
tween a pair of stereo channels to produce a widening of the perceived

stereo stage. The approach is somewhat more complex than most, and art
here lies in the fine-tuning of a number of variables.—JME
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6,837,857

43.60.Qv METHOD FOR THE RECORDING OF
ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS FOR THE
CUSTOMIZATION OF HEARING AIDS

Alfred Stirnemann, assignor to Phonak AG
4 January 2005„Class 600Õ559…; filed 29 July 2002

A method is described to automatically customize hearing aid perfor-
mance based on ear canal impedance measures. Two pressure microphones
are enclosed in a hearing aid shell that is inserted into the ear canal for the

measurements. One microphone has a calibrated acoustic resistor that serves
as a reference. Circuitry in the hearing aid shell analyzes the signals and
calculates the impedance, distance to the eardrum, and residual volume.—
DAP

6,823,737

43.60.Rw NON-CONTACT INSPECTION SYSTEM
FOR LARGE CONCRETE STRUCTURES

William F. Kepler and Kurt F. von Fay, assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Interior

30 November 2004„Class 73Õ602…; filed 6 June 2001

As the patent abstract puts it, ‘‘A phrased~sic! array acoustic source
transmits an acoustic wave onto a concrete structure. A laser transmitter–
receiver unit transmits a laser beam onto the surface of the structure such
that the beam is modulated by the acoustic wave and reflected back to the
receiver portion of the unit. The acoustic wave will be distorted by defects

or anomalies in the concrete structure and this will affect the signal content
of the received laser beam. The laser beam is ultimately converted into a
two-dimensional image or a three-dimensional tomographic image for fur-
ther processing.’’—NAS

6,839,446

43.66.Ts HEARING AID WITH SOUND REPLAY
CAPABILITY

Trevor I. Blumenau, San Francisco, California
4 January 2005„Class 381Õ312…; filed 28 May 2002

An add-on system is described which enables conventional analog and
digital hearing aids to store at least 5 seconds of incoming sound for later
playback at the same rate or at a different rate. Mode selection logic is

provided to send either current input sound data or the stored sound data to
the hearing aid loudspeaker. The mode selection may be made on one or
more hearing aids from a remote device via wired or wireless means.—DAP

6,839,447

43.66.Ts SYNCHRONIZED BINAURAL HEARING
SYSTEM

Peter Ostergaard Nielsen and John Melanson,
assignors to GN ReSound AÕS

4 January 2005„Class 381Õ312…; filed 14 January 2003

For successful implementation and control of directional beamformers
implemented via bidirectional communication between two hearing aids in a
binaural fitting, synchronization using a low-power, wireless, direct-
sequence spread spectrum~DS-SS! technology keeps the phase error be-
tween the two hearing aids below 10ms. The DS-SS signals may be formed
from pseudorandom noise sequences.—DAP

6,843,690

43.66.Ts CONTACT DEVICE FOR HEARING AIDS

Joseph Sauer and Christian Schmitt, assignors to
Siemens Audiologische Technik GmbH

18 January 2005„Class 439Õ722…; filed in Germany 2 April 2002

An injection-molded plastic body that houses electronic components
for hearing aids contains insert-molded contacts. Wiring interconnection cir

cuitry is printed onto the surface of the injection-molded plastic body.—
DAP
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6,846,284

43.66.Ts METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TREATMENT OF MONO-FREQUENCY TINNITUS

Daniel S. J. Choy, assignor to Tinnitus Control,
Incorporated

25 January 2005„Class 600Õ28…; filed 12 December 2002

Reciprocal noise cancellation of the patient’s monofrequency tinnitus
tone is achieved by utilizing an externally generated tone that is subjectively
defined by the patient to match his/her tinnitus tone in frequency and am-
plitude. The externally generated sound wave is applied via earphones or a
speaker system. This externally generated sound is sequentially phase

shifted through angularly shifted sequence steps in an attempt to achieve
180° phase shift of the generated signal with respect to the patient’s tinnitus
in order to effect noise cancellation.—DRR

6,840,908

43.66.Yw SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REMOTELY
ADMINISTERED, INTERACTIVE HEARING
TESTS

Brent W. Edwards et al., assignors to Sound ID
11 January 2005„Class 600Õ559…; filed 12 October 2001

A methodology is described for a self-administered hearing loss test
via the Internet using wired or wireless communication with any of a variety
of consumer electronics devices. A two-part hearing-loss computer program
has a first component that is executed on the server and a second part that is
executed by the remote device. After establishing a baseline threshold at the

remote device, audio stimuli to be presented during the test are selected
adaptively using anN-alternative forced-choice interactive convergent
process.—DAP

6,834,108

43.72.Dv METHOD FOR IMPROVING ACOUSTIC
NOISE ATTENUATION IN HAND-FREE
DEVICES

Gerhard Schmidt, assignor to Infineon Technologies AG
21 December 2004„Class 379Õ406.01…; filed in Germany

13 February 1998

Hands-free telephones are plagued by a problem with echo, caused
chiefly by the microphone picking up the acoustic signal emanating from the
loudspeaker. Traditionally, this is suppressed using a level discriminator
which strongly damps one signal path at a time—thus rendering duplex
communications impossible. This patent outlines a more sophisticated
scheme for canceling this acoustic side-tone echo and thereby facilitating
duplex telephony with hands-free devices. The first step involves applying a
filter bank to the microphone signal and using the result to compute a set of
estimated microphone subband signals—the description of just how is un-
clear. The difference between the measured and estimated microphone sig-
nals is taken as the adaptation error having two components—a baseline
‘‘undisturbed’’ error and a component due to duplex speech interference.
Subband echo cancellers are then constantly adapted to the signal by prior
art methods without the use of Fourier spectra, saving on computation. A
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step-size variable for each subband is set in accordance with the ratio of the
two mean-squared adaptation error components. Implementation of this can-
cellation showed that it was still incapable of completely removing the echo,
and so a further Wiener postfiltering is applied which is controlled by the
same step-size variable. The entire scheme, like the patent as such, is quite
complicated, and it may not be sufficiently clearly described to permit
replication.—SAF

6,778,960

43.72.Ja SPEECH INFORMATION PROCESSING
METHOD AND APPARATUS AND STORAGE
MEDIUM

Toshiaki Fukada, assignor to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
17 August 2004„Class 704Õ260…; filed in Japan 31 March 2000

This patent describes a technique for computing phoneme durations
for use by a speech synthesizer. In the first step, a sequence of preliminary
phoneme durations is obtained by look-up from a phonetic disctionary. A
prosody model computes utterance-length pitch and amplitude curves from
the phonetic information. A duration adjustment step then alters the indi-
vidual phoneme durations according to the preliminary durations, the com-
puted prosodic structure, and the desired overall utterance duration. Some of
the processing details are shown for a few examples in the Japanese
language.—DLR

6,778,961

43.72.Ja METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DELIVERING
TEXT-TO-SPEECH IN A REAL TIME
TELEPHONY ENVIRONMENT

David L. Walker et al., assignors to WConect, LLC
17 August 2004„Class 704Õ260…; filed 16 May 2001

This patent basically says that multiple text-to-speech synthesis en-
gines can be used together to speed up the synthesis of replies from an
information database. To do this, the input stream of text from email, news,
stock quotes, or other sources, is divided into suitable-sized chunks, which
are allocated to the various processors. The chunk size would be determined,
it appears, more by the required delivery rates than by any linguistic criteria.
There is no mention of possible cooperation between the individual proces-
sors in the setting of various global parameters that might lend more natu-
ralness to the overall output. More attention is given to the buffering by
which the synthesized results are recombined into the final output
utterance.—DLR

6,778,962

43.72.Ja SPEECH SYNTHESIS WITH PROSODIC
MODEL DATA AND ACCENT TYPE

Osamu Kasai and Toshiyuki Mizoguchi, assignors to
Konami Corporation; Konami Computer Entertainment Tokyo,
Incorporated

17 August 2004„Class 704Õ266…; filed in Japan 23 July 1999

The primary object of this speech synthesis system is to be able to
produce acceptably natural-sounding output when one or more of the input
words~or Japanese characters! cannot be found in the phonetic dictionary. A
prosody dictionary contains the character string, a mora number, an accent
type, and syllable information. Candidate phoneme sequences are con-
structed from the available dictionary information. The accent type of each
entry, either rising or falling, is used to construct a prosodic pattern. Redun-

dancy between the syllablic structures reconstructed from the retrieved dic-
tionary entries and the syllablic structure implied by the raw input sequence
is used to fill in any gaps remaining from missing dictionary entries.—DLR

6,842,735

43.72.Lc TIME-SCALE MODIFICATION OF DATA-
COMPRESSED AUDIO INFORMATION

Michele M. Covell et al., assignors to Interval Research
Corporation

11 January 2005„Class 704Õ503…; filed 13 September 2000

Audio data-compression procedures such as MP3 work by reducing
the number of amplitude quantization bits, and thereby the dynamic range
and amplitude accuracy, in the various frequency subbands of a filtered
digitized audio signal. The reductions in quantization are performed frame
by frame in accordance with perceptual models, to minimize the audibility
of the reductions upon playback. This patent recognizes that, since the com-
pression is performed with reference to the spectral domain and preserves
the original frame rate, time-scale modification of the signal~such as reduc-
ing or increasing the playback rate by applying an overlap-add method! can
be performed without decompressing the frames. The method itself is ac-
cordingly fairly straightforward. It is noticed that simple frequency-domain
modifications, such as frequency doubling, can also be performed because
the compression operations in each subband are independent.—SAF
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6,778,958

43.72.Ne SYMBOL INSERTION APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Masafumi Nishimura et al., assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation

17 August 2004„Class 704Õ235…; filed in Japan 30 August 1999

This speech-to-text system uses two or more so-called ‘‘language mod-
els’’ to process the results of the low-level phonetic analysis of the speech
input. The models apparently consist of word spellings and word phonetic
sequences, that is, typical lexical look-up information. At least one of the
symbol sets used may include punctuation marks, as well as words. As
processing proceeds, the recovered symbol sequences are updated such as to
increase the estimated occurrence probabilities of the constructed lexical
symbol sequences. The patent uses the terms ‘‘reliability’’ and ‘‘renewal’’ in
ways that would usually be expressed as ‘‘probability’’ and ‘‘update,’’
respectively.—DLR

6,778,959

43.72.Ne SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SPEECH
VERIFICATION USING OUT-OF-VOCABULARY
MODELS

Duanpei Wu et al., assignors to Sony Corporation; Sony
Electronics Incorporated

17 August 2004„Class 704Õ256…; filed 18 October 2000

Like many current speech recognition systems, this one makes use of
out-of-vocabulary models, often called garbage models.~The patent makes a
minor distinction between garbage models and noise models.! Some details
of the model training process described here may be novel. An initial set of
garbage sound examples, including human and environment sounds, is used
to train a set of HMMs. This training is iterated, producing additional mod-
els, until a desired number of models is available. The limiting criteria
include the opposing effects of accuracy and processing time.—DLR

6,778,963

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR
CAR NAVIGATION AND MICROPHONE

Toru Yamamoto et al., assignors to Sony Corporation
17 August 2004„Class 704Õ275…; filed in Japan 19 May 2000

The emphasis in this patent is on the arrangement of one or more
microphones for adequate pickup of a speech signal, while rejecting noise,
in a vehicle navigation system. The solution presented is to position micro-

phones240on the edge of a display unit, at least one facing the speaker, one
facing away, and possibly one on the ‘‘other face’’ of the unit. One group of
claims deals with arrangements for adjusting the amount of delay in the mic
signal paths, producing a beamformer pickup pattern.—DLR

6,785,365

43.72.Ne METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
FACILITATING SPEECH BARGE-IN IN
CONNECTION WITH VOICE RECOGNITION
SYSTEMS

John N. Nguyen, assignor to Speechworks International,
Incorporated

31 August 2004„Class 379Õ88.01…; filed 24 July 2001

Detection of a user input during the output of a system prompt is made
complicated by the possibility of line echoes. This system collects signal
energy during prompt outputs, referring to these as prompt residuals. Col-

lected prompt residuals are subtracted from the input during subsequent
prompts, providing a measure of whether the user might be trying to inter-
rupt the prompt.—DLR

6,785,366

43.72.Ne APPARATUS FOR MAKING OUTGOING
CALL

Hiroshi Nobuta et al., assignors to Canon Kabushiki
Kaisha

31 August 2004„Class 379Õ88.03…; filed in Japan 1 October 1998

This device recognizes speech input for the purpose of placing one or
two phone calls. The patent is entirely concerned with the protocols in-
volved in assessing the probability of correctness of the recognition results,

performing error recovery, and deciding whether or not the call~s! should be
placed. There is extensive description of the functions performed by the
various buttons on the device.—DLR

6,785,649

43.72.Ne TEXT FORMATTING FROM SPEECH

Ron Hoory and Alan Jay Wecker, assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation

31 August 2004„Class 704Õ235…; filed 29 December 1999

This patent describes a clever way of representing various nonverbal
aspects of the speech signal using standard typesetting font technology.
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Elaborate systems of pitch and amplitude scaling and normalizing are ap-
plied to determine which of the various modes of expression should be used
to display the text of a given spoken phrase.—DLR

6,826,430

43.72.Ne HIGH CONTACT COUNT, SUB-
MINIATURE, FULLY IMPLANTABLE COCHLEAR
PROSTHESIS

Michael A. Faltys et al., assignors to Advanced Bionics
Corporation

30 November 2004„Class 607Õ137…; filed 30 March 2001

A microphone, circuitry, and rechargeable battery for a cochlear im-
plant are packaged in a hermetically sealed case. A detachable, program-
mable electrode array connects to the electronics inside the housing, allow

ing the completely implanted, hermetically sealed case to be surgically re-
placed. The number of electrodes and signal processing algorithms may be
programed remotely using acoustic and/or rf control signals.—DAP

6,826,533

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION APPARATUS
AND METHOD

Bernd Burchard et al., assignors to Micronas GmbH
30 November 2004„Class 704Õ270…; filed in Germany

30 March 2000

To improve accuracy of speech recognition, two detection thresholds
are used. The first stage seeks to identify a keyword within the digitized
audio signal. If a keyword has been identified, the second stage searches for
a voice command. The false acceptance thresholdFAR for voice commands

is initially lowered until a keyword is recognized. After keyword identifica-
tion, the false rejection thresholdFRR is decreased to lower the probability
of an erroneous rejection of a voice command.—DAP

6,834,265

43.72.Ne METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SELECTIVE SPEECH RECOGNITION

Senaka Balasuriya, assignor to Motorola, Incorporated
21 December 2004„Class 704Õ270.1…; filed 13 December 2002

An electronic device, such as a cell phone or laptop computer, contains
a media type indicator that selects a first or second speech recognizer engine

depending on whether an input file is audio, video, text, or another media
type. The speech recognition engines may be local or external to the elec-
tronic device.—DAP
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6,839,667

43.72.Ne METHOD OF SPEECH RECOGNITION BY
PRESENTING N-BEST WORD CANDIDATES

David E. Reich, assignor to International Business
Machines Corporation

4 January 2005„Class 704Õ240…; filed 16 May 2001

The ‘‘novel’’ element of this patent does not amount to much. The
method described involves first attempting the correct recognition of input
speech and assigning likelihood, or confidence, scores to candidate word
models by entirely and admittedly prior art techniques. The patented claim is
just the idea for the system to then query the user about which candidate
word they actually said, by presenting choices from among those having the
highest computed confidence scores. One can only marvel at such
ingenuity.—SAF

6,839,668

43.72.Ne STORE SPEECH, SELECT VOCABULARY
TO RECOGNIZE WORD

Jie Yung Kuo et al., assignors to Koninklijke Philips Electronics
N.V.

4 January 2005„Class 704Õ244…; filed in the European Patent
Office 18 December 2000

Uninterrupted speech inputs are processed by a speech recognizer by
activating instantaneously, within a relatively large overall vocabulary, only

small parts that are associated with successfully recognized speech items.
Vocabulary switching occurs as other speech inputs occur.—DAP

6,847,717

43.72.Ne METHOD OF ACCESSING A DIAL-UP
SERVICE

Robert Wesley Bossemeyer, Jr., assignor to JBC
Knowledge Ventures, L.P.

25 January 2005„Class 379Õ355.01…; filed 27 May 1997

A dial-up service with speech recognition is described in which digits
in the first utterances of users are verified with speech verification. A code

book stores cepstral coefficients for training and impostor utterances for
later comparisons.—DAP

6,837,334

43.75.Fg ACOUSTIC HORN

Dominic Le Prevost, Lower Wear, Nr Axbridge, Somerset, the
United Kingdom

4 January 2005„Class 181Õ177…; filed in the United Kingdom
27 March 1998

A good sheet metal worker knows how to lay out patterns for transi-
tional couplers, i.e., a rectangular inlet to a circular outlet. This patent de-
scribes a number of methods for folding sheet material into acoustic horns
that include at least one nonplanar surface. These are intended to be passed
out as inexpensive party favors that provide ‘‘pleasing acoustical
properties.’’—GLA

6,835,177

43.80.Qf ULTRASONIC BLOOD VESSEL
MEASUREMENT APPARATUS AND METHOD

Terry Fritz and Helmuth Fritz, assignors to Sonosite,
Incorporated

28 December 2004„Class 600Õ443…; filed 9 October 2003

This patent covers the methods and apparatus for processing digital
images of vascular structures, in particular, the methods for interpreting
ultrasonic images of the common carotid artery. In order to determine the
apparent intima-media thickness~IMT !, an acquired image may be refer-
enced, establishing threshold values relating to the intensity of pixels form-
ing images of portions of an artery wall, especially the lumen, media, and
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adventitia. One or more datums may be established across multiple columns
of pixels bounding a portion of the image, either the lumen/intima boundary,
the media/adventita boundary, or both. Within that bounded portion of the
image, a procedure may search for intensity gradients indicating probable
locations of the lumen/intima and media/advetitita boundaries. An IMT mea-
surement is calculated based on the location of these boundaries and may be
adjusted for sloping or tapering of the artery wall.—DRR

6,836,680

43.80.Qf DETECTOR FOR MEASURING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM, PULSE AND VOICE
SOUND AT THE SAME TIME

Terry B. J. Kuo, assignor to Leadtek Research
Incorporated; Terry B. J. Kuo

28 December 2004„Class 600Õ513…; filed 15 January 2002

The purpose of this device is to measure electrocardiogram, pulse, and
voice sounds at the same time. It is designed to promote ease of use and
comfort while executing a noninvasive diagnostic technique. The measured
electrocardiogram signal and pulse signal are digitally processed to yield

quantitative values of the autonomic nervous system activity that regulates
individual organ function and homeostasis, such as heartbeat, digestion,
breathing, and blood flow. The voice sound generated from the vocal chords
is not only a tool of communication, but also useful in assessing respiratory
diseases; hence, it can be used as an index of noninvasive diagnosis.—DRR

6,837,855

43.80.Qf USE OF AN ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER
FOR ECHOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION OF
HUMAN OR ANIMAL BODY TISSUES OR ORGANS
IN PARTICULAR OF THE EYEBALL
POSTERIOR SEGMENT

Michel Puech, Paris, France
4 January 2005„Class 600Õ452…; filed in France 18 December 1997

A high-frequency and long-focus ultrasound transducer is used to
implement an echographic method of exploring human or animal tissues or
organs, specifically, the macular region of the human eyeball. The ultrasonic
transducer has a nominal excitation frequency greater than 20 MHz, prefer-
ably in the range of 50–80 MHz, with focal length greater than 10 mm,
preferably about 25 mm, in order to render possible an echographic explo-
ration of the posterior region of the eyeball.—DRR

6,840,913

43.80.Qf ACOUSTIC DETECTION OF GASTRIC
MOTILITY DYSFUNCTION

Hansen A. Mansy and Richard H. Sandler, assignors to
Biomedical Acoustic Research Corporation

11 January 2005„Class 600Õ586…; filed 8 March 2002

This is apparently a passive device that provides a diagnostic tech-
nique that detects, that is, ‘‘listens to’’ acoustic events at or near the surface
of a patient’s abdomen. The device processes electrical signals correspond-
ing to those acoustic events to determine whether the patient is afflicted with
gastric motility dysfunction. It compares the acquired acoustic information
to information associated with a healthy condition.—DRR

6,843,771

43.80.Qf ULTRASONIC MONITOR FOR MEASURING
HEART RATE AND BLOOD FLOW RATE

Thomas Ying-Ching Lo and Tolentino Escorcio,
assignors to Salutron, Incorporated

18 January 2005„Class 600Õ459…; filed 15 January 2003

This ultrasonic monitor for measuring heart and pulse rates of a living
subject boasts of compact size and low power consumption. It includes a
module with at least one source of ultrasonic energy and a gel pad consisting
of a polymer and about 50% to 95% by weight of an ultrasonic conductive
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dilutant. The gel pad is positioned in direct contact between the module and
the patient. An ultrasonic energy detector and associated hardware and soft-
ware detect, calculate, and display a readout of the measured rate values.—
DRR

6,845,263

43.80.Qf HEART-SOUND DETECTING APPARATUS
AND PULSE-WAVE-PROPAGATION-VELOCITY-
RELATING-INFORMATION OBTAINING
SYSTEM USING THE HEART-SOUND DETECTING
APPARATUS

Keizoh Kawaguchi, assignor to Colin Medical Technology
Corporation

18 January 2005„Class 600Õ513…; filed 2 July 2001

This heart-sound detecting apparatus has a heart-sound microphone to
detect multiple sounds produced by the heart. The microphone signal wave-

form is smoothed by differentiation and amplitude squared. The start point
from the first detected heart beat is established on the basis of the squared
amplitude being greater than a prescribed threshold value.—DRR

6,847,720

43.80.Qf QUICK-UPDATING STETHOSCOPE
RECEIVER

Teng Ko Tseng, Taipei, Taiwan, Province of China
25 January 2005„Class 381Õ67…; filed 12 December 2002

The purpose of this stethoscope is to provide easy disassembly so that
the listening disk~the one item in direct contact with the patient! can be

readily removed for sterilization purposes or replaced with another disk.—
DRR

6,842,641

43.80.Sh METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IN-VIVO
TRANSDERMAL AND ÕOR INTRADERMAL
DELIVERY OF DRUGS BY SONOPORATION

Ludwig Weimann and Richard Childs, assignors to
Ultra –Sonic Technologies, L.L.C.

11 January 2005„Class 604Õ20…; filed 25 November 2002

This apparatus performs anin vivo sonoporation of skin area and trans-
formal and/or intradermal delivery of a drug solution. A container with one
end covered by a porous membrane contains the drug solution and an ultra-
sonic horn has a tip submerged in the solution. The horn applies ultrasound
radiation to the solution with a frequency in the range of 15 kHz to 1 MHz.
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The radiation is applied at a predetermined intensity for a specific period of
time and at a distance from the skin area to generate cavitation bubbles. The
cavitation bubbles collapse and transfer their energy to the skin area, thus
causing formation of pores in that area. The ultrasound radiation intensity
generates ultrasonic jets that drive the drug solution through the porous
membrane and into the formed pores in the skin area.—DRR

6,846,290

43.80.Sh ULTRASOUND METHOD AND SYSTEM

Frederic L. Lizzi et al., assignors to Riverside Research
Institute

25 January 2005„Class 600Õ439…; filed 14 May 2003

This ultrasound diagnostic system provides a means of diagnosis and
treatment wherein the transducer can be located or focused according to the
tissue characteristics. The system consists of a diagnostic transducer and a
therapeutic transducer. The orientation of the radiation axis of each of the
transducers is known with respect to the other. This assembly is positioned
using the diagnostic transducer to insonify tissue in the region to be treated.
Movement of the tissue with respect to the transducer assembly is detected

by the diagnostic transducer, and the focal distance of the therapy transducer
is adjusted to compensate for the detected tissue movement. The tissue is
then insonified using the therapy transducer with the adjusted focal
distance.—DRR

6,837,853

43.80.Vj SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USING AN
ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER WITH AN
INTEGRATED TRANSDUCER INFORMATION
SYSTEM

Vaughn Marian, assignor to Acuson Corporation
4 January 2005„Class 600Õ437…; filed 27 June 2002

The storage of ultrasound imaging system settings, transducer scan-
head usage, and other information such as user comments, technical support,
and transducer maintenance is described.—RCW

6,837,854

43.80.Vj METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR USING
REFERENCE IMAGES IN ACOUSTIC IMAGE
PROCESSING

Thomas L. Moore and Robert Henry Barter,
assignors to Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute

4 January 2005„Class 600Õ437…; filed 18 December 2002

Tissue and registration fiducials are insonified. Both transmitted and
reflected wave information is received. A representation of the field includ-
ing both the tissue and registration fiducials is derived from the received
information.—RCW

6,846,289

43.80.Vj INTEGRATED X-RAY AND ULTRASOUND
MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEM

Guy M. Besson and Morgan W. Nields, assignors to
Fischer Imaging Corporation

25 January 2005„Class 600Õ437…; filed 6 June 2003

An x-ray system and an ultrasound imaging system are integrated to
permit ultrasound and x-ray imaging along essentially the same paths. In the
integrated apparatus, the x-ray detector and ultrasound transducer are lo-
cated on the same side of the region being imaged. The x-ray and ultrasound
imaging operations may be sequential, partially overlapping, or
synchronous.—RCW
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Thermodynamic cycles executed in a looped-tube
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A looped-tube thermoacoustic engine is composed of only a stack of plates, across which a steep
temperature gradient is furnished. In spite of the absence of any mechanical parts like pistons and
valves, the energy conversion from heat flow into acoustic power flow is performed in the stack. The
thermoacoustically induced acoustic field was observed through the simultaneous measurements of
pressure and velocity of the working gas, and the thermodynamic cycle executed in the stack was
studied. The experimental results show that the acoustic field is tuned without any external forces
so as to realize the efficient thermodynamic cycles as possible. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1904503#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud@RR# Pages: 3369–3372

I. INTRODUCTION

When a temperature gradient across astackof plates in
a looped tube exceeds some critical value, a gas column in
the tube begins to oscillate spontaneously.1–3 In this phenom-
enon, gas parcels in the stack undergo a thermodynamic
cycle so that the energy conversion from heat flow along the
stack into acoustic power flow is executed.4–6 Hence, a
looped tube with the stack having a steep temperature gradi-
ent is called ‘‘a looped-tube thermoacoustic engine.’’

The thermodynamic cycle associated with the gas parcel
can be characterized by the two parameters;6,7 one is vt,
wherev is an angular frequency of the gas oscillation andt
is the thermal relaxation time between the gas parcel and a
solid wall in the stack, and the other is a phase delayu of the
cross-sectional mean displacementZ5zei (vt2u) of the gas
parcel relative to its pressureP5peivt. When the gas parcel
moves toward the hot end of the stack, it is naturally heated,
and vice versa. As a result, the gas parcel in the stack expe-
riences a thermodynamic cycle consisting of the compres-
sion, heating, expansion, and cooling stages. The two param-
etersvt and u determine the timing for the execution of
these four stages. Ceperley pointed out8 that, when the trav-
eling wave withu5p/2 is formed under the conditionvt
!p, the energy conversion takes place through the thermo-

dynamic cycle similar to the Stirling cycle, which ideally
realizes the Carnot efficiency.9,10

We should note that, unlike a conventional engine, a
looped-tube thermoacoustic engine has no mechanical parts
such as pistons and valves. This means that one has no way
to control the thermodynamic cycle in the thermoacoustic
engine. This addresses a question as to how the thermody-
namic cycle is executed in a looped-tube thermoacoustic en-
gine. In this work, we have measuredu in the looped-tube
thermoacoustic engine through simultaneous measurements
of pressure and velocity1,11–14 while changingvt in the
stack. We show below thatu changes without any external
forces so as to make the thermodynamic cycle as efficient as
possible under the condition specified by the value ofvt.
Moreover, it is shown that the pressure amplitudep and ve-
locity amplitudeu in the stack are automatically determined
under a given value ofvt. The results will be discussed in
terms of the energy losses due to viscosity and thermal con-
duction in the stack.

II. THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE IN A THERMOACOUSTIC
ENGINE

We discuss in this section how the phase delayu andvt
are related to the thermodynamic cycle. The thermal relax-
ation timet needed for heat exchange between a gas parcel
and a solid wall is given asr 2/(2a), wherer is the radius ofa!Electronic mail: ueda@mizu.xtal.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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the flow channel anda is the thermal diffusivity15 of the gas.
If vt!p, a gas parcel in the channel exchanges heat with
the wall without any time delay, whereas ifvt@p, the gas
motion becomes isentropic and can no longer exchange heat
with the wall. In the case ofvt;p, the gas parcel thermally
interacts with the wall with a finite time delay because of the
thermal relaxation over the cross section of the flow channel.

We first consider an ideal thermodynamic cycle under
the condition8 satisfying bothu5p/2 andvt!p, thereby
the gas parcel being assumed to be always in thermal equi-
librium with the wall of a stack. The time dependence ofP
andZ of a gas parcel whenu5p/2 is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!
and theZ dependence of temperature of the gas parcel in Fig.
1~b!. Since vt!p is fulfilled, the temperature of the gas
parcel certainly coincides with that of the wall in contact.
Now the gas parcel experiences following four stages:~1! the
gas is heated as it moves to the hot end~heating!, ~2! it is
depressurized in the vicinity of the hot end~expansion!, ~3! it
is then cooled as it moves to the cold end~cooling!, and~4!
it is pressurized near the cold end~compression!. They con-
stitute a thermodynamic cycle similar to the Stirling one.8,10

Therefore, the thermal efficiency under the condition satisfy-
ing u5p/2 and vt!p ideally reaches the Carnot
efficiency.8,9

In a real stack, however,vt takes a finite value. Because
of poor thermal contact between a gas parcel and a solid wall
in the stack, the gas parcel would undergo heating and cool-
ing stages with a time delay relative to its motion. Hence,
suppose thatu is fixed atp/2 under a finite value ofvt, the

start of the heating~cooling! stage would be delayed and, the
expansion~compression! stage would start before the heating
~cooling! stage is completely over. Thus, the heating~1! and
cooling ~3! stages would partially overlap expansion~2! and
compression~4! stages, respectively. As a result of this im-
proper timing over the four stages in the thermodynamic
cycle, the energy conversion would become less effective
compared with that through the Stirling cycle.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The present looped-tube thermoacoustic engine is sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. The looped tube is com-
posed of Pyrex glass and stainless-steel tubes of 40 mm in
inner diameter, and four 90° elbows. The total length of the
looped tube,L, is 2.7 m. A ceramic honeycomb of 35 mm in
length is used as a stack, which has equally spaced square
pores as shown in Fig. 2~b!. It is located in the looped tube
and is sandwiched by two heat exchangers. One of the heat
exchangers is water-cooled and kept at the room temperature
TC (;295 K), whereas the other is heated by an electric
heater to the temperatureTH , which is monitored with a
thermocouple. Atmospheric air is used as the working gas.
The center of the stack is taken as the origin of the coordi-
natex as shown in Fig. 2~a!. A positive direction inx is taken
in the direction heading fromTC to TH in the stack andx is
normalized with respect toL.

We employed five different stacks having the edge
length 2r of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4, and 2.2 mm to produce a wide
variety ofvt values in the stack. Spontaneous gas oscillation
was induced with all five stacks, whenTH exceeded some
critical valueTcr . Independently of the choice of the stack,
the frequencyv/~2p! of the oscillation turned out to be al-
ways about 125 Hz. By usingr andv, the values ofvt in the
stacks are deduced to be 1.7, 2.9, 4.2, 10, and 21 atTC .

We simultaneously measured pressure and axial velocity
to determine the phase delayu, with keeping an average
pressure amplitude along the loop,pave, to be constant at
0.68 kPa by adjustingTH . The temperatures thus adjusted
are denoted asTad and are plotted as a function ofvt in Fig.
3, whereTcr is also shown. The pressureP5peivt was mea-
sured with a series of pressure transducers~Toyoda Machine
Works, DD-102! mounted on the tube wall via short ducts of
10 mm in length and 1 mm in inner diameter. The axial
velocity was measured with a laser Doppler velocimeter
along a central axis of the tube. The velocity is not uniform

FIG. 1. ~a! Time-dependence of the cross-sectional mean displacementZ
and the pressureP in a gas havingu5p/2. ~b! Z dependence of temperature
T in the gas. Whenvt is zero, the gas experiences~1! heating,~2! expan-
sion,~3! cooling, and~4! compression stages in proper timing. But, whenvt
becomes finite, the heating and cooling stages would partially overlap the
expansion and compression stages, respectively. This is because the condi-
tion vt.0 requires a finite time to allow heat exchange between a gas and
solid wall of the stack.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic illustration of the thermoacoustic engine. A stack
sandwiched by hot and cold heat exchangers is located in a looped tube.~b!
Schematic illustration of the stack. The drawing in the circle is the overhead
view of the stack.

FIG. 3. Temperature at the hot end of the stack, which is plotted as a
function of vt. The solid circle represents the critical temperatureTcr ,
above which an acoustic wave is spontaneously induced, and the open circle
the temperatureTad, at which the simultaneous measurements of the pres-
sure and velocity were made.
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along the radial direction in the tube because of viscosity of
the gas. Hence, the cross-sectional mean velocityU
5uei (vt1F) was calculated from the velocity measured at
the center of the tube by using a laminar flow theory.11 More
details of the experimental method were described
elsewhere.11,12The phase delayu of the displacementZ rela-
tive to pressureP is now given by inserting the measured
value ofF into the relationu5p/22F.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phase delay of the displacement

The measuredu for the five values ofvt is plotted in
Fig. 4~a! as a function ofx over the range20.10 to 0.12. Let
us first discuss the data forvt521, which are shown by
symbols of solid circle. By smoothly interpolating the data
into the stack, we can obtain the phase delayuC555° and
uH565° at the cold and hot ends of the stack, respectively.
These phase delays are much smaller thanp/2. This repre-
sents that the phase ofZ in this case is advanced in compari-
son with that ofZ in the case ofu5p/2. It is important to
note that in the stack withvt521, the heating and cooling
stages of the thermodynamic cycle are delayed as mentioned
in Sec. II. The reduced value ofu relative top/2 we obtained
compensates for the time delay in the heating and cooling
stages. As its consequence, in the stack withvt521, the
four stages, the heating, expansion, cooling, and compression
stages, can be executed with the timing similar to that in the
ideal case ofvt!p andu5p/2 shown in Fig. 1. However,
it should be noted that the Stirling cycle can no longer be
realized in this case because of the irreversible heat exchange
between the gas parcel and the wall of the stack.

We now consider the other four cases, where smaller
values ofvt are employed. As can be seen in Fig. 4~a!, uC is

not measurably dependent on the value ofvt. Instead,uH

strongly depends onvt. In Fig. 4~b!, uH is plotted as a
function ofvt. As vt is decreased, i.e., the time delay in the
heating and cooling stages is reduced,uH in Fig. 4~b! mono-
tonically increases and approaches 90°. In response to the
decrease of the time delay, a value ofu needed for the ex-
ecution of the four stages with the same timing as that in the
Stirling cycle should approach 90°. Therefore, the experi-
mental results can be taken as a demonstration thatu is natu-
rally adjusted so as to perform the four stages with the best
timing for a given value ofvt. It is important to note that
this adjustment ofu is made without any external tuning
operation ofu by means of any moving parts. Based on the
experimental results and discussion, we conclude that in a
looped-tube thermoacoustic engine,u is automatically ad-
justed to realize as efficient thermodynamic cycle as possible
under a given condition ofvt.

B. Pressure and velocity amplitudes

Figure 5~a! shows thex dependence of the pressure am-
plitudep measured under the condition ofpave50.68 kPa for
the choice of different values ofvt. It was found that the
acoustic field in the looped tube is obviously characteristic of
the standing wave field having pressure nodes and antinodes,
thoughu in the stack approaches the traveling wave phase
u5p/2 with decreasingvt. In this subsection, we will dis-
cuss thevt dependence of the acoustic field in terms of the
energy losses caused by viscosity and thermal conduction of
gas in the stack.

As vt decreases and hence, the flow channel in the stack
is obviously narrowed, the energy loss due to viscosity be-
comes serious. The viscous loss is known to be proportional
to the square of the velocity amplitudeu.6 Here, we focus on
the vt dependence ofu in the stack. In Fig. 5~b!, the mea-
sured distributions ofu in the vicinity of the stack are pre-
sented. We can see thatu at the stack is decreased with
decreasingvt. The decrease ofu in the stack contributes to

FIG. 4. ~a! Distribution of the phase delayu of the cross-sectional mean
displacementZ relative to the pressureP. The position of the stack is
represented by hatches.~b! vt dependence of the phase delay at the hot end,
uH , where error bars represent uncertainties of the interpolation.

FIG. 5. Distributions of~a! the pressure amplitudep along the loop and~b!
velocity amplitudeu in the vicinity of the stack. Though we obtained the
distributions with all five stacks, the data with the three stacks, whosevt is
1.7, 4.2, and 21, are shown. The hatched area represents the position of the
stack. The lines guide the eye.
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the suppression of the increase of the viscous loss due to the
decrease ofvt.

Next, we consider the energy loss due to the thermal
conduction of gas. This energy loss takes place, when the
thermal relaxation due to imperfect thermal contact between
a gas parcel and a wall occurs. Hence, in contrast with the
viscous loss, the thermal conduction loss vanishes under the
condition ofvt!p. Since the loss is proportional top2,5,6

we focus onp at the stack, where gas parcels irreversibly
exchange heat with a wall. As can be seen in Fig. 5~a!, p at
the stack decreases with increasingvt. This fact means that
when vt is increased, the thermal conduction loss is auto-
matically suppressed by the reduced pressure amplitude in
the stack.

Summarizing this subsection, we reach the conclusion
that u andp in the thermoacoustic engine are adjusted so as
to minimize energy losses due to both viscosity and thermal
conduction in the stack for a given value ofvt.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed the looped-tube thermoacoustic en-
gine by adopting the five different stacks characterized by
different values ofvt. In order to see the thermodynamic
cycle in these stacks, we have measured the phase delayu of
the cross-sectional mean displacementZ relative to the pres-
sureP. It is found that, whenvt is decreased,u in the stack
approachesp/2 without external tuning and that, whenvt is
increased,u is decreased. This is taken as evidence that the
thermoacoustic engine is automatically tuned to realize the
efficient thermodynamic cycle as possible under a given con-
dition of vt. In addition, we revealed thatu and p are also
adjusted to minimize the energy loss due to viscosity and
thermal conduction in the stack.
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Beamforming using a microphone array mounted on the surface of a rigid or impedance sphere and
cylinder is discussed. The introduction of a structure into the space occupied by or immediately
adjacent to the array gives the array an effectively larger aperture and the possibility of enhanced
performance. Additional improvements can be obtained through the introduction of a surface that
permits air-coupled surface waves to propagate. Since surface waves travel at a speed less than the
speed of sound in free space, the aperture of the array can be effectively further increased.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898598#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A circular array steered to targets around its periphery is
a popular geometry when the array main beam must be
steered over a full 360° azimuth. A conference telephone
application is a prime example. This choice of geometry
avoids front–back ambiguity for talkers located on opposite
sides of the array and allows a fairly uniform main beam to
be steered over a full angle of 360°. For example, Meyer1 has
recently discussed the concept of phase modes to generate a
desired beam pattern in the frequency range from 300 to
5000 Hz for a circular microphone array mounted around a
rigid sphere.

In this paper, we first discuss the acoustical mechanisms
associated with mounting a microphone array around a struc-
ture when using a simple beamforming algorithm. It is
shown that mounting a circular microphone array around a
rigid sphere or cylinder, through diffraction effects and the
increased travel time2 for the acoustical signals to circum-
navigate the diffraction structure, gives the array an effec-
tively larger aperture. The larger aperture can modify the
characteristics of the beam pattern, such as beamwidth, side-
lobe level, and directivity.

The paper then discusses the introduction of a surface
treatment that permits air-coupled surface waves to propa-
gate around the structure. Surface waves over an impedance
plane are expected when the imaginary component of the
surface impedance is aspringlike reactance and is greater
than the resistive component.3,4 Surface waves can travel
above the surface at a speed much less that the speed of
sound in free space, depending on frequency and surface
impedance. Reference 5, for example, describes how passive
directivity can be achieved from air-coupled surface waves,
where it is shown how directional receivers can be designed
by generating surface waves above a lattice of cavities re-

stricted to a strip of finite width embedded in an otherwise
rigid surface. Raspetet al.6 discuss the penetration of surface
waves into shadow zones. Thus, a further modification to the
characteristics of the beam pattern can be expected from the
effectively large aperture provided by the reduced sound
speed of the surface waves.

II. SCATTERING BY SIMPLE SHAPES

Simple shapes such as spheres and cylinders are chosen
for convenience in the analysis. Exact analytical solutions
are available to describe the acoustic diffraction, allowing
predictions of beamforming behavior. These choices are not
meant to represent an optimum design, but rather as a vehicle
to illustrate concepts.

A. Scattering by an impedance sphere

An exact analytical solution for the sound field from a
point source scattered by a rigid sphere is given in Bowman
et al.7 It is straightforward to extend the solution to the case
of an impedance sphere.8,9

Consider a sphere of radiusa with specific surface im-
pedanceZ/rc51/b, whereb is the normalized specific ad-
mittance ~see Fig. 1!. There areN microphones equally
spaced on the equator of the sphere. In the case of a point
source located at (r 0 ,u0 ,f0) the total sound field around the
sphere is, forr ,r 0

F5 i (
n50

`

~2n11!Pn~cosus!hn
~1!~kr0!

3@ j n~kr !2Rnhn
~1!~kr !#, ~1!

where cos(us)5sin(u0)cos(f2f0), k is the wave number,j n

andhn are spherical Bessel functions,Pn are Legendre func-
tions, and

Rn5
j n8~ka!1 ib j n~ka!

hn8~ka!1 ibhn~ka!
. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, the prime indicates derivatives. Whenb→0, Eq.
~1! reduces to the expression found in Ref. 7 in the case of a
hard sphere.

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Air-coupled surface waves and
Beamforming microphone array mounted on a sphere and circular cylin-
der,’’ Proceedings of the 18th ICA, Kyoto, Japan.

b!Electronic mail: gilles.daigle@nrc-cnrc-gc.ca
c!Now with Gennum Corporation, 232 Herzberg Road, Suite 202, Ottawa,
ON K2K 2A1, Canada.
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B. Scattering by an impedance cylinder

Consider an infinite cylinder of radiusr5a centered
along thez axis ~see Fig. 2, where we have defined circular
cylindrical coordinates such thatx5r cosf, y5r sinf, z
5z). In the case of a point source the exact solution for the
sound field around a hard cylinder contains the infinite sum
of a complex integral expression,7 making computations dif-
ficult. Computations of sound fields and beam patterns using
the exact solution and a far-field approximation show that
essentially the same results are obtained once the source is at
least a few wavelengths from the cylinder. Thus, it is
straightforward to show that in the case of plane-wave inci-
dence, the total field around an impedance cylinder is

F5 (
n50

`

cos~nf!«n~2 i !n@Jn~kr sinu!

2RnHn
~1!~kr sinu!#, ~3!

where

«n5F1, n50

2, n>1,
~4!

and

Rn5
Jn8~ka sinu!1 ibJn~ka sinu!

Hn
~1!8~ka sinu!1 ibHn

~1!~ka sinu!
. ~5!

In Eqs.~3! and~5!, Jn andHn
(1) are Bessel functions and the

prime indicate derivatives andb is again the normalized spe-
cific admittance. Whenb→0, Eq.~3! reduces to the solution
for a hard cylinder.

III. CALCULATIONS

A. Beamforming and directivity index

Assume N number of equally spaced microphones
mounted in a circular array, on the equator of a sphere or
around the circumference of a cylinder. A beam pattern can
be calculated by multiplying the normalized sound field,
Gm , observed at each microphone positionm with an appro-
priate beam-steering coefficient,Wm , and then summing the
contributions of each microphone

B~u,f!5
1

N (
m51

N

WmGm . ~6!

Beam-steering coefficients can be obtained by any one of a
number of array-processing strategies. In the case of a circu-
lar array in free field, the coefficientsWm in Eq. ~6! will be
chosen to implement simple delay-sum beamforming for the
purpose of the present paper. In the case of the circular array
mounted on the sphere or cylinder, the most straightforward
option is to choose coefficientsWm that correspond to a
delay-sum beamformer—i.e., coefficients that have unit am-
plitude and a phase that compensates for the time of flight
~including the effects of diffraction! at each microphone. If
Gm0 is the sound field at microphone positionm when the
source is in the steering direction (u0 ,f0) of the array, then

Wm5Gm0* /uGm0u, ~7!

where the* indicates the complex conjugate. No attempt is
made here to find optimized beam-steering coefficients since
the main purpose is simply to illustrate concepts. The sound
field at each microphone positionm is obtained by setting
r 5a in Eq. ~1! in the case of a sphere, orr5a in Eq. ~3! in
the case of a cylinder and appropriate anglesu, w.

The directivity is the ratio of the beam-pattern response
in the steering direction to the average response over all di-
rections. The Directivity Index is 10 times the logarithm of
directivity

DI510 log10

uB~u0 ,f0!u2

1

4p E
0

2pE
0

p

uB~u,f!u2 sinu du df

. ~8!

B. Surface impedance of the sphere or cylinder

The conditions for the existence of air-coupled surface
waves are discussed in detail in Ref. 3. In short, surface

FIG. 1. Array of microphones mounted around the equator of a sphere.

FIG. 2. Array of microphones mounted around a cylinder.
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waves are expected when Re(Z),Im(Z) and Im(Z).0, as-
suming a time convention exp(2ivt). That is, the surface
must have a ‘‘springlike’’ reactance. For the purpose here, in
order to illustrate concepts, an idealized specific impedance
is assumed

Z/rc5Re~Z!1 i cot~k, !. ~9!

In practice, Eq.~9! approximates the impedance of a lattice
of cavities.3 In Eq. ~9!, , is the depth of the cavities,k is the
wave number, andrc is the characteristic impedance of air.
In the extreme case when Re(Z)50, strong standing waves
are produced around the sphere or cylinder with large peaks
and dips in amplitude. This in turns makes it difficult to
control the beam characteristics over a broad frequency
range. If Re(Z) is too large, the sound field and beam char-
acteristics collapse to the case of the hard object. By choos-
ing the appropriate value for Re(Z), the standing waves are
dampened and it will be shown that improved beam charac-
teristics are possible.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We assume an array of eight microphones equally
spaced around the equator of a sphere. The radius of the
sphere isa513.3 cm. A point source is located at (r 0

53m, u05p/2, f050). The beam patterns for a frequency
of 660 Hz are shown in Fig. 3. The look angle is the azimuth
angle, f, and the beam is steered toward the source. The
dotted curve is the response of the circular array in free space
calculated from simple delay-sum beamforming. The dashed
curve is the response when the eight microphones are
mounted equally spaced around the equator of a hard sphere.
The solid curve is the response obtained by setting Re(Z)
50.1 and,510 cm in Eq.~9!. The small resistive compo-
nent of the impedance is chosen to represent realistic values
~see Ref. 3; in practice, there is a weak frequency depen-
dence!. The increased travel time due to diffraction around

the hard sphere produces a narrower beam, while the reduced
speed of the surface wave produces an even narrower beam
pattern.

The Directivity Index is shown in Fig. 4 in the case of
the sphere. The dotted curve is simple delay-sum beamform-
ing when the array is in free space. The dashed curve is the
result in the case of the hard sphere. With the exception of
frequencies around 1800 Hz, there is an increase in the Di-
rectivity Index at all frequencies. The Directivity Index in the
case of the impedance sphere is shown by the solid curve.
Surface waves are generated at frequencies when cot(k,)
.0. This occurs over two regions in Fig. 4~at frequencies
below about 900 Hz and again between about 1800 and 2500
Hz! and an increase in the Directivity Index is observed.
When cot(k,),0, no surface waves are generated and the
Directivity Index is comparable to that of a rigid sphere.

Changes to the radius of the sphere and/or the imped-

FIG. 3. Beam pattern at 660 Hz when microphones are mounted on a
sphere.N58, a513.3 cm. Impedance sphere~solid! with Re(Z)50.1 and
,510 cm, hard sphere~dashed!, free field~dotted!.

FIG. 4. Directivity Index when microphones are mounted on a sphere.N
58, a513.3 cm. Impedance sphere~solid! with Re(Z)50.1 and,510 cm,
hard sphere~dashed!, free field~dotted!.

FIG. 5. Beam pattern at 660 Hz when microphones are mounted on a cyl-
inder. N58, a513.3 cm. Impedance cylinder~solid! with Re(Z)50.1 and
,510 cm, hard cylinder~dashed!, free field~dotted!.
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ance produce considerable variation in the observed Direc-
tivity Index. The particular radius and impedance were used
here to obtain the combined effect of the sphere and surface
wave to produce an increase in the Directivity Index over the
narrow-band telephone frequencies between 300 to approxi-
mately 3000 Hz.

The curves in Fig. 5 are the corresponding results when
the eight microphones are mounted around the circumference
of a cylinder of the same radius. Again, the beam pattern
progressively narrows going from free field~dotted curve!, to
hard cylinder~dashed curve!, to impedance cylinder~solid
curve! with Re(Z)50.1 and,510 cm.

The corresponding Directivity Index in the case of the
cylinder is shown in Fig. 6 in the case of free field~dotted
curve!, the hard cylinder~dashed curve!, and the impedance
cylinder ~solid curve!. Overall, the increase in Directivity
Index in the case of the hard cylinder is comparable to results
found in the case of the sphere. The impedance cylinder is
able to provide further increase in Directivity Index at some
frequencies. Any differences in the Directivity Index be-

tween the sphere and cylinder can be attributed to the differ-
ent behavior of the objects for source positions in they–z
plane@see Eq.~8!#.

V. CONCLUSION

Mounting an array on a physical structure increases the
travel time to each microphone, giving the array an effec-
tively larger aperture. If the surface of the structure is treated
to generate air-coupled surface waves, this can effectively
increase the aperture further. A hard sphere and a hard cyl-
inder provide comparable improvement in beamwidth and
Directivity Index. Both the impedance sphere and impedance
cylinder were able to provide further enhancement. In the
case of the chosen geometry in this paper, the combined
effect of the sphere and surface waves narrows the beam
pattern and increases the Directivity Index between 300 and
3000 Hz, by as much as 5 dB at some frequencies in the case
of the sphere.
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Active control of energy density in a one-dimensional waveguide:
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Acoustic energy density has been shown to be a highly effective cost function for active noise
control systems. Many researchers have used the sound field in a one-dimensional waveguide to trial
their control strategies before moving onto more realistic three-dimensional sound fields. This letter
aims to shed some light on the observations made in the early papers on one-dimensional energy
density control and also shows that some of the analysis was incorrect and the conclusions reached
may be flawed. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920213#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of energy density sensors for use in ac-
tive noise control systems has grown strongly in recent
years, with investigations on both one-dimensional
systems1–9 and three-dimensional systems.10–19Acoustic en-
ergy density, defined as the sum of the acoustic potential and
kinetic energy densities at a point, is commonly estimated
using the two-microphone method1 and is given by~see the
Appendix!

ED~z!5
p2~z!

2rc2
1

rv2~z!

2
, ~1!

wherez is the location,r is the density of the fluid, andc is
the speed of sound in the fluid. The mean of the outputs from
the two microphones provides an estimate of the acoustic
pressurep, the square of which, when normalized by 1/2rc2,
is equal to the acoustic potential energy density at a point.
The pressure difference between the two microphones is
used to calculate the acoustic particle velocityv, the square
of which, when normalized byr/2, is equal to the acoustic
kinetic energy density at a point.

Researchers investigating active noise control have often
used the sound fields inside one-dimensional waveguides to
investigate various control strategies prior to moving to real-
istic three-dimensional sound fields. The research into active
noise control using energy density as a cost function is no
exception. Reviews of the current literature show two main
energy density control strategies in one-dimensional reactive
fields: global control using a single control source1–4 and
local control using two control sources.5–8 For all these cases
the one-dimensional sound field has been modeled using a
rigid-walled one-dimensional modal model. It will be shown
that this modeling technique has obscured the true results
and often misled researchers into believing their results to be
accurate.

The work presented here has used a traveling wave so-
lution as an alternative formulation. This solution can be

shown to coincide to the modal solution for rigid-walled
rectangular cavities.20 Solving this algebraically, as opposed
to past research which used numerical solutions of the modal
formulation, it will be seen that all research to date has been
severely compromised by numerical noise. The added advan-
tage of the traveling wave model is the computational effi-
ciency in which it may be used for any arbitrary termination
condition, unlike the modal solution, which may require a
very large number of modes for nonrigid terminations.

II. MODELING THE ACOUSTIC RESPONSE
OF A RIGID-WALLED FINITE DUCT

Consider the hard-walled one-dimensional waveguide of
finite lengthL and arbitrary termination conditions described
by F1 andF2 as shown in Fig. 1. The pressure response in
the duct at a pointz arising from a source with unit volume
velocity located atzs is given by the summation of all pos-
sible direct and reflected wave components21,22

p~z,zs!5
rcT

2S
@e2 jkuzs2zu1e2 jk~zs1z!e22F1

1ejk~zs1z!e22 jkL22F2

1ejkuzs2zue22 jkL22F122F2#, ~2!

wherek is the acoustic wave number,c is the speed of sound,
r is the density of air,S is the duct cross section, assumed to
be small relative to the wavelength such that only plane
waves propagate, andT is the modal reverberation factor
given by

T5
1

12e22 jkLe22F1e22F2
, ~3!

where the termination phasorsF1,25pa1,22 j pb1,2 ~Ref.
23! are related to the reflection coefficients byR1,2

5e22F1,2,23 where the exponential form results in a compact
expression for Eqs.~2! and~3!. The appropriate values fora
and b yield specific termination conditions. For example, a
rigid, totally reflective termination is achieved by setting
a5b50 ~F50!, while an anechoic termination is achieved
by making the real part ofF infinite, namelya5`.

a!Electronic mail: benjamin.cazzolato@adelaide.edu.au
b!Electronic mail: cornelis.petersen@adelaide.edu.au
c!Electronic mail: carl.howard@adelaide.edu.au
d!Electronic mail: anthony.zander@adelaide.edu.au
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Looking at Eq.~2!, it can be seen that the sound field is
made up of two traveling waves: a forward-traveling wave
~first two terms! and backward-traveling wave~second two
terms!. The infinite number of reflections from the two end
caps is accounted for by the modal reverberation factor in
Eq. ~3!.

It should be noted that it has been assumed that the
sound field is entirely one-dimensional, and that evanescent
propagation of cross modes has not been included. Conse-
quently, there exist no near-field effects adjacent to sources.

III. ENERGY DENSITY CONTROL

The traveling wave formulation will now be applied to
two scenarios modeled previously: global control with one
control source and local control using two control sources.
Like previous work, causality has been neglected when for-
mulating the control law. This is acceptable when modeling a
feedforward control strategy such as the FX-LMS algorithm.
The optimal strength of the control source~s!, qs , is found by
minimizing the following Hermitian quadratic form cost
function:24

J5qs
HAqs1qs

Hb1bHqs1c, ~4!

where the Hermitian control matrixA5ZHZ, the vectorb
5ZHpp , and the scalarc5pp

Hpp . The latter is the
~weighted17! sum of the squared pressures at the error sensor
locations for the primary field,pp . This weighting is such
that energy density is minimized. The individual terms of the
control source transfer function matrixZ are given by Eq.
~2!. Provided that the control matrixA is positive definite
and full rank, the optimal control source strengths and cor-
responding minimum value of the cost function are given
by24

qs,opt5A21b, Jopt5c2bHA21b. ~5!

A. One control source

Consider the case of a single control source investigated
in Refs. 1–4, where the energy density was estimated using
the two-microphone technique1 ~which is briefly summarized
in the Appendix!. Using simulations based on a modal
model, previous researchers found that when the source was
located upstream of the two microphones (zs,zm) the
sound-pressure levels downstream of the source were re-
duced by between 20 and 40 dB. Their experiments show

levels of attenuation at least 10 dB higher than predicted,
whereas simulations typically provide an estimate of the
maximum levels of attenuation one could expect to achieve.

The reason for this discrepancy can be found by consid-
ering the traveling wave model. It can be shown that the
solution to minimizing the pressure at two microphones
downstream of the source results in complete attenuation of
pressure at all locations downstream of the control source.24

It therefore follows that the necessary relationship between
the primary source of strengthqp located atz50 and the
secondary source atzs is

qs52qp

e2 jkzs~11e2F1!

e22 jkzs1e2F1
, ~6!

which converges to the solution obtained for an infinite
waveguide asR$F1%→`, namely qs52qpe2 jkzs. The
pressure response after control is therefore given by

p~z,zs!5H 2
rc

2S

e2 jkz~e2 jkz2e2 jkzs!~11e2F1!

11e2 jkzs12F1
z<zs

0 z>zs

.

~7!

The net effect of the control source is to completely
reflect the sound back upstream via a pressure release bound-
ary condition.24 The reason that this solution was not
achieved in the previous work is due to small phase errors in
the pressure response estimates. Modal truncation is the
source of these errors in the numerical modal model. In fact,
as the total number of modes in the formulation is increased,
the solution converges to the traveling wave solution up to a
point, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Eventually the numerical pre-
cision of the computer program is reached, which then intro-
duces noise and prevents any further convergence. This has
been observed by the current authors. The noise in the pre-
vious experiments may have come from many sources25 such
as resolution bandwidth errors, poor coherence, etc.

The closed circular duct used in Refs. 1–4 has been
used to illustrate these results and issues. Figure 2 shows the
pressure response of a ductL55.6 m in length and 0.116 m
in diameter, driven at a frequency of 200 Hz by a primary
source positioned at one end of the duct and a control source
located arbitrarily at 0.34L. The speed of soundc5343 m/s
and the densityr51.2 kg/m3. The modal quality factor of
Q550 was used, corresponding to termination phasors of
approximatelyF15F2'1/9. Two microphones separated by
1.7 cm with a midpoint located at 0.47L were used as error
sensors. The results from the traveling wave solution are
compared with results from a modal model using various
numbers of modes. The primary sound field for all solutions
is almost identical, as is the controlled sound field upstream
of the control source. However, the controlled pressure
downstream of the control source is quite different, even
between modal solutions. Note that the controlled sound field
of the modal model begins to converge to the traveling wave
solution as more modes are added. Eventually, the modal
model ceases to change with the addition of modes. It was
found that this is due to numerical noise associated with the
double-precision calculations.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the 1D system under investigation. The duct is length
L with arbitrary termination conditions described by the complex phasors
F1 andF2 . There is a volume velocity source at a distancezs from endF1

and two microphones atzm1
andzm2

.
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B. Two control sources

Since it was shown in Sec. III A that only a single up-
stream control source is required to attenuate completely the
acoustic energy density downstream of the control source, it
is clear that two control sources upstream of the two micro-
phones will result in a rank-deficient control matrix.

Kestell et al.5–8 investigated the case of two control
sources downstream of the two microphones. It will be
shown in the following analysis that this is a poorly posed
problem and that the control matrix is rank deficient.

The transfer function between two microphones located
at zm1

andzm2
when driven by a source located atzs in the

duct is given by

H1255
11e2 jkzm2

12F1

e2 jk~zm1
2zm2

!~11e2 jkzm1
12F1!

0<zm1
,zm2

,zs<L,

~11e2 jkzs12F1!~e2 jkzm21e2 jkL12F2!

e2 jk~zm1
2zm2

!~11e2 jkzm1
12F1!~e2 jkzs1e2 jkL12F2!

0<zm1
,zs,zm2

<L,

e2 jkzm21e2 jkL12F2

e2 jk~zm1
2zm2

!~e2 jkzm11e2 jkL12F2!
0<zs,zm1

,zm2
<L.

~8!

From Eq. ~8! it can be seen that, when the source is not
positioned between the two microphones, the transfer func-
tion between the two microphones is independent of the
source position. This is to be expected and is the basis for the
two-microphone transfer function method used to measure
impedance and absorption in impedance tubes.26 In fact,
solving Eq.~8! for the complex reflection coefficient when
the source is upstream of the two microphones gives

R25e22F25e2 jk~L2zm1
!S H122e2 jks

ejks2H12
D , ~9!

wheres5zm2
2zm1

is the microphone separation. This is the
same expression derived by Chung and Blaser.26

Given that the transfer function between the two micro-
phones is independent of source position (zs) when the

source is located downstream~or upstream! of both micro-
phones, it is then obvious that the second control source does
not offer any more control authority than a single control
source. Therefore, two control sources located downstream
~or upstream! of an energy density sensor is a rank-deficient
problem. This implies that both the numerical and experi-
mental work of Kestellet al.5–8 is incorrect and explains
why they had such poor correlation between their numerical
simulations and experimental results.

Presumably the reason that they were able to calculate
the strengths of the control sources at all was due to the same
reasons discussed in the previous section. Noise in both the
numerical and experimental results meant that the condition
number of the control matrix was no longer infinite and
therefore invertible. However, this matrix would have been
extremely poorly conditioned, indicative of a poorly posed

FIG. 2. Pressure response in a duct with a single control
source (zs) located upstream of two microphones (zm).
The primary source was located at one end of the duct
(zp). The black lines indicate the primary sound field
and the gray lines indicate the controlled field. The
solid lines have been generated using the modal model
and the dashed lines are using the traveling wave
model. The parameterN represents the number of axial
modes included in the modal model.
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control problem. This has in fact been observed in simula-
tions using modal models conducted by the current authors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that, for a single control source in a
finite rigid-walled one-dimensional waveguide, it is possible
to achieve infinite attenuation of energy density when the
primary and control source is located upstream of the energy
density sensor. This explains the discrepancy Sommerfeldt
et al.1–4 observed between numerical and experimental re-
sults. It has also been shown that adding a second control
source downstream of the sensor results in a rank-deficient
control matrix. This implies that all the previous simulations
and experiments investigating the zone of local control using
energy density sensing by Kestellet al.5–8 are incorrect, and
the conclusions drawn from these results may be flawed. It is
perhaps worth reinforcing that the results presented here are
not exclusively limited to 1D waveguides, and that results
for 3D simulations also need to be checked for modal con-
vergence.
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APPENDIX: ENERGY DENSITY CONTROL

The instantaneous acoustic energy density at a pointz is
given by1

ED~z!5
p2~z!

2rc2
1

rv2~z!

2
, ~A1!

wherep and v are the instantaneous acoustic pressure and
particle velocity atz, respectively. The particle velocity is
related to the pressure gradient by the following:

v~z!52
1

r E ]p~z!

]z
dt. ~A2!

The spatial derivative of the pressure is commonly esti-
mated using two closely spaced microphones to provide a
first-order spatial derivative given by

]p~z!

]z
'

p22p1

2h
, ~A3!

wherep1 and p2 are the pressures at the two microphones
separated by a distance of 2h. Evaluating the temporal inte-
gral in Eq. ~A2! and substituting the pressure gradient esti-
mate given by Eq.~A3!, the particle velocity estimate can be
rewritten in terms of the acoustic wave numberk5v/c, and
is given by

v~z!5
j

rv

p22p1

2h
5

j

rck

p22p1

2h
. ~A4!

Using the average of the two microphone signals as the
pressure estimate, the instantaneous acoustic energy density
at the midpoint between points 1 and 2 is given by

ÊD~z!'
1

8rc2 F u~p11p2!u21
u~p22p1!u2

~kh!2 G . ~A5!
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In induced loudness reduction~ILR!, a strong tone causes the loudness of a subsequently presented
weak tone to decrease. The aim of the experiment was to determine the time required for loudness
to return to its initial level after ILR. Twenty-four subjects were exposed to 5, 10, 20, or 40 brief
bursts of 2500-Hz pure tones at 80-dB SPL~inducers! and then tested in a series of paired
comparison trials. Subjects compared the loudness of a weak target~2500 Hz at 60-dB SPL! to the
loudness of a comparison tone at 500 Hz previously judged to match the target. The comparison task
was repeated until the two tones were again judged equally loud. The results showed that~a!
recovery after ILR is a relatively long process with a time scale of minutes, and~b! recovery time
increased approximately 20 s with each doubling of the number of inducers. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898103#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under appropriate conditions, presenting a relatively
strong inducing tone reduces the loudness of a subsequent
weaker tone~Arieh and Marks, 2003a; Mapes-Riordan and
Yost, 1999; Marks, 1994; Niederet al., 2003!. The phenom-
enon was initially called recalibration~Marks, 1994!, on the
premise that it reflects a general principle of intensity pro-
cessing in the nervous system. Later, the name induced loud-
ness reduction~ILR! was offered to describe the effect spe-
cifically in hearing~Scharfet al., 2002!. Because this report
deals exclusively with loudness, we shall adopt the latter
term here.

Four important properties of ILR have been determined
since it was first reported~Marks, 1988!. First, under optimal
conditions the extent of the loudness reduction can reach 10
dB or more~Arieh and Marks, 2003a; Niederet al., 2003!. In
other words, a stronger inducer can reduce the loudness, in
sones, of the weak target by at least half. Second, ILR is
frequency specific, being greatest when the inducer and the
target fall within the same critical band~Marks and Warner,
1991!. Third, the inducer must precede the target by at least
200 ms~offset–onset! for significant ILR to appear~Arieh
and Marks, 2003b!. And fourth, ILR is maximal when the
SPL of the inducer is 60–80 dB SPL and the inducer and
target differ in level by 10–20 dB~Mapes-Riordan and Yost,
1999!.

Importantly, ILR does not reflect a response bias but
instead is a sensory change, most likely a change in the sen-
sory representation of the intensity of the target tone. Arieh
and Marks~2003b! showed that when listeners detect weak

tones in a choice decision task, conditions that produce ILR
also produce longer response times and higher error rates
than do control conditions. The positive relation between re-
sponse time and error rate is a hallmark of sensory as op-
posed to decisional change~Luce, 1986!.

Still lacking, however, are data about recovery after
ILR. After ILR, how long does it take for the loudness of the
target tone to return to its original level? The purpose of the
current report was to systematically explore this question.

The literature does offer a few clues about recovery after
ILR. Arieh and Marks~2003a! showed that 3.3 s after the
presentation of the inducer, the loudness of the target tone is
still reduced substantially, such that the level of the matching
tone is 13 dB less than the matched level without the inducer.
Mapes-Riordan and Yost~1998! reported that, even when the
interval between the inducer and the target tone is increased
to 10 s, ILR remains strong. Marks~1993! noted that ILR
largely dissipates when a 60-s pause follows a condition in
which ILR is induced. Thus, while ILR arises quickly, within
200 ms, recovery after ILR is a relatively long process re-
quiring some dozens of seconds.

The present study also examines how recovery from ILR
depends on the number of inducers. It is reasonable to ex-
pect, for instance, that recovery time after ILR will depend
on the magnitude of ILR itself: the greater the reduction in
loudness, the greater the time to recover. Systematic data
about the way magnitude of ILR depends on number of in-
ducers are also lacking. In many studies of ILR, the number
of inducers was not controlled nor even reported. For ex-
ample, in an adaptive procedure often used to study ILR
~Arieh and Marks, 2003a; Mapes-Riordan and Yost, 1999!,
the matching points depend on the listeners’ patterns of re-
sponses, so the number of trials~equal to the number ofa!Electronic mail: ariehy@mail.montclair.edu
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presentations of the inducer! can vary considerably between
listeners and between experimental conditions.

The effect, if any, of number of inducers bears impor-
tantly on the nature of ILR. It is possible, for example, that
ILR is an ‘‘all or none’’ process that begins anew with each
presentation of an inducer. If so, then varying the number of
inducers would have no effect on the magnitude of ILR, or
on the time for recovery. Alternatively, like so many pro-
cesses of ‘‘sensory adaptation,’’ ILR may reflect the outcome
of a suppressive process that builds up through repeated pre-
sentation of inducers, and hence requires increasingly greater
time to dissipate.

A word is in order as to the logic of the study. Subjects
started an experimental session by listening to uninterrupted
series of 5, 10, 20, or 40 inducers. Immediately thereafter
subjects were presented with a sequence of paired compari-
son trials. Each trial consisted of the target tone with the
same frequency as the inducers and a comparison tone with a
different frequency. The latter was previously deemed equal
in loudness to the target tone. The subject’s task was to judge
which tone was louder. We reasoned that if the target tone
underwent ILR by the preceding inducers, the listeners
would tend to choose the comparison tone as louder. How-
ever, as time elapsed ILR would dissipate and loudness
would recover. At this stage listeners would increasingly
choose the target tone as the louder of the pair. According to
this procedure, when the target tone regains its original loud-
ness, listeners’ performance would be at or close to chance
level. Thus, the point of full recovery was defined as the
point where subjects performed the paired comparison task
at chance level.

II. RECOVERY FROM ILR AS A FUNCTION OF THE
NUMBER OF INDUCERS

A. Method

Twenty women and four men~age range 18–40!, all
associated with Montclair State University, participated in
the study. All reported normal hearing.

Testing sessions were conducted in a sound-treated
chamber. AMATLAB program running on a Dell Pentium-IV
PC controlled all aspects of stimulus presentation, data col-
lection, and on-line computations. Subjects’ responses were
entered via the computer keypad. The pure-tone signals were
generated by a Tucker-Davis System 3 real time processor at
a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. The signals were then ap-
propriately attenuated~Tucker-Davis PA5 module! and deliv-
ered binaurally for 50 ms~including 5-ms cosine2 rise and
decay! through calibrated TDH-49 headphones mounted in
MX41/AR cushions.

Before the start of each experimental session, the subject
performed a baseline task to determine the matching point
between the comparison and the target tone. It is critical to
establish a reliable matching point because this point serves
later to gauge recovery time. In the baseline task, we used a
randomized adaptive two-track ascending and descending
procedure to determine the level of a 500-Hz tone equal in
loudness to the designated target signal—a 2500-Hz tone at

60-dB SPL~details of the procedure can be found in Jesteadt,
1980, and Arieh and Marks, 2003a!.

After determining the matching point, the subject served
in four experimental conditions divided into two different
sessions separated by at least 24 h. Each condition was di-
vided in turn into two continuous parts. In the first part, the
subject heard an uninterrupted series of 5, 10, 20, or 40
2500-Hz tones at 80-dB SPL that served as inducers. The
50-ms inducing tones were presented at intervals of 1 s
~offset–onset!. On the screen, a visual countdown accompa-
nied the inducer sequence and upon its termination a pair of
tones was presented for paired comparison. The two tones
were the 500-Hz matching level determined at baseline and
the 2500-Hz, 60-dB target. The subjects were instructed to
judge which tone was louder as quickly as possible without
sacrificing accuracy. The order of the two tones was random-
ized across trials and the tones were presented 1 s apart. The
program recorded the subject’s response and its latency from
the onset of the paired comparison trial.

After the first ten trials the probabilityp of selecting the
target tone as louder was computed. Ifp fell between 0.4 and
0.6, it was concluded that the subject performed at chance
and full recovery had been reached~a final p larger than 0.6
was also considered as complete recovery; however, none
occurred in the current study!. On the other hand, ifp was
smaller than 0.4, it was concluded that recovery was not
complete and another trial was presented. From this point,
the probability of selecting the target tone as louder was
continually computed over the ten most recent trials until full
recovery had been reached, after which the session termi-
nated.

It was assumed that recovery occurred within the time
period that elapsed between the first and the last of the final
ten trials. Thus, the midpoint of that time period was taken as
the recovery time. For example, if recovery occurred be-
tween trial numbers 32 and 41 and these trials occurred 90
and 120 s, respectively, after the start of session, then recov-
ery time was recorded as 105 s. Finally, to minimize the
possibility of order effects, we used all 24 possible orders of
the four inducer conditions. Each subject received one pos-
sible order; the first two conditions were performed in the
first session and the last two conditions were performed in
the second session.

B. Results

As anticipated, there were no effects of order. The cor-
relation between the recovery time and the serial position of
a condition in the presentation order was negligible,r (94)
520.039,p50.78. The average proportion of selecting the
target tone over the first ten trials was 0.229, 0.194, 0.180,
and 0.138 and over the last ten trials was 0.421, 0.408, 0.420,
and 0.413 for the conditions containing 5, 10, 20, and 40
inducers, respectively. A repeated measures analysis of vari-
ance revealed that the final averages did not differ statisti-
cally (F,1). Given thatp50.5 represents chance perfor-
mance, recovery was caught a bit early but equally so in all
conditions.

The resolution of our measuring method is the average
time for making a paired comparison judgment, which was 3
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s. Thus, the average time to complete the first ten trials that
are necessary for the computation ofp is 30 s, and the mini-
mal recovery time afforded by our procedure is 15 s. As the
data show, these limitations were inconsequential under the
stimulus conditions.

The recovery time for each inducer condition was aver-
aged across subjects. The averages are presented in Fig. 1.
As can be seen, recovery time increases with the number of
inducers. The shortest average recovery time was 70.5 s for
the 5-inducer condition and the longest was 129 s for the
40-inducer condition. A repeated-measure analysis of vari-
ance showed a main effect of inducer condition,F(3,69)
53.64, p,0.05. A closer look at Fig. 1 also reveals that,
within the tested range, the function that relates the number
of inducers to recovery time is not linear. In fact, every time
the numbers of inducers is doubled an approximately con-
stant amount of time—around 20 s—is added to the recovery
time. This suggests that recovery time increases approxi-
mately with the logarithm of the number of inducers. The
curved line in Fig. 1 shows a log function fitted to the data,
computed by regressing recovery time on log number of in-
ducers; the fit is excellent, explaining 99% of the total vari-
ance. The small number of data points, however, prohibits a
conclusive test of the form of the function. For example, a
linear fit explains 93% of the variance in our data set—less
than that produced by the logarithmic fit, but still substantial.
Thus, at this point any conclusion about the function relating
recovery time to number of inducers must be tentative.

One possible limitation of the current procedure is that
recovery time is correlated with the number of target presen-
tations. That is, the longer the recovery time the greater the
number of comparisons, and, consequently, the greater the
number of exposures to the target tones. It is possible that
these additional exposures prolong recovery times. To evalu-
ate this possibility we ran ten additional subjects in a control
experiment that tested recovery from 40 inducers only, but
under two conditions. The first condition replicated the origi-
nal experiment, in that the paired comparisons began as soon
as the induction phase ended. In the second condition, we
inserted a 30-s pause between the induction phase and the
start of the judgment phase. Thus, in the second condition the
subjects were allowed to recover for 30 s before being ex-
posed to the target tones. Consequently, they were exposed,
on average, to ten fewer target presentations than the no-
pause group. Average recovery times for the no-pause and

pause conditions were 113.1 and 119.5 s, respectively, the
difference ~dependent-pairt-test! not being reliable@ t(9)
51.2, ns#. Thus, we conclude that exposure to ten additional
target presentations in the no-pause group during recovery
had no significant effect on the final recovery time.

III. DISCUSSION

The measurement of recovery after ILR, and indeed the
measurement of sensory recovery in general, presents an in-
teresting challenge. Recovery, by definition, is a dynamic
process that continuously changes with the passage of time.
On the other hand, reliable measurement necessitates several
observations of the same event. Observations, especially be-
havioral observations, however, take time. How can a con-
stantly changing event be measured reliably?

Our solution is to define recovery as a probabilistic pro-
cess that is computed over a roving window of observations
comprising ten successive loudness comparisons. Once the
listener can no longer reliably discriminate between the tar-
get tone that underwent ILR and a comparison tone that was
previously deemed equally loud, recovery has been reached.
The method is not perfect, its resolution being about 3 s, and
it cannot measure recovery times smaller than 15 s. A crucial
consideration is the size of the observation window. Increas-
ing the window’s size will increase reliability but will also
increase the lower limit of measurement; decreasing the size
will decrease the lower limit of measurement but will also
decrease reliability. We chose our parameters after careful
consideration of the available literature on recovery after
ILR. Applying the method to other sensory processes would
undoubtedly require adjustments to its parameters.

Our report is the first to measure recovery after ILR to
the point where the target’s loudness returned to or near to its
original level. A main finding is that recovery time increases
monotonically with the number of inducer tones presented in
the exposure phase. The fastest recovery time, recorded after
exposure to five inducers, exceeded 1 min. The slowest re-
covery time, after exposure to 40 inducers, exceeded 2 min.
These results fit previous observations that hinted that recov-
ery after ILR is a long process, on the order of dozens of
seconds~Arieh and Marks, 2003a; Mapes-Riordan and Yost,
1998; Marks, 1993!. We note here the asymmetry between
the onset and the offset of ILR. The onset is a fast process;
ILR is already present 200 ms after the presentation of the
inducer. The offset has a completely different time scale;
dissipation of ILR takes over a minute after exposure to five
inducers. Any future model of ILR will have to account for
this property.

We also found that a log function provides a good de-
scription of the way recovery time depends on the number of
inducers. Put simply, adding inducers does not lead to pro-
portional addition of recovery time. In the range used here,
each doubling of the number of inducers added another 20 s
to recovery time. Regardless of the exact shape of the func-
tion that relates the number of inducers to recovery time, the
fact that they are positively related is important. Assuming
that the magnitude of ILR itself is associated with recovery
time, we can surmise that the former is also positively related
to the number of inducers. That conclusion supports a model

FIG. 1. Averaged recovery times~in seconds! for the 24 listeners plotted
against the number of inducers. The error bars represent one standard error
of the mean.
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of ILR that has ‘‘memory’’ for previous exposures to induc-
ers: It allows for accumulation of loudness suppression ef-
fects over time. On the other hand, the conclusion does not
support an ‘‘all or none’’ model in which the suppression
effect resets on every exposure to inducer. Admittedly, a di-
rect measurement of the relation between the magnitude of
ILR and recovery time will go a long way towards clarifying
this issue.

That the magnitude of ILR is related to the number of
inducers also has practical implications. Many studies used
an adaptive procedure to measure ILR~Arieh and Marks,
2003a, Mapes-Riordan and Yost, 1999!. In this procedure the
inducer is presented on each trial but the number of trials
depends on the pattern of responses and thus often varies
between listeners and between experimental conditions. The
fact that the number of inducers has not been controlled in
many earlier studies might contribute to the significant vari-
ability that is often observed in studies of ILR.
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Developmental research into relative weighting of vocalic duration and spectral properties in final
voicing perception has produced different results, depending on whether natural or synthetic speech
stimuli have been used and how spectral properties have been manipulated. This paper reports
developmental data for final voicing using natural stimuli waveform edited for vocalic duration and
resynthesized for first formant offset. Results indicate that in perception of final voicing there are
adult-child differences in weighting of vocalic duration and first formant offset, consistent with
previous findings for vocalic duration and spectral properties more generally@S. Nittrouer, J. Acoust.
Soc. Am.115, 1777–1790~2004!#. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1906058#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is increasing evidence that preschool age children
perceive speech on the basis of multiple acoustic properties,
but weight these properties differently from adults~Allen and
Norwood, 1988; Gerrits, 2001; Mayo and Turk, 2004; Mor-
rongielloet al., 1984; Nittrouer, 1992; Nittroueret al., 1988;
Nittrouer and Studdert-Kennedy, 1987!. For example, in a
study of the English prevocalic fricative contrastsigh/shy
~Mayo and Turk, 2004!, children aged 3–4, 5, and 7 years
weighted formant transitions more heavily than adults.

Final voicing in English has also received attention in
research into children’s speech perception, but little is known
about the relative weighting of different properties by chil-
dren. Greenlee~1980! and Krause~1982! manipulated pre-
ceding vowel duration in natural and synthetic stimuli, re-
spectively, and the results suggest that 3- and 6-year-old
children can use vowel duration alone in identifying final
voicing if the voicing-related vowel duration differences are
large enough. Wardrip-Fruin and Peach~1984! aimed to as-
sess 3- and 6-year-old children’s use of vowel duration, final
transition, and closure voicing in identifying final voicing,
but the variability in the results and the small scale of the
study make it difficult to draw conclusions about the specific
effects of these properties on children’s judgments. Lehman
and Sharf~1989! tested voicing identification and discrimi-
nation by 5-, 8-, and 10-year-old children with synthetic
stimuli varying in vocalic duration, and found decreasing
variability in identification and improved discrimination with
increasing age.

With respect to the relative weighting of acoustic prop-
erties by children, one proposal is the Developmental
Weighting shift~Nittrouer et al. 1993; Nittrouer and Miller,
1997!: the hypothesis that children weight formant transi-
tions more heavily than adults, which is based on the idea
that children process speech more globally than adults, in
larger units such as syllables. This hypothesis has received
some support in experimental studies of children’s speech

perception, mainly studies of prevocalic fricative perception
~e.g., Nittrouer, 1992; Nittrouer and Miller, 1997!, but some
research has found clear evidence against it~e.g., Gerrits,
2001; Mayo and Turk, 2004!.

In recent research designed to test the Developmental
Weighting shift hypothesis, Nittrouer~2004! tested children’s
perception of final voicing in American English using syn-
thetic and natural speech stimuli. For syntheticbuck/bugand
pot/podstimuli, which varied in vocalic duration~nine steps!
and first formant~F1! offset ~two levels!, 6- and 8-year-olds
weighted F1 offset more and vocalic duration less, compared
with adults, as measured by partial correlation coefficients
~partial r ’s! and function slope and separation. Naturalbuck/
bug stimuli were constructed on the basis of three natural
tokens of each ofbuckandbug, with release burst and clo-
sure voicing deleted. Vocalic duration was manipulated by
deleting pitch periods, or reiterating a single pitch period,
from the vowel steady state. The two series based on original
buck and bug recordings differed in fundamental frequency
~F0! and all formants~although recordings which matched
closely in F0 were selected as the basis for the stimuli!.

As compared with synthetic stimuli, for natural stimuli
both adult and child judgments were heavily influenced by
the spectral variation, and manipulations of vocalic duration
had correspondingly less perceptual effect. Differences be-
tween adults and children in weighting of vocalic duration
were smaller~by slope measure! or nonexistent~by partialr
measure!. Spectral variation influenced 6-year-olds more
than adults~by partial r , but not by the separation in func-
tions!.

A follow-up experiment using natural stimuli with vo-
calic durations comparable to the synthetic stimuli@Experi-
ment 2 in Nittrouer~2004!# found no age-related differences
in relative weighting of vocalic duration and spectral prop-
erties, except that adults were more likely to give voiced
judgments to stimuli with longer vocalic durations if they
were also derived from originally voiced tokens. On the ba-
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sis of results from natural stimuli, Nittrouer~2004! con-
cluded that the strong effect of spectral properties on voicing
judgments was most likely due to syllable-offset transitions,
especially F1. Nittrouer~2004! also noted, however, that the
natural stimuli also varied in higher formant transitions, and
formant transitions corresponding to voiced and voiceless
variation were present in syllable onset and steady state
~when the latter was not shortened in stimulus construction!.

Given the difference in results between synthetic and
natural stimuli in Nittrouer~2004! as well as the range of
results in previous research on children’s perception of final
voicing ~Greenlee, 1980; Krause, 1982; Lehman and Sharf,
1989; Wardrip-Fruin and Peach, 1984!, the relative influence
of vocalic duration and F1 offset transitions on final voicing
judgments by children and adults warrants further investiga-
tion. In particular, in the natural modified stimuli in Nittrouer
~2004!, F1 variation between voiced and voiceless offset
transitions was possibly confounded with variation in F0, F2,
and F3. From the data in Nittrouer~2004! alone, it is not
possible to conclude for certain that the results are due to
variation in F1, and not variation in F0, F2, or F3. This paper
provides specific data on the relative weighting of vocalic
duration and F1 offset in judgments of final voicing in En-
glish by children and adults, using modified natural speech
stimuli in which F1 alone was manipulated and all other
spectral properties were held constant. The dialect studied is
Australian English; these data complement existing studies
of final voicing in American English.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

The participants were 19 adults~mean age 20 years,
range 18 to 40! and 19 children~mean age 4 years 10
months, range 4 years 2 months to 5 years 6 months!. Chil-
dren were recruited from preschools in Sydney; adults were
18 first-year undergraduate students at the University of
Western Sydney participating for course credit in an intro-
ductory psychology course and one graduate student in psy-
chology who was a volunteer. No participants had phonetic
training. Male/female ratios were 1/18 for adults and 8/11 for
children. According to self-report~adults! and parental report
~children!, all participants had normal hearing and speech,
and no history of past or present recurrent middle ear infec-
tions. Data from one additional adult participant and three
additional child participants are not included here. These lis-
teners did not meet 70% accuracy during testing on the two
endpoint stimuli~hard: longest vocalic duration, low F1 off-
set;heart: shortest vocalic duration, high F1 offset!.

B. Stimuli

A recording ofhard spoken by a young male speaker of
Australian English was modified to produce a set of 14
heart-hardstimuli varying in vocalic duration~seven steps,
126 to 293 ms, step size was 26 or 27 ms except for the last
step which was 33 ms! and F1 offset frequency~two levels:
falling linearly from 770 to 650 or 530 Hz over the last 50
ms of the vowel!. The release burst and closure voicing were
deleted. Vocalic duration was varied by successively deleting

pitch periods from the steady-state portion of the vowel. F1
offset manipulations were made by resynthesizing the last 50
ms of the vowel ~using Kay CSL LPC Parameter
Manipulation/Synthesis Program, Model 4304, software ver-
sion 1.X!. All 14 stimuli had the same F0, F2, and F3 values
~from the original hard recording! listed in Table I. The
stimuli were audibly and visually free of artefacts from the
resynthesis and waveform editing. The wordform log fre-
quency in the CELEX English database~version 2.5! is simi-
lar for heart ~2.1614! andhard ~2.2672!.

C. Procedures

Participants were tested individually. Each participant
judged 11 repetitions of each of the 14 stimuli, for a total of
154 judgments per listener. The experiment was run on a PC
laptop ~IBM Thinkpad R31! with high-quality external
speakers~Cambridge SoundWords PC Works!, and pro-
grammed in game format using DMDX.~DMDX is pro-
grammed by Jonathan Forster, University of Arizona.! Re-
sponse keys were picture-labeled. Adults were tested in one
four-block session in a quiet lab room. Children were tested
in four one-block sessions in a quiet room in their preschool.
In each block, the participant received four demonstration
trials of the two endpoint stimuli~hard: 293-ms vocalic du-
ration, low F1 offset;heart: 126-ms vocalic duration, high
F1 offset!, with feedback. Participants completed training tri-
als with the endpoint stimuli, with feedback, until they gave
six consecutive correct responses. Test trials did not include
feedback. Test block 1 comprised 28 trials; the other test
blocks had 42 trials each. Children received stickers and en-
couragement after each 7 or 11 test trials~depending on the
block!, and received two endpoint reminder trials before re-
suming testing.

FIG. 1. Mean labeling functions~with standard errors! for adults.

TABLE I. Fundamental frequency and formant values for the stimuli~in
Hz!.

Time
vowel onset

50 ms before
vowel offset

Vowel
offset

F0 139 108 101
F1 ~low F1 series! 784 770 530
F1 ~high F1 series! 784 770 650
F2 1427 1349 1358
F3 2690 2758 2906
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III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows mean labeling functions for adults, Fig.
2 for 5-year-olds. Table II provides estimates of the weight-
ing of vocalic duration@mean slopes, partial correlation co-
efficients~partial r ’s! for vocalic duration# and the weighting
of F1 offset ~separation in phoneme boundaries in steps of
vocalic duration, partialr ’s for F1 offset!. Probit analysis
was used to calculate 50% crossover points~to measure
separation in phoneme boundaries! and slopes. To facilitate
comparison with data in Nittrouer~2004!, slope is stated as
the change in probit units per step on the duration con-
tinuum, and the same restrictions as in Nittrouer~2004! are
used for 50% crossover estimates (63.5 steps beyond the
continuum!.

Estimates using slope and separation between functions
indicate that adults and children differ in the relative weight-
ing of both vocalic duration and F1 offset. The slope esti-
mates indicate that adults weight vocalic duration more than
children, t(22.25)54.879, p,0.001. The separations be-
tween the functions indicate that children weight F1 offset
more than adults,t(26)523.38,p50.002.

Estimates using partialr ’s present similar patterns.
Adults weight vocalic duration more than children@ t(36)
56.26, p,0.001]. There is no significant difference be-
tween adults and children in the weighting of F1 offset
@ t(36)521.51, p50.14] although there is a tendency for
children to weight F1 offset more than adults.

IV. DISCUSSION

These data provide evidence from modified natural
speech stimuli that in the perception of final voicing, adults

and children differ in the relative weighting of vocalic dura-
tion and F1 offset. Adults weight vocalic duration more than
children. Children weight F1 offset more than adults when
separation in phoneme boundaries is used as an estimate of
F1 offset weighting. There is a nonsignificant tendency to-
wards the same effect when partialr is used to estimate F1
offset weighting.

The pattern of results obtained here for Australian En-
glish is similar to that found in Nittrouer~2004! for Ameri-
can English. The stimuli used in the present study, however,
varied in F1 and vocalic duration only, rather than varying in
vocalic duration, F1, and possibly other spectral properties as
well, as in the stimuli in Nittrouer~2004!. The present study
thus provides perceptual data for natural stimuli about the
specific role of F1 offset in final voicing judgments. The
present data suggest that the patterns found for natural
stimuli by Nittrouer~2004!, where variation in vocalic dura-
tion did not compensate perceptually for variation in spectral
properties, probably reflect the effects of any or all of the
following properties: higher formants, F0, and F1 steady
state and onset, as well as F1 offset.

In conjunction with the data from synthetic stimuli in
Crowther and Mann~1992! and Nittrouer~2004!, the present
data suggest that for adults, vocalic duration is an important
cue for the perception of final voicing in English which is not
generally overridden by variation in F1 offset alone. Chil-
dren’s perception of final voicing, however, appears to de-
velop in childhood, as they come to give more weight to
vocalic duration and correspondingly less to F1 offset.
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In 1909 Sommerfeld gave an exact solution for the reflection of a spherical wave from a plane
surface in terms of an oscillatory integral and also presented an asymptotic solution for the case
where both source and receiver are at the boundary. Weyl~1919! presented an alternative solution
and also an asymptotic solution for the case where the source is at the boundary. It is known that the
general case is solved if a general solution for the case where the source is at the boundary is known.
Here it is demonstrated that it is sufficient to have the general solution for the case where both
source and receiver are at the boundary. This is mainly of theoretical interest, but may have practical
applications. As an example it is demonstrated that Sommerfeld’s approximate solution gives
Ingard’s ~1951! approximate solution which is valid for arbitrary source and receiver heights.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904303#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.El, 43.28.En, 43.50.Vt@RR# Pages: 3389–3392

I. INTRODUCTION

The most important and best reference work on reflec-
tion of spherical waves is still, without a doubt, the 72 page
paper by Sommerfeld~1909!. He was strongly motivated by
the then newly established wireless telegraphy of Maxwell,
Hertz, Tesla, and Marconi~among others!. Besides electro-
magnetic waves@Collin ~2004!# the problem is also impor-
tant for outdoor sound propagation@Attenborough~1988!;
Embleton~1996!; Rudnick ~1957!#. The importance of the
problem is reflected in the amount of literature on this sub-
ject. The complete list of literature is not included here, but
good selected lists are given by Brekhovskikh~1999!,
Salomons~2001!, and others@Banos ~1966!; Bies ~1996!;
Mechel ~2002!#. Due to the nice physical interpretation and
the numerical convenience the method of complex images
@Di ~1993!; Keller ~1979!; Li ~1996!; Morse~1944!; Rawlins
~1983!# should be mentioned. The contributions of Rudnick
~1947! and Ingard~1951! must also be mentioned since they
have become classical. Chien and Soroka~1975, 1980! pre-
sented an approximate solution which is used frequently, and
in particular in the Nord2000@Krag ~2002!# and the HAR-
MONOISE ~2002! engineering sound propagation methods.

The main contribution here is essentially given by a fur-
ther rewriting of the exact solution given by Weyl~1919! and
Ingard ~1951!. This results in an exact formula for the
boundary loss as a function of only two complex dimension-
less quantitiesr andt. This is the main result, and the result
stated in the abstract follows immediately from this. The first
quantityr is related to the numerical distance already iden-
tified in the approximate solution given by Sommerfeld
~1909!. The second complex quantityt is introduced here in
Eq. ~12! below, and is hereafter called the second numerical
distance. By neglecting the weak dependence on the second
numerical distance the result is the approximate solution
given by Ingard~1951!. As is well known, this solution is
closely related to the solution given by Sommerfeld~1909!.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let ¹2 be the three-dimensional Laplace operator. The
problem of a point source above an impedance plane as in-
dicated in Fig. 1 is defined mathematically by the boundary
value problem for the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

~2¹22k2!p54pd~0,0,hs! for z.0, ~1!

]p

]z
52 ikbp for z50, ~2!

for the complex pressurep with the restrictions Rek.0,
Im k>0, Reb.0, hs>0, wherek is the wave number andb
is the specific normalized admittance of the impedance
plane. The specific normalized impedance is given byZ
51/b. The point source is represented by the delta function
d (0,0,hs)

wherehs is the source height. The task is to deter-
mine the pressure at an arbitrary receiver position given by
the coordinates (z,r )5(hr ,r ) as indicated in Fig. 1. The
important special cases wherehs50, hr50, or Imk50 are
defined by limits of cases where these parameters are non-
zero. This ensures uniqueness of the solution also in these
important special cases. It turns out that these limiting cases
can be obtained by analytic continuation.

The solution of the boundary value problem~1! and~2!
is conventionally expressed by

p5pd1pr , ~3!

pd5
eikR1

R1
, ~4!

pr5Q
eikR2

R2
, ~5!

Q5@Rp1~12Rp!F#, ~6!

Rp5
d2b

d1b
, ~7!

a!Electronic mail: Gunnar.Taraldsen@sintef.no
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where d5cosu5h/R2, h5hs1hr . This defines the direct
wavepd , the reflected wavepr , the spherical reflection co-
efficientQ, the plane wave reflection coefficientRp , and the
boundary loss factorF. The geometrical quantities are given
in Fig. 1. With this reformulation the problem of determina-
tion of p is equivalent with the determination of eitherQ or
F.

If both source and receiver are at the ground, then the
total wave solution is

p052F
eikr

r
. ~8!

This offers an interpretation ofF. Sommerfeld~1909! intro-
duced the boundary loss factorF for this case. He proved
thatF for kr@1 is a function of only one complex quantity;
the numerical distance. This result is by no means obvious
and is perhaps the main theoretical result in Sommerfeld’s
paper. Sommerfeld plotted the real and imaginary part ofF
as a function of his numerical distance. The numerical dis-
tance is proportional with distancer, andF approaches zero
for large numerical distances. Sommerfeld interpreted the
numerical distance as the phase difference between the sur-
face wave and the air wave, and observed that at grazing
incidence and for hard ground the numerical distance can be
small even for large distances.

III. AN OBSERVATION FROM AN EXACT SOLUTION

Weyl ~1919! presented an alternative approach for the
solution of the problem considered initially by Sommerfeld.
The solution contained no explicit boundary wave term and
the resulting asymptotic expansion is not limited to the case
where both source and receiver are at the ground. Ingard
~1951! observed that the impedance boundary condition
gives a simplification compared to the two-medium case if
Weyl’s rather than Sommerfeld’s approach is used. The ar-
gument given by Weyl gives Eq.~10! in Ingard’s ~1951!
paper, and this equation simplifies further to

F512E
C

e2udu

AW
, ~9!

W512
u

r
1S u

2t D 2

, ~10!

r5
i

2
kR2

~b1d!2

11bd
, ~11!

t5
i

2
kR2~b1d!, ~12!

where the path of integrationC is from u50 to u5` on the
real axis for typical cases of interest. For the general case the
pathC depends on the numerical distancer and the second
numerical distancet. TheAW equals 1 atu50 and is deter-
mined otherwise by analytic continuation along the path of
integration. An alternative solution is to keep the integration
path on the real axis and add a boundary wave term corre-
sponding to integration along a branch cut depending on the
location of the square-root singularity@Thomasson~1976!#.

Ingard pointed out the symmetry in theb andd depen-
dence ofF. This result is not clear from the original exact
solution given by Sommerfeld. The normal incidence case
d51 ~or b51! givesr5t and Ingard’s exact result

F5112r exp~22r!E1~22r!, d51 or b51.
~13!

Here E1 is the exponential integral function@Abramowitz
~1972!#. This result does not follow immediately from Som-
merfeld’s solution due to a singularity forr 50 in the bound-
ary wave term.

The dependence ofF on t in Eq. ~9! is weak, and by
neglecting this term the result is the asymptotic solution of
Ingard in terms of the complementary error function
@Abramowitz ~1972!#,

F'11 iApr1/2e2r erfc~2 ir1/2!, kR2@1. ~14!

By adding and subtracting the term (u/2t)2 in the expression
for W it can be argued that Eq.~13! also can be taken as a
general approximate solution for the casekR2@1.

The approximation~14! was also derived by Lawhead
and Rudnick~1951!, but with r replaced by

w5uwueib5
i

2
kR2~b1d!2. ~15!

Lawhead and Rudnick refer tob as the phase and the abso-
lute value uwu as the numerical distance. This is consistent
with Sommerfeld’s definition. The approximation~14! has
been derived by different methods and in particular by Chien
and Soroka~1975, 1980!. This particular result by Chien and

FIG. 1. Geometry of sound source and receiver above a
plane.
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Soroka is identical with the result derived by Lawhead and
Rudnick, but Chien and Soroka choose to refer to

pe5Aw ~16!

as the numerical distance. These results are consistent with
the result given above by Eqs.~11! and~14! since Chien and
Soroka assumeb!1 andd!1.

The main observation now is however that the exact
boundary loss factorF depends on only two complex argu-
mentsr andt. This leads to

Theorem 1: Let p0(r ,k,b) be the total wave field solu-
tion for the case where both source and receiver are at the
boundary. The boundary loss factor F for arbitrary source
and receiver heights is then given by

F5FeikdR2

R2
G21 p0~R2 ,kd ,bd!

2
, ~17!

kd5k~11db!, ~18!

bd5b
11d/b

11db
. ~19!

Proof: Equations ~8! and ~9! together with r
5( i /2)kdR2(bd)25( i /2)kR2(b1d)2/(11bd) and t
5( i /2)kdR2bd5( i /2)kR2(b1d) give the claim. h

It can be remarked that the conditions Rekd>0, Imkd

>0, Rebd>0 are typically fulfilled for sufficiently smalld,
but may be violated in the general case. In this case the
solution p0 in Eq. ~17! is defined by analytic continuation
along the paths in the complexk andb planes given by the
parameterization byd in Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, respectively.
This will be explained by two examples.

Theorem 1 gives an alternative route for the solution of
the problem with a point source over an impedance plane. In
the first step it is only necessary to consider the grazing
incidence cased5cosu50. The exact result in this case can
be written as a complex line integral, and Eq.~9! represents
only one of many possible formulations. The analytic con-
tinuation required for the general case can typically be done
simply by deformation of the integration path in the complex
line integral. A particular example is given by the original
Sommerfeld integral solution, and the result is then that the
apparent singularity in the surface wave term forr 50 is
transformed into a singularity forR250.

This alternative route can also be used on any of the
many available approximate solutions. In this case the ana-
lytic continuation is typically trivial since the functions in-
volved are analytic in the required domains. A particular ex-
ample is given by Sommerfeld’s original approximate
solution, and this will be considered next.

Sommerfeld~1909! considered the problem of a pulsat-
ing vertical electric dipole above a plane ground. The air and
the ground are characterized by the dielectric constant, the
magnetic permeability~m!, and the conductivity. The electric
and magnetic fields are determined by the Hertz vector po-
tential which is vertically directed for this problem. The cor-
responding z-component P fulfills the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz equation~1! with complex wave numbersk1 and
k2 for the air and ground domains, respectively. The bound-

ary condition ~2! is replaced by continuity ofP and
x22]P/]z at the boundary@Sommerfeld~1909!#. A corre-
sponding acoustic problem is formally obtained by a replace-
ment of the quantityx25k2/m by a complex mass density.
In summary the ground can be characterized by a complex
wave number and a complex mass density in the acoustic
problem, and characterized by a complex wave numberk2

and a complexx2 in the radio wave problem. Air is charac-
terized byk1 andx1 .

Sommerfeld~1909! @Eqs. ~47! and ~55!# obtained two
solutions forkr@1 andh50 for the case of large and small
numerical distance. The two Sommerfeld solutions coincide
~!! and are given by Eq.~14! except for a factor 2 due to a
different boundary condition and a replacement ofAr by a,
where@Sommerfeld~1909!# @Eq. ~41!#

a25
i

2
k1r

x1
4

x2
4 S k2

2

k1
2
21D . ~20!

The two-medium case treated by Sommerfeld contains the
boundary condition case in the limitk2@k1 , with the iden-
tification b5(k2x1

2)/(k1x2
2). It can be concluded that Som-

merfeld’s approximation gives Eq.~14! for the caseh50.
Theorem 1 can be applied to Sommerfeld’s result in the

form of Eq. ~14! for the caseh50. This gives an approxi-
mation forh.0, and the result coincides with the asymptotic
result ~14! of Ingard. The requiredr1/2 in formula ~14! is
given by

r1/25
11 i

2
AkR2~b1d!/A11bd, ~21!

whereA• denotes the principal value of the square-root. This
is the required analytic continuation from the caseh5d50
as described after Theorem 1. The proof follows by observ-
ing that the involved functions in formula~14! are entire
functions andA• is defined with the cut along the negative
real axis. Incidentally formula~21! also generalizes the result
of the discussion of Stinson~1995! to include complexk and
the numerical distance given by Ingard.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is remarkable that the exact boundary loss is a func-
tion of only two complex quantitiesr and t. The resulting
Theorem 1 gives the possibility of obtaining alternative ap-
proximations from existing approximations@Attenborough
~1980!#. Theorem 1 can also be used to transform exact re-
sults @Enflo ~1987! and Sommerfeld~1909!# which are sin-
gular at r 50 into exact results which are singular only at
R250. A natural task would be to obtain an approximate
solution which improves Eq.~14! and is a function of only
~r,t!. One possibility is to considerF in Eq. ~9! as a function
of x51/t2 and a Taylor expansion aroundx50.
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Moving average fields, macro-scale response measures,
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There are two critical issues when deriving a macro-scale prediction model starting from a more
complete, underlying model. The first is the precise relationship of the fields predicted by the more
complete model and the fields predicted by the macro-scale model. The second is the manner of
solving a closure problem that is invariably encountered in all such derivations. The understanding
that moving averages of the fields predicted by the more complete model are the fields predicted by
the macro-scale model is challenged on the grounds that accomplishing a moving average does not
eliminate micro-scale variation, it only appears to do so in one representation of the moving average
field. The solution of a closure problem by assumption is challenged on the grounds that the most
common assumptions are demonstrably invalid, even while leading to prediction models that can
provide reasonable estimates of the macro-scale response in some scenarios. In presenting the
challenges, it is further shown how a multiresolution analysis by an orthogonal wavelet system
provides a framework for both precisely defining macro-scale response fields, i.e., fields from which
all micro-scale variation has been eliminated, and presenting a formally exact solution for a
precisely described closure problem. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a ‘‘moving average field’’~MAF! ap-
pears prominently in a number of derivations of theories for
fluid filled porous solids, of which the Biot theory1–3 is the
most often cited. Setting aside for a moment the specifics of
any particular derivation, the role assigned to MAFs is to
represent macro-scale measures of the response fields that
would be predicted using a more complete formulation that
applies to all length scales. Biot’s theory, for example, is
expressed in solid phase displacement, stress and strain fields
and fluid phase velocity, pressure and strain rate fields, all of
which vary on length scales that are far larger than the
micro-scales on which the pore structure can be observed.
Assuming a more complete formulation underlies Biot’s
theory, this more complete formulation would be expressed
in response fields that vary on both macro-scales and micro-
scales. The first task in deriving Biot’s theory based on this
more complete formulation, then, is to relate the response
fields in terms of which the two formulations are separately
expressed. The MAF concept accepts the macro-scale fields
predicted using the Biot theory are moving averages of the
macro-/micro-scale fields predicted using the more complete
formulation.

The above suggests a question: Is a MAF an appropriate
macro-scale response field? One seemingly obvious require-
ment for an appropriate macro-scale response field is that
this ought include only macro-scale variation, and not any
variation that is observed on micro-scales. The point to em-
phasize is that the act of accomplishing a moving average
ought not simply reduce the strength of micro-scale variation

vis-a-vis that of macro-scale variation in one representation
of the field, a reduction that might be reversed by an appro-
priate signal processing. Rather the averaging ought to effec-
tively eliminate micro-scale variation entirely, thereby pre-
cluding its recovery by any signal processing.

A MAF is presented in this paper as one extreme of what
are termed ‘‘fields of local averages’’~FLAs!. A FLA is con-
structed in two steps. The first step is to collect a sufficiently
dense set of discrete local averages of the underlying field;
the second step is to construct a continuous field from the
collected averages. Distinguishing different FLAs are differ-
ences in the precise meaning of ‘‘sufficiently dense’’ and in
the manner of ‘‘constructing a continuous field.’’ Thus, a
MAF is a limiting FLA constructed from local averages col-
lected at vanishing distance between neighboring averaging
intervals. The opposite limiting FLA is constructed from lo-
cal averages collected for neighboring averaging intervals
that are separated by a distance equal to the size of the in-
terval. The MAF is shown to only appear not to include
micro-scale variation in one representation; the averaging in-
corporated therein simply changes the relative strengths of
the micro-scale and macro-scale contributions in this one
representation. The other extreme FLA constructed from the
least densely populated set of all sufficiently dense locations,
on the other hand, is shown to not include micro-scale varia-
tion in all representations; the averaging incorporated therein
effectively reduces the strength of micro-scale variation to
zero.

In demonstrating the latter conclusion the FLA is iden-
tified with one component of a wavelet-based resolution of
the underlying field, the so-called ‘‘smooth component.’’4

The FLA is identified with the output of a low-pass spatial
filter for the underlying response field as input.5a!Electronic mail: mccoy@cua.edu
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The manner of deriving ‘‘homogenized field equations’’
that govern macro-scale response fields is next considered.
The critical step in any homogenization is addressing a clo-
sure problem, occasioned by an interchange of operations
that do not commute. The noncommuting operations encoun-
tered are the averaging that determines macro-scale response
fields and the multiplying of the underlying response fields
with fields that describe the environment microstructure. For
a porous media, the environment fields are masking func-
tions that distinguish the fluid and solid phases when these
are observed on the micro-scales. As first encountered, the
closure ‘‘problem’’ is not a mathematical problem at all, but
rather is an obstacle preventing completion of the derivation
process. Two approaches, then, can be put forth for address-
ing its solution. The first is to simply accept the obstacle is in
effect a problem in the mathematical sense, and intuit its
solution, in the form of a ‘‘closure assumption’’ that ex-
presses one’s understanding of the underlying physics. The
theories for fluid filled porous solids expressed in MAFs,
e.g., those presented in Refs. 6–8, accept a closure assump-
tion. A more rational approach for addressing the closure
problem is to identify the mathematical problem that is the
genesis of the obstacle, which can then to be solved to over-
come it. The wavelet-based resolution of the complete re-
sponse fields as complementary partial response fields, the
‘‘smooth’’ component identified as a FLA and the ‘‘detail’’
component, also provides a framework for partitioning the
more complete formulation as complementary partial formu-
lations expressed in the complementary partial response
fields. The mathematical problem that underlies the closure
problem lies within the partitioned form of the more com-
plete problem, as shown in a later section.9

While the path for achieving Biot’s theory as a wavelet-
based homogenization can be clearly seen in the formal steps
presented, the detailed steps for accomplishing this goal is
left to a future research agenda for two reasons. First, the
objective of the present study, as already stated, is to empha-
size two issues of significance for all homogenizations, i.e.,
all derivations of macro-scale prediction models starting
from more complete models that apply to all length scales.
Another derivation of Biot’s theory would not advance this
objective. Second, accomplishing the detail steps to arrive at
Biot’s theory is recognized as a far from trivial task. To date,
reported wavelet-based homogenizations10–15have been lim-
ited to one spatial dimension and to a more complete formu-
lation that is described by the same field equations applying
at all points in physical space. The microstructure for these
scenarios is described by micro-scale variation in the envi-
ronment property fields that enter the governing field equa-
tions. While limited application of a multidimensional wave-
let framework has been reported,16 its use as a basis for
homogenizing field equations has not been accomplished.
Then, the homogenization of formulations described by dif-
ferent sets of field equations applying to different spatial do-
mains when observed on the micro-scale, e.g., the more com-
plete formulation that underlies Biot’s theory, raises an issue
of the distinction between geometric and topologic length
scales that is beyond the scope of this paper.

For completeness, two alternative methods for deriving

macro-scale formulations are briefly considered in the light
of the present study. ‘‘Two-scale asymptotic derivations’’17,18

accommodate macro-/micro-scale variation by associating
with each response field, a postulated field that is defined on
a space described by two spatial coordinates, one for tracking
macro-scale variation and one for tracking micro-scale varia-
tion. In providing a precisely defined resolution of a response
field in ‘‘smooth’’ and ‘‘detail’’ components, the wavelet
framework accomplishes by algorithmic steps what the two-
scale method posits, and does so in a context that is not
inherently asymptotic. The significance of the closure prob-
lem in the final result of a two-scale asymptotic derivation of
Biot’s equations is emphasized. Then, ‘‘statistical smoothing
derivations’’19–22defer explicit reference to the length scales
on which the response field can be observed, focusing in-
stead on a postulated ensemble of environments for which
the more complete formulation applies. In accomplishing a
statistical smoothing, each randomly varying response field
is ‘‘resolved’’ as a mean, ensemble-averaged, field plus a
stochastic fluctuating field. Except for this different under-
standing of the nature of the response field resolution, the
steps for accomplishing a statistical smoothing and a
wavelet-based homogenization are formally identical.

II. DEFINING A FIELD OF LOCALLY AVERAGED
VALUES

The motivation for introducing a FLA is recognition that
any observation, or measurement, uses a physical device of
finite size, which outputs a spatial average across the region
spanned by the device. The act of measuring is represented
by a formula,

Ui5
1

V E W~x2xi ; l dev!u~x!dx, ~1!

whereu(x) is the underlying field,W(x2xi ; l dev) is a nor-
malized window function that represents a device of sizel dev

located atxi , andUi is the device output. For a device that
‘‘clips’’ the field in extracting the segment that spans the
region covered and weights all points within the region uni-
formly, W(x2xi ; l dev) equals unity or zero for points within
or without the region. The measureV is one of volume, area,
or length depending on the dimension of the region covered.

A FLA is constructed by extrapolating a set of discrete
local averages collected at a sufficiently dense set of mea-
surement locations, to obtain a field. Ambiguity arises in
defining sufficiently dense and in prescribing an extrapola-
tion process. ‘‘Sufficiently dense’’ implies an upper limit on
the distance separating neighboring measurement locations
with rational choices delimited by two extremes. One ex-
treme looks to the measuring device; the set ofUi values for
measurement locations separated by a distance equal tol dev

is the most sparsely populated of all sets that warrant char-
acterization as sufficiently dense. For this choice, all of
physical space is sampled by the set of measurement loca-
tions with minimum overlap of the regions spanned for
neighboring locations. A FLA constructed from this most
sparsely populated set ofUi values is denoted byU(x; l dev),
wherel dev, here, represents the distance separating neighbor-
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ing measurements. For the other extreme, one looks to the
underlying field and the ‘‘smallest scale’’ for observing its
variation.23 Let l field denote the smallest scale for observing
variation in u(x) and let U(x; l field) denote a FLA con-
structed from a set of local averages collected at neighboring
locations that are separated by distance equal to a fraction of
l field . TheUi values that determineU(x; l field) comprise a far
more dense set than the most sparsely populated set that
determinesU(x; l dev).

That far more measurements are incorporated in
U(x; l field) suggests the ‘‘information content’’ inU(x; l field)
is greater than inU(x; l dev), even though the two FLAs are
based on measurements using the same physical device. In-
tuitively, the additional information is variation in the under-
lying u(x) field, which can be observed on scales smaller
than l dev. Consider: Any singleUi is one measure of the
uncountable number of measures required to describe the
segment of the underlyingu(x) field that is spanned by the
device in outputtingUi . Further, the nature of the informa-
tion in the segment ofu(x), which is not measured by a
single Ui is clear; it is variation that can be observed on
scales smaller thanl dev. Now consider a set of averages,
each of which is a measure of adifferent segmentof the same
underlying field. At issue is the information content in the set
of averages, and if any information of the variation in the
underlying field on scales smaller thanl dev is contained
therein. It is clear that if the segments ofu(x) do not overlap
the measured averages are independent and, therefore, the
information in the set is no greater than the sum of the in-
formation in its members, in isolation. This is the case for
U(x; l dev). It is equally clear, on the other hand, that if there
is overlap in the segments the measured averages are not
independent and, therefore, there is information in the set
that is greater than the sum of the information in its mem-
bers, in isolation. This is the case for the set ofUi from
which U(x; l field) is constructed. Moreover, it seems clear
that the added information in this latter set are measures of
the variation that can be observed on scales smaller thanl dev.

The second step in the construction of a FLA is the
precise process for extrapolating the set of measured aver-
ages. An extrapolation by ‘‘splining,’’ a process that groups
the data set in neighboring subsets from which smooth, local
subfields are formed and subsequently joined to obtain a
single global field, introduces its own smoothing. This obvi-
ously could eliminate small-scale variation but not in a man-
ner that can be incorporated in the derivation of macro-scale
field equations. Alternatively, an extrapolation as a ‘‘synthe-
sis’’ is succinctly expressed by

U~x; l !5(
i

Uif~x2xi ; l !, ~2!

where thef(x2xi ; l ) denote a set of shifted windows, func-
tions that fall rapidly to zero outside a neighborhood of the
center location,xi . The size of the neighborhood is denoted
by l, understood to equal the nearest-neighbor separation. An
extrapolation as a synthesis obviously assigns values to the
extrapolated field in the neighborhood of a location at which
an average is measured ‘‘exclusively’’ by the value of the

measured average, i.e., independent of the values of averages
not in the neighborhood.

For U(x; l dev), the size of the window that describes the
averaging is equal to the size of window that describes the
synthesis. It would be a small step, then, to equate the two
window functions, to obtain a FLA that is described as
‘‘wavelet-motivated’’ in a subsequent subsection. For
U(x; l field), the size of the window for synthesizing the mea-
sured values equals the smallest scale for observing variation
in the underlyingu(x) field. It would be a small step, then, to
approximate this FLA by one that would be constructed from
averages collected for vanishing nearest-neighbor separation,
synthesized using a delta-function window.

A. A moving average field

Consider a FLA based onUi measurements accom-
plished at infinitesimal nearest-neighbor separation. Math-
ematically, this FLA is the smalll field limit of U(x; l field).
Alternatively, the FLA has a single-step representation de-
scribed by Eq.~1! with the discrete variables,xi , replaced by
the continuous variable,x. This alternative representation
identifies the FLA as a MAF.

In discussing the MAF in detail, it is convenient to limit
the measuring device to one that spans a line segment and
weights all points covered uniformly. A line gauge for sam-
pling a strain field would be a representative device. The
output of a moving gauge of lengthL is described by

U~x!5
1

L E
x2L/2

x1L/2

u~x8!dx8. ~3!

Upon differentiating one obtains still another formula,

dU~x!

dx
5

1

L
~u~x1L/2!2u~x2L/2!!. ~4!

Referring to Eq.~4!, a field,u(x), that has micro-scale varia-
tion measured relative toL, leads to a right-hand side that
has micro-scale variation. Clearly, then,U(x), which upon
differentiation equals the right-hand side, must be judged to
incorporate micro-scale variation inu(x). Indeed, subject to
an assumption that one has auxiliary information ofu(x)
across any fixed line segment of lengthL, this formula would
allow complete recovery ofu(x) at all locations,x, based on
measurements incorporated inU(x).

The functions for which one is interested in constructing
a MAF are not arbitrary but belong to a set that describe the
response fields for certain physical experiments. It is instruc-
tive to describe this set and investigate the right-hand sides
of Eqs.~3! and~4! for its members. The set can be identified
with the aid of a physical device, a low-pass spatial filter.
Fundamentally, a low-pass spatial filter identifies two sets of
functions, those that pass the filter undistorted and those that
are blocked by the filter. Intuitively, the first set is comprised
of functions that vary on length scales that are significantly
larger than the characteristic length of the filter. LetuM(x)
represent a generic function that varies on length scales
bounded from below byl M , a minimum, macro-length that
is significantly larger thanL, the characteristic length of a
certain low-pass filter. Further, the second set is comprised of
functions that vary of length scales that are significantly
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smaller than the characteristic length of the filter. Letum(x)
represent a generic function that varies of length scales
bounded from above byl m , a maximum, micro-length that is
significantly smaller thanL. The set of functions for which
one is interested in constructing a MAF is comprised of a
synthesis of one function from each of these two sets. Let
u(x)5uM(x)1um(x) represent the generic element of this
last set. Clearly, the description of the last set is consistent
with the macro-/micro-scale language used for describing the
physical experiments for which a simplified, macro-scale
prediction model is warranted.

The filtering language settles, in one sense, the issue of
the precise relation of the response fields predicted by a
macro-scale model and those predicted by the more complete
model that underlies it, by identifying the former as the out-
put of low-pass filter when the latter is the input. This iden-
tification, of course, begs the question of describing the
mathematical operatorthat represents the action of a low-
pass filter, a description that is required if one is to ‘‘derive’’
a model for predicting the filter output starting from the more
complete model for predicting the filter input. The filtering
language is useful to the discussion of this section in restat-
ing the question of the efficacy of the concept of a MAF:
Does the constructed moving average when applied to the
restricted class of response fields reproduce the macro-scale
component as it blocks the micro-scale component? The em-
phasis in the wording is the requirement that the micro-scale
component be blocked, and therefore unrecoverable using
any signal processing.

The restated question is addressed by investigating the
right-hand sides of Eqs.~3! and ~4! for elements of the re-
stricted set. This can be accomplished in general, or in the
context of an idealized example that represents the set; the
interested reader might use u(x)5AM sin(x/lM)
1Amsin(x/lm). Substituting either the general form or the ex-
ample into the right-hand side of Eq.~3! leads to the conclu-
sion thatUM(x), the moving average ofuM(x), essentially
reproducesuM(x), and that the ‘‘strength’’ of the variation in
Um(x), the moving average ofum(x), is a small fraction,
l m /L, of the strength of the variation inum(x). It is the sharp
reduction of the strength of the variation inum(x) in contrib-
uting to U(x) that suggests the construction of a moving
average represents the action of a low-pass filter. However,
as is made particularly clear using the idealized example, the
variation in the much reduced Um(x) is observed on the
micro-scales.

This conclusion is further emphasized on substituting
either the general form or the specific example into the right-
hand side of Eq.~4!. The result for the general form is writ-
ten,

dU

dx
5

Dum

L
1

DuM

L
5

Dum1DuM

L
. ~5!

Writing the right-hand side asDum /L1DuM /L and noting
that the variation inuM(x) is observed on scales that are
significantly larger thanL, leads one to conclude that the
second term in this combination is a good approximation of
duM /dx. Thus, would one be able to conclude this second
term dominated the first term, one would arrive at a conclu-

sion thatdU/dx is a good approximation ofduM /dx, con-
sistent with a low-pass filtering understanding. Writing the
right-hand side as (Dum1DuM)/L, however, emphasizes
that the correct comparison of the contributions ofuM and
um in determiningdU/dx is the difference in their values at
the two ends of the averaging interval. Given thatuM(x) is
essentially a constant over the extent of the averaging inter-
val, the ‘‘strength’’ of the variation inDuM with x, a varia-
tion that is observed on the macro-scale, is a small fraction,
L/ l M , of the strength of the variation inuM(x). This is not
the case for the first term,Dum ; the strength of its variation
with x, a variation that is observed on the micro-scale, re-
mains of the same order as the strength of the variation in
um(x). In order to compare the relative strengths of the
variations inDuM and Dum to one another, one obviously
must introduce the relative strengths of the variations inuM

andum to one another. This latter comparison depends on the
specific response field thatu represents. Foru representing a
displacement field, for example, the strength of the variation
in um is a small fraction of the strength of the variation in
uM , which subsequently leads to a conclusion that the
strengths of the variations inDum , observable on the micro-
scales, and inDuM , observable on the macro-scales, are of
the same order. Foru representing a strain field, on the other
hand, the strengths of the variation inum and in uM are
equal, which leads to a conclusion that the variation inDum ,
observable on the micro-scales, dominates the variation in
DuM , observable on the macro-scales.For no response field
of interest does the variation inDuM dominate the variation
in Dum .

The above-noted consideration simply emphasizes that a
MAF is not a useful measure for isolating macro-scale varia-
tion; it only appearsto isolate this variation inone represen-
tation of the MAF. Micro-scale variation continues to be
present and is easily observed in other representations of the
MAF. This, as demonstrated in Sec. II B, is not the case for
the other extreme FLA.

In concluding this section, one might note that introduc-
ing the concept of a low-pass filter and then describing a
mathematical operator to represent it actually inverts a more
rational approach of first describing the mathematical opera-
tor and then showing that this represents a low-pass filter.
The reason why the latter approach is the more rational is
that there are numerous mathematical operators that repre-
sent numerous kinds of low-pass filters, not all of which
present a framework for deriving macro-scale prediction
models. The process was inverted in this section only to
emphasize a point; the mathematical operator that outputs a
MAF does not represent a low-pass filter. In Sec. II B, the
correct order is re-established with the introduction of a
wavelet-based representation of a field, which both describes
an operator that can be shown to represent a low-pass filter
and presents a framework for deriving a model for predicting
the low-pass filter output.

B. A wavelet-motivated FLA

The second FLA to be investigated in greater detail is
based on the most sparsely populated, sufficiently dense set
of measurements and a synthesizing window that is identical
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to the ‘‘resolving window,’’ i.e., the window representing the
averaging device. With a slight change is notation, Eq.~1!
can be rewritten as

Ui5^Wi~x!,u~x!&5
1

V E Wi~x!u~x!dx, ~6!

where the angular brackets interpret the averaging integral as
a scalar product. Geometrically, this interpretation identifies
the set of local averages as projections of the underlying
u(x) onto a set of directions in the function space within
which u(x) is to be found; each direction identified by a
shifted replica of the averaging window. Next, equating
f(x2xi) andW(x2xi), the synthesis formula, Eq.~2!, can
be rewritten as

U~x; l dev!5(
i

^Wi~x!,u~x!&Wi~x!. ~7!

This, then, identifiesU(x; l dev) as a ‘‘projection’’ of u(x)
onto a subspace of the full space of whichu(x) is a member;
the coordinate axes for the function subspace are described
by the set of shifted windows,Wi(x).

As evocative as the interpretation of Eqs.~6! and ~7!
may be, demonstrating the interpretation is warranted and
determining the precise relationship of the subspace of which
the U(x; l dev) is a member to the full space of whichu(x) is
a member, is a nontrivial mathematical task. Fortunately a
part of the recently formulated theory of wavelets, termed a
‘‘multiresolution analysis,’’ addresses the issues in a math-
ematically rigorous manner.4 This framework holds promise
as a definitive tool for homogenizing field equations that
govern the response of continua with complex, small-scale
structure, thereby obtaining equations expressed entirely in
macro-scale response measures.

Given the existence of an extensive literature on wave-
lets and the limited objectives of this paper, a further expo-
sition of a multiresolution analysis is neither necessary nor
warranted. A few simple elements of the theory are useful,
however, for appreciating its appropriateness both for iden-
tifying macro-scale response fields and as a framework for
deriving ‘‘homogenized’’ formulations governing these mea-
sures, the topic of Sec. III. Thus, the wavelet theory refers to
a class of different ‘‘representations’’ of a time series or spa-
tial field, each separate representation associated with a dif-
ferent wavelet system. A wavelet system is defined by two
precisely related, scale-independent functions termed a
‘‘scaling function’’ and a ‘‘mother wavelet.’’ In the context of
the desired application, once an arbitrary scale is introduced,
the scaling function can be identified with the averaging
function,W(x), which defines the bases for Eqs.~6! and~7!.
In the context of the wavelet theory, then,U(x; l dev) is asso-
ciated with the ‘‘smooth’’ component of the underlying field
u(x), understood to be its ‘‘projection’’ on asubspace of
smooth functions, i.e., functions that have no variations on
length scales that are significantly smaller than an arbitrarily
introduced scale. This is the basis of the filtering language
introduced in Sec. II A and the identification ofU(x; l dev)
with the output of a wavelet-defined low-pass filter. For the
purpose of identifying macro-scale response fields, one need
not delve any further into the wavelet theory.

For the purpose of deriving homogenized formulations
starting with a more complete description of the physics that
applies to all length scales, on the other hand, one needs the
mother wavelet. The role of the mother wavelet is to define a
basis for a complementary subspace to the subspace of
smooth functions, in forming the function space to which
u(x) belongs. This complementary subspace is termed the
subspace of detail functions; the low-pass filter described by
the scaling function completely suppresses all members of
this subspace. Restricting the wavelet systems to a class des-
ignated as orthogonal, the subject matter of multiresolution
analysis, the subspaces of smooth and of detail functions are
orthogonalthereby allowing the definition of a second pro-
jection operator that maps a genericu(x) onto the subspace
of detail functions. The result of this second projection, de-
noted byu(d)(x), is termed the ‘‘detail’’ component of the
u(x). This component is understood in terms of the output of
a wavelet-defined high-pass filter.

The elements of the wavelet theory that provides for its
usefulness as a basis for a ‘‘homogenization’’that is not in-
herently asymptoticare: ~1! the one-to-one resolution of a
generic fieldu(x) as two componentsu(s)(x) and u(d)(x),
one of which is an appropriate macro-scale field; and~2! the
definition of complementary projection operators for ‘‘parti-
tioning’’ a more complete formulation that applies for all
length scales, as coupled, partial formulations that separately
apply to macro-scales and micro-scales. The use of the wave-
let theory as a basis for homogenization is described further
in Sec. III.

III. HOMOGENIZING GOVERNING EQUATIONS: A
CLOSURE PROBLEM

The mathematical task of deriving field equations that
govern macro-scale response fields starting from a more
complete formulation that applies to all length scales can be
described as a homogenization. A critical step in a homog-
enization is addressing a closure problem occasioned by two
operations that do not commute, one an operation of averag-
ing and the other a multiplication by an environmental field
that is part of the more complete formulation. The closure
problem is encountered in averaging one or more of the
equations that are to be homogenized. As an illustration, con-
sider a fairly typical example of a constitutive equation re-
lating stress and strain fields,

t~x!5C~x!e~x!. ~8!

In this equationC(x) is the environmental field, in this case
a heterogeneous property field. Letting braces denote an av-
erage, the average of Eq.~8! is written,

$t~x!%5$C~x!e~x!%. ~9!

An interchange of the order of averaging and multiplying
would obtain a right-hand side equal to$C(x)%$e(x)%, an
equation relating the averaged stress and averaged strain
fields. The interchange, however, would only be valid for
commuting operators, which is not the case here. Accepting
the operations do not commute one can always express what
is in fact a nonequation by an equation, on introducing an
additional term. One writes
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$t~x!%5$C~x!%$e~x!%1s~x!, ~10!

an equation, which as derived, serves to ‘‘define’’s(x).
Consider, however, the possibility of another definition ofs,
one that determines it as a mapping of$e(x)% and, perhaps,
other response fields that enter the homogenized formulation.
Introducing this mapping, or rule, into Eq.~10! would result
in an equation expressed entirely in response fields that enter
the homogenized formulation. It is in this sense that the re-
sulting equation is said to be ‘‘closed.’’ Determining the
mapping is the heart of the closure problem.

Underlying the concept of a closure problem is an im-
plicit assumption; there exists an underlying problem that
can be used to define the mapping that determiness(x). A
rational approach to the closure problem, then, would be to
first formulate this underlying problem, which could be sub-
sequently solved to determine the mapping. An ad hoc ap-
proach to the closure problem would simply accept the un-
derlying problem exists, without identifying it, and intuit its
solution. The ad hoc approach is to solve the closure problem
by assumption.

The ad hoc and rational approaches to the closure prob-
lem are considered separately in Secs. III A and III B.

A. Accomplishing ‘‘closure’’ by assumption

In studies formulating macro-scale equations for fluid
filled porous solids, which are expressed in MAFs defined on
the response fields, the closure problem is encountered in
relating the MAF defined on the gradient of a response field,
accomplished across those segments of the averaging inter-
val within which the response field is defined, to the gradient
of the MAF defined on the response field itself. The environ-
mental measure in this case is a masking function that de-
scribes the segments spanned by either the solid frame or the
fluid filled pore space.

Consider the formula that expresses a MAF accom-
plished across those segments of an averaging interval within
which a response field measureu(x) is defined,

U~x!5
1

L E
x2L/2

x1L/2

m~x8!u~x8!dx8. ~11!

The masking functionm(x) equals unity for points within
the region for whichu(x) is defined, and zero otherwise. The
closure problem is encountered in relating the gradient of
U(x) to the MAF defined ondu/dx.24 The genesis of the
problem, here, is the operations of differentiating within and
integrating across subregions of the line segmentx2L/2
,x8,x1L/2, do not commute. Thus,

H du~x!

dx J Þ
dU~x!

dx
.

The inequality can be expressed as an equality on introduc-
ing a term,G(x), writing

H du~x!

dx J 5
dU~x!

dx
1G~x!. ~12!

Closure is accomplished by a mapping that determinesG(x)
in terms of U(x) and the MAFs defined on the other re-
sponse fields that appear in the homogenized formulation.

The first approach to obtaining the mapping is to assume
its form. This is the approach followed in achieving theories
of poroelasticity expressed in moving average response
fields. The assumption is not introduced at this stage of the
derivation, however, but is delayed until after a manipulation
to which the term ‘‘averaging theorem’’ is applied. The av-
eraging theorem was first proposed in the early 1960s by
Slattery25 and is featured prominently in many studies by
Whitaker,6 Pride et al.,7 Berryman and Pride,8 and others.
While the averaging theorem is presented in the referenced
papers in the context of multidimensional averaging regions,
the manipulations incorporated are actually more transparent
with a restriction to a single dimension. Thus, differentiating
Eq. ~11! gives the following expression for the derivative of
the MAF defined onu(x):

dU~x!

dx
5

1

L
~m~x1L/2!u~x1L/2!

2m~x2L/2!u~x2L/2!!. ~13!

Next, the MAF defined on the gradient ofu(x) is written,

H du~x!

dx J 5
1

L E
x2L/2

x1L/2

m~x8!S du~x8!

dx8 Ddx8, ~14!

which upon integrating by parts gives

H du~x!

dx J 5
1

L
~m~x1L/2!u~x1L/2!2m~x2L/2!u~x

2L/2!!2
1

L E
x2L/2

x1L/2S dm~x8!

dx8 Du~x8!dx8.

~15!

Identifying the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~15!
with

dU~x!

dx
;

see Eq.~13!; reduces the equation to Eq.~12! with G(x)
given by

G~x!5
1

L E
x2L/2

x1L/2S dm~x8!

dx8 Du~x8!dx8. ~16!

Introducing a representation of the derivative field for the
masking function, as a sum of delta function distributions,
one can reduce Eq.~16! by writing

G~x!5
1

L (
i

~6 ! iu~xi !, ~17!

where thexi delimit those segments that are in the interval
(x2L/2,x1L/2), within whichu(x) anddu/dx are defined.
The sign assigned tou(xi) alternate, as determined by ones
entering or leaving the segment when moving in the direc-
tion of increasingx.

It is at this point that a rule is postulated for determining
G(x) in terms ofU(x) and the MAFs defined on the other
response fields that appear in the homogenized formulation.
The existence of a formula that determinesG(x) in terms of
the more fundamentalu(x) is obviously seen as a source of
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physical insight for intuiting the closure assumption. Thus,
for example, the formula demonstrates the value ofG(x) at a
generic location,x, depends only onu(x) values at locations
in the interior of the averaging region identified byx; the
mapping that determinesG(x) in terms of discreteui values
is in this sense ‘‘local.’’ This is an interesting conclusion that
might suggest, but hardly demonstrates, that the mapping
that determinesG(x) in terms ofU(x) and the other MAFs
is local in the same sense. The closure assumptions that re-
sult in Biot-type equations accept local rules.

Leaving aside the issue of the implication, or lack
thereof, of Eq.~17! for postulating a closure rule for deter-
mining G(x), the author confesses to being troubled by an
apparent inconsistency with the interpretation of the averag-
ing theoremas it is provedandas it is applied. Consider that
the theorem expresses an equation of ‘‘operators,’’ and not
functions per se. That is, Eq.~12! equates the results of the
actions of certain combinations of operators oneach and
every member of a function space. The inconsistency is the
description of the function space. Thus, in proving the theo-
rem the operators involved both act upon and result in func-
tions that have both macro-scale and micro-scale variation.
For example, the operatordU/dx is understood when prov-
ing the theorem, to be a combination of two operators acting
in sequence; the first is the integral operation described by
the right-hand side of Eq.~11!; the second is the differentia-
tion that results in the right-hand side of Eq.~13!. Clearly,
the first operator acts on a function that has both macro-scale
and micro-scale variation, and the second operator results in
a function that has both macro-scale and micro-scale varia-
tion. Similarly, $du/dx% and G(x), the latter given by Eq.
~17!, are interpreted when proving the averaging theorem, as
acting upon and resulting in functions that have both macro-
scale and micro-scale variation. The ‘‘proof’’ thatdU/dx is
equal$du/dx%2G(x) is that these combined operators when
acting on a function that has both macro-scale and micro-
scale variation result in thesame function that has both
macro-scale and micro-scale variation. In applying the theo-
rem, on the other hand, Eq.~12! is used to eliminate the
operator represented by$du/dx% in favor with the operator
represented byG(x). Then, the operator represented by
G(x), one that according to Eq.~17! acts on functions that
have both macro-scale and micro-scale variation, is, by the
closure assumption, replaced by an operator that acts on
U(x), and perhaps other functions, all of which are ulti-
mately identified as macro-scale response fields.

B. A substructuring approach to the closure problem

An understanding ofU(x; l device) as one component of a
multiresolution analysis of a genericu(x)—the smooth com-
ponent denoted byu(s)—carries with it the identification of a
complementary component—the detail component denoted
by u(d)(x). Further, this understanding also carries with it the
introduction of two precisely defined projection operators,
P(s) and P(d) such that each when acting separately on any
u(x) givesu(s)(x) andu(d)(x).

The resolution of all response fields that enter the more
complete formulation that applies to all length scales, and the
separate actions of the complementary projection operators

on the equations expressing this more complete formulation
results in a ‘‘partitioned form’’ of the governing equations.
To illustrate the partitioning consider a ‘‘scattering’’ formu-
lation for a radiation field in an environment with a micro-
structure described by heterogeneous property fields that can
vary on both the micro-scales and, perhaps, the macro-scales.
The more complete model is expressed somewhat abstractly
by

u5u01G0Qu, ~18!

whereu is the response field, the unknown radiation field;u0

is the corresponding field for a reference environment for
which there is no micro-scale heterogeneity;Q is a ‘‘local’’
operator that describes the interaction of the as-yet-
undetermined radiation field,u, with the micro-scale varying
heterogeneity, represented byQ; and,G0 is a ‘‘propagator’’
that describes the distribution of the result of the interaction
of u and the microstructure throughout the reference environ-
ment. The experiment forcing is represented in this equation
by the response field in the reference environment for which
there is no micro-scale heterogeneity.

Introducingu5u(s)1u(d) into Eq. ~18! while projecting
it using P(s) and P(d) results in the following pair of equa-
tions:

u~s!5u01P~s!G0Qu~s!1P~s!G0Qu~d!, ~19!

and

u~d!5P~d!G0Qu~s!1P~d!G0Qu~d!. ~20!

The presence of theu(d) term in Eq.~19! is a manifestation
of a closure problem. In this sense, Eq.~19! is analogous to
the averaged constitutive equation used previously as moti-
vation, i.e., Eq.~9!. Now, however, Eq.~20!, interpreted as
an equation that determinesu(d) in terms of u(s), gives a
precise definition ofu(d) that is other than that which en-
forces closure.

An assumption that is fundamental to the objective of a
homogenization is the absence of any direct reference tou0

in Eq. ~20!, an assumption that restricts the experimental
scenarios to those for which there is no direct external micro-
scale forcing. The genesis of nonzero micro-scale variation
in the response fields is a result on across-scale coupling.26

One can formally solve Eq.~20!, writing

u~d!5~ I2P~d!G0Q!21P~d!G0Qu~s!, ~21!

thereby solving the closure problem. Substituting Eq.~21!
into Eq. ~19! gives a closed equation inu(s). One writes

u~s!5u01P~s!G0Q~ I1~ I2P~d!G0Q!21P~d!G0Q!u~s!.
~22!

As presented, the best that can be said of the derivation
of Eq. ~22! is that it is self-consistent, i.e., there is no as-
sumption or intermediate step that is not consistent with the
final equation; and is formally exact. While this characteriza-
tion is far from rigorous, it is no small thing. Moreover, for
one-dimensional scenarios, the multiresolution analysis
framework has been shown to provide matrix representation
for all the operators involved.10–15Thus, all the intermediate
steps and the end result, i.e., Eq.~22!, have algorithmic de-
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scription. Specifically, Eq.~22! is represented as a matrix
equation expressed inUi , the weighted averages of the re-
sponse field,u(x), from which its smooth component,u(s)

3(x), is constructed. It is left for a future research agenda to
use the multidimensional multiresolution analysis framework
to provide algorithmic description of Eq.~22! for this sce-
nario.

Also left for a future research agenda is the ‘‘interpreta-
tion’’ of the derived matrix equation that determines the dis-
crete measures ofu(s), identified as local weighted averages
of the underlyingu(x) field, as ‘‘continuum field equations’’
expressed inu(s)(x). This is expected to be a nontrivial task
as the reported studies for one-dimensional scenarios sug-
gest. Finally left for a future research agenda are scenarios
for which the more complete formulation is not described by
a single set of field equations applying to all points in an
environment with a microstructure described by property
field heterogeneity. The more complete formulation underly-
ing the Biot theory couples the equations of linear elasto-
dynamics and the Navier equations, each governing the re-
sponse in separate physical domains, across an interface that
is observed on a micro-scale.

IV. OTHER FRAMEWORKS FOR ACHIEVING
HOMOGENIZED FORMULATIONS

Accomplishing a homogenization based on the multi-
resolution analysis framework is not the first derivation of a
macro-scale prediction model, which approaches the closure
problem rationally. It is instructive to relate and compare the
multiresolution analysis approach to two others that appear
prominently in the literature, a two-scale asymptotic deriva-
tion and a statistical smoothing.

The two-scale asymptotic framework17 posits a math-
ematics that the multiresolution framework justifies, in the
limit of an unbounded macro/micro-scale gap. Thus, in re-
solving the variation in a response field in smooth and detail
components, each varying on scales at the two extremes of a
large scale gap, the introduction of different spatial coordi-
nates for tracking the resolved variations is obviously war-
ranted. Further, it is a small step to postulate a limit process
of the scale gap increasing without bound for which the
bandwidths for separately observing the micro-scale and
macro-scale variations vanish at the limit point. Small
though the step may be, it clearly ties the two-scale approach
to the limit point; finite bandwidth effects would be a con-
comitant of any finite scale-gap effects; leaving an important
problem, that for a large but finite scale gap. Accepting the
basic postulate of the two-scale method, the next step is to
‘‘resolve’’ the underlying formulation as an infinite hierarchy
ordered in powers of the micro-/macro-scale ratio. The zero-
order term, once separated from the hierarchy, would then
represent the end result of the derivation. Separating the
zero-order term does not naturally occur, however, present-
ing a form of a closure problem. The details of a two-scale
derivation of Biot’s equations are presented in an often-cited
paper by Burridge and Keller.18 The derivation presented is
instructive for demonstrating the need to address the closure
problem carefully. One, among several, of the interesting
conclusions of Burridge and Keller is that Biot’s equations

result only for environments for which the pore structure has
no macro-scale variation. Otherwise, the closure accom-
plished requires the introduction of an additional term, the
significance of which Burridge and Keller did not investi-
gate.

In providing an algorithmic framework that justifies the
seemingly arbitrary postulation of the two-scale method, the
multiresolution analysis approach is not confined to the limit
point of an unbounded scale gap. Thus, it represents an ap-
propriate framework for accommodating finite bandwidths
for the separate observations of macro-scale and micro-scale
variation, measured relative to a finite scale gap.

Formally, the steps accomplished in the last section are
identical to those identified as a ‘‘statistical smoothing;’’ see
Beran and McCoy,19,20 Keller,21 and McCoy;22 once one in-
troduces the language of statistics. For a statistical smoothing
derivation, the underlying formulation is accepted as apply-
ing to a random ensemble of statistically identical experi-
ment scenarios withu(s) now understood to represent the
mean, or ensemble-averaged, response field whileu(d) rep-
resents the randomly fluctuation field. The projection opera-
tor, P(s), for a statistical smoothing represents the act of en-
semble averaging, whileP(d) has no other definition thanI
2P(s). The equation governing the mean response field, the
equivalent of Eq.~22!, is termed a Dyson equation in the
statistical physics literature. Except for noting the formal
identity of the steps in the two developments, further refer-
ence to a statistical smoothing is not warranted.

V. SUMMARY

A multiresolution analysis using discrete orthogonal
wavelets is a promising tool for modeling mechanical sys-
tems that are observable on two ranges of length scales sepa-
rated by a length-scale gap, a macro-/micro-scale scenario.
Thus, in providing transformations from a location space to a
location/scale space and back, it allows for the resolution of
macro-/micro-scale variation as separate components; the
resolution is accomplished by a sequence of operations that
together represent a spatial filtering. Then, in providing
transformations that are related as one-to-one inverses, it al-
lows for the representation of certain invertible operators as
matrices defined on the location/scale space, which have in-
verses. This, is turn, allows for a resolution of certain
macro-/micro-scale processes as components identified as in-
trascale and interscale.

In this paper, the use of the multiresolution analysis for
accomplishing a homogenization, i.e., deriving a macro-scale
prediction model starting from a more complete macro-/
micro-scale model, is described and contrasted with other
approaches that appear in the literature. First, the so-called
smooth component of a macro-/micro-scale variation, ac-
complished using a multiresolution analysis, is identified
with one extreme of a class of fields of local averages
~FLAs!. The other extreme FLA is identified as a moving
average field~MAF!, accomplished as a mapping that is
demonstrated to not eliminate the micro-scale component of
a macro-/micro-scale variation, as would one that represents
a spatial low-pass filter. Second, the resolution of macro-/
micro-scale processes as interscale and intrascale compo-
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nents is demonstrated to provide for a partitioning of a
macro-/micro-scale prediction problem in a manner that en-
ables a self-consistent projection of a macro-scale prediction
model. The critical step in the projection is the precise iden-
tification of a mathematical problem to be solved to accom-
plish ‘‘closure.’’ This is in contrast to the resort to a closure
‘‘assumption,’’ which is necessary when attempting a predic-
tion model expressed in MAFs.

Future research agenda formulated around the uses of
multiresolution analysis abound for prediction modeling for
multiscale mechanical systems. Thus, as previously stated,
the application of multiresolution analysis to multiple dimen-
sions remains relatively rare.16 Then, the details of homog-
enizing different field equations described in complementary
physical space domains, when observed on the micro-scale,
which are to be integrated subject to continuity conditions
that apply at the domain interface, have not been accom-
plished. Finally, the development of macroscale prediction
models in the presence of a large-scale gap that is character-
istic of macro-/micro-scale scenarios, describes only one ap-
plication. Thus, for example, statistical physics prediction
modeling begins but does not end with predicting the mean
field. The field variance is an important measure.
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Analytical solutions describing propagation of monochromatic acoustic waves inside long pores of
simple geometries and narrow flat slits are obtained with accounting for gas rarefaction effects. It is
assumed that molecular nature of gas is important in Knudsen layers near solid boundaries. Outside
the Knudsen layers, the continuum approach is used. This model allows for extension of acoustic
analysis to regions of low pressures and microscopic cross-sectional sizes of channels. The problem
is solved using linearized Navier-Stokes equations with the boundary conditions that resulted from
the first-order approximation with respect to small Knudsen number Kn. For slits and pores of
circular and square cross sections, the theoretical dependencies of the dynamic density in the
low-frequency range are compared with those that resulted from known experimental data on
steady-state flows of rarefied gases in uniform channels. Despite the formal restriction Kn!1 of
asymptotic analysis, the theoretical model agrees well with experiments up to Kn;5. It is shown
that the molecular phenomena affect acoustic characteristics of micro-channels and pores starting
from relatively small Knudsen numbers Kn.0.01, especially at low frequencies. The obtained
results may be used for analyses of acoustic properties of waveguides, perforated panels,
micro-channels and pores in wide range of gas pressures as well as for stationary flows of rarefied
gases through long uniform pipes etc. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The classic solutions1,2 of Navier-Stokes equations,
which describe acoustic waves traveling inside a long circu-
lar tube, are widely used for analyses of acoustic properties
of waveguides and perforated panels. They also form a foun-
dation for the semi-empirical models3–9 predicting the ab-
sorption of sound by rigid frame porous media of complex
structures. The exact solutions describing acoustic waves in-
side pores of rectangular and triangular cross-sectional
shapes were presented in Refs. 10–13. These results have
been obtained with the assumption that gas inside pores is a
continuum.

However, there are practical cases in which the con-
tinuum assumption is not valid. In particular, rarefaction ef-
fects become important in flows within porous materials,
which have ultra-fine structure and/or are exploited at so low
ambient pressures that the molecular mean free pathl is
comparable to a characteristic length scale. For example, in
the ultrasonically absorptive coating14,15 designed for the
laminar flow control at hypersonic speeds, the mean free
path was approximately 40% of the pore radiusr p

525mm. This leads to 20% increase of the boundary-layer
stabilization effect produced by the coating.15 Similar situa-
tions occur in microfluids16 dealing with gas flows in capil-
laries and ducts of;1-mm diameter. Many of these cases

may be modeled using the concept of slip flows, in which the
gas is treated as a continuum except thin Knudsen layers on
solid walls. Within the Knudsen layer of thickness;l, the
thermodynamic equilibrium is violated. As shown in the ki-
netic theory of rarefied gases, slip flows are governed by the
Navier-Stokes equations with the boundary conditions that
resulted from the first-order~instead of zeroth-order! ap-
proximation with respect to the small Knudsen number Kn
5l/Lp , whereLp is a macroscopic length scale.

Kundt and Warburg17 were the first who revealed experi-
mentally the slip effects in the gas outflow from a circular
tube. They showed that the volume rate of laminar low-
density flow inside a circular tube exceeded that predicted by
the Poiseuille law. Maxwell18 gave a qualitative explanation
of this phenomenon by means of molecular-kinetic consider-
ation. Smoluchowski19 discovered physical reasons causing
the temperature discontinuity on the solid wall submerged
into nonuniformly heated gas of low density. These effects
were thoroughly studied both experimentally and theoreti-
cally. Detailed reviews of the main results are given in Refs.
20–22 and many other monographs dealing with the interac-
tion of molecular gas with solid surfaces.

Similar to the case of stationary flows through pipes, the
gas rarefaction may affect acoustic disturbances propagating
in pores. To our knowledge, this problem has not yet been
studied. This motivated us to analyze propagation of sound
in isolated long pores of various cross-sectional shapes and
determine their acoustic characteristics accounting for thea!Electronic mail: afedorov@pt.comcor.ru
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rarefaction effects. The acoustic problem for straight, uni-
form, and infinitely long pores is formulated in Sec. II. Its
analytical solutions for flat slits and pores of circular, rectan-
gular, and triangular cross-sections are obtained in Section
III. The theoretical results are compared with available ex-
perimental data in Sec. IV and summarized in Sec. V.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a pulsating flow of rarefied gas inside flat slits
and straight uniform pores. It is assumed that the rarefaction
effects are appreciable in thin layers~Knudsen layers! form-
ing on the solid boundaries. Outside the Knudsen layers, the
fluid is treated as a continuum medium. The corpuscular ef-
fects are taken into account via boundary conditions. In the
kinetic theory~see, for example, Refs. 21 and 22! this model
corresponds to the first-order asymptotic approximation with
respect to small Knudsen number Kn. As usual for
asymptotic models, the range of Knudsen numbers in which
the first-order approximation is robust can be estimated by
comparison with experimental data.

The Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) is used for
pores of arbitrary cross-sectional shape, and the cylindrical
system (r ,w,z) is used for circular pores, wherez is mea-
sured along the longitudinal axis of the pore. The origin of
each coordinate system is located at the cross-sectional cen-
ter of the pore as sketched in Fig. 1. With the assumption that
the longitudinal pore length is much larger than its cross-
sectional sizeLp , the end effects are neglected. Gas motions
inside the pore are caused by an infinitesimal periodic pres-
sure gradient Re$(dp̃/dz)exp(ivt)%, wherei 5A21, v52p f
is angular frequency,t is time, anddp̃/dz is complex ampli-
tude. Solutions of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations for
the particle velocityu and temperature disturbancesT8 are
expressed in the formu5ũ exp(ivt) andT85T̃ exp(ivt). The
momentum and energy equations lead to the equations for
complex amplitudesũ and T̃:

Dũ1L2ũ52
L2

ivr0

dp̃

dz
, ~1a!

DT̃1PrL2T̃5
PrL2

r0Cp
p̃, ~1b!

where Pr is Prandtl number (Pr5hCp /k), Cp is the specific
heat capacity under constant pressure,h and k are the dy-
namic viscosity and heat conductivity of gas, respectively;
L5A2 ivr0Lp

2/h is the dimensionless parameter, the
modulus of which is the ratio of the characteristic lengthLp

to the viscous skin depthdvisc5Ah/vr0, andr0 is gas den-
sity in equilibrium; the LaplacianD5]2/]y2 for slits, D
5(1/r )(]/]r )(r ]/]r ) for the pore of circular cross section,
and D5]2/]x21]2/]y2 for pores of rectangular and trian-
gular cross-sections. The coordinatesx, y, r are dimensional-
ized usingLp . The cross-sectional length scaleLp is speci-
fied as:Lp5b is the half-height of the slit;Lp5r 0 is the
radius of the cylindrical pore;Lp5A3d/4 is the half-height
of the equilateral triangle. For the rectangular pore, the char-
acteristic size,LC , may be determined as the pore half-width
a or half-heightb, the diagonal 2Aa21b2, the hydraulic ra-
dius 2ab/(a1b) depending on applications. Thus, the key
macroscopic parameterL is specified as

L55
A2 ivr0b2/h, slit;

A2 ivr0r 0
2/h, circle;

A2 ivr0LC
2 /h, rectangle;

A23ivr0d2/16h, triangle.

~2!

In accordance with the concept of slip flow, the bound-
ary conditions on the solid surfaces are written as23 ~in our
notations!

ug5BuS ]u

]ND
w

, ~3a!

Tg5BES ]T

]ND
w

, ~3b!

where]/]N is the directional derivative calculated along the
unit normal drawn into the pore, the subscript ‘‘w’’ denotes
quantities on the pore wall, andug andTg are perturbations
of gas velocity and temperature on the wall surface. The
factorsBu and BE are introduced for brevity. They are ex-
pressed in terms of the molecular tangential impulseau and
energyaE accommodation coefficients, the specific heat ra-
tio g, Prandtl number Pr and Knudsen number Kn, as

Bu5~2au
2121!Kn, BE5~2g/Pr~g11!!~2aE

2121!Kn.

The accommodation coefficientsau and aE depend,
mainly, on collision interaction laws between gas molecules
and the solid wall, and on gas temperature, and depend al-
most not at all on pressure~see, for example, Ref. 20!. In
practice, an approximationau'aE is often used.

Hereafter, we use the well-known theoretical expression
for the dynamic viscosity of monatomic gas modeled by hard
spheres23 h'0.5r0c̄l to express the molecular mean free
path l through experimentally determined parametersr0 ,
T0 , andh. Accordingly, the Knudsen number is specified as
Kn'2h/(r0c̄Lp), where c̄5A8RgT0 /p is the mean mo-
lecular speed,Rg is gas constant per unit mass, andT0 is gas
temperature in equilibrium. In addition, the unperturbed solid
surface temperatureTw in ~3b! is assumed to be constant.

FIG. 1. The pore cross-sectional shapes. They are~a! slit of half-heightb,
~b! circle of radiusr 0 , ~c! rectangle of half-widtha and half-heightb, and
~d! equilateral triangle with sidesd.
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The boundary conditions~3a! and ~3b!, which are ob-
tained in the first-order approximation with respect to the
small ratio of molecular mean free pathl to a macroscopic
length scale, give a nonzero relative macroscopic gas veloc-
ity and temperature jump on the solid wall. More general
forms of these conditions, in particular, for varying wall tem-
peratureTw , are discussed, for example, in Refs. 21 and 22.

In the problem considered herein, there are two impor-
tant macroscopic length scales: the cross-sectional pore size
Lp and the viscous skin depthdvisc. The asymptotic analysis
should be conducted using a small parameter to be deter-
mined as the largest of ratiosl/Lp andl/dvisc. In the low-
frequency range~uLu,1! the viscous skin depthdvisc exceeds
the cross-sectional sizeLp , and the small parameter is the
Knudsen number Kn5l/Lp . In the high-frequency range
~uLu.1! the characteristic cross-sectional sizeLp is larger
thandvisc, and the proper small parameter is KnuLu ~assum-
ing that Pr;1!. Figure 2 illustrates these two cases for air
~g51.4! in the parameter space Kn2uLu. Using definition of
Kn and ~2! we obtain the relationuLu5(pg/2)1/4AkLp /Kn,
wherek52p/| is the wave number and|5 f 21AgRgT0 is
the wavelength of a monochromatic acoustic wave propagat-
ing in unbounded gas medium. With the help of this relation,
we plotted the isolinesLp /|5const~solid lines!. The dashed
line 6 and dash-dot line 7 indicate restrictions on the
asymptotic model. From the left of line 6 the parameters
satisfy the restrictions: Kn,0.5 in low-frequency range,
KnuLu,0.5 in high-frequency range. The line 7 corresponds
to the restrictions Kn,1 and KnuLu,1. This diagram allows
us to estimate the wavelength~and frequency! range in
which the theory is applicable. Say the molecular mean free
path isl50.631025 cm, which is typical for air at normal
ambient conditions in accordance with a model of hard
spheres.23 For the pore cross-sectional sizeLp53
31025 cm, the Knudsen number is Kn50.2. Drawing the
vertical line Kn50.2 up to the intersection, for example, with
the boundary 6 one finds that the dimensionless parameter
uLu should not exceed 2.6. This corresponds to the isoline
Lp /|'1/7 on which|'2 mm is treated as a minimal allow-
able wavelength. For air temperatureT0'273 K, the corre-

sponding maximal frequency isf ;108 Hz. Since this fre-
quency is far beyond the ultrasonic range, the theory is
applicable to any practical range of acoustic disturbances.

The boundary conditions~3! cannot be satisfied for a
polygonal cross section, since the direction of the surface
normalN jumps at the polygon apices. This may cause sud-
den changes of the tangential viscous stress and the normal
heat flux on the pore surface. To avoid this unphysical be-
havior, additional restrictions must be imposed, namely, con-
tinuity of the shear stresses and heat fluxes acting on the
fracture lines of the pore surface. Analysis of the
solutions10,11,13 for rectangular and triangular pores shows
that theoretical values of the tangential viscous stresses and
the normal heat flux vanish at the polygonal vertices. Obvi-
ously, solutions considered herein should also possess this
property for Kn→0. Accordingly, the dominant approxima-
tion gives

S ]F

]ND
~xw ,yw!→~xs20,ys20!

5S ]F

]ND
~xw ,yw!→~xs10,ys10!

,

S ]F

]ND
w

——→
~xw ,yw!→~xs60,ys60!

O~L2!3Kn ~4!

where subscript ‘‘s’’ denotes thesth salient point of the
boundary andF stands for the functionu or T8.

III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

At first, we consider the cases of slit, circular, and trian-
gular pores. The solution for rectangular pores will be ob-
tained later in a different manner. We perform the following
substitutions in~1!:

ũ~x,y,z!52
1

ivr0

dp̃

dz
@12F~x,y,Bu ,L!#, ~5!

T̃~x,y,z!5
p̃

r0Cp
@12F~x,y,BE ,L̃!#, ~6!

where L̃5APrL. In accordance with~1! and ~3!, the new
unknown dimensionless functionsF(x,y,Bu ,L) and
F(x,y,BE ,L̃) satisfy the uncoupled Helmholtz equations in
two-dimensional space~except the case of slit!,

~D1L2!F~x,y,Bu ,L!50, ~7a!

~D1L̃2!F~x,y,BE ,L̃!50, ~7b!

and the corresponding boundary conditions

F~xw ,yw ,Bu ,L!2BuS ]F~x,y,Bu ,L!

]N D
w

51, ~8a!

F~xw ,yw ,BE ,L̃!2BES ]F~x,y,BE ,L̃!

]N D
w

51. ~8b!

If the boundary contains salient points~the case of pores
of triangular cross sections!, then the functionsF must sat-
isfy the additional conditions~4!. Since the problems~7a!–
~8a!, and ~7b!–~8b!, are similar, it is sufficient to solve the

FIG. 2. The uLu-Kn diagram of the regimes of validity of the asymptotic
theory. Isolines 1–5 correspond to constant ratiosLp /|:12Lp /|51024,
22Lp /|52.5•1023, 32Lp /|51022, 42Lp /|50.04, and 52Lp /|
50.25. The dashed curve 6 restricts the parameter plane by Kn,0.5 in the
low-frequency range and by KnuLu,0.5 in the high-frequency range, respec-
tively. The dash-and-dot line 7 does the same for the corresponding restric-
tions Kn,1 and KnuLu,1.
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first one. The solution of the second problem is obtained by
the formal substitutionsBu→BE andL→L̃.

In the continuum approximation, the problem for pores
of rectangular and triangular cross sections was solved in
Refs. 10–13 using Fourier series. However, these series are
not differentiable in the vicinity of solid boundaries, because
they include decompositions of discontinuous functions.
Since the boundary condition~8a! contains the partial deriva-
tives with respect to the space variables, this method cannot
be applied to the problem~7a! and~8a!. This motivated us to
use the appropriate eigensolutions of~7a!:

F~x,y,Bu ,L!55
A cosLy, slit;

BJ0~Lr !, circle;

(
i 51

2

aiw i~x,y,L!, triangle;

~9!

whereA, B, a1 , anda2 are constants of integration;J0(Lr )
is Bessel function of the first kind of order zero;
w1(x,y,L)5sinLj11sinLj22sinLj3 and w2(x,y,L)
5cosLj11cosLj21cosLj3 are independent eigensolutions
of ~7a!, j15y/21A3x/2, j25y/22A3x/2, j35y.

In the cases of slit and circular pores, the coefficientsA
and B are solutions of the algebraic equation resulted from
substitution of~9! into the boundary condition~8a!:

A5
1

cosL$12BuL tanL%
, ~10!

B5
1

J0~L!$120.5BuL2Q~L!%
, ~11!

whereQ(L)52J1(L)/LJ0(L).
Owing to the rotation invariance of the solution for tri-

angular pore, it is sufficient to consider the boundary condi-
tions on one side of the triangle, sayy52 2

3. Substituting the
corresponding expressions into~8a! at y52 2

3 and equating
to zero the coefficients of similar terms, we obtain the linear
algebraic system fora1 anda2 :

a1 sin
2L

3 S 11LBu cot
2L

3 D1a2 cos
2L

3 S 12LBu tan
2L

3 D
51,

a1 sin
L

3 S 11
LBu

2
cot

L

3 D2a2 cos
L

3 S 12
LBu

2
tan

L

3 D50.

Its solution is expressed as

a15cos
L

3 S 12
L

2
Bu tan

L

3 D Y Du ,

a25sin
L

3 S 11
L

2
Bu cot

L

3 D Y Du , ~12!

where Du5@111.5LBu cotL20.5(LBu)2#sinL. Direct
substitution shows that the solution~9! and~12! satisfies the
condition ~8a! and the additional conditions~4! at the tri-
angle apices.

Now we consider the case of the rectangular pore. Note
that the two-dimensional Fourier expansion

ũ~x,y,z!5
4L2

ivr0

dp̃

dz

3 (
m50

`

(
n50

`
~21!m1n cosamq1x cosanq2y

aman~am
2 q1

21an
2q2

22L2!
,

which was used in Refs. 10 and 11 for continuous media, is
reduced to the one-dimensional form using the Fourier series

12
cosh~b2mq1x!

coshb2m
52b2m

2 (
n50

`
~21!n cosanq1x

an~an
21b2m

2 !
,

12
cosh~b1mq2y!

coshb1m
52b1m

2 (
n50

`
~21!n cosanq2y

an~an
21b1m

2 !
,

where (uq1xu<1,uq2yu<1). This form is written as

ũ~x,y,z!

5
L2

ivr0

dp̃

dz (
m50

`
~21!m

am
H 1

q2
2b1m

2 S 12
cosh~b1mq2y!

coshb1m
D

3cos~amq1x!1
1

q1
2b2m

2 S 12
cosh~b2mq1x!

coshb2m
D

3cos~amq2y!J , ~13!

where q1
215a/LC and q2

215b/LC are dimensionless rect-
angle sides,b1m5q2

21Aam
2 q1

22L2, b2m5q1
21Aam

2 q2
22L2,

andam5(m10.5)p. Note that we use the two independent
complete systems of functions to symmetrize~13! with re-
spect tox andy. Now we can modify~13! in order to satisfy
the boundary condition~3a!. This modification is written as

ũ~x,y,z!5
L2

ivr0

dp̃

dz (
m50

`

(
j 51

2

$ajmC jm~x,y,Bu ,L!%,

C1m~x,y,Bu ,L!

5
~21!m

q2
2g1mb1m

2 S 12
cosh~b1mq2y!

Q1m coshb1m
D cos~g1mq1x!,

Q1m511q2Bub1m tanhb1m ,
~14!

C2m~x,y,Bu ,L!

5
~21!m

q1
2g2mb2m

2 S 12
cosh~b2mq1x!

Q2m coshb2m
D cos~g2mq2y!,

Q2m511q1Bub2m tanhb2m ,

b1m5q2
21Ag1m

2 q1
22L2, b2m5q1

21Ag2m
2 q2

22L2,

where ajm ( j 51,2) are unknown integration constants; the
eigenvaluesg1m andg2m are roots of the equations

cosg1m5q1Bug1m sing1m , ~15a!

cosg2m5q2Bug2m sing2m . ~15b!

In the expansion~14!, each functionC jm(x,y,Bu ,L) ( j
51,2) satisfies the boundary condition~3a!. Hereafter we
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explain how to find the coefficientsajm in the decomposition
~14!. Direct substitution shows that~14! satisfies~1a!, if
(m50

` (21)m$a1mg1m
21 cos(g1mq1x)1a2mg2m

21 cos(g2mq2y)%51 .
The left-hand side of this equality may be interpreted as a
sum of two series: the first series depends onx and the sec-
ond ony. The sum of these two terms may be constant if and
only if each of them is constant. Thus, taking into account
the solution~13! for continuous medium we write

(
m50

`

~21!ma1mg1m
21 cos~g1mq1x!5

1

2
,

~16!

(
m50

`

~21!ma2mg2m
21 cos~g2mq2y!5

1

2
.

This system of linear algebraic equations has a simple
solution atBu50. In this case the system~15! gives g1m

5g2m5am5(m10.5)p. Using Fourier decompositions
we obtain the equation 2(m50

` (21)mam
21 cos(amq1x)

52(m50
` (21)mam

21 cos(amq2y)51 (uq1xu,1,uq2yu,1), which
gives a1m5a2m51 (m50,1,2,...). Thus, the solution~14!
coincides with~13! in the case ofBu50. Direct verification
shows that~14! satisfies the conditions~4! at the angular
points of rectangle.

The functionsC1m andC2m , which are used in the case
of rectangular pore, do not represent an orthogonal system
on the rectangle sides. For this reason we cannot immedi-
ately solve the system~16!. The orthogonalization is per-
formed using the complete trigonometric systems$cosanq1x%
and$cosanq2y%. Substituting the decompositions

cos~g1mq1x!2cosg1m

52g1m
2 cosg1m(

n50

`
~21!n cosanq1x

an~an
22g1m

2 !
~ uq1xu<1!,

cos~g2mq2y!2cosg2m

52g2m
2 cosg2m(

n50

`
~21!n cosanq2y

an~an
22g2m

2 !
~ uq2yu<1!

into ~16! and using the orthogonal properties of the trigono-
metric functions we reduce the problem to solving two un-
coupled infinite systems of algebraic equations (j 51,2):

(
n50

`
cos~g jn2np!

g jn~am
2 2g jn

2 !
ajn5

1

2am
2

. ~17!

From ~15! we also obtain

cos~g jn2np!5
qjBug jn

A11~qjBug jn!2
~ j 51,2!.

Owing to this we can express~17! in the form

(
n50

`
ajn

~am
2 2g jn

2 !A11~qjBug jn!2
5

1

2qjBuam
2

. ~18!

As discussed above, the solution of~1b! is obtained by the
replacement (Bu ,L)→(BE ,L̃) in the solution of~1a!. This
leads to the amplitude of temperature pulsations

T̃~x,y,z!52
L̃2p̃

r0Cp
(

m50

`

(
j 53

4

$ajmC jm~x,y,BE ,L̃!%,

~19!

where

C3m~x,y,BE ,L̃!

5
~21!m

q2
2g3mb3m

2 S 12
cosh~b3mq2y!

Q3m coshb3m
D cos~g3mq1x!,

Q3m511q2BEb3m tanhb3m ,

C4m~x,y,BE ,L̃!

5
~21!m

q1
2g4mb4m

2 S 12
cosh~b4mq1x!

Q4m coshb4m
D cos~g4mq2y!,

Q4m511q1BEb4m tanhb4m ,

b3m5q2
21Ag3m

2 q1
22L̃2, b4m5q1

21Ag4m
2 q2

22L̃2.

Equations for the eigenvaluesg jm and coefficientsajm

of the solutions~14! and~19! may be written in the common
form for j 51, 2, 3, 4;m50,1,2,...:

cosg jm5hjg jm sing jm , ~20!

(
n50

`
cos~g jn2np!

g jn~am
2 2g jn

2 !
ajn5

1

2am
2

, ~21!

whereh15q1Bu , h25q2Bu , h35q1BE , andh45q2BE .
Approximate solutions of the equations~20! may be ob-

tained as follows. Noting thatmp<g jm<(m10.5)p we ex-
press the eigenvalues in the form

g jm5~m10.25!p1Dg jm5dm1Dg jm ,

which allows us to rearrange~20! as

Dg jm5
p

4
2tan21~Zjm!1

1

2i H lnS 12
ih jDg jm

12 iZ jm
D

2 lnS 11
ih jDg jm

11 iZ jm
D J

'
p

4
2tan21~Zjm!2

hjDg jm

11Zjm
2

1
Zjm

~11Zjm
2 !2

~hjDg jm!2

1
123Zjm

2

3~11Zjm
2 !3

~hjDg jm!3

2
Zjm~12Zjm

2 !

~11Zjm
2 !4

~hjDg jm!42¯, Zjm5hjdm .

This equation may be solved in various ways. An approxi-
mate solution may be obtained, for example, using the
method of successive iterations
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Dg jm'
~11Zjm

2 !t jm

11hj1Zjm
2 H 11

hj
2Zjmt jm

~11hj1Zjm
2 !2

1¯J , ~22!

where t jm5p/42tan21(Zjm). Numerical tests showed that
the maximal relative deviation of the results obtained with
use of~22! from corresponding numerical solutions was less
then 1023 at m50 and Kn51.0 (qj<1).

Since~20! and ~21! do not depend on the parameterL
~or L̃), the eigenvaluesg jm and coefficientsajm are deter-
mined once~for example, numerically! for particularq1 , q2 ,
Bu , andBE . Then these solutions may be used for calcula-
tions of the acoustic characteristics at any dimensionless fre-
quencyL2.

Since the pressure disturbance in the considered ap-
proach does not depend on the transversal variables (x,y),
acoustic properties of an isolated pore can be obtained by
averaging of the particle velocity and temperature excess
over the pore cross-sectional area. In this connection, acous-
tics of porous media deals with the following parameters:3,10

~a! Dynamic density

r̃~Bu ,L!52
1

iv^ũ~z!&

dp̃

dz
. ~23!

~b! Dynamic compressibility

C̃~BE ,g,L̃!5r0
21~^r̃&/ p̃!

5
1

p0
2

^T̃&
T0p̃

5
1

p0
S 12

r0R^T̃&
p̃ D , ~24!

where p0 is unperturbed ambient pressure and^ & denotes
averaging over the cross-sectional areaS, ^ f̃ &
5(1/S)rSf̃ (x,y)ds. In turn, the dynamic density and dy-
namic compressibility are used to calculate the characteristic
impedanceZw and the propagation constantm:

Zw5Ar̃/C̃, ~25!

m5 ivAr̃C̃. ~26!

Using ~5! and ~6! we obtain

^ũ~z!&52
1

ivr0

dp̃

dz
@12^F~Bu ,L!&#, ~27!

^T̃~z!&5
p̃

r0Cp
@12^F~BE ,L̃!&#. ~28!

Substituting~27! and ~28! into ~23! and ~24! we express the
complex dynamic densityr̃(Bu ,L) and the dynamic com-
pressibility C̃(BE ,g,L̃) as

r̃~Bu ,L!5r0 /@12^F~Bu ,L!&#, ~29!

C̃~BE ,g,L̃!5
1

gp0
@11~g21!^F~BE ,L̃!&#, ~30!

where

^F~Bu ,L!&

5

¦

tanL

L@12BuL tanL#
, slit;

Q~L!

120.5BuL2Q~L!
, circle;

11L2 (
m50

`

~a1m^C1m&1a2m^C2m&!, rectangle;

3~12L cotL10.5L2Bu!

L2@111.5LBu cotL20.5~LBu!2#
, triangle;

~31!

^F~BE ,g,L̃!&

5

¦

tanL̃

L̃~12BEL̃ tanL̃!
, slit;

Q~L̃!

120.5BEL̃2Q~L̃!
, circle;

11L̃2 (
m50

`

~a3m^C3m&1a4m^C4m&!, rectangle;

3~12L̃ cotL̃10.5L̃2BE!

L̃2@111.5L̃BE cotL̃20.5~L̃BE!2#
, triangle;

~32!

^C jm&5
sin~g jm2mp!

D jg jm
2 b jm

2 S 12
tanhb jm

b jmQjm
D ;

D j5q2
2 at j 51,3 andD j5q1

2 at j 52,4.

In the case of triangular pore, the following averages are
used:

^w1~L!&5
3

L F 1

2L S sin
4L

3
1sin

2L

3 D2cos
2L

3 G ,
^w2~L!&5

3

L F 1

2L S cos
2L

3
2cos

4L

3 D1sin
2L

3 G .
For the Knudsen number Kn50, the formulas~29! and

~30! together with~31! and ~32! coincide with the corre-
sponding expressions~which are presented, for example, in
Ref. 13! for continuum media.

Results of numerical calculations with use of~29!–~32!
are presented in Fig. 3 for a circular pore filled with air at
Knudsen numbers 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5. In these calculations,
we used the approximationsau5aE50.9. This assumption
is consistent with the data presented in Table II and with data
from other literature sources. It is seen that influence of rar-
efaction effects on acoustical characteristics of air becomes
noticeable at Kn;0.01 and increases with the Knudsen num-
ber.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Unfortunately, we could not find experimental data on
sound propagating in uniform channels filled with low-
density gases. However, it is known~see, for example, Ref.
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8! that in the low-frequency limit,uLu→0, acoustic properties
of gas inside pores may be approximately expressed in terms
of parameters characterizing steady viscous flows. For the
considered above cases, this approximation may be also ob-
tained using expansions of~31! and~32! into power series in
L. For example,̂ F(Bu ,L)&'11(k11cBu)L21¯, where
the decomposition coefficientsk1 andc depend on the pore
cross-sectional shape:k15 1

3, c51 for slit; k15 1
8 and c

51/2 for circular pores; etc. Substituting this decomposition
into the exact formula~29! and using the definition ofL one
finds that r̃(Bu ,L) →

L→0
s0 / iv, wheres05h/(k11cBu)Lp

2

is resistivity of slip flow, which coincides with dc flow resis-
tivity in the continuum approachBu→0 ~see also Ref. 13!.
Thus, the dynamic density is pure imaginary in the low-
frequency limit. It is inversely proportional to frequency with
the constant depending on stationary flow characteristics
only. Note also that the rarefaction effect on acoustic prop-
erties is stronger in the low-frequency band owing to the
relatively large imaginary part of the dynamic density, which
tends to infinity asL2→0. This is also confirmed by depen-
dencies shown in Fig. 3. All these arguments allow us to
verify the theoretical model by comparisons with numerous
experimental data on stationary flows of rarefied gases
through long tubes of different cross-sections.

The definition~23! may be written in the form

r̃~Bu ,L!

r0
52

1

ivr0^ũ~z!&

dp̃

dz
52

S

ivG

dp̃

dz
, ~33!

whereG5r0^ũ(z)&S is treated now as the stationary mass
flow rate through a pore in the low-frequency limit. Normal-
izing the mass-flow rate asḠ52GA2RgT0/SLp(dp/dz),
we express the dynamic density in terms of the dimension-
less parameters

r̄5
r̃~Bu ,L!

r0
52

r0LpA2RgT0

hL2Ḡ
52

Ap

L2KnḠ
. ~34!

For low frequencies~uLu→0!, the dynamic compressibility is
approximated as

C̄~BE ,g,L̃!5gp0C̃~BE ,g,L̃!'g1O~BE ,L̃2!. ~35!

Formulas~33!–~35! allow us to evaluater̃ and C̃ using pa-
rameters of the stationary flow through pores, and calculate
the characteristic impedanceZw and the propagation constant
m using~25! and~26!. The experimental data to be used for
comparison were reported in forms, which differed from~33!
and could not be directly substituted into~34!. Hereafter we
will derive a suitable modification of~34! for each source of
data. All comparisons are performed for the imaginary part
of dynamic density atuLu51021. The accommodation coef-
ficient isau50.9, besides the case of a slit for whichau was
measured in experiment. In this case, the relative error of the
low-frequency approximation does not exceed 1022.

FIG. 3. Theoretical dependencies of
the dynamic density and dynamic
compressibility of air inside an infi-
nitely long cylindrical pore via dimen-
sionless parametersL and Kn, au

5aE50.9.

FIG. 4. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021, au50.9 with those
resulted from Knudsen’s interpolation~36! ~dashed lines! and experimental
data26 for flows of air in copper pipes of 1.30-cm radius and 332-cm length
~squares!.
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A. Circular pores

The mass-flow rates of stationary flows in circular pipes
were evaluated by many researchers, both theoretically and
experimentally, for a wide range of Knudsen numbers~see,
for example, Ref. 24!. Some of the experimental data were
approximated analytically. For example, the correlation~in
our notation!

Ḡ5
Ap

8Kn S 118.52A2

p
•Kn

Kn1A2p

Kn11.235A2p
D ~36!

is known as Knudsen’s formula.25 Along with ~36! we use
the data.26 For comparison with these data, we write~34! in
the form

r̄52 i
p

L2XU
S r 0

30.48D
3

, ~37!

whereL is the pipe length in cm,r 0 is the pipe radius in cm,
U is the gas flow rate per unit pressure drop in micron-cubic
foot per second per micron, andX5(h/r 0)pm(r1gc)

1/2 is the
dimensionless group of parameters defined in Ref. 26. The
theoretical dependences of Imr̃(Bu ,L) were calculated at
uLu51021 and compared with the experimental data in Figs.
4 and 5. The theoretical predictions~solid line! agree well
with the Knudsen’s interpolation~36! ~dashed line! and with

the data on air flow~squares in Fig. 4! and hydrogen flow
~squares in Fig. 5! obtained in copper pipes of 1.30-cm ra-
dius and 332-cm length. The average relative deviation of the
experimental data from the theory does not exceed 6% in the
considered range of Knudsen numbers.

B. Square pipes

Data for pipes of square cross section were presented in
Ref. 27. For straightforward usage of these data we express
the dimensionless dynamic density in the form

r̄52
101.325h3A2p

0.76L2NKLmArARArT~ ṅ/Dp!
, ~38!

whereh'1.25 mm is the half-side of square,L'305 mm is
the tube length,mAr is the molecular mass of argon, andRAr

is the gas constant per unit mass for argon. The Knudsen
numberNK and the molecular flow rate per unit pressure
ṅ/Dp are tabulated in Ref. 27. The factor 101.325/0.76 is
used to convert mm Hg to Pa.

The corresponding theoretical dependencies were calcu-
lated using~29!–~32! and ~20! and ~21! at q15q251. The
roots of~20! were determined using the method of bisection.
Equations~21! were solved by the Gaussian method. For

FIG. 5. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021, au50.9 with those
resulted from experimental data26 for flows of hydrogen in copper pipes of
1.30-cm radius and 332-cm length~squares!.

FIG. 6. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021, au50.9 with those
resulted from experimental data27 for flow of argon in the square tube of
2.5-mm cross-section side and 305-mm length~squares!.

TABLE I. Dimensionless flow rateḠ as a function of rarefaction parameterd52/Kn ~slit 3 in Ref. 28!.

H2 D2 He Ne CO2

d Ḡ d Ḡ d Ḡ d Ḡ d Ḡ

20.18 7.50 39.45 10.13 27.35 9.66 34.91 11.50 37.15 11.66
9.42 4.79 14.42 6.40 13.55 6.10 17.30 7.08 18.41 6.87
4.95 3.55 7.60 4.21 6.73 4.29 7.83 4.58 7.83 4.37
2.53 3.08 3.55 3.32 3.24 3.39 3.77 3.63 3.44 3.21
1.22 2.89 1.93 3.05 1.60 3.10 2.11 3.26 1.38 2.82
0.624 2.95 1.38 2.95 0.984 3.05 1.11 3.16 0.726 2.84
0.301 3.08 0.489 3.10 0.473 3.24 0.552 3.24 0.318 2.95
0.113 3.45 0.265 3.18 0.301 3.42 0.249 3.39 0.149 3.16
0.0578 3.71 0.113 3.58 0.144 3.60 0.116 3.74 0.0673 3.37
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each numberj of the unknown coefficients, a system of 300
equations was solved. This provided a relative accuracy of
the order of 1028.

Comparisons of the theoretical predictions~solid line!
with the experimental data~squares! are shown in Fig. 6. The
average relative deviation of experimental values from theo-
retical results is approximately 10% in the considered range
of Knudsen numbers.

C. Narrow slits

The first experimental observations of rarefied gas flows
through slits were made by Gaede.28 However, for compari-
sons we use the later data,29,30 which were obtained with
accounting for roughness of slit walls and for which the
mean accommodation coefficients were determined. Unfor-
tunately, the experimental conditions of the results29,30 were
not well documented. In particular, the pressure gradient
dp̃/dz and the mean pressures inside slits were not specified.
This leads to some uncertainty in evaluation of basic param-
eters such as Knudsen number. The dimensionless dynamic
density is approximated using~34!. The dimensionless flow
rateḠ for different gases is given in Table I as a function of
the rarefaction parameterd52/Kn. These data were obtained
by scanning of the plots in Fig. 5 of Ref. 29 for slit 3~see
also the data for slit 2 in Ref. 30!.

Experimental values of the slip constants for various
gases are given in Table II. They correspond to the data in
Table II of Ref. 29. Since the slip constant is expressed via
the molecular tangential impulse accommodation coefficient
au ass5(22au)/au , thenBu5s Kn. Data from Table II
were used for computations of the theoretical and experi-
mental distributions Imr̃(Bu ,L).

Results of comparison are shown in Figs. 7–9. Since the

dimensionless theoretical distributions weakly depend on
Prandtl number and do not depend on other individual gas
parameters~besides the specific heat ratiog!, we used the
same theoretical curves for deuterium and hydrogen in Fig. 7
and for helium and neon in Fig. 8.

Figures 4–9 show that the normalized imaginary part of
the dynamic density predicted by the theory~solid lines! cor-
relates well with the distributions that resulted from experi-
ment ~symbols! in the Knudsen number range 0,Kn,5 ~0
,KnuLu,5! for all considered cases. This indicates
remarkable elasticity of the first-order asymptotic model,
which was initially elaborated for small Knudsen numbers.
Note that a similar feature was observed in the asymptotic
theory31 developed for heat conductivity of highly porous
ceramic materials.

Figures 4–9 also show that the gas rarefaction leads to
significant reduction of the dynamic density in low-
frequency limit. Parametric computations indicate that the
gas rarefaction effect decreases with the dimensionless pa-

FIG. 7. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021 with those resulted
from experimental data29,30 for flows of hydrogen~triangles! and deuterium
~circles! in flat slits.

FIG. 8. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021 with those resulted
from experimental data29,30 for flows of helium ~squares! and neon~aster-
isks! in flat slits.

FIG. 9. Comparison of theoretical predictions~solid lines! for the normal-
ized imaginary part of dynamic density atuLu51021 with those resulted
from experimental data29,30 for flows of carbonic gas~rounds! in narrow flat
slits.

TABLE II. Slip constantss6Ds ~slit 3 in Ref. 28 or slit 2 in Ref. 29!.

H2 D2 He Ne CO2

1.37460.014 1.40760.014 1.49460.010 1.55860.017 1.23560.017
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rameteruLu. This is explained by the reduction of viscous
effects on acoustic disturbances of higher frequencies.

Note that the scatter of experimental data presented in
Figs. 4–6 increases as the Knudsen number decreases. Rea-
sons for this scatter were not explained in Refs. 26–30. Nev-
ertheless, the rarefaction effect on the dynamic density and
other acoustic characteristics diminishes at small Knudsen
numbers. Interestingly, the agreement between experiment
and theory improves for relatively high Knudsen numbers
~Kn;1! in all considered cases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, theoretical analysis of monochromatic
acoustic waves propagating in long uniform pores of various
cross-sectional shapes~circle, rectangular, triangular, and
slit! filled with gas of low density~or in pores of microscopic
cross-sectional sizes at normal conditions! was performed.
The problem was solved using linearized Navier-Stokes
equations with the boundary conditions that resulted from
the first-order approximation with respect to small Knudsen
number. The obtained results allow prediction of the charac-
teristic impedanceZw , propagation constantm, and other
acoustic parameters of isolated pores and perforated panels
in wide ranges of pressures and cross-sectional sizes. For the
Knudsen number Kn50, the formulas~29! and ~30! along
with ~31! and ~32! coincide with the corresponding expres-
sions for continuum media~see, for example, Ref. 13!. In the
limiting case of zero frequency, the solutions~5! and ~14!
describe steady-state isothermal flows~Poiseuille flows! of
rarefied gases through long uniform pipes of considered
shapes.

The basic theoretical relations were verified by compari-
sons of the imaginary part of the dynamic density calculated
for low frequencies with known experimental data on steady-
state flows of rarefied gases through tubes of different cross-
sectional shapes. It was shown that theoretical predictions
agree well with experiments in the wide range of Knudsen
numbers 0<Kn,5 that considerably exceeds the formal re-
striction, Kn!1, of asymptotic theory.

Parametric calculations also showed that the rarefaction
effects are stronger in the low-frequency range and substan-
tially decrease at high frequencies. This is due to the corre-
sponding decrease of viscous effects on the dissipation of
acoustic energy at higher frequencies.

The results of this paper may be used in the future as a
foundation for the development of theoretical and semi-
empirical models predicting acoustic characteristics of ran-
domly porous materials in wide ranges of ambient pressure
and pore size.
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A formula for the effective wavenumber in a dilute random array of identical scatterers in two
dimensions is derived, based on Lax’s quasicrystalline approximation. This formula replaces a
widely-used expression due to Twersky, which is shown to be based on an inappropriate choice of
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple scattering by random arrangements of scatter-
ers is a topic with an extensive literature. See, for example,
the recent book by Tsanget al. ~2001!. The modern era dates
from the work of Foldy~1945!, Lax ~1951, 1952!, Waterman
and Truell ~1961!, and Twersky~1962!. Major applications
include wave propagation through suspensions@see, for ex-
ample McClementset al. ~1990!, Povey~1997!, Dukhin and
Goetz ~2001!, and Speltet al. ~2001!# and through elastic
composites@see Mal and Knopoff~1967!, Kim et al. ~1995!,
and Kanaun~2000!#. In this paper, we are mainly interested
in two-dimensional problems, motivated by the calculation
of sound propagation through forests@Embleton ~1966!;
Priceet al. ~1988!#. An important paper on acoustic scatter-
ing by arrays of circular cylinders is that of Bose and Mal
~1973!; see Sec. IV below. For subsequent work, see Varadan
et al. ~1978!, Yang and Mal~1994!, Bose ~1996!, Kanaun
and Levin ~2003!, and Kim ~2003!. For analogous plane-
strain elastodynamics, see Varadanet al. ~1986!, Yang and
Mal ~1994!, Bussinket al. ~1995!, and Verbiset al. ~2001!.

A typical problem is the following. The regionx,0 is
filled with a homogeneous compressible fluid of densityr
and sound-speedc. The regionx.0 contains the same fluid
and many scatterers; to fix ideas, we suppose that the scat-
terers are identical circles~parallel circular cylinders!. Then,
a time-harmonic plane wave with wavenumberk5v/c ~v is
the angular frequency! is incident on the scatterers: what is
the reflected wave field? This field may be computed exactly
for any given configuration~ensemble! of N circles, but the
cost increases asN increases. If the computation can be done,
it may be repeated for other configurations, and then the
average reflected field could be computed~this is the Monte
Carlo approach!. Instead of doing this, one can try to do
some ensemble averaging in order to calculate the average
~coherent! field. One result of this is a formula for theeffec-
tive wavenumber K. This can then be used to replace the
‘‘random medium’’ occupyingx.0 by a homogeneous ef-
fective medium.

Foldy ~1945! began by considering isotropic point scat-

terers; this is an appropriate model for small sound-soft scat-
terers. He obtained the formula

K25k224ign0 , ~1!

wheren0 is the number of circles per unit area andg is the
scattering coefficient for an individual scatterer.@In fact,
Foldy considered scattering in three dimensions; the two-
dimensional formula, Eq.~1!, can be found as Eq.~3.20! in
Twersky~1962! and Eq.~26! in Aristégui and Angel~2002!,
for example.# The formula~1! assumes that the scatterers are
independent and thatn0 is small. We are interested in calcu-
lating the correction to Eq.~1! ~a term proportional ton0

2),
and this will require saying more about the distribution of the
scatterers; specifically, we shall use pair correlations. Thus,
our goal is a formula of the form

K25k21d1n01d2n0
2, ~2!

with computable expressions ford1 and d2 . Moreover, we
do not only want to restrict our formula to sound-soft scat-
terers.

There is some controversy over the proper value ford2 .
In order to state one such formula, we introduce thefar-field
pattern f for scattering by one circular cylinder. Thus, we
haveuin5exp@ikr cos(u2uin)# for the incident plane wave,
where (r ,u) are plane polar coordinates (x5r cosu, y
5r sinu) and u in is the angle of incidence. The scattered
waves satisfy

usc;A2/~pkr ! f ~u2u in!exp~ ikr2 ip/4! as r→`.
~3!

Then, Twersky~1962! has given the following formula:

K25k224in0f ~0!1~2n0 /k!2 sec2 u in$@ f ~p22u in!#2

2@ f ~0!#2%. ~4!

This formula involvesu in , so that it gives a different effec-
tive wavenumber for different incident fields.

The three-dimensional version of Eq.~4! is older. For a
random collection of identical spheres, it is
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K25k224p i~ n̂0 /k! f ~0!1d2n̂0
2

with @see Twersky~1962!#

d25~4p2/k4!sec2 u in$@ f ~p22u in!#22@ f ~0!#2%, ~5!

where the far-field pattern is now defined byusc

;(ikr)21eikr f (q), r and q are spherical polar coordinates,
and n̂0 is the number of spheres per unit volume. The same
formula but with u in50 ~normal incidence! was given by
Waterman and Truell~1961!. However, it was shown by
Lloyd and Berry~1967! that Eq. ~5! is incorrect; they ob-
tained

d25
4p2

k4 H 2@ f ~p!#21@ f ~0!#2

1E
0

p 1

sin~q/2!

d

dq
@ f ~q!#2dqJ ~6!

~with no dependence onu in). Lloyd and Berry~1967! used
methods~and language! coming from nuclear physics. Thus,
in their approach, which they ‘‘call the ‘resummation
method,’ a point source of waves is considered to be situated
in an infinite medium. The scattering series is then written
out completely, giving what Lax has called the ‘expanded’
representation. In this expanded representation the ensemble
average may be taken exactly@but then# the coherent wave
does not exist; the series must be resummed in order to ob-
tain any result at all.’’ One purpose of the present paper is to
demonstrate that a proper analysis of the semi-infinite two-
dimensional model problem~with arbitrary angle of inci-
dence! leads to a formula that is reminiscent of the~three-
dimensional! Lloyd–Berry formula; specifically, instead of
Eq. ~4!, we obtain

K25k224in0f ~0!1
8n0

2

pk2 E0

p

cot~u/2!
d

du
@ f ~u!#2du.

~7!

Our analysis does not involve ‘‘resumming’’ series or diver-
gent integrals. It builds on a conventional approach, in the
spirit of the papers by Fikioris and Waterman~1964! and by
Bose and Mal~1973!.

The paper is organized, as follows. Some elementary
probability theory is recalled in Sec. II. In particular, the
pair-correlation function is introduced; this leads to the no-
tion of ‘‘hole correction’’—individual cylinders must not be
allowed to overlap during the averaging process. In Sec. III,
we derive the integral equations of Foldy~isotropic scatter-
ers, no hole correction! and of Lax~isotropic scatterers, hole
correction included!. Foldy’s integral equation can be solved
exactly whereas we have been unable to solve Lax’s integral
equation. Nevertheless, we have developed a rigorous
method for extracting an expression forK from these integral
equations without actually solving the integral equations
themselves. Then, we use the same method in Sec. IV but
without the restriction to isotropic scatterers. We start by
following Bose and Mal~1973!, and use an exact~determin-
istic! theory for scattering byN circles followed by ensemble
averaging. We give a clear derivation of a certain homoge-
neous infinite linear system of algebraic equations, obtained

previously by Bose and Mal~1973! for the case of normal
incidence; the system does not depend onu in and the exis-
tence of a nontrivial solution determinesK. We solve the
system for smalln0 , and obtain Eq.~7!. We also show that
Eq. ~4! is obtained if the hole correction is not done cor-
rectly. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. SOME PROBABILITY THEORY

In this section, we give a very brief summary of the
probability theory needed. For more information, see Foldy
~1945!, Lax ~1951!, Aristégui and Angel~2002! or Chap. 14
of Ishimaru~1978!.

Suppose we haveN scatterers located at the pointsr1 ,
r2 ,...,rN ; denote the configuration of points byLN

5$r1 ,r2 ,...,rN%. Then, the ensemble~or configurational! av-
erage of any quantityF(r uLN) is defined by

^F~r !&5E ¯E p~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!F~r uLN!dV1¯dVN ,

~8!

where the integration is overN copies of the volumeBN

containingN scatterers. Here,p(r1 ,...,rN)dV1dV2¯dVN is
the probability of finding the scatterers in a configuration in
which the first scatterer is in the volume element dV1 about
r1 , the second scatterer is in the volume element dV2 about
r2 , and so on, up torN . The joint probability distribution
p(r1 ,...,rN) is normalized so that̂1&51. Similarly, the av-
erage ofF(r uLN) over all configurations for which the first
scatterer is fixed atr1 is given by

^F~r !&15E ¯E p~r2 ,...,rNur1!F~r uLN!dV2¯dVN ,

~9!

where p(r1 ,r2 ,...,rN)5p(r1)p(r2 ,...,rNur1) defines the
conditional probabilityp(r2 ,...,rNur1). If two scatterers are
fixed, say the first and the second, we can define

^F~r !&125E ¯E p~r3 ,...,rNur1 ,r2!F~r uLN!dV3¯dVN ,

~10!

wherep(r2 ,...,rNur1)5p(r2ur1)p(r3 ,...,rNur1 ,r2).
Now, as each of theN scatterers is equally likely to

occupy dV1 , the density of scatterers atr1 is Np(r1)5n0 ,
the ~constant! number of scatterers per unit volume. Thus

p~r !5n0 /N5uBNu21, ~11!

where uBNu is the volume of BN . Also, as p(r1 ,r2)
5p(r1)p(r2ur1), we obtain

E E p~r2ur1!dV1dV25
N

n0
5uBNu. ~12!

We have to specifyp(r2ur1), consistent with Eq.~12!. Also,
we want to ensure that scatterers do not overlap. For circular
cylinders of radius a, a simple choice is p(r2ur1)
5p0H(R122b) with b>2a, whereH(x) is the Heaviside
unit function,R125ur12r2u andp0 is a constant determined
by Eq. ~12!. Thus,

p05$uBNu2pb2%21.n0 /N, ~13!
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assuming thatb2n0 /N!1. @The equality in Eq.~13! assumes
that the ‘‘hole’’ atr1 of radiusb does not cut the boundary of
BN . Evidently, taking this possibility into account would not
change the approximationp0.n0 /N.] Hence, the simplest
sensible choice for the pair-correlation function is

p~r2ur1!5H 0, R12,b,

n0 /N, R12.b.
~14!

This simple choice will be used for most of our analysis.
More generally, we could use

p~r2ur1!5H 0, R12,b,

~n0 /N!@11x~R12;n0!#, R12.b,
~15!

where the functionx is to be chosen, subject to some con-
straints. The effect of using Eq.~15! instead of Eq.~14! is
calculated in Sec. IV D. One could also consider functionsx
that depend onr12r2 ~instead of justur12r2u); such possi-
bilities are discussed in Twersky~1978! and Siqueiraet al.
~1995!.

III. FOLDY–LAX THEORY: ISOTROPIC SCATTERERS

Foldy’s theory begins with a simplified deterministic
model for scattering byN identical scatterers, each of which
is supposed to scatter isotropically. Thus, the total field is
assumed to be given by the incident field plus a point source
at each scattering center,r j :

u~r uLN!5uin~r !1g(
j 51

N

uex~r j ;r j uLN!H0~kur2r j u!.

~16!

Here, Hn(w)[Hn
(1)(w) is a Hankel function,g is the ~as-

sumed known! scattering coefficient, and the exciting field
uex is given by

uex~r ;rnuLN!5uin~r !1g(
j 51
j Þn

N

uex~r j ;r j uLN!H0~kur2r j u!.

~17!

The second term in Eq.~17! is the field near the cylinder at
rn due to scattering by all the other cylinders. TheN numbers
uex(r j ;r j uLN) ( j 51,2,...,N) required in Eq.~16! are to be
determined by solving the linear system obtained by evalu-
ating Eq. ~17! at r5rn ; direct numerical solutions of this
system have been given by Fikioris~1966! and by Groenen-
boom and Snieder~1995!.

Let us try to compute the ensemble average ofu, using
Eqs.~16! and ~8!. The result is

^u~r !&5uin~r !1gn0E
BN

^uex~r1!&1H0~kur2r1u!dV1 ,

~18!

where we have used Eqs.~9! and~11!, and the indistinguish-
ability of the scatterers. For̂uex(r1)&1 @which is given ex-
plicitly by Eq. ~9! in which uex(r1 ;r1uLN) is substituted for
F(r uLN)], we obtain

^uex~r !&15uin~r !1g~N21!E
BN

p~r2ur1!

3^uex~r2!&12H0~kur2r2u!dV2 , ~19!

where we have used Eqs.~10! and ~17!. Equations~18! and
~19! are the first two in a hierarchy, involving more and more
complicated information on the statistics of the scatterer dis-
tribution. In practice, the hierarchy is broken using an addi-
tional assumption. At the lowest level, we have Foldy’s as-
sumption,

^uex~r !&1.^u~r !&, ~20!

at least in the neighborhood ofr1 . When this is used in Eq.
~18!, we obtain

^u~r !&5uin~r !1gn0E
BN

^u~r1!&H0~kur2r1u!dV1 ,

rPBN . ~21!

We call thisFoldy’s integral equationfor ^u&. The integral
on the right-hand side is an acoustic volume potential.
Hence, an application of (¹21k2) to Eq.~21! eliminates the
incident field and shows that (¹21K2)^u&50 in BN , where
K2 is given by Foldy’s formula, Eq.~1!.

At the next level, we have the Lax~1952! quasicrystal-
line assumption~QCA!,

^uex~r !&12.^uex~r !&2 . ~22!

When this is used in Eq.~19! evaluated atr5r1 , we obtain

v~r !5uin~r !1g~N21!E
BN

p~r1ur !v~r1!H0~kur2r1u!dV1 ,

rPBN , ~23!

wherev(r )5^uex(r )&1 . We call thisLax’s integral equation.
In what follows, we letN→` so thatBN→B` , a semi-

infinite region,x.0.

A. Foldy’s integral equation: Exact treatment

Consider a plane wave at oblique incidence, so that

uin5ei~ax1by! with a5k cosu in and b5k sinu in .
~24!

For a semi-infinite domainB` , Foldy’s integral equation,
Eq. ~21!, becomes

^u~x,y!&5ei~ax1by!1gn0E
0

`E
2`

`

^u~x1 ,y1Y!&

3H0~kr1!dYdx1 ,
x.0,

2`,y,`,

wherer15A(x2x1)21Y2. This equation can be solved ex-
actly. Thus, writing

^u~x,y!&5U~x!eimy, x.0, 2`,y,`, ~25!

we obtain
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U~x!5eiaxei~b2m!y1gn0E
0

`E
2`

`

U~x1!

3H0~kr1!eimYdYdx1 ,
x.0,

2`,y,`. ~26!

Hence, for a solution in the form Eq.~25!, we must havem
5b5k sinuin .

Now,

E
2`

`

H0~kr1!eibYdY5
2

a
eiaux2x1u, ~27!

wherea5Ak22b25k cosuin . Thus, we see thatU solves

U~x!5eiax1
2gn0

a E
0

`

U~x1!eiaux2x1udx1 , x.0. ~28!

Now, putU(x)5U0eilx, so that Eq.~25! gives

^u~x,y!&5U0ei~lx1by!, x.0, 2`,y,`, ~29!

and Eq.~28! gives

U0eilx2eiax5
2gn0U0

ia S 2aeilx

l22a2
2

eiax

l2a D ,

where we have assumed that Iml.0. If we compare the
coefficients of eilx, we see thatU0 cancels, leaving

l22a2524ign0 , ~30!

which determinesl. Then, the coefficients of eiax give U0

52a/(l1a). A similar method can be used to find̂u&
when B` is a slab of finite thickness, 0,x,h, say; see
Aristégui and Angel~2002!.

From Eq.~29!, it is natural to write

l5K cosw and b5K sinw5k sinu in . ~31!

These define the effective wave numberK; the last equality
is recognized as Snell’s law, even thoughK andw are com-
plex, with ImK.0. Hence, we see that

l22a25K22k2, ~32!

and so Eq.~30! reduces to Foldy’s formula, Eq.~1!.

B. Foldy’s integral equation: Approximate treatment

We have seen that Foldy’s integral equation can be
solved exactly, and that the solution process has two parts:
first find l ~and hence the effective wavenumber! and then
find U0 . In fact,l can be found without finding the complete
solution; the reason for pursuing this is that we cannot usu-
ally find exact solutions. Thus, consider Eq.~28!, and sup-
pose that

U~x!5U0eilx for x.,,

whereU0 , l, and, are unknown. To proceed, we need say
nothing about the solutionU in the ‘‘boundary layer’’ 0,x
,,. Now, evaluate the integral equation forx.,; we find
that

U0eilx2eiax

5
2gn0

a
eiaxE

0

,

U~ t !e2 iatdt1
2gn0

a

3E
,

`

U~ t !eiaux2tudt5Aeilx1Beiax for x.,,

whereA524ign0U0 /(l22a2) and

B5
2gn0

a E
0

,

U~ t !e2 iatdt1
2ign0U0

a~l2a!
ei~l2a!,.

Then, settingU05A gives Eq.~30! again, without knowing
the solutionU everywhere. This basic method will be used
again below.

C. Lax’s integral equation

Using the approximationp(r1ur )5(n0 /N)H(R12b) in
Lax’s integral equation, Eq.~23! gives

v~r !5uin~r !1gn0

N21

N E
BN

b
~r !

v~r1!H0~kR1!dr1 ,

rPBN , ~33!

whereBN
b (r )5$r1PBN :R15ur2r1u.b%, which is BN with

a ~possibly incomplete! disk excluded.
Let N→` and take an incident plane wave, Eq.~24!,

giving

v~x,y!5ei~ax1by!1gn0E
x1.0,r1.b

v~x1 ,y1Y!

3H0~kr1!dYdx1 ,
x.0,

2`,y,`.

As in Sec. III A, we write

v~x,y!5V~x!eiby, x.0, 2`,y,`, ~34!

giving

V~x!5eiax1gn0E
x1.0,r1.b

V~x1!H0~kr1!

3eibYdYdx1 , x.0. ~35!

Then, using Eq.~27!, we see thatV solves

V~x!5eiax1gn0E
0

`

V~x1!L~x2x1!dx1 , x.0, ~36!

where the kernel,L(x2x1), is given by

L~X!5
2

a
eiauXu22E

0

c~X!

H0~kAX21Y2!eibYdY ~37!

with c(X)5Ab22X2H(b2uXu); here, we have written the
integral overY in Eq. ~35! as an integral over allY minus an
integral through the disk, if necessary.

We have been unable to solve Eq.~36! exactly ~even
though it is an integral equation of Wiener–Hopf-type!.
However, the approximate method described in Sec. III B
can be used. Thus, let us suppose that
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V~x!5V0eilx for x.,, ~38!

whereV0 , l, and, are unknown. Then, consider Eq.~36! for
x.,1b, so that the intervalux2x1u,b is entirely within
the rangex1.,. Making use of Eq.~37!, Eq. ~36! gives

V0eilx2eiax

gn0

5
2

a
eiaxE

0

,

V~ t !e2 iatdt1
2

a E
,

`

V~ t !eiaux2tudt

22E
x2b

x1b

V~ t !E
0

c~x2t !
H0~kA~x2t !21Y2!eibYdYdt

~39!

for x.,1b. Equation~38! can be used in the second and
third integrals. The second integral is elementary, and has the
value

2iV0

a~l2a!
ei~l2a!,eiax2

4iV0

l22a2
eilx.

The third integral becomes

22V0E
2b

b

eil~x1j!E
0

Ab22j2

H0~kAj21Y2!eibYdYdj

52V0eilxE
0

2pE
0

b

eiKr cos~u2w!H0~kr !rdrdu

522pV0eilxE
0

b

J0~Kr !H0~kr !rdr

5V0eilxH 4i

K22k2
2

2pN0~Kb!

K22k2 J ,

where N0(Kb)5KbH0(kb)J1(Kb)2kbH1(kb)J0(Kb).
Using these results in Eq.~39!, noting Eq.~32!, we obtain

V0eilx2eiax5Aeilx1Beiax for x.,1b,

where

A5
2pgn0V0

k22K2
N0~Kb!,

B5
2gn0

a E
0

,

V~ t !e2 iatdt1
2ign0V0

a~l2a!
ei~l2a!,.

For a solution, we must haveA5V0 , and so

K25k222pgn0N0~Kb!, ~40!

which is a nonlinear equation forK. Notice that this equation
does not depend on the angle of incidence,u in .

We haveN0(Kb)→2i/p asb→0 so that, in this limit,
we recover Foldy’s formula for the effective wavenumber,
Eq. ~1!.

Let us solve Eq.~40! for small n0 . ~Alternatively, we
could use the dimensionless area fractionpa2n0 .) Begin by
writing

K25k21d1n01d2n0
21¯, ~41!

whered1 andd2 are to be found; ford1 , we expect to obtain
the result given by Eq.~1!. It follows from Eq. ~41! that K
5k1 1

2d1n0 /k1O(n0
2) and then

N0~Kb!5N0~kb!1~Kb2kb!N 08~kb!1¯

52i/p1 1
2b

2d1d0~kb!n01O~n0
2!,

where d0(x)5J0(x)H0(x)1J1(x)H1(x). When this ap-
proximation forN0(Kb) is used in Eq.~40!, we obtain

K25k224ign02pb2gd1d0~kb!n0
2.

Comparison of this formula with Eq.~41! gives d1524ig
~as expected! and d254p i(gb)2d0(kb), so that we obtain
the approximation

K25k224ign014p i~gbn0!2d0~kb!. ~42!

Note that the second-order term in Eq.~42! vanishes in the
limit kb→0.

IV. FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS

The theory described above relies on the assumption of
isotropy. Here, we use a more complete theory. We start with
an exact theory~due to Záviška! for acoustic scattering byN
identical circular cylinders of radiusa; for details and refer-
ences, see p. 173 of Linton and McIver~2001!. The cylinders
can be soft, hard or penetrable. Then~in Sec. IV B!, we form
averaged equations, and we invoke the QCA. This leads to
an infinite homogeneous system of linear algebraic equations
from which the effective wave number,K, is to be deter-
mined; the equations are independent of the angle of inci-
dence. An approximate solution forK is found in Sec. IV C,
correct toO(n0

2). In Sec. IV D, it is shown that this approxi-
mation does not depend on the choice of the function
x(r ;n0), appearing in the pair-correlation function, Eq.~15!.
In Sec. IV E, it is shown how Twersky’s formula forK can be
derived, using an unreasonable choice for the pair-correlation
function.

A. A finite array of identical circular cylinders: Exact
theory

We use polar coordinates (r ,u) centered at the origin
and (r j ,u j ), centered atr j5(xj ,yj ), the center of thejth
cylinder. The various parameters relating to the relative po-
sitions of the cylinders are shown in Fig. 1.

Exterior to the cylinders the pressure field isu, where

FIG. 1. A view of two typical cylinders.
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¹2u1k2u50. ~43!

In the interior of cylinderj, the field isuj , where

¹2uj1k2uj50. ~44!

A plane wave, given by Eq.~24!, is incident on the cylinders.
A phase factor for each cylinder,I j , is defined by

I j5ei~axj 1byj ! ~45!

and then we can write

uin5I je
ikr j cos~u j 2u in!5I j (

n52`

`

ein~p/22u j 1u in!Jn~kr j !.

~46!

We seek a solution to Eqs.~43! and ~44! in the form

u5uin1(
j 51

N

(
n52`

`

An
j ZnHn~kr j !e

inu j , ~47!

uj5 (
n52`

`

Bn
j Jn~kr j !e

inu j , ~48!

for some set of unknown complex coefficientsAn
j and Bn

j .
The factor

Zn5
qJn8~ka!Jn~ka!2Jn~ka!Jn8~ka!

qHn8~ka!Jn~ka!2Hn~ka!Jn8~ka!
5Z2n ~49!

has been introduced for later convenience. Herek5v/ c̃ and
q5 r̃ c̃/(rc), wherer̃ andc̃ are the density and sound speed,
respectively, inside the cylinders. Note that we recover the
sound-soft results in the limitq→0, whereas the limitq
→` gives the sound-hard results. The boundary conditions
on the cylinders are

u5us ,
1

r

]u

]r s
5

1

r̃

]us

]r s
on r s5a, s51,...,N. ~50!

Using Graf’s addition theorem for Bessel functions, it
can be shown that providedr s,Rjs for all j, we can write the
field exterior to cylinders as

u~r s ,us!

5 (
n52`

`

~ I sJn~krs!e
in~p/22us1u in!1An

sZnHn~krs!e
inus!

1(
j 51
j Þs

N

(
n52`

`

An
j Zn (

m52`

`

Jm~krs!Hn2m~kRjs!

3eimusei~n2m!a js. ~51!

The geometrical restriction implies that this expression is
only valid if the point (r s ,us) is closer to the center of cyl-
inders than the centers of any of the other cylinders. This is
certainly true on the surface of cylinders and so Eq.~51! can
be used to apply the body boundary conditions which leads,
after using the orthogonality of the functions exp(imus), m
PZ, and eliminating the coefficientsBn

j , to the system of
equations

Am
s 1(

j 51
j Þs

N

(
n52`

`

An
j Znei~n2m!a jsHn2m~kRjs!

52I se
im~p/22u in!,

s51,2,...,N,
mPZ. ~52!

Note that the quantitiesq, k, anda only enter the equations
through the termsZn .

For a single cylinder the solution is immediate:Am
1

52 imI 1 exp(2imu in) and then the far-field pattern, defined
by Eq. ~3!, is given by

f ~u!52 (
n52`

`

Zneinu. ~53!

B. Arrays of circular cylinders: Averaged equations

The above analysis applies to a specific configuration of
scatterers. Now we follow Bose and Mal~1973! and take
ensemble averages. Specifically, settings51 in Eq.~52! and
then taking the conditional average, using Eq.~14!, we get

^Am
1 &11n0

N21

N (
n52`

`

ZnE
BN :R12.b

Hn2m~kR21!

3ei~n2m!a21̂ An
2&12dV2

52I 1eim~p/22u in!, mPZ. ~54!

Now we let N→` so thatBN becomes the half-space
x.0, and invoke Lax’s QCA, Eq.~22!. This implies that

^Am
2 &125^Am

2 &2 . ~55!

We seek a solution to Eq.~54! in the form

^Am
s &s5 imeibysFm~xs! ~56!

so that

Fm~x1!1n0 (
n52`

`

Zn~2 i!n2mE
x2.0,R12.b

cn2m~x21,y21!

3eiby21Fn~x2!dx2dy2

52e2 imu ineiax1, mPZ, ~57!

where we have writtenx215x22x1 and y215y22y1 , used
a215a122p, and definedcn(X,Y)5Hn(kR)einQ with X
5R cosQ andY5R sinQ.

Proceeding as before, suppose that for sufficiently large
x ~sayx.,) we can write

Fm~x!5Fme2 imweilx, ~58!

wherel andw are defined by Eq.~31!. We assume that Im
l.0 so thatFm→0 asx→`. Then if x1.,1b, Eq. ~57!
becomes

Fme2 imweilx11n0 (
n52`

`

Zn~2 i!n2m

3H E
0

,

Fn~x2!Ln2m~x21!dx21Fne2 inweilx1Mn2mJ
52e2 imu ineiax1, mPZ, ~59!
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where

Ln~X!5E
2`

`

cn~X,Y!eibYdY, ~60!

Mn5E
x2.,,R12.b

cn~x21,y21!C~x21,y21!dx2dy2 , ~61!

C~X,Y!5ei~lX1bY!5eiKR cos~Q2w!, ~62!

and we have used Eq.~31!. Next, we shall evaluateLn and
Mn ; note that we havex2,,,x1 in Eq. ~59! so thatx21

,0.
Consider the integralLn(X) for X,0. From Eq.~27!,

we have

L0~X!5~2/a!e2 iaX and L0852 iaL0 . ~63!

For Ln with n.0, we use the fact that

Ln~X!5E
2`

`

2
1

k
eibYS ]

]X
1 i

]

]YDcn21~X,Y!dY. ~64!

Then, as the]/]X can be taken outside the integral and the
]/]Y can be removed using an integration by parts, we have
kLn52Ln218 2bLn21 , which expressesLn in terms ofLn21

andLn218 . It follows from Eq. ~63! that

Ln5
2~ ia2b!n

akn
e2 iaX5

2in

a
einu ine2 iaX. ~65!

This formula also holds forn,0. Hence, forx1.x2 ,

Ln~x22x1!5~2/a!ineinu ineia~x12x2!. ~66!

The double integralMn can be evaluated using Green’s
theorem as follows. We havecn¹2C2C¹2cn5(k2

2K2)cnC. It follows that

Mm5
1

k22K2 E]B
Fcm

]C

]n
2C

]cm

]n Gds2 ,

where]B consists of two parts, the linex25, and the circle
R125b. Now, onx25,, ]/]n52]/]x2 and so we have

2E
x25,

Fcn

]C

]x2
2C

]cn

]x2
Gdy2

5eil~,2x1!E
2`

`

eiby21F2 ilcn1cosa12

]cn

]R12

2
sina12

R12

]cn

]a12
G

x25,

dy2

5eil~,2x1!E
2`

`

eiby21

3F2 ilcn1
k

2
~cn212cn11!G

x25,

dy2

5
2

a
ei~a2l!~x12, !in21einu in~l1a!, ~67!

using 2Hn8(x)5Hn21(x)2Hn11(x), (2n/x)Hn(x)
5Hn21(x)1Hn11(x), and Eq.~66! thrice.

The contribution from the circleR125b is

2E
0

2pFcn

]

]R
~eiKR cos~Q2w!!2eiKR cos~Q2w!

]cn

]R G
R5b

bdQ

52bE
0

2p

eiKb cos~Q2w!einQ

3@ iKHn~kb!cos~Q2w!2kHn8~kb!#dQ

52beinwE
0

2p

einu (
q52`

`

iqJq~Kb!e2 iqu

3F iK

2
Hn~kb!~eiu1e2 iu!2kHn8~kb!Gdu

522pbineinw@KHn~kb!Jn8~Kb!2kHn8~kb!Jn~Kb!#.

~68!

Thus, the system~59! can be written as

Ame2 imweilx1Be2 imu ineiax

52e2 imu ineiax, x.,1b, mPZ, ~69!

where

Am5Fm1
2n0p

k22K2 (
n52`

`

FnZnNn2m~Kb!,

B5
2n0

a (
n52`

`

Zneinu in

3H E
0

,

Fn~ t !e2 iatdt1
iFne2 inw

l2a
ei~l2a!,J ,

and

Nn~Kb!5kbHn8~kb!Jn~Kb!2KbHn~kb!Jn8~Kb!. ~70!

In particular, note thatN0 appeared in Sec. III C during our
analysis of Lax’s integral equation.

From Eq.~69!, we immediately obtainB521 andAm

50 for all m; the second of these, namely

Fm1
2n0p

k22K2 (
n52`

`

FnZnNn2m~Kb!50, mPZ, ~71!

is of most interest to us. It is an infinite homogeneous system
of linear algebraic equations forFm , mPZ. The existence of
a nontrivial solution to Eq.~71! determinesK. Notice that
Eq. ~71! does not depend onu in , so that the effective wave-
number cannot depend onu in .

Equation~71! is the same as Eq.~33! in Bose and Mal
~1973! @with the choice Eq.~14!#; these authors began by
considering normal incidence,u in50. However, thederiva-
tion of Eq. ~71! given here has some advantages over that
given by Bose and Mal~1973!. First, we do not invoke ‘‘the
so-called ‘extinction theorem’’’ of Lax; this is described in
Sec. VI of Lax ~1952!. Roughly speaking, this ‘‘theorem’’
asserts that one may simply delete the incident field when
calculating the effective wavenumber, in the limitN→`.
Along with this come some divergent integrals; for example,
the integrals in the unnumbered equation between Eqs.~32!
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and~33! of Bose and Mal~1973! are divergent, because eiKx

is exponentially large asx→2`. In fact, we can say that our
analysisprovesLax’s theorem in our particular case.

Second, when dealing with a half-space containing scat-
terers, we know from the work of Lloyd and Berry~1967!
that the boundary of the half-space can cause difficulties.
Here, we give a proper treatment of this boundary. In par-
ticular, we do not assume that all fields are proportional to
eilx everywhereinside the half-space,x.0, but only in x
.,, away from the boundary: the width of the boundary
layer, ,, is not specified, and need not be specified if one
only wants to calculateK.

A more recent analysis was given by Siqueira and Sara-
bandi ~1996!. They allow noncircular and nonidentical cyl-
inders ~using aT-matrix formulation! but they do assume
that the effective field is proportional to eilx for all x.0.

C. Approximate determination of K for small n 0

The only approximation made in the derivation of Eq.
~71! is the QCA, which is expected to be valid for small
values of the scatterer concentration (n0a2!1). We now as-
sume ~as in Sec. III C! that n0 /k2 is also small and write
K25k21d1n01d2n0

21¯. We then have

Nn~Kb!52i/p1 1
2b

2d1dn~kb!n01O~n0
2!, ~72!

where

dn~x!5Jn8~x!Hn8~x!1@12~n/x!2#Jn~x!Hn~x! ~73!

and so

Nn~Kb!

k22K2
52

2i

pd1n0
2

b2dn~kb!

2
1

2id2

pd1
2

1O~n0!. ~74!

If Eq. ~74! is substituted in Eq.~71! and O(n0
2) terms

neglected we get

Fm5
4i

d1
(

n52`

`

ZnFn1n0 (
n52`

`

ZnFn

3S pb2dn2m~kb!2
4id2

d1
2 D , mPZ. ~75!

At leading order this gives

Fm5
4i

d1
(

n52`

`

ZnFn , mPZ, ~76!

which implies that all theFm are equal. If we writeFm

5F, Eq. ~76! becomes

d154i (
s52`

`

Zs524if ~0!, ~77!

wheref is the far-field pattern, given by Eq.~53!.
Returning to Eq.~75!, we now putFm5F1n0qm , and

then theO(n0) terms give

qm52
1

f ~0! (
n52`

`

Znqn1pb2F (
n52`

`

Zndn2m~kb!

2
iFd2

4 f ~0!
, mPZ. ~78!

It follows that qm2pb2F(n52`
` Zndn2m must be indepen-

dent ofm, call it Q:

Q52
1

f ~0! (
n52`

`

Znqn2
iFd2

4 f ~0!

52
1

f ~0! (
n52`

`

ZnS Q1Fpb2 (
s52`

`

Zsds2n~kb!D
2

iFd2

4 f ~0!
. ~79!

Hence

d254p ib2 (
n52`

`

(
s52`

`

ZnZsds2n~kb! ~80!

and so we obtain the approximation

K25k224in0f ~0!

14p ib2n0
2 (

n52`

`

(
s52`

`

ZnZsds2n~kb!1¯. ~81!

For isotropic point scatterers, we haveuZ0u@uZnu for all
nÞ0 andg52Z0 , so that Eq.~81! reduces to Eq.~42! in
this limit.

So far we have not made any assumptions about the size
of ka or kb ~though clearlykb>2ka). Now we will assume
that kb is small. In the limit x→0, we have x2dn(x)
;2iunu/p. Hence askb→0,

d2;2
8

k2 (
n52`

`

(
s52`

`

us2nuZnZs . ~82!

Now

@ f ~u!#25 (
n52`

`

(
s52`

`

ZnZse
i~n1s!u

5 (
n52`

`

(
s52`

`

ZnZs cos~n2s!u ~83!

sinceZn5Z2n . Thus

d

du
@ f ~u!#252 (

n52`

`

(
s52`

`

~n2s!ZnZs sin~n2s!u.

~84!

Also

E
0

p

cot 1
2u sinmudu5p sgn~m!, ~85!

see Eq. 3.612~7! in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik~2000!. Thus,
settingkb50 gives
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K25k224in0f ~0!1
8n0

2

pk2 E0

p

cot~u/2!
d

du
@ f ~u!#2du.

~86!

The integral appearing here is convergent becausef 8(0)
50.

D. Effect of pair-correlation function choice

Here, we consider the effect of using a more compli-
cated pair-correlation function, defined by Eq.~15! in terms
of the functionx(r ;n0). This function must decay rapidly to
zero asr→` and, in addition,x(r ;n0)→0 asn0→0 for any
fixed r. For example, Bose and Mal~1973! suggest using
x(r ;n0)5e2r /L(n0), where the correlation lengthL(n0)→0
asn0→0. Other authors have supposed thatx(r ;n0)50 for
r .b8.b, where the radiusb8 may be taken as 2b; see, for
example, p. 1072 of Bose~1996! or Eq. ~27! in Twersky
~1978!.

Proceeding as in Sec. IV B, we obtain Eq.~57! with an
additional factor of@11x(R12;n0)# in the integrand. Evalu-
ating this equation forx1.,1b8, assuming thatx(r ;n0)
50 for r .b8, we obtain Eq.~59! with Mn2m replaced by
Mn2m8 , where

Mn85Mn1E
b,R12,b8

cn~x21,y21!

3C~x21,y21!x~R12;n0!dx2dy2

5Mn12p ineinwWn ,

Wn5E
b

b8
Hn~kR!Jn~KR!x~R;n0!RdR,

andMn is defined by Eq.~61!. Hence, we obtain a modified
form of Eq. ~71!, namely

Fm12n0p (
n52`

`

FnZnH Nn2m~Kb!

k22K2
1Wn2mJ 50, mPZ,

~87!

from whichK is to be determined. This homogeneous system
for Fn is Eq. ~33! in Bose and Mal~1973! and it is a special
case of Eq.~24! in Siqueira and Sarabandi~1996!. Moreover,
the fact thatWn5o(1) asn0→0 means that the approxima-
tions forK obtained in Sec. IV C, namely Eqs.~81! and~86!,
are unchanged by the presence ofx.

E. Reproducing Twersky’s formula

It is implicit in the work of Twersky~1962! ~and others!
that the complications arising when a scatterer center is
closer to the boundaryx50 than its radius are ignored. It
was pointed out by Lloyd and Berry~1967! that, since all
scatterers are treated equally, ignoring the boundary-layer ef-
fects is equivalent to using a pair-correlation function with
the following property: if one scatterer is at (x1 ,y1), then no
other scatterer@with center (x2 ,y2)] can occupy the infinite
strip x12a,x2,x11a. Thus, instead of Eq.~14!, the
choice

Np~r2ur1!5H 0, ux21u,a,

n0 , ux21u.a,
~88!

was made. We shall show that use of Eq.~88! leads to Tw-
ersky’s formula, Eq.~4!.

Settings51 and taking the conditional average of Eq.
~52! in the usual way, and looking for a solution in the form
of Eq. ~56! now leads to

Fm~x1!1n0 (
n52`

`

Zn~2 i!n2mS E
0

x12a

1E
x11a

` D
3Ln2m~x21!Fn~x2!dx252e2 imu ineiax1, mPZ, ~89!

whereLn(X) is defined by Eq.~60!.
Suppose that forx., we can write@cf. Eq. ~58!#

Fm~x!5Fme2 imu ineilx, ~90!

where Iml.0. Then ifx1.,1a, Eq. ~89! becomes

Fmeilx11n0 (
n52`

`

Zn~2 i!n2meimu inE
0

,

Fn~x2!Ln2m~x21!

3dx21n0eilx1 (
n52`

`

FnZne2 i~n2m!~p/21u in!

3S E
,

x12a

1E
x11a

` D Ln2m~x21!e
ilx21dx252eiax1,

mPZ. ~91!

We have already evaluatedLn(x) for x,0, see Eq.~66!.
Now, we also need its value forx.0; we have

aLn~x!5H 2~2 i!ne2 inu ineiax x.0

2ineinu ine2 iax x,0.
~92!

Using these in Eq.~91! gives

Ãmeilx1B̃eiax52eiax, x.,1a, mPZ,

where

Ãm5Fm2
2in0

a (
n52`

`

FnZn

3H e2 i~l2a!a

l2a
2

ei~l1a!a

l1a
ei~n2m!uTJ ,

B̃5
2n0

a (
n52`

`

ZnH einu inE
0

,

Fn~ t !e2 iatdt1
iFnei~l2a!,

l2a J
anduT5p22u in . Thus,l is to be found fromÃm50 for all
mPZ.

As before, we write K22k25l22a25d1n01d2n0
2

1¯. Hence,

e2 i~l2a!a

l2a
2

ei~l1a!a

l1a
ei~n2m!uT

5
2a

d1n0
1

1

2a
$122iaa2e2iaaei~n2m!uT%2

2ad2

d1
2

1O~n0!.
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Substituting inÃm50 and neglecting terms that areO(n0
2),

we obtain

Fm2 (
n52`

`

FnZnH 4i

d1
1

in0

a2
$122iaa2e2iaaei~n2m!uT%

2
4in0d2

d1
2 J 50

for mPZ. Proceeding as in Sec. IV C, we obtain Eq.~77!, as
before. Then, theO(n0) terms give

d25
d1

2

4a2
~122iaa!

1
4

a2
e2iaa (

n52`

`

(
s52`

`

ZnZse
i~s2n!uT

5
4

a2
$e2iaa@ f ~uT!#22~122iaa!@ f ~0!#2%.

Hence, if we letaa→0 in this formula, we recover Twer-
sky’s ~erroneous! formula, Eq.~4!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have derived a two-dimensional version of the three-
dimensional Lloyd–Berry formula for the effective wave
number in a dilute random configuration of scatterers, using
methods that differ from those used by Lloyd and Berry
~1967!. Much remains to be done in order to validate the new
formula. Specifically, it should be possible to compare its
predictions with those obtained from full numerical simula-
tions ~using Monte Carlo methods! and from experiments.
Some comparisons between Monte Carlo results and solu-
tions of the infinite system~87!, for various choices ofx,
have been reported by Siqueira and Sarabandi~1996!. They
used lossy cylinders, and found good agreement for low area
fractions, with little dependence onx.

Priceet al. ~1988! have compared the predictions of Tw-
ersky’s formula, Eq.~4!, with experimental results obtained
from sound propagation through three forests; they found
‘‘poor’’ agreement, but perhaps this could be attributed to
errors in the formula and the crude approximation of an ac-
tual forest by a random array of sound-hard circular cylin-
ders. For a recent review of the quantification of attenuation
effects due to trees, see~Attenborough, 2002!. Several other
experimental studies, in the context of fiber-reinforced mate-
rials, are cited in the paper by Verbiset al. ~2001!.

In three dimensions, there is an extensive literature on
comparisons between experiments, direct numerical simula-
tions, and various theories, including the Lloyd–Berry for-
mula; see, for example, Sec. 4.3.12 of Povey~1997!, Hipp
et al. ~1999!, and references therein. For low volume frac-
tions and properly modelled spheres, the agreement is gen-
erally good: according to Povey~1997!, p. 133, there is ‘‘a
sizable body of evidence in support of the acoustic multiple
scattering theory.’’
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Longitudinal and lateral low frequency head wave analysis
in soft media
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This article studies the influence of the head wave in the lateral and longitudinal components of the
displacements generated by the radiation of low-frequency elastic waves in an isotropic and
homogeneous soft solid. Low-frequency shear waves are used to characterize elastic properties of
soft tissues. In this context, it is useful to have a detailed study of the low-frequency wave field in
this kind of material. A soft medium is characterized by the fact that the head wave is found in the
source’s axis. Even though its amplitude is small compared with the shear wave, it is possible to be
observed experimentally by recording consecutive ultrasonic A-lines while the low-frequency wave
propagates inside the medium. A standard one-dimensional speckle tracking technique is employed
to measure the displacements. Experimental results were interpreted through the exact Green’s
function solution to the half-space problem. According to the theoretical and experimental analysis,
the head wave and surface related terms in general contribute to the displacements in the
low-frequency range. This article thoroughly analyzes and experimentally shows the contribution of
the head wave for the lateral component, which is not fully addressed by the literature. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920147#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp, 43.20.Hq, 43.20.Px@TDM# Pages: 3424–3431

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of low-frequency shear waves has proved to be
a useful means to obtain quantitative information about the
elastic characterization of soft biologic tissues, with the ob-
jective of detecting lesions.1,2 The dynamic elastographic
techniques based on ultrasound use a mechanic vibrator that
excites the medium from the surface in a monochromatic1–4

or transient5 way.
In order to obtain quantitative information about the

elasticity of the studied medium, the elastographic tech-
niques are based on a constitutive model of it. In elastogra-
phy, tissues are usually considered elastic media at a first
approach.6–8 The simplest model consists of assuming an
isotropic, homogeneous, and perfectly elastic medium. De-
spite the simplification this involves, the works that have
used this model yield encouraging results, showing locally
homogeneous regions but with different values of Lame´’s
coefficients.9 In order to go further in the development of the
dynamic elastographic techniques, it is important to have a
detailed study of the transient response of soft elastic media.
A recent paper by Sandrinet al.10 shows the importance of
the coupling term on the elastographic techniques. The au-
thors calculated the impulse response for the longitudinal
component of the displacements along the axis of a circular
source, through a simplified Green’s function for a semi-
infinite medium. The simplification consists of not taking
into account any surface effect on the displacement field in-
side the medium. These effects include the Rayleigh surface
wave and conversion modes of waves that propagate along

the interface into bulk waves, as described by Lhe´mery.11

Head waves are a characteristic result of this mode conver-
sion, generated by a conversion in the compressional wave
propagating along the interface into a bulk shear wave.11,12

Head waves have been studied previously, mainly in
seismology13 and in the ultrasonic field for nondestructive
evaluations in conventional solid media.12,14 Although there
are exact solutions to the half-space problem, they are diffi-
cult to deal with analytically, so head waves have been ana-
lyzed mainly in the asymptotic limit of high frequencies.12

These results cannot be applied to this research since it
works with low frequencies and thus does not meet the con-
ditions that these approximations require. Therefore, this ar-
ticle experimentally studies the head wave and its influence
in the displacements generated by a line source, acting nor-
mally from the free surface of a tissue-mimicking phantom.
The experiments are carried out using an ultrasonic trans-
ducer to measure displacements along the ultrasonic beam
inside the phantom by a standard one-dimensional speckle
tracking technique. The analysis is based on interpreting the
experimental results with those foreseen by the exact Green’s
function ~without any approximation! obtained through the
Cagniard–de Hoop method. This allows for an identification
of the contribution of the head wave and other superficial
terms to the displacements. Separate studies for the longitu-
dinal and lateral components are carried out so as to identify
the contribution to each. The existing literature does not
study the lateral component thoroughly, though it degrades
the quality of the results of the longitudinal one.15,16

II. THEORY

Let us consider the semispacez>0 as elastic, homoge-
neous, and isotropic, with Lame´’s coefficientsl andm, and

a!Electronic mail: nbenech@fisica.edu.uy
b!Electronic mail: carlosn@fisica.edu.uy
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material densityr. An infinite line source that generates the
propagation of elastic waves in the medium acts from the
free surface. Let us suppose that the line source coincides
with the y axis and that it behaves impulsively in thez-axis
direction~Fig. 1!. The initial conditions are of null displace-
ment and velocity fort,0. As usual, the problem is solved
by using the vector potentialc and the scalar potentialw,
which are related to the displacementu by13

u~r ,t !5¹w~r ,t !1¹3c~r ,t !. ~1!

Due to symmetry considerations, the displacementu(r ,t)
neither depends on they coordinate nor does it have a com-
ponent in that direction. Hence, Eq.~1! can be written as

u~x,z,t !5¹w~x,z,t !1¹3c~x,z,t !j , ~2!

wherec is substituted by:c5cj , with j being a unit vector
in the positive direction of they axis. Therefore, the problem
is bidimensional and the displacement’s study is made along
the x–z plane. This problem can be solved in an exact way
using the Cagniard–de Hoop method.13 Results are shown in
the Appendix. The final solution, which is noted as
Ga(x,z,t), wherea5x, z indicates the displacement com-
ponent, can be written as the addition of three terms

Ga~x,z,t !5Ga
P~x,z,t !1Ga

S~x,z,t !1Ga
HW~x,z,t !. ~3!

The first of these terms is associated with the compressional
wave orP wave, the second with the shear wave orS wave,
and the third with the head wave. This wave, which origi-
nates in the alteration of the integration path when reversing
the Laplace transform due to branch points, assures that the
border conditions are satisfied, and is interpreted as a change
in mode of the surfaceP wave that enters the volume as anS
wave.11,12,17The existence of a head wave is registered be-
ginning at a critical angle, which is defined by sin(uc)
5g21, whereg5cp /cs is the quotient between the speeds of
the bulk P- and S waves, respectively. For soft solidscp

@cs , and hence the critical angle can be considered as being
zero. As a consequence, the head wave exists in the whole
medium. The arrival time of the head wave depends on the
angleu with respect to thez axis

thw5
r

cp
@~g221!1/2cos~u!1sin~u!#

>tp@g cos~u!1sin~u!#. ~4!

In the last expression, the substitutionr /cp by tp , the arrival
time of the compressional wave, was made, and the fact that
g@1 was used to simplify the square root. Depending on the
angular position,thw varies betweents for u5uc and tp for
u5p/2. In t5thw , the solution does not show a discontinuity
but a soft behavior. However, this term keeps on going until
ts5r /cs , the arrival time of the shear wave, where, as the
shear wave, it features a singularity. These singularities are
integrable, so that there is no difficulty in obtaining the re-
sponse due to an arbitrary time function source by convolu-
tion. It is difficult to deal with the analytic expression of the
head wave, so numerical calculations were performed to de-
tect its contribution to displacements, showing it is small
compared to the shear wave, but even then, detectable with
our experimental setup.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup. The material
used for this experiment is a tissue-mimicking phantom,
made of agar-gelatin. The phantoms built in this way behave
like elastic media in a first approach. The attenuation mea-
sured for the shear waves is of the order of 15 m21 for
frequencies between 60 and 120 Hz. This phantom, prepared
in a cylinder-like container 100 mm in diameter and 75 mm
in height, is put between a 5-MHz central frequency ultra-
sonic transducer 10 mm in diameter, and a Bruel & Kjaer
4810 vibrator to which is attached a 9.0-mm-long and 3-mm-
wide line @Fig. 2~b!# that vibrates normally with respect to
the phantom’s free surface. The length was chosen so that the
line would behave as infinite near its center, and the width so
that it would be much smaller than the distance to the source
at which measurements are made~30 mm! and thus be con-

FIG. 1. Lamb’s problem coordinates definition.

FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental setup.~b! Dimensions of the line source employed.
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sidered a line source. Line sources are employed in elastog-
raphy to focus shear waves in the symmetry plane between
them.9,18 Therefore, the wave-field analysis generated by a
single line is a contribution to this kind of application. Using
a function generator, a signal is send to the vibrator synchro-
nized with the ultrasonic pulses in the emission–reception
mode. As excitation, we use two sinusoidal cycles of central
frequencyf 0 , which is changed in the experiments. The ul-
trasonic transducer is employed to record several speckle sig-
nals from the medium while the low-frequency wave is
propagating on it. The acquisition system allows for a regis-
tration up to 512 consecutive ecographic lines of 2048 points
each, sampled at 40 MHz, with a repetition frequency of 1
KHz. This way, each signal contains information about the
position of the scatterers inside the medium at regular times
of 1 ms. Displacements are measured along the ultrasonic
beam using a standard correlation technique among the con-
secutive ultrasonic A lines.19 This technique allows for mea-
surement of the displacements that take place between the
time interval of two consecutive ultrasonic pulses, so what
we actually measure is the particle velocity.20 The accuracy
of the measurements depends on the transducer frequency,
the signal-to-noise ratio, and the time width of the windows
that were selected in the correlation algorithm. In this expe-
rience, we use a 5-MHz central frequency transducer; the
width of the windows is 2.4ms ~6 wavelengths! with a 50%
overlap among them. The calculated standard deviation using
the Crame´r–Rao lower bound, obtained by Walker and
Trahey,21 for these experimental conditions is of the order of
1 mm.

The displacements due to an arbitrary excitation of time
f (t) are obtained as the convolution product betweenf (t)
and the Green’s function. Since what is measured experimen-
tally is actually the particle velocity, the time derivative of
the Green’s function is used

va~x,z,t !5
]Ga~x,z,t !

]t
^ f ~ t !. ~5!

IV. RESULTS

A. Longitudinal component

The longitudinal component is the most relevant in ul-
trasonic elastography because it is the component which we
access directly in the experiments so it forms the basis to
deduce the elastic properties of the medium. Although the
head wave is present in the whole medium, we cannot sepa-
rate it from the shear wave for small angles. In view of Eq.
~4!, thw tends tots as u tends touc . In order to interpret
experimental results through the Green’s function analysis,
we plot in Fig. 3~a! its time dependence in thez axis 30 mm
from the source using experimental values for the speed of
P- andS waves, 1500 and 2.8 m/s, respectively. Due to the
directivity pattern of each term,22 the only relevant contribu-
tion in thez axis is that associated with theGz

P term. Even
though it is not explicit in the exact Green’s function, this
term contains the coupling term. It shows a Dirac delta int
5tp of very small amplitude, corresponding to the arrival of
the compressional wave, and then a ramp that grows untilt

5ts, the coupling term. After the end of the ramp there is a
tail attributed to surface phenomena as noted by Sandrin
et al.10 The slope of the ramp is not constant~as expected
from the coupling term alone! but it features a slow variation
betweentp andts as shown in Fig. 3~b!. This slope variation
also is due to surface phenomena. These two effects are not
associated with the head wave~strictly the head wave is null
on axis! but to other wave-field coupling phenomena at the
free surface. These terms, together with the coupling term,
appear in the Green’s function spectrum in the low-
frequency range. Figure 4 shows the module of the Fourier
transform of the time derivative of the Green’s function
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Present on it are several maxima and

FIG. 3. Time dependence of Green’s function~a! and time derivative of
Green’s function~b! for a point on thez axis at 30 mm from the source.
Time in ~b! corresponds to values betweentp and ts .

FIG. 4. Fourier transform modulus for the time derivative of Green’s func-
tion. The low-frequency contribution comes from the coupling and superfi-
cial terms.
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minima due to constructive and destructive interference be-
tween the compression and shear waves.20 The time differ-
ence between these waves is approximatelyts , which for
this case (r 530 mm andcs52.8 m/s) ists510.7 ms. So, the
first maxima is around 50 Hz and the first minima at 100 Hz.
Below 50 Hz the spectrum continues on in high values, due
to both the coupling term and surface-related terms. Figure 5
shows the particle velocity measured onz axis at 30 mm
from the source, for excitations off 0540- and 100-Hz cen-
tral frequency and their corresponding spectra. The spectra
of the excitation functions recorded at the surface are also
plotted in order to show their evolution as the wave propa-
gates through the medium. These results agree with the pre-
vious analysis. As expected from Fig. 4, the maximum dis-
placement recorded for the 40-Hz excitation~20.3 mm! is
bigger than that of the higher frequency~11.8 mm!, and its
spectrum is practically the same as that recorded at the sur-
face with a single peak at 37 Hz. The spectrum correspond-
ing to the 100-Hz excitation function in the surface has two
peaks at 23- and 97 Hz, while at 30 mm from the source it
has three peaks at 27, 70, and 117 Hz, going through a mini-
mum at around 100 Hz because of the spectral form of the
Green’s function.

The previous analysis suggests that the existence of su-
perficial terms can be identified through the particle velocity
spectrum. In Fourier’s domain, Eq.~5! is written as

ṽ~x,z,v!5 ivG̃a~x,z,v! f̃ ~v!, ~6!

wherei is the imaginary unit. Therefore, the particle velocity
spectrum depends on the spectrum of the Green’s function,
which in turn depends on the angleu, due to the directivity
pattern of each term. In this article, the interest is centered in
the analysis of the displacements that take place outside thez
axis because the contribution of the head wave is not experi-
mentally identified on it as seen above. As the angle in-

creases, the amplitude of the shear wave termGz
S becomes

more relevant. Figure 6 shows the particle velocity as a func-
tion of normalized timet/ts at a distance of 30 mm from the
source for various angular positions. In the figure it is ob-
served that the amplitude of theS wave, which has the op-
posite sign of the coupling term, increases with angle. In the
zone closest to thez axis, the displacements int5ts are
negative, while for higher angles they are positive. In this
latest zone, we get closer to the free surface and the ampli-
tude increases due to the Rayleigh wave penetrating the
medium.20 The speed of this wave,cR , is given by the Vik-
torov’s formula23

cR

cs
>

0.7182~cs /cp!2

0.752~cs /cp!2
. ~7!

In our case, the relationshipcs /cp→0 and thereforecR

>0.95cs . As a consequence of this nearness of velocities, it
is impossible to separate these two waves with our acquisi-
tion system.

In addition, as the angle increases, so does the difference
betweenthw andts , and the time duration of the head wave.
Its contribution is small, but we can get a good record of it in
the zone where the amplitude of the coupling term is negli-
gible. Figure 7~a! shows the displacement as a function of
time for a distance of 30 mm from the source and an angle of
55° for a 80-Hz central frequency excitation. For this angular
position the coupling term becomes negligible and the con-
tribution to the displacements for times precedingts comes
from the head wave. The speed measured for the shear wave
is 2.8160.06 m/s. The speed of the compressional wave is of
the order of 1500 m/s. Therefore, the arrival time of the head
wave, Eq.~4!, is thw>6 ms. The excitation begins at 5 ms;
hence, the arrival of the head wave happens at 11 ms and the
one of the shear wave at 16 ms. Arrival times of each wave
are indicated with arrows in the figure, and we also compare
the experimental result with the one obtained after convolut-
ing the exact Green’s function with the excitation imposed to
the medium, which was experimentally recorded on the sur-
face. Figure 7~b! shows a comparison between the spectra of

FIG. 5. Particle velocity~up! and corresponding spectra~below! measured
on thez axis at 30 mm from the source for 40-Hz~a! and 100-Hz~b! central
frequency excitations. The spectra at 30 mm~continuous! are compared with
those corresponding to the excitation functions recorded in the surface~dot-
ted!. For the 40-Hz excitation it remains practically unchanged, but for the
100-Hz one the central frequency is modified due to interference between
the P andS waves.

FIG. 6. Longitudinal particle velocity in function of normalized timet/ts for
several angles. As the angle increases, theS wave takes more relevance by
virtue of its directivity pattern.
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the experimental result with that obtained with Eq.~6!,
which agrees with the experimental result, with peaks at 20
and 74 Hz. Due to the time duration of the head wave~be-
tween thw and ts), it always interacts with theS wave in
making the convolution product. This interaction is identified
as lowering the central frequency of the particle velocity
spectrum. Figure 8 shows the frequencies of peaks in the
Fourier transform modulus in function of angle for a 100-Hz
central frequency excitation. These experimental results are
compared with those obtained through the Green’s function.
We can observe a low-frequency peak for all angles in both
results, showing that there are low-frequency terms in the
Green’s function spectrum for all angles. In addition, for
small angles the spectrum shows the existence of three
peaks, as shown in Fig. 5~b!, due to interference phenomena.
For greater angles, this interference is not present as a con-

sequence of directivity pattern for each term as shown in Fig.
6, and the central frequency tends to be smaller than 100 Hz
as the angle increases. In this zone, the coupling term is
negligible and the head wave contributes to lower the central
frequency of the spectrum.

B. Lateral component

In the same way as what was exposed for the longitudi-
nal component, the head wave contribution to the lateral
component~x direction! of displacements is analyzed. Figure
9 shows the directivity patterns for the coupling term@Fig.
9~a!# and for the shear wave@Fig. 9~b!#. The coupling term
has its maximum at 45° while for the shear wave it is at 33°,
and displacements along thez axis are null for both terms. In
these circumstances, the head wave and the coupling term
are easy to confuse, and so head wave observation is delicate
for the lateral component. Figure 10~a! shows the particle
velocity as function of normalized timet/ts , for various an-
gular positions, where it is observed that theS wave domi-
nates over the coupling term for all angles; Fig. 10~b! shows
the maximum amplitude values of Fig. 10~a! as function of
angle, reproducing the directivity pattern ofSwave shown in
Fig. 9~b!. Directivity patterns were obtained experimentally
before for the longitudinal component,22 but not for the lat-
eral one.

For small angles~less than 30°!, the time separation be-
tween the head wave and the shear wave is less than 1 ms at
30 mm from the source, so it cannot be recorded clearly with
our acquisition system. The contribution of the head wave
between thw and ts can be observed experimentally for
greater angles, since in this zone the time separation with the
shear wave increases and the amplitude of the coupling term
decreases. Figure 11 shows the comparison between the ex-
perimental and theoretical lateral displacement at 30 mm
from the source and an angle of 60°. In order to clearly
identify the head wave contribution, and avoid confusion
with the coupling term, we make here also a comparison of
experimental results with those obtained with the simplified
Green’s function introduced by Sandrinet al., adapted to a
line source. As mentioned above, this function does not take
into account any surface effect, so the head wave is not
present in the particle velocity field. In Fig. 11~a! the com-
parison was made using the exact Green’s function, while

FIG. 7. ~a! Experimental~asterisks! and theoretical~continuous! particle
velocity as a function of time, where the contribution of the head wave is
registered between the arrows.~b! Experimental particle velocity spectrum
~asterisks! and theoretical~continuous! obtained through Eq.~6!. Results are
in good agreement with peaks at 20 and 74 Hz.

FIG. 8. Frequencies as a function of angle, corresponding to the peaks of the
Fourier transform modulus for a 100-Hz central frequency excitation at 30
mm from the source. The experimental results~asterisks! are compared with
those obtained through exact Green’s function~squares!. The central fre-
quency decays as angle increases due to the head wave.

FIG. 9. Directivity pattern for the coupling term~a! and theSwave~b!. The
coupling term has its maximum at 45° and theS wave at 33°.
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Fig. 11~b! uses the simplified one. In both cases we observe
the presence of the coupling term starting fromtp , but in
Fig. 11~a! there is an oscillation between timesthw and ts

~signaled by arrows in the figure! that shows an increase of
amplitude afterthw and then a decrease until the arrival of
the shear wave, in agreement with the experimental data.
Results that were obtained using the simplified Green’s func-
tion do not have these oscillations, but the coupling term
continues acting until the shear wave arrives. This figure
shows that the head wave effect in the lateral particle veloc-
ity is small but detectable with our acquisition system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article a detailed study of the low-frequency dis-
placement field in soft media for the longitudinal and lateral
component was made. Particularly, the experimental head
wave contribution to the field is in good agreement with the
theory of wave propagation in elastic media. Even though
the head wave amplitude is small compared with the shear
wave, the ultrasound-based experimental setup utilized was
able to detect it and get a good record for the longitudinal
and lateral component. The exact Green’s function solution

to the half-space problem was introduced to suitably take
into account surface-related phenomena. Its analysis has
yielded that surface terms are, in general, low-frequency
range terms. This fact was reaffirmed by experimental results
showing the presence of low-frequency terms for all angular
positions and a decay in the central frequency as angle in-
creases.

The experimental observation of the longitudinal com-
ponent of the head wave is an important contribution to the
development of elastography because the head wave be-
comes more relevant if extended sources are employed.14

Another topic undertaken in this work was the lateral wave-
field analysis, since it is not sufficiently studied in the litera-
ture. The radiation pattern obtained for this component is a

FIG. 10. ~a! Lateral particle velocity in function of time for several angles.
TheSwave dominates for all angles.~b! Maximum amplitude in function of
angle that experimentally confirms the directivity pattern of Fig. 9~b!.

FIG. 11. Head wave contribution to the lateral particle velocity at 30 mm
from the source and 60°. Experimental~asterisks! and theoretical~continu-
ous! results obtained with the exact~a! and simplified~b! Green’s function
are compared. At this point, time separation between the head and theS
waves is approximately 5 ms. The arrival time for each wave is indicated
with arrows in ~a!. A zoom plot was added in each panel better show the
zone previous to the shear wave arrival. Between these points the head wave
features an oscillation in agreement with the experimental data, while it is
not present in the continuous plot in~b!.
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contribution, especially when using linear sources to focus
shear waves in the symmetry plane between them.18,24 We
hereby propose future research on the influence of the head
wave in elastography, specifically in the estimation of the
velocity of the shear wave if we try to measure it outside the
source’s symmetry axis, and the spreading of this work to
more realistic situations that could be found in some tissues
such as anisotropic and viscoelastic media.
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APPENDIX: EXACT GREEN’S FUNCTION

The exact solution to the Lamb’s problem shown in Fig.
1 can be obtained by applying the Cagniard–de Hoop
method. The final result is directly the impulse response, and
is expressed as follows:

Ga5Ga
P1Ga

S1Ga
HW , a5x,z, ~A1!

where

Ga
P~x,z,t !5

H~ t2tp!

pm
ReFKa

P~qp!
dqp

dt G , ~A2!

Ga
S~x,z,t !5

H~ t2ts!

pm
ReFKa

S~qs!
dqs

dt G , ~A3!

Ga
HW~x,z,t !5

H~ t2thw!H~ ts2t !H~x/r 2cs /cp!

pm

3ReFKa
S~qhw!

dqhw

dt G , ~A4!

whereH(t) is the Heaviside step function and

r 5~x21z2!1/2,

Kz
P5

mpmo

R
, Kx

P52
iqmo

R
,

Kz
S52

2mpq2

R
, Kx

S5
2iqmpms

R
,

R5m0
224q2mpms ~Rayleigh function!,

mp5~q211!1/2, ms5~q21g2!1/2,

mo52q21g2, g5cp /cs ,

thw5
r

cp
@~g221!1/2cos~u!1sin~u!#,

ts5r /cs , tp5r /cp

In these expressions theq value should be substituted by the
one that corresponds in each case

qp5
cp

r 2
@ i tx1z~ t22tp

2!1/2#, ~A5!

qs5
cp

r 2
@ i tx1z~ t22ts

2!1/2#, ~A6!

qhw5
icp

r 2
@ tx2z~ ts

22t2!1/2#. ~A7!

The directivity patterns for the longitudinal and lateral com-
ponents correspond to the evaluation of Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!
ast→tp

1 andt→ts
1 , respectively. The results are as follows:

Gz
P~ t→tp

1!>
1

pm

NPZ~u!

DP~u!
Tp

21, ~A8!

Gx
P~ t→tp

1!>
1

pm

NPX~u!

DP~u!
Tp

21, ~A9!

Tp5~ t22tp
2!1/2,

NPZ~u!5cos2~u!@g222 sin2~u!#,

NPX~u!5sin~u!cos~u!@g222 sin2~u!#,

DP~u!5@g222 sin2~u!#214 sin2~u!

3cos~u!@g22sin2~u!#1/2,

Gz
S~ t→ts

1!>
1

gpm

NSZ~u!

DS~u!
Ts

21, ~A10!

Gx
S~ t→ts

1!>
1

gpm

NSX~u!

DS~u!
Ts

21, ~A11!

Ts5~ t22ts
2!1/2,

NSZ5H 28 sin4~u!cos2~u!@sin2~u!2g22# u.uc

22 sin2~u!cos~u!@g222sin2~u!#1/2 u,uc
,

NSX5H 28 sin3~u!cos3~u!@sin2~u!2g22# u.uc

22 sin~u!cos2~u!@g222sin2~u!#1/2 u,uc
,

DS5H @122 sin2~u!#4116 sin4~u!cos2~u!3@sin2~u!2g22# u.uc ,

@122 sin2~u!#214 sin2~u!cos~u!3@g222sin2~u!#1/2 u,uc .
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Fluctuations in diffuse field–field correlations and the
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Recent intense interest in diffuse field correlation functions, with applications to passive imaging in
underwater acoustics and seismology, has raised questions about the degree with which a retrieved
waveform can be expected to conform to the Green’s function, and in particular the degree with
which a ray arrival may be discerned. On considering a simple scalar wave model consisting of
fields with distributed random sources, the difffuse field-field correlation functionR is defined as a
sum of correlation integrals, one for each of the many distinct distributed sources. It is then shown
that this ensemble of fields has a correlation function with expectation^R& equal to the Green’s
function. This model also lends itself to calculations of the variance ofR, and thus to estimates of
the degree to which anR calculated using finite amounts of data will conform to the Green’s
function. The model predicts that such conformation is strongest at low frequencies. Ray arrivals are
detectable if sufficient data have been collected, but the amount of data needed scales in three
dimensions with the square of the source–receiver separation, and the square of the frequency.
Applications to seismology are discussed. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898683#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent proofs and demonstrations that diffuse fields
have field–field correlation functions essentially equal to the
Green’s function1–5 have been widely noted.6–14 The poten-
tial for passive imaging is intriguing, especially in seismol-
ogy where well-controlled sources are awkward, and in~no-
toriously noisy! ocean acoustics. The idea is not entirely
new. Helioseismology15 correlates acoustic fluctuations in
the sun to determine the speeds of such waves. Claerbout and
Cole, and Claerbout and Rickett15 have speculated that cor-
relations of ambient seismic waves would reveal geologic
structures. Cole’s attempts to verify and apply this were un-
successful. Fehleret al.,13 Wapenaar,16 and Campillo and
co-workers6,7 have explored applications in seismology more
recently, with promising results. Figure 1 illustrates the tech-
nique. A diffuse field is detected by two receivers at pointsa
andb. An occasional ray passes through both detectors, thus
generating weak correlations between their signals. In par-
ticular, we expect the correlation function to show a ray ‘‘ar-
rival’’ at times 6ua2bu/c corresponding to propagation time
over the distanceua2bu at speedc. A related technique
called ‘‘microtremor survey’’ is used to measure soil
properties.17

Nortonet al.18 have speculated in similar ways; they de-
scribe a method for analysis of ambient seismic noise to
resolve deep structures, a method that they term ‘‘time expo-
sure acoustics.’’ Close examination, however, shows that
their technique is not equivalent to that of Refs. 1–17. Simi-
larly, the technique termed ‘‘acoustic daylight’’19 bears some
similarities, but is not equivalent. Nor are the field–field cor-

relation functions of Refs. 1–17 equivalent to the better-
known process of correlating a noisy source function with a
noisy response~e.g., Ref. 20! to construct impulse responses.

The proof by Weaver and Lobkis2 was based on a modal
expansion for the diffuse field. They showed that conver-
gence is faster if time integrations can be carried out over
ranges comparable to the Heisenberg timetH at which modes
can be resolved and/or if sources are distributed over all
space. This was perhaps of small concern in the correspond-
ing laboratory demonstrations conducted in finite bodies.2

But, in open systems wheretH is infinite the potential restric-
tions are problematic. Recently, the proof was extended to
open homogeneous11,12 and open heterogeneous systems.21

Both in laboratory demonstrations,2,9,10 and in attempts
to apply the method to seismic waves, correlation functions
have in practice imperfectly matched the Green function.
Lobkis and Weaver,2 using diffuse ultrasonic waves in a fi-
nite reverberant system, found correlation functions which
showed one or two ray arrivals with distorted waveforms, on
a background of random fluctuations. They observed surface
waves and reflections from nearby interfaces in finite bodies,
but only after extensive averaging, in time and over a small
number of distinct sources. Even then, they observed conver-
gence to be poor at higher frequencies. Using thermal
phonons,1,3,4 and analyzing much more data than in Ref. 2,
they resolved more arrivals. Rouxet al.14 showed direct ar-
rivals and some bottom and surface reflections in the corre-
lations of ocean shipping noise. Derodeet al.9 studied ultra-
sonic correlations in a multiply scattering water tank. They
employed a carefully chosen set of diffuse field sources and
obtained an excellent agreement between directly obtained
waveforms and correlations, with a quality comparable to
that seen using thermal fluctuations.1,3,4 In seismology,a!Electronic mail: r-weaver@uiuc.edu
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Campillo and Paul6 observed low-frequency Rayleigh and
Love waves in the correlations of seismic codas on a regional
scale, and Shapiro and Campillo observed7 very low-
frequency surface waves in correlations of diffuse seismic
noise on a continental scale. They did not observe other
wave types, or higher frequencies. Shapiroet al.22 and Sabra
et al.23 applied these ideas to correlations of low-frequency
seismic noise and generated unprecedentedly high-resolution
seismic wave velocity maps. They too observed mostly sur-
face waves. These papers have thus implicitly shown our
need for theoretical understanding of the quality andrate of
convergence. How much averaging is necessary? How large
will the residual fluctuations be? What parts of the Green
function may we expect to retrieve without ambiguity? It is
towards these questions that this work is addressed.

Here, we confine attention to open systems, where most
applications appear to reside. In such systems arguments that
depend on time integrations over the scale of the Heisenberg
time cannot be admitted. It remains acceptable to use dis-
crete modal expansions though, as sums remain discrete as
long as the system is finite, although it can be as large as
desired.

In finite systems, ergodically filled by diffuse waves, it
is convenient to take a diffuse field in the form of a modal
expansion with uncorrelated modal amplitudes with equal
mean squares. Thus, the diffuse field fills the entire volume
uniformly. In open systems this definition is not satisfactory;
it is clear for example that neither the ocean or the earth is
fully diffuse in that sense. Instead, we imagine our region of
interest to have a diffuse field that is local. As in Ref. 21, this
is done by taking the region to be insonified by an uncorre-
lated superposition of incident waves~i.e., an incident field
that conforms to the room acoustics notion of a diffuse field!.
It is recognized, as in Ref. 21, that such a field is conve-
niently represented as generated by a process spread over all
space with delta-correlated spatial statistics and nonstochas-
tic spectrum.

Such an analytical model is introduced in Sec. II, after
which the field–field correlation functions are shown, in Sec.
III, to have their familiar mean expectation, equal to the
Green’s function of the medium. The mean-square correla-
tion function is derived in the following section, and the
corresponding variance is compared with the square of the
mean. It is found that the variance is small compared with

the square of the mean if averaging is sufficient. The precise
meaning of ‘‘sufficient’’ is described mathematically. Impli-
cations for the seismic case are discussed.

II. MODEL

Consider the modal sum quantity

Cab~ t ![(
n

un~a!un~b!cos~vnt !, ~1!

defined in the sense of distributions for allt. Here, un(a)
5ua

n is the nth mode, evaluated at positiona. The natural
frequency of the mode isvn . C is a time-symmetrized ver-
sion of the velocity Green’s function24

Ġab~ t ![Q~ t !(
n

un~a!un~b!cos~vnt !, ~2!

as follows from the identity

Cab~ t ![Ġab~ t !1Ġab~2t !. ~3!

In the special case of an unbounded scalar homogeneous
medium,G is the solution to

@2c2¹21]2/]t2#Gxy~ t !5d~ t !d~x2y!, ~4!

which in three dimensions has the solution

Gxy~ t !5
d~ t2ux2yu/c!

4pux2yuc2
. ~5!

We further define a time-varying signalCa
s(t) as the

response at positiona to a spatially distributed sourceṡx
s(t),

after filtering by a receiver functionr (t)

Ca
s~ t !5E dxE df da ṡx

s~f!r ~a!Gax~ t2f2a!

5E dxE df dasx
s~f!r ~a!Ġax~ t2f2a!. ~6!

A finite set of distinct random sourcessx
s(t) (s51,2,...,N)

with Gaussian statistics

^sx
s&50; ^sx

s~ t !sx8
s8~ t8!&5d~x2x8!s~ t !s~ t8!dss8 ~7!

^sx
s~ t !sx8

s8~ t8!sy
s9~ t9!sy8

s-~ t-!&

5^sx
s~ t !sx8

s8~ t8!&^sy
s9~ t9!sy8

s-~ t-!&

1^sx
s~ t !sy

s9~ t9!&^sx8
s8~ t8!sy8

s-~ t-!&

1^sx
s~ t !sy8

s-~ t-!&^sx8
s8~ t8!sy

s9~ t9!&, ~8!

will be applied to the system. A typical samplesx(t) from the
ensemble may be pictured as a white-noise process in space,
with nonstochastic time dependences(t). Such a source is
unrealistic in practice. It is used here because it is a conve-
nient means by which the region around pointsa andb may
be insonified by a classically Gaussian diffuse field.21

The correlationR is defined as an average overN
samples from the ensemble, of the field–field correlation
function as evaluated by integrating over a~long! window
W(t)

FIG. 1. Detectors at positionsa andb are immersed in a diffuse wave field.
An occasional ray, for example the one in bold, passes through both detec-
tors, thus generating weak correlations between the noisy signalsc(a,t) and
c(b,t), reported by the receivers. The correlation functionCab(t) shows
peaks at the ray arrival timest56ua2bu/c. If background fluctuations are
too strong, as they will be if averaging has been insufficient, they will
obscure the ray arrivals.
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Rab~t!5
1

N (
s

E dt W~ t !Ca
s~ t !Cb

s~ t1t!. ~9!

It is this quantity that is expected to converge to the Green’s
function. In practice the fieldsC suffer from absorption,
and/or are weak when sources are distant. A naive use of raw
signalsC in the above therefore risks a nonuniform weight-
ing of the available useful information. Lobkis and Weaver2

compensated for absorption by augmenting late time signals
with a frequency-dependent gain. Laroseet al.9 employed
the much simpler process of replacingC with its one-bit
version, thereby balancing the contributions from different
amplitudes. Campillo and co-workers6,7 carried out similar
processing on their seismic signals to maximize useful infor-
mation. The present analysis considers no such nonlinear
processing, the assumed source statistics rendering it unnec-
essary. It is presumed that, for comparisons with practice, the
effective duration of the experimentalist’s windowW may be
estimated.

III. THE MEAN CORRELATION FUNCTION ŠR‹

It is convenient to take the windowW to be rectangular

W51 if to2T/2,t,to1T/2; W50 otherwise,
~10!

whereT5* W(t)dt is the amount of time over which signal
C is collected. The center timeto is understood to be large
enough thatW(t50) is zero;to.T/2. T andto are also taken
to be much greater than the correlation timest of interest.
Under these conditions, we may replaceĠ(t) with C(t) in
~6!. Then

Rab~t!5
1

N (
s

E dt W~ t !Ca
s~ t !Cb

s~ t1t!

5
1

N (
s

E W~ t !dt dx dy df dc da db

3sx
s~f!sy

s~c!r ~a!r ~b!Cax~ t2f2a!

3Cby~ t1t2c2b!. ~11!

For simplicity, it has been assumed that the receivers ata and
b have identical transfer functionsr (t).

The expectation ofR is obtained by substituting for̂ss&
from ~7!

^Rab~t!&5E dtW~ t !dx df dc da db s~f!s~c!r ~a!

3r ~b!Cax~ t2f2a!Cbx~ t1t2c2b!.

~12!

The integral overx may be evaluated by use of a Ward
identity25

E dx Cax~ t !Cbx~ t8!5
1

2
@Cab~ t1t8!1Cab~ t2t8!#.

~13!

The identity is proved by substituting forC in terms of the
modes, and invoking their orthonormality. Alternatively, it

may be proved by reciprocity arguments as in Refs. 16, 21.
Thus

^Rab~t!&

5E dt W~ t !df dc da db r ~a!r ~b!s~f!s~c!

3
1

2
@Cab~2t1t2f2c2a2b!

1Cab~t1f2c1a2b!#. ~14!

The a, b, f, andc integrations filter theseCs. On de-
noting such quadruply filteredCs asC5 andC6, the above
becomes

^Rab~t!&5
1

2 E dt W~ t !@Cab
5 ~2t1t!1Cab

6 ~t!#. ~15!

The superscript5 denotes two filterings bys, and two byr.
The superscript6 denotes filtering bys and by r, and an
additional filtering by the time-reverseds and the time-
reversedr.

On integration with respect tot, the first term is essen-
tially zero. ~We assume the sources and receivers have no
amplitude at zero frequency.! The second term then gives

^Rab~t!&5
T

2
Cab

6 ~t!, ~16!

thus once again establishing the now-familiar identification
of the expectation of field–field correlationsRab with the
~time derivative of the time-symmetrized! Green’s function
Cab .

In order to be able to comparêR& with the expected
level of R’s fluctuations, it is necessary to estimate its ampli-
tude. We note that

^R&5TCab
6 /25~T/2!Cab^ f , ~17!

wheref is the product of the filters and̂ represents a con-
volution.

f̃ ~v!5u r̃ ~v!u2us̃~v!u2. ~18!

For the purposes of illustrationf (t) is taken to be a Gaussian
tone burst with central frequencyv̄ and durationD@1/v̄

f ~ t !5exp~2t2/2D2!cos~v̄t !. ~19!

Thus

f̃ ~v!5
A2pD

2
@exp$2~v2v̄ !2D2/2%

1exp$2~v1v̄ !2D2/2%#. ~20!

For the special case of the first ray arrival betweena and
b in a locally homogeneous medium,G is given by Eq.~5!.
Thus,^R& is
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^R&5TCab
6 /2

5~T/2!Cab^ f '~T/8prc2!

3exp~2~ t2r /c!2/2D2!v̄ sin$v̄~ t2r /c!%1~ t↔2t !,

~21!

where r 5ua2bu. This is a Gaussian tone burst with peak
amplitudeTv̄/8prc2.

IV. MEAN-SQUARE ESTIMATE ŠR2
‹

We now investigate the fluctuations ofR. The square of
the correlation estimate@Eq. ~9!# is

Rab
2 ~t!5N22(

s
(
s8

E W~ t !W~ t8!dt dt8Ca
s~ t !Cb

s~ t1t!Ca
s8~ t8!Cb

s8~ t81t!

5N22(
s

(
s8

E W~ t !W~ t8!dt dt8df df8dc dc8da da8db db8dx dx8dy dy8r ~a!r ~b!r ~a8!r ~b8!

3sx
s~f!sy

s~c!sx8
s8~f8!sy8

s8~c8!Cax~ t2f2a!Cby~ t1t2c2b!Cax8~ t82f82a8!Cby8~ t81t2c82b8!. ~22!

The expectation of this is obtained by substituting for^ssss& from Eq. ~8!

^Rab
2 ~t!&5^Rab~t!&21varab~t!, ~23!

where var is the variance and is given by, after further invocations of the identity~13!

varab~t!5
1

N E WWdt dt8df dc df8dc8da da8db db8r ~a!r ~b!r ~a8!r ~b8!s~f!s~c!s~f8!s~c8!

3H @Caa~ t1t82f2f82a2a8!1Caa~ t2t82f1f82a1a8!#
3@Cbb~ t1t812t2c2c82b2b8!1Cbb~ t2t82c1c82b1b8!#

1@Cab~ t1t81t2f2c82a2b8!1Cab~ t2t82f1c82t2a1b8!#
3@Cab~ t1t81t2c2f82a82b!1Cab~ t2t81t2c1f82b1a8!

J , ~24!

or

varab~t!5
1

4N E W~ t !W~ t8!dt dt8H @Caa
5 ~ t1t8!1Caa

6 ~ t2t8!#@Cbb
5 ~ t1t812t!1Cbb

6 ~ t2t8!#

1@Cab
5 ~ t1t81t!1Cab

6 ~ t2t82t!#@Cab
5 ~ t1t81t!1Cab

6 ~ t2t81t!#J . ~25!

The integrations overt and t8 are best performed by changing variables

j5t1t822to ; h5t2t8, ~26!

such that

E ...W~ t !W~ t8!dt dt85
1

2 Ej52T

T E
h5uju2T

T2uju
...dh dj5

1

2 Eh52T

T E
j5uhu2T

T2uhu
...dj dh ~27!

whereupon

varab~t!5
1

8N E
j52T

T E
h5uju2T

T2uju
dh djH @Caa

5 ~j12to!1Caa
6 ~h!#@Cbb

5 ~j12to12t!1Cbb
6 ~h!#

1@Cab
5 ~j12to1t!1Cab

6 ~h2t!#@Cab
5 ~j12to1t!1Cab

6 ~h1t!#J . ~28!

The cross terms integrate to zero. Typical among these terms is

E dj dhCaa
5 ~j12to!Cbb

6 ~h!.

The j integration vanishes, by virtue of the lack of low-frequency components inr ands. The h integration may not vanish
~see below! but is in any case small, and multiplied by the vanishingj integration. We therefore neglect the cross terms and
summarize the others
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varab~t!5
1

8N E E dj dhH Caa
5 ~j12to!Cbb

5 ~j12to12t!1Caa
6 ~h!Cbb

6 ~h!

1Cab
5 ~j12to1t!Cab

5 ~j12to1t!1Cab
6 ~h2t!Cab

6 ~h1t!J
5E

2T

T

~T2uju!djCaa
5 ~j12to!Cbb

5 ~j12to12t!/4N1E
2T

T

~T2uju!djCab
5 ~j12to1t!Cab

5 ~j12to1t!/4N

1E
2T

T

~T2uhu!dh Caa
6 ~h!Cbb

6 ~h!/4N1E
2T

T

~T2uhu!dh Cab
6 ~h2t!Cab

6 ~h1t!/4N

5I 1II 1III 1IV. ~29!

The first termI integrates to approximately zero, by virtue of the lack of correlations betweenCaa andCbb

I 50.

The second term isT2/4N times an average of the square ofCab . This average is performed over the time interval from
2to2T to 2to1T, with a triangular weighting that emphasizes the times near 2to .

II 5@T2/4N#Cab
52times centered near 2to. ~30!

The third termIII might appear to vanish, by means of the argument that was applied to the first termI. But, there is a
coherent contribution in the vicinity ofh50. Indeed,Cpp(h) ~before filtering! has a delta-function-like behaviord~h! near
h50. We note

Cpp
6 ~h!5(

n
~up

n!2us̃~vn!u2u r̃ ~vn!u2 cos~vnh!. ~31!

So

E
2T

T

dh ~T2uhu!Caa
6 ~h!Cbb

6 ~h!/4N5
1

4N (
n,m

~ua
n!2~ub

m!2us̃~vn!u2us̃~vm!u2u r̃ ~vn!u2u r̃ ~vm!u2

3E
2T

T

dh~T2uhu!cos~vmh!cos~vnh! ~32!

5
1

4N (
n,m

~ua
n!2~ub

m!2us̃~vn!u2us̃~vm!u2u r̃ ~vn!u2u r̃ ~vm!u2

3E
2T

T

dh~T2uhu!
1

2
$cos~~vm1vn!h!1cos@~vm2vn!h#%. ~33!

The first term vanishes on performing the integrationdh.
The second gives

5
1

4N (
n,m

~up
n!2~up

m!2us̃~vn!u2us̃~vm!u2u r̃ ~vn!u2u

3 r̃ ~vm!u2
12cos$T~vn2vm!%

~vn2vm!2
. ~34!

The modal sums are replaced with integrals

5(
n,m

¯~up
n!2~up

m!2⇒ 1

V2 E E ¯D~v!D~v8!dv dv8,

~35!

whereV is system volume andD is modal density. The in-
tegration is dominated by pointsv, v8 that are close, within
1/T, and so the smoothly varying filtersr and s and the
modal densityD may be replaced with their values at the
mean frequencyvc5(v1v8)/2. Thus

III 5
1

4N E
2T

T

dh~T2uhu!Caa
6 ~h!Cbb

6 ~h!

5
1

4NV2 E D2~vc!us̃~vc!u4u r̃ ~vc!u4dvc

3E dvd

12cos$Tvd%

vd
2

5
pT

4NV2 E D2~vc!us̃~vc!u4u r̃ ~vc!u4dvc . ~36!

The fourth term of~29! is

IV5E
2T

T

~T2uhu!dh Cab
6 ~h2t!Cab

6 ~h1t!/4N. ~37!

At t50, this isT2/4N times a time-averagedCab
2 , averaged

over a time period (2T,1T) centered on zero with a trian-
gular weighting. AttÞ0, it is the same, multiplied by the
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factor d(t)5As^ sTR
^ r ^ r TR, with A such thatd(0)51

and ‘TR’ indicating time-reversal.
In sum, var is

varab~t!5
T2

4N
@Cab

52 times centered at 2to

1d~t!Cab
62 times centered at 0#

1
pT

4NV2 E0

`

D2~vc!us̃~vc!u4u r̃ ~vc!u4dvc .

~38!

The first term may be estimated by integrating it over alla,
and dividing by a characteristic volume, the volumeV2to ,
which the field fills by time 2to

Cab
5 ~ t !2[

1

V2to

E da(
n

(
m

un~a!un~b!um

3~a!um~b! cos~vnt !cos~vmt !

5
1

V2to
(
m

cos2~vnt !un~b!2

5
1

2V2to

E dv r~v!us̃~v!u4u r̃ ~v!u4,

wherer5D/V, the modal density per volume. Ifa andb are
close, and if the field diffuses in that region with diffusivity
D, this volume is of order (2Dto)3/2.

Similarly, the second term may be estimated by

Cab
62 times centered at 05

1

2Vo
E dv r~v!us̃~v!u4u r̃ ~v!u4,

~39!

whereVo is the volume filled byCab at times of the order of
T/2.

var;
T2

8N H E dv r~v!us̃~v!u4u r̃ ~v!u4S 1

V2to

1
d~t!

Vo
D

1E r~vc!
2us̃~vc!u4u r̃ ~vc!u4dvcS 2p

T D J . ~40!

Recalling that̂ R& itself scales withT, we see that in-
creasedT decreases the contribution of the last term relative
to ^R&2, and does so explicitly. The contributions of the other
terms to the relative variance fall withT also, because the
effective volumes increase withT and to . That the variance
drops like 1/T was predicted by Sneider.11

The third term dominates. The ratio of the third term to
the others is of the order of the ratiotH /T of the Heisenberg
time tH52pV2tor of the volumeV2to filled by the field, to
the observation timeT. This ratio is large~otherwise there is
Anderson localization!. Inasmuch as the third term withr
;v2 is strongly dependent on the frequency passed by the
filters s and r, it appears that high frequencies are the most
problematic; their variances are large, so convergence is
slower at high frequencies. This is consistent with
observations.2,7

V. RESOLUTION OF A RAY ARRIVAL

If a ray arrival is to be detected in a constructionR like
~11!, it must have amplitude greater than typical fluctuations
Avar. To make such comparisonsf (t) is taken, as before, to
be a Gaussian tone burst~19!. The dominant term of var is
therefore

var;
T2

8N

2p

T
r~v̄!2H E

0

`

us̃~v!u4u r̃ ~v!u4dvJ ,

where

f̃ ~v!5us̃~v!u2u r̃ ~v!u2

5
A2pD

2
@exp$2~v2v̄ !2D2/2%

1exp$2~v1v̄ !2D2/2%#. ~41!

So

var;
p2T

8N
D2r~v̄!2H E exp@2~v2v̄ !2D2#dvJ

5
p5/2TD

8N
r~v̄!2

5
p5/2TD

32N

v̄4

c6p4
. ~42!

This may be compared to the square of the peak ampli-
tude of the first ray arrival (Tv̄/8prc2)2, as derived follow-
ing Eq. ~21!. The ratio is

1

2Ap

NT

D

c2

r 2v̄2
. ~43!

This ratio must be greater than unity if the arrival is to be
detected. It is seen, therefore, that a ray arrival may be
~barely! detected if the lengthNT of the data record from
which the correlation is constructed times the half-power
bandwidth HPBW52.2/D of the frequency band used is suf-
ficiently greater than the square of the nondimensional
source/receiver separation,r /l5ua2bu/l. It is apparent that
high frequencies, and low-amplitude ray arrivals, are the
more difficult to resolve.

This calculation has been illustrated for the case of sca-
lar waves in unbounded three-dimensional media. Its predic-
tions should be relevant to correlations in underwater
ultrasonics8,9 and in ocean acoustics.12,14 With a view to-
wards applications in seismology, it will need to be adapted
to the case of elastic waves in a half-space, and in particular
to the surface wave arrivals seen in seismic noise
correlations.6,7,22,23Without rederiving~43! for this case, we
may roughly infer the form it would take for such waves.
The variance will preserve itsr(v̄)2;v̄4 dependence. But,
Rayleigh waves spread in two dimensions, diminishing as-
ymptotically in amplitude as@c/v̄r #1/2. Thus, we expect~43!
to scale differently with frequency and distance, the ratio
now being B(NT/D)(c/r v̄) with an as yet undetermined
numerical factorB. This prediction can be applied to the
seismic data of Campillo and co-workers.6,7 Shapiro and
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Campillo7 cross correlated 5 weeks of ambient seismic noise
at stations in New Mexico and Missouri~a distance of 1500
km!. They found that the direct Rayleigh wave between these
stations could be observed clearly at all frequencies up to
about 0.08 Hz. As judged by eye from their figures, their
signal-to-noise ratios scale as predicted: proportional to the
inverse of frequency. If the entire 5-week record is identified
with NT, we estimateNT55 weeks533106 s. We further-
more taker 51500 km;c53.3 km/s; and examine the record
for @0.035, f ,0.08 Hz#, i.e., v̄50.36 rad/s, HPBW50.045
Hz50.28 rad/s, soD57.8 s. The predicted signal-to-noise
ratio (NT/D)(c/r v̄) is then about 2300. This compares
poorly with the observed ratio~;4! of the square of the
Rayleigh wave’s peak amplitude to the mean square of the
background@Fig. 1~b! of Ref. 7#. The probable inference is
that their 5-week record is dominated by local and uncorre-
lated noise sources~e.g., wind, machinery, local mi-
croseisms! at each station; the effective amount of data is
much less than 5 weeks. This could perhaps be modeled by
modifying the assumed homogeneous white-noise source
statistics of Eqs.~7! and ~8!.

Campillo and Paul6 correlated coda signals, from 101
local earthquakes, between nearby stations in Mexico. Each
coda had duration of a few hundred seconds.NT is therefore
estimated at 43104 s. They presented correlations between
seismic stations PLIG and YAIG~69-km spacing! and
showed good resolution of;0.12-Hz Rayleigh and Love
waves. TakingD58 s andc;3.5 km/s, a predicted signal-to-
noise ratio of B(NT/D)(c/r v̄)5282 B is derived. It is
therefore not surprising that their ray arrivals have substan-
tially more (A282B517AB) amplitude than the background
at the same frequency. That they did not observe any ray
arrivals at higher frequency is perhaps due, as they speculate,
to excess absorption in the coda at those frequencies; the
effective value ofNT is too small at those frequencies.

VI. SUMMARY

Diffuse field correlations are attracting attention in un-
derwater acoustics and in seismology with a view towards
applications in passive imaging. Critical to successful re-
trieval of meaningful waveforms is an understanding of the
rate at which such correlations will converge; how much
averaging is necessary? What features can one expect to re-
solve? It has been shown here, using a simple model for a
diffuse field in an open medium, that the variance of a band-
limited field–field correlation function is proportional to the
square of the central frequency and the first power of the
signal duration captured. On comparing with the amplitude
of expected ray arrivals in the correlation function, it is
shown that the amount of data needed to resolve a ray arrival
out of the fluctuations scales with the square of the frequency
and the square of the distanceua2bu. This is qualitatively
consistent with observations in the field and in the laboratory
to date, but more measurements will be necessary before the
predictions can be confirmed in detail.
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Acoustic particle manipulation has many potential uses in flow cytometry and microfluidic array
applications. Currently, most ultrasonic particle positioning devices utilize a quasi-one-dimensional
geometry to set up the positioning field. A transducer fit with a quarter-wave matching layer, locally
drives a cavity of width one-half wavelength. Particles within the cavity experience a time-averaged
drift force that transports them to a nodal position. Present research investigates an acoustic
particle-positioning device where the acoustic excitation is generated by the entire structure, as
opposed to a localized transducer. The lowest-order structural modes of a long cylindrical glass tube
driven by a piezoceramic with a line contact are tuned, via material properties and aspect ratio, to
match resonant modes of the fluid-filled cavity. The cylindrical geometry eliminates the need for
accurate alignment of a transducer/reflector system, in contrast to the case of planar or confocal
fields. Experiments show that the lower energy density in the cavity, brought about through
excitation of the whole cylindrical tube, results in reduced cavitation, convection, and thermal
gradients. The effects of excitation and material parameters on concentration quality are
theoretically evaluated, using two-dimensional elastodynamic equations describing the fluid-filled
cylindrical shell with a line excitation. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904405#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to discriminate and quantify distinct popula-
tions of cells/cell organelles has become increasingly impor-
tant with the growing trend to focus biological studies on
various cell types.1 Flow based cytometry and cell sorting
are unique techniques that permit the identification, analysis
and purification of cells based on their expression of specific
markers. A flow cytometer uses hydrodynamic focusing to
tightly focus a sample stream, which is probed by highly
focused laser beams. The high analysis rates, lack of separa-
tion steps, and varied applications ranging from medicine to
homeland defense have made flow cytometers a fixture in
nearly every research and diagnostic laboratory.2 However,
the size, expense and requirement for large amounts of con-
sumables have limited flow cytometry to formal laboratory
settings.

Acoustic focusing has the capability to localize particles
in a similar arrangement to hydrodynamic focusing. The use
of acoustic standing waves to concentrate initially homoge-
neously suspended particles at acoustic pressure nodal or an-
tinodal planes in a fluid was first described by Kundt and
Lehmann.3 The effect was initially used only in the visual-
ization of ultrasonic waves. However, the acoustic force can
be used to position,4–11 concentrate,12–16 or fractionate17–26

particles noninvasively. Existing ultrasonic particle manipu-
lation devices primarily utilize one of three geometries:
confocal,4 planar,8–21,23–26 or slowly moving wave
envelope.7,22 Inherent to the focused and planar geometries is
a requirement for accurate transducer alignment. Another ap-
proach utilizes surface waves to concentrate particles.27

The present research investigates an alternative acoustic

particle-positioning device where the acoustic excitation is
generated by the entire structure, as opposed to a localized
transducer. The lowest-order structural modes of a long cy-
lindrical glass tube driven by a piezoceramic with a line con-
tact are tuned, via material properties and aspect ratio, to
efficiently couple energy from the walls of the tube into the
cavity. The cylindrical geometry eliminates the need for ac-
curate alignment of a transducer/reflector system. Experi-
ments show that a lower energy density in the cavity, brought
about through excitation of the whole cylinder, results in
reduced cavitation, convection, and thermal gradients.

In Sec. II A 1, a two-dimensional vibration model of the
cylindrical glass tube with line excitation, based on elastody-
namic equations, is described. Section II A 2 presents a the-
oretical evaluation of the effect of excitation and material
parameters on concentration quality and acoustic force expe-
rienced by particles in the cavity. In Sec. II B, a comparison
of theoretical predictions and experimental results is per-
formed. Dipole vibration of the external surface of the glass
tube is shown to correspond to excitation frequencies of suc-
cessful particle concentration.

II. METHODS

A. Theory

Consider a two-layered cylindrical system as shown in
Fig. 1. This system can be modeled using the direct global
matrix approach described by Ricks and Schmidt28 applied to
a two-layered system. The layers are numberedn51 andn
52 for the cavity and tube, respectively. The variablesR1
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and R2 are the internal and external tube radii respectively.
The layer numbers are indicated in the diagram.

All layers are assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous
viscoelastic with Lame constantsln andmn and densityrn .
The subscript refers to the layer number. If the layer is a
solid then the displacement fieldun is governed by the 3D
equations of elastodynamics

~ln12•mn!¹¹•un2mn¹3¹3un1 f n5rnün , ~1!

where the variablef n refers to the applied force per unit
volume in layern. The compressional and transverse wave
speeds in layer n are related to the Lame coefficients as de-
scribed

cln5A~ln12mn!/rn,
~2!

csh5Amn /rn.

The corresponding wave numbershn andkn , compressional
and transverse wave numbers respectively, are expressed in
terms of the angular frequencyv and the sound speeds, as
shown

hn5v/cln ,
~3!

kn5v/csn .

Following Ricks and Schmidt, in fluids, any terms involving
csn andkn are ignored andmn50.

A time dependent ring force ofe2 ivt can be assumed
without loss of generality, since the time dependence of other
forcing functions, including a point or line excitation, can be
synthesized from time-harmonic forces by using a Fourier
integral over frequency. Similarly angular dependence of
einu is assumed, wheren is the order. The displacement field
can be expressed as the linear superposition of homogeneous
and particular solutions. The homogeneous solutions are
source-free waves. The particular solutions are expressed as
ring forces that would emanate from layern if the layer
extended over all space. The homogeneous field is governed
by

~ln12•mn!¹¹•un
H2mn¹3¹3un

H1rnv2un
H50. ~4!

The field can be expressed in terms of scalar displacement
potentialsF, C, andX that satisfy the Helmholtz equations

~¹21hn!Fn50,

~¹21kn!Cn50, ~5!

~¹21kn!Xn50.

The problem can be further reduced to radial and azith-
mul coordinates and the homogeneous field equation can be
rewritten

urn5
dFn

dr
1

iv
r

Cn ,

uun5
iv
r

Fn2
dCn

dr
,

~6!

s rrn52lnhn
2Fn12mnS d2Fn

dr2
1

iv

r 2
Cn1

iv
r

dCn

dr D ,

s run5mnS 2iv
r S 2

Fn

r
1

dFn

dr D2
v2

r 2
Cn1

1

r

dCn

dr

2
d2Cn

dr2 D .

Similarly the particular solutions can be expressed as

uI
P5¹F I1¹3~azC I !1

1

k
¹3¹3~azXI !,

~R22e!<r<R2 ,
~7!

uE
P5¹FE1¹3~azCE!1

1

k
¹3¹3~azXE!,

R2<r<~R21e!.

The subscriptsE and I refer to the interior and exterior
regions,az is the unit vector in thez direction, ande refers to
an infinitesimal interval. To contain how the potentials fit
together atr 5R2 , we assume continuity of stress and dis-
placement. Then we integrate each of the vector components
over a vanishingly small interval ofr.

1. Numerical solutions

Although any pair of the Bessel and Hankel functionsJ,
Y, H (1), or H (2) would satisfy the differential equations, de-
sire for numerical stability dictates that we represent the ho-
mogeneous and particular solutions as

FP5 (
y50

` S iR2Fr

4r2v2 FdHv
~1!~h2r !

dr G
r 5R2

Jv~h2r !D ei ~yu2vt !,

CP5 (
y50

` S yR2Fr

4r2v2
Hv

~1!~k2R2!Jv~k2r !D ei ~yu2vt !,

FIG. 1. Diagram of layer numbering used for modeling of cylindrical sys-
tem with two layers. The fluid filled cavity is at the center contained within
radius R1, the glass tube located between radii R1 and R2, and the pressure
release boundary at R2.
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Fn
H5 (

y50

` S Any

Hv
~1!~hrnr !

Hv
~1!~hrnRn21!

1BnyJv~hrnr !

3Hv
~1!~hrnRn!D ei ~yu2vt !,

Cn
H5 (

y50

` S Cny

Hv
~1!~krnr !

Hv
~1!~krnRn21!

1DnyJv~krnr !

3Hv
~1!~krnRn21!D ei ~yu2vt !. ~8!

This formulation of the solutions, defined by Ricks and
Schmidt28 in their paper, affords numerical stability over a
wide range of frequencies and circumferential orders. This is
achieved in three requirements on the global matrix defini-
tion.

The first is a requirement that evanescence across layers
should decouple the global system into separate subsystems,
so solution values caused by sources on one side of the layer
should have vanishing influence on sources on the opposite
side of the evanescent layer.

The second requirement on the global matrix is the
choice of the pair of cylindrical Bessel and Hankel functions
used in the expression of the solutions for the purpose of
achieving numerical stability.

The third requirement is for the selection of normaliza-
tion terms that cancel overflow and underflow conditions.
Normalization terms consisting of Hankel functions of the
first kind evaluated at inner or outer radii of each layer were
alternately multiplied and divided by each of the terms.

The coefficientsAnn , Bnn , Cnn , andDnn will be deter-
mined using the boundary conditions for each layer. The co-
efficientFr is the force amplitude. Several assumptions serve
to simplify the problem and reduce the size of the global
matrix. Since the Hankel function is undefined nearr 50,
A1n50. Since inviscid fluids do not support transverse
waves,C1n50 andD1n50. These conditions are true for all
values ofn.

The global matrix is constructed using the unknown dis-
placements and stresses associated with the homogeneous
waves, written in terms of an amplitude vector and set equal
to the displacements and stresses due to the particular solu-
tions derived from the forcing excitation. Solutions for the
coefficients are determined performing Gaussian elimination
with partial pivoting or equivalently by applying Cramer’s
rule to the global matrix equation,

F g11 g12 g13 g14 g15

g21 g22 g23 g24 g25

g31 g32 g33 g34 g35

g41 g42 g43 g44 g45

g51 g52 g53 g54 g55

G F B1

A2

B2

C2

D2

G
y

5@bnd. cond.#.

~9!

Both techniques work reliably if the equations are scaled
to make all of the matrix coefficients dimensionless. To do
so, we divide the displacement equations by the compression

wave number of the fluid layer,h1 and divide all stress equa-
tions byl1h1

2. The choice of the reference layer is not criti-
cal, but the fluid layer is chosen since the Lame’ coefficient
for a fluid only contains compressional sound speed, and
therefore simplifies the equation.

The boundary conditions, which generate the global ma-
trix, are

ur1
H ~R1!5ur2

H ~R1!,

s r1
H ~R1!5s r2

H ~R1!,

s ru2
H ~R1!50, ~10!

s rr 2
H ~R2!5s rr

P ~R2!,

s ru2
H ~R2!5s ru

P ~R2!,

The particular solutions given assume a delta function
excitation point source. To account for the finite width of the
element used in the experiments, a Gaussian weighting func-
tion was applied to the forcing function. For aesthetic pur-
poses, the region aboutu53p/2 radians was chosen as the
excitation point.

2. Acoustic force on particles

Particles suspended in the fluid-filled cylindrical cavity
and exposed to an acoustic standing wave field experience a
time-averaged drift force that transports them to a nodal or
antinodal position depending on the relationships between
the density and acoustic velocity of the particle and fluid,
also called the acoustic contrast ratio.29–33 For the purposes
of this research, the relative acoustic properties of the par-
ticles of interest, namely bacteria, spores and other biological
cells, to the suspending fluid, such as buffered saline solu-
tions, yield acoustic contrast ratios that drive the particles to
the pressure node.

Forces also are present in the sound field that exert
torque on particles, inducing spin or alignment. Second order
forces between particles34 such as Konig or Bjerknes force
can additionally serve to aggregate the particles into concen-
trated clumps. Only the primary acoustic force will be con-
sidered here.

King29 performed the first quantitative analysis of the
primary radiation force on a particle in a sound field. He
considered the radiation force only, assuming incompressible
spheres, noting that the radiation force on particles with radii
less than a wavelength is greater in a standing than a travel-
ing wave field. Yosiokaet al.30,32,33 and later Gorkov31 ex-
tended the analysis to include the influence of particle com-
pressibility on the force moving the particles to nodal or
antinodal positions. For a dilute suspension in an arbitrary
field, Gorkov’s theory for noninteracting particles provides a
good description of the equilibrium particle distribution. The
acoustic forceF acting on a small spherical particle of radius
r and densityrp in a fluid of densityr f is given by

F52¹S 2

3
pR3F p2

r fcf
2
2

p2

rpcp
2
2

3r f~rp2r f !

2rp1r f
v2G D ,

~11!
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where the variablescf and cp are the acoustic velocities in
the fluid and the particle, respectively,p andv are the pres-
sure and velocity of the wave at the location of the particle.

Combining the expression in Eq.~11! with the model
predictions allowed for determination of vibrational modes
of the system that would efficiently concentrate particles to
the central axis. The coupled tube/fluid dipolar mode is
found to most efficiently concentrate particles on the axis.
Figure 2 presents the potential experienced by the particles in
the cavity. Force is equal to the negative gradient of the
potential.

B. Experiment

A type 4A lead zirconate titanate~PZT! piezoceramic
crystal is glued axially to a piece of soda lime glass tube with

an inner diameter of 2.2 mm, and an outer diameter of 3.97
mm. The crystal is 30 mm long, 3 mm thick, and 1.5 mm
wide and has a thickness mode resonance of 420 kHz. A
diagram of the tube is shown in Fig. 3. Initially, the reso-
nance of the system is determined to be approximately 417
kHz by scanning the drive frequency to find the frequency at
which particles concentrate to the central axis of the tube. In
subsequent experiments, maximization of a received signal
on another similar piece of piezoceramic placed inline with
the driving transducer along the axis of the tube was used for
tuning. The system was driven using a SRS D5345 function
generator, which was then passed through a Krohnhite 7500
power amplifier. The received signal was viewed on an os-
cilloscope.

A section of thick-walled quartz tube is compared with

FIG. 3. Diagram of tube used in experiments indicating the locations of the
piezoceramic line source, fluid, particles, and pressure node. The predicted
and experimentally verified spatial location of concentration for the particles
at the pressure node is also indicated.

FIG. 4. Diagram of angle scan apparatus used to measure surface vibration
of the glass tube under ultrasonic excitation for verification of model pre-
dictions. A pinducer is mounted to a spring to assure constant contact with
the tube. The tube is mounted at the center of the rotation stage. The tip of
the pinducer is attached to a metal hemisphere to assure minimal angular
integration as the tube is rotated about its central axis.

FIG. 5. Diagram of bottom-illuminated microscope used to image concen-
tration pattern in a tube. A high resolution black and white CCD camera
~indicated in figure! is used to capture the images via a computer. Particles
are imaged with and without fluid flow through the tube. The tube is
mounted to the microscope stage.

FIG. 2. Plot of predicted acoustic potential experienced by polystyrene mi-
crospheres in water. The water is excited by the coupled tube/water dipolar
mode. The vertical axis is labeled in arbitrary units of potential energy. The
horizontal axes denote distance from the center of the tube in millimeters.
Thex- andy-axes are at the right and bottom of the figure respectively. The
source excitation is located at~0,21.985,0!.
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the soft glass tube. The quartz tube has an outer diameter of
7.85 mm and an inner diameter of 2.0 mm. An identical
piezoceramic is used as a line source on the quartz tube in
the same configuration as soft glass.

Typical drive signal amplitudes into the piezoceramic
are 10– 12 Vpp and 80 mA for both the soft glass and quartz
tubes. The current is measured as a voltage across a 10-ohm
resistor in series with the piezoceramic. Ten-micron polysty-
rene particles diluted to a concentration of approximately
0.025% by volume in water are flowed through the tube us-
ing a gravity feed system. Flow rates of 5–25 mm/s are used.
The liquid was only minimally stirred to maintain suspension
of the particles in a feed reservoir. A peristaltic pump is used
to refill the feed reservoir from the sink reservoir.

For the determination of tube surface vibration, the tube
is mounted to a computer controlled angular stepper motor
stage and probed with a pinducer. A diagram of the angle
scanning apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. A half-hemisphere of
solder is affixed to the end of the pinducer to assure point
contact with the tube, and thus minimize angular integration
of the signal. To maintain constant contact with the tube, the
pinducer was mounted on a spring. A computer controlled
HP Infiniuum 54810A oscilloscope is used for data collec-
tion. The tube is characterized empty and filled with water.
Images of the concentration pattern are taken using a bottom-
illuminated microscope and 128031024 12-bit digital cam-
era, diagrammed in Fig. 5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The tube is driven at 0.8–0.9 W to concentrate over a 15
cm length with a single drive transducer. A typical concen-
tration pattern is shown in Fig. 7. Particles are ten microns in
diameter with a standard deviation of 0.7 microns. The sus-
pending fluid is distilled water. No degassing is performed of
the liquid in order to most accurately mimic the conditions
expected in a microfluidic system. The concentration pattern
took approximately 5 s to form from an initially homoge-
neous suspension similar to that shown in Fig. 6. Larger
particles visible in the micrograph are agglomerations of par-
ticles.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the concentrating line is only a
few particle diameters across. Particles visible on either side
of the concentrated line are adhered to the tube wall by elec-
trostatic charge. Various concentrations of beads ranging
from 0.02% to 0.2% by weight are investigated. No signifi-
cant differences are observed in concentration times, but
higher concentrations of particles also showed increased ag-
glomeration. The agglomerations are also concentrated at the
center, but did not disassociate at power levels less than 1 W.

FIG. 6. Micrograph of unconcentrated 10-micron polystyrene particles sus-
pended in water. The particle suspension is in the soft glass tube.

FIG. 7. Micrograph of acoustically concentrated 10-micron particles in a
soft glass tube that is excited at the predicted and experimentally verified
tube/fluid dipolar mode for the soft glass tube at frequency 417 kHz.
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The outer surface displacement of the soft glass tube is
calculated at 417 kHz. The material properties of the soft
glass are determined by matching index of refraction, den-
sity, compressional sound speed, and coefficient of thermal
expansion to soda lime glass. A compressional sound speed
of 5900 m/s, transverse sound speed of 3300 m/s, and den-
sity of 2.43 g/cm3 are used for the soft glass. The values of
sound speed and density of air used in the calculations are
340 m/s and 1026 g/cm3, respectively. Water is assumed to
have sound speed of 1487 m/s and density of 1 g/cm3.

Predicted surface displacement for empty soft glass tube
is shown in Fig. 8~A!. The corresponding measured surface
displacement is shown in Fig. 8~B!. In Fig. 8~A!, the radial
axis demarcations correspond to predicted surface vibration
for unitary excitation amplitude. The radial demarcations in
Fig. 8~B! are given in received voltage from the probing
pinducer. The demarcations around the polar axis are given
in degrees in both figures.

Three primary lobes at approximately 120° relative
angles and a directly opposite smaller lobe can be seen in
calculated and measured results as evidenced in Fig. 8. The
greater angular spread in the measured data is due to width
of angular coupling of the source. When the tube is filled
with water, the four lobed external displacement collapsed to
a strong dipole, as can be seen in the calculated results in
Fig. 9~A!. The experimental displacement measurement for
the water filled tube also yielded a dipole pattern, as can be
seen in Fig. 9~B!.

It should be noted that the predicted vibration amplitude
of the tube when empty versus filled with water is approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude larger for the water-filled
case for equal drive amplitude. The measured vibration am-
plitude for the two cases also shows significant increase in
amplitude when the cavity is filled with water. This would

suggest a greater energy coupling into the structure when
water is present in the cavity. A thick-walled quartz tube was
obtained for comparison with the soft glass tube. The mate-
rial properties of quartz used are as follows: compressional
sound speed of 5700 m/s, transverse sound speed of 2650
m/s, and density of 2.65 g/cm3. The same properties of air
and water as used in the soft glass calculations are assumed
for quartz tube. The model predicted a dipole at 462 kHz for
the quartz tube, as can be seen in Fig. 10~A!. Surface vibra-
tion measurement yielded the results shown in Fig. 10~B!. As

FIG. 8. Polar plot of surface displacement for empty soft glass tube excited
at 417 kHz. Radial coordinates in arbitrary units of amplitude, angular co-
ordinates in degrees.~A! Predicted;~B! Experimentally measured.

FIG. 9. Polar plot of surface displacement for a soft glass tube filled with
water and excited at 417 kHz. Radial coordinates in arbitrary units of am-
plitude, angular coordinates in degrees.~A! Predicted;~B! Experimentally
measured.

FIG. 10. Polar plot of surface displacement for quartz tube filled with water
and excited at 462 kHz. Radial coordinates in arbitrary units of amplitude,
angular coordinates in degrees.~A! Predicted;~B! experimentally measured.
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can be seen, there is good correspondence between the pre-
dicted and experimental results. Particles were fed through
the quartz tube and the concentration pattern at 462 kHz is
imaged using the bottom-illuminated microscope. A micro-
graph of the concentration pattern is shown in Fig. 11. The 2
mm thick walls can be seen at the top and bottom of the
micrograph. As can be seen in the micrograph, the dipole
does indicate a frequency at which concentration takes place.
However, small asymmetries in the tube caused a perturba-
tion to the acoustic potential which consequently displaced
the local potential minima for the particles away from the
central axis of the tube.

Acoustic cavitation has been shown to affect the viabil-
ity of bacterial cells similar to those of interest in this
research.35–37 Although the sample fluid was not degassed,
which would be expected to raise the incidence of acoustic
cavitation, particularly within the frequency range used in
these experiments,38–40 no cavitation was observed during
the experiments. By exciting the whole cylindrical tube, a
lower energy density within the fluid is achieved. This allows
for particle concentration without exceeding the acoustic
cavitation threshold.

IV. CONCLUSION

The most common premise for low power acoustic con-
centration is the requirement of quarter wave matching lay-
ers. The inherent alignment problems of either planar or con-
focal geometries, even in the traveling wave case, for proper
positioning, make the process more difficult. The possibility
of strongly exciting cavity modes by driving at far below
quarter wave thickness of a cylinder wall, offers some in-
triguing possibilities for applications. The external line drive
and use of the lowest order modes of a cylinder allow for
application to continuous flow-through systems without ne-
cessity of a sedimentation step or second drive transducer for
traveling wave creation. Concentration times are approxi-
mately 5–10 s at 25 mm/s. Correspondence of concentration
to a dipole mode of the system is shown. Reduction of the
elastodynamic equations to two dimensions has proven to be
a reasonable simplification. The validity of the global matrix
model for the vibration has also been demonstrated. Appli-
cation can be made of this model to determining optimal
material properties and geometric parameters for particle

concentration. Although power consumption for the set ex-
periments described herein was approximately 1 W, concen-
tration is seen at lower power levels.
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Vortical and acoustical mode coupling inside a porous tube
with uniform wall suction
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This paper considers the oscillatory motion of gases inside a long porous tube of the closed-open
type. In particular, the focus is placed on describing an analytical solution for the internal
acoustico-vortical coupling that arises in the presence of appreciable wall suction. This unsteady
field is driven by longitudinal oscillatory waves that are triggered by small unavoidable fluctuations
in the wall suction speed. Under the assumption of small amplitude oscillations, the time-dependent
governing equations are linearized through a regular perturbation of the dependent variables. Further
application of the Helmholtz vector decomposition theorem enables us to discriminate between
acoustical and vortical equations. After solving the wave equation for the acoustical contribution,
the boundary-driven vortical field is considered. The method of matched-asymptotic expansions is
then used to obtain a closed-form solution for the unsteady momentum equation developing from
flow decomposition. An exact series expansion is also derived and shown to coincide with the
numerical solution for the problem. The numerically verified end results suggest that the asymptotic
scheme is capable of providing a sufficiently accurate solution. This is due to the error associated
with the matched-asymptotic expansion being smaller than the error introduced in the Navier-Stokes
linearization. A basis for comparison is established by examining the evolution of the oscillatory
field in both space and time. The corresponding boundary-layer behavior is also characterized over
a range of oscillation frequencies and wall suction velocities. In general, the current solution is
found to exhibit features that are consistent with the laminar theory of periodic flows. By
comparison to the Sexl profile in nonporous tubes, the critically damped solution obtained here
exhibits a slightly smaller overshoot and depth of penetration. These features may be attributed to
the suction effect that tends to attract the shear layers closer the wall. ©2005 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1905639#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.28.Py@LLT # Pages: 3448–3458

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous article,1 an asymptotic solution was pre-
sented for the acoustico-vortical field that was triggered by
small fluctuations in wall injection inside a porous enclosure.
This effort was supplemented by a higher-order analytical
approximation based on a Liouville-Green transformation.2

The current article extends the former studies by considering
the suction-driven flow analog. In particular, the focus is
presently shifted to the acoustico-vortical field inside a po-
rous tube with appreciable wall suction. Despite the apparent
resemblance with the injection-driven problem, the presence
of wall suction leads to a dissimilar physical setting requiring
a separate mathematical treatment. The new treatment ap-
plies to the linearized Navier-Stokes equations obtained
through flow decomposition.

Suction-induced flows that are susceptible to acoustical
oscillations are encountered in diverse applications. One per-
tains to membrane filtration3,4 and the separation of uranium
isotopes by differential gas diffusion.5–7Another arises in the

modeling of mechanically assisted respiration,8 hemodialysis
in artificial kidneys,9 and mass transport in the lungs.10,11 A
third concerns boundary-layer separation and control.12,13

While past investigations have primarily concentrated on
nonoscillatory behavior, the intent of this article is to account
for possible flow periodicity that can be often introduced
either internally, through a self-sustaining mechanism, or ex-
ternally, through an oscillating boundary.

The inception of unavoidable fluctuations in injection-
driven flows has been reported in several experimental
investigations.14–16One source of oscillatory behavior can be
ascribed to random fluctuations in the wall injection rate.
These are often inevitable and take place at random frequen-
cies. Clearly, those matching the tube’s natural frequency
give rise to a self-sustaining acoustical field.14–16Theoretical
investigations suggest that similar behavior can be expected
in suction-driven flows.17–20 In some applications, however,
an externally induced oscillatory field can exist. This is true
when the field is created from laboratory-controlled wave
generators, or from periodic sources supplied by autonomous
mechanisms. Examples of the latter include the peristaltic
mechanisms in control of respiratory and circulatory func-
tions.

Whether the time dependence comes through self-
induced or externally triggered sources, the goal of this study
is to incorporate these oscillations into the suction-driven
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flow. By virtue of the complexity of the resulting model, the
outcome we seek is an approximate solution only. Unlike the
mean flow counterpart,21–24 the existence of an exact un-
steady solution can be proven impossible in light of recent
mathematical reports.17–20 To the author’s knowledge, the
current effort may constitute the first attempt at formulating a
time-dependent solution for the suction-driven field inside a
porous tube.

It may be safely stated that Berman’s landmark paper5

has provided the original motivation for the suction-driven
problems. This, Berman accomplished, by showing that the
Navier-Stokes equations could be reduced to a nonlinear or-
dinary differential equation~ODE! of fourth order. Berman
was also first in applying asymptotics to obtain a solution in
the presence of small wall suction. In the process, Berman’s
perturbation parameter was quantified by the cross-flow Rey-
nolds number Re[Vsa/n0. This term was based on the wall
suction velocityVs , viscosityn0 , and tube radiusa. Based
on Berman’s equation, numerous studies ensued, some with
the purpose of generating closed-form descriptions for
suction-driven flows over different ranges of Re. By way of
example, one may cite Yuan,25,26 Sellars,27 and Terrill,28–30

who have extended Berman’s small suction case to encom-
pass higher ranges of Re. While Yuan extended Berman’s
solution up to Re520, Sellars and Terrill developed approxi-
mate solutions that coincided as Re→` in both channels and
tubes. In this work, their joint solution will be used to pre-
scribe the mean flow character.

A number of mathematical studies have also addressed
the important aspect of solution multiplicity.17–24 In sum-
mary, a total of four solution types were detected in the
suction-driven porous tube.20 For small suction, two solu-
tions were shown to exist for 0<Re<2.3. While no solu-
tions were present in the interval 2.3,Re,9.1, four out-
comes were observed for 9.1<Re,`. Stability of the porous
tube solution was also examined by Zaturska, Drazin, and
Banks.20 Their results have indicated that the Berman-type
similarity solutions could only be stable to time-dependent
perturbations in the ranges 0<Re<2.3 and 9.113<Re
,44.709. Outside these ranges, unstable solutions due to
asymmetric perturbations were likely to exist. Nonetheless,
despite the speculations made regarding the physicality of
unstable solutions, no laboratory confirmation could be
found in the technical literature. For this reason, the current
study utilizes the leading-order solution for large Re as a
model for the mean flow field in the presence of symmetric
oscillations.

The physical idealization starts in Sec. II with a defini-
tion of the basic flow model. This is initiated with a descrip-
tion of the system geometry and physical criteria. In Sec. III,
the governing equations are presented in their general dimen-
sional form. Subsequently, equations and variables are nor-
malized, linearized, and decomposed into steady and time-
dependent sets.1 The temporal field is further subdivided in
Sec. IV using the Helmholtz vector superposition theorem.
At the outset, acoustical and vortical equations are distin-
guished. While the pressure-driven response is dealt with
immediately, the momentum equation obtained from the ro-
tational component is simplified to a second-order ODE. In

Sec. V the rotational momentum equation is examined before
a solution is attempted. This is followed in Sec. VI by the
presentation of a composite solution based on matched-
asymptotic expansions. An exact series expansion is devel-
oped in Sec. VII. Finally, results are displayed and discussed
in Sec. VIII. Everywhere, the scope is restricted to Re>20.

II. THE BASIC FLOW MODEL

A. The porous tube

We shall consider a long porous tube of radiusa. Fluid
is extracted from the circumferential walls at a uniform wall
velocity Vs . The length of the tube is defined byL and the
system is simplified by imposing the condition of symmetry
about the tube’s axis. This choice permits the solution do-
main to become reducible to 0<x< l , and 0<r<1, where
l 5L/a is the dimensionless tube length. For illustrative pur-
poses, Fig. 1 sketches a cross section of the tube with the
mean flow streamlines calculated from Terrill’s solution for
large suction.28

Under the influence of small variations in the suction
rate, a tube that is closed at the head end and open at the aft
end can develop longitudinal pressure oscillations of ampli-
tude Ap . The corresponding acoustical frequency can be
specified by31,32

v05~m2 1
2!pa0 /L, ~1!

wherea0 is the speed of sound andm is the oscillation mode
number.

B. Limiting conditions

In order to simplify the analysis to the point where an
analytical solution can be arrived at, several restrictions must
be observed. First, the mean flow must be Newtonian, lami-
nar, and unsusceptible to mixing, swirling, or turbulence.
Furthermore, the oscillatory pressure amplitude is taken to be
small in comparison with the stagnation pressure.

III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. The conservation equations

Employing asterisks to designate dimensional variables,
density, pressure, time, velocity, and the shear stress tensor

FIG. 1. Geometrical sketch showing mean flow streamlines and boundary
conditions based on Terrill’s large suction-flow solution.
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can be represented byr* , p* , t* , u* , andt* , respectively.
Continuity and conservation of momentum can then be writ-
ten in their general forms33

]r* /]t* 1¹* •~r* u* !50, ~2!

]~r* u* !/]t* 1¹* •~r* u* u* !52¹* p* 2~¹* •t* !.
~3!

By using continuity to simplify Eq.~3! and viscous transfer
for a Newtonian fluid, one can transform Eq.~3! into

r* @]u* /]t* 1~u* •¹* !u* #

52¹* p* 1m* @4¹* ~¹* •u* !/32¹* 3~¹* 3u* !#,

~4!

wherem* is the dynamic viscosity.
To be general, dimensionless parameters are introduced.

Spatial coordinates are hence normalized bya, while veloc-
ity and time are made dimensionless bya0 andv0 , respec-
tively. In summary, we let

x5x* /a, r 5r * /a, t5v0t* , u5u* /a0 ,

p5p* /~gp0!, and r5r* /r0 , ~5!

whereg is the ratio of specific heats, andr0 andp0 are the
stagnation density and pressure. Following this nomencla-
ture, Eqs.~2! and ~4! become

v]r/]t1¹•~ru!50, ~6!

r@v]u/]t1~u•¹!u#52¹p1M«@4¹~¹•u!/32¹

3~¹3u!#. ~7!

Equations~6! and ~7! employ the definitions of the nondi-
mensional frequencyv[v0a/a0 , the suction Mach number
M[Vs /a0 , and the small parameter«[1/Re.

B. Perturbed variables

With the introduction of small amplitude oscillations,
the instantaneous pressure can be expressed as the linear sum
of time-dependent and steady components:

p5p(0)1«wp(1) exp~2 i t !, ~8!

where i 5A21, «w5Ap /(gp0), and @p(0),p(1)# are spatial
functions. Unlikep(1), p(0) can be shown to be a constant at
order O(M2), namely,p(0)51/g1O(M2). Noting that the
mean flow solution is incompressible, small compressibility
effects can only influence the time-dependent field. Density
can thus be normalized by its mean component and expanded
in a similar fashion viz.

r511«wr (1) exp~2 i t !. ~9!

The total velocity can also be expanded as

u5MU1«wu(1) exp~2 i t !, ~10!

where U represents the mean flow velocity normalized by
Vs . Following Majdalani and Flandro,34 we impose a con-
straint on the wave amplitude, namely,

M2,«w,M, ~11!

where M,0.01.

C. Leading-order decomposition

Equations~8!–~10! can be inserted back into Eqs.~6!
and ~7!. The zeroth-order terms yield the mean flow equa-
tions

¹•U50, ~12!

M2~U•¹!U52¹p(0)1M2«@4¹~¹•U!/32¹3~¹3U!#.
~13!

Following Berman,5 a steady streamfunction can be defined
by C52xF(r ). Subsequently, the velocity can be ex-
pressed by (Ux ,Ur)5@2xF8(r )/r ,F(r )/r #. By substituting
these definitions into Eq.~13!, Terrill has shown thatF5r 2

provides the exact mean flow solution for the infinitely large
suction case.28 The mean pressure arising in this context can
be integrated from Eq.~13! to obtain

p(0)~x,r !51/g2M2r 2~11x2!/2. ~14!

D. Time-dependent equations

Terms ofO(«w) in Eqs.~6! and ~7! lead to

2 ivr (1)1¹•u(1)52M¹•~r (1)U!, ~15!

2 ivu(1)52M@¹~U"u(1)!2u(1)3~¹3U!

2U3~¹3u(1)!#2¹p(1)

1M«@4¹~¹•u(1)!/32¹3~¹3u(1)!#. ~16!

Equations~15! and ~16! describe the intimate coupling be-
tween mean and unsteady motions. They indicate that the
wall suction velocityU can strongly influence the oscillatory
flow motion.

IV. MOMENTUM TRANSPORT FORMULATION

A. Irrotational and solenoidal vectors

In order to proceed, temporal disturbances can be split
into solenoidal and irrotational components.35 Using a cir-
cumflex to denote the curl-free pressure-driven part, and a
tilde for the divergence-free boundary-driven part, the time-
dependent velocity component can be expressed as

u(1)5û1ũ, ~17!

with

¹3u(1)5¹3ũ, p(1)5 p̂, r (1)5 r̂. ~18!

This decomposition charges all vortices to the vortical
field ũ5(ũ,ṽ), and compressibility sources and sinks to the
acoustical fieldû5(û,v̂).

B. The linearized Navier-Stokes equations

Insertion of Eqs.~17! and ~18! into Eqs.~15! and ~16!
leads to two independent sets that are coupled through the
boundary conditions at the wall. These responses are byprod-
ucts of pressure-driven and vorticity-driven oscillation
modes atO(«w). While the acoustical, compressible, and
irrotational equations collapse into

2 ivr̂1¹•û52M¹•~ r̂U!, ~19!
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2 ivû52¹ p̂14M«¹~¹•û!/32M@¹~ û•U!

2û3~¹3U!#, ~20!

the rotational and incompressible set comprises of

¹•ũ50, ~21!

2 ivũ52M«¹3~¹3ũ!2M@¹~ ũ"U!2ũ3~¹3U!

2U3~¹3ũ!#. ~22!

C. Coupling conditions

Two boundary conditions must be satisfied by the un-
steady velocity componentu(1). These are the no-slip condi-
tion at the wall u(1)(x,1)50, and centerline symmetry,
]u(1)(x,0)/]r 50.

D. Pressure-driven solution

When Eq.~19! is multiplied by2 iv, the divergence of
Eq. ~20! can be evaluated; resulting terms can be added to
produce the following wave equation:

¹2p̂1v2p̂54M«¹2~¹•û!/32M$ iv¹•~Up̂!

1¹2~ û"U!2¹•@ û3~¹3U!#%. ~23!

At this juncture, a solution atO~M! can be achieved through
separation of variables and closed-open boundary conditions.
The ensuing acoustical pressure and velocity are

p̂5cos~vx!1O~M!, û5 i sin~vx!ex1O~M!. ~24!

E. Vortical equations

Assuming that the ratio of the normal to axial velocity is
of the same order as the Mach number@i.e. ṽ/ũ5O(M)], ṽ
can be dropped at leading order. This assumption can be
justified in view of the arguments presented by Flandro.36

Applying this condition, along with the definition of the
mean flow velocity, the axial momentum equation reduces to

iSrũ5
]~ ũU!

]x
1v0

]ũ

]r
2

«

r

]

]r S r
]ũ

]r D1O~M!, ~25!

where Sr5v/M is the Strouhal number. When expressed in
terms of the mean flow streamfunction, Eq.~25! becomes

S iSr1
F8

r D ũ5
F

r

]ũ

]r
2

xF8

r

]ũ

]x
2

«

r

]

]r S r
]ũ

]r D1O~M!.

~26!

A solution for Eq.~26! will be presented next.

F. The separable boundary-layer equation

A solution for Eq.~26! can be developed through the use
of separation of variables. Assuming the form

ũ~x,r !5X~x!Y~r !, ~27!

substitution into Eq.~26! leads to

x

X

dX

dx
5

F

F8Y

dY

dr
2

«r

F8Y

d2Y

dr 2 2
«

F8Y

dY

dr
2

ir Sr

F8
21

5kn , ~28!

wherekn.0 is the separation eigenvalue. Integration of the
x equation can be performed easily and then inserted into Eq.
~27!. The outcome is

ũ~x,r !5(
n

cnxknYn~r !, ~29!

wherecn is the integration constant for eachkn . Satisfaction
of the no-slip condition at the wall requires setting the acous-
tical and vortical velocity components equal and opposite at
r 51. One finds

ũ~x,1!52 i sin~vx!. ~30!

Using a series expansion of the sine function, and setting the
result equal to Eq.~29!, one gets

(
n

cnxknYn~1!52 i (
n50

`
~21!n~vx!2n11

~2n11!!
. ~31!

Equating terms necessitates that

kn52n11, cn52 i
~21!nv2n11

~2n11!!
, Yn~1!51, ~32!

wheren50,1,2,...,̀ . The rotational velocity component be-
comes

ũ~x,r !52 i (
n50

`
~21!n~vx!2n11

~2n11!!
Yn~r !. ~33!

In order to bring closure to Eq.~33!, Yn needs to be deter-
mined from Eq.~28!. One finds thatYn must be obtained
from the doubly perturbed boundary-value problem, namely,

«
d2Yn

dr 2 1@~«2F !/r #
dYn

dr
1@ iSr1~2n12!F8/r #Yn50,

~34!

where

Yn~1!51, Yn8~0!50. ~35!

These two boundary conditions stem from the no-slip and
core symmetry requirements.

V. BOUNDARY-LAYER ANALYSIS

Substitution of Terrill’s mean flow solutionF5r 2 into
Eq. ~34! leads to

«
d2Yn

dr 2 1~2r 1«/r !
dYn

dr
1~ iSr14n14!Yn50. ~36!

In what follows, Eq. ~36! will be solved using the
method of matched-asymptotic expansions. To that end, the
perturbation parameters need to be first identified. Since our
concern is with solutions corresponding to large Re, the pri-
mary perturbation parameter is clearly«5Re21!1. Further-
more, one must recognize that the condition of Sr@1 is nec-
essary to ensure a sufficiently oscillatory flow. It may be
instructive to note that, according to~25!, the Strouhal num-
ber depends on the product of the circular frequency and tube
radius (v0a) divided by the suction velocityVs . SinceVs is
usually two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the
speed of sound, Sr is about two to three orders of magnitude
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larger than the aeroacoustic Strouhal number based ona0

instead of Vs . Recalling that the latter extends over
@1023,10# with a peak in the noise spectrum at Sr'0.2, the
current Strouhal number extends over the range@1,103# with
typically reported values of Sr'20– 50.

Asymptotic approximations to Eq.~36! depend on the
development of a relationship between the two perturbation
parameters present in the problem. By inspection of numeri-
cal simulations carried out for the large suction case, one
comes to the conclusion that the problem exhibits a typical
second-order wave-type response that bears a strong resem-
blance to a critically damped wave. On that account, a dis-
tinguished limit will be needed to relate« and Sr in a manner
to produce the expected response.

To start, an order of magnitude relationship between the
control parameters must be posited. Without loss in general-
ity, one can let

Sr;O~«2z!. ~37!

Subsequently, rescaling of the viscous domain requires a dis-
tortion of the independent variable in the form

12r 5«kz. ~38!

In order to determine the distinguished limit, one may apply
the stretching transformation and use Sr5«2z in Eq. ~36!.
The result is

«122k
d2Yn

dz2 1«2k~r 2«/r !
dYn

dz
1@ i«2z1~4n14!#Yn50.

~39!

For a critically damped response to occur near the wall, a
balance between all three terms in Eq.~39! must be estab-
lished. Clearly, all terms will be in balance whenz5k51.
These distinctive orders indicate that the boundary-layer
thickness is ofO~«! and that

Sr5O~«21!. ~40!

It may be interesting to note that these distinguished limits
are dissimilar from those realized in the injection flow
analog,37–42 including those arising in the rectangular
cavity.1,2 The disparity can be attributed to the reversal in the
physics of the problem, namely, in the relocation of the vis-
cous boundary layer to the vicinity of the suction wall.

VI. MATCHED-ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS

A. The relevant scales

In order to proceed, one has to identify the length scale
needed to magnify the thin viscous region near the wall.
From the foregoing order of magnitude analysis, the relevant
scales can be recognized to ber 5r in the outer domain and

z5~12r !/« ~41!

in the inner region. Solving the problem with matched-
asymptotic expansions involves the formulation of two sepa-
rate solutions over the domain of interest. While Eq.~36! is
only valid in the outer domain~i.e., the inviscid region!, a

transformed equation is needed to capture the rapid varia-
tions near the wall~inside the viscous boundary layer!. In
both cases, we find it convenient to multiply Eq.~36! by r
and write the governing equation as

«r
d2Yn

dr 2 1~2r 21«!
dYn

dr
1r @ iSr1~4n14!#Yn50.

~42!

B. The outer solution

Using regular perturbations to construct the outer solu-
tion Yn

o , one may start by putting

Yn
o5Y0

o1«Y1
o1O~«2!. ~43!

Inserting Eq.~43! into Eq. ~42! gives

«r
d2Y0

o

dr 2 2r 2
dY0

o

dr
2r 2«

dY1
o

dr
1«

dY0
o

dr
1r @~4n14!1 iSr#

3~Y0
o1«Y1

o!1O~«2!50. ~44!

Keeping in mind that Sr5O(«21), the equations defining
the first two terms in the outer solution become

iSrY0
o50, ~45!

iSr«Y1
o5r 2

dY0
o

dr
2r ~4n14!Y0

o . ~46!

Solving these equations leads to

Y0
o5Y1

o50, Yn
o501O~«2!. ~47!

C. The inner solution

Having realized that the outer solution is zero, the
stretching transformation must now be applied to the original
coordinate in order to obtain the inner equation. This proce-
dure converts Eq.~42! into

~12«z!
d2Yn

i

dz2 1@12«~2z11!1«2z#
dYn

i

dz
1~«2«2z!

3@~4n14!1 iSr#Yn
i 50. ~48!

The inner solution can be similarly expanded usingYn
i 5Y0

i

1«Y1
i 1O(«2). The outcome is

~12«z!
d2Y0

i

dz2 1~«2«2z!
d2Y1

i

dz2 1@12«~2z11!1«2z#

3S dY0
i

dz
1«

dY1
i

dz D 1~«2«2z!@~4n14!1 iSr#

3~Y0
i 1«Y1

i !50. ~49!

Since the inner equation is of second order, two conditions
must be imposed on the inner solution at each perturbation
level. While the first can be determined from the no-slip at
the wall, the second must be deduced by matching with the
outer domain. Using Eq.~35! and the expansion forYn

i , the
boundary condition at the wall gives

Y0
i ~z50!51, Y1

i ~z50!50. ~50!
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At this juncture, the leading and first-order correction terms
can be readily found. From Eq.~49!, theO~1! equation reads

d2Y0
i

dz2 1
dY0

i

dz
1 iSr«Y0

i 50, ~51!

wherefore

Y0
i 5c1 exp@ 1

2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1c2 exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#. ~52!

Straightforward application of the boundary condition at the
wall yields

c2512c1 , ~53!

so that

Y0
i 5c1 exp@ 1

2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1~12c1!exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#. ~54!

Next, theO~«! equation can be collected from Eq.~49!. One
obtains

d2Y1
i

dz2 1
dY1

i

dz
1 iSr«Y1

i 5z
d2Y0

i

dz2 1~2z11!
dY0

i

dz

2~4n142 iSr«z!Y0
i . ~55!

While the homogeneous solution can be evaluated by inspec-
tion via

Y1,h
i 5B1 exp@ 1

2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1B2 exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#, ~56!

the right-hand side of Eq.~55! can be rearranged into

c1@ 1
4 ~A124iSr«21!2z1~z1 1

2!~A124iSr«21!

2~4n142 iSr«z!#exp@ 1
2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1~12c1!@ 1
4 ~A124iSr«11!2z2~z1 1

2!~A124iSr«

11!2~4n142 iSr«z!exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#.

~57!

A particular solution must therefore be assumed such that

Y1,p
i 5~B3z1B4z2!exp@ 1

2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1~B5z1B6z2!exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#. ~58!

After differentiating and substituting Eq.~58! into the left-
hand side of Eq.~55!, equating terms of order 1 andz2 re-
quires that

B35c1F1

2
2

~4n1 9
2!

A124iSr«
G , B450,

B55~12c1!F1

2
1

~4n1 9
2!

A124iSr«
G , B650. ~59!

By writing Y1
i 5Y1,h

i 1Y1,p
i and enforcing Eq.~50!, the inner

solution turns into

Yn
i 5H c12B2«1c1z«F1

2
2

~4n1 9
2!

A124iSr«
G J

3exp@ 1
2 ~A124iSr«21!z#

1H ~12c1!1B2«1~12c1!z«F1

2
1

~4n1 9
2!

A124iSr«
G J

3exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!z#. ~60!

D. Asymptotic matching

Inner and outer solutions can be readily matched using
Prandtl’s matching principle.43 By requiring the inner solu-
tion in the outer domain to match the outer solution in the
inner domain, one may set

Yn
i ~z→`!5Yn

o~r→0!5Yn,cp, ~61!

whereYn,cp represents the common part in the overlap region
shared by both inner and outer solutions. In our problem,
both the outer and common parts are zero. The inner solution
in the outer domain will also vanish according to Eq.~61! if,
and only if,c15B250. These constants bring closure to the
inner solution by permitting the construction of a uniformly
valid composite solution. Hence, by adding the inner and
outer solutions, lessYn,cp, one finally obtains

Yn~r !5$11~12r !@ 1
2 1~4n1 9

2!/A124iSr«#%

3exp@2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!~12r !/«#. ~62!

E. The oscillatory velocity

Insertion of Eq.~62! into Eq. ~33! results in an expres-
sion for the rotational velocity component. The addition of
the acoustical component, given by Eq.~24!, enables us to
express the total axial velocity as an infinite sum, namely,

u(1)~x,r !5 i S sin~vx!2 (
n50

`
~21!n~vx!2n11

~2n11!!

3H 11~12r !F1

2
1

~4n1 9
2!

A124iSr«
G J

3exp[2 1
2~A124iSr«11)(12r )/«# D .

~63!

Since (12r ) is small near the wall, one may usen50
in the secondary term arising from the first-order inner cor-
rection. The resulting expression can be summed, at leading
order, over all eigenvalues, and placed in closed form by
recognizing and grouping the implicit sine function expan-
sion. This manipulation produces

u(1)~x,r !5 i sin(vx){1 2@11 1
2 (12r !(119/A124iSr«)]

3exp[2 1
2 ~A124iSr«11!~12r !/«]}. ~64!
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Being practically equivalent to Eq.~63!, this formula com-
pletes our derivation of the acoustico-vortical contribution.
Equation~64! clearly displays the key parameters affecting
the unsteady wave behavior.

The foregoing methodology sketches the procedural
steps needed to arrive at a field approximation based on a
matched-asymptotic solution of the vorticity wave. The same
approach can be employed in other suction-driven problems
exhibiting more sophisticated mean flow functions. For ap-
preciable suction, however, an exact solution of the rota-
tional contribution is possible. This will be presented next.

VII. EXACT SOLUTION

A. Motivation

For the case ofF5r 2, Eq. ~34! can be solved exactly.
This requires setting

X5f, B~X!5cYn , ~65!

wheref andc are functions of the radial coordinater . These
transformations yield

dYn

dr
52

c8

c2 B1
f8

c

dB

dX
,

d2Yn

dr 2 5
f82

c

d2B

dX2

1S f9

c
2

2f8c8

c2 D dB

dX
2S c9

c2 2
2c82

c3 DB, ~66!

where primes stand for differentiation with respect tor . Sub-
stitution into Eq.~34! gives

d2B

dX2 1
1

f82 S f92
2f8c8

c
2r Ref81

f8

r D dB

dX
1F2

c9

c

1
2c82

c2 1
r Rec8

c
2

c8

rc
1Re~ iSr14n14!G B

f82 50.

~67!

At this point, c andf are chosen so that the variable coef-
ficients in Eq.~67! are turned into pure constants. For that
purpose, the coefficient of the first derivative is suppressed
via

f922f8c8/c2r Ref81f8/r 50,

c8/c5 1
2 ~f9/f82r Re1r 21!. ~68!

Integrating Eq.~68! gives c5T0Arf8 exp(2 Rer2/4),
whereT0 is constant. Equation~67! simplifies into

BXX1@Re~ iSr14n14!f8221b#B50, ~69!

where

b5
1

f82 F2
c9

c
1

2c82

c2 1S r Re2
1

r D c8

c G . ~70!

By setting Re(iSr14n14)/f825const, one obtainsf8
5ARe andX5f5rARe. Without losing generality, one puts
T051/A4 Re so thatc(r )5Ar exp(2Rer2/4). The outcome is

BXX1@s2 1
4 ~X221/X2!#B50; s5514n1 iS ~71!

B. Complete solution

At this point, two additional variable transformations are
needed. The first applies to the dependent variable via
H(X)5B(X)AX. Equation~71! becomes

HXX2HX /X1~s2 1
4 X211/X2!H50. ~72!

The second transformation, namely,Z5X2/2, affects the in-
dependent variable. This results in

d2H

dZ2 1S 2
1

4
1

s

2Z
1

1

4Z2DH50, ~73!

whose solution can be written as

H~Z!5C1M ~1/2! s,0~Z!1C2W~1/2! s,0~Z!, ~74!

where C1 and C2 are constants to be determined from
boundary conditions; the functionsM and W, on the other
hand, are the Whittaker functions of the first and second
kind. The Whittaker functions are related to the Kummer or
confluent hypergeometric functions through44

Mk,m~Z!5Z~1/2! 1me2~1/2! ZF~ 1
2 1m2k,112m;Z!,

Wk,m~Z!5Z~1/2! 1me2~1/2! ZC~ 1
2 1m2k,112m;Z!,

~75!

wherefrom

H~Z!5AZ exp~2 1
2 Z!@C1F~ 1

2 2 1
2 s,1;Z!

1C2C~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1;Z!#. ~76!

Returning to original variables, one gets

Yn~r !5A4 Re/4@C1F~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1; 1
2 Rer 2!

1C2C~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1; 1
2 Rer 2!#. ~77!

Note thatA4 Re/4 is a constant that can be absorbed intoC1

andC2 . Thus, without loss in generality, one puts

Yn~r !5C1F~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1; 1
2 Rer 2!

1C2C~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1; 1
2 Rer 2!,

~78!

Yn8~r !5r Re~ 1
2 2 1

2 s!@C1F~ 3
2 2 1

2 s,2; 1
2 Rer 2!

2C2C~ 3
2 2 1

2 s,2; 1
2 Rer 2!#.

To find C2 , C(a,b;z) must be expressed in terms of
F(a,b;z) using44
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C~a,b;x!5
p

sin~pb! F F~a,b;x!

G~11a2b!G~b!

2x12b
F~11a2b,22b;x!

G~a!G~22b! G . ~79!

This expression leads to an infinite value at the core forb
.1 except whenC250. The remainingC1 is determined

using the boundary condition at the wall. One finds

Yn~r !5F~ 1
2 2 1

2 s,1; 1
2 Rer 2!/F~ 1

2 2 1
2 s,1; 1

2 Re!, ~80!

which indicates that the characteristic coordinate scales with
rARe/2. Following the same lines as before, one can sum the
acoustical and vortical contributions to obtain the unsteady
velocity component. This takes the form

u(1)~x,r !5 i F sin~vx!2 (
n50

` ~21!n~vx!2n11F~22n222 1
2 iSr,1; 1

2 Rer 2!

~2n11!!F~22n222 1
2 iSr,1; 1

2 Re!
G . ~81!

Unlike the matched-asymptotic solution given by Eq.~62!,
the physical clarity of the exact solution is encumbered by
the infinite summation of the Kummer function.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. A formerly tested methodology

The decomposition of the time-dependent governing
equations presented in Sec. IV, during the momentum trans-
port formulation, was first introduced by Flandro42 and fur-
ther developed by Majdalani and Roh.38 For injection-driven
flows with superimposed oscillations, a similar analytical
framework has provided accurate flow field predictions.
Those could be substantiated using fully nonlinear computa-
tional models. The asymptotic approximations obtained pre-
viously were also shown to agree favorably with experimen-
tal data obtained in cold-flow simulations of transpiring
surfaces.39–42 Although the physical nature of the problem
changes when suction is introduced, the assumptions used in
reducing the governing equations remain valid, regardless of
the inflow or outflow boundary conditions. By analogy with
the injection-driven problem, one can expect a comparable
level of agreement between the asymptotic formulations
given here and either numerical or experimental studies of
the model at hand. However, in the absence of experimental
measurements to compare with, numerical simulations must
be resorted to.

B. Numerical confirmation

Due to the lack of experimental data for the suction-
driven flow, we have compared the matched-asymptotic ex-
pansion to a numerical solution of Eq.~36! obtained from a
code that was originally developed for injection-driven flows
by Majdalani and Van Moorhem.39 The same code was tested
by comparing its results to the exact solution derived in Sec.
VII. The algorithm employs a fixed step fifth-order Runge-
Kutta method with shooting to handle the boundary condi-
tions. For the suction case, the step size used was 1026 on a
normalized interval. In former studies,39–41 the same code
was shown to provide satisfactory agreement with experi-
mental data. Therein, the code was also shown to closely

match computational data obtained independently by Yang
and Roh who utilized a fully compressible, finite-volume
Navier-Stokes solver.45

C. Graphical confirmation

Figure 2 illustrates the agreement between the exact or
numerical solutions and Eq.~62!. Over typical ranges of
physical parameters, the graphical comparison clearly indi-
cates that the matched-asymptotic solution is in close agree-
ment with the numerical results. Graphically, the accuracy of
the approximate formulation is seen to increase with increas-
ing Reynolds and Strouhal numbers. This observation is re-
assuring since it indicates that the solution exhibits the
proper asymptotic behavior as«5Re21→0 and Sr21→0. It
is also satisfying to note the nearly critical damped-wave
response. This rapid damping in both depth and amplitude is
consistent with the arguments introduced in Sec. V regarding
the scaling orders of Sr and«. Also note that the wave be-
havior is different from the highly under-damped wave solu-
tion associated with injection-driven flows. In the latter, nu-
merous peaks of diminishing amplitude appear as the
distance from the wall is increased.1

In order to assess the truncation error associated with
Eq. ~62!, the maximum absolute error between asymptotics
and numerics is shown in Fig. 3 for the first three eigenval-
ues and a range of Sr and Re. When plotted versus«, this
error is seen to exhibit a clear asymptotic order as«→0. It
also decreases in magnitude with successive increases in Sr.
It can also be seen that the slope of the error curves and, in
turn, the order of the truncation error approach unity for

FIG. 2. HereYn is plotted forn50 over a range of Reynolds and Strouhal
numbers. The figures show the slightly under-damped response at Re520
and 50.
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sufficiently small«. This confirms the order claimed for this
approximation. In particular, it may be useful to note that the
slight increase in the error intercept at higher eigenvalues
does not affect the summed up solution. This is due to the
rapid convergence of the series in Eq.~63! asn is increased.

D. Variation of flow parameters

The four subsets of Fig. 4 illustrate the effect of varying
either the suction velocity or the oscillation frequency on the
time-dependent solution. In all four cases, the velocity is
seen to be a wave traveling in time. While a viscous and
rotational layer is present near the wall, a broad inviscid and
irrotational region covers the remaining domain. Interest-
ingly, the unsteady velocity reaches a maximum value inside
the viscous layer where a small velocity overshoot is realized
near the wall. This phenomenon is well known as Richard-
son’s annular effect and seems to be characteristic of oscil-
latory flows in tubes and channels with and without wall
permeation.46 The small percentage overshoot that accompa-
nies a suction-driven flow is of the same order as that asso-
ciated with the exact Sexl profile inside a nonporous tube. It
is significantly smaller than the 100% overshoot~i.e., veloc-
ity doubling! that recurs near the walls of injection-driven
flows.

According to the theory of laminar periodic flows, one
could expect the magnitude of the velocity overshoot to in-
crease at higher oscillation frequencies.46 The reason is this.
As the Strouhal number is increased, the spatial wavelength
diminishes, being inversely proportional to Sr. The first os-

cillation peak stemming from a favorable coupling between
acoustical and vortical waves will then form closer to the
wall. Since the rotational component diminishes with the dis-
tance from the wall, a larger vortical contribution augments
the acoustical wave when their coupling occurs closer to the
wall ~e.g., at higher frequencies!. The reduction in spatial
wavelength at higher Strouhal numbers increases the rate of
viscous dissipation and causes the boundary-layer thickness
to decrease.47 The latter is often referred to as the penetration
depth and is a measure of the viscous and rotational layer
above the solid boundary.

The top two subsets in Fig. 4 illustrate the effects of
increasing the Reynolds number while decreasing the Strou-
hal number via an order of magnitude increase inVs . As the
suction speed is increased, the rotational layer is reduced in
both depth and overshoot. While the reduction in overshoot
can be attributed to the smaller vortical contribution associ-
ated with a smaller Sr, the smaller depth may be attributed to
the increased Re. Evidently, the increased fluid withdrawal
rate has the effect of attracting the viscous layer closer to the
wall.

The bottom two subsets, on the other hand, confirm the
previous statements made regarding the oscillation fre-
quency. Clearly, through an order of magnitude increase in
Sr, the penetration depth is decreased, while Richardson’s
effect is made more appreciable.

E. Oscillation modes

In closing, we use Fig. 5 to show the spatial evolution of
the oscillatory velocity for the first three oscillation modes.
Also plotted are the amplitudes of the inviscid velocity at
nine equally scattered times. This is done to illustrate the

FIG. 3. Plot of the maximum error in the approximate solution versus«.

FIG. 4. The oscillatory velocityu(1) exp(2it) is shown at four different
times form51 andx/ l 50.5. Angles in the figures represent dimensionless
time. Properties correspond to an order of magnitude variation in Reynolds
and Strouhal numbers.

FIG. 5. The spatial distribution of the oscillatory velocityu(1) exp(2it) is
illustrated for the first three acoustical oscillation modes by plotting the
velocity modulus at several evenly spaced axial positions for Re520 and
Sr510. The corresponding longitudinal mode shapes of the acoustical ve-
locity component are also shown at nine equally dispersed times. In addition
to the head end location, the smallest disturbances occur at thenth internal

acoustical node located atx* /L5n/(m2
1
2), n,m, m51,2,3, etc.
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strong correspondence between the pressure-driven inviscid
mode shapes and the spatial distribution of the total velocity.
Since the rotational contribution always decays away from
the walls, it is clear that the inviscid solution dominates near
the core. The spatial amplitude of the oscillatory velocity is
hence controlled by the pressure-driven mode shapes associ-
ated with the inviscid wave. Except for the small viscous
layer that is drawn to the wall by hard suction, the flow is
primarily irrotational. In addition to the head end location
where no oscillations can be entertained, the weakest distur-
bances take place in the vicinity ofnth internal acoustical
nodes. This is due to the smallest wave amplitudes being
located atx/ l 5n/(m2 1

2) for all n,m as shown on the
graph.

In this article, the main thrust has been placed on pre-
senting the procedural steps needed to obtain an unsteady
flow approximation based on matched-asymptotic expan-
sions of the vortical wave contribution. For the special case
of appreciable wall suction, an exact solution was also pos-
sible. Despite its algebraic opacity, the exact solution served
a dual purpose by helping to validate both numerics and
asymptotics. In later work, we hope to extend this analysis to
an oscillating gas with arbitrary levels of suction.
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For the efficient long-range nondestructive structural health inspection of pipes, guided waves have
become widely used. Among the various guided wave modes, the torsional wave is most preferred
since its first branch is nondispersive. Our objective in this work is to develop a new
magnetostrictive transducer configuration to transmit and receive torsional waves in cylindrical
waveguides. The conventional magnetostrictive transducer for the generation and measurement of
torsional waves consists of solenoid coils and a nickel strip bonded circumferentially to test pipes.
The strip must be premagnetized by a permanent magnet before actual measurements. Because of
the premagnetization, the transducer is not suitable for the long-term on-line monitoring of pipes
buried underground. To avoid the cumbersome premagnetization and to improve the transduction
efficiency, we propose a new transducer configuration using several pieces of nickel strips installed
at 45° with respect to the pipe axis. If a static bias magnetic field is also applied, the transducer
output can be substantially increased. Several experiments were conducted to study the performance
of the proposed transducer configuration. The proposed transducer configuration was also applied
for damage detection in an aluminum pipe. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904304#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The guided-wave technology has received much atten-
tion recently as a powerful tool for the nondestructive in-
spection of cylindrical waveguides such as pipes and
tubes.1–6 Since guided waves can travel over several meters
along the waveguide axis, the guided-wave technology is
very efficient in inspecting a large portion of a waveguide.
Several wave modes such as longitudinal, torsional, and flex-
ural modes can be utilized for nondestructive inspection, but
the torsional wave mode is preferred because its first branch
is nondispersive and favorable for signal processing. There-
fore, an efficient generation of the torsional wave is perhaps
an important issue in the torsional wave-based nondestruc-
tive evaluation technology.

As far as the generation and measurement of the tor-
sional wave are concerned, two approaches are available:
one approach based on piezoelectric transducers7 and the
other based on magnetostrictive transducers.8 Each approach
has its own advantages and disadvantages, but we are con-
cerned with the development of a new magnetostrictive
transducer because magnetostrictive transducers are cost ef-
fective and easy to install. The magnetostrictive transducers
use the coupling effect between the elastic deformation and
the magnetic field of ferromagnetic materials. Although mag-
netostrictive transducers~including sensors! have been ap-
plied and studied in many cases,9–14 their applications for
torsional wave generation were made only recently by
Kwun.8

The configuration of Kwun’s transducer for generating
torsional waves in a cylindrical waveguides is shown in Fig.
1~a!. The transducer consists of a nickel strip and a solenoid
coil surrounding the strip. The strip is bonded circumferen-

tially to a test specimen such as a pipe and a permanent
magnet is rubbed on the nickel strip for premagnetization.
~Any material exhibiting strong magnetization can be used as
the strip material, but nickel is easily available and cost ef-
fective.! The premagnetization will induce static magnetic
field strength in the circumferential direction, which is indi-
cated byHS in Fig. 1~b!. When alternating current is sent
through the solenoid coil, the alternating magnetic field
strength (HD) is also developed on the nickel strip in thez
axis direction. If the magnitudes ofHD and HS are almost
the same, the resulting magnetic strength vector will point in
the direction that is about 45° from thez axis, as illustrated
in Fig. 1~b!.

By developing a new magnetostrictive transducer to
generate torsional waves, Kwun8 made a breakthrough in the
field. Nevertheless, the configuration of his transducer has
some drawbacks. First, the nickel strip always needs be pre-
magnetized before the transducer is used. When the trans-
ducer is to be used for long-term on-line monitoring of un-
derground pipes, the strip needs periodic magnetization,
which is difficult to achieve. Second, if the magnitudes of
HD and HS are not of the same order, undesirable wave
modes are also generated in addition to the torsional wave
mode.

To overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, a new
transducer configuration shown in Fig. 2 is proposed. Several
pieces of nickel strips are attached to the test specimen with
the alignment anglea equal to 45°. Since the relative per-
meability of the nickel strips is higher than that of the test
specimen, most of the magnetic flux by the solenoid coil
flows along nickel strips. Therefore, the elastic deformation
of the nickel strips developed by the magnetostriction effect
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results in the main elastic deformation of the test specimen in
the direction parallel to the strip alignment direction. Obvi-
ously, the generated strain will develop torsional waves
along the specimen axis.

The main difference between Kwun’s transducer and the
proposed transducer is simply the alignment angle of the
nickel strip. However, the alignment change has a significant
impact on the transducer characteristics; premagnetization is
not needed and the generated wave mode is insensitive to the
magnitude of the current input to the solenoid coil. The pro-
posed transducer can perform even without the bias solenoid,
although the applied bias field will definitely improve the
transducer performance. The effect of the bias magnetic field
will be investigated in the subsequent section.

Earlier, Ohzeki and Mashine15 used skew-oriented ferro-
magnetic patches attached to the test specimen with respect
to the test specimen axis. Their motivation was to estimate
the torque transmitted in the shaft of a milling machine. The
proposed transducer in this work, however, can not only
measure but also generate torsional waves. Damage location
estimations in aluminum pipes will be also considered as a
typical application problem. To verify the performance of the

proposed transducer, several experiments were performed.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, the theory on the guided torsional waves
and the magnetostrictive effects will be discussed.

A. Guided torsional waves

Thin-walled pipes are used as waveguides throughout
this investigation, so the mechanics of elastic waves as well
as their dispersion characteristics will be given mainly in
cylindrical shells shown in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 3 shows the
dispersion curve as thenp2v relation (np : the phase veloc-
ity, v: angular frequency!. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the
first branch, the lowest-energy branch, is nondispersive.
Therefore, the phase velocity of the wave belonging to the
first branch is independent of frequency. If the excitation
frequency is not much higher than the first cutoff frequency
~1.6 MHz in this case!, the first branch becomes the main
carrier of wave energy. Therefore, the excitation pulse shape
will be nearly preserved. Since no other wave mode or
branch has the nondispersive characteristics, it is best to use
the pulse that can be decomposed within the first branch of
the torsional wave mode for long-range damage detection.
For general discussions on the dispersion characteristics, see
Achenbach,16 Miklowitz,17 Graff,18 or Rose.19

B. Magnetostrictive effects

The proposed transducer uses the magnetostrictive ef-
fects in actuating and measuring torsional waves, so the
physics of the magnetostrictive effects such as the Joule ef-
fect and the Villari effect should be explained. The Joule
effect20 refers to the phenomenon of the dimension change of
a piece of ferromagnetic material when it is placed under a
magnetic field. The Villari effect21 represents the inverse
phenomenon of the Joule effect.

The Joule effect and the Villari effect may be expressed
by the following two equations for one-dimensional situa-
tions:

FIG. 1. Kwun’s magnetostrictive transducer for generating and measuring
torsional waves.~a! The schematic configuration;~b! the resulting direction
of the magnetic field strength as the sum ofHS andHD .

FIG. 2. The proposed magnetostrictive transducer for generating and mea-
suring torsional waves.

FIG. 3. The phase-velocity dispersion curve for the axisymmetric torsional
wave in an cylindrical aluminum shell with the inner and outer radii
a511.5 mm andb512.5 mm.
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«5
s

EH 1q* H, ~1!

B5msH1qs, ~2!

where«, s, B, andH represent the strain, stress, magnetic
flux density, and magnetic strength, respectively. The mate-
rial constantsEH, q* , ms, andq denote the Young’s modu-
lus under a constant magnetic strength, the coupling coeffi-
cient of the Joule effect, the permeability under a constant
stress and the coupling coefficient of the Villari effect, re-
spectively. A general theory on the magnetostrictive effect
including explanations on hysteresis and irreversibility can
be found in Jiles.22 The elastic wave or deformation in a
ferromagnetic material can be easily converted to the voltage
change of the solenoid surrounding the material.12

III. PROPOSED MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TRANSDUCER
FOR TORSIONAL WAVES

A. Transducer configuration and first-order stress
analysis

To explain the mechanism to generate torsional waves
by the Joule effect in a pipe, consider a generic pointP on
the pipe surface illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. When the pipe shown
in Fig. 4~a! is at the state of pure torsion, the stress state atP
in thez-u plane should look like the state shown in Fig. 4~b!.
The pure shear state in thez-u coordinate system can be
represented by two normal stresses (s,2s) in the principle
axes 1 and 2 that are oriented645° from thez axis. There-
fore, if the normal stresses having the opposite signs are
applied along the two principle axes, pure torsional waves
can be generated along the pipe axis.

Based on the simple stress analysis in Fig. 4~b!, we pro-
pose to align the ferromagnetic strip~made of nickel! at 45°
from the pipe axis. Figure 5~a! shows four nickel strips
bonded on the outer surface of an aluminum pipe, and Fig.
5~b! shows the magnetostrictive transducer consisting of the
nickel strips and the solenoid coil. The solenoid coil serves
both as the actuating coil and the sensing coil.

The aluminum pipe will be excited by the elastic defor-
mation of the nickel strip through the magnetostrictive effect.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the direction of the

flux line in the strip when elastic current flows through the
solenoid coil. Figure 6 shows the pattern of the flux line in
the z-u plane. For the analysis, a two-dimensional linear
static model was used. The actual numerical calculation was
performed byANSYS.23 In Fig. 6, the magnetic flux in the
strip flows mainly along axis 1, since the permeability of
nickel is much larger than those of aluminum and air. There-
fore, the Joule effect causes the strip to deform mainly along
the axis 1 direction when electric current flows through the
solenoid coil.

To investigate the wave generated by the nickel strip, let
us consider the elastic deformation of the nickel strip at the
moment of the electric current input to the solenoid coil and
carry out a first-order stress analysis. The uniform stretch~or
contraction! along axis 1 and the accompanied uniform con-
traction~or stretch! along axis 2 developed in the nickel strip
before being bonded may be expressed approximately by the
following strain components:

«115qH, «2252nN«1152nNqH, «1250, ~3!

wherenN is Poisson’s ratio of nickel.
When the nickel strip is bonded to the aluminum pipe,

the elastic deformation of the nickel strip develops stress in

FIG. 4. The stress state corresponding to pure torsion in a pipe.~a! The
generic pointP on the pipe surface;~b! the two-dimensional view of the
stress state.

FIG. 5. Nickel strips bonded on the surface of pipe~a! with and~b! without
the actuating and sensing solenoid coil installed.

FIG. 6. The magnetic flux lines.
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the aluminum pipe. The evaluation of the magnitude of the
stress requires a somewhat complicated analysis, so some
assumptions will be made for the first-order analysis. If
l N'nwN ( l N , wN : length and width of each strip,n: number
of the nickel strip! in Fig. 2, the stress developed in the pipe
where the nickel strip is attached may be assumed as

s11's0 , s22'2nNs0 , s12'0, ~4!

wheres0 stands for the normal stress component in axis 1.
To convert the stress components expressed along axes 1

and 2 into those along thez-u coordinate system, the follow-
ing transformation formula will be used~see, e.g., Timosh-
enko and Goodier24!:

s i 8 i 85
1

2
~s i i 1s j j !1

1

2
~s i i 2s j j !cos 2a1s i j sin 2a

s j 8 j 85
1

2
~s i i 1s j j !2

1

2
~s i i 2s j j !cos 2a2s i j sin 2a

~5!

s i 8 j 852
1

2
~s i i 2s j j !sin 2a1s i j cos 2a,

wherea is the angle between the two orthogonal coordinate
systems@( i , j ),(i 8, j 8)#. Substituting (i 8, j 8)5(z,u), (i , j )
5(1,2) anda545°, the stress components in Eq.~4! are
written as

szz5
12nN

2
s0 ,

suu5
12nN

2
s0 , ~6!

szu52
11nN

2
s0 .

Though the pure shear state (szz5suu50, szuÞ0) is desir-
able, the normal stress is also developed, as can be seen in
Eq. ~6!. Therefore, not only the torsional wave~due toszu),
but also the longitudinal wave~due toszz) will be generated.
Figure 7 shows the stress state decomposed into three stress
components.

To study the stress wave propagation, it is very impor-
tant to note that the longitudinal wave speedcL5AEA /rA is
different from the torsional wave speed
cT5AEA/2rA(11nA) (EA , rA , nA : Young’s modulus, den-
sity, Poisson’s ratio of aluminum!. Therefore,szz component
generating the longitudinal wave andszu component gener-
ating the torsional wave separate as they propagate. Since
cL.cT , the longitudinal wave travels ahead of the torsional
wave.

To continue the first-order stress analysis, one may ne-
glect the dynamic effect of the propagating waves, and the
damping effect occurring during wave propagation. When
the generated longitudinal stress wave is measured by the
transducer, the stress state will be approximated as

szz5
12nN

2
s0 , suu50, szu50. ~7!

Then the following stress component will be measured
through the nickel strip:

s11
L 5

12nN

4
s0 , ~8!

where the superscriptL stands for the longitudinal wave. In
obtaining the result in Eq.~8!, Eq. ~5!, and Eq.~6! are used,
with ( i 8, j 8)5(1,2), (i , j )5(z,u), a5245°. Likewise, the
magnitude of thes11

T stress component due to the torsional
wave can be calculated as

s11
T 5

11nN

2
s0 . ~9!

From the above stress analysis, the following conclusions
can be drawn.

~1! By the proposed transducer configuration, both the
torsional wave and the longitudinal wave are simultaneously
generated. However, the magnitude of the torsional stress
s11

T is much larger than that of the longitudinal stresss11
L .

The relative ratio, with dynamic and damping effects ne-
glected, is approximated as

Us11
T

s11
L U

FOA

5U11nN

2
s0

12nN

4
s0

U5
2~11nN!

12nN

'3.80 ~ for nN50.31!. ~10!

In Eq. ~10!, the subscript ‘‘FOA’’ is used to emphasize that
the result is predicted by the first-order analysis.

~2! The torsional wave will be preceded by the longitu-
dinal wave of a small magnitude due to the difference be-
tween their wave speeds. So, the torsional wave can be dis-
tinguished against the longitudinal wave.

Though the stress analysis is based on some assump-
tions, the present analysis shows the characteristics of the
waves measured by the proposed transducer.

The photo of the proposed transducer is shown in Fig. 8.
The bias coil shown in Fig. 8~b! is installed to supply the
static bias magnetic field. The bias field is very useful to
increase the transducer output, as shall be shown later.

FIG. 7. The decomposition of the stress state in a pipe developed by the
nickel strip deformation.
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1. Comparison with Kwun’s transducer

When Kwun’s transducer illustrated in Fig. 1 is used, the
strain developed in the unbounded nickel strip may be ap-
proximated as

«115qAHS
21HD

2 , «2252nN«11,

«1250, and tana5
HS

HD
. ~11!

In this case, the directions of principle axes 1 and 2 depend
on the magnitude ofHS /HD . UnlessHD is adjusted to be
the same asHS , i.e., a545°, torsion-dominant waves can-
not be generated. IfHD is much larger thanHS , for instance,
the generated wave by the Kwun’s transducer will be domi-
nated by the longitudinal wave mode. Since theHS field is
created by rubbing a permanent magnet on the nickel strip
along the circumferential direction, it is difficult to quantify
the magnitude ofHS . Furthermore, nickel is usually demag-

netized in a relatively short period, so the permanent magnet
rubbing technique is not desirable for the long-term on-line
inspection especially in pipes buried underground.

B. Experimental setup

Figure 9 shows the schematic diagram of the experimen-
tal setup. The transducer in Fig. 9 is the proposed transducer
shown in Fig. 8. The nickel strips are bonded to the alumi-
num pipe by epoxy~Model: 3M DP460!. The dimension of
the pipe specimen and the location of the proposed trans-
ducer are also shown in Fig. 9. The selected specification of
the proposed transducer is given in Fig. 10. Better transducer
performance obtained with other specifications will be inves-
tigated thoroughly in future work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, the performance and the characteristics
of the proposed transducer will be investigated. In the exist-
ing magnetostrictive transducer applications, the following
sine waveform was used:

f sp~ t !5H sinht, 0<t<
2p

h
m,

0, elsewhere,

~12!

wheret is time andh is the center frequency andm usually
takes on the value of 1 or 2. Whenm51, a single sine pulse
is generated. As pointed out by Hong and Kim,25 the energy
of f sp(t) is not sufficiently concentrated on the center fre-
quencyh; f sp(t) is thus not efficient for accurate damage
location estimation. To concentrate the energy of the gener-
ated pulse at a given center frequencyh, we employ the
Gabor pulsef Gp(t):

f Gp~ t !5
1

~pŝ!1/4e2 t2/2ŝ2
cosht. ~13!

The parameterŝ controls the spread of the pulse in time. The
shape of the Gabor pulse forŝ50.000 083 andh560 kHz is
shown in Fig. 11~a!, and the actual waveform coming out of
the power amplifier is plotted in Fig. 11~b!. Figure 11~b!
shows that the Gabor-type pulse generated for experiments is
almost the same as the theoretical pulse.

FIG. 8. The photo of the proposed magnetostrictive transducer.~a! At the
assembled state;~b! at the disassembled state.

FIG. 9. The schematic diagram of the
experimental setup.
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A. Wave measurement and comparison with Kwun’s
transducer

In characterizing the measured pulses, the following no-
tations will be used:

s2: pulse traveling to the left at the initial state
s1: pulse traveling to the right at the initial state
d in s2@d# or s1@d#: the distance the pulses2 or s1

travels
SymbolsT andL of the symbols: torsional mode and

longitudinal mode, respectively.
For instance,s2@2L1# is the pulse initially traveling to

the left, which arrives att52L1 /cT after it travels a distance
of 2L1 , as illustrated in Fig. 12~a!. At time t52L/cT , two
pulsess1 ands2 will merge, so the magnitude of the signal
become large.

A signal captured by the proposed transducer for the
Gabor pulse withh560 kHz is shown in Fig. 13~a!. Some
pulses of the signal in Fig. 13~a! are zoomed in Fig. 13~b!.
Unless stated otherwise, the following numerical data are
used:

i B ~DC input to the bias solenoid!50.5 A

ŝ50.000 083

The short-time Fourier transform of the measured signal in
Fig. 13~a! is presented by Fig. 13~c!. Figure 13~c! clearly
shows that the energy of each pulse is centered at the exci-
tation frequencyh560 kHz. The nondispersive characteris-
tic of the first branch of the torsional wave is revealed by the
straight vertical lines in the time–frequency plane, around at
t52L1 /cT50.31631026 s, t52L/cT51.25431026 s, etc.

As explained in Sec. III A, the signal shown in Fig.
13~a! contains the pulses corresponding to the longitudinal
wave mode. These pulses, marked bysL in Fig. 13~a!, may
not be easily identified because their magnitudes are small.
As longitudinal waves are dispersive, they spread out as they
propagate. Thus, it may be appropriate to choose the magni-

FIG. 10. The specification of the proposed transducer.~a! Bias coil; ~b!
actuating/sensing coil; and~c! nickel strip (thickness50.15 mm).

FIG. 11. The Gabor waveform.~a! The theoretical signal;~b! the actual
signal coming from the power amplifier.

FIG. 12. The illustration of the traveling histories of pulses arriving at~a!
t52L1 /cT ; ~b! t52L2 /cT ; ~c! t52L/cT .
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tude of the largest peak ofsL as the longitudinal wave level.
This peak value will be denoted bys11

L .
It is important to compares11

T , the peak torsional wave
magnitude withs11

L in checking the transducer performance.
To this end, the signal in Fig. 13~a! is zoomed, and the ar-
rival time of the longitudinal wave mode is predicted by
using the longitudinal wave speedcL . ~The longitudinal
wave pulses may be seen better at different excitation fre-
quencies: see Fig. 15, later.! The estimated ratio ofus11

T /s11
L u

from the experimentally measured signal in Fig. 13~a! is
us11

T /s11
L uexp53.6, which is not far from us11

T /s11
L uFOA

53.80.
To compare the performance of the proposed transducer

and that of Kwun’s transducer, the same wave measurement
experiments were conducted with Kwun’s transducer shown
in Fig. 1~a!. For quantitative comparison, the same pipe and
actuating/sensing coil are used. Furthermore, the amount of
nickel for Kwun’s strip is the same as that for the proposed
transducer. Since Kwun’s strip is bonded circumferentially
around the outer pipe surface, the strip widthwN

Kwun for
Kwun’s transducer is chosen as

wN
Kwun543 l N3wN/2pb. ~14!

Note that four pieces of the nickel strip are used in the pro-
posed transducer.

The overall characteristics of the pulses measured by
Kwun’s in Fig. 14 are the same as those in Fig. 13~a! and
Fig. 13~c!. However, the magnitude of the measured pulse by
Kwun’s transducer is quite smaller than that by the proposed
transducer. The peak-to-peak magnitudes (Vp-p) of the pulse
s2@2L#1s1@2L#, for instance, are as follows:

By the proposed transducer:Vp-p50.017 18 V;
by Kwun’s transducer:Vp-p50.004 21 V.

One reason why the proposed transducer gives larger
peak-to-peak values than Kwun’s transducer may be due to
the applied static bias magnet field. In the next section, we
will investigate the effect of the bias magnetic field on the
output of the proposed transducer.

B. The effects of the static bias magnetic field and
the excitation frequency

The static bias magnetic field affects the transducer per-
formance. To investigate the effect of the bias magnetic field,
the input electric currenti B to the bias solenoid coil is varied.
Nine values ofi B are considered and the peak-to-peak values
(Vp-p) of s21s1 at t52L/cT are tabulated in Table I. In
adjusting the magnitude ofi B , the magnetostrictive effect of
nickel relating the magnetic field strengthH to the strain« is
considered.26 As shown by Table I, the bias magnetic field
significantly affects the transducer output. The peak-to-peak
value monotonically increases for small values ofi B and

FIG. 13. The measured signal by the proposed transducer.~The center frequencyh of the Gabor-type pulse: 60 kHz!. ~a! The time history;~b! the zoomed
view of s2@2L12L1# ands2@2L#1s1@2L#; ~c! the spectrogram of the signal in~a! by the short-time Fourier transform.
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remains almost the same afteri B'0.5 A. Based on this find-
ing, i B50.5 A was used for the present investigation.

One advantage of the proposed transducer is apparent
from this experiment. Unlike Kwun’s configuration, the bias
magnetic field is easily controlled by the change ofi B .
Therefore, the transducer performance can be always maxi-
mized. Obviously, the bias current maximizing the trans-
ducer output will be different for different excitation fre-
quencies, but this experiment will suffice to show the
importance of the appropriate bias magnetic field and to
demonstrate the versatility of the proposed transducer con-
figuration.

Now the effect of the excitation frequency on the mea-
sured signal will be investigated. The measured signals for
h540 kHz, 80 kHz, and 120 kHz are shown in Fig. 15. The
bias current was set at 0.5 A for all experiments. Figure 16
shows the variation of the peak-to-peak value of the torsional
wave pulse. It also shows the peak-to-peak ratio between the
torsional pulse and the longitudinal wave pulse.

The maximum peak-to-peak value of the torsional wave
pulse was aroundh'95 kHz, but the relative magnitude of
the peak-to-peak value of the torsional wave pulse to the
peak-to-peak value of the longitudinal wave pulse reaches its
maximum at aroundh'60 kHz. Therefore, some tradeoff
between the two factors must be made in choosing the exci-

FIG. 14. The measured signal by Kwun’s transducer (h560 kHz). ~a! The
time history;~b! the spectrogram by the short-time Fourier transform.

TABLE I. The peak-to-peak valuesVp-p of s21s1 at t52L/cT for varying
values ofi B .

i B ~A!
Estimated
HB ~kA/m! Vp-p ~V!

0 0 0.0025
0.1 2 0.0076
0.2 4 0.0094
0.3 6 0.0106
0.4 8 0.0107
0.5 10 0.0108
0.6 12 0.0101
0.7 14 0.0100
0.8 16 0.0094

FIG. 15. The measured signals at different excitation frequencies.~a! h
540 kHz; ~b! 80 kHz; and~c! 120 kHz.
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tation frequency, depending on the actual field situation.
However, this experiment shows the importance of the exci-
tation frequency in maximizing the transducer performance.

To check the applicability of the proposed transducer in
pipes having larger dimensions, a few experiments were con-
ducted. The time signals obtained for pipes with (d0

550 mm, t51 mm, h525 kHz) and (d0550 mm, t

53 mm, h525 kHz) are plotted in Fig. 17. As illustrated in
Fig. 17, the proposed transducer can be used for larger,
thicker pipes. However, more experiments should be per-
formed to apply the transducer to industrial problems involv-
ing thick-walled pipes~say,t510 mm).

C. Damage detection application

As an application of the proposed transducer, damage
detection in a pipe is considered. The experimental setup for
damage detection is shown in Fig. 18~a! and the dimensions
of an artificial crack are shown in Fig. 18~b!. The specifica-
tions of the test pipe and the transducer are the same as those
used in earlier experiments.

Figure 19 shows the measured signal by the proposed
transducer, which contains the distinctive pulses reflected
from the crack. Using the torsional wave speed
cT53188 m/s, the distanceLc from the transducer to the
crack can be estimated. The result is summarized in Table II;
the damage location was accurately determined from the sig-
nal measured by the proposed transducer. Although many
other cracking situations should be investigated, this subject
will be studied in the future. Nevertheless, the present dam-
age detection problem suffices to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed transducer.~See Fig. 19!.

FIG. 17. The measured signals in pipes having (d0550 mm, t51 mm) and
(d0550 mm, t53 mm). The center frequencyh was selected so as to yield
high T/L ratio and outputs.

FIG. 16. The effect of the excitation frequencyh on the transducer output.
~a! The peak-to-peak value (Vp-p) of the torsional pulse;~b! the ratio of the
peak-to-peak value of the torsional wave pulse to that of the longitudinal
wave pulse.

FIG. 18. The experimental setup for a damage detection application.~a! A
cracked aluminum pipe;~b! crack dimension.

FIG. 19. The measured signal in a cracked aluminum pipe. The Gabor pulse
with h560 kHz is used.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The generation and measurement of torsional waves in
cylindrical waveguides by a new magnetostrictive transducer
was studied. The proposed transducer consisted of a solenoid
coil and several nickel strips bonded on the test specimen at
an alignment angle of 45°. A bias solenoid coil supplying the
static magnetic field to the nickel strip can be installed to
increase the transducer output. In comparison with the cur-
rently available transducer, the proposed one avoided cum-
bersome premagnetization of the nickel strip and produced
bigger torsional signals. A first-order stress analysis was car-
ried out to estimate the relative magnitude of the generated
torsional stress wave compared to the magnitude of the gen-
erated longitudinal wave. The experiments conducted with
the proposed transducer showed that the center frequency of
the excitation pulse and the magnitude of the applied direct
current input to the bias solenoid coil significantly affected
the transducer performance. Finally, the proposed transducer
was applied successfully to the damage detection in a long
cylindrical pipe.
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In this paper a method is proposed to characterize the elasticity of isotropic linear materials from the
generation and detection of an acoustic surface wave. For the calculation of the elastic constants, it
is sufficient that only one of the faces of the sample be accessible. The methodology is based on both
the measurement of the Rayleigh wave velocity and on the determination of the normal to
longitudinal amplitude ratio calculated from the normal and longitudinal components of the
displacement of a point. The detection of two consecutive surface wave pulses using a single
experimental setup permits the determination of the elastic constants. The method is applied to
calculate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of an aluminum sample as well as their systematic
uncertainties. The results obtained give a relative uncertainty for Young’s modulus on the order of
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I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, two different techniques have been used to
determine the elastic constants of a material, one static and
the other dynamic. One nondestructive testing technique as-
sociated with dynamic methods is based on the measurement
of bulk velocities; Young’s modulusE and Poisson’s ration
are then calculated from the longitudinal and shear ultrasonic
wave velocities.1 Measurement of resonance frequencies of a
slender bar2 also leads to the characterization of the elasticity
of materials. The determination of the dynamic elastic con-
stants from the measurement of the resonance frequencies of
samples of diverse shape, such as cubes, parallelepipeds, or
nonslender bars,3–5 is a method which has been increasingly
used. The resonance methods were limited by the lack of
sufficiently exact solutions to the problem of estimating the
frequencies of vibration of an elastic solid of arbitrary shape.
In the aforementioned procedures, mainly piezoelectric
transducers are used as generators and detectors of stress
waves.

An alternative methodology, based upon the laser-
ultrasonic technique, uses lasers to generate and to detect
ultrasounds. One of the advantages of using this technique is
that contact with the sample is not required, thereby avoiding
the necessity for correction factors to be considered due to
the added overweight. In addition, the detection is almost
point-like and the detector has a wide bandwidth in its fre-
quency response. Different contributions6–9 describe the use
of lasers as detectors and/or generators instead of piezoelec-
tric transducers; the results provided show the extensive
range of application of this technique.

Another method applied in order to evaluate the elastic
constants is partly based on the measurement of the velocity
of the surface acoustic wave or Rayleigh wave. In this setup
the source and the detector are on the same face of the
sample, which could be convenient in the case of complex
geometric form or when only one single face is accessible. In
addition, the identification of these waves is simple since
they propagate great distance without hard attenuation. In
effect, since propagation is two-dimensional rather than
three-dimensional, the intensity is not inversely proportional
to the square of the distance but to the distance itself. Ray-
leigh waves can be generated using a laser and detected with
a point-receiver transducer10 in order to measure the surface-
wave energy velocities. The anisotropic elastic constants are
then recovered by an optimization method such that the dif-
ference between the calculated and measured energy veloci-
ties reaches a minimum. In the work by Wu and Fang,11

Rayleigh waves are generated by means of an impact and the
resulting waves are detected with transducers. If the velocity
of Rayleigh waves and that ofP waves are known, the elastic
constants of isotropic materials can be calculated. The gen-
eration of Rayleigh waves following the wedge method and
detection by laser interferometry have been used to measure
the velocity of Rayleigh waves in an anisotropic medium
~slate!.12

The quotient of velocity of Rayleigh waves andP waves
is adequate for the calculation of Poisson’s ratio. In fact,
Poisson’s ratio is a single-valued function of that quotient
~see for instance Fig. 6.8 in Ref. 13!. It is preferable to de-
termine such velocities using two accessible faces. Despite
the fact that Poisson’s ratio has been calculated11 from such
velocities, using only one accessible face, if the distance
traveled is short then the detected waves can be partiallya!Electronic mail: nieves@us.es
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superposed, which causes deviations in the measurement of
Poisson’s ratio.

In this work, a direct method is proposed to determine
the elastic constants of any isotropic material from the detec-
tion of Rayleigh wave. The method could be applied using
only one single Rayleigh wave pulse, although for conve-
nience more than one pulse is used here. The measurement
of the material’s density, the velocity of the surface wave,
and the quotient of its normal and longitudinal displacement
components are required. The key of this work is the sole use
of Rayleigh waves. The detection at a point on the surface of
a single surface wave pulse is enough to measure its velocity,
as well as to calculate the normal to longitudinal displace-
ment component ratio from the amplitudes of one harmonic
component of the wave.

II. RAYLEIGH WAVES AND DYNAMIC ELASTIC
CONSTANTS

Rayleigh waves14 propagate along the free surface of a
body without penetrating it. More specifically, the distur-
bance is confined to a surface layer whose depth is in the
order of its wavelength. In homogeneous and isotropic media
the particle motion is elliptical and retrograde near the sur-
face, and the major normal axis of the ellipse is normal to the
free surface, i.e., the vibration plane is perpendicular to the
surface and contains the direction of propagation.15 The ve-
locity of Rayleigh wavevR , and the phase velocitiesvP and
vS of the bulk wavesP andS, respectively, are related16,17by
the equation

h328h218hS 32
2vS

2

vP
2 D 216S 12

vS
2

vP
2 D 50, ~1!

where

h5S vR

vS
D 2

. ~2!

In addition, the quotient of normalut and longitudinalul

amplitude components of Rayleigh waves at a point on the
surface,a[ut /ul , is related toh by the formula

a[
ut

ul
5

22h

2A12h
. ~3!

This quotient or its inverse, the ellipticity, is an important
parameter which reflects fundamental properties of the elas-
tic material and can be used in different applications in seis-
mology and nondestructive testing.18

The experimental measurement of the normal and longi-
tudinal amplitude components of the displacement of a point
due to Rayleigh waves propagating along the surface of an
isotropic material allows the calculation of its quotienta.
Equation~3! givesh from a. With the values ofh andvR ,
Eq. ~2! yieldsvS . With the values ofh andvS , Eq. ~1! leads
to the calculation ofvP . Finally, vS andvP determinen and
E.

Since Poisson’s ration varies from 0 to 1/2 for ordinary
materials, the quotientvS /vP5A(122n)/(222n) ranges
between 1/& and 0 and the quotienth is between 0.7639 and

0.9126; therefore,a is in the range 1.2720 to 1.8394. Hence,
a.1 and, furthermore,Aa221,a. From Eq.~3! the only
positive solution obtained is

h522~a221!12aAa221

522F S ut

ul
D 2

21G12
ut

ul
AS ut

ul
D 2

21. ~4!

Therefore, onceh is calculated froma by means of Eq.
~4!, the experimental measurement ofvR determines the ve-
locity vS5vR /Ah using Eq.~2!. Since Eq.~4! provides a
unique solution forh, Eq. ~1! gives a single value forvP

vP54vRF 12h

h~16224h18h22h3!
G 1/2

. ~5!

The well-known relation between Poisson’s ration and
the velocitiesvP and vS , together with Eqs.~2! and ~5!,
leads to the expression

n5

1

2 S vP

vS
D 2

21

S vP

vS
D 2

21

5
h328h2116h28

h328h218h
. ~6!

Equations~6! and ~4! yield n. Note that Poisson’s ratio
only depends onh; therefore, the quotientut /ul determines
n.

Equation~2! and the well-known relation ofvS with the
elastic constants allow Young’s modulusE to be written as

E52~11n!rvS
25

4rvR
2

h2

h328h2112h24

h228h18
. ~7!

Equation~7! and Eq.~4!, together with the values ofvR

and densityr, are sufficient to calculateE.
Therefore, it is demonstrated that the measurements of

ut , ul , vR , andr allow the calculation of the two dynamic
elastic constants,E andn.

Figure 1 graphically represents Eq.~6! ~continuous line!,
by taking Eq.~4! into account. That is to say, Poisson’s ratio
n for the ordinary materials is given as a function of the
quotient of amplitudesa. In the same figure the nondimen-
sional quantity

FIG. 1. Poisson’s ration ~continuous line! and nondimensional quantityB
~dotted line! versus quotient of amplitudea[ut /ul .
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B[E/rvR
2, ~8!

obtained from Eqs.~7! and ~4!, is shown~dotted line!. Al-
though both functions seem to be totally independent, it
could be concluded from the analysis of the figure that a
relationship seems to exist between them. The approximate
relation deduced is

B52.61811.332n. ~9!

An analytical explanation has not been found for such a pe-
culiar relation. However, a graphical application is deduced.
In effect, once the quotient of amplitudesa is calculated, a
vertical straight line drawn through the value of this quotient
intersects the graph at a point. A horizontal line through this
point provides the value of Poisson’s ratio to the left and the
nondimensional numberB to the right. Young’s modulus is
calculated from Eq.~8!.

The aspect ratioa of the elliptical trajectory of the sur-
face particle is of great importance. Such a ratio is used here
to calculate the elastic constants and it is equal to both the
ratio between the vector and scalar potential amplitudes and
the ratio between the shear and normal stresses in any plane
parallel to the surface at any depth.19

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Our methodology, based upon the determination of the
Rayleigh wave velocityvR and the quotient of amplitudea,
is applied in order to calculate the elastic constants of a com-
mercial aluminum block, with densityr52827 kg/m3. This
block is previously annealed in order to eliminate its internal
stresses; the sample tested is then homogeneous. Figure 2
presents the experimental setup. The excitation of Rayleigh
waves is performed by means of the wedge method15 based
on the conversion ofP waves into Rayleigh waves. A piezo-
electric transducer of 0.5 MHz is set on the sloping surface
of the wedge, which is acoustically coupled through one of
its faces to the surface of the sample. TheP wave emitted by
the transducer propagates through the wedge and encounters
the interface between the wedge and the sample at the inci-
dent anglea. The generation of the surface wave is optimal
when the angle of incidence is equal to the optimum angle
ac , whereac5sin21(vPw/vR), andvPw is theP-wave veloc-
ity in the wedge.vPw must be less thanvR in order for this
technique to work. A methacrylate wedge is adhered to the

sample. This material is chosen because the velocity of theP
waves in methacrylate is 2730 m/s, lower than theP-wave
velocity in aluminum, and hence the condition for total re-
flection is satisfied. The angle of the wedge must be close to
the optimum angle in order to obtain optimum generation; an
angle of 70 deg is used as a trial in our experiments.

Rayleigh waves are detected by means of an optical het-
erodyne interferometer OP35-I/O from Ultra-Optec,20 which
allows the point-like detection of the two components of the
wave at the same point, although sequentially. The detection
method is based on the phenomenon of speckle associated
with the random distribution of maxima and minima of in-
tensity observed when coherent light is scattered by a
scratched surface. This detection system is equipped with a
5-mW He–Ne laser and has a bandwidth between 1 kHz and
35 MHz and a sensitivity of approximately 1 nm. The laser
beam crosses an acoustic-optical modulator~Bragg cell!
which yields two outcoming beams, one being undeflected
and unshifted in frequency and the second one being de-
flected and frequency shifted by 40 MHz.

It is expected that the wavelength of the Rayleigh wave
is large compared to the diameter~20 mm! of the zone illu-
minated by the laser on the surface of the sample. Therefore,
detection can be regarded as ‘‘point-like.’’

When trying to determine the tangential component~in
plane or longitudinal!, both beams are directed so that they
strike the same point of the sample surface, where the direc-
tions of incidencek1 andk2 are symmetrical with respect to
the normal to the surface, as shown in Fig. 2. The angle
betweenk1 and the normal and the angle betweenk2 and the
normal are both approximately equal tou537.5 deg in our
case. The scattered light is collected in the normal direction
k0 and directed to the detector.

If the objective is the detection of the normal component
~out of plane!, then only the frequency-shifted beam is inci-
dent on the surface in directionk1 and the deflected light is
collected alongk2. It is then directed to the beam mixer,
where it interferes with the unshifted frequency beam; fi-
nally, the resulting signal arrives at the detector.

A Rayleigh wave propagates on the surface of the
sample, as a result of the conversion of theP wave. Let axis
OX be in the direction of propagation and axisOY perpen-
dicular to the surface. Therefore, the total displacementu of
a point can be expressed by its component on the surface of
the sampleul ~in plane! and the perpendicular componentut

~out of plane!, i.e., u5ul i1utj . This assembly permits the
detection of the longitudinalul and transverseut components
of the motion of the point by sequentially using the in-plane
and out-of-plane detection configurations. This is done by
varying the paths of the beams within the interferometer, an
elementary operation carried out by means of a switch which
opens and closes shutters. If the system is operating in the
in-plane mode andu is the displacement of a point on the
surface, the resulting variation of the phase associated with
the path difference is equal toD l5@4pul(t)sinu#/l, wherel
is the wavelength of the laser andt the time. In the same
way, for the out-of-plane configuration, such a variation is
equal toD t5@4put(t)cosu#/l.

The ac signal obtained as output of the optical unit is

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. Rayleigh wave is generated using the wedgeW
and it propagates along the surface of the sample. The detection of the
components of the displacement is made with an optical interferometer,
whose output signal is demodulated in the electronic unit~E.U.!, and finally,
it is visualized by means of an oscilloscope.
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demodulated in the electronic unit to obtain a potential dif-
ference proportional to the displacement of the point of de-
tection on the surface. The factor of calibration of the system
for the range of frequencies considered is approximately 49.2
and 64.1 nm/V for the transverse and longitudinal compo-
nents, respectively. The quotient of the potential difference
Vt8 , associated with the transverse component, and that de-
noted Vl8 , corresponding to the longitudinal component,
is Vt8/Vl85(ut cosu)/(ul sinu), which gives ut /ul

5(Vt8/Vl8)tanu. Hence, it is not necessary to consider the
calibration factor. The generator which supplies the piezo-
electric transducer simultaneously sends an ultrasonic pulse
and triggers the digital oscilloscope which measuresVt8 as a
function of time. The generator then triggers another equal
pulse andVl8 is synchronously measured with the previous
pulse. The effect is as ifVt8 andVl8 were measured simulta-
neously, except for the noise. The quotient of the transverse
and longitudinal components can be obtained from both the
quotient of the potential differences and the tangent of the
angle created by the incident beam and the perpendicular to
the surface, i.e.,ut /ul5(Vt8/Vl8)tanu. Indeed, in order to
measure the potential differences accurately, it is more advis-
able to generate not a unique pulse but a series of repeated
identical pulses and to average the detected values.

Using this optical interferometer the Rayleigh wave ve-
locity is also determined. In theory, the velocityvR is calcu-
lated by measuring the separation of the emitter from the
point of detection. This distance divided by the time elapsed
is the Rayleigh wave velocity. However, the emitter is not
point-like; hence, the separation of the point of detection to
the emitter is not well defined. In addition, there is always a
certain delay between the time of application of the tension
pulse to the transducer and that when the resulting wave
leaves its external face in contact with the wedge. These
facts lead us to look for an alternative method. A simple and
precise method is based upon the determination of the
elapsed time,t i , of the wave at different points located at
coordinatesxi . In Fig. 2, P1 , P2 , P3 , andP4 represent the
points of detection where the arrival of the waves is re-
corded. The slope of the straight line of linear regression of
the set of values (xi ,t i) yields the velocityvR .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the observation and analysis of the signal detected in
the oscilloscope, the sampling frequency used is 100 Msa/s
and the number of pointsN52500. The signals are averaged
in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The peak-to-
peak voltage for the normal component measured by the os-
cilloscope isVt8562.8 mV and for the tangential component,
Vl8532.8 mV. In order to turn the volts measured by the
oscilloscope into meters, the detected potential differences
are multiplied by the corresponding factor of calibration.
Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the displacement as-
sociated with the normal component~measured in nm and
drawn as a continuous line! and longitudinal component~in
nm, dotted line! of the Rayleigh wave at pointPl , previously
shown in Fig. 2, as approximately 7 cm from the end of the
wedge. In Fig. 3, the normal component has oscillations of

high frequency attributable to the noise of magnitude similar
to the magnitude of the signal untilt'8 ms. For the longi-
tudinal component, the noise is the only signal untilt
'10ms; thus, there is no useful information before those
values are reached. It can be verified fromt'10ms that
when a harmonic plane Rayleigh wave propagates, the trans-
verse component is shifted 90 deg in phase with respect to
the longitudinal component. In Fig. 4 the resulting trajectory
described by the analyzed point is presented.

The detected signalsVt8 andVl8 are later smoothed with
a Hanning window, which has a Gaussian distribution. The
peak of the out-of-plane component coincides with the center
of the time window. Therefore, the signals have consistent
amplitude at the center and zero amplitude at each end. The
surface wave components essentially retain the same ampli-
tude, whereas noise components are reduced. Figure 5 shows
the fast Fourier transform of the measured voltages which
were smoothed with a Hanning window. The harmonic com-
ponents shown in the interval of frequencies of apparent in-

FIG. 3. Normal component~solid line! and tangential component~dotted
line! of the displacement in nanometers of the Rayleigh wave detected at
P1 .

FIG. 4. Trajectory described by the pointP1 due to the pulse.
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terest~i.e., frequencies close to 0.5 MHz, which is the central
frequency of the piezoelectric transducer used as wave gen-
erator! are transverse and longitudinal. Hence, it is expected
that the harmonic components of a frequency of approxi-
mately 0.5 MHz would be of maximum amplitude, although
the maximum amplitude does not correspond to 0.5 MHz,
but to 320 kHz. The amplitudes given by the FFT for the
latter frequency are 4.04 and 1.94 mV for the transverse and
longitudinal components, respectively. By numerically
studying the propagation of a damped harmonic wave, it is
deduced that the maximum amplitude in the spectrum corre-
sponds to a frequency smaller than that theoretically ob-
tained without damping. The fact that the wave undergoes
damping when being propagated through the methacrylate
wedge and, to a lesser extent, through the aluminum sample,
could contribute towards this shift in the maximum ampli-
tude. It could also contribute towards such a shift the con-
version of theP wave into a Rayleigh wave since, for smaller
frequencies, this conversion seems more efficient. As shown
in Ref. 21, to effectively excite the Rayleigh surface wave,
the source frequency should be controlled in the proper
range.

With the aim of detecting, by means of the interferom-
eter, the direct wave emitted by the transducer, it is adhered
to a face of the aluminum plate, whose thickness is 5 cm, and
the displacement of a point is detected on the parallel face,
the detection point being opposite the central point of the
transducer. The spectrum of this signal shows that the inter-
val of frequencies, for an amplitude half of the maximum,
corresponds to a bandwidth between 150 and 725 kHz. This
result seems to confirm that the maximum of amplitude shifts
to a lower frequency. In addition, a second experiment with
the transducer is performed. A scratched aluminum foil is
adhered on the exciting face of the transducer in order to
measure with the laser interferometer the displacements at a
point on its face. The maximum amplitude frequency associ-
ated with the measured out-of-plane displacement is 427
kHz, the bandwidth being 178 kHz~from 372 to 550 kHz!,

which shows that the down shift of the frequency is also due
to the transducer itself.

Figure 6 represents the quotient of amplitudes versus the
frequency for the amplitudes shown in Fig. 5. The quotienta,
shown in Fig. 6, is obtained, for each frequency, by deter-
mining the quotient of the amplitudes given by the FFT and
multiplying the result by tanu. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows the
difference of phase between the transverse and longitudinal
components versus the frequency. From the analysis of these
figures it is deduced that both the quotienta and the differ-
ence of phase remain approximately constant in the interval
of frequencies between 200 and 900 kHz. It seems conve-
nient for the calculation of the elastic constants to take the
quotient corresponding to the frequency whose amplitude in
the spectrum is at a maximum, i.e., the quotient for 320 kHz,
whose value isa51.60. The difference of phase obtained
between the transverse and longitudinal components for that
frequency is 89.3°. The displacements associated with the
amplitudes given by the FFT are calculated by multiplying
the potential differences for 320 kHz by the factor of cali-
bration corresponding to each component; the values 0.199
and 0.124 nm are obtained for the transverse and longitudi-

FIG. 5. Amplitudes obtained from the calculation of the FFT of the potential
differences detected for the transverse and longitudinal components. The
interval of frequencies of interest around the central frequency of the trans-
ducer is shown.

FIG. 6. Ratio between the normal and tangential amplitude components of
the displacement of the Rayleigh wave for the interval of frequencies of
interest.

FIG. 7. Phase difference between the normal and longitudinal components.
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nal components, respectively. Similar graphs to Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, for the quotient of amplitudes and difference of phase
as a function of the frequency, are obtained for all the points
of detection.

The Rayleigh wave velocity is then determined from the
arrival time of the wave to four positions. The sample is
mounted on a translational mechanism with which it can be
moved with a precision of 0.01 mm. On fitting a straight line
to the measured data (xi ,t i), the straight line obtained isy
52868.2x29•1026, r 51.000, whose slope gives the wave
velocity vR52868 m/s.

Once botha5ut /ul andvR are known, it is possible to
determine Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as analyzed
in Sec. II. By taking the value of the ratioa corresponding to
the frequency whose amplitude is at a maximum, i.e.,a
51.60, Eq.~4! gives h5(vR /vs)

250.877. From the value
h, Eq. ~6! directly provides Poisson’s ratio,v50.359. In ad-
dition, sincevR and r are known, Eq.~7! gives Young’s
modulus,E572.1 GPa.

In order to verify the validity of these results, the bulk
wave velocityvP is determined by using twoP-wave ultra-
sonic transducers adhered to opposite faces of the sample,
one acting as emitter and the other as receiver. The velocity
obtained isvP56345 m/s. Repeating the measurement with
S-wave transducers,vS53092 m/s is obtained. With these
values, the Rayleigh wave velocity calculated by applying
Eq. ~1! is vR52888 m/s. Taking the valuesvP and vS as
input data,E andn are 72.7 GPa and 0.344, respectively. The
relative differences of the values obtained from the Rayleigh
wave and the previous values from the bulk velocities are
0.82% forE and 4.4% forn.

These differences between the values of the elastic con-
stants can be due to diverse factors affecting the processes of
generation and detection. First, small deviations in the mea-
surement ofa imply important variations of the value ofn, as
deduced from Fig. 1. Another factor is the low efficiency of
generation: in the experiences carried out, the value of the
amplitude of the Rayleigh wave approaches the limit of de-
tection of the system, and therefore noise can mask measure-
ment. This is especially true when considering the in-plane
component. What is more, the angle of the wedge decisively
influences the amplitude, since such an angle must be the
optimum; in our caseuc5sin21(2730/2868)572.15 deg,
which is very close to the 70 deg of the wedge used. In
addition, the polarization plane of the wave must coincide
with the plane of detection, otherwise the in-plane compo-
nent would be only partially detected.

The results obtained for the Rayleigh wave show that the
field of this wave is not a perfect plane wavefront. The peak-
to-peak voltages measured at pointsP1 , P2 , P3 , and P4

differ up to 2.9% for the out-of-plane component and up to
12% for the in-plane component. Fluctuations in the ratio
ut /ul are observed at the different points of detection,
whereby the variations in the values obtained approach 10%.
Close values have been obtained by other researchers with
similar systems of detection.20 The causes which could ac-
count for these discrepancies include instability of the detec-
tion system; changes in the connection with the transducer or
in the pulse emitted during the averaged time; the effect of

the damping applied to the piezoelectric device; and the ab-
sorption of the wave by the material.

As regards the wavelength of the Rayleigh wave,l
5vR / f , in the present study its value is equal to approxi-
mately 5 mm, which is much larger than the diameter of the
illuminated area~0.02 mm!. Hence, the detection can be con-
sidered to be point-like.

V. ACCURACY

The standard uncertainty, limited to the component of
uncertainty arising from a systematic effect, is evaluated for
each measurement and for each involved quantity. The val-
ues obtained represent an estimation of the corresponding
uncertainties, and they are not based on any statistical
method.22 Poisson’s ration and Young’s modulusE are cal-
culated from indirect measurements applying Eqs.~6! and
~7!, respectively. It is generally accepted that the systematic
uncertainty of an indirect measurement is estimated by
means of the differential of the function which relates the
magnitude to be calculated to the directly measured
magnitudes.23

The potential differences associated with the transverse
and longitudinal components are directly measured in the
experiments carried out. The digital oscilloscope used, Tek-
tronic TDS-430A, provides 9 bits for a sampling frequency
of 100 Msa/s and 2500 points. The detection of signals is
performed with the vertical scale of the oscilloscope corre-
sponding to 80 mV. With these values, a sensitivity ofUV

50.156 mV is obtained for the potential differences recorded
on the oscilloscope.

In the calculation ofn, the values of the amplitudes
given by the FFT of the signals registered by means of the
oscilloscope are used. Therefore, it is necessary to determine
the uncertainty which corresponds to these amplitudes.

The problem to solve now is the calculation of the un-
certainty of the Fourier transform of a sampled function, i.e.,
of a DFT. The digital oscilloscope used in the experiments
and described in this article takesN samples whose values
are f j , ; j 50,1,2,...,N21. This sampled function can always
be written as a sum of complex harmonics,24 for example, in
the form

f j5 (
k50

N21

Fk exp~ i2pk j /N!, ~10!

wherei is the imaginary unit andFk , ;k50,1,2,...,N21, is
the so-called discrete Fourier transform of the sampled func-
tion f j , whose expression is given by

Fk5N21 (
j 50

N21

f j exp~2 i2pk j /N!. ~11!

In the present casef j is real and its ‘‘true’’ value is
included in the intervalf j6U f j

. If the most unfavorable case
is chosen, Eq.~11! permits the estimation of the maximum
value of thekth harmonic
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Fk1UFk
5max$N21@~ f 06U f 0

!exp~0!1~ f 16U f 1
!

3exp~2 i2pk/N!1¯#%

5N21$ f 0 exp~0!1 f 1 exp~2 i2pk/N!

1¯1max@6U f 0
exp~0!6U f 1

3exp~2 i2pk/N!6¯#%. ~12!

Hence

UFk
5max$N21@6U f 0

exp~0!6U f 1

3exp~2 i2pk/N!1¯#%

5N21 maxH (
j 50

N21

@6U f j
exp~2 i2pk j /N!#J . ~13!

As all measurements are made in the same oscilloscope
range,U f j

is unchanged for all measurements, and by denot-
ing U f j

asU f , it follows that

UFk
5N21U f maxH (

j 50

N21

@6exp~2 i2pk j /N!#J . ~14!

The terms in the sum are homogeneously distributed over the
complex plane. Let the first term of this sum have a positive
sign. Therefore, the sum of the complex values is at a maxi-
mum if the sign assigned to each term causes the associated
complex number to be a positive real part. When represent-
ing the complex numbers taking into account the suitable
sign to maximize the sum, it is found that the maximum
value of the modulus of the sum is

UFk
5N21U f (

j 50

N21

ucos~2pk j /N!u. ~15!

The value of the sum for large values ofN multiplied by
N21 is equal to 2/p, which is the result for almost all values
of k. This fact leads to

UFk
5

2

p
U f . ~16!

In our caseU f50.156 mV, which is the valueUV pre-
viously obtained for the sensitivity of the potential differ-
ences of both operation modes of the interferometer in the
process of digitalization. Finally, in the range of frequencies
of interest, a systematic uncertaintyUF50.0995 mV is de-
duced.

In order to estimate the uncertainty from the angle, the
data from the manufacturer are used and the two incidence
angles are supposed equal. The anglesu are both equal to
37.5 deg and their estimated uncertainty, 0.026 radians.20

The next objective is to evaluate the uncertainty ofa
5ut /ul5(Vt8/Vl8)tanu, which is equal to

Ua5S 1

Vl8
3tanu D ~UF!1S Vt8

Vl8
2

3tanu D ~UF!

1S Vt8

Vl8

1

cos2 u
D ~Uu!. ~17!

As mentioned earlier, for the case under study the maxi-
mum values of the amplitudes in the spectrum for the fre-
quency 320 kHz are equal toVt854.04 andVl851.94 mV.
For these values,a51.60 and its uncertaintyUa50.208. The
first term of Eq.~17!, associated with the transverse compo-
nent, represents approximately 19% of the value ofUa ,
whereas the contribution of the second term corresponding to
the longitudinal component is 39.5%, and that of the term
due to the measurement of the angle, 41.5%.

Analogously, the absolute value of the differential ofh
from Eq. ~4! is calculated in order to determineUh , i.e.,
Uh5u]h/]auUa , and the values obtained areh50.410 and
Uh50.041. Finally, the same methodology applied to Eq.~6!
givesUn5u]n/]huUh , whose value isUn50.150, and rela-
tive valueUn /n541.7%. If it were assumed that the angle
could be measured exactly, the relative valueUn /n, due to
electric quantities, would be approximately 24%.

The systematic uncertainty of Young’s modulusE is es-
timated with the help of Eq.~7!. In order to measure the
massm55.077 kg of the sample, a scale is used with a sen-
sitivity Um51 g and the volume is determined from the di-
mensions of the parallelepiped,L1530.0 cm, L2

5119.71 mm,L3550.00 mm, whose respective sensitivities
areUL1

51 mm, UL2
5UL3

50.05 mm. The density obtained

is r52827 kg/m3 and its uncertaintyUr513.99 kg/m3. The
Rayleigh wave velocity turns out to have an uncertainty of
UvR56.68 m/s since, in the measurement of the time
elapsed, it is estimated thatUT50.01ms and, for the mea-
surement of the distance between the points of detection, the
translational mechanism is used withUd50.01 mm. Finally,
a systematic uncertainty forE of valueUE55.26 GPa is ob-
tained, which represents a relative valueUE /E57.3%. This
value is approximately the sixth part of that calculated forn.

The estimation carried out for the uncertainty of the
measurement of Poisson’s ratio is valid for the material un-
der examination and the experimental setup used. This esti-
mation can be extended to most metals whose values ofn are
similar. If the uncertainties of the elastic constants of other
materials were calculated, the results would be different,
even with the same experimental setup. The uncertainty ofn
andE can also be estimated by considering average values in
the calculations.25 In effect, the quotienta5ut /ul varies
nonlinearly with n; hence by takingn as a function ofa,
which is considered as an independent variable, the differen-
tial of n is dn5(dn/da)da. For a specific uncertaintyUa ,
the uncertainty ofn will be maximum when the derivative of
n with respect to a is maximum. However, asUn

'(Dn/Da)Ua and the interval of existence ofn is Dn50.5
and that ofa, Da50.56, an average estimation can be made
for all the materials, whereUn50.881Ua . If this result is
applied to the case studied with the aluminum sample, it
givesUn50.183, which is a result whose order of magnitude
differs slightly from that previously calculated. In order to
estimate the uncertainty ofE, the uncertainty ofB5E/rvR

2 is
first evaluated. If it is assumed thatr and vR are measured
with high accuracy, thenUE5rvR

2 UB . In the same way,
UB'(DB/Da)Ua . Hence, by taking the values ofDB and
Da given by Fig. 1, it is concluded thatUB51.18Ua , and
henceUE51.18rvR

2Ua . For the case studied and the experi-
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mental setup used,UE55.70 GPa is obtained, which is a
result close to that previously calculated.

The presented methodology could be called absolute.
Nevertheless, a relative measurement or calibration measure-
ment could also be done. There are at least two similar ways
of doing such a calibration using a test sample whose elastic
constants have been measured by a very accurate method
~but with error!, for instance by pulse–echo.~1! Equation~6!
determinesh from n. Thereafter, Eq.~4! permits calculation
of ut /ul , by substitution ofh. If Vt8/Vl8 is measured for a
Rayleigh wave on the surface of the reference sample, then
the angle u can be calculated by the formula tanu
5(ut /ul)/(Vt8/Vl8). However, the value ofu will be affected by
their corresponding errors, which should be substituted into
Eq. ~17!. The results obtained from the Rayleigh wave along
with those from the pulse–echo method are given in Sec. IV.
From such results for the sample studied and following the
above methodology, it is found that the value ofu is 37.1
deg. Hence, the elastic constants for the tested sample from
the Rayleigh wave measurements and this value ofu are E
571.53 GPa andn50.341. ~2! One could maintainu as an
unknown value and measureVt8 andVl8 for two test samples,
one with unknown elastic moduli and another with known
elastic constants for reference purposes. For both samples, it
is calculated thatut /ul5(Vt8/Vl8)tanu and the respective ex-
pressions ofh in function of u, by Eq. ~4!. Finally, the re-
spective substitutions into Eq.~6! give two equations, which
permit the calculation of the unknownn. Both procedures are
affected by the errors of four voltage measurements, and
consequently, they do not seem to offer much better than the
method that includes the goniometric measurement ofu and
two voltages.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the possibility of characterizing the elastic-
ity of isotropic materials from measurements taken on its
surface is demonstrated. This methodology could be applied
in the study of materials where only one single face is acces-
sible. Poisson’s ratio is calculated from the quotient of the
transversal and longitudinal components of the Rayleigh sur-
face wave, whereas Young’s modulus is obtained from this
ratio together with the Rayleigh wave velocity. The method
is based upon the use of speckle interferometry, which per-
mits the detection of the two components of the displacement
of the surface wave at a given point. The detection is point-
like and without contact, thereby avoiding the necessity of
introducing correction factors.

With such a method, the main difficulties are related to
the generation of the Rayleigh wave. This methodology
could be improved by designing a wedge whose slope could
be varied in a continuous form in order to match the incident
angle to the optimum angle, thereby increasing the signal-to-
noise ratio and therefore carrying out the experiment in op-
timal conditions. In addition, other methods of generation of
Rayleigh waves which do not require critical incidence could
be applied, such as the laser ultrasonic technique and genera-
tion by means of an impact. That is to say, the same meth-
odology could give more precise results by generating a

wave of larger amplitude compared with the noise. Hence,
the high uncertainty obtained for Poisson’s ratio is due,
among other factors, to the low efficiency of generation.

Furthermore, the mathematical dependence ofn on the
amplitude quotient is such that its accuracy is critical in re-
lation to the measurements carried out, which makes the
method difficult to apply. Thus, a relative uncertainty of such
a quotient of 13% yields a value for the uncertainty ofn on
the order of 42%. In order to have a low uncertainty ofn, it
is necessary to measure the amplitude of the wave with high
accuracy. On the other hand, the method provides much
more precise values ofE. It is estimated, taking average val-
ues, that the uncertainty ofn is approximately six times that
of E,25 which demonstrates the existing difficulty of measur-
ing n with high accuracy when applying this method.

A classic method for the calculation ofn is the measure-
ment ofvP andvS through a material plate. From the equa-
tion vp /vs5A(122n)/@2(12n)#, it is deduced thatUn

5u]n/](vP /vS)uU(vP /vS), and as the interval of existence
of vp /vs is ~0,0.71!, the derivativeu]n/](vP /vS)u is ap-
proximately 0.5/0.7150.7. Since the values obtained for the
velocities arevP56345 m/s andvS53092 m/s, which are
affected by their respective uncertaintiesUvP

54.63 m/s and
UvS

51.26 m/s, the classic method yields a systematic uncer-
tainty for Poisson’s ratio equal toUv50.0016 and a relative
value Un /n50.5%. Despite being much smaller than that
corresponding to the proposed method, this method has the
serious disadvantage that the test sample should have prefer-
ably two opposite faces accessible, whereas the method pro-
posed does not require more than one single accessible face.
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A description of two-dimensional acoustic fields by means of a joint ‘‘space-wave number’’
representation is discussed. A function defined in the phase-space domain (x,y,kx ,ky) is associated
with a signal which is a function of spatial coordinates (x,y). This paper presents two methods to
realize it. The first is to associate with each point (x,y) of the wave field a two-dimensional wave
number spectrum (kx ,ky), called local spectrum. The second is to process by other coordinates the
wave field along an arbitrary direction, introduced in quantum mechanics for the study of classical
billiards, and provided by the Birkhoff variables (s,cosw). Phase-space diagrams are given by
quadratic phase-space distributions. Simulations are presented for wave fields in a 2D planar
waveguide for a pedagogical point of view with Gaussian beam or point-source excitation, and
nonuniform waveguides as a sudden area expansion chamber and an open billiard with a single
incoming mode at the entrance of each of them. In these problems, local spectrum and Birkhoff
analysis are used in order to identify the structures hidden in the field. The result is the contribution
of different wave vectors which contribute to the field value at the analysis point or at a certain
section of the boundary, and show complicated structure of the acoustic field like whispering gallery
or diffracted waves. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898123#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv@LLT # Pages: 3478–3488

I. INTRODUCTION

In the present study, we propose methods for local
analysis of time-harmonic acoustic wave field in a two di-
mensional space. It is usual to describe a space-varying sig-
nal with complex amplitudeG(r ) in the wave number do-
main by means of its wave number spectrumG(k) @Fourier
transform ofG(r )], which may be interpreted as the distri-
bution of the energy of the wave field as a function of the
wave number. Nevertheless, it does not give any information
about thelocal distribution of the energy as a function of
both the space and the wave number. This justifies the intro-
duction of local spectrum and the use of phase space~r ,k!.

The representation of a wave field in the phase space is
an old idea which has recently received much attention.1

This representation implies that the distribution of the energy
of the wave field is analyzed simultaneously in both the
space- and the wave number domains, as a distribution called
local spectrum.2 Phase-space diagrams are well known in
quantum mechanics, where both the position and the mo-
mentum describe the behavior of a particle.3,4 The use of
phase-space diagrams in radiation problems was first pro-
posed in optics2,5,6 and more recently in acoustics,7,8 where
the link between phase-space distribution and ray concept
was made.

For propagation in Cartesian coordinates, the wave field
in 2D may be described as a function of the four variables
(x,y,kx ,ky), called phase-space distribution.4 To represent
this distribution, the choice proposed in Ref. 4 is to choose
an observation point (x,y) and to represent the result as a
function of (kx ,ky). For instance, in a waveguide, Fig. 1~b!
shows the ideal local spectrum for an observation pointO
according to the configuration of Fig. 1~a!, where three rays

~A, B, andC! are supposed to meet at pointO.
Another point of view was proposed to represent such a

function in acoustics, in the framework of underwater
acoustics7,8 to study the propagation in an 2D oceanic wave-
guide. In these studies, the results are presented as a function
of the variables (y,ky) for a givenx.

In addition, a method proposed in quantum
mechanics9,10 ~with Dirichlet boundary conditions! consists
of taking all the information of a wave field in its normal
derivatives estimated on the boundary. Phase-space distribu-
tions used on such a signal is provided by the so-called
Birkhoff variables (s,cosw), wheres is the coordinate along
the boundary, andki /k5cosw its conjugate normalizedk
wave number parallel to the wall.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following sec-
tion, we review the most common methods for space wave
number representations. This way of representing the wave
field is then applied to three problems in acoustics. First, the
well-known problem of 2D planar waveguide is revisited in
Sec. III in a new point of view. Second, a sudden area ex-
pansion is analyzed by this way in Sec. IV. We then consider
in Sec. V an open billiard11 that has been discussed recently.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. PHASE-SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS

In the following, we are concerned with the acoustic
field G(r ) ~a time dependencee2 j vt is assumed and sup-
pressed in the following!. The notations in a Cartesian coor-
dinate frame are, for the space coordinates, the vectorr
5(x,y), and for the wave number coordinates the vectork
5(kx ,ky). Expressions such ask"r mean the scalar product
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(kxx1kyy). Last, expressions like *¯dr represent
**¯dx dy, and all integrations extend from2` to 1` if
not specified.

A. Husimi distribution „HD…

The Husimi distribution introduced in quantum
mechanics12 ~denoted in the following as HD! is the most
widely used tool to analyze the local spectrum of a signal. It
is easily shown that the HD is the squared modulus of a
Gaussian-windowed Fourier transform~denoted in the fol-
lowing as GWFT! applied in optics5,6 and acoustics7,8 or
short-space Fourier transform~denoted in the following as
SSFT! in signal processing.13 The HD of a space domain
harmonic functionG(r ) is expressed as

HDG~r ,k!5uGWFTG~r ,k!u2,

5U E G~r 8!w* ~r2r 8!e2 j k"r8dr 8U2

, ~1!

where GWFTG denotes the Gaussian-windowed Fourier
transform of the functionG(r ), andr is the position of the
center of the space windoww(r ), which is supposed to be a
Gaussian window. It is a real and positive phase-space dis-
tribution.

B. Pseudo-Wigner-Ville distribution „PWVD…

The pseudo-Wigner–Ville distribution~PWVD! of the
function G(r ) is defined13,14 by

PWVDG~r ,k!5E UwS a

2 D U2

GS r1
a

2 DG* S r2
a

2 De2 j k"ada,

~2!

wherew(r ) is an even function~called window! which in-
troduces bounds of integration in contrast to the Wigner–
Ville distribution2,5,13,15~WVD!. The PWVD has several sig-
nificant properties: it is real and not everywhere positive.
Moreover, this distribution is quadratic as the HD, rather
than linear as the GWFT.6–8 But, in contrast to HD~except
for neighboring terms!, it generates large cross terms located
midway between components.

C. Modified Wigner–Ville distribution „MWVD…

The modified Wigner–Ville distribution~MWVD ! has
been introduced by Stankovic14 et al. in the signal-
processing framework. It is defined according to

MWVDG~r ,k!5
1

p2 E M ~u!SSFTG~r ,k1u!

3SSFTG* ~r ,k2u!du, ~3!

where SSFT is the short-space Fourier transform andM (u)
is a window. Some useful properties may be considered
which can be gained by an appropriate choice of the window
M (u). Two cases are

If M (u)5p2d(u), whered is the Diracd function, Eq.
~3! leads to MWVD~r ,k!5HD~r ,k!.

If M (u)[1, for all u, Eq. ~3! leads to MWVD~r ,k!
5PWVD~r ,k!.

This distribution may consequently be seen ‘‘between’’
the HD and the PWVD and it combines the properties of
both. It can produce the desired representation of a multi-
component signal such that the distribution of each compo-
nentFq(r ) is its PWVD, avoiding cross terms between com-
ponents.

D. Smoothed Pseudo-Wigner–Ville distribution
„SPWVD…

It has been shown that smoothing the WVD reduces the
importance of amplitude cross terms,13 but at the expense of
smearing the autocomponent concentration as for the
PWVD. The SPWVD uses two independent smoothing win-
dows: a spatial averaging windowh(b) and a wave number
averaging windoww(a). This double-smoothing operation
produces an improvement of the representation by reducing
the cross terms. The SPWVD can be defined as

SPWVDG~r ,k!5E UwS a

2 D U2F E h~b2r !GS b1
a

2 D
3G* S b2

a

2 DdbGe2 j k"ada. ~4!

The independent smoothing in the space- and wave number
domain yields significant practical advantages, resulting in a
great flexibility in the choice of smoothing window, applica-
tion, and efficient computation.13

E. Birkhoff variables

Another phase-space analysis exists according to new
coordinates. In quantum mechanics, a natural way of reduc-
ing the quantum problem from two dimensions to one is to
study the properties of a wave function on the wall which
qualifies the field on boundaries. Neumann boundary condi-
tions are required for acoustic problems, and phase-space
distribution representation of a wall wave function, also
called a Birkhoff map16 or quantum Poincare´ section,10 is
given by phase-space coordinates (s,cosw). The variables
linked to the surface ares, an arc length along the boundary,
and its conjugate normalized wave number cosw5ki /k,
which is the normalized component of wave number parallel
to the wall, wherew is the angle of incidence as shown by
Fig. 2. Instead of vectorsr andk, the space and wave num-

FIG. 1. ~a! Spatial behavior in a planar waveguide of three raysA, B, andC,
which cross at an analysis pointO. ~b! Ideal local spectrum inO showing, in
the wave number domain, the contribution of those three rays.
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ber coordinates are, respectively,s and ks5k cosw. Thus,
expression of the scalar productk"r means the product
k cosw3s.

III. 2D WAVEGUIDE PROBLEM

In this section we propose phase-space distributions in
various settings. The concepts and the qualitative observa-
tions discussed in the Introduction and in Sec. II are applied
to a 2D planar waveguide with Gaussian beam or a point-
source excitations.17–19The purpose of choosing a Gaussian
beam or a point source is to provide a convenient test case to
compare numerical results. The phase-space distribution for
a Gaussian beam or a point-source excitation in a planar
waveguide is formally obtained by substituting either the en-
tire or a part of the modal Green’s function, which is taken as
a reference solution, into the definitions of the HD, the
PWVD, the MWVD, and the SPWVD.

A. Gaussian beam excitation of a 2D waveguide

Because of the Neumann boundary conditions aty50
andy5h of Fig. 3~a!, the modes are discrete with a vertical
wave numberkm5mp/h, with m the mode index andh the
height of the planar waveguide. A propagating mode can thus
be regarded as two interfering sets of rays at angles,wm

5arcsin(km/k), and this interpretation has been widely
used.20 A cluster of modes is known to produce an interfer-
ence maximum along a trajectory~emanating from the
source! equivalent to the path of the ‘‘modal ray’’wm for the
central mode in the group.17,18The field of a modal Gaussian
beam may be expressed as

(
m5M1

M2

e2@~m2m0!2#/2s2
Gm~r ,r0!, ~5!

where e2@(m2m0)2#/2s2
is a Gaussian window, withm0 the

index of the central mode of the mode bundle,M1 and M2

the mode indexes which determine bounds of the mode
bundle, andGm the modal Green function with mode index
m, given by

Gm~r ;r0!5S 22dm0

2h
D j

cosS mp

h
y0D

Ak22S mp

h
D 2

3cosS mp

h
yD ejAk22~mp/h!2ux2x0u, ~6!

with dm0 the Kronecker tensor andk5v/c0 . Note that the
Green function isG5(m50

` Gm .

1. Phase space of four variables

For a 2D waveguide, the parameters used for the com-
putations are the heighth549.97l, which allows 100 propa-
gative modes wherel is the wavelength of the source, the
wave velocity is c05340 m•s21, and the density isr0

51.2 Kg•m23. The waist of the Gaussian beam has been
arbitrarily located atx050 andy05h, and the choice of the
central mode in the group ism0569. We denote the mode
bundle width as follows:DM and take the valueDM525
according to criteria given in Ref. 18. It is weighted by a
Gaussian window21 with a beamwidth parameter asa50.04.
Phase-space distributions are computed at the point (x,y)
5(75l,20l). Here and in the later sections, simulations
were realized with a 512-point FFT algorithm using zero
padding@spatial windoww(r ), which is used in both the HD
and the PWVD, is such that its width alongx- andy axes is
Wx5Wy58l]. Results given in Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 3~c!
show, respectively, the HD and the PWVD at the observer
point. The cross, which is located on the radiation circle,
describes a geometric ray emanating from the point source,
which reaches the observer point with one reflection at the
lower boundary. Phase-space distributions are, at sufficiently
high frequency, highly localized in phase space around the
‘‘skeletal point’’7,8 with an exponential decay@Gaussian in
fact, due to spatial windoww(r )]. Considering simulation
shown in Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 3~c!, the PWVD offers higher
resolution than the HD for a monocomponent signal. Simply
stated, the PWVD uses finite bounds of integration in con-
trast with the WVD. This results in a function which, relative
to the true WVD, is smoothed with respect to the frequency
domain only, whereas the HD is the result of the true WVD
smoothed in both frequency and space domain.5,12,13 The
large positive values, named ‘‘islands,’’10 which are located
on the radiation circle, are well suited according to the de-
parture angle of the Gaussian beamw69. Indeed, as dis-
cussed in earlier sections, the HD is equivalent to a blurred
PWVD.

2. Birkhoff analysis

The horizontal axis of the Birkhoff maps, which de-
scribes the position along the boundary, varies from 0 to
200l with l the wavelength of the source@Fig. 3~a!#. Only
one variable~notedx! is necessary for such a representation
in the phase space. The coordinatey is arbitrarily chosen
such thaty50. The Gaussian beam hits the lower boundary
along the parameters of the 2D waveguide at two different
fixed points, noteds5s1 and s5s2 , and bounces off with

FIG. 2. Birkhoff variables are fixed by specifying the arc length along the
boundary parametrized bys and normalized component of wave number
parallel to the wall cosw5ki /k.
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the same anglea as shown in Fig. 3~a!. Simulations were
performed, here and in the later sections, with a 2048-point
FFT algorithm. Spatial windoww(r ) used in the HD@Fig.
3~d!#, and in the PWVD@Fig. 3~e!#, is applied such as its
width alongs axis isWs551l. Figure 3 shows the behavior
of a Gaussian beam in a 2D waveguide according to the
Birkhoff map with the help of the HD@Fig. 3~d!# and the
PWVD @Fig. 3~e!#. Islands are centered on the coordinates of
the ray path of the central group of the mode, which is rep-
resented by skeletal points~crosses!. Those skeletal points
describe the first and second impact on the lower interface.
Figure 3~e! shows that the PWVD provides increased reso-
lution relative to the HD, but it generates interference terms.

B. Line source excitation of a 2D waveguide

With a line source excitation atr05(x0 ,y0), the solu-
tion is the 2D Green function given by

G~r ,r0!5 (
m50

`

Gm~r ,r0!, ~7!

whereGm(r ,r0) has been defined in Eq.~6!.

1. Phase space of four variables

As for the Gaussian beam solution, the duct height is
h549.97l, which allows 100 propagative modes. The point
source is on the upper boundary at (x050,y05h). The
guided mode series in Eq.~7! is truncated at the order

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnitude of the Gaussian beam in the 2D waveguide. Local spectrum~z5cosw, t5sinw! normalized by the wave numberk for the HD ~b! and
the PWVD~c! at the observer point with Cartesian coordinates (x,y)5(75l,20l) for a Gaussian beam excitation at the upper interface with departure angle
corresponding tow69 . Dashed circle (—j) represents the normalized radiation circle, which is the trigonometric circle. Birkhoff map: HD~d! and PWVD~e!.
Skeletal points are represented by crosses.
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m5150, which means that there are 50 evanescent modes.
We now consider multicomponent signal~several islands!
with cross terms which correspond to interference between
islands. The cross terms may have a peak value higher than
the auto components.13 In this section, we investigate the
space–wave number resolution of representations in a 2D
waveguide given by the HD, the PWVD, and the other two
distributions which have qualities in cross-terms reduction,
the MWVD and the SPWVD. Phase-space distributions are
computed at the point (x,y)5(75l,20l). Results given in
Fig. 4 show the four phase-space distributions at the observer
point. Crosses which are located on the radiation circle de-
scribe geometric rays emanating from the point source,
which reach the observer point and represent, respectively,

the direct and reflected ray families. A better accuracy is
obtained to localize local wave number with the PWVD@Fig.
4~c!# than the other phase-space distributions. Nevertheless,
it is very difficult to interpret the PWVD because of some
interference terms14 and negative values.22 Islands are con-
centrated on the radiation circle, while interferences are cen-
tered between the corresponding islands.14 The resulting in-
terference forms a type of noise that may obscure a weaker,
nearby component. An example is presented in Fig. 4~c! by
the lettersCT. In contrast, the HD@Fig. 4~b!# does not tend
to have the ghost structures mentioned above for the PWVD,
except for neighboring terms.13 One desirable property of the
HD is that HD~r ,k!>0 and the interpretation of features in
the HD tends to be easier; on the other hand, the features

FIG. 4. ~a! Magnitude of the pressure field in the 2D waveguide. Local spectrum~z5cosw, t5sinw! normalized by the wave numberk for the HD ~b!, the
PWVD ~c!, the MWVD ~d!, and the SPWD~e! at the observer point with Cartesian coordinates (x,y)5(75l,20l) with a point source at the upper interface
(x0 ,y0)5(0,h). Positive and negative contour plot are, respectively, represented by solid line and dashed line. Dashed circle (—j) represents the normalized
radiation circle, which is the trigonometric circle.
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tend to show rather poor wave number resolution. Many
other distributions have been developed with the purpose of
cross-term reduction. In contrast to the PWVD, the MWVD
@Fig. 4~d!# is equal to the sum of the PWVD of the individual
components, only if auto terms are far away from each other.
It confirms the absence of ghost terms inside the radiation
circle compared to the PWVD. A substantial reduction of the
PWVD cross terms can be obtained by spatial and wave
number smoothing. The SPWVD@Fig. 4~e!# realizes this fil-
tering and gives islands with good resolution. Some cross
terms are still present but less than the MWVD and the
PWVD. It is clear, therefore, that the HD@Fig. 4~b!# and the
SPWVD @Fig. 4~e!# exhibit all essential structures necessary
to obtain meaningful information, whereas the PWVD@Fig.
4~c!# and the MWVD@Fig. 4~d!# contain extremely complex

patterns. A post-treatment could nevertheless be considered
to find auto terms with the help of cross terms.

2. Birkhoff analysis

Let us take the same properties as in the above section.
The problem of surface wave field in a 2D waveguide is
essentially that of finding beam fields created by a point
source located on the upper wall (x050,y05h) into the x
.0 half plane, fory50. In the Birkhoff map, the informa-
tion is centered around skeletal lines that coincide with the
location of the geometrical rays emanating from thex050
plane aty05h, and passing through observer point along the
lower interface of the 2D waveguidesP@0,200l# with l the
wavelength of the source@Fig. 5~a!#. The skeleton which

FIG. 5. Phase-space analysis according to Birkhoff variables (s,cosw). The duct height ish549.97l and a point source is located at the Cartesian coordinates
(x0 ,y0)5(0,h) ~a!. ~b! Normalized magnitude of the pressure field on the lower interface.~c! the HD;~d! the PWVD;~e! the MWVD; and in~f! the SPWVD.
Skeletal lines are represented by dashed line.
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corresponds to the direct and reflected rays, represented by
dashed line, and the phase-space distribution are shown in
Fig. 5. All the windows used in simulations are Gaussian.
The HD @Fig. 5~c!# and the PWVD@Fig. 5~d!# give results in
good agreement with the multibranch skeleton. In accor-
dance with previous conclusions about the PWVD, we obtain
a better resolution than the HD, but also a lot of undesirable
cross terms, which clearly prevents any straightforward read-
ing. Except for the direct ray, which may be easily identified,
the skeletal lines become closer and interfere strongly for
high-order reflected ray and can no longer be separated. Dis-
tributions such as the MWVD@Fig. 5~e!# and the SPWVD
@Fig. 5~f!# have been developed to reduce the cross-term
components. Concerning the SPWVD, the use of a double-
smoothing operation will produce a further improvement in
the cross-term reduction. We observe that SPWVD performs
better than the other three distributions according to an in-
creased computational effort.

3. Discussion

In order to identify more complicated structure hidden in
a wave field, as we propose in the next sections, and for
easier use and interpretation of results, the HD will be used
for the next (x,y,kx ,ky) representation and Birkhoff map.

C. Inverse problem

In direct radiation problems, the source term, the radia-
tive properties of medium, and the boundary conditions are
given. The acoustic field is to be determined with those data.
On the other hand, in inverse radiation problems, either the
radiative properties, or the source terms, or the boundary
conditions are to be determined from the knowledge of the
measured radiation data. In this inverse analysis,Dx5(x
2x0), the propagation distance between the observer point
and the source point placed on the upper interface, andh, the
height of the 2D waveguide, are regarded as unknown, but
other quantities are known as the measured incident radiation
field on the lower boundary according to conditions given in
Sec. III B 1. Simulation given in Fig. 5~d! shows, with the
help of the PWVD, the best image resolution for the direct
radiation. This one is described by a skeletal line given by
the simultaneous solution of

HDx tanw56h,
kx5k cosw, ~8!

with h the unknown height of the 2D waveguide when the
straight ray trajectory leaves the unknown initial planex0 at
the upper interface andw the incident angle, corresponding
to the direct ray. It is easy to findDx andh in fixing a value
of the wave number parallel to the wallkx5k cosw. The
direct ray skeletal line given by the PWVD, which corre-
sponds to the chosenkx , gives the positionx5s according
to the Birkhoff map. Then, the equations given by Eq.~8!
can furnish the value ofh. Different works in inverse radia-
tion problems could be investigated with the help of those
tools.

IV. SUDDEN AREA EXPANSION PROBLEM

In this section, HD will be applied to both the local
spectrum and the Birkhoff analysis in a sudden area expan-
sion problem, and their results will be compared. The general
duct system to be analyzed consists of two semi-infinite
pipes~numbered with indexesq51, 2! of heightsh1 andh2 ,
respectively, which are joined together atx50 @Fig. 6~a!#.
Note that rigid duct wall boundary conditions have been as-
sumed. An incident mode, which can be expressed as two
interfering plane waves, propagates from left to right towards
the expansion, where it is partly reflected and partly trans-
mitted into the larger channel. The method to calculate the
behavior of an incident mode as it propagates past a single
discontinuity has been outlined previously and is discussed
briefly here. The acoustic pressure, which is the homoge-
neous problem~without sources! inside a sudden area expan-
sion, can be expressed using infinite series as

p~r !5(
n

cn~y!Pn~x!, ~9!

wherecn are the eigenfunctions, which are expressed as

cqn~y!5A22dn0

hq
cosS np

hq
yD with q51,2. ~10!

They are the classical transverse modes in a straight duct.

p1~r !5p~ i !~r !1p~r !~r !, ~11!

represents the acoustic field in the smaller channel. The in-
cident and the reflected pressure field are, respectively, de-
noted byp( i ) andp(r ).

p2~r !5p~ t !~r !, ~12!

is the transmitted pressure field in the larger channel. Bound-
ary conditions atx50, for pressure and volume velocity,
leads to the expressions

p1~r !5p2~r !, with x50 and ;yP@0,h1#, ~13!

and

H ]xp1~r !5]xp2~r !, with x50 and ;yP@0,h1#,

]xp2~r !50, with x50 and ;yP@h1 ,h2#.
~14!

The reflection and transmission coefficients are calculated by
the modal decomposition approach23 and are given in the
Appendix. The problem is investigated by local phase-space
analysis in different areas of such a waveguide.

A. Phase space of four variables

Consider the channel system illustrated in Fig. 6. Two
semi-infinite channels, of heighth1535.33l and h2

549.62l, with l the wavelength of the frequency regime,
join together atx50. In this case, we consider frequencies
that allow 70 and 100 propagating modes, respectively, for
the smaller and the larger channels. The present example
illustrates the behavior of an incoming mode with indexn
519. After truncating a sufficient number of modes (N
5150), the reflected and transmitted pressure fields are ob-
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tained with the modal decomposition method. We can then
obtain a distribution of outgoing modes for each incoming
mode. Figure 6~a! shows the spatial behavior of the acoustic
pressure field in such a waveguide for the incoming mode

19. We can distinguish different areas in the larger channel,
when a local analysis may be carried out. Local spectrum are
estimated by HD at points (A1), (A2), (A3), (A4), (A5),
and (A6). The widths of the spatial windoww(r ) are Wx

FIG. 6. ~a! Magnitude of the pressure field in a sudden area expansion with an incoming mode~from the left! number 19. Different points are plotted where
local spectrum are realized.~b! Phase-space analysis with the help of the HD for points (A1)5(218l,218l), (A2)5(8l,44l), (A3)5(88l,25l),
(A4)5(180l,43l), (A5)5(179l,6l), and (A6)5(276l,25l). ~c! and~d! the HD and the log~HD! with Birkhoff variables, respectively. Skeletal lines are
represented by dashed line.
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5Wy58l. The first point (A1) shows the contribution of
incoming mode number 19. This incoming mode is uni-
formly distributed as two plane waves in opposite directions
which are translated in the local spectrum by two maxima on
the right-hand side of the radiation circle~i.e., z.0, corre-
sponding to propagation from left to right!. This figure con-
firms that incoming mode number 19 is practically not re-
flected because no island is presented in the left side of the
radiation circle. Points labeled (A3), (A4), and (A6) show
the predominance of outgoing mode number 27 in the larger
channel, which is the predominantly transmitted outgoing
mode. First, local spectrum (A3) illustrates, as for (A1), the
contribution of mode number 27 on the radiation circle. This
is furthermore proved by the location of skeletal points of
mode 27 represented by crosses, which are in accordance
with positions of islands of mode number 27. Moreover, in-
teresting features are local spectra (A3) and (A6), which
illustrate, respectively, upward and downward mode compo-
nents. Then, for the shadow area (A2) clearly present dif-
fracted waves created by the corner at position (0,h1). Such
diffractive points can be considered as new wave sources
whose strength is proportional to the strength of the incident
wave. Skeletal points are in accordance with islands given by
the HD. They describe geometric rays emanating from the
corner which reach the analysis point (A2) and represent,
respectively, the direct and reflected ray families as seen be-
fore. Last, for the point (A5), no definite conclusion may be
given. Birkhoff analysis, as presented in next section, gives
more information about the area around this point, in order to
find if it corresponds to a mode behavior or to a geometrical
behavior.

B. Birkhoff analysis

In order to describe the behavior of the wave field
around the point (A5), s is arbitrarily chosen along the lower
interface, such thaty50 andx varies from 0 to 350l. Figure
6~c! shows the result of Birkhoff analysis according to the
HD. First, two islands located at the beginning and the end of
segments illustrate the contribution of transmitted mode
number 27. Note that a skeletal horizontal line representing
the longitudinal wave number component of mode number
27 is in accordance with the position of these two islands.
Between both islands, a shadow area in the Birkhoff map
seems to prove that around the point (A5) the behavior of
the wave field is not a mode one. The stellar representation24

is displayed in Fig. 6~d!. This simple representation consists
of ploting the HD with a logarithmic~instead of linear! scale.
Both representations@HD and log~HD!# provide complemen-
tary viewpoints. The last one encodes the fully wave function
and shows the contribution of diffracted waves created by
the corner at position (0,h1), in addition to the predominance
of mode number 27. Skeletal lines describe geometric rays
emanating from that point and represent the direct and re-
flected ray families as seen in Sec. III B 2. In conclusion, the
shadow area around the point (A5) is generated by diffracted
waves from the corner of the sudden area chamber, and such
an interpretation is provided by the help of the stellar repre-
sentation.

V. OPEN BILLIARD

Finally, HD will be applied to both the local spectrum
and the Birkhoff analysis in an open billiard. It consists of
analyzing, with those two tools, the behavior of a wave field
in a waveguide composed by a resonator, coupled to two
ducts12 as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The resonator we consider here
has the shape of half an annular billiard.25 It consists of a
small disk of radiusR2 located inside a larger disk of radius
R1 with a displacementd of the disk centers. In order to
solve the wave problem numerically by using a finite ele-
ments method, incoming and outgoing wave functions at the
entrance of the two ducts, say left~L! and right~R! ducts, are
given by

pL~x,y!5ejky1Re2 jky, ~15!

and

pR~x,y!5Te2 jky, ~16!

where the notationsR andT correspond, respectively, to the
reflection and transmitted coefficients, and wherek is the
wave number of the propagating plane wave in they direc-
tion. Neumann boundary conditions are furthermore required
on the walls.

Numerical results

The left and right ducts of the billiard of Fig. 7~a! have
identical widthhL5hR56.05l, with l the wavelength of the
frequency regime. The upper part of the waveguide is made
up of the larger disk with radiusR1518.14l and the small
disk with radiusR253.02l. The displacement of the disk
centers is aboutd59.07l. We consider a frequency that al-
low 13 propagating modes in the left and right ducts. With
the help of the finite element method, the acoustic pressure
field in the spatial domain is obtained and shown in Fig. 7~a!.
Local spectra are then estimated by HD at pointsB1 andB2
with a spatial window of widthsWx5Wy56l. At the same
time, we choose two Birkhoff analyses along curvilinear co-
ordinatess1 ands2, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The first Birkhoff
analysis alongs1 is presented in Fig. 7~c!. Trajectories close
to the convex boundary of the waveguide are defined as a
whispering gallery~WG!. These trajectories take up the ma-
jor part of the Birkhoff map, as seen in Fig. 7~b!. Two kinds
of WG may be distinguished, with, respectively, orderq
52 andq54 corresponding to the number of rebounds on
the s1 segment. In order to supplement these results, we
consider the ray tracing inside the same waveguide. Bound-
aries act as mirrors for rays in accordance with the laws of
geometrical acoustics. We can see in the inset of Fig. 7~b! ray
tracing of WG of order 2 and 4, respectively, notedWG2
and WG4. In Fig. 7~d!, the second Birkhoff analysis gives
information in the shadow area, where non-WG trajectories
are trapped inside the cavity due to creeping and diffracted
waves. Moreover, the upper part of Fig. 7~d! ~i.e., cosw.0!
corresponds to the forward propagation, while its lower part
~i.e., cosw,0! corresponds to the backward propagation. A
predominant island on the upper left part of the Birkhoff map
illustrates the presence of creeping waves labeled in Fig. 7~b!
asCW. Figure 7~b! shows ray tracing of that kind of creep-
ing ray. Moreover, a backward creeping waves contribution
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is shown with a small part of the diffracted waves from the
corner placed at points~12.09l,0!, in the lower right part of
Fig. 7~d!. Concerning local spectra in (B1) and (B2), we
confirm the presence of creeping waves in the shadow area
represented by two large islands notedCW in Fig. 7~e!, and
is confirmed by ray tracing of a pencil of creeping waves
shown in the inset of Fig. 7~e!. Last, small islands, noted
DW, are located on the left part of radiation circle. They
show the role of diffracted waves in the shadow area, leaving
the diffractive point in the wedge of the waveguide at

~12.09l,0! as shown in the inset of Fig. 7~e!. Nevertheless,
there is additional structure in the HD at point (B1) and
(B2) which has no simple explanation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the importance of phase space in investi-
gating wave phenomena has been presented with some ap-
plications in waveguide. Included are different phase-space
distributions such as the HD, the PWVD, the MWVD, and
the SPWVD. Two kinds of phase-space analysis are pre-

FIG. 7. ~a! Magnitude of the pressure field in the space domain.~b!: Typical creeping rays.~c! Birkhoff map with the HD along the curvilinear segments1.
~d! Birkhoff map with the HD along the curvilinear segments2. ~e! Local spectrum with the HD for points (B1)5(26.95l,7.56l) and (B2)
5(7.25l,7.86l).
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sented with the Birkhoff map and the four-variable phase-
space domain. Information about the structure of the propa-
gating field can be gained by examining its phase-space
distribution. This distribution is centered around areas, in the
Birkhoff map or in the local spectrum, that provide the local
preferred radiation direction of the field. The localization
properties have been schematized in terms of regions sur-
rounding geometric radiation or diffracted radiation in the
case of the sudden area expansion chamber, or by creeping
waves and whispering gallery behavior in Sec. V.

APPENDIX: REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENT VIA MULTIMODAL APPROACH

In this appendix we give the expressions for the reflec-
tion and transmitted coefficient presented in Sec. IV. Accord-
ing to matricial terminology, Eq.~9! takes the form ofp
5 tcP, whereP5(Pn)n>0 andc5(cn)n>0 are column vec-
tors with scalar coefficientsPn and cn , respectively. The
modal decomposition23 transforms Eqs.~13! and ~14!, with
the help of Eqs.~11! and ~12!, and can be expressed forx
50 and;yP@0,h1# as

H FP~ t !2P~r !5P~ i !,
K2P~ t !1 tFK1P~r !5 tFK1P~ i !,

~A1!

whereKi andF are matrices given by

Kimn5HAk22~an
~ i !!2, for propagative mode,

2 jA~an
~ i !!22k2, for evanescent mode,

~A2!

where the associated eigenvalues arean
( i )5np/hi , which

obey the eigenproblemD'cn52an
2cn with cn eigenfunc-

tions.
The matrixF is calculated via

Fmn5E
0

h1
c1m~y!c2n~y!dy, ~A3!

and takes the form of

Fmn5

¦

Aa, if m5n50,

0, if n50 and m.0,

A2a

pna
sin~npa!, if m50 and n.0,

Aa

2pna
~21!m sin~npa!, if m5na,

2Aa

pna
~21!mS ~na!2

~na!22m2D sin~npa!, otherwise,

~A4!

with a5h1 /h2 .
For an incident mode of orderN, the pressure column

vector is

H P~ i !5ejAk21~np/h1!2x, for n5N,

P~ i !50, otherwise.
~A5!

With this condition, the resolution of system~A1! gives the
expression of the reflected and transmitted column vector
pressure fieldP(r )5RP( i ) andP(t)5TP( i ), with the reflection
and transmitted coefficient matrices given by

HR52~ tFK1!21~K22 tFK1F !~K21 tFK1F !21 tFK1 ,
T52~K21 tFK1F !21 tFK1 . ~A6!
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A three-axis orthogonal microphone array with ten sensors in each arm has been used to study wind
noise in the frequency range from 0.05 to 50 Hz. Simultaneous measurements were made of the
three components of the varying wind velocity. Measurements have been made for wind speeds
from 4 to 7 m/s at three different sites. The frequency-dependent correlation of the wind noise over
a range of wind velocities and atmospheric and environmental conditions in the downwind direction
varies as exp(23.2X)cos(2pX). For the crosswind and vertical directions, the correlation decays
approximately as exp(27Y), whereX is the separation in wavelengths in the downwind direction
and Y is this separation in the crosswind or vertical direction. Over a limited range of wave
numbers, the power density spectra of the varying wind velocity varied as the wave number to the
2 5

3 power and the pressure spectra as the2 7
3 power. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current efforts to monitor low-level nuclear explosions
in the atmosphere and to detect battle-field infrasound have
increased interest in separating infrasound from wind noise
in outdoor microphone signals. This wind noise increases
dramatically with decreasing frequency. For more than 50
years pipe arrays have been employed to average pressure
variations over an extended surface area and thus separate
infrasound from wind noise.1–3 Because sound travels ap-
proximately 100 times faster than wind, pressure ports in the
pipe arrays can be separated far enough to get random sig-
nals from the wind and still get coherent signals from sound.
If the pressure variations due to the wind are incoherent, the
averaging process will reduce the pressure spectrum by a
factor of 1/n1/2 or the power density spectrum by a factor of
1/n, wheren is the number of ports. To design such arrays it
is necessary to know how the correlation of the wind-
induced pressure variations depends on the sensor separa-
tion.

This paper reports wind noise measurements using a
three-axis array of 28 low-frequency sensors. By recording
the signals from the individual sensors it is possible to study
the correlation as a function of sensor separation. Simulta-
neous measurements were made of the three components of
the wind velocity.

In order to minimize the dependence upon wind speed, it
is convenient to express the sensor separation in wave num-
bers. For this purpose the wind velocity is decomposed into a
mean component~the convection velocity! and a fluctuating
component. The time-varying signal in a stationary anemom-
eter or microphone is assumed to result from a spatially
varying field that is frozen in time moving across the an-

emometer at a velocity equal to the convection velocity~the
Taylor hypothesis!. The cyclic frequency (F) of the time-
varying signals from a stationary sensor is related to the
component of the wave number (k1) in the direction of the
convection velocity of the spatially varying field by the equa-
tion

F5k1v/2p, ~1!

wherev is the convection velocity.

II. THE MEASURING SYSTEM

A. The infrasound sensors

The infrasound sensors used in this study are of an origi-
nal design and cover a frequency range of 0.1 to 200 Hz.
They are made from piezoelectric bimorphs potted in poly-
urethane and housed in sections of PVC pipe. Figure 1~c! is
a photograph of one of these sensors. Figures 1~a! and ~b!
picture the internal components. The housing@Fig. 1~c!# is
made from a 2.5-in. section of 2-in. O.D. schedule 40 PVC
pipe with end caps. Twenty-five 1.9-mm holes are bored in
each end cap and four around the center of the cylindrical
body. The pressure-sensing elements@Figs. 1~a! and~b!# con-
sist of two pressure sensitive capsules made from four com-
mercially available piezoelectric bimorphs. The bimorphs are
3.5 cm in diameter and have a resonant frequency of about
1.5 kHz. The capsules are constructed by cementing these
bimorphs to each side of a brass ring. In order to compensate
for temperature changes, one of the capsules has the piezo-
ceramic surface turned to the outside of the capsule and the
other has the ceramic turned to the inside. The two capsules
are then wired in series. When wired in this way voltage
changes produced by the thermal expansion and contraction
of the bimorphs cancel and those produced by the bending of
the bimorphs in response to pressure changes add. To further
thermally insulate the sensors, the capsules are potted in
polyurethane, wrapped in fiberglass, and enclosed in a PVC
housing. In this configuration, the sensors had a negligible
seismic response.

a!Portions of this work were presented in a paper entitled ‘‘The use of an
infrasound microphone array to study wind noise spectra and correlation’’
at the 145th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America in Nashville,
TN, 28 April–2 May 2003.

b!Electronic mail: dshields@mil-tec.com
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These sensors are high impedance, charge-generating
devices and, as explained below, their sensitivity will depend
upon the input impedance of the circuit used to measure their
response. For the measurements reported here, the absolute
sensitivity was not as important as the variation from sensor
to sensor. The absolute sensitivity of the sensors was checked
using a number of different techniques. For frequencies from
0.1 to 1 Hz, they were moved up and down in the atmo-
sphere, being careful to avoid effects of acceleration and
flow velocity of the air by the sensor. This method checked
the response between 0.1 and 1 Hz~vertical displacement of
1 m in the atmosphere under standard conditions produces a
change in pressure of 11.8 Pa!. For frequencies between 0.1
and 10 Hz, they were placed in an airtight chamber fitted
with a moveable piston. The pressure variation was deter-
mined by assuming that the volume changes produced by the
piston motion were isothermal. For frequencies from 10 up
to 100 Hz the response was compared to that of a model
4190 1

2-in. B & K microphone in sealed chambers of two
different sizes. From these measurements, the absolute sen-
sitivity using the detecting circuit described below was de-
termined to be within 2 dB of 2 mv/Pa for frequencies be-
tween 0.1 and 100 Hz.

As for the variation from sensor to sensor, the individual
sensors were compared to a reference sensor in a closed
chamber. Only two of the sensors varied from the average by
more than 12%. Each of the sensors was multiplied by a
calibration constant so that all of the sensors had the same
sensitivity to within 63% between 0.1 and 10 Hz. Their
phase response over this frequency interval was uniform to
60.1 rad.

Twenty-eight of these sensors have been arranged into a
three-axis orthogonal array. Counting the one shared sensor,
each arm contains ten sensors. The sensors were 0.61 m~2

ft! apart. The individual sensors in each arm were taped to
pipes 3.2 cm in diameter. A Campbell Instrument Company
CSAT 3 ultrasonic anemometer was mounted 3 m off the
ground about 0.5 m from one of the pressure sensors on the
vertical arm of the array.

Three analog outputs of the anemometer gave voltages
that were proportional to thex, y, andz components of the
wind velocity. These voltages were output~updated! 60
times a second and were read with the same data acquisition
card as the sensor voltages. By using the analog output of the
anemometer the velocity measurements were synchronized
with the pressure measurements with a 0.033-s delay.

B. The data acquisition system

The sensor capsules described above are charge-
generating devices with a capacitance of approximately 130
nF. As such, they require a high-input impedance detecting
circuit. The voltages from the array were measured by con-
necting the sensors to the input of a National Instrument
Company 6031E data acquisition card. This card has 64
single-ended or 32 differential input channels with an input
impedance of 100 GV in parallel with a 100-pF capacitance.
Its maximum sampling rate is 100 000 Hz. In order to avoid
cross talk between successively read channels with this card
when the sources have high internal impedance, it is neces-
sary to read a shorted input between each two channel read-
ings. This effectively increases the input capacitance of the
digitizer by the sampling frequency. The metalized ceramic
surfaces of the two capsules in the temperature-compensated
transducers were wired to the differential inputs of the data
acquisition board with the brass backing plates grounded. A
20-mV input shunting resistance was connected from each of
the differential inputs to ground to limit the response for
frequencies below 0.05 Hz where temperature fluctuations
become a problem. The analog channels are scanned 500
times per second. For a single data file, voltage measure-
ments from all of the channels were accumulated in a com-
puter for 120 s. With this digitizer and sampling rate the
sensors had a sensitivity of 2.0 mV/Pa between 0.05 and 10
Hz.

III. THE SITES FOR THE MEASUREMENTS

The measurements reported here were made at three dif-
ferent sites. For each of them there were several hundred
meters of unobstructed terrain in the direction of the prevail-
ing wind. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the array deployed
at site one, a sod field located about 8 miles south of Oxford,
MS. The second site was a disked field~the soil surface
broken up with clods a few inches in linear dimensions!, and
the third was a cotton field. The cotton had been picked, but
the cotton stalks remained with a uniform height of about 70
cm. The prevailing wind was blowing across the cotton rows.
In the data displayed in the figures below, six 2-min runs in
the cotton field and the disked field and 15 2-min runs in the
sod field have been averaged. The 15 runs in the sod field
were taken on two different days under different weather

FIG. 1. Infrasound sensors.~a! pictures a piezoelectric ‘‘bimorph’’ formed
by cementing a piezo-ceramic disc to a brass disc. A pressure sensitive
capsule is formed by cementing one of these bimorphs to each side of the
brass ring also shown.~b! pictures two capsules, one with the piezo-ceramic
turned out and one with it turned in, potted in transparent polyurethane.~c!
pictures the housing for the potted capsules. It is made from 2-in. schedule
40 PVC pipe with end caps. The potted capsules are wrapped in fiberglass
and enclosed in this PVC housing. Fifty-four holes are bored in the PVC
housing as explained in the text.
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conditions. The convection velocities as measured 3 m above
the ground varied between 4 and 8 m/s, with most of the
measurements falling between 5 and 7 m/s.

IV. THE AVERAGE RESPONSE FROM EACH ARM
OF THE ARRAY

The power spectral density of the pressure variations for
each of the three arms of the array for each of the three sites
is plotted in Fig. 3. For this purpose, the 2-min data files for

each run were Fourier analyzed using the MATLAB ‘‘Spec-
trum’’ program. The fast Fourier transform~FFT! calculation
used 10 000 points~at the sampling rate of 500 Hz this cor-
responds to 20 s!, an overlap of 5000 points, and a Hanning
window. The spectra have not been normalized by dividing
by 1/2 the sampling rate. Therefore, the area under the curves
represents the variance of the pressure signals. The data for
these curves were obtained from ten sensors in each arm of
the array. The top curve, A, in each figure is obtained by
calculating the spectra of time signals from each of the ten
sensors in the arm and then averaging these spectra for all
the runs at a given site. Therefore, the A curves represent the
average spectrum from a single sensor in each arm. The av-
erage is for 60 spectrum curves for the disked and cotton
fields and 150 for the sod field. For the lower curves~B!, the
time signals from the nine sensors of each arm of the array
were instantaneously summed and divided by the number of
sensors to obtain an average time signal. The spectra of these
average time signals were calculated for each run and then
these 6 or 15 spectra averaged for each site. For these B
curves then, if the sensors are far enough apart so that their
signals are uncorrelated, this averaging of the time signals
should divide the noise power density by the number of sen-
sors. This is seen to be the case for the vertical arm signals at
all three sites for frequencies above approximately 1 Hz. For
the two horizontal arms that are on the ground the wind noise
at the higher wave numbers is reduced to where the spectra
are influenced by background sound. Since the sound is at

FIG. 2. The infrasound array as deployed in the sod field which was one of
the sites for the measurements.

FIG. 3. The power spectral density of
the varying pressure as measured by
each arm of the array at each of the
three sites. Curves A were obtained by
averaging the spectra from ten sensors
in each arm. Curves B were obtained
by taking the spectra of the average
signal from the same ten sensors.
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least partially correlated over the arm of the array, averaging
the time signals reduces the power level by less than the 1/n
factor.

The average spectrum for the ten sensors in the vertical
arm that are from 0 to 18 ft off the ground has very nearly a
2 7

3 slope. This is illustrated by the straight line plotted
through the data for the vertical arm in the disked field. For
the horizontal arms on the ground, the surface boundary re-
duces the turbulence and causes a deviation of the spectral
slopes from2 7

3. The spectra for the cotton field data differ
significantly from the other two sites. The noise level in the
vertical arm is greater and the shape of the spectra for the
two arms on the ground is different. The pressure levels at
frequencies in the neighborhood of 0.3 Hz are increased
while those around 3 Hz are decreased. Other unique aspects
of the cotton field data are discussed below.

For the disked field and sod field, averaging the signals
from the downwind arm produces greater than 1/n noise re-
duction for wave frequencies between about 0.5 and 5 Hz.
This can be explained by assuming that the turbulent pres-
sure field has a periodicity. When the convection velocity
carries this periodic field across the downwind arm of the
array, for wavelengths comparable to the length of the array
arm, signals from different parts of the array will be out of
phase and cancel out in the averaging process. This effect is
examined more carefully in the next section.

V. CORRELATION STUDIES

It is interesting to compare the measurements made here
with those made by J. T. Priestley nearly 40 years ago. He
made narrow-band pressure correlation measurements in the
frequency range 0.008 to 1 Hz for wind speeds ranging from
2.1 to 7.2 m/s. He used six pressure sensors constructed at
the Bureau of Standards to study the dependence of the cor-
relation on the downwind and crosswind separation of the
sensors.4 He determined, in agreement with earlier studies,
that the narrow-band correlation coefficients in the down
wind and crosswind directions are given by

R~downwind!5e2ax cos~k1x! ~2!

and

R~crosswind!5e2by, ~3!

with x and y the downwind and crosswind separations.
Priestley found that, though the convection velocity given by
(2p* F/k1) was highly dependent upon meteorological vari-
ables, the functional relationships betweena, b, andk1 were
remarkably independent of them. (F was the center fre-
quency of his filtered signal andk1 chosen to fit his data.! He
obtained5

a50.33•k1
1.28 for 0.5,1/k1,50, ~4!

1/b50.84•~1/a!0.74 for 3,~1/a!,500, ~5!

wherea andb, are measured in reciprocal meters andk1 in
radians per meter.

It should be noted in comparing these constants to those
reported here for measurements at larger wave numbers, a
value ofa proportional tok1 to the first power fits his data
for wave numbers between 0.5 and 2 m21.

To study the correlation in the data taken here, signals
from each arm of the array have been analyzed using the
MATLAB XCOV program. This program calculates the
cross correlation between the signals as a function of lag
time. Figures 4~a! and ~b! shows this correlation for signals
from five sensors in the downwind and crosswind arms of
the array, respectively, for the disked field data. Plotting the
correlation at zero lag time versus sensor separation in these
two figures gives the decrease in correlation with distance in
the crosswind and downwind directions. Plotting the peak
heights versus lag time for the downwind arm@Fig. 4~a!#
gives the decrease in correlation with time at a fixed position
in the turbulent pressure pattern~according to the Taylor hy-
pothesis!. As has been pointed out by Bass, Raspet, and
Messer, the convection velocity should equal to the slope of
the plot of the sensor separation versus lag time at which the
peak of the curves in Fig. 4~a! occurs.6

It is interesting to look at these correlation curves as a
function of frequency. For this purpose the digitized time
domain signals are filtered with a fourth-order bandpass But-
terworth filter with the high- and low-pass frequencies the
same. Figures 5~a!–~c! show the correlation of the signals at

FIG. 4. The correlation coefficient versus the lag time for signals from five
sensors in~a! the downwind arm of the array and~b! the crosswind arm of
the array. For the crosswind arm the sensors are separated by 2 ft~61 cm!
and for the downwind arm they are separated by 4 ft~122 cm!.
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three different frequencies from eight sensors in the vertical
arm of the array for the disked field data. The sinc function
shape of the correlation curves is characteristic of the corre-
lation of a narrow band of frequencies. The lag time has been
normalized by dividing by the period of the filtered signal.
This gives the same shape to curves at different frequencies.
As the frequency is increased from 0.2 Hz in Fig. 5~a! to 3.2
Hz in Fig. 5~c!, the rate of decrease in correlation with dis-
tance rapidly increases to where at 3.2 Hz there is negligible
correlation even between the adjacent sensors that are sepa-
rated by only 0.6 m. Figure 5~d! gives the curves for the
same frequency as Fig. 5~a! but for the sod field. The corre-
lation for the two sites is very similar.

Figure 6 is a plot of the correlation at zero lag time
between sensors in the downwind arm of the array versus the
sensor separation in wavelengths. Data for the disked, sod,
and cotton fields for a number of frequencies have been plot-
ted on the same graph. The data for each site have been

averaged not only for all runs at the site, but also for all pairs
of sensors with the same separation. The wavelength was
determined by dividing the convection velocity by the fre-
quency of the filter. However, since the sensors are on the
ground, the anemometer measurement of the velocity made 3
m above the ground is inadequate because of near-surface
wind shear. Instead the convection velocity for the three sites
was adjusted to make the data fit Eq.~2!. These velocities
were 2.8, 3.3, and 3.0 m/s for the disked, sod, and cotton
fields, respectively. The velocities obtained in this way were
approximately equal to those obtained from the plot of the
sensor separation versus the lag times at which the maximum
in the correlation occurs~see Fig. 4!. The average velocities
for the three sites measured with the anemometer 3 m above
the ground were 6.2, 6.7, and 5.9 m/s, respectively.

To within experimental error, the correlation is seen to
be a function of the separation divided by the wavelength
independent of frequency, wind velocity~over the limited
range of velocities measured!, and even the terrain. Priestley
references a number of authors who observed this functional
relationship back in the 1960s.4 The customary plot is corre-
lation verses 2p times the abscissa in Fig. 6.

It is interesting to compare Priestley’s measurements
made many years ago in a grassy field near Dulles Interna-
tional Airport, Washington, DC, at much lower frequencies
than those reported here. Hisa as given by Eq.~2! is slightly
frequency dependent. Thea value used to draw the curve in
Fig. 6 corresponds to Priestley’sa as calculated from Eq.~4!
with a wave number of 4.7 m21. This is the highest wave
number for the data plotted in Fig. 6.

Also of interest is the variation in the correlation coeffi-
cient with sensor separation in the crosswind and vertical
directions. Figures 7 and 8 plot this dependence for the same
runs and same convection velocities as Fig. 6. For Fig. 8 the
separation is in the vertical direction between sensors that are
1.2 to 5.5 m above the ground. To within the accuracy of the
measurements, the decay can be plotted as a function of the
separation in wavelengths independent of frequency for the
disked field, but for the sod and cotton fields the low fre-
quencies decay slower in the crosswind direction and faster

FIG. 5. Single-frequency correlation versus lag time in periods for varying
pressure signals from eight sensors in the vertical arm of the array.

FIG. 6. Correlation of the varying pressure signals versus the sensor sepa-
ration in wavelengths in the downwind direction. The data are for four
different frequencies and for three different sites as designated in the legend.
The solid curve is the fit to Priestley’s data taken at much lower frequencies
in 1964.

FIG. 7. Correlation of the varying pressure signals versus the sensor sepa-
ration in wavelengths in the crosswind direction. The data are for four dif-
ferent frequencies and for three different sites as designated in the legend.
The solid exponential curve is drawn visually to fit the data.
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in the vertical direction. An exponential curve has been
drawn visually through the data in Figs. 7 and 8 with a decay
constant of approximately27 per wavelength for the cross-
wind and27.5 for the vertical direction. Priestley measured
the crosswind decay and got a decay constant that was
slightly frequency dependent. For the frequency range re-
ported his value would be about 3.5, or about half of our
measurement.

VI. VELOCITY AND PRESSURE SPECTRA

A. Validation of the pressure measurements

Widely different results are reported for pressure spec-
trum measurements in turbulence.7–13 One must always be
concerned with what is being measured by a pressure sensor
in turbulent flow.

Of first concern is the disturbance introduced by the
sensing element. Even when this is minimized, Morgan and
Raspet conclude, ‘‘The dominant source of wind noise in
outdoor microphones is the pressure fluctuations caused by
the velocity fluctuations of the incoming flow.’’13 To study
this question further, sensors employed here were oriented in
different directions relative to the wind direction and the
spectra of their response compared. This response was found
be insensitive to orientation relative to wind direction over
the frequency range of interest. In addition, their response in
wind has been compared to the response obtained using a
‘‘Quad Disk.’’ 14 This device is designed to measure pressure
independent of wind direction and magnitude. Bedardet al.
have used it to measure pressure variations in a 0.5- to
2.5-Hz band over a 3-month period.15 Their results differ
significantly from one period of measurement to another.
They plot rms pressure variations in Pascals versus wind
speed in meters per second. Their data for two different
sample periods are fit with two equations,dp50.0036 U3.02

and dp50.0063 U1.98, where the pressure is in Pascals and
the velocity in meters per second.@Bedard’s Eq.~15! for his
Dec. 11 data evidently has a factor of 2 missing.# Figure 9
shows a similar plot of measurements made here with the
single sensor close to the anemometer in the vertical arm of

the array averaged over the same frequency interval. The
solid curves are plots of the two functions that fit Bedard’s
two sets of data.

As a further comparison of the response of our sensors
with that of the Quad Disk, a B&K1

2-in. microphone was
sealed in the axial tube of the Quad Disk and the Quad Disk
and one of our sensors placed at a height of 3 m in thewind
at the local airport. The power density spectra of the two
devices are shown to agree remarkably well in Fig. 10. In
this figure, 25 min of data were analyzed as explained in the
discussion of Fig. 3. The average wind velocity was 4.6 m/s.

B. The wavenumber dependence of the pressure and
velocity spectra

Spectra of turbulence are generally explained by assum-
ing that energy is fed into the turbulence at small wave num-
bers and is dissipated by viscous losses at high wave num-

FIG. 8. Correlation of the varying pressure signals versus the sensor sepa-
ration in wavelengths in the vertical direction. The data are for two different
frequencies and for three different sites as designated in the legend.

FIG. 9. The root mean square pressure variations in the frequency interval
between 0.5 and 2.5 Hz plotted versus the average wind speed. Data are
shown for six runs in the cotton field, six runs in the disked field, and 18
runs in the sod field. Circles are for the cotton field, squares are for the
disked field, and crosses are for the sod field.

FIG. 10. The comparison of the power spectral density of 25 min of wind
noise data taken with~a! the quad disk~dashed line! and ~b! one of the
sensors used to take the data reported here~solid line!. Both were approxi-
mately 3 m off the ground and approximately 5 m apart. The straight line

through the data has a slope of2
7
3. The wind speed was 4.7 m/s.
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bers. The energy cascades from large eddies to smaller ones.
For a homogeneous turbulent field there will be a range of
wave numbers called the inertial subrange where there is
negligible production and dissipation of turbulent energy. In
this range of wave numbers the one-dimensional velocity
spectrum from symmetry considerations is expected to obey
the equation16

F1~k1!5avk1
25/3. ~6!

Here F1 is the power spectral density of the component of
the varying velocity in the direction of the convection veloc-
ity, andav is independent of frequency but depends upon the
rate of energy dissipation in the turbulent field. If the turbu-
lence is isotropic over this range of wave numbers, the spec-
tra for the other two velocity components in thek1 direction
have a similar form withav multiplied by 4

3 and have a
negligible correlation with each other. The three conditions,
2 5

3 power law,4
3 ratio between the transverse and longitudi-

nal velocity components, and the vanishing~or very low! co
spectral levels, are used as a test for the existence of an
inertial subrange.16

From dimensional analysis the power density of the dy-
namic pressure~i.e., p/r) in the inertial subrange is expected
to vary as17

F~P/r!5apk1
27/3, ~7!

with ap independent of frequency but dependent upon the
rate of energy dissipation in the turbulent field. However, the
exponent of the wave number is contested by both experi-
ment and theory.7,11

The range of wave numbers over which the turbulent
fields studied here might be considered homogeneous, and
therefore the range over which the inertial subrange equa-
tions might be expected to apply, is limited on the high side
by the dimension of the sensor and anemometer~approxi-
mately 0.1 m! and on the low side by the height the sensor
and anemometer were above the ground~approximately 3
m!. The spectra for the sensors on the ground would not be
expected to demonstrate the inertial subrange frequency de-
pendence. These conditions would limit the inertial subrange
to wave numbers between approximately 2p/0.2 and 2p/6 m,
or between 30 and 1 rad/m.

Figure 11 shows the averaged power spectral densities
calculated using MATLAB software as explained in discuss-
ing Fig. 3 above. The A curves are for the variations in the
kinematic pressure~i.e., pressure divided by the density of
air!. The B curves are for the variations in the component of
the velocity in the direction of the convection velocity. The
pressure variations were measured by the single sensor lo-
cated about 0.5 m from the anemometer. Both were approxi-
mately 3 m off the ground. The spectra for each 2-min run
were calculated in units of per radian of distance by specify-
ing the sampling rate in samples per radian of distance which
is equal to 2p times the samples per second divided by the
convection~average! velocity for each run. These spectra~6
for the disked and cotton fields and 18 for the sod field! were
averaged and plotted in Fig. 11. This plot of the component
of the varying velocity in the direction of the convection
velocity and the pressure divided by the air density against

the wave number in the direction of the convection velocity
was used because these are the quantities frequently calcu-
lated theoretically. The curves would be changed insignifi-
cantly if the spectrum of the total varying velocity were plot-
ted.

The straight lines drawn through the curves have slopes
of 2 5

3 for the velocities and2 7
3 for the pressures. The con-

stant multiplying factors are adjusted to give the best fit be-
tween 1 and 10 m21.

As a further test for the inertial subrange, similar curves
were plotted for the transverse components of velocity. As
stated above, if the turbulent field is isotropic, the ratio of the
power density of the transverse to the longitudinal compo-
nents should equal43. For the average of 36 min of sod field
data and 12 min of the disked field data, this ratio is approxi-
mately equal to4

3. However, for the average of 12 min of
cotton field data this ratio is approximately 1. These are the
same data used in the correlation studies. For all three sites
the ratio of the power density of the vertical component to
the downwind component is approximately 1. The third con-
dition for the inertial subrange, i.e., small or vanishing co-
spectra between the different velocity components, is met by
thex andy velocity components in the sod and disked fields,
but thex andy components in the cotton field and thex and

FIG. 11. The power density spectra for the varying wind velocity and pres-
sure as measured at three different sites. Curves A are for velocity and
curves B for pressure.
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z components at all three cites showed a maximum correla-
tion of approximately 0.2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The noise power reduction produced by averaging sig-
nals from nine individual sensors varied as 1/~number of
sensors! for a range of frequencies when the sensor spac-
ing was greater than a few tenths of the wavelength in
the turbulent pressure field, where the wavelength is de-
termined by dividing the convection wind velocity by
the frequency.

~2! The frequency-dependent correlation of the wind noise
over a range of wind velocities and atmospheric and en-
vironmental conditions varies as exp(23.2x)cos(2px),
wherex is the sensor separation in wavelengths in the
down wind direction. This allows greater than 1/n noise
reduction if the aperture of the array is greater than1

4

wavelength of the pressure variations in the wind.
~3! The correlation as a function of sensor separation for

arrays in the crosswind and vertical directions is given
approximately by exp(27x) for a range of wind veloci-
ties and atmospheric and environmental conditions.

~4! For frequencies expected to fall within the inertial sub-
range, the2 5

3 law for the velocity spectrum and the2 7
3

law for the pressure spectrum were found to hold.
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An improved approach for handling boundaries, interfaces, and continuous depth dependence with
the elastic parabolic equation is derived and benchmarked. The approach is applied to model the
propagation of Rayleigh and Stoneley waves. Depending on the choice of dependent variables, the
operator in the elastic wave equation may not factor or the treatment of interfaces may be difficult.
These problems are resolved by using a formulation in terms of the vertical displacement and the
range derivative of the horizontal displacement. These quantities are continuous across horizontal
interfaces, which permits the use of Galerkin’s method to discretize in depth. This implementation
extends the capability of the elastic parabolic equation to handle arbitrary depth dependence and
should lead to improvements for range-dependent problems. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1893245#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The parabolic equation method is a powerful approach
for solving range-dependent wave propagation problems. A
parabolic wave equation is derived by factoring the operator
in an elliptic wave equation into a product of incoming and
outgoing operators and assuming that outgoing energy domi-
nates. One-way solutions are exact in stratified media and
accurate if the medium varies gradually in the horizontal.
Efficiency gains of several orders of magnitude can be
achieved by approximating an elliptic wave equation with a
parabolic wave equation. The parabolic equation method has
important applications in ocean acoustics.1 In many cases,
there is interaction with the ocean bottom, which may sup-
port shear waves.

The development of the elastic parabolic equation has
proven to be more difficult than the development of the
acoustic parabolic equation. After the parabolic equation
method was first applied to ocean acoustics,2–4 it was more
than a decade before formulation, stability, and accuracy is-
sues were resolved and the elastic parabolic equation was
successfully implemented.5–8 There remain unresolved is-
sues in this area, including improving accuracy for range-
dependent problems. Since the factorization of the operator
is approximate for range-dependent problems, corrections
based on energy conservation,9–12 single scattering,13–15 and
other ideas16 have been developed. These approaches pro-
vide improved accuracy, but the problem has not been fully
resolved. A key component of the problem is to handle depth
dependence effectively. There are several choices for the de-
pendent variables. For some choices, the operator does not

factor, which makes the formulation unsuitable for the elastic
parabolic equation. For other choices, the variables are not
continuous across interfaces, which causes difficulties in the
depth discretization and for range-dependent problems.

In this paper, we extend the elastic parabolic equation to
accurately and efficiently handle an arbitrary depth depen-
dence, including boundaries, interfaces, and continuous
variations. The dependent variables are the vertical displace-
ment and the horizontal derivative of the horizontal displace-
ment, which have been used to derive an elastic parabolic
equation for anisotropic media.17 It is possible to factor the
operator in these variables, which are continuous across hori-
zontal interfaces. In this formulation, problems involving
continuous depth dependence, solid-solid interfaces, and free
boundaries can be discretized efficiently using Galerkin’s
method.18 Fluid-solid interfaces can be handled by explicitly
enforcing the interface conditions. We describe the approach,
demonstrate its accuracy, and apply it to problems involving
Rayleigh and Stoneley waves.

II. THE PARABOLIC EQUATION

In this section, we derive the elastic parabolic equation.
Following the standard approach for parabolic equation deri-
vations, we treat the medium as range independent~strati-
fied! and work in Cartesian coordinates. In practice, range
dependence is treated by making corrections across vertical
interfaces and cylindrical geometry is treated by factoring
out a spreading term. We consider a two-dimensional prob-
lem, wherez is the depth and the rangex is the horizontal
distance from a source. The compressional and shear wave
speedscp and cs are related to the densityr and the Lame´
parametersl andm by rcp

25l12m andrcs
25m. We work

in the frequency domain and remove the factor exp(2ivt)
from the dependent variables, wherev is the circular fre-
quency andt is time. Attenuation is taken into account by
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replacing cp and cs with cp(11 ihbp)21 and cs(1
1 ihbs)

21, where bp and bs are the compressional and
shear attenuations in decibels per wavelength andh21

540p log10e.
In an isotropic medium, the displacementsu andw and

stresses sxx , sxz , and szz satisfy the momentum
equations,19

]sxx

]x
1

]sxz

]z
1rv2u50, ~1!

]sxz

]x
1

]szz

]z
1rv2w50, ~2!

and the constitutive equations,

sxx5~l12m!
]u

]x
1l

]w

]z
, ~3!

szz5l
]u

]x
1~l12m!

]w

]z
, ~4!

sxz5m
]u

]z
1m

]w

]x
. ~5!

Substituting Eqs.~3!–~5! into Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we obtain

~l12m!
]2u

]x2
1

]

]z S m
]u

]zD1rv2u1~l1m!
]2w

]x]z

1
]m

]z

]w

]x
50, ~6!

m
]2w

]x2
1

]

]z S ~l12m!
]w

]z D1rv2w1~l1m!
]2u

]x]z

1
]l

]z

]u

]x
50. ~7!

These equations are in the form,

S L̃
]2

]x2
1M̃ D S u

wD5Ñ
]

]x S u
wD , ~8!

whereL̃, M̃ , andÑ are depth operators.
Due to the presence of the term on the right-hand side of

Eq. ~8!, the operator does not readily factor into a product of
incoming and outgoing operators. The equations of elasticity
are in the form of Eq.~8! for any choice of dependent vari-
ables, but the term on the right-hand side vanishes for some
choices, such as the (D,w) formulation,5 where

D[
]u

]x
1

]w

]z
~9!

is the dilatation. SinceD is not continuous across interfaces,
the (D,w) formulation is not suitable for an implementation
based on Galerkin’s method. In this paper, we consider the
(ux ,w) formulation, where

ux[
]u

]x
. ~10!

Taking the range derivative of Eq.~6! and substituting
Eq. ~10! into Eqs.~6! and ~7!, we obtain

~l12m!
]2ux

]x2
1

]

]z S m
]ux

]z D1rv2ux1~l1m!
]3w

]x2]z

1
]m

]z

]2w

]x2
50, ~11!

m
]2w

]x2
1

]

]z S ~l12m!
]w

]z D1rv2w1~l1m!
]ux

]z
1

]l

]z
ux

50. ~12!

These equations are in the form,

S L
]2

]x2
1M D S ux

w D50, ~13!

whereL andM are depth operators. Multiplying Eq.~13! by
L21, we obtain

S ]2

]x2
1L21M D S ux

w D50. ~14!

Factoring the operator in Eq.~14!, we obtain

S ]

]x
1 i ~L21M !1/2D S ]

]x
2 i ~L21M !1/2D S ux

w D50. ~15!

Assuming that outgoing energy dominates incoming energy,
we obtain the (ux ,w) parabolic equation,

]

]x S ux

w D5 i ~L21M !1/2S ux

w D . ~16!

Since the (ux ,w) parabolic equation is identical to the
(D,w) parabolic equation of Ref. 20~with different defini-
tions forL andM!, it can be implemented using the split-step
Padésolution, which is based on the formal solution,

S ux~x1Dx!

w~x1Dx! D5exp~ iDx~L21M !1/2!S ux~x!

w~x! D , ~17!

whereDx is the range step. For a source in a fluid layer, the
self-starter as described in Refs. 21 and 22 can be used to
generate an initial condition for Eq.~17!. The case of a
source in a solid layer is described in Sec. III. The exponen-
tial of the operator in Eq.~17! can be approximated using a
rational approximation as described in Ref. 20 and dis-
cretized in depth using Galerkin’s method as described in
Sec. IV.

III. THE SELF-STARTER

In this section, we generalize the self-starter to the case
of a source in an elastic layer in the (ux ,w) formulation. We
first consider a homogeneous medium and apply the repre-
sentation,

u5
]f

]x
1

]c

]z
, ~18!
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w5
]f

]z
2

]c

]x
, ~19!

]2f

]x2
1

]2f

]z2
1kp

2f50, ~20!

]2c

]x2
1

]2c

]z2
1ks

2c50, ~21!

wherekp5v/cp , ks5v/cs , andf andc are the compres-
sional and shear potentials.

Placing a term corresponding to a compressional source
P at z5z0 on the right-hand side of Eq.~20! and differenti-
ating Eq.~21!, we obtain

]2

]x2 S f
cx

D
P

1
]2

]z2 S f
cx

D
P

1S kp
2 0

0 ks
2D S f

cx
D

P

5S 22id~x!d~z2z0!

0 D , ~22!

cx[
]c

]x
. ~23!

Integrating Eq.~22! about an arbitrarily small interval about
x50 and using the symmetry of the solution, we obtain

lim
x→01

]

]x S f
cx

D
P

5S 2 id~z2z0!

0 D . ~24!

From Eqs.~18!–~21!, we obtain

~l12m!S ux1
]w

]z D5~l12m!S ]2f

]x2
1

]2f

]z2 D
52rv2f, ~25!

mS ]ux

]z
2

]2w

]x2 D 5mS ]2cx

]x2
1

]2cx

]z2 D 52rv2cx . ~26!

From Eqs.~12! and ~26!, we obtain

~l12m!
]2w

]z2
1rv2w1~l12m!

]ux

]z
52rv2cx . ~27!

Substituting Eqs.~25! and ~27! into Eq. ~24!, we obtain

Q
]

]x S ux

w D
P

5S irv2d~z2z0!

0 D , ~28!

Q[S l12m ~l12m!
]

]z

~l12m!
]

]z
~l12m!

]2

]z2
1rv2D . ~29!

Using Eq. ~16! to replace the range derivative in Eq.
~28! with a depth operator and performing row operations to
eliminateQ, we obtain

~L21M !1/2S ux

w D
P

5S kp
2d~z2z0!1d9~z2z0!

2d8~z2z0! D . ~30!

Applying Eq. ~17! to march the field out a short distance in
range from the source singularity, we obtain the self-starter,

S ux~x0 ,z!

w~x0 ,z! D
P

5~L21M !21/2exp~ ix0~L21M !1/2!

3S kp
2d~z2z0!1d9~z2z0!

2d8~z2z0! D , ~31!

which can be implemented using a rational approximation
and Galerkin’s method. For the case of a shear sourceS at
z5z0 , we similarly obtain

S ux~x0 ,z!

w~x0 ,z! D
S

5exp~ ix0~L21M !1/2!S 2d8~z2z0!

d~z2z0! D . ~32!

For the case of a point source in cylindrical geometry (r ,z),
we obtain

S ux~r 0 ,z!

w~r 0 ,z! D
P

5r 0
21/2~L21M !21/4exp~ ir 0~L21M !1/2!

3S kp
2d~z2z0!1d9~z2z0!

2d8~z2z0! D , ~33!

S ux~r 0 ,z!

w~r 0 ,z! D
S

5r 0
21/2~L21M !1/4exp~ ir 0~L21M !1/2!

3S 2d8~z2z0!

d~z2z0! D . ~34!

IV. GALERKIN’S METHOD AND INTERFACE
CONDITIONS

In this section, we apply Galerkin’s method to discretize
L andM. Galerkin’s method is based on the equations,

E
0

HS ]sxx

]x
h2sxz

dh

dz
1rv2uh Ddz50, ~35!

E
0

HS ]sxz

]x
u2szz

du

dz
1rv2wu Ddz50, ~36!

where z5H is the bottom boundary of the computational
grid and the arbitrary real test functionsh andu satisfy

E
0

HS kp
2h21S dh

dzD 2Ddz,`, ~37!

E
0

HS kp
2u21S du

dzD
2Ddz,`. ~38!

Applying integration by parts to Eqs.~35! and ~36!, we ob-
tain

E
0

HS ]sxx

]x
1

]sxz

]z
1rv2uDh dz2sxzhu0

H50, ~39!

E
0

HS ]sxz

]x
1

]szz

]z
1rv2wD u dz2szzuu0

H50. ~40!

We assume that the medium contains attenuation and
thatH is sufficiently large so that only weak signals reach the
bottom boundary. We apply the boundary conditionsux5w
50 at z5H and also require thath(H)5u(H)50. We do
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not place constraints onh andu at the surfacez50. Sinceh
andu are arbitrary, we conclude that the solution of Eqs.~39!
and ~40! satisfies Eqs.~1! and ~2! for 0,z,H. By consid-
ering test functions that vanish outside a small neighborhood
of z50, we conclude that the solution satisfies the boundary
conditionssxz5szz50 atz50. We determine the conditions
at an interface by considering test functions that vanish out-
side a small neighborhood of the interface. If the displace-
ments were not continuous, terms in Eqs.~39! and ~40!
would give rise to delta functions and their derivatives. We
conclude that the displacements are continuous across the
interface. By a similar argument, we conclude thatsxz and
szz are continuous across the interface.

Difference formulas for the depth operators inL andM
are obtained by choosing a set of simple test functions, ap-
proximating the solution in terms of these functions, substi-
tuting into Eqs.~35! and ~36!, and evaluating the integrals.
We define the depth grid pointszi5( i 21)Dz, whereDz is
the grid spacing, and work with piecewise linear test func-
tions that vanish foruz2zi u.Dz, increase linearly forzi 21

,z,zi , and decrease linearly forzi,z,zi 11 . We let a
correspond to a coefficient andU correspond to a dependent
variable. Substituting into Eqs.~35! and ~36!, we obtain the
discretizations

aUuz5zi
>

a i 211a i

12
Ui 211

a i 2116a i1a i 11

12
Ui

1
a i1a i 11

12
Ui 11 , ~41!

a
]U

]zU
z5zi

>2
a i 2112a i

6Dz
Ui 211

a i 212a i 11

6Dz
Ui

1
2a i1a i 11

6Dz
Ui 11 , ~42!

a
]2U

]z2 U
z5zi

>
a i

~Dz!2
Ui 212

2a i

~Dz!2
Ui1

a i

~Dz!2
Ui 11 ,

~43!

]a

]z
Uuz5zi

>
2a i 211a i

6Dz
Ui 211

2a i 211a i 11

6Dz
Ui

1
2a i1a i 11

6Dz
Ui 11 , ~44!

]a

]z

]U

]zU
z5zi

>
a i 212a i

2~Dz!2
Ui 212

a i 2122a i1a i 11

2~Dz!2
Ui

1
2a i1a i 11

2~Dz!2
Ui 11 . ~45!

Interface conditions must be explicitly enforced at a
fluid-solid interface. We apply the (D,w) formulation in the
fluid layer, wherep52lD is the acoustic pressure. At an
interface between fluid layera and solid layerb, the condi-
tions

]

]z
~laDa!1rav2wb50, ~46!

laDa5lbuxb1~lb12mb!
]wb

]z
, ~47!

]

]z
~lbuxb!1

]

]z S ~lb12mb!
]wb

]z D1rbv2wb50, ~48!

correspond to continuity of normal displacement, continuity
of normal stress, and vanishing tangential stress. These con-
ditions can be implemented using finite differences as de-
scribed in Ref. 6.

One of the advantages of the combination of the (ux ,w)
formulation and the Galerkin implementation is that the
structure of the computational grid is convenient for prob-
lems involving sloping interfaces, which can be modeled
with the stair-step approximation. Each rise corresponds to a
vertical interface, which is placed midway between two
points in the range grid. The Galerkin solution places each
run midway between two points in the depth grid, and there
is a one-to-one correspondence between grid points across a
vertical interface. With this grid structure, it is straightfor-
ward to conserve the dependent variables across a vertical
interface~improved accuracy may be achieved by conserving
other quantities, but we do not address this issue here!. The
(D,w) formulation requires the explicit implementation of
second-order interface conditions on the runs. Various nu-
merical solutions are possible, but a standard centered-
difference scheme involves a double grid point placed on a
run. Two values of the solution~which is not continuous
across the interface! are assigned to this grid point, one value
for each side of the horizontal interface. It is not clear how to
handle a vertical interface, where a double grid point on one
side of the interface must somehow be converted into a
single grid point on the other side of the interface and vice
versa.

V. EXAMPLES

In this section, we compare parabolic equation solutions
with a reference solution that is based on separation of
variables.23 We show that the (ux ,w) solution is accurate for
problems involving solid-solid interfaces, Rayleigh waves,
and Stoneley waves. We consider problems in cylindrical
geometry and use Eq.~33!.

Example A illustrates the ability of the (ux ,w) solution
to handle solid-solid interfaces. A 50-Hz source is placed at
z598 m in a 100-m water column in which the sound speed
is 1500 m/s. A 10-m sediment layer overlies a half-space
basement. The sediment parameters arecp51700 m/s, cs

5800 m/s,r51.3 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, andbs50.2 dB/l.
The basement parameters arecp52400 m/s,cs51200 m/s,
r51.7 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, and bs50.2 dB/l. In Fig. 1,
the (D,w) and (ux ,w) solutions ~both implemented with
Galerkin’s method! are compared with the reference solu-
tion. SinceD is not continuous across interfaces, delta func-
tions may arise when the (D,w) solution is implemented
with Galerkin’s method. The (D,w) solution is accurate for
some problems,14 but it breaks down for example A. The
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(ux ,w) solution is accurate for example A. The (ux ,w) so-
lution was obtained usingDz50.0625 m, which corresponds
to 256 grid points per wavelength at 800 m/s. To achieve
similar accuracy for an acoustics problem,24 it was necessary

to use 120 grid points per wavelength. For example A, it is
necessary to use finer sampling in order to handle the nearly
vertical propagation of shear waves in the sediment.

Example B illustrates the ability of the (ux ,w) solution
to handle a layer with low shear speed. A 50-Hz source is
placed atz598 m in a 100-m water column in which the
sound speed is 1500 m/s. A 20-m sediment layer overlies a
half-space basement. The sediment parameters arecp

51700 m/s,cs5100 m/s,r51.2 g/cm3, bp50.5 dB/l, and
bs50.5 dB/l. The basement parameters arecp52400 m/s,
cs51200 m/s, r51.5 g/cm3, bp50.5 dB/l, and bs

50.5 dB/l. In Fig. 2, the (ux ,w) solution is in agreement
with the reference solution. Despite the low shear speed in
the sediment layer, an accurate solution was obtained using
Dz50.0625 m.

Example C illustrates the ability of the (ux ,w) solution
to handle Rayleigh waves. A 25-Hz source is placed atz
510 m in a 200-m solid layer that overlies a solid half-space.
The parameters in the layer arecp52400 m/s, cs

51200 m/s, r51.5 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, and bs

50.2 dB/l. The parameters in the half-space arecp

52800 m/s,cs51400 m/s,r51.7 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, and
bs50.2 dB/l. The Rayleigh wave corresponds to the sharp

FIG. 1. Transmission loss atz560 m for example A, which involves an
elastic sediment layer overlying an elastic half-space. The dashed curves are
the reference solution. The solid curves are~a! the (D,w) solution, which
breaks down, and~b! the (ux ,w) solution, which is accurate.

FIG. 2. Transmission loss atz560 m for example B, which involves a
low-speed elastic sediment layer overlying an elastic half-space. The
(ux ,w) solution ~solid curve! is in agreement with the reference solution
~dashed curve!.

FIG. 3. Compressional wave energy atz520 m for example C, which in-
volves an elastic layer overlying an elastic half-space.~a! The peak to the
right in the wave-number spectrum corresponds to a Rayleigh wave at the
free surface.~b! The (ux ,w) solution~solid curve! is in agreement with the
reference solution~dashed curve!.
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peak to the right in the wave-number spectrum appearing in
Fig. 3. The (ux ,w) solution appearing in Fig. 3 is in agree-
ment with the reference solution.

Example D illustrates the ability of the (ux ,w) solution
to handle Stoneley waves. A 25-Hz source is placed atz
5295 m in a 300-m solid layer that overlies a solid half-
space. We select the parameters in order to magnify the ef-
fect of the Stoneley wave, which exists whenl5m and there
is a large density contrast but small shear speed contrast
across the interface.25 In the layer and half-space, we take
cp51700 m/s, cs5981.5 m/s, bp50.2 dB/l, and bs

50.4 dB/l. We taker51.2 g/cm3 in the layer andr53.6
g/cm3 in the half-space. The Stoneley wave corresponds to
the peak to the right in the wave-number spectrum appearing
in Fig. 4. The (ux ,w) solution appearing in Fig. 4 is in
agreement with the reference solution.

Example E illustrates the effects of gradients in the wave
speeds. A 35-Hz source is placed atz5150 m in a 500-m
water column in which the sound speed is 1500 m/s. A re-
fracting sediment layer that is 500 m thick overlies a homo-
geneous basement. The wave speeds depend linearly onz in
the sediment layer, withcp51600 m/s andcs5700 m/s at the
top of the layer andcp52400 m/s andcs51200 m/s at the
bottom of the layer. The other sediment parameters are
r51.2 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, and bs50.2 dB/l. The base-

ment parameters arecp53400 m/s, cs51700 m/s, r51.5
g/cm3, bp50.25 dB/l, andbs50.5 dB/l. The (ux ,w) solu-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 5. Some of the beams of the Lloyd’s
mirror pattern near the source penetrate into the sediment
and get refracted back toward the water column. Also ap-
pearing in Fig. 5 is the solution for the case in which the
sediment layer is homogeneous, withcp51600 m/s, cs

5700 m/s,r51.2 g/cm3, bp50.1 dB/l, andbs50.2 dB/l.
The beams are not refracted for this case, and there are sig-
nificant differences in the water column.

VI. CONCLUSION

The elastic parabolic equation has been implemented in
terms of the dependent variables (ux ,w). This formulation is
better suited to handling solid-solid interfaces. The (ux ,w)
solution can be implemented using Galerkin’s method and
accurately handles all types of interface waves. The Galerkin
implementation of the (D,w) solution breaks down for some
problems involving solid-solid interfaces. The Galerkin
implementation of the (ux ,w) solution is expected to lead to
improvements in the treatment of problems that involve slop-

FIG. 4. Compressional wave energy atz5299 m for example D, which
involves an elastic layer overlying an elastic half-space.~a! The peak to the
right in the wave-number spectrum corresponds to a Stoneley wave at the
solid-solid interface.~b! The (ux ,w) solution ~solid curve! is in agreement
with the reference solution~dashed curve!.

FIG. 5. Compressional wave energy for example E, which involves a re-
fracting sediment layer overlying a homogeneous basement~top frame!.
Evidence of refraction can be seen in the sediment layer. There is no evi-
dence of refraction for the case of a homogeneous sediment~bottom frame!.
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ing interfaces, which are difficult to handle in the (D,w)
formulation. The self-starter was generalized to the (ux ,w)
case for both compressional and shear sources.
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Acoustic backscatter measurements from littoral seabeds
at shallow grazing angles at 4 and 8 kHz
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Direct measurement of acoustic scattering from the seabed at shallow grazing angles and low
kilohertz frequencies presents a considerable challenge in littoral waters. Specifically, returns from
the air–water interface typically contaminate the signals of interest. To address this issue, DRDC
Atlantic has developed a sea-going research system for measuring acoustic scatter from the seabed
in shallow-water environs. The system, known as the wideband sonar~WBS!, consists of a
parametric array transmitter and a superdirective receiver. In this paper, backscatter measurements
obtained with the WBS at two sandy, shallow-water sites off North America’s Atlantic coast are
presented. Data were collected at 4 and 8 kHz at grazing angles from 3°–15°. The backscattering
strength is similar at both sites and, below about 8°, it appears to be independent of frequency within
the statistical accuracy of the data. The measurements show reasonable agreement with model
estimates of backscatter from sandy sediments. A small data set was collected at one of the sites to
examine the feasibility of using the WBS to measure the azimuthal variability of acoustic scatter.
The data set—although limited—indicates that the parametric array’s narrow beamwidth makes the
system well-suited to this task. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1898064#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Hw@RAS# Pages: 3504–3516

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantifying the effect that the seabed has on an acoustic
wave is crucial if one is to assess the performance of current
sonar systems in shallow waters. Furthermore, advances in
sonar technology require a clear understanding of how sound
scatters from the seabed, which in turn requires experiments
to complement theoretical and numerical models. The mea-
surements can be classified as direct or reverberation. The
former refers to measurements that have a single interaction
with a boundary, whereas the latter measurements encompass
returns from many boundary interactions that are time coin-
cident at the receiver. Although reverberation experiments
provide a reasonable approximation to naval systems,1 the
measurements are averaged over many grazing angles and
boundaries, and can obscure the physical mechanisms that
provide the key to understanding the physics of scattering. In
recent years a number of direct measurements of backscatter-
ing have been made in shallow water at frequencies above 10
kHz ~see Williamset al.2 and the references therein!. How-
ever, in shallow coastal water at low kilohertz frequencies
~nominally below 10 kHz!, direct measurements are particu-
larly challenging. This is because the size of a conventional
sonar is roughly proportional to its acoustic wavelength and,
in order to project a narrow-enough acoustic beam, the sonar
must be many wavelengths long. In this circumstance, one
usually cannot place the sonar near enough to the seabed to
avoid vertically directed sidelobes which generate unwel-
come interference from sea-surface scatter. Because of these
challenges, and the fairly recent focus on shallow-water
acoustics in this frequency range, the literature containing
direct measurements of scattering below 10 kHz is rather
limited. Bunchuk and Zhitkovskii3 present backscattering
data from 2–16 kHz collected in 250 m of water, but it is
unclear from the text whether the data should be classified as

reverberation or direct measurements. Holland4 collected di-
rect measurements of backscattering data from 1–4 kHz by
deploying a vertical line array from a drifting ship. Placing
the source at the base of the array allowed him to separate
scatter from the seabed and the sea surface. The approach is
describe in detail in Ref. 5. Soukup and Gragg6 present back-
scatter measurements taken over a limestone seabed in the
2–3.5-kHz region. Several papers contained in Ref. 7 also
present data of direct measurements of scattering. Day and
Yamamoto8 present backscatter data collected at 3.75, 7.5,
and 15 kHz in 17-m waters near Ft. Pierce, FL. Given the
variability in composition of coastal seabeds, existing data
sets are still rather limited.

To address this deficiency, Defense R&D Canada—
Atlantic ~formerly DREA! has developed a wideband active
sonar to interrogate the seabed in shallow water and quantify
its geoacoustic properties. During operation, the system~re-
ferred to as WBS! is fully decoupled from the tending re-
search vessel and is instrumented with both acoustic and
nonacoustic sensors to assist in the evaluation of the data. In
May 2001 the system was deployed as part of a joint US-
SACLANTCEN-CA experiment referred to as Boundary
Characterization 2001. The WBS system collected acoustic
backscatter data as a function of azimuth and grazing angle
at two shallow-water sites off the east coast of North
America—one near New Jersey and one near Nova Scotia.
Measurements were made at grazing angles ranging from
about 3° up to 15°, at frequencies of 4 and 8 kHz.

Following the introduction, an overview of the WBS
system and its technical functionality are given. Then, the
experimental geometry and methodology is described. Fi-
nally, results from the experiments are presented with a pri-
mary focus on the estimates of backscattering strength ob-
tained.
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II. THE WIDEBAND SONAR „WBS…

Defense R&D Canada-Atlantic~DRDC Atlantic! has
developed9,10 a wideband sonar system for collecting envi-

ronmental acoustic data in the open ocean. The WBS is re-
motely controlled from a research ship via an rf radio link
fixed to the system’s surface float. This minimizes the risk of
acoustic interference from the ship and prevents ship motion
from compromising its stability. The acoustic sensor suite
consists of a parametric array11,12 transmitter~PATS!, a su-
perdirective endfire line array receiver~SIREM!, and a tri-
axial intensity array receiver~SIRA!. In addition to acoustic
sensors, the array is instrumented with an assortment of
nonacoustic sensors to assist in evaluating the data. The
nonacoustic sensors include depth, tilt, roll, and heading sen-
sors to monitor array position and direction, as well as ac-
celerometers to monitor platform vibration. Whereas SIRA is
fixed to the space frame, the sonar armature which holds
PATS and SIREM can be panned through 360° in azimuth
~see Fig. 1!. Pointing direction is monitored using the nona-
coustic sensors mounted on the space frame combined with
optical shaft encoders to measure the pan and tilt angle of the
sonar head. This obtains a resolution of approximately61°
in each of the vertical and horizontal planes. The system can
be configured to be either bottom tethered~Fig. 2 left! or
bottom mounted~Fig. 2 right!. In bottom-tethered mode the
armature rotates 180° vertically so that the sonar can be po-
sitioned above or below the space frame. This enables mea-
surements through 4p steradians. Platform stability is
achieved by decoupling the space frame from the surface
float through a weighted cable and streaming the space frame
into the prevailing shear current. In bottom-mounted mode a
remote command is sent from the ship to the surface float to
flood the subsurface floats on the space frame to set the sys-
tem on the seabed. This offers an extremely stable platform
that permits coherent averaging of multiple pings. This is
used in low-SNR conditions such as measurements of back-
scattering strength at very shallow grazing angles; however,
physical constraints limit the vertical range of angles to
230° from the horizontal up to190°. In bottom-mounted
mode the sonar head sits 1.5 m above the space frame, which
corresponds to 2.7 m above the seabed. Prior to recovery
compressed air is forced into the subsurface floats to evacu-
ate the water, thereby leaving the space frame positively

FIG. 1. Photograph of the wideband sonar~WBS! armature yoke holding
the parametric array transmitter system~PATS!. The nine elements that com-
prise the parametric source are visible on the right-hand side of the photo.
The SIREM line array is shown mounted along the length of the PATS
housing. The array hydrophones are hidden from view by the polyurethane
housing that surrounds them.

FIG. 2. Schematic of WBS bottom
tethered ~left! and bottom mounted
~right!. Note that the pivot point for
the sonar support arm is different for
the two configurations.
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buoyant so that it rises to the sea surface. The experiments
discussed in this document were all performed with the sys-
tem in bottom-mounted mode.

Employing a parametric source offers three advantages:
First and foremost, due to the nature of signal generation in
the parametric array, no sidelobes are formed. This feature
avoids the added complexities of unwanted boundary inter-
actions when making measurements in shallow water. This
enables one to measure, for example, the reflection and scat-
tering characteristics of the seabed in the absence of interfer-
ence from sonar sidelobes. Second, one can obtain a wider
bandwidth than that obtained using a conventional source. In
the present case a bandwidth of 2 to 10 kHz is realized from
a single transducer with a primary frequency of 100 kHz.
The wide bandwidth means that a single transducer can be
used in place of a suite of transducers, each of which may
require separate power and tuning circuitry. The wide band-
width also allows a great deal of flexibility in the types of
pulses available. Third, the beamwidth of the parametric ar-
ray is extremely narrow relative to the transmitter aperture.
In the present case a square transducer measuring 41 cm on a
side yielded horizontal and vertical beamwidths of approxi-
mately 4°–7°. This facilitates measurements of backscatter
as a function of azimuth as well as out-of-plane bistatic scat-
ter. The price paid for these advantages is poor acoustic ef-
ficiency, ,0.1% across the difference frequency band.

The principle receiver for measuring acoustic scatter is
SIREM—a six-channel superdirective hydrophone line
array.13 Superdirective arrays compute pressure gradients and
as such require interelement spacings that are a small frac-
tion of an acoustic wavelength. Thus, by its very nature, the
superdirective array is much more compact than a conven-
tional array and complements the compactness of the para-
metric transmitter. The array yields gains of up to 15 dB
across the sonar’s frequency band from an array aperture
which is only 0.8 m long. The SIRA intensity array14 is a
secondary receiver and is used to localize the platform and to
measure ambient noise directionality. All backscattering
strength estimates results reported in this paper were ob-
tained using a single hydrophone from the SIREM line array
as the receiver.

The WBS system was used to collect acoustic backscat-
ter data at two shallow-water locations off the eastern coast
of North America. Prior to reporting on these results, the
source characteristics of the parametric array are presented in
the following section.

III. PARAMETRIC ARRAY CALIBRATION

The calibration experiments were performed at DRDC
Atlantic’s calibration barge, located in Bedford Basin, in
Halifax Harbor. The barge is an enclosed, 300-metric ton
steel vessel, moored in a 42-m-deep, salt-water basin. The
barge measures 36317 m. Inside the barge superstructure is
a rectangular well~1839 m! open to the sea~sound speed
c'1460 m/s). Two mobile trolleys, which are equipped with
mounting stations capable of handling up to 140 kg, traverse
the well. The trolley/mounting-station configuration allows
the sensors to be located anywhere within the well. A larger
variable-depth station capable of handling up to 7000 kg is

located at the northern end of the well equidistant from the
sides. There is a second variable-depth station capable of
handling up to 7000 kg located 30 m away at the southern
end of the barge outside the superstructure. This latter station
allows the maximum separation between source and receiver.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the facility and Fig. 4 shows
a photograph of its interior.

The source level and beamwidth of a parametric array is
range dependent in the interaction zone.12 Therefore, the
calibrations were performed at several ranges to obtain the
source level and beamwidth at ranges corresponding to the
near field and the far field. First, the PATS~recall Fig. 1! was
mounted to the large outside station and set to a depth of
approximately 6 m. A 2.54-cm spherical calibration hydro-
phone~sensitivity 2195 re: 1 V/mPa! was mounted to one
of the small trolley stations and lowered to the same depth.
The geometry is shown in Fig. 3. The hydrophone was fre-
quency independent and omnidirectional to within61 dB
across the difference frequency band of 2–10 kHz. The hy-
drophone had a first resonance at 54 kHz, above which its
sensitivity decreased monotonically up to 150 kHz. The re-
ceive sensitivity at 100 kHz was2217 dBre: 1 V/mPa; that
is, 222 dB relative to its response across the difference fre-
quency band. This lower sensitivity at 100 kHz was chosen
deliberately to ensure that the excessive source level at the
primary frequency~nominally 240 dBre: 1 mPa@1 m! did
not generate a nonlinear~difference frequency! response in
the hydrophone ceramic and contaminate the true difference
frequency signal generated within the water column.15 The
on-axis sound-pressure level~SPL! and the beam pattern
were measured at difference frequencies off d52, 3, 4, 5, 8,
and 10 kHz at separations ranging from 15–30 m. This cor-
responds to the minimum and maximum separations for this
geometry. Next, the PATS was mounted to the interior station
and the measurements were repeated at ranges of 3–15 m.
Time constraints required that these close-range measure-
ments were limited to 2, 4, and 8 kHz. For each calibration,
a series of pulses of 2-ms duration was collected, converted
to power spectra, and averaged. Each data point plotted in
the calibration figures shown hereafter represents the power
average of no fewer than 16 pings.

To examine the impact of nonlinearity in the calibration
hydrophone, the parametric array was truncated using an
acoustic filter and a set of on-axis source-level measurements
was made. The acoustic filter absorbs the primary frequency
~nominally 100 kHz! while allowing the difference fre-
quency to pass virtually unattenuated. Since the effect of
hydrophone nonlinearity is most pronounced at close range
and low difference frequencies,15 this experiment was per-
formed atf d52 kHz at ranges of 3–15 m.

Figure 5 shows the SPL data converted to on-axis
difference-frequency source level (SLd) referenced to 1 m,
as a function of range for frequencies of 2, 4, and 8 kHz. The
SLd at 2 kHz for the truncated array is also shown. The
increase in the SLd estimate for ranges less than 10 m is
clearly visible in the 2-kHz data and results from the nonlin-
ear response of the calibration hydrophone. This contamina-
tion can be seen to a lesser degree in the 4-kHz data as well.
From 10 to 15 m there is remarkably good agreement be-
tween the truncated and untruncated 2-kHz data, suggesting
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that the SLd estimate obtained using the truncated array is
valid at closer ranges. To support this view, as well as to
estimate the SLd at close range at higher frequencies, a nu-
merical model16 was evaluated to estimate the source level in
the near field of the parametric array. Figure 6 compares the
model results to the data from Fig. 5. The agreement between
the model and the data at 2 kHz is excellent. For ranges
greater than about 10 m the model shows very good agree-
ment with the data at 4 and 8 kHz. At ranges less than 10 m
disagreement between the model and data can be attributed

to hydrophone nonlinearity. Figure 7 summarizes the range
calibration results at 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 kHz and the corre-
sponding near-field model estimates.

The beam pattern measured at a difference frequency of
8 kHz is plotted in Fig. 8 for ranges of 10–30 m. Clearly the
beam pattern is less sensitive to range than is the source
level. The data exhibit a monotonic decrease in amplitude
off-axis typical of a parametric array, with no sidelobes evi-
dent out to at least 50°. Figure 9 contains the beam pattern
measurements at frequencies of 2, 4, and 8 kHz taken at a

FIG. 3. Schematic of parametric array calibration experiment showing a plan view~top! and cross-section view~bottom!. The superstructure surrounding the
well is not shown.

FIG. 4. Photograph of the interior of
DRDC Atlantic’s calibration barge.
The mounting trolleys can be seen in
the far end of the well.
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range of 30 m. The results obtained at 3 and 5 kHz are
consistent with Fig. 9 but have been omitted from the figure
to avoid overcrowding.

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL SITES

The experiments were performed at two shallow-water
sites on North America’s eastern seaboard—one site known
as ONR Strataform East is located off the New Jersey coast
and the second site is about 200 km southeast of Halifax,
Nova Scotia on Canada’s Scotian Shelf. The sites were cho-
sen primarily because of the availability of supporting geo-
technical measurements to assist in data interpretation. Ref-
erences 17 and 18 describe the locations in detail; however,
in an effort to keep this paper self-contained, a brief descrip-
tion of each site is given below.

A. Strataform East site

Site NJ1 is located on the continental shelf off the coast
of New Jersey, in a ‘‘natural laboratory’’ established by the
Office of Naval Research~ONR! ~See Fig. 10.! Numerous
complementary acoustic and geophysical experiments and
surveys have been conducted in the ONR Strataform East

study area. Site NJ1 on the New Jersey Shelf is located on a
midshelf sand ridge, oriented approximately 060 °T, with an
rms height of approximately 1 to 1.5 m, and width of ap-
proximately 1.5 to 2 km.17 The slope of the seabed within
100 m of the WBS~that is, grazing angles down to 1.5°! in
the directions of the scattering experiments is less than 0.04°.
The sand ridges in this area appear to be relic features on
which erosion and sediment transport processes are not ac-
tive; the erosional processes are restricted to the adjacent
swale areas characterized by ribbons and scour pits. Al-
though the swath bathymetry data in Ref. 17 are not capable
of resolving higher frequency ripples, there are no known
observations of ripples being found on the midshelf sand
ridges. Extensive seismic reflection profiling has revealed
that this area is underlain by a NNW–SSE-oriented dendritic
drainage system. In the vicinity of NJ1, there is a series of
ancient river channels that are approximately 10 m deep and
have been filled with unconsolidated sediments.19 These
river channels and a prominent regional near-surface seismic
reflector, theR reflector, have been identified as potential
sources of coherent energy scattered from the seabed that
may manifest itself as false targets on active sonar systems.

FIG. 7. Summary of the SLd data and model results as a function of range
for 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 kHz. The units are only displayed at 8 kHz to prevent
overcrowding the figure.

FIG. 8. Parametric array beam pattern calibration results at 8 kHz for ranges
from 10–30 m. The beam pattern is insensitive to range within the region
measured.

FIG. 5. Calibration results showing difference-frequency source level (SLd)
as a function of range for the truncated and untruncated parametric array.

FIG. 6. Model-data comparison for SLd calibration of parametric array at 2
kHz ~triangles!, 4 kHz ~squares!, and 8 kHz~circles!. The corresponding
model results are given by the dashed lines.
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The surficial sediment at NJ1 is a well-sorted medium
sand,20 grain size of 0.25 to 0.35 mm~f51.5 to 2.0!. The
average compressional wave speed measured at 65 kHz at
two nearby locations using the University of New Hampshire
ISAAP sediment probe21 is 1727 and 1756 ms21.

B. Scotian Shelf site

The surficial sediment distribution of the Scotian Shelf
is closely related to the processes that transpired during and
since the last glaciation. In general, the shallow-water bank
areas tend to have sand or gravel overlying glacial till and
then a consolidated rock layer~sedimentary offshore and
metamorphic inshore!. Meanwhile, the deep basins tend to
have clays and silts that are washed away from the bank
areas and deposited on top of the deeper till and rock layers.
The experimental site, NS1, is located at 44°05N, 61°10W
on the Scotian shelf~see Fig. 11! approximately 45 nautical
miles from the shelf edge. To avoid interfering sources of

noise, it is away from the seismic exploration presently con-
centrated along the shelf edge and from the oil and gas pro-
duction platforms ~the nearest is Alma at 43°35.7N
60°40.9W!.

To characterize the surficial geology at NS1, and exam-
ine the temporal variation of the surface roughness, a series
of sidescan and sub-bottom profiler survey lines was col-
lected 6 months prior to the scattering trial and again during
the trial. Grab samples were also taken during the trial. The
surficial sediment at NS1 is a well-sorted medium sand, 0.25
to 0.5 mm~f51.0 to 2.0!. There is a near-surface reflector at
a depth of 0 to 3 m beneath the seabed that marks the top of
a layer of sand dominated by glacial deposits. The sand layer
is approximately 75 m thick and is underlain by tertiary aged
sedimentary rock. The WBS was situated in one of an exten-
sive series of quasiparallel ribbon-like bedforms whose long
axes are oriented north–northeast to south–southwest. The
ribbons are slight depressions in the seabed caused by ero-
sion due to the prevailing currents, and are typically hun-
dreds of meters long, approximately 5 m wide, and 10 to 30
m apart from one another. Finer-grained material is removed
from these depressions, leaving behind coarser sand. Low-
amplitude ripples are sometimes present within these depres-
sions, indicating that the area has active sediment transport,
but none was present at the time of the scattering measure-
ments. The ribbons were the only surface feature within the
range of the WBS experiments. To determine the depth of the
ribbons relative to the surrounding seabed, a swath bathym-
etry survey was conducted 1 year after the trial, using a
455-kHz Reson 8125. The ribbons were found to be in the
same location as the previous two sea trials, suggesting that
it would be appropriate to use the swath data despite the
intervening period. The ribbons are typically 0.3 to 0.5 m
deep. By examining the bathymetry perpendicular to and
parallel to the ribbon axes, one obtains a standard deviation
in the local grazing angle of 2.7° and 1.9°, respectively.
Since the ribbon pattern is not deterministic, averaging
across several azimuths will tend to smooth out range-
dependent and compositional effects that may be manifest on
a particular azimuth.

With the exception of the ribbons, the seabed is flat in
the experimental area and there are no overall trends of any
significance. Bottom loss measurements at 630, 1000, and
3150 Hz were combined with normal incidence seismic re-
flection data taken at the site to develop a two-layer model22

for the seabed. A manual best fit to the data was obtained
using a surficial layer 2.3 thick with a sound speed of 1647
ms21 overlying a half-space with a sound speed of 1700
ms21.

V. THE EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY AND
METHODOLOGY

A. In situ calibration

Due to space constraints it was not possible to calibrate
the PATS head while it was mounted on the WBS space
frame at the calibration barge. Therefore, in order to most
closely replicate the experimental geometry, a subset of the
calibration measurements were made prior to performing the

FIG. 9. Parametric array beam pattern measured at 30-m range at frequen-
cies of 2, 4, and 8 kHz. The results obtained at 3 and 5 kHz are consistent
with those shown but have been omitted from the figure to avoid overcrowd-
ing.

FIG. 10. Map showing the Strataform East area and experimental site NJ1.
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scattering experiments. Figure 12 contains a sketch of the
experimental geometry used to perform thein situ calibra-
tion. The WBS was deployed in bottom-mounted mode~re-
call Fig. 2! and DRDC Atlantic’s Underwater Acoustic
Target23 ~UAT!—an eight-hydrophone vertical line array
~VLA !—was deployed approximately 160 m away from the
WBS. The VLA hydrophones were spaced at 4.2-m intervals
so that it could sample a substantial portion of the parametric
array’s vertical beam cross section. Both systems were local-
ized in the horizontal plane to an accuracy of63 m using the
technique described in Ref. 24. Depth sensors on both sys-
tems were used to determine the vertical position of source
and receivers. The PATS head was steered at a vertical angle

of 19° so that the beam axis was coincident with the hydro-
phone nearest the center of the UAT array. Then, a series of
50 pulses, 0.5 ms long was transmitted by the WBS at 4 kHz
and the received level was recorded on all UAT hydro-
phones. To ensure that the VLA was stable during the mea-
surements, the 50 pings were coherently averaged. For a
Gaussian noise background one would expect a gain of
10 log~50!517 dB. If the VLA was moving relative to the
transmitter, the coherent gain would be reduced. The mea-
sured coherent gain throughout the calibration was 1761 dB,
indicating that the VLA was not moving relative to the para-
metric array. The PATS head was rotated 1.5°–2° in azimuth,
and this sequence was repeated. Measurements were taken at

FIG. 11. Map showing the Scotian
Shelf area and experimental site NS1.

FIG. 12. Experimental geometry used to performin situ
calibration of parametric array.
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azimuths from215° to 115° relative to the beam axis. This
technique enabled an estimate of the vertical beam pattern
using the aperture of the eight-hydrophone array and the
horizontal beam pattern using the azimuthal scan. Figure

13~a! shows a contour plot of thein situ calibration data.
Figure 13~b! shows the cross section of the beam pattern
obtained on the center hydrophone during the azimuthal
scan. The beam pattern measured at the calibration barge at 4
kHz is replotted from Fig. 9. The agreement between the two
calibrations is reasonably good, but thein situ calibration
suggests a two-sided half-power beamwidth of approxi-
mately 7°—compared to 4.5° measured at the calibration
barge. Since the calibration at the barge was conducted in a
very well-controlled environment, one would think the
in situ calibration is suspect. The most obvious cause of error
would be relative motion between source and receive array
during thein situ calibration. This could occur, for example,
if ocean currents caused the vertical line array to sway; how-
ever, the coherent average of 50 pings taken at a single azi-
muthal angle agreed to within 1 dB of the result obtained by
computing the rms average for the same angle. If there was
relative motion between the source and the receiver, one
would not be able to coherently average the pings. Addition-
ally, if there was relative motion between the WBS and the
VLA during the course of the calibration, one would expect
some smearing of the beam pattern; but, neither the cross
section nor the surface plot in Fig. 13 show significant evi-
dence of this. Thein situ calibration provides SLd at only a
single range value since the separation between source and
receiver could not be altered. The value obtained at 160-m
range was approximately 188 dBre: 1 mPa@1 m. This
source level is consistent with the asymtoptic nature of the
data plotted in Fig. 6.

B. The scattering measurements

Figure 14 contains a sketch of the experimental geom-
etry used to measure backscatter from the seabed. The WBS
was deployed in bottom-mounted mode~recall Fig. 2! and
the sonar was initially pointed at a grazing angle of 15°. A
series of 50 pulses, 2–5 ms in duration, was transmitted by
the WBS at 4 and 8 kHz, and acoustic backscatter from the

FIG. 13. In situ beam calibration results~a! Contour plot of azimuthal and
vertical beam pattern obtained at sea.~b! Cross section comparingin situ
beam pattern measurement to measurements obtained at DRDC Atlantic’s
calibration barge.

FIG. 14. Experimental geometry used to measure
acoustic backscatter from the seabed.
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seabed was recorded on SIREM. The parametric array trans-
mitter was rotated in azimuth and the sequence was repeated.
The backscattered intensity was measured at several azi-
muths, the results averaged, and converted to backscattering
strength~BSS!. The grazing angle was reduced and the pro-
cedure was repeated. Backscatter data were collected with
the sonar pointing at grazing angles from 5° to 15°, resulting
in coverage from about 3° to 15° grazing.

In addition to measuring the BSS as a function of graz-
ing angle, a sector scan was made at 10° grazing angle to
examine the feasibility of using the WBS to measure the
azimuthal variability of acoustic scatter. Once again, a series
of 50 pulses, 2 ms in duration, was transmitted by the WBS
at 4 and 8 kHz, and the returns were recorded on SIREM.
The parametric array transmitter was rotated approximately
1.5° to 2° in azimuth and the sequence was repeated. This
sector scan covered approximatelyDu525°. Time con-
straints did not permit a 360° sector scan; as a compromise,
the parametric array was rotated 90° in azimuth relative to
the center of the sector scan, and the experiment was re-
peated for two azimuthal angles separated by 3°. This proce-
dure was adopted to allow an examination of the small-scale
transition of backscatter across azimuth, while at the same
time providing an opportunity to observe any drastic varia-
tions that might only show up with a substantial change in
azimuth. The transmitter was rotated approximately 1.5° to
2° to ensure there was significant overlap of the area ensoni-
fied for adjacent measurements in the sector scan. As will be
seen later in the paper, the overlap ensures a smooth transi-
tion for the visual~waterfall! display of the data. These mea-
surements, combined with those made at 90° relative azi-
muth, provide between five and eight independent patches of
seabed for the BSS calculation depending on whether the
barge or thein situ calibration is correct.

In the following section, estimates of the grazing angle
dependence of the BSS at 4 and 8 kHz obtained from the
experiment are presented along with a sample of the azi-
muthal variability of the scattered intensity for the
Strataform East site.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The backscattering strength measurements

The solid line in Fig. 15 shows a sample of the back-
scattered energy received on a single SIREM hydrophone
plotted as a function of time. The data are at a slant angle of
10° and 8-kHz difference frequency. The initial transmit
pulse~corresponding toT50) and the main return centered
at about 20 ms are labeled in the figure. As can be seen in
Fig. 15, there is substantial SNR from about 15 to 30 ms.
These times-of-flight map to grazing angles of 15°>f>7°
using the formula

f5sin21
h

cwT/2
, ~1!

whereh is the sonar height above the seabed,cw is the com-
pressional wave speed in water at the depth of the WBS, and
cwT/2 is the slant range to the seabed corresponding to time
T after transmission.@Note that Eq.~1! assumes a flat seabed

which, within the limits discussed in Sec. IV, is consistent
with the topography at the experimental sites.# Thus, the BSS
can be computed for a reasonably wide range of grazing
angles for a single slant angle of the sonar. This allows some
overlap in angle for each of the BSS estimates obtained,
which increases confidence in the results.

There is a risk that the received signal could be contami-
nated by scatter or reflections from the space frame as the
wave propagates from the scattering patch back to the re-
ceiver.~This is not an issue for the outgoing parametric pulse
because the outgoing pulse is too narrow to interact with the
space frame.! The dimensions of the frame and the height of
the sonar above the framework dictate that an angle of 30°
below the horizontal is the shallowest angle from which re-
turns from the ensonified patch of seabed could scatter or
reflect from the frame and impinge on the receiver. These
interfering returns would be approximately time coincident
with the direct arrival because the path lengths would be
almost identical. To address this concern, the single-
hydrophone data were compared to the same returns pro-
cessed using a fifth-order superdirective~SD! array.25 The
beam pattern of the fifth-order SD array is such that, relative
to the on-axis response, the received sensitivity is26 dB at
30° off-axis, and210 dB at 35° off-axis. If significant en-
ergy was scattered/reflected by the frame, then it would show
up in the single-hydrophone data but would be rejected by
the superdirective processing.~If this occurs, the two data
sets would not have the same received level on-axis, since
the single-hydrophone results would include additional scat-
ter paths, whereas the SD processing would reject them.!
Figure 16~a! compares 4-kHz time series data from a single
hydrophone~solid line! with the fifth-order SD results~dash
line!. Both curves represent the average across several azi-
muths. The data contained within the dashed box have been
replotted in Fig. 16~b! in terms of equivalent26 grazing angle
f using Eq.~1!. Above about 20° grazing, the beam pattern
of the SD array begins to reject the steeper paths, resulting in
the lower level of the dash curve. However, near the center
of the beam~say, from 15°–7°!, the results measured on the
SD array are within about 1.5 dB of the levels measured on
the single hydrophone. This places an upper bound on con-

FIG. 15. A sample of the backscattered energy received on a single SIREM
hydrophone plotted as a function of time. TimeT50 corresponds to the
time of transmission of the pulse.
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tamination from the space frame of about 1.5 dB. The sepa-
ration of the two curves below 7° occurs because the single
hydrophone is approaching the ambient noise floor, whereas
the noise floor for the SD array is about 10 dB lower@recall
time T,0 in Fig. 16~a!#.

The energy time series was converted to BSS using the
expression

BSS5RL210 log~A!2SL@ f d ,R#120 log~cwT/2!

210 log~t!, ~2!

where RL is the received intensity,A is the area ensonified
by a pulse of durationt and beamwidthV ~measured in
steradians!, SLd is the source intensity at difference-
frequencyf d and rangeR, 20 log(cwT/2) accounts for spheri-
cal spreading from the scattering patch to the receiver, and
the term 10 log~t! is required to convert from units of energy
to power. Values for SLd and the beamwidth were obtained
from the calibration data and models summarized in Figs.
7–9 and 13.

The backscattered energy was measured with the acous-
tic axis centered at slant angles of 5°, 7.5°, 10°, and 15°. To
prevent discrete features from biasing the results, measure-
ments were made at several azimuthal angles and the rms

average was computed. The BSS was computed using Eq.
~2!. Equation~2! can also assist in providing a bound on the
error in the BSS estimate. The source level and receive sen-
sitivity were calibrated to within61 dB. The array was
within a few meters of the seabed, where the sound speed
was very stable during the course of the measurements.
Therefore, errors related to the spreading term are minimal.
@Errors caused by scatter from the frame will not appear in
Eq. ~2! but are less than 1.5 dB as discussed previously.# The
largest source of uncertainty in the BSS occurs in the esti-
mate of the ensonified area. The discrepancy in the beam
pattern measurements made at the calibration barge and
in situ during the experiment result in an uncertainty of ap-
proximately 3 dB. Figures 17 and 18 show the BSS at 4 and
8 kHz for the Scotian Shelf and Strataform East sites, respec-
tively. The data are plotted as a function of grazing angle
employing the barge calibration@Figs. 17–18~a!# and the
in situ calibration@Figs. 17–18~b!#. The envelope of the data
computed using both calibration estimates is shown in Figs.

FIG. 16. ~a! Comparison of 4-kHz time series data collected on a single
SIREM hydrophone~solid line! with data processed superdirectively using
all six hydrophones in the SIREM array~dashed line!. ~b! Replot of the data
contained within the dashed box of~a! in terms of grazing angle. Note that
a logarithmic horizontal axis has been used to enhance the display of shal-
low angles.

FIG. 17. ~a! Backscattering strength~BSS! vs grazing angle for the Scotian
Shelf site computed using barge calibration data. Results are given at 4 kHz
~thick dashed lines! and 8 kHz~thick solid lines!. The data are compared to
model estimates of BSS from fine sand~thin dotted line! and medium sand
~thin dashed line!. Lambert’s law withm5227 dB is plotted for reference
~thin solid line!. ~b! BSS vs grazing angle for the Scotian Shelf site com-
puted usingin situ calibration data. Results are given at 4 kHz~thick dashed
lines! and 8 kHz~thick solid lines!. The data are compared to model esti-
mates of BSS from fine sand~thin dotted line! and medium sand~thin
dashed line!. Lambert’s law withm5227 dB is plotted for reference~thin
solid line!.
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19 ~Scotian Shelf! and 20~Strataform East!. This allows one
to obtain a useful uncertainty bound on the BSS when em-
ploying them in sonar performance modeling. Below about
8° grazing, the data at both sites exhibit little, if any, fre-
quency dependence in the scattering strength. At both sites,
the BSS at 4 kHz is about 6–10 dB lower than at 8 kHz,
from 15°–10°; however, the levels of the 4- and 8-kHz data
converge at shallower angles. The fact that the two sites ex-
hibit similar frequency and grazing angle dependences in the
BSS does not come as a surprise, given the similarities in
sediment type and surficial geology. Both sites have a perva-
sive layer of sand. Although the sand overlays a more com-
plicated geological structure, it is the sand layer that domi-
nates the acoustic response.

Three model curves are also shown in Figs. 17–20 for
comparison. First, Lambert’s law, given by

LL5s110 log@sin2~f!#, ~3!

with a Lambert coefficient ofs5227 dB, is shown as the

thin solid line. Although, the angular dependence given by
Lambert’s law does not match the data, the levels are similar
below 10° grazing. The remaining two curves were obtained
from tabulated BSS values using the APL-UW high-
frequency model27 at a frequency of 10 kHz—the lowest
frequency for which model results were given. The thin dot-
ted line in the figure corresponds to the BSS tabulated for
fine sand, and the thin dashed line corresponds to the BSS
tabulated for medium grain sand. These curves represent a
range off51.5 to 3.0, which is consistent with the grab
samples taken in the area~recall Sec. IV of this paper!. These
curves should not be construed as an attempt to model the
experimental data. It was not possible to measure several of
the geophysical inputs required by the model. Furthermore,
the model has only been tested down to 10 kHz. However,
the agreement in slope and level between the data and the
model supports the validity of the measurements.

FIG. 18. ~a! BSS vs grazing angle for the Strataform East site computed
using barge calibration data. Results are given at 4 kHz~thick dashed lines!
and 8 kHz~thick solid lines!. The data are compared to model estimates of
BSS from fine sand~thin dotted line! and medium sand~thin dashed line!.
Lambert’s law withm5227 dB is plotted for reference~thin solid line!. ~b!
BSS vs grazing angle for the Strataform East site computed usingin situ
calibration data. Results are given at 4 kHz~thick dashed lines! and 8 kHz
~thick solid lines!. The data are compared to model estimates of BSS from
fine sand~thin dotted line! and medium sand~thin dashed line!. Lambert’s
law with m5227 dB is plotted for reference~thin solid line!.

FIG. 19. Envelope of the BSS vs grazing angle data for the Scotian Shelf
site at 4 and 8 kHz. The dark patches in the figure correspond to regions
where the 4- and 8-kHz data overlap. The model estimates from Fig. 17
have been replotted in this figure.

FIG. 20. Envelope of the BSS vs grazing angle data for the Strataform East
site at 4 and 8 kHz. The dark patches in the figure correspond to regions
where the 4- and 8-kHz data overlap. The model estimates from Fig. 18
have been replotted in this figure.
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B. The azimuthal variability

The results of the sector scan made at the Strataform
East site are shown in the waterfall displays of Figs. 21~4
kHz! and 22~8 kHz!. These data are backscattered energy vs
time as measured on a single hydrophone in SIREM. The top
~dashed! trace is the average of the 17 angles used in the
sector scan. The 17 solid lines below it correspond to the
data at each azimuthal angle. Each trace in the waterfall rep-
resents the coherent average of 50 pulses at a single azimuth.
These data were taken with the parametric array pointed at
10° grazing. This corresponds to a two-way travel time of
approximately 20 ms at the center of the beam. The two
dashed lines at the bottom correspond to measurements at
azimuths of 90° and 93° relative to the center of the sector
scan. Unfortunately, experimental constraints required that
for these measurements the sonar be pointed at 13° grazing
~rather than 10° used during the rest of the sector scan!. This
corresponds to a two-way travel time of 15 ms to the center
of the beam.

The waterfall display shows rich structure in the azi-
muthal dependence of the data. For example, the arrow in the
8-kHz data points to a single peak splitting in two and then
consolidating back into a single peak. This occurs a couple

of times as one passes through azimuth. Similar features oc-
cur in the 4-kHz data. Additionally at 4 kHz, a sharp ridge
~denoted by the arrow! can be seen in the upper traces that
disappears near the bottom of the figure. At this time it is
unclear whether these features result from interface structure
or shallow sub-bottom layering. Although this sector scan is
limited to a relatively small range of angles, it does demon-
strate the potential of the WBS to examine the azimuthal
variability of seabed backscatter. Future experiments will ad-
dress this in greater detail.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The wideband sonar is an effective tool for examining
seabed acoustics. It permits a wide range of experimental
geometries, minimizes the risk of acoustic interference from
the ship, and prevents ship motion from compromising array
stability. Its narrow beamwidth makes the system particularly
well suited to measure the variability of acoustic scattering
from the seabed in addition to making direct~rather than
inferred! measurements of the backscattering strength of the
seabed.

In this paper, the azimuthal variability of the scattered
intensity and the grazing angle dependence of the seabed

FIG. 21. Waterfall display of azimuthal dependence of backscattered energy
vs time for the Strataform East site taken at 4 kHz; there is a 10-dB offset
between each curve in the waterfall. The topmost~dashed! trace in the figure
is the average for the entire sector scan. The two dashed lines at the bottom
of the figure are measurements taken at azimuths 90° and 93° relative to the
center of the sector scan.

FIG. 22. Waterfall display of azimuthal dependence of backscattered energy
vs time for the Strataform East site taken at 8 kHz; there is a 10-dB offset
between each curve in the waterfall. The topmost~dashed! trace in the figure
is the average for the entire sector scan. The two dashed lines at the bottom
of the figure are measurements taken at azimuths 90° and 93° relative to the
center of the sector scan.
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backscattering strength are reported for frequencies of 4 and
8 kHz. The measurements were made at two shallow-water
sites: one on the New Jersey continental shelf~Strataform
East! and one on the Scotian Shelf. The backscattering
strength is similar at both sites. This is not surprising given
the similarities in sediment type and surficial geology of the
two sites. Below about 8°, the BSS appears to be indepen-
dent of frequency within the statistical accuracy of the data.
The measurements show reasonable agreement with model
estimates of backscatter from sandy sediments. The limited
results obtained on the azimuthal dependence of backscatter
indicate that there is substantial azimuthal variability of sea-
bed backscatter, and suggest that the wideband sonar is well
suited to examining this in detail.
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This paper discusses the Wiener–Hopf analysis for the solution of fluid-loaded plate problems when
the planar acoustic impedance is represented by a rational function approximation. With such a
formulation, the factorization of the integrand kernel can immediately be written once the system
poles are determined. The approach is applied to several representative problems, and the
approximate results are shown to be in agreement with those of exact solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of the broadband response characteristics of
connected finite plates using power flow methods requires
knowledge of the power scattering coefficients at the junc-
tions of adjacent plates and at exterior boundaries. When the
plates are large enough, or the frequency high enough, to
justify broadband estimates in the first place, the power co-
efficients may be estimated by considering adjacent plates to
each be semi-infinite and their common edge to be of infinite
length. If the adjacent plates are dissimilar, and the analysis
is performed in wave number~Fourier transform! space, the
Wiener–Hopf or some analogous method must be used. Its
implementation requires the factorization of a kernel func-
tion into two parts, one that is analytic and nonzero in an
upper-half plane~UHP! of the Fourier transform variable,
and one that is analytic and nonzero in a lower-half plane
~LHP!. When the plates are fluid loaded, the factorization as
a function of wave number cannot be effected by inspection,
and available procedures require integrations to evaluate the
factors for each value of the argument.1–4 Therefore, if the
problem solution involves integrals whose evaluation in-
cludes not only residue contributions, but branch cut inte-
grals whose integrands contain the UHP or LHP kernel fac-
tors, the arithmetic can be complicated and subject to
inaccuracies.

In Ref. 4, Abrahams proposed using a rational function
~ratio of two polynomials! approximation~RFA! to the com-
bined plate and fluid impedances. His objective was to de-
velop an accurate approximation to the true factorization.
With such a representation, the factorization can be done by
inspection after finding the roots of a polynomial. To obtain
this representation, Abrahams first developed an RFA of the
acoustic impedance using a Pade´ approximant based on a
Taylor series expansion about zero wave number~i.e., in the
supersonic neighborhood!. Therefore, it is expected that the
approach will be effective only well above the coincidence
frequency; indeed, the excellent comparison between the ex-
act and approximate factorization presented by Abrahams
was calculated for a frequency that is four times the coinci-
dence frequency. He did not present an analysis of a repre-

sentative fluid-loaded plate problem, and it is not clear how
the approximate factorization is to be used.

More recently, DiPerna and Feit5 used an alternative
RFA formulation to calculate the response of a fluid-loaded
plate to a line force. They determined the RFA for the acous-
tic impedance by enforcing a least-square fit to the values of
the exact impedance at a large number of wave numbers
along the real axis, in the supersonic region and in the sub-
sonic region out to 125% of the bending wave number at the
lowest frequency of interest. Using the poles and residues of
the approximate representation, DiPerna and Feit calculated
the normal velocity of a steel plate in water as a function of
distance from a line force~for a range of frequencies!, and
the pressure on an infinite impedance surface as a function of
distance from a line volume source. Because their results
agreed very well with those of exact solutions, it was con-
sidered worthwhile to examine the suitability of their ap-
proximate model for Wiener–Hopf problems. The intent is
not to develop an accurate approximation to the exact fac-
tors, but to use their model as an alternative representation of
the plate–fluid system. The purpose of the present paper is to
apply this approach to several benchmark problems, and to
show that it is successful.

II. SYSTEM POLES AND KERNEL FACTORIZATION

Consider a plate with mass per unit areaM andin vacuo
bending wave numberkb at frequencyv/2p that is in contact
with an acoustic fluid of mass densityr and sound speedc.
The system impedanceZ, in wave number~Fourier trans-
form! space, is given by Eq.~1a!, in which ā and b̄ are the
wave numbers conjugate to thex- andy axes in the plane of
the plate,«51 for one-sided fluid loading and«52 for two-
sided loading,k5v/c, and exp(2ivt) time dependence is
assumed.

Z~ ā,b̄ !52 ivMF12
~ ā21b̄2!2

kb
4 G1

«rc

A12
~ ā21b̄2!

k2

.

~1a!
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Upon normalizing the wave numbers with respect to the
acoustic wave numberk ~e.g.,a5ā/k), the impedance can
be recast as in Eq.~1b!, in which g25a21b2, V5k2/kb

2 is
the ratio of the frequency to the bending coincidence fre-
quency, ands[ rc/vM . For steel plates in water,s
' 0.13/V.

Z~a,b!52 ivMF ~12V2g4!1
i«s

A12g2G . ~1b!

DiPerna and Feit approximated the acoustic impedance term
by an RFA, as in Eq.~2!, and determined the coefficients
$a%, $b% using a least-squares fit.

1

A12g2
'

(q50
S21aqg2q

11(s51
S bsg

2s
5

N̄~g!

D̄~g!
. ~2!

Note thatN̄(g)/D̄(g) 5O(1/g2) for ugu@1, in contrast to
1/A12g2 5O(1/g). This means that the RFA Wiener–Hopf
solution will require explicit consideration of the tangential
derivative of the surface pressure~i.e., the tangential compo-
nent of the acoustic particle velocity! at the junction or edge,
whereas the exact formulation treats this implicitly and au-
tomatically. Because the RFA is an even function ofg, the
approximate physical system maintains reciprocity.

The system impedance is approximated by Eqs.~3!. The
system poles are the (2S14) values ofg for which W̄(g)
50.

Z~a,b!'2 ivM
W̄~g!

D̄~g!
, ~3a!

W̄~g!5 b~12V2g4!D̄~g!1 i«sN̄~g!c50. ~3b!

Because the left-hand side of Eq.~3b! is an even function of
g, the poles may be given as6g j ; j 5S12, where1g j is
defined as a UHP pole.

With one possible exception, the UHP poles are defined
to have positive imaginary parts. The possible exception cor-
responds to the pole that represents the subsonic bending
wave propagating in the positive-x direction, which will be
designatedgp . In the exact formulation, this pole is real and
positive when the plate bending modulus is real. Because the
DiPerna–Feit RFA representation is basically an empirical
fit, it introduces a small real part to the acoustic impedance
for subsonic real wave numbers; therefore, the polegp will

have a small imaginary part that can be positive or negative.
Regardless of the sign of Im(gp), the contours that define the
lower boundary of the UHP and the upper boundary of the
LHP are drawn so that each runs beneathgp and above
2gp , and so that the two half planes have a common over-
lapping band.

Below the coincidence frequency (V,1), the polegp is
easily identified among the 2S14 solutions by normalizing
the dimensional wave number with respect tokb and choos-
ing the one for which Re(gjAV).11 and uIm(gj)u
,Re(gj). The calculations in this paper were performed with
an S510 RFA using values of$a% and $b% provided by
DiPerna and listed in Table I. Table II compares the approxi-
mation ofgpAV to values obtained from the exact formula-
tion. The agreement of real parts is excellent, and the imagi-
nary part of the approximation is very small.

The input admittance,Y(b), for a normal line force
Fd(x)exp(ikby) can be written as an integral overa using
the system impedance in Eq.~3a!. Its evaluation may be
expressed as the sum of residues corresponding to the UHP
or ~LHP! poles. The specific contribution of the poleap

5A(gp
22b2) is needed to determine the power scattering

coefficients, and it is given by Eq.~4!, in which the prime
denotes a derivative with respect tog anddg/da 5 a/g

Yp~b!52
k

vM

D̄~gp!

W̄8~g!~dg/da!ug5gp

. ~4!

As discussed in the Introduction, implementation of the
Wiener–Hopf analysis requires that the kernel function be
factored into UHP and LHP components. The kernel for the

TABLE I. Coefficients forS510 RFA of acoustic impedance.

q Real (aq) Imag (aq) Real (bq) Imag (bq)

0 0.999 995 670 0 20.000 002 477 7 1.000 000 000 0 0.000 000 000 0
1 24.051 579 800 0 1.541 887 800 0 24.551 841 000 0 1.541 699 800 0
2 5.531 463 700 0 25.497 959 800 0 7.434 874 900 0 26.266 235 000 0
3 22.200 833 500 0 7.159 251 600 0 24.531 644 600 0 9.700 416 800 0
4 21.164 789 700 0 23.919 502 000 0 20.531 757 920 0 26.866 281 200 0
5 1.032 800 600 0 0.637 584 290 0 1.685 550 200 0 1.925 360 700 0
6 20.121 357 980 0 0.078 586 175 0 20.513 459 530 0 0.015 715 481 0
7 20.023 498 180 0 0.000 015 160 2 0.009 188 944 7 20.040 156 943 0
8 20.002 144 837 8 0.000 069 946 7 20.000 907 917 8 20.010 351 777 0
9 20.000 005 934 7 20.000 000 105 7 20.000 000 791 5 20.000 168 345 0
10 ¯ ¯ 0.000 000 002 4 20.000 000 074 8

TABLE II. Comparison of subsonic poles derived from RFA and exact
formulation.

V
Exact
gpAV

RFA
gpAV

0.0100 0.120E101 0.121E10110.974iE203
0.0200 0.116E101 0.116E10110.148iE202
0.0398 0.112E101 0.113E10110.134iE202
0.0794 0.109E101 0.110E10110.541iE203
0.1585 0.107E101 0.107E10110.424iE204
0.3162 0.106E101 0.106E10120.557iE208
0.3981 0.106E101 0.106E10110.754iE208
0.5012 0.105E101 0.105E10120.439iE207
0.7943 0.106E101 0.106E10110.978iE205
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problems in this paper is a polynomial,W̄(g), and determi-
nation of its poles allows it to be written as the product of
quadratic factors

W̄~g!52V2bS)
j 51

S12

~g22g j
2!. ~5a!

Because the actual variable of integration will bea, W̄ is
rewritten as a function ofa

W̄~g!52V2bS)
j 51

S12

@~a21b2!2g j
2!]

52V2bS)
j 51

S12

~a22a j
2!5W~a!, ~5b!

wherea j
25g j

22b2 andb is a constant parameter. The UHP
and LHP factors ofW(a), respectively,W1(a) andW2(a),
can be found by inspection. These are given by Eqs.~6a! and
~6b!, where $a j% are the UHP poles corresponding to the
UHP poles$g j% as previously defined

W1~a!5A2V2bS )
j 51

S12

~a1a j !, ~6a!

W2~a!5A2V2bS )
j 51

S12

~a2a j !. ~6b!

It is convenient to define the factors so thatW2(2a)
5W1(1a). Equations~6! automatically meet this condition
whenS is an even integer, as it is for the calculations in this
paper. WhenS is odd, it can be satisfied by premultiplying
the right-hand sides of Eqs.~6a! and ~6b! by 1 i and 2 i ,
respectively.

III. WIENER–HOPF PROBLEMS

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the DiPerna–Feit RFA model for water-loaded
steel plates in Wiener–Hopf analyses. This will be done by
comparing results for representative configurations with
those of benchmark solutions. One class of problems consid-
ers a bending wave that freely propagates on one plate and is
incident upon the junction with another plate. The incident
wave satisfies the coupled fluid–plate equations for the first
plate, but not for the second. The analysis involves deriving
a secondary field scattered at the junction that, in combina-
tion with the incident wave, satisfies the equations for the
second plate, and by itself satisfies the equations for the first
plate. Procedures for fluid-plate problems are explained
elsewhere,1,2,5 and only major steps will be given here.

A. Two semi-infinite plates

Figure 1 shows two semi-infinite plates joined along
the line x50. The plates are in contact with an acoustic
fluid, either on one side only («51) or on both sides
(«52), and a bending wave freely propagating on plate
L (x,0) is incident with angle w on the junction
with plate R (x.0). The incident plate normal velocity
is V0 exp(ikapLx)exp(ikby), where apL5gpL cosw and
b5gpL sinw. The associated incident pressure field is

V0rc $@N(apL)#/@D(apL)#% exp(ikapLx)exp(ikby), where
N(a)5N̄(Aa21b2) and D(a)5D̄(Aa21b2). The
Wiener–Hopf analysis follows that of Ref. 6, but with
changes in notation, normalization of wave number by
acoustic wave number rather than plate bending wave num-
ber, and use of the RFA for acoustic impedance. In what
follows, the exp(ikby) dependence is suppressed.

The field scattered from the edge is described in terms of
the scattered pressure field,Ps(x), which is given in terms of
its as-yet unknown wave number spectrumJ

Ps~x!5kE
2`

1`

J~a!exp~ ikax!da. ~7a!

The associated scattered normal velocity is given by Eq.~7b!

Vs~x!5
k

rc E2`

1`

J~a!
D~a!

N~a!
exp~ ikax!da. ~7b!

These fields must jointly satisfy the coupled fluid–plate
equations for plateL, which produces Eq.~8a!, in which the
subscriptL signifies plateL

2 ivmLk

rc E
2`

1` WL~a!

N~a!
J~a! exp~ ikax!da50; x,0.

~8a!

Therefore

WL~a!

N~a!
J~a!5L~a!, ~8b!

whereL(a) is a function ofa that is analytic in an LHP. The
scattered fields combined with the incident waves must also
satisfy the coupled equations for plateR, yielding Eq.~9a!,
in which the subscriptR signifies plateR and the plus super-
script onapL

1 emphasizes that it is a UHP pole

2 ivmRk

rc E
2`

1`F V0

2p i

rc

k

1

~a2apL
1 !

WR~apL!

D~apL!

1
J~a!WR~a!

N~a! Gexp~ ikax!da50; x.0. ~9a!

Therefore

FIG. 1. Plate geometry.
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V0

2p i

rc

k

1

~a2apL
1 !

WR~apL!

D~apL!
1

J~a!WR~a!

N~a!
5U~a!, ~9b!

whereU(a) is a function ofa that is analytic in a UHP. The
left-hand sides of Eqs.~8b! and ~9b! may be factored into
UHP and LHP components, rearranged, and combined to
produce an equality of two expressions, one of which is ana-
lytic in a UHP and the other in a LHP, with a common strip
of analyticity. This leads to a solution forJ(a), in which the
coefficients$Bn% are constants whose values will be deter-
mined by the boundary conditions at the junction

J~a!5
V0

2p (
n50

max

Bn

anN~a!

WL
1~a!WR

2~a!

2
V0

2p i

rc

k

1

~a2apL
1 !

WL
1~apL!WR

2~apL!

D~apL!

3
N~a!

WL
1~a!WR

2~a!
. ~10a!

In this equation, max11 is the allowable number of coeffi-
cients, $Bn%. The requirement WL

1(a)WR
2(a)

5WL
2(2a)WR

1(2a) ensures that the correct result is ob-
tained as the plates become identical. The transform of the
scattered normal velocity field is given by Eq.~10b!

V̄s~a!5
1

rc

D~a!

N~a!
J~a!. ~10b!

Four constants are required to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions at the edges of the two plates at their junction, and
this must equal the number of constants allowed through
consideration of pressure requirements. From the definitions
of W(a), N(a), and D(a) it can be seen that
@anN(a)#/@WL

1(a)WR
2(a) #→ an/a6; uau→`. Continuity

of pressure as a function ofx requires that max be 4, but this
leads to five undetermined constants. An additional require-
ment, discussed in the Appendix, is that the derivative of
pressure with respect tox also be continuous. This reduces
max to 3, and the number of constants to four.

The total plate velocity field is given by Eq.~11!

v~x!5V0 exp~ ikapL!

1
k

rc E2`

1`

J~a!
D~a!

N~a!
exp~ ikax!da. ~11!

The two plates will each be assumed to be clamped~i.e., zero
normal velocity and zero slope! at their junction. It can be
shown that, becauseV̄s(a)→ @anD(a)#/@WL

1(a)WR
2(a)#

→ an/a4 asuau→`, the coefficientsB2 andB3 both vanish,
and that if the coefficientsB0 and B1 are chosen to satisfy
the boundary conditions on plateL, they will automatically
do so for plateR. These coefficients can be determined by
using Eq.~11! to compute the velocity and slope of each
plate asx→0 for that plate. The integrations can be per-
formed using the theory of residues. Forx.0 ~plateR), the
UHP poles are included and forx,0 ~plate L), the LHP
poles are used.

When the coefficientsB0 andB1 have been determined,
the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted bending

waves,uVrefu anduVtru, can be found from the coefficients of
exp(2ikapLx) and exp(1ikapRx), respectively. The power as-
sociated with a propagating bending wave of amplitudeuVpu
is uVp

2u/@2 Re(Yp)#; therefore, the power reflection coefficient
is

C ref5
uVref

2 u
uV0

2u
, ~12a!

and the power transmission coefficient is

C tr5
uVtr

2u
uV0

2u
Re@YpL~b!#

Re@YpR~b!#
. ~12b!

The Fourier transform of the total plate bending velocity
field over the entirex–y plane is given by Eq.~13a! and the
radiated power can be independently calculated using Eq.
~13b!

V̄~a!5V̄s~a!12pd~a2apL!, ~13a!

P rad52pkrcE
2A12b2

1A12b2

uV̄2~a!uReFN~a!

D~a!Gda. ~13b!

Because Re(apL).1, the incident plate velocity does not con-
tribute to the radiated power, and Eq.~13b! may be replaced
by Eq. ~14a!. The radiated power coefficient is given by Eq.
~14b!

P rad52pkrcE
2A12b2

1A12b2

u V̄s
2~a!uReFN~a!

D~a!Gda, ~14a!

C rad5
P rad

V0
2/$2 Re@YpL~b!#%

. ~14b!

This model was used to compute power scattering coef-
ficients for joined clamped steel plates with water on one
side. The incident bending wave originated on plateL,
which had half the thickness of receiving plateR. Figure 2
shows RFA results as a function ofVL for normal incidence
(b50), along with results previously reported in Fig. 3~a! of
Ref. 6. Figure 3 shows RFA results as a function of angle of
incidencew @b5Re(apL)sinw# for VL50.3, with compari-
sons to results taken from Fig. 4~a! of Ref. 3.

FIG. 2. Power scattering coefficients for two plates clamped along the junc-
tion ~normal incidence!. Solid lines: RFA; discrete symbols: exact analysis.
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B. Semi-infinite plate with rigid baffle extension

If plate R is replaced by a rigid baffle, the normal ve-
locity vanishes forx.0. The wave number spectrum of the
scattered pressure field,J, for this condition may be obtained
from Eq.~10a! by considering the mass density of plateR to
become arbitrarily large. The coincidence frequency of plate
R then increases without limit so thatVR→0 for any finite
frequency, andsR→0. As these limits are reached,W̄R(g)
→D̄(g), WR(a)→D(a), andJ(a) is given by Eq.~15!

J~a!5
V0

2p (
n50

max

Bn

anN~a!

WL
1~a!D2~a!

2
V0

2p i

rc

k

1

~a2apL
1 !

WL
1~apL!D2~apL!

D~apL!

3
N~a!

WL
1~a!D2~a!

. ~15!

Two arbitrary constants$Bn% are required to satisfy the
boundary conditions along the edge of the plate atx50.
Because @anN(a)#/@WL

1(a)D2(a)# → an/a4; uau→`,
continuity of pressure allows max to equal 2, but the addi-
tional requirement of continuity of pressure derivative with
respect tox further limits MAX to 1, so that the allowable
coefficients areB0 andB1 .

The UHP and LHP factors ofD(a) are obtained from
the zeros ofD̄(g). Let D̄(6j j )50, j 51, S, where Im(jj)
.0. Then

D̄~g!5bS)
j 51

S

~g22j j
2!, ~16a!

D~a!5bS)
j 51

S

@a22~j j
22b2!#. ~16b!

BecauseD is the limiting form ofWR , its factorization must
follow the same convention,D2(2a)5D1(a). Therefore,
whenS is an even integer, as it is for the RFA approximation
used in calculations for this paper

D6~a!5AbS )
j 51

S

@a6A~j j
22b2!#, ~17!

where ImbA(j j
22b2) c.0.

Upon combining Eq.~10b! with Eq. ~15!, it can be seen
that the component ofVs(a) corresponding to the second
expression on the right-hand side of Eq.~15! behaves asa23

for uau→`, and its contributions to the normal velocity and
slope are each continuous acrossx50. Therefore, if the edge
of plateL is clamped~zero normal velocity and slope!, both
B0 and B1 vanish; if the plate is simply supported~zero
normal velocity and bending moment!, B1 vanishes andB0 is
needed to satisfy the requirement on the second derivative of
plate displacement.

Power scattering coefficients of a baffled steel plate with
water on one side, for both clamped and simply supported
edge conditions, are presented in Fig. 4, along with results
from an exact formulation.

C. Semi-infinite plate with pressure release extension

If plate R is replaced by a pressure release surface, the
pressure vanishes forx.0. The wave number spectrum of
the scattered pressure field,J, for this condition may then be
obtained from Eq.~10a! by considering the thickness of plate
R to become arbitrarily small. In this limit,sR→`, and
WR(a)→ i«sRN(a). The factori«sR may be disregarded
because its square root can be absorbed into the arbitrary
coefficients$Bn% in the first expression on the right-hand
side of Eq.~10a!, and is common to both the numerator and
denominator of the second expression. The limiting form of
Eq. ~10a! for a pressure release surface is given by Eq.~18!

J~a!5
V0

2p (
n50

max

Bn

anN~a!

WL
1~a!N2~a!

2
V0

2p i

rc

k

1

~a2apL
1 !

WL
1~apL!N2~apL!

D~apL!

3
N~a!

WL
1~a!N2~a!

. ~18!

FIG. 3. Power scattering coefficients for two plates clamped along the junc-
tion ~oblique incidence!. Solid lines: RFA; discrete symbols: exact analysis.

FIG. 4. Power scattering coefficients for semi-infinite plate with rigid baffle
extension~normal incidence!. Solid lines: RFA; discrete symbols: exact
analysis. Open symbols: clamped edge; filled symbols: simply supported
edge.
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Two arbitrary constants are again required to satisfy the
boundary conditions along the edge. Because
@anN(a)#/@WL

1(a)N2(a)# → an/a3; uau→`, max may
equal 1 and the allowable coefficients areB0 andB1 . Note
that the pressure derivative will be discontinuous atx50.
This is expected for this configuration, as discussed in the
Appendix.

The UHP and LHP factors ofN(a) are given by Eq.
~19!, in which 6m j , j 51, S21 are the values ofg for
which N̄(g)50, ImbA(m j

22b2) c.0, and the factors6 i are
necessary to setN2(2a)5N1(a) becauseS21 is an odd
integer

N6~a!56 iAa(S21) )
j 51

(S21)

@a6A~m j
22b2!#. ~19!

A pressure release extension is automatically created
when the same acoustic fluid is present on each side of a
semi-infinite plate without a baffle extension. Power scatter-
ing coefficients of a steel plate with water on both sides, for
both clamped and free-edge conditions, are presented in Fig.
5, along with results from an exact formulation.

IV. DISCUSSION

The objective of this paper was to illustrate the applica-
tion of the DiPerna–Feit RFA for planar acoustic impedance
to the solution of Wiener–Hopf problems for fluid-loaded
plates. Figures 2–5 show good agreement between results
obtained using this approximation and those obtained with
an exact formulation for several representative problems.

The key feature of this formulation is that the kernel
functions that appear in the integrals are polynomials that
can easily be written as the product of two factors, one of
which is analytic and nonzero in an upper-half plane and the
other in a lower-half plane. The factorization is based on the
roots of the polynomials, which are the poles of the system.
Because the RFA introduces a small imaginary part to the
acoustic impedance for real wave numbers in the subsonic
range, the poles corresponding to the subsonic bending
waves will also have small imaginary parts, even when the
bending moduli are real. For the positive-going subsonic

wave, the real part of the wave number is positive, but the
imaginary part can turn out to be positive or negative. Re-
gardless of the sign of the imaginary part, this pole must be
associated with the UHP and its negative with the LHP.

The RFA of the acoustic impedance behaves asug22u for
large ugu, while the exact impedance behaves asug21u. The
consequence of this difference is that, based on the require-
ment of continuity of pressure, there appear to be three arbi-
trary constants for satisfying the plate boundary conditions at
each edge, in contrast to the two that are needed. This issue
is resolved by considering the additional requirement of con-
tinuity of pressure derivative along the plate, as discussed in
the Appendix.

Assuming no power dissipation within the junction of
the plates, the power scattering coefficients theoretically sum
to unity, and one of the coefficients should be obtainable
from the other two. It is recommended, however, that for
both the exact and approximate formulations, each be calcu-
lated independently. This not only provides a check on the
procedure, but prevents computational inaccuracies from dis-
torting the results.

The illustrative examples all assumed incident subsonic
bending waves, and the calculations were restricted toVL

,1 because the RFA pole corresponding to the subsonic
wave cannot be uniquely identified above the coincidence
frequency. If plateR is thicker than plateL, so thatVL,1
but VR.1, only the reflection and radiation coefficients can
be directly determined.

Because the formulation is in terms of polynomials, and
evaluation of integrals is in terms of residues, quantitative
solutions are much faster than for the exact analysis. There-
fore, if power scattering coefficients are needed within a
larger problem, they can be calculated as required with
known parameters, rather than precalculated for a set of ex-
pected parameters and accessed by table lookup, as had been
suggested in Ref. 6.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUITY OF PRESSURE DERIVATIVE

If the normal velocity is finite and continuous for allx,
its Fourier transform must behave asuau212n; n.0 for large
uau. Because the exact acoustic impedance behaves asuau21

for largeuau, the Fourier transform of the pressure behaves as
uau222n, and both the pressure and its derivative along the
surface are continuous functions ofx. Therefore, the pres-
sure derivative is continuous for the two joined semi-infinite
plates, and for the semi-infinite plate with rigid baffle exten-
sion when it is clamped or simply supported at the baffle.

The situation is different when the velocity is discon-
tinuous, as it is for a rigidly extended plate with a free edge.

FIG. 5. Power scattering coefficients for semi-infinite plate with pressure
release extension~normal incidence!. Solid lines: RFA; discrete symbols:
exact analysis. Open symbols: clamped edge; filled symbols: free edge.
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As an illustration, consider the simpler case of the normal
velocity distributionv(x)5V, x,0; v(x)50, x.0. The re-
sulting pressure is given by Eqs.~A1!

P~x!5
rcV

2 F11kE
0

2x

H0
(1)~ky!dyG ; x,0, ~A1a!

P~x!5
rcV

2 F12kE
0

1x

H0
(1)~ky!dyG ; x.0. ~A1b!

The pressure is continuous for allx. The pressure derivative
is given by Eqs.~A2!

dP~x!

dx
52

rvV

2
H0

(1)~2kx!; x,0, ~A2a!

dP~x!

dx
52

rvV

2
H0

(1)~1kx!; x.0. ~A2b!

The pressure derivative is an even function ofx and can be
considered continuous, except for a very weak logarithmic
singularity atx50. The RFA approximation maintains con-
tinuity and ignores the singularity.

Finally, consider a semi-infinite plate with a pressure
release extension. A simple example is given by the condi-
tionsv(x)5V, x,0; p(x)50, x.0. A Wiener–Hopf analy-
sis using the exact acoustic impedance can be used to obtain
the pressure

p~x!5rcV2
rcV

2p i
AkE

2`

1` exp~ iax!

~a2 i01!

da

A~a1k!
, ~A3a!

p~x!5rcVF12
Ak

p E
k

` exp~2 iax!

aA~a2k!
daG ; x,0,

~A3b!

p~x!50; x.0. ~A3c!

The pressure is continuous atx50. The derivative of the
pressure is given by Eqs.~A4!

dp~x!

dx
5

ircV

p
AkE

k

1` exp~2 iax!

A~a2k!
da

5
rvV

A~2pkx!
exp@2 i ~kx2p/4!#;

x,0, ~A4a!

dp~x!

dx
50; x.0. ~A4b!

In this case, the pressure derivative is discontinuous atx
50, with a weak algebraic singularity asx50 is approached
through negative values. The RFA approximation maintains
the discontinuity but ignores the singularity.
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The effects of ignored seabed variability in geoacoustic
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Geoacoustic inversion using a matched-field inversion algorithm is a well-established technique for
estimating the geoacoustic parameters of the seabed. This paper demonstrates how parameter
estimation can be affected by unknown or wishfully ignored random range dependence of the true
environment when the inversion model is—for practicality—assumed to be range independent.
Simulations with controlled statistics were carried out using a simple shallow water model: an
isospeed water column over a homogeneous elastic halfspace. The inversion parameters included
water depth, compressional speed in the seabed, seabed density, and compressional wave
attenuation. On average the environment is range independent: some parameters are constant while
other parameters are random with range-independent means and variances. A Parabolic Equation
underwater acoustic propagation model is used to calculate the simulated data fields for the
range-dependent environment as well as to calculate the model fields for the range-independent
inversion model. The Adaptive Simplex Simulated Annealing inversion algorithm is used to
estimate the best-fit solution. It is found that ignoring the variability of even a single geoacoustic
parameter leads to significant and correlated uncertainty~bias and variance! in the estimation of all
inverted parameters. Results are presented for range variation of compressional sound speed and
water depth. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1921449#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.60.Kx@AIT # Pages: 3524–3538

I. INTRODUCTION

Geoacoustic inversion using a matched-field inversion
~MFI! algorithm is a well-established technique for estimat-
ing the geoacoustic parameters of the seabed.1–9 This paper
demonstrates how parameter estimation can be affected by
unknown or wishfully ignored random range dependence of
the true environment when the inversion model is assumed to
be range independent. A simple shallow water model is used
for simulations with controlled statistics: the inversion pa-
rameters include water depth, seabed compressional speed,
seabed density, and compressional wave attenuation. All en-
vironmental parameters are either assumed to be constant in
range or random with range-independent means and vari-
ances. A Parabolic Equation underwater acoustic propagation
model10 is used to calculate both the simulated data fields for
the range-dependent environment as well as the model fields
for the range-independent inversion. It is found that ignoring
the variability of even a single geoacoustic parameter leads
to significant and correlated uncertainty~bias and variance!
in the estimation of all inverted parameters.

Geoacoustic inversion is a technique used to determine
geoacoustic properties in the ocean. When acoustic fields
interact with the ocean environment, including the ocean bot-
tom, they are influenced by properties of the environment. In
the technique of geoacoustic inversion, measured geoacous-
tic fieldsd are used to determine theM unknown parameters
of a postulated modelm5$mi ,i 51,M % that represents un-
known geoacoustic properties of the ocean that have influ-

enced the measured field. The determination ofm usingd is
the solution to the inverse problem.

The proper formulation of the inverse problem is im-
perative. If it is not formulated appropriately then the results
of the inversion could be meaningless. In particular, deter-
mining a suitable model parametrization is an important pre-
ceding step to applying an inversion algorithm.A priori in-
formation about the ocean environment can help determine
an appropriate model parametrization. When adequate infor-
mation about the ocean environment is not available, tech-
niques such as the underparametrized approach~e.g., as ap-
plied in Lapinski and Dosso11 as well as Refs. 1 and 2! and
the overparametrized approach used in conjunction with the
inversion algorithm can be employed to determine the best
model parametrization as well asm. In this research, how-
ever, the goal was not to determine the best parametrization
but rather to observe the effects of assuming a particular
parametrization.

The research presented here is a documentation of some
of the results from a single formulation of an inverse prob-
lem. It presents the results obtained by assuming that the
unknown ocean bottom properties could be modeled as if
they did not vary with range~i.e., they are range indepen-
dent! while in reality the properties were randomly range
dependent. Assuming the properties of the ocean environ-
ment can be treated as range independent is an appealing
assumption in geoacoustic inversion because it can simplify
the model parametrization and thereby can simplify the in-
version. This paper considers how ocean bottom parameter
estimation is affected by unknown or wishfully ignored ran-
dom variation in certain environments.a!Electronic mail: liesa.lapinski@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
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Geoacoustic inversion is a nonlinear inverse problem. It
has no direct solution. The technique of matched-field inver-
sion is commonly used to ascertain a solution. In MFI, mea-
sured acoustic fieldsd are compared with replica~modeled!
acoustic fieldsd~m! that have been generated using an
acoustic propagation model with a proposed modelm. Typi-
cally, the goal of MFI is to minimize the objective function
E(m). To evaluate the proposed parameter values of the
modelm an error function is defined that quantifies the mis-
match between the measured fieldd and the modeled field
d~m!. In this investigation, the objective functionE(m) is
the same as the error function. The error function used in this
research is described in Sec. II B. Minimizing the objective
function requires searching for the model that has the small-
est mismatchE. Before the search begins, upper and lower
bounds must be placed on each model parametermi

2,mi

,mi
1 . This defines the parameter space that is used in solv-

ing the inverse problem. The parameter space is then
searched using an MFI algorithm to find the best modelm.
The search can be a sizable activity. In geoacoustic inver-
sion, many different MFI algorithms have been applied with
varying success and efficiency.1–8

Given the variability that exists in the geoacoustic prop-
erties of the oceans, studying how well geoacoustic inversion
techniques can be applied to range-dependent environments
is a worthwhile endeavor. For example, in 2001 the Geoa-
coustic Inversion Techniques~GAIT! workshop was held to
provide participants with an opportunity to apply their geoa-
coustic inversion techniques to range-dependent test cases.9

The papers detailing the results of this workshop~including
Ref. 9! are contained in a special issue of theIEEE Journal
of Oceanic Engineeringon geoacoustic inversion in range-
dependent shallow-water environments. One reason to inves-
tigate the effect of ignoring range dependence is because if
the range dependence can be ignored, less computationally
intensive geoacoustic models can be employed in the inver-
sions. Similarly, for the GAIT workshop data, Nielsen
et al.12 found that it was appropriate to apply both a Para-
bolic Equation~PE! based acoustic model~RAMGEO! and a
~less-accurate; i.e., less computationally intensive! adiabatic
model~PROSIM! to the data from the test case referred to as
TC1. This could be done because the environment is only
weakly range dependent: the environment is a smooth
shallow-sloped downslope environment. The test case envi-
ronment in TC3 is a simulation of an uplifted fault that con-
sists of a rectangular intrusion of the basement material in
the sediment layer. For TC3 the adiabatic model was thought
to have failed due to the intrusion in the environment that
caused significant mode coupling.12 Only the PE acoustic
model RAMGEO could be applied in this case. Also in that
special issue, Harrison and Siderius13 applied the ‘‘effective’’
water depth technique to two of the workshop test cases, the
benefit being that a range-dependent environment can be re-
placed by a simplified equivalent range-independent environ-
ment for faster inversions. In other literature, Sideriuset al.14

safely neglected range dependence using a towed horizontal
line array~HLA ! and a towed source which in turn allowed
for the neglect of range dependence during the inversions

while still allowing them to map a range-dependent environ-
ment.

In this paper the Adaptive Simplex Simulated Annealing
~ASSA!1 MFI algorithm is applied to synthetic geoacoustic
data generated for an ocean environment that has one ‘‘un-
known’’ ocean bottom property that varies with range. Dur-
ing the inversions a range-independent model is assumed.
While studying the effect of ignoring range dependence, ef-
fects of simply applying the inversion algorithm should be
kept in mind. Fallatet al.15 investigated algorithm-induced
variability for three geoacoustic inversion techniques, includ-
ing ASSA. It was found that ASSA produced the lowest~i.e.,
best! objective function values and the lowest variability be-
tween inversion solutions for all environments it was applied
to. However, it was noted that algorithm-induced variability
should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis since the vari-
ability varied between test environments.

The goal of this paper is to investigate some of the ef-
fects of assuming a range-independent environment when
performing an inversion. Section II introduces the environ-
ment, discusses ASSA and the error function used in this
work, and introduces PE acoustic propagation models and
the propagation model used in this investigation. Section III
presents the results of the studies done for this investigation,
which include results for an environment with range-
dependent sediment compressional speed and for an environ-
ment with range-dependent water depth. Section IV summa-
rizes the conclusions made.

II. SETUP: MODELS AND ERROR FUNCTION

In the following the general environment is described,
the ASSA algorithm is introduced, the error function used
with the algorithm is discussed, and the acoustic propagation
model used in this investigation is introduced.

A. Environment

In order to look at the effect of ignoring range depen-
dence when doing inversions, a prescribed ocean environ-
ment and ‘‘experimental setup’’ were first devised. The syn-
thetic ocean environment used in this investigation is simple
but realistic inasmuch as it is based on a model of the Sable
Island Bank, which is part of the Scotian Shelf off the east
coast of Canada where the ocean bottom consists of three
general layers: sand and gravel over till over bedrock.16 The
simplified version of this environment used for this investi-
gation, as seen in Fig. 1, consists of a water column over a
semi-infinite layer of sand where water sound speed isVw

51460 m/s,17 water depth isH580 m,18 sediment density is
r52.06 g/cm3,17 sediment attenuation coefficient is 0.26
dB/km Hz,17 which gives an attenuation of ap

50.436 dB/l, shear speed isVs5260 m/s,19 and shear at-
tenuation is calculated to beas52.6 dB/l.20 The sediment
compressional speed is taken asVp51677 m/s, the average
of calculated sound speeds in Ref. 18 for the southern part of
their survey area. That average has a standard deviation of
671 m/s, which put a maximum limit on how much the
compressional speed could be allowed to vary in this inves-
tigation. The sediment compressional speed is realistic for
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the Sable Island Bank in that it falls between general com-
pressional speed values for ‘‘Sable Island Sand and
Gravel.’’19

A single source at 35 m depth and a vertical line array
~VLA ! with receivers every meter from 5 m depth to 75 m
depth were used when generating the acoustic fields~Fig. 1!.
Typically, the source frequency wasF5100 Hz and the
range,R, from the source to the VLA was 4 km. In addition,
to reduce model artifacts, such as unrealistic reflections from
where the ocean bottom is terminated in the acoustic model,
an absorbing bottom was included.

B. Matched-field inversion

Optimizing through MFI methods requires the quantifi-
cation of the difference between the measured and modeled
data through an error function in order to evaluate the fitness
of the model. The following starts by describing the error
function followed by a brief description of the optimization
algorithm applied here.

The essence of matched field techniques is that a field
generated using a proposed model is compared to the actual
measured field and then assessed. The difference between the
fields ~the fitness or mismatch! requires quantification using
an error function. The general form of the error function
E(m) used in this work fornF source frequencies andnS
data snapshots~i.e., the number of data sets being used si-
multaneously in the inversion at source frequencyF! for ob-
served datad5$di j ; i 51...nF; j 51...nS% is

E~m!5(
i 51

nF

(
j 51

nS

Bi j ~m!udi j u2/v i j , ~1!

wherev i j is the data variance andBi j (m) is the normalized
incoherent Bartlett mismatch. The normalized incoherent
Bartlett mismatch has the formulation

Bi j ~m!512
udi j

† ~m!di j u2

udi j u2udi j ~m!u2
, ~2!

which can vary between 0 and 1 where 0 represents a perfect
match~i.e., parallel vectors! and 1 represents a perfect mis-
match~i.e., orthogonal vectors!. Equation~1! is a form of the
incoherent Bartlett processor.~It is more common to see it
without the summation over data snapshots, for example as
derived in Ref. 21.! The incoherent Bartlett processor is a
common error function~also mismatch calculation! used for
MFI of spatial acoustic-field data. It is a likelihood based
processor derived when source amplitude and phase at each
frequency are unknown. For a list of several other likelihood
based processors see Refs. 21 and 22. The maximum likeli-
hood model is found by minimizing Eq.~1! given the sim-
plifying assumption that the measured data have complex,
zero-mean, Gaussian-distributed random variable errors that
are uncorrelated across space, frequency, and time, with
identical variance at each array sensor.

Only relative values of the error function are important
for optimization. If it can be assumed thatudi j u2/v i j is con-
stant with respect to frequency and snapshot then the error
function @Eq. ~1!# can be rewritten as

E~m!5
1

nF•nS(
i 51

nF

(
j 51

nS

Bi j ~m!, ~3!

which varies on@0,1#. Equation~3! is the error function used
in this work.

The results contained in this paper, as with any data
modeling investigation, depend in part on the particular error
function used. It is possible that alternative results could
have been obtained using a different error function. For ex-
ample, Dosso and Wilmut21 did a study on the effects of
using different levels of information about the source ampli-
tude and phase in MFI. They compared results obtained us-
ing three maximum likelihood processors and found that
smaller parameter uncertainties were achieved if source in-
formation was used. The error function Eq.~3!, which uses
no source information, was chosen because often in MFI
source spectrum information is not available and therefore
these results would be of greater use. While the details of the
results might change if a different error function was used, it
would be expected that the general conclusions made here
remain the same.

To perform the investigation reported in this work, the
hybrid inversion algorithm ASSA1 was used to minimize Eq.
~3!. A hybrid inversion method combines a local with a glo-
bal inversion method in order to combine the strengths and
alleviate the weaknesses of the two original methods. In this
case, the local method of Downhill Simplex~DHS!23,24 is
combined with the global method of Simulated Annealing
~SA!.25,24The DHS component helps the algorithm converge
upon an estimate of the global minimum in an efficient man-
ner while the SA prevents the algorithm from getting stuck in
suboptimal minima, and allows the parameter space to be
widely searched. It has been shown to be an effective opti-
mization algorithm1,11 and has been applied to data from en-
vironments that have both range-independent1 and
range-dependent11 properties. The reader is directed toward
Ref. 1 if a description of the algorithm is required.

ASSA is an optimization algorithm. The error function
Eq. ~3! is used to help the algorithm evaluate the proposed

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the basic ocean environment and ‘‘ex-
perimental setup’’ used for this study, including source frequencyF, water
sound speedVw , water depthH, rangeR, sediment compressional speed
Vp , sediment densityr, compressional wave attenuationap , shear speed
Vs , and shear attenuationas .
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parameter models,m, and subsequently ASSA minimizes
Eq. ~3!. The model evaluation process in ASSA comes from
the SA component of the algorithm. SA is based on the pro-
cess of crystal growth through thermodynamic annealing. In
the SA algorithm, the system~model! is repeatedly perturbed
and the perturbations are accepted or rejected based on
whether the perturbed system satisfies theMETROPOLIS

criterion26

j<exp@2DE/T#, ~4!

where DE is the difference between the energies~mis-
matches! of the proposed and current states~models!, T is
temperature~a control parameter! that decreases throughout
the algorithm, andj is a uniform random number on@0,1#.
Any perturbed system~model! that achieves a lower energy
~mismatch! or in other words moves downhill in the objec-
tive function is accepted while a perturbed system~model!
with a higher energy~i.e., moves uphill! may still be ac-
cepted. ASSA uses theMETROPOLIS criterion to accept or
reject perturbed models and for this investigation the mis-
match,E, was calculated using the error function Eq.~3!. To
ensure that the best model possible is found, the final phase
of the algorithm is a quenching that applies the pure DHS
algorithm using the current best model found by applying
ASSA. Without going into more algorithm detail, this is the
underlying technique used to find the model with the lowest
mismatch.

A detailed description of ASSA has not been presented
here, but the values of certain ASSA parameters should be
stated for the sake of the experimental setup used in this
work. The ASSA control parameters mentioned here are dis-
cussed more fully in Refs. 1 and 2. One set of control pa-
rameters, the annealing schedule, consists of the starting
temperatureT0 @where the temperatureT is the parameter
defined in Eq.~4!#, the rate of reducing the temperatureb
~<1!, the maximum number of temperature steps, and the
number of accepted perturbations at each temperature step.
~The actual number of temperature steps varied with each
application of ASSA because a convergence criterion was
enforced prior to quenching so that computation time was
not wasted.! In general, the larger the annealing parameter
values are the slower and more extensive the exploration of
the search space is. The difficulty of the inversion problem
defines how intensive a search should be conducted. Some
initial runs with different annealing schedules are usually
required to find a schedule that generates results that cannot
be appreciably improved by intensifying the search. The an-
nealing schedule used in this work was typicallyT050.7,
b50.975, 5 accepted perturbations, and a maximum of 400
temperature steps. In certain studies, when it was noted that
the algorithm was having problems converging prior to
quenching, the annealing schedule had to be altered: the
maximum number of temperature steps went up to 600 and
the number of accepted perturbations reached 7. The changes
intensified the search. In addition to these parameters, the
Cauchy distribution parameters1 Sands, which influence the
adaptive nature of the algorithm, were set toS530 ands
53.

C. Setup of the propagation model PECan

Matched-field inversion requires the calculation of the
acoustic fields at the receivers given the proposed model in
order to evaluate the model using an error function. There
are a variety of types of acoustic propagation models that can
be used to calculate acoustic fields. The PE method is the
method used here because it can be used to calculate fields in
both range-independent and range-dependent environments.
When calculating fields for range-dependent environments
the PE method can be less computationally intensive than
some other methods, such as the coupled-modes method. The
particular propagation model used here is PECan.10 This sec-
tion describes the problem-specific setup of PECan along
with a feature of PECan that was utilized to help generate the
continuously variable properties.

PECan was used to calculate the ‘‘measured’’ fieldsd
and the replica fieldsd~m! needed to evaluate the model.
While a range-independent environment was assumed during
the inversions, to calculated an acoustic model that could
handle range dependence was also needed. There can be dif-
ferences between an acoustic field calculated using different
acoustic propagation models. The significance of these dif-
ferences depends on what the calculated acoustic field is
used for. To minimize consequential numerical errors be-
tween the ‘‘measured’’ and replica fields, i.e., numerical dif-
ferences that could affect conclusions, PECan was used to
calculate both the fields. Due to the far-field approximation
made in PE models, the VLAs were also placed well in the
far-field, several kilometers from the source.

The accuracy and computation time of a PE model can
be affected by choices made during the setup of the model.
To solve a parabolic equation, the environment is divided
laterally (Dr ) and vertically (Dz). Using a split-step Pade´
solution method, larger range steps can be used compared to
other PE solution methods thereby reducing the computation
time.10 Finding the appropriate grid size to use when calcu-
lating an acoustic field is an important step. Finer grids pro-
vide a more accurate solution but require larger computa-
tions. For inversion purposes it is therefore important to
strike a balance between grid size and the accuracy needed.
A similar time versus accuracy balance is needed for the
feasible number of Pade´ expansion terms (NP): computa-
tions increase as the number of expansion terms~accuracy!
increase.

PECan has many options and parameters that must be
set prior to applying the model. For the inversions in this
investigation an analytic Green’s starting field, the energy-
conservation option, and the split-step Pade´ solution method
were used. The PECan parameters that needed to be defined
for the inversions were the values of the grid spacingDz and
Dr , the depth at which the absorbing bottom startsHa , and
the number of Pade´ termsNP . The thickness of the absorb-
ing bottomDHa also needed to be determined.

To determine the appropriate PECan parameter values
one realization of an ocean environment based on Fig. 1 with
variable compressional speedvp(x) was created~more de-
tails on how variability was introduced are discussed in the
following section!. The choice of value forDz, Dr , Ha ,
DHa and NP contributes to how computationally intensive
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each call to PECan will be during the inversions. Appropriate
values for each parameter were determined in the following
way: A ‘‘true’’ field was first generated using a computation-
ally intensive set of PECan parameter values. Without chang-
ing the environment, with the exception of the artificial ab-
sorbing layer, PECan was repeatedly run using all possible
combinations of a selection of PECan parameter values. The
calculated~replica! fields were compared to the originally
generated ‘‘true’’ field using the error function in Eq.~3! with
nF51 andnS51. From these results, a set of PECan pa-
rameter values that gave an acceptable mismatch and an ac-
ceptable computational time was chosen. An acceptable mis-
match was a comparative value based on the best
mismatches achieved for the PECan parameters combina-
tions. A mismatch less than 1024 was acceptable but a mis-
match close to machine precision was desirable. An accept-
able computational time for the forward propagation model
was again a comparative value based on the computation
times for each combination of PECan parameter values. On a
PC with a 2 GHz CPU, a few seconds or less was desirable.
The process of determining the best parameter values had to
be repeated for each source frequency used in this investiga-
tion, which included 25, 50, 100, and 200 Hz. The PECan
parameter values picked for each frequency are quoted in
Table I.

Another of PECan’s features was utilized to help create
the continuously variable ocean environments used in this
investigation when calculatingd. In PECan the environment
is defined using environmental profiles. PECan allows for
linear interpolation between environmental profiles. The
range-dependent properties for environmental profiles with
range variability were specified at evenly spaced range
points, and PECan linearly interpolated between each profile
as illustrated for variable compressional speed in Fig. 2. The

linear interpolation feature was employed so that the vari-
ability was continuous with range within the limit of the grid
spacing.

III. RESULTS

In this section the method of investigation is explained
and the results are presented. The inversion results have been
grouped into studies. For each study the ‘‘experimental
setup’’ was established and the range-dependent variability
had a prescribed mean and standard deviation. Typically, 100
inversions were performed per study. Unless stated other-
wise, the true environment used to generate the ‘‘measured’’
field d had a different realization of the range-dependent
variability for each inversion in the study. This corresponds
to doing inversions using data from multiple tracks for a
certain ocean environment. The spread and correlations of
the optimal model parameter solutions found through the in-
versions could then be examined and compared within and
between the studies.

When ASSA was applied it was assumed that the ‘‘un-
known’’ ocean bottom properties could be modeled as range
independent. A four-parameter model was inverted for in the
inversions. The parameters represented water depthH, sedi-
ment compressional speedVp , density r, and attenuation
ap . The shear speedVs and attenuationas were assumed to
be known and constant. When generating the ‘‘measured’’
field d, prior to the inversion, the true values of the model
parameters were those quoted in Fig. 1, except, of course, for
the property that varied with range in the particular study.
The results presented in the following sections include re-
sults for variable compressional speed and variable water
depth.

The shear parameters were held constant to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem. Even without environmental
variability, there is ambiguity among the geo-acoustic param-
eters of this simple model.27 It will be shown that when shear
parameters are held constant, the inversion~when successful!
consistently finds correct parameter values when the environ-
ment does not vary. This provides a good baseline case for
reference purposes, with no inherent ambiguity. More com-
plex cases of multiple range-dependent parameters could be
a topic of further study, using the current work as a starting
point.

TABLE I. Results of PECan parameter studies. For 25, 50, 100, and 200 Hz
data the chosenDz, Dr , NP , Ha (Ha is a depth measured from the ocean
surface! andDHa are included.

Frequency~Hz! Dz (m) Dr (m) NP Ha (m) DHa (m)

25 1.0 40 3 400 100
50 0.4 50 3 140 50

100 0.25 8 3 110 100
200 0.125 10 4 90 10a

aSome inversions were done with aDHa5100 m.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of
the compressional speed variability.
The horizontal axis represents rangex
and the vertical axis represents the
variable compressional speedvp(x).
The dotted vertical lines represent
where the PECan environmental pro-
files are defined, which is everyDx
interval. PECan linearly interpolates
between where the fluctuations are de-
fined. The resulting linearly interpo-
lated range-dependent profile has a set
meanmvx and standard deviationsvx .
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A. Variable compressional speed

The sediment compressional speed was one of the ocean
bottom properties that was allowed to vary with rangevp(x)
in this investigation. To createvp(x), fluctuations were gen-
erated using scaled pseudorandom numbers picked from a
uniform distribution. ForN11 environmental profiles de-
fined in PECan~i.e., N segments!, N11 fluctuations were

generated to form a set of fluctuating compressional speed
values $@vp# i ,i 50,N%. These values were assigned to the
N11 environmental profiles and PECan was allowed to lin-
early interpolate between the profiles to createvp(x) ~Fig. 2!.
For variable compressional speed, the environmental profiles
were 100 m apart. Fluctuations were generated so thatvp(x)
would have a set~true! meanmvx51677 m/s and standard
deviationsvx as defined by

mvx5
1

2N (
i 50

N

~@vp# i 111@vp# i !, ~5!

svx56A2mvx
2 1

1

3N (
i 50

N

~@vp# i 11
2 1@vp# i

21@vp# i 11@vp# i !. ~6!

For a derivation of Eqs.~5! and~6! please refer to Appendix
A.

Table II summarizes the features of each study presented
here for variable compressional speed~studies V1–V8!. Four
studies include inversions for 100 Hz source frequency~V1–
V4! while the others include source frequencies of 25, 50,
and 200 Hz~V5, V6, and V7, respectively! and multiple
source frequencies 100 and 200 Hz~V8!. For some numeri-
cal propagation models, such as the one used here, the com-
putational effort to calculate the field prohibitively increases
with increasing frequency. Studies using frequencies higher
than 200 Hz were not attempted due to the computation time
that inversions at those frequencies require. For all studies

except study V8,nF51 andnS51 in Eq.~3!. For study V8,
nF52.

For study V1 ~Table II!, the true environments had a
range-dependent compressional speedvp(x) with a standard
deviation ofsvx565 m/s about a meanmvx51677 m/s. Fig-
ures 3~i!–3~l! are plots of the mismatches of the 100 inver-
sion solutions versus the model parameter results. As can be
seen in Figs. 3~i!–3~l!, solutions that achieved a mismatch
below ;631024 are clustered about the true meanmvx or
true values used to generate the environments. However, for
all four model parameters, if the inversion result had a mis-
match greater than;631024 a wider distribution of results
not centered about the true values or true mean value was
obtained.

For comparison, Fig. 4 is a plot comparable with Figs.
3~i!–3~l!. It too is a plot of mismatch versus inversion result;
however, for these inversions the true environment was ac-
tually a range-independent environment as shown in Fig. 1
~study A, Table II!. Twenty-nine inversions were performed,
and most of the inversion results~21 of them! were tightly
clustered about the true parameter values. These 21 results
all had mismatches of;1027; in other words the mismatch
achieved 0 for the given machine precision. The remaining
inversion results converged to suboptimal solutions and were
not scattered about the true values. This figure shows how
tight a cluster about the true solution can be achieved and
that the inversion algorithm does not always find the best
solution. A possible reason for the latter observation is that
the inversion algorithm, as it was set up for this investiga-
tion, did not search the search space as thoroughly as it
should have. Therefore, for the data shown in Figs. 3~i!–3~l!
there are two possible reasons for the suboptimal results: for
those environments either no significantly better model result
existed~i.e., a result with a significantly lower mismatch did
not exist! or the algorithm’s search was unsuccessful. Re-
garding the latter possibility, inversion results in this study
are not guaranteed to be optimal, despite having acceptable
control parameters. Nevertheless, the general trends which
lead to the conclusions of this study are still evident even in
the presence of a small segment of outliers, which are less

TABLE II. Summary of characteristics of each study presented in this paper.
The data include the study number, the number of realizations of the ocean
bottom usedNR , the number of inversions performed in the studyNI , the
number of source frequencies usedNF , the source frequencies usedF, the
range between source and VLAR, and standard deviations of compressional
speed variabilitysvx and water depth variabilityshx .

Study
number NR NI nF F (Hz) R (km)

svx (m/s)
for vp(x)

A 1 29 1 100 4 0
V1 100 100 1 100 4 65
V2 100 100 1 100 4 620
V2~a! 1 31 1 100 4 620
V2~b! 1 31 1 100 4 620
V3 100 100 1 100 4 640
V4 100 100 1 100 15 620
V5 100 100 1 25 4 620
V6 100 100 1 50 4 620
V7 100 100 1 200 4 620
V8 100 100 2 100, 200 4 620

Study
number NR NI nF F (Hz) R (km)

shx (m)
for h(x)

H1 100 100 1 100 4 60.125
H2 100 100 1 100 4 60.250
H3 100 100 1 100 4 60.500
H4 100 100 1 100 4 60.750
H5 100 100 1 100 4 61.000
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noticeable in the range-dependent environments.
Figures 3~a!–3~d! and 3~e!–3~h! show results for studies

with variable compressional speed that have standard devia-
tions of svx5620 m/s @study V2, Figs. 3~e!–3~h!# and svx

5640 m/s @study V3, Figs. 3~a!–3~d!#. As can be seen, as
the variability increases, the average mismatch increases as
does the spread of solutions. It is likely that the average
mismatches increase because there is no model that exists in
the search space that can generate a replica field that is close
to the ‘‘measured’’ field. Looking at Figs. 3 and 4, it appears
that as more variability is added, the depth of the global
minimum for all environments shrinks until there is no more
global minimum at the true parameter values and the true
meanmvx .

To again look at how predictable the results of the in-
versions were, two sub-studies were done for study V2@see
Table II, studies V2~a! and V2~b!#. Two realizations of the
ocean environment were chosen out of the original V2 study,
and multiple inversions were performed on the fields gener-
ated from those environments. The results of those inver-
sions are found in Fig. 5. As can be seen, for the environment
that produced the results in Figs. 5~a!–5~d! there appeared to
be a global minimum in the objective function at the true
meanmvx and true parameter values, however for some of
the inversions a good estimate of the global minimum was
not located. For the environment represented by Figs. 5~e!–

5~h! there does not appear to be a well-defined global mini-
mum. Except for densityr, a spread of values at approxi-
mately the same mismatch was found. Therefore, for an
environment that does not have a well-defined global mini-
mum the result from a single inversion will likely be just one
of many equally good solutions. The environment for study
V2~b! @Figs. 5~e!–5~h!# could lack a well-defined optimal
solution but the environment for study V2~a! @Figs. 5~a!–
5~d!# seems to have a well-defined optimal solution.

The spread and concentrations of thesvx565 m/s,620
m/s, and640 m/s data~studies V1, V2, and V3! are better
seen in Figs. 6~j!–6~l!, 6~e!–6~h!, and 6~a!–6~d!, respec-
tively. Figure 6 presents histogram plots of the results for
each study. If one assumes a range-independent environment
while performing an inversion, it can be seen that for small
variations, likesvx565 m/s, one is likely to obtain a solu-
tion close to the true and true mean values. In Figs. 6~j! and
6~k! a high concentration of the model parameter values
were clustered tightly aboutmvx and the truer value, respec-
tively. It can be concluded that for the general environment
used in this investigation, if the variability is small, one is
likely to find a solution that represents the true environment
after performing only one inversion. As the variability in-
creases, the solutions found by single inversions of the envi-
ronment are increasingly unreliable estimates of the true en-
vironment. This is reminiscent of adding increasing amounts

FIG. 3. Mismatch vs model parameter
values for the solution sets of studies
V3 (svx5640 m/s) are shown in~a!–
~d!, V2 (svx5620 m/s) are shown in
~e!–~h!, and V1 (svx565 m/s) are
shown in ~i!–~l!. The model param-
eters include water depthH, compres-
sional speedVp , density r, and at-
tenuation a. For H, r, and a the
vertical dotted lines represent the true
model parameter values used to gener-
ate the measured acoustic field, and
for Vp it represents themvx . The ab-
scissa limits represent the bounds used
in the inversions.

FIG. 4. Mismatch vs model parameter
values for the solution set of study A.
The true environment for this study is
range independent~i.e., no parameter
fluctuations have been added!. The
model parameters, abscissa limits, and
vertical dotted lines are as described in
Fig. 3.
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of noise to synthetic noise-free acoustic data, which can re-
duce the precision at which model parameters can be
determined.1,28

The effect of environmental variance of sediment sound
speed is striking. The valueusvxu540 m/s is low compared to
reported natural variations in surficial sound speed in shal-
low water. McKay et al.18 reported standard deviations of
sound speed of 71 m/s over hundreds of kilometers on the
Scotian shelf, while Mayeret al.29 measured a sound speed
range of 277 m/s in the ONR Geoclutter area, even measur-
ing a difference of 118 m/s between stations less than 1 km
apart. ~No standard deviations were published.! Lepage30

found strong effects in propagation and reverberation model
results from an input sound speed variation of 20 m/s. The
results in this paper show that inversions in environments
with typical values of sound speed variance lead to signifi-
cant uncertainty in all estimated parameter values, when en-
vironmental variability is ignored.

It is also informative to look at the correlations between
parameters. Figures 7–9 show two-dimensional correlation
scatter plots for studies V1, V2, and V3, respectively. As

seen earlier, in study V1 forsvx565 m/s there are groups of
results aboutmvx and the true model parameter values but
there are also other solutions away from those values. Those
other solutions typically have lower values thanmvx or the
true parameter values. It can also be seen that the results are
highly correlated between parameters. In Fig. 8, the V2 study
data forsvx5620 m/s are presented. The parameters are no
longer as highly correlated with the exception ofVp andH.
The spreads of the results have increased but there are still
solutions clustered aboutmvx and the true parameter values,
as seen earlier in Figs. 6~e!–6~h!. Like for the V1 study, the
inversion solutions forVp andH are not likely to be greater
thanmvx and the trueH parameter value. In Fig. 9, the V3
study data forsvx5640 m/s are presented. In this figure, the
distributions of the inversion results have increased again.
There is no cluster aboutmvx or the truea parameter value.
However,Vp and H are still highly correlated. The strong
correlations between inverted parameters suggest that for
moderate data/model mismatch, there is an ambiguity be-
tween members of a family of models, where each model in

FIG. 5. Mismatch vs model parameter
values for inversion solutions for stud-
ies V2~a! shown in~a!–~d! and V2~b!
shown in ~e!–~h! are presented (svx

5620 m/s). For each study, a unique
range-dependent environment was
used. The model parameters, abscissa
limits, and vertical dotted lines are as
described in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Comparing different svx

through histograms. The histograms of
the inversion results for studies V1
~i!–~l!, V2 ~e!–~h!, and V3~a!–~d! are
presented. The inversion results in-
clude model parameters values for wa-
ter depthH, compressional speedVp ,
densityr, and attenuationa. For H, r,
and a the vertical dotted lines repre-
sent the true model parameter values
used to generate the measured acoustic
field, and forVp it represents themvx .
The abscissa limits represent the
bounds used in the inversions.
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a family has a similar net effect on the acoustic field. In other
words, the inversion has found a family of ‘‘effective’’ or
nearly ‘‘equivalent’’ seabed models, as described by
Chapman.27 As the environmental variability increases, the
data/model mismatch becomes greater, and the correlation
worsens. Again, for water depth and compressional speed,
parameter values above certain values are still not accepted.

To examine the effect of different values ofR on the
inversion results, a study similar to V2 was done using a
range of 15 km~study V4! rather than 4 km. The standard
deviation of the variability wassvx5620 m/s. The results of
study V4 are shown in Figs. 10~a!–10~d! along with the
comparable V2 results in Figs. 10~e!–10~h!. Between these
ranges, the overall differences are few. The values ofH and
Vp have higher variances at the longer range and are skewed

above the true mean values. This implies that the acoustic
field is less complex at longer range, providing less indepen-
dent information across the array of sensors. Another possi-
bility is that the effects of the variable environment accumu-
late with range, making the data fields more noise-like,
which can make precisely determining the true and true
mean parameter values more difficult.

Similar studies to V2 were also performed using differ-
ent source frequenciesF. The results are shown in Fig. 11
through histogram plots. Figure 11 presents data for studies
V5, V6, V2, and V7~Table II! which have source frequen-
cies F525, 50, 100, and 200 Hz, respectively. For these
studiesR54 km andsvx5620 m/s. It should be noted that
for the 200 Hz study~V7! the thickness of the false bottom
was changed during the study. It was determined that a 10 m
absorbing layer thickness (DHa) was equivalent to a 100 m
thickness. This change decreased the computational time of
each call to PECan. The inversion results for the 25 and 50
Hz data @Figs. 11~m!–11~p! and 11~i!–11~l!, respectively#
show no preference for any particular model parameter val-
ues. This is probably due to the lack of information available
in the acoustic fields. Drawing from normal mode theory, the
25 Hz source has one trapped mode traveling through the
environment. The 50 Hz source has approximately three
trapped modes. Due to the simplicity of the acoustic fields, it
is perhaps logical that the fields do not have enough infor-
mation to help the inversion algorithm determine the appro-
priate model parameters for this environment. For 200 Hz
source data@Figs. 11~a!–11~d!#, the clustering aboutmvx ,
and the true parameter values ofH and r are more pro-
nounced than the 100 Hz results@Figs. 11~e!–11~h!#. These
results imply that the complexity of the acoustic field in-
creases with frequency, at least for this simple single-layer
model. Consequently, at the higher frequencies, the data at
different sensors would be more independent, while at low
frequencies the data would be more correlated across the

FIG. 7. The two-dimensional correlation scatter plots for the inversion so-
lutions of study V1. The inversion results include model parameters values
for H, Vp , r, and a. For H, r, and a the dotted lines represent the true
model parameter values used to generate the measured acoustic field, and
for Vp it represents themvx .

FIG. 8. The two-dimensional correlation scatter plots for the inversion so-
lutions of study V2. The inversion results include model parameters values
for H, Vp , r, anda. The dotted lines are as described in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. The two-dimensional correlation scatter plots for the inversion so-
lutions of study V3. The inversion results include model parameters values
for H, Vp , r, anda. The dotted lines are as described in Fig. 7.
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array. In Fig. 11, even with ignored variability, the uncer-
tainty in the model parameters seems to decrease at higher
frequencies; however, this may not be the case for multilayer
environments, in which the high frequencies naturally would
be more sensitive to the parameters of the upper layers than
those of the deeper layers.31–33 The effects of ignored vari-
ability on multilayer inversion are proposed as a topic of
further study, along with the potential remedy of multifre-
quency inversion.

Finally, with respect to variable compressional speed, a
multiple source frequency study was completed~study V8!,
i.e., a study in which ‘‘measured’’ acoustic data from more
than one source frequency was used at the same time to do
the inversion. The source frequencies of 200 and 100 Hz
were used. Figure 12 shows the histogram results of study
V8 with other comparable single source frequency results.
The single frequency results shown in Fig. 12 are forF
5100 Hz @Figs. 12~i!–12~l!# and for F5200 Hz @Figs.
12~e!–12~h!#. It can be seen, in comparison to the single
frequency results, that the algorithm was more successful at
converging to the true parameter values forr andH when the

multiple frequencies were used. Approximately 90% of the
predictedH parameter values were very near the true value.
This encouraging result suggests that multifrequency inver-
sion provides a partial remedy for uncertainty in inversion
parameters in problems with ignored seabed variability, a
possible topic for future work.

Table III states the mean of the inversion solution pa-
rameter values for the variable properties for each of the
studies. As can be seen from Table III, the true mean of the
studies,mvx , always fell within one standard deviation of
the mean of the inversion solution values for each study.
However, there was considerable difference from study to
study between the values ofsNV , the standard deviation of
the model parameter values for compressional speed, as
would be expected from the results. It should be noted that
care should be taken in comparingsNV to svx ~Table II!. The
values ofsvx are the standard deviations aboutmvx which
was used to generate range-dependent variability whilesNV

are standard deviations of the respective samples of solutions
for compressional speed about the sample mean.

FIG. 10. Comparing different ranges.
The histograms of the inversion results
for studies V4 (R515 km) shown in
~a!–~d! and V2 (R54 km) shown in
~e!–~h! are presented. The inversion
results include model parameters val-
ues forH, Vp , r, anda. The vertical
lines and abscissa limits are as de-
scribed in Fig. 6.

FIG. 11. Comparing different frequen-
cies. The histograms of the inversion
results for studies V7 (F5200 Hz)
shown in ~a!–~d!, V2 (F5100 Hz)
shown in ~e!–~h!, V6 (F550 Hz)
shown in ~i!–~m!, and V5 (F
525 Hz) shown in~n!–~q! are pre-
sented. The inversion results include
model parameters values forH, Vp , r,
and a. The abscissa limits represent
the bounds used in the inversions. The
vertical lines and abscissa limits are as
described in Fig. 6.
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B. Variable water depth

Similar to the studies done for variable compressional
speed, studies were also done for variable water depthh(x).
The features of the studies H1–H5 referred to in this work
for variable water depth are summarized in Table II. The
source frequency used was 100 Hz and the range between
source and receiver was 4 km. Like for variable compres-
sional speed, the mismatches were calculated using Eq.~3!,
with nF51 andnS51. For studies H1–H5, 100 inversions
were completed for each study, each inversion using a unique
realization of the ocean bottom.

To generate the variable water depths, a combination of
sine waves with random phases was used to create smooth
and realistic variability. See Appendix B for the details of
how the variability was created. ForN11 environmental

profiles defined in PECan,N11 water depth points were
generated using the method described in Appendix B to form
a set of values$@h# i ,i 50,N%. These values were assigned to
the N11 environmental profiles and PECan was allowed to
linearly interpolate between the profiles to createh(x). For
studies H1–H5, the mean of the variabilitymhx580 m and
the standard deviation of the variabilityshx were set as con-
stants and defined as

mhx5
1

N11 (
i 50

N

@h# i , ~7!

shx56A 1

N11 (
i 50

N

~@h# i2mhx!
2. ~8!

The shx of Eq. ~8! is equivalent toshx of Eq. ~B9!. The
distance between environmental profiles in PECan was 10 m.

On the left-hand side of Fig. 13, three realizations of the
ocean bottom are shown, one realization from study H1
whereshx560.125 m, one realization from study H3 where
shx560.5 m, and one realization from H5 whereshx5
61 m. It can be seen that forshx560.125 m the water
depth barely deviates from the meanmhx . The realizations
of the ocean bottoms, such as those shown in Fig. 13, are a
series of contiguous line segments, as mentioned earlier. As
seen in the figure, the segments were small enough with
respect to the entire rangeR that it made the realization of
the ocean bottom appear to be smooth. On the right-hand
side of Fig. 13 a histogram is shown of the slopes for each
segment used to make each of the 100 realizations of the
ocean bottoms for each of the three studies. Forshx

560.125 m, most segments have a slope within60.5°. For
shx560.5 m, most segments have a slope within61°. For
shx561 m, most segments have a slope within62°. The
distributions show no unexpected trends.

The two-dimensional correlation scatter plots for studies
H1–H5 ~not shown! had similar trends as for the variable
compressional speed studies that allowed comparison be-

FIG. 12. Looking at multiple fre-
quency inversion. The histograms of
the inversion results for studies V8
(F5100 and 200 Hz! shown in ~a!–
~d!, V7 (F5200 Hz) shown in~e!–
~h!, and V2 (F5100 Hz) shown in
~i!–~l! are presented. The inversion re-
sults include model parameters values
for H, Vp , r, anda. The vertical lines
and abscissa limits are as described in
Fig. 6.

TABLE III. Sample mean~m! and sample standard deviation for the model
parameter values of the compressional speedsNV ~studies V1–V8! and the
water depthsNH ~studies H1–H5!. The sample means can be compared to
the set mean of the studies,mvx51677 m/s for V1–V8 andmhx580 m for
H1–H5.

Study
number

m (m/s)
of Vp sNV (m/s)

V1 1668 619
V2 1660 626
V3 1655 637
V4 1694 628
V5 1680 651
V6 1691 632
V7 1672 67
V8 1675 64

Study
number

m (m)
of H sNH (m)

H1 79.8 60.4
H2 79.7 60.5
H3 79.6 60.8
H4 79.5 61.1
H5 79.6 61.4
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tween different values ofsvx ~Figs. 7–9!. At shx5

60.125 m, all parameters have two dimensional correlations.
As shx increases the correlations decrease until almost no
correlations are visible atshx561 m, with the exception
being a slight correlation between theVp andH. The corre-
lations that exist for low standard deviations again show the
presence of a family of ‘‘effective’’ or nearly equivalent sea-
bed models that can characterize the seabed.

Figure 14 shows the histograms for studies H1@shown
in Figs. 14~i!–14~l!#, H3 @shown in Figs. 14~e!–14~h!#, and
H5 @shown in Figs. 14~a!–14~d!#. For shx560.125 m@Figs.
14~i!–14~l!#, there is a concentration of solutions about the

true meanmhx and true model parameter values but the con-
centration about these values decreases asshx increases. It
appears that if one hopes to attain inversion results about the
true or true mean values, then assuming a range-independent
environment would be unwise for anshx value of 0.5 m or
above, for this environment.

As was the case for sound speed, the effect of environ-
mental variation of sound speed is striking. A shallow water
seabed roughness of the order of 1 m is typical, as reported
by Turgutet al.34 for the New Jersey shelf. The results in this
paper show that inversions in environments with typical val-
ues of water depth variance lead to significant uncertainty in
all estimated parameter values, when environmental variabil-
ity is ignored.

Table III reports the mean of the inversion solution pa-
rameter values for the variable water depth studies. Like for
the variable compressional speed studies, the true mean of
the studies,mhx , always fell within one standard deviation
of the mean of the inversion solution values for each study.
And again, there was a difference from study to study be-
tween the values ofsNH , the standard deviation of the model
parameter values for the water depth.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ignored variability in the environment can lead to sig-
nificant uncertainty in the values of inversion parameters.
Naively, one would hope that a single inversion of constant
model parameters in a random environment would provide a
confident estimate of the average environment, that is, the
precise values of those parameters that do not vary and the
mean values of those parameters that do vary. Typical experi-
mental inversions of real ocean data implicitly make this
assumption: it is impractical to model all the details of the
random environment, so a simplified model with average pa-
rameters is devised, and the inversion is assumed to estimate
those parameter values. This investigation has shown that
matched-field geoacoustic inversion in variable environ-
ments is uncertain: the best-fit model of a single realization

FIG. 13. Variable water depth. Sample realizations of the variable water
depth are shown on the left-hand side for studies H1, H3, and H5. The
dotted line represents the mean of the curvemhx . On the right-hand side are
histograms of all the slopes of the segments that make up each realization of
the variable water depth used in the study.

FIG. 14. Looking at the effects of
variable water depth. The histograms
of the inversion results are presented
for studies H5 (shx561.0 m) shown
in ~a!–~d!, H3 (shx560.5 m) shown
in ~e!–~h!, and H1 (shx560.125 m)
shown in~i!–~l!. The inversion results
include model parameter values for
water depthH, compressional speed
Vp , densityr, and attenuationa. For
Vp , r, anda the vertical dotted lines
represent the true model parameter
values used to generate the measured
acoustic field, and forH it represents
the mhx . The abscissa limits represent
the bounds used in the inversions.
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of the random environment does not necessarily reproduce
the mean environment. The uncertainty is complex, that is,
randomizing only one parameter in the environment leads to
uncertainty in all parameters of the bestfit model. In addition,
the uncertainty is structured, in that the variations of model
parameters over all realizations of the random environment
are correlated.

Looking at the statistics of the model parameter varia-
tions, it is clear~and no surprise! that the uncertainty of the
inversions increases with the variability of the input model,
regardless of which parameter is randomized. In many ways,
the results are reminiscent of inversion of noisy acoustic
data. The dependence of the inversion results on source-
receiver range is weak, although there is some suggestion
that there is more spread in inverted parameter values at
longer ranges. Inversion performance improves with increas-
ing frequency, likely due to there being more independent
information at the hydrophone elements. Performance im-
proves again when data from two frequencies are jointly in-
verted.

Looking at the pairwise scatter plots of inverted param-
eters, it is evident that the inverted parameters are strongly
correlated, although the correlation weakens with increasing
variability of the environment. This implies that the random-
environment inversion problem is somewhat overdetermined
by the chosen model parametrization; that is, the best-fit
models form a family that represents an effective seabed
model having simpler characteristics.

Although this investigation is not comprehensive, the
results obtained indicate that a single inversion of a random
environment would not confidently characterize the mean en-
vironment, although it would provide parameter values for a
plausible model environment that matches the data within
reasonable error bounds.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATING MEAN AND STANDARD
DEVIATION FOR v „x …

For variable compressional speed, to createvp(x), fluc-
tuations were generated using scaled pseudorandom numbers
picked from a uniform distribution. ForN11 fluctuations,
N11 pseudorandom numbers were generated and then lin-
early interpolated to form a line-form such as the one illus-
trated in Fig. 2. To keep control over the statistics of the
line-forms the mean and standard deviation needed to be
derived. This appendix outlines the derivation used.

Given a functionf (x), as illustrated in Fig. 15, defined
on @0,R#, formed by connectingN11 random numbers
$yi ,i 50,N% picked from a uniform distribution, then the glo-
bal mean off (x) can be defined as

mf x5
1

R E
0

R

f ~x!dx5
1

R (
i 50

N E
xi

xi 11
f ~x!dx, ~A1!

wherex050 andxN115R. Let,

f ~x!5y5S yi 112yi

xi 112xi
D ~x2xi !1yi ; ~A2!

therefore,

x5~y2yi !S xi 112xi

yi 112yi
D1xi ~A3!

and

dx

dy
5S xi 112xi

yi 112yi
D , ~A4!

dx5S xi 112xi

yi 112yi
Ddy. ~A5!

Given thatf (xi)5yi then substituting Eq.~A5! into Eq.~A1!
and substitutingy for f (x) gives

mf x5
1

R (
i 50

N E
yi

yi 11
yS xi 112xi

yi 112yi
Ddy. ~A6!

If xi 112xi5Dx, as is the case in this work, and given that
Dx/R51/N then Eq.~A6! solves to be

mf x5
Dx

R (
i 50

N yi 11
2 2yi

2

2~yi 112yi !
5

1

2N (
i 50

N

~yi 111yi !. ~A7!

Equation~A7! is therefore the global mean for the line-form
f (x).

Similarly, the square of the standard deviationsf x for the
line-form f (x) can be derived thus,

sf x
2 5

1

R E
0

R

~ f ~x!2mf x!
2dx

5
1

R (
i 50

N E
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xi 11
~ f ~x!2mf x!

2dx

5
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N E
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yi 11
~y2mf x!

2
xi 112xi
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52mf x
2 1

Dx
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N
~yi 11
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52mf x
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FIG. 15. Schematic representation of a line-form function@similar tovp(x)]
used to help clarify the derivation of the global mean and standard deviation
of f (x) in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX B: VARIABLE WATER DEPTH

For modeling purposes, the seabed height is simulated as
a random process based on observed power-law wavenumber
spectra. Let

ĥ~x!5E
2`

1`

S~k!eikxdk, ~B1!

in which ĥ(x) is the height of the seabed above the mean
level @i.e., ĥ(x)1mhx5h(x)], x is the distance along the
track,k is the wave number (k52p/l), l is the wavelength,
andS(k) is the Fourier transform ofĥ(x).

Sinceĥ(x) is real, it is necessary that

S~2k!5S* ~k!, ~B2!

where* indicates the complex conjugate. It is convenient to
representS(k) in polar form, that is,

S~k!5uS~k!ueif~k!, ~B3!

in which case the phase functionf(k) must have the sym-
metry

f~2k!52f~k!, ~B4!

so that Eq.~B2! is satisfied. Then Eq.~B1! becomes

ĥ~x!52E
0

1`

uS~k!ucos@kx1f~k!#dk. ~B5!

The covariance of the surface is

C~x!5E
2`

1`

ĥ~x8!ĥ~x81x!dx8

52E
0

1`

uS~k!u2 cos~kx!dk. ~B6!

Note that the covariance is independent of the phase func-
tion, and that the spectrumuS(k)u2 is the Fourier transform
of the covarianceC(x). By randomly choosing different
phase functions, it is possible to create multiple realizations
of a rough surface having uniform covariance and spectrum.

The square of the standard deviation of the surface
height is simply

s25C~0!52E
0

1`

uS~k!u2dk, ~B7!

that is, the area under the spectrum.
To implement this in simulations, we employ a finite

sum over sinusoids having discrete wave numberskn

P$k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,...,kN%, specified amplitudes An

P$A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,...,AN%, and random phases fn

P$f1 ,f2 ,f3 ,...,fN%. That is,

ĥ~x!' (
n51

N

An cos~knx1fn!. ~B8!

We need to choose the wave numbers, amplitudes, and
phases to generate a seabed with the correct statistics.

The square of the standard deviation from Eq.~B8! is

shx
2 '

1

2 (
n51

N

An
2's2 ~B9!

so it seems thatAn
2 plays the same role asuS(k)u2dk.

Observations have shown35,36 that seabed roughness
spectra can be described in a power-law form:

uS~k!u2}k2b~b.1!, ~B10!

such that long wavelengths~low wave numbers! have higher
amplitudes than short wavelengths~high wave numbers!. In
order that the integral in Eq.~B7! and the sum in Eq.~B9! be
finite. It is necessary that the band of wave numbers be lim-
ited, at least at the lower end; that is,

kmin,k,kmax. ~B11!

SinceAn
2 plays the same role asuS(k)u2dk, we propose that

the amplitudes be given by

An5Aakn
2bDkn, ~B12!

in which

a'
2shx

2

( i 51
N ki

2bDki

~B13!

and

Dkn5 1
2~kn112kn21!. ~B14!

It remains to choose the actual distribution of wave numbers.
We propose that the wave numbers be distributed unevenly,
progressively choosing more at the lower range, to minimize
the number needed. One approach is to define the sequence

kn5an21k1 , ~B15!

in which

k1[kmin[2p/lmax, ~B16!

kN[kmax, ~B17!

and a is a factor to be determined. LetkN be the wave
number at which the spectrumuS(k)u2 is some fractionb of
its value atk1 , that is,

b5S k1

kN
D b

~B18!

then, from Eq.~B15!,

a5b21/@b~N21!#. ~B19!

Here is the procedure to synthesize a rough seabed:
choose a standard deviation of the surface heightshx ~say,
0.5 m!, a power-law exponentb ~2–3 is typical!, a maximum
wavelengthlmax, the number of sinusoidal componentsN
~say, 10!, and a value forb ~say, 1/20!. Then calculatea
from Eq. ~B19!, k1 from Eq. ~B16!, and the otherkn from
Eq. ~B15!. From the wave numbers, calculate theDkn from
Eq. ~B14!, and then theAn from Eqs.~B12! and~B13!. Then
choose a set of phases$f1 ,f2 ,f3 ,...,fN% randomly distrib-
uted over an interval of 2p radians. Finally, calculate the
random seabed functionĥ(x) from Eq. ~B8!. Different sets
of random phases will generate different realizations of the
seabed having the same statistics. It is prudent to calculate
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shx from the final result to verify that it has the value one
started with. The method of synthesizing roughness profiles
using discrete sine waves was adapted from the synthesis of
ocean surface wave forms.37 The parameter values used in
this study are:lmax5500 m, N59, b53, andb50.05. This
combination of values generates plausible synthetic realiza-
tions of seabed topography with reproducible statistics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Variations in the travel times of acoustic signals are
known to be related to the spatial and temporal changes in
water column temperatures, salinities, and currents. As such,
acoustic tomography can provide relevant and important in-
formation on the characteristics of the water column.1 More-
over, the travel time of an acoustic pulse from fixed and
well-separated source and receiver locations may be consid-
ered a more robust measure of spatially averaged oceano-
graphic variables~e.g., sound speed or temperature! than are
point measurements.2,3 This results from the fact that the
acoustic parameter is an integral over space, while point
measurements are susceptible to local, small-spatial scale
noise.

In the work presented here, we develop a tomographic
formulation that uses travel time measurements of relatively
high frequency~;10 kHz! acoustic transmissions across
fixed, omnidirectional, bottom-mounted acoustic transducers.
Measured travel times along distinct ray paths are expressed
as the difference between a reference travel time~through an
environment with a reference sound speed structure! and a
weighted sum of sound speed perturbations~with respect to
the reference sound speed structure! in a gridded plane con-
taining the source and receiver. To constrain the solution of
the sound speed perturbation vector, a spatial covariance
structure is imposed. Instead of directly inverting for the

sound speed perturbation~i.e., inverse tomography!, we uti-
lize a suboptimal assimilation process in which expressions
relating the acoustic travel time measurements to ocean vari-
ables are used to ingest the acoustic data into a dynamic
ocean model of the region. A spatial covariance matrix
weights the acoustic observations and spatially distributes
their influence throughout the ocean model domain. The as-
similation scheme allows the acoustic observation to locally
influence both nowcasts and forecasts of variables in the
ocean model~e.g., water temperature!. Our system is some-
what similar to that which would be implemented using a
dynamic state space/parameter estimation scheme~e.g., a
Kalman filtering approach4! except that dynamic updates to
the covariance matrix are not performed with every new set
of acoustic observations and model fields.

As a test bed for our tomographic studies, we have used
two primary assets. The first is Pacific Missile Range Facility
~PMRF! off the west coast of Kauai, Hawaii. PMRF has 15
bottom-mounted sources that operate in the 8–11-kHz band.
PMRF has an additional 178 bottom-mounted receivers.
These assets, used by PMRF primarily for localization, com-
munications, and safety purposes, provide for the capability
of transmitting and receiving acoustic data throughout the
range. The distances between source-receiver pairs in the
shallow regions of the range are relatively small~as short as
1 km!. The arrival times in the 8–11-kHz band are readily
detectable. Although the configuration of all hydrophones
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being bottom-mounted is unconventional, such an arrange-
ment has tomographic benefits in that there is effectively no
positional uncertainty of the sensors. However, the acoustic
signals of greatest use from bottom-mounted systems interact
with the ocean surface and are, therefore, subject to the in-
fluence of surface waves. As a result, arrival times in the
relatively high-frequency range of interest~8–11 kHz! can
have considerable short-term variability due to the surface
wave fields, often the dominate source of variability.

The second asset we employed is the ocean circulation
model that encompasses the waters of PMRF off the west
end of the island of Kauai~Fig. 1!. The authors developed
this model for the purposes of obtaining estimates of the
spatial and temporal variations of oceanographic parameters
that would impact sound speed structure. The hydrodynamic
model is executed on a daily basis, predicting temperatures
~T!, salinities~S!, and currents~U! at horizontal resolutions
as high as 900 m and 28 levels in the vertical. The model
provides a means of specifying realistic sound speed struc-
ture in space and time under varying tidal, atmospheric, and
wave conditions. As such, the model offers a means of esti-
mating acoustic ray arrival times in the ocean surrounding
PMRF. In addition, the ocean model provides the testing ca-
pability of a method for assimilating acoustic travel times to
impact model-calculatedT, S, andU using a formulation that
is an analog of the physical-space statistical analysis system
~PSAS! data assimilation scheme.5

Using our model-oriented assimilation approach~di-
rectly relating acoustic data to theT, S, andU of a model!
has some distinct benefits for providing more accurate model
predictions. First, acoustic data reflect information about a
volume within the water column and provide a natural means
for obtaining spatially averaged measures of oceanographic
variables. This is opposed to single point or vertical profile
observations that are susceptible to small spatial-scale varia-
tions, noise, and uncertainties that may limit their utility as

ocean model inputs. Second, the PSAS scheme allows even
just one source-receiver pair to influence the model solutions
in a large volume of water surrounding the path of the acous-
tic ray between the source and receiver. This is achieved
utilizing estimates of the spatial error covariance matrices for
the acoustic observations and the model variables.

Here we present formulations for quantifying the ob-
served arrival times of acoustic rays whose paths have inter-
acted with the ocean surface. Arrival time anomalies are de-
termined relative to a monthly sound velocity structure based
on the three-dimensional grid structure of the hydrodynamic
model of the PMRF region. We present transforms for deter-
mining a model-related travel time anomaly along the path of
the transmitted acoustic ray. It is shown that the differences
between the model and observed travel time anomalies can
be transformed back to adjustments of model-predicted water
temperatures, salinities, and currents.

There are several elements involved with this work.
These include collection and analysis of arrival times and
arrival time anomalies for specific acoustic paths, the details
of the numerical ocean model, and the specific construct of
the PSAS to relate travel time anomalies to model-predicted
variables for assimilation into the ocean model. Each ele-
ment will be discussed as well as the details of test cases in
which travel times from one source-receiver pair were as-
similated into the ocean model.

II. THE OCEAN MODELS FOR PMRF

A hydrodynamic model, an adaptation of the Blumberg
and Mellor model,6 has been implemented for the waters
surrounding Kauai and Niihau, Hawaii~Fig. 1!. This particu-
lar version of the model uses a semi-implicit solution scheme
for solving for the sea surface height field7 and a hybrid
z-level coordinate system in the vertical8 to minimize prob-
lems that can arise with the original bottom-following sigma-

FIG. 1. Domain and depth field for the
Kauai ~island to the east! and Niihau
~island toward the west! ocean model.
PMRF reaches from between the is-
lands northward to;23 °N.
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coordinate system when using steep bathymetry and realistic
temperature and salinity profiles. The bathymetry~Fig. 1! is
from the Smith-Sandwell topography9 augmented with
higher resolution sounding data obtained from NOAA and
PMRF. A fundamental length scale that characterizes some
of the flow-field activity in the region is the baroclinic radius
of deformation, approximately 20 km. Therefore, the model
grid spacing is set at 2–3 km around the open boundaries of
the domains to approximately 1 km around the shoreline of
Kauai. In addition, the total horizontal domain is well be-
yond 20 km off the islands.

Observed T-S characteristics were used in specifying the
vertical resolution of the model. We chose the vertical grid
structure~28 active levels! with higher resolution within the
top 100 m and at those depths at which salinity extremes
exist. This allows advective inflow conditions specified at the
open boundaries to better maintain the observed T-S struc-
ture within the model domain.

We utilized the open boundary condition presented in
Lewis et al.,10 specifying the tidal sea level elevations and
phases along the open boundaries of the model domains. The
boundary values were obtained from the Oregon State Uni-
versity tidal model TPXO.311 but ‘‘tuned’’ to match observed
amplitudes and phases for Kauai. The model was forced at
the open boundaries with theM2 , S2 , N2 , O1 , K1 , andP1

tidal constituents. The model error for the largest tidal con-
stituent, theM2 tide, is less than 4%, and the errors for the
other constituents are similar or smaller in magnitude.

In addition to the ocean circulation, surface waves were
modeled using Delft University of Technology’s SWAN
~simulating waves nearshore!.12,13 SWAN is a two-
dimensional wave spectra model that can perform using a
curvilinear-orthogonal grid. The two-dimensional spectra
ability results in being able to realistically simulate the wide
range of wave conditions typically encountered in the
world’s oceans. A curvilinear-orthogonal grid allows SWAN
to use the same computational grid~and associated depths!
as that used by the ocean circulation model. The means of
allowing the interactions between currents and waves is
greatly facilitated with the use of the same grids by both the
wave and circulation models.

A. Initialization and forcing fields

In addition to tides, the model utilizes the Navy’s daily
modular ocean data assimilation system~MODAS! as a daily
estimate of the three-dimensionalT-S structure within the
model domain. This is used to introduce the mesoscale cir-
culation field into the model domain. MODAS fields use
satellite sea surface temperatures, satellite altimetry,
bathythermograph data, and results from other models to de-
termine theT-S structure within a region. Our ocean model
employs a scheme that nudges14 the model-predicted tem-
peratures and salinities to the MODAS temperatures and sa-
linities. The nudging parameterT* had a value of 0.75 days,
representing a fairly strong nudge. However, tests showed
that the model-predictedT andSoften had substantial varia-
tions away from the MODAST-S values as dictated by the
governing physics within the model.

Atmospheric forcing from the National Centers for En-
vironmental Prediction~NCEP! includes momentum, heat,
and mass fluxes at the air-sea interface. With these, the ocean
model can include wind forcing, precipitation minus evapo-
ration, and sensible, evaporative, and radiative heat fluxes.
The SWAN model is forced by the NCEP surface wind ve-
locity and wave fields that are generated far from Hawaii and
then propagate to the islands. To account for this latter factor,
SWAN ingests NOAA’s WaveWatchIII wave spectra infor-
mation along the open boundaries of the model domain.

Since waves can have a significant impact on ocean
circulation,15 the ocean circulation model utilized the surface
wave model results to calculate~1! wave-enhanced bottom
friction, ~2! Stokes drift and the Coriolis wave stress,~3!
radiation stresses,~4! wave-related mixing length at the
ocean surface, and~5! the virtual tangential surface stress.

B. Model accuracy

As a measure of the accuracy of the ocean circulation
model, predictions and corresponding observations of water
temperature were used to calculate an rms model error as a
function of depth. During June and July 2003, 175 bathyther-
mographs~BTs! were collected. Model temperatures were
interpolated in space and time to these BT data to calculate
the rms error forT. Values of rms errors range fromDT
50.22 °C to 0.96 °C, which translates to sound speed errors
of 1.2–4.8 m/s, assuming]c/]T'4.947 m/s/°C, wherec is
sound speed. Since salinity does vary significantly with
depth in the Hawaii region, errors in predicting water tem-
perature will be the primary cause of errors in sound speed in
the water column.

III. CONSTRUCTS RELATED TO THE PSAS DATA
ASSIMILATION

Some of the forcing fields contain observations, such as
the MODAS fields and the initial conditions of the atmo-
spheric fields. But there is very little water column data rep-
resented within the forcing data, especially for forcing fields
representing future conditions. Acoustic travel time informa-
tion representsin situ data that could be assimilated into the
ocean model to constrain the solutions of the model, and
hopefully increase the accuracy of the model.

A. Simulating acoustic paths and travel times

The ocean modelT-S structure can be used to calculate
sound speed profiles~SSP! using expressions relatingT, S,
and depth to sound speed. This was done to obtain SSPs at a
vertical resolution of 5 m and a horizontal resolution of 150
m. Knowing the precise locations of the PMRF sources and
receivers, we used the SSP in the Bellhop acoustic propaga-
tion model to calculate paths of acoustic rays between the
bottom-mounted sources and receivers as a function of time.
We found that in many instances direct-path rays and single-
surface bounce rays had arrival times very close to one an-
other. This would have made it difficult to resolve these ar-
rivals in field data due to finite source bandwidth. This was
verified with actual field data, with the true environment of-
ten resulting in acoustic signatures that were even more com-
plex than those predicted using model SSPs.
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Our simulations using model results indicated that mul-
tiple surface bounce acoustic rays were stable in the path
they took from source to receiver. Moreover, their arrival
times were well separated from the early direct-path and
single-surface bounce arrivals. As a result, their arrival times
could be estimated fairly well. This provided a basis in our
analysis of actual acoustic data for delineating times to con-
sider for the arrival of rays traveling along specific paths.
Moreover, multiple surface bounce rays provide a better
sampling of the water column. Due to the drop in signal-to-
noise for higher multiple surface bounce acoustic paths, we
concentrated on analyzing paths that bounced off the ocean
surface only twice.

Although acoustic simulation models are fairly accurate,
they do have some limitations. For example, our modeling
does not simulate the Doppler impacts of the motion of sur-
face waves or surface roughness. However, simulations show
that these factors can be effectively eliminated in the obser-
vations by averaging the arrival times over a number of
pings that cover many cycles of surface motion. Another
possible limitation is the error resulting from inaccuracies in
the exact positions and depths of the source, receiver, and
where a ray path bounces off the ocean bottom between the
source and receiver.

Our analyses require a reference sound speed structure
cR . This was determined using monthly climatologicalT-S
fields for the region shown in Fig. 1. Thus,cR is a four-
dimensional field with spatial resolution equal to that of the
ocean circulation model and varying monthly. In addition,
the PSAS assimilation scheme requires reference fields forT,
S, and current velocities. Again, the monthly climatological
T-S fields were used, while a reference velocity of 0 m/s was
used throughout space and time.

B. Observed travel time anomalies

At a given time, an observed travel timeto for a particu-
lar acoustic path can be combined with a reference ocean
arrival time tR to determine atravel time anomaly:

DtR5to2tR . ~1!

The reference travel time is some predetermined standard
derived by a computation of the travel time through the ref-
erence environment using a standard ray propagation model
~e.g., Bellhop!.

Any means of determining an observed travel time
anomaly will include some measurement error, and we rep-
resent the errors associated with an observation asez(t):

DtTrue5DtR1ez. ~2!

C. Model-predicted travel time anomalies

We assume that the path of an acoustic ray of interest
only deviates slightly from the path resulting from the refer-
ence sound speed structure,cR , at any time. Thus, temporal
changes in travel time are primarily associated with changes
in propagation speed along the reference medium path~the
‘‘frozen ray’’ approximation!. If we know the path an acous-

tic ray would take through the model domain~individual grid
cells denoted byi 51,2,3,...,N), we can calculate an esti-
mated arrival time using

tm5S@DLi /~cm,i1Um,i !# ~3!

where the subscriptm denotes model-predicted values,cm,i

is the sound speed in theith model grid cell,DLm,i is the
distance that the ray travels through theith grid cell, and
Um,i is the component of the three-dimensional current along
a particular direction of interest responsible for effectively
increasing or decreasing the sound speed. The model sound
speed anomaly for each grid is

Dci5~cm,i1Um,i !2cR,i , ~4!

wherecR,i is based on referenceT andS values.
Rearranging~4!, substituting into~3!, linearizing using

cRi
2 @Dci

2, and rearranging the result in terms of a travel time
anomaly~relative to the exact sametR as in the expression
for DtR) give

Dtm~ t !52(
i 51

N
DLiDci~ t !

cR,i
2

5bDcT, ~5!

whereN is the number of model grid cells through which the
ray travels. On the very right-hand side of~5!, we have rep-
resented the summation as the multiplication of two vectors,
b being the vector of the constant2DLi /cR,i

2 terms andDc
being the vector of the time-varying termsDci(t).

As with the observed travel time anomaly, the model-
predicted travel time has errors relative to the true value
DtTrue:

DtTrue5Dtm1eDIS~ t !1eLIN~ t !1eTSU~ t !. ~6!

Errors due to the discretization process~representingDtm by
a summation overN grid cells as opposed to an integral over
a continuum! are denoted byeDIS(t). The errors associated
with the linearization approximation (cRi

2 @Dci
2) are con-

tained ineLIN(t). The errors resulting from the differences
between model-predicted sound speed~i.e., T, S, andU! and
the true sound speed are denoted byeTSU(t).

The reader should note that we assume that the measure-
ment error,ez(t), is a random variable that is uncorrelated
with the model error terms.

D. The tomographic expression

Equation~5! must be transformed to relate travel time
anomalies to ocean model variables~T, S, and U!. We ex-
press the sound speed in the ocean as a sum of a reference
sound speed and a sound speed perturbation:

c5cR1
]c

]T
DT1

]c

]S
DS1U5cR1dc. ~7!

For local ocean temperatures and salinities and small tem-
perature and salinity variations, we can approximate the two
partial derivatives as

]c

]T
DT'4.947DT5aDT,

]c

]S
DS'1.34DS5bDS,
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wherea has units of m/s/°C andb has units of m/s/ppt. We
note thata and b are only gross approximations to]c/]T
and]c/]S, but their use is required to maintain the linearity
of the set of expressions used in the assimilation process.

If the ocean model provides a reasonable first-guess of
T, S, andU, we can rearrange~7! to give

Dci5aDT1bDS1U ~8!

for every grid cell in the ocean model. We use~8! to trans-
form ~5!:

Dtm5bDvT ~9!

where now

b5@2DL1 /cR,1
2 2DL1a/cR,1

2 2DL1b/cR,1
2

¯

2DLN /cR,N
2 2DLNa/cR,N

2 2DLNb/cR,N
2 #

and theDv vector is

Dv5@U1 DT1 DS1 ¯ UN DTN DSN#.

Each of the parameters inDv is the model-predicted variable
relative to the reference value, all of which are known. Es-
sentially,~9! is our tomographic relationship, relating acous-
tic information toT, S, andU.

We let the total number of rays present in any set ofP
source-receiver transects beM. We definez(t) as the column
vector of theM travel time anomaly measurements (DtR’s!
at timet. We define the matrixH as that whose rows are the
aboveb. Since each ray path may not go through the same
number of grid cellsN, the number of columns inH will be
three times the maximum of theN’s (Nmax), and there can be
a number of zero entries inH. Finally, we definex as the
33Nmax column vector with theDv for each grid cell
through which a ray path travels.

We can relate all these matrices by themeasurement
matrix residual equation:

z~ t !2Hx~ t !5residual.

The goal of the data assimilation method is to minimize the
residual. We note that, if the acoustic model grid is not co-
incident with the ocean model grid, the measurement matrix
H must be premultiplied by an interpolation matrix that maps
the acoustic model grid onto the ocean model grid. In this
study, the two grids coincide.

E. Assimilation of tomographic information into the
ocean model

In our assimilation formulation, we define ocean param-
eters throughout the ocean model grid space asx, xF, andxA

as vectors representing thetrue state, the forecasted estimate
prior to assimilation, and theanalysis estimate~after assimi-
lation!, respectively. The vectorsx, xF, andxA are time de-
pendent, and the three-dimensionalT, S, andU fields form
our state vector.

The basic expression we will use to determine the analy-
sis ~updated! field combines the forecast estimatexF with the
acoustic-related measurementszR ~the DtR’s! using the
model-related measurement matrixH as follows~the PSAS
formulation!:5

xA5xF1K ~zR2HxF!. ~10!

As mentioned above,zR2HxF is the measurement residual,
the difference between the observation and the forecasted
variable.K is the residual~Kalman! gain matrix:

K5PFHT~HPFHT1R!21.

PF is the spatial covariance of errors in the forecast, andR is
the spatial covariance of errors in the observations. The for-
mulations for these error matrices will be presented in the
following section. But it is readily seen that, ifR@HPFHT,
the Kalman gainK approaches zero:xA5xF. Also, the Kal-
man gain distributes the measurement residual throughout
the forecast model domain. The matrixPF can have values
for each grid cell, and, thus,K will have a value for each grid
cell, even for just one source-receiver pair. This is a signifi-
cant advantage over inversion tomography where the covari-
ance matrix tends to be limited to just the region being
acoustically illuminated. Typically, corrections based on ob-
servations are assigned mostly to regions closest to the ob-
servations and areas where the forecast model error is the
highest.

Note thatH is used when determiningK and during the
assimilation process expressed in~10!. CalculatingK is per-
formed prior to the assimilation process. Thus, even though
we could use model-predictedT andS to obtain better esti-
mates for]c/]T and]c/]S when employing~10!, we do not
have these values when calculatingK . This is the reason we
employ the gross approximations of]c/]T5a and ]c/]S
5b, to makeH consistent between the process of calculat-
ing K and then later using~10!.

IV. SPECIFYING THE ERROR COVARIANCE
MATRICES

For this preliminary study,~10! was simplified by as-
suming that travel time anomalies were primarily a result of
the differences between predicted and ocean water tempera-
tures. In this case,xF and xA are column vectors of fore-
casted and analysis temperatures relative to the monthly ref-
erence temperatures:xF5Tmodel2Treferenceand xA5Tanalysis

2Treference. SinceTreferenceappears on both sides of~10!, we
see that the expression reduces to

Tanalysis5Tmodel1K ~zR2HxF!. ~11!

The rows of theH matrix now consist of

b5@2DL1a/cR,1
2 2DL2a/cR,1

2
¯ 2DLNa/cR,N

2 #

for each ray path. As before,zR is the column vector of
‘‘observed’’ travel time anomalies. Thus, ifK is properly
determined, all the terms on the rhs of~11! are defined, and
we can solve forTanalysis.

A. Calculating the covariance functions

The modification of the model variables results from the
application of~10!. As such, the magnitude of the change of
a model variable is critically dependent on the error covari-
ance matrices. The model error covariance matrix is defined
as

PF5E@~x2xF!~x2xF!T#.
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Of the various elements ofPF, the eTSU errors ~differences
between the model and the true oceanT, S, andU! will likely
be the most dominant. Typical values of sound speed in wa-
ter and the magnitude of the rms errors determined from
model/data comparisons~Sec. II B! indicate that the linear-
ization error,eLIN , is negligible: the value ofcRi

2 will be at
least four to five orders of magnitude larger thanDci

2, even
with substantial errors in salinity. Numerical simulations sug-
gest that discretizing the integral on the gridding scales used
by the hydrodynamic model results ineDIS<0.1 ms for rays
that interact with the surface one to three times. Thus, we
ignoreeDIS and concentrate on developing a reasonable ap-
proximation foreTSU.

The most accurate method of calculating the model error
covariance matrixPF is to use many realizations in space and
time of model-predicted variables along with corresponding
observations. Typically, such observations are nonexistent.
One approach to deal with the lack of model-data compari-
sons is to estimatePF by the spatial covariance from the time
sequence of the model-predicted variable over a set of
(x,y,z) locations:16

PF5E@~TMODEL2E@TMODEL# !~TMODEL

2E@TMODEL# !T#. ~12!

It is easily shown that the model covariance equals the sum
of the model error covariance plus the covariance of the true
state of the ocean. Thus,PF given by ~12! always results in
overestimating the error covariance. As a result, the rate of
spatial decorrelation of the errors of a variable can be under-
estimated. Therefore we would expect the observations to be
more spatially limited in their impact on the analysis fields,
which in itself is not an adverse consequence but may not
make full use of the observations.

A second method involves estimating the error covari-
ance matrixPF utilizing scaled, time histories of model-
predicted temperatures. In the first step of this method, a
time series of errors is specified for a given temperature
T(x,y,z,t) as

Terror~x,y,z,t !5T~x,y,z,t124 hours!2T~x,y,z,t !.

Using the 24-h offset, the ‘‘errors’’ are simply a result of
day-to-day variability in atmospheric forcing, the phase of
the tides, wave conditions, and the MODAS T-S fields. From
this we can calculaten days worth of estimates of errors~for
our study, errors at hourly intervals! for the ocean variableT.
The second step is the scaling of the errorsTerror. This scal-
ing process relies on the existence of model predictions and
corresponding observations with which to calculate an rms
model error. In our case, 175 bathythermographs were used
to calculate an rms error forT as a function of depth. Thus,
eachTerror(x,y,t) for a specificz can be scaled@each value of
Terror(x,y,z,t) increased or decreased# so that the model-
model rms errors match the observed-model rms errors. This
scaling allows us to produce estimates between the model
and the true state of the ocean that are realistic in that the rms
model-model differences match rms model-data differences.
We use the scaled time histories to calculate the appropriate
spatial covariance matrix using

PF5E@~Terror2E@Terror# !~Terror2E@Terror# !T#. ~13!

Another consideration is the length of the time series
over which the spatial covariance is calculated. Commonly,
the spatial correlation structure varies with factors such as
the phase of the internal tides. Thus, the error covariance
matrices should be recalculated on a fairly regular basis. The
time span over whichTMODEL or Terror extend should par-
tially reflect conditions during which travel time anomalies
are to be assimilated. If the fortnightly phase of the internal
tide is the primary factor controlling spatial structure, then a
time series of;3 days may be appropriate. In this study, we
consider estimates of the model covariance matrix using 3
days of hourly data.

The observation error covariance matrix is defined as

R5E@~ez1E@ez# !~ez1E@ez# !T#.

There are two components of the measurement error vector
ez. The first component is given by

s t5
1

bwASNR
,

wherebw is the bandwidth of the signal (bw52pD f ) and
SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. In our experiment per-
formed at PMRF during June–July 2003, we had a band-
width of 3000 Hz. Assuming a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB,
this error is around 32ms.

The second component ofez is due to the fluctuations in
the water column temperature and salinity, the roughness of
the ocean surface, and uncertainties in the bathymetry. One
approach to estimate this error is from the acoustic data it-
self. This is done by estimating the standard deviation of the
arrivals for a set of pings between a source-receiver pair.
This information is presented in the following section.

B. Implementation

In implementing our data assimilation scheme, we lim-
ited the model grid cells impacted by acoustic observations
to those within 20 km of any model grid cell through which
ray paths being considered traveled. This reduced the num-
ber of covariance functions that had to be calculated. IfLmax

is the number of grid cells within the 20-km range, then
PFHT for the p ray is anLmax column vector. There are 12
monthly column vectors (cR for a given grid cell varies by
month! for the any ray path. All the elements were calculated
and stored in a database. Similarly, all terms in theHPFHT

matrix are known, and each monthly matrix was calculated.
The monthlyHPFHT matrices were inverted and multiplied
by PFHT to give 12 Lmax3Pmax arrays, wherePmax is the
number of ray paths being considered~i.e., there arePmax

arrival time anomalies!.
Thus, the analysis and assimilation software only re-

quires the monthly databases of~1! the PFHT(HPFHT)21

elements,~2! the reference temperatures along the acoustic
paths being considered@for Dv in ~9!#, and ~3! the
2aDLN /cR,N

2 values@for b in ~9!#.
As in any assimilation scheme, there are additional fac-

tors that have been incorporated in our process. First, we
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assumed that the MODAS temperature field,TM(x,y,z), re-
flects a norm for theTanalysis(x,y,z) field. We used the 175
bathythermographs~Sec. II B! to calculate relative ranges for
each vertical level of the ocean model:Ra(z)5T(z)max

2T(z)min . We then limited the replacement of the elements in
the Tmodel field to those grid cells in which the assimilation
process resulted in~a! a water temperature within the range
of TM(x,y,z)6Ra(z)/2, ~b! a water temperature closer to
TM(x,y,z)2Ra(z)/2 whenTmodel,TM(x,y,z)2Ra(z)/2, or
~c! a water temperature closer toTM(x,y,z)1Ra(z)/2 when
Tmodel.TM(x,y,z)1Ra(z)/2. These limitations were found
to aid in preventing the assimilation process from making
model-predicted temperatures that were already too cold
~warm! from being made even colder~warmer!. This is not
to say that other forcings cannot result in model-predicted
temperatures that drift away from theTM(x,y,z)6Ra(z)/2
field. Only the assimilation process is constrained to alter the
model-predicted temperatures toward a range about the
MODAS temperatures.

V. THE ACOUSTIC DATA

Each signal transmitted from a PMRF source is acquired
by an acoustic data acquisition system~ADAS! at designated
receivers. The transmitted signal is then replica-correlated
with the received signal. The received signal is modeled as a
sum of ray arrivals given by

r ~ t !5(
n

ans~ t2tn!,

wherean is the weight associated with each arrival,s(t) is
the transmitted signal, andtn is the delay associated with
each arrival. When correlated with the transmitted signal, the
output will have peaks at times corresponding to the travel
times of eigenrays between the source and receiver. There

are two sources of error in the estimation of travel time if we
use the above representation. First, the sound channel is dis-
persive, and we cannot expect the transmitted signal shape to
remain unchanged as it propagates through the channel. The
second error is because we have not correctly modeled phase
changes that occur during propagation~due to caustics or
boundary reflections!. Simulations show that the errors in
arrival time estimates due to both these causes are of the
order of tens of microseconds, which is less than the error in
arrival time estimates as a result of the finite source band-
width. Thus, these errors can be ignored for our application.

Two candidate transmit signals were tested: a linear
chirp and a 511-digitm-sequence. In areas where the acous-
tic signal interacts with waves on the ocean surface, there
can be a Doppler shift that compresses or elongates the sig-
nal envelope, depending on the direction of motion of the
ocean surface relative to the incident acoustic energy.
Matched filter output of this Doppler-shifted signal gives rise
to errors in~a! estimating the arrival time and~b! the ampli-
tude of the matched filter output of each arrival. Analysis of
the errors in estimating arrival times showed that the errors
in the phase-coded sequence were less than that of the chirp
signal. However, the amplitude of the matched filter output
remained practically unaltered in the case of chirp signal,
while in the phase-coded sequence it is reduced substantially.
This resulted in greater difficulties in detecting a phase-
coded signal in the presence of background noise. Since av-
eraging can eliminate the error in the arrival time due to
surface motion, the transmissions used in this study were
chirp signals with a center frequency of 9.5 kHz and a band-
width of 3 kHz.

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to reduce the
impact of surface motion, we averaged over a number of
acoustic transmissions. Under normal circumstances, it
would have been appropriate to send a large train of acoustic

FIG. 2. Matched filter output for a
single transmission~top!, an average
of 12 transmissions~middle!, and an
average of 36 transmissions~bottom!.
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pulses and perform an average over this train of pulses.
However, this was not possible because of ‘‘cross talk’’ be-
tween the transmitter and receivers at PMRF. Instead, we
transmitted a sequence of 12 acoustic transmissions that con-
sisted of four groups separated by 8 s. Each acoustic trans-
mission had a duration of 0.1 s, with an interval of 0.4 s
between each transmission. The number of pulses in a group
was restricted to three transmissions to avoid interference
due to the cross talk. The distance to the nearest receiver set
this limitation. The maximum distance between the source
and selected receivers dictated the 8-s separation between
groups of transmissions. The string of 12 transmissions was
repeated three times with an interval of about 30 s. The
length of each train of pulses~i.e., about 28 s! and the time
interval between each train were selected on the basis of the
requirements of the data acquisition system.

The matched filter outputs for a varying number of
transmissions are shown in Fig. 2. The top panel shows the
output using only one transmission. The output using the
average of 12 transmissions is shown in the middle panel,
and the output using the average of 36 transmissions is
shown in the lower panel. We see that a considerable en-
hancement of the signal-to-noise ratio is achieved by averag-
ing over 36 transmissions.

The arrival structure in Fig. 2 consists of one stronger
arrival followed by three weaker arrivals. An eigenray17

analysis for this particular source/receiver pair was per-
formed using a sound speed field for the region obtained
from the ocean model. Based on this analysis, the earliest
group of arrivals consists of rays that travel from source to
receiver without interacting with either the ocean surface or
bottom and others that include a ray that interacts with the

FIG. 3. Top panel—bathymetry and
locations of the source~* !, receiver
~s!, and where thermistor data were
collected ~n!. Bottom panel—
examples of ray paths between the
source and receiver.
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surface only once and rays that hug the bottom and have
repeated interactions with the bottom. The arrival times of
rays that have only interactions with the bottom carry little
information about the bulk of the water column. This plus
the problem of delineating individual ray arrival times within
the first group of arrivals lead us to neglect these arrivals in
our tomography analysis.

The subsequent three arrivals in Fig. 2 correspond
to rays that have two, three, and four surface bounces,
respectively. As mentioned before, we concentrated on ana-
lyzing the path that bounced off the ocean surface only twice
due to the drop in signal-to-noise for higher multiple

surface bounce acoustic paths~the third and fourth arrivals!.
For the initial development and testing of this technol-

ogy, we worked with just one ray path. The ADAS was used
to collect travel time observations for a double-surface
bounce ray path at PMRF just offshore of the 90-m isobath
~Fig. 3!. The ray path was between a bottom-mounted source
~D9! some 3.5 km from a bottom-mounted receiver~D12!.
From an eigenray analysis performed using a mean sound
speed structure for the area, the arrival time of a ray with two
surface bounces is about 2.3 s. This is used to readily iden-
tify the arrival time of the two-surface bounce ray in the
ADAS data~Fig. 2!. An enhanced view~not shown! of the

FIG. 4. Standard deviation of the ar-
rival times for acoustic data between
PMRF hydrophones D9 and D12 dur-
ing late June and early July 2003 at
PMRF.

FIG. 5. Calculated travel time anoma-
lies for a two-surface bounce ray path
over a 3.5-km distance between the
PMRF source D9 and receiver D12.
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matched filter output corresponding to the arrival time for
this ray indicates multiple peaks that are likely the result of
the roughness of the ocean surface and the ocean bottom. In
order to determine the arrival time of a particular ray, we
performed cluster analysis of the arrival times and their rela-
tive amplitudes of all arrivals that represented the acoustic
ray of interest. The centroid of the cluster of peaks was used
as the estimate of the arrival time. In addition, the variance

of the cluster of peaks~arrival times! was used to estimate
the error covariance matrixR.

The data were used to estimate theez error term for the
two-surface bounce ray between D9 and D12. The standard
deviations of the all arrivals for sets of pings covering a
180-h period are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, there is a
significant amount of variability in the standard deviation,
varying from 0.5 to 6 ms. The mean was 1.8 ms. We note

FIG. 6. Hourly temperature profiles
for 3 July 2003 at the thermistor site
shown in Fig. 3: observed~top! and
predicted, no assimilation~bottom!.
The MODAS temperature profiles for
that date and location are also shown
~solid red!, along with the observed
ranges of temperatures~horizontal
solid red! determined from the 178
BTs, centered on the MODAS tem-
peratures.
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that thisez error is orders of magnitude greater than thes t

error due to noise in the signal and the limited bandwidth of
the signal~32 ms!. Thus, we can neglects t .

VI. DATA ASSIMILATION TEST CASE, JULY 2003

During an Office of Naval Research experiment18 at
PMRF during June–July 2003, a series of thermistor strings
were placed along the 90-m isobath just shoreward of the
D9-D12 source-receiver pair. The distance between the D9-
D12 ray path and the thermistor arrays was;0.5 km. As

such, the thermistor data provide a means of assessing the
impact of assimilating the D9-D12 arrival time anomaly data
into the ocean circulation model.

During 30 June–3 July 2003, the ADAS was used to
generate 8–11-kHz chirps~linear FM sweep! with a duration
of 100 ms from D9. The signal was transmitted 36 times over
a 2.5-min period every half hour. Data were collected from
about 8:00 AM to about 5:00 PM local time~1800 GMT to
0300 GMT! for all 4 days. Output of each transmission in the
three chirp trains was run through the matched filter process,
and then the 36-transmission average was calculated. In

FIG. 7. Observed travel time anoma-
lies (zR! and model-predicted travel
time anomalies (HxF! using~12!. Each
dot represents one time step~100 s! of
the numerical ocean model. The varia-
tions of HxF with K50 ~no assimila-
tion! are shown by the bottom curve.

FIG. 8. Observed travel time anoma-
lies (zR! and model-predicted travel
time anomalies (HxF! using~13!. Each
dot represents one time step~100 s! of
the numerical ocean model. The varia-
tions of HxF with K50 ~no assimila-
tion! are shown by the bottom curve.
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cases where multiple peaks resulted in an ambiguity in de-
termining the arrival time, the averaged matched filter output
was low-pass filtered.

After determining all the arrival times of the double sur-
face bounce path between D9 and D12, travel time anoma-
lies were calculated for assimilation into the ocean model.
These are shown in Fig. 5. There are distinct longer-term
variations in arrival time anomalies that are likely a result of
tidal fluctuations and/or surface heating and cooling. But the
observed travel time anomalies also have large hour-to-hour
variations. These short-term fluctuations could be the result
of signal processing~i.e., the ‘‘noise’’ seen in the curves in
Fig. 2! or actual ocean processes that alter the sound speed of
the water column. When translated to geophysical fluid dy-
namics, the short-term variations mean short space scale phe-
nomena: e.g., solitons. Even if these fluctuations are not a
result of signal processing, our ocean model does not have
the horizontal resolution~tens of meters! that would be re-
quired to reproduce such short space scale phenomena. To
mitigate the impact of such fluctuations in the arrival time
anomalies~which would generate spurious gravity waves in
the ocean model!, we limit the magnitude of any changes to
the model-predicted temperatures to be,2.731024 °C/s for

each time step. This would still allow up to a 5–6 °C tem-
perature change over a 6-h period, a not-uncommon signa-
ture of internal tides around the Hawaiian Islands.

The ocean model was first executed without any acous-
tic data assimilation, and the model-predicted water tempera-
tures were compared to the thermistor data. A comparison of
the model-predicted and observed water temperatures at the
site shown in Fig. 3 on 3 July 2003 is shown in Fig. 6. There
is a distinct bias in the surface mixed layer~observed
temperatures.26 °C! where the model-predicted tempera-
tures are too warm. For the cooler waters at depth, the scatter
is considerable, with the model predictions being as much as
about 0.8 °C too warm and 2.2 °C too cool.

A. Tests of assimilation parameters

We used ez51.86 ms, or R5(1.8631023 s)253.46
31026 s2. For estimatingPF, we have put forth two possible
methods: those in Eqs.~12! and~13!. As a measure of quan-
tifying the magnitude of the impact of assimilating the
acoustic information for differentPF’s, we compared the two
quantities of the measurement residual,zR and HxF. Recall
thatzR is the observed travel time anomaly~Fig. 5! andHxF

FIG. 9. Model-predicted hourly temperature profiles for 3 July 2003 at the thermistor site shown in Fig. 3. The MODAS temperature profiles for that date and
location are also shown~solid red!, along with the observed ranges of temperatures~horizontal solid red! determined from the 178 BTs, centered on the
MODAS temperatures.
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is the corresponding travel time anomaly predicted by the
ocean model. If the effect of the assimilation is significant,
thenHxF→zR over time.

We first usedPF as defined in Eq.~12! with the time
series used to calculatePF being 72 h of temperatures for
each model grid cell. An example of the variations ofHxF

andzR is shown in Fig. 7. Each dot in Fig. 7 represents one
time step of the ocean model~100 s!. When the assimilation
process started,HxF was approximately twice as large aszR ,
with about a 4-ms difference between the two. Within three
time steps~and, thus, three new sets ofTanalysis ingested by
the model!, HxF was reproducingzR quite well. This good
reproduction continued for the next 3–4 h. By about 12:45
hours local time, the difference betweenzR andHxF began to
increase, reaching a maximum of the order of 31 ms by
18:00 hours local time.

A similar test was conducted usingPF as defined in~13!,
and the results are shown in Fig. 8. As before, the assimila-
tion initially resulted in a good reproduction ofzR . But, in
this case, the good reproduction lasted longer, for about 6.5
h. By 15:00 hours local time, the differences betweenzR and
HxF became larger but were noticeably smaller than those
shown in Fig. 7. By 18:00 hours, the differences were of the
order of 2 ms.

We note that, as the differences betweenzR andHxF in
Figs. 7 and 8 increase,HxF is characterized by higher fre-
quency oscillations. This type of variability commonly indi-
cates that other model forcing~e.g., tidal, atmospheric, etc.!
is substantial enough to counter the adjustments resulting
from assimilating the observed travel time anomalies, thus
explaining the increasing differences betweenzR and HxF.
The bottom curves in Figs. 7 and 8 showHxF with no as-
similation. It is obvious that one of the other forcings is
pushing HxF to become more negative after about 14:00

hours, with a strong negative trend after 15:30 hours. This is
opposite to the trend ofzR .

Based on the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, we use Eq.
~13! for definingPF for our assimilation exercises. In doing
so, we calculated the value ofHPFHT for the single acoustic
path between D9 and D12. This value was 7.0131026 s2.
Thus,HPFHT was about twice that ofR (3.4631026 s2).

B. Impact of assimilation process, 3 July 2003

Simulations were performed with the assimilation pro-
cedure executed whenever there were any arrival time
anomaly data within 0.5 h of the model simulation time. The
PF matrix was determined using~13! with 3 days of hourly
model results. In Fig. 9 we show the model temperatures at
the same thermistor string whose data are shown in Fig. 6
~top panel!. We see that the assimilation process resulted in
cooler surface waters, but the warmer surface bias still exists.
It is apparent that the assimilation lowered the subsurface
water temperatures also~observed temperatures,26 °C!,
with the maximum overprediction in deeper waters being
reduced to10.5 °C. However, the model temperatures in the
lower part of the water column were lowered too much, with
underpredictions being now as large as22.3 °C.

The overall impact of the data assimilation is better de-
picted in Fig. 10. In general, the temperatures of the water
column were lowered~points below the diagonal line!, with
the cooling being larger in magnitude as the depth increased
~toward the left-hand side of Fig. 10!. We also see that the
assimilation process resulted in some increasing tempera-
tures~points above the diagonal! further down in the water
column. The assimilation process induced relatively modest
temperature changes for the 24-h period of 3 July 2003,
ranging from10.5 to 20.8 °C.

FIG. 10. A scatter plot of model-
predicted water temperatures at one of
the thermistor strings for 3 July 2003,
with ~ordinate! and without~abscissa!
assimilation. Points below the diago-
nal line indicate that the assimilation
process resulted in cooling.
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Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, we would conclude that as-
similating the one ray path had both positive and negative
impacts. On the positive side, the acoustic information re-
duced the number of occurrences in which the model-
predicted water temperatures were too warm. However, the
assimilation failed to eliminate the warm bias of the model
predictions near the ocean surface and actually accentuated
the cool bias of the model in the lower parts of the water
column.

The warm bias of the model near the ocean surface was
a persistent feature for 30 June–3 July 2003. Using this fact,
we modified our process such that assimilation occurred only
over the top 40 m of the ocean model. No adjustments based
on the acoustic data were made below 40 m. The resulting
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 11, and these can be
compared to the profiles in Figs. 6 and 9. We see that model-
predicted near-surface temperatures better reflect the ob-
served temperatures, both in magnitude and variability. The
lower layers of the water column were still too cool, but the
assimilation process did not accentuate this bias in this test.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a model-oriented acoustic inversion
and assimilation technique for arrival time anomalies from

bottom-mounted sources and receivers. In calculating an ob-
served arrival time, we attempted to eliminate the impacts of
Doppler shifts and scattering at the ocean surface by averag-
ing over a number of pings. The reference arrival time be-
tween a source-receiver pair was calculated using an acoustic
propagation model based on model-predicted SSPs, the
specified locations and depths of the source and receiver, and
the available bathymetry between the source and receiver.

The arrival time anomalies from only one acoustic path
were used in a test of this technology at PMRF in Hawaii.
When assimilating over all model grid cells, the acoustic
information helped in reducing the number of occurrences in
which the model-predicted water temperatures were too
warm. However, the assimilation technology for this case
introduced a distinct cool bias in the lower levels of the
water column~Fig. 9!. A second test used the fact that the
model near-surface temperatures at the location of the obser-
vations were consistently too warm, so assimilation occurred
only over the top 40 m of the water column. In this case,
knowledge of the model bias allowed the technology to re-
sult in better near-surface predictions without enhancing the
bias in the lower layers of the water column.

In the first test, the changes in the character of the pro-

FIG. 11. Model-predicted hourly temperature profiles for 3 July 2003 at the thermistor site shown in Fig. 3. The MODAS temperature profiles for that date
and location are also shown~solid red!, along with the observed ranges of temperatures~horizontal solid red! determined from the 178 BTs, centered on the
MODAS temperatures.
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files ~Figs. 6 and 9! are readily explained by the values cal-
culated for the Kalman gain matrixK . When dealing with
only one ray path, there is a single element of the matrixK
for each model grid cell. This is multiplied times the corre-
sponding element ofzR 2HxF ~which itself will be a scalar
for a single ray path!. Thus, a larger value of the element of
K for a grid cell results in a greater modification in the
model-predicted water temperature in that grid cell during
the PSAS assimilation process. An analysis ofK showed that
larger values were associated with water depths from 80 to
300 m. As a result, the assimilation of travel time anomalies
had the greatest impact on the lower levels of the model grid
cells. This differential impact is quite evident when we con-
sider Fig. 10.

Because of the smaller values of the Kalman gain, the
surface layers were not cooled fast enough before the lower
layers were cooled so much that the model-predicted arrival
time anomaly matches the observed arrival time anomaly.
The result is the overcooling of temperatures in lower levels
of the model~the more prominent cold bias in Fig. 9 when
compared to Fig. 6! and the continuing warm surface bias for
the model results.

Since the PSAS assimilation scheme is critically depen-
dent on the Kalman gain matrixK , we have attempted to
make reasonable estimates of the model and observation er-
ror covariance matrices. ForPF, the scaled error approach
@Eq. ~13!# appears to work better thanPF calculated using the
model covariances@Eq. ~12!#. For R, the use of the standard
deviation of the observed arrival times provides a practical
means for determining the componentez. The results using
our estimates ofPF andR appear to provide a good assimi-
lation methodology of the observed travel time anomalies
~Fig. 8!.

It is obvious that additional work is needed in applying
modifications to individual model grid cells based on travel
time information from bottom-mounted hydrophones. Utiliz-
ing higher frequencies means sampling conditions through-
out the water column over relatively short distances~3–5
km!. This is advantageous in that multiple surface bounce
ray paths from bottom-mounted hydrophones are relatively
stable and are integrating over horizontal scales across which
T, S, andU tend not to vary by large amounts. On the other
hand, there is the disadvantage that these ray paths may end
up reflecting water conditions that can vary significantly in
the vertical. In the first case we presented, our double-surface
bounce acoustic arrival time data and the calculated Kalman
gainK results in a bias in the model predictions~Fig. 9! even
though it is limiting the range of model solutions for water
temperature. Work needs to be pursued to apply the modifi-
cations determined by the analysis fields to minimize the
development of such biases. In our second test case~Fig. 11!,
we used knowledge of a model bias to limit the vertical
extent of the assimilation process and, as a result, produce
better model predictions.

In addition, we need to better understand the impacts of
not discerning the exact path of an acoustic ray. There will
always be inaccuracies in the latitudes, longitudes, and
depths of a source and receiver as well as the bathymetry
between the two. This leads to errors in the reference travel

time tR and theDL ’s ~distances a ray travels through various
model grid cells!, both determined from the results of the
acoustic propagation modeling. Bathymetric survey technol-
ogy typically results in errors in depths of the order of
meters. And errors in source, receiver, and bottom-bounce
depths may or may not be cumulative. However, the latitudes
and longitudes of hydrophones at depth~501 m! obtained
from a ship rolling on the open ocean are likely a greater
source of errors fortR and theDL ’s. It would not be unrea-
sonable to expect such errors to be as large as tens of meters.
Perhaps having multiple paths over numerous transects may
mitigate such errors, but this has yet to be determined.
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Prediction of underwater sound levels from rain and wind
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Wind and rain generated ambient sound from the ocean surface represents the background baseline
of ocean noise. Understanding these ambient sounds under different conditions will facilitate other
scientific studies. For example, measurement of the processes producing the sound, assessment of
sonar performance, and helping to understand the influence of anthropogenic generated noise on
marine mammals. About 90 buoy-months of ocean ambient sound data have been collected using
Acoustic Rain Gauges in different open-ocean locations in the Tropical Pacific Ocean. Distinct
ambient sound spectra for various rainfall rates and wind speeds are identified through a series of
discrimination processes. Five divisions of the sound spectra associated with different sound
generating mechanisms can be predicted using wind speed and rainfall rate as input variables. The
ambient sound data collected from the Intertropical Convergence Zone are used to construct the
prediction algorithms, and are tested on the data from the Western Pacific Warm Pool. This
physically based semi-empirical model predicts the ambient sound spectra~0.5–50 kHz! at rainfall
rates from 2–200 mm/h and wind speeds from 2 to 14 m/s. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1910283#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Nb@AIT # Pages: 3555–3565

I. INTRODUCTION

The ocean ambient sound received by an omnidirec-
tional hydrophone can be categorized into signals from natu-
ral and non-natural sources. In the frequency range from 0.5
to 50 kHz, sounds generated from natural sources are mainly
caused by the physical processes at the ocean surface. The
wind generates breaking waves by applying stress on the
ocean surface and these breaking waves subsequently pro-
duce acoustically active bubbles. The sound generated from
these bubbles can be related to the wind speed through an
empirical algorithm at 8 kHz~Vagle et al., 1990!, allowing
quantitative measurement of wind speed. Because of the loud
and distinctive acoustic signal of rainfall~Nystuen and Sel-
sor, 1997; Nystuenet al., 2000!, ocean ambient sound also
provides a means to detect and measure oceanic rainfall.
Since ambient noise from natural sources serves the baseline
of the sound level in the ocean, the study of these sounds is
not only important to the ocean physicists studying rainfall
and wind over the ocean, or for the usage of sonars, but also
for biologists studying the impact of anthropogenically gen-
erated sound on marine mammals. Marine mammals are one
of the main sources of biologic noise in the ocean, since they
utilize sound for hunting, communication, and social activi-
ties. The impact of anthropogenic produced noise pollution
on the marine ecosystem is of increasing interest.

Naturally generated sound signals can be distinguished
from non-natural sources by comparing the known spectral
and temporal characteristics of each sound source. Recently,
about 90 buoy-months of ocean ambient sound data have
been collected using Acoustic Rain Gauges~ARGs! at differ-
ent open-ocean locations. Distinct ambient sound spectra for
various rainfall rates and wind speeds are identified through

a series of discrimination processes~Ma and Nystuen, in
press!. Individual contributions from rainfall and wind to the
overall sound production are separated by inspecting the fre-
quency and temporal characteristics of the sound signal. Sev-
eral physical processes have been identified as responsible
for the production and absorption of sound. These include~1!
wind generated breaking waves producing sound through
sound generated by individual bubbles~over 500 Hz! ~Med-
win and Beaky, 1989!, and ~2! bubbles trapped by raindrop
splashes~Nystuen, 2001; Medwinet al., 1992!. These pro-
cesses lead to the generation of sound with distinctive spec-
tral characteristics. By developing empirical algorithms for
each of these characteristics, the ocean ambient sound level
can be predicted given wind and rainfall conditions.

II. BACKGROUND PHYSICS

The primary natural sources of ocean ambient sound
from 1 to 50 kHz are wind generated breaking waves and the
splashes from raindrops. The principal mechanism is the
resonant acoustic ‘‘ring’’ from bubbles trapped underwater
by the breaking waves or the raindrop splashes. Different
bubble sizes ‘‘ring’’ at their respective resonant frequencies.
The frequency is given by

f 5
1

2pa
A3gP0

r0
. ~1!

wheref is the resonance frequency,a is the bubble diameter,
P0 and r0 are the local pressure and density, andg is the
ratio of specific heats for air (g51.4), and is a function of
bubble size~Medwin and Clay, 1998!. The spectral shape of
wind generated sound has a relatively uniform negative spec-
tral slope from a peak near 500 Hz to over 20 kHz. In this
frequency band, the sound generated is thought to be due toa!Electronic mail: binbing@u.washington.edu
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the oscillation of individual bubbles~Medwin and Beaky,
1989!.

As a raindrop hits the ocean surface, it generates sound
both from the impact and from bubbles trapped under the
surface during the splash~Medwin et al., 1992!. The rainfall
signal varies, depending on the drop size distribution in the
rain. The mean acoustic energy per drop for four raindrop
sizes is described in Nystuen~1996!. These spectra feature a
peak at the resonance frequency of the ‘‘dominant’’ bubble
sizes created by each size category. Because the dominant
bubble size is different for different raindrop sizes, the spec-
tral peaks associated with different raindrop sizes are at dif-
ferent frequencies. Three types of bubble generating mecha-
nisms from raindrops have been identified. Type I bubbles
are generated from small raindrops~size 0.8–1.2 mm! that
trap a bubble described as ‘‘the pinch off of the top of the
splash crater by surface tension and gravity forces’’~Pum-
phrey et al., 1989; Medwin et al., 1990; Nystuen, 1993!.
These bubbles have resonant frequencies from 13 to 25 kHz.
Type II bubbles are created by the large and very large rain-
drops (diameter.2.2 mm) when a canopy is formed roughly
50 ms after the initial impact. The closing crater produces a
downward turbulent jet which penetrates the crater bottom,
trapping large bubbles and producing the dominant sound
from 1 to 10 kHz~Medwin et al., 1992!. Type III bubbles are
‘‘delayed microbubbles’’ occurring more than 100 ms after
the initial impact of the large and very large raindrops and
are apparently produced during the reentry splashes of the
corona droplets thrown upward by the initial impact~Nys-
tuen and Medwin, 1995!. The frequencies of the type III
bubbles are typically 2–35 kHz. The acoustic raindrop sizes
and their characteristics are summarized in Table I.

Drizzle ~light rain! has a unique signal from 13 to 25
kHz because of 1-mm raindrops present in most drizzles, and
the lack of large raindrops in some drizzles. However, the
signal is highly sensitive to the wind speed. This can be
explained as a suppression of the bubble creation mechanism
from small raindrops~Nystuen, 1993!. Heavier rainfall, con-
taining larger drops as well as small drops, produces very
loud sound levels across a wider frequency range~Nystuen
et al., 1993!. Because the distribution of bubble sizes pro-
duced by breaking waves and raindrops are different, one is

able to identify the sound source~wind, rain or drizzle! by
listening for distinctive spectral characteristics.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION

A. Ocean ambient sound data

The ocean ambient sound data were collected using
ARGs. These instruments consist of an ITC-8263 hydro-
phone, signal preamplifiers, and a recording computer
~Tattletale-8!. The nominal sensitivity of these instruments is
2160 dB relative to 1 V/mPa and the preamplifier instrument
noise has the equivalent oceanic background noise level of
about 28 dB relative to 1mPa2/Hz. Bandpass filters are
present to reduce saturation from low frequency sound~high
pass at 300 Hz! and aliasing from above 50 kHz~low pass at
40 kHz!. The hydrophone sensitivity also rolls off above its
resonance frequency, about 40 kHz. A data collection se-
quence consists of four 1024 point time series collected at
100 kHz~10.24 ms each! separated by 5 s. Each time series
is fast Fourier transformed to obtain a 512-point~0–50 kHz!
power spectrum. These four spectra are averaged together
and spectrally compressed to 64 frequency bins, with fre-
quency resolution of 200 Hz from 100 to 3000 Hz and 1 kHz
from 3 to 50 kHz. These spectra are evaluated individually to
detect the acoustic signature of rainfall and then are recorded
internally. The temporal sampling strategy is designed to al-
low the instrument to record data for up to one year and yet
detect the relatively short time intervals of associated with
rainfall. In order to achieve this goal, the ARG enters a low
power mode ‘‘sleep mode’’ between each data sample. For
these deployments, the ARGs ‘‘sleep’’ for 8–9 min and then
sample the sound field. If ‘‘rain’’ is detected, the sampling
rate changes to 1 min~or 3–4 min if ‘‘drizzle’’ is detected!
and stays at the higher sampling rate until rain is no longer
detected. For the rain or drizzle detected condition, four
spectra are stored~separated by 5 s!. For no-rain condition,
one averaged spectrum is stored.

The ARGs have been deployed on the Tropical Atmo-
sphere Ocean~TAO! project ~McPhadenet al., 1998! moor-
ings since 1998 at different locations with depths from 20 to
98 m. The depths are chosen to remain in the mixed layer
and away from near surface transient noises. Assuming a

TABLE I. Acoustic raindrop sizes and types of bubbles generated. The raindrop sizes are identified by different physical mechanisms associated with the drop
splashes.

Drop size
Diameter

~mm! Sound

Frequency
range
~kHz!

Bubbles
generated Splash character

Tiny ,0.8 Silent No Gentle
Small 0.8–1.2 Loud bubble 13–25 Type I Gentle

with bubble every splash
Medium 1.2–2.0 Weak impact 1–30 No Gentle,

No bubbles
Large 2.0–3.5 Impact,

Loud bubbles
1–35
2–35

Types II, III Turbulent
Irregular bubble

entrainment
Very
large

.3.5 Loud impact
Loud bubbles

1–50
1–50

Types II, III Turbulent
Irregular bubble

entrainment
Penetrating jet
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uniformly distributed source, the signal contains sound from
the desired natural quantity~rain!, plus sound from wind and
noises from other sources. About 90 buoy months of acoustic
data are used from two climate regions, the Western Pacific
Warm Pool ~WPWP! and the Inter-tropical Convergence
Zone ~ITCZ!. Although the ARG is focused on rainfall de-
tection, the long-term acoustical spectra from the deploy-
ment sites are available for wind speed measurement and
various noise budget studies. The acoustic data used in this
study are given in Table II.

B. Ancillary data

Ancillary data collected on the mooring are used for
intercomparison of the rainfall and wind speed signal from
the acoustic records.

1. Wind speed

Wind measurements are made using an anemometer
mounted on the TAO mooring at 4 m height. The data values
are 10-min averaged wind vectors. The error estimate is
60.3 m/s or 3% of the wind speed, whichever is greater
~Freitag et al., 2001!. By using the Coupled Ocean-
Atmosphere Response Experiment~COARE! V2.5 flux algo-
rithm ~Fairall et al., 1996!, these values are converted to
equivalent 10 m height wind speed. The 10-m winds are
slightly stronger than 4-m wind values by factors 1.010–
1.0217. This is smaller than the error estimate of the an-
emometer.

2. Rainfall

Precipitation measurements on TAO buoys are made us-
ing a self-siphoning rain gauges mounted 3.5 m above the
ocean surface. The instruments have a 100-cm2 ~11.3-cm
diam! catchment cylinder mounted on top of a fill tube. The
measuring tube has a maximum capacity of 500 mL, equiva-
lent to 50 mm of rainfall accumulation, after which it auto-
matically drains via a siphon. Siphon events take about 30 s,

FIG. 1. Summary acoustic spectra on rain, drizzle, and wind speed.

TABLE II. The acoustic data sets used in this study.

Location

Deployment

ARG
Depth
~m! Deploy period Note

0,
165E

‘‘B’’ 20 1 March 2000
–20 July 2000

The wind estimate higher than
anemometer by 0–2 m/s

0,
165E

‘‘K’’ 50 1 March 2000
–20 July 2000

Wind speed conversion well matches
with anemometer

0,
165E

‘‘D’’ 98 23 July 2000
–20 November 2000

Successful

0,
165E

‘‘A’’ 28 July 2001
–January 2002

Successful

0,
165E

‘‘G’’ 98 July 2001
–November 2001

Hydrophone malfunction after
November

8N,
95W

‘‘G’’ 38 December, 1999
March, 2000

Not much precipitation in this
period

8N,
95W

‘‘L’’ 38 22 April 2000–
10 November 2000

Successful

10N,
95W

‘‘E’’ 38 December, 1999
–April, 2000

Not much precipitation in this
period

10N
95W

‘‘I’’ 38 21 April 2000
–November, 2000

Strong local noises

10N,
95W

‘‘C’’ 38 10 November 2000
16 April 2001

Acoustic data at first 100 days, then
noise present in two 10–20 day periods

10N,
95W

‘‘L’’ 38 April, 2001–31 March 2002 Successful

12N,
95W

‘‘F’’ 38 December, 1999
–April, 2000

Not much precipitation in this
period

12N,
95W

‘‘H’’ 38 23 April 2000
2 December 2000

Periodical local noises present

12N,
95W

‘‘D’’ 38 27 March 2001
–1 April 2002

Successful
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and are typically identified by sharp declines in volume for
two consecutive samples. In real-time processing, these
events are ignored. The 1-min volume samples are stored on
board the mooring while at sea, and are available for post-
processing after recovery. In postdeployment processing,
data associated with siphon events are flagged, typically re-
moving 3 min worth of data centered on the event. Once the
mooring is recovered, the 1-min accumulations are first
flagged for obviously erroneous data. A 16-min Hanning fil-
ter is then applied to these data to generate smoothed 10-min
accumulations. The estimated instrumental error for 10 min
derived rainfall rates is 0.4 mm/h when the rain is present,
and is 0.1 mm/h when there is no rain~Serraet al., 2001!.

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF RAIN AND WIND
GENERATED AMBIENT SOUND SPECTRA

Summary spectra of the rain and wind generated sounds
are shown in Fig. 1 for all the available data from ITCZ and
WPWP ~Ma and Nystuen, in press!. These spectra are
grouped and averaged according to the collocated surface
sensors’ data, and provide a climatological overview of the
ocean ambient sound. There are some distinctive features of
sound generated by wind and rain. The wind-only spectra are
shown for the wind speeds at 2–4, 4–6, and 6–8 m/s. These
spectra~dash lines! have a constant negative slope from 1 to
50 kHz, with sound level decreasing at about 15.7 dB per
decade. The rainfall spectra~solid lines! are averaged from
the rainfall rate 2–5, 5–10, 10–20, and above 20 mm/h,
respectively. Light rain (,10 mm/h) has a unique signal
from 13 to 25 kHz, due to the 1-mm raindrops present in

most drizzles. Heavier rainfall containing larger drops pro-
duces very loud sound levels across a wider frequency range.
In the frequency band from 1 to 10 kHz the spectrum level
increases with rainfall rate, but for frequencies above 10 kHz
there is less dependence on the rainfall rate.

A. Wind influence on light rain—drizzle „2–10 mm Õh…

In Fig. 1, no wind dependence of the rain generated
sound is shown. To examine the wind influence on the rain-
fall generated sound, the surface anemometer data are used
to further classify rainfall spectra. Figure 2 shows the spectra
for rainfall rate 2–5 and 5–10 mm/h decomposed into vari-
ous wind speeds. These data were collected in the ITCZ from
April 2001 to March 2002. For these lighter rainfall rates
~rainfall rate 2–5 and 5–10 mm/h!, the rain generated sound
at 15 kHz is inversely proportional to the wind speed. Labo-
ratory studies show the probability that an individual drop
will produce a bubble decreases linearly from 100% at nor-
mal incidence to 10% for oblique incidence 20° from the
vertical ~Medwin et al., 1990; Nystuen, 1993!. Thus, this de-
crease in sound level as the wind speed increases is ex-
plained as the suppression of the bubble trapping mechanism
for small raindrops as the wind causes the impact angle of
the raindrop splash to become more and more oblique. On
the other hand, the sound level generated by rain in the fre-
quency band from 2 to 8 kHz is relatively invariant with
wind speed, suggesting that the bubble trapping mechanism
for large drops is not sensitive to angle of impact.

FIG. 2. Ambient sound spectra for
10 °N 95 °W from April 2001 to
March 2002. The average sound spec-
tra for rainfall rates of 2–5 and 5–10
mm/h are decomposed into various
wind speeds. The shaded area repre-
sents the wind-only spectra where the
dashed-dotted, dotted, and dashed
lines are the average spectra for wind
speeds at 2–4, 4–6, and 6–8 m/s, re-
spectively. The numbers in the legend
indicate how many spectra have been
averaged to produce each spectrum.

FIG. 3. The average sound spectra
from rainfall rates of 10–20 and
20–30 mm/h are decomposed by wind
speed. Shaded areas are the wind-only
spectra~see Fig. 2 caption for details!.
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B. Large raindrops signals in heavy rainfall „10–30
mm Õh…

Figure 3 shows the sound spectra for the rainfall rate
from 10 to 30 mm/h in various wind speed conditions. For
the large and very large drops, the acoustic energy sharply
drops off at below 2 kHz~Nystuen, 1996, Fig. 7!. This is
likely due to a limitation of the largest bubble sizes that can
be produced by naturally occurring raindrop splashes. Figure
3 shows that below 2 kHz the spectra level increases as the
wind speed increases. This is a summation effect, as the rain-
fall signal is relatively weak, while the wind signal is stron-

gest in this frequency band and increases as wind speed in-
creases. From 2 to 8 kHz the spectral level is relatively
invariant to the wind speed and can be used to estimate rain-
fall rate. ~Nystuen, 2001; Ma and Nystuen, in press!. As the
large raindrop population increases, the sound level from 10
to 40 kHz is also elevated and gradually dominates the sound
generated from small raindrops. Thus the wind effect ob-
served for light rain sound production can no longer be de-
tected.

FIG. 4. The average sound spectra from rainfall rates of 30–50, 50–70,
70–100, and 100–200 mm/h are decomposed by wind speed. Shaded areas
are the wind-only spectra~see Fig. 2 caption for details!.

FIG. 5. The ocean ambient sound generated from wind and rain can be
categorized into five sections with different sound producing and reduction
mechanisms in the frequency band from 1 to 50 kHz: I. Wind-only. II. Large
raindrops. III. Light rain~drizzle!. IV. Both small and large raindrops. V. The
masking effect due to layer of bubbles near the surface. The dash-dotted
lines on sections III and V represent wind-dependent rainfall spectra.

FIG. 6. The wind-only spectra and lin-
ear regressions for the wind speeds of
2–4, 4–6, and 6–8 m/s. This uniform
slope215.7 dB/decade is valid for the
frequency band 1–50 kHz and wind
speeds 2–14 m/s.
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C. Extremely heavy rainfall „30 mm Õh above …

Once extremely heavy rainfall (.30 mm/h) is present,
very large raindrops are usually present in the rain. These
drops generate broadband sound (,1 kHz to .40 kHz) and
little effect of wind is observed. In fact, the only wind de-
pendence appears above 20 kHz where the sound level de-
creases as the wind speed increases~Fig. 4!. Presumably, a
thin layer of bubbles has formed near the surface and its
effect is to attenuate subsequent sound produced on the sur-
face both from wind and rain. This sound reduction effect
has been observed in high wind speed conditions~Farmer
and Lemon, 1984; Wille, 1984!, and also during extremely
heavy rainfall (.150 mm/h)~Nystuenet al., 1993!. The de-
tails of the interaction between these two types of bubble
layer generating mechanisms are unknown. The influence of
this bubble layer is observed for frequencies above 15 kHz,
but not at lower frequencies. This is because the small
bubbles that can be stirred down to form a ‘‘layer’’ absorb
sound energy at high frequencies@Eq. ~1!#, while larger
bubbles rise to the surface more quickly and consequently
are not present to reduce sound levels at lower frequencies.

V. THE SEMI-EMPIRICAL ALGORITHMS

Five spectral sections associated with the different domi-
nant sound generating and suppression mechanisms can be
identified and used to form an empirical model to predict
sound levels given the rainfall and wind speed conditions
~Fig. 5!. For section I, the wind-only spectra levels have the
character of decreasing linearly as frequency increases. For
section II, sound is produced by large raindrops and is in-
variant with respect to wind. For section III, between 8 and
25 kHz, sound is generated by small raindrops. This part of

the spectrum is highly sensitive to the wind speed. For sec-
tion IV, sound is produced by a combination of small and
large raindrops. Finally for section V, there is a sound mask-
ing effect during high wind or extreme rainfall rates, due to a
layer of bubble clouds which form just below the surface.

A. Section I: Wind generated noise from 1 to 50 kHz

Vagle et al. ~1990! proposed an algorithm relating wind
speed and sound pressure level~SPL! at 8 kHz,

U5@10(SPL8 kHz /20)1104.5#/53.91, ~2!

FIG. 7. The average rainfall spectra
from discrete rainfall rate bins. The
dashed lines are linear regressions for
frequencies from 1 to 10 kHz. The
slope of each linear regression line is
given in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. The slope vs logarithmic rainfall rate~‘‘ D’’ symbols! from the av-
erage rainfall spectrum for 1–10 kHz~Fig. 7!. The rainfall rate is calculated
using Eq.~5!. The coefficients of the linear regression~solid line! are given
in Eq. ~8!.
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where U is wind speed at 10 m height~m/s!, SPL is the
sound pressure level in dBre 1 mPa2/Hz. The data from the
ITCZ and WPWP show that the wind-only spectra have a
uniform slope from 1 to 50 kHz, and this uniform slope is
held to at least 14 m/s.@Limited high wind speed data are
recorded during the observation period, but it is known that
high wind can induce a bubble layer near the surface which
can mask the sound production at higher frequency~20 kHz
plus! ~Farmer and Lemon, 1984!. Thus, the uniform slope
would not be valid in this condition.# Linear regressions are
applied to determine the slope of these ‘‘wind-only’’ spectra.
This value is215.7 dB/decade~Fig. 6!. Using Vagle’s wind
speed algorithm at 8 kHz and slope deduced from the wind-
only spectra, the empirical algorithm from wind-only sound
can be written as follows:

SPLwind 1 – 50 kHz~ f !5slopewind@ log~ f !2 log~8!#

1SPL8 kHz, ~3!

whereslopewind5215.7 dB/decade, andf is the frequency
in kHz,

SPL8 kHz5 log~U•53.912104.5!320, ~4!

whereU is the wind speed in m/s.

B. Section II: Rainfall signal from 1 to 10 kHz

The sound for this part of spectrum is mainly generated
from large raindrops~2.0–3.5 mm diameter!. The population
of 2–3.5 mm drops is highly correlated with rainfall rate and

therefore can be used to quantify rainfall. The study of the
data collected from the ITCZ~Ma and Nystuen, in press!
shows the sound level at 5 kHz is proportional to the rainfall
rate and relative invariant to the wind speed. The relation
between the rainfall rate and sound pressure level at 5 kHz
can be expressed as

dBR/105~SPL5 kHz242.4!/15.4, ~5!

where dBR510 log10(R), R is the rainfall rate~mm/h! and
SPL5 kHz is the sound level at 5 kHz in dBre 1 mPa2 Hz21.

The average spectra for a series of discrete rainfall rates
are shown in Fig. 7. The slopes from 1 to 10 kHz as a
function of rainfall rate are shown in Fig. 8. It indicates that
the slope increases linearly with logarithmic rainfall rate.
Thus, the empirical algorithm for rain generated sound in
this frequency band~1–10 kHz! is

SPL1 – 10 kHz~ f !5@ log~ f !2 log~5!#•sloperain

1SPL5 kHz~R!, ~6!

SPL5 kHz515.43 log~R!142.4, ~7!

sloperain58.333 log~R!214.3, ~8!

where theR is the rainfall rate in mm/h,f is the frequency in
kHz, and sloperain is the slope for rainfall spectrum from 1 to
10 kHz. The coefficients for Eq.~8! are from the linear re-
gression line shown in Fig. 8. Equation~5!–~8! are valid for
rainfall rates from 2 to 200 mm/h in the frequency band
1–10 kHz.

FIG. 9. The rainfall 2–5 mm/h~left!
and 5–10 mm/h~right! in various
wind speeds. The dashed lines are the
least-squares fits using Eq.~9!. The
gray shaded area represents wind-only
spectra for reference.

TABLE III. The numerical values for three coefficients in Eq.~9!.

Wind speed
~m/s! 0–2 m/s 2–4 m/s 4–6 m/s 6–8 m/s 8–14 m/s

Rainfall rates 2–5 mm/h
A 224.9443 217.0343 209.0711 206.3746 204.8878

Lslope 1.8199 1.4904 1.2577 1.1173 1.0084
Hslope 21.8993 21.5843 21.3486 21.1938 21.0421

Rainfall rates 5–10 mm/h
A 223.7316 219.2085 214.1092 210.2187 207.0281

Lslope 1.2810 1.0731 0.7853 0.7121 0.4557
Hslope 21.2137 21.0274 20.7070 20.5934 20.2976
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C. Section III: Light rain „drizzle … 10–50 kHz
„wind-dependent …

During light rain, the main sources of sound generated
are from small raindrops~diameters 0.8–1.2 mm!. Small
raindrop populations are poorly correlated with total water
content and the influence of wind affects the magnitude of
the signal. The analysis from ITCZ data indicates that the
sound generating mechanism from light rain exists at all
rainfall rates above 2 mm/h. Below 2 mm/h, the signal is
often contaminated by the wind. Above 10 mm/h, the drizzle
signals are masked by sound generated from the large rain-

drops. A three-coefficient nonlinear equation is designed to
reproduce the observed spectra levels in various wind speeds
by assuming the wind speed is the only variant in this section
of the spectrum:

SPL10– 50 kHz5
A

S 11S f

f 0
D lslopeD •S 11S f

f 0
D hslopeD , ~9!

wheref is the frequency in kHz,f 0 is 15.5 kHz,A is ampli-
tude, lslope is low-frequency slope and hslope is high-

FIG. 10. The rainfall 2–5 mm/h~left!
and 5–10 mm/h~right! in various
wind speeds. The dashed lines are the
least-squares fits using Eq.~10!. The
gray shaded area represents wind-only
spectra for reference.

TABLE IV. ~a! Log(A) for Eq. ~10!. ~b! Log~lc! for Eq. ~10!. ~c! hc for Eq.~10!. ~d! Islope for Eq.~10!. ~e!
hslope for Eq.~10!.

Wind
speed~m/s!

Rainfall rate~mm/h!

2–5 5–10 10–20 20–30 30–50 50–70 70–100 100–200

~a! 0–2 14.1957 13.8391 15.0699 12.3104 2.0785 1.9197 2.5930 1.9049
2–4 2.1813 11.0307 15.0699 12.3104 2.0785 1.9197 2.5930 1.9049
4–6 2.2325 2.4076 2.1078 2.2131 2.7322 1.8805 1.8933 1.9209
6–8 12.5647 2.5482 2.3779 2.1635 1.9345 2.4050 1.9077 2.4000
8–10 14.6970 2.2080 2.2181 2.2769 2.3827 1.9199 1.9263 2.0665
10–12 ¯ 2.2563 2.2181 2.2769 2.3827 1.9199 1.9263 2.0665

~b! 0–2 12.4299 12.0739 13.1704 10.490320.1058 20.6776 0.4561 20.9591
2–4 0.2169 9.2616 13.1704 10.490320.1058 20.6776 0.4561 20.9591
4–6 0.3045 0.5075 0.0294 0.1044 0.688520.9660 20.9480 20.8317
6–8 10.7961 0.6296 0.3132 20.1925 20.6335 20.2254 20.8116 20.7305
8–10 12.8245 20.2055 0.0579 0.0215 0.0526 20.7155 20.6645 20.5385
10–12 ¯ 20.5628 0.0579 0.0215 0.0526 20.7155 20.6645 20.5385

~c! 0–2 0.0454 0.0445 0.3923 0.0859 0.0413 0.0154 0.4321 0.0001
2–4 0.0605 0.0736 0.3923 0.0859 0.0413 0.0154 0.4321 0.0001
4–6 0.0852 0.1319 0.0824 0.1617 0.4083 0.0024 0.0010 0.0010
6–8 0.1385 0.2774 0.3745 0.4374 0.0701 1.3341 0.0041 1.9518
8–10 0.4586 0.9185 0.3838 0.5333 0.7530 0.0190 0.0075 0.2759
10–12 ¯ 1.7343 0.3838 0.5333 0.7530 0.0190 0.0075 0.2759

~d! 0–2 0.2711 0.2379 0.3681 0.2192 0.3897 0.8067 0.5762 1.5061
2–4 0.3741 0.2437 0.3681 0.2192 0.3897 0.8067 0.5762 1.5061
4–6 0.3535 0.3324 0.3881 0.4669 0.4840 1.3101 1.4103 1.4390
6–8 0.2900 0.3923 0.5055 0.8256 1.1144 1.1233 1.3980 1.5609
8–10 0.4673 0.7730 0.6331 0.8359 0.9257 1.3169 1.1899 1.3694
10–12 ¯ 0.9563 0.6331 0.8359 0.9257 1.3169 1.1899 1.3694

~e! 0–2 25.2642 23.8849 21.0219 21.6682 22.1001 22.6527 21.0359 29.3603
2–4 24.0761 22.8379 21.0219 21.6682 22.1001 22.6527 21.0359 29.3603
4–6 23.1740 21.7214 21.5357 21.2627 21.0480 25.2171 26.6678 26.4785
6–8 22.4861 21.1529 20.9296 20.7487 21.4518 21.4518 24.5984 20.1006
8–10 21.5047 20.4345 20.8350 20.8713 20.8194 22.8035 23.8332 20.4957
10–12 ¯ 20.1646 20.8350 20.8713 20.8194 22.8035 23.8332 20.4957
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frequency slope. The least-squares fits shown in Fig. 9 are
applied to identify coefficients for each wind speed category.
These coefficients are given in Table III. Equation~9! is a
discrete algorithm, rather than the continuous algorithms de-
veloped for sections I and II. The absolute values of the high-
and low-frequency slopes decrease as wind speed increases
and the peak amplitudes are inversely proportional to the
wind speed. In other words, the peak in the spectrum is sup-
pressed as wind speed increases. Equation~9! is only good
for frequencies up to 25 kHz. Above 25 kHz, the three-
coefficient algorithm is insufficient to estimate observed
spectrum levels~Fig. 9!.

In order to produce a better result for frequency band
above 25 kHz, a five-coefficient function is proposed:.

SPL10– 50 kHz5
A

S 11 lcS f

f 0
D lslopeD •S 11hcS f

f 0
D hslopeD ,

~10!

where f is the frequency in kHz,f 0 is 15.5 kHz, andA, lc,
hc, lslope, and hslope are five wind-dependent variables for
this nonlinear equation. These numerical numbers are given
in Table IV. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 10. We can try
to assign physical meanings to the coefficients, but in fact
these variables are statistically generated and may not have
physical meaning, though the results show a better fit for
frequencies.25 kHz.

D. Sections IV and V: Heavy to extremely heavy
rainfall signals in the frequency band 10–50 kHz

During heavy to extremely heavy rainfalls~rainfall rates
above 10 mm/h!, the rainfall generated sounds at frequency
band from 10 to 20 kHz are proportional to the rainfall rate

and relative invariant to wind. For the high wind speed~10
m/s above! and/or extremely heavy rainfall~over 150 mm/h!
conditions, a decrease in the sound levels in the frequency
band from 20 to 50 kHz is observed. This is evidence of a
subsurface bubble layer as previously described. The inter-
action mechanism of bubble formation from strong wind
and/or heavy rain is not well understood. Consequently, the
ambient sound data from ITCZ are sorted empirically ac-
cording to the wind speeds and decomposed into various
rainfall rates~Fig. 11!. The least-squares fit is used to find the
five coefficients for Eq.~10! ~as rain-dependent variables this
time!. This gives a rain-dependent function to estimate the
sound level at frequencies 10–50 kHz for four discrete wind
speed bins~0–4, 4–6, 6–8, 8–12 m/s! when rainfall rate is
greater than 10 mm/h. The values for these five coefficients
in Eq. ~10! are given in Table IV.

E. Summation

Finally, the wind-only and rain generated sound spectra
are combined using power summation method:.

SPLw,r510 log10~10(SPLwind/10)110(SPLrain/10)!, ~11!

where SPLw,r is the spectrum for wind and rain combined,
SPLwind is the wind-only spectrum, and SPLrain is the rain
spectrum. Note that a 28 dB relative 1mPa2/Hz laminate
background noise is added to the wind-only spectrum when
the wind speed is smaller than 2 m/s. This is due to the ARGs
sampling dynamic limit and ocean background noise when
neither wind nor rain is present. Equations~6!–~8! for the
frequencies 1–10 kHz are continuous, but Eqs.~9! and ~10!
are discrete. In order to match the predicted sound levels at
10 kHz, discrete equivalent rainfall rates are used. The
equivalent rainfall rate for each discrete rainfall rate bin is

FIG. 11. The least-squares fits at fre-
quency band 10 to 50 kHz for rainfall
rates 10 mm/h and above. The fits are
shown in dashed-dotted lines using
Eq. ~10!. The numerical values of five
coefficients are given in Tables IV
~a!–~e!.
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estimated by Eq.~5! for the frequency band 1–10 kHz~Table
V!.

VI. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

A section of data during the summer rainy season from
year 2000 at 0°, 165 °E is used for the modeling result com-
parison. The input data for the model are acquired from col-
located anemometer and rain gauges. A subset of the original
1-min sampling interval of surface rainfall data is used after
obvious errors~negative values and siphoning events! are
removed. The wind speeds were recorded using a surface
anemometer with a 10-min sampling interval and interpo-
lated into 1-min intervals for model input. The acoustic data
were collected using ARG at the depth of 50 m with 1-min
sampling interval during the rain and 9 min during the no-

rain periods. Figure 12 shows 31
2-h interval before and after

a mesoscale convective system with maximum rainfall rate
reaches 150 mm/h. There are no rainfall data available from
surface rain gauge at 12:40~Fig. 12, patched area!. The new
ambient sound model~Fig. 12, panel 3! mimics the observed
sound field~Fig. 12, panel 2!. Figure 13 is a 9-h interval
before and after tropical rain storm with short and intense
rainfalls during the storm. At 10:30, there is a low frequency
noise in the acoustic record~Fig. 17, panel 2!. And at 13:00,

there is an unidentified high frequency noise. By comparing
the model results with observations, the time and frequency
of such non-nature sources can be extracted.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Physical processes for five components of the naturally
generated sound field are empirically modeled. This allows
the prediction of ocean ambient sound from 1 to 50 kHz
using two universal parameters, wind speed and rainfall rate.
This model is a continuous function for frequencies 1–10
kHz and a discrete function for frequencies 10–50 kHz, and
describes acoustic spectra of rainfall and wind with temporal
resolutions of 1 min or less depending on the input data.
There are also some limitations:~1! The algorithms are lim-
ited to a wind speed no greater than 14 m/s and a rainfall rate
smaller than 200 mm/h. However this should cover most the
natural variability of wind and rain.~2! For the wind-only
sound prediction, the wind speed below 2 m/s does not pro-
duce wave breaking. Of course, sound levels are low under
such conditions, but no correlation with ambient sound spec-
trum is expected.~3! The sound generated by the rainfall
rates below 2 mm/h is often contaminated by the wind. The
probability of rainfall detection is only about 30 %~Ma and
Nystuen, in press!, and thus sound predictions for rainfall

TABLE V. The equivalent rainfall rate for each discrete data bin.

Rainfall
rate bin
~mm/h!

2–5 5–10 10–20 20–30 30–50 50–70 70–100 100–200

Equivalent
rainfall

rate
~mm/h!

3.096 7.210 13.480 24.259 38.801 59.560 79.344 126.086

FIG. 12. Model results vs observation
at 0°, 165 °E in Year 2000 Day 203.
Top panel: The input wind speeds and
rainfall rate data from surface instru-
ments. Second panel: The observed
sound filed~ARG!. Third panel: The
new ambient sound model. The gray
patched area is the time when there
was no surface rainfall rate data avail-
able.
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rate less than 2 mm/h are not modeled.~4! The sound levels
at transition frequencies~1–2 and 8–10 kHz! may not be
well estimated, since there is no clear understanding of the
interaction between different sound production mechanisms.
~5! A 28 dB re 1mPa2/Hz background noise is added. This is
due to ARG’s dynamic limitation and/or the ocean back-
ground noise.
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The West Indian manatee~Trichechus manatus latirostris! has become endangered partly because of
an increase in the number of collisions with boats. A device to alert boaters of the presence of
manatees, so that a collision can be avoided, is desired. A practical implementation of the
technology is dependent on the hydrophone spacing and range of detection. These parameters are
primarily dependent on the manatee vocalization strength, the decay of the signal’s strength with
distance, and the background noise levels. An efficient method to extend the detection range by
using background noise cancellation is proposed in this paper. An adaptive line enhancer~ALE! that
can detect and track narrow band signals buried in broadband noise is implemented to cancel the
background noise. The results indicate that the ALE algorithm can efficiently extract the manatee
calls from the background noise. The improved signal-to-noise ratio of the signal can be used to
extend the range of detection of manatee vocalizations and reduce the false alarm and missing
detection rate in their natural habitat. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904385#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Sf, 43.60.Bf@WA# Pages: 3566–3573

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the United States Coast Guard, the number
of registered boats in Florida has grown to over 900 000 as of
2001 ~United States Coast Guard, 2002!. The population of
the West Indian manatee~Trichechus manatus latirostris! has
also increased slightly in recent years, reaching an estimated
population of 3276. Between 1995 and 2002 the percentage
of mortalities of the West Indian manatee due to watercraft
strikes has risen from 22% to 31%~Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, Division of Marine Resources,
1996; Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission,
2002!. This has lead to increased research into manatee
avoidance technologies. A spatially fixed system to alert
boaters of the presence of manatees is desired. Several meth-
ods to detect manatees have been proposed and include~1! a
passive acoustic-based detection system~Herbert et al.,
2002; Mann et al., 2002; Niezreckiet al., 2003!; ~2! an
above water infrared detection system~Keith, 2002!; and~3!
an underwater active sonar based system~Bowles, 2002!.
Each of these methods has their respective advantages and
disadvantages. Within this paper, only the acoustic-based de-
tection system is addressed. It is based on detecting the pres-
ence of manatees by using hydrophones that listen for mana-
tee vocalizations. The frequency of manatee vocalizations,
the source level of the vocalizations, the decay of the signal’s
strength with distance, and the amount of the ambient back-

ground noise will all affect the feasibility of an acoustic-
based detection system. If the required hydrophone spacing
is too small, the detection system will not be economically
feasible. Within this study only a single hydrophone based
system is being considered. The detection range for a single
sensor system will ultimately determine the minimum hydro-
phone spacing for a complete system covering a broad area.

Schevill and Watkins were two of the first researchers to
describe the vocalizations of the Florida manatee~Schevill
and Watkins, 1965!. Steel performed a detailed categoriza-
tion of manatee vocalizations. Nine different categories of
adult vocalizations were established. The fundamental fre-
quency of a typical manatee call ranges from 2 to 5 kHz and
the primary vocalization is a tonal sound that often has sev-
eral harmonics. The second or third harmonic is often stron-
ger than the fundamental frequency. Although some types of
vocalizations are nonharmonic, the energy is dominated by
one to three frequencies~Steel, 1982; Nowaceket al., 2003!.
The vocalization rates of manatees during various activities
have been observed by researchers. Apart from feeding,
manatees vocalize approximately one to five times within a
five-minute period. Bengston and Fitzgerald observed that
vocalization rates are dependent on a manatee’s behavior,
with feeding and resting having the lowest vocalization rates
and mating and cavorting being the highest. They also sug-
gested that if manatee vocalizations are used for communi-
cative and social purposes, then the vocalization rates might
depend upon the number of manatees present~Bengston and
Fitzgerald, 1985!. Nowacek compared the vocalization ratesa!Electronic mail: Chris_Niezrecki@uml.edu
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in Florida and Belize and found similar results. In some situ-
ations manatees can exhibit long periods of silence when no
vocalizations are made~Nowaceket al., 2003!. The imple-
mentation of a passive acoustic detection system will cer-
tainly have to account for periods when a manatee is not
vocalizing. Nowacek also estimated the mean received sound
pressure levels of the peak frequency to be approximately
100 dB (re 1 mPa!. The received values are recorded with
the hydrophone at approximately 20 m from a group of 50
manatees. Position estimation techniques have also been
used with hydrophones arrays to approximate the location of
the vocalizing manatee. By using the estimated position and
the received sound pressure levels, the mean source level of
the manatee was approximated to be 112 dB @ 1 m~Phillips
et al., 2004!. A comprehensive literature review on manatee
vocalizations can be found in the work by Niezreckiet al.
~2003!.

Although there are many sources of underwater noise,
there are two primary sources of background noise that typi-
cally corrupt a manatee call. One is boat noise and the other
is snapping shrimp noise. Typical manatee vocalizations
have a duration between 0.15 and 0.5 s. This feature makes
the manatee call different in duration from the snapping
shrimp noise, which typically lasts less than ten millisec-
onds. The spectrum of a typical manatee call, noises other
than boat noise~called natural noise!, and boat noise are
shown in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!, respectively. A manatee
call is a narrow band signal compared to natural noise and
boat noise. If the ratio between the signal strength of a mana-
tee call and background noise is improved, the detection
range can be extended. Conversely, the false alarm and
missed detection rate will be higher when the manatee call is
corrupted by high levels of background noise. Therefore, an
efficient method to cancel the background noise is necessary
in order to extend the range in which a manatee-warning
device will be effective and to reduce the number of false
alarms and missed calls.

For general adaptive noise cancellation algorithms, a
reference signal that is not correlated with the desired signal
in the primary input is required. A reference signal that is
only correlated with the background noise and not the mana-
tee calls is not available, for this particular problem. The
underwater background noise is different from place to
place, and is nonstationary. Therefore, we cannot use a hy-
drophone to get the noise reference signal for the adaptive
filter. However, if we want to use an adaptive filter to reduce
the background noise from the noisy manatee call, we must
investigate another method to compensate for the absence of
a noise reference input. The author’s believe that an adaptive
filtering approach is best suited to address this problem, as
opposed to a Wiener filter~Gupta, 1984!, because the mana-
tee vocalizations and background noise are nonstationary.

In this paper an adaptive line enhancer that can detect
and track narrow band signals in the broadband noise is
implemented to cancel the background noise~Zeidler et al.,
1978!. The noise reference input is replaced by a delayed
version of the observed signal. The proper delay causes the
broadband signal components in the reference input to be
uncorrelated with those in the primary input and keeps a high

correlation of the narrow band signal components in the ref-
erence input.

This research represents the first effort to extend the
range of manatee detection by using advanced signal pro-
cessing techniques in order to extract manatee vocalizations
that are buried in background noise. Specifically, the re-
searchers are using active noise cancellation techniques for
manatee signal enhancement. The theoretical development of
the ALE algorithm is presented in Sec. II. The simulated
results are shown in Sec. III, followed by the conclusions on
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

II. THEORY DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALE

Widrow was the first to propose the adaptive line en-
hancer that is based on the Widrow-Hoff least-mean-square

FIG. 1. ~a! Power spectrum of a typical manatee vocalization;~b! power
spectrum of typical natural noise;~c! power spectrum of typical boat noise.
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~LMS! adaptive algorithm~Widrow, 1975!. The ALE can be
classified into two main categories: finite impulse response
~FIR; an all zero filter! based and infinite impulse response-
~IIR; a pole-zero filter! based algorithms. The FIR structure
of ALE is shown in Fig. 2. The primary inputx(k) is as-
sumed to be of the form

x~k!5s~k!1n~k!, ~1!

wheres(k) is the sum of a number of narrow band compo-
nents, andn(k) is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise with
power n2, which is independent ofs(k). For this problem,
s(k) represents the manatee vocalization,n(k) the back-
ground noise, andx(k) represents the hydrophone signal
~primary input!. The reference input is obtained by delaying
the observed signal to give

x~k2D!5s~k2D!1n~k2D!. ~2!

The estimate ofs(k), which is ŝ(k), is formed as

ŝ~k!5w0x~k2D!1w1x~k2D21!

1¯1wL21x~k2D2L11!, ~3!

where the coefficients of adaptive filter,$wi%, are updated by
the error,e(k), so as to minimize the cost function,

J5E@„x~k!2 ŝ~k!…2#. ~4!

The delay must be of sufficient length to cause the broad-
band signal components in the reference input to become
decorrelated from those in the primary input. The narrow
band components will remain correlated with each other be-
cause of their periodic nature. The adaptive filter will form a
transfer function equivalent to that of a narrow band filter
centered at the frequency of the sinusoidal components. The
noise component of the delayed reference input is rejected
because it is uncorrelated with any components of the pri-
mary input. The phase difference between the sinusoid of

FIG. 2. Block diagram of an adaptive line enhancer~ALE!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Pure manatee calls;~b!
natural noise; ~c! superposition of
manatee calls and natural noise;~d!
superposed signal after ALE is ap-
plied.
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reference input and primary input is adjusted by the adaptive
filter so that they cancel each other at the summation. The
error sequence is fed back to adjust the weights of the adap-
tive filter according to the Widrow–Hoff LMS algorithm
~Zeidler et al., 1978!,

wi~k11!5wi~k!12me~k!x~k2 i 2D!, i 50,1,...,L21,
~5!

wherem is a constant. If the cancellation is ideal, the adap-
tive filter will causeŝ(k) to be a prediction of the current
value ofs(k), and the error will be the broadband noise only.

The FIR structure of ALE is widely used because of its
stability. However, it is computationally intensive when good
accuracy is required. The order of ALE cannot be chosen to
be too large because of the unavoidable misadjustment of the
weight vector, which affects the minimum error the control
system can reach. A larger order of ALE can narrow the filter
pass band about the center frequency, thus improving the
estimate of the signal amplitude for a given signal-to-noise
ratio ~SNR! of the input~Rickard and Zeidler, 1979!. There-
fore, there exists a tradeoff between the misadjustment of the
weight vector and the estimate accuracy of the model. The
FIR structure is always called suboptimal for modeling the
underlying process because of its finite response. Although
the IIR ALE can give an optimal solution, problems of insta-
bility and nonlinearity arise due to the feedback in IIR filters
and nonlinearity can cause local minima in the error perfor-
mance surface. The computation time of the IIR structure of
ALE is reduced at the expense of some instability problems.
Within this work, only the FIR structure of ALE is imple-
mented.

As started earlier, a proper delay parameter should be
selected to reject the broadband signal from the narrow band
output of the LMS filter and extract the narrow band signal
from the observed signal at the same time. Zeidleret al.were
the first to study the effect of various choices ofD on the
steady-state response of theD-step predictor~Zeidler et al.,
1978!. Reddy et al. and Egardtet al. derived the optimal
delay parameter for one and two sinusoids when the signal-
to-noise ratio is high, which gives not only a sharper spectral
estimate but also an unbiased estimate of the sinusoid fre-
quency. In order to find the optimum value ofD for the ALE
with a tapped-delay-line structure, they differentiated the av-
erage error variance with respect toD ~Reddyet al., 1981;
Egardt et al., 1983!. Gupa and Yoganandamet al. derived
the optimum value ofD for one and two sinusoids under
arbitrary SNR ~Gupta, 1984; Yoganandamet al., 1988!.
However, the optimal value ofD for multiple sinusoids cor-
rupted by broadband noise has not been derived yet. Deriv-
ing a solution for the optimal delay parameter for multiple
sinusoids corrupted by broadband noise is complicated and
not addressed in this paper.

If p( j ) represents the cross correlation between a signal
and the delayed version of itself, andr ( j ) represents the
autocorrelation of that signal, then the relationship ofp( j )
and r ( j ) is given by

p~ j !5r ~D1 j !, ~6!

wherej is the lag time. For the ALE algorithm,p( j ) will be
the cross correlation between the primary input@x(k)# and
the reference input@a delayed version ofx(k)]. It is assumed
that the manatee calls shown in Fig. 3~a! have negligible
background noise. The data of a pure manatee call, the noises
in the absence of the manatee call shown in Fig. 3~b!, and the
data of boat noise shown in Fig. 3~c! over the same period
are used to calculate the autocorrelations of the manatee call,
natural noise, and boat noise. All of these three autocorrela-
tions are shown in Fig. 4. The results show that the envelope
of the autocorrelation of the manatee call still remains high
as lagj increases because of its periodic nature, but the au-
tocorrelation of the natural noise and boat noise decreases

FIG. 4. ~a! Autocorrelation of a pure manatee call;~b! autocorrelation of
natural noise;~c! autocorrelation of boat noise.
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rapidly as lagj increases. Although the autocorrelation of the
noises is small enough whenj 520, simulation results
showed that the delay is not effective in rejecting the boat
noise from the narrow band output of ALE. Likewise, al-
though the delay parameter,D, is large enough to decorrelate
the white noise withD51, the simulations showed that the
ALE with an optimal or near-optimal value ofD yields a
much better estimate of the sinusoid frequency~Reddyet al.,
1981; Egardtet al., 1983!. The delay parameter between 50
and 300 should be large enough to decorrelate the broadband
noise in our case. However, the problem of optimal delay
parameter for multiple sinusoids in broadband noise has not
yet been solved. The delay parameter is set to 200 in these
simulations.

The order of adaptive filter is another important factor
that affects the performance of ALE. As stated earlier, in-
creasing the filter length will narrow the filter passband about
the center frequency, thus improving the estimate of signal
amplitude for a given SNR of the input~Rickard and Zeidler,
1979!. However, the misadjustment, defined as the dimen-
sionless ratio of the average excess mean square error to the
minimum mean square error, will go up with the increase of
the order of the adaptive filter. The theoretical expression for
misadjustment is given by~Widrow et al., 1976!

M5mLfxx~0!, ~7!

wherem is the step size of the adaptive filter,L is the order of
the adaptive filter, andfxx is the autocorrelation function for
the input of ALE,x(k), and given by

fxx~ j !5E@x~k!x~k1 j !#. ~8!

Although the misadjustment level can be compensated by
decreasing the step sizem, it will increase the convergence
time of the adaptive filter. Sometimes a larger step size
should be chosen to track a nonstationary signal. The SNR of
output is limited due to the unavoidable misadjustment noise
of the ALE. In general, the order is not suitable if it is too

large. At the same time, a larger order filter requires a in-
creased computation time. Nehorai and Malah derived the
optimal order of the ALE for maximizing the SNR gain.
When the adaptation time constant was specified and with
the practical assumption that theN sinusoidal component
have equal power andmPxL!1, the relationship between
step sizem and the optimal orderLopt is given by

Lopt>@2N/~mPx!#
1/2, ~9!

whereN is the number of sinusoids andPx is the total power
of the input signal~Nehorai and Malah, 1980!. All of these
relationships can be used as guidelines for choosing the de-
lay parameter, order, and step size of ALE. The order of the
adaptive filter in our simulations is set to 70. The step size of
the adaptive filter is a critical factor that affects the stability
of the adaptive filter. Some algorithms that are aimed at
speeding up convergence accomplish this at the expense of
increased computational complexity, such as lattice structure,
RLS algorithm, variable step size based on the correlation
between the input signal and the error signal, and so on.
However, the step size is set to be a constant between 0.05
and 0.5 in this work because of its low computational com-
plexity. Therefore, it is important to carefully choose the de-
lay parameterD, filter order, and the step size of the adaptive
filter.

Since the fundamental frequency of manatee calls lies
between 2 and 5 kHz, a high pass filter with a cutoff fre-
quency of 1200 Hz is used to preprocess the noisy manatee
call. This greatly reduces the energy of noises at low fre-
quencies that may degrade the performance of the ALE. It

FIG. 5. The spectrogram of manatee
calls corrupted by noises, including
boat noise.

TABLE I. The performance of ALE for case I~dB!.

Call 1 Call 2 Call 3 Call 4

SNRbefore 21.14 8.54 5.87 6.51
SNRafter 37.93 33.79 30.35 32.25
GSNR 39.07 25.25 24.48 25.74
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should be mentioned that a normalized LMS algorithm was
also investigated and was shown to be not as effective in
reducing the background noise compared to a LMS algo-
rithm with a fixed step size. A normalized LMS algorithm is
better suited for signals that are continuously measurable,
unlike the manatee vocalizations.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

O’Shea and the United States Geological Survey created
an extensive library of manatee recording between 1981 and
1984 ~O’Shea, 1981–1984!. These recordings are used to
quantify the performance of the ALE algorithm in this paper.

The measured signal corrupted by natural noise and boat
noise represents the primary input to the adaptive filter. In
practice, a manatee call signal may be corrupted by noises
created by snapping shrimp, boats, rain, wind, fish, birds,

marine mammals, and wave motion. The spectrogram of the
manatee calls corrupted by noises is shown in Fig. 5. Two
cases are simulated in this paper. The first case simulates a
manatee call that is corrupted by natural noise. The second
case includes the natural noise in case I but also includes
boat noise. The synthesized data is constructed from actual
measurements of manatee sounds, boat noise, and snapping
shrimp noise that were measured separately. In case I, the
pure manatee calls in the time domain and natural noise are
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. The superposition
of manatee calls and natural noise is shown in Fig. 3~c!. The
eight second hydrophone measurement contains four mana-
tee vocalizations corrupted by background noise~snapping
shrimp, wave motion, etc.!. The manatee calls after ALE is
applied is shown in Fig. 3~d!. The four manatee calls are
clearly more visible and much of the background noise has
been filtered out. The performance of the ALE for case I is

FIG. 6. ~a! Pure manatee calls;~b!
natural noise;~c! boat noise;~d! super-
position of manatee calls, natural
noise, and boat noise;~e! superposed
signal after ALE is applied.
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presented in Table I for the four calls. The signal-to-noise
ratio gain,GSNR is defined as

GSNR5SNRafter2SNRbefore ~10!

and represents signal-to-noise ratio improvement after ALE
is applied, where SNRbefore represents the signal-to-noise ra-
tio of the manatee call before ALE is applied and SNRafter

represents the signal-to-noise ratio of the manatee call after
ALE is applied. The signal-to-noise ratio before ALE is ap-
plied is computed by taking the root mean square~rms! value
of the time domain signals in the region where the manatee
calls are present and dividing that value by the rms value in
the corresponding region where the noise is present. The
signal-to-noise ratio after ALE is applied is computed by
same method. However, the noise is extracted from the near
period of the calls in the time domain. The largest signal-to-
noise ratio improvement is 39.07 dB.

In case II, boat noise is also included in the signal. The
pure manatee call, other noises, high-level boat noise, and
the sum of these three signals in the time domain are shown
in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~d!, respectively. The super-
posed signal after ALE is applied is shown in Fig. 6~e!. The
performance of the ALE for case II is presented in Table II.

By inspecting Figs. 3 and 6, it is clear that the ALE has
been able to clarify the four distinct manatee calls present in
the signal. The instantaneous transfer function of the adap-
tive filter during the manatee call period is shown in Fig. 7.
Although the transfer function cannot accurately form each
peak of the manatee call due to the limited order of FIR, the
magnitude of each peak of the transfer function is at least 15
dB larger than the surrounding frequencies. The adaptive fil-
ter provides approximately a 0 dB gain at the largest peak

frequency of the manatee call. It is important to point out
that the algorithm distorts the original manatee call; however,
this is not critical since the signal is only used for detection
and not reconstruction.

For the time domain data presented in Figs. 3 and 6,
there are five discernable shrimp snaps over the 8.2 s of data.
In the field, there are locations and durations in which the
density of snapping shrimp noise will be higher~as many as
tens of clicks per second!. Within this work, the effectiveness
of ALE has not been investigated for a higher density of
snapping shrimp sounds. This issue is something that needs
to be addressed in the future.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The practical implementation of an acoustic-based
manatee warning system is dependent on the minimum hy-
drophone spacing for the system. The required hydrophone
spacing depends on the manatee vocalization strength, the
decay of the acoustic signal’s strength with distance, and the
background noise levels. Within this paper, an adaptive line
enhancer algorithm is used to reduce the underwater back-
ground noise in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of
a set of manatee calls. The simulations showed that the ALE
algorithm can efficiently discriminate the manatee calls from
natural noise and high-level boat noise. The signal-to-noise
ratio improvement ranges from 17.92 to 39.07 dB. The im-
proved signal-to-noise ratio can be used to extend the detec-
tion range of manatee vocalizations, reduce the number of
false alarms, and the number of missed calls. The results of
this work may ultimately be used to realize a practical sys-
tem that can warn boaters of the presence of manatees.
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An investigation of midwater zooplankton aggregations in a coastal fjord was conducted in
November 2002. This study focused on quantitative comparisons between a calibrated,
three-frequency~38, 120, and 200 kHz! vessel-based echo-sounder, a multinet towed zooplankton
sampler ~BIONESS!, and a high-resolution underwater camera~ZOOVIS!. Daytime layers of
euphausiids and amphipods near 70–90-m depth were observed in lower parts of the inlet,
especially concentrated by tidal flows around a sill. Quantitative backscatter measurements of
euphausiids and amphipods, combined within situ size and abundance estimates, and using an
assumed tilt-angle distribution, were in agreement with averaged fluid-cylinder scattering models
produced by Stanton and Chu@ICES J. Mar. Sci.57, 793–807,~2000!#. Acoustic measurements of
physonect siphonophores in the upper inlet were found to have a strong 38-kHz scattering strength,
in agreement with a damped bubble scattering model using a diameter of 0.4 mm. In relatively dense
euphausiid layers, ZOOVIS abundance estimates were found to be a factor of 2 to 4 higher than the
acoustic estimates, potentially due to deviations from assumed euphausiid orientation. Nocturnal
near-surface euphausiid scattering exhibited a strong~15 dB! and rapid~seconds! sensitivity to
vessel lights, interpreted as due to changing animal orientation.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920087#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Sf, 43.30.Ft@KGF# Pages: 3574–3588

I. INTRODUCTION

High-frequency echo-sounders can be useful for assess-
ing abundance and spatial distributions of meso-zooplankton
such as crustaceans, pteropods, and siphonophores. Typical
zooplankton echo-sounders, operating at frequencies in ex-
cess of 30 kHz, offer high spatial-temporal resolution and
useful sensitivity to depths up to 200 m. When vessel
mounted, these sounders can perform rapid surveys of zoop-
lankton scattering layers, and are particularly useful for as-
sessing small-scale patchiness and vertical layering. The
drawbacks of purely acoustic surveys are an uncertain
knowledge of the scatterer type~i.e., species and size!, com-
bined with an uncertainty regarding appropriate acoustic
scattering models, making it difficult to estimate the absolute
abundance using acoustics alone. When combined with net
trawls and/or newin situ optical tools, however, accurate
surveys of zooplankton abundances are feasible~Wiebe
et al., 1997; Greeneet al., 1998!. Thesein situ samples pro-
vide the necessary data on the species, sizes, orientation, and
abundances at specific depths or locations. The link between
acoustic andin situ sampling approaches is a reliable acous-
tic scattering model for a particular zooplankton type. Of

course,in situ sampling is more difficult, the postanalysis of
net samples is time-consuming, and both nets and optical
techniques lack thevolumetric coverage rateof the echo-
sounders. Therefore, the thrust of this work is to demonstrate
a combined acoustic vsin situ measurement approach, in-
cluding a validation of generic scattering models for two
zooplankton types.

Quantitatively, the acoustic backscatter strength is re-
lated to the zooplankter type, orientation, and their abun-
dance within the insonified volume. It is well known that a
single-frequency echo-sounder cannot generally distinguish
between mixtures of different zooplankton sizes or species
~e.g., Greeneet al., 1989; Holliday and Pieper, 1993!. Simi-
larly, it has been found that single-frequency systems have
difficulties distinguishing between zooplankton and colo-
cated turbulent microstructure scattering~Stanton et al.,
1994; Trevorrow, 1998!. Thus, single-frequency systems are
only useful in nonturbulent regions dominated by a single
species, or in situations where different species can be dis-
tinguished on the basis of behavior~e.g., depth!. Such situa-
tions were found in this study. A more general approach is
the simultaneous use of multiple acoustic frequencies, typi-
cally 30 to 1000 kHz, as demonstrated in several previousa!Electronic mail: mark.trevorrow@drdc-rddc.gc.ca
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studies ~e.g., Greenlaw, 1979; Holliday and Pieper, 1980;
Greeneet al., 1989; Trevorrow and Tanaka, 1995; Wiebe
et al., 1997!. Because the scattering functions for crustacean
zooplankton are strongly size-and frequency dependent,
variations in scattering strength with frequency can be used
to infer animal sizes. Withoutin situ data on zooplankton
species and sizes, however, appropriate scattering models
cannot be chosen with certainty.

This study combined a three-frequency, vessel-based
echo-sounder system with BIONESS multinet plankton
trawls and a newly developedin situ optical imaging system
known as ZOOVIS. The surveys were performed at various
locations in Knight Inlet, British Columbia~B.C.! as part of
an investigation on mechanism for zooplankton aggregation
at coastal sills. Two separate 15-day sea trials were con-
ducted in November 2001 and 2002. Knight Inlet has been
the site of several recent oceanographic experiments~e.g.,
Farmer and Armi, 1999a, b; Klymak and Gregg, 2001, 2003,
2004! focused on internal hydraulics, and turns out to be a
unique natural laboratory for study of zooplankton abun-
dance and aggregation. This work will demonstrate several
examples where the combination of acoustic versusin situ
samples can be used to verify generic zooplankton scattering
models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

A. Overview of the physical and ecological setting

Knight Inlet is a fjord located on the south-central coast
of British Columbia, fed by a glacier at its head some 90 km

inland, and open to the coastal Pacific through Queen Char-
lotte Sound at its mouth. Knight Inlet is relatively calm, with
comparatively light winds and largely sheltered from oceanic
wave action, making it ideal for survey operations. The
lower part of Knight Inlet trends approximately WSW and
has a roughly uniform width~see Fig. 1!, whereas the upper
half of the Inlet trends more north–south. The inlet is quite
steep-sided, with side-wall slopes near 45° and mountain
peaks on each side reaching over 1000 m above sea level. In
the middle of the lower section there is an underwater sill
running approximately north–south, roughly perpendicular
to the east–west tidal flow, with typical crest depth near 65
m. This sill region has been the focus of extensive internal
hydraulics investigations~Farmer and Armi, 1999a, b; Kly-
mak ans Gregg, 2001, 2003, 2004; Ross and Lueck, 2003!.
To the west of the sill the seabed falls away to a flat bottom
roughly 150 m deep, while on the eastern side and in the
upper inlet there is a deeper basin with depths more than 500
m.

The area has dominantly semidiurnal tides, with a strong
fortnightly modulation and tidal heights ranging from 1.0 to
4.5 m. The flood tide runs eastward and northward. Typical
peak tidal currents over the sill are near 1.5 m s21. During
the late autumn Knight Inlet features a strong near-surface
stratification, with a colder, fresher (7.5 °C, 26-psu! surface
layer from 6–10-m deep with relatively well-mixed condi-
tions (8.0 °C, 32 psu! in the deeper waters. Vertical gradients
of temperature, salinity, and density within the 2–5-m thick
pycnocline were typically strong~maxima approximately

FIG. 1. Map of Knight Inlet showing locations of data collection sites.
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0.06 °C m21, 1.6 psu m21, and 1.8 kg m24). The deep wa-
ters (.50 m) in the eastern basin and upper inlet tend to be
slightly fresher than on the west side of the sill.

Ecologically, Knight Inlet is similar to other B.C. coastal
inlets. In these inlets zooplankton scattering layers are com-
monly observed at 60–90-m depth in the daytime, exhibiting
clear nocturnal migration to the near surface. These layers
are generally composed of larger crustacean zooplankton
such as euphausiids~dominated byE. pacifica!, amphipods
~both hyperiid and gammarid!, copepods, and various shrimp
~Mackie and Mills, 1983!. Other species of pteropods, cha-
etognaths, ctenophores, and cnidaria are sometimes present,
and known to migrate diurnally from the surface through
depths of 250 m. However, in the context of interpreting
echo-sounding data these other species can be largely ig-
nored due to the combination of their low abundance and
small target strength~these are soft-bodied animals!. The ex-
ception to this is the hard-shelled planktonic pteropod
Limacina helicina, which for typical animal size near 3 mm
have a target strength at 200 kHz near276 dB ~Stanton
et al., 1998!, similar to that of adult euphausiids. A fewL.
helicina were collected in the BIONESS trawls, with abun-
dance ranging from zero to a maximum of 6.8 per m3. All
examples discussed in this work had negligible abundances
of L. helicina.

The most numerically abundant zooplankton type in the
inlet are copepods, with adults reaching up to 4 mm in
length.Neocalanus plumchrusappears to be the most com-
mon species in B.C. coastal waters~Harrisonet al., 1983!.
Neocalanus spp.generally do not migrate on a daily basis,
and in the midsummer the adults dive to deep waters to
overwinter~diapause! and thus were not present in these No-
vember surveys. Other smaller copepod species~Calanus
marshallae, C. pacificus, Pseudocalanus spp., andMetridia
pacifica! are common in B.C. coastal waters, including
Knight Inlet, and these generally exhibit similar seasonal mi-
gration. Owing to the combination of the small size of the
adult copepods relative to the euphausiids and amphipods,
and their relatively low abundances in the scattering layers
(typically,100 per m3), scattering from copepod species is
ignored in this work.

In contrast to the crustacean scattering dominant in the
lower inlet, acoustic scattering signatures in the upper inlet
appeared to be dominated by the physonect siphonophores.
This type of siphonophore is a relatively strong acoustic scat-
terer due to the presence of a small gas-filled bubble~the
pneumatophore! at the top of the colony. Unfortunately, trawl
nets usually destroy these delicate siphonophore colonies,
such that abundances can only be inferred from counting
remaining component parts~e.g., nectophores!. Using visual
observations from a submersible, Mackie~1985! reported
significant abundances ofNanomia carain Knight Inlet and
other B.C. coastal inlets.

B. Instrumentation and methods

The primary acoustic tool used during the Nov. 2002
surveys was a three-frequency~38, 120, and 200 kHz! echo-
sounder system mounted on theCCGSVECTOR. This system

was utilized to both map out the spatial distributions of
meso-zooplankton, and for detailed comparison with the
BIONESS and ZOOVIS. The 120-kHz sounder proved to be
the most useful in this study, as it was sensitive to both fish
and zooplankton aggregations and the backscatter from tur-
bulent microstructure that is a feature of the internal flow
regime near the sill.

During the Nov. 2002 surveys the single-beam three
echo-sounder transducers were mounted in a single fairing at
a depth of 3.5 m approximately 25 m forward of the stern.
The transducers were oriented vertically downward. The
beamwidths of the transducers were approximately matched,
being 9.5°, 9.0°, and 7.0°~total width to 23 dB) for the
38-, 120-, and 200-kHz transducers respectively, so that the
overall insonified volumes were similar. Transducer beam
patterns were provided by the manufacturer. The echo-
sounder transmitter–receiver electronics were custom built at
the Institute of Ocean Sciences~Sidney, B.C.!, with echo-
sounder control, data acquisition, and display performed by
an accompanying PC. During all survey runs the echo-
sounder was operated at a 1.0-Hz ping rate, with all channels
simultaneously transmitting a 0.5-ms~37-cm acoustic reso-
lution! gated-cw pulse. The acoustic source levels for all
three transducers were near 221 dB (re:mPa at 1 m!. At this
source level acoustic cavitation effects were not considered
to be a problem due to the relatively high acoustic frequen-
cies, short pulse length, and very low duty cycle~see Med-
win and Clay, 1998!. Echo intensity from each channel was
sampled at 12 500 samples per second~6-cm sampling reso-
lution! with 16-bit ~93-dB! dynamic range. The nominal
maximum recording depth was 200 m. In addition to the
acoustic data, time and DGPS position were recorded for
each ping. During echo-sounder surveys the ship maintained
a speed of roughly 6 knots (3 m s21) relative to the ground,
except during BIONESS trawls where the speed was reduced
to roughly 3 knots and during ZOOVIS deployments where
the speed was 1 to 2 knots.

Sea-truth samples of zooplankton abundance, size, and
species composition were obtained by towing a BIONESS
~Bedford Institute of Oceanography Net and Environmental
Sampling System! instrumented multiple net sampler
~Sameotoet al., 1980! at selected locations. The BIONESS
carried nine nets that were opened in sequence. Each net had
a mouth area of 0.25 m2 and a mesh size of 0.23 mm. Depth
and cumulative volume filtered were continuously monitored
with a pressure sensor and flow-meter interfaced to a Seabird
Electronics CTD mounted on the BIONESS. The BIONESS
was either towed horizontally or obliquely at a forward speed
of about 1.5 m s21. The nets were opened and closed in se-
quence, either to divide the water column into a stacked se-
ries of depth strata, or to obtain a horizontal sequence of
samples from one depth stratum~e.g., tracking an euphausiid
scattering layer!. The echo-sounders were used during the
BIONESS tows to guide the nets to particular zooplankton
scattering layers, and to prevent impact with the seabed. The
entire sample from each BIONESS tow stratum was pre-
served in 10% formalin and returned to the laboratory for
identification and enumeration. The entire sample was exam-
ined for abundance and body size of large and/or rare taxa
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~e.g., euphausiids, amphipods, gelatinous zooplankton!. The
sample was then quantitatively subsampled using a Folsom
splitter for counts of small abundant taxa~e.g., copepods!.
Total counting effort was sufficient to give an expected sub-
sampling error of roughly 5%–10% for the dominant spe-
cies.

The Zooplankton Visualization and Imaging System
~ZOOVIS! is a high-resolution digital camera system de-
signed to collect quantitative data on the numbers, sizes, and
identities of meso-and macro-zooplankton at depths up to
250 m. A detailed description of this system can be found in
Benfield et al. ~2003a!. ZOOVIS was capable of resolving
anatomical details of organisms larger than 1–2 mm in size
within a sampling volume approximately 40 cm away from
the camera. Sampling volumes ranged from 0.36 to 3.4 liters
depending on camera settings. Images were acquired at
4–8-s intervals while the instrument was profiled up and
down at 50 cm s21 with the vessel steaming at 1–2 knots.
Similarly to BIONESS, real-time echo-sounder images were
used to guide ZOOVIS to particular scattering layers. Due to
shipboard logistical constraints, however, ZOOVIS and
BIONESS could not be deployed simultaneously. Images
were analyzed through a combination of visual inspection
and postprocessed with an image processor that located and
measured targets. Euphausiid sizes were estimated by mea-
suring their widths and converting to length using an allom-
etric relationship determined from preservedEuphausia
pacificacollected on 19 Nov. 2002. Euphausiid abundances
were estimated by summing all detected euphausiids and di-
viding by the corresponding imaging volume.

C. Acoustic postprocessing

For quantitative purposes, the raw echo-sounder ampli-
tude vs range data,A(r ), must be converted to volumetric
backscatter strength,Sv , defined as the decibel equivalent of
the backscatter cross section per unit volume~units of dB
re:m21). This conversion is accomplished through the stan-
dard sonar equation~e.g., Medwin and Clay, 1998!, i.e.,

Sv~r !520 log10@A~r !#1K140 log10@r #12•a•r

210 log10@U~r !#2TVG~r !, ~1!

whereK is the calibration coefficient,r is downward range,
a is the acoustic absorption,U(r ) is the insonified volume,
and TVG is the preamplifier time-varying gain. The calibra-
tion coefficientK includes transmit power level, transducer
sensitivity, fixed amplifier gain, and A/D conversion factors.
The echo-sounder TVG approximated a 20• log10@r # function
within the 60 ms after transmission and was held constant at
greater depths. The TVG was measured for each channel by
averaging echo-data with the transmitter turned off, then nor-
malizing such that TVG atr 51 m was zero. The TVG was
not changed during these field trials. The acoustic absorption
is frequency- and environment dependent, and for the typical
~depth-averaged! water conditions in Knight Inlet has a val-
ues of 0.0093, 0.033, and 0.047 dB m21 at 38, 120, and 200
kHz, respectively~Francois and Garrison, 1982!. In terms of
theequivalent solid angleof the transducer,w, and the pulse
duration,t(5500ms), the insonified volume is given by
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For the sounders used in Knight Inlet the insonified volume
increased from roughly 0.5 m3 at 10-m range to 30– 50 m3 at
80 m ~the nominal zooplankton layer depth!. Within the
zooplankton layers these sampling volumes are comparable
to that sampled with the BIONESS, but much larger than
sampled per image by ZOOVIS.

The three echo-sounders were acoustically calibrated us-
ing the backscatter from precisely machined tungsten-
carbide spheres~38-, 40-, and 42.9-mm diameter! suspended
along the center line of the acoustic beams~following meth-
ods outlined in Vagleet al., 1996!. Multiple calibration trials
were conducted while the ship was anchored at night. The
calibrations were estimated to be accurate to60.8 dB, or a
relative error of 20% in cross section. The greatest source of
error in this was uncertainty in alignment of the target
spheres on the transducer axes. The calibration data were
carefully selected by moving the sphere through the trans-
ducer beams until maxima were found; however, some insta-
bilities in echo amplitude attributable to target sphere move-
ment were observed. Clearly, more accurate calibrations can
be obtained using split-beam sounders which can measure
the target location relative to the beam.

The electronic noise levels of the echo-sounder electron-
ics created some limitations for zooplankton sampling, espe-
cially for the 200-kHz channel at greater depths. Because of
the range variations in Eq.~1!, these noise levels were also
range dependent. Specific systemic noise curves were mea-
sured for each channel by recording and averaging echo data
with the transmitters turned off. These noise curves are in-
cluded in all following plots ofSv vs depth to show the
measurement signal-to-noise ratio. In all quantitativeSv cal-
culations, usually involving averaging in depth and ping,
these noise levels were used to correct for noise contamina-
tion, as described in Korneliussen~2000! and Watkins and
Brierley ~1996!. The correction was applied by simply sub-
tracting the equivalent volume backscatter cross section of
the noise from the volume scattering cross-section data on a
ping-by-ping basis. For moderate to high signal-to-noise data
this correction to the averagedSv is small (,0.5 dB); how-
ever, corrections up to 2.5 dB were found in 200-kHz data
near the bottom of some scattering layers. An additional sig-
nal conditioning process was applied to remove contamina-
tion from occasional, large targets~identity unknown! em-
bedded in the zooplankton layers. During ping averaging
through zooplankton scattering layers, echoes exceeding an
upper Sv threshold in each channel were removed. These
upper thresholds were set 10 dB above the maximum layer-
averagedSv in each channel, typically280 to 270 dB de-
pending on the situation. This contamination was most ap-
parent in crustacean scattering in the 38-kHz channel, where
the expectedSv were,290 dB.

III. CRUSTACEAN AND SIPHONOPHORE SCATTERING
MODELS

To proceed from acoustic backscatter strength toin situ
abundance estimates, several basic facts need to be estab-
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lished. The local species and size composition needs to be
determined~usually with a net sample!, and this species and
size composition is assumed to be constant throughout a lo-
cal survey region. For the purposes of verifying scattering
models it is preferable that the acoustic scattering be domi-
nated by a particular species or scatterer type. If the scatter-
ing is due to multispecies ensembles, then the composition
ratios between major constituents should be reasonably well
known. In the case of Knight Inlet, the BIONESS trawls
showed that the acoustic scattering in the lower inlet were
generally dominated by euphausiids with length near 16 mm,
as they are larger and generally in greater abundance than
other species. Other zooplankters, such as amphipods, adult
copepods, pteropods, and siphonophores, were sometimes
found in moderate quantities, and at low euphausiid abun-
dances they sometimes gave significant contributions to the
acoustic backscatter. In the upper Inlet~Glacier Bay!, the
backscattering was dominated by physonect siphonophores,
and the net trawls found negligible quantities of euphausiids
and amphipods. Three distinct cases will be examined sepa-
rately in Sec. IV.

Following from the assumption of a particular scatterer
type, an accurate model for the acoustic scattering strength as
a function of acoustic frequency and zooplankter size must
be found. For euphausiids and amphipods, a number of
simple models have been proposed~e.g., Johnson, 1977;
Stanton, 1989!, but the most appropriate in this situation is a
size- and orientation-averaged fluid cylinder model recom-
mended by Stanton and Chu~2000!, based on earlier models
by Stantonet al. ~1993!. This model is appropriate due to the
moderately large insonified volumes of these echo-sounders
~typically near 30– 50 m3 at the euphausiid layer depth of
60–80 m!, such that the echo has contributions from poten-
tially hundreds of animals. Furthermore, the detailed acoustic
scattering models generally show a strong sensitivity to
zooplankter orientation~i.e., swimming angle with respect to
horizontal, i.e., angle5zero implies dorsal incidence!, and
generally it should be expected that a natural population
would have some distribution of this orientation angle about
a mean value.

The specific model used here assumes the euphausiids or
amphipods to be bent fluid cylinders with radius of curvature
33 body length, a specific length-to-radius ratio, a
Gaussian-distributed length~i.e., characterized by a mean
and standard deviation!, and a Gaussian-distributed orienta-
tion angle, again quantified by a mean and standard devia-
tion. The sound-speed and density contrasts in this fluid
model were assumed to be 1.03 and 1.04, respectively, fol-
lowing recommendations in Footeet al. ~1990!. Given all
these assumptions in combination with net trawl data, the
averaged backscatter cross section (sb , units of m2) per
animal can be calculated using the modeling equations out-
lined in Stanton and Chu~2000!. One limitation in this for-
mulation is the requirement that the orientation distribution
include lateral~dorsal! incidence. The data on euphausiid
and amphipod length and aspect ratio come from BIONESS
trawl data collected near the sill and at several sites in the
western inlet. Also, Stantonet al. ~1993! showed that this
averaged model is insensitive to the amount of curvature, so

only a nominal value is assumed. We shall follow the nota-
tion suggested by Stanton and Chu whereN ~mean, std. dev.!
specifies the distribution of zooplankter orientation angle~as-
sumed Gaussian, zero5horizontal). A limiting case of orien-
tation angle, denoteduniformly distributed, occurs where
there is no preferred orientation and averaging occurs over
all possible orientations from 0° to 360°. Based on results
from Chuet al. ~1993!, the swimming angle distribution was
kept as a free parameter to allow some inference of orienta-
tion from a best fit to abundances from the BIONESS trawls.
Ideally, a full verification of the model could be accom-
plished through inclusion ofin situ animal orientations from
ZOOVIS. Unfortunately, in most cases examined in this
work insufficient numbers of animals were sampled by
ZOOVIS to establish reliable swimming angle distributions.

The backscatter from physonect siphonophores is dra-
matically different from the crustacean model discussed
above. The presence of the gas-filled pneumatophore yields a
much higher scattering strength than equivalent fluid models,
and the radial oscillations of the approximately spherical
bubble give rise to a resonant peak. One feature of siphono-
phores is their apparent ability to maintain a constant pneu-
matophore volume over a large range of depths, thereby
maintaining a constant buoyancy~Benfieldet al., 2003b!. As
a first approximation, the backscatter from the pneumato-
phore can be modeled as a bubble~Stantonet al., 1998; War-
ren et al., 2001; Benfieldet al. 2003b!, for which there are
well-established models. The backscatter from other fluid-
like tissue in the siphonophore colony is significantly weaker
than the bubble scatter and can be ignored. This work will
follow the textbook formulation for bubble scattering as out-
lined in Medwin and Clay~1998!, whereby the backscatter
cross section for a bubble of radius,a, is given by

sb~ f ,z!5
a2

@~ f R / f !221#21d2 , ~3!

where d is the bubble total damping coefficient, and the
bubble resonance frequency is given by

f R5~2pa!21A3gP0 /rw, ~4!

where P0 is the static pressure~Pa! on the bubble (1.013
31051rw•g•z), g is the ratio of specific heats at constant
pressure and volume of the enclosed gas (51.4 for air!, and
rw is the density (kg m23) of the surrounding water. For
example, a 1-mm-diameter bubble at 50-m depth has a reso-
nant frequency of 15.8 kHz. Note that the total damping
coefficient is the sum of three separate terms, i.e., damping
due to reradiation, fluid viscosity, and surface tension~see
Medwin and Clay, 1998 for specific evaluation of these terms
for natural bubbles!. It is speculated that the tissue surround-
ing the bubble in the pneumatophore will exhibit stronger
viscous and surface tension damping than for an ordinary
bubble in seawater, and thein situ scattering data examined
here allow some exploration of this idea.
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IV. MULTIFREQUENCY ACOUSTIC RESULTS AND
COMPARISONS WITH IN SITU DATA

For the purpose of examining the validity of the com-
bined echo-sounder andin situ sampling approach, in es-
sence verifying the use of the acoustic scattering models de-
scribed above, six specific examples from the November
2002 surveys will be examined in detail. These examples are
chosen for both the coincidence of good quality acoustic and
BIONESS or ZOOVIS data, and the dominance of a particu-
lar zooplankton type or species.

A. Euphausiid aggregations in the lower inlet

Scattering layers dominated by euphausiids were com-
monly observed in the lower inlet and near the sill at Hoeya
Head. A specific deep-water comparison between the echo-
sounder and BIONESS results taken at 0830h 23 Nov. 2002
near Shewell Island will be examined here in detail. This
example was chosen because it was located well away from
the complicated, turbulent flows in the sill region, and be-
cause the net trawls indicated a moderate euphausiid abun-
dance with only minor amounts of other species. ZOOVIS
was not deployed at this site because earlier experiences had
found very few euphausiids were imaged in these relatively
low abundance layers.

Figure 2 presents a volumetric backscatter strength vs
depth and time echogram, overlain with the trajectory of the
BIONESS sampler~appropriately time shifted to compensate
for the cable lay-back!. The echogram shows the typical day-
time scattering layer below roughly 70-m depth. The
BIONESS acquired three nets in the lower sublayer at 85–

105-m depth and three more nets within the upper sublayer
at 72–90 m. Each net sampled between 50 and 80 m3 within
the zooplankton layer. Individual net results within each su-
blayer exhibited only minor differences, so euphausiid abun-
dances vs size~1-mm size classes! were averaged over each
set of three, with result presented in Fig. 3. The measured
size distributions are clearly in agreement with the Gaussian-
distributed assumption required for the averaged fluid cylin-
der scattering model described above. For modeling pur-
poses a mean length of 15.9 mm and 1.4-mm standard
deviation will be used. Also produced from BIONESS were

FIG. 2. Volumetric scatter strength vs depth and time at 120 kHz for 33.3 min starting 0833h, 23 Nov. 2002 near Shewell Island in Knight Inlet. Black line
shows the trajectory of the BIONESS multinet sampler, with labels indicating zones of net opening.

FIG. 3. Size-abundance distribution ofEuphausia pacificafrom BIONESS
trawl at 0830h 23 Nov. 2002 near Shewell Island. Best-fit Gaussian distri-
butions plotted as dashed and dotted lines for the two sublayers.
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averaged total abundances of 5.6 and 3.2 euphausiids per m3

for the lower and upper sublayers, respectively. This aver-
aged abundance is considered low, as abundances in excess
of 500 per m3 were observed in other parts of the inlet.
Finally, an examination of euphausiids captured at several
sites in the lower inlet determined that the mean aspect ratio
~length to width! was 7.660.7. This implies a length to ra-
dius ratio of 15.2, similar to that reported for Antarctic krill
~E. superba! by Footeet al.~1990! and Chuet al. ~1993!.

Averaged profiles of volume backscatter strength at the
three frequencies for the two zooplankton sublayers are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. These volumetric backscatter cross-section
profiles were ping averaged over the same interval as the
BIONESS net samples shown in Fig. 2, and are uncorrected
for systemic noise. These profiles exhibit the distinctive in-
creasing scattering strength with frequency signature of eu-
phausiid scattering layers. Specifically, the ratio between the
scattering strength at 120 kHz to that at 38 kHz was approxi-
mately 14 dB, and between 200 and 120 kHz the ratio was
roughly 4 dB. Within the euphausiid scattering layers the
signal-to-noise ratios were generally good (.6 to 10 dB!;
however, the 200-kHz channel was increasingly noise domi-
nated near the upper and lower boundaries of the euphausiid
layers. In general, the 200-kHz channel was not useful for
zooplankton sampling at depths.100 m. Note in Fig. 4~b!
that the 38-kHz profile does not exhibit the same character-
istic increase in scattering strength above the background as
observed in the 120- and 200-kHz profiles. This is partly due
to the inclusion in the averaged scattering level of echoes
from a few larger, isolated targets in combination with low
euphausiid signal level. The use of an upper threshold in the
depth- and ping-averaging process removes much of this
contamination. Quantitatively, within the lower sublayer
@88–102 m in Fig. 4~a!#, the noise-corrected depth-averaged
volume scattering strengths were290.5, 275.8, and
272.0 dB~re: 1 m21) at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, respectively.

Similarly, in the upper sublayer@70–88 m in Fig. 4~b!# the
noise-corrected depth-averagedSv were291.4,277.7, and
273.5 dB.

By dividing the averaged volumetric scattering cross
section by the measured abundance estimates from the
BIONESS within each sublayer, estimates of the averaged
target strength~TS, in dB re: 1 m2) per animal at each fre-
quency can be made~Fig. 5!. Overall, there is good agree-
ment in the TS estimates between the two sublayers at all
three frequencies. Furthermore, there is excellent agreement
between the TS estimates and the averaged bent fluid cylin-
der model prediction using a N(0°,30°) orientation distribu-
tion, and there is little overlap with either the N(20°,50°) or
the uniform angular distribution predictions. These TS and
orientation results are similar to those found for other natu-
rally occurring euphausiid swarms, bearing in mind that most
other studies were focused on larger euphausiids. For ex-
ample, Wiebeet al. ~1990! reported an average TS of
277.5 dB at 420 kHz for live, tethered, 20-mm-longE. paci-
fica. Foote et al. ~1990! reported average TS for 34-mm-
length E. superbanear Antarctica in the range289 to
285 dB at 38 kHz and279 to 276 dB at 120 kHz. Foote’s
estimates are 8–12 dB larger at 38 kHz and 4–7 dB larger at
120 kHz for a mean animal size about twice these Knight
Inlet euphausiids, entirely consistent with the present fluid-
cylinder model using the larger animal size.

In terms of euphausiid orientation, these results are con-
sistent with some previous studies. Based onin situ photo-
graphs of euphausiids in Norway, Kristensen and Dahlen
~1986! reported a mean angle between610° ~dependent on
vertical migration state! with standard deviation between 25°
and 45°. They concluded that aN(0°,30°) orientation dis-
tribution was appropriate for modeling purposes. However,
in an examination of Antarctic krill data, Chuet al. ~1993!
extracted swimming angles with mean near 20°~head up!
and standard deviation near 30°. Earlier photographic work

FIG. 4. Sv vs depth profiles at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, averaged over 500
pings ~8.3 min! starting at~a! 0839h and~b! 0851h on 23 Nov. 2002 near
Shewell Island. Depth-varying dashed lines are corresponding systemic
noise levels for the three channels (Sv data are not corrected for noise!.
Vertical dashed lines show depth intervals of the corresponding BIONESS
net trawls, found to be dominated byE. pacifica~as shown in Fig. 3!.

FIG. 5. Comparison between measured and predicted averaged target
strength vs frequency forE. pacificanear Shewell Island, 0830h 23 Nov.
2002. Experimental TS derived from averagedSv at 88–104 m and 72–90
m-depth divided by the mean abundance estimated from the BIONESS
trawls. Error bars on TS are60.8 dB. Predicted TS calculated from
population- and orientation-averaged model using euphausiid length and
standard deviation of 15.9 and 1.4 mm, respectively, with three different
orientation angle distributions.
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by Kils ~1981! with Antarctic krill showed a mean orienta-
tion of 45° ~head up! with a standard deviation of 30°. In
tank experiments with similar-sizedE. pacifica, Miyashita
et al. ~1996! reported typical swimming angle distributions
with mean of 30°~head up! and standard deviation of 20°.

The BIONESS trawl data can also be used to assess the
error due to scattering contributions from other species.
Aside from euphausiids, the next most abundant zooplankton
class was amphipods, with measured length distribution of
6.362.4 mm and averaged abundance of 6.6 m3 in both the
lower and upper sublayers. Using a similar size and
orientation-averaged scattering model~amphipod parameters
are described in the next subsection!, the predicted layer-
averagedSv values for amphipods are2100.5,288.3, and
283.5 dB~re: 1 m21) at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, respectively.
These are all more than 10 dB lower than the observedSv
attributed to euphausiids, and thus amphipod scattering can
be guardedly ignored.

B. Amphipods in the western inlet

A combined acoustic and BIONESS survey at 1125h on
Nov. 19, 2002 near Lady Island, in the western part of the
lower inlet, found a situation dominated by amphipod scat-
tering with almost negligible presence~abundance
,0.1 per m3) of euphausiids. During the BIONESS trawl,
four individual nets were deployed within main scattering
layer at 60–80-m depth, with an averaged abundance of
22.9 per m3. Each net sampled between 80 and 100 m3, so
this abundance estimate is an average over roughly 330 m3

of the scattering layer. There were two dominant species of
amphipods, namely a hyperiidThemisto pacificaand a gam-
marid Cyphocaris challengeri. The combined size distribu-
tion of the hyperiid and gammarid amphipods was found to
be Gaussian distributed with mean of 6.3 mm and standard
deviation of 2.4 mm. The mean aspect~length-to-width! ratio
measured from a number of amphipod samples was 5.2.
ZOOVIS was not deployed at this site.

Ping-averaged volume backscatter strength profiles
through this amphipod layer are presented in Fig. 6. Similar
to euphausiid layers discusssed earlier, the three frequencies
all exhibited a strongSv signal within the 58–76-m amphi-
pod layer and an increasingSv with frequency. The noise-
corrected depth- and ping-averagedSv were293.7,283.2,
and279.0 dB~re: 1 m21) at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, respec-
tively. As in the euphausiid case~Fig. 4!, the 200-kHz profile
had reasonable signal-to-noise properties within the amphi-
pod scattering layers, but was clearly noise limited outside of
the layer. Also, the ping-averaged 38-kHzSv profile exhib-
ited a different scattering texture, with rapid fluctuations in
depth, both within and outside of the amphipod layer. This is
in contrast to the more continuous, smooth scattering profiles
of the 120- and 200-kHz channels. This contamination is due
to the inclusion of echoes from a few isolated targets~iden-
tity unknown! in the averaged profile, made apparent by the
small 38-kHz signature from amphipods. Again, the use of
an upper threshold in the depth- and ping-averaging process
removes much of this contamination.

Estimates of the averaged TS for these amphipods can
be made by dividing the time- and depth-averaged volumet-

ric backscatter cross section at each frequency by the mea-
sured abundance estimate from the BIONESS. Figure 7 com-
pares the measured and modeled TS for this amphipod layer.
In this case there is agreement with the model using a
N(0°,60°) distribution, although the uniformly distributed
case cannot be rejected. The 38-kHz estimate appears too
high by roughly 2 dB, presumably due to residual contami-
nation from these isolated scatterers mentioned above. Fi-
nally, we can use the upper bound on euphausiid abundance
(0.1 per m3) taken from the BIONESS trawl data to assess
the potential interference with these amphipodSv measure-
ments. The fluid-cylinder model for euphausiids~discussed

FIG. 6. Sv vs depth profiles at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, averaged over 450
pings ~7.5 min! starting 1141h, 19 Nov. 2002 near Lady Island in Knight
Inlet. Depth-varying dashed lines are corresponding systemic noise levels
for the three channels (Sv data are not corrected for noise!. Horizontal
dashed lines show depth interval of the corresponding BIONESS net trawls,
found to be dominated by hyperiid and gammarid amphipods.

FIG. 7. Comparison between measured and predicted averaged target
strength vs frequency for amphipods near Lady Island, 1141h 19 Nov. 2002.
Experimental TS derived from averagedSv at 60–78-m depth divided by the
mean abundance estimated from the BIONESS trawl. Error bars on TS are
60.8 dB. Predicted TS calculated from population- and orientation-
averaged model using amphipod length and standard deviation of 6.3 and
2.4 mm, respectively, with three different orientation angle distributions.
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above! predicts averagedSv in this layer of2107.8,293.1,
and288.9 dB~re: 1 m21) at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, respec-
tively. These are all more than 11 dB below the observedSv
data for the amphipod scattering layer.

C. Siphonophores in Glacier Bay

Acoustic scattering signatures in the upper inlet were
found to be drastically different from those found in the
lower inlet. In this case the scattering strength vs frequency
trend was reversed, with the 38 kHz being the strongest and
the 200 kHz the weakest, as demonstrated in Fig. 8 with an
example from midday on 22 Nov. 2002. Clearly, all three
echo-sounders were able to resolve the scattering layer with
moderate to good signal-to-noise ratios. Focusing on a region
near the upper boundary of this layer~28–32 m!, the noise-
corrected depth- and ping-averagedSv were277.1,280.5,
and283.8 dB~re: 1 m21) at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, respec-
tively. A simultaneous BIONESS trawl from 30–65-m depth
detected the presence of siphonophore~identified asNano-
mia bijuga! nectophores, pneumatophores, and siphonulae.
Specifically, within this 30–65-m layer the averaged abun-
dances of nectophores and pneumatophores from BIONESS
were 1.29 and 0.13 per m3, respectively. Since it is reason-
able to expect roughly 10 nectophores perNanomiacolony
but only one pneumatophore, these two estimates are consis-
tent. The trawls also found a distinct absence of euphausiids
and amphipods in this layer~averaged euphausiid and am-
phipod abundances were,0.15 and 0.4 per m3, respec-
tively!. Using the euphausiid and amphipod TS outlined in
previous sections, these measured abundances predict scat-
tering strengths that are much smaller than observed, particu-
larly for the 38-kHz channel. ZOOVIS was deployed at this

site prior to the BIONESS cast, but did not return any
siphonophore images due to the low abundances.

Because of the relative fragility of the siphonophore
colonies and their relatively low abundance, standard net
trawls ~such as BIONESS! are considered somewhat unreli-
able for measuring siphonophore abundance. Fortunately, an
alternate estimate of the average target strength can be de-
rived from an examination of the scattering layer statistics,
using a technique outlined in Stanton~1985! and used by
Trevorrow and Tanaka~1997! to estimatein situ amphipod
TS. The basis of this technique, dubbedcritical density
analysis, is that probability density functions of scattering
amplitude show different shapes between the two extremes
of overlapping and nonoverlapping scatterer echoes. The
transition between these two extremes, which is generally
rather sharply defined in depth and easy to identify from
PDF shape, corresponds to a depth whereon averagethere is
one scatterer per insonified volume~i.e., acritical density!.
With knowledge of the averagedSv at this depth of critical
density, the average backscatter cross section~i.e., TS! can
be extracted.

In the specific example examined here, critical density
points for the 38- and 120-kHz channels were found at
29.4-m depth. The corresponding critical densities were
0.162 m23 for both channels, with noise-corrected, ping-
averagedSv of 276.2 and280.3 dB~re: 1 m21), at 38 and
120 kHz, respectively. Combining the critical density and
average scattering strength produced averaged TS estimates
of 268.3 and272.4 dB ~re: 1 m2) at 38 and 120 kHz, re-
spectively. A TS estimate at 200 kHz of275.1 dB was gen-
erated using the ratio between layer-averagedSv at 38 and
200 kHz (26.8 dB). A similar critical density point was
found in the 38-kHz channel at the bottom of the layer~75-m
depth!, yielding at 38 kHz TS of268.4 dB~re: 1 m2). Using
ratios between averagedSv at the three frequencies near
75-m depth, the estimated TS at 120 and 200 kHz at this
depth was272.3 and275.1 dB ~re: 1 m2), respectively. A
similar critical density analysis performed on a separate data
set taken earlier~1020h! on the same day in a nearby loca-
tion produced similar results~e.g., averaged TS5269.1,
273.1, and275.5 dB at 38, 120, and 200 kHz at 30-m
depth!.

Using these TS values, the average siphonophore abun-
dance was near 0.14 per m3, very close to the abundance
estimated from the nectophores and pneumatophores cap-
tured in the BIONESS trawl. Similar abundances~mean of
0.05 per m3, maximum up to 1 per m3) of Nanomia bijugain
Monterey Bay were reported by Robisonet al. ~1998! from
ROV-based video observations. However, these present esti-
mates are considerably lower than 1–10 siphonophores per
m3 estimated acoustically forN. cara in the Gulf of Maine
reported by Warrenet al. ~2001!, Benfieldet al. ~2003b!, and
earlier submersible observations in the same Gulf of Maine
region by Rogerset al. ~1978!.

A comparison between these TS estimates and siphono-
phore scattering models is presented in Fig. 9. Because the
scattering model for a bubble~our model for a pneumato-
phore! is depth dependent, the figure presents comparisons at
30 and 60-m depth, near the upper and lower boundaries of

FIG. 8. Sv vs depth profiles at 38, 120, and 200 kHz, averaged over 500
pings ~8.3 min! starting 1226h, 22 Nov. 2002 in Glacier Bay, Knight Inlet.
Depth-varying dashed lines are corresponding systemic noise levels for the
three channels (Sv data are not corrected for noise!. Horizontal dashed lines
show depth interval of the corresponding BIONESS net trawls, which
showed presence of siphonophores and lack of euphausiids or amphipods.
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the siphonophore layer. The bubble model clearly exhibits a
resonant peak near 40 kHz, and that this resonant frequency
increases with depth. The best overall fit at frequencies
above the resonance~i.e., 120 and 200 kHz! comes for a
0.4-mm bubble diameter. However, for this size the unmodi-
fied bubble model overpredicts the measured TS at 38 kHz at
both 30 and 60 m. A better fit to the 38-kHz TS at both
depths can be found by arbitrarily increasing the viscous
damping component by a factor of 1000. Furthermore, note
that at 30-m depth the resonant peak is below the 38-kHz
echo-sounder frequency, while at 60-m depth the resonance
is above 38 kHz. Assuming the pneumatophore size to be
roughly uniform throughout this layer, the unmodified
bubble model predicts that a strong resonant scattering re-
gion, roughly 20 dB higher, should occur in the 38-kHz
channel at some intermediate depth. From Eq.~4!, a 0.4-mm-
diameter bubble has a predicted 38-kHz resonance at a depth
of 45 m. Examination of Fig. 8 indicates that the ratio ofSv
between 38 and 120 kHz is approximately constant from 30-
to 60-m depth, with no suggestion of a resonant peak near 45
m. These facts lend support to the earlier hypothesis that the
membrane surrounding the gas bubble in the pneumatophore
adds damping. However, the exact damping contributions are
difficult to assess except under carefully controlled labora-
tory conditions. This 0.4-mm pneumatophore diameter lies in
between adult pneumatophore sizes of 0.7–1.0 mm exam-
ined in Warrenet al. ~2001!, and siphonulae pneumatophore
diameters of 0.1-0.4 mm found by Benfieldet al. ~2003!.
Furthermore, these present measurements are consistent with
previous siphonophore TS measurements. For example, War-
renet al. reported average TS measurements of262.5 dB at
24 kHz, while Benfield et al. predicted average TS of

272 dB at 120 kHz and277 dB at 200 kHz. Independently,
Greeneet al. ~1998! reported a siphonophore TS of275 dB
at 420 kHz based on direct acoustic vs net trawl comparisons
in the Gulf of Maine.

D. Echo-sounder vs ZOOVIS comparisons

The occurrence of dense euphausiid scattering layers in
the lower inlet also allowed closely coupled comparisons
between the echo-sounders and ZOOVIS. For these compari-
sons, 120-kHz volume scatter strength can be converted to
euphausiid abundances using results from Sec. IV A, specifi-
cally using a mean TS of283.1 dB~re: 1 m2). The 120-kHz
channel is used as it provided the best overall signal-to-noise
performance for the euphausiid layers. However, in contrast
to the BIONESS comparisons where time- and depth aver-
ages were appropriate, comparisons to the small sample vol-
ume of ZOOVIS~of order 1 liter! requires high-resolution
acoustic data. For this analysis the echo-sounder data were
averaged over two successive pings~2 s! and into 24-cm-
depth bins. Figure 10 presents a detailed ZOOVIS vs acous-
tic comparison for a shoaling near-surface euphausiid layer
near Lady Island. Typical acoustically derived abundances in
this example are 100 to 200 per m3, with isolated patches
exceeding 500 per m3. The maximum acoustically predicted
abundance is 775 per m3. Note that the insonified volume of
the 120-kHz echo-sounder increases with depth from
0.6– 4.3 m3 within this 8–22-m deep layer, approximately
103 to 104 times larger than the sample volume of ZOOVIS
~0.36 liter in this deployment!. The ZOOVIS-derived abun-
dances are based simply on counting the number of recog-
nizable euphausiid targets per image, then dividing by the
sample volume. Note that the minimum quantity of 1 eu-
phausiid per image corresponds to an abundance of 2.8 per
liter (2800 per m3), much larger than any observed with the
echo-sounder. In this example no more than 1 euphausiid per
image was observed, and the majority of images was empty.
The overall average ZOOVIS abundance from this deploy-
ment was 0.427 per liter. Generally, there is reasonable
agreement in the sense that high ZOOVIS abundances corre-
spond to locations where the instrument profiled through
denser acoustic regions, and empty ZOOVIS images come
from zones with low acoustic abundance.

Overall the ZOOVIS abundances presented in Fig. 10
appear to be about 2 to 4 times higher than the acoustic
estimates. There are a number of possible contributing fac-
tors to this discrepancy. First, the huge difference in sam-
pling volumes implies different sampling statistics for the
two measurements, one being an average over many targets
per insonified volume and other having only isolated hits.
However, the average ZOOVIS abundance~including zero
estimates! is still about a factor of 2 larger than the typical
acoustic abundances. Another complication is that of animal
swimming-angle orientation. If the euphausiids had a differ-
ent orientation distribution, say closer to uniformly distrib-
uted, then their average TS could be plausibly lower by as
much as 3 dB~see Fig. 5!. Some evidence for this can be
seen from an oblique bongo net trawl over the upper 30 m
taken roughly 1 h later at this same Lady Island site. The

FIG. 9. Comparison between measured and predicted averaged target
strength vs frequency for siphonophores in Glacier Bay, Knight Inlet. Ex-
perimental TS derived from critical density analysis~as described in the
text! from data at 1017h and 1226h, 22 Nov. 2002. Error bars on TS are
61.5 dB.
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bongo picked up the usual 15.9-mm length euphausiids, with
a layer-averaged abundance of 23.5 per m3. Averaged over
the same depth and time interval as the bongo trawl, the
acoustically derived abundance estimate~based on the same
methods as for the ZOOVIS comparisons! was 16.5 per m3.
This suggests that the average euphausiid TS could be
smaller by 1.5 dB, potentially pushing the acoustically de-
rived abundances in Fig. 10 upwards by roughly 50%. A final
complication is that this region clearly exhibited high spatial
heterogeneity, and it is possible that ZOOVIS was towed
through slightly different euphausiid swarms than sampled
by the echo-sounder. The difference between the two sam-
pling points was roughly 30-m distance and 20 s in time.

Figure 11 presents another, deeper acoustic vs ZOOVIS
comparison near the Hoeya Head sill. This example contains
some of the highest euphausiid densities observed during the
Nov. 2002 field trail. Acoustically, the typical peak abun-
dance was 200 to 400 per m3 with several patches in excess
of 1000 per m3. The maximum acoustically derived abun-
dance was 1610 per m3 for the patch at JD5327.659 and
77-m depth. At these greater depths the acoustically insoni-
fied volumes were 32– 45 m3, again roughly 104 times larger
than the ZOOVIS sample volume~3.4 liters!. In this deploy-
ment the minimum observable ZOOVIS abundance was 0.29
per liter, and there were several images with multiple eu-
phausiids~up to 8 in one image!. The overall average ZOO-
VIS abundance was 0.36 per liter, in rough agreement with

the acoustic estimates, and there is reasonable correlation in
the locations of abundance peaks. However, the peak ZOO-
VIS values~up to 3400 per m3) were approximately a factor
of 2 larger than the acoustics. Due to the increased flow-
induced turbulence near the Hoeya Head sill, it is plausible
that the euphausiids could have had a different swimming-
angle distribution, likely closer to uniformly distributed. This
effect could reduce the average TS by roughly 3 dB, effec-
tively doubling the acoustically derived abundance. Addi-
tionally, there was a larger spatial separation of the acoustic
and ZOOVIS samples created by the greater length of cable
required to deploy ZOOVIS to this depth. The estimated
separation was roughly 80-m distance and 52 s in time, in-
creasing the potential sampling mismatch.

E. Effects of vessel lights on near-surface
euphausiids at night

A dramatic example of euphausiid reaction to light was
found during a nighttime survey near the Hoeya Head sill on
21 Nov. 2002. At this time the vessel was moving slowly
during a deployment of ZOOVIS. When the aft-deck flood
lights were turned on, the euphausiid scattering layer near
20-m depth suddenly dropped in intensity by roughly 10–15
dB, depending on frequency. This change in the scattering
layer was found to be repeatable by alternating 2-min periods
with the lights on and off. Figure 12 compares scattering

FIG. 10. Comparison of echo-sounder and ZOOVIS abundance time-series, 1812h to 1900h 19 Nov. 2002 near Lady Island. Upper panel shows ZOOVIS
abundances~per liter! based on a 0.36-liter sampling volume. Smoothed curve is a 7-point adjacent average. Lower panel shows echo-sounder abundance~per
m3) vs depth and time calculated from 120-kHz echo-sounder assuming 15.9-mm-length euphausiids as described in Sec. IV A. Echo-sounder data has 2-s
time and 24-cm depth resolution. ZOOVIS trajectory overlain on echo-sounder contour plot, with circles indicating individual images.
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strength profiles averaged over 1-min intervals immediately
before and after the lights were turned on. In this example
there were two scattering layers, one at 6–9 m and the other
at 17–26-m depth. With the lights off, the averaged scatter-

ing strength within layer 2 is consistent with euphausiids~as
described above! with average density of 6.6 per m3. When
the lights were turned on there was a clear decrease inSv in
layer 2. In the shallower portion of layer 2~at 17–21-m
depth! the depth- and ping-averaged scattering strength de-
creased by 9.8 and 10.8 dB at 120 and 200 kHz, respectively.
Since this decrease was sudden~occurring within a few sec-
onds!, the euphausiids could not have had time to swim
down, but rather must have simply changed their swimming-
angle orientation. Since this magnitude is much larger than
can be accounted for by going from a near-horizontal to a
uniformly distributed swimming angle~which is about 5 dB;
see Fig. 5!, the most likely explanation is that the euphausi-
ids have turned from near-dorsal to near-vertical incidence
~either head or tail up!. Since there is a suggestion in the
Lights On profile that some part of scattering layer 2 has
migrated downward to almost 35 m, a likely explanation is
that these euphausiids have turned to swim downwards.
Sameoto~1993! observed similar euphausiid photosensitivity
to strobe lights mounted on a BIONESS. Interestingly, the
zooplankton scattering strength in layer 1, much nearer the
ship and the surface, actually increased by approximately 1.5
dB during the same period.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall, this study showed the necessity of combining
multifrequency acoustic backscatter within situ net and op-

FIG. 11. Comparison of echo-sounder and ZOOVIS abundance time-series, 1528h to 1557h 23 Nov. 2002 near Hoeya Head sill. Upper panel shows ZOOVIS
abundances~per liter! based on a 3.41-liter sampling volume. Lower panel shows echo-sounder abundance~per m3) vs depth and time calculated from
120-kHz echo-sounder assuming 15.9-mm-length euphausiids as described in Sec. IV A. Echo-sounder data have 2-s time and 24-cm depth resolution.
ZOOVIS trajectory overlain on echo-sounder contour plot, with circles indicating individual images.

FIG. 12. Comparison ofSv vs depth profiles at~a! 120 and~b! 200 kHz,
showing effects of light on euphausiids at night. Each profile averaged over
60 pings~1 min! starting at 2145h and 2148h on 21 Nov. 2002 near the sill
at Hoeya Head. Depth-varying dashed line in~b! is the 200-kHz systemic
noise level. Horizontal dashed lines identify two distinct scattering layers.
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tical samples. The echo-sounders offered greater coverage
rate and relatively high resolution, particularly in the fact
that they sampled surface-to-seabed nearly instantaneously.
The strength of thein situ samplers was clearly the ability to
identify species and quantify size and average abundance.
What emerged is an approach where the echo-sounders were
employed as a spatial and temporal bridge between the iso-
lated in situ samples. In these surveys the echo-sounder fre-
quencies of 38, 120, and 200 kHz provided good coverage of
the acoustically relevant portion of the zooplankton scatter-
ing spectrum, while at the same time providing reasonable
sensitivity to depths of 100 to 200 m. A clear requirement for
the echo-sounders was an acoustic calibration, specifically
including on-axis sensitivity, beam pattern, time-varying gain
curves, and instrumental noise limits.

By closely coupling the acoustic vs BIONESS compari-
sons through relatively homogeneous and mono-specific
zooplankton scattering layers, acoustic scattering models for
crustacean zooplankton and siphonophores could be vali-
dated. In particular, the echo-sounder observations of eu-
phausiid and amphipod scattering layers satisfied a number
of assumptions in the averaged fluid-cylinder model, namely
the superposition of echoes from a large number of animals,
a Gaussian-distributed size distribution~e.g., Fig. 3!, and the
dominance of a single scatterer type. The comparisons were
aided by the fact that the BIONESS and acoustic sample
volumes ~roughly 50 to 100 m3) were approximately
matched. Furthermore, the ability to steer BIONESS to spe-
cific depths, allowing samples of particular scattering layers,
greatly facilitated the comparisons. Overall, for crustacean
scattering the agreement between observed and modeled TS
at 120 and 200 kHz was excellent. Additionally, averaged TS
and swimming orientation estimates were largely consistent
with those previously reported in the literature. Unfortu-
nately, in most situations encountered in this study the zoop-
lankter abundances were too low to enable ZOOVIS to ad-
equately sample thein situ orientation distributions. It was
found that measurements at 38 kHz were occasionally con-
taminated by nonzooplankton echoes, particularly for cases
of low euphausiid abundances and for the amphipod scatter-
ing. This contamination was readily identified in theSv pro-
files as a spiky, irregular depth variation as opposed to the
relatively smooth profiles exhibited by the 120- and 200-kHz
channels~i.e., the echo-amplitude statistics would be differ-
ent!. This contamination appeared for regions with observed
Sv less than roughly290 dB ~re: m21). The use of an upper
threshold in echo-averaging largely removed this contamina-
tion.

The euphausiid and amphipod scattering examples were
best modeled using a mean swimming angle of zero~hori-
zontal!, with a standard deviations of 30° and 60°, respec-
tively. The euphausiid swimming-angle distribution was
similar to some previously reported distributions for nonmi-
gratory, in situ euphausiid swarms. Kristensen and Dahlen
~1986! suggested that during vertical migrations the eu-
phausiids varied their mean swimming angle by610°, but
that a zero mean angle and 30° standard deviation was ap-
propriate for modeling purposes. Thein situ measurements
on Antarctic krill reported by Kils~1981!, which predicted a

mean swimming angle of 45°~head up!, and those of Chu
et al. ~1993!, which predicted mean swimming angles near
20°, may not be applicable simply due to the different spe-
cies and environment. In the example discussed in Sec. IV A,
the euphausiids were clearly in a deep daytime, stationary
layer. It is quite possible that they could have a different
mean orientation during migration events or nocturnal forag-
ing. Additionally, Chuet al. suggest that inversion of multi-
frequency data for thein situ swimming orientation might be
possible. However, in most of the cases examined herein
insufficient zooplankton samples were collected with ZOO-
VIS to establish reliable swimming orientation distributions.

Two examples were presented where the acoustic effects
of zooplankter orientation were thought to be significant. In a
nighttime near-surface survey the presence or absence of
ship deck lights produced near-instantaneous changes in vol-
ume scatter strength by up to 15 dB. Since this change oc-
curred within a few seconds, the euphausiids could not have
had time to actively swim away, but rather must have simply
changed their swimming-angle orientation. This change in
volume scattering strength was significantly larger than pre-
dicted by a change of orientation from near-horizontal to
uniformly distributed, and indicates a probable shift to near-
tail incidence. This change was also larger than could be
accounted for by the610° variation in mean swimming
angle suggested by Kristensen and Dahlen~1986!. Unfortu-
nately, the averaged fluid-cylinder model proposed by Stan-
ton and Chu~2000! is only valid near lateral incidence.
There is a clear need for these models to be extended for
head or tail incidences. Another example showing the influ-
ence of zooplankter orientation comes from the acoustic vs
ZOOVIS comparisons for the dense euphausiid layers near
the turbulent flows at the Hoeya Head sill. The acoustically
derived abundances were consistently about a factor of 2
lower than average abundances extracted from ZOOVIS. The
can be at least partially explained by a change in swimming
orientation distribution, from near-horizontal to more uni-
formly distributed. An investigation of euphausiid orientation
distributions gleaned from ZOOVIS images in the higher-
abundance regions is clearly called for.

The observations of siphonophore scattering in the upper
inlet were unexpected. The siphonophore scattering signature
exhibited areversedscattering strength vs frequency, i.e.,
with the 38-kHz volume scattering the highest and 200 kHz
the lowest. Because of the fragility of these gelatinous colo-
nies, only isolated nectophores, pneumatophores, and si-
phonulae were recovered with BIONESS. An acoustic tech-
nique based on echo-amplitude statistics was used to extract
siphonophore abundances and TS, producing reasonable es-
timates. The acoustically derived siphonophore abundance
~near 0.15 per m3) was consistent with the net samples.
Similar to previous studies, the siphonophore scattering was
found to be consistent with a damped bubble scattering
model. The observed TS at 120 and 200 kHz was best fit by
a 0.4-mm-diameter bubble size, similar to pneumatophore
diameters reported by other investigators. However, at fre-
quencies near 38 kHz the simple bubble model showed a
strong resonance, generally overpredicting the observed TS
by approximately 5 to 10 dB. Given the fact that the modeled
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resonant peak exceeds the high-frequency TS by more than
30 dB, this discrepancy is not unreasonable. However, a sug-
gestion for enhanced viscous damping by the pneumatophore
membrane could be seen from two features in the 38-kHz
scattering signature:~i! the apparent agreement at 38 kHz
with a modified bubble model with 1000 times greater vis-
cous damping, and~ii ! the lack of a resonant peak in the
38-kHz Sv profile near 45 m depth. Clearly, this issue of
pneumatophore damping would benefit from a careful labo-
ratory investigation focused on the near-resonance region.

An interesting feature of echo-sounder vs ZOOVIS com-
parisons was the large difference in the sampling volumes of
the two sensors~roughly a factor of 104). In its present con-
figuration, the sampling rate and resolution of the camera
were limited to 0.125–0.2 Hz and sampling volumes of 0.3
to 3.4 liters. In this work, ZOOVIS estimates of euphausiid
abundances generally exceeded acoustically derived esti-
mates by a factor of 2–4. In addition to issues surrounding
zooplankter orientation discussed above, we believe that this
mismatch in the sampling volumes potentially explains some
of this difference. To test the effects of sample volume, a
simple numerical model was created. In this model, a ran-
domized distribution of a large number of particles (105)
with known average density was generated. Then, a test
sample volume was moved through this field of particles and
the numerical density was calculated over a limited number
of trials ~500!, simulating multiple echo-sounder pings or
ZOOVIS images. The relevant parameter here is the size of
the sample volume relative to thecritical volume, defined as
the reciprocal of the average particle density. For larger, su-
percritical sample volumes the distribution of estimated par-
ticle densities was narrowly distributed around the true aver-
age density, with the distributions increasingly narrow with
larger sampling volumes. However, for very small sampling
volumes (,1% of the critical volume!, the distribution of
estimated particle densities was bimodal, with a large num-
ber of zero estimates and a significant number of large over-
estimates. For a limited number of trials in the small sample
volume case~i.e., modeling the ZOOVIS data collection!,
the overall mean density was found to be biased high by up
to a factor of 3. This simple modeling suggests then that
estimates of mean particle density will depend on the relative
criticality of the sample volume and the number of samples.
Additionally, natural zooplankton layers generally exhibit
spatialpatchiness, and thus some dependence on sampling
volume size relative to patch size should be expected.
Clearly, more work on the statistics of small volume sam-
plers should be performed.
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The significance of high-order resonances of spherical bubbles
to the acoustic response of fish with swimbladders
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The high-order resonant response of spherical gas bubbles in seawater, when insonified by an
acoustic pulse of 12 cycles of 38 kHz, used for target strength measurements, shows substantial
variation in shape with only small changes in bubble radius. In contrast, the amplitude response of
a gas bubble near its fundamental resonance changes predominantly in magnitude as the radius
changes. The fundamental response is very similar to that of a more rigid target such as a tungsten
carbide sphere. It might initially be thought that the high-order resonant response of spherical gas
bubbles in seawater would have little relevance to the response of a gas-filled spheroidal
swimbladder immersed in a viscous fish body. However, target responses similar to those predicted
theoretically for gas bubbles have been found in data collectedin situ for estimating target strength
from normal fish populations. With further theoretical and experimental work, high-order
resonances could be a useful aid to estimating target size and possibly target species. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1905638#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Sf, 43.20.Fn, 43.80.Ev@KFG# Pages: 3589–3599

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate the significance of high-
order resonances in gas-filled bladders in fish and other ma-
rine organisms in identifying fish targets and estimating fish
target strengths by means of a simple resonance model andin
situ data from the ocean.

It is now more than a century since Lord Rayleigh
~1896! investigated acoustic scattering by fluid spheres with
dimensions very small compared to the wavelength and more
than 50 years since Anderson~1950! advanced the study to
encompass the scattering of sound from fluid spheres with
diameters less than a few wavelengths. These works have
been extended to derive the resonant response of gas bubbles
in water ~Medwin and Clay, 1998!, the resonant backscatter
from plankton that contain gas inclusions, such as siphono-
phores~Stanton and Chu, 1998; Warrenet al., 2001!, and
fish containing gas-filled swimbladders~Love, 1978!. The
resonant response of a fish swimbladder is reduced in com-
parison to that of an equivalent free gas bubble and exhibits
a lower Q value, due to the damping effects produced by the
viscosity of the fish flesh surrounding the gas-filled bladder
~Love, 1978!. Numerous papers have been written extending
the spherical analysis to the more general case of a prolate
spheroid~Furusawa, 1988; Silbiger, 1963; Yeh, 1967!, but
this increases the numerical complexity considerably.

Most experimental measurements of swimbladder reso-
nance have tended to concentrate on the fundamental, omni-
directional, breathing-mode resonance~Batzler and Pickwell,

1970; McCartney and Stubbs, 1970; Sand and Hawkins,
1973! and the weaker higher-order resonances, as presented,
for example, in Anderson~1950!, have largely been ignored.
This is understandable, as most previous work has been di-
rected towards estimation of target strength for use in stock
assessment where the strongest scatterers are the most impor-
tant. However, our primary motivation was the identification
of single fish targets and to this end we compute the resonant
response of small spherical gas bladders to insonification
with short sound pulses where the sphere radius is less than a
wavelength. Forin situ target strength and target identifica-
tion studies we typically use a 12-cycle pulse~a ‘‘ping’’ ! of
38 kHz ~Macaulay, 1997; McClatchie and Coombs, 2000!.
This has a duration of about 316ms and a scale length in sea
water of about 47 cm and is the shortest practical stable pulse
that is usable with our system. This short pulse maximizes
the chance of detecting single target echoes and also brings
back information from the target over a wide frequency
range due to its broad bandwidth. Computed pulse responses
can be compared directly with thein situ single fish target
responses.

We show how the form of the acoustic ping response of
single spherical gas bubble targets can be significantly af-
fected by the high-order resonances and, qualitatively, how
the myriad of different ping responses of resonant gas bubble
targets are mirrored in the experimentally observed ping re-
sponses of swimbladdered fish swimming freely in the
ocean. The application of simple gas bubble theory to fish
was previously considered impractical because it neglected
damping by the viscous fish body~Johnson, 1977!. However,
this study shows that spherical gas bubble theory can provide
a significant insight into the acoustic ping response of swim-
bladdered fish.
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Valley, Wellington, New Zealand.
Electronic mail: r.barr@clear.net.nz

b!Present address: Innovative Solutions Limited, P.O. Box 22-235, Welling-
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II. MODELING

To compute the acoustic ping response at a frequency,f,
of a single spherical gas bubble, it is first necessary to cal-
culate the complex target strength,S( f ), of a spherical gas
bubble in seawater. To do this we follow the work of Ander-
son~1950! as summarized by Johnson~1977! or Medwin and
Clay ~1998!. If P( f ) is the frequency spectrum of the 12-
cycle ping of 38 kHz insonifying this gas bubble, then the
total system response,R( f ), to the ping can be evaluated
using Eq.~1!,

R~ f !5P~ f !S~ f !M ~ f !, ~1!

assuming we know the frequency response,M ( f ), of the
acoustic recording system. To simulate the response of the
acoustic system,M ( f ), we used transmit and receive transfer
functions based on standard equivalent circuits~e.g., Stans-
field, 1991! of the form

Tt,r~ f !5@12 1
2 QmQt,rX

21 1
2 i ~Qm1Qt,r !X#21, ~2!

where X5( f / f 02 f 0 / f ) and Qm , Qt , and Qr are the me-
chanical, transmitter, and receiver Q’s respectively, and
M ( f )5Tt( f )Tr( f ). We took Qm58.1, Qt51.27, andQr

510.77 from MacLennan~1981!, which are for a Simrad
transducer similar to the one we used for data collection~see
Sec. III!. Frequency response information was not supplied
with our transducer, but spot measurements we have made
show that the above transfer functions provide a good de-
scription.

In the simulations, the range to the theoretical target is
kept constant and all results are normalized to the theoretical
response of a tungsten carbide calibration sphere~see later!
at the same range. By taking the inverse Fourier transform of
R( f ) and complex demodulating, we obtain the pulse re-
sponse,R(t), of the bubble to insonification by the transmit-
ted ping which can be compared within situ data as outlined
earlier.

III. EQUIPMENT

All the in situ experimental 38-kHz ping response data
presented here were collected using the National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research’s~NIWA ! Computerized
Research Echo Sounder Technology~CREST! ~Coombs
et al., 2003!. For this work the system consisted of a Simrad
ES38DD split-beam transducer with underwater electronics
mounted on an open, stainless steel frame as described in
Barr et al. ~2002!. The complete system is referred to here-
after as the ‘‘frame’’ and it was deployed from NIWA’s re-
search vesselTangaroa while slowly drifting. For target
strength and target identification measurements the system
transmitted a sinusoidal pulse of 12 cycles of 38 kHz at 1.4-s
intervals. The received data were filtered, complex demodu-
lated, and corrected for spherical spreading and sound ab-
sorption with a time varied gain. The filteredin situ data
were then stored for later analysis in the New Zealand Min-
istry of Fisheries fisheries acoustics database, which is man-
aged by NIWA. In this database, entries are characterized by
a voyage identifier~e.g., ‘‘TAN0011’’!, whether the data

were collected by a towed vehicle~‘‘towbody’’ ! or other
means, and by a file identifier~e.g., ‘‘d1,’’ ‘‘d2,’’ etc. !.

The data handling capacity of the system imposes a
range limit that for the target strength mode was about 100
m. The frame was always deployed with a tungsten carbide
calibration sphere of radius 19.05 mm suspended about 10 m
beneath it@in a similar fashion to Kloseret al. ~2000!#. In the
prevailing oceanographic conditions the sphere had a target
strength of242.34 dB at 38 kHz and was visible in most
transects, allowing direct comparison of fish and sphere tar-
get strengths.

As shown in Eq.~1! the ping response of a target de-
pends on the spectrum of the transmitted pulse,P( f ), and
the bandwidth of the acoustic recording system,M ( f ), and
these are plotted in Fig. 1. The ping spectrum is computed
for a pulse of 12 cycles of a 38-kHz sinusoid, as used in our
experimental recordings, and is presented as the continuous
gray line in Fig. 1. It can be seen that between 20 and 90 kHz
the pulse spectrum is within 30 dB of the peak response
~normalized to 0 dB at 38 kHz!. However the bandwidth at
the 212-dB level is only about 10 kHz. The system re-
sponse,M ( f ), is shown by the chained line in Fig. 1. The
system bandwidth at the212-dB level is similar to the spec-
trum of the transmitted ping. The solid black line in Fig. 1
represents the combined spectrum of the transmit-receive
system and the transmitted pulse spectrum. For a broadband
scatterer the black trace thus closely approximates the spec-
trum of the ping recorded by CREST. Note the spectrum
only has a bandwidth of 5 kHz at the220-dB level. This
indicates that our acoustic system will only respond to very
localized features in the frequency spectrum of any bubbles
being insonified.

IV. COMPUTATIONS

Using the model from Sec. II, we have computed the
complex spectral response,S( f ), of a series of spherical
bubbles of gradually increasing radius. To give the results a
fisheries perspective, we have normalized the volume of the
spherical bubbles to the volume of the swimbladder of a

FIG. 1. Spectral amplitude of a 12-cycle ping plotted together with, and
combined with, the MacLennan~1981! transducer frequency response.
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7.5-cm myctophid~Myctophum punctatum! as described by
Marshall~1960!. The dimensions, scaled from his figure, are
presented in Table I together with data on the density of sea
water and swimbladder gas applicable to a depth of 800 m.
This is the depth, on the Chatham Rise, at which most of our
experimental data were recorded. Our reference ‘‘myc-
tophid’’ thus has a scale size of 100% corresponding to a
spherical bubble of radius 3.6 mm. Computations are pre-
sented up to a scale range of 675%, an effective swimbladder
~or bubble! radius of about 5 cm which should approximate
the response of much larger fishes such as black and smooth
oreo ~Allocyttus nigerandPseudocyttus maculates!.

The adoption of a spherical rather than a spheroidal
shape for the swimbladder will modify both the frequencies
andQ’s of the resonances observed, but for the small aspect
ratio of the myctophid swimbladder~3:1!, the effects should
not be too great~Feuillade and Werby, 1994!. It should also
be remembered that the purpose of this paper is to investi-
gate the characteristics of the ping signatures of high-order
resonances of swimbladders rather than to obtain quantitative
values of target strength or the frequency of resonance of a
specific type and size of fish.

Figure 2 shows the spectral amplitude and temporal am-
plitude responses of three spheres with radii 27%, 21%, and
17% that of the reference myctophid. The gray column cen-
tered on 38 kHz in the upper panel indicates the bandwidth
of the combined ping and transducer system at the220-dB
level ~see Sec. III!. As expected, when the sphere resonance
falls within the system bandwidth, the amplitude of the total
response is greatest. The response plots have been displayed
with abscissas scaled in ‘‘range~m!’’ to be compatible with
the in situ target strength from the Chatham Rise that will be
presented later. By dividing the abscissa by half the velocity
of sound in seawater~see Table I! the abscissa can be con-
verted to the more common ‘‘elapsed time~s!’’ format. It can
be seen that for the fundamental resonance, the form of the
ping response does not change markedly as the resonance
moves through the optimum sensitivity of the system and is
very similar in form to those computed for the tungsten car-
bide calibration sphere used to normalize the ping amplitude
response scale. However, they are somewhat smaller in am-
plitude, the sphere response being242.34 dB.

The format of Fig. 3 is similar to that of Fig. 2, but in
this case the data are plotted for spheres with radii 75%,
88%, and 105% that of the reference myctophid. This sug-
gests that these results might be representative of a typical
real adult myctophid. The upper panel in Fig. 3 shows the
amplitude spectrum. The scaling on they axis applies di-
rectly to the sphere of radius 105%. It can be seen that as

well as the fundamental resonance, now near 8 kHz, at least
four higher-order resonances and inflections~Rudgers, 1967!
are visible within the 100-kHz display range of the figure.
These amplitude spectra are very similar to the spectrum
given in Fig. 3 of Johnson~1977!, computed for a bubble at
a depth of 350 m, which lends credence to the present re-
sults. The sphere radii have been chosen so that one~88%!
has its second resonance centered at the recording system’s
optimum frequency sensitivity~gray band in the upper panel
of Fig. 3! while the other two spheres~75% and 105%! reso-
nate just above and below the optimally sensitive region,
respectively. The resulting acoustic system amplitude re-
sponses are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3. Also note
that the abscissa is plotted on a scale twice as coarse as Fig.
2. As might be expected, the spherical bladder~88%!, with
its second resonance at the peak of system sensitivity, pro-
duces the maximum ping response. However, what is signifi-
cantly different from Fig. 2 is the long slow exponential
decay in the response of this sphere. The response for the
sphere of 75% radius also has a slight exponential decay, but

TABLE I. Physical parameters for spheroidal model myctophid, total length
7.5 cm.

Parameter Units Swimbladder Sea water

Length cm 1.5 n/a
Height cm 0.5 n/a
Width cm 0.5 n/a
Velocity of sound m/s 335.0 1484
Density at 800 m kg/m3 100 1032

FIG. 2. Upper panel: amplitude spectra of three spherical gas bubbles near
their fundamental resonance. Lower panel: ping envelope responses for the
three spherical bubbles whose spectra are presented in the upper panel. Ping
envelope plots have been displaced relative to each other along thex axis to
facilitate comparison. The percentage~%! scalings give the bubble radius
referenced to the radius of a sphere with the same volume as the swimblad-
der of a 7.5-cm myctophid~Marshall, 1960!.
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it starts some 35 dB lower than the maximal response. The
response of the sphere with a 105% radius is most similar to
the responses to the fundamental resonance presented in the
lower panel of Fig. 2. It thus appears that myctophidlike fish
targets will give very different acoustic responses as their
sizes change over a very small scale-range~75%–105%!.
Indeed, it was initially thought these marked differences in
response resulted from different fish species~Barr et al.,
2002!!

In the upper panel of Fig. 4 we present the spectral re-
sponse of three larger bubbles, chosen such that their third
acoustic resonance again straddles the most sensitive region
of the system response. The envelope of the ping response to
these bubbles is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4. Note that
the horizontal axis is now more than four times coarser than
that of Fig. 2. The pulse envelopes of the spheres with their
third resonance outside the optimal system response are
single peaked responses very similar to those presented in
Figs. 2 and 3 for the bubbles resonating outside the peak
system bandwidth. However, the bubble~138%! with its
third resonance at the peak system response again has an

exponential decay. In this case the signal drops rapidly by
about 10 dB before developing the exponentially decaying
characteristic. The decay is much slower than that in the
lower panel of Fig. 3 and this is probably because the third
resonance is much sharper than the second. Figure 4 further
demonstrates that a small change in bubble radius~120%–
155%! can produce a significant change in the envelope of
the acoustic response.

It is clear from Figs. 2–4 that the bubble resonance has
to occur near the peak of the system sensitivity to signifi-
cantly change the envelope of the ping response. We will
therefore only present the acoustic response of larger bubbles
for the case where the higher-order resonances lie within the
optimal range of the system response. The left-hand side of
Fig. 5, from the bottom up, shows the amplitude spectra of
the acoustic responses of three bubbles of radii 178%, 230%
and 290%. For the smallest bubble~178%! the first four reso-
nances have been labeled. It is clear that whereas the first
three resonances are singlet features, the fourth is closely
associated with an inflection. Indeed, for radii.170% it
seems impossible to get a single resonance feature within the
bandwidth of the receiving system. The right-hand side of

FIG. 3. Upper panel: amplitude spectra of three spherical gas bubbles near
their second order resonance. They axis applies directly to the top curve
~105%!. They axis for the middle and bottom curves has been displaced by
220 and240 dB, respectively, to facilitate shape comparison. Lower panel:
ping envelope responses for the three spherical bubbles whose spectra are
presented in the upper panel. See Fig. 2 caption forx-axis displacement and
% scaling details.

FIG. 4. Upper panel: amplitude spectra of three spherical gas bubbles near
their third-order resonance. They axis applies directly to the top curve
~155%!. They axis for the middle and bottom curves has been displaced by
220 and240 dB, respectively. Lower panel: ping envelope responses for
the three spherical bubbles whose spectra are presented in the upper panel.
See Fig. 2 caption for axis displacement and % scaling details.
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Fig. 5 shows the envelopes of the responses for the three
sphere targets whose spectra are shown on the left of the
figure. What is remarkable is the great difference in shape of
the pulse response of the bubble as its radius is increased.
Without this computational study one would consider the
different shaped ping responses resulted from much more
significant changes in target structure than merely a change
in scale. Finally, Figs. 6 and 7 show some typical envelope
responses for spherical bubbles with radii ranging from
348% to 675%~12.5 to 25 mm!. The only consistent feature
in the plots is the gradual increase in the peak impulse re-
sponse with increasing bubble radius. The qualitative nature
of the responses changes enormously from a main peak with
oscillatory decay when the radius is 348% through a single
impulse response at a radius of 385%, to complicated double
peaked skirt responses at radii of 630% and 675%.

V. IN SITU RESULTS

The in situ target responses presented here were all ob-
tained fromTangaroausing the frame described in Sec. III.
The recordings were made during a biomass survey
~TAN0011! of black and smooth oreo~Allocyttus nigerand
Pseudocyttus maculates! on the Chatham Rise, New
Zealand, in October–November 2000. Most recordings were
made at a depth of'800 m while the vessel was slowly
drifting. The slow drift had the useful byproduct that it was
sometimes possible to insonify the same target many times.

The responses are shown in Figs. 8–10. Three pairs of
plots are presented in each figure. The plots on the left-hand
side give the ping response observed when an interesting
target had entered the region insonified by the transducer and
had risen above the system noise level. The file number, used

FIG. 5. Left-hand panels: amplitude
spectra of three spherical gas bubbles
with their fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-
order resonances near 38 kHz. Right-
hand panels: ping envelope response
for the three spherical bubbles whose
spectra are presented in the left-hand
panel. See Fig. 2 caption for % scaling
details.
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in database access, is given in the upper left of each plot on
the left-hand side. The three plots on the right-hand side of
the figure show the ping response from the same target~as
shown on the left-hand side of the figure! just before it
passed out of the insonified region. The ping number is given
in each panel. Typically, four consecutive ‘‘hits’’ were made
on a single target.

The top panel in Fig. 8 shows the response of the tung-
sten carbide calibration sphere, suspended about 19.5 m be-
low the frame. The sphere was visible most of the time be-
tween pings 443 and 545. The response is less than242.34
dB as the target sphere was not along the bore-sight of the
transducer, as evinced by the upper trace in each panel. Note
how the response is very similar to that of a bubble with its
fundamental resonance near 38 kHz~see Fig. 2!. This shows
that further information~e.g., target phase! is needed to dis-
tinguish between solid and gas-filled targets in such cases.
The remaining eight target sequences presented in Figs.
8–10 have been selected solely on their physical similarity to
some of the target responses computed theoretically in Figs.
3–7.

Figure 8 shows the great advantage of suspending a cali-

bration sphere below the frame during all measurements. To
select a biological target or a calibration target it is only
necessary to change the target range. Calibration is thus con-
temporaneous with data collection and is therefore subject to
fewer errors than calibrations made in different circum-
stances, for example in a calibration tank before or after a
voyage~Kloser et al., 2000!.

The central plot in Fig. 8 is one of three pings~2921–
2923! on the same biological target that were very similar to
each other but completely different to the target sphere re-
sponse plotted above. In fact, the response is very similar in
magnitude and shape to the response of the spherical bubble
of radius 88% presented in Fig. 3. This suggests that gas
bladders in fish targets respond in a very similar way to free
gas bubbles and that the target was probably a small fish
about the size of our reference myctophid. The upper trace in
the central plot~the target bearing! shows a constant steady
value during the time that the signal decays exponentially,
further confirming a fixed source for the acoustic signal. This
should be compared with the bearing of the target sphere
plotted above. As the range to target did not decrease rapidly
over the three consecutive pings, the response data were not
produced from scattering by rising gas bubbles. It is unlikely

FIG. 6. Ping envelope responses for four spherical bubbles with radii be-
tween 348% and 540%. See Fig. 2 caption for % scaling details.

FIG. 7. Ping envelope responses for four spherical bubbles with radii be-
tween 600% and 675%. See Fig. 2 caption for % scaling details.
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that a free gas bubble, of about 0.3-cm radius, would remain
at a constant depth in the water column for more than 4 s.

The bottom plots in Fig. 8 show responses with clear
single peaks followed by exponentially decaying skirts start-

ing some 20 dB below the main peak. As with the central
plots, these are from a series of three similar pings on the
same target. The bearing data again show that all the acoustic
energy originates from the same source. This response is

FIG. 8. Target strength versus range plots of observedin situ ping responses with associated bearing angle information~at the top of each figure!. Left-hand
panels: target strength versus range plots of the first ping in a series of similar shaped ping responses. Right-hand panels: amplitude-range plots ofthe last ping
in the series with a similar shape to the first ping shown on the left-hand side of the figure. The two plots at the top of the figure show the response of a
tungsten carbide calibration sphere suspended'20 m below the frame. The plots in the central and bottom panels are considered to be the responses of
biological targets. The left-hand ordinate in all panels is the target strength in dB and applies to the lower trace in each panel. The right-hand ordinate is the
angle to the target measured from the normal to the transducer surface and applies to the upper trace in each figure.
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similar in shape and magnitude to the bubble third harmonic
responses shown in Fig. 4, suggesting that the fish was some-
what larger than our myctophid.

The two ping responses at the top of Fig. 9 also display
a dominant initial peak, but this time the signal oscillates
while also decaying exponentially. The target bearing is con-
stant, during the main pulse and skirt decay, confirming a

single target. This complex response was originally thought
to result from Lamb waves circulating around some hard-
cased planktonic target~Barr et al., 2002!, but we now con-
sider it is more likely that it is simply produced by a high-
order swimbladder resonance~see upper waveform in
Fig. 5!.

The central plots in Fig. 9 have a similar shape to the

FIG. 9. Target strength versus range plots of ping sequences on three different acoustic targets. For layout details see Fig. 8.
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waveform shown in the central panel of Fig. 5 and again
show a consistent bearing for both the main pulse response
and the exponentially decaying skirt.

The two ping responses shown at the bottom of Fig. 9
are selected from 11 similarly shaped consecutive ping re-
sponses. The skirt response, after the main peak, had a simi-
lar shape for all 11, showing that the peaks and troughs were
not just the result of system noise. The almost constant target

bearing, as the response decays from the peak, supports this
hypothesis. Note that this target is much stronger~about243
dB! than those plotted in Fig. 8, and is probably the resonant
response of a large swimbladder~e.g., see the response of the
sphere of radius 425% in Fig. 6!. Such a gas bladder would
have a radius of about 1.5 cm. The target remained in view at
almost constant range for more than 15 s, so it is extremely
unlikely that it could be a free gas bubble and we conclude

FIG. 10. Target strength versus range plots of ping sequences on three different acoustic targets. For layout details see Fig. 8.
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that it is the response of gas trapped in the swimbladder of a
fish.

Finally, in Fig. 10, three strong target responses~'245
dB! are presented. The skirt response in these figures, while
complicated, is remarkably consistent from ping to ping.
Those shown in the top and central panels are maintained
over four consecutive pings and in the bottom panel over ten.
These data show that the skirt response is consistent from
ping to ping, while there are significant differences from tar-
get to target~top, center, and bottom panels!. The responses
in Fig. 10 also show similarities with the computed sphere
responses for radii 425 to 675% in Figs. 6 and 7.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The amplitude~ping! response of a gas bubble in seawa-
ter, near its fundamental resonance, when insonified by an
acoustic ping of 12 cycles at 38 kHz, changes predominantly
in magnitude as the bubble radius changes about the reso-
nance value. The ping response is very similar, in both mag-
nitude and shape, to the ping response of a more rigid target
such as a tungsten carbide sphere. This will cause problems
with target identification if one attempts to use amplitude
information only to determine the nature of acoustic targets.
However, a population of gas bubble targets near fundamen-
tal resonance can be distinguished from solid targets using
information on target phase~Barr and Coombs, 2004!.

The amplitude~ping! response of a spherical gas bubble,
near a high-order resonance, shows substantial variation in
shape with only small changes in bubble radius. This shape
difference appears mainly in the skirt and is best seen by
plotting the ping response on a logarithmic scale. It might
initially be thought that the high-order resonant response of
spherical gas bubbles in seawater would have little relevance
to the response of a gas-filled spheroidal swimbladder im-
mersed in a viscous fish body~Johnson, 1977!. However, we
have found target responses similar to those predicted theo-
retically for gas bubbles in data collectedin situ for estimat-
ing target strength from normal fish populations. The range
to these targets, some at depth of about 800 m, remains al-
most constant for periods of more than 15 s. The strength of
the responses indicates bubble radii of'2.5 cm and it is
extremely unlikely that they result from free gas bubbles. We
are thus led to the conclusion that the many and variedin situ
ping responses we have observed are the result of the high-
order resonant response of fish swimbladders. With further
theoretical and experimental study, the effects of high-order
resonances could be a useful aid in estimating fish size and
possibly species. The presence of such resonances, predicted
theoretically for real swimbladder shapes, has been reported
recently by Francis and Foote~2003!.

These results on high-order resonance effects may also
have relevance to fisheries biomass estimation. This relies on
the integral of the acoustic response of the target under in-
vestigation and also uses target strength to convert such in-
tegrals into biomass. Near high-order resonances the integral
can be markedly affected by the skirt response of the target
~Figs. 3 and 4!, particularly those with very slow decay times
~Fig. 4!. However, our results also suggest that this effect
will only be significant for fishes smaller than'15–20 cm.

In the case of target strength, it is usual to assume a
simple logarithmic relationship between target strength~TS!
and fish length~L!, namely,

TS5A log10~L !1B. ~3!

With this formulation, target strength increases monotoni-
cally with fish length. The total biomass is then computed
from the integral of all the acoustic ping responses and
scaled using fish length and target strength data. It is clear
from Fig. 3 that the integral response of a fish with a bladder
of radius 88% would be significantly larger than that of a fish
with a bladder of radius 75% or 105%. It is also noteworthy
that the response for a radius of 75% is greater than that for
105%.
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The published model@Appl. Phys. Lett.82, 4379–4381~2003!# for the two-dimensional transient
wave propagation in a cylinder is modified to avoid the inherited integration of the numerical
inverse scheme. The Fourier series expansion is introduced for one spatial coordinate to resolve the
transient response problem: theoretical radial displacements in either the ablation or the
thermoelastic regime are obtained with little numerical noise and short computation time. The
normal mode expansion method fails to deliver results with the same accuracy. Acoustic waves are
fully identified by the ray trajectory analysis. These identified waves are further verified on the
experimental results observed with the laser ultrasonic technique. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1921527#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A cylinder with its unique geometry is a basic target for
many research fields. Specifically, understanding the elastic
wave propagation is very important for the nondestructive
evaluation community, since fibers, composite rods, and ro-
tating axes of a machine have the cylindrical structure.

Surface acoustic or Rayleigh wave propagating on an
isotropic and homogeneous cylinder was considered in 1927
by Sezawa,1 who obtained its characteristic equation and cal-
culated the dependence of its velocity on the radius of the
cylinder. More detailed studies were reported in 1967 by
Viktorov,2 who calculated the dispersion curve and made
comparison to the experimental data observed with conven-
tional piezoelectric transducers. Higher Rayleigh-type waves
were termed as ‘‘Whispering-gallery modes’’ by Uberall in
1973.3 Due to the coupling difficulty of such transducers,
few experimental reports on the wave propagation for a
curved medium had been published until the development of
the laser ultrasonic technique,4 in which ultrasonic waves are
both generated and detected with lasers. With the remarkable
features of noncontact, high spatial and temporal resolutions
introduced by this technique, various studies on materials of
curved surfaces have been carried out. For instance, Rayleigh
wave propagating on a sphere was observed experimentally
in 1988,5 and a further detailed study has been reported
later.6 Rayleigh wave propagating on a cylinder was also
studied by this technique.7,8 The finite element method has
been used to predict the bulk and surface wave propagations
when the laser beam was focused by a cylindrical lens.9 The-
oretical solutions have also been reported for the two- and
three-dimensional~2D and 3D! transient guided wave propa-
gation in a hollow cylinder.10,11 The velocities of the Ray-
leigh wave propagating on steel rods receiving different heat
treatments were measured to characterize the surface residual

stress of the cylindrical parts.12 The surface wave propaga-
tion on a cylinder has also been studied to detect surface
break defects.13

Recently, the authors have presented a model14 to solve
the transient elastic wave propagation generated by a laser
line pulse in a cylinder. Under either the ablation or the ther-
moelastic regime, the calculated radial displacements are in
good agreement with that observed with the laser ultrasonic
technique for aluminum cylinders. With the theoretical wave
forms, the surface wave and several bulk waves such as the
direct or reflected longitudinal waves were well identified.
However many acoustic waves with obvious relative large
amplitude were still not understood, and these waves may be
very helpful for the inverse problem when the known waves
fail to deliver enough information for NDE purposes such as
the application to elastic constants measurement.15 Even
though no application is considered, to reveal the intrinsic
rich information in the dynamical response is still important,
since it will deepen the current understanding about the wave
generation and propagation in cylindrical structures.

However, the published model necessitated an integra-
tion along one wave number for the numerical inverse
scheme, thus it required a quite amount of calculation time
on a standard computer, and it also induced numerical noise
~see Figs. 1–3 in Ref. 14!. Moreover, this inverse scheme
became worse when dealing with the similar problem under
a laser point source,16 because the integration became 2D for
the 3D problem. Although the normal mode expansion, also
known as the eigenfunction expansion, which avoids the in-
tegration, has successfully been applied to solve the 3D wave
propagation under the laser generation in a hollow cylinder,11

it is still unclear whether it can be applied to cylindrical rods.
In this paper, our previously published model predicting

the acoustic wave generated in a cylinder by a laser line
source is improved to avoid the inherited integration of the
Fourier transform. Transformed solutions of the modified
model with a novel numerical inverse scheme are presented.a!Electronic mail: ypan@mail.tongji.edu.cn
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Better numerical results are obtained allowing a detailed
wave analysis. A large amount of previously unknown waves
are compared and identified on various numerical results in-
cluding the normal mode expansion solution. The identified
waves are further verified by the experimental results ob-
served with the laser ultrasonic technique.

II. GENERAL FORMULATION

Let us consider a homogeneous and isotropic cylinder of
infinite length, radiusa, and densityr. The symmetrical axis
of the cylinder is assumed to coincide with thez axis of its
cylindrical coordinates (r ,u,z). A pulsed laser is used to
generate acoustic waves in this material. If a cylindrical lens
is used to focus the laser beam, this laser can be modeled as
a line-like acoustic source, which lies at the boundary of the
cylinder, r 5a, and shows infinite extension along thez di-
rection. To denote the detection position on the cylinder, cy-
lindrical coordinates (a,u) are chosen, consideringu50° for
the source position. Here, an experimental technique, gener-
ally an optical detection technique,4 is applied to measure
these acoustic waves.

Let l and m denote the two Lame´ coefficients for the
isotropic cylinder. Owing to the symmetry imposed by the
source shape, this problem shows invariance along thez di-
rection. The nonzero components of the displacement vector
depend on two spatial variablesr, u and on timet. These
components, denotedur anduu , can be expressed in terms
of a scalar potentialw and the nonzero component of a vector
potentialC5~0,0,c! as17

ur~r ,u,t !5
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]r
1

1

r
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]u
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~1!
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wherew and c are governed by the following elastic wave
motion equations:
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Then, two componentss rr ands ru of the stress tensor at
any point of the surface must comply with the following
boundary conditions:

s rr ur 5a52F0d~ t !d~u!,
~3!

s ruur 5a50,

for the ablation generation,18 or

s rr ur 5a50,
~4!

s ruur 5a52F0h~ t !d8~u!,

for the thermoelastic generation.19 F0 is a certain loading in
N ms m22 for Eq. ~3! and in N m22 for Eq. ~4!, respectively.
It is related to the intensity of the laser line pulse, and its
magnitude is fixed to unity for the corresponding calcula-

tions in the following part. Here a delta function of timed(t)
and a Heaviside step function of timeh(t) are used for the
ablation and thermoelastic generations, respectively; and
d8~u! denotes the derivative of the delta functiond~u!. In Eq.
~3!, a delta force is postulated in time and space to represent
sudden normal loading in the ablation regime. A Heaviside
step function in time is considered in the thermoelastic re-
gime @Eq. ~4!# since thermal diffusion is neglected.19 Owing
to the interface, a dipolar force is considered in Eq.~4! for
the source shape.20 The number of clockwise or counter-
clockwise roundtrips of the generated waves as considered in
the previous model is dismissed by setting the range foru
from 2p to p instead of2` to `. This modification ac-
counts for the periodicity of the cylindrical structure as pre-
sented in the following section.

III. TRANSFORMED SOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL
INVERSE SCHEME

To avoid the integration along the wave numbern (n
5kua, where ku is the component of the wave vectork
along theu direction! necessitated by the numerical inverse
scheme in Ref. 14, the Fourier series expansion is introduced
for u accounting for the periodicity of the geometry. The
Fourier transform is considered for time, and the angular
frequencyv is thus introduced. Doing so, the actual dis-
placement fieldui(r ,u,t), i 5r or u, is now transformed to
Ui(r ,n,v), and it can be then expressed as the following
inverse form:

ui~r ,u,t !5~2p!22E
2`

1`S (
n52`

1`

Ui~r ,n,v!e2 j nuD ej vt dv.

~5!

Applying this modified transform, the wave motion
equations and the boundary equations are linearized, provid-
ing explicit forms for the potentialsw andc under either the
ablation or the thermoelastic regime. Simple explicit forms
of the displacement components at the cylindrical surface are
then obtained for the ablation regime

Ur~a,n,v!52
F0a

2mD~v,n! H n22S kT
2a2

2
1BTDBLJ ,

~6!

Uu~a,n,v!5
j nF0a

2mD~v,n!
S n22

kT
2a2

2
2BLBTD ,

and for the thermoelastic regime

Ur~a,n,v!52
n2F0aH~w!

2mD~v,n!
S n22

kT
2a2

2
2BLBTD ,

~7!

Uu~a,n,v!5
j nF0aH~w!

2mD~v,n! H n22S kT
2a2

2
1BLDBTJ ,

where

D~v,n!5~n22kT
2a2/2!22n21kT

2a2~BL1BT!/2

1~12n2!BLBT ,

BL5kLaJn8~kLa!/Jn~kLa!, ~8!

BT5kTaJn8~kTa!/Jn~kTa!.
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In Eqs.~6!–~8!, kL5vAr/(l12m) andkT5vAr/m are the
wave numbers of the longitudinal and transverse waves, re-
spectively. Additionally,H(v) is the Fourier transform of
Heaviside step functionh(t), andJn8(x) is the derivative of
the Bessel functionJn(x).

Now, let us focus on the calculation of the discrete sum-
mation in the inverse transform. For an elastic material with-
out any attenuation, this summation may meet discontinuities
for particularn, i.e., kua, values. They correspond to poles
associated with the zeros of the dispersion equation

D~v,n!50, ~9!

which describe the cylindrical Rayleigh waves2 and Whis-
pering Gallery waves.3 Thus the inverse transform cannot be
carried out numerically. Therefore, complex frequencies are
considered introducing a small constant imaginary partd as
presented in a previous paper.14 Doing so,v becomes com-
plex, and the poles are moved away from the real axis of the
variablen. To distinguish from the previous method of the
integral Fourier transform, the current method is called the
Fourier series expansion in the following. Various numerical
results are going to demonstrate its benefit in Sec. IV.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND WAVE
IDENTIFICATION

The calculated radial displacements generated by the la-
ser line pulse under either the ablation or the thermoelastic
regime are shown in Fig. 1. The two displacements are ob-
tained by the presented method, the Fourier series expansion
method, for aluminum cylinders with velocities of longitudi-
nal waveVL56.40 km/s, and shear waveVT53.11 km/s, at
an observation angleu of 180°. The valued50.06 radms21

has been chosen for the numerical inversions. Through this
paper, the time scale is made dimensionless by dividing the
time t by a factortL , the transit time of the direct longitudi-
nal wave for this epicenter position (tL52a/VL). This treat-
ment favors the further comparisons, since the time scale
remains unchanged for the same material with a different
radius. Moreover, alternate sparse and dense dashed lines are
repeatedly displayed to indicate the time arrivals of various
waves. The arrival time of each wave is calculated accurately

based on its corresponding ray trajectory shown in Fig. 2.
Symbols at the top or bottom of each pair of dashed lines,
respectively, represent the name of the wave marked by the
dense or sparse dashed line. This representation holds for the
similar figures through this paper.

First let us analyze the acoustic waves generated under
the ablation regime. The cylindrical Rayleigh waveR and its
one-roundtrip sequenceR1 are clearly visible with a large
amplitude. This subscript 1 expresses that the wave path has
turned around the cylindrical center for one cycle besides a
half circle from the generation to the detection for the chosen
observation angle, and in the following text it indicates the
same sense by subscribing the name of any wave. To better
visualize other waves with small amplitudes, the two Ray-
leigh waves are not fully displayed here. But it is still clear
thatR appears as a bipolar, thatR1 spreads in two successive
periods, and that the components of the low frequency part
travel relatively fast. The evolution of the shape of this Ray-
leigh wave during its propagation can be explained by its
dispersive nautre.2,21 Moreover, its group wave velocity can-
not be precisely determined because of its dispersiveness.
Thus its transit time is estimated using Rayleigh velocity at
the boundary of a halfspace just for the purpose of marking
the time arrival of the identified wave.

The direct longitudinal waveL and its diametrically re-
flected sequences@3L, 5L, 7L, and 9L in Fig. 2~a!# can be
easily identified in Fig. 1, even though the sequences 5L and
9L may be overlapped with a converted wave 4PS1 @a wave
resulting of the mode conversion between longitudinal and
transverse waves, see Fig. 2~f!# and a circumferentially re-
flected transverse wave 7S1 @Fig. 2~c!# respectively. Waves
4PS1 and 7S1 will be analyzed in the following part. All the
overlaped waves in Fig. 1 are highlighted in bold characters.
The longitudinal wave arrivals are 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 in the
normalized time scale, and their ray paths are shown as
nL (n51,3,...,9) in Fig. 2~a!. Meanwhile, the direct trans-
verse waveT with the same ray path asL also shown in Fig.
2~a! is hardly visible in Fig. 1. This difference can be ex-
plained by the different directivities4,22 of the longitudinal
and transverse wave under this ablation generation regime.
As shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the directivity of the longi-

FIG. 1. Acoustic waves obtained by
the Fourier series expansion for alumi-
num cylinders at the epicenter of the
laser line source generation under ei-
ther the ablation~top! or the ther-
melastic ~below! regime. Symbols at
the top or bottom of each dashed line,
respectively, denote the wave marked
by the dense or sparse dashed line.
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tudinal wave has a maximum at 0°, the epicenter direction
angle, while that of the transverse wave has a minimum~zero
amplitude! at the same angle. It is interesting to notice thatL
is a monopolar with a positive polarization, whereas 3L and
7L are monopolars with negative polarizations in Fig. 1.
Since there is a loss of energy between each reflection, their
corresponding amplitudes are in decreasing orders as appears
in the figure, and this phenomenon remains for the following
waves in the similar sequences.

The circumferentially reflected longitudinal waves@2P,
3P in Fig. 2~b!#, their one-roundtrip sequences@4P1 , 5P1 ,
6P1 in Fig. 2~c!#, their two-roundtrip sequences (6P2,7P2)
are all visible in Fig. 1. And one of their three-roundtrip
sequences 8P3 is also visible in Fig. 1, even though it is very
close to a converted wave 4P2S2 @Fig. 2~g!#. Following the
subscript 1 defined previously, the subscripts 2 and 3 denote
that the wave path has turned around the cylindrical center
for two and three cycles, respectively, besides the additional
half cycle for the chosen observation angle. Waves 2P and
3P have the ray trajectory denoted asnP (n.1) in Fig. 2~b!
with the corresponding angleb5p/n. Waves 4P1 , 5P1 ,
and 6P1 have the ray trajectory noted asnP1 (n.3) in Fig.
2~c! with the corresponding angleb5(123/n)p/2. Here,
the ray path has turned for one more cycle as indicated by the
subcript 1. Similarly, 6P2 , 7P2 , and 8P3 have their paths
turning around the center for two and three more cycles,
respectively, and their ray trajectories~not displayed in Fig.
2! are quite similar to that ofnP1 turning around the center
with more cycles. High order waves such as 4P, 7P1 , 8P2 ,
and 9P3 are hardly visible in Fig. 1, because their amplitude
is weaker compared to their lower order counterparts, since
there is an energy loss between each reflection. The normal-
ized values of the time arrivals aren sin(p/2n), n cos@(1
23/n)p/2#, n cos@(125/n)p/2#, andn cos@(127/n)p/2# for

FIG. 2. Ray trajectories of longitudinal (nL,nP,nP1), transverse (T,nS,nS1), head (H,H1), and converted (PS,PS1 ,nPS1 ,mPS2 ,nP2S1 ,mP2S2,3SP1)
waves. Here the subscript 1 or 2 indicates that the path has turned around the cylinder center for one or two cycles, respectively, in addition to a half cycle
for the 180° observation angle.bc is the critical angle for the transverse wave path.b1 andb2 are angles related to the longitudinal and transverse wave path,
respectively.P denotes the longitudinal path, andS symbolizes the transverse or shear wave path.

FIG. 3. Directivity or angular dependence of~a! longitudinal,~b! transverse
waves under the ablation generation and~c! longitudinal, ~d! transverse
waves under the thermoelastic generation.
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the waves nP (n.1), nP1 (n.3), nP2 (n.5), and
nP3 (n.7), respectively. Whenn→`, these four values
turn out to bep/2, 3p/2, 5p/2, and 7p/2, correspondingly.
Obviously, `P, `P1 , `P2 , and `P3 are the longitudinal
waves propagating along the circumference as lateral or
skimming waves.17 Unfortunately, they are not visible as in-
dicated by thè P in Fig. 1, because the directivity of the
longitudinal wave in Fig. 3~a! indicates that no generation
occurs at the radiation angle of 90°.

Similarly, the circumferentially reflected transverse
waves@2S, 3S, and 4S in Fig. 2~b!# and their one-roundtrip
sequences@5S1 ,...,11S1 in Fig. 2~c!# are clearly visible in
Fig. 1, despite the overlaps between 5S1 and 5P2S2 , 6S1

and 7P2S2 . Waves 5P2S2 and 7P2S2 shown in Fig. 2~g!
will be analyzed later. A one-roundtrip sequence 4S1 is hard
to identify, because it has a small relative amplitude of 0.16
at the angle of radiation 22.5° in the directivity diagram of
Fig. 3~b! ~0.41 for 5S1 at 36°!, and it is very close to a
converted wave 7PS2 in Fig. 2~f!. As shown in Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c!, nS(n.1) andnS1 (n.3) have the same ray paths
as their longitudinal counterparts, and their time arrivals are
easily obtained by multiplying that of their longitudinal
counterparts with a factorVL /VT , the ratio of the longitudi-
nal and transverse wave velocities. High order waves such as
5S and 12S1 are hard to distinguish, because they suffer the
same decrease in amplitude as the longitudinal counterparts.
The time delay between these sequential waves shortens so
much that they cannot be separated further. Whenn→`, `S
and `S1 are skimming transverse waves propagating along
the surface as their longitudinal counterparts. Again, they are
not visible as indicated by thè S in Fig. 1, because the
directivity of the transverse wave also shows no generation
at the radiation angle of 90° in Fig. 3~b!.

Unlike the diametrically reflected longitudinal wave, the
head waveH with the ray path shown in Fig. 2~a!, and its
one-roundtrip sequenceH1 with the ray path shown in Fig.
2~e!, are visible in Fig. 1 with a broad shape.H is a positive
monopolar, andH1 is a bipolar. For theH wave, the dense
dashed line indicates the arrival of the longitudinal wave
converted from the transverse wave propagating at the criti-
cal anglebc . Later contributions after this line are the con-
versions from the transverse waves propagating at an angle
greater thanbc . Herebc equals 29.1° for the chosen alumi-
num cylinder. This longitudinal wave propagates along the
cylindrical surface as a skimming wave. The maximum am-
plitude of thisH wave in Fig. 1 corresponds to the maximum
amplitude in the directivity of the transverse wave with ra-
diation angles635.7° in Fig. 3~b!. This directivity also has a
side lobe centered at624.2°, which may explain the started
arrival of H1 in Fig. 1, since the contribution of the main
lobe is behind the marked sparse dashed line.

Close to the waveH, a conversion wavePS can be
identified as a monopolar pulse with a large amplitude. This
wave was not found in our previous numerical wave form
~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 14!, as the numerical noise hindered the
identification. It has the ray path shown in Fig. 2~d!. It is
mainly attributed by the wave conversion from the longitu-
dinal P to transverseS waves, as the directivity ofP wave
shows a relative amplitude of 0.51 in Fig. 3~a! versus 0.16 in

Fig. 3~b! for the directivity ofS wave at their corresponding
radiation angles of664.1° and625.9°. Naturally, its one-
roundtrip sequencePS1 with the ray path also shown in Fig.
2~c! can also be identified, despite the overlapping with an-
other converted wave 5PS2 .

Other conversion waves with more complicated ray
paths are also identified. They arenPS1 (n53 – 6) and
mPS2 (m55,6,7) waves with one path of the shear wave,
nP2S1 (n52,3,4) andmP2S2 (m54 – 8) waves with two
paths of the shear wave, and 3SP1 wave with three paths of
the shear wave. Here 7P2S2 is the pulse overlapped with
6S1 , and 8P2S2 is the peak between 6S1 and 7S1 . Their
corresponding ray trajectories are found in Figs. 2~f!–2~h!.
The displayed ray path is only a specific case, because the
time arrival remains unchanged with the different order of
the combination while maintaining the number forP andSas
indicated. In Figs. 2~f! and 2~g!, b1 and b2 are the angles
related to the longitudinal and transverse wave path, respec-
tively. For the combination of one shear wave path,b1 and
b2 are 25.9° and 12.3° for 3PS1 , 40.4° and 18.4° for 4PS1 ,
49.7° and 21.7° for 5PS1 , 56.0° and 23.8° for 6PS1 , 16.4°
and 7.9° for 5PS2 , 27.8° and 13.1° for 6PS2 , 36.2° and
16.7° for 7PS2 , respectively. For the combination of two
shear wave paths,b1 andb2 are 30.7° and 14.3° for 2P2S1 ,
46.3° and 20.6° for 3P2S1 , 55.7° and 23.7° for 4P2S1 ,
18.2° and 8.7° for 4P2S2 , 30.3° and 14.2° for 5P2S2 , 39.1°
and 27.8° for 6P2S2 , 45.6° and 20.3° for 7P2S2 , 50.7° and
22.1° for 8P2S2 , respectively. For 3SP1 , b1 is 37.9°, and
b2 is 17.4°. Theseb1 values are within the wide range of
286.7° to 86.7° accounting for theP wave directivity, those
for b2 are also within the range of287.3° to24.9° and 4.9°
to 87.3° for theS wave directivity. These limits are the ra-
diation angle for which the amplitude is greater than one-
tenth of the maximum amplitude. High order waves such as
7PS1 , 8PS2 , 5P2S1 , 9P2S2 , and 4SP1 are hard to distin-
guish in Fig. 1, owing to the same reason as for the circum-
ferentially reflected longitudinal and transverse waves.

Now most of the elastic waves in the wave form are
identified, but some of them may be totally mistaken as other
waves, owing to overlapping, especially for waves with dif-
ferent subscript. First let us verify the subscript associated to
each wave. Because the current model cannot predict the
waves with the different subscript separately, our previously
published model is adopted in spite of its weakness. This
model is able to predict waves with their trajectories turning
around the cylindrical center at a chosen number of cycles.
As shown in Fig. 4, waves with trajectories up to two~top!
or one ~below! clockwise and counterclockwise roundtrips
are obtained for aluminum cylinders at the epicenter of the
laser line source generation under the ablation regime. All
the waves highlighted in bold characters with subscript 2
@6P2,7P2 ,mPS2 (m55,6,7),mP2S2 (m54 – 8)# are visible
in the top wave form, while they are invisible in the low
wave form. Another highlighted wave 8P3 with the subscript
3, visible in Fig. 1, is no longer visible in both wave forms in
Fig. 4. Moreover, further calculations~not presented! also
show that all waves with the subscript 1–3 in Fig. 1 disap-
pear when the number of cycles is chosen to be zero. There-
fore, we can conclude that each identified wave has its right
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subscript. Although this method is successful in separating
waves with different subscript, the novel method is far better
in view of accuracy and efficiency. Numerical noises as ap-
pearing in Fig. 4 are completely invisible in Fig. 1. The
accuracy of the computation is greatly improved by this new
method. Moreover, it is more than 20 times faster than the
previous method.

Now let us verify the overlaps in Fig. 1 such as 5L with
4PS1 and 9L with 7S1 . Similar calculations were carried for
a copper cylinder with velocities of longitudinal waveVL

54.70 km/s, and shear waveVT52.26 km/s. Other param-
eters for the calculations remain unchanged for this verifica-
tion. As shown in the top wave form in Fig. 5 with bold
characters, 5L does not overlap with 4PS1 , and 9L is
clearly separated with 7S1 . Moreover 4S1 is also apart from
7PS2 , which clearly indicates that 4S1 is hardly visible. And
6S1 is slightly apart from 7P2S2 , which is a small peak just
before 6S1 . In addition, the wave 8P2S2 is the peak just
after 6S1 and before 9L. All other waves identified for alu-
minum cylinders can be found in this figure. Obviously, the
method of wave identification for aluminum cylinders is also
valid for the copper cylinders, and this emphasizes the valid-
ness of the identification method. Following a similar proce-

dure, the visibility of other possible waves such as 2PS,
3S2P1 , 7PS3 , and 10P4 are also verified. Other possible
arrivals of one wave or of a supposition of several waves
could also be identified in the left unstated part of the wave
forms in Figs. 1, 4, and 5, even though it is not a trivial
matter.

Now let us analyze the waves generated under the ther-
moelastic regime. As shown in Fig. 3~c!, for this regime, the
directivity diagram of the longitudinal wave is two sym-
metrical lobes maximizing at664.1° instead of one lobe
maximizing at 0° for the ablation regime. It has a narrow
range from288.9° to 214.3° and from 14.3° to 88.9° in-
stead of286.7° to 86.7°. There is no radiation of longitudi-
nal wave at the epicenter direction, thus the direct longitudi-
nal waveL and its diametrically reflected sequences 3L, 5L,
7L, and 9L are not visible in Fig. 1. Although waves gener-
ated by this radiation such asnP, nP1 , nP2 , nPS1 , nPS2 ,
nP2S1 , 3SP1 still exist, their amplitudes are less than their
counterparts for the ablation regime, due to the small ampli-
tude in the directivity~maximum value is 0.07 at664.1°!.
As shown in Fig. 3~d!, the directivity of the shear wave is
also different from that of the ablation regime. It has two
symmetrical lobes from242.1° to 24.6° and from 4.6° to

FIG. 4. Acoustic waves with trajecto-
ries up to two ~top! or one ~below!
clockwise and counterclockwise
roundtrips in the radial displacements
obtained by the integration alongn for
aluminum cylinders at the epicenter of
the laser line source generation under
the ablation regime. Symbols at the
top or bottom of each dashed line, re-
spectively, denote the wave marked by
the dense or sparse dashed line.

FIG. 5. Acoustic waves obtained by
the Fourier series expansion for cop-
per cylinders at the epicenter of the la-
ser line source generation under either
the ablation~top! or the thermelastic
~below! regime. Symbols at the top or
bottom of each dashed line, respec-
tively, denote the wave marked by the
dense or sparse dashed line.
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42.1°, maximizing at629.4° instead of the corresponding
ranges from287.3° to 229.1° and from 29.1° to 87.3°,
maximizing at635.7° for the ablation regime. It is narrower
with higher amplitudes. The two side lobes maximize at
667.8° with the relative amplitude of 1.61 versus 0.41 for
the ablation at624.2°. This explains the increase in the wave
H1 , and the hold of the wave 5S1 , while other waves de-
crease in Fig. 1. Overall, these differences between the two
regimes emphasize the validness of the wave identification
by the ray trajectory analysis. As shown in Fig. 5, this phe-
nomenon also happens for the copper cylinder, further em-
phasizing the validation of the method for the wave calcula-
tion and identification.

V. COMPARISON WITH THE NORMAL MODE
EXPANSION

Since the normal mode expansion method is successful
in predicting the 2D and 3D transient guided wave propaga-
tions in a hollow cylinder, let us verify whether it can be
applied to a simple case for the cylindrical rod.

The three major steps reported by Liu and Qu10 have
been followed to obtain the 2D transient response under the
laser ablation generation. First, the corresponding steady-
state problem was solved to obtain the individual steady-
state vibration modeHY mn

( i ) (r ,u),

5
UY mn

~1!~r ,u!

5H a cos~nu! 0

0 a sin~nu!
J •HY ~1!~r ,n,v̂mn!•AY m ,

UY mn
~2!~r ,u!

5H a sin~nu! 0

0 a cos~nu!
J •HY ~2!~r ,n,v̂mn!•AY m ,

~10!

where

HY ~ i !~r ,n,v̂mn!

5H ev̂mnJn8~ev̂mnr ! ~21! i 11nJn~v̂mnr !/r

~21! inJn~ev̂mnr !/r 2v̂mnJn8~v̂mnr !
J .

~11!

and v̂mn5vmnAr/m, Am satisfying an eigenfunction prob-
lem for each givenn with the same dispersion equation as
Eq. ~9!. Herem represents the different branch of the disper-
sion curve. In addition,e is a coefficient related to the elastic
constants bye5Am/(l12m). The dispersion curves for the
Rayleigh and first to tenth Whispering Gallery modes were
obtained with the frequency value corresponding to each in-
tegern from 1 up to 400. Then, the summation overn was
carried out for each individual mode to get the time-
dependent response of each mode. The Rayleigh, first and
tenth Whispering Gallery modes~WG1,WG10! with corre-
spondingm values of 1, 2, and 11 are shown in Fig. 6.
Finally, the numerical wave form of each mode was super-
posed to obtain the total response. As shown in the top of
Fig. 6, only the circumferentially reflected transverse waves
(2S,3S) and their one-roundtrip sequences (5S1 ,...,11S1)
are visible besides the Rayleigh mode. Here, the summations
overn andm are truncated at 400 and 11, respectively. Since
the contribution of each mode is decreasing rapidly with the
increase ofn andm, further increase of these two limits will
not change the final wave form by more than 10%. There-
fore, we conclude that the normal mode expansion method
cannot reveal the same acoustic wave information as pre-
sented in Sec. IV. This method fails to solve the transient
response of the cylindrical rod, even though it could predict
the wave form of each mode.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In the previous sections, waves are identified on numeri-
cal results obtained by several methods. Although the nu-
merical results obtained by the improved method are good
evidence to support the wave identification, it is still neces-
sary to confirm whether these waves exist or not in experi-
mentally observed wave forms.

A Nd:YAG laser is used for ultrasonic wave generation
in either the ablation or the thermoelastic regime. The pulse
duration is 20 ns and the infrared light emission is obtained
at 1064 nm with a maximum burst energy output of 340 mJ.
The collimated optical beam is focused by means of a cylin-
drical lens ~focus length is 150 mm!. The line length and

FIG. 6. Acoustic waves obtained by
the normal mode expansion for alumi-
num cylinders at the epicenter of the
laser line source generation under the
ablation regime with the summation of
11 modes. Symbols at the top or bot-
tom of each dashed line, respectively,
denote the wave marked by the dense
or sparse dashed line.
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width are about 4 cm and 0.1 mm, respectively. Using an
optical heterodyne probe with a power output of 100 mW
and with a sensitivity5 of 10214m/AHz, the radial displace-
ment on the surface is detected at the epicenter direction
u5180°. For the ablation generation, the signal was averaged
by 15 shots; and for the thermoelastic generation, the signal
was averaged by 110 shots. See Ref. 23 for the detailed
description of the experimental setup.

Two aluminum cylinders were chosen for the experi-
ments. Their diameters are 2a59.97 mm for the ablation re-
gime and 2a54.12 mm for the thermoelastic regime. The
longitudinal velocity was measured by the time arrivals ofL,
3L, 5L, 7L as 6.3660.01 km/s, and the transverse wave
velocity was measured by the average time arrivals of 2S
and 5S1 as 3.1360.01 km/s.

First let us look at the experimental waves under the
ablation regime. As shown in the top wave form of Fig. 7,
the L, 3L, 5L, 7L are clearly visible. WaveL is positively
polarized, 3L and 7L are negatively polarized. Wave 5L is
positively polarized as it is separated with 4PS1 . They are in
accordance with that of the theoretical result in Fig. 1. Wave
9L is overlapped by another wave 8S1 . Waves 2P, 4P1 ,
6P2 are clearly observable. 8P3 is overlapped by another
wave 4P2S2 . Waves 2S, 5S1 ,...,9S1 are clearly visible,
while 4S1 is hardly visible as predicted by theory.H is vis-
ible while PS is invisible, this reveals the effect of the beam-
width and time duration of the laser line source.15 WavePS1

is naturally invisible, since it is the sequence ofPS. Waves
3PS1 , 4PS1 , 5PS1 are observable. Further, 6PS2 exists,
and 7PS2 coexists withH1 because of the overlap. Waves
2P2S1 , 3P2S1 , 4P2S1 are also observable. Other waves
appearing in the numerical results are hardly visible due to
the effect of the physical dimension of the laser source.15

Now let us focus on the experimental waves generated
under the thermoelastic regime. As shown in the low part of
Fig. 7, this wave form is quite different from that for the
ablation regime due to the differences in directivities. Here
L, 3L, 5L, 7L, 9L are no more observable. Waves 2P, H,
H1 , and 5S1 are quite clear, but other waves appearing in the
theory are also hardly visible for a similar reason.

Although the shapes of Rayleigh wavesR and R1 in

both regimes are not precisely coincident with that of the
numerical results, the evolution of the shapes due to disper-
sion, the relative amplitudes, arrival times agree with the
theoretical predictions. Specifically, the Rayleigh waveR is a
monopolar in the experiment under the ablation regime,
while it is a bipolar in the corresponding calculation in Fig.
1. For this experiment, the ratio of line source length to
source–receiver distance is about 4, which may not be ad-
equate to regard the laser line source as infinite.24

Finally let us underline that the theory has allowed us to
fully identify the waves in the experimental displacement.
The presented model along with the numerical inverse
scheme and the ray trajectory analysis could also provide
wave forms for any observation angle other than 180°, and
the generated acoustic waves could also be identified.

VII. CONCLUSION

The boundary condition of our previous model on the
2D transient wave propagation in a homogeneous and isotro-
pic cylinder was modified to avoid the numerical integration
necessitated by the numerical inverse scheme. The Fourier
series expansion was successfully applied to resolve this
transient response problem, and only a discrete summation
along wave number was needed for the inverse scheme. The
numerical displacements in either the ablation or the ther-
moelastic regime are obtained with little numerical noise and
short computation time. This improved method reveals more
acoustic waves than the normal mode expansion method,
which has been successfully applied to the 2D and 3D tran-
sient wave propagations in a hollow cylinder. Acoustic
waves are fully identified by the ray trajectory analysis.
These identified waves are further verified on the experimen-
tal results observed by the laser ultrasonic technique.

The identified rich responses are useful for the inverse
problem of the nondestructive evaluation of cylindrical parts.
For instance, waves such as the circumferentially reflected
transverse waves (2S,5S1) and the converted waves
(4PS1,2P2S1,3P2S1,4P2S1) can be adopted for the accu-
rate measurement of the longitudinal and transverse wave
velocities for the elastic constant recovery15 under ablation

FIG. 7. Acoustic waves observed ex-
perimentally by the laser ultrasonic
technique for aluminum cylinders at
the epicenter of the laser line source
generation under either the ablation
~top! or the thermelastic~below! re-
gime. Symbols at the top or bottom of
each dashed line, respectively, denote
the wave marked by the dense or
sparse dashed line.
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generation. The modified physical model and the novel nu-
merical inverse scheme will pave the way for the 3D tran-
sient wave propagation in a transversely isotropic cylinder
generated by a laser point source.
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In this paper, shear-horizontal~SH! acoustic wave propagation in metal gratings deposited on
piezoelectric bounded plates is investigated. The spectral characteristics of the electromechanical
coupling coefficient are studied first, which are very important for acoustic wave device designs.
And, an effective mathematic method based on even- and odd base functions is also presented for
overcoming the large frequency thickness product problem. Then, the characteristics of the grating
modes are studied, and the nature and characteristics of the stop bands are investigated fully. The
results show that the width and attenuation of the stop bands are dominated by the electromechanical
coupling coefficient at the frequency centers of the stop bands. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1898083#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal grating structure components are widely used in
modern electronic devices and instruments, such as filters,
delay lines, interdigital transducers, sensors, and mobile
phone systems. So, it is necessary to understand fully their
characteristics of wave propagation to improve the perfor-
mance of the devices.

The characteristics of the acoustic wave propagation in
metal grating structures have been studied extensively by
many authors. Surface acoustic waves, leaky surface acoustic
waves, and longitudinal leaky surface acoustic waves have
been studied using boundary integral method and Floquet
theorem.1,2 Other methods, including finite Element method
with special periodic boundary conditions,3 methods based
on periodic Green’s function defined on the interface be-
tween piezoelectrics and free space,4 and that based on Leg-
endre polynomial expansion of electric field5 have been used
as well for these problems.

Multilayer structures have given rise to considerable at-
tention to designs of many modern electronic devices and
instruments. Acoustic wave propagation characteristics in an
infinite piezoelectric plate were studied by Tiersten6 and
Bleustein7 in 1963 and 1969, respectively, and it was discov-
ered that shear-horizontal~SH! acoustic waves can exist in
the structures. Because of the increasing need for new com-
munication device designs, many kinds of multilayer struc-
tures have been extensively investigated recently by many
authors,8–12 and new devices have been developed based on
them.

A theoretical formulation for the SH wave excitation in
piezoelectric bounded plates by use of interdigital transduc-
ers~IDTs! was presented by Wang and Varadan in 2002,13

and the SH wave propagation at the electric short-circuit
condition in the same structures was also studied by the same
authors.14 However, the analytical method in the literature14

is subject to serious drawbacks~which are discussed in detail
in Sec. II! when the large frequency thickness productvh
~Refs. 15, 16! problem is encountered, and it becomes very
complicated and even invalid when the number of layers is

large ~such as if the number of layers is larger than 4!. The
electromechanical coupling coefficient~ECC! is not investi-
gated, which is a crucial parameter of the IDTs and controls
the excitation efficiency of acoustic waves. Moreover, the
characteristics of SH wave propagation on metal gratings
deposited on piezoelectric bounded plates, which are impor-
tant in the designs of many acoustic wave devices, are not
studied.

In Sec. II of this paper, an effective analytical method
based on even- and odd base functions is presented to over-
come the drawbacks mentioned previously, which can be
easily extended to many multilayer structure problems by
using the rigorous symbol calculation functions~for linear
matrix equation! in MATLAB software. And, the ECC of the
plate modes~the wave modes in piezoelectric bounded plates
without gratings! is investigated. By using this method the
performances of the devices based on the structures are ana-
lyzed. In Sec. III, the characteristics of the grating modes
~the wave modes in the gratings! are studied based on a
boundary integral equation and Floquet theorem. It is found
that the width and attenuation of the stop bands are domi-
nated by the ECC at the frequency centers of the stop bands.
Compared with the conventional study methods6,7,14 focused
on the field distribution of modes, the method in this paper
regarding the ECC reveals more information on the perfor-
mance of the devices.

In numerical calculation, the anisotropic piezoelectric
materials with point-group symmetry 6mm class are consid-
ered.

II. SH ACOUSTIC WAVES IN PIEZOELECTRIC
BOUNDED PLATES

In Fig. 1 the structure of a piezoelectric bounded plate
for theoretical analysis is shown. It is infinite inx–z plane;
thicknesses of the piezoelectric and metal layers are denoted
by 2hp and 2hm , respectively.

Because the structure considered here is infinite in thex-
andz directions, choosingx as the wave propagating direc-
tion, all the field variables are independent on thez coordi-
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nate, i.e.,]/]z50. For the SH acoustic waves, only thez
direction particle displacementu3 is nonzero andu3 and the
electric potentialf are chosen as independent variables in
the acoustic field analysis hereafter.

Using the quasistatic approximation, the electric field
equation in the free space is

¹ f
2f f50. ~1!

The field equations for the particle displacementu3 and elec-
tric potential in the piezoelectrics are14

c44¹p
2u3

p1e15¹p
2fp5r

]2

]t2 u3
p , ~2!

e15¹p
2u3

p2«11¹p
2fp50. ~3!

In the metal layer, there is no electric field and the field
equation is only for the particle displacementu3

c448 ¹m
2 u3

m5r8
]2

]t2 u3
m . ~4!

In these equations, superscriptsf , p, andm denote fields in
the free space, the piezoelectrics and the metal material, re-
spectively,c44 andc448 are the components of the elastic ten-
sor in the piezoelectrics and the metal material, respectively,
e15 is the component of the piezoelectric tensor in the piezo-
electrics,r andr8 are the mass density of the piezoelectrics
and the metal material, respectively. There local coordinate
systems are adopted for any layer due to the cause to be
discussed afterward, i.e. (x,yz ,z) for the z layer, wherez
5 f ,p,m, which denote the free space, the piezoelectric
layer, and the metal layer, respectively. The origins of the
axesyp andym are on the thickness centers of the piezoelec-
trics and metal layers, respectively. The origin of the axisyf

is on the interface between the free space and the piezoelec-
trics layer. And,¹z

25(]2/]x2) 1( ]2/]yz
2).

Assuming that the waves are monochromatic and propa-
gate in thex direction, then all field variables have a com-
mon factor exp(2jvt)exp(jkxx), wherev denotes the angular
frequency andkx denotes the wave number. General solu-
tions for Eqs.~1!–~4! can be found in the literature14 and are
listed as follows for discussion:

f f5A8 exp~ ukxuyf !exp~ jkxx!, ~5!

u3
p5@B8 exp~kpyp!1C8 exp~2kpyp!#exp~ jkxx!, ~6!

fp5H D8 exp~kxyp!1E8 exp~2kxyp!

1
e15

«11
@B8 exp~kpyp!1C8

3exp~2kpyp!#J exp~ jkxx!, ~7!

u3
m5@F8 exp~kmym!1G8 exp~2kmym!#exp~ jkxx!, ~8!

where kp5Akx
22 @(rv2«11)/(c44«111e15

2 )#, km

5Akx
22 r8v2/c448 .

Because the field solutions@in Eqs. ~5!–~8!# depend on
the yz coordinate in exponent form, when the partial waves
attenuate or increase in theyz direction @implying that
real(kz)Þ0], and the frequency thickness productvh
~which is proportional to thekzhz) becomes extremely large,
in numerical calculation the overflow and low precision may
be caused by the extremely largevh.15,16 This conclusion
can also be testified to by observing Eqs.~37! and ~48! in
Ref. 14. The overflow may be overcome simply by dividing
the two sides of the equation~where the overflow emerges!
by a large exponent exp(kzhz) @wherereal(kzhz).0]. How-
ever, it is not wise to do it this way when many layers are
considered, because it will lead to the loss of the precision or
new difficulties regarding order matching. In order to avoid
these problems, new even- and odd base functions are
adopted in this paper. Then, the general solutions can be
expressed as follows:

f f5@Aw f
S~kx ,yf !1Aw f

A~kx ,yf !#exp~ jkxx!, ~9!

u3
p5@Bcp

S~kp ,yp!1Ccp
A~kp ,yp!#exp~ jkxx!, ~10!

fp5H Dwp
S~kx ,yp!1Ewp

A~kx ,yp!1
e15

«11
@Bcp

S~kp ,yp!

1Ccp
A~kp ,yp!#J exp~ jkxx!, ~11!

u3
m5@Fcm

S~km ,ym!1Gcm
A~km ,ym!#exp~ jkxx!, ~12!

where

cz
S~kz ,yz!5

exp~kzyz!1exp~2kzyz!

exp~kzhz!1exp~2kzhz!
,

cz
A~kz ,yz!5

exp~kzyz!2exp~2kzyz!

exp~kzhz!1exp~2kzhz!
, ~13!

wz
S~kx ,yz!5

exp~kxyz!1exp~2kxyz!

exp~kxhz!1exp~2kxhz!
,

wz
A~kx ,yz!5

exp~kxyz!2exp~2kxyz!

exp~kxhz!1exp~2kxhz!
, ~14!

where hf50, cz
S(kz ,yz), wz

S(kx ,yz), cz
A(kz ,yz), and

wz
A(kx ,yz) are even- and odd base functions. It is easily

checked that Eqs.~9!–~12! are general solutions of Eqs.~1!–
~4!. If the kz and kx are chosen according to the following
principle, i.e,real(kz)>0 andreal(kx)>0, then expressions
~13!–~14! can be rewritten as follows:

FIG. 1. An infinite metal plate bounded by a layer of piezoelectric material.
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cz
S~kz ,yz!5

exp@2kz~hz2yz!#1exp@2kz~hz1yz!#

11exp~22kzhz!
,

cz
A~kz ,yz!5

exp@2kz~hz2yz!#2exp@2kz~hz1yz!#

11exp~22kzhz!
,

wz
S~kx ,yz!5

exp@2kx~hz2yz!#1exp@2kx~hz1yz!#

11exp~22kxhz!
,

wz
A~kx ,yz!5

exp@2kx~hz2yz!#2exp@2kx~hz1yz!#

11exp~22kxhz!
,

~15!

becausehz2yz>0 andhz1yz>0 in the z(z5p,m) layer,
so the modules of the exponential items appearing in the
expressions~15! are all less than 1, and the orders of the
modules of cz

S(kz ,yz), wz
S(kx ,yz), cz

A(kz ,yz), and
wz

A(kx ,yz) are the same and all small. These imply that all
the coefficients of boundary condition equations are balanced
automatically, so the high precision and the numerical stabil-
ity are guaranteed and the overflow is overcome completely
in the numerical calculation.

Equation~9! implies that the electric potential should be
attenuated to zero whenyf→2`. In order to obtain the
characteristics of the SH wave propagation, the proper
boundary conditions must be considered; this knowledge can
be found in the literature.14 So, only main steps and results
are presented.

As a sample, the case of the electric open-circuit condi-
tion is considered here. In the following derivationB is cho-
sen as the independent variable. From the boundary condi-
tions except for the electric displacement continuous
boundary condition on the interface between the free space
and the piezoelectrics, the variablesA, C, D, E, F, G can
be expressed as functions ofB, kx , andv. The derivation is
direct and simple, and for multilayer systems~the number of
layers is larger than 4! the rigorous symbol calculation func-
tions ~for the matrix equation! of the MATLAB software can
be utilized. This will simplify the tedious derivation drasti-
cally and will make it possible to extend the method to many
relative fields. The results are listed directly as follows:

C5C~kx ,v!B

5
2bwp

A1dcp
A2~e/a!~11wp

Awp
A!

d1bcp
Awp

A2@d2~e/a!cp
A#~11wp

Awp
A!

B, ~16!

G5G~kx ,v!B5@1/a1~cp
A/a!C~kx ,v!#B, ~17!

F5F~kx ,v!B52~1/cm
A !G~kx ,v!B, ~18!

E5E~kx ,v!B5@eG~kx ,v!2dC~kx ,v!#B, ~19!

D5D~kx ,v!B5@2dcp
A/wp

A1~e/wp
A!G~kx ,v!#B,

~20!

A5A~kx ,v!B5@2b12D~kx ,v!#B, ~21!

where cz
A[cz

A(kz ,hz), wz
A[wz

A(kx ,hz), a52cm
A21/cm

A ,
b5e15/«11, d5(c44/e151e15/«11)(kp /kx), e5c448 km /
(e15kx). In order to obtain the dispersion equation, the elec-
tric displacement continuous boundary condition on the in-

terface between the free space and the piezoelectrics must be
satisfied

@«0A~kx ,v!2«11E~kx ,v!1«11wp
AD~kx ,v!#B50.

~22!

In order to obtain a nontrivial solution, the following
equation must be satisfied:

«0A~kx ,v!2«11E~kx ,v!1«11wp
AD~kx ,v!50. ~23!

Equation~23! is the dispersion equation for the case of the
electric open-circuit condition. The dispersion equation for
the case of the electric short-circuit condition can be ob-
tained as well by using a similar procedure.

In Fig. 2 the computed electromechanical coupling co-
efficient k for different modes as functions of the angular
frequency is presented. Here,k is defined ask5(v f

2vm)/v f , wherev f and vm are the phase velocities at the
electric open-circuit condition and the electric short-circuit
condition, respectively. It is found that thek of the first mode
is much larger than that of higher order modes. The reason
may be that the first mode is a surface acoustic wave14 which
is easily affected by the surface electric boundary conditions,
and higher order modes are not confined to the surface14 and
are not easily affected by the surface electric boundary con-
ditions. At the very high-frequency regime, thek of all the
modes becomes very small. These results imply that only
surface waves~at the low-frequency regime! can be effec-
tively excited and made use of in the structures.

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the spectral characteristics of thek
of the first mode for different piezoelectric and metal layer
thickness ratios (hp /hm) are shown. When the thickness of
the piezoelectric layer is fixed~in Fig. 3, 2hp50.1 mm), it is
observed that thek for different ratios tend to be identical at
higher frequency regime and for smaller thickness ratio there
is a higher peak. The curves of thek for smaller ratios
(hp /hm,0.1) are identical with the dotted line in Fig. 3; this
is because the surface waves are not affected by the variation
of thehm when thehm is very large. And, the curves of thek
for larger ratios (hp /hm.10) are identical to the dash-dot
line in Fig. 3, because the mass loading effects of the metal

FIG. 2. The k of the plate modes in the ZnO-steel plate withhp

50.05(mm) andhm50.25(mm).
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layer can be ignored when thehm is very small~for the case
the wave modes have been studied in the literature6,7!. These
results show that, compared with a sole piezoelectric plate,6,7

the combination of piezoelectric layer and metal plate can
improve the excitation efficiency of SH surface waves.

When the thickness of the metal layer is fixed~in Fig. 4,
2hm51 mm), it is observed that the peak of thek shifts to
high frequency and the width of the peak becomes larger
with the decreasing of the ratio (hp /hm). These bring great
flexibility to the device designs.

In all the numerical calculation, the method in this paper
is identical with the method in the literature14 when thevh is
small. However, the method in this paper can be used to deal
with the problems with largevh, and it can be used also to
calculate the SH modes of multilayer structures~where the
number of layers is larger than 4!.

III. SH ACOUSTIC WAVES IN PIEZOELECTRIC
BOUNDED PLATES WITH METAL GRATINGS

An infinite piezoelectric bounded plate with a metal
grating is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure 2hp and 2hm denote

the thicknesses of the piezoelectric and metal layer, respec-
tively, P denotes the period of the grating, andw denotes the
width of a grating electrode.

The field components of the periodic system can be ex-
pressed using Floquet theorem as follows:

f f5 (
n52`

`

An@w f
S~bn ,yf !1w f

A~bn ,yf !#exp~ j bnx!,

~24!

u3
p5 (

n52`

`

@Bncp
S~kp,n ,yp!

1Cncp
A~kp,n ,yp!#exp~ j bnx!, ~25!

fp5 (
n52`

` H Dnwp
S~bn ,yp!1Enwp

A~bn ,yp!

1
e15

«11
@Bncp

S~kp,n ,yp!

1Cncp
A~kp,n ,yp!#J exp~ j bnx!, ~26!

u3
m5 (

n52`

`

@Fncm
S~km,n ,ym!

1Gncm
A~km,n ,ym!#exp~ j bnx!, ~27!

where kp,n5Abn
22 rv2«11/(c44«111e15

2 ), km,n

5Abn
22 (r8v2/c448 ), bn5(2p/P) n1g, wheren is a inte-

ger number, andg is a complex wave number of the funda-
mental space harmonic whose real and imaginary parts are
referred to as the grating velocity and the attenuation of the
wave respectively. The grating velocity of the grating modes
can be expressed asvgrating5v/real(g) and is confined to the
first Brillouin zone.

Assuming that the thicknesses of the electrodes are infi-
nitely thin, then the mass loading effects of electrodes can be
ignored. It is obvious that Eqs.~24!–~27! are the general
solutions of Eqs.~1!–~4!. One needs only to find the ampli-
tude coefficients of all harmonics by using the proper bound-
ary conditions.14

For any harmonic, as mentioned previously, all the am-
plitude coefficientsAn , Bn , Cn , Dn , En , Fn , Gn can be
expressed as functions ofBn , v, andg. The following ex-
pressions can be obtained according to expressions~16!–
~21!:

FIG. 3. Thek of the first plate modes in the ZnO-steel plate with different
(hp /hm) ratios ~wherehp50.05 mm).

FIG. 4. Thek of the first plate modes in the ZnO-steel plate with different
(hp /hm) ratios ~wherehm50.5 mm).

FIG. 5. An infinite metal grating deposited on piezoelectric bounded plates.
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An5A~bn ,v!Bn , Cn5C~bn ,v!Bn ,

Dn5D~bn ,v!Bn ,

En5E~bn ,v!Bn , Fn5F~bn ,v!Bn ,

Gn5G~bn ,v!Bn . ~28!

Expressions~28! imply that the boundary conditions except
for the electric boundary conditions on the interface between
the free space and the piezoelectrics are satisfied. In order to
getBn , the electric boundary conditions must be considered,
i.e.,

f f50 ~ for the electrode region 0<x<w!, ~29!

D f5Dp ~ for the outside-electrode regionw<x<P!,
~30!

for the short-circuit gratings, and

f f5V0 ~ for the electrode region 0<x<w!, ~31!

D f5Dp ~ for the outside-electrode regionw<x<P!,
~32!

E
0

w

~Dp2D f !dx50 ~ for the electrode region 0<x<w!

~33!

for the open-circuit gratings. Here,D f and Dp denote the
normal electric displacements in the free space and piezo-
electrics, respectively. It is implicit from Eq.~33! that the
total electric charge on a separated electrode must be zero.

Using expressions~28!, the expressions of the electric
potential and the electric displacement on the interface be-
tween free space and piezoelectrics are derived as follows:

f f5 (
n52`

`

fn
f Bn exp~ j bnx!,

Dp5 (
n52`

`

Dn
pBn exp~ j bnx!,

D f5 (
n52`

`

Dn
f Bn exp~ j bnx!, ~34!

wherefn
f , Dn

p , Dn
f are

wn
f 5A~bn ,v!, Dn

f 52«0bnA~bn ,v!,

Dn
p52«11bn@2wp

A~bn ,hp!D~bn ,v!1E~bn ,v!#.
~35!

The Galerkin method is adopted to solve the problem.
For the short-circuit gratings we have following equations:

E
0

w

f f exp~2 j bmx!dx1qE
w

p

~Dp2D f !exp~2 j bmx!dx

50 ~m50,61,62,63¯ !, ~36!

and for the open-circuit gratings, we have the following
equations

E
0

w

~f f2V0!exp~2 j bmx!dx1qE
w

p

~Dp2D f !

3exp~2 j bmx!dx50 ~m50,61,62,63¯ !, ~37!

E
0

w

~Dp2D f !dx50, ~38!

whereq is a constant which makes the orders offp, Dp, and
D f identical.

To carry out numerical calculation, harmonics with very
high order have to be neglected. For the short-circuit grat-
ings, considering only2M ,...,21,0,1,...,M order harmon-
ics, the final equation is

RT50, ~39!

where R is a (2M11)3(2M11) matrix, T
[@T1 ,T2 ,...,T2M11#T5@B2M ,B2M11 ,...,BM#T, where the
superscriptT denotes the transpose operator. The compo-
nents of the matrixR are

Rm,n5E
0

w

fn212M
f exp@ j ~bn212M2bm212M !x#dx

1qE
w

p

~Dn212M
p 2Dn212M

f !

3exp@ j ~bn212M2bm212M !x#dx, ~40!

wherem,n51,2,...,2M11.
For the open-circuit gratings, considering only

2M ,...,21,0,1,...,M21 order harmonics, the final equa-
tion is

R8T850, ~41!

where R8 is a (2M11)3(2M11) matrix,
T8 [ @T18 ,T28 ,...,T2M118 #T 5 @B2M ,B2M11 ,...,BM21 ,V0#T.
The components of the matrixR8 are

FIG. 6. The first stop band of the ZnO-steel plate grating withhp

50.05(mm),hm50.25(mm),p50.25(mm), andw50.125(mm).
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Rm,n8 5Rm,n ,

Rm,2M118 5E
0

w

2V0 exp~2 j bmx!dx,

R2M11,n8 5E
0

w

~Dn
p2Dn

f !exp~ j bn212Mx!dx,

R2M11,2M118 50, ~42!

wherem,n51,2,...,2M .
In order to obtain nontrivial solutions, the determinants

of R ~for the short-circuit grating! and R8 ~for the open-
circuit grating! must be zero.

The characteristics of the first stop band for the first
mode in the gratings are investigated numerically by the pre-
vious method. In the numerical calculation, a good precision
is obtained whenM55. Compared with the method in the
literature,5 the computation time is much shorter because
only a few harmonics are involved, and more complex grat-
ing structures can be dealt with by the method in this paper.
But, the drawback of the method is that it cannot be used to

deal with the excitation problems of the IDTs due to the
singularity of the electric charge at the edge of electrodes.

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the dispersion characteristics are
shown for the first stop band of the shorted circuit gratings,
where the solid lines denote the grating velocity of the grat-
ing modes; the dotted lines denote the imaginary part ofg.
Larger attenuation is found in the PZT4-steel Palte structure,
because there is a larger ECC in the structure and the surface
waves are affected more easily by the surface electric bound-
ary conditions. For the frequency centers of the stop bands,
the known Bragg reflection condition17 is satisfied: 2p
5nls , wherels52p/real(g) andn561,62,63..., which
reveals that the stop bands are caused by the surface waves
reflection.

The characteristics of the stop bands are mainly de-
scribed by the two parameters, i.e., the bandwidth and the
largest attenuation of the stop bands. In order to reveal the
nature and characteristics of the stop bands, the relations
between the two parameters and thek at the frequency cen-
ters of the stop bands are investigated and shown in Figs. 8,
9, 10, and 11, where only the first stop bands for the short-
circuit gratings ~on ZnO-steel plate! are studied~because

FIG. 7. The first stop band of the PZT4-steel plate grating withhp

50.05(mm),hm50.25(mm),p50.25(mm), andw50.125(mm).

FIG. 8. The width of the stop bands and the electromechanical coupling
coefficient~ECC! at the frequency centers of the stop bands with different
thickness ratios (hp /hm), where hp50.05(mm), p50.25(mm), andw
50.125(mm).

FIG. 9. The attenuation and the ECC at the frequency centers of the stop
bands with different thickness ratios (hp /hm), where hp50.05(mm), p
50.25(mm), andw50.125(mm).

FIG. 10. The width of the stop bands and the ECC at the frequency centers
of the stop bands with different thickness ratios (hp /hm), where hp

50.5(mm), p50.25(mm), andw50.125(mm).
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there are the same characteristics for the open-circuit grat-
ings!. In Figs. 8 and 9, the gratings with the fixedhp and
differenthp /hm ratios are considered, and in Figs. 10 and 11,
the gratings with the fixedhm and differenthp /hm ratios are
considered.

It is observed that the curves of the bandwidth and the
largest attenuation~for the studied case, the attenuation at the
frequency centers of the stop bands! of the stop bands has the
same characteristics, with the curves of thek at the fre-
quency centers of the stop bands. In other words, the largest
attenuation and the width of the stop bands are dominated by
the k, and there are larger attenuation and bandwidth of the
stop bands for largerk. It can be understood easily by con-
sidering the following extreme case, ifk→0, which implies
that the waves are not affected by the electric boundary con-
ditions; then, there are no stop bands and the waves in the
‘‘gratings’’ are the same as the plate modes discussed in Sec.
II. The results reveal the important meaning of the ECC in
the study on acoustic waves in metal gratings.

In the numerical calculation, the material parameters of
PZT4 are taken from Ref. 14, and that of ZnO is taken from
Ref. 18: c44542.47(109 N/m3), e1550.48(C/m), «11/«0

58.55, r55680(kg/m3) for ZnO; c44530.00(109 N/m3),
e15510.5(C/m),«11/«05804.6,r57500(kg/m3) for PZT4;
c448 5116.0(109 N/m3), r857800(kg/m3) for steel.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical analysis of the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of SH acoustic waves in piezoelectric bounded
plate is presented. This is important for acoustic wave device
designs; for example, it helps to select a suitable frequency

and structure parameters to excite a specific mode. SH acous-
tic wave propagation in piezoelectric bounded plates with
metal gratings is analyzed as well. The nature and spectral
characteristics of the stop bands are investigated. The results
reveal the importance of the ECC in the study on acoustic
waves in metal gratings.
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Fast calculation of pulsed photoacoustic fields in fluids
using k-space methods
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Two related numerical models that calculate the time-dependent pressure field radiated by an
arbitrary photoacoustic source in a fluid, such as that generated by the absorption of a short laser
pulse, are presented. Frequency-wavenumber~k-space! implementations have been used to produce
fast and accurate predictions. Model I calculates the field everywhere at any instant of time, and is
useful for visualizing the three-dimensional evolution of the wave field. Model II calculates pressure
time series for points on a straight line or plane and is therefore useful for simulating array
measurements. By mapping the vertical wavenumber spectrum directly to frequency, this model can
calculate time series up to 50 times faster than current numerical models of photoacoustic
propagation. As the propagating and evanescent parts of the field are calculated separately, model II
can be used to calculate far- and near-field radiation patterns. Also, it can readily be adapted to
calculate the velocity potential and thus particle velocity and acoustic intensity vectors. Both models
exploit the efficiency of the fast Fourier transform, and can include the frequency-dependent
directional response of an acoustic detector straightforwardly. The models were verified by
comparison with a known analytic solution and a slower, but well-understood, numerical model.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920227#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud, 43.20.Px@YHB# Pages: 3616–3627

I. INTRODUCTION

There are several mechanisms by which electromagnetic
radiation incident on a solid or fluid can generate acoustic
waves, e.g., ablation, electrostriction, and thermoelastic
expansion.1 This paper is concerned with the prediction of
the acoustic field generated in a fluid due to thermoelastic
expansion following localized absorption of an electromag-
netic pulse.

A number of papers present analytical solutions for the
photoacoustic pressure under specific circumstances. In par-
ticular, Tam1 quotes analytical solutions for the pressure for
narrow and Gaussian laser beams in weakly absorbing fluids.
Diebold et al. have presented many analytical solutions for
the acoustic pressure caused by a variety of geometries of
photoacoustic sources, including among others infinitely
long Gaussian sources, point sources, and solid spheres.2–6

All of these analytical solutions have the disadvantage that
they are restricted to a particular case; the photoacoustic
source must have a certain geometry. A time-domain numeri-
cal model of photoacoustic propagation that can include an
arbitrary initial pressure distribution has been described in
the literature7–9 and is compared, in Sec. VI A, to thek-space
models derived here. It is based on Poisson’s integral solu-
tion to the wave equation10 and provides an intuitive method
useful for predicting the time evolution of the pressure at a
point. For applications that require the pressure to be known
at many points and small distances from the source it is
considerably slower than thek-space models.9

Two models—model I and model II—that calculate the

field generated by an arbitrarily shaped initial pressure dis-
tribution ~or photoacoustic source! are presented in this pa-
per. These propagation models fall into the category of wave-
number integration algorithms. Propagation models based on
numerically solving a wavenumber integral are in wide-
spread use in underwater acoustics and seismology.11 This is
mainly because these techniques lend themselves to the use
of the fast Fourier transform~FFT! algorithm, and are there-
fore computationally efficient. Similar techniques have not
previously been applied to the specific problem of the propa-
gation of photoacoustic signals.

Model I uses an exact time propagator to calculate the
acoustic field at all points on a grid for a single time follow-
ing the absorption of an electromagnetic pulse. Unlike finite
difference methods, in which the time step must be small to
avoid instability, the acoustic field at any time may be pre-
dicted in one step without the need to calculate the field at
intermediate times. With this model, the evolution of 3D
fields through time can be visualized.

Model II, rather than calculating the pressure every-
where at a single time, calculates the pressure on a chosen
line or plane for many times at once. It maps the pressure as
a function of vertical spatial wavenumber to the pressure as a
function of temporal frequency which results in a significant
increase in speed over model I. For applications that do not
require knowledge of the entire spatial field, e.g., for simu-
lating the temporal signals detected by an array of sensors,
this may be useful. The propagating and evanescent parts of
the field are calculated separately in this model. As it is often
convenient to neglect the evanescent part of the field, this
model can show under which circumstances this is reason-
able. In addition, model II may be used to generate near- anda!Electronic mail: bencox@medphys.ucl.ac.uk
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far-field single-frequency or broadband radiation patterns of
photoacoustic sources, and simply adapted to calculate ve-
locity potential, and thus particle velocity and acoustic inten-
sity vectors.

These twok-space models allow photoacoustic fields to
be calculated as much as 50 times faster than previous nu-
merical techniques, with high accuracy as determined by
comparisons with analytical results. They are more general
than known analytical solutions, which usually include re-
strictive assumptions about the photoacoustic source geom-
etry, and more efficient than current time-domain models.
Both models can include the effect of an arbitrary, complex,
frequency-dependent, directional detector response on the
measured pressure, thus simulating not just the photoacoustic
wave propagation but also its measurement. This is crucial
for accurate simulations of measurements made by an array
of detectors, for instance, when studying acoustic inverse
problems such as photoacoustic imaging.12–15 Indeed, pho-
toacoustic imaging is one of the growing number of applica-
tions of photoacoustics to which these propagation models
are applicable.

II. PHOTOACOUSTIC WAVE EQUATION

If a region of a fluid is heated, through the absorption of
a laser pulse, a sound wave will be generated. Consider a
stationary fluid with isotropic acoustic properties. Under
conditions whereby the sound generation mechanism is ther-
moelastic, and terms containing the viscosity and thermal
conductivity are negligible~thermal confinement!,16 the
acoustic pressure, in the linear approximation, obeys the
wave equation

¹2p2
1

c2

]2p

]t2
5

2b

Cp

]H
]t

, ~1!

wherec is the sound speed,b is the volume thermal expan-
sivity, Cp is the specific heat capacity, andH is the heat
energy per unit volume and per unit time deposited in the
fluid; p and H will depend, in general, on the positionx
5(x,y,z) and timet.

The heating is caused by the absorption of light. If the
light fluence rate at a point in the fluid isF(x,t) and the
absorption distributionma(x), then the heating function can
be written asH(x,t)5ma(x)F(x,t). Note that the fluence
rate F will in general depend on the absorptionma(x) and
scattering; hence, the heating function is nonlinearly related
to the absorption distribution.

A. Instantaneous heating

When the laser pulse is short, so the density of the fluid
has no time to change, it may be modeled as ad function.
This is satisfied if the duration of the laser pulsetp is much
shorter than the time it takes sound to travel across the
heated region, a condition known as stress confinement.16 In
this case, the heating function can be written as

H~x,t !5H~x!d~ t !, ~2!

where H(x) is the heat deposited in the fluid per unit
volume.17 In this idealized case, all of the optical energy will

be absorbed before the fluid density has time to change. Un-
der this isochoric condition, the increase in the temperature
T8 of the heated fluid region is related to the absorbed energy
H by Cv , the constant volume specific heat capacity, andr,
the ambient density:T85H/(rCv). The thermodynamic re-
lation r85rkTp82brT8, where r8 and p8 are small
changes in density and pressure, respectively, holds true for
constant isothermal compressibilitykT and volume thermal
expansivityb. If there is no change in the density, sor850,
thenp85(b/kT)T8. Using the expression forT8 above and
noting thatkT5g/rc2, whereg is the specific heat ratio, the
increase in pressure due to the absorption of the laser pulse,
from here on called the initial pressure distributionp0(x),
may be written

p0~x!5S bc2

Cp
DH~x!5GH~x!, ~3!

whereG is the Grüneisen coefficient, a dimensionless con-
stant that represents the efficiency of the conversion of heat
to pressure. For water at room temperatureG'0.11.

With the heating function given by Eq.~2!, the solution
to Eq. ~1!, in the absence of acoustic boundaries, can be
written in terms of the Green’s function as

p~x,t !5
b

Cp
E

0

`E
V
G~x,t;x8,t8!H~x8!d8~ t8!dx8dt8, ~4!

whered8 represents the derivative of the delta function, and
the free-space Green’s functionG is a solution to

¹2G2
1

c2

]2G

]t2
52d~x2x8!d~ t2t8!, ~5!

and is often written as

G~x,t;x8,t8!5
d@ ux2x8u2c~ t2t8!#

4pux2x8u
, ~6!

representing a spherical wave traveling outward fromx8. Us-
ing the property of thed function deriviative *d8(t
2t0) f (t)dt52 f 8(t0), and noting thatdG/]t852]G/]t,
Eq. ~4! becomes

p~x,t !5
b

Cp
E

V
H~x8!

]G

]t
~x,t;x8,t8!dx8. ~7!

With Eq. ~3!, this gives the pressure at timet as

p~x,t !5
1

c2 EV
p0~x8!

]G

]t
~x,t;x8,t8!dx8. ~8!

B. Initial value problem

It is instructive to see that, whereas in the previous sec-
tion the wave equation included a source term, in the case of
instantaneous heating this problem can be recast as an initial
value problem with no explicit source term but with the dis-
tribution of pressure at the instant of the laser pulse,p0(x),
taken as given. This makes the two initial conditions required
for a unique solution explicit. We solve the homogeneous
wave equation@Eq. ~1! with no source term# with the two
initial conditions
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pu t505p0~x!,
]p

]t U
t50

50. ~9!

The first condition defines the acoustic pressure distribution
at t50, the instant of the pulse. The second initial condition
is equivalent to assuming the particle velocityv~x! is initially
zero everywhere. In the absence of acoustic boundaries the
solution to this initial value problem may be written in terms
of the Green’s function,G, and the initial conditions as18

p~x,t !5
1

c2 EV
FG

]p

]t8
2p

]G

]t8G
t850

dx8. ~10!

Using Eq.~9!, we see that this solution is identical to Eq.~8!.

C. Green’s function in k space

In this paper we are interested ink-space methods for
calculating the pressure field. To find an expression for the
Green’s function in terms of frequency and wavenumbers,
we take a 4D Fourier transform of Eq.~5! with respect tot
andx

2k2G~v,k!1
v2

c2
G~v,k!52e2 ik"x8eivt8. ~11!

The free-space Green’s functionG may then be written in
terms of the wavenumber vectork5(kx ,ky ,kz) and fre-
quencyv as a fourfold inverse Fourier transform

G~x,t;x8,t8!5
1

~2p!4 E E eik•~x2x8!e2 iv~ t2t8!

k22~v/c!2
dv dk,

~12!

wherek5uku. In Eq. ~6! the Green’s function is written as a
spherical wave; in Eq.~12! this spherical wave is expressed
as a sum of plane waves with direction given byk and fre-
quencyv.

The two algorithms described below for calculating
p(x,t) from the initial pressurep0(x) are derived by analyti-
cally evaluating, in the first case, thev integral in Eq.~12!
and, in the second case, the integral over the vertical wave-
numberkz . The first results in a solution for the whole field
at one instant in time, and the second in a method that cal-
culates a pressure time series at all points on a line or plane.
In both cases the singularity in the integrand in Eq.~12! at
v5ck is dealt with using contour integration.

III. MODEL I: THE WHOLE FIELD FOR ONE TIME

As noted above, the integrand in Eq.~12! is singular
when v5ck. However, we can evaluate the integral using
Cauchy’s residue theorem. First, the difference of the two
squared terms in the denominator is rewritten so thev inte-
gral in Eq.~12!, with t8 set to zero, becomes

E eik•~x2x8!e2 ivt

~k2v/c!~k1v/c!
dv, ~13!

from which it is clear that there are two simple poles on the
real v axis at6ck. This can be solved using Cauchy’s resi-
due theorem18 to give Eq.~12!, for t.0, as

G~x,t;x8!5
c

~2p!3 E sin~ckt!

k
eik•~x2x8! dk. ~14!

The Green’s function is now a sum of plane waves with
different spatial frequencies multiplied by a time propagator.
The time derivative ofG is

]G

]t
5

c2

~2p!3 E cos~ckt!eik•~x2x8! dk. ~15!

Substituting this into Eq.~8! gives a solution for the pressure
in a free-field given an initial pressure distribution

p~x,t !5
1

~2p!3 E E p0~x8!cos~ckt!eik•~x2x8! dk dx8.

~16!

Changing the order of the integration gives a two-stage
method for calculatingp(x,t) at a given timet. First, the 3D
spatial Fourier transform of the initial pressure distribution is
taken~here the primes have been dropped!

p0~k!5E p0~x!e2 ik"x dx, ~17!

and second, the pressure at timet is calculated using

p~x,t !5
1

~2p!3 E p0~k!cos~ckt!eik"x dk. ~18!

So, if the heating functionH(x) is known,p0(x) is known
from Eq. ~3!, and the acoustic pressure at all positions and
subsequent times can be calculated using Eqs.~17! and~18!.
To calculate the field at any timet thus requires just two 3D
FFTs and one multiplication. Because the changes ofp over
time are calculated using the exact propagator cos(ckt) and
not from an approximation, it is not necessary to calculate
the field at intermediate times, as it is with finite difference
methods, for instance. In practice the pressure is calculated
on a grid of points, in which case the grid spacing must meet
the usual Nyquist criterion to avoid aliasing in the spatial
domain; it must be less than half the minimum wavelength.
This firstk-space method is similar to that proposed by Hea-
ley et al.19 As the field is calculated everywhere in one step,
it is a useful method for visualizing the field from a source at
a particular time. Illustrations of this are given in Sec. VII A.

IV. MODEL II: TIME SERIES

Model I calculates the spatial distribution of the field
everywhere for one instant of time. This can be slow if the
pressure at just a single point or a few points is required as a
function of time. Model II calculates a pressure time series at
points on a line or plane. For applications in which a time
series is required at only a few points in the field, or for
simulating the signals measured by an array of detectors, this
method may be much faster than model I.

In the above section thev integral in Eq.~12! was cal-
culated analytically. This resulted in a 3D Fourier transform
in spatial wavenumbers to calculate the pressure field at one
time. To arrive at a method that calculates the pressure at
many times~a time series! in a single step, we need to leave
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the Fourier transform with respect tov in the expression. To
this end we consider analytically evaluating the integral over
kz , the vertical component of the wavenumber vectork, as a
means of removing the singularities in Eq.~12!. The simple
poles atkz56z are clear if we rewrite this integral as

E eik•~x2x8!e2 ivt

~kz2z!~kz1z!
dkz , ~19!

where we have chosen

z5sgn~v!A~v/c!22kr
2 for uv/cu>kr ,

~20!
z51 iAkr

22~v/c!2 for uv/cu,kr .

Here, kr5Akx
21ky

2 and sgn~v!511 for v>0 and 21 for
v,0. As before, Eq.~19! can be solved using Cauchy’s resi-
due theorem20 to give the Green’s function fort.0 as

G~x,t;x8!5
ip

~2p!4 E E E S 1

z D
3ei @kx~x2x8!1ky~y2y8!1zuz2z8u2vt# dv dkx dky .

~21!

Compare the Green’s function here, written as a sum of plane
waves inx, y, and t, with the formulation in Eq.~12! as a
sum of plane waves inx. The time derivative ofG is

]G

]t
5

p

~2p!4 E E E S v

z D
3ei @kx~x2x8!1ky~y2y8!1zuz2z8u2vt# dv dkx dky ,

~22!

and, using Eq.~8!, the pressurep(x,t) may be written

p~x,t !5
p

~2p!4c2 EV
E E E S v

z D p0~x8!

3ei @kx~x2x8!1ky~y2y8!1zuz2z8u2vt# dv dkx dky dx8.

~23!

Because of the two definitions ofz, Eq. ~20!, it is convenient
to consider the pressure field as a sum of propagating and
evanescent components

p~x,t !5pprop~x,t !1pevan~x,t !. ~24!

These are considered separately below.

A. Propagating „radiating … part of the field

In Eq. ~23! z is really just shorthand for
sgn(v)A(v/c)22kr

2 or 1 iAkr
22(v/c)2, depending on

whether uv/cu>kr or ,kr @see Eqs.~20!#. z is real when
uv/cu>kr . This part of the solution,pprop, consists of plane
waves that propagate away from the source region and even-
tually form the acoustic far field. For this propagating, or
radiating, part of the acoustic field, the integral overv in Eq.
~23! may be rearranged to give

E
uvu>ckr

Uvz Uei zuz2z8ue2 ivt dv

5E
ckr

` S v

z D $ei zuz2z8ue2 ivt1e2 i zuz2z8ueivt%dv

52RH E
ckr

` S v

z Dei zuz2z8ue2 ivt dvJ , ~25!

whereR indicates the real part. Equation~23! calculates the
pressure on thez plane. We can setz50 without loss of
generality. In this case the propagating part of the field may
be written as

pprop~x,y,t !5
1

~2p!3c2
RH E E E S v

z D p0~kx ,ky ,v!

3ei ~kxx1kyy2vt ! dkx dky dvJ , ~26!

where thev integral is fromckr to ` and p0(kx ,ky ,v) is
interpolated fromp0(kx ,ky ,z), below, using Eq.~20!.

p0~kx ,ky ,z!5E E E p0~x8!e2 i ~kxx81kyy82zuz8u! dx8.

~27!

This interpolation fromz to v, vertical wavenumber to tem-
poral frequency, effectively maps depth information inp0(z)
to time information inp(t). Indeed, in the 1D case wherep0

varies only withz, the temporal signalp(t) has the same
shape as the depth functionp(t)}p0(t5z/c).4 The complex
exponential Fourier kernels in Eqs.~26! and ~27! mean that
most of the computations can be performed efficiently using
FFTs.

In Sec. IV B we see that the evanescent part of the field
can be written as a sine transform inv. It is interesting that
the propagating part, Eq.~26!, can be written as a cosine
transform inv if

IH E E p0~kx ,ky ,v!ei ~kxx1kyy! dkx dkyJ 50, ~28!

whereI indicates the imaginary part. This condition requires
bothI$p0(kx ,ky ,z)% to be odd inkx andky and independent
of z, andR$p0(kx ,ky ,z)% to be even inkx , ky . Nothing, so
far, has been assumed aboutp(t) for t,0. As we are only
interested inp(t) for t>0 we can choosep(t) for t,0 to be
any function. We choose to makep(t) even,p(t)5p(2t).
As pressure is a real quantity, ifp(t) is even then its Fourier
transform must be a real, even, function of frequencyv. As
p0(x8) is real this can be achieved by removing the imagi-
nary part of exp(izuzu) in Eq. ~27! to get

p0~kx ,ky ,z!5E E E p0~x8!e2 i ~kxx81kyy8! cos~zuz8u!dx8.

~29!

If p0(x8) is symmetrical aboutz850 this may be written as
a Fourier transform, like Eq.~17!, except withk replaced
with (kx ,ky ,z). @If p0(x8) is not symmetrical aboutz850
we can make it so, by using 1/2@p0(x8,y8,z8)1p0(x8,y8,
2z8)# as the initial pressure. This will have no effect on the
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pressure predicted onz50 and does not require that
p0(x8)50 for z,0, i.e., the initial pressure distribution is
not restricted to one side of the measurement surface.#

The condition in Eq.~28! is now satisfied and Eq.~26!
becomes a cosine transform

pprop~x,y,t !5
1

~2p!3c2 E E E S v

z D p0~kx ,ky ,v!

3ei ~kxx1kyy! cos~vt !dkx dky dv. ~30!

An advantage of writing the propagating part as a cosine
transform is that by inverting the transforms we arrive at a
method of estimatingp0(x) from measurements ofp(x,y,t)
on thez50 plane. This photoacoustic imaging method has
been described by Ko¨stli et al.21 It can be used to estimate
the initial pressure distribution from time series measure-
ments of the acoustic field along a line or plane. However,
this method ignores the evanescent component. An advan-
tage, therefore, of having a forward model that computes the
propagating and evanescent parts separately is that we can
study under what conditions the evanescent component of
the field is indeed negligible and this imaging algorithm
gives accurate results.

B. Evanescent part of the field

z is imaginary whenuv/cu,kr . This second part of the
solution from Eq.~24!, pevan, consists of evanescent plane
waves that decay exponentially withz. ~They are sometimes
called inhomogeneous waves as they decay withz but not
with x and y.! These waves do not contribute to the field
beyond a few wavelengths of the source. They must, how-
ever, be included when calculating the acoustic pressure
close to the source region. In this case the integral overv in
Eq. ~23! can be rearranged to

E
uvu,ckr

S v

z Dei zuz2z8ue2 ivt dv

522i E
0

ckr S v

z Dei zuz2z8u sin~vt !dv. ~31!

If, as above, we setz50, then the evanescent part of the field
can be written

pevan~x,y,t !5
2 i

~2p!3c2 E E E S v

z D p0~kx ,ky ,v!

3ei ~kxx1kyy! sin~vt !dkx dky dv, ~32!

where thev integral is from 0 tockr . By remembering that
z is purely imaginary for evanescent waves, this may be
written, for comparison with Eq.~26!, as

pevan~x,y,t !5
1

~2p!3c2
RH E E E S v

z D p0~kx ,ky ,v!

3ei ~kxx1kyy2vt ! dkx dky dvJ . ~33!

@Note that in this equation thev integral is taken from 0 to
ckr , whereas in Eq.~26! it is from ckr to `.# As for the

propagating part of the field,p0(kx ,ky ,v) is interpolated
from p0(kx ,ky ,z), which is given by Eq.~27!. However,
herep0(kx ,ky ,z) is required at imaginary values ofz from 0
to ikr in order to interpolate top0(kx ,ky ,v) for 0<v
,ckr using Eq.~20!. This means that, becausez is imagi-
nary, Eq.~27! is no longer a Fourier transform inz8, as it is
for the propagating part, but instead contains an exp(2uzzu)
term.

p0~kx ,ky ,z!5E E E p0~x8!e2 i ~kxx81kyy8!e2uzz8u dx8.

~34!

As the decaying exponential term cannot be evaluated with
an FFT, it is more time consuming to calculate the evanes-
cent part and so it is an advantage in terms of speed when
this part of the field can be neglected, e.g., in the far field.

C. Including a reflecting plane boundary

In some circumstances it is convenient to include a re-
flection from a plane boundary in the initial pressure distri-
bution by using an image ofp0(x). If we add a perfectly
reflecting acoustic boundary atz0 , with reflection coefficient
V, then the initial pressure becomesp0(x,y,z)
1Vp0(x,y,2z02z). Note there is a subtlety with the use of a
reflecting boundary. The bounding material must be modeled
as a fluid, and not a solid, in order to avoid a pole inV in k
space corresponding to an interface wave which occurs when
both shear and compressional waves are allowed. The singu-
larity causes aliasing problems due to undersampling; see
Sec. V B.

D. Including an arbitrary detector response

To predict the pressure measured by a sensor, rather than
the pressure at a single point, it is necessary to take into
account the averaging effect due to its finite size. A wave-
number model of a planar detector response,D, may be in-
cluded straightforwardly by multiplyingp0(kx ,ky ,v) in Eq.
~30! by the detector responseD(kx ,ky ,v). @In a similar way,
the detector response can be included in model I by multi-
plying p0(k) in Eq. ~18! by D(k).] As a simple example, a
detector that averages the pressure over a small circle of
radius a in the (x,y) plane has a directional response
D(kx ,ky)[D(kr)}J1(kra)/(kra). For a~multilayered! pla-
nar transducer22,23 D can often be calculated using a wave-
number model.24

If D or V are complex, then it is necessary to use Eq.
~26! to calculate the propagating part of the pressure and not
Eq. ~30!, which requires condition Eq.~28! to hold. As there
is no disadvantage in using Eq.~26! over Eq.~30!, this pre-
sents no limitation in practice.

E. Implementation

In practice, this propagation model will be implemented
with distances and wavenumbers discretized. In this case
care must be taken over the sampling of the oscillating, and
possibly ‘‘spiky,’’ integrands. In addition, there is a singular-
ity at z50 in Eqs. ~30! and ~32!. Consider the numerical
integration of these equations. The singularity means that
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however finely it is sampled it will always be undersampled;
the samples can never properly reproduce the infinite peak.
As undersampling in the Fourier domain appears as aliasing
in the space domain, calculating the pressure field with Eq.
~30! using FFTs, just as it stands without treating the singu-
larity, will give inaccurate results. If the peak in the integrand
can be smoothed to prevent the undersampling without sac-
rificing accuracy, then it will be possible to keep the solution
in the form of a 3D FFT. One possible way to achieve this
might be to shift the path of one of the integrals, say thekx

integral, off the realkx axis into the complex plane, so the
integral is over a contour from2`1 i e,kx,`1 i e instead
of 2`,kx,`, thus moving away from the pole.11 This
approach is the subject of current research. The approach
taken here is to remove the singularity with a change of
variables. This is discussed in detail for the cylindrically
symmetric case of model II in Sec. V. The disadvantage of
this method is that the integral is no longer in the form of a
3D Fourier transform, but a 2D FFT and a sum. The sam-
pling issue is also considered, for the cylindrically symmetric
model, in Sec. V B.

V. MODEL II FOR A CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC
HEATING FUNCTION

It may be practical to reduce the 3D model to two di-
mensions when implementing these models. If a heating
function H(x,y,z) ~heat deposited per unit volume! varies
much less in one dimension,y say, than in the other two, it
may be reasonable to assume it is constant with respect toy
and calculate the pressure as a function of justx and z:
p(x,z,t). This 2D case can be straightforwardly imple-
mented using the equations for the 3D case by settingy
50.

In many cases of practical interest the heating function
H, and hence the initial pressure distribution, is cylindrically
symmetric, with no dependence on angle. The output of a
laser, or fiber-coupled laser, for instance, often exhibits cy-
lindrical symmetry. In this case two of the Fourier transforms
become a Hankel transform over a radial coordinate. This
section describes the implementation of model II in this case,
discussing algebraic forms of the heating function and the
sampling requirements for the numerical calculations.

If H(x8)5H(r 8,z8) we can write the Fourier transforms
overx8 andy8 in Eq. ~27! or ~34! as a Hankel transform over
r 85Ax21y2. Dropping the primes, we have, for the propa-
gating part

p0~kr ,z!5~2p!E
2`

` E
0

`

p0~r ,z!ei zuzuJ0~krr !r dr dz,

~35!

and, for the evanescent part

p0~kr ,z!5~2p!E
2`

` E
0

`

p0~r ,z!e2uzzuJ0~krr !r dr dz.

~36!

As before, p0(kr ,v) is interpolated fromp0(kr ,z) using
Eqs. ~20!. To include the effect of a detector response
D(kr ,v), we usep0(kr ,v)D(kr ,v) in place of p0 , as in

Sec. IV D. The integrals overkx andky in Eqs.~30! and~32!
also become Hankel transforms inkr5Akx

21ky
2 and the sin-

gularity whenz50 is removed by making a change of vari-
able. Changing fromkr to f such thatkr5(v/c)cosf gives

pprop~r ,v!5Av2E
0

p/2

p0~f,v!

3J0~rv cosf/c!cosf df, ~37!

and, for the evanescent part,kr5(v/c)coshf gives

pevan~r ,v!52Av2E
0

`

p0~f,v!

3J0~rv coshf/c!coshf df, ~38!

whereA51/(2pc3). The real part of the one-sided Fourier
transform of pprop(r ,v) gives the time seriespprop(r ,z
50,t). ~If pprop is assumed symmetrical aboutt50 then this
reduces to a one-sided cosine transform.! A sine transform of
the evanescent partpevan(r ,v) gives pevan(r ,z50,t). This
derivation is for a detector atz50, although it may be
straightforwardly generalized to other detector depths.

A. Cylindrically symmetric heating functions

In the most general case the heating functionH(r ,z),
and hence initial pressurep0(r ,z)5GH(r ,z), will be given
as values on a grid. In this case numerical Fourier and Han-
kel transforms25,26 may be used to calculatep0(kr ,z) from
Eqs. ~35! and ~36!. It may be, however, thatH(r ,z) can be
approximated by an algebraic expression. In such cases it
may be possible to calculate the Hankel and Fourier trans-
forms of p0(r ,z) analytically. For instance,H may be ap-
proximated by a polynomial and the Hankel transform and
Fourier transforms calculated by hand or looked up in a
table. This can result in a significant increase in speed and
accuracy as it removes the need for numerical Hankel trans-
forms and interpolations.

Consider the example of a short laser pulse with a
known beam profile, incident on the surface of a nonscatter-
ing fluid absorber~Fig. 1!. The heating function may be
separated intoz- and r-dependent parts

H~r ,z!5maE0Ĥr~r !Ĥz~z!, ~39!

wherema is the optical absorption coefficient,E0 is the en-
ergy contained in a single pulse, andĤz(z) and Ĥr(r ) are
appropriately normalized shape functions that give thez and
r dependence of the initial pressure distribution. If there is an
acoustic impedance mismatch at the surface of the fluid that
will cause reflections, then an image source may be included
in Ĥz and, in this way, the acoustic effects of the boundary
may be accounted for, as discussed in Sec. IV C. Examples
of algebraic heating functions that might be useful in this
scenario are given below. The depth dependence and radial
dependence~beam profile! are treated separately.

1. Algebraic depth functions

For a pure absorber a distancez0 above the measure-
ment plane, the part of the heating function that depends on
depth will be, according to Beer’s law27
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Ĥz~z!5exp~2ma~z1z0!! for z>2z0

~40!
50 for z,2z0 .

This assumes there is no acoustic impedance mismatch at the
surface of the absorber. If, however, there is a transparent
material with different acoustic properties above the absorber
then there will be an acoustic reflection there. In general the
reflection coefficient will depend on the horizontal wave-
number and frequency,V(kr ,v). In this more general situa-
tion the depth function becomes

Ĥz~z!5exp~2ma~z1z0!! for z>2z0

~41!
5V exp~ma~z1z0!! for z,2z0 .

SubstitutingĤz(z) into thez integral ~Fourier transform! in
Eq. ~35! we get

Ĥz~z!5S Vei zz01e2maz0

ma2 i z D1S ei zz02e2maz0

ma1 i z D . ~42!

@If we use a cosine transform to transform the propagating
part to the time domain, then we must use only the real part
of Eq. ~42!. This is equivalent to calculating the cosine trans-
form of Ĥz(z) using Eq. ~29!, instead of the full Fourier
transform, and implicitly assumesp(t)5p(2t).]

2. Algebraic beam profiles

For a laser beam with a Gaussian profile, the radial part
of the heating function may be written as

Ĥr~r !5e2~r /s!2
. ~43!

The Hankel transform of this is28

Ĥr~kr !5S s2

2 De2~krs/2!2
. ~44!

For a top hat beam profile:

Ĥr~r !51 for r<s
~45!

0 for r .s,

which has a Hankel transform

Ĥr~kr !5s
J1~krs!

kr
. ~46!

B. Sampling

When Eqs.~37! and ~38! are implemented the integrals
will be approximated by summations. For this approximation
to be accurate the oscillating integrands must be sampled
more than once per oscillation. If the heating function is
given by Eqs.~42! and ~46!, and if two adjacent samples of
f are separated byDf, then the sampling criterion for Eq.
~37! is

Df,
2p

~r 1z1s!k
, ~47!

and for Eq.~38! is

Df,
2p

k~r sinhfmax1z coshfmax1s sinhfmax!
, ~48!

where fmax is the practical upper limit of the integral. If
fmax is chosen, fairly arbitrarily, to bep/2, then this criterion
is more stringent than that for the propagating part, as
sinh~p/2!'2.3 and cosh~p/2!'2.5. This choice offmax will
be sufficiently high so long asĤr(kr) is negligible above
kr5(v/c)cosh(p/2), which is about 2.5(v/c). From Eq.
~44! we see that, when the heating function is a Gaussian,
Ĥr(kr) falls to 1% of its peak value when (krs)25
24 ln(0.01) or kr54.3/s. So, if 4.3/s,2.5(v/c), or s
.1.7(c/v), then this sampling criterion will be sufficient.
For a top hat source, Eq.~46! shows thatĤr(kr) is an oscil-
lating function which falls to about 1% of its peak value
whenkrs'30 and the criterion iss.12(c/v).

As well as sampling sufficiently often to approximate
accurately a rapidly oscillating integrand, it is necessary to
sample sufficiently often to approximate spikes in the inte-
grand. Undersampling a spike leads to aliasing or wrap-
around error in the transform domain. The wraparound error
arising fromĤz(z) in Eq. ~42! will be reduced by 60 dB if11

the following conditions for the propagating and evanescent
parts are met:

Df,
mp log10~e!

3k
, Df,

mp log10~e!

3k coshfmax
. ~49!

The v integrals, Fourier transforms, that transform into
the time domain must also be appropriately sampled. The
criteria are that

Dv,
pc

r 1z1s
, ~50!

for the propagating part and

Dv,
pc

r coshfmax1z sinhfmax1s coshfmax
, ~51!

for the evanescent part. The equivalent requirements to Eqs.
~49! for the propagating and evanescent parts, respectively,
are

FIG. 1. An example of a cylindrically symmetric heating function, as de-
scribed in Sec. V A.
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Dv,
mpc log10~e!

3
, Dv,

mpc log10~e!

3 sinhfmax
. ~52!

VI. TESTING THE MODELS

A. Time series calculations

Both models I and II can be used to calculate the time
evolution of the pressure at a point, or at a receiver, due to an
initial distribution p0(x). However, for signals containing
high frequencies the mesh required for model I is large and
the calculations are therefore slow. Model II, on the other
hand, which calculates the pressure for many times at once,
is better suited to time series calculation. Here, both models
are compared to an analytical solution and to another model,
described in the literature, that is based on a time-domain
solution to the wave equation.

First, a simple test. Acoustic waves generated as de-
scribed in Sec. II have the property that

E
0

`

p~ t !dt50. ~53!

This can be seen by considering the time integral of Eq.~8!
with the Green’s function given by Eq.~6!. As the derivative
of the delta function has the property* f (t)d8(t2t0)dt5
2 f 8(t0), and as the initial pressure distributionp0(x) is not
a function of t, the time integral is zero. The time series
generated by these numerical models were found to satisfy
this property down to the machine precision.

To show that models I and II give the same pressure
waveforms, the following example is calculated using both
the cylindrically symmetric model II and model I (1283

grid!. The pressure at a point 1 mm off axis and 1 mm below
a pressure-release acoustic boundary is shown in Fig. 2 for a
Gaussian source@Eq. ~43! with s52 mm andr 51 mm, and
Eq. ~41! with ma5100 cm21, z051 mm, andV521]. The
total energy in the pulseE0 was 26mJ. The circles show the
pressure calculated using the 3D model I, and the solid line
model II. Frequencies up to 5 MHz were included in the

calculations. Clearly there is a good correspondence. As it is
time consuming to calculate time series using model I, the
remaining times series in this section are calculated using the
cylindrically symmetric implementation of model II.

Diebold and Sun4 present a solution to Eq.~1! for an
infinitely long, cylindrical source with a Gaussian radial
~beam! profile. We approximate such a source by setting
ma50.01 cm21 and V51 in Eq. ~41!. Frequencies up to 1
MHz were included. A comparison between Diebold’s solu-
tion and model II for a point 5 cm off the source axis is given
in Fig. 3. Diebold’s solution is shown with circles. Model II
~solid line! and its propagating~dashed! and evanescent~dot-
ted! components are also shown. It is clear that in this case
both the propagating and evanescent parts are required to
describe the field correctly. The slight disagreement between
the two~solid curve and circles! around 35ms was due to the
approximation of the infinite source by one that decays
slowly (ma.0). It was necessary to makema slightly larger
than zero in order to satisfy the sampling conditions.

Poisson’s solution to the wave equation10 can be derived
from Eqs.~6! and ~8! and calculates a solution by summing
over spherical surfacesS of radiusux2x8u5ct

p~x,t !5
1

4pc

]

]t ES

p0~x8!

ux2x8u
dS. ~54!

This time-domain model implicitly includes both propagat-
ing and evanescent components but is slow as it is not de-
signed to use FFTs. Frenzet al.8 use this model to calculate
the acoustic field generated by the absorption of a pulse of
light from an optical fiber by assuming the light generates a
top hat heating function given byH(z) in Eq. ~41!, with
ma5900 cm21, V51, and H(r ) given by Eq. ~45!, with
s5300mm. ~Actually they taper the edges of the beam pro-
file slightly. We ignore this refinement for the sake of sim-
plicity.! Time series were generated using these parameters
with an implementation of the Poisson model described by
Köstli and Beard9 as well as with model II. The frequency
response of both models was rolled off at high frequencies

FIG. 2. Pressure 1 mm off axis and 1 mm below a pressure release boundary
for an impulsive heating function with Gaussian radial profile. Model I
~circles!, model II ~solid line!. ma5100 cm21, s52 mm, V521, E0

526mJ.

FIG. 3. Pressure 5 cm off axis for an infinitely long impulsive heating
function with Gaussian radial profile. Diebold’s analytic solution~circles!,
model II ~solid! with the propagating~dashed!, and evanescent~dotted!
components also shown separately.ma50.01 cm21, s51 mm,V51.
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~23-dB point at 100 MHz!. Figures 4–7 show the time se-
ries on axis at depths of 0.1 and 6.5 mm below the tip of the
fiber, and at a depth of 0.55 mm both on axis and 0.3 mm off
axis. The result from the Poisson model is shown as black
circles, the total field from model II as a solid line, the propa-
gating part of the field is a dashed line, and the evanescent
part a dotted line.@These figures correspond to Figs. 3~a! and
~b! in Frenzet al.#

In calculating the examples in Figs. 4 and 6, where the
detector is close to the source region, model II~cylindrical
version! was over 50 times faster than the Poisson model.
For examples where the detector is further from the source
region, though, there may be an advantage in using the Pois-
son model in that it can calculate the pressure for a range of
times not starting from zero. Model II, on the other hand,
always calculates the time series fromt50. For the example
in Fig. 5, to calculate the whole time series from zero to 4.4

ms the Poisson model would take 70 times as long as model
II, but to calculate the portion of the time series shown took
only three times as long.~This takes into account the fact
that only the propagating waves contribute to the acoustic
pressure in the far field, and it was therefore unnecessary to
calculate the evanescent part, thereby decreasing the calcu-
lation time for model II at long distances.!

In the cylindrical version of model II used here, the sin-
gularity atz50 was removed using a change of variables and
the solution is thus no longer written as a Hankel transform
from kr to r. The time series for each radial positionr must
be calculated separately. However, if an alternative means of
removing the singularity were used~see Sec. IV E!, then the
pressure time series at many values ofr could be calculated
at once via one fast Hankel transform~or via FFTs in the
Cartesian case!. The Poisson model does not have this po-

FIG. 4. Pressure on axis and 0.1 mm below the tip of an optic fiber~top hat
profile! following impulsive heating calculated using Poisson model
~circles! and model II~solid! with the propagating~dashed! and evanescent
~dotted! components shown.ma5900 cm21, s5300 mm, V51, E0

526mJ.

FIG. 5. Pressure on axis and 6.5 mm below the tip of an optic fiber~top hat
profile! following impulsive heating calculated using Poisson model
~circles! and model II~solid!. The evanescent component is negligible.ma

5900 cm21, s5300 mm, V51, E0526mJ.

FIG. 6. Pressure on axis 0.55 mm below the tip of an optic fiber~top hat
profile! following impulsive heating calculated using Poisson model
~circles! and model II~solid! with the propagating~dashed! and evanescent
~dotted! components shown.ma5900 cm21, s5300 mm, V51, E0

526mJ.

FIG. 7. Pressure 0.3 mm off axis and 0.55 mm below the tip of an optic
fiber ~top hat profile! following impulsive heating calculated using model II
~solid! with the propagating~dashed! and evanescent~dotted! components
shown.ma5900 cm21, s5300 mm, V51, E0526mJ.
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tential and is limited to calculating the pressure time series at
one point. For the calculation of the signals arriving at a
linear array of detectors, then, such an implementation of
model II would be much more efficient for many practical
situations.

B. Experimental validation

The comparisons above, between time series generated
using thek-space models described here and both an analyti-
cal solution and a numerical time domain model, show that
thesek-space models correctly calculate solutions to Eq.~1!.
What they do not test are the assumptions made in deriving
this equation~negligible heat conduction and viscosity, and
linearity approximations!. Experiments are required in order
to test the applicability of Eq.~1! to photoacoustic generation
in fluids. One challenge such experiments present is that, to
ensure a fair comparison between model and experiment, it
is necessary to know the frequency-dependent directional re-
sponse of the ultrasound sensor,D. This work is still pro-
gressing but initial experiments show good agreement be-
tween these models and such experiments.29

VII. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE MODELS

A. Model I: Visualization of the acoustic field

For calculating time series model I is slow, as the whole
field is calculated at each instant of time. For visualizing the
evolution of the whole field, though, it is ideally suited. The
whole field can be viewed at any chosen time instant without
the need to step forward in time, as is required in finite
difference methods.

Figures 8–10 show examples of pressure fields calcu-
lated using model I. Each example shows 838-mm slices
through an axis-symmetric 3D pressure field calculated on a
3D mesh of 1283 points. ~z and r both range from24 to 4
mm.! In all of these examples the top half of the picture is
there purely to enable calculation of the effect of a boundary
on the acoustic field in the bottom half. The field that would
be realized in practice, then, is just the bottom half. In Fig. 8
the initial pressure has a top hat profile inr and decays ex-
ponentially withuzu. In this case, the upper half ofp0 is an
image source representing an acoustic reflection from a rigid
boundary. An initial pressure distribution such as this, shown
in the leftmost image, may be generated in practice by send-
ing a laser pulse along a multimode fiber which terminates in
a homogeneous optically absorbing liquid. The other three
images are snapshots of the field at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5ms later.
The negative pressure region that develops close to the rigid
boundary—the dark area in the third picture—is due to the
edge waves and shows clearly why cavitation has been ob-
served in a case such as this. Indeed, Frenzet al. have pho-
tographed the cavitation and the edge waves generated in this
way using Schlieren methods.8,30

Figure 9 is similar to Fig. 8 except that instead of mod-
eling a solid–fluid interface atz50 there is an acoustic
pressure-release, air–fluid boundary. The reflection from this
is represented by the negative~dark! region in the top half of
the first image. This results in a large negative part to the
bipolar signal, as the subsequent images show. Figure 10, in
which the top hat profile is replaced with a Gaussian, shows
that by removing the sharp radial discontinuity, the edge

FIG. 8. 838 mm slices through an axis-symmetric 3D pressure field with a top hat initial pressure distribution.s51.4 mm,ma525 cm21, V51 ~reflecting
boundary!, E0526mJ. From left to right, the four frames show the initial pressure distributionp0(x), then the pressurep(x,t) at 0.5, 1, and 1.5ms,
respectively. The linear gray scale ranges from21.6 kPa~black! to 1.2 kPa~white!.

FIG. 9. Tophat laser pulse incident on an absorbing fluid at a pressure-release boundary. As Fig. 8 exceptV521. The frames show the pressure distribution
p(x,t) at t50, 0.5, 1, and 1.5ms, respectively. Gray scale range:21.1 kPa~black! to 1.1 kPa~white!.
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waves are less distinct, and the field does not develop such a
large negative pressure.

B. Model II: Simulation of array measurements

As we have seen above, model II can be used to gener-
ate photoacoustic time series efficiently. Figure 11 shows a
simulation of time series measured along a linear array in
response to photoacoustic point sources 1.5 and 3 mm above
the detector plane. The time series are placed side by side
and the linear gray scale indicates the acoustic pressure.~The
white and black ends of the gray scale indicate positive and
negative acoustic pressures, respectively.!

Acoustic array measurements are used in many applica-
tions including photoacoustic imaging,21 in which the aim is
to estimate the initial pressure distributionp0(x) from a set
of time series measurements obtained over a line or plane.
The models described here can be used to generate synthetic,
noise-free, time series data in order to test aspects of such
problems. For instance, the time series in Fig. 11 could rep-
resent the acoustic signals recorded by a line array of detec-
tors perpendicular to two blood vessels which have been il-
luminated with a laser pulse. These data could be used to test
photoacoustic image reconstruction algorithms.

C. Model II: Radiation patterns

The emphasis in this paper is on the ability of model II
to generate time series efficiently. However, as well as cal-
culating time series, model II can be used to generate single-
frequency or broadband radiation patterns of photoacoustic
sources. The~complex! pressure at a single frequency may
be calculated using Eqs.~26! and~32!, without the final Fou-
rier transform in time, or Eqs.~37! and ~38!. As above, the
propagating and evanescent parts of the radiating field may
be computed separately. Radiation patterns generated in this
way are shown in Coxet al.29

In addition, because the velocity potentialc is related to
the complex pressure byc5p/( ivr), model II can be sim-
ply adapted to calculate it. The complex particle velocityv
and acoustic intensityI then follow using the standard rela-
tions:v5¹c andI5pv. In this way, model II can be used to
calculate single-frequency and broadband intensity plots.

VIII. SUMMARY

Two related numerical models for calculating the acous-
tic field in a fluid following the absorption of a pulse of light
have been described. Model I uses an exact time propagator
to calculate the acoustic field at all points on a spatial grid
for one moment of time in a single step. It can be used to
visualize the 3D evolution of a photoacoustically generated
wave field through time. Model II calculates pressure time
series for points on a line or plane by mapping from the
vertical spatial wavenumber to temporal frequency. The use
of this mapping, and an FFT to perform part of the calcula-
tion, makes this an efficient model. As it calculates the
propagating and evanescent parts of the field separately,
model II can also be used to calculate the near- and far-field
radiation patterns of photoacoustic sources and, with one
small change, can be used to calculate velocity potential and
thus particle velocity and acoustic intensity vectors. The ef-
fect on the measured pressure of a finite-sized planar detector
with arbitrary frequency-dependent directional response can
be included simply in either model—a necessary requirement
when simulating measurements made with real detectors.
Time series from both of thesek-space models were tested
against an analytical solution and a well understood but
slower numerical model based on Poisson’s solution to the
wave equation.

FIG. 10. As Fig. 8 exceptHr(r ) has a Gaussian rather than a top hat profile~1/e point atr 52 mm). Edge waves are not generated. The frames show the
pressure distributionp(x,t) at t50, 0.5, 1, and 1.5ms, respectively. Gray scale range:287 Pa~black! to 550 Pa~white!.

FIG. 11. Simulation of time series measured along a line array of detectors
with two point photoacoustic sources at depths of 1.5 and 3 mm. The linear
gray scale is in arbitrary units ranging from negative~black! to positive
~white! pressures.
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The mean flow of gas in a pipe past a cavity can excite the resonant acoustic modes of the
cavity—much like blowing across the top of a bottle. The periodic shedding of vortices from the
leading edge of the mouth of the cavity feeds energy into the acoustic modes which, in turn, affect
the shedding of the next vortex. This so-called aeroacoustic whistle can excite very high amplitude
acoustic standing waves within a cavity defined by coaxial side branches closed at their ends. The
amplitude of these standing waves can easily be 20% of the ambient pressure at optimal gas flow
rates and ambient pressures within the main pipe. A standing wave thermoacoustic heat pump is a
device which utilizes the in-phase pressure and displacement oscillations to pump heat across a
porous medium thereby establishing, or maintaining, a temperature gradient. Experimental results of
a combined system of aeroacoustic sound source and a simple thermoacoustic stack will be
presented. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904423#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud, 43.28.Ra, 43.20.Ks, 43.25.Vt@RR# Pages: 3628–3635

I. INTRODUCTION

The key phenomena that has been investigated in this
paper includes the coupling of aeroacoustics and thermoa-
coustics. While these areas of research are thoroughly stud-
ied and understood in separate experimental or practical en-
vironments, it was previously unknown how these concepts
would work together. This section continues with the intro-
duction of the fundamental concepts of aeroacoustic sound
generation and thermoacoustic heat pumping. Section II de-
tails the experimental setup used in this investigation. Re-
sults of the investigation are found in Sec. III with discussion
of free and forced-convection in Sec. IV. Conclusions are
found in Sec. V.

A simple example of aeroacoustics is the sound gener-
ated when blowing across the top of an empty soda bottle.
Sound excitation in closed side-branches due to mean flow
over the side-branch openings has been extensively
studied.1–4 The shear viscous boundary layer detaches at the
mouth of the side-branch when the airflow goes over the
side-branch opening. This detached shear layer coils up in
the form of a vortex as it is carried across the opening. This
vortex feeds energy into the acoustic modes of the side-
branch, which affect the shedding of the next vortex. In this
way a feedback loop is established and the system is highly
resonant.5 Methods of eliminating, dampening, and predict-
ing these undesirable acoustic waves in industrial environ-
ments have been an ongoing research goal for the aeroacous-
tic community. High amplitude pressure waves in gas
networks can lead to fatigue in pipes, valves6 or welds. These
high amplitude pressure waves also result in spurious mean

flow measurements or equipment shut-down due to excessive
vibration. However, in a properly designed resonator these
high amplitude pressure oscillations may be used to serve a
useful purpose. Acoustic waves that propagate parallel to a
solid surface are known to pump heat along the wall. If the
surface is made of a low-thermal conductivity material then a
temperature gradient can be established along the surface’s
length. This phenomena is known as thermoacoustics.

There are two types of thermoacoustic engines. The first,
called a prime mover, uses thermal energy to produce useful
work in the form of sound. The second, called a heat pump
or refrigerator, uses work in the form of sound to pump heat
over a temperature gradient. The thermoacoustic engines just
described operate by transferring heat between the working
media ~typically a gas! and a porous structure known as a
‘‘stack’’ in the thermoacoustic literature. With appropriate
thermal contact between gas and stack a significant tempera-
ture difference may be generated across the stack in the case
of a refrigerator. Thermoacoustic refrigerators have been de-
signed and built to reach cryogenic temperatures for liquefy-
ing natural gas using a traveling acoustic wave or Stirling
engine cycle,7,8 for use as a refrigerator aboard the U.S.
space shuttle9 and to cool radar electronics aboard a U.S.
Navy vessel10,11 as well as ice cream.12 Experimental study
of efficient acoustic heat pumps and their optimization con-
tinues to this day.13

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

This section details several experimental setups that
have been used to investigate physical acoustic phenomena
in the areas of aeroacoustics and thermoacoustics. A high-
pressure flow setup at the Technical University at Eindhoven
was utilized to study the aeroacoustic behavior of closed-end

a!Portions of this work have been presented in: W. V. Slaton and J. C. H
Zeegers, ‘‘An aeroacoustically driven thermoacoustic heat pump,’’ J.
Acoust. Soc. Am. 113~4! Pt. 2 2269~2003!.
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coaxial cylindrical side-branches. This phenomena is exam-
ined with empty side-branches as well as when a thermoa-
coustic stack is present. The high-pressure flow setup is first
described including details of the aeroacoustic whistle and
side-branches. Following these descriptions is an overview
of the types of thermoacoustic stacks used in this investiga-
tion.

A. High-pressure flow setup

Of interest in this investigation is the configuration illus-
trated in Fig. 1. As indicated in the figure, the flow system is
instrumented with a flow meter, several mean pressure
meters as well as interchangeable flow control valves with
varying flow resistances. A temperature probe at the side-
branch junction measures the temperature of the flowing gas.
The gas temperature varies between 22 and 18 °C for most

short experimental runs but can dip down to 13 °C during
extended use. This drop in temperature is due to the expan-
sion of the gas from room temperature at high pressure~100
bars! to 10 bars in the flow setup. The muffler acts to dampen
escaping higher harmonic acoustic waves generated by the
whistle as well as to isolate the whistle from sound generated
by flow through the flow control valve. The side-branch
junction is the aeroacoustic whistle. The closed side-
branches act as a resonating chamber driven by vortex shed-
ding. The length of the side-branches may be varied indepen-
dently by moving the indicated pistons. All side-branch
lengths will be equal for a given half-wavelength resonance
mode in the data presented below.

A pictorial representation of the half-wavelength acous-
tic mode in the side-branch system is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The acoustic pressure is 90° out of phase with the acoustic
velocity, i.e. standing wave phasing. The acoustic pressure
within the co-axial side-branch resonators is given by,

p~z!5p~Lb!sin@koz#, ~1!

whereko is the wave number of the side-branch,ko52p/l
5p/2Lb , the side-branch length measured from the center
of the main pipe isLb , andz is measured from the center of
the main pipe to the location of interest within the side-
branch.Lb ranges from 0.57 m for 150 Hz to 0.19 m at 450
Hz. For this work the stack was positioned between 4 mm
and 15 mm from the end of the side-branch, however, only
the 10 mm spacing will be reported. The maximum acoustic
pressure,p(Lb), excited by aeroacoustic phenomena is mea-
sured by a model 116A PCB pressure transducer at an anti-
node of the excited mode as illustrated in Fig. 2. The acous-
tic velocity at the junction is inferred from,u(0)
5p(Lb)/rc, wherep(Lb) is the aforementioned maximum
acoustic pressure amplitude,r is the ambient gas density, and
c is the ambient speed of sound. Thus, the acoustic velocity
may be defined with standing wave phasing as,

u~z!5u~0!cos@koz#5
p~Lb!

r c
cos@koz#. ~2!

Equations~1! and ~2! anticipate that the acoustic pres-
sure and velocity profiles are not influenced by the presence
of a thermoacoustic stack in the side-branch. The dimension-
less ratio of acoustic velocity to main flow velocity,
u(0)/Uo , at the junction is a useful and common method of
displaying aeroacoustic sound amplitude. Bruggeman
et al.1,14 distinguish these regimes:

FIG. 1. Experimental flow setup used for these tests. The high-pressure
supply can provide;100 bar of air. The flow velocity of the air through the
setup is controlled by the valve near the exhaust to room pressure at the
bottom of the figure. The side-branch length may be adjusted with sliding
pistons.

FIG. 2. Schematic detail of the side-branch system. The
mean flow of air,Uo , passes past the open mouths of
the coaxial side-branches. The acoustic pressure,uPu,
~solid line! and velocity,uuu, ~dashed line! for the half-
wavelength acoustic mode within the side branches is
illustrated during one instant of the acoustic cycle. The
parallel lines in the right side-branch denote a thermoa-
coustic stack which is instrumented with thermometers.
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~1! u(0)/Uo,1023: small acoustic amplitude, the growth
of disturbances in the shear layer can be described by
theory that is linear in the acoustic amplitude.

~2! 1023,u(0)/Uo,1021: moderate amplitude, the linear
theory is valid for the initial shear layer disturbances.
Nonlinear effects begin that limit the growth of shear
layer perturbations.

~3! u(0)/Uo5O(1): high amplitude, vortex generation and
power of sound source strongly influenced by amplitude
of acoustic field.

The dimensionless acoustic velocity amplitude will beO(1)
in this investigation. Due to this high amplitude the acoustic
source power driving the resonance is not well characterized
by theory. Modeling the performance of the aeroacoustic
whistle driving a thermoacoustic stack is difficult without a
good theoretical model of the available source power as a
function of amplitude. Thus, for this initial investigation we
will present a qualitative description of the system’s perfor-
mance.

The Strouhal number is a dimensionless number that is
important for characterizing aeroacoustic phenomena. The
Strouhal number can be thought as a dimensionless ratio of
the time for the main pipe flow to pass the side-branch to the
period of the acoustic disturbance. Thus,

St5
f Weff

Uo
, ~3!

where f is the frequency of the periodic phenomena~the
shedding of vortices or equivalently the frequency of the
acoustic wave!, Weff is the effective diameter of the side-
branch opening to the main pipe, andUo is the mean flow
velocity of gas in the main pipe grazing over the side branch
opening. The effective diameter of the circular side-branch
pipe with rounded edges joining the circular main pipe is
defined as,

Weff5
p

4
Db1Redge, ~4!

with Db as the diameter of the side-branch andRedge is the
radius of curvature of the upstream edge of the junction.2

The mouth of the side-branches are rounded such that
Redge/Db50.2. The main pipe has a diameter of 30 mm and
the polished stainless steel side-branches have an inner di-
ameter of 25 mm and a wall thickness of 5 mm. Within this
pipe a brass piston with o-rings can slide to set the side-
branch length, see Fig. 3. The piston is held in place by steel
gliders on the outside, which are held by fastening screws to
the steel pipe.

The interest in this investigation is to use this high-
amplitude sound source as a driver for a simple thermoa-
coustic heat pump. The acoustic power available from the

vortex shedding process serves to overcome viscous/thermal
losses within the side-branch resonators as well as high-
amplitude nonlinear wave steepening effects which lead to
higher harmonic generation. When a thermoacoustic stack is
introduced in the side-branch the power in the acoustic wave
overcomes viscous and thermal losses within the stack as
well as pumping heat from one end of the stack to the other.
Due to the lack of heat exchangers and the lack of knowl-
edge of the high-amplitude source power of the vortex-
shedding phenomena as a function of mean flow, frequency
and acoustic amplitude, the experimental results can at best
be presented as a qualitative rather than quantitative, descrip-
tion. Nevertheless, the qualitative description will prove use-
ful to future work utilizing an aeroacoustic sound source in
conjunction with thermoacoustic effects.

B. Thermoacoustic stacks

A conceptual sketch of how the aeroacoustic whistle is
used with a thermoacoustic stack is also illustrated in Figs. 2
and 3. Experiments were always done with one stack in the
side-branch opposite the microphone as displayed in the fig-
ures. To record the thermoacoustically generated tempera-
tures, PT-1000 platinum temperature resistors are fastened to
the center of each end of the stacks using a high temperature
silicone adhesive. Thin steel tubes go through the brass
plunger and are sealed with tiny O-rings to allow electrical
wires to connect the stack thermometers to external data re-
corders. Gently pushing or pulling on these thin tubes allows
the stack position within the side-branch to be changed even
when the system is under pressure. There are three critical
thermoacoustic dimensions, the length of the stack, the posi-
tion of the stack in the side-branch and the characteristic
open pore dimension in the stack. To investigate these pa-
rameters, two types of stacks have been constructed. The first
type consists of stacked parallel plates made of Mylar plastic
with varying plate spacing, however, the results of these My-
lar stacks will not be presented due to space limitations. The
second type of stack consists of square pore ceramic material
~obtained from Dow Corning and NGK Europe GmbH! of
various pore size cut to varying lengths. Both types of stack
are held firmly in a 1.5 mm thick, 10 cm long plastic collar
with paper padding for a snug fit in the side-branch pipe. The
details of the dimensions of the ceramic stacks are summa-
rized in Table I with the thermophysical properties of the
ceramic given by its thermal conductivity,;2 W/m K, its
bulk density, 217 kg/m3, and its specific heat capacity, 889
J/kg K, also note that one mil is equivalent to 2.54
31022 mm.

A thermoacoustic engine with a temperature gradient
across its stack greater than a critical value known as a
prime-mover while a heat-pump has a temperature gradient

FIG. 3. Details of the Stack-Piston setup. The stack is
held tightly within the side-branch pipe by a plastic
collar. The piston position within the side-branch may
be changed thereby altering the resonance frequency of
the side-branch. The piston is held in place by fastening
screws.
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less than this critical value. The inviscid, standing wave ex-
pression for the critical gradient is given by,15

¹Tcrit5
Tobv

rcp

p~z!

u~z!
, ~5!

where To is the ambient temperature,b is the volumetric
expansion coefficient of the gas (b51/To for an ideal gas!,
v is the angular frequency,r is the ambient density,cp is the
isobaric specific heat, andz is measured from the center of
the main pipe to the center of the stack withp(z) andu(z)
defined previously. The equation for the critical gradient
shows that the mean temperature within the stack should be
increasing in the1z-direction, i.e. from the side-branch
junction to the closed end. Thus, the cold side of the stack
faces the junction with the hot side facing the closed end of
the side-branch. The critical gradient is largest for stacks
placed near an acoustic velocity node. This means that larger
temperature gradients will be generated across stacks placed
near the closed end of the side-branch. Also, the ratio of the
measured temperature gradient to the critical gradient gives a
useful dimensionless ratio,G.

A critical dimension within the stack is the size of the
pores. Optimal performance for standing wave systems re-
sults when the hydraulic radius~equal to the pore cross-
sectional area divided by the pore perimeter! of the pore is
0.5–1.25 thermal penetration depths for parallel plate, rect-
angular and circular pore geometries.15–18 The hydraulic ra-
dius (Rh) for square pores of dimension (a3a) is a/4. The
thermal penetration depth can be thought of as the distance
heat can diffuse through the gas in a time 1/v. The thermal
penetration depth is defined as,dk5A2k/vrcp, wherek is
the gas thermal conductivity and the other symbols are the
same as defined before. Viscous effects, imposed by the no-
slip boundary condition at solid walls, also diffuse through
the gas with a penetration depth,dv5A2m/vr with m as the
gas viscosity.

For high amplitude acoustic waves in stacks it is conve-
nient to investigate phenomena as a function of an acoustic
Reynolds number similar to one defined by Swift18 given by,

uReacumax5
uuacumaxDhr

m
, ~6!

whereDh is the hydraulic diameter~equal to four times the
hydraulic radius! of the pore,r is the ambient density,m is
the ambient viscosity, anduuacumax is the maximum acoustic
velocity at the location of interest in the resonator. For this
investigation, the location of interest is the stack center. The
acoustic Reynolds number may also be defined with respect
to the viscous penetration depth as opposed to the pore hy-
draulic diameter.19 Another important parameter, which in-
cludes the frequency of the acoustic wave, is the ratio of the
hydraulic diameter to the viscous penetration depth,Dh /dn .
For circular pipes, Swift18 notes that a laminar to turbulent
transition occurs roughly at an acoustic Reynolds number of
2000 for Dh /dn,10. Above uReacumax52000 the fluid mo-
tion can be weakly turbulent~turbulence is confined to the
center of the pore!, conditionally turbulent~flow transitions
from laminar to weakly turbulent during acoustic cycle! or
completely turbulent. An interesting plot of the regions of
turbulence as a function ofDh /dn anduReacumax is illustrated
by Swift in his text. We will use this framework when ana-
lyzing our experimental results.

All stacks undergo the same experimental procedure.
After the stack is installed within the side-branch and se-
cured, the mean pressure within the flow setup may be ad-
justed. As the flow control valve is opened the mean flow of
gas past the side-branches excites the half-wavelength acous-
tic mode over a range of Strouhal numbers. The aeroacous-
tically generated sound interacts with the stack to develop a
temperature difference. The mean pressure and temperature
of the flowing gas as well as its flow rate is recorded along
with the maximum acoustic pressure amplitude,p(Lb), in
addition to the stack temperatures. For each stack the flow
rate is swept over the region of interest at each frequency
~side-branch length! of interest, not all of this data will be
presented however.

A word of caution should be noted at this point. The
stacks are not fitted with heat exchangers, however, the thick
walled steel pipe acts as a large thermal reservoir as well as
a heat bridge across the stack. The stack/side-branch system
takes a long time to equilibrate~hours! and the flow setup of
the Technical University at Eindhoven cannot provide sus-
tained high-velocity airflow under high-pressure for more
than a few hours per day. Thus, to speed up data collection
the experiment is done fast enough to allow the faces of the
stack to equilibrate but not the side-branch pipe. All data for
a particular variable setting takes approximately 1 min to
record and this is enough time for the stack to achieve equi-
librium with itself. The stack and side-branch are allowed to
cool down completely after each sweep of the flow rate at a
given frequency; which takes approximately 10 min.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section contains experimental results obtained with
the experimental apparatus described in the previous section.
First an examination of the aeroacoustic sound generation in
the empty steel side-branches is given. This is followed by
results obtained with the square-pore ceramic stacks. In gen-

TABLE I. Physical properties of the stacks under investigation.

Ceramic
stack

material
~CPSI!

Stack
wall

thickness
~mil!

Stack
length
~mm!

Stack
diameter

~mm!

Hydraulic
diameter
of pore
~mm!

Total
porosity
~unitless!

900 2.5 20.12 21.78 0.783 67.9%
900 2.5 40.01 21.70 0.783 68.0%
900 2.5 60.64 22.43 0.783 67.2%
900 2.5 80.45 21.69 0.783 68.0%
900 2.5 100.59 22.08 0.783 67.6%

300 8.0 39.10 21.90 1.263 59.1%
400 4.0 40.00 21.80 1.168 67.2%
600 3.0 39.65 22.05 0.961 67.8%
900 2.5 39.95 21.70 0.783 67.8%
1200 2.5 39.55 21.85 0.670 66.2%
1500 2.5 39.80 21.60 0.592 65.1%

1500 2.5 60.05 21.80 0.592 64.8%
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eral, the absolute pressure is 10 bars unless otherwise noted
and the half-wavelength acoustic mode is excited in the side-
branches. Also, the lines between data points in plots are
merely guides for the eye.

The experimental results to be presented in this section
are a subset of the total data collected. Results at a fixed
frequency~side-branch length! will be displayed as a func-
tion of the Strouhal number. This variable flow velocity data
helps to understand the aeroacoustic whistle’s performance
both with and without a stack present. At other frequencies
the same experimental procedure of sweeping the mean flow
rate has been repeated, however, these data are not presented.

A. Aeroacoustic whistle performance

The performance of the aeroacoustic whistle for the
half-wavelength acoustic mode for the empty side-branches
at mean pressures of 2-bar and 10-bar and a fixed frequency
of ;350 Hz is displayed in Figs. 4~a! and~b!. The measured
acoustic pressure amplitude relative to the mean pressure is
plotted as a function of the Strouhal number in Fig. 4~a!,
while the maximum acoustic velocity in the side branch
junction relative to the mean flow velocity is plotted as a
function of the Strouhal number in Fig. 4~b! using, u(0)
5p(Lb)/rc. Since the frequency is essentially constant
~varying from 348 Hz at low mean flow velocity to 356 Hz at

high velocity! and the size of the mouth of the side-branch
does not change, the Strouhal number in these figures repre-
sents the changing mean flow velocity. The plot of the acous-
tic velocity to mean flow velocity shows a peak near a Strou-
hal number of 0.25 at 10 bar corresponding to a flow velocity
of ;35 m/s. The side-branches resonate in the half-
wavelength mode only over the indicated range of Strouhal
numbers. Near a Strouhal number of 0.15 the resonance is
unstable and can collapse abruptly to zero amplitude. Note
that the maximum dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude
is 30% of the mean pressure at 10 bars, this translates to a 3
bar real pressure oscillation.

B. Square pore ceramic stacks

Ceramic stacks are cut to 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 cm lengths
from a sample with 900 square cells per square inch~CPSI!.
Next, stacks of 4 cm length are cut from ceramic samples
with pore sizes ranging from 300 to 1500 CPSI. These stacks
have varying pore size that allow for observing the effect on
the thermoacoustic heat pumps’ performance. Lastly, a 6 cm
long stack with 1500 CPSI is tested at high acoustic ampli-
tude for several hours leading to very large temperature dif-
ferences generated across the stack.

1. 900 CPSI stacks with various length

The 900 CPSI stacks of length 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 cm are
first tested at a fixed frequency of 300 Hz and a variable flow
rate, see Figs. 5~a! and~b!. The stacks are placed at 5 mm, 10
mm, and 15 mm from the end of the side-branch, however,
only the 10 mm spacing will be presented. The dimension-
less acoustic pressure amplitude versus Strouhal number ap-
pears in Fig. 5~a!. These data show how important stack
length is to the overall damping of the acoustic resonance.
The detection of an acoustic resonance in the side-branches
occurs at a larger Strouhal number for the 2, 4, and 6 cm
stacks compared to the no-stack data. The reason for this
could be due to the additional acoustic damping caused by
the presence of the stack. This damping affects all acoustic
fluctuations in the pipe but may allow the fluctuation corre-
sponding to the half-wavelength resonance to be detected at
a lower mean flow velocity. The 10 cm stack completely
damped the resonance when placed 10 mm from the closed
end of the side-branch and thus this stack does not appear in
the results. As the Strouhal number for the mean flow past
the side-branch junction decreases, the measured acoustic
pressure amplitude increases for each stack length. Longer
stacks have more surface area for viscous-thermal losses and
thermoacoustic heat pumping, and thus result in lower am-
plitude compared to the no-stack data. The corresponding
temperature difference across the stacks of various lengths is
displayed in Fig. 5~b!. As the stack length increases the mea-
sured temperature difference over the stack increases even as
the acoustic pressure drops until the best performance is
found for the 6 cm stack which develops a;90 °C tempera-
ture difference.

Dimensionless numbers based upon the maximum
acoustic pressure amplitude, frequency, and temperature dif-
ference may be calculated for the data in Figs. 5~a! and ~b!.
Table II lists the maximum dimensionless acoustic pressure

FIG. 4. ~a! Dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude versus Strouhal num-
ber for a frequency of;350 Hz with no stack present at 2 and 10 bar
ambient pressure. Circles are forPo510 bar and squares are forPo

52 bar. ~b! Dimensionless acoustic velocity amplitude versus Strouhal
number for a frequency of;350 Hz with no stack present at 2 and 10 bar
ambient pressure. Circles are forPo510 bar and squares are forPo

52 bar.
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amplitude, p(Lb)/Po , the corresponding dimensionless
acoustic velocity amplitude,u(0)/Uo , at the junction as well
as the maximum acoustic Reynolds number at the stack cen-
ter, the hydraulic diameter to the viscous penetration depth,
Dh /dn , as well as the hydraulic radius to the thermal pen-
etration depth,Rh /dk , and the ratio of the temperature gra-
dient to the critical gradient,G. If the approximate bound-
aries between regions of flow instabilities for oscillating flow
in smooth circular pipes are roughly equivalent for the

square pores of these stacks, then the oscillating gas at the
center of the stacks is probably in the weakly turbulent re-
gime. Also, the ratio of hydraulic radius to thermal penetra-
tion depth is larger than optimal and yet significantly large
temperature differences are measured across the stacks.

2. CPSI stacks with 4 cm length

The 4 cm stacks of 300, 400, 600, 900, 1200, and 1500
CPSI are tested at a fixed frequency of 300 Hz and a variable
flow rate, see Figs. 6~a! and~b!. The pore hydraulic diameter
ranges from 1.2 mm at 300 CPSI down to 0.6 mm at 1500
CPSI. The stacks are placed 10 mm from the end of the
side-branch. The dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude
versus Strouhal number appears in Fig. 6~a!. This data shows
how important pore size is to the overall damping of the
acoustic wave. Smaller pore stacks draw more power out of
the wave to overcome losses and thus result in lower ampli-
tude compared to the no-stack case. However, the damping
due to viscous losses is a small effect because the stacks are
all 4 cm in length and are positioned near the acoustic ve-
locity node at the end of the side-branch. Again, the aeroa-
coustically excited resonance begins at a larger Strouhal
number than the no-stack case because of the additional
acoustic damping caused by the presence of the stack. The

FIG. 5. ~a! Dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude at a frequency of 300
Hz with the 900 CPSI stacks located 10 mm from the end of the side-branch.
Circles, 2 cm stack length; squares, 4 cm; diamonds, 6 cm; triangles, 8 cm;
and 3 crosses denote the no-stack case.~b! Measured temperature differ-
ence across 900 CPSI stacks of various lengths at a frequency of 300 Hz
with the stacks located 10 mm from the end of the side-branch. Circles, 2
cm stack length; squares, 4 cm; diamonds, 6 cm; and triangles, 8 cm.

FIG. 6. ~a! Dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude at a frequency of 300
Hz with the 4 cm stacks located 10 mm from the end of the side-branch.
Open circle, 300 CPSI stack; square, 400 CPSI; diamond, 600 CPSI; tri-
angle, 900 cpsi; pluses, 1200 CPSI; closed circles, 1500 CPSI; and crosses
denote the no-stack case.~b! Measure temperature difference across the 4
cm stacks of various CPSI at a frequency of 300 Hz and 10 mm from the
end of the side-branch. Open circle, 300 CPSI stack; square, 400 CPSI;
diamond, 600 CPSI; triangle, 900 cpsi; pluses, 1200 CPSI; closed circles,
1500 CPSI.

TABLE II. Dimensionless results for stacks driven at high-amplitude.

Ceramic
stack

material
~CPSI!

Stack
length
~mm! u(0)/Uo p(Lb)/Po uReacumax Dh /dn Rh /dk G

900 20.12 1.08 0.20 3536 18.0 3.8 0.66
900 40.01 0.99 0.19 4613 17.6 3.7 0.61
900 60.64 0.88 0.17 5457 17.5 3.7 0.65
900 80.45 0.78 0.13 5446 17.8 3.8 0.51

300 39.10 1.03 0.19 8291 29.6 6.2 0.36
400 40.00 1.07 0.20 7753 26.9 5.7 0.45
600 39.65 1.03 0.19 6085 22.0 4.6 0.55
900 39.95 0.99 0.19 4511 17.5 3.7 0.60
1200 39.55 1.02 0.19 4265 15.3 3.2 0.68
1500 39.80 0.99 0.18 3603 13.3 2.8 0.71

1500 60.05 1.16 0.164 2615 11.3 2.4 0.73
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corresponding temperature difference across these stacks is
displayed in Fig. 6~b!. The data show that increased tempera-
ture differences across the stacks occurs for larger ampli-
tudes as well as smaller pore stacks. The saturation of the
temperature difference at high amplitude is due to thermal
conduction losses through the steel side-branch pipe and
convection from the exterior of the side-branch into the
room.

Table II lists dimensionless values for the data in Figs.
6~a! and~b!. Again, assuming that the boundaries for laminar
and turbulent oscillating flow for circular pipes are compa-
rable to our square-pore stacks it is seen that the oscillating
flow in the stacks in this data set are also in the weakly
turbulent regime at their maximum acoustic amplitudes. The
largest temperature difference is for the 1500 CPSI stacks
which haveRh /dk;2.8 at this frequency which is still not
optimal. However, even with this limitation, the 1500 CPSI
stack attains a temperature difference of approximately
85 °C at the largest amplitudes.

3. Time elapse

Based upon the results of the 900 CPSI stacks of various
length and the 4 cm stacks of various CPSI, a stack of 6 cm
length was cut from the 1500 CPSI ceramic. This stack was
tested at a fixed flow rate of 34 m/s at 317 Hz with a Strouhal
number of 0.22. The acoustic amplitude was 16% of the
mean pressure of 10 bars which resulted in a maximum
acoustic Reynolds number of;2615 at the stack center. The
stack was placed 4 mm from the closed end of the side
branch and had a ratio of hydraulic radius to thermal pen-
etration depth of;2.6 at this operating point. Data was re-
corded for this configuration for 2 h and can be seen in Fig.
7. The figure displays the hot and cold side temperatures as
well as the temperature difference as a function of the time.
During the first 30 s a rapid increase in temperature at the hot
side occurs, after that the hot side temperature steadily rises
until reaching a fairly steady value of 160 °C (G50.73) after
90 min. The cold side of the stack begins at room tempera-
ture and heats up to 35 °C due to conduction and convection
of heat from the hot side. After 90 min foam insulation was
placed around the steel side-branch pipe to insulate it from

the room, both hot and cold side temperatures rise because
the heat that was leaving the side-branch due to free convec-
tion in the room had been eliminated. The temperature dif-
ference across this stack is also plotted in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that the stack begins with 90 °C temperature difference
very quickly after the sound is excited, this temperature dif-
ference continues to grow even after the foam insulation is
applied. This is a remarkably large temperature difference for
such a simple thermoacoustic heat pump. This test shows
that large temperature differences in excess of 100 °C can be
generated across a thermoacoustic stack, which is placed
near the closed end of a aeroacoustically excited resonator.
The authors know of no other experiment with a standing-
wave thermoacoustic system that has attained such large
temperature differences.

IV. CONDUCTION AND CONVECTION

Experiments have also been carried out with this setup
to investigate thermal conduction in the side-branch as well
as free and forced convection. To investigate thermal con-
duction in the side-branch pipe as a possible source for
losses, an identical side-branch was constructed of plexiglass
with 2.5 mm wall thickness. The plexiglass has a low ther-
mal conductivity, 0.2 W/mK compared to stainless steel’s 14
W/mK. However, because the stacks in this investigation
were not fitted with heat exchangers the viscous and thermal
energy dissipated in the stack simply increased the mean
temperature of the stack and did not result in larger tempera-
ture differences.

Free convection resulting from temperature driven buoy-
ancy effects could result in hot gas flowing through the stack
and thereby leading to losses. To investigate the presence of
buoyancy driven free convection the steel side-branches
were rotated with respect to the main pipe. However, no
measurable differences in performance of the stacks were
observed with the hot side of the stack rotated to an angle of
139° above the horizontal or to258° below the horizontal.
These particular angles are the result of the range of rotation
allowed by the main pipe’s height above the floor and the
length of the side-branch arms. Buoyancy driven free con-
vection was also investigated by affixing eccentrically placed
thermometers on the hot side of the stack at the stack center,
halfway to the edge, and at the edge of the stack. Measure-
ments with these eccentrically placed thermometers in the
steel pipe also failed to show free convection effects but did
show a temperature gradient from the stack center to the
side-branch wall which is not surprising given that the stacks
were not completely in thermal equilibrium with the side-
branch.

Lastly, the turbulent flow of gas in the main pipe prob-
ably excites large forced convection flows in the side-
branches. These forced convection flows were not visualized
in the experimental setup but were observed in a similar
setup using in-house compressed air and smoke. Placing a
thin wire gauze within the side-branch between the stack and
the junction with the main pipe to break up the forced con-
vection flows only served to drastically dampen the excited
acoustic wave and did not result in enhanced temperature
differences across the stack.

FIG. 7. Time elapse temperature measurements of a 6 cmlong 1500 CPSI
stack located 4 mm from the end of the side-branch. Circles denote hot side
temperature; squares, cold side; and triangles, the temperature difference.
Foam insulation was wrapped around the exterior of the steel side-branch
pipe at the 90 min mark.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental tests have been carried out which couple a
simple thermoacoustic stack to a high-amplitude aeroacous-
tic sound source. An aeroacoustic sound source has never
been coupled to a thermoacoustic device to pump heat and
establish a temperature gradient. This method of resonance
excitation provides challenges not encountered when using
electrodynamic drivers, however, the aeroacoustic source
will support an acoustic load and operates with no moving
parts. These experimental tests have demonstrated that the
length of the stack and the ratioRh /dk is important to a
thermoacoustic heat pump’s performance even when operat-
ing in or near a turbulent regime. The thermoacoustically
generated temperature differences are quite large for such a
simple device and could be used in conjunction with thermo-
electric elements to generate electric power. Specifically,
such a power generation scheme could be employed in the
high-pressure, high-velocity, natural gas environment found
down-well or in pipelines. Proper design of a no-moving-
parts electrical power generator for down-well applications
must account for: the heat load caused by the presence of the
thermoelectric element and improving the geometry of the
setup to fit within a well pipe as well as potential clogging of
the stack pores by debris. Optimizing energy transfer from
the initial hydrodynamic flow to the thermoelectric element
is another avenue for improvement. It should also be noted
that unwanted aeroacoustic excitations in duct networks with
flow may be dampened or eliminated by the inclusion of a
porous material near a region of high acoustic velocity am-
plitude for the excited mode. Further work to accurately
characterize the available source power of the aeroacoustic
sound source at high acoustic amplitudes is needed to fully
characterize the system.
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The present study extends our previous work@Furihataet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.114, 174–184
~2003!# by investigating our electrodynamic planar loudspeaker when driven by a 12 bit digital
signal with noise shaping. Changing the structure of the loudspeaker can lead to improvement, but
in this paper improvements that can be made using signal processing are investigated. Results show
that the digital loudspeaker demonstrated good linearity over its 84 dB dynamic range from 40 Hz
to 10 kHz. This shows that a 12 bit digital loudspeaker which is equivalent to a 16 bit one is
possible. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1887025#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent study,1 an electrodynamic planar digital loud-
speaker was presented. In order to achieve an adequate sound
pressure level and bit resolution, the loudspeaker was made
with a diaphragm molded in plastic, which allows the cre-
ation of streamlined sections in order to suppress divided
vibrations. Two voice coils were rolled together in one sec-
tion of the diaphragm, resulting in a total of 22 voice coils.
Also, 11 permanent magnets were arranged under the dia-
phragm so that the poles of adjacent magnets were opposite
to each other. The suspension between the diaphragm and the
frame was made of a piece of handmade Japanese paper.

The acoustic responses, such as frequency and distor-
tion, were affected by the selection of the voice coils. There-
fore, in order to improve the responses,~a! the combination
and~b! the arrangement of the voice coils were discussed. As
for ~a!, pairs of voice coils were chosen by analyzing the
results of each acoustic response when the loudspeaker was
driven by an analog signal. With regards to~b!, each bit was
assigned to a voice coil based on the result of the best com-
bination in~a! resulting in an asymmetric arrangement. This
asymmetric arrangement was designed to obtain as flat a fre-
quency response to an analog signal as possible. This asym-
metric arrangement was compared with a symmetric one and
the results showed that the flatness of the frequency re-
sponses around 1 and 4 kHz were improved and that the
sound reproduction band was from 40 Hz to 10 kHz.

In order to compare the digital loudspeaker with the
above-assigned asymmetric arrangement to one with a sym-

metric arrangement, experiments were performed in which
the loudspeakers were driven by a weighted discrete voltage
with a maximum amplitude of 16Vp-p and a resolution of 16
bits, i.e., the same number of bits used in CD~compact disc!
and DAT~digital audio tape! recording. In these experiments,
the output wave form, frequency response, linearity, total
harmonic distortion, distribution of sound intensity level, and
directional pattern of both arrangements were evaluated. The
results showed that the digital loudspeaker can reproduce
pure sound with a distortion factor less of than about 5%
from 40 Hz to 10 kHz, exceeding this value only in a narrow
frequency band near 4 kHz. This digital loudspeaker was
demonstrated to have good linearity over its dynamic range
of 84 dB.

From contour maps of the sound intensity level, it was
found that the diaphragm movement changes from piston
motion at 3.15 kHz to divided vibration mode motion at 4
kHz. In particular, the sound intensity is highest, 86.4 dB, on
the lower right surface, and lowest, 80.3 dB, on the upper left
surface.

In this paper, in order to improve the acoustic responses
further, all voice coils are considered when selecting an ar-
rangement and combinations. However, the number of bits
has to be reduced to 12, or the dynamic range will deteriorate
because pulse code modulation cannot resolve details smaller
than the least-significant bit. Hence, some interesting ideas
have been proposed to try to maximize the human-auditory
potential. One idea is noise-shaping. Noise-shaping was first
proposed by Michael Gerzon and Peter Craven in 1989,2 and
successfully embodied in Meridian’s 618,3 518,4 and also in
Sony’s Super Bit Mapping.5 Therefore, noise shaping tech-
nology is applied to solve this problem.a!Electronic mail: kennfur@gipwc.shinshu-u.ac.jp
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II. NOISE SHAPING

A. Principle „Ref. 6…

Signal requantization is applied in digital audio systems
whenever the word-length of audio samples needs to be re-
duced. This is the case for instance when an audio signal has
to be stored on a CD. In entertainment audio, requantization
to 8 or 12 bits could be an economically interesting alterna-
tive to other forms of data compression because requantized
data can be sent directly to a D-A~digital-to-analog! con-
verter, while encoded data needs to be decoded first. Since
decoding can be computationally intensive, this could be an
important advantage for using requantized data in our digital
loudspeaker.

While a white noise dither signal can already improve
the quality of low level requantized signals, noise shaping
can additionally be applied in order to make the requantiza-
tion error minimally audible.7 Figure 1 shows the general
scheme for signal requantization with noise shaping. In this
scheme,Q represents the quantizer andH(z) is the error
feedback filter. Due to the requantization errore(n), the out-
put y(n) differs from x8(n) and fromx(n). The error feed-
back filter has to be controlled such that the difference be-
tweeny(n) andx(n) becomes minimally audible.

With signals defined as shown in Fig. 1, and usingz
transforms, we have

X8~z!5X~z!2H~z!E~z!, ~1!

X8~z!5X~z!1E8~z!2E~z!, ~2!

whereE(z) represents quantizerQ’s error signal andE8(z)
is the additive quantization distortion at the output of the
noise shaping requantizer. Subtracting Eq.~2! from Eq. ~1!,
we find that

E8~z!5$12H~z!%E~z!. ~3!

The requantization errore8(n) therefore has a power spec-
trum given by

PE8~ej v!5i12H~ej v!i2PE~ej v!. ~4!

As we can see, the quantizer’s error spectrum gets shaped by
a noise shaping filter that depends on the error-feedback filter
H(z).

This result was obtained without reference to the quan-
tizer Q. Therefore, it applies to any type of quantizer,
whether it is dithered, linear, nonlinear, uses rounding, or
uses truncating.

In order to achieve minimal audibility of the requantiza-
tion error, H(ej v) can be designed to minimize the total
amount of perceptually weighted noise powerNv :

Nv5E
2p

1p

PE8~ej v!W~v!dv, ~5!

whereW(v) is a perceptual weighting function that approxi-
mates the relative audibility of noise power at the different
frequencies.

Super Bit Mapping~SBM!5 introduces a clever trick to
design a minimum phase FIR~finite impulse response! noise
shaping filter with a given power spectral shape. Note that in
order to avoid delayless loops in Fig. 1, it is required that the
FIR noise shaping filter can be written as

12H~z!5 (
n50

M

a~n!z2n

where

a~0!51. ~6!

It was observed in Ref. 5 that anM th-order inverse LPC
~linear predictive coding! filter is minimum phase~guaran-
teed if obtained from the autocorrelation formulation8! and
satisfies Eq.~6!. Thus, the required minimum phase FIR
noise shaping filter can be obtained by approximating the
inverse of the desired noise shaping spectrum with a LPC
synthesis filter and inverting the result.

In SBM, the desired noise shaping spectrum is taken to
be the hearing threshold when no audio is present. Although
SBM can be successfully applied to make the quantization
error minimally audible in the absence of audio, spectral
shaping that minimizes the audibility of the requantization
error in the presence of the actual audio is preferable.

B. Noise shaping filter designed procedure

The noise shaping filter was designed as follows.

~1! In order to take into account all voice coils when select-
ing the arrangement and the combinations, the number of
bits used in the dithered quantizer (Q) shown in Fig. 1
was set to 12.

~2! The noise shaper is unstable if the noise transfer function
gain in the stop band is too large. Therefore, a software
version of the noise shaping requantizer~Fig. 1! was
implemented. A 48 kHz sampling frequency and 12th
order FIR designs forH(z) were used to avoid
oscillation.5

~3! The filter coefficientsa(n) of Eq. ~6! were chosen ex-
perimentally to make the quantization error minimally
audible in the absence of audio with the aid ofMATLAB .
The coefficients obtained were:a(1)520.996, a(2)
50.196, a(3)50.112, a(4)50.144, a(5)520.396,
a(6)520.020, a(7)50.208, a(8)520.032, a(9)5
20.140, a(10)520.048, a(11)50.152, anda(12)5
20.100.

~4! Figure 2 shows the weighted noise powerNv of Eq. ~5!
~0 dB reference at the noise spectral level of no noise
shaping!. From this figure, it can be seen that although

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the noise shaping filter with dithered requantiza-
tion and error feedback filterH(z). The requantization error ise8(n).
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the curve was different from our hearing threshold or
equi-loudness curve, it features a reduced amount of
low-frequency noise below 8.75 kHz (26 dB), but high-
frequency noise in the audible range is significantly in-
creased. The most audible noise is concentrated at 12
kHz ~6.8 dB! around the second spectral peak of the
human ear’s sensitivity, but the loudspeaker acts as a
low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of around 10 kHz
and a slope of about218 dB/octave.

C. Noise shaping experiment

In our experimental setup, a software version~C11
programming language! of the noise shaping requantizer was
implemented with a computer~NEC: LW500J/2!.

Figure 3 shows the frequency response and linearity
characteristics of the noise shaper to each digital signal.
Comparing Fig. 3~b! with Fig. 3~c!, although both inputs are
12 bit digital signals, the results show that the quantization
noise is reduced at frequencies less than 10 kHz by the noise
shaping filter and that the linearity characteristic is improved
to a point where it is almost equal to the characteristics for
the 16 bit digital signal shown in~a!. Therefore, we can see
that the noise shaper acts correctly.

From the results shown in Fig. 3~b!, the sound reproduc-
tion band of the loudspeaker was chosen to be from 40 Hz to
10 kHz. It is assumed that this characteristic does not signifi-
cantly change even when noise shaping is applied. The quan-
tization noise will be reduced at frequencies less than 10 kHz
compared with a typical 12 bit digital signal.

III. ELECTRODYNAMIC PLANAR DIGITAL
LOUDSPEAKER

A. Equivalent electric circuit model

An electrodynamic planar digital loudspeaker1 driven by
a signed magnitude binary~SMB! signal is effective. SMB is
the simplest and one of the most obvious methods of encod-
ing positive and negative numbers. The most significant bit
(MSB:b12) is assigned to be the sign bit. If the sign bit is 0,
this means the number is positive. If the sign bit is 1, then the
number is negative. The remaining 11 bits (b11, b10, b9 , ...,
b2 , b1) are used to represent the magnitude of the binary
number in the unsigned binary notation. Therefore, the for-
mula to convert a 12 bit input signal with a length of 12 bits
is

Vp~ t !}~122b12!E0(
i 51

11

2( i 211)bi~ t !, ~7!

whereVp is the total velocity amplitude of the panel surface,
and E0 is 16.0 V. As the diaphragm operates in the mass-
controlled region, the force applied to it should, ideally, be
able to operate with both polarities to reproduce the original
sound pressure field correctly.

The actual active part of the diaphragm is 13 cm wide,
13 cm high, and 1.1 cm deep. The diaphragm is molded
plastic ~total mass mp50.0344 kg, additional massmad

50.000 88 kg) and has streamlined sections to suppress the
divided vibrations. A double-voice-coil is rolled together in
one section of the diaphragm, resulting in a total of 22 voice
coils, each of which has a dc impedance of 4V, 22 turns,
and l 54.142 m. Also, 11 permanent magnets~each magnet
is 7.5 mm wide, 87.25 mm long, and 6.0 mm thick, and each
gap is 2.0 mm! are arranged under the diaphragm so that the
poles of adjacent magnets are opposite each other. The sus-
pension between the diaphragm and the frame is made of a
piece of handmade Japanese paper~0.09 mm thick!. The
lowest resonant frequencyf 0 was measured and found to be
22.7 Hz. Therefore, the stiffnesssp of the suspension is 736
N/m.

The free moving diaphragm generates sound in both the
front and back of the element. The normal use of the element
is to place it in an enclosure. In our test of the digital loud-
speaker we used an enclosure (Vc50.04194 m3) which was
28.5 cm wide, 54.5 cm high, and 27.0 cm deep. Therefore,
the equivalent stiffnesssc5rc2(ab)2/Vc is 549 N/m
(20 °C).

The frequency responses of each voice coil show that at
31.0 Hz a small peak appears due to the closed enclosure and
the lowest resonant frequency (f 0522.7 Hz). From 30 to
about 500 Hz, the diaphragm moves as a whole by acting as
a piston. Such a loudspeaker is mass-controlled over most of
its pass-band. However, when it comes to higher frequencies,
the radiating area exhibits more or less strong partial vibra-
tions. The phase does not deviate more than635° in the
region where the diaphragm acts as a piston,1 but there are
large phase differences, especially at frequencies larger than
500 Hz. Consequently, timing jitter and distortion may result.
Therefore, our electro-dynamic planar loudspeaker has some
problems that may cause large distortion when driven by a
digital signal because each voice coil’s response is not the
same. Therefore, in order to accomplish D-A conversion at
the loudspeaker, it is necessary to flatten each response. One
solution is to connect in series a voice coil with a peak in its
frequency response and a voice coil with a dip. We found
that the acoustic responses can be improved by an appropri-
ate combination of voice coils. Because the flatness of the
frequency response from 40 Hz to 10 kHz can be improved
only with the asymmetric arrangement of 11 pairs of voice
coils, a 12 bit digital signal is best suited to drive the loud-
speaker. We call this ‘‘the asymmetric arrangement for a 12
bit digital signal’’ as follows: (b3 ,b1), (b7 ,b6), (b9 ,b8),
(b5 ,b4), (b11,b10), (b3 ,b2), (b9 ,b8), (b7 ,b6), (b11,b10),
(b5 ,b4), and (b2 ,b1).

The electrical impedance will include the effect of the

FIG. 2. Frequency response of the noise shaper transfer function.
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mutual coupling between each double-voice-coil: (b3 ,b1),
(b7 ,b6), (b9 ,b8), (b5 ,b4), (b11,b10), (b3 ,b2), (b9 ,b8),
(b7 ,b6), (b11,b10), (b5 ,b4), and (b2 ,b1), which are rolled
together in one section of the diaphragm. Figure 4 shows a
lumped-parameter equivalent circuit model9 for a multidriver
transducer consisting of a panel, a suspension, a frame and
parallel exciters with magnets, and eleven double-voice-
coils. In this model,R ~V! and L ~H! are the dc resistance
and inductance, respectively, of each coil.M ~H! represents
the mutual inductance between each double-voice-coil.B
(Wb/m2) is the magnetic flux density,l ~m! is the length of
the i th voice coil, andBl ~N/A! is the force factor.

Consideration of each coil driven from an alternating
current source of amplitudeI 0 and frequencyv, and with an

output impedancer o , leads to the following series of equa-
tions:

r o3I 035~R1r o31 j vL !I 31 j vMI 11
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

r o1I 015~R1r o11 j vL !I 11 j vMI 31
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

r o7I 075~R1r o71 j vL !I 71 j vMI 61
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

FIG. 3. The frequency response and linearity characteristics of the noise shaper when the following digital signals are input:~a! 16 bit digital signal,~b! 12
bit digital signal, and~c! 12 bit digital signal with noise shaping. The figures on the left are the frequency responses to a 1 kHzpure tone (260 dB), while
the figures on the right are the linearity characteristics at 1 kHz.
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r o6I 065~R1r o61 j vL !I 61 j vMI 71
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~8!
:

:

r o2I 025~R1r o21 j vL !I 21 j vMI 11
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

r o1I 015~R1r o11 j vL !I 11 j vMI 21
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

whereI i is the current in thei th coil, andZm is the mechani-
cal impedance of the motion system. The asymmetric ar-
rangement for a 12 bit digital signal is connected in series.
The voltage at the input terminals of each voice coil may be
expressed as

~122b12!316.03b1152~R1 j vL !I 1112~ j vM !I 10

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03221b1052~R1 j vL !I 10

12~ j vM !I 11

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03222b952~R1 j vL !I 912~ j vM !I 8

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03223b852~R1 j vL !I 812~ j vM !I 9

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03224b752~R1 j vL !I 712~ j vM !I 6

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03225b652~R1 j vL !I 612~ j vM !I 7

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i , ~9!

~122b12!316.03226b552~R1 j vL !I 512~ j vM !I 4

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03227b452~R1 j vL !I 412~ j vM !I 5

12
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03228b352~R1 j vL !I 31 j vMI 1

1 j vMI 212
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.03229b252~R1 j vL !I 21 j vMI 1

1 j vMI 312
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

~122b12!316.032210b152~R1 j vL !I 11 j vMI 2

1 j vMI 312
~Bl !2

Zm
(
i 51

11

I i ,

where each part of Eq.~9! contains two voltage generators,
Vm andVz . Vm52( j vM )I i represents the induced electro-
motive force~emf! in any given coil due to the change in
current in the pair coil. LikewiseVz52(Bl)2( i 51

11 I i /Zm rep-
resents the induced emf in any given coil due to the motion
of the diaphragm, which is itself dependent on the total driv-

FIG. 4. Equivalent electric circuit of our electrodynamic planar digital loud-
speaker.
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ing force on the motion system and hence on the summation
of all the currents in all the voice coils.

Unfortunately the total velocity amplitude of the surface
of the panel driven by 11 exciters introduces considerable
complexity for two voltage generators.

The advantages of using our electrodynamic planar digi-
tal loudspeaker instead of a multiple-voice-coil digital
loudspeaker9 or conventional panel loudspeakers10 are as fol-
lows.

~a! In a multiple-voice-coil digital loudspeaker, the motion
system and the radiation impedance are the same as for
a conventional loudspeaker. Since the force on the dia-
phragm needs to be consistent for each voice coil
~when they are equally energized!, they must be wound
in close proximity. The electrical impedance, therefore,
will include the effect of the mutual coupling between
each of the voice coils. Furthermore since the current
weighting in each coil must be accurately controlled,
the use of a high-impedance switchable current source
driver will overcome the variations in current produced
by a conventional voltage source driver.

~b! A panel loudspeaker primarily consists of a panel and
an inertia exciter. The exciter is essentially a voice-
coil-driver with the coil attached to the panel. The
magnet serves as a proof mass to produce inertial force.
In lieu of a rigid diaphragm as used in conventional
loudspeakers, flexible panels are employed as the pri-
mary sound radiators. Resonance of flexural motion is
encouraged so that the panel vibrates as randomly as
possible. The sound field produced by this type of dis-
tributed mode loudspeaker10 is very diffuse at high fre-
quencies. Therefore, it is difficult for conventional
panel loudspeakers to achieve flatness in the frequency
response from 40 Hz to 10 kHz.

B. Experiment

First, the electrical input impedance of each pair of
voice coils was measured with a precision LCR meter~Agi-
lent: 4284A, an input voltage is 100 mV!. Second, when the
11 bit pair of voice coils was inputted with an 8Vrms ampli-
tude signal from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, the induced electromotive
force @emf: Vm1Vz ~V!# for each pair of voice coils was
measured with an ac voltmeter~Kenwood: VT-181E!.

C. Results

The performance was measured using the following in-
dices.

1. Input impedance

Figure 5 shows:~a! the measured input impedanceuZinu
~V!, and ~b! the phase~deg! for the 11 and 1 bit pairs of
voice coils. We see that~a! small peaks~the 11 and 1 bit
pairs of voice coils! at the fundamental resonant frequency of
31.0 Hz, whereuZinu59.05V, ~b! both amplitudes are about
8.8 V from 20 Hz to 4 kHz and both phases are less than
about 10°, and~c! increases due to inductive effects at
higher frequencies are from 8.8 to 12.36V.

Table I shows the parameters (2R and 2L) of Eq. ~9!

related to the equivalent electric circuit model shown in Fig.
4. From Table I, we see that the parameter (2R) of each bit
pair of voice coils varies from 8.89 to 10.98V, and 2L
varies from 0.0657 to 0.0731 mH.

2. Induced electromotive force

Figure 6 shows the measured induced electromotive
force @emf: Vm1Vz ~mV!# for the 10, 8, 6, and 1 bit pairs of
voice coils when the 11 bit pair was driven with an 8.0Vrms

signal. From the lowest peak voltages of the fundamental
resonant frequency, we see that the motional impedance
2 (Bl)2/Zm of the 10 bit pair of voice coils is 0.0786V, and
2 (Bl)2/Zm of the 1 bit pair is 0.0605V. Therefore, the ef-
ficiency ~the ratio of the motional impedance to the free im-
pedance of the 10 bit pair of voice coils! in converting elec-
trical power to sound of our electrodynamic planar digital
loudspeaker is about 0.87%, because the free impedance is
9.05V. From the emf voltage at 10 kHz for the 10 bit pair of

FIG. 5. Measured input impedance~amplitude and phase! of the 11 and 1 bit
pairs of voice coils.

TABLE I. Measured parameters of our multidriver loudspeaker.

bits 2R ~V! 2L ~mH! bits 2R ~V! 2L ~mH!

11 9.15 0.0659 5 9.16 0.0678
10 9.02 0.0731 4 9.36 0.0707
9 10.34 0.0677 3 10.98 0.0677
8 9.03 0.0685 2 8.89 0.0657
7 9.26 0.0684 1 9.08 0.0676
6 9.07 0.0673
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voice coils, the mutual inductanceM between each pair of
coils (b11 andb10) is 0.0287 mH, because the current of the
11 bit pair (I 11) is 0.791 A.

The interaction with a double-voice-coil in a multidriver
loudspeaker has been modeled in terms of mutual coupling
and induced motion emf. Also, our loudspeaker parameters
related to the equivalent electric circuit model shown in Fig.
4 were measured: 2R59.4V on average, 2L50.068 mH on
average, M50.028 mH on average, and 2 (Bl)2/Zm

50.074V on average.

IV. RESPONSES TO 12 BIT DIGITAL SIGNALS WITH
NOISE SHAPING

A D-A converter of the surface of the panel driven by 11
exciters is used to convert the sampled binary information
back in to an analog vibration signal. The conversion is
called a zero order hold type where each output sample level
is a function of its binary weight value and is held unit the
next sample arrives. As a result of the D-A converter step
function response it is apparent that large amounts of unde-
sirable high frequency energy are present. To eliminate this,
the D-A converter is usually followed by a smoothing filter,
having a cutoff frequency no greater than half the sampling
frequency. The loudspeaker acts as a low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 10 kHz and a slope of about
218 dB/octave. Therefore, the spectrum of the resulting sig-
nal is the product of a step function spectrum and the band-
limited analog filter spectrum. Furthermore, the radiation
produced by the vibration of the surface of the rectangular
panel does not have symmetric spherical radiation patterns
characteristic of a simple source. However, the radiation pro-
duced by the panel can be found by considering the panel to
be a group of simple point sources.1

A. Experiment

The experiments were carried out in an anechoic room.
The on-axis response was measured at a distance of 10 cm
from the front of the diaphragm.

The input signal to the loudspeaker was generated by a
computer ~NEC: LW500J/2!, which was conveyed to the
PCM driving circuit.1 The digital audio signal had a sam-
pling frequency of 48 kHz, and was quantized to 12 bits with
noise shaping. First, a rectangular tone-burst covering a

fairly wide frequency band was used to evaluate the dynamic
behavior of the digital speaker. The transient behavior of the
loudspeaker was indicated by a change in the envelope of the
burst signal. Second, pure tones from 20 Hz to 20 kHz were
used every 1/3 octave. The peak level of the input signal was
4096 samples~peak to peak!, which corresponds to 0 dB for
a 12 bit digital signal. This level was decreased in 6 dB steps
and the acoustic responses were measured at each step.

B. Results

The performance was measured using the following in-
dices.

1. Output wave forms

Example output wave forms from our electrodynamic
planar digital loudspeaker driven by~a! a pure tone signal
~12 bit: 0 dB, and 10 bit:212 dB) and~b! a tone burst signal
~12 bit: 0 dB, and 10 bit:212 dB) at 100 Hz are shown in
Fig. 7. From this figure, we see that our digital loudspeaker
can reproduce pure sounds because the timing precision of
D-A conversion on the diaphragm is good, and overhanging
~ringing after the signal is gone! is present to a small degree.

2. Frequency response

Figure 8 shows the frequency responses to 12 bit digital
signals~various peak levels! with noise shaping. We found
that the sound output@SPL ~dB!# from the asymmetric ar-
rangement for a 12 bit digital signal with the noise shaping to
input digital signal levels from 0 to284 dB in 6 dB steps
ranged from about 90 to 0 dB in 6 dB steps. We also found
that the sound reproduction band was from 40 Hz to 10 kHz.

3. Linearity

For the linearity characteristics from 40 Hz to 10 kHz of
the 12 bit digital signal with noise shaping, the relationship
between SPL responses is shown in Fig. 8 and input levels
from 0 to 284 dB were analyzed with simple regression
analysis. The estimated slope coefficients are from 1.006 to
1.188, the intercept coefficients are from 84.0 to 94.0 dB,
and the coefficients of determination are from 0.9972 to
0.9991. At the same time, because the linearity range is 84
dB, it can be said that the D-A conversion performed on the
diaphragm is equivalent to 16 bit D-A conversion.

FIG. 6. Measured induced electromotive force of the 10, 8, 6, and 1 bit pairs
of voice coils, when the 11 bit pair was driven with 8Vrms signals.

FIG. 7. Output wave forms from our electrodynamic planar digital loud-
speaker driven by~a! a pure tone signal~12 bit: 0 dB, and 10 bit:212 dB)
and ~b! a tone burst signal~12 bit: 0 dB, and 10 bit:212 dB) at 100 Hz.
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4. Total harmonic distortion

The total harmonic distortion~THD! of the digital loud-
speaker using the asymmetric arrangement for a 12 bit digital
signal is about 2% at 100 Hz as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 9 shows the distortion factors when the input
signal was changed from 0 to212 dB in 6 dB steps. The
reason why the THD is inferior at lower frequencies is that
the voice coils separate from the magnetic circuit. The asym-
metric arrangement for the 12 bit digital signal with noise
shaping results in an improvement in the characteristics
around 4 kHz, which is relatively important for the sense of
hearing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper extends our previous work1 ‘‘Acoustic char-
acteristics of an electrodynamic planar digital loudspeaker’’
by introducing a noise shaping technique into the design to
minimize the quantization error resulting from the limited
number of bits.

First, the noise shaping filter was designed so that~1! the
number of bits used in the dithered quantizer was 12,~2! the
sampling frequency was 48 kHz, and~3! the error feedback
filter was a 12th order FIR design with coefficients given by:
a(1)520.996, a(2)50.196, a(3)50.112, a(4)50.144,
a(5)520.396, a(6)520.020, a(7)50.208, a(8)5

20.032, a(9)520.140, a(10)520.048, a(11)50.152,
anda(12)520.100.

Second, the noise shaping filter’s interaction with
double-voice-coils in our multidriver loudspeaker was mod-
eled in terms of the mutual coupling and the induced motion
emf. Our multidriver digital loudspeaker parameters related
to the equivalent electric circuit model were measured as
follows. ~4! 2R59.4V on average, 2L50.068 mH on aver-
age,M50.028 mH on average, and 2(Bl)2/Zm50.074V on
average.~5! The efficiency~the ratio of the motional imped-
ance to the free impedance! was about 0.87%.

Finally, to improve the linear range of our multidriver
digital loudspeaker, noise shaping technology was applied to
solve the problem that 12 bit PCM cannot resolve details
smaller than the LSB. The responses to 12 bit digital signals
with noise shaping were measured as follows.~6! Our digital
loudspeaker can reproduce pure sounds because the timing
precision of D-A conversion on the diaphragm is good, and
overhanging~ringing after the signal is gone! is present to a
small degree.~7! As for the linearity characteristics from 40
Hz to 10 kHz, the estimated slope coefficients were from
1.006 to 1.188, the intercept coefficients were from 84.0 to
94.0 dB, and the coefficients of determination were from
0.9972 to 0.9991.~8! Because the linearity range was 84 dB,
it can be said that the D-A conversion performed on the
diaphragm is equivalent to 16 bit D-A conversion.

To summarize, we have constructed and demonstrated a
12 bit digital loudspeaker using noise shaping. This loud-
speaker has good performance, a wide bandwidth, and a lin-
ear dynamic range of 84 dB.
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A method is presented to determine the forced responses of piezoelectric cylinders using weighted
sums of only certain exact solutions to the equations of motion and the Gauss electrostatic
conditions. One infinite set of solutions is chosen such that each field variable is expressed in terms
of Bessel functions that form a complete set in the radial direction. Another infinite set of solutions
is chosen such that each field variable is expressed in terms of trigonometric functions that form a
complete set in the axial direction. Another solution is used to account for the electric field that can
exist even when there is no vibration. The weights are determined by using the orthogonal properties
of the functions and are used to satisfy specified, arbitrary, axisymmetric boundary conditions on all
the surfaces. Special cases including simultaneous mechanical and electrical excitation of cylinders
are presented. All numerical results are in excellent agreement with those obtained using the finite
element software ATILA. For example, the five lowest frequencies at which the conductance and
susceptance of a stress-free cylinder, of length 10 mm and radius 5 mm, reach a local maximum or
minimum differ by less than 0.01% from those computed using ATILA. ©2005 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1900543#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ar, 43.38.Fx, 43.20.Bi, 43.40.At@AJZ# Pages: 3645–3656

I. INTRODUCTION

Free vibration analysis is simpler than forced vibration
analysis and is done more often because the knowledge of
natural frequencies and eigenfunctions is sometimes suffi-
cient. When the forced response of lossless structures is of
interest, it is sometimes determined by using the eigenfunc-
tions that form a complete set of functions. However, eigen-
functions are often expressed in terms of infinite series or
determined using numerical methods and it may, therefore,
not be convenient to use them to determine the forced re-
sponse. Closed form expressions for eigenfunctions are
known only for some simple structures with simple boundary
conditions. Further, eigenfunctions or normal modes do not
generally exist for structures with internal losses such as pi-
ezoelectric cylinders. In this paper, complete sets of orthogo-
nal functions are used to determine the forced responses of
solid, axially polarized, piezoelectric, ceramic cylinders with
internal losses. The functions are exact solutions to the gov-
erning equations.

Complete sets of functions have been used in conjunc-
tion with several methods to study the vibration of a variety
of structures and geometries. Chung1 used Fourier series for
free vibration analysis of finite, elastic, cylindrical shells
while Wang and Lin2 used it to investigate several structural
mechanics problems. The Fourier series has also been used
by Hurlebauset al.3 to determine the resonance frequencies
and eigenfunctions of free, elastic, orthotropic plates; by Bi-
segna and Maceri4 to analyze simply supported rectangular
piezoelectric plates; and by Kapuriaet al.5 to analyze simply

supported piezoelectric cylindrical shells. Dinget al.6 used
the Fourier series to analyze piezoelectric panels and
Sharma7 used it for the analysis of piezothermoelastic panels.
The Fourier-Bessel series has been used by Holland and
EerNisse8 to analyze finite, solid, piezoelectric cylinders; by
Hutchinson9 to analyze the free vibration of finite, solid,
elastic cylinders; and by Junger10 to study the sound field
inside a finite, fluid cylinder with specified nonuniform dis-
placements at the boundaries. The investigations using com-
plete sets of Fourier-Bessel functions fall into two categories.
In the first category, each term in the series is an exact solu-
tion to the equations of motion. Therefore, the truncated se-
ries is also an exact solution to the equations of motion and
only the boundary conditions are approximately satisfied. In
the second category, both the equations of motion and the
boundary conditions are approximately satisfied. Investiga-
tions by Hutchinson9 and Junger10 belong to the first cat-
egory while the work of Holland and EerNisse8 is in the
second category.

Recently, Huanget al.11 used closed-form expressions to
analyze the free vibration of axially polarized, short-
circuited, piezoelectric cylinders. They compared their com-
puted resonance frequencies with the experimental results of
Shaw12 and found that even the edge mode resonance fre-
quencies differ by less than 3%. EerNisse13 used a varia-
tional approach to compute the resonance frequencies of axi-
ally polarized cylinders and obtained agreement with Shaw12

of about 3% for the lowest eight branches. The computed
resonance frequencies had a convergence of better than 1%.

This paper is an extension of the investigation of the
forced vibration of piezoelectric and elastic solid cylinders.
Ebenezer and Ramesh14 investigated the forced response ofa!Electronic mail: tsonpol@vsnl.com
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axially polarized cylinders with electrodes on only the flat
surfaces. They determined the exact response of cylinders
with arbitrary length-to-radius ratio to certain uniform exci-
tations. The closed-form expressions they used for the axial
and radial components of displacement and potential are the
first terms in expansions of these functions in terms of com-
plete sets of functions. Prasad and Jain,15 who studied aniso-
tropic finite cylinders, and Paul,16 who studied piezoelectric
finite cylinders, did not consider these leading terms.
Ramesh and Ebenezer17 also showed that these terms are
sufficient to approximately determine the response of stress-
free axially polarized rings in the neighborhoods of the first
resonance frequency in the lower and upper branches. The
rings are often used in piezoelectric sonar transducers. Their
wall thickness and length are comparable but much less than
the diameter. Ebenezer and Ramesh18 also analyzed axially
polarized cylinders with arbitrary boundary conditions on the
flat surfaces using the Bessel series. Only the leading term in
the Fourier series was used in the expression for the radial
displacement and only certain uniform boundary conditions
could be satisfied on the curved surface. Ebenezeret al.19

used the same approach used in this paper to analyze the free
and forced vibration of elastic cylinders. The resonance fre-
quencies of free elastic cylinders, including the edge mode
resonance frequencies, computed by them differ from those
obtained using the finite element method by less than 0.1%.
The mechanical and electrical forced responses14,17–19 are
also in good agreement with those obtained using
ATILA 20—a finite element package for the analysis of sonar
transducers.

In this paper, forced vibrations of solid, axially polar-
ized, piezoelectric, ceramic, finite cylinders with arbitrary
length-to-radius ratio, electrodes on only the top and bottom
flat surfaces, and internal losses are analyzed using exact,
linearized, governing equations. Losses are modeled using
complex dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric coefficients.
The response to arbitrary, piecewise continuous, and local-
ized excitations acting on the flat and curved surfaces is de-
termined using weighted sums of certain exact solutions to
the equations of motion and the Gauss electrostatic condi-
tions. Axial and radial components of displacement and po-
tential are used as primary variables. Stress and electric dis-
placement are expressed in terms of the weighted functions
used to describe the primary variables. One infinite set of
solutions is chosen such that each field variable is expressed
in terms of Bessel functions that form a complete and or-
thogonal set in the radial direction. Another infinite set of
solutions is chosen such that each field variable is expressed
in terms of trigonometric functions that form a complete and
orthogonal set in the axial direction. Another solution is cho-
sen to account for the electric field that can exist even when
there is no vibration. Arbitrary boundary conditions can be
satisfied on the surfaces because the sets are complete. The
weights are easily determined by using the orthogonal prop-
erty to satisfy the boundary conditions. Special cases includ-
ing simultaneous mechanical excitation over a portion of the
cylinder and electrical excitation are presented. Numerical
results are also presented to illustrate the response of cylin-
ders to various excitations and are shown to converge very

rapidly to those obtained using finite element analysis.
Internal losses give rise to hysteresis loops and internal

heating. The effect of internal losses can be modeled using
complex coefficients and the linearized governing equations
under steady-state conditions. However, when transients are
of interest, this approach is not suitable and nonlinear analy-
sis is essential.

The single cylinder that is analyzed here is a building
block in a number of devices. For example, Langevin trans-
ducers have piezoelectric cylinders sandwiched between
elastic cylinders and 1–3 piezocomposites have solid piezo-
electric cylinders embedded in hollow elastic cylinders.
Therefore, the analysis of cylinders with arbitrary boundary
conditions can be extended to analyze such devices. For ex-
ample, the classical Langevin transducer that is approxi-
mately analyzed by Iulaet al.21 can be exactly analyzed us-
ing the models of the solid elastic cylinder in Ref. 19 and
solid piezoelectric cylinder presented here.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Consider a solid, axially polarized, piezoelectric, ce-
ramic, finite cylinder of lengthL and radiusa as shown in
Fig. 1. The top and bottom flat surfaces are fully electroded.
Arbitrary but axisymmetric boundary conditions are speci-
fied on the flat and curved surfaces. The frequency-
dependent response of the cylinder is of interest. It can be
determined for non-axisymmetric boundary conditions22 by
using Fourier series expansions in the tangential direction.

The excitation and, therefore, the response of the cylin-
der are axisymmetric. The exact equilibrium equations in
cylindrical coordinates (r ,u,z), the expressions for strain in
terms of displacement and for electric field in terms of po-
tential, the constitutive relations for a piezoelectric material
of 6mm crystal class, the Gauss electrostatic condition, and
the exact axisymmetric equations of motion used here are the
same as those in Eqs.~1!–~5! in Ref. 18. In these Eqs.U and
W are the axial and radial displacements respectively,
Trr , Tzz andTuu are normal components of stress,Trz is a
shear component of stress,F is the electric potential,Dz and

FIG. 1. A solid axially polarized cylinder of lengthL and radiusa. The axial
and radial components of displacement areU andW, respectively.
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Dr are components of electric displacement,r is the density,
v is the angular frequency,c11

E , c12
E , c13

E , c33
E , andc44

E are the
eleastic stiffness coefficients,e15, e31, ande33 are the piezo-
electric coeficients, and«11

S and«33
S are the dielectric permit-

tivities. Further, time-harmonic variation of variable is as-
sumed, extensional stress is positive, andej vt is omitted for
convenience.

It is easily verified that

@U W F#T5@U1 W1 F1#T1@U2 W2 F2#T

1@U3 W3 F3#T ~1!

is the sum of three exact solutions to Eq.~5! of Ref. 18
where

H U1

W1

F1

J 5H A sin~Kz0z!

BJ1~kr0r !

A
e33

«33
S

sin~Kz0z!1Dz1E
J , ~2a!

Kz05v/nD, nD5S c33
E 1e33

2 /«33
S

r D 1/2

5S c33
D

r D 1/2

,

kr05v/nE, nE5S c11
E

r D 1/2

, ~2b!

H U2

W2

F2

J 55
(

m51

Mr

(
s51

3

AmsJ0~krmr !sin~kzmsz!

(
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

AmscmsJ1~krmr !cos~kzmsz!

(
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

AmsxmsJ0~krmr !sin~kzmsz!
6 ,

~2c!

H U3

W3

F3

J 55
(

m51

Mr

(
s51

3

BmsJ0~Krmsr !sin~Kzmz!

(
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

BmsfmsJ1~Krmsr !cos~Kzmz!

(
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

BmsgmsJ0~Krmsr !sin~Kzmz!
6 .

~2d!

and the weightsA, B, Ams, andBms in Eq. ~2! are used to
satisfy arbitrary boundary conditions on all the surfaces. The
first exact solution in Eq.~1! is used in Refs. 14 and 17.nD,
in Eq. ~2b!, is also associated with thickness mode waves23

in thin piezoelectric plates with electric field parallel to
thickness.nE, in Eq. ~2b!, is apparently used for the first
time in Ref. 14. The first two exact solutions in Eq.~1! are
used in Ref. 18. The third solution makes it possible to sat-
isfy arbitrary boundary conditions on the curved surface.

In the above equations,Jm is themth-order Bessel func-
tion of the first kind. Equations~2c! and~2d! are made exact
solutions for arbitrary values ofkrm , m51,2,3,...Mr , and
Kzm, m51,2,3,...Mz , by suitably choosing the frequency-
dependent values ofkzms, Krms , xms, cms, gms, andfms.

The frequency-dependent values ofkzms are determined
by substituting Eq.~2c! in Eq. ~5! of Ref. 18 and equating the

determinant of the resulting equation to zero. The character-
istic equation is cubic inkzms

2 and is solved for m
51,2,...,Mr . Similarly, the frequency-dependent values of
Krms are determined by substituting Eq.~7d! in Eq. ~5! of
Ref. 18 and equating the determinant of the resulting equa-
tion to zero. The characteristic equation is cubic inKrms

2 and
solved for m51,2,...,Mz . The corresponding equations are
quadratic19 in isotropic elastic materials and simple expres-
sions are obtained forkzms andKrms .

Substituting Eq.~2c! in Eq. ~5! of Ref. 18 and rearrang-
ing terms yields the following expressions forcms andxms:

cms5$@rv22c33kzms
2 2c44

E krm
2 #@«33

S kzms
2 1«11

S krm
2 #

2@e33kzms
2 1e15krm

2 #2%/Dk , ~3a!

and
xms5$@rv22c33kzms

2 2c44
E krm

2 #@~e151e31!krmkzms#

1@e33kzms
2 1e15krm

2 #@~c13
E 1c44

E !krmkzms#%/Dk ,

~3b!

where
Dk5@e33kzms

2 1e15krm
2 #@~e151e31!krmkzms#1@«33

S kzms
2

1«11
S krm

2 #@~c13
E 1c44

E !krmkzms#. ~3c!

Similarly, substituting Eq.~2d! in Eq. ~5! of Ref. 18 and
rearranging terms yields the following expressions forfms

andgms:

fms5$@rv22c44
E Krms

2 2c33
E Kzm

2 #@«11
S Krms

2 1«33
S Kzm

2 #

2@e15Krms
2 1e33Kzm

2 #2%/DK , ~4a!

and
gms5$@rv22c44

E Krms
2 2c33

E Kzm
2 #@~e151e31!KzmKrms#

1@e15Krms
2 1e33Kzm

2 #@~c13
E 1c44

E !KzmKrms#%/DK ,

~4b!

where
DK5@e15Krms

2 1e33Kzm
2 #@~e151e31!KzmKrms#

1@«11
S Krms

2 1«33
S Kzm

2 #@~c13
E 1c44

E !KzmKrms#. ~4c!

Here, krma are chosen to be the roots ofJ1(krma)50 and
are approximately equal to 0, 3.83, 7.02, 10.17,... form
50,1,2,3,..., respectively. Whenm50, krma and the radial
displacement are zero but the axial displacement and poten-
tial are nonzero and are functions ofKz0 . Therefore, for
convenience, them50 term is not included in Eq.~2c! but in
Eq. ~2a!. Similarly, KzmL/2 are chosen to bemp with m
50,1,2,3,..., respectively. Whenm50, the axial displace-
ment and potential are zero and the radial displacement is a
function of Kr0 . Therefore, for convenience, them50 term
is not included in Eq.~2d! but in Eq.~2a!.

In addition to the leading terms of the Bessel and Fou-
rier series, Eq.~2a! contains two terms for the potential with
coefficientsD and E. These terms are required because a
linear variation of potential can exist even when the displace-
ment is zero due to inertial clamping or clamped boundary
conditions.8
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The values ofkrma andKzmL/2 are chosen such that the
field variables are expressed in terms of complete sets of
functions on the flat and curved surfaces, respectively. It is
noted that forMr5`, Jm(krmr ) form a point-wise complete
set of orthogonal functions whenm50 and a norm-wise
complete set of orthogonal functions whenm5118,24. ~Sets of
functions that are not all zero at the same point and form a
norm-wise complete set are known as point-wise complete
sets.! Similarly, for Mz5`, sin(Kzmz) and cos(Kzmz) form
norm-wise and point-wise complete sets of orthogonal func-
tions, respectively, i.e.,

E
2L/2

1L/2

H~Kzmz!H~Kznz!dz5H 0, mÞn,

L/2, m5n,
~5!

whereH(.) is either sin~.! or cos~.!
The origin of the coordinate system is fixed at the center

of the cylinder and the excitation is symmetric about the
center. Therefore, the radial displacement will be symmetric
about the center of the cylinder and it is expressed in terms
of cos functions in Eq.~2!. If the excitation is antisymmetric
about the center, then the radial displacement will also be
antisymmetric and it should be in terms of sin functions.
Corresponding changes should also be made in the expres-
sions for axial displacement and potential. The Bessel func-
tion of the second kind has not been included in Eqs.~2c!
and ~2d! in order to satisfy the finiteness condition at the
origin. If the cylinder is hollow, this function should also be
included.

Other quantities of interest are now easily determined by
using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, of Ref. 18 and~1!. For example, the
normal components of stress and charge density in the axial
direction are expressed as

Tzz5AS c33
E 1

e33
2

«33
S D Kz0 cos~Kz0z!1Bc13

E kr0J0~kr0r !

1De331 (
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

Ams@c13
E cmskrm1~c33

E

1e33xms!kzms#J0~krmr !cos~kzmsz!

1 (
m51

Mz

(
s51

3

Bms@c13
E fmsKrms1~c33

E

1e33gms!Kzm#J0~Krmsr !cos~Kzmz!. ~6!

and

Dz5Be31kr0J0~kr0r !2D«33
S 1 (

m51

Mr

(
s51

3

Ams@e31cmskrm

1~e332«33
S xms!kzms#J0~krmr !cos~kzmsz!

1 (
m51

Mz

(
s51

3

Bms@e31fmsKrms1~e33

2«33
S gms!Kzm#J0~Krmsr !cos~Kzmz!. ~7!

respectively, and the current is expressed as

I 52E
0

a

j vDz2pr dr 52 j vpa~2Be31J1~kr0a!

2D«33
S a!2 j 2pv (

m51

Mz

cos~Kzmz!

3H (
s51

3

Bms@e31fmsKrms1~e33

2«33
S gms!Kzm#

a

Krms
J1~Krmsa!J ~8!

because24

E
0

a

J0~krmr !r dr 50, m51,2,3,... . ~9!

The current in Eq.~8! should be independent ofz, as seen
from the Gauss zero-divergence condition of Eq.~4! in Ref.
18. It, therefore, follows that the term in braces, i.e., in$ %,
should be zero. This is seen to be the case for each of the
special cases considered below. It is noted that the current
depends only on the average boundary conditions, i.e., it is
independent ofAms and Bms. The input electrical admit-
tance,

Y5G1 jB5 I /F0 ~10!

is easily obtained by using Eq.~8! and the specified applied
voltage,F0 , whereG andB are the input electrical conduc-
tance and susceptance, respectively. The real part of the input
current is positive when the cylinder is electrically excited
but may be negative when the cylinder is simultaneously
electrically and mechanically excited.

It is seen from the above that arbitrary boundary condi-
tions can be satisfied because all field variables are expressed
in terms of complete sets of functions. On the flat, electroded
surfaces,U, F, andTzz are expressed in terms ofJ0(krmr ),
m50,1,2,...; andW and Trz are expressed in terms of
J1(krmr ), m51,2,... . On the curved, unelectroded surfaces,
U, F, and Trz are expressed in terms of sin(Kzmz), m
51,2,...; andW andTrr are expressed in terms of cos(Kzmz),
m50,1,2,... . It therefore follows that arbitrary, piecewise
continuous, and localized boundary and continuity condi-
tions can be satisfied.

Special cases

Several special cases are considered now. The stress on
the surface of the cylinder and the electrical boundary con-
ditions are specified in all the cases. However, a similar pro-
cedure can be used when the displacements are specified.

The normal and shear stress on the flat surfaces are de-
noted byT̄zz andT̄rz , respectively, and the normal and shear
stress on the curved surface are denoted byT̂rr and T̂rz ,
respectively. The potential on the bottom electrode is zero
and the potential on the top electrode is uniform, i.e.,F
5F0 on the top flat surface.F0 is unity for the applied
potential condition, zero for the short-circuit condition, and
is to be determined for the open-circuit condition. The nor-
mal components of electric displacement on the flat and
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curved surface are denoted byD̄z andD̂r , respectively. Un-
der open-circuit condictions, the current is zero. Therefore,

E
0

a

D̄z2pr dr 50, ~11!

The boundary condition onTzz is satisfied by using the or-
thogonal property ofJ0(krnr ) in Eq. ~7! of Ref. 18. Substi-
tuting the specified functionT̄zz in Eq. ~6!, multiplying both
sides byrJ0(krnr ), and integrating overr yields

AF S c33
E 1

e33
2

«33
s D Kz0a2

2
cosS Kz0L

2 D G1B@c13
E aJ1~Kr0a!#

1DzFe33

a2

2 G1 (
m51

Mz

(
s51

3

Bms@c13
E fmsKrms1~c33

E

1e33gms!Kzm#~21!m
a

Krms
J1~Krmsa!

5E
0

a

T̄zzrdr , n50 ~12a!

and

B@c13
E Kr0R~Kr0!#1(

s51

3

Ans@c13
E cnskrn1~c33

E

1e33xns!kzns#R~krn!cosS kznsL

2 D
1 (

m51

Mz

(
s51

3

Bms@c13
E fmsKrms

1~c33
E 1e33gms!Kzm#~21!mR~Krms!

5E
0

a

T̄zzrJ0~kmr !dr, n51,2,... . ~12b!

The above equation is obtained by using24

E
0

a

rJ0~Xr !J0~krnr !dr5R~X!, ~13a!

where

R~X!55
0, X5krm , mÞn

a2

2
J0

2~krna!, X5krn , m5n

Xa

X22krn
2

J0~krna!J1~Xa!, XÞkrn , n51,2,3,...

.

~13b!

The boundary condition onTrz on the flat surfaces, is satis-
fied by using the orthogonal property of ofJ1(krnr ) in Eq.
~7! of Ref. 18. Substituting the specified functionT̄rz in the
general expression forTrz, multiplying both sides by
rJ1(krnr ), and integrating overr yields

2
a2

2
J0

2~krna!(
s51

3

Ans@~c44
E 1e15xns!krn

1cnskznsc44
E #sin~kznsL/2!

5E
0

a

T̄rzrJ1~krnr !dr, n51,2,... . ~14!

The boundary condition onTrr on the flat surfaces, is satis-
fied by using the orthogonal property of cos(Kzmz) in Eq. ~5!.
Substituting the specified functionT̂rr in the general expres-
sion for Trr , multiplying both sides by cos(Kznz), and inte-
grating overz yields

AF2S c13
E 1

e31e33

«33
s D sinS Kz0L

2 D G1BFc11
E Kr0J0~Kr0a!

1
~c12

E 2c11
E !

a
J1~Kr0a!GL1D@e31L#

1 (
m51

Mr

(
s51

3

Ams2F c11
E

kzms
cmskrm1c13

E

1e31xmsGJ0~krma!sinS kzmsL

2 D
5E

2L/2

L/2

T̂rr dz, n50, ~15a!

and

AS c13
E 1

e31e33

«33
s D Kz0S~Kz0!1 (

m51

Mr

(
s51

3

Ams@c11
E cmskrm

1~c13
E 1e31xms!kzms#J0~krma!S~kzms!

1(
s51

3

BnsH @c11
E fnsKrns1~c13

E

1e31gns!Kzn#J0~Krnsa!1
fns

a
J1~Krnsa!~c12

E

2c11
E !J S~Kzn!

5E
2L/2

L/2

T̂rr cos~Kznz!dz, n51,2,... . ~15b!

TABLE I. Material properties25 of PZT5A.

Material property Value

r ~kg/m3! 7750
«11

S (pF/m) 91638.854

«33
S 83038.854

c11
E (GN/m2) 121

c12
E 754

c13
E 752

c33
E 111

c44
E 21.1

e31 (C/m2) 25.4
e33 15.8
e15 12.3
vD (m/s) 4325
vE 3951
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The above equation is obtained using

E
2L/2

1L/2

cos~Xz!cos~Kznz!dz5S~X!, ~16a!

where

S~X!

55
0, X5Kzm, mÞn,

L/2, X5Kzm, m5n,

2~21!n11XL2

~4n2p22X2L2!
sinS XL

2 D , XÞKzm, m51,2,3,... .

~16b!

The boundary condition onTrz on the curved surface is sat-
isfied by using the orthogonal property of sin(Kzmz) in Eq.
~5!. Subsituting the specified functionT̂rz in the genral ex-
pression forTrz, multiplying both sides by sin(Kznz), and
integrating overz yields

2
L

2 (
s51

3

Bns@~c44
E 1e15gns!Krns1c44

E fnsKzn#J1~Krnsa!

5E
2L/2

L/2

T̂rz sin~Kznz!dz, n51,2,... . ~17!

The boundary conditions on the potential are satisfied by
using the orthogonal property ofJ0(krnr ) in Eq. ~7! of Ref.
18. Substituting the specified values of potential in Eq.~2!,
multiplying both side byrJ0(krnr ), and integrating overr
yields

AF2
e33a

2

2«33
S

sinS Kz0L

2 D G1DF2
La2

4 G1ES a2

2 D50 ~18a!

whenn50 for the bottom surface

AFe33a
2

2«33
S

sinS Kz0L

2 D G1DFLa2

4 G1ES a2

2 D
5E

0

a

F0r dr 5F0S a2

2 D , ~18b!

whenn50 for the top surface, and

(
s51

3

Ansxns sinS kznsL

2 D a2

2
J0

2~krna!50, ~18c!

when n5m51,2... , for both top and bottom flat surfaces
because they are equipotential surfaces.

The boundary condition onDr on the curved surface is
satisfied by using the orthogonal property of sin(kzmz) in Eq.
~7!. Substituting the specified functionĎr in the general ex-
pression forDr multiplying both sides by sin(kznz), and inte-
grating overz yields

L

2 (
s51

3

Bns@~«11
s gns2e15!Krns2e15fnsKzn#J1~Krnsa!

5E
2L/2

L/2

D̂r sin~Kznz!dz, n51,2,... . ~19!

The open-circuit boundary condition in Eq.~11! is satisfied
by equating the expression for the current in Eq.~8! to zero,
i.e.,

2Be31J1~Kr0a!2D«33
S a50. ~20!

TABLE II. Resonance frequencies of a solid lossless PZT5A cylinder of radius 20.05 mm and height 2.03 mm
computed using various methods.

Mode
no.

Resonance frequency~kHz!

Guo and
Cawley25

ATILA 20

I 5J540

Present method

M r520, M z52 M r550, M z55 M r5100, M z510

1 49.56 49.56 49.56 49.56 49.56
2 128.1 128.1 128.1 128.1 128.1
3 201.6 201.6 201.6 201.6 201.6
4 272.1 272.0 272.1 272.1 272.0
5 338.5 338.5 338.5 338.5 338.5
6 399.9 399.8 399.6 399.6 399.6
7 455.2 455.0 455.1 455.1 455.1
8 503.8 503.7 503.6 503.6 503.6
9 545.9 546.5 546.1 546.1 546.0

10 582.3 584.6 584.5 584.5 584.5

TABLE III. Material properties of PZT4 with internal losses. The real parts
of the complex coefficients are from Wilson.26

Material property Value

r ~kg/m3! 7500
«11

T (pF/m) 147538.854(12 j 0.004)

«33
T 130038.854(12 j 0.004)

s11
E (TPa)21 12.3(12 j 0.005)

s12
E 24.05(12 j 0.005)

s13
E 25.31(12 j 0.005)

s33
E 15.5(12 j 0.005)

s44
E 39.0(12 j 0.005)

d31 (pC/N) 2123(12 j 0.005)
d33 289(12 j 0.005)
d15 496(12 j 0.005)
nD (m/s) 45331 j 10.22
nE 43051 j 10.76
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For each special case the relevant Eqs. are truncated, com-
bined, and expressed in matrix from as

@F#$X%5$G%, ~21a!

where

$X%T5@A,B,D,E,A11,A12,A13,A21,A22,A23

...AMr1
,AMr2

,AMr3
,B11,B12,B13,B21,B22,B23

...BMz1
,BMz2

,BMz3
#. ~21b!

@F# is a square matrix of size@413(Mr1Mz),413(Mr

1Mz)#, andMr andMz are now finite. The elements of the
column matrix$G% are nonzero only when the corresponding
boundary conditions, i.e., stress boundary conditions and
electrical boundary conditions on the surfaces, are nonzero.
Solving Eq.~21! yields the weights in Eq.~2! and all fields
of interest are determined by using them. The number of
equations is equal to the number of unknown weights irre-
spective of the values ofMr andMz .

1. Case 1

The applied potentialF0 is 1, shear stress is zero on all
surfaces, axial stress is zero on the flat surfaces, and radial
stress and normal component of electric displacement are

zero on the curved surface, i.e.,Trz50 on 0<r<a,
z56L/2,and r 5a, uzu<L/2, Tzz50 on 0<r<a,
z56L/2, Trr 50 on r 5a, uzu<L/2, Dr50 on
r 5a, uzu<L/2, F50 on 0<r<a, z52L/2, andF
51 on 0<r<a, z51L/2.

Equations~14!, ~17!, ~12a!, ~12b!, ~15a!, ~15b!, ~19!, and
~18a!–~18c! are equivalent to the boundary conditions and
are combined in the same sequence. It therefore follows that
the only non-zero element of$G% is

G2Mr13Mz145E
0

a

F0r dr 5
a2

2
~22!

2. Case 2

The boundary conditions onTrz , Tzz, Dr , and F are
the same as those in case 1. However, the normal stress on
the curved surface,Trr , is nonzero only in a band, i.e.,

Trr 5H G on r 5a, uzu<L/~2N!,

0 on r 5a, L/~2N!,uzu<L/2.
~23!

Equations~14!, ~17!, ~12a!, ~12b!, ~15a!, ~15b!, ~19!, and
~18a!–~18c! are again combined in the same sequence. It
therefore, follows that the non-zero elements of$G% are

TABLE IV. Critical frequencies and local maxima and minima in conductance,G, and susceptance,B, of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10 mm
with internal losses for case 1. Results are obtained usingI 5J520 in ATILA and M r5M z520 in the present method. However,* indicates thatM r5M z

530 is used in the present method.

No.

Conductance Susceptance

f s (kHz) Gmax(mS) f 21/2s (kHz) Bmax(mS) f 1/2s (kHz) Bmin (mS)

ATILA
Present
method ATILA

Present
method ATILA

Present
method ATILA

Present
method ATILA

Present
method ATILA

Present
method

1 140.01 140.01 7.081 7.082 139.66 139.66 3.577 3.577 140.35 140.3523.504 23.505
2* 219.68 219.70 0.461 0.461 219.18 219.19 0.261 0.261 220.19 220.2120.199 20.199
3 286.14 286.15 0.0431 0.0431 285.47 285.48 0.0840 0.0840 286.82 286.83 0.0420 0.0420
4 340.77 340.77 0.0145 0.0145 339.97 339.98 0.0934 0.0934 341.56 341.57 0.0800 0.0800
5 398.80 398.82 0.00443 0.00441 398.01 398.04 0.1119 0.1119 399.59 399.61 0.1086 0.1086

TABLE V. Conductance,G, and susceptance,B, of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10 mm with
internal losses for case 1.

Frequency
~kHz!

G ~mS!

ATILA 20 Present method

I 5J520 I 5J540 Mr5Mz510 Mr5Mz520 Mr5Mz550 Mr5Mz5100

100 0.6227 0.6227 0.6227 0.6227 0.6227 0.6227
200 0.7033 0.7033 0.6988 0.7021 0.7031 0.7032
300 0.4662 0.4661 0.4670 0.4663 0.4661 0.4661
400 1.966 1.916 2.233 1.991 1.925 1.916
500 219.2 220.1 219.7 220.0 220.1 220.1

1000 121.7 136.2 136.1 136.2 136.2 136.2

B ~mS!

100 83.00 83.00 83.00 83.00 83.00 83.00
200 25.85 25.86 25.71 25.82 25.85 25.85
300 67.57 67.57 67.56 67.57 67.57 67.57
400 108.8 108.8 108.8 108.8 108.8 108.8
500 171.7 166.9 168.7 167.1 166.6 166.6

1000 338.3 298.8 297.6 296.0 295.4 295.3
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G2Mr1Mz125E
2L/~2N!

L/~2N!

T̂rr dz5
LG

N
, ~24a!

G2Mr1Mz121n5E
2L/~2N!

L/~2N!

T̂rr cos~Kznz!dz

5
LG

np
sinS np

N D , n51,2,...,Mz , ~24b!

and Eq.~22!. It is noted that the real part of the input current
can be negative at some frequencies because of the applied
stress. This, however, cannot occur in case 1.

3. Case 3

The boundary conditions onTrz , Trr , and Dr are the
same as those in case 1; unit axial stress is applied on the flat

TABLE VI. Axial displacement,U, at r 50, z5L/2 of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10 mm with
internal losses for case 1.

Frequency
~kHz!

Re(U) (pm)

ATILA 20 Present method

I 5J520 I 5J540 M r5M z510 M r5M z520 M r5M z550 M r5M z5100

100 2299.4 2299.4 2299.0 2299.3 2299.3 2299.4
200 250.4 250.4 248.0 249.6 250.2 250.3
300 60.85 60.83 60.81 60.78 60.81 60.82
400 225.8 224.3 230.8 226.5 224.6 224.3
500 96.77 78.12 86.47 79.31 77.20 76.88

1000 23.27 24.61 25.14 25.28 25.40 25.42

Im(U) (pm)

100 3.073 3.073 3.068 3.071 3.071 3.073
200 22.388 22.388 22.319 22.367 22.384 22.387
300 2.099 2.097 2.109 2.099 2.097 2.097
400 169.3 164.0 200.8 172.8 165.1 164.0
500 2848.5 2853.9 2864.2 2857.3 2854.9 2854.4

1000 21.701 21.88 8.28 19.27 22.85 23.45

TABLE VII. Axial displacement,U, at r 50, z5L/2 of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10 mm with
internal losses for case 2.

Excitation
N

Frequency
~kHz!

Re(U) (pm)

ATILA 20 Present method

I 5J520 I 5J540 M r5M z510 M r5M z520 M r5M z5 50 M r5M z5 100

200 770.0 777.0 770.4 774.8 776.5 776.8
1 500 273.5 218.2 246.5 222.8 215.7 214.6

1000 220.85 247.89 243.40 246.89 247.91 248.08

200 271.1 271.2 273.9 272.1 271.4 271.2
2 500 2328.0 2258.4 2279.7 2259.5 2254.3 2253.5

1000 138.3 175.4 169.6 176.4 177.9 178.2

200 250a 169.7b 174.4 171.1 170.1 169.9
20 500 92a 21804b 21939 21829 21794 21789

1000 22a 494.4b 464.1 493.3 509.6 512.2

Im(U) (pm)

200 26.052 26.054 25.871 25.997 26.041 26.050
1 500 22479 22492 22519 22501 22495 22493

1000 19.49 82.25 48.66 76.20 85.19 86.69

200 13.23 13.24 13.04 13.17 13.22 13.23
2 500 3255 3280 3329 3296 3285 3283

1000 213.90 26.282 211.66 27.611 26.288 26.070

200 22.4a 18.63b 18.28 18.53 18.61 18.62
20 500 2850a 13609b 13779 13662 13624 13617

1000 3.6a 398.9b 137.3 342.7 409.1 420.2

a625 elements.
b2500 elements.
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surfaces, i.e.,Tzz51 on 0<r<a, z56L/2, potential is
zero on the bottom flat surface, and current is zero because of
open-circuit condition.

Equations~14!, ~17!, ~12a!, ~12b!, ~15a!, ~15b!, ~19!,
~18a!, ~20!, and~18c! are equivalent to the boundary condi-
tions. They are combined in the same sequence. It, therefore,
follows that the only nonzero element of$G% is

GMr1Mz115E
0

a

T̄zzr dr 5
a2

2
. ~25!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical results obtained using the present method are
compared with those obtained using ATILA~version 5.2.2!
and other published results to illustrate the accuracy and rate
of convergence of the present method. Values of certain criti-
cal frequencies, current, displacement, and potential are pre-
sented. In ATILA, second-order, axisymmetric, rectangular
elements are used. The elements are equisized unless other-
wise indicated. ATILA results are obtained usingI 3J ele-
ments, i.e.,I elements in the axial direction andJ elements in
the radial direction. The number of finite elements that is
necessary for accurate analysis depends on the frequency and

spatial distribution of the excitation and is determined
though convergence studies. Lines and dots are used to show
all results obtained using the present approach and ATILA,
respectively. All results shown here are for a cylinder of
length 10 mm and radius 5 mm unless otherwise indicated.

The properties of PZT5A used to compute the resonance
frequencies of a cylinder of length 2.03 mm and radius 20.05
mm (L/a'1/10) and zero stress on all the surfaces are
shown in Table I. The piezoelectric coefficients are all real
and the input electrical conductance,G, of the cylinder is
therefore zero. The input electrical susceptance,B, is discon-
tinuous at the resonance frequencies. Guo and Cawley25 used
the finite element method and these dimensions to compute
to four significant digits the resonance frequencies. They also
listed several material properties of PZT5A. However, they
did not state which set of ten coefficients needed to com-
pletely define a piezoelectric ceramic is used in the compu-
tations. Therefore, the ten coefficients taken from their list
and used here are shown in Table I. The resonance frequen-
cies computed by Guo and Cawley, those computed using
4340 elements in ATILA, andMr /Mz510 in the present
method are shown in Table II. The coefficients input to
ATILA are computed using the coefficients shown in Table I

FIG. 2. ~a! Conductance and~b! sus-
ceptance of a PZT4 cylinder of radius
5 mm and length 10 mm with internal
losses for case 1. Solid line: present
method, dots: ATILA.

FIG. 3. Real part of axial displace-
ment, U, at r 50, z5L/2 of a PZT4
cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10
mm with internal losses for case 1.
Solid line: present method, dots:
ATILA.
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and are not taken from Ref. 25. The agreement between the
three methods is good. The maximum difference between the
ten lowest resonance frequencies computed using ATILA and
the present method is less than 0.05% even whenMr520
andMz52.

The properties of a piezoelectric material with complex
coefficients are shown in Table III. The real parts of these
coefficients are those of PZT426 and the imaginary parts sat-
isfy the conditions derived by Holland.27 In all further illus-
trations, these properties and a cylinder of length 10 mm and
radius 5 mm are used. All results presented in the figures are
at 10, 20, 30,...,1000 kHz and are obtained using 40340
elements in ATILA andMr5Mz520 in the present method.
The effect of increasing the number of elements andMr and
Mz values has also been carried out and is shown in Tables
V–VIII.

Results for case 1 are shown in Tables IV–VI, and Figs.
2 and 3. Critical frequencies of a cylinder with zero stress on
all the surfaces are presented in Table IV. The frequency,f s ,
at whichG reaches a local maximum, the maximum value of
G, Gmax; and the frequenciesf 21/2s and f 1/2s at which B
reaches a local maximum and minimum, respectively; and
the maximum and minimum values ofB, Bmax, and Bmin ,
respectively computed using ATILA and the present method

are shown. In ATILA, 40340 elements are used. In the
present method,Mr5Mz520 is used except to compute the
critical frequencies near 219 kHz for whichMr5Mz530 is
used. In the neighborhood of 219 kHz, the magnitude of the
displacement is maximum atr 5a, z5L/2—indicating that
the response is largely due to excitation of an edge mode.12

The agreement is excellent and the difference between the
critical frequencies computed using the two methods is less
than 0.01% for all the five lowest frequencies. Slower con-
vergence rates have been reported for edge modes in other
investigations also.11,19The term in braces in Eq.~8! is found
to be zero within computational accuracy, thereby confirming
that the current is independent of the axial coordinate.

The input electrical admittance of the cylinder, com-
puted at 10, 20, 30,...,1000 kHz using ATILA and the present
method is shown in Fig. 2 for case 1. The scale of theY axis
is chosen to highlight the agreement at nonresonance fre-
quencies because the values at resonance are compared in
Table IV. Values ofG andB at a few frequencies are shown
in Table V. They are shown for various values ofMr andMz

and it is seen that convergence is very rapid in the present
method. Results obtained using 20320 and 40340 elements
in ATILA are also shown in Table V. In the former case, the
element size is 0.530.25 mm2 and the longer side is about

FIG. 4. Real part of current,I, of a
PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and
length 10 mm with internal losses for
case 2, N52. Solid line: present
method, dots: ATILA.

FIG. 5. Real part of axial displace-
ment, U, at r 50, z5L/2 of a PZT4
cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10
mm with internal losses for case 2,N
52. Solid line: present method, dots:
ATILA.
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one-tenth of the wavelengths 2p/Kz0 and 2p/kr0 at 1 MHz.
However, doubling the number of elements causes a signifi-
cant change inG andB at 1 MHz and there is better agree-
ment with the present method.

The axial displacement atr 50, z5L/2 are shown in
Fig. 3 and Table VI for case 1. In the present method, rate of
convergence is good for displacement but is better for the
admittance. This is due to two reasons.~1! Admittance is
computed by evaluating an integral over the surface area of
the electrodes and thus represents an average effect. As noted
earlier, admittance is dependent only on the coefficientsB
and D and is independent of the coefficientsAms and Bms.
~2! Even thoughU is expressed in terms of a point-wise
complete set of functions, J0(krmr ), m
50,1,2,..., ]J0(krmr )/] dr are all zero atr 50. Therefore,
the rate of convergence atr 50 is slow as observed earlier.18

In ATILA, doubling the number of elements has a significant
effect at 1 MHz especially on the imaginary part of displace-
ment. At low frequencies,U on the flat surfaces is approxi-
mately equal to the static displacement2d33/2521.445
3102101 j 7.225310213m. The static result is obtained by
usingTrr 5Tuu5Tzz5Trz50 everywhere in the cylinder.

Results for case 2 (N51 andG553103; N52 andG
5104; andN520 andG5105) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5
and in Table VII. In this case, a potential difference of 1 V is
applied across the electrodes and the curved surface is simul-
taneously stressed. Input current is shown in Fig. 4 forN
52 andG5104, i.e., radial stress is applied over the central
half of the cylinder, at 10, 20, 30,...,1000 kHz. The value of
G is chosen such that the effect of the applied potential and
the applied stress are comparable at low frequencies. In con-

trast to Fig. 2, the real part of the current is negative at some
frequencies—a consequence of the application of mechanical
excitation. The real and imaginary parts of the current com-
puted using ATILA and the present method are in good
agreement at all frequencies. Axial displacement is shown in
Fig. 5 for N52 and in Table VII forN51, 2, and 20. It is
seen from Table VII that more terms are required for conver-
gence asN increases. ForN51, at low frequencies,U on the
flat surfaces is approximately equal to the static displacement
(2s13

E G2d33F0 /L)L/2' 2 4.103102101 j 2.05310212 m.
The static result is obtained by usingTrr 5Tuu5G and Tzz

5Trz50 everywhere in the cylinder. ForN520, instead of
the 20320 and 40340 elements used in the other cases,
ATILA results are obtained using a total of 625 and 2500
elements, respectively. In the latter mesh, a fine mesh of 900
elements is used in the regionsr<a/10 anduzu<L/40, and
1600 elements are used in the remaining regions. Good
agreement between ATILA and the present method is ob-
tained even when the load is localized and the frequency is
high when 2500 elements are used. However, when only 625
elements are used, only the results at 200 kHz are approxi-
mately correct.

Results for case 3 are shown in Fig. 6 and Table VIII.
The potential difference generated by application of uniform
unit stress on the flat surfaces is shown. The real and imagi-
nary components of potential computed using ATILA and the
present method are in good agreement. The real and imagi-
nary parts of the potential have converged in the present
method even at 1 MHz. Better agreement can be obtained at
such frequencies by using more elements in ATILA.

FIG. 6. Real part of potential,F, at z
5L/2 of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5
mm and length 10 mm with internal
losses for case 3. Solid line: present
method, dots: ATILA.

TABLE VIII. Potential, F, atz5L/2 of a PZT4 cylinder of radius 5 mm and length 10 mm with internal losses
for case 3.

Frequency
~kHz!

Re~F! ~mV!

ATILA 20 Present method

I 5J520 I 5J540 M r5M z5 10 M r5M z5 20 M r5M z5 50 M r5M z5 100

200 20.6396 20.6396 20.6460 20.6413 20.6398 20.6396
500 0.3609 0.3631 0.3624 0.3630 0.3632 0.3632

1000 0.1388 0.1125 0.1112 0.1096 0.1090 0.1090

Im~F! ~mV!

200 20.0281 20.0281 20.0282 20.0281 20.0281 20.0281
500 20.2149 20.2194 20.2179 20.2192 20.2196 20.2197

1000 20.1533 20.2037 20.2049 20.2067 20.2074 20.2075
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Only the real parts of functions are compared in Figs. 3,
5, and 6. Similar good agreement is obtained for the imagi-
nary parts also.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An accurate method is presented to determine the forced
responses of axially polarized, finite cylinders with internal
losses. In this method, exact solutions to the governing equa-
tions are used and all field variables~displacements, poten-
tial, stress, and electric displacement! are expressed in terms
of complete sets of functions. Therefore, arbitrary boundary
conditions can be satisfied.

The method is illustrated by presenting the resonance
frequencies for free vibration and the responses to a variety
of excitations. Numerical values of the complex input elec-
trical admittance and the complex displacement are com-
puted and compared with finite element results. For cylinders
with internal losses, the frequency,f s , at which the conduc-
tance,G reaches a local maximum, the maximum value ofG,
Gmax, and the frequenciesf 21/2s and f 1/2s at which the sus-
ceptanceB reaches a local maximum and minimum, respec-
tively, and the maximum and minimum values ofB, Bmax,
and Bmin , respectively, are all in excellent agreement with
ATILA. For a cylinder of length 10 mm and radius 5 mm, the
five lowest of each of the above critical frequencies com-
puted using ATILA and the present method differ by less
than 0.01%. These frequencies are of interest in the design of
devices and in the characterization28 of piezoelectric mate-
rial. The axial displacement at the center of the flat surfaces
is also in good agreement with ATILA even when the exci-
tation is localized and the frequency is high. The comparison
is made at this point because convergence, in the present
method, is relatively slow atr 50. For most practical appli-
cations, less than ten terms in the present method will be
sufficient.

The method can be extended to analyze hollow cylinders
by using appropriate complete sets of functions. It can also
be extended to analyze Langevin transducers, piezocompos-
ites, and other devices.
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On the externalization of virtual sound images in headphone
reproduction: A Wiener filter approacha)
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In-head localization of sound images is a critical problem in headphone reproduction. The paper
investigates the degree of externalization in terms of the distance of auditory images for various
synthesis and reproduction cases. An effective binaural headphone system was constructed by way
of binaural synthesis using head-related impulse responses and individual headphone equalization
using Wiener filter theory. The headphone system designed had an average reproduction
performance error of 2.4% for five subjects with a random noise input, and was used to perform
some subjective tests with a set of virtual sources equally spaced and distanced from the center of
each subject’s head in the horizontal plane. The effects of individual and nonindividual binaural
syntheses and those of equalized and nonequalized reproductions were separately investigated. In
the tests, each subject was instructed to indicate the distance of auditory images. The results
obtained demonstrate that individual equalization is important for externalization, and individual
synthesis is important for consistent distance perception. Thus, a combined use of both individual
equalization and individual synthesis resulted in externalized sound images of a consistent distance.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1921548#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of binaural technology is to give the
listener a vivid and realistic impression, as if he or she were
in the actual place of the acoustic events. Two steps are gen-
erally required for this to occur. First, binaural signals con-
taining all the spatial information of acoustic events with
respect to a ‘‘target listener’’ must be prepared from either
recording or synthesizing. Second, an effective binaural~or
authentic! reproduction system should be designed to repro-
duce the signals authentically at the eardrums of a ‘‘destina-
tion listener,’’ who is in a different environment equipped
with loudspeakers or headphones. Headphone reproduction
is often preferred due to its powerful characteristics regard-
ing perfect channel separation and head-oriented installation.
It is thus free from those obstacles generally occurring in
loudspeaker reproduction, such as cross-talk, sweet spot, and
listening room problems. However, it also has some critical
acoustical drawbacks apart from a possible feeling of dis-
comfort that comes from wearing headphones. As head-
phones are worn on the listener’s head, the auditory events
tend to come inside the head~in-head localization! and
front–back orientations are often reversed~front–back con-
fusion!. These can seriously harm the listening comfort and
the clarity of a spatial auditory display.

In-head localization~IHL !, as well as front–back confu-
sion, is an inherent problem of headphones and has been

known for more than half a century among psychoacoustic
researchers. As reviewed by Blauert~1983, Secs. 2.1–3!,
there have been many hypotheses regarding the reasons:~1!
differences in the sound transmission channels between real-
life listening and headphone listening;~2! unnatural reso-
nances of the headphone cavity;~3! unnatural loadings of the
ear drum;~4! invariability of the headphone signals when the
head is moved;~5! bone-transmitted sounds, etc. The first
three hypotheses are closely related to each other and have
gained more support. Although less general, IHL can also
happen in loudspeaker reproduction, particularly when the
listener’s head is immobilized and no visual information of
the source is presented~Blauert, 1983!. Toole ~1969! re-
ported that a source in the median plane, such as that in the
right front or rear, occasionally caused IHL for some listen-
ers. The front source was more frequently judged to be inside
than the rear source. IHL could also happen if two sources
located at both sides of the ears emitted the same signal.

Whatever the reasons are for IHL in headphone repro-
duction, there have been many endeavors to resolve this.
Sakamotoet al. ~1976! tried to present somewhat external-
ized auditory illusions by adding enough artificial reverbera-
tion. A more proper treatment was pioneered by Wightman
and Kistler~1989a, b! based on tackling the first hypothesis
described above: differences in the sound transmission chan-
nels between real-life listening and headphone listening. In
order to deliver the same realistic signals heard in the real
world to a headphone listener, real-world signals were syn-
thesized using head-related-transfer-functions~HRTFs! and
presented using equalized headphones. The delivery was
moderately successful in terms of both objective accuracy
and subjective directional discriminations. However, the dis-
tance of sound images accounting for the degree of external-

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Objective and subjective evalu-
ations of 3D sound reproduction in a headphone,’’ Inter-Noise 2003, Jeju,
Korea, August 2003.

b!Present address: EMPA, Ueberlandstr. 129, Duebendorf, Switzerland; elec-
tronic mail: smkim123@hanmail.net

c!Present address: Digital Appliance Research Lab, LG Electronics, Inc.,
327-23 Gasan-dong, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, 153-802, Korea.
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ization was not investigated and the equalizer employed was
a rather simple one constructed by an inverse Fourier trans-
form of the ratio between the acoustic responses recorded in
the free field and under headphones. Later, Mølleret al.
~1996! took up a similar task, using binaural signals directly
recorded from a subject’s own head~individual recording!
and other heads~nonindividual recordings!. Headphones
were individually equalized for each subject, and the method
was a minimum phase IIR-filter approximation of the target
amplitude response only, disregarding its phase response.
Their subjective tests demonstrated that binaural headphone
listening was as good as real-life listening in terms of distin-
guishing a number of ‘‘predefined’’ locations of sound
sources. The results using nonindividual recordings were
slightly worse for the sources in the median plane. Again, the
degree of externalization was not considered. Hartmann and
Wittenberg~1996! introduced a simple synthesis and equal-
ization technique suitable for their specific task studying
psycho-acoustical parameters of externalization of some
simple sounds.

The success of the research activities in the above-
described category is primarily determined by a proper use
of headphone equalizers. The work presented here employs
an optimal equalization method based on the Wiener filter
approach and closely follows the systematic framework re-
cently presented by Kim and Wang~2003! for the authentic
reproduction of stereo sound in loudspeaker reproduction.
The designed equalization filters are optimal in terms of re-
producing the original signals from the sense of minimizing
the mean square errors. With this framework, the reproduc-
tion performance errors can be easily quantified by a simple
comparison between the original and reproduced signals in
the time domain. However, it should be noted that such op-
timal filters do not necessarily bring optimal performances
from the human perception point of view. Nonetheless, the
Wiener filter method employed in this paper should be a
good candidate on which one may rely, particularly when no
golden method is known. After accuracy is ensured objec-
tively to some degree, the test system is then used to conduct
some subjective tests that are focused on the degree of ex-
ternalization in terms of the distance of auditory images.

In the tests, the subjects were requested to identify the
location of ‘‘auditory events or images’’~where one feels!,
rather than to estimate that of ‘‘actual sources’’~where one
thinks!. Such a distinction is consistent with that used by

Blauert~1983, p. 46!. One may interpret that the former has
no fixed correct answer and is wholly conducted in the sub-
ject’s internal auditory space. On the other hand, the latter
generally has a correct answer from an objective sense and
involves some previous experience and knowledge since it
requires mapping the internal auditory space into the external
acoustic space. The effects of individual and nonindividual
binaural syntheses and those of equalized and nonequalized
reproductions are investigated. The externalization perfor-
mance obtained from the subjective tests was encouraging,
which could support the validity of the test system used.

II. WIENER FILTER APPROACH

A. Binaural technology in headphone reproduction

Binaural technology in virtual sound is comprised of
binaural synthesis and binaural reproduction. The former is
needed to render spatial effects on an original sound signal
by using synthesis filters such as HRTFs and room-transfer-
functions. The latter is needed to authentically reproduce the
synthesized signals to the listener’s eardrums by using equal-
ization ~or inverse! filters that can cancel out the effect of a
particular electro-acoustic reproduction path.

A complete implementation procedure for headphone re-
production is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 1,
where binaural synthesis and reproduction techniques are
implemented by way of a HRTFAi( j v) and an equalization
filter Hi( j v), respectively. The subscripti 51,2 denotes the
left- or right-ear channel of a listener, respectively. The sig-
nal s(t) is the original sound signal,ui(t) is the binaurally
synthesized signal,v i(t) is the headphone input signal, and
di(t) is the probe microphone output signal. The real physi-
cal electro-acoustic systemG̃i( j v) represents the acoustical
eardrum responsedi(t) to the electrical headphone input

v i(t). The tilde in G̃i( j v) has been used to stress a real
physical system that usually contains measurement noise and
is often slightly nonlinear, and those without it represent
ideal linear systems. Since there is a perfect channel separa-
tion between the left- and right-ear channels, only a single
channel is illustrated in Fig. 1 for simplicity. One can draw
the other channel easily, but note the same monaural signal
s(t) is also fed to that channel. To design these binaural
synthesis and reproduction filters, some knowledge on sys-

FIG. 1. Binaural technology in headphone reproduc-
tion: an original monaural sounds(t), the binaurally
synthesized soundui(t), the headphone input signal
v i(t), the probe microphone output signaldi(t), where
the subscripti 51,2 denotes the left- or right-ear chan-
nel of a listener, respectively.
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tem identification techniques is a prerequisite, which is sum-
marized in the following section.

B. System modeling filter

Let a real physical systemg̃(t) be excited by a test
signal x(t) and its response bey(t). Using both input and
output signals, one can estimate a linearized modelg(t) of
the system. This modeling process is depicted in Fig. 2,
where the input–output relationship can be written as

y~ t !5g~ t !* x~ t !1m~ t !, ~1!

where the asterisk (* ) denotes the linear convolution opera-
tor andm(t) is themodeling error.

To obtain the optimal model forg̃(t) that minimizes the
mean square of the errorm(t), the Wiener filter can be used.
There have been various system identification methods, but
most fall in the category of Wiener filter~Haykin, 1996;
Papoulis, 1984!. The fundamental structure of the Wiener
filter is indicated inside the dashed box in Fig. 2 with its
typical notations@i.e., the receivedr (t), desiredd(t), error
e(t) signals#. Their relations with the physical signals are:
r (t)5x(t), d(t)5y(t), ande(t)5m(t). The Wiener filter is
the physically realizable optimal filter that minimizes the er-
ror e(t) in the mean square sense when the desiredd(t) and
receivedr (t) signals are ergodic and stationary random.

When implemented by a finite impulse response~FIR!
filter in the discrete time domain, the Wiener filterg@k# is the
solution of the discrete form of the Wiener–Hopf equation
given by

(
k50

`

Rrr @n2k#g@k#5Rrd@n#, n>0, ~2!

whereRrr @n# and Rrd@n# are, respectively, the autocorrela-
tion of the received signalr @k# and the cross-correlation be-
tween the received signal and the desired signald@k#. If the
filter has I coefficients, then Eq.~2! can be expressed in
matrix form as

Ag5b, ~3!

where the (I 3I ) autocorrelation matrixA is a Toeplitz ma-
trix, g is theI length Wiener filter coefficient vector, andb is
theI length cross-correlation vector~Haykin, 1996; Papoulis,
1984!. Thus, the Wiener filter is given by

g5A21b. ~4!

If the received signal is spectrally rich as in random pro-
cesses, the matrixA is guaranteed to be positive definite. If
not, one may add robustness, for example, by usingA1bI
instead ofA, whereb is a robustness coefficient andI is an
identity matrix ~Elliott, 2001!.

There are two computationally intensive processes in
Wiener filtering: one for the averaging process for estimating
the correlation functions and the other for the inverse matrix
calculation. When some special input signals are used, how-
ever, these burdens can be greatly relieved. First, when the
input signal is a periodic sequence of a long maximum-
length-sequence~MLS! ~Vanderkooy, 1994!, the autocorrela-
tion matrix becomes an identity matrix so that no inverse
process is required~i.e., g5b). Due to this character, MLSs
are particularly welcome for acoustic systems that often have
long reverberation times, as also used for the HRIR~head-
related-impulse-response, which is the time domain repre-
sentation of a HRTF! measurement described in the Appen-
dix of this paper. Golay codes are another example in this
category~Zahorik, 2000!. Second, when the test signal and
the system output signal are deterministic transient signals
having no additive noise, no averaging process is required
~Kim and Wang, 2003!. This situation is called deterministic
Wiener filtering while a case having random signals is
known as random Wiener filtering.

C. Equalization filter

The deterministic Wiener filter can be effectively used
for designing the equalization inverse filterh(t) whose fre-
quency response function corresponds toHi( j v) in Fig. 1.
Once the optimal system modelg(t) is identified by the pro-
cedure in the previous section, this model is then used for
designing its inverse filterh(t). As illustrated in Fig. 3, this
design task is a typical deconvolution problem that is to per-
fectly reproduce the original input signal at the output by
deconvolvingg(t) using its inverse filterh(t). In the dia-
gram, a time delay ind(t2t) is introduced in order to yield
a causal inverse filterh(t). An appropriate time delayt
should be endorsed for a satisfactory equalization due to the
nonminimum phase characteristics of the system. It is again
a Wiener filtering problem, as indicated by a dashed box in
Fig. 3. The input–output relationship can be written as

d~ t2t!5g~ t !* h~ t !* d~ t !1n~ t !, ~5!

wheren(t) can be defined as theinverse error. The optimal
equalization filterh(t) can be obtained by the deterministic

FIG. 2. Wiener’s problem for finding an optimal linear filterg(t) that mini-
mizes the error signale(t) in the mean square sense when the receivedr (t)
and desiredd(t) signals are ergodic and stationary random. The real physi-
cal system containing measurement noise is denoted asg̃(t) for distinction.

FIG. 3. Deconvolution ofg(t) using the inverse filterh(t). The dashed box
indicates a Wiener filter problem.
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Wiener filtering with settingr (t)5g(t) andd(t)5d(t2t).
Since it inevitably involves a matrix inversion as given by
Eq. ~4!, this Wiener filter equalization method is effective
particularly when the systemg(t) and the equalizerh(t) are
realized with short FIR filters. If any of them is very long, an
approximate but faster method may have to be considered,
such as a robust frequency domain inverse method~Kirkeby
et al., 1998! or minimum phase approximations of the target
amplitude response~Gardner and Martin, 1994; Mølleret al.,
1996; Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989!.

When the equalization filter is implemented as shown in
Fig. 1, the finalreproduction errorcan be calculated by com-
paring the binaurally synthesized signalui(t) and the micro-
phone measured signaldi(t) as given by

ei~ t !5di~ t !2ui~ t2t!, ~6!

wherei 51,2. The modeling, inverse, and reproduction errors
can be more simply quantified in terms of variances of sig-
nals, as is generally used in the Wiener filter theory. Thus,
the corresponding performance errors are given in the
Wiener filter framework by

J~%!5
E@e2~ t !#

E@d2~ t !#
3100, ~7!

where E@+2# denotes the variance,e(t)5m(t) and d(t)
5y(t) in system modeling,e(t)5n(t) andd(t)5d(t2t) in
equalization, ande(t)5ei(t) and d(t)5ui(t2t) in repro-
duction. The notationsr (t), d(t), ande(t) have been used
only for Wiener filtering and inside the dashed boxes in Figs.
2 and 3. They should not be confused with the physical vari-
ables in Fig. 1, for example,di(t). It is important to notice
that all the errors involved, such as modeling, inverse, and
unpredictable repeatability errors are finally manifested in
the form of reproduction error, and thus the reproduction
performance error can be used as an objective accuracy mea-
sure of the binaural reproduction system. For the details of
equalization filter design and error analysis, readers are re-
ferred to the work by Kim and Wang~2003!.

III. HEADPHONE EQUALIZATION

A. Subjects and test conditions

Both objective and subjective tests were carried out with
five male subjects between 27 and 37 years of age with nor-
mal hearing, whose initials were S, M, G, W and D, where S
and W were the authors of this paper. All tests were con-
ducted in a noise-proof recording studio booth~Sound &
Noise 1818 model having 1.8 m31.8 m32.0 m internal vol-
ume! using an open-type headphone~Sennheiser HD600!
and a probe microphone~Etymothic Research ER-7! inserted
about 20 mm into the ear canal, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
test system was computer-controlled using theMATLAB data
acquisition and signal processing toolboxes and a soundcard
~Lynx II ! as a front-end device for data acquisition and trans-
mission at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz.

B. Headphone equalization

For the system modeling, the test signal was a random
signal of length 44 10032 samples. Only the right ear was

tested and its corresponding equalization filter was also used
for equalizing the other channel. This arrangement is argu-
able because the electro-acoustic response of one channel of
the headphones will never be exactly the same as that of the
other channel. Each channel response is dependent on vari-
ous factors including the shape of the ear, the headphone
fitting status on the ear and jaw, the location of the probe
microphone inside the ear cannel, etc. However, some degree
of symmetry was assumed mainly for the convenience of
testing. This assumption was also convenient in this study
because there was no guarantee for a consistent headphone
fitting status during the whole course of tests including the
successive subjective tests where the probe microphone was
pulled out to avoid any discomfort while testing and indicat-
ing answers using a pencil, as will be described later. Since
system responses were quite different across subjects, how-
ever, modeling and equalization were performed for each
subject. The Wiener filter model for each system was ob-
tained using the random Wiener filtering described in Eqs.
~2!–~4! with the robustness coefficientb50. Its correspond-
ing equalization filter was designed using the deterministic
Wiener filtering described in the previous section with a ro-
bustness coefficient ofb51024 to account for the effects of
slight nonsymmetry between two channels and possible
headphone fitting changes while testing. For both identifica-
tion and equalization, a FIR filter length of 1024 was used
and a 256-sample delay was given tot in the inverse filter
design.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the modeled systemg1(t) of
subject W and its equalization filter responseh1(t), respec-
tively. Figure 4~c! shows the frequency domain representa-
tions of the modeled systemG1( j v) ~solid line! and
the equalization filter H1( j v) ~dashed!. In addition,
the complete channel response~dotted! computed by
G1( j v)•H1( j v) shows a nearly flat response, which dem-
onstrates an excellent equalization~in the time domain, it is
an impulse-like signal!.

In order to assess the accuracy of the reproduction sys-
tem designed, the reproduction error was also examined for
each subject. A description of the test procedure follows.
Sinceu1(t)5s(t) in Fig. 1, the test random signals(t) was
first convolved with the equalizerh1(t) and the resulting
convolved random signalv1(t) was then transmitted to the
headphone. By comparing the measured responsed1(t) and
the original signals(t), the reproduction error could be cal-
culated using Eqs.~6!, ~7! with the setting u1(t2t)
5s(t2t). The time delayt could be numerically identified
from the cross-correlation function betweens(t) andd1(t).
Table I shows the modeling, inverse, and reproduction per-
formance errors for all subjects. Less than 0.5% error values
were achieved in the modeling and inverse processes for all
five subjects. The average reproduction performance error
for the five subjects was about 2.4%. When the equalization
filter was absent, on the other hand, the reproduction perfor-
mance error reached as high as 80%.
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IV. SUBJECTIVE TEST

A. Test sources and sets

Subjective tests were carried out for each subject imme-
diately after equalization, and were completed for all five

subjects. The probe microphone used in the equalization ses-
sion was pulled out of the ear canal to avoid any discomfort.
The original source signal was a random~white noise! signal
of 250 ms duration with 20 ms ramps at the beginning and
end, respectively. By convolving the source signal with a
pair of HRTFs,A1( j v) andA2( j v) in Fig. 1, for a specific
source, a pair of virtual source signals were synthesized. The
virtual sources synthesized and tested were those in the hori-
zontal plane, equally distributed in 15° steps and distanced
1.4 m from the center of the subject’s head. In total, 24
positions were tested starting from the right front and shift-
ing in a clockwise direction, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Four sets of tests were conducted separately:~1!
KEMAR HRIRs without headphone equalization;~2!
KEMAR HRIRs with equalization;~3! individual HRIRs
without equalization; and~4! individual HRIRs with equal-
ization. KEMAR ~nonindividual! HRIRs were those pro-
vided by MIT using a KEMAR dummy head~Gardner and
Martin, 1994!, and the individual HRIRs of the five subjects
were measured in an anechoic chamber, as summarized in
the Appendix. No information about the test sets~i.e., which
set was playing! was given to the subjects. Although two of
the subjects~the authors, S and W! were well informed about
how the signals were processed, this was not thought to af-
fect the confidence of the tests. It was because the tests were
to identify the locations of auditory events~i.e., images of
sound sources! that had no fixed correct answers.

FIG. 4. Headphone-ear canal impulse responseg1(t) of subject W in~a!, its
inverse h1(t) ~b!, and their frequency responses in~c!: system model
G1( j v) ~solid line!, its equalization filterH1( j v) ~dashed!, and the com-
plete channel response~dotted! computed byG1( j v) H1( j v).

TABLE I. Modeling, inverse, and reproduction performance errors for each
subject~%!.

Subjects

Errors

Modeling Inverse Reproduction

S 0.20 0.33 1.95
W 0.20 0.15 1.75
M 0.18 0.22 3.34
G 0.18 0.44 1.09
D 0.19 0.19 3.85

Average 0.19 0.26 2.40

FIG. 5. Test sheet distributed to the five subjects to indicate the image locus
of a virtual source starting from the right front direction and shifting in the
clockwise direction in 15° steps. At front–back confusion angles, the per-
ceived distance is indicated in the known original direction with the same
length but with a mark for distinction.
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B. Instructions

Unlike some subjective tests in the literature~Møller
et al., 1996, and references therein!, estimatinga number of
‘‘predefined’’ locations of acoustic sources was not a concern
in this test. Instead, the tests were focused on a more funda-
mental problem: the locations of sound images where the
auditory events were perceived to occur. In particular, the
degree of externalization was investigated in terms of the
distance of sound images from the head center, and the di-
rection was disregarded. The direction was excluded because
some preliminary tests conducted suggested that a confident
determination of both the distance and direction of a source
image at the same time was an extremely difficult and stress-
ful task, particularly when the source image was localized
inside the head.

Thus in the actual test, each subject was informed of the
source direction prior to testing each source, and was in-
structed to simply indicate the source image distance only
along the given source direction. Subjects were also in-
structed to indicate front–back confusion sources. They were
advised to pay careful attention to the relative location of
source images with reference to the boundary of the head.
They were also advised to hold their heads upright and close
their eyes to maximize concentration while sources were re-
played, but not forced to do so. Before the actual test, sounds
for the set of 24 sources in Fig. 5 were played in a clockwise
direction, three times, to give familiarity of the rough locus
of the source set. In the actual test, sounds for each source
were repeatedly played until the subject made a decision. It
was reminded that there was no fixed correct answer; the

FIG. 6. Source image loci~thick solid lines! identified by subjects S, W, M, D, and G for four test sets:~1! KEMAR HRIRs without headphone equalization,
~2! KEMAR HRIRs with equalization,~3! individual HRIRs without equalization, and~4! individual HRIRs with equalization. The small circles indicate
front–back confused angles.
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location marked by the subject was the answer. Each test set
took less than 10 min for each subject.

In Fig. 5, there are three divisions inside the head and
one division outside in the test sheet distributed to each sub-
ject for indicating the source images using a pen. Such divi-
sions were made since our initial concern was to check
whether the sound images of each test set were located inside
or outside of the head. Test sets 1 and 2 were conducted first,
and sets 3 and 4 were tested several weeks later. The former
sets were marked on the discrete divisions, 0 to 4. On this
scale, the images near the vicinity of the skull are marked on
level 3 and those ‘‘clearly externalized and remote’’ are
marked on level 4. After conducting sets 1 and 2, however,
some subjects suggested that a continuous scale would be
more appropriate~perhaps regarding the inside in linear scale
and the outside in logarithmic scale!. As such, this scale was
adopted for sets 3 and 4 without a serious loss of consistency.
Again, level 4 is for ‘‘clearly externalized remote’’ images
and no specific distance for it was indicated to the subjects.

C. Discussions

The results from the five subjects are combined for all
four test sets in Fig. 6 for easy comparison, where the col-
umns correspond to test sets 1–4 counting from the left
while the rows correspond to subjects S, W, M, D, and G
from the top. The thick solid lines indicate the perceived
sound image loci and the small circles in the loci denote the
front–back confusion angles. For example, in the~1,1! sub-
plot showing the test result of subject S for set 1, the actual
source from 330° was perceived to be from 210°, and its
absolute image distance was level 2, according to the test
sheet in Fig. 5.

Set 1 ~KEMAR HRIRs without equalization! seriously
suffers from in-head-localization in most angles as well as
front–back confusion. All the confusions are front-to-back
confusions; that is, front sources are perceived to be rear
sources. Only the right and left sources at around 90° and
270° are perceived to be externalized. Set 2~KEMAR
HRIRs with equalization! offers dramatically improved spa-
tial effects to all subjects. Front–back confusion is greatly
reduced and many sources are now externalized except the
front and rear sources within the scope angle of630°. It is
shown that the front sources are more difficult to externalize
in subjects S and W, and the front and rear sources are
equally difficult in subjects M, D, and G. A comparison of
the results of sets 1 and 2 makes the advantage of headphone
equalization obvious: it enlarges the source image distance
so that, as a benefit, externalization as well as front–back
distinction is enhanced.

Since the imperfect results in set 2 were suspected to be
from the dummy head HRIRs, which could be quite different
from those of the subjects, each individual’s HRIRs were
used in sets 3 and 4. Test results of set 3~individual HRIRs
without equalization! show that front–back distinction is im-
proved and the image distance is enlarged, compared with set
1. In addition, the most remarkable pattern is that the dis-
tance perception is now more consistent and the loci are
more circle-like, as observed particularly in subjects, S, W,
and D. On the contrary, there has been a lot of fluctuation in

the loci of sets 1 and 2 using the KEMAR HRIRs. Compar-
ing set 2 and set 3, it can be noticed that the use of equal-
ization is more important for externalization than the use of
the individual HRIRs. Finally, results of test set 4~individual
HRIRs with equalization! are shown in the fourth column.
No front–back confusion occurs in any of the subjects. Sub-
jects S and D report perfect externalizations with consistent
distances, subject M reports an excellent externalization with
a moderately consistent distance, and subject G reports an
improved spatial perception compared with set 2. In subject
W, sources on the front half are not externalized for some
reason, but distance perception is slightly more consistent
than set 2.

Figure 7 concisely compares some statistical values of
each test set from the raw data shown in Fig. 6. The subplots
of Fig. 7 correspond to the four test sets, as indicated by
~1!–~4!. The mean~thick solid lines! and standard deviation
~error bars! values were calculated at each angle considering
only the absolute image distances. Front–back confusions
are separately considered using concentric circles, where the
number of concentric circles indicates the number of occur-
rences from five subjects. It should be remembered that the
statistical evaluations in Fig. 7 are based on data from only
five subjects that are rather small samples to draw any sta-
tistical generalization. Thus, any general discussion on the
trend should be made by cross-checking the consistency with
the original data in Fig. 6. The well externalized source di-
rections in each test set are the side sources at around 90°
and 270° in set 1, the lateral sources within the scope angle
645° in set 2, and the lateral sources within the scope angle
630° in set 3, and nearly all the surrounding sources in set
4. Sets 1–3 have ‘‘cocoon-like’’ shapes with large blunt
notches up and down, while set 4 has nearly a ‘‘circle’’ shape
with a small notch at the top.

FIG. 7. Average source image loci~thick solid lines! and standard devia-
tions ~error bars! for four test sets 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown in the subplots
~1!–~4!. The number of concentric circles in the loci denotes the number of
front–back confusions among five subjects. For detailed captions on each
set, refer to Fig. 6.
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The cocoon-shape results could be due to the variable
human resolution to horizontal spatial sources. The localiza-
tion blur ~perceptual resolution or sensitivity! of humans has
a global minimum of63.6° for the right front source, a local
minimum of 65.5° for the rear, and has increasing blurs as
the source moves to the sides~Blauert, 1983, pp. 40–41!.
Thus, humans are more sensitive in discriminating frontal
and rear sources than lateral sources. It may equally mean
that humans are not easily fooled~convinced! by frontal or
rear virtual sources, unless the virtual sounds are very close
~unperceivable! duplications of the corresponding real
sounds. For lateral sources, to which humans are less sensi-
tive, a crude virtual sound system such as using test set 1 can
still work well as shown in Fig. 7~a!. In addition to this
hypothesis, the notch on top of the circle could be partly due
to the fact that some other sense, such as vision, might be
more crucial for the human perception of the right front
source~Toole, 1969!. In fact, difficulties in the median plane
sources, the right front and rear sources, are occasionally
experienced even in real-life listening~Toole, 1969; Møller
et al., 1996!.

Overall, it was observed that, when the image was local-
ized inside the head, more playbacks of the signals were
requested and the decision often turned out to be a front–
back confusion angle. The right front source at 0° was the
most repeated one for all subjects in all test sets. Set 1 took
the longest time for testing, sets 2 and 3 followed sequen-
tially, and set 4 was the shortest. To account for these differ-
ences, it may be useful to introduce a confidence level for
each decision, indicated in parallel with the image location.
Or as an alternative, the test may be performed several times.
Finally, it is worthwhile to add somepost hocdiscussions on
the subjective test sheet in Fig. 5, where there are three
equally distanced divisions inside the head and one division
outside. The divisions can be made several different ways
including the suggestion of one of the reviewers of this pa-
per: the apparent distance is simply ‘‘about right’’ or ‘‘too
close’’ or ‘‘inside.’’ If most sources are imaged inside the
head, such as the case of test set 1, many divisions outside
the head extending to the presumed distance~1.4 m! or the
auditory horizon would be of no use, but distracting the sub-
ject who is paying attention to the relative distance of the
image with respect to his skull. However, this choice of di-
visions can be helpful when most sources are imaged out-
side, such as the case of test set 4. Thus, the divisions may
have to be made in an ad hoc manner depending on applica-
tions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The degree of externalization in headphone reproduction
was investigated for various synthesis and reproduction
cases. An effective binaural headphone system was con-
structed by way of binaural synthesis using head-related im-
pulse responses and individual headphone equalization using
Wiener filter theory. The headphone system designed had an
average reproduction performance error of 2.4% for five sub-
jects with a random noise input, and was used to perform

some subjective tests for a set of virtual sources in the hori-
zontal plane which were equally distanced 1.4 m from the
center of each subject’s head.

In subjective tests, the effects of individual and nonindi-
vidual binaural syntheses and those of equalized and non-
equalized reproductions were separately investigated. Al-
though the number of subjects who participated was only
five, the data across the subjects were quite consistent to
reveal some trends. The well externalized source directions
obtained in each case were: the side sources at around 90°
and 270°, when nonindividual synthesis was used without
equalization~set 1!; the lateral sources within the scope
angle 645°, when nonindividual synthesis was used with
equalization~set 2!; the lateral sources within the scope
angle 630°, when individual synthesis were used without
equalization~set 3!; and nearly all the surrounding sources
except the right front source, when individual synthesis were
used with equalization~set 4!. The results also demonstrate
that individual equalization~sets 2 and 4! is important for
externalization, and individual synthesis~sets 3 and 4! is
important for consistent distance perception. Thus, a com-
bined use~set 4! of both individual equalization and indi-
vidual synthesis resulted in externalized sound images with a
reasonably consistent distance. With the combined use, it
may now be possible to make a simultaneous confident judg-
ment on both the distance and direction of auditory events as
well as those of acoustic sources.
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APPENDIX: HRIR MEASUREMENT

Head-related-impulse-responses~HRIRs! of the five
subjects were measured in an anechoic chamber~Choi,
2004!. The sound sources tested were located in 24 direc-
tions equally spaced in the horizontal plane at a distance of
1.4 m from the center of the subject’s head. Figure 8 shows
the test setup, where a swiveling hairdresser’s chair has been
modified for the test. The subject, who was seated in the
chair with a homemade headrest embracing up to just behind
the ears, was instructed by an operator outside the chamber
to change his orientation with respect to the loudspeaker di-
rection using the mirror reflecting the protractor marked on
the round table. Just above the protractor, a notch mark was
welded to the rotating part of the chair to help a correct angle
setting. The use of a pivotal mirror holder and a height-
adjustable headrest was helpful to accommodate many sub-
jects with different heights. They could easily adjust the cor-
rect angle by slightly looking down without tilting their
heads. A MSP5 Yamaha monitor speaker was used, two
Etymothic Research ER-7C probe microphones were
inserted about 20 mm into both ear canals of each subject,
and the measurement system was controlled by a PC using
theMATLAB data acquisition and signal processing toolboxes
with a LYNX II soundcard.
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The test procedure closely followed that of Gardner and
Martin ~1994!. Thus, a MLS of length 21421 was used to
accelerate the system identification process as discussed in
Sec. II, the number of averages was five, and the sampling
frequency was 44.1 kHz. The modeling performance errors
were mostly less than 0.4%, but reached up to 4% when the
measurement was made in the head shadow region. In order
to exclude the transducer effects in the raw HRIRs, an addi-
tional test was also conducted by removing the subject and
placing the microphones at the original head center position.
However, the data processing method to yield a final HRIR
here is slightly different
from those in the literature. Letgraw(t) and gfree(t)
denote the HRIRs with and without the subject in place,
respectively, and whose frequency domain counterparts
are Graw( j v)5S( j v)Araw( j v)M ( j v) and Gfree( j v)
5S( j v)Afree( j v)M ( j v), respectively. Here,S( j v) and
M ( j v) are, respectively, the frequency response functions of
the loudspeaker and microphone used, andAraw( j v) and

Afree( j v) are those of the acoustic systems with and without
the subject, respectively. The HRTF, which is the frequency
domain representation of a HRIR, may be written asA( j v)
5Graw( j v)/Gfree( j v). However, such a simple calculation
in the frequency domain generates serious stability and cau-
sality issues as discussed by Kim and Wang~2003!. As can
be noticed fromA( j v)5Graw( j v)/Gfree( j v), this is to de-
sign a physically realizable filterA( j v), which can be tack-
led by the Wiener filter explained in Sec. II. Thus, the opti-
mal HRIR can be obtained using a deterministic Wiener
filtering by setting the received signal tor (t)5gfree(t) and
desired signal tod(t)5graw(t2t), wheret should be suffi-
ciently large to make the HRIR causal. This method is par-
ticularly effective whengraw(t) andgfree(t) have short rever-
beration times such as those measured in an anechoic
chamber. Otherwise, an approximation method can alterna-
tively be used, as explained in Sec. II.
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FIG. 8. HRIR measurement setup. Being seated in a swiveling hairdresser’s
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ing the protractor marked on the round table. Just above the protractor, a
notch mark was welded to the rotating part of the chair to help a correct
angle setting. Two probe microphones were inserted into both ears of the
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The vibro-acoustic response and analysis of a full-scale aircraft
fuselage section for interior noise reduction
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The surface and interior response of a Cessna Citation fuselage section under three different forcing
functions ~10–1000 Hz! is evaluated through spatially dense scanning measurements. Spatial
Fourier analysis reveals that a point force applied to the stiffener grid provides a rich wavenumber
response over a broad frequency range. The surface motion data show global structural modes
(&150 Hz), superposition of global and local intrapanel responses (;150– 450 Hz), and intrapanel
motion alone (*450 Hz). Some evidence of Bloch wave motion is observed, revealing classical
stop/pass bands associated with stiffener periodicity. The interior response (&150 Hz) is dominated
by global structural modes that force the interior cavity. Local intrapanel responses (*150 Hz) of
the fuselage provide a broadband volume velocity source that strongly excites a high density of
interior modes. Mode coupling between the structural response and the interior modes appears to be
negligible due to a lack of frequency proximity and mismatches in the spatial distribution. A high
degree-of-freedom finite element model of the fuselage section was developed as a predictive tool.
The calculated response is in good agreement with the experimental result, yielding a general model
development methodology for accurate prediction of structures with moderate to high complexity.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1887125#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Rj, 43.40.Ey, 43.40.Yq@SFW# Pages: 3667–3678

I. INTRODUCTION

Interior sound radiation in aircraft cabins occurs through
a number of transmission paths and vibro-acoustic mecha-
nisms. It is well known that at frequencies below approxi-
mately 400 Hz high interior acoustic levels are generated
mainly by the propulsion system of the aircraft and transmit-
ted through both structure-borne and air-borne paths. For ex-
ample, a dominant type of structure-borne noise originates
through rotating unbalance of the aircraft engine.1–3 The as-
sociated vibrational motion travels through the structure to
the fuselage walls and radiates into the interior. Air-borne
noise transmission paths can involve engine exhaust induced
vibrations4 or propeller generated pressures on the fuselage
skin.5–7 Other noise sources like propulsion harmonics and
gearbox noise may be present, but they are lower in level and
closer to the flow-induced noise floor. This paper will exam-
ine the response and associated vibro-acoustic mechanisms
of a Cessna fuselage section in a laboratory environment.
Three excitations, that will be examined separately, include
point forces applied at two locations on the fuselage and an
external acoustic loudspeaker. The physics of the response
will be analyzed toward the goal of reducing the interior
noise, but the actual implementation of sound quieting ap-
proaches will be in a future paper.

Cheng,8 Popeet al.,9 and others have analytically exam-
ined the structural and interior acoustic response of a simple
end-plated cylindrical shell subjected to point excitation. The

approach in these papers is to examine the coupled vibro-
acoustic response as a result of interactions between the cy-
lindrical shell, the flat end plates, and the interior cavity.
Normal cavity modes form on the interior associated with the
rigid wall geometry of the cylindrical shell. Often the struc-
tural modes associated with the cylindrical shell and the ends
force their response on the interior, even where no cavity
modes exist. However, these modes often do not couple well
to the interior due to a mismatch in the spatial distribution
between the structural mode shapes and interior normal cav-
ity modes. Snyder and Hansen10 showed that coupling of the
structural and acoustic modes only occurs with an exact
match in the circumferential mode number and odd/even
matching of axial mode number. Fahy11 and Henryet al.12

both discuss mode matching with the requirement of fre-
quency proximity. For mode coupling to occur under the
frequency proximity criteria, the structural mode must have
sufficient damping to span frequencies to include at least a
portion of a damped interior acoustic mode.

The vibro-acoustic response in fuselage structures is
more complex than idealized by simple end-plated cylindri-
cal shells due, in part, to the structural discontinuities, disor-
der and the pseudoperiodic nature associated with the ribs,
stringers and the other internal structures. The response due
to the presence of exactly periodic discontinuities has been
studied in ribbed plates and cylindrical shells.13–15As a flex-
ural wave encounters a discontinuity, a portion of the wave is
transmitted past while another part is reflected. The reflected
portion from the multiple exactly periodic discontinuities is
coherent, distributing energy only in certain frequency
bands. This distribution creates allowed passbands and disal-

a!Also with SFA Inc., Largo, MD 20775; electronic mail:
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lowed stopbands. In solid-state physics, this motion is com-
monly referred to as Bloch waves,16 after F. Bloch who first
identified them in lattice structures with exactly periodic at-
oms. Photiadis17 notes that this motion also follows Floquet’s
theorem,18 which asserts a traveling wave solution that is the
consequence of translation invariance by multiples of the rib
spacing. In addition, complex structures also exhibit confine-
ment or localization of energy in small regions of space due
to variations in periodicity. Hodges19 first recognized the
Anderson localization phenomenon20 in dynamical systems
when exploring the behavior of an array of coupled pendula
with disorder. Anderson localization has also been observed
in structural systems such as plates and cylindrical shells
with rib variability.21–23 Some evidence of Bloch waves is
present in these fuselage section measurements, however,
Anderson localization is more difficult to identify and may
be a subject of a future paper.

Complex fuselage structures have been modeled numeri-
cally using finite element approaches by a number of
researchers7,24–27 using various codes. The models tend to
include a high level of detail with a very large number of
degrees-of-freedom. The models can be on the order of
1 000 000 degrees-of-freedom for larger structures where the
responses are calculated below 400 Hz. Evidently, this model
size is required to accurately predict modal frequencies with
average errors less than 10% when compared with experi-
mental results.25,26 The model developmental methodology
illustrated in this paper will result in an accurate prediction
of not only mode frequencies, but also the absolute level and
distribution of the spatial response. The numeric model size
is smaller since only a fuselage section is examined, but the
level of model detail remains approximately the same.

II. MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

The fuselage section response measurements were per-
formed at the Laboratory for Structural Acoustics at the Na-
val Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. Typical measure-
ments made in the Air Acoustics Experimental Facility
involve a scanning robot to provide response data with high
spatial sampling. This robot can be instrumented with a num-
ber of different transducers. In the measurements described
in this paper, the automated scans were performed with a six
element microphone array and an out-of-plane Laser Doppler
Vibrometer~LDV ! probe to measuring interior pressure and
surface velocity, respectively.

The experiments were carried out on a Cessna Citation
II fuselage section. The fuselage section configuration may
be described generally as an aluminum stiffened cylindrical
shell held in a simply supported-like manner~see Fig. 1!.
Two knife-like edges~over 45° of the circumference! sup-
port the section at either end. The support edges were posi-
tioned directly below the two flat bulkheads that terminate
the section. One bulkhead has a 46 cm by 46 cm square
opening for insertion of the robot scanner arm. The fuselage
section’s interior dimensions consisted of a 0.81 m radius
and a 2.55 m length, and the shell thickness varies between
0.8 and 1.2 mm. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that a moderate to
high degree of internal structural complexity is present, in-
cluding pseudoperiodic spaced ribs~9 along floor and 19
along ceiling! and stringers~22!. These internal stiffeners
become discontinuous in the area of the window sections,
and they vary greatly in terms of size and shape. For ex-
ample, significantly enlarged stringers were present directly
below the windows and the area moments of inertia of some
ribs varied by as much as 90% around the circumference.

FIG. 1. Fuselage section and support
structure.

FIG. 2. Internal fuselage complexity and Laser Doppler Vibrometer~LDV !
probe attached to automated robotic scanner.
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Some of the notable additional complexity includes five
Plexiglas™ window sections present on each side of the fu-
selage and portions of seating mounts in the floor area. De-
tails such as an interior trim, insulation, flooring, carpet,
seats, etc., were not present.

The automated scans were performed using a cylindrical
coordinate (r ,z,f) based electro-mechanical robot~Fig. 3!.
For the pressure measurements, the radial degree of freedom
was fixed with a 12.81 cm spacing of 6 microphones along
the length of the secondary arm. This arm was designed to
maximize the structural stiffness while minimizing the
acoustic scattering cross section. The axial and azimuthal
degrees of freedom were automated by a drive train and low
noise microstepping motors. During the execution of a scan,
the scanner arm was inserted in the open end of the fuselage
and extended to the far end. Data were acquired by each
microphone in equal angular increments, then stepped incre-
mentally in the axial direction and rotated again. This pro-
cess was then repeated down the length of the fuselage to
complete the data set. The microphone array was replaced by
the LDV probe to make the out-of-plane surface velocity
scan measurements in a similar manner. The LDV probe was
attached to the primary arm of the robot as shown inside the
fuselage in Fig. 2.

III. VIBRO-ACOUSTIC RESPONSE

The structural response of the fuselage and the associ-
ated interior acoustics were examined experimentally under
three separate excitation conditions:~1! a point force applied
at a rib/stringer intersection at one end of the fuselage,~2! a
point force applied to the flexible thin walled panel area be-
tween the stiffeners at one end of the fuselage, and~3! an
external acoustic source 1 m away from the fuselage skin at
top center. The measurements were conducted using a chirp
waveform over a band from 10 to 1000 Hz with 0.61 Hz
resolution. The spatial density of the scan measurement
points varied somewhat, but the nominal size of the data
matrices was 30 axial by 64 angular (;1900 data points! for
the surface velocity measurements and 29 axial by 64 angu-
lar by 3 radial (;5500 data points! for the interior pressure.

A. Structural response

The rms ~root-mean-squared! spatial average of the
scanned surface velocity response measurements is shown in
Fig. 4 for the three separate excitation cases. The rms re-
sponse to the point force applied to the stiffener intersection
~case 1! appears highly reactive, exciting a strong structural
response over a broad frequency range. The point force ap-

plied to the flexible panel~case 2! strongly excites the global
structural modes at low frequency, but the higher frequency
response appears weaker. The drive point impedance for
these two cases is shown in Fig. 5. The soft impedance of the
case 2 drive condition clearly regulates the response of the
entire structure. An almost one-to-one correspondence can be
found when examining the inverted frequency-dependent
shape of the impedance and rms response curves. At higher
frequencies, the fuselage motion associated with case 2 tends
to localize with little propagation past the area of the driven
panel. The strong response due to the case 1 excitation is a
result of driving the stiffener grid directly, where drive mo-
tion is easily transmitted throughout the structure, exciting
many modes.

The external acoustic source is a backed electromagnetic
woofer with a beamwidth that varies from;360° ~100 Hz!
to ;90° ~1 kHz! in both vertical and horizontal dimensions.
Preliminary measurements of the woofer surface show that it
does not break up into any complex modes below 1 kHz, and

FIG. 3. Cylindrical coordinate based robotic scanner instrumented with mi-
crophone array.

FIG. 4. rms normal surface velocity due to three excitation cases. A point
force@~m/s!/N# applied at a rib/stringer stiffener intersection~case 1!, a point
force @~m/s!/N# applied at a panel~case 2!, and external acoustic@~m/s!/Pa#
excitation~case 3!.

FIG. 5. Drive point impedance@N/~m/s!# due to a point force applied to a
stiffener intersection~case 1! and applied to the flexible panel fuselage wall
~case 2!.
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therefore, the acoustic radiation impedance approximately
follows that of a baffled circular piston. An average sound
pressure level of 77 dB~50–1000 kHz! was measured at a
distance of 0.5 m from the woofer. The room where the
experiments were conducted is highly structured in an asym-
metric manner so that no strong room modes existed. The
rms response associated with the external acoustic source,
case 3, demonstrates a fairly high reactive response over a
broad frequency range, but it is somewhat weaker below 400
Hz. Note that the response associated with the point force
excitations and external acoustic source have different units;
it is only coincidental that the curves lie near the same mag-
nitude level. Since the focus of this paper is on the low
frequency response and the clear excitation of the dominant
vibro-acoustic mechanisms within this regime, the case 1
excitation appears most relevant. Therefore, the point force
excitation applied to the stiffener intersection will be used in
much of the ensuing analysis in this paper.

The structural response of the fuselage section can be
broken up into three general categories in specific frequency
regimes. These categories are illustrated using the real space
~circumferential angle versus axial position! normal surface
velocity displays shown in Fig. 6. The displays are derived
for the stiffener point driven case~case 1!, however, the other
excitations exhibit a similar categorization to slightly varying
degrees. The plots are phase compensated where the real part
of the phase-shifted response shows the positive~dark areas!
and negative~light areas! directions of the motion. The first
category consists of global modes at low frequency
(&150 Hz). The display of normal surface velocity at 88.5
Hz illustrates anm51, n53 global mode that is typical in
this response category, wheren refers to circumferential
mode numbers andm to axial mode numbers. The only other
distinct global response is a predominantlyn54, m51
mode at 132.4 Hz~not shown!. The second category involves
a transition region that occurs at mid-frequencies
(;150– 450 Hz). In this band, strong local structural re-
sponses are superimposed on lower amplitude global struc-
tural modes. For example, the response at 209.4 Hz shows
high local levels on the crown of the fuselage with a lower
level globalm5;2, n5;4 component. The local intrapa-
nel responses are due to low order modes of the individual
panels of the fuselage. The third category represents an en-
tirely intrapanel response. Multiple half structural wave-
lengths fill the sub-bay areas divided by the ribs and string-
ers. The surface velocity response at 630.5 Hz is typical at

these higher frequencies (;450– 1000 Hz). The intrapanel
response is somewhat hard to observe in this display since
the spatial sampling is beginning to approach the Nyquist
sampling criteria for this measurement. Figure 7 shows the
phase response display in a single bay with much higher
spatial resolution. Three circumferential half-wavelengths
and one axial half-wavelength can be observed in the single
bay between the frames and stringers. These intrapanel re-
sponses are simply modes of the individual panels, which
could be predicted by plate theory if the complicated bound-
ary conditions could be understood. Some experimental re-
sults exist28 for riveted curved cylindrical panels where it is
noted that there is little difference in the natural frequencies
between flat and curved panels when the node lines are par-
allel to the longitudinal direction. The curvature effects
stiffen the panel in the axial direction which increase the
axial mode frequencies and leave relatively high circumfer-
ential mode numbers at low frequency.

Several sets of local response data~case 1! over specific
regions of the fuselage are shown in Fig. 8. The two mosaics
on the left contain surface velocity data on a line along the
length of the fuselage and a ring around the circumference
displayed in real space position versus frequency. At high
frequencies, the energy is clearly regulated by the stiffener
spacing. The displays on the right are the associated one-
dimensional spatial Fourier mode decompositions. Clear
banding associated with Bloch wave motion is seen where
energy is allowed~passband! and disallowed~stopband! in
certain frequency regions. Banding transitions should occur
at each Brillouin zone18 with k5p/a or m5L/a intervals

FIG. 6. Phase display of surface velocity illustrating the
response categories in the low, mid, and high frequency
bands. The light and dark colors indicate surface motion
that is 180° out of phase. The categories are illustrated
here using a point force excitation applied at the stiff-
ener intersection~case 1!.

FIG. 7. Surface velocity phase response at 630.2 Hz with increased spatial
resolution. The display shows a single fuselage bay due to a point excitation
applied to the stiffener intersection~case 1!. The white lines indicate the
locations of frames~vertical! and stringers~horizontal!.
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wherea is the exact spacing of the periodicity. For this fu-
selage, the first banding transitions in the line data should
occur atm5;5 based on the averaged rib spacing on the
bottom half of fuselage and atm5;10 due to the averaged
spacing on the top half. In the ring data, the averaged spacing
of the stringers indicates the first banding transition should
occur at aboutn5;13. The banding does not occur exactly
at these predicted mode numbers for either the line or ring
data indicating that the periodic variations and other com-
plexities in the fuselage are modifying the result. The fuse-
lage is psuedoperiodic, whereas, the band transitions are
based on exact periodic spacing. The variability in frame
spacing alone changes from 23 to 31 cm along the length,
significantly breaking the periodicity.

It should be pointed out that this data ring is based on a
higher spatial sampling~128 circumferential points! than was
used in the two-dimensional experimental scans~64 circum-
ferential points!. The spatial sampling for the two-
dimensional experimental scans would lead to a maximum
circumferential mode number of632, based on spatial Ny-
quist sampling theory. In viewing the spatial transform of the
ring, small amounts of spatial aliasing could begin as low as
500–700 Hz in the complete two-dimensional experimental
scans.

The full two-dimensional spatial Fourier decomposition
of the normal surface velocity data into wavenumbers is
shown in Fig. 9 for the case~1! excitation. These displays
show the mode decompositions in terms of axial mode num-
ber versus frequency for each circumference mode number
up to n57. The strong low frequencyn53 response can be
observed, as well as the other strong global mode atn54.
The dispersion curves become increasingly less distinct, or
smeared, at higher frequencies. Clear branches of either com-
pressional or flexural dispersion curves are difficult to dis-
cern. These branches are crisp and distinct in numerical cal-
culations where the framed shell model has low to moderate

complexity.24 This smearing is consistent with the complex
nature of the fuselage test structure, where pseudoperiodicity
and discontinuities play a significant role. The stop/pass
banding associated with periodicity is not clearly illustrated
here, as compared to that observed in the local regions
shown in Fig. 8. The periodicity in the local regions is per-
haps more exact, and when the full two-dimensional fuselage
is taken into account, the periodicity appears even more ran-
dom and the banding effects less evident. Also, the relatively
high level of damping in the fuselage may play a role in
smearing the energy out over the entire band.

The sonic lines shown in the displays of Fig. 9 illustrate
the structural wave transition from subsonic to supersonic
acoustic radiation. The area enclosed within the cone (n
50) or parabolic curves (n>1) is the supersonic region,
and the area exterior to this region is subsonic. Examination
of the decompositions shows that all strong surface re-
sponses are subsonic. Sound radiation problems are normally
thought of in terms of the farfield, where it is the supersonic
responses that are strong radiators. The subsonic part decays
quickly away from the vibrating surface, never reaching the
farfield. These pressures typically decay completely within a
short distance from the structure’s surface through a hydro-
dynamic short-circuit mechanism, where the fluid sloshes
back and forth between structural responses of alternating
phase. As will be discussed in the following, it is important
to realize that a portion of the aircraft interior space is within
the acoustic nearfield and that both the supersonic and sub-
sonic responses are important to the interior acoustic re-
sponse.

B. Interior acoustics

The interior acoustic response at low frequency is driven
or forced by global structural modes. An example of this
mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 10 using the response due to
the case~1! excitation. These phase displays show the nor-
mal surface velocity and the interior pressure at the 88.5 Hz,
m51 n53 mode. For the surface motion displays, the light
color indicates a high level of motion in the positive or out-
ward direction and the dark regions are high levels in the
negative or inward direction. The light colored regions in the
interior pressure displays indicate rarefaction or expansion
and the dark regions indicate compression. The interior pres-
sure displays are slices through the center of the fuselage,
both axially and circumferentially. The interior pressure and
structural response match in spatial distribution and phase,
illustrating that the strongn53 m51 structural mode is
forced or superimposed on the interior where no interior cav-
ity modes exist.

Additionally, observe in the display, the pressure decay
associated with this predominately subsonic response at 88.5
Hz. The subsonic interior pressure decay between the cylin-
drical shell surface,a, and an interior radius,r , may be
expressed in the helical spectrum as,29

Pn~r ,kz!5
Jn~krr !

Jn~kra!
Pn~a,kz!, ~1!

where

FIG. 8. Surface velocity@~m/s!/N# response in local regions due to a point
excitation applied to the stiffener intersection~case 1!. The top displays are
along a line at 33.7° from crown and the bottom displays are at a ring near
the middle of fuselage. Real space displays of the line and ring are shown on
the left and the associated wave number decomposition is on the right.
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2. ~2!

The pressure decay is a ratio of Bessel functions. For small
arguments, as in the case of then53 m51 mode, the Bessel
function ratio can be approximated as

Jn~krr !

Jn~kra!
'S r

aD n

, ~3!

indicating that pressure on a cylindrical interior will approxi-
mately follow a power law decay rate. Calculation of the
Bessel function ratio is shown along with the experiment in
Fig. 11 for then53 m51 mode and for a sum dominant
m51 modes fromn525 to 5 at 88.5 Hz. In the mode sum,
the mode components have been scaled with experimental
data to compensate for their relative amplitudes. The curves
show that then53 structural mode dominates the interior
response until aboutr 545 cm. The dominance of this sub-
sonic mode in the pressure field is over a relatively long
distance from the fuselage surface due its long structural

wavelength. Higher order modes will decay faster as can be
seen by examining the Bessel function ratio. Closer to the
fuselage center (r ,45 cm), lower order mode components,
some of which are supersonic, dominate the response. The
Bessel function ratio actually increases forn50 toward the
center of the fuselage and becomes dominant. This increase
of the n50 mode can be seen toward the center of the ex-
perimental circular pressure slice shown in Fig. 10. Also,
close observation of the surface velocity dispersion curves of
Fig. 9 reveals a faint hint of a supersonic response that can
be seen in then50 and n51 displays at 88.5 Hz. It is
somewhat remarkable that these low level supersonic re-
sponses can dominate the interior response toward the center
of the fuselage.

Interior rigid wall modes for this fuselage section are
calculated in Houston and Herdic30 using nomenclature
where n is the number of full wavelengths around circumfer-
ence,m is number of half wavelengths along the length, and
s is the number node circles in the radial direction. The
acoustic mode density, based on these calculations, is illus-

FIG. 9. Two-dimensional spatial Fou-
rier decomposition of normal surface
velocity response data due to a point
excitation applied to the stiffener inter-
section~case 1!. The white lines indi-
cate the sonic transition from subsonic
to supersonic motion for each mode
set.
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trated in Fig. 12. The display shows a moving sum of the
number of modes within a615 Hz range up to 500 Hz,
along with a scaled version of the rms pressure curve under
case~1! excitation. Observe the frequency shape dependence
between the mode density and the rms interior response
around ;130– 150 Hz, and again where there is a mode
cluster around 275 Hz. Recall from the structural response
that individual panel motion occurs at these mid and higher
frequencies. This local motion of the fuselage surface tends
to act as local acoustic volume velocity sources, strongly
exciting the interior acoustic modes. These volume velocity
sources, combined with the higher acoustic mode densities,
raise and maintain a high interior rms pressure at the mid to

high frequencies with negligible evidence of the structure
forcing the interior.

The rms spatial average of the interior pressure is shown
in Fig. 13 for the three different excitations. Again, note that
the response associated with the drive point excitations and
external acoustic source have different units; it is only coin-
cidental that the curves lie near the same magnitude level.
Comparison of the interior acoustics under these three exci-
tations again shows that the point force applied to the stiff-
ener intersection~case 1! appears relatively strong through-
out the band. Further, the case 1 response is a mixture of
both structurally forced interior responses~at 88.5 Hz and
132.4! and interior cavity modes. The interior acoustic levels
for the case 2 excitation are again very focused at low fre-
quency, as was the case in its structural response due to the
soft mount impedance and localized response within the

FIG. 10. Display surface motion@~m/s!/N# and interior pressure~Pa/N! of
m51, n53 mode~88.5 Hz! for a point force applied to the fuselage inter-
section ~case 1!. Clear spatial matching of the interior response and the
surface can be observed, demonstrating a structural mode forcing itself on
the interior.

FIG. 11. Ratio of Bessel functions showing the interior pressure decay rate
at 88.5 Hz for moden53, m51 of a cylindrical shell. Also shown is the
‘‘experiment scaled’’ sum of Bessel function ratios for modesn525 to 5,
m51 that are dominant in the response. These calculated results are in good
agreement with experiment.

FIG. 12. Display illustrating the acoustic mode density for the fuselage
section over a band from 0 to 500 Hz. The display indicates the number of
acoustic modes within615 Hz. Also shown is a scaled version of the rms
interior response@case~1!# illustrating the correspondence between mode
density and the interior pressure level at 130–150 Hz and around 275 Hz.

FIG. 13. rms interior pressure due to three excitation cases. A point force
@~m/s!/N# applied at a rib/stringer stiffener intersection~case 1!, a point force
@~m/s!/N# applied at a panel~case 2!, and external acoustic@~m/s!/Pa# exci-
tation ~case 3!.
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driven panel. The interior response due to the external acous-
tic source~case 3! is completely dominated by the cavity
modes, where the result of structurally forced modes on the
interior is not observed. For example, no significant interior
response can be found in the case 3 curve where the strong
structuraln53 mode exists at 88.5 Hz frequency. The struc-
tural response to the acoustic source is simply weak and does
not drive the interior.

Spatial coupling of structural modes to interior cavity
modes is negligible in these results. In addition to spatial
mode matching, the modes must also meet a frequency prox-
imity requirement. The frequency proximity defined by
Fahy11 and Henryet al. 12 is rewritten here in terms of fre-
quency bounds on the acoustic mode,

f s~12hs /2!

~11ha /2!
, f a ,

f s~11hs /2!

~12ha /2!
, ~4!

where f s and f a are the mode frequencies of the fuselage
structure and the interior acoustic cavity, respectively.hs and
ha are the associated modal loss factors which have been
determined experimentally by the half-power bandwidth
method at single mode frequencies. Very few acoustic modes
of this fuselage section fall within the frequency proximity
criteria of the structural modes at low frequency. For ex-
ample, there are no acoustic modes in frequency proximity to
the strongn53, m51 mode at 88.5 Hz (hs50.016,ha

50.007), and hence, no mode coupling. There is one acous-
tic mode (n50, m52, s50) in frequency proximity to the
structural response (n54, m52) at 134.2 Hz (hs

50.025,ha50.007), but the strengths of the spatially
matched structural modes are extremely weak in amplitude.
The structural mode map for 134.2 Hz is shown in Fig. 14
where the white dots indicate the structural modes that meet
the acoustic coupling criteria. The magnitude level of these

structural modes is only;2.0% of the maximum response at
134.2 Hz, and only;0.2% of the response when compared
to all structural modes below 500 Hz. A third example, the
next strongest structural response at 209.4 Hz (hs

50.026,ha50.007) again does not have any acoustic modes
in frequency proximity. All of the other modes below 500 Hz
have been analyzed in this fashion, and no modes show any
greater coupling capability than the examples above.

IV. NUMERIC MODELING

A numerical database was generated by a finite element
modeling approach that included the calculation of structural
displacements and interior fluid pressures developed in re-
sponse to the sidewall force. The calculation employed a
finite-element/infinite-element, frequency domain formula-
tion called SARA.31 As with typical finite element calcula-
tions, the region is modeled with many small volume ele-
ments. These elements have matrix equations of motion
derived by imposing conservation of energy. The matrices of
each element are assembled to yield one global matrix equa-
tion. A detailed description of the model is beyond the scope
of this paper. For that, the reader is referred to Alliket al.,31

perhaps augmented for background by Zienkiewicz.32

With the SARA software, finite elements can model the
structure, the interior fluid and the exterior acoustic nearfield
of the fluid media. Infinite acoustic elements33 are able to
model the unbounded external fluid with a formulation that
incorporates both farfield supersonic traveling waves and
nearfield evanescent decaying waves. The excitation for
these predictions corresponds to the experimental case 1,
where a point force is applied to a rib/stringer stiffener inter-
section at one end of the fuselage.

A. Finite element model configuration

An axisymetric SARA two-dimensional~2D! model was
considered early in the modeling process, but had significant
limitations. This observation is somewhat obvious given the
complexity of the structure. However, in comparing the axi-
symetric model with the experiment and full three-
dimensional~3D! model, some important structural features
of the fuselage were correlated to the response. For example,
the strongn53 mode was not observed in the 2D calculated
result. The 2D model can only incorporate the fuselage skin
and frames properly, but the stringers, window sections, and
endcaps must be smeared over the area that they cover.
When the window sections were added in the 3D model, the
strongn53 mode appeared as in the experiment. This exer-
cise demonstrated the requirement for 3D modeling, and the
significance between the strongn53 mode response and the
window section spacing at one-third of the circumference.

The development of the full SARA-3D model started
out by using some basic estimates obtained from the exact
solutions of simpler problems. For example, to determine the
element sizes, the wavelengths traveling in the air and on the
cylindrical shell must be estimated for the highest frequency
of interest. As a starting point, the highest experimental fre-
quency of 1000 Hz is used. The wavelength in air is 0.34 m;
thus, a quadratic acoustic element should be no greater than
one-fourth of this value. The dispersion relation for an infi-

FIG. 14. Structural mode map at 134.2 Hz where the white dots indicate the
strongest modes that can couple to the interior based on the spatial acoustic
mode distribution~0,2,0! and frequency proximity criteria. Note that the
vibration levels are very low at these modes, indicating that there is little
interior noise generated due to the mode coupling mechanism.
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nite cylindrical shell with smeared stiffeners is easy to
compute24 and reveals a wavelength of 0.31 m at 1000 Hz.
Structural element sizes are chosen to accommodate the
smaller of these two wavelengths. Finite element runs are
then made with such a mesh and with finer meshes until
convergence of the solution is achieved. For this model, a
structural element size of 0.042 m was found to be adequate
up to 250 Hz. The acoustic elements at the interface must be
the same size as the sturctural elements so that they may
mate and couple energy. This makes the acoustic elements
smaller than required, but sufficient for the calculation. The
other fundamental choice deals with the use of beam, shell or
solid elements for the stiffeners and fuselage skin. Computa-
tion of the lowest resonance of a typical Cessna stiffener
yields a frequency of;485 Hz. Since this frequency is well
within our band, beam elements are inadequate for represent-
ing the stiffeners. Beam elements are also inadequate to
model the fuselage skin because of its two-dimensional na-
ture. The choice of shell elements instead of solid elements is
a simple one since the aluminum compressional wavelength
is about 5 m at1000 Hz,;3000 5000 times the thickness of
the stiffeners or fuselage skin.

After these initial estimates were made, preliminary ex-
perimental results revealed important physics that prompted
the inclusion of extra complexity in the model. By employ-
ing this approach, complexity is gradually added to the
model in an intelligent fashion until sufficient structural de-
tail is included. This process leads to a very efficient model
that does not contain any unnecessary model detail, yet can
obtain accurate predictive results. It is also important to
stress that the changes made to the model must be consistent
with the vibro-acoustic physics of the fuselage in order to
achieve good agreement at all frequencies. The process that
was developed here for the fuselage section in this paper
lends itself to a general model development procedure that
can accurately predict the response of structures with mod-
erate to high complexity.

The importance of experimental data and access to a
physical model for accurate model development is now dis-
cussed in some simple examples.

To begin the process, detailed structural dimensions of
the physical model must be obtained for the modeling effort
to be successful. Initially, no drawings existed for the fuse-
lage in this paper. Detailed dimensional measurements were
required involving the overall size of the fuselage, stiffener
size and location, the endcaps, etc. Ultrasonic measurements
also revealed two thicknesses around the circumference. In
the end, a detailed drawing set was generated that could be
used by the modeler.

To check the finite element model, its total mass was
compared to that of the physical model. An early model had
a mass of 497 lb, and the fuselage structure measured 560 lb.
The 63 lb of missing mass had a nontrivial effect on the
response. It was determined that the missing mass was due to
sealant and rivets not included on the circumferential portion
of the fuselage model. By adding the additional mass to the
model, the model’s eigenfrequency associated with then
53 mode shifted to within 1% of the experimental result, an
18% increase in the accuracy of the mode frequency predic-

tion. In a very similar manner, the precise distribution of
mass and stiffness of the shell endcaps that make up the end
boundary conditions was also found to be significant in pre-
dicting these eigenfrequencies.

The structural damping determined through experimen-
tation also played a vital role in the model development.
Single mode measurements of the fuselage section showed
loss levels significantly higher than the intrinsic material
loss. These increased losses are due to phenomena such as
the friction associated with the riveted construction and ra-
diation damping losses to the fluid. It is necessary that the
structural loss factor of the numeric model contains all losses
associated with the structure, that is, inherent material damp-
ing, all riveted joint losses, etc. This value was obtained by
taking the difference between the experimentally measured
loss ~structural and radiation loss! and the loss due to radia-
tion damping alone. The level of radiation damping was es-
timated by examining the SARA-3D predicted response in
the presence of fluid~air! and in vacuo, where radiation
damping is not allowed. This derived structural loss factor
was found to be;0.16 in a frequency band up to 800 Hz
with an exception in a small band between;140 and 170 Hz
where the value increased slightly to 0.20–0.26 range. The
dominant nature of the 0.16 loss value afforded its use in the
numerical predictions. Also note that it was very apparent in
this analysis and previous work24 that in vacuomodels can-
not be used to approximate the air-loaded case. Although the
calculation time is significantly reduced by using anin vacuo
model, the results are in dramatic error since radiation damp-
ing is not permitted.

The scope of the final SARA-3D model was very large,
reflective of the level of detail required of both the fuselage
structure as well as the interior and exterior fluid. The struc-
tural portion of the model, shown in Figure 15, involved an
input deck that consisted of 4546 quadratic elements. Taking
advantage of symmetry, only one fourth of the entire fuse-
lage section was modeled. Shown in the zoomed view of
Figure 15 is a typical fuselage bay~area between frames and
stringers! with a 636 shell element grid. The circumferential
frame segments in each bay consist of 2 shell elements for
the web height and 1 shell element for the flange while the
stringer height consisted of a single shell element. Some
stiffeners were simplified in shape, but an equal moment of
inertia was maintained. The window areas were modeled
with Plexiglas material parameters, replacing the fuselage
skin, frames and stringers in that area.

The structural endcap is stiffer than the fuselage skin
thus requiring a lower mesh density. However, the edges of
the endcap mesh and fuselage skin mesh must mate and be
physically coupled. Both of these goals are obtained by cre-
ating an irregular grid on the endcap near the intersection,
and then, opening up the elements to be slightly larger to-
ward the center. These larger elements reduce the total num-
ber of nodes and shorten the finite element calculation.

The display in Figure 16 shows the mesh of acoustic
elements. The interior acoustic elements toward the end of
the fuselage are mated to the structural endcap elements, and
then, the elements are replicated along the fuselage length at
the axial structural nodes to form the acoustic mesh. Mating
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of the interior acoustic elements and the elements of the
structure~fuselage and the endcap! allows them to be con-
nected and to couple vibro-acoustic energy. The frequencies
within this study are below the coincidence frequency@11#,
and therefore, the acoustic wavelengths are larger than the
structural wavelengths, making the acoustic element refine-
ment more than adequate. The finite exterior acoustic ele-
ments are concentric layer also coupled to the structure. Each
layer is one fourth of an acoustic wavelength; the layer thick-
ness varies with frequency, and it is automatically adjusted
by the SARA program during the calculation. A convergence
study over the frequency range of interest found that one
finite layer and one infinite layer are sufficient. Figure 16
shows only the first finite layer of exterior elements, but
beyond that is a coupled layer of infinite elements that exists
to extend the fluid indefinitely.

This acoustic element mesh contained;9800 interior
elements and;5300 exterior elements. Combined with 4546
quadratic structural elements, the final model~structure and
fluid! contained;150,000 degrees-of-freedom overall. This
level of structural refinement is consistent with similar ef-
forts @25, 26#, but included in this study are acoustic ele-
ments coupled to the structure.

Through this model development process, the predictive
accuracy was found to be sensitive to a number of aspects
related to the structure including nonaxisymmetry, mesh
resolution, mass distribution, window material parameters,
and structural damping. However, some approximations
were made in this model that did not significantly affect the
result. These approximations include use of a symmetry as-
sumption where one fourth of the fuselage was modeled an
equal moment of inertia approximation of stiffener cross sec-
tions, and treatment of the riveted areas as if the materials are
completely coupled in molecular contact. However, the
structural loss associated with these riveted areas was in-
cluded in the model by using a loss value determined
through an experimental procedure.

In starting the validation process, the drive point admit-
tance was used to make comparisons between experiment
and model. The drive point admittance is a quick look com-
parison since it requires only a single point numeric calcula-
tion as well as single point measurement. It is important to
get the drive point response modeled correctly so that good
predictive accuracy can be achieved throughout the structure.

B. Numeric results

Numeric predictions on the fuselage section interior and
surface were performed using a point force excitation~ex-
perimental case 1!. The calculations were made over a band
from 30 to 250 Hz using 1 Hz resolution. The drive point
impedance for the model and experiment is compared in Fig.
17. The comparison at the drive point shows generally good
agreement, except perhaps in the 140–170 Hz range. Recall
that this frequency band has been affected by the decision to
use the 0.016 structural loss factor over all frequencies in the
model calculation. In this narrow band, the damping deter-
mined through the experimental procedure is really higher in
the range of;0.020– 0.026. The use of a frequency depen-

dent loss factor would improve the accuracy of the calcula-
tion in this band, but has not been performed to date.

A more detailed comparison of the surface velocity is
shown in Fig. 18 where the displays illustrate the response as
a function of circumferential and axial position. The experi-
mental result is displayed on the left and the prediction on
the right for four low frequency responses. The first compari-
son~upper left! is at then53, m51 mode. The mode shape
and frequency show excellent agreement, and the magnitude
is only slightly higher in the experiment. In the bottom half
of the fuselage (90° – 270°), elevated levels in the predicted
response are in a somewhat cross-hatched pattern. This pat-
tern corresponds with the locations of the stiffeners. The ex-
perimental measurement points do not occur on the stiffen-
ers, whereas the model mesh has points lying on all the ribs
and stringers as well as within the bays. There is a slight hint
of the cross-hatched pattern in the experiment since some
measurements are made close to the stiffeners. The result of
these mesh differences is again observed at the second com-
parison frequency at;130 Hz ~lower left!. The response
comparison is similar in mode shape and frequency, but

FIG. 15. The display of the left is an isometric view of the fuselage finite
element structural mesh. Taking advantqge of symmetry, only on efourth of
the actual fuselage is modeled. The light gray areas indicate the endcap and
windows, the moderate dark areas are the fuselage sidewall, and stiffeners
are shown with the darkest coloring. The box indicates a zoomed in area
displayed on the right, showing detail of the frames and stringers of an
individual bay.

FIG. 16. Isometric view of the fuslage acousti element mesh. The fuselage
structure is between the lighter color interior finite elements and darker
exterior layer. Beyond the exterior finite layer is a layer of infinite elements
~not shown! that extend the fluid indenfinitely.
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again, a stronger cross-hatched pattern appears in the pre-
dicted response.

The other two frequency comparisons are for the strong
responses at;160 Hz ~upper right! and ;208 Hz ~lower
right!. In this mid-frequency regime, the model demonstrates
that it has captured the response phenomenon associated
with strong local resonances superimposed on a lower am-
plitude global mode. The local responses in the prediction
appear to have a slightly different spatial positioning and
level as compared to the experiment. The reason for these
differences is unclear, but may be associated with the mod-
eling of the window sections in the area. The oval windows
have been modeled as square with the edges completely
coupled or molecularly bonded to the aluminum fuselage
shell. In actuality, the joining really involves additional fram-
ing, riveting, and sealant. Also, note that a modification of
the damping to be more in line with the experimental result
will improve the agreement at 160 Hz.

An interior pressure comparison between experiment
~88.5 Hz! and numeric prediction~88 Hz! is shown in Fig.
19. The vertical and circular slices of the pressure field are

taken through the center of the fuselage. Then53 m51
structural mode is shown here forcing the interior. Both the
absolute pressure level and spatial distribution are in very
good agreement. The only slight differences are at the phase
transition near the ends of the interior space and that the
numerical result shows little evidence of other mode compo-
nents toward the center of the circular slice. The experiment
has a clearn50 component at the center as predicted by the
Bessel function ratio in Eq.~1!, but the numeric model ex-
hibits a pure excitation of then53 mode. This may be due
to a lower level of mode coupling between then53 mode
and low order structural modes in the numeric model~re-
duced complexity! as compare to the physical model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Several scanned laboratory measurements have been ac-
quired, where normal surface velocity and interior pressure
have been mapped out in a spatially dense manner under
three separate excitations. The point force applied at the in-
tersection of the rib and stringer~case 1! was studied in
detail due to the rich vibro-acoustic physics that were excited
over the band from 10 to 1000 Hz. This forcing function
easily transmitted energy throughout the structure via cou-
pling to the stiffener grid and excites the relevant vibro-
acoustic mechanisms in a manner stronger than the other two
cases.

The interior response at low frequency is forced by glo-
bal structural modes driving the interior fluid. These strong
responses are all subsonic, and the pressure decay rate away
from the cylindrical fuselage surface follows a power law.
The subsonic response, for example, at 88.5 Hz was found to
dominate the interior until aboutr 545 cm. This distance is
36 cm from the fuselage surface and about 1/8 of an acoustic
wavelength. Beyond 1/8 of the acoustic wavelength, lower
order supersonic mode components take over, keeping pres-
sure levels fairly high toward the fuselage center. At the mid
and high frequencies, the normal acoustic modes dominate
the interior response. The acoustic mode density begins to
significantly increase in the 130–200 Hz range, and the

FIG. 17. Drive point impedance@N/~m/s!# comparison between the numeri-
cal prediction and the experimental result due to a point excitation applied to
the stiffener intersection@case~1!#.

FIG. 18. Four detailed comparisons of surface velocity@~m/s!/N# magnitude
distributions between the numerical prediction and the experimental re-
sponse due to a point force excitation applied to the stiffener intersection
@case~1!#.

FIG. 19. Interior pressure comparisons~Pa/N! of the magnitude distribution
between the numerical prediction and the experimental response at structural
mode (n53,m51) due to a point force excitation applied to the stiffener
intersection@case~1!#.
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modes are easily excited by volume velocity sources created
by local motion of the fuselage skin. It should be noted that
this normal acoustic mode based mechanism will not be as
dominant in a fuselage in which the cavity is broken up by
partitions, trim, luggage compartments, seats, etc., and where
acoustic absorption factors are larger. In a fully populated
business aircraft, some normal modes will form in parti-
tioned areas, but the dominant noise source is likely the low
frequency mechanism associated with global structural
modes and propulsion dynamics.

Clear frequency banding is observed in local one-
dimensional line and ring normal surface velocity measure-
ments. The objective of some work34 is to exploit these band-
ing effects to minimize noise transmission. However, when
the disorder of the fuselage’s periodicity is increased, as
found in the two-dimensional wavenumber decompositions
in this paper, the banding effects tend to diminish. Further,
when additional disorder is added to the fuselage, such as in
a fully populated aircraft interior, the banding effects will
become even less evident. The low level of frequency band-
ing associated with systems of high disorder, such as an air-
craft fuselage, deems this noise control technique ineffective.

A symbiotic relationship exists between the numeric
model and the physical model/experimental results. In the
case of this fuselage section, the experimental response was
better understood through the use of a numeric model as, for
example, in identifying the significance of the
circumference/3 spacing of the window sections and the
strongn53 modal response. The numeric model predictions,
on the other hand, showed a high degree of accuracy that
could not be achieved without a model development process
fused to experimental results. This model has brought to bear
a tool that aircraft manufacturers can confidently use to study
the effect that structural modifications have on the interior
sound field, and in general, a procedure that predicts the
response of moderate to high complexity structures.

Since the vibro-acoustic physics of the fuselage section
are well in hand, the progression of this work will involve
implementation of interior noise quieting techniques. The fo-
cus will be to use a low mass treatment that combines per-
formance from both passive and active control mechanisms.
These control experiments will be conducted with a focus at
low frequency where the disturbances are most intrusive and
more difficult to treat because of the long wavelengths.
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Sound transmission across duct constrictions with and without
tapered sections
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The sound power transmission loss across duct constrictions with linearly tapered sections is studied
with the finite element method. Results show that the acoustic energy distributions of transmitted
waves at high frequency depend critically on the exit configuration of the constriction. The
corresponding strengths of these waves are very much affected by the entrance setup of the
constriction. The difference between inlet and outlet impedance of a constriction leads to weaker
resonant sound transmission. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1921549#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ventilation and air conditioning systems are major
sources of noise in modern high-rise commercial buildings.
Their noises propagate into the interior of buildings through
the ventilation ductwork. However owing to practical rea-
sons, these ductwork systems usually involve many ducted
elements, such as constriction, expansion,1 bending,2 and
tee-junction.3 The prediction of sound transmission charac-
teristics across these ducted elements is very important and
thus, the topic has attracted the attention of many researchers
in the past few decades. For instance, Miles4,5 and Baumeis-
ter et al.6 investigated the plane wave propagation across a
variable area duct. Silcox and Lester7 examined sound wave
transmission across a conical constriction with a wall slope
of 3.6°. Selamet and Easwaran8 studied the plane wave
propagation across a venturi tube of slow area variation in
the presence of a mean flow using the stepwise expansion
and contraction duct approximation. Cho and Ingard9 dis-
cussed the propagation of higher modes across a constriction
of slow and smooth area variation analytically while Hudde10

examined similar propagation effects inside divergent and
convergent sections again by the stepped duct approxima-
tion.

A recent study by the authors11 revealed that the propa-
gation characteristics of the acoustic modes across smooth
convergent and divergent sections in an infinitely long duct
are very different. However, the corresponding information
for sound propagation across duct constrictions and the as-
sociated acoustic mode interactions have, to the knowledge
of the authors, not been discussed in detail in existing litera-
ture unless drastic simplifications of the nonuniform section
configurations are made~for instance, Refs. 9 and 10!.

Tapering of the inlet and outlet of a constriction is rec-
ommended by building services engineers in order to reduce
the fluid pressure loss along the ductwork and the level of
regeneration noise. This also results in smoother acoustic
impedance change than the abrupt constriction and thus di-
minishes the sound power transmission loss~TL!. Since

these effects are contradictory, the balance between them
must be carefully optimized. However, it is currently uncer-
tain on how the constriction geometry will affect the sound
power transmission, especially when nonplanar waves exist
in the duct. In addition, constrictions are found inside con-
ventional dissipative silencers with porous materials. It is
then essential to understand the sound wave propagation in-
side rigid wall constrictions before the corresponding effects
of the porous materials can be fully understood.

In the present study, sound transmission across a con-
striction in an infinite duct is investigated by using the finite
element method implemented by the softwareMATLAB . For
simplicity, only linearly tapered convergent and divergent
sections are studied. It is hoped that the present study will
provide a deeper understanding on the sound transmission
across constrictions inside ductwork and useful information
for improved ductwork design in the future.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the flow con-
striction adopted in the present study. The origin of the co-
ordinate system is set at the center of the constriction section.
For practical reasons, only two-dimensional linearly tapered
convergent and divergent sections are considered. The geom-
etry and acoustic excitation are symmetrical about the longi-
tudinal duct axis and thus no asymmetric duct mode can be
excited. The tapering angles of the convergent and divergent
sections are denoted byfc andfd , respectively. The widths
of the main duct and the flow constriction are denoted byd
and w, respectively. The lengths of the flow constriction,
convergent and divergent linearly tapered sections are
denoted by L, Lc@5(d2w)/2 tanfc# and Ld@5(d
2w)/2 tanfd#, respectively. All the length scales are normal-
ized by the width of the main ductd, and the frequency
range investigated is up tokd59, wherek is the wave num-
ber of the sound involved.

The target here is to solve the following inhomogeneous
wave equation with unit plane wave excitation:

¹2p1k2p5q, ~1!
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
besktang@polyu.edu.hk
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where p and q are the acoustic pressure and sound source
strength, respectively, with rigid wall boundaries so that the
normal pressure gradients there vanish. Forkd,2p, all the
waves in the two straight duct sections are nominally planar.
In this case,q50. For a unit-strength acoustic plane wave
incident atx52bu , the boundary conditions at the two ends
of the computation domain are

]p

]n
6 ikp5H 2ik, x52bu

0, x5bd
, ~2!

where i 5A21, n is the outward normal direction of the
boundary,bu andbd are the computational domain boundary
locations~Fig. 1!.

When kd.2p, higher modes are present in the up-
stream and downstream duct sections. The numerical treat-
ment of Tang and Lau11 is adopted to damp down the higher
modes before they reach the end boundaries~dashed lines in
Fig. 1! so as to minimize the numerical reflections there. The
boundary conditions of the absorptive side walls are

]p

]n
6 ikgp50, ~3!

whereg is an artificial absorption coefficient which is set at
0.01(x1bu)2 and 0.01(x2bd)2 for upstream and down-
stream absorptive endings, respectively, as in Tang and
Lau.11 In this case, the unit plane wave excitation is11

q52ikd~x1bu!, ~4!

whered is delta function. Boundary conditions depicted in
Eq. ~2! apply at the extreme ends of the absorptive endings.

The TL for the plane wave in the present study follows
the definition in standard textbook~for instance, Ref. 1!. The
TL for a higher duct mode is defined as the ratio of the
higher mode energy to that of the incident plane wave. The
total power transmission loss refers to the ratio of the total
energy ~plane wave plus higher duct modes! transmitted
across the flow constriction to that of the incident plane
wave.

All finite element computations are carried out using the
partial differential equation~PDE! solver and the mesh gen-
eration facilities of the softwareMATLAB .12 For each geom-
etry of the constriction, triangular mesh is generated in the
computational domain and the PDE~with the determined
boundary conditions! is discretized to form a linear system
Kuh5F, where the matricesK andF depend on the coeffi-
cients of the PDE, anduh is the unknown vector and contains
the values of the approximate solution at the mesh points.

Meshes used in the present study are generated using the
Delaunay triangulation algorithm13 and are refined by the
‘‘regular refinement’’ scheme, where all the triangular mesh
elements are divided into four triangles.12 Figure 2 illustrates
the computational mesh adopted for the case offc5fd

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the
computational model.

FIG. 2. Computational mesh forfc

5fd5p/6 at 5,kd,9.
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5p/6 ~only those within region23<x/d<0 are presented!.
The corresponding triangle qualitym of each triangle is
within 0.7 to ;1 which is satisfactory (m.0.6 is
required12!. At kd;9, the corresponding minimum number
of node pointsnmin per one wavelength of the sound is about
20.

The triangular mesh sizes and details vary with the ge-
ometries of the tapered sections and thus are not fixed
throughout the investigation. However throughout the com-
putations,m is kept greater than 0.6 andnmin not less than
20. Also, it has been confirmed that further refinement of the
meshes will not give noticeable differences in the results.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The present study investigates the sound wave propaga-
tion below the second symmetric cut-on frequency of the
duct section (kd,9). The TL is estimated from the com-
puted data atx/d;9 where all the evanescent waves have
been damped out completely.

Owing to the symmetrical excitation and the geometry
of the constriction, only symmetrical mode will be excited.
For kd,9, only the first symmetric mode inside the duct
section will be excited while only plane wave propagation is
observed inside the constriction section. Inside the tapered
section, the corresponding symmetrical mode pattern is11

bAaHa
1~kr !1BaHa

2~kr !ccos~au!, ~5!

wherer and u are the radial position and the angular posi-
tion, respectively~Fig. 1!, a5 j p/f, where j is an integer
greater than unity, andAa andBa are complex constants.Ha

1

andHa
2 are the first and second kind Hankel functions of the

ordera, respectively.u is bounded between6fc or 6fd .
For the convergent inlet, the sound wave begins to

propagate in the form of thej th symmetric angular mode if
kd>2( j p/f)sinf and can propagate across such section
only if

kd>
2 j p

f

d

w
sinf.

Sound wave can propagate into the divergent outlet in form
of the j th symmetric angular mode ifkd satisfies the second
requirement of propagation for the convergent inlet.

A. Constrictions with abrupt contraction and
expansion

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! illustrate the effects ofL/d on the

TL across the constriction with abrupt contraction and ex-
pansion (fc5fd5p/2) at w/d50.2. The TLs predicted by
the plane wave theory1 are also given for comparison. The
computed TL is comparable to those obtained using the plane
wave assumption for allL/d investigated whenkd,2p.
However, resonant transmission occurs at lower frequency
than the plane wave theory prediction because of the effec-
tive length corrections at the two ends of the constriction
section due to the radiation impedance there.1,3

At kd;2p ~first symmetric duct mode cut-on fre-
quency!, the TL increases; a similar observation was found
in the concentric expansion chambers of Selamet and
Radvaich.14 The higher TL nearkd52p is due to the strong
reflection back into the upstream duct section.

For kd.2p, the first symmetric higher duct mode is
excited. It propagates along the duct sections together with
the plane wave. The resulting sound amplification atkd just
higher than 2p is due to the strong excitation of the first
symmetric higher duct mode. An increase in the length of the
constriction results in smaller TL fluctuations forkd.2p
@Fig. 3~b!#. In all cases withw/d50.2, the higher mode
dominates whenkd.2p. The increase inw/d at a fixedL/d
reduces the TL across the constriction as expected due to
better impedance matching between the duct and the con-
striction sections. Thus, the associated results are not pre-
sented.

Figure 4 shows the sound wave interactions within the
proximity of the constriction with abrupt contraction and ex-
pansion forL/d51, w/d50.2. At low frequency, the sound
waves have circular wave fronts near the inlet and exit of the

FIG. 3. Sound power transmission
loss for constrictions with abrupt con-
traction and expansion.~a! L/d51,
w/d50.2; ~b! L/d56, w/d50.2.
Plane wave theory~¯!; total power
loss ~—!; ~–––! plane wave mode
power transmission loss forkd.2p;
~–•–! first symmetric higher mode
power transmission loss forkd.2p.

FIG. 4. Sound field patterns around constrictions with abrupt contraction
and expansion.~a! kd55; ~b! kd56; ~c! kd56.3. w/d50.2, L/d51.
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constriction@Fig. 4~a!#. These wave fronts then spread out to
fill the duct cross section with uniform energy density. Atkd
just below 2p, the first symmetric higher mode of the duct
section is found at the exit plane of the constriction@Fig.
4~b!#. This mode decays rapidly as it propagates into the
downstream duct section as expected. Strong acoustic reflec-
tion back into the upstream duct occurs resulting in the rapid
increase of TL askd approaches 2p @Fig. 4~b!#.

The strong higher mode created by the resonance atkd
.2p carries the majority of energy into the downstream
duct @Fig. 4~c!#, resulting in sound amplification~Fig. 3!.
One should also note that the case ofkd;2p coincides with
one of the resonant transmission cases across the constric-
tion. The sound field patterns at higherkd are similar to that
shown in Fig. 4~c!, except that more nodal and antinodal
planes are observed because of reduced wavelength, and thus
are not presented. Away from the resonance frequency, en-
ergy is gradually redistributed back to the plane wave mode,
causing a reduction in the TL of the plane wave mode shown
in Fig. 3 at increasedkd.

The phenomena observed in Figs. 3 and 4 are also found
in other values ofL/d oncew/d is fixed~not presented here!.
Therefore without loss of generality, the foregoing discus-
sions concerning tapered sections are done withL/d51 and
w/d50.2, while Lc /d and Ld /d vary with the angles of
taperingfc andfd .

B. Constrictions with tapered inlet and outlet

With L/d51 andw/d50.2, the effects offc (5fd in
this section! on the sound transmission across the constric-
tion are shown in Fig. 5. One would expect that a smallerfc

will provide a better acoustic impedance matching between
the constriction and the duct sections, resulting in a lower TL
than that obtained with abrupt expansion and contraction for
kd,2p. The improvement in such matching increases with
frequency and thus the TL dome magnitudes decrease at re-
ducedfc . At very low frequency where the wavelength of
the sound is much longer than the lengths of the tapered
sections, the sound wave treats these sections as abrupt con-
tractions and expansions. The TL is thus approximately equal

to the plane wave theory prediction. Increasing frequency
~reducing the wavelength! allows better development of
wave propagation inside the constriction section, resulting in
a gradual drop of the TL askd approaches 2p for a fixed
constriction geometry. This situation is enhanced by reducing
fc and thus the magnitudes of the TL domes decrease more
rapidly with frequency in such cases. The TL therefore does
not rise up whenkd approaches 2p as in Fig. 3.

The first symmetric angular mode is excited whenkd
51.65p(;5.18), 1.8p(;5.65), and 1.91p(;6.00) for fc

(5fd) equalsp/3, p/4, andp/6, respectively. This higher
angular mode matches better with the first symmetric higher
duct mode and thus the latter is more efficiently excited than
in the abrupt expansion case. A higher possibility of sound
amplification at kd;2p is thus expected. However, the
smoother development of the waves inside the tapered sec-
tions, especially those within the outlet, provides more uni-
form acoustic excitation to the duct modes. Figure 5 also
illustrates that the contribution of the higher duct mode is
reduced while that of the plane wave mode is enhanced as
the angle of tapering decreases.

Within the ranges of frequency and angle of tapering in
the present study, sound wave cannot propagate through the
constriction in the form of the higher angular mode askd is
always below

2 j p

f

d

w
sinf.

At kd;6, (.1.65p), the first symmetric angular mode can
be observed only at the junction between the duct and the
convergent inlet@Fig. 6~a!#. The wave patterns well inside
the tapered sections remain very circular. Though the higher
duct mode decays as it propagates in the downstream duct
section, it penetrates longer into this duct section than in the
cases of abrupt expansion@cf. Fig. 4~a!#. A reduction of the
angle of tapering lengthens this penetration~not shown here!.

At kd.2p, the first symmetric higher mode propagates
in the duct sections. The good matching between the higher
modes in the tapered sections and the duct sections is mani-
fested in Fig. 6~b!. The strong higher duct mode due to reso-

FIG. 5. Sound transmission across
constrictions with tapered inlet and
outlet. ~a! fc5fd5p/3; ~b! fc5fd

5p/4; ~c! fc5fd5p/6. w/d50.2,
L/d51. Total power loss~—!; plane
wave mode power transmission coeffi-
cient forkd.2p ~–––!; first symmet-
ric higher mode power transmission
coefficient forkd.2p ~–•–!.
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nance is also revealed. As the angle of tapering is reduced,
the sound pressure magnitude becomes more uniform across
the cross section of the downstream duct even atkd far
higher than 2p. The diamond shape pattern of the sound field
in Fig. 6~c! with its maximum and minimum values on the
duct centerline further demonstrates the more dominant
plane wave mode at reduced angle of tapering shown in Fig.
5.

C. Constrictions with one end tapered

The constriction with tapered inlet and abrupt expansion
(fd5p/2) produces higher TL~Fig. 7! compared with the
one with both tapered inlet and outlet~Fig. 5!, but gives
lower TL compared with the constriction with abrupt con-
traction and expansion@Fig. 3~a!#. The maximum TL below
the cut-on frequency of the first symmetric higher duct mode
is again lowered at smallerfc . However, it is found that
resonant transmission across the constriction becomes less
likely here even at a frequency far lower than the first sym-
metric higher duct mode cut-on frequency as the angle of
taperingfc is reduced. No vanishing TL can be found at
kd.1 for fc5p/6 @Fig. 7~b!#. The difference in the inlet
and outlet impedance of the constriction creates opposite
propagating plane waves of significant different magnitudes
such that complete constructive interference cannot take
place at the two ends of the constriction region. This is simi-
lar to the case of standing wave between two walls of differ-
ent surface sound absorption.15

It is also found from Fig. 7 that the strength of the higher
duct mode downstream of the constriction is strong com-
pared to those illustrated in the previous section. The tapered
inlet enhances the wave propagation into the constriction and
eventually leads to stronger excitation of the higher duct
mode at the exit plane of the constriction due to the singu-
larity of the abrupt expansion. Both the strengths of this
higher duct mode and the plane wave increase as the angle of
tapering decreases as expected, but the former carries a
higher percentage of acoustical energy and this percentage
increases slightly when the rate of convergence (fc) is re-
duced. This is not the case for constrictions with tapered inlet
and outlet~Fig. 5!. Besides, the smoother convergence leads
to the amplification of sound at high frequency@Fig. 7~b!#.
The frequency range of such sound amplification is also wid-
ened at reducedfc ~not shown here!.

For the constrictions with abrupt contraction and tapered
outlet (fc5p/2), the TLs forkd,2p are the same as those
for the constrictions with tapered inlet and abrupt expansion
~Fig. 8!. It can also be observed that the TL is always posi-
tive here over the frequency range considered in the present
study, except at frequencies close to the resonance of the first
symmetric higher duct mode. However, the magnitudes and
the cycles of the TL oscillations after this resonance are sig-
nificantly higher than those in Fig. 7. The frequency of the
TL oscillation does not appear to depend onfd . However,
the tapered outlet favors energy transfer into the plane wave
in the downstream duct section, while the abrupt expansion
results in higher energy transfer into the higher duct mode
~Figs. 3 and 7!.

The relative importance of the higher duct mode atkd
.2p decreases at reducedfd . At fd5p/3 @Fig. 8~a!#, both
the higher duct mode and the plane wave inside the down-
stream duct are of comparable magnitudes. Asfd decreases,
the more uniform excitation at the exit plane of the tapered
outlet appears to favor the propagation of plane wave in the
downstream duct@Fig. 8~b!#. This is opposite to what hap-
pens in the constrictions with tapered inlet and abrupt expan-
sion, where the singularity at the abrupt expansion outlet
favors the excitation of higher duct modes. Under this con-
striction configuration, the TL is always positive, except
whenkd is very close to 2p.

The characteristics of the corresponding sound fields for
the constrictions with one end tapered are very similar to
those presented earlier in this section and thus are not pre-

FIG. 6. Sound fields near constrictions with tapered inlet and outlet.~a!
fc5fd5p/3, kd56; ~b! fc5fd5p/3, kd56.3; ~c! fc5fd5p/6, kd
58. w/d50.2, L/d51.

FIG. 7. Sound power transmission
loss for constrictions with tapered inlet
and abrupt expansion.~a! fc5p/3,
Lc50.23, ~b! fc5p/6, Lc50.69. fd

5p/2, w/d50.2, L/d51. Legends:
same as those in Fig. 5.
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sented. The main difference is only the relative magnitudes
of the acoustic modes.

IV. PRACTICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The tapering of the inlet and outlet of a constriction can
reduce the fluid pressure loss and the level of aerodynamic
noise generated, but at the same time this reduces the TL. A
careful consideration of these effects is essential for practical
design.

The pressure loss across the constriction,Dp, in duct
can be estimated using

Dp5@~d/w!2Ci1Co#rV2/2, ~6!

wherer is the density of the air,V the mean flow velocity in
the main duct, andCi andCo the pressure loss coefficients of
the inlet and outlet, respectively. According to the pressure-
loss coefficients tabulated inASHRAE,16 the pressure loss
across the convergent inlet is lower than that across the di-
vergent outlet for the same tapering angle. Such difference
increases with decreasingw/d. The variation ofCi is very
small for fc,p/4. Co peaks at aroundfd5p/4 and then
decreases slowly asfd increases. Considering the results
shown in Figs. 5, 7, and 8, the constrictions with abrupt
contraction and tapered outlet appear to be able to give a
compromise between the pressure loss and the TL as long as
the aeroacoustics is ignored. The abrupt contraction causes
smaller pressure loss than the abrupt expansion forw/d
<0.5, but can maintain a more stable and higher TL over the
frequency range concerned. Though the abrupt contraction
does result in a higher pressure loss than the tapered inlet, the
broadband gain in the TL compensates such disadvantage.
The constrictions with tapered inlet and abrupt expansion are
likely to produce a higher pressure loss without improving
the TL. The constrictions with abrupt contraction and expan-
sion give the worst pressure loss without significant im-
provement in the TL and thus are not desirable.

The corresponding aeroacoustics is complicated. The
power of the aerodynamic noise and its frequency depend
substantially on the velocity of and the turbulence level in
the main flow17 as well as the geometry of the constriction.
This part of the study is very involved and needed to be
treated specifically in a separated investigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the sound power transmission
losses through flow constrictions with and without a linearly
tapered inlet/outlet in an infinitely long duct are studied with
the finite element method. The associated sound energy dis-
tributions between various acoustic modes are also dis-
cussed.

For the constriction with abrupt contraction and expan-
sion, the computed sound power transmission loss agrees
with the plane wave theory prediction at low frequencies. At
frequency higher than the first symmetric duct mode cut-on
frequency, oscillations of the overall sound power transmis-
sion losses are observed. The strength of the plane wave
relative to that of the higher duct mode increases at increased
frequency, but the latter remains the dominant acoustic mode
up to the frequency limit of the present study.

The results in the present study also show that the sound
power transmission loss across a flow constriction in an in-
finitely long duct before the cut-on of the first symmetric
higher duct mode is lowered by a smoother constriction tran-
sition. Above the cut-on frequency of this higher mode, am-
plification of sound is likely when the inlet of the constric-
tion is tapered. Such amplification is more significant at
reduced tapering angle. Also, the relative importance be-
tween the plane wave and the higher duct mode inside the
downstream duct depends only on the constriction outlet. For
a smoother outlet, the higher mode is more dominant than
the plane wave, while the opposite is observed if the con-
striction consists of an abrupt expansion.
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Acoustic cluster control is proposed for the purpose of achieving global sound attenuation of a
planar structure. First, acoustic cluster filtering using a point sensor array is presented, which
enables the grouping of sound radiated from a target object into a set of clusters, such that each
cluster possesses the same common characteristics. This allows the possibility of extracting the
cluster of interest without causing observation spillover. Based on the principle of reciprocity,
cluster actuation using a point source array is then presented. Driving the source array in accordance
with a proposed control law, the excitation of the designated cluster is performed without causing
control spillover. Moreover, by combining both acoustic cluster filtering and acoustic cluster
actuation, acoustic cluster control may be performed. In implementing acoustic cluster control, the
necessary and sufficient condition for the acoustic cluster control is illustrated. It is also shown that
the sound radiated from a planar structure may be captured in appropriate acoustic cluster filtering
so that acoustic cluster control may be implemented. Experiment was conducted demonstrating the
capability as well as the validity of the acoustic cluster filtering, actuation, and control for
suppressing the noise radiated from a rectangular panel. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920187#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Free space sound radiation is a problem that has re-
ceived much attention in the active noise control community.
Adaptive feedforward control using a filtered-x least mean
square~LMS! algorithm1 is a commonly reported control
strategy. Provided that the system is small and simple, this
method may be viable. Once the system becomes large and
complicated, however, the control system needs to be large
and the computational load on the controller becomes heavy.
By increasing the number of sources and sensors, it has been
shown that it is possible to increase the area over which
attenuation is achieved,2–5 with significant noise reduction
being reported. However, simply attempting to expand
source and sensor numbers in an effort to improve global
performance is not practically viable; the large number of
sensors required as inputs to the control algorithm would
quickly overtax the controller central processing unit~CPU!
and reduce the performance of the system. The same is true
for vibration control strategies. When suppressing the vibra-
tion of a distributed parameter structure, control designers
face the problem of an immense number of vibration modes,
which is theoretically infinite. Of all the vibration control
methodologies reported so far, there exists only one control
strategy that can deal with an infinite number of structural
modes; direct velocity feedback, dubbed DVFB.6,7 Using
collocated velocity sensors and actuators, DVFB enables the
damping augmentation of all structural modes; however this
method is regarded as low authority control~LAC!8 as it
lacks meticulous control of specific modes of interest.

It is likely that all the structural modes are grouped into
a finite number of clusters in which all the structural modes
belonging to a particular cluster have the same common
characteristics. If the structural modes are orthogonal to each
other, the cluster may be controlled independently, thereby
enabling the independent control of each cluster using a
simple control strategy without causing spillover problems.
Grouping all the structural modes into a finite number of
clusters is calledcluster filtering,9 while independent control
of each cluster is termedcluster actuation.9 Utilizing both
cluster filtering and cluster actuation,cluster control9 may be
performed. This approach falls into a category of middle
authority control between conventionally used LAC and high
authority control~HAC!, possessing the benefits of stability
and control law simplicity analogous to LAC, while provid-
ing high control performance as well as some flexibility of
control gain assignment in a similar way to HAC.

By expanding the conception of cluster control to an
active noise control strategy, acoustic cluster control that is
able to achieve global suppression of structure-borne noise is
proposed. This article begins by presenting acoustic cluster
filtering using a point sensor~microphone! array that enables
the grouping of the sound radiated from a target object into a
set of clusters, such that each cluster possesses the same
characteristics in common. As such, it becomes possible to
extract the cluster of interest without causing observation
spillover. Based on the principle of reciprocity, cluster actua-
tion using a point source~speaker! array is then presented.
Driving the source array in accordance with a proposed con-
trol law, the excitation of the designated cluster is performed
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without causing control spillover. Moreover, by combining
both acoustic cluster filtering and acoustic cluster actuation,
acoustic cluster control may be performed. The necessary
and sufficient condition to implement acoustic cluster control
is shown. It is also shown that the sound radiated from a
distributed-parameter planar structure may be captured in the
appropriate acoustic cluster filtering allowing acoustic clus-
ter control may be implemented. An experiment is carried
out to verify the validity of the acoustic cluster filtering and
the acoustic cluster actuation. Finally, by employing adaptive
feedforward control, acoustic cluster control of the suppres-
sion of the noise radiated by a rectangular plate is imple-
mented, demonstrating the capability as well as the validity
of the proposed approach.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Acoustic cluster filtering Õactuation using point
sensors Õactuators

As shown in Fig. 1, consider three parallel planes; the
top plane is for sensing, the middle for actuation and the
bottom for a vibrating target. Suppose thatn point sensors
~microphones! andn point actuators~speakers! are placed on
the sensing plane and actuation plane, respectively, whose
locations satisfy the following expressions. The locationr si

of the ith point sensor on the sensing plane is written as

r si5~xsi ,ysi ,zc1h!, ~1!

while the locationr c j of the jth point source~actuator! on the
actuation plane is given by

r c j5~xc j ,yc j ,zc!. ~2!

Then, the distancer i j between theith point sensor~micro-
phone! and thejth point source is

r i j 5ur si2r c ju5A~xsi2xc j!
21~ysi2yc j!

21h2. ~3!

The sound pressurepi at r si is expressed as

pi5
j vr0

4p S q1

e2 jkr i1

r i1
1q2

e2 jkr i2

r i2
1¯1qn

e2 jkr in

r in
D ,

~4!

where j is the imaginary number,v is the excitation fre-
quency,r0 is the density of air,qi is the volume velocity of
the ith acoustic source~actuator!, andk is the acoustic wave
number.

By incorporating all of the acoustic sensor outputs into a
vectorp, we have

p5S p1

p2

]

pn

D . ~5!

Similarly, putting all the volume velocities of the acoustic
sources into a vectorq, we have

q5S q1

q2

]

qn

D . ~6!

Referring to Eq.~4!, the relation between the vectorp andq
is given by

p5Fq, ~7!

whereFPCn3n denotes the acoustic impedance matrix de-
fined as

F5
j vr0

4p S e2 jkr 11

r11

e2 jkr 12

r 12
¯

e2 jkr 1n

r 1n

e2 jkr 21

r 21

e2 jkr 22

r 22
¯

e2 jkr 2n

r 2n

• • • •

e2 jkr n1

r n1

e2 jkr n2

r n2
¯

e2 jkr nn

r nn

D . ~8!

Next, using a nonsingular matrixTPRn3n, a cluster
filtering is performed as

p̃5Tp. ~9!

Note that theith elementp̃i of the vectorp̃ is expressed as
the combination of all the elements of the vectorp with the
weighting factors,t i j ( j 51;n), theith andjth element ofT,
thus allowing the extraction of some information out of the
sensor outputs. In exactly the same way, the sound cluster
actuation may be carried out by

q̃5Tq. ~10!

Note again that theith elementq̃i of the vectorq̃ is expressed
as the combination of all the elements of the vectorq with
the same weighting factors,t i j ( j 51;n), used for the sound
cluster filtering. Using Eqs.~7!, ~9!, and~10!, we have

p̃5Tp5TFT21q̃. ~11!

Suppose that Eq.~11! is expressed as

p̃5S l1 0 ¯ 0

0 l2 0 0

] 0 �

0 0 0 ln

D q̃. ~12!

FIG. 1. Geometry of sensing plane, actuation plane, and vibrating target
plane.
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Then, sound cluster control, achieved as theith elementp̃i of
p̃, for instance, is influenced by only theith elementq̃i of the
vectorq̃, and so independent control may be performed with-
out causing control/observation spillover. Equation~12! is
thus termeda cluster equation. As such, in order to imple-
ment acoustic cluster control, the acoustic impedance matrix
F needs to be diagonalized. IfF were a real symmetrical
matrix, it could be diagonalized using an orthonormal ma-
trix. HoweverF is a complex matrix, so that its diagonaliza-
tion is not straightforward. To do so, first, it needs to be a
‘‘normal matrix.’’10 If F is a normal matrix, then it can be
diagonalized by using an appropriate unitary matrix. The
necessary and sufficient condition forF to be a normal ma-
trix is to satisfy the following condition;

FHF5FFH, ~13!

whereH denotes the matrix Hermitian~conjugate transpose!.
A signal flow diagram of the cluster control is depicted

in Fig. 2. Observe that there is no cross talk between the
acoustic cluster filtering setp̃i and the acoustic cluster actua-
tion setq̃i ; q̃i is directly transmitted top̃i with the gainl i

without causing any spillover. Here,l i is the eigenvalue of
the matrixF, playing the role of a control gain onq̃i , and so
it may be adjusted in an effort to meet the desired weight on
each modal cluster.

Using an example, it is worthwhile to show how the
acoustic cluster filtering and actuation work. Assume the
acoustic point sources atr c1;r c4 and acoustic point sensors
at r s1;r s4 are placed, as shown in Fig. 3, on the sensing
plane and actuation plane, respectively, such that the follow-
ing descriptions are satisfied,

r c15~xc ,yc ,zc!, ~14!

r c25~2xc ,yc ,zc!, ~15!

r c35~2xc ,2yc ,zc!, ~16!

r c45~xc ,2yc ,zc!, ~17!

r s15~xs ,ys ,zc1h!, ~18!

r s25~2xs ,ys ,zc1h!, ~19!

r s35~2xs ,2ys ,zc1h!, ~20!

r s45~xs ,2ys ,zc1h!. ~21!

Referring to the configuration of four point sensors and four
point actuators as shown in Fig. 3, the impedance matrix in
Eq. ~8! is given by

F5S a b c d

b a d c

c d a b

d c b a

D , ~22!

where

a5
j vr0e2 jkr 11

4pr 11
, ~23!

b5
j vr0e2 jkr 12

4pr 12
, ~24!

c5
j vr0e2 jkr 13

4pr 13
, ~25!

d5
j vr0e2 jkr 14

4pr 14
. ~26!

Note that the acoustic impedance matrix in Eq.~22! satisfies
the necessary and sufficient condition in Eq.~13!, so that it is
a normal matrix, and hence diagonalized as described
shortly. The eigenvalues ofF are calculated as

l15a1b1c1d, ~27!

l25a1b2c2d, ~28!

l35a2b2c1d, ~29!

l45a2b1c2d. ~30!

The modal matrixT associated with the eigenvalues in Eqs.
~27!–~30! yields

FIG. 2. Signal flow of acoustic cluster control with acoustic cluster filtering
and actuation.

FIG. 3. Coordinate system of a rectangular plate showing the configuration
of sources and sensors.
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T5S 1 1 1 1

1 1 21 21

1 21 21 1

1 21 1 21

D . ~31!

Note again that the matrixT is a Hadamard matrix as was
previously used in the study of vibration transmission,11,12

and is a special case of a unitary matrix. The cluster equation
in Eq. ~12! is then written as

p̃5S l1 0 0 0

0 l2 0 0

0 0 l3 0

0 0 0 l4

D q̃. ~32!

Clearly, from Eq.~32!, cluster control can be achieved with
the arrangement of actuators and sensors as shown in Fig. 3.
For example, consider the first monopole patternq̃1 that is
obtained by adding up all the acoustic source outputs in
phase. This information may be extracted in the cluster fil-
tering p̃1 that is implemented by summing up all the sensor
outputs in phase, yielding

p̃15l1q̃15l1~q11q21q31q4!. ~33!

However, the information—the transformed source set
q̃1—does not emerge in the other cluster filtering outputs,
and hence the outputs ofp̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 in terms ofq̃1 are
zero.

B. Acoustic cluster filtering Õactuation of a rectangular
plate

1. Acoustic field function

The sound pressure atr k in space induced by a baffled
rectangular plate with the dimension ofLx3Ly3t, subject to
a harmonic excitation, is given by

p~r k!5E
D

v~r p!zp~r pur k!dr p , ~34!

where zp(r pur k) is the acoustic impedance fromr p on the
target plate tor k in space,v(r p) is the velocity atr p , andD
is the domain of the plate. Furthermore, the velocityv(r p)
may be described using the expansion theory as

v~r p!5(
i 51

`

w i~r p!v i , ~35!

wherew i(r p) is the ith eigenfunction of the panel andv i is
the associated modal amplitude. By inserting Eq.~35! into
Eq. ~34!, the sound pressure is given by

p~r k!5E
D
(
i 51

`

w i~r p!v izp~r pur k!dr p

5(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i~r p!zp~r pur k!dr p . ~36!

As shown in Fig. 3, the target plate is divided into four
domains: I through IV. In each domain of the plate, a pair of
point acoustic sensors and actuators are placed as expressed

in Eqs. ~14!–~21!. By combining the four sound pressures
into the vectorp, we have

p5S p~r s1!

p~r s2!

p~r s3!

p~r s4!

D 5S p1

p2

p3

p4

D . ~37!

Moreover, by introducing the Hadamard matrix in Eq.~31!,
the sound pressure vectorp is transformed into

p̃5S p̃1

p̃2

p̃3

p̃4

D 5Tp. ~38!

Thus, the elements ofp̃ in Eq. ~38! are expressed by
addition/subtraction processing of sound pressure outputs
owing to the property of the Hadamard matrix in Eq.~31!,
and further expand to

p̃15(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i~r p!c1~r p!dr p , ~39!

p̃25(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i~r p!c2~r p!dr p , ~40!

p̃35(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i~r p!c3~r p!dr p , ~41!

p̃45(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i~r p!c4~r p!dr p , ~42!

wherec i(r p) denotes the acoustic filed function defined as

c1~r p!5zp~r pur s1!1zp~r pur s2!1zp~r pur s3!

1zp~r pur s4!, ~43!

c2~r p!5zp~r pur s1!1zp~r pur s2!2zp~r pur s3!

2zp~r pur s4!, ~44!

c3~r p!5zp~r pur s1!2zp~r pur s2!2zp~r pur s3!

1zp~r pur s4!, ~45!

c4~r p!5zp~r pur s1!2zp~r pur s2!1zp~r pur s3!

2zp~r pur s4!, ~46!

and where the acoustic impedancezp(r pur si) is written as

zp~r pur si!5
j vr0

2pr i
e2 jkr i. ~47!

Then, the distancer i ( i 51 – 4) betweenr p5(xp ,yp), the ar-
bitrary position of the panel, andr si , the sensor location as
given by Eqs.~18!–~21!, yields

r 15A~xp2xs!
21~yp2ys!

21~zc1h!2, ~48!

r 25A~xp1xs!
21~yp2ys!

21~zc1h!2, ~49!

r 35A~xp1xs!
21~yp1ys!

21~zc1h!2, ~50!

r 45A~xp2xs!
21~yp1ys!

21~zc1h!2. ~51!
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2. Fundamental characteristics of the field function

Consider the field functions expressed in Eqs.~43!–~46!.
Of four acoustic impedance terms;zp(r pur s1), zp(r pur s2),
zp(r pur s3), andzp(r pur s4) comprising the field functions, let
us pick up, sayzp(r pur s1), for investigating the fundamental
characteristics of the field functions. The real and imaginary
parts ofzp(r pur s1), respectively, yield

Re@zp~r pur s1!#5
vr0k

2p
sinckr1 , ~52!

and

Im@zp~r pur s1!#5
vr0

2pr 1
coskr1 . ~53!

Clearly, from Eqs.~52! and ~53!, both of the functions have
a maximum, vr0k/2p1sinck(zc1h) and vr0/2pk(zc

1h)cosk(zc1h), respectively, atr p5(xs ,ys), with the val-
ues of these terms decreasing monotonously along thex and
y axes. Other impedance functions also entail the same char-
acteristics, possessing maxima atr p5(2xs ,ys), r p

5(2xs ,2ys), andr p5(xs ,2ys), respectively.
The fundamental characteristics of the field function

characterized by the impedance terms are thus summarized
as:

~1! Field function;c1(r ),
Even function with respect to both thex andy axes, and
hence

c1~x1,y1!5c1~2x1,y1!5c1~2x1,2y1!5c1~x1,2y1!. ~54!

~2! Field function;c2(r ),
Even and odd function with respect to thex andy axes,
respectively, and hence

c2~x1,y1!5c2~2x1,y1!52c2~2x1,2y1!

52c2~x1,2y1!. ~55!

~3! Field function;c3(r ),
Odd and even function with respect to thex andy axes,
respectively, and hence
c3~x1,y1!52c3~2x1,y1!

52c3~2x1,2y1!5c3~x1,2y1!. ~56!

~4! Field function;c4(r ),

Odd function with respect to both thex andy axes, and
hence
c4~x1,y1!52c4~2x1,y1!

5c4~2x1,2y1!52c4~x1,2y1!. ~57!

3. Acoustic cluster filtering mechanism

Consider the case where all the modal functions,w~r !, of
a rectangular plate are classified into four categories with the
characteristics described as follows:

~1! Odd/odd modal function;wo/o(r ),

wo/o~x1,y1!5wo/o~2x1,y1!

5wo/o~2x1,2y1!5wo/o~x1,2y1!, ~58!

where the superscript denotes that the numbers of nodal
areas of a panel in thex and y directions are odd and
odd, respectively. Note that the odd/odd modal functions
comprise the first acoustic power mode13,14 which is the
greatest contributor to the total acoustic power radiated
from a rectangular plate.

~2! Odd/even modal function;wo/e(r ),

wo/e~x1,y1!5wo/e~2x1,y1!

52wo/e~2x1,2y1!52wo/e~x1,2y1!. ~59!

~3! Even/odd modal function;we/o(r ),

we/o~x1,y1!52we/o~2x1,y1!

52we/o~2x1,2y1!5we/o~x1,2y1!. ~60!

~4! Even/even modal function;we/e(r ),

we/e~x1,y1!52we/e~2x1,y1!

5we/e~2x1,2y1!52we/e~x1,2y1!. ~61!

Boundary conditions satisfying the above properties are, for
instance, simple support of four edges of the plate~SSSS!,
clamped support~CCCC!, free support~FFFF!, and combi-
nations thereof such as~SCSC!, ~FCFC!, and~SFSF!, where
an eigenfunction is expressed as a symmetrical or skew-
symmetrical function with respect to thex andy axes.

If all the modal functions of the rectangular panel are
classified into the aforementioned categories, then acoustic
cluster filtering may be achieved as expressed below. To do
so, consider, for instance, the acoustic cluster filtering output
p̃1 in Eq. ~39!. In order to perform the required integrations,
the target domain is divided into four subdomains as shown
in Fig. 3, and so the integration is also divided into four
terms:

p̃15(
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w i~x,y!c1~x,y!dxdy. ~62!

Of the four clusters of modal functions, consider, for in-
stance, the odd/odd modal function,wo/o(x,y). Then, due to
the common characteristics of both the modal function
wo/o(x,y) and c1(x,y), which are even functions with re-
spect to thex andy axes, Eq.~62! further expands to
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where p̃1 is nonzero. On the contrary, Eq.~62! in terms of
the other three modal functions becomes
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p̃15(
i 51

`

v iE
D

w i
e/e~r p!c1~r p!dr p50. ~66!

Thus, the modal function, the odd/odd modal function in this
case, is orthogonal with respect to the field function,
c1(x,y), thereby enabling acoustic cluster filtering in the
sense of cluster dimension. As a result, the acoustic cluster
output p̃1 consists of all the odd/odd modal functions, with
no other modal functions involved. Similarly, the fundamen-
tal characteristics of the other cluster filterings are investi-
gated and concluded as follows:p̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 permit the
acoustic cluster filtering of the odd/even modal functions,
even/odd modal clusters and even/even modal clusters, re-
spectively.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

To clarify the validity of the proposed acoustic cluster
filtering, cluster actuation, and cluster control, numerical
simulations were conducted. A simply supported, rectangu-
lar, baffled, steel panel with the dimensions 1.2 m (Lx)
30.6 m (Ly)30.004 m (t) is used as a target plate excited at
rd5(0.256 m,0.356 m) by a disturbance point force. Four
microphones for cluster filtering are placed atxs5ys5zs

510 cm, hencer s1 , r s2 , r s3 , and r s4 may be determined
according to Eqs.~18!–~21!. Figure 4~a! shows the fre-
quency characteristics of the sound pressure atr s1 , and
seven resonant peaks appear in the frequency range up to 200
Hz. Acoustic cluster filtering effects are shown in Figs. 4~b!–
4~e!; referring to Fig. 4~b!, no resonant peaks except the
target modes, the~1,1! and~1,3! modes, appear in the acous-
tic clusterp̃1 . Figure 4~c! illustrates the frequency character-
istics of the acoustic cluster filtering outputp̃2 . Note that,
referring to Table I listing the modal number and frequencies
of the plate, there is a pair of ‘‘almost degenerate structural
modes’’; $~1,4! mode and~2,2! mode%, the resonance fre-
quencies of which are very close to each other. Clearly from
Figs. 4~c! and 4~e!, the ~1,4! mode and the~2,2! mode are
decoupled and extracted in the acoustic clustersp̃2 and p̃4 ,
respectively. As with the acoustic clusterp̃3 , resonant peaks
with respect to the~2,1! and the~2,3! mode appear in Fig.
4~d!. As such, out of the structural modes of interest only the
designated modes are perfectly extracted in the acoustic clus-
ter filtering.

It is worthwhile to clarify the limitations of acoustic
cluster control with reference to three particular questions as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

~1! What is the maximum frequency that cluster control may
deal with? This question is to be raised regardless of
cluster control or conventional active noise control. In
practice, it depends on the performance of the actuators
and digital signal processes~DSPs! used for the control-
ler. Theoretically, the wavelength of the maximum fre-
quency of interest should not be much smaller than a
structural dimension. As the panel becomes larger, the
number of actuators needs to be increased to achieve the
desired control effect.

~2! Computation load; Simply attempting to increase the ac-
tuator and sensor numbers in an effort to improve global
performance of a traditional active noise control system
is not practically viable; as the number of sensors re-
quired increases, the controller performance reduces and
the CPU soon becomes incapable of handling the load.
To cope with this problem, cluster control is suggested; a
multi-input multi-output~MIMO ! system used for active
noise control~ANC! may be replaced with a finite num-
ber of single input single outputs~SISOs!, thus signifi-
cantly reducing the required computation load. Even in

FIG. 4. Frequency characteristics of sound pressure atr s1 and acoustic
cluster outputs.

TABLE I. Mode number, modal indices, and modal resonance frequencies
of the target rectangular panel.

Mode
number Mode

Modal
Frequency Hz

1 ~1,1! 34.49
2 ~1,2! 55.51
3 ~1,3! 90.55
4 ~2,1! 116.94
5 ~2,2! 137.96
6 ~1,4! 139.60
7 ~2,3! 173.00
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the worst case, when the cluster control fails to be imple-
mented, the cluster control system becomes a conven-
tional MIMO system.

~3! Arbitrary shape of a planar structure; Since a simply
supported rectangular panel was used as an example, a
question may arise; how is it possible to extend the work
to an arbitrarily shaped planar structure. This problem
may be tackled by replacing the vibrating structure, irre-
spective of its size, shape or complexity, with a virtual
sound source array on a virtual plane15 in the vicinity of
the target structure. If this is the case, virtual sound
sources may be allocated methodically on a simplified
virtual plane such as a simple rectangular panel as was
used in the current work. With the virtual sound source
array, cluster control consisting of cluster filtering and
cluster actuation can be applied in an effort to achieve a
global suppression of the structure-borne sound radiated
from a planar structure.

IV. EXPERIMENT

With a view to verifying the validity of the proposed
method, an experiment was carried out. As shown in Fig. 5,
a steel rectangular panel with the same dimensions as used in
the numerical simulation was fixed on top of an enclosure
constructed from 10 cm thick concrete walls. The uppermost
edges of the walls consist of a ‘‘knife blade’’ in order to
simulate simply supported boundary conditions. The en-
closed cavity was packed with glasswool to dampen acoustic
resonances. An electrodynamic shaker attached atrd

5(0.256 m,0.356 m), the same location used in simulation,
provided the panel with a random disturbance force, low-
pass filtered at 250 Hz. Four microphones used for acoustic
cluster filtering were hung from a scaffolding placed around
the test rig. One microphone was situated atr s1

5(0.1 m,0.4 m,0.1 m), and so the other locationsr s2;r s4

were determined as shown in Eqs.~18!–~21!.

A. Acoustic cluster filtering

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show the driving point mobility of
the panel atrd , and the associated frequency spectrum of the

sound pressure atr s1 , respectively. Figures 6~c!–6~f! depict
the frequency characteristics of the acoustic cluster filtering
outputs,p̃1 , p̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 , respectively. As seen from the
figures, seven structural modes under consideration were
clustered into the appropriate cluster filtering output. As seen
in the simulation results, the~1,4! mode and the~2,2! mode;
‘‘almost degenerate modes’’, were extracted experimentally
in the acoustic clusterp̃2 and p̃4 , respectively. Please note
that the experiment was carried out in an ordinary room, and
not under ideal circumstances such as found in an anechoic
chamber. However, even under such a poor condition, the
experimental data show satisfactory results. Although the use
of microphones has the shortcoming of being vulnerable to
environmental noise, the disturbance noise may be cancelled
in the acoustic cluster filtering,p̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 because of
the subtraction operation in the signal processing, given that
the same noise enters the four microphones simultaneously.

B. Acoustic cluster actuation

One speaker was placed atr c15(0.3 m,0.55 m,0.05 m)
and the three other locations were determined according to
Eqs.~14!–~17!. To verify the validity of the acoustic cluster
actuation, an experiment was conducted. By driving four
speakers at 100 Hz in phase, the cluster actuation signalq̃1

was produced@see Eq.~10!#. If this clustered soundq̃1 is
capturedonly in the acoustic cluster filtering outputp̃1 and
does not appear in the other acoustic cluster filtering outputs,

FIG. 5. Experimental arrangement showing the panel, speakers, and micro-
phones.

FIG. 6. Frequency characteristics of:~a! driving point mobility atrd of the
panel,~b! sound pressure atr s1 , and~c!–~f! acoustic cluster outputs.
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then this represents proof of the acoustic cluster actuation.
Figure 7~a! shows the time history of the sound pressure
measured atr s1 , while Figs. 7~b!–7~e! illustrate those of the
acoustic cluster,p̃1 , p̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 , respectively. As seen
from the figures, only the acoustic clusterp̃1 extracted the
cluster soundq̃1 , whereas the other acoustic clusters did not.
The amplitude of the sound pressure in Fig. 7~b! is four
times as large as that in Fig. 7~a! since the summation op-
eration in the signal processing is involved.

C. Acoustic cluster control

Figure 8~a! illustrates the schematic diagram of a con-
ventional active noise control system with four inputs and
four outputs. With a view to achieving global noise suppres-
sion, it is required to increase the number of sensors and
speakers. However, the large number of sensors required as
input to the control algorithm would quickly overtax the con-
troller CPU and reduce the performance of the system even
with the ever-increasing capabilities of microprocessors. On
the contrary, the acoustic cluster control presented in the cur-
rent work enables the independent control of each cluster,
thereby reducing the computational burden. More impor-

tantly, the cluster filtering output is no longer the sound pres-
sure at a sensor location, but the set of all structural modes
whose radiation is responsible for the total acoustic power
radiated by the target structure. Thus, the suppression of the
cluster filtering outputs leads to the suppression of the global
noise attenuation. Furthermore, a four input four output con-
trol system is regarded as four SISO systems in Fig. 8~b! as
opposed to MIMO in Fig. 8~a!, thus reducing the computa-
tion load.

Using feedforward control based upon a filtered-x LMS
algorithm, acoustic cluster control consisting of both acous-
tic cluster filtering using four microphones and acoustic clus-
ter actuation using four speakers, was implemented in the
experiment. Four speakers were driven in accordance with
the cluster actuation law stated previously. Control signals
driving four speakers were obtained by addition/subtraction
of the control signal outputs; however they arenot cancelled
as the control signals consist of eigenfunctions of the target

FIG. 7. Time histories of:~a! sound pressure atr s1 , and ~b!–~e! acoustic
cluster outputs.

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of~a! conventional active noise control and~b! acoustic cluster control.

FIG. 9. Frequency characteristics of:~a! sound pressure atr s1 before con-
trol, ~b! sound pressure atr s1 after control,~c! acoustic clusterp̃1 before
control, and~d! acoustic clusterp̃1 after control.
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structure, which are orthogonal to each other.
Figure 9 shows the case when only the acoustic cluster

p̃1 was controlled, whereas the other three were not. Figures
9~a! and 9~b! illustrate the frequency characteristics of the
sound pressure atr s1 before and after cluster control. In the
frequency range under consideration, seven resonant peaks
should exist in Fig. 9~a!, although only six resonant peaks
are seen because of a pair of almost degenerate modes. The
resonant peaks of the target modes, the~1,1! and ~1,3!
modes, are suppressed as seen in Fig. 9~b!, while the other
peaks remained unaffected. It may be seen that the resonant
peaks of the~1,1! and~1,3! mode were reduced by 9 dB and
23 dB, respectively, whereas the other modal resonant peaks
remained intact. Figures 9~c! and 9~d! show the frequency
characteristics of the acoustic cluster outputp̃1 before and
after cluster control, respectively. As seen in Figs. 9~b! and
9~d!, only the target modal clusters were suppressed.

In an effort to suppress all four acoustic cluster outputs,
a further experiment was undertaken. Suppression of the four
clusters is equivalent to the suppression of all the resonant
peaks of the target plate. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show the
frequency characteristics of the sound pressure measured at
r s1 before and after acoustic cluster control. As seen from
Fig. 10~b!, all seven resonant peaks were suppressed. Figures
10~c!–10~f! illustrate the control effect for suppressing the
acoustic cluster filtering outputs,p̃1 , p̃2 , p̃3 , and p̃4 , re-
spectively. Compared with Fig. 6 which shows the case be-

fore control, it may be seen that the reductions obtained were
9 dB and 23 dB for the~1,1! and ~1,3! modes inp̃1 , 20 dB
and 13 dB for the~1,2! and~1,4! modes inp̃2 , 24 dB and 20
dB for the ~2,1! and ~2,3! modes inp̃3 , and 18 dB for the
~2,2! mode inp̃4 .

V. CONCLUSION

Acoustic cluster control has been shown to be a success-
ful approach to achieving global attenuation of structure-
borne noise with a minimum computational load. It was
shown that for control using a number of point sensors and
point actuators, if the acoustic impedance matrix bridging the
point actuators and point sensors is the normal matrix, then
acoustic cluster control can be achieved. The validity of the
acoustic cluster control was verified with a numerical simu-
lation using four microphones and four speakers. By placing
these sensors and actuators symmetrically with respect to the
center of the gravity of the target panel, acoustic cluster fil-
tering as well as cluster actuation was realized. Experimental
results verified the numerical results for acoustic cluster fil-
tering using four microphones and acoustic cluster actuation
using four speakers. Using both acoustic cluster filtering and
acoustic cluster actuation, acoustic cluster control was imple-
mented experimentally and the capability of the approach for
achieving global structure-borne noise suppression was dem-
onstrated.
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This paper studies the basic characteristics of sound fields in urban squares surrounded by reflecting
building façades and the effectiveness of architectural changes and urban design options. A radiosity
model and an image source model are developed, and a parametric study is carried out in
hypothetical squares. The results show that the reverberation time~RT! is rather even in a square,
whereas the early decay time~EDT! is very low in the near field, and then becomes close to RT after
a rapid increase. Compared to diffuse boundaries, with geometrical boundaries the RT and EDT are
significantly longer and the sound pressure level~SPL! attenuation with distance is generally smaller
unless the height/side ratio is high. With a boundary diffusion coefficient of 0.2, the sound field is
already close to that resulting from purely diffusely reflecting boundaries. The SPL in far field is
typically 6–9 dB lower if the square side is doubled; 8 dB lower if the height of building fac¸ades
is decreased from 50 m to 6 m~diffuse boundaries!; 5 dB ~diffuse boundaries! or 2 dB ~geometrical
boundaries! lower if the length/width ratio is increased from 1 to 4; and 10–12 dB lower if the
boundary absorption coefficient is increased from 0.1 to 0.9. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1904483#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Squares are important elements of the urban environ-
ment, and their acoustic conditions are receiving great atten-
tion, especially with increased city center regeneration. How-
ever, most existing research in urban acoustics has
concentrated on the noise reduction for buildings, whereas
studies on the acoustic conditions of urban open public
spaces, including squares, has been more scarce. Investiga-
tions mostly concentrate on a subjective evaluation of the
acoustic environment.1–3 In this research the sound propaga-
tion and soundscape in urban squares are systematically
studied, including computer simulation of the sound fields,
field measurement, questionnaire survey, semantic differen-
tial analysis of the soundscape, and an overall system for
soundscape description, evaluation and design.3–8

The aim of this paper is to study basic characteristics of
sound fields in urban squares surrounded by reflecting build-
ing façades and the effects of architectural changes and ur-
ban design options, including boundary reflection pattern,
square size, height of building fac¸ades, aspect ratio, bound-
ary absorption, and building and absorption arrangements.
Two computer models have been developed: one based on
the radiosity method, for diffusely reflecting boundaries; and
the other based on the image source method, for geometri-
cally reflecting boundaries. A beam-tracing program has also
been used. The paper starts with a brief introduction of the
two computer models; it then presents results of a parametric
study.

II. SIMULATION MODELS

The two models presented below are for two kinds of
idealized boundary condition, diffusely and geometrically re-

flective, respectively. The models are energy based. In other
words, wave effects are ignored and the results are frequency
independent. Since square dimensions are normally consid-
erably greater than the wavelengths of urban sound sources,
this is not problematic.

A. Radiosity model

The radiosity method was first developed for the study
of radiant heat transfer in simple configurations,9 and the
techniques have also been used in computer graphics and
lighting simulation,10–12 as well as in room acoustics simu-
lation for diffusely reflecting boundaries.13–18 An important
feature of using the radiosity method in acoustics is that the
time factor should be considered for reverberation which can
increase the computation time significantly compared with
computer graphics and lighting simulations.

Using the radiosity techniques, the author has developed
computer models for simulating sound propagation in urban
streets.19–22A comparison between calculations using the ra-
diosity method and measurements in a scale model of a typi-
cal street with Haussmann facades has shown a good agree-
ment, within an accuracy of61.5 dB for the sound pressure
level ~SPL!, and 6% for the reverberation time~RT!.21 The
algorithms have also been shown to correctly calculate the
acoustic characteristics of a cube,16 which can be regarded as
a further validation. In this research, a model for urban
squares has been developed. Since the basic principles and
algorithms are similar to those of the street model, which
have been presented elsewhere,19–22 only a brief description
of the square model is given below.

The model divides the square ground and building fa-
çades into a number of small ‘‘patches’’ with each patch
represented by a node in a network, where receivers are also
included. The sound propagation is simulated using the en-
ergy exchange between the patches. The energy exchange

a!Tel: 144 114 222 0325; Fax:144 114 279 8276; electronic mail:
j.kang@sheffield.ac.uk
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between pairs of patches depends on a form factor, which is
the fraction of sound energy emitted from one patch which
arrives at the other by direct energy transport. The model
assumes that all the boundaries are diffusely reflective ac-
cording to the Lambert cosine law.

Consider an idealized rectangular square, as shown in
Fig. 1. The first step is to divide each of the boundaries,
including four facades A, B, U, V and ground G, into
patches. The boundaries are so divided that a patch is smaller
when it is closer to an edge since if the size was constant the
form factor calculation would become less accurate. For con-
venience, in the model the patches are all rectangular, and
the patch size varies in the manner of a geometric series.
There is a precalculation process of form factors, where an
optimal patch division can be determined in terms of calcu-
lation time and accuracy.

In a square as illustrated in Fig. 1, all the form factors
are nonzero since there is always a line of sight between any
pair of patches. There are two kinds of relative location be-
tween patches, either parallel or orthogonal. For the former,
the form factor is calculated by projecting the receiving
patch onto the upper half of a cube centered about the radia-
tion patch. For the latter, computing a form factor is equiva-
lent to projecting the receiving patch onto a unit hemisphere
centered about the radiation patch, then projecting this pro-
jected area orthographically down onto the hemispere’s unit
circle base, and finally dividing by the area of the circle. In
both cases, the boundary absorption coefficient is considered
in the form factor calculation.

The energy exchange includes three steps: energy dis-
tributed from an impulsive source to the patches, energy ex-
change between patches, and energy radiation from patches
to receivers.19 The energy fraction from an omni-directional
point source to a patch can be determined by the ratio of the
solid angle subtended by the patch at the source to the total

solid angle. Each patch is then regarded as an energy source,
which is expressed in a form of energy response. If the
source is directional, the energy fraction in each direction
should be adjusted accordingly. The form factors are inde-
pendent of the source position, and the energy exchange pro-
cess between patches depends only on the form factors and
the patch energy after the preceding energy exchange. This
‘‘memoryless’’ feature can significantly reduce the require-
ment for computer storage. The calculation of akth order
patch source is made by summing the contribution from all
the (k21)th order patch sources, except those which are on
the same boundary as thekth order patch source considered.
As an example, the contribution of the (k21)th order patch
sources on fac¸ade A to akth order patch source on the
ground,Gk(t) l ,m , can be calculated by

GAk~ t ! l ,m5 (
l 851

NX

(
n851

NZ

AG( l 8,n8),(l ,m)Ak21

S t2
d( l 8,n8),(l ,m)

c D
l 8,n8

S t2
d( l 8,n8),(l ,m)

c
>0D , ~1!

whereAG( l 8,n8),(l ,m) is the form factor, namely energy emit-
ted from patchA( l 8,n8) ( l 8512NX , n8512NZ) to patch
G( l ,m) , Ak21(t2d( l 8,n8),(l ,m) /c) l 8,n8 is the sound energy on
the patch sourceAl 8,n8 after the (k21)th energy exchanges,
andNX andNZ are patch numbers alongx andz directions.

While energy is traveling between patches, the contribu-
tion of each patch to each receiver is calculated. By taking
the direct sound transfer from source to receiver into ac-
count, an energy response can then be obtained for each
receiver, from which the steady-state SPL, RT, and early de-
cay time~EDT!, which have been proved to be correlated to
urban square acoustic comfort evaluation,3,4,7,8can be deter-
mined. The energy exchange process stops when the total
energy on all patches reduces to a certain amount. For rever-
beration calculation this is typically 1026 of the source en-
ergy, but if only SPL is concerned, this value could be much
greater, so that the calculation time is shorter.

B. Image source model

The image source method has been commonly used to
calculate the sound propagation in indoor and outdoor spaces
with geometrically reflecting boundaries.23–27 Consider the
idealized rectangular square as shown in Fig. 1. By treating
the building facades and square ground as mirrors, a series of
image sources can be created, as illustrated in Fig. 2. With a
given image source, the reflected sound is modeled with a
sound path directly from the image source to a receiver. The
energy response at a receiver is determined by summing the
contribution from all the image sources, and taking the direct
sound transfer into account. The acoustic indices, including
steady-state SPL, RT, and EDT, can consequently be deter-
mined.

For the convenience of calculating the distance to re-
ceiver R, the image sources in Fig. 2 are divided into a

FIG. 1. Plan view of a typical urban square used in the computation, show-
ing the division of patches, as well as source and receiver positions. There
are 100 evenly distributed receiver positions in the square~which are dif-
ferent from the patch nodes shown in the figure!. For the 50350 m square,
the source is at~10 m, 10 m!, and the positions of four typical receivers are
24 ~12.5 m, 17.5 m!, 56 ~27.5 m, 27.5 m!, 89 ~42.5 m, 42.5 m!, and 100
~47.5 m, 47.5 m!, corresponding to source–receiver distances of 8 m, 25 m,
46 m, and 53 m, respectively. The receiver line is from~12.5 m, 12.5 m! to
~47.5 m, 47.5 m!, with 8 receivers on the line.
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number of groups, such as I-iii, II-iii, I-iv, and II-iv, where I,
II, III, and IV correspond to four basic distances in thex
direction, and i, ii, iii, and iv correspond to four basic dis-
tances in they direction. Consider an image source (j ,k)
( j 51¯`; k51¯`) in group I-iii, for example, the energy
from an image source to a receiverR at (Rx ,Ry ,Rz) can be
determined by

Ej ,k~ t !5
1

4pdj ,k
2 ~12aA!k21~12aB!k~12aU! j 21

3~12aV! je2Mdj ,k S t5
dj ,k

c D , ~2!

whereaA , aB , aU , andaV are the absorption coefficient of
façades A, B, U, and V, respectively.M ~Np/m! is the inten-
sity related attenuation constant in air.dj ,k is the distance
from the image source (j ,k) to the receiver,

dj ,k
2 5~2 jL 2Sx2Rx!

21~2kW2Sy2Ry!21~Sz2Rz!
2.
~3!

By considering the ground reflection, an image source
plane similar to that in Fig. 2 can be obtained. The energy
from the image sources to receiverR can be determined in a
similar manner as above, but replacing termSz2Rz with
Sz1Rz and also taking the ground absorptionaG into ac-
count.

III. COMPUTATION

These two models are applied in this paper to carry out
a parametric study with a series of hypothetical urban
squares based on a recent survey.7,8 The radiosity method is
used for diffusely reflecting boundaries and the image source
method for geometrically reflecting boundaries. While the
models are accurate for simulating the two kinds of idealized
sound field, which is the main attention of this paper, it is
also useful to consider the conditions in between, namely
with partially diffuse and partially geometrical boundaries, or
in other words, with a diffusion coefficient 0,d,1. For this
purpose Raynoise,28 a commercial acoustic simulation soft-
ware based on beam-tracing, is used.

First a typical configuration is considered, analyzing ba-
sic characteristics of sound fields in urban squares and com-
paring the sound fields formed by the two kinds of boundary.
Then the effects of square size, height of building fac¸ades,
square shape, boundary absorption, and building and absorp-
tion arrangements are analyzed. Indices for comparison in-
clude the steady-state SPL, RT~RT30 in this paper! and
EDT.

A. Sound field in a typical square

The analysis in this section is based on a square of 50
350 m. The square is surrounded by buildings with a height
of 20 m. Since the buildings are assumed to have a constant
height in a square, a term ‘‘square height’’ is used in this
paper for convenience. The absorption coefficient of all the
boundaries is 0.1. A point source, with a sound power level
of 0 dB, is positioned at (x510 m, y510 m, z51.5 m). 100
receivers are evenly distributed in the square, at a height of
1.2 m.

Figure 3~a! shows the SPL distribution in the square,
with both diffusely and geometrically reflecting boundaries.
It can be seen that with both kinds of boundary, the SPL
initially decreases significantly with increasing source-
receiver distance, about 5–8 dB from 8 m to 25 m~corre-
sponding to receiver 24–56 as shown in Fig. 1!, for example,
and then becomes approximately stable, with a variation of
less than 2 dB beyond 25 m. This feature is similar to that in
regularly-shaped enclosures, although the SPL values are dif-
ferent from those calculated using the classical theory.

The RT and EDT are rather long in such a square, about
2 s with diffusely reflecting boundaries, and around 8–10 s
with geometrically reflecting boundaries, as shown in Figs.
3~b! and ~c!, respectively. It can also be seen that the RT is
very even over the entire square. The standard deviation to
average ratio is 0.9% for diffusely reflecting boundaries and
3.3% for geometrically reflecting boundaries. The EDT is
very low in the near field, say 10–15 m from the source, and
then becomes relatively even after a rapid increase. Note in
this paper the terms ‘‘near field’’ and ‘‘far field’’ refer to
close and remote receiver positions, rather than dimensions
relating to the size and wavelengths of the sound source. The
standard deviation to average ratio is 28.8% for diffusely
reflecting boundaries and 32.5% for geometrically reflecting
boundaries. When the source–receiver distance is increased
from 8 m to 25 m,changes in RT and EDT are plus 10%–

FIG. 2. Plan view of a rectangular square, showing the distribution of image
sources.
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20% and plus 70%–110%, respectively, with both kinds of
boundary considered. Beyond 25 m the variations are much
less,,3% and 2%–8% for RT and EDT. An important rea-
son for the short reverberation in the near field, especially the
EDT, is that the direct sound plays an important role, and
there is a lack of early reflections.

B. Boundary reflection pattern

In urban streets and irregularly-shaped enclosures it has
been demonstrated that there are considerable differences in
sound fields resulting from diffusely and geometrically re-
flecting boundaries.15–22 In this section a comparison be-
tween the two kinds of boundary is made for urban squares.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the SPL with diffusely
reflecting boundaries is generally lower than that with geo-
metrically reflecting boundaries. This difference increases
with increasing source–receiver distance, to a maximum of
about 2 dB. The main reason for the difference is that with
diffusely reflecting boundaries some energy is redistributed
towards the source due to backscattering. A 2 dB difference
is considerable given that for both kinds of boundary the
variation in SPL across the receivers, except in the very near
field, is only about 5–8 dB. More explicit comparisons be-
tween the two kinds of boundary can be seen in the follow-
ing sections, where receivers along a diagonal are consid-
ered.

The reverberation resulting from geometrically reflect-
ing boundaries is significantly longer at about 400% for the
RT and 200% for the EDT, than that from diffusely reflecting
boundaries. An important reason for the differences is that
for a given order of reflection, with geometrically reflecting
boundaries the sound path is generally much longer, mainly
due to the flutter echo effect. This can be seen in Fig. 4,
where the decay curves with diffusely and geometrically re-
flecting boundaries are compared at receiver 100. The main
reason for the significant difference in reverberation between
the two kinds of boundary compared to that in SPL is that the
former depends on multiple reflections, whereas the latter is
mainly determined by early reflections. Similar results have
also been observed in street canyons.19

Ray-tracing type models,24–26 although less accurate
compared to the image source method and the radiosity
method for geometrically and diffusely reflecting boundaries
respectively, are useful for studying the effect of boundary
diffusion coefficient. Using Raynoise, variations in SPL, RT,
and EDT with increasingd ranging from 0 to 1 are calcu-
lated, as shown in Fig. 5. Three receivers, 24, 56, and 89,
representing typical distances from the source, as illustrated

FIG. 3. Distribution of the steady-state SPL~a!, RT ~b!, and EDT~c! in a
square of 50350 m, with diffusely ~dark mesh! and geometrically~light
mesh! reflecting boundaries. Square height is 20 m. Source at~10 m, 10 m!.
Boundary absorption coefficient 0.1.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the decay curves between diffusely and geometri-
cally reflecting boundaries at receiver 100, where the source–receiver dis-
tance is 53 m, as shown in Fig. 1. Square is 50350 m. Square height 20 m.
Source at~10 m, 10 m!. Boundary absorption coefficient 0.1.
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in Fig. 1, are considered. In the calculation a large ray num-
ber, 200 k, and a high reflection order, 100, are used. Since
random numbers are involved in the Raynoise computation
when a diffusion coefficient is considered, causing variations
in results, the data in Fig. 5 are based on an average of
several computations. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that with
partially diffuse and partially geometrical boundaries, the
sound field is generally between the two idealized situations.

It is interesting to note that whend is increased from 0
to about 0.2, the decrease in RT and EDT is significant,
whereas whend is further increased, the changes become
much less. The variation in SPL is similar to that in RT and
EDT, although thed value where the SPL becomes approxi-
mately steady is slightly greater than 0.2. This means that
with only about 20% of the energy incident upon the bound-
aries diffusely reflective, the sound field in an urban square is

close to that resulting from purely diffusely reflecting bound-
aries. Similar results have been obtained in other spaces, and
the importance of considering boundary diffusion has been
discussed by other researchers.29–33In many urban squares in
Europe it might be appropriate to use the sound field result-
ing from purely diffusely reflecting boundaries as an ap-
proximation of the actual sound field, since the fac¸ades and
ground normally have a certain level of diffusion. In addi-
tion, various kinds of square ‘‘furniture’’ are useful for dif-
fusing sound.

It is also noted in Fig. 5 that whend is increased from
about 0.7 to 1, there is a slight increase in RT and EDT,
which is probably caused by the decrease in initial energy in
the sound decay process. With increasing source–receiver
distance, the variation in SPL, EDT, and RT with variousd

FIG. 6. Comparison between three square sizes: 25325 m, 50350 m, and
1003100 m. ~a! Steady-state SPL with both diffusely and geometrically
reflecting boundaries;~b! RT and EDT with diffusely reflecting boundaries;
~c! RT and EDT with geometrically reflecting boundaries. Square height is
20 m. Source at~5 m, 5 m!, ~10 m, 10 m!, and ~20 m, 20 m! in the three
squares, respectively. Receivers along the diagonal as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Boundary absorption coefficient is 0.1.

FIG. 5. Variation of the steady-state SPL, RT, and EDT with increasing
diffusion coefficient, calculated using Raynoise, at receiver 24, 56, and 89,
where the source–receiver distances are 8 m, 25 m, and 46 m, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1. Square is 50350 m. Square height 20 m. Source at~10
m, 10 m!. Boundary absorption coefficient 0.1.
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generally becomes slightly greater, as can be seen by com-
paring the three receivers in Fig. 5. This is possibly because
reflections play a more important role at longer distances to
the source.

C. Size

The SPL distributions in three squares of different sizes,
25325 m, 50350 m, and 1003100 m, are compared in Fig.
6~a!, where the square height is 20 m and the boundary ab-
sorption coefficient is 0.1. Both diffusely and geometrically
reflecting boundaries are considered. The receivers are along
a diagonal of each square, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the near field, say within a source–receiver distance
of 5–10 m, there is no significant difference in SPL between
the three square sizes. Clearly this is due to the dominant
role of the direct sound. With the increase of source–receiver
distance, the SPL becomes systematically less with increased
square size. In the far field of each square, the SPL is ap-
proximately 6–9 dB lower when the square side is doubled.

Compared to geometrically reflecting boundaries, with
diffusely reflecting boundaries there are more energy losses
resulting from the scattering of sound out of the square.
Moreover, the SPL attenuation with distance is greater since
some energy is redistributed towards the source due to back-
scattering, as mentioned in the previous section. However,
with diffusely reflecting boundaries, reflections from all
boundary patches will contribute to the SPL at a receiver,
whereas with geometrically reflecting boundaries only the
surfaces below the source and the receiver heights are effec-

tive. The importance of these three effects varies with differ-
ent square configurations. In Fig. 6~a!, with the square sizes
of 50350 m and 1003100 m, the first two effects are domi-
nant, so that with diffusely reflecting boundaries the SPL
attenuation is systematically greater than that with geometri-
cally reflecting boundaries, at about 2–5 dB. This corre-
sponds to the results in long enclosures, urban streets and flat
enclosures.15,30 With the increase of height/side ratio, the
third effect plays a major role and thus with diffusely reflect-
ing boundaries, the SPL attenuation is systematically smaller
than that with geometrically reflecting boundaries. This is the
case of the 25325 m square in Fig. 6~a!, although the differ-
ence is within 1 dB.

The reverberation results with diffusely reflecting
boundaries are shown in Fig. 6~b!. The RT increases with

FIG. 7. Comparison between three square heights: 50, 20, and 6 m. The
boundaries are diffusely reflective.~a! Steady-state SPL;~b! RT and EDT.
Square is 50350 m. Source at~10 m, 10 m!. Receivers along the diagonal
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Boundary absorption coefficient is 0.1.

FIG. 8. Comparison between two square shapes: 50350 m and 100
325 m. ~a! Steady-state SPL with both diffusely and geometrically reflect-
ing boundaries;~b! RT and EDT with diffusely reflecting boundaries;~c! RT
and EDT with geometrically reflecting boundaries. Square height is 20 m.
Source at~10 m, 10 m! and ~20 m, 5 m! in the two squares, respectively.
Receivers along the diagonal similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1. Boundary
absorption coefficient is 0.1.
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increasing square size, as expected. It is interesting to note
that the simulated RT values in the three squares, 1.77 s, 1.84
s, and 2.14 s, are close to the calculations using the classical
Eyring formula for room acoustics,34 1.88 s, 2 s, and 2.03 s,
where the ceiling absorption coefficient is assumed as 1.
However, using the two methods the RT ratios between vari-
ous square sizes, namely, 1.77:1.84:2.14 and 1.88:2:2.03, are
different, suggesting that the direct use of the Eyring formula
may not be appropriate. In terms of the distribution of RT
and EDT, the three squares are similar: the RT is even across
a square, whereas the EDT increases rapidly with increasing
source–receiver distance until about the square center, and
then becomes relatively stable, where the EDT is close to RT,
indicating that the decay curves are close to linear. It is noted
that the increase in EDT with increasing source–receiver dis-
tance is slower in a larger square. This is mainly because the

sound paths become longer with increased square size, so
that there is a lack of initial reflections.

With geometrically reflecting boundaries, the RT and
EDT variations are generally similar to the above, as shown
in Fig. 6~c!, although the absolute values as well as the RT
and EDT ratios between various square sizes are rather dif-
ferent. Unlike diffusely reflecting boundaries, with geometri-
cally reflecting boundaries the RT values are considerably
higher than the EDT. This is probably due to the large num-
ber of late reflections corresponding to flutter echoes.

D. Height

The effect of square height on the SPL distribution is
shown in Fig. 7~a!, where the square size is 50350 m and
the boundary absorption coefficient is 0.1. Three square
heights are calculated, 50 m, 20 m, and 6 m. Only diffusely
reflecting boundaries are considered. With geometrically re-
flecting boundaries the acoustic indices at a receiver includ-
ing SPL, RT, and EDT depend only on the boundaries below
the source or the receiver height, whichever is greater, and
thus, increasing square height from 6 m to 50 mwill have no
effect on receivers at 1.5 m. From Fig. 7~a! it can be seen
that in the near field the SPL is almost unchanged with vari-
ous square heights, whereas with the increase of source-
receiver distance, the SPL becomes higher with a greater
square height. This is expected, because with more fac¸ade
areas there are more reflections. With increasing source–
receiver distance the SPL difference between different square
heights initially increases, and then becomes approximately
stable. In the far field, between square heights 50 m and 6 m,
the difference is about 8 dB.

The RT and EDT with the three square heights are com-
pared in Fig. 7~b!, again for diffusely reflecting boundaries
only. The simulated RT values, averaged over the entire
square, are 4.19 s, 1.84 s, and 0.83 s with square heights of
50 m, 20 m, and 6 m, which are close to the calculated
values using the Eyring formula, 4.31 s, 2 s, and 0.63 s. In all
the three squares the EDT becomes stable beyond about 25
m from the source, although for a greater square height the
increase in EDT with increasing source–receiver distance is
more rapid, because of the increased reflections by the in-
creased boundary area. In the relatively far field, the EDT
values are close to RT with various square heights, indicating
that the decay curves are close to linear.

E. Shape

It has been demonstrated that with a constant floor area,
sound distributions in long, flat and regularly-shaped enclo-
sures differ considerably.17 In Fig. 8~a! the SPL attenuation
in two squares with the same ground area but different aspect
ratios, 50350 m (L/W51) and 100325 m (L/W54), are
compared, where the square height is again 20 m and the
boundary absorption coefficient is 0.1. It is interesting to
note that for both diffusely and geometrically reflecting
boundaries, withL/W54, the SPL in the near field is almost
the same as, or only slightly higher than, that withL/W
51, whereas in the far field, say over 30 m, the SPL with
L/W54 is considerably lower, especially with diffusely re-

FIG. 9. Effects of boundary absorption in the 50350 m square.~a! Steady-
state SPL with both diffusely and geometrically reflecting boundaries;~b!
RT and EDT with diffusely reflecting boundaries;~c! RT and EDT with
geometrically reflecting boundaries. Square height is 20 m. Source at~10 m,
10 m!. Receivers along the diagonal as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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flecting boundaries. A main reason for the extra SPL attenu-
ation is that the sound path is generally greater when a
square becomes longer. The results suggest that from the
viewpoint of noise reduction, it is better to design a square
with a greater aspect ratio.

It is noted that the SPL differences between diffusely
and geometrically reflecting boundaries becomes greater
when the aspect ratio of a square increases. As can be seen in
Fig. 8~a!, for the 50350 m square, the difference between
the two kinds of boundary is about 2 dB in the far field,
whereas this value is about 5 dB for the 100325 m square. A
possible reason is that with diffusely reflecting boundaries,
the relative increase in sound path when a square becomes
longer is generally greater than that with geometrically re-
flecting boundaries. Also, when using diffusely reflecting

boundaries, a longer square will backscatter more energy to
the near field, as can be seen in Fig. 8~a!.

The differences in reverberation between the two square
shapes are generally less than those in SPL, both for dif-
fusely and geometrically reflecting boundaries, as shown in
Figs. 8~b! and~c!, respectively. This is probably because the
SPL is more affected by early reflections and reflection pat-
terns, whereas the reverberation is more related to multiple
reflections and the square volume. In Fig. 8~b! it is noted that
with diffusely reflecting boundaries, in the far field of the
100325 m square the EDT is considerably longer than RT.
Clearly this is caused by the strong early reflections relative
to the direct sound in this area. With geometrically reflecting
boundaries the RT in the 100325 m square is longer than
that in the 50350 m square, by about 18% on average, and

FIG. 10. Steady-state SPL distribution with various building and absorption arrangements in the 50350 m square. Solid lines,a50.1; dotted lines,a
50.5; no line,a51 ~e.g., no building!. Square height is 20 m. Source at~10 m, 10 m!.
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this difference increases with increasing source–receiver dis-
tance, as can be seen in Fig. 8~c!. This is probably because in
the 100325 m square the sound paths are generally longer
and thus in the decay process the late reflections are rela-
tively stronger compared to the 50350 m square. For a simi-
lar reason, the near field EDT in the 100325 m square is
slightly shorter than that in the 50350 m square, due to the
lack of early reflections.

F. Boundary absorption

Figure 9~a! shows the SPL attenuation with a range of
boundary absorption coefficients, where the square is 50
350 m and the square height is 20 m. When the absorption
coefficient is increased from 0.1 to 0.3, 0.3 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0.7,
and 0.7 to 0.9, the SPL decrease averaged over the entire

square is 2.0 dB, 1.7 dB, 1.5 dB, and 1.3 dB, respectively, for
diffusely reflecting boundaries, and 2.4 dB, 1.6 dB, 1.4 dB,
and 1.3 dB, respectively, for geometrically reflecting bound-
aries. This indicates that a given increase of sound absorption
is less efficient for noise reduction if there are already con-
siderable absorbers in the square, which is expected. It is also
noted in Fig. 9~a! that the decrease in SPL caused by increas-
ing absorption coefficient becomes systematically greater
with increasing source–receiver distance. Clearly this is be-
cause with a longer source–receiver distance the SPL de-
pends more on reflections, for which boundary absorption is
effective.

In Fig. 9~a! the maximum SPL difference between ab-
sorption coefficients 0.1 and 0.9 is 10.4 dB with diffusely
reflecting boundaries and 11.5 dB with geometrically reflect-
ing boundaries. These values are considerably greater than

FIG. 11. RT distribution with various building and absorption arrangements in the 50350 m square. Solid lines,a50.1; dotted lines,a50.5; no line,a
51 ~e.g., no building!. Square height is 20 m. Source at~10 m, 10 m!.
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that in street canyons.19–21 The main reason is that in urban
squares the SPL depends on reflections from all four facades
and thus the effect of increasing boundary absorption is more
significant. It is also seen in Fig. 9~a! that the difference
between the two kinds of boundary becomes less with in-
creasing absorption coefficient. This is because with a higher
absorption coefficient, boundary reflections become less im-
portant compared to the direct sound.

The RT decreases with increasing boundary absorption,
as expected, but it is interesting to note that the rate of de-
crease is considerably slower than that predicted using the
Eyring formula. This is true for both kinds of boundary, as
can be seen in Figs. 9~b! and~c!, respectively. This suggests
the nondiffuse feature of the sound fields in urban squares,
especially when the boundary absorption is high. For both
diffusely and geometrically reflecting boundaries, the RT/

EDT ratio generally becomes greater with increasing bound-
ary absorption. This is probably because a given SPL reduc-
tion in reflections can cause a greater decrease in EDT than
that in RT.

When the boundary absorption coefficient is high, say
0.7–0.9, the energy in early reflections becomes very weak,
especially in the near field where the number of reflections is
small. The shapes of the decay curves thus become ex-
tremely nonlinear, especially for geometrically reflecting
boundaries. As a result, the RT and EDT vary considerably at
various receivers, as shown in Figs. 9~b! and ~c!.

G. Building and absorption arrangement

Urban squares are not always surrounded by buildings
and sound absorption is often unevenly distributed. To study

FIG. 12. EDT distribution with various building and absorption arrangements in the 50350 m square. Solid lines,a50.1; dotted lines,a50.5; no line,a51
~e.g., no building!. Square height is 20 m. Source at~10 m, 10 m!.
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such effects, simulation is carried out using the 50350 m
square, with one, two and three facades only, as well as with
absorbers ofa50.5 on one to four facades. The other bound-
aries have an absorption coefficient of 0.1. Both diffusely
and geometrically reflecting boundaries are considered.

The SPL results are shown in Fig. 10. The tendencies
with both kinds of boundary are generally similar. When
facade V is removed or made absorbent, the SPL near this
façade becomes lower, showing a rather ‘‘local’’ effect.
When two opposite facades, U and V, are removed or made
absorbent, the direct sound plays a much more important
role, although the effect of multiple reflections between fa-
çades A and B can still be seen. When three fac¸ades, U, V,
and B, are removed, the sound field is dominated by the
direct sound. When the three facades are absorbent, the SPL
distribution shows a similar pattern.

The RT distribution with various configurations is
shown in Fig. 11. With diffusely reflecting boundaries, the
RT is generally even across the square with various building
and absorption arrangements, although the RT value reduces
with decreased number of fac¸ades or increased number of
absorbent facades, as expected. The standard deviation to
average ratios are 0.9%, 1.4%, 3.2%, and 5.9% with four,
three, two, and one facade, and 1.5%, 1.6%, 1.9%, and 2.2%
with one, two, three, and four fac¸ades absorbent. With geo-
metrically reflecting boundaries the reflection pattern in the
square is significantly changed with different building and
absorption arrangements and consequently, the RT distribu-
tion becomes much more uneven. The standard deviation to
average ratios are 3.3%, 11.4%, and 12.7% with four, three,
and two facades, and 4.7%, 7.4%, 9.2%, and 1.6% with one,
two, three, and four fac¸ades absorbent.

The effects of building and absorption arrangements on
the EDT are shown in Fig. 12. The tendencies of changes are
generally similar to those of RT, but the variations are much
greater. For various configurations the standard deviation to
average ratio ranges 25%–34% with diffusely reflecting
boundaries and 32%–110% with geometrically reflecting
boundaries.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The sound fields in urban squares have been analyzed
and compared through computations in a number of hypo-
thetical squares using the radiosity and image source models.
It has been shown that:~1! With either diffusely or geometri-
cally reflecting boundaries, the SPL initially decreases sig-
nificantly with increasing source–receiver distance and then
becomes approximately stable. The RT and EDT are rather
long, about 2 s with diffusely reflecting boundaries and
around 8–10 s with geometrically reflecting boundaries in a
typical square of 50350 m. The RT is very even across a
square, whereas the EDT is very low in the near field, and
then becomes close to RT after a rapid increase.~2! Com-
pared to diffusely reflecting boundaries, with geometrically
reflecting boundaries the RT and EDT are significantly
longer, typically by 200%–400%, and the SPL attenuation
along a square is generally smaller unless the height/side
ratio is high, say 1:1.~3! When the boundary diffusion coef-

ficient is increased from 0 to about 0.2, the decrease in SPL,
RT, and EDT is significant, whereas whend is further in-
creased, the changes become much less.~4! If a relatively far
field is considered, the SPL is typically 6–9 dB lower when
the square side is doubled; 8 dB lower when the square
height is decreased from 50 m to 6 m~diffusely reflecting
boundaries!; 5 dB ~diffusely reflecting boundaries! or 2 dB
~geometrically reflecting boundaries! lower if the length/
width ratio is increased from 1 to 4; and 10–12 dB lower if
the boundary absorption coefficient is increased from 0.1 to
0.9. ~5! The Eyring formula can give an approximate indica-
tion of the changes in RT and EDT with varied square size,
height, and shape, but the rate of RT and EDT decrease
caused by increasing boundary absorption is considerably
slower than that predicted by the Eyring formula.~6! When
one facade is removed or made absorbent, the sound field
near this facade is mostly affected, whereas when two or
more facades are removed or made absorbent, the direct
sound plays a much more important role. With diffusely re-
flecting boundaries the RT is generally even across a square
with various building or absorption arrangements, whereas
with geometrically reflecting boundaries the RT distribution
becomes much more uneven.
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This paper discusses quantitative tools to evaluate the reliability of ‘‘decay time estimates’’ and
inter-relationships between multiple decay times for estimates made within a Bayesian framework.
Previous works@Xiang and Goggans, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1415–1424~2001!; 113, 2685–2697
~2003!# have applied Bayesian framework to cope with the demanding tasks in estimating multiple
decay times from Schroeder decay functions measured in acoustically coupled spaces. A parametric
model of Schroeder decay function@Xiang, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 2112–2121~1995!# has been
used for the Bayesian model-based analysis. The relevance of this work is that architectural
acousticians need to know how well determined are the estimated decay times calculated within
Bayesian framework using Schroeder decay function data. This paper will first address the
estimation of global variance of the residual errors between the Schroeder function data and its
model. Moreover, this paper discusses how the ‘‘landscape’’ shape of the posterior probability
density function over the decay parameter space influences the individual decay time estimates, their
associated variances, and their inter-relationships. This paper uses experimental results from
measured room impulse responses in real halls to describe a model-based sampling method for an
efficient estimation of decay times, and their individual variances. These parameters along with
decay times are relevant decay parameters for evaluation and understanding of acoustically coupled
spaces. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1903845#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.55.Mc@EJS# Pages: 3707–3715

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, acoustics of coupled spaces have re-
ceived considerable attention in architectural acoustics.1–7

One of the important tasks for better understanding and de-
sign of acoustics in coupled spaces lies in sound energy de-
cay analysis. This paper discusses quantitative tools to evalu-
ate the reliability of ‘‘decay time estimates’’ and inter-
relationships between multiple decay times for estimates
made within a Bayesian framework. Recent applications of
Bayesian probability theory in decay time evaluation in
acoustically coupled spaces4,5 have demonstrated a useful
framework for analyzing Schroeder decay functions8 from
room impulse response measurements. The Bayesian frame-
work proves to be able to estimate not only the decay param-
eters from Schroeder decay model,4 but also to determine the
decay order quantitatively.5

Bayesian probability theory, which includes Bayes’
theorem, includes all rules of probability theory for relating
and manipulating probabilities; interpreted asthe logic of
science,9 it is a quantitative theory of inference. In Bayesian
framework, Bayesian probability theory provides useful tools

to formulate posterior probability density function~PPDF! of
decay parameters. One approach to estimation of respective
decay parameters is to use the PPDF in probabilistic moment
calculations of specific parameters. Alternatively, localiza-
tion of global extremes of the PPDF in the parameter space
will also lead to an effective estimation of relevant decay
parameters,4 so-called maximuma posterior~MAP! estima-
tion, since the PPDF associated with any particular set of
values for the decay parameters is a measure of how much
one believes that they really lie in the neighborhood of that
range. For both probabilistic approaches, the shape of the
global extremes on the PPDF will influence the precision of
the probabilistic estimation, subsequently the reliability of
the decay time estimation. In addition to estimation of decay
times in order to understand the acoustics in the acoustically
coupled spaces, recent investigation on systematic depen-
dence of the decay times on the aperture size, the volumes
and other room parameters6,7 stimulates the need to evaluate
reliability, to quantify uncertainties associated with Bayesian
decay time estimation from the room impulse responses.

Reliability of measurements and estimation of param-
eters of interest is always of major concern of the respective
measurement techniques and estimation methods. In the con-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
xiangn@rpi.edu; Tel:~518!-276-6464; Fax:~518!-276-3034.
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text of architectural-acoustic measurement techniques, ac-
ousticians have always endeavored a high reliability in de-
termining room-acoustic parameters including reverberation
time, decay times, and other parameters.8–13Schroeder back-
wards integration method8 is a successful effort to increase
the determination reliability of sound energy decay function
from a single measurement of room impulse responses, in
comparison to the traditional noise-interrupt method, where a
large number of ensemble averages of measured decay
curves have to be carried out.

The subject of this paper is to study the estimation reli-
ability and inter-relationships between multiple decay times
given the measured room impulse responses from which
Schroeder decay functions are derived, in other words, this is
to access the estimation quality of relevant decay parameters
from Schroeder decay functions using Bayesian probability
theory. A practical significance of the reliability analysis is
that architectural acousticians want to know in the practice
what error bars or variances are associated with the estimated
decay parameters once the decay parameters have been esti-
mated from the given data. Reliability associated with differ-
ent measurement techniques, associated with reproducibility
of a specific measurement technique, or different estimation
methods is, however, not a primary concern of the current
work, rather than the reliability of the estimated decay pa-
rameters when the Bayesian inference is applied in analyzing
Schroeder decay functions.4 This is however a different situ-
ation than assessing result-spreading, error-bars or the repro-
ducibility of a number of repeated measurements since
Schroeder integration yields a smoothed decay function from
a single measurement of a room impulse response.8

Fundamentals of Bayesian reliability analysis can be
found in Refs. 9 and 14. Bayesian uncertainty analysis has
also been applied in other acoustics fields, amongst others, in
previous works.15–18 In this paper, however, we share our
own insight in the specific applications of sound energy de-
cay analysis in coupled spaces. We will demonstrate that
Bayesian framework also provides architectural acousticians

with relevant tools for quantifying the reliability of decay
time estimation and inter-relationships between multiple de-
cay times. This paper will demonstrate the reliability analysis
of decay time estimation in coupled spaces using experimen-
tally measured room impulse responses.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II provides
some examples of calculating decay times in acoustic spaces
in order to highlight estimation reliability of decay times
over their PPDF landscapes. Section III introduces the for-
mulations to quantify the decay time reliability within Baye-
sian framework and discusses some representative results.
Finally Sec. IV concludes the paper.

II. DECAY TIME LANDSCAPES

Bayesian decay time estimation is a model-based ap-
proach. Previous work4 described the Bayesian formalism
using a parametric model19 for Schroeder decay function

F~A,B,tk!5(
j 51

m

AjGj~Bj ,tk!, 0<tk<tULI , ~1!

where

Gj~Bj ,tk!5H exp~2Bj•tk! for j 51,2,...,m21,

tULI2tk for j 5m,
~2!

and A5$A1 ,A2 ,...,Am%, B5$B1 ,B2 ,...,Bm%, and Bj

513.8/Tj andBm50. tULI is the time at the upper limit of the
Schroeder integration~ULI !.4,19 Here Tj denotes thejth de-
cay time to be determined, andm is the number of additive
terms in the model. TheAj are called linear parameters while
Bj are nonlinear parameters. Since Schroeder integration of
experimentally measured room impulse responses is carried
out only within a finite ULI, one more boundary condition
has to constrain the Schroeder decay model when the inte-
gration is carried out towards the ULI:

F~A,B,tk5tULI !50. ~3!

This boundary condition introduces an additional con-
stant term into the model20

Gj~Bj ,tk!5H exp~2Bj•tk!2exp~2Bj•tULI ! for j 51,2,...,m21,

tULI2tk for j 5m.
~4!

Simulation and experimental comparisons reveal that Eq.~2!
differs from Eq. ~4! only insignificantly whentULI is large
enough so that the decay time analysis usually ignores the
additional, constant term in the practice, especially when a
measurement record length of room impulse responses using
pseudorandom signals has to be selected long enough to
avoid possible time-aliasing. A subsequent Schroeder inte-
gration will be simply carried out over the entire record-
length without any burden of careful determination of the
ULI.4,19 However, when computer modeling tools create
room impulse responses, there is no measurement noise in
the data (Am50), the model in Eq.~4! will be more appro-
priate.

The model expressed in Eq.~1! along with Eq.~2! or Eq.
~4! is a form of generalized linear models.4 It is derived
based on the nature of Schroeder decay functions with a few,
distinct decay modes.4,19,20 For this specific model form,
Bayesian formulation can carry out marginalizations of lin-
ear parameters and other nuisance parameters analytically,
leading to the PPDF,4 which is only a function of the non-
linear parameters~decay times! given the Schroeder decay
function. Figure 1 illustrates two examples of the PPDFs
over the decay times based on the decay model whenm
53 ~two decay slopes!. The sound energy decay analysis is
primarily confined with common frequency bands in archi-
tectural acoustics. The Schroeder decay functions in Fig. 1
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are e.g. evaluated from 1 kHz octave band-filtered, experi-
mentally measured room impulse responses. Bayesian decay
model selection5 has determined the number of decay slopes
to be 2. On the left-hand side of Fig. 1 the results, normal-
ized with respect to the peak value~peak-normalized!, are
derived from a room impulse response measured in a church.
Two sharp peaks of the PPDF are found within a decay time
range between 0.3 and 1.1 s. Any of these peaks will serve
when seeking the global maximum. A detailed zoom in one
of the peaks as shown in Fig. 1~c! reveals a sharp, but
skewed landscape of PPDF over the decay time space
$T1 ,T2%. The sharpness of the landscape indicates a high
reliability ~low uncertainty! associated with the decay time
estimation based on the PPDF. In other words, the decay

times are well defined and will be precisely estimated within
a tiny decay time range in an order ofu0.02u s. The skewness
of the landscape, namely, the angle of the landscape relative
to the axes, however, implies a dependence between two
decay times.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 1 the results are derived
from a room impulse response measured in the Student
Union of the University of Mississippi where two spaces are
coupled together. The PPDF landscape of this example is
characterized by two distinct, well-separated, narrow peaks
as shown in Figs. 1~d! and ~e!. A detailed zoom into one of
the peaks as shown in Fig. 1~f! reveals an elongated land-
scape. The specific peak is widely spreading over a large
range along decay time axisT2 , while the landscape along

FIG. 1. Peak-normalized posterior probability distributions~PPDF! of two decay times evaluated from room impulse responses in two halls. Left: A Church
in south Mississippi. Right: Coupled spaces in the Student Union, University of Mississippi.~a!, ~d!: PPDF in 3D presentations, a grid of 5503550 and
8003800 is defined for~a!, ~d! respectively.~b!, ~e!: PPDF in 2D presentations.~c!, ~f!: Detailed PPDF showing elongated, skewed peaks in decay time
spaces.
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decay time axisT1 presents a narrow peak. The elongated
landscape indicates that decay timeT1 can be inferred more
reliably than decay timeT2 on the basis of the current data.
Estimation ofT1 will be associated with an order of magni-
tude higher reliability. The landscape oblique to the axisT2

implies a dependence of one decay time from the other.
These two experimental examples illustrate the reliabil-

ity associated with the decay time parameters and inter-
relationship between them may vary from data to data. Once
the decay model order has been determined5 different mea-
surement results feature different landscape shapes over the
decay time space. Figure 2 shows an abstracted contour of
the PPDF landscapes illustrated in Fig. 1, which indicates
that an ellipse can approximate a contour of the PPDF land-
scape around the global peak at a given, sufficiently high
PPDF value. Any point specified by$T1 ,T2% on the ellipse
will have equal value of the PPDF, which measures the same
degree of our belief that the decay times to be determined are
in the vicinity around that point. PPDF landscapes illustrated
in these figures should clearly highlight different reliability
associated with shapes of PPDFs and need of further evalu-
ations of parameters associated with the PPDF landscapes, in
addition to the Bayesian estimation of decay times4 which
yields only the linear decay parameters and decay times.
Note that generations of the landscapes illustrated in Fig. 1
are quite computationally expensive, 5502 and 8002 calcula-
tions of the PPDF need to be undertaken, respectively. They
are illustrated only for an clear explanation of the problem
and our need of further evaluation. In architectural acoustics
practice, efficient, quantitative tools are required to measure
the reliability and inter-relationship between them without
visual inspection of these landscapes. Section III B details
the tools.

III. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss two kinds of quantitative mea-
sures of reliability:global andindividual variance in the con-

text of evaluation of multiple decay times from Schroeder’s
decay functions. This discussion is based heavily on the
Bayesian decay time estimation detailed in Ref. 4 so as to
keep the discussion as concise as possible.

A. Global variance

To formulate the PPDF of decay parameters given the
data~Schroeder decay function!,4 application of the principle
of maximum entropy results in a Gaussian probability den-
sity function for the residual errors between the Schroeder
decay datadk and its modelF(A,B,tk) with an unspecified
variances2 @see Eq.~19! in Ref. 4# which is the likelihood
function of data:

p~DuA,B,s,I !5~A2ps!2K

3expH 21

2s2 (
k51

K

@dk2F~A,B,tk!#
2J , ~5!

whereK is the total number of decay data used for estima-
tion. The likelihood function is writtenp(DuA,B,s,I ) as a
reminder that the variances2 is at this stage unknown. The
background informationI encapsulating what is known about
these parameters~A,B,s! before observing the data. It also
specifies the degree we should believe the model reflecting a
few distinct decay modes is correct for this specific
problem.4 Although the conditioning onI has been omitting
in all the calculations presented in Refs. 4, 5 and this work,
one must never forget its existence. ‘‘A failure to state ex-
plicitly all the relevant background information, and assump-
tions is frequently the real cause of heated debates about data
analysis.’’14

In the following we make effort to estimate the variance
s2. After marginalization of linear parametersA by assign-
ing a uniform prior, the PPDF of nonlinear parameters
becomes4

p~Bus,D,I !}s2K1m expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D , ~6!

wherem is the number of additive terms in the decay model,
the quantitiesd2 andq2 are defined in Eqs.~6! and ~20! in
Ref. 4, respectively.p(Bus,D,I ) can be interpreted as a
function of s. Once the decay parametersB given the data
vector D have been well estimated, the moment calculation
by assigning Jeffreys’ prior 1/s ~Ref. 21! yields the expected
s-moment^ss&,22,23

^ss&5
*0

`ss21p~Bus,D,I !ds

*0
`s21p~Bus,D,I !ds

. ~7!

For s52 it yields the expected variance~see Appendix!:

^s2&5
Kd2

K2m22 S 12
mq2

Kd2D
uB5B̂

, ~8!

where B̂ are estimated MAP values of nonlinear decay pa-
rameters.

The expectedvariance ^s2& or its square root, the ex-
pectedstandard derivation̂ s&, serves as a global indicator

FIG. 2. Elliptical contour of the PPDF landscapes around the global peak
over the decay time space. The length of the principle axes~dotted line! are
related to the variance of each decay time and the orientation of the skew-
ness corresponds to the dependence of one decay time on the other.
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of how well the specific decay model represents the data
~Schroeder decay function!, provided that the decay param-
eters have been well determined. The quantitiesK, m, d2,
andq2 would have been determined when seeking the global
maximum of the landscape atB̂ as discussed in Ref. 4 so that
^s& using Eq. ~8! is readily evaluated. It is a quantitative
indicator for quality assessment which quantifies the general
variation of the measured decay function from the model
function. For a givenK and m, the smaller̂ s&, the smaller
the variation will be. Table I lists the standard derivations
evaluated from experimental measurements shown in Fig. 1.

Although the expected standard derivation^s& can give
us an idea how the Schroeder decay function is in general
represented by the decay model when the decay parameters
have been optimally estimated, it does not convey any spe-
cific information about reliability of each single decay times
estimated from the data. Nevertheless, as a quantitative mea-
sure when the expected standard derivation^s& becomes un-
expected large, one needs to check with what went wrong
with the measurement or the model. Since decay times in
acoustically coupled spaces are of primary interest in archi-
tectural acoustics practice, we proceed to specify direct tools
to quantify the reliability associated with each single decay
time.

B. Individual variance

As stated previously, no specific knowledge prior to the
decay analysis lead to assignment of uniform priors for all
the parameters to be determined.4 The data likelihood func-
tion has been assigned a Gaussian function due to limited
knowledge on the residual errors between the data and the
model. In the end, the likelihood distribution will place most
of its weight, as a relatively sharp peak, in a region where the
prior distribution varies little. In the current work, a large
number of data are involved in calculating the likelihood
function, since Schroeder decay functions are presented in
data on orders of hundreds and thousands data points. An
n-dimension Gaussian model will asymptotically approxi-
mate the PPDF landscape within a small subspace around a
global peak14,24 as illustrated in Figs. 1~c! and ~f!,

p~T!}exp@2 1
2~T2T̂!C21~T2T̂!Tr#, ~9!

where T5$T1 ,T2 ,...,Tn% are the decay times andT̂
5$T̂1 ,T̂2 ,...,T̂n% the decay times at the global maximum of
the landscape, also termed MAP-values of the decay times.
C is the covariance matrix. ( )Tr represents the matrix trans-
pose.n is dimension of the nonlinear parameter space. The
normalization coefficient of the Gaussian function, being ir-

relevant for the shape of thep(T) landscape, has been
dropped. Specifically, whenn52, we have

C215S a c

c bD , ~10!

p~T!}exp~2e2!, ~11!

with

e25 1
2@a~T12T̂1!212c~T12T̂1!~T22T̂2!

1b~T22T̂2!2#, ~12!

where

a5
]2p

]T1
2U

T̂1 ,T̂2

, b5
]2p

]T2
2U

T̂1 ,T̂2

, c5
]2p

]T1]T2
U

T̂1 ,T̂2

.

~13!

Equation~12! is an ellipse of general form as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Comparable to 1D Gaussian distribution in Eq.~5! the
covariance matrixC of a multidimensional Gaussian distri-
bution in Eq.~9! is on the place where the variance^s2& is in
Eq. ~5!. The eigenvaluesL and eigenvectorsQ of the cova-
riance matrixC determine the length and orientation of prin-
ciple axes of the ellipse.14 These two features of the PPDF at
the global peak can be used to measure the reliability and
inter-relationships of decay times. More specifically, the ei-
genvaluesL5$l i%, served as individual variances, deter-
mine the length of principle axes of the characteristic ellipse.
By the characteristic ellipse, it means the ellipse with the
principle axes 2Al i in length with the orientation determined
by the eigenvectorsQ. While the cross-correlation coeffi-
cientCiCj /ACi

2Cj
2 evaluated from the covariance matrix are

used to quantify the inter-relationships between decay times.

C. Individual variance estimation

Based on the Gaussian model in Eq.~9! for PPDF
around the global peak over the decay time space, covariance
matrix in Eq.~9! in general, Eq.~10! whenn52 in particu-
lar, can be estimated using model-based methods. In this
work we draw a set of random samples generated by a nor-
malized Gaussian random process:

E g~T!dT51 ~14!

from the PPDF around the global peak in estimating the
expected decay times^T& and the expected covariance matrix
^C& using the importance sampling method.24 The expected
decay times can then be approximated by

^T&'
( r 51

R Trq~Tr !

( r 51
R q~Tr !

, ~15!

with

q~Tr !5
p~Tr uD,I !

g~Tr !
, ~16!

whereR is the total number of samples andTr5$Tir % with
i 51,2,... is the decay time vector drawn from the Gaussian

TABLE I. Overall standard derivation@Eq. ~8!# of two different Schroeder’s
decay functions from experimentally measured impulse responses. ‘‘Union’’
stands for the Student Union at the University of Mississippi; ‘‘Church’’ for
the Church in Pascagoula, Mississippi.

Hall Overall standard derivation T1 (s) T2 (s)

Church 1.51E23 0.374 1.02
Union 2.26E23 0.77 1.59
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random process atr sampling step. The PPDFp(TuD,I ) is
evaluated in form of the student-T distribution given by Eq.
~21! of Ref. 4,

p~TuD,I !}S 12
mq2

Kd2D ~m2K !/2

. ~17!

A random generator associated with the normalized
Gaussian process expressed in Eq.~14! generatesR random
vectorsTr of n-elements in general, random pairs$T1 ,T2%r

for n52, in particular. Using these random decay times in
each vectorTr , total R values ofp(Tr uD,I ), termed PPDF-
samples in this paper, are calculated. Using Eq.~16! each
PPDF-sample is scaled by the analytical Gaussian function
in Eq. ~14! at each decay time vectorTr . Eachq(Tr) value
is then sequentially stored in memory along with the associ-
ated decay time vectorTr so that the expected decay time
^T& is evaluated straightforwardly using Eq.~15!.

The expected covariances can then be approximated by

^Ci j &'
( r 51

R ~Tir 2^Ti&!~Tjr 2^Tj&!q~Tr !

( r 51
R q~Tr !

. ~18!

The storedq(Tr) values along withTr vectors in the
memory are reused for estimating the covariance matrix us-
ing Eq. ~18! with a minor computational load. After estima-
tion of the covariance matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors can be obtained.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate estimation of the length of
principle axes of the PPDF as shown in Figs. 1~a!–~c! from
the eigenvalues of the estimated covariance matrix. Their
orientation is determined by the estimated eigenvectors. Fig-
ure 3~a! illustrates a pseudocolor density representation of
512 samples ofp(TuD,I ) drawn by the Gaussian random
process for estimating the expected decay times^T& and the
expected covariance matrix^C&. Figure 3~b! shows the esti-
mated position of two expected decay times, the length, and
orientation of the principle axes. Their axis length, estimated
from the eigenvalues of the expected covariance matrix, are
directly associated with the individual variances^t i

2&. In
other words, the two crossed lines show the standard deriva-

FIG. 3. Estimation of individual variances for the data as shown in Figs.
1~a!–1~c!. Important sampling method is applied in estimating the lengths of
principle axes of the distribution.~a! Pseudocolor presentation of the density
of Gaussian distributed random samples. Figure 4 provides another presen-
tation of the random samples.~b! Two elliptical principle axes estimated for
the individual variances along with their final location, associated with the
estimates of the expected values of decay times.

FIG. 4. Peak-normalized marginal distributionsp(TuD,I ) of T1 and T2

drawn from 512 Gaussian random samples for the data as shown in Figs.
1~a!–1~c!. They provide another presentation as shown in Fig. 3~a!.
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tions ~‘‘error bars’’! of the two decay times which are de-
rived directly from the square root of the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix. From the cross point to the line end, one
half of the line on each side corresponds to the individual
standard derivation̂t i&. The cross point is then associated
with two expected decay times. These expected values~de-
cay times and individual standard derivations! are listed in
Table II. Figure 4 provides another view of the estimation as
shown in Fig. 3~a!; it illustrates the marginal distributions of
p(TuD,I ) over the decay time space$T1 ,T2% using 512
Gaussian random samples in order to estimate the expected
values^T1& and ^T2& and the expected covariance matrix.
These are distribution samples ofp(TuD,I ) over the decay
time space$T1 ,T2% using 512 Gaussian random samples, but
projected onto theT1 and T2 axes, respectively. The mar-
ginal distributions as shown in Fig. 4 are normalized with
respect to the peak-value~peak-normalization!. In a similar
fashion, Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the estimation of the length
of the principle axes and their orientation of the PPDF as
shown in Figs. 1~d!–1~f!. Figure 5~a! illustrates a pseudo-
color density representation of 512 samples ofp(TuD,I )
drawn by the Gaussian random process. Figure 5~b! shows
the estimated position of two expected decay times, the ex-

pected standard derivations, and the orientation of the prin-
ciple axes. The estimates of the expected values~decay times
and individual standard derivations! are listed in Table II.
Figure 6 illustrates the peak-normalized marginal distribu-
tions of p(TuD,I ) over the decay time space$T1 ,T2% using
512 Gaussian random samples.

The importance sampling method used in this work is a
random procedure. Table III also lists three different runs of
the estimation results for the example shown in Figs. 1~a!–
1~c! using 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 Gaussian random
samples. The estimation results between each single runs
may differ from each other. However the estimated final val-
ues of the expected decay times and associated individual
variances are already in the precision needed in architectural
acoustics practice. This example suggests that spending 256/
512 or even 2048 samples@PPDF-calculations using Eq.
~16!# would be much more efficient than the exhausted map-
ping of the full PPDFs in that small region using 300 000–
640 000 PPDF-calculations as shown in Figs. 1~c! and ~f!.

For the estimation the given set of Gaussian random
samples are drawn within a relative large decay time space as
indicated as initial Gaussian assignment in Table III. At the
initial stage where a Gaussian distribution needs to be as-

FIG. 5. Estimation of individual variances for the data as shown in Figs.
1~d!–1~f! using the important sampling method.~a! Pseudocolor presenta-
tion of the density of Gaussian distributed random samples. Figure 6 pro-
vides another presentation of the random samples.~b! Two elliptical prin-
ciple axes estimated for the individual variances along with their final
location, associated with the estimates of the expected values of two decay
times.

FIG. 6. Peak-normalized marginal distributionsp(TuD,I ) of T1 and T2

drawn from 512 Gaussian random samples for the data as shown in Figs.
1~a!–1~c!. They provide another presentation as shown in Fig. 5~a!.

TABLE II. Expected valueŝT1&, ^T2& and individual~expected! standard
derivationŝ t1&, ^t2& of the decay times of two different Schroeder’s decay
functions from experimentally measured impulse responses. ‘‘Union’’ stands
for the Student Union at the University of Mississippi, ‘‘Church’’ for the
Church in Pascagoula, Mississippi.

Hall ^T1& (s) ^t1& (s) ^T2& (s) ^t2& (s) Correlation

Church 0.366 0.0103 1.010 0.018 0.854
Union 0.790 0.0157 1.738 0.152 0.80
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signed for drawing random samples, the initial values ofT1

and T2 , as estimated using a search algorithm based on
Gibbs sampling method in Sec. III A~see Ref. 4!, served as
initial MAP-values for the Gaussian distribution. An inde-
pendence between the decay parameters~cross-
correlation50! is initially assumed. Two initial variances for
the Gaussian distribution can be roughly estimated using Eq.
~13! in terms of a few samples around the initial MAP-values
of the decay times. The importance sampling method will
yield precise results when the distribution density of the ran-
dom process in Eq.~14!, with which the random samples are
generated, are close to the PPDF in Eq.~17!.24 As shown in
Table III, however, even a relative rough assignment of the
initial MAP-values of decay times and the initial variances to
the Gaussian random sample generator will lead to a reason-
able precision of the expected values of decay times and their
variances using the importance sampling.

The sampling method given in Eqs.~15! and ~18! is
implicitly a model-based procedure. It assumes an appropri-
ate model of the PPDF around one global peak as given in
Eq. ~9!. Estimation of expected values of decay times and the
individual variances using the importance sampling is a mo-
ment calculation while the initial MAP values estimated us-
ing Gibbs sampling represents a location search algorithm
proceeding the importance sampling. So the estimation of
expected decay times and their individual variances for reli-
ability analysis in this work is carried out using hybrid sam-
pling methods. When one decay time is dependent on an-
other~correlation.0!, any search algorithm will suffer from
a long search process.15,18 The hybrid methods implemented
in this work can avoid back-and-forth search across the glo-
bal extreme over the decay time space when the PPDF land-
scape is skewed,15 since a rough assignment for the Gaussian
random samples is sufficient as shown by the numerical ex-
amples. It implies that an earlier interruption of Gibbs sam-
pling for searching the initial decay times is possible. One

further step and/or even iterative steps of the importance
sampling, using the updated decay values and individual
variances achieved in the previous step, can be conceivably
applied to obtain even higher precision of estimation. Since
the precision as shown in Table III has already proven suffi-
cient for architectural acoustics practice, the iterative impor-
tance sampling is not shown in this work, rather it is highly
recommended for other applications.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Estimation of decay times in acoustically coupled spaces
can be accomplished within the Bayesian framework. The
reliability of the decay time estimation is primarily deter-
mined by the data given a well-established decay model.
Both general variance and individual variances are important
measures for the reliability of the decay time estimation.
They should always be estimated as part of the sound energy
decay analysis. They can serve as quality indicators in inter-
preting the results with quantitative confidence. This paper
describes the handy tools for the reliability analysis. Along
with the tools for the decay parameter estimation4 and the
decay model selection5 within Bayesian framework, Baye-
sian approaches are suitable methods for the decay time
evaluation in acoustically coupled spaces.
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APPENDIX

A substitution of Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7! yields

^ss&5

E
0

`

s2K1m1s21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

E
0

`

s2K1m21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

. ~A1!

A change of variableu51/s; ds52s2du and a replace-
ment of the integral limitss→0; u→` ands→`; u→0 lead
the denominator of Eq.~A1! to the form

E
0

`

u2n exp~2au2!du5
1

2
GS n1

1

2Da2~n11/2!, ~A2!

TABLE III. Estimated expected decay times^T1&, ^T2& and their individual
standard derivationŝt1&, ^t2&, along with the cross-correlation coefficient
indicating the dependence of two decay times of the Schroeder’s decay
function from experimentally measured impulse response in a Church in
Pascagula, Mississippi.

^T1& (s)
St. derivation

^t1& (s) ^T2& (s)
St. derivation

^t2& (s) Correlation

Initial
Gaussian
assignment

0.374 0.05 1.02 0.05 0

0.3661 0.0107 1.0106 0.0181 0.8366
256 samples 0.3676 0.0182 1.0099 0.0119 0.8445

0.3631 0.0107 1.0109 0.0150 0.8637

0.3657 0.0094 1.0083 0.0153 0.8426
512 samples 0.3638 0.0108 1.0091 0.0159 0.8394

0.3660 0.0090 1.0102 0.0167 0.8775

0.3652 0.0101 1.0101 0.0172 0.8965
1024 samples 0.3659 0.0092 1.0089 0.0167 0.8567

0.3661 0.0110 1.0103 0.0184 0.8237

0.3650 0.0102 1.0080 0.0159 0.8902
2048 samples 0.3661 0.0099 1.0095 0.0165 0.8559

0.3658 0.0100 1.0102 0.0177 0.8936
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with a5(Kd22mq2)/2 and n5(K2m2s21)/2 the de-
nominator becomes

E
0

`

s2K1m1s21 expS 2
Kd22mq2

2s2 D ds

5
1

2
GS K2m2s

2 Da2~K2m2s!/2. ~A3!

The numerator can be determined in similar fashion so that

^ss&5GS K2m2s

2 DGS K2m

2 D 21SAKd22mq2

2
D s

.

~A4!
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Prediction of reverberation time and speech transmission index
in long enclosures
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It is known that the sound field in a long space is not diffuse, and that the classic theory of room
acoustics is not applicable. A theoretical model is developed for the prediction of reverberation time
and speech transmission index in rectangular long enclosures, such as corridors and train stations,
where the acoustic quality is important for speech. The model is based on an image-source method,
and both acoustically hard and impedance boundaries are investigated. An approximate analytical
solution is used to predict the frequency response of the sound field. The reverberation time is
determined from the decay curve which is computed by a reverse-time integration of the squared
impulse response. The angle-dependence of reflection coefficients of the boundaries and the change
of phase upon reflection are incorporated in this model. Due to the relatively long distance of sound
propagation, the effect of atmospheric absorption is also considered. Measurements of reverberation
time and speech transmission index taken from a real tunnel, a corridor, and a model tunnel are
presented. The theoretical predictions are found to agree well with the experimental data. An
application of the proposed model has been suggested. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904443#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among various acoustic indices used in room acoustics,
reverberation time plays an important role in the design of a
room for speech or music, while the speech transmission
index has been widely accepted as an indicator of speech
intelligibility. These two parameters are crucial, for example,
in the design of public address systems in long enclosures,
such as underground stations and building corridors. Increas-
ing attention has been paid to the investigation of the physi-
cal phenomena of sound propagation in long enclosures,
where the assumption of a diffuse sound field in the classic
theory of room acoustics1 is not strictly applicable.

Numerical formulations based on energy approach have
been developed to predict the reverberation time2–4 and
sound transmission index5 in long enclosures. The phase in-
formation of the reflected waves was generally ignored, and
the reflection coefficients were averaged over the frequency
band of interest. Significant discrepancies between the pre-
dicted and measured data were reported, especially at low
frequency, because the interference effects were not included
in these earlier models. The surface absorption was assumed
to be angle-independent, which is unlikely to be the case in
practice for sound absorption materials. An alternative way
to evaluate the reverberation time and speech transmission
index was to deduce them from the squared impulse
response.6 The sound field in a long enclosure is first com-
puted in the frequency domain, followed by the application
of an inverse Fourier transform to obtain the impulse re-
sponse. Suh and Nelson7 showed that when the phase infor-
mation of the waves was included, the model gave a more
accurate prediction. Anto´nio et al.6 and Danceet al.8 also

pointed out the importance of interference effects in an en-
closed space. However, in the numerical model by Anto´nio
et al.,6 the absorption coefficients used were still band-
averaged values and independent of incidence angle. In their
work, only the cases of 0° and 180° phase shift upon reflec-
tion were studied.

Recently, Li and Iu presented a ‘‘coherent’’ model, or the
complex image source model, for the prediction of sound
propagation in street canyons,9 long enclosures10 and
tunnels.11 The model was based on an analytic Green’s func-
tion, which allowed a variation of the reflection factors with
the angle of incidence. The total sound pressure was obtained
by summing the contribution from each image. The mutual
interference effects of the direct and reflected sound waves
were considered. It was shown that the coherent model12

gave a more accurate prediction than the incoherent model.
Unlike the coherent model, the plane wave reflection coeffi-
cient was used instead of the spherical wave reflection coef-
ficient in Suh and Nelson’s model.7 They pointed out that
their model gave a good approximation, except for the pre-
diction of sound fields of near grazing incidence. When the
propagation distance increases, it becomes more and more
likely for the propagation of near-grazing waves in long en-
closures. Consequently, the spherical wave reflection coeffi-
cient should be used instead of the plane wave reflection
coefficient.

In this paper, the coherent model is extended to predict
the reverberation time~RT30 and EDT! and speech transmis-
sion index~STI! in a long enclosure with a rectangular cross
section. The difference between the use of spherical and
plane wave reflection coefficients in the computation will be
studied in a numerical simulation. They are presented in Sec.
II. Measurements have been carried out in a road traffic tun-
nel, a corridor in a building and a model corridor to explorea!Electronic mail: mmkmli@polyu.edu.hk
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the validity of the proposed theoretical formulation. The ex-
perimental results and their comparisons with the theoretical
models are given in Sec. III. Numerical predictions of the
Speech Transmission Index in a long enclosure were shown
in Sec. IV to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
model. Finally, some concluding remarks are offered in Sec.
V.

II. THEORY

A rectangular long enclosure is modelled as two parallel
vertical walls and two parallel horizontal planes. Based on
the image source method, the boundaries are assumed to be
geometrically reflective, so that the effect of diffusion is ig-
nored. When a point source is located in a rectangular enclo-
sure, an infinite number of virtual image sources are formed.
These sources can be identified geometrically.

A. Ray model: Incoherent summation

According to Kang’s model,2 the steady-state sound
pressure level is given by

SPLd510 log(
Dt

10SPLd~ t !/102SPLref, ~1!

where

SPLd~ t !510 log (
m52`

`

(
n52`

`
Ke2adn@~12a!n#

dn
2

, ~2!

dn is the path length from the image sourcen to the receiver,
K is a constant relating to the sound power of the source,a is
the absorption coefficient of the boundaries,a is the air ab-
sorption coefficient, and SPLref is the reference sound pres-
sure level. If the four boundaries have different levels of
absorptiveness, the term in the squared brackets will be re-
placed with a combined reflection factor determined by the
four absorption coefficients and the reflection order. A decay
curve can be generated by a reverse-time integration of Eq.
~2!, and the reverberation time is then deduced from the
curve. It can be seen from Eq.~2! that the mutual interfer-
ence effects of the direct and reflected waves are ignored.
This approach is referred to as the ‘‘incoherent’’ model here.
The absorption coefficients of a boundary surface for differ-
ent frequency bands used in this model are averaged band
values. They do not vary with the angle of incidence, thus
cannot give a good representation of the true physical ab-
sorptiveness of the surface. The phase change upon reflection
from a boundary is also ignored.

B. The coherent model

In the coherent model,11 the total sound field due to
monopole of unit strength can be computed by summing all
contributions coherently to yield

P~v!5
1

4p (
n50

`

Qn

eikdn

dn
, ~3!

wherek([v/c) is the wave number,v is the angular fre-
quency andc is the speed of sound in air,dn is the distance
of the image sourcen from the receiver, andQn is the com-

bined complex wave reflection coefficient associated with
the image sourcen. At each interaction with a boundary sur-
face, the spherical wave reflection coefficientQ is deter-
mined according to13

Q5Rp1~12Rp!F~w!, ~4!

whereRp andF(w) are the plane wave reflection coefficient
and the boundary loss factor respectively. The computation
of the terms is given in Ref. 11 and not repeated here. As
mentioned in the Introduction, the spherical wave reflection
coefficient was replaced by the plane wave reflection coeffi-
cient in the numerical model by Suh and Nelson.6 In other
words, the second term in Eq.~4! was ignored in their model.
This term accounts for the ‘‘ground wave’’ of the reflected
sound. The effect of this term on the computation will be
discussed in Sec. II D. The time-dependent factor,e2 ivt, is
understood and suppressed throughout.

The impulse response of sound pressure is computed by
taking the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency re-
sponse

p~ t !5IFFT~P~v!!. ~5!

The time interval and the length of the FFT depend on the
frequency of interest. For octave band analysis, the fre-
quency response is first filtered before applying the inverse
Fourier transform. Alternatively, if the source generates a
known band limited time signal instead of white noise, the
frequency response is multiplied by the Fourier transform of
the source strength signal. The impulse response is then ob-
tained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the product.

A curve showing the decay of sound energy after the
cessation of the source can be generated by a reverse-time
integration of the squared impulse response, known as the
Schroeder approach,14

E~ t !510 logH E
t

`

@p~t!#2dtY E
0

`

@p~t!#2dtJ . ~6!

RT30 is determined using the rate of decay given by the
linear regression of the decay curve from a level of 5 dB
below the initial level of 35 dB below, while the early decay
time ~EDT! is obtained from the initial 10 dB of the decay.
Other indices related to speech intelligibility, such as clarity
and definition, can also be derived from the impulse re-
sponse.

The number of reflections used in the computation is
estimated by considering the required duration (TD) for the
impulse response in the time domain. The duration is deter-
mined by the inverse of the frequency increment (TD

51/D f ) used in the numerical analysis. These two param-
eters are chosen according to the configuration of the experi-
mental set-up.

The critical frequency where the coherent model should
be used instead of the incoherent model was introduced by
Li and Iu.12 Assuming the source-receiver distanceL@0, the
critical frequency is determined by

f c;2c~L21A!/AL, ~7!

where c is the speed of sound in air, andA is the cross-
sectional area of the long enclosure.
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C. Speech transmission index „STI…

The speech transmission index is widely accepted as an
indicator of speech intelligibility. It is based on the modula-
tion transfer function as described by Houtgast and
Steeneken.15 When both the effect of reverberation and am-
bient background noise are taken into account, the modula-
tion transfer functionm(F) is given in a general form as

m~F !5
*0

`e2p jF t@p~t!#2dt

*0
`@p~t!#2dt

@1110~2S/N!/10#21, ~8!

where S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio in dB at the receiver’s
position andF is the modulation frequency. It can be seen
from Eq. ~8! that the contribution of ambient background
noise to the transfer function is inversely proportional to the
signal-to-noise ratio. When the signal-to-noise ratio is suffi-
ciently high, the contribution of the term in squared brackets
of Eq. ~8! is negligible, and the formulation becomes

m~F !5
*0

`e2p jF t@p~t!#2dt

*0
`@p~t!#2dt

. ~9!

The modulation transfer function is computed with 14 modu-
lation frequencies, from 0.63 Hz to 12.5 Hz, in one-third
octave intervals. These are then converted into a single in-
dex, the speech transmission index~STI!, which is defined
by16

STI5 (
f 5125 Hz

8 kHz

wfSTIf , ~10!

wherewf is the frequency weighting factor. From 125 Hz to
8 kHz ~octave!, wf is equal to 0.13, 0.14, 0.11, 0.12, 0.19,
0.17, and 0.14, respectively. The parameter STIf is the trans-
mission index at each of the seven octave bands. The com-
putation of STIf is described, for example, in Ref. 17. In the
experimental validation of the proposed model in Sec. III,
the measured and predicted STIf at different octave bands,
together with the overall STI, will be compared.

D. Effect of the approximation of the spherical wave
reflection coefficient with the plane wave
coefficient

The effect of the replacement of the spherical wave re-
flection coefficient with the plane wave coefficient on the
numerical prediction of EDT, RT30, and STI is studied in
this section. It is analyzed with an imaginary long rectangu-
lar enclosure of width 6 m and height 4 m. The enclosure is
assumed to be infinitely long, meaning there is no reflection
from the walls at either end. The vertical walls of the enclo-
sure are perfectly hard. The horizontal planes are impedance
boundaries. They share the same level of absorptiveness as
characterized by the one-parameter model18 based on the ef-
fective flow resistivity,se , of the boundary surfaces. Four
values ofse are used in the computation: 100 kPa s m22, 500
kPa s m22, 1000 kPa s m22, and 10 000 kPa s m22. They are
used to simulate the different levels of absorptiveness of the
horizontal boundaries.

The different locations of the point source and receiver
are listed in Table I. In case 1, both the source and receiver

are located at the center of the cross section, with source–
receiver distances of 5 m, 20 m, and 50 m, respectively. The
source is then moved to a higher position, which is 3.8 m
from the lower boundary in case 2. In the third case, the
receiver is also moved to a height of 3.8 m, at the same level
as the source. The source and receiver are separated by 5 m,
20 m, and 50 m in each case. Computations of EDT, RT30,
and STI are made at each source–receiver combination, with
the four different values of effective flow resistivity as men-
tioned before. In order to illustrate the difference in compu-
tation of the two reflection coefficients, data are presented as
relative error,D, which is given by

DRT305
uRT30~Q!2RT30~Rp!u

RT30~Q!
3100%, ~11a!

DEDT5
uEDT~Q!2EDT~Rp!u

EDT~Q!
3100%, ~11b!

DSTI5
uSTI~Q!2STI~Rp!u

STI~Q!
3100%, ~11c!

where EDT(Q), RT30(Q), and STI(Q) are the correspond-
ing parameters computed with the spherical wave reflection
coefficient, Q, and EDT(Rp), RT30(Rp) and STI(Rp) are
those computed with the plane wave reflection coefficient,
Rp . Comparisons are made in relative ‘‘error’’ so that the
effect of the use ofQ and Rp on the predicted parametric
values of EDT, RT30, and STI can be assessed.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the relative error of EDT,
RT30, and STI, respectively. The results were computed at
different frequency bands, source–receiver positions and ab-
sorptiveness of the boundaries. These three factors are be-
lieved to be associated with the effect of the spherical wave
reflection coefficient@cf. Eq. ~4!# on the prediction of rever-
beration time and speech transmission index. The results of
DEDT andDRT30 are presented in one-third octave bands, and
those ofDSTI are presented in octave bands. In Fig. 1, for the
DEDT bars that extend to the upper boundary line, the actual
values are over 50% and marked beside the bars.

It is shown clearly that the relative error decreases with
the increase of frequency. As mentioned before, four differ-
ent values of effective flow resistivity are used in the calcu-
lation to simulate the different impedance of the horizontal
boundaries. The relative error is higher when the boundaries
are more absorptive in most cases. It is most significant when

TABLE I. Location of the source and receiver in the rectangular enclosure.

Case
Source
height

Receiver
height

Source–
receiver
distance

1a 2 m 2 m 5 m
1b 2 m 2 m 20 m
1c 2 m 2 m 50 m
2a 3.8 m 2 m 5 m
2b 3.8 m 2 m 20 m
2c 3.8 m 2 m 50 m
3a 3.8 m 3.8 m 5 m
3b 3.8 m 3.8 m 20 m
3c 3.8 m 3.8 m 50 m
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the effective flow resistivity changes from 100 kPa s m22 to
500 kPa s m22. There are exceptions, for example, in the pre-
diction of EDT at 500 Hz in case 3. The initial stage of the
decay process may be affected by a combined effect of the
interference phenomenon and the locations of the source and
receiver.

We remark that the existence of ground wave term has

long been identified in the propagation of sound above a
ground surface at long ranges.19 Each of the 4 boundary
surfaces of the rectangular enclosure has its own ‘‘ground’’
wave term. Due to the existence and significance of these
ground wave components, the relative error is expected to
increase with the source–receiver distance, and especially
when the source and receiver are positioned near a boundary.
This can be observed, for example, in the prediction ofDEDT

and DRT30 at 125 Hz in case 1,DRT30 at 250 Hz in cases 1
and 2, and that ofDSTI at 500 Hz in case 3. However, the
trend is not consistent in other cases. This may be caused by
a combined effect of the source–receiver distance and the
reflection order of contributing images. When the source–
receiver distance increases, the contribution of the direct
wave becomes smaller. The sound field is then dominated by
the reverberant field. The incident angle of an image in-
creases with its reflection order, and the sound propagation is
not near-grazing anymore.

It is noticed that the effect on the prediction of rever-
beration time is bigger than that of speech transmission in-
dex. Although there does not seem to be an exact rule to
identify the trend of the overall effect, the data in Figs. 1–3
show that the use of plane wave reflection coefficients to
approximate the spherical one does alter the prediction of the
reverberation time and speech transmission index. The dif-
ference can be over 100% at certain frequency and boundary
conditions. The spherical wave reflection coefficient is,
therefore, preferred in the prediction model, especially in the
case of sound propagation in a long enclosure.

FIG. 1. Relative error in the use of plane wave reflection coefficients to
predict EDT at different source–receiver geometry. Results were computed
with effective flow resistivities of 100 kPa s m22 ~black!, 500 kPa s m22

~dark gray!, 1000 kPa s m22 ~light gray!, and 10 000 kPa s m22 ~white!.

FIG. 2. Relative error in the use of plane wave reflection coefficients to
predict RT30 at different source–receiver geometry. Results were computed
with effective flow resistivities of 100 kPa s m22 ~black!, 500 kPa s m22

~dark gray!, 1000 kPa s m22 ~light gray!, and 10 000 kPa s m22 ~white!.

FIG. 3. Relative error in the use of plane wave reflection coefficients to
predict STI at different source–receiver geometry. Results were computed
with effective flow resistivities of 100 kPa s m22 ~black!, 500 kPa s m22

~dark gray!, 1000 kPa s m22 ~light gray!, and 10 000 kPa s m22 ~white!.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Tunnel: Long enclosure with perfectly hard
boundaries

The Western Harbor Tunnel is a 2 kmthree-lane road
tunnel in Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbor. It has a rectangular
cross section of nominal width of 12.5 m and height of 5.8
m. The walls and ground are made of concrete, with rela-
tively flat and smooth surfaces. Raised walkways adjacent to
the vertical walls and other scattering surfaces hung from the
ceiling are found.

A Tannoy Superdual B475 loudspeaker and a Tannoy
T300 loudspeaker were used together as a single sound
source generating white noise, with the T300 placed on top
of the B475. There were other maintenance activities in the
tunnel throughout the period of our measurements. This led
to a typical background noise level of about 70 dB~A!. In our
preliminary measurement, it was found that the measured
sound pressure level due to the loud speakers reached a mini-
mum level of about 105 dB~A! within a horizontal separation
of about 150 m in the tunnel. Hence, the maximum source–
receiver distance was limited to 150 m in the present set of
measurements. Limiting the maximum source–receiver sepa-
ration, we guaranteed that the lowest equilibrium sound level
at measuring positions was at least 15 dB above the back-
ground noise level which was required for the measurement
of STI and EDT. A PC-based maximum length sequence sys-
tem analyzer~MLSSA! ~Ref. 20! was used both as the signal
generator for the source and as the analyzer for subsequent
data processing. Its postprocessing functions calculate most
of the acoustical parameters, including the reverberation time
and speech transmission index, from the measured impulse
response. The same technique was used by Kang2 and Iu10 to
carry out site measurements in Hong Kong. The receiver
used in the measurement was a B&K prepolarized diffuse
field 1

2 in. condenser microphone of type 4942, fitted with a
B&K Deltatron preamplifier of type 2671. Data were col-
lected in one-third octave bands.

The source was located at the center of the width of the
cross section, i.e., 6.25 m from both vertical walls. The re-
ceiver was located at different positions along the centerline
~i.e., 6.25 m from the walls! and the offset line~i.e., 9.85 m
from one of the walls!. The height of the receiver was 1.2 m.
Hereafter, the source–receiver distance refers to the horizon-
tal distance along they-axis unless otherwise stated. It
ranged from 5 m to 150 m. Theaverage background noise
during the measurement was about 70 dB~A!. In order to
ensure that there was sufficient room for the sound level to
decay, and that the results were not affected by the back-
ground noise, only the early decay time was measured. With
the same level of sound power used in the measurement of
STI, the signal-to-noise ratio was sufficiently high in each
octave band, and its contribution to the STI was ignored in
the computation.

Separate measurements were conducted to characterize
the impedance of the wall surfaces and the ground. It was
found that they could essentially be treated as perfectly hard
surfaces in the numerical models. This is consistent with
previous studies by Li and Iu in the same tunnel. The ceiling

is assumed to be perfectly hard as well. For the incoherent
model, the absorption coefficients~a! were set to 0 in order
to simulate the ideal case of perfectly reflecting boundaries.
A clear comparison between the coherent and incoherent
models can then be made. Settinga50 in Eq. ~2!, we can
generate a set of the decay curves from which the corre-
sponding EDT and STI can be obtained. The effect of atmo-
spheric absorption has been included in the computation. The
absorption coefficients for atmospheric absorption are deter-
mined according to the formulation given in Ref. 21.

For the coherent prediction, the sound field is first com-
puted in the frequency domain with Eq.~3!. Since the bound-
aries are assumed to be perfectly hard, the termQn in Eq. ~3!
is equal to 1. The results are then digitally filtered by Butter-
worth IIR bandpass filter. The same type of filter is used in
the MLSSA system. The impulse response in the correspond-
ing one-third octave band is obtained by a Fourier transform
of the filtered results. A decay curve can be generated by a
reverse-time integration of the squared impulse response, as
in Eq. ~6!. The EDT is obtained from the first 10 dB of the
decay of sound pressure. The STI is determined from the
impulse response as given in the previous section.

Both the EDT and STI were measured at different dis-
tances along the centerline and the offset line. It was found
that the predictions with the coherent model agreed well with
the experimental data, whether the receiver was located on
the centerline or the offset line. For brevity of illustration,
only the comparison of measured and predicted EDT on the
centerline, and that of the STI on the offset line, are pre-
sented. Figure 4~a! shows the comparison of EDT spectra at
source–receiver separations of 15 m, 50 m, 75 m, and 150 m
on the centerline. It can be seen that the incoherent model
gives the general trend of the EDT only, while the coherent
model provides a better prediction. For example, when the

FIG. 4. Comparison of measured and predicted EDT in the tunnel. Circles:
measurement; triangles: coherent prediction; crosses: incoherent prediction.
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source and receiver are separated by 75 m, there are dips at
200 Hz and 630 Hz, and a peak at 400 Hz. The coherent
model is able to predict the fluctuations at different fre-
quency bands. The incoherent model overestimates by more
than 1.5 s at 200 Hz, and 1 s at 630 Hz. Athigher frequen-
cies, e.g. over 2000 Hz, the difference between predictions
by the two models become smaller.

Figure 4~b! shows how the EDT varies along the length
of the tunnel at 2 typical frequencies of 200 and 2500 Hz. At
200 Hz, the EDT fluctuates along the length of the tunnel due
to the interference effect of the contributory sound rays. On
the other hand, the incoherent model is unable to predict the
reduction in EDT at a distance over 50 m at 200 Hz. In fact,
it overestimates the EDT for over 1 s atdistances beyond 75
m from the source. The coherent and incoherent models give
similar predictions in the one-third octave band centered at
2500 Hz, within a difference of 0.5 s. This is in accordance
with the findings by Anto´nio et al.,8 who suggest that the
interference effects are significant in low frequency bands.
The coherent predictions generally match the measurements
better than the incoherent predictions, especially in the low
frequency range. For the prediction of the EDT, the average
error of the coherent model was 0.3 s, and that of the inco-
herent model was 0.6 s. We note that the prediction results
might match the measurements better at some positions by
changing the parametric values of the absorption coefficients
in the incoherent model. However, it still cannot predict the
fluctuations due to interference effects as predicted by the
coherent model as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

In the next set of measurements, the receiver was lo-
cated along the offset line. The observations from compari-
sons of measured and predicted EDT are similar to the case
when the receiver was located at the centerline. In order to
show that the coherent model is also valid in this receiver
location, the comparisons of measured and predicted STI are
shown in Fig. 5. The interference effects are observed in the
lower frequency bands, where the coherent model gives a
better prediction than the incoherent model. For the overall
value of STI, both models give similar predictions, because
the overall STI, defined in Eq.~10!, is a weighted average of
the values at seven octave bands. The incoherent model over-
estimates the STI at 8000 Hz, but underestimates it at other
frequency bands, as shown in Fig. 5. The average errors in
predicting the STI were 0.02 and 0.04 for the coherent and
incoherent models, respectively. By a numerical weighted
average of the values at different octave bands, the incoher-
ent model seems to give a reasonably good prediction of the
overall STI, as the corresponding discrepancies are cancelled
out mathematically. In this way, the overall STI values can
only give a general idea of the speech intelligibility in an
enclosure. In order to have a better understanding of the
effect of the enclosure on the performance of speech, the STI
at different octave bands, of which the coherent model can
give a satisfactory prediction, should be investigated as well.
Corresponding acoustic treatments can then be applied to
improve the speech intelligibility.

It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the predictions by
the coherent model agree reasonably well with the field mea-
surements in most cases. However, some discrepancies be-

tween the experimental data and theoretical predictions have
been found. This is probably due to the scattering of sound
from the raised walkways adjacent to the vertical walls and
other scattering objects hung from the ceiling. The fact that
the tunnel cross section is not a true rectangular shape also
affects the results. Other factors include the use of loud
speakers as a point source, and the assumption of a perfectly
hard ceiling. It is important to show that the model also
works in enclosures with impedance boundaries, which will
be discussed in the next section.

B. Corridor: Long enclosure with two impedance
boundaries

Measurements of RT30 and STI were conducted in a
corridor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, the
Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The length, width, and
height of the corridor are 35.6 m, 1.53 m, and 2.45 m, re-
spectively. The Tannoy T300 loudspeaker was again used as
the sound source, generating white noise. The same set of
equipment mentioned in the previous section was used, ex-
cept for the loud speaker. The ground of the corridor was
covered with a carpet. The ceiling was made up of perforated
metallic panels, embedded with fiberglass.

Separate measurements of excess attenuation~EA! were
again made for the characterization of the impedance of the
corridor surfaces. A Tannoy driver fitted with a tube of length
1 m was used as a point source. The excess attenuation is
defined as the ratio of the total sound field of sound propa-
gation along an impedance surface,PT , to the direct sound
field, Pd ,

EA520 log~PT /Pd!. ~12!

The source and receiver were located 0.5 m from each other
and at a distance of 0.2 m from the surface of interest. The

FIG. 5. Comparison of measured and predicted STI, receiver located along
the offset line. Circles: measurement; triangles: coherent prediction; crosses:
incoherent prediction.
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measured data are compared with predictions with the one-
parameter model in the excess attenuation spectra shown in
Fig. 6. They are also compared with predictions with the
assumption of perfectly hard surfaces. The best-fit values for
the effective flow resistivity~s! of the ceiling and the ground
surfaces are found to be 5000 kPa s m22 and 400 kPa s m22,
respectively. The vertical walls along the length of the corri-
dors and the end walls are considered perfectly hard. The
scattering effects that might occur from the edge between the
wall and the doors are ignored. It is noted that a high flow
resistivity of 5000 kPa s m22 was deduced for the ceiling.
This may essentially be treated as a hard boundary. However,
it is found from subsequent calculations that the use of this
parameter for the flow resistivity leads to better agreement
with experimental data.

The loud speaker was located 4 m from one end of the
corridor, equidistant from the vertical walls~i.e., along the
centerline!, and 0.95 m above ground. The receiver was
placed along the centerline at 2 m intervals and at a height of
1.2 m above ground. Atmospheric absorption is again in-
cluded in the predictions. The absorption coefficient~a! used
in the incoherent model is deduced from the plane wave

reflection coefficient (Rp) with the assumption of normal
incidence

a512Rp
2. ~13!

The absorption coefficients of the ground and ceiling sur-
faces from 100 Hz to 4000 Hz in one-third octave bands are
listed in Table II.

Both RT30 and STI were measured in one-third octave
bands, with the source–receiver distance ranging from 1 m
to 28 m. This can be perceived as a long-distance sound
propagation with respect to the cross-sectional area. Figure
7~a! shows the RT30 spectra when the receiver was located
at separations of 16 m, 24 m, and 28 m from the source. The
coherent model can give a satisfactory prediction up to the
maximum distance at 28 m, following the pattern of the fluc-
tuations of the measured values in most cases. On the other
hand, the incoherent model can only give a general trend of
the RT30. When the source and receiver were located 16 m
apart, the incoherent model gives an overestimation of 0.2 s
at 160 Hz, and underestimation of about 0.2 s at 1600 Hz. At
source–receiver distance of 24 m, discrepancies between the
incoherent predictions and measurements are found in the

FIG. 6. Plot of excess attenuation against frequency for the characterization
of surfaces in the corridor. The thick solid line is the measurement, thin solid
line is the prediction with one-parameter model, and dotted line is the pre-
diction with the assumption of a perfectly hard surface.

TABLE II. Absorption coefficients of the ground and ceiling surfaces in the corridor.

Frequency~Hz! 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630

Absorption coefficient
~ceiling!

0.009 0.011 0.013 0.016 0.018 0.022 0.026 0.030 0.036

Absorption coefficient
~ground!

0.058 0.068 0.081 0.094 0.110 0.130 0.152 0.177 0.206

Frequency~Hz! 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000

Absorption coefficient
~ceiling!

0.042 0.050 0.058 0.069 0.081 0.094 0.111 0.131

Absorption coefficient
~ground!

0.240 0.277 0.317 0.367 0.415 0.467 0.522 0.581

FIG. 7. Comparison of measured and predicted RT30 in corridor. Circles:
measurement, triangles: coherent prediction; crosses: incoherent prediction.
~a! RT30 spectra at different source–receiver distance;~b! RT30 along the
length of the tunnel at different frequency bands.
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lower frequency region, while the predictions above 1000 Hz
seem agreeable. However, at a distance of 28 m, it is noticed
that the coherent model generally gives a much more accu-
rate prediction than the incoherent one. One of the main
objectives of the current study is focused on the prediction of
sound propagation at larger distances in a long enclosure.
Although experimental measurements were also conducted
at shorter distances, these measured spectra are not presented
here for brevity. Nevertheless, we have displayed some of
the measured results at shorter distances as shown in Fig.
7~b! for the source frequency of 250, 500, and 2500 Hz.

The variations of RT30 along the length of the corridor
at frequency bands of 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1000 Hz are
shown in Fig. 7~b!. Similar to Fig. 7~a!, the coherent model
gives a satisfactory prediction in most cases. The coherent
model is more preferable to the incoherent model, especially
in the lower frequency region, where the interference effects
are believed to be more significant. For the incoherent pre-
dictions, the shape of the curve does not seem to change
much at the three different frequency bands, and its ampli-
tude probably depends on the value of the absorption coeffi-
cients. The selection of absorption coefficients, or the deter-
mination of the impedance of the boundaries, plays an
important role in the incoherent model. However, since nor-
mal incidence is assumed in the incoherent model, the ab-
sorption coefficients cannot represent the true physical prop-
erties of the boundary surfaces. This is even more obvious
when a receiver is set further apart from the source in a long
enclosure. In the coherent model, the spherical wave reflec-
tion coefficient is dependent on frequency and the angle of
incidence, which is more reasonable in practice.

Results similar to those shown in Fig. 7 are obtained at
other source–receiver separations and frequency bands. They
are not included here for brevity. For the prediction of RT30,
the average error of the coherent model was 0.05 s, with a
maximum of 0.06 s at 630 Hz. On the other hand, the pre-
dicted RT30 according to the incoherent model has a higher
average error of 0.07 s. Though the coherent model gives a
reasonably good approximation in most cases, some discrep-
ancies between the experimental data and coherent predic-
tions are still found. Some possible factors include the scat-
tering of sound from the edges between the vertical side
walls and the doors and from the perforated metallic panels
of the ceiling, the use of a loud speaker as a point source, and
the assumption of perfectly hard vertical boundaries and end
walls.

Similar to the case in the Western Harbor Tunnel, the
coherent model is able to predict the STI more accurately
than the incoherent model, as shown in Fig. 8. The average
errors of the coherent and incoherent models were 0.03 and
0.06, respectively. There are underestimations by the inco-
herent model at frequency bands of 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 100 Hz,
and 2000 Hz, and overestimations of at some distances at
4000 Hz. Dips and peaks are observed at 250 Hz, and the
coherent model can predict the pattern well. The incoherent
model is not capable of showing this interference effect.
Comparing the results in Figs. 5 and 8, the advantage of the
coherent model is more obvious here than in the case of the
real tunnel. As mentioned before, for the coherent model, the

impedance of the boundaries is characterized by the one-
parameter model. It can simulate the reflection properties of
the boundaries better than simply giving a nominal value as
the absorption coefficient used in the incoherent model.

C. Model tunnel: Long enclosure with acoustically
soft surface

In the previous section, two impedance boundaries were
introduced into the model. The approximation of the coher-
ent model is shown to be satisfactory. However, the two
boundaries are still relatively hard. A third experiment was
conducted to study the performance of the coherent model in
long enclosures with an acoustically soft boundary. A 4.8-m-
long model corridor made of hard plywood was set up in the
anechoic chamber. The cross-sectional area was 0.831.2 m2.
The lower horizontal plane was covered with 3-cm-thick fi-
berglass. When the model was viewed upside-down, it simu-
lated the situation where absorptive material is placed on the
ceiling in a long enclosure where sound absorption treatment
is usually made. The impedance of this boundary was calcu-
lated according to the one-parameter model with a hard-back
layer.22 This impedance model has led to a good prediction
of the excess attenuation, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. In the acous-
tic characterization of the boundary, the source and receiver
were separated by a horizontal distance of 0.8 m and they
were placed at a height of 0.13 m above a layer of fibreglass
of 3 cm thick. The best-fit parametric value for the effective
flow resistivity was 40 kPa s m22. The absorption coefficient
of the fiberglass used in the incoherent model was also mea-
sured with the impedance tube. The results are presented in
Fig. 9~b!.

The cross section of the model tunnel was relatively
smaller than those in the previous experiments, so a Tannoy
driver fitted with a tube of length 1 m was used as a point
source. The same microphone as mentioned before was used.
The source and receiver had been placed at several different

FIG. 8. Comparison of measured and predicted STI in corridor. Circles:
measurement; triangles: coherent prediction; crosses: incoherent prediction.
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positions to measure the corresponding EDT and STI. Com-
parisons between some of the measured data and the coher-
ent predictions are presented in Fig. 10. The source was
placed 0.2 m from one of the vertical planes, and 0.13 m
above the lower horizontal surface. The receiver was placed

in alignment with the source along the length of the enclo-
sure, but at a height of 0.7 m. In the same way, when the
model was viewed upside down and properly scaled, it simu-
lated the scenario of a loudspeaker being fixed near the ceil-
ing and the wall, and a listener standing on the ground.

Figure 10~a! shows the measured and predicted EDT
spectrum at four different source–receiver separations,
namely, 1.5 m, 2 m, 2.5 m, and 3 m. Fluctuations caused by
interference effects are again observed. For example, at a
distance of 1.5 m, there is a significant peak at 800 Hz, and
a dip at 500 Hz. The coherent model can give a satisfactory
prediction, especially between 200 Hz and 400 Hz. The pre-
dictions at other distances are also reasonably good. At a
distance of 3 m, a downward slope is found from 630 Hz to
1250 Hz, which was predicted precisely by the coherent
model. However, this trend is not observed in the incoherent
prediction. Similar results have been obtained in other
source–receiver configurations. The average error of the co-
herent prediction was 0.09 s, with a maximum of 0.19 s at
200 Hz.

Figure 10~b! shows the measured and predicted STI at
500 Hz and 2000 Hz octave bands. It seems that both the
coherent and incoherent models give good approximations of
the STI. The prediction also matches the experimental data
well at other octave bands, which are not presented here for
brevity. The advantage of the coherent model over the inco-
herent one cannot be observed clearly here. It may be due to
the length of the model corridor being limited by the size of
the anechoic chamber, and the source-receiver distance being
relatively small. There is an overprediction at 3.5 m source–
receiver separation 2000 Hz. This is probably caused by the
scattering effects which occur at the edges of the model. This
is also believed to be the major reason for discrepancies be-
tween the measurement results and the predictions both in
EDT and STI.

IV. APPLICATION

The proposed coherent model provides a better alterna-
tive for the prediction model of reverberation time and
speech transmission index, which are the governing factors
of speech intelligibility in an enclosure. A design target of
speech intelligibility in terms of RT and STI in long enclo-
sures, such as train stations and long corridors, can be
achieved by different methods with the help of the proposed
coherent model.

In the experimental validation of the model, the signal-
to-noise ratio was over 30 dB. The term in square brackets of
Eq. ~8! approaches 1. This means the effect of interfering
noise on the prediction of STI was negligible. Therefore, Eq.
~9! has been used in the prediction in the previous section.
The overall STI is the weighted average of the values at the
seven frequency bands. However, the signal-to-noise ratio is
not always high in reality. Either the source is not powerful
enough, or the noise level is high compared to the source.
When the signal-to-noise ratio is small, it must be included
in the prediction.

The effect of noise on the prediction of STI will be
discussed with an example. When noise is excluded from the
model, the coherent prediction of STI in the corridor with

FIG. 9. Characterization of impedance of fibreglass.~a! Plot of excess at-
tenuation against frequency. The solid line is the measurement, and the
dashed line is the prediction.~b! Plot of absorption coefficient against fre-
quency.

FIG. 10. Comparison of measured and predicted results in model corridor.
Circles: measurement; triangles: coherent prediction; crosses: incoherent
prediction.~a! EDT spectra at different source–receiver distance;~b! STI at
500 Hz and 2000 Hz octave bands.
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Eq. ~9! is 0.7 at a source–receiver distance of 10 m. If the
signal-to-noise ratio is small, Eq.~8! is then used to predict
STI at the seven octave bands. The S/N ratios do not always
share the same value at the seven octave bands in reality. For
example, the noise produced by people talking and that by a
running train in an underground train station belong to dif-
ferent frequency bands, and they have different noise levels.
The determination of STI when the S/N ratios are different at
the seven octave bands will be described here. The back-
ground noise level was taken in the corridor mentioned be-
fore. The major contribution of the noise came from the air-
conditioning system, which is typical in offices and
classrooms. When the signal level was turned down, the S/N
ratios from 125 to 8000 Hz in octave bands were27.8 dB,
3.4 dB, 9.7 dB, 16.4 dB, 15.7 dB, 17.3 dB, and 18.9 dB,
respectively. The octave band STI can be found from the first
seven curves in Fig. 11 according to the S/N ratios. They are
represented by crosses in the figure. The seven values are
then weighted and averaged to give a final STI, which is 0.59
in this case.

If the S/N ratios at the seven octave bands are the same,
the curve of the overall STI versus S/N ratio can be plotted,
as shown in Fig. 11. It increases with the S/N ratio. When the
S/N ratio is high, e.g. over 20 dB, the STI value becomes
steady. On the other hand, when the S/N ratio equals zero,
the overall STI is just above 0.4, indicating poor speech in-
telligibility. One can easily identify the expected speech in-
telligibility at different noise conditions from the curves in
Fig. 11. This provides essential information for consideration
of possible acoustic treatments with respect to real-life con-
ditions. It is also demonstrated that an accurate prediction of
STI at the octave bands is crucial when the S/N ratios at the
seven frequency bands are not the same in reality.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The coherent model has been extended to evaluate the
impulse response of sound in a long enclosure, upon which
the reverberation time and speech transmission index can be
obtained. The model was validated by comparing the theo-
retical predictions with the experimental data in a real tunnel
with hard boundaries, a long corridor with two impedance
boundaries, and a model corridor with an acoustically soft
boundary. It has been shown that the coherent model can
give a more accurate prediction than the incoherent model,
because the interference effects between contributory rays
are included. The coherent model can give satisfactory pre-
dictions of both the reverberation time and the speech trans-
mission index at different receiver positions as shown in the
figures.

As mentioned in Sec. II, the impulse response is ob-
tained by inverse Fourier transform of the predicted sound
field. The number of predicted data in the single frequency
will increase from low to high frequency bands, which
means the computational time will also increase. The advan-
tage of the coherent model can also be observed better in
narrow band analysis, since the number of frequencies in-
cluded in each band increases with the width of the band,
and the interference effects might be averaged out and be-
come less significant. Considering the computational time
and the significance of the interference effects, the coherent
model is therefore preferable in narrow band analysis, and in
low frequency regions. It has also been demonstrated that the
spherical wave reflection coefficient should not be replaced
by the plane wave reflection coefficient~as assumed in many
previous models!, especially in cases of long source–
receiver distance and enclosures with relatively soft bound-
aries, and in low frequency ranges.
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Lightweight walls are often designed as frameworks of studs with plates on each side—a
double-plate structure. The studs constitute boundaries for the cavities, thereby both affecting the
sound transmission directly by short-circuiting the plates, and indirectly by disturbing the sound
field between the plates. The paper presents a deterministic prediction model for airborne sound
insulation including both effects of the studs. A spatial transform technique is used, taking advantage
of the periodicity. The acoustic field inside the cavities is expanded by means of cosine-series. The
transmission coefficient~angle-dependent and diffuse! and transmission loss are studied. Numerical
examples are presented and comparisons with measurement are performed. The result indicates that
a reasonably good agreement between theory and measurement can be achieved. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904264#
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I. INTRODUCTION

New building systems are often designed as lightweight
systems. One advantage of these systems is the possibility
they provide of lowering house production costs. The interest
in such lightweight building techniques is therefore large.
Acoustically there are both advantages and disadvantages
with such structures. One of the advantages is that a wall
consisting of two plates—a double-plate structure—provides
good insulation against airborne noise in relation to its
weight. There is, however, no theoretical prediction model
for sound-insulation that takes into account all important as-
pects of such a wall system.

If a double-plate structure consists of a framework of
studs, the studs will not only influence the vibration field
directly, i.e., short-circuiting the plates as sound bridges,1 but
also affect the acoustic field in the cavities. The studs can be
seen as walls in the cavities, thus introducing finiteness,
which leads to resonance. Consider therefore a double-leaf
structure excited by an incoming wave on the source side.
The plate on the source side is excited and will radiate to the
cavities and excite the framing beams. The plate on the re-
ceiver side is then excited by the acoustic field in the cavities
and by the vibration of the beams, and will radiate to the
surrounding acoustic fields.

In building acoustics it is common to use Statistical En-
ergy Analysis~SEA!, different energy-flow methods such as
those associated with the new European standard for com-
puting building acoustics@EN 12354 ~Ref. 2!#, or various
semiempirical methods to find prediction models. Such ap-
proaches are often preferable when details of a standard type
of construction are considered, for example, when well-
known elements are combined in EN 12354, or when large
variations in the material or geometric data affect the results
very little. An approach of this type is basically pragmatic,
emphasis being placed on achieving reasonable results

quickly. The amount of information used to account for the
physics involved is minimal, each building element being
described by a number~for each frequency!; the mean of the
sound energy being obtained for each part or component of
the structure separately. The fact that only a minimal amount
of information is utilized here represents both an advantage
and a disadvantage. These approaches are particularly appro-
priate for dealing with homogeneous and clearly distinguish-
able building elements, such as in traditional building con-
struction systems in which the elements are heavy and
homogeneous. Such approaches are not likely to be success-
ful, however, if one’s interest is in discovering new types of
solutions, since the lack of the information needed makes it
impossible to describe the physics of the situation ad-
equately. Moreover, wood frame building elements~or other
stud-plate building elements! may not be considered as ho-
mogeneous and isotropic. Hence, they do not meet the basic
requirements for simplified prediction models~such as EN
and basic SEA models! where it is assumed that all building
elements can be considered to be a single subsystem. This
has also been observed in measurements.3 For studies of
SEA applied to sound insulation with double wall systems,
Craik4 and Craik and Smith5 are examples. As an example of
semiempirical prediction models, the model described by
Sharp6 should be mentioned.

Instead, an analytical/deterministic approach is used in
the present paper. The approach is largely based on the fol-
lowing papers. The classical work on double-leaf walls is
made by London.7 This work, however, does not take into
account the studs or the finiteness of the cavities. Cremer
et al.1 describe two parallel plates connected via a locally
reacting stiffness layer. A recent similar study by Kropp and
Rebillard,8 treats airborne sound insulation of double-wall
constructions without studs. The focus is on the possibility of
optimizing the sound insulation. Lin and Garrelick9 investi-
gated the transmission of a plane wave through two infinite
parallel plates connected by periodic studs that behave as
rigid bodies. A fluid coupling in the cavities between thea!Electronic mail: jonas.brunskog@acoustics.lth.se
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plates was also present, which let the airborne waves pass
unaffected through the beams. The two systems were solved
simultaneously by means of Fourier transforms and periodic
considerations. Recent measurements on wood stud walls,
made by Bradley and Birta,10 show that the Lin and Gar-
relick theory explains the most important low-frequency fea-
tures of sound transmission through these wood stud walls.
Rumerman11 and Mace12 treated a single infinite plate rein-
forced by beams and excited by a convected pressure~that
could be a incoming plane wave! using Fourier transforms.
Takahashi13 considered noise control in buildings having
double-plate walls. Each structure considered consisted of
two parallel plates of infinite extent connected by various
connectors. The connectors were point connectors or rib-
stiffeners, and the sound field in the cavity passed unaffected
through them. The structures were driven by point forces,
and the resulting sound radiation was studied. The problem
of acoustic reflection of a double-plate system with periodic
connectors were studied by Skelton,14 who also assumed the
connectors to be invisible to the fluid in the cavity. The con-
nectors were applied in form of longitudinal plate
waveguides. The related problem of acoustic reflection of a
plate with periodic ribs and a back cavity was studied by
Sakagamiet al.15 Also here the ribs were acoustically trans-
parent so that the sound field in the back cavity was not
influenced by them. The only paper found that takes account
of the influence of ribs or connectors on the cavity field is
Skelton,16 who considered the effect of a single connector,
rigid with respect to the fluid, using the Wiener–Hopf tech-
nique. Also Urusovskii17 studied a periodic double plate sys-
tem, but used a space-harmonic assumption and truncated the
infinite system of equation that arose. The cavity field was
unaffected by the beams. The present author and Hammer
have studied impact sound transmissions in lightweight
floors using transform technique,18 including the beams and
a cavity, but letting the waves go unaffected through the
beams~as in Refs. 9, 13, 14, 17, and 15!. Maysenhoelder and
Haberkern19 studied sound transmission through two-
dimensionally periodic inhomogeneous infinite plates using a
three-dimensional elastic description of the wall~which typi-
cally is a masonry wall!. A periodic assumption similar to the
space-harmonic assumption was used together with the
Hamilton principle. The problem under focus in the present
paper can in principle also be treated with their method. A
literature survey of available deterministic prediction meth-
ods that takes periodicity into account can be found in Ref.
20 ~with focus on point excitation!.

The approach in the present paper is similar to the one
introduced by Rumerman11 and Mace,12 but the treatment of
the cavities is original for the present paper. An expansion in
a suitable orthogonal series is made for the cavity field in
order to take into account the finiteness of the cavities. The
solution of the displacement field will then consist of one
term originating from the excitation, terms originating from
the structural coupling via the beams, and terms originating
from the fluid coupling via the cavity. The former two are
equivalent to the existing theory and the latter are new terms.
The paper is comprised as follows: Following the Introduc-
tion, the problem under consideration is formulated. In Sec.

III, the cavity reactions and field are studied, and the remain-
ing reaction forces are collected in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the
solution is described. Sound radiation and sound insulation
are considered in Sec. VI. The numerical results are pre-
sented and discussed in Sec. VII, and the paper ends with
some concluding remarks.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a double-leaf wall stiffened with studs, as in
Fig. 1. The studs are assumed to be infinitely stiff in bending
round thez-axis and of zero thickness; the beams are mo-
tionless in thex-direction. However, they are allowed to bend
round thex-axis, yielding flexural displacementun in the
y-direction and bending wave propagation in thez-direction.
The structure is infinite in both thex- and z-direction. The
studs are located periodically with equal distancel between
them. The studs are assumed to not cause any moment reac-
tions or coupling; the connection plate-stud is assumed to be
in form of a pin-joint. The displacement of the plates are
denotedw1 andw2 , and the displacement of thenth beam is
denotedun .

In the field in front of the first plate a pressurepi due to
an incident wave, and a reaction pressurepr due to radiated
waves is present. In the field backing the second plate a
reaction pressurept is present due to transmitted waves. The
incident pressure is of the form

pi5 p̂ie
2 i~kxx1kyy1kzz2vt ! ~1!

where a possible choice of the wave numbers is

kx5k sinu cosw, kz5k sinu sinw, ky5k cosu,

i.e., an incoming wave with wave numberk5v/c. u is the
angle between they-axis and the direction of the incident
wave andw is the azimuth angle. The time dependence and
the z-dependence, exp(ivt2 ikzz), will henceforth be sup-
pressed throughout. Further, since the structure is periodic in
x the response satisfies the periodicity relation, see e.g., Ref.
12 or Ref. 20

wi~x1 l !5wi~x!e2 ikxl ~2!

usually denoted as Floquet’s principle.

A. Governing equations

Consider the plates of the double-leaf structure. The sys-
tem of governing equations that is to be solved can be writ-
ten as

FIG. 1. A double leaf structure. The horizontal lines are the center lines of
the plates with displacementsw1 andw2 . The vertical lines are the center
lines of the beams with displacementsun .
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D18¹
4w12m19v

2w15pi uy502pcuy501pr uy502pf 1 ,
~3!

D28¹
4w22m29v

2w25pcuy5d2ptuy5d1pf 2 ~4!

for the first and the second plate, respectively, where

¹45
]4

]x4
22kz

2 ]2

]x2
1kz

4

and Di8 and mi9 are the flexural rigidity and mass per unit
area of plate numberi, respectively,v52p f is the angular
frequency andd the distance between the plates. It is conve-
nient to decompose the reflected pressure into two compo-
nents,pr5pg1ps , wherepg is the reflected pressure gener-
ated by a rigid reflector~geometrical reflection!, so that

pguy505pi uy50 , ~5!

and ps is the scattered part due to the elastic motion of the
structure. Figure 2 shows the different reaction fields. The
reaction pressures from the surrounding fluid can be assumed
to be coupled to the displacements field by operators,

psuy505Rw1 , ~6!

ptuy5d5Tw2 , ~7!

whereR andT are linear operators that will be determined in
Sec. IV. The cavity pressurepc and frame pressurepf are
treated in separate sections, due to their complexity.

B. Transformed equations

The Fourier transform of the displacementwi with re-
spect to the coordinatex and the corresponding inverse trans-
form is defined as

w̃i~a!5E
2`

`

wi~x!eiaxdx, ~8!

wi~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

w̃i~a!e2 iaxda. ~9!

Thus, the Fourier transform overx of the incoming wave
yields a Dirac function,p̃i52p p̂id(a2kx). For the reaction
pressure, the transform yields algebraic expressions instead

of operators. Thus, the transformed pressures are

~ p̃i1 p̃g!uy5054p p̂id~a2kx!,

p̃suy505Rw̃1 ,

p̃tuy5d5Tw̃2 ,

whereR andT are the transformed version of the operators
R andT. Applying the Fourier transform with respect tox to
Eqs.~3! and ~4!, taking into account Eqs.~6! and ~7!, gives

FS1 0

0 S2
G F w̃1

2w̃2
G54pF p̂i

0 Gd~a2kx!2F p̃f 1

p̃f 2
G2F p̃cuo

p̃cud
G ,
~10!

where

S1~a!5D18~a21kz
2!22m19v

22R~a!, ~11!

S2~a!5D28~a21kz
2!22m29v

21T~a!, ~12!

are spatial stiffnesses. The solution of Eq.~10! and its in-
verse transform is given in Sec. V. It is, however, first nec-
essary to give expressions for the reaction pressures.

III. THE CAVITY

The reaction pressures due to the cavity field are exam-
ined in this section.

A. The cavity, a parallelepipedic space

Consider again Fig. 1, where a fluid is occupying the
space 0,y,d, divided into subspacesml<x<(m11)l ,
m50,61,62,...,6`. An acoustic pressurepc(x,y) is
present in the fluid. The acoustic pressure satisfies the Helm-
holtz equation

S ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2D pc1~kc
22kz

2!pc50, ~13!

wherekc5v/cc is the wavenumber in the cavity~possibly
different fromk, the wave number in the surrounding fluid!
and cc is the speed of sound in the medium. The acoustic
pressure also satisfies the boundary conditions

F]pc

]y G
y50

5v2rcw1 , ~14!

F]pc

]y G
y5d

5v2rcw2 , ~15!

whererc is the density of the fluid. Equations~14! and~15!
ensure equality of the fluid velocity at the plate surface and
the plate velocity. These boundary conditions are the ones
that are fulfilled in the papers.9,13,16–18In the present paper a
new set of boundary conditions is also to be fulfilled, as a
consequence of the studs being nonmovable in the
x-direction, namely

F]pc

]x G
x5ml

50, m50,61,62,...,6` ~16!

ensuring absence of displacement in thex-direction at the
‘‘rigid walls’’ of the studs at x5ml. Divide the field into
subfields corresponding to the cavities

FIG. 2. Model for the equation of motion; definition of pressures acting on
the plates and the beams in the vertical direction.
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pc~x,y!5 (
m52`

`

pc
~m!~x,y!Q~x,ml,ml1 l !, ~17!

where

Q~x,ml,ml1 l ![u~x2ml!2u~x2~m11!l !

and where u(x) is the Heavisides step function and
Q(x,a,b) is the ‘‘hat’’ function that equals unity betweena
andb and is zero otherwise. Assume that the pressure field in
themth cavity can be written as an orthogonal sum of cosine
functions in thex-direction. Define«n ,

«n[H 1
2 if n50

1 if nÞ0.

Thus, the cosine expansion can be written

pc
~m!~x,y!5 (

n50

`

«npc,n
~m!~y!cos~npx/ l !, ~18!

whereml<x<(m11)l . It is easily shown that this assump-
tion fulfills the boundary conditions~16! directly, as well as
the Helmholtz equation~13!. The boundary conditions in
~14! and ~15! is still to be fulfilled by means of specifying
the yet unknown functionpc,n

(m)(y), see Sec. III B. When this
is achieved, as both differential equation and boundary con-
dition then are fulfilled, the solution to the cavity field is
found.

The periodicity, expressed in Eq.~2!, is now to be taken
into account. This implies that the pressure acting on two
neighboring bays are related to each other through a phase
difference

pc
~m11!5pc

~m!e2 ikxl

and especially

pc
~m!5pc

~0!e2 ikxml.

Hence, Eq.~17! reduces to

pc~x,y!5pc
~0!~x,y! (

m52`

`

Q~x,ml,ml1 l !e2 ikxml. ~19!

Thus, the total field in the cavities is determined by the field
in the 0th-cavity. Expressing this field in terms of a cosine
series, Eq.~18!, and inserting in Eq.~19!, yields

pc~x,y!5 (
n50

`

«npc,n
~0!~y!cos~npx/ l !

3 (
m52`

`

Q~x,ml,ml1 l !e2 ikxml. ~20!

Hence, the two sums are separated. The spatial Fourier trans-
form of the cavity reaction pressure formally is

p̃c~a,y!5E
2`

`

(
n50

`

«npc,n
~0! cos~npx/ l !

3 (
m52`

`

Q~x,ml,ml1 l !e2 ikxmleiaxdx ~21!

and will be further treated in Sec. III D.

B. The field in the 0th cavity

The cosine expansion~18! of the cavity field is inserted
into the Helmholtz equation~13!. It can be shown that this
expression reduces to

]2pc,n
~0!~y!

]y2
1S kc

22S np

l D 2

2kz
2D pc,n

~0!~y!50, n50,1,2,... .

~22!

Define a propagation number for thenth component

gn
2[S np

l D 2

1kz
22kc

2.

The solution can be written as one wave in the positive
y-direction and one in the negativey-direction,

pc,n
~0!~y!5 p̂c,n1e2gny1 p̂c,n2egny ~23!

and one differentiation with respect toy gives

]pc,n
~0!~y!

]y
5gn~2 p̂c,n1e2gny1 p̂c,n2egny!. ~24!

In order to determinepc,n6 , and therebypc,n
(0)(y), the

remaining boundaries are now expressed in the same cosine
series as the cavity field

wi~x!5 (
n50

`

«nwi ,n cos~npx/ l !, ~25!

for 0<x< l , where

wi ,n5
2

l E0

l

wi~x!cos~npx/ l !dx. ~26!

It should here be noted that Eqs.~25! and ~26! will not put
any constraint to the solution ofwi ; it is just a description of
the displacement field in terms of the cosine basis used in the
cavity. Also note that the structural field is given in the form
of Eqs. ~52! and ~53! and not in the form of Eq.~25!. The
boundary conditions~14!–~15! have to be fulfilled by every
Fourier component, connectingpc,n

(0) to wi ,n @as seen if~18!
and ~25! is inserted into the boundary condition#,

]pc,n
~0!

]y
U

y50

5v2rcw1,n ,
]pc,n

~0!

]y
U

y5d

5v2rcw2,n .

Taking into account the standing wave and its derivatives
~23!–~24! gives a system of equations, which yields the fol-
lowing amplitudes of the components in the standing wave:

p̂c,n15
v2rc

gn

~w2,n2w1,negnd!

2 sinh~gnd!
, ~27!

p̂c,n25
v2rc

gn

~w2,n2w1,ne2gnd!

2 sinh~gnd!
. ~28!

Insert Eqs.~27! and ~28! in Eq. ~23!,

pc,n
~0!~y!5

v2rc

sinh~gnd!gn
~w2,n cosh~gny!

2w1,n cosh~gn~d2y!!!. ~29!
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Puttingy50 andy5d, respectively, and rewriting in a ma-
trix form yields

Fpc,n
~0!~0!

pc,n
~0!~d!G5

2v2rc

gn sinhgnd Fcosh~gnd! 1

1 cosh~gnd!
G

3F w1,n

2w2,n
G , ~30!

which is a connection between the cavity reaction pressure
and the structural displacement, expressed in terms of
cosine-series components.

C. Solution of the cavity pressure field

The cavity reaction pressures used in Eqs.~3! and ~4!
can then be expressed as, if Eq.~30! is inserted in Eq.~20!,

F pc~x,0!

pc~x,d!G5S (
n50

`

«nJnF w1,n

2w2,n
Gcos~npx/ l !D

3 (
m52`

`

Q~x,ml,ml1 l !e2 ikxml, ~31!

where the following definitionJn of the matrix in Eq.~30!
has been introduced,

Jn[
2v2rc

gn sinh~gnd! Fcosh~gnd! 1

1 cosh~gnd!
G .

The displacement field in the plates is unknown, and needs to
be solved for. The componentswi ,n are expressed as inte-
grals in Eq.~26!.

D. Fourier transform of the cavity pressure

The spatial Fourier transform of the cavity reaction pres-
sure is formally given in Eq.~21!. Define an auxiliary func-
tion

Fn~a![FxH cosS npx

l D (
m52`

`

Q~x,ml,ml1 l !e2 ikxmlJ ,

~32!

whereFx$•%5*•exp(iax)dx is the spatial Fourier transform
operator, see Eq.~8!. Then, the transformed cavity pressures
at the boundaries are

F p̃c~a,0!

p̃c~a,d!G5 (
n50

` FJ11,n J12,n

J21,n J22,n
G F w1,n

2w2,n
G«nFn~a!, ~33!

whereJ11,n , etc. are the components ofJn . A more suitable
form of the functionFn(a) is needed. Some manipulations,
including use of the Poisson sum formula, yields

Fn~a!5
ip

l

12eia le2 inp

a2np/ l (
m52`

`

d~a2kx1~n22m!p/ l !

1
ip

l

12eia leinp

a1np/ l (
m52`

`

d~a2kx2~n12m!p/ l !.

~34!

For details see Appendix A. Moreover, due to the infinite
sums, we have

(
m52`

`

d~a2kx1~6n22m!p/ l !

5 (
m52`

`

d~a2kx22mp/ l !.

Thus, we can rewrite Eq.~34!,

Fn~a!5
2p

l
§n~a! (

m52`

`

d~a2kx22mp/ l !, ~35!

where

§n~a![ ia
12eia l~21!n

a22~np/ l !2
. ~36!

Combining Eqs.~33! and ~35! yields the transformed cavity
reaction pressures

F p̃c~a,0!

p̃c~a,d!G5 2p

l (
n50

` FJ11,n J12,n

J21,n J22,n
G F w1,n

2w2,n
G«n§n~a!

3 (
m52`

`

d~a2kx22mp/ l !. ~37!

E. Displacement field in the cavity

The displacement field inside a cavity is now to be con-
sidered. It is only necessary to consider the 0th cavity due to
the periodic relation~2!. The pressure field in the 0th cavity
is given in Eq.~18! where indexm50 is to be used, andpc,n

(0)

is given in Eq.~29!. The corresponding displacement field in
the cavity is

wc,x
~0!5

1

rcv
2

]pc
~0!

]x
, wc,y

~0!5
1

rcv
2

]pc
~0!

]y

for displacement in thex- andy-direction, respectively. Deri-
vation of Eq.~18! yields

wc,x
~0!52 (

n50

`

«n

np

lgn

sin~npx/ l !

sinh~gnd!
~w2,n cosh~gny!

2w1,n cosh~gn~d2y!!!, ~38!

wc,y
~0!5 (

n50

`

«n

cos~npx/ l !

sinh~gnd!
~w2,n sinh~gny!

1w1,n sinh~gn~d2y!!! ~39!

for the x- andy-direction, respectively.

IV. THE REMAINING REACTION FORCES

In order to get a complete solution, the forces and pres-
sures involved must be specified.

A. The frame reactions

Consider Fig. 3, describing thenth beam and the corre-
sponding reaction line forces. The continuity equation at
each plate-beam connection point is assumed to be springlike
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and takes the following form, if the displacementun(z) of
the nth beam equals the displacement of the first plate,
un(z)5w1(nl,z), and

Q1,n~z!2Q2,n~z!5Gw1~nl,z!, ~40!

Q2,n~z!5K~w1~nl,z!2w2~nl,z!!, ~41!

wheren52`,... ,̀ , and whereG is a linear operator,K is a
stiffness, andQi ,n are line forces. For thenth beam,

FQ1,n~z!

Q2,n~z!G5FG1K K

K KG F w1~nl,z!

2w2~nl,z!G . ~42!

The linear operator corresponding to a Euler beam is

G5EfI f

d4

dz4
2r fAfv

2, ~43!

whereEfI f is the bending rigidity andr fAf is mass per unit
length of the beam. Thez-derivatives will be replaced bykz

4

due to the assumed e2 ikzz dependency in Eq.~1!. Thus, the
algebraic expression for transformed operatorG is found,

G5EfI fkz
42r fAfv

2. ~44!

The frame reaction pressure is

pf i5 (
m52`

`

Qi ,md~x2ml!, ~45!

for i 51,2. The displacement fieldsw1 and w2 satisfy the
periodicity relation~2! since the structure and driving are
periodic. Therefore

wi~nl !5wi~0!e2 inkxl , ~46!

for i 51,2. Therefore, using Eqs.~40!, ~41!, and ~46!, the
reaction fields caused by the beams, used in Eqs.~3! and~4!,
can be written

Fpf 1

pf 2
G5FG1K K

K KG F w1~0,z!

2w2~0,z!G (
m52`

`

e2 imkxld~x2ml!.

~47!

Fourier transform Eq.~47!, makes use of the Poisson sum
formulas~A7! and ~A8!,

F p̃f 1

p̃f 2
G5 2p

l FG1K K

K KG F w1~0,z!

2w2~0,z!G
3 (

m52`

`

d~a22mp/ l 2kx!. ~48!

B. The reactions from the transmitted and reflected
fields

The transformed versions of the operatorsR and T in
Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, denotedR and T, respectively, are to be
determined. Consider Fig. 4, where a fluid is occupying the
upper half space with an acoustic pressureps(x,y,z), y<0,
and the lower half space is occupied by a fluid with an acous-
tic pressurept(x,y,z), y>d. The total pressure field in the
incident side ispi1pg1ps , as was discussed more closely
in Sec. II. It is assumed that the two fields have the same
sound speedc and densityr. Two moving surfaces occupy
the x-z-plane in y50 and y5d, vibrating with displace-
mentsw1(x,z) and w2(x,z). The scattered and transmitted
acoustic pressure field can be expressed as

p~x,y,z!5H ps~x,y,z! y<0

pt~x,y,z! y>d.
~49!

The acoustic pressure satisfies the Helmholtz equation

S ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2
2kz

2D p1
v2

c2
p50, ~50!

wherec is the speed of sound andv is the radian frequency,
together with the boundary conditions, the same as in~14!
and ~15! but with ps in the former equation andpt in the
latter, ensuring equality of the fluid velocity at the plate sur-
face and the plate velocity. The Helmholtz equation~50! is
now transformed in thex-direction, using Eq.~8!. This yields
an one-dimensional Helmholtz equation in they-direction.
As only outgoing waves are of interest, the solution of the
transformed equation is

p̃~a,y!5H p̂se
gy, y,0

p̂te
2g~y2d!, y.d,

~51!

where

FIG. 3. Thenth beam. Reaction line forcesQ1,n andQ2,n , displacementun ,
and line stiffnessK.

FIG. 4. The acoustic pressure.
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g2[a21kz
22k2

and whereg has to be evaluated so thatR$g%>0, I$g%>0 if
R$g%50. Therefore, using the boundary conditions~14! and
~15! together with the derivative of~51!, for y50 and y
5d, yields the identification of the coefficients,

R52T5
v2r

g~a!
.

V. THE INVERSE TRANSFORM AND THE SOLUTION
OF THE PROBLEM

The solution to the problem can now be found by means
of applying the inverse Fourier transform in Eq.~10!, making
use of Eqs.~37! and~48!. The Dirac functions ensure that the
inverse transform can be easily performed, and the displace-
ment field can thus be determined. The displacements are

w1~x!5
2p̂ie

2 ikxx

S1~kx!
2

1

l
~~G1K !w1~0!2Kw2~0!!T1

~ f !~x!

2
1

l (
n50

`

~J11,nw1,n2J12,nw2,n!«nT1,n
~c!~x! ~52!

and

w2~x!5
1

l
~Kw1~0!2Kw2~0!!T2

~ f !~x!

1
1

l (
n50

`

~J21,nw1,n2J22,nw2,n!«nT2,n
~c!~x!, ~53!

where the following abbreviations have been used:

Tj
~ f !~x![ (

m52`

`
e2 iamx

Sj~am!
, ~54!

Tj ,n
~c!~x![ (

m52`

`
§n~am!e2 iamx

Sj~am!
, ~55!

wheream5kx12mp/ l and wherej 51,2.
Note here that the values ofw1(0), w2(0) and the Fou-

rier componentswj ,n are still unknown. To determine the
first two of them, letx→0 in Eq. ~52!, for the first plate

w1~0!5
2p̂i

S1~kx!
2

~G1K !

l
T1

~ f !~0!w1~0!1
K

l
T1

~ f !

3~0!w2~0!2
1

l (
n50

`

J11,n«nT1,n
~c!~0!w1,n

1
1

l (
n50

`

J12,n«nT1,n
~c!~0!w2,n ~56!

and Eq.~53! for the second plate

w2~0!5
KT2

~ f !~0!

l
w1~0!2

KT2
~ f !~0!

l
w2~0!

1
1

l (
n50

`

J21,n«nT2,n
~c!~0!w1,n

2
1

l (
n50

`

J22,n«nT2,n
~c!~0!w2,n . ~57!

To determine the Fourier componentswj ,n , multiply Eqs.
~52! and ~53! by 2/l cos(spx/l) and integrate from 0 tol, s
being an integer. Thus, for the first plate

w1,s5
2

l E0

l 2p̂ie
2 ikxx cos~spx/ l !dx

S1~kx!

2
2~G1K !

l 2
I 1,s

~ f !w1~0!1
2K

l 2
I 1,s

~ f !w2~0!

2
2

l 2 (
n50

`

J11,n«nI 1,s,n
~c! w1,n

1
2

l 2 (
n50

`

J12,n«nI 1,s,n
~c! w2,n ~58!

and for the second plate

w2,s5
2K

l 2
I 2,s

~ f !w1~0!2
2K

l 2
I 2,s

~ f !w2~0!

1
2

l 2 (
n50

`

J21,n«nI 2,s,n
~c! w1,n

2
2

l 2 (
n50

`

J22,n«nI 2,s,n
~c! w2,n , ~59!

where the following abbreviations have been used:

I j ,s
~ f ![E

0

l

cos~spx/ l !Tj
~ f !~x!dx, ~60!

I j ,s,n
~c! [E

0

l

cos~spx/ l !Tj ,n
~c!~x!dx, ~61!

wherei 51,2. The integrals are calculated in Appendix C, as
well as the integral in the first term in Eq.~58!. A system of
equations can now be set and solved forw1(0), w2(0) and
the Fourier componentswj ,n , if truncating the cosine expan-
sion to N components. The displacement components to be
solved for are arranged in a row vector (•

T being the trans-
pose of the vector!

w5@w1~0! w2~0!w1,0w2,0 ... w1,Nw2,N#T.

Defining a matrixA and a row vectorP, see Eqs.~B1!–~B5!,
and solving for the displacement componentsw yields

w5A21P. ~62!

Inserting these components in Eqs.~52! and ~53! gives the
displacement of the plates.
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The solution can equivalently be written in a space har-
monic form,

w25 (
m52`

`

Wme2 iamx ~63!

for the second plate~which is of interest in connection to
sound transmission!, where

Wm5
21

lS2~am! S Kw1~0!2Kw2~0!

1 (
n50

`

~J21,nw1,n2J22,nw2,n!«n§n~am!D . ~64!

VI. EXTERIOR FLUID FIELDS AND RADIATION

We have so far found expressions for the displacement
field of the plates. However, expressions for the sound trans-
mission are also needed in order to have a prediction model.

Transmission is thus now to be determined. The trans-
mission coefficient is defined as transmitted power divided
by incident power, or in the present infinite case as the trans-
mitted intensity divided by incident intensity,

t[
I t

I i
.

The total sound intensity radiated per unit area of the plate,
that is the sound intensityI t in the direction normal to the
plate, is

I t5
1
2R$ptv* % ~65!

which can be expressed as the sum of the sound intensity
radiated normal to the plate by each harmonic (v being the
velocity!. Thus, if using the fact thatv* 52 ivw* and that
the radiated pressure can be written as a space harmonic
series, the transmitted sound intensity can be calculated. Us-
ing the radiated pressure written as a space harmonic series,
similar to Eqs.~63! and ~64!, Mace12 derives the radiated
sound intensity as

I t5
1

2
v3r (

nPradiators

uWnu2

ug~an!u
, ~66!

where

g2~an!5an
21kz

22k25~kx12np/ l !21kz
22k2

and where the sum is to be taken over all the radiating har-
monics whereg(an)PI, whereI being the imaginary num-
bers.

The incident sound intensity normal to the plate is,

I i5
1
2R$piv i* %, ~67!

wherev i is the velocity in the normal direction of the inci-
dent wave,

v i5
21

ivr

]pi

]y
5

ky

vr
pi ,

and thus for the incidence sound intensity

I i5
1

2

R$ky* %

vr
upi u25

1

2

ky

vr
upi u2, ~68!

where the last step is only correct if the incident exciting
wave is a traveling wave.

From the relations~65!–~68! one may determine the
transmission efficiencyt~u,w! for each incidence angleu and
w; the transmission efficiency is the ratio of the transmitted
sound intensityI t to the incident sound intensityI i ,

t~u,w!5I t~u,w!/I i~u,w!. ~69!

Using Eqs.~66! and ~68!, together withky5k cosu, yields

t~u,w!5
v4r2

k cosuupi u2
(

nPradiators

uWnu2

ug~an!u
. ~70!

The statistical transmission coefficientts is found as

ts5^I t~u,w!&/^I i~u,w!&,

where^•& denotes the mean. The statistical transmission co-
efficient therefore becomes

ts5
1

p E
0

2pE
0

p/2

t~u,w!sinu cosududw ~71!

and the transmission lossR dB is,

R510 log 1/ts dB. ~72!

However, as the transmission loss is defined for all
angles of incidence, the integral over all possible angles is
needed, Eq.~71!. This is a very time-consuming operation.
The angle of incidence is therefore chosen randomly in order
to approximate the integral over the incidence angles, i.e., a
Monte Carlo approach. The calculation is ended when the
maximum error~as compared to the last estimate ofts) is
less than 0.01 dB 20 times in a row. The numerical calcula-
tions is made for 120 discrete frequency lines. These fre-
quencies are spread logarithmic between 40 and 6300 Hz. A
third octave band average over the frequency lines is then
performed, yielding the results in Sec. VII.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Data for the numerical examples

The numerical data in this section are just taken as typi-
cal estimations of material data, they are not taken from ac-
tual material measurement or adjusted to fit any result curve.
Thus, the comparison with measurement in Sec. VII C is just
a rough indication to the capacity of the model.

Consider a wall with 13 mm thick gypsum plates and
wooden studs~45395 mm, thus with a cavity depthd
595 mm) and let the cavity not be filled with mineral wool.
The studs are separated with a distance ofl 50.6 m. The
bending stiffness of the gypsum plates is taken to beD1

5520 N m andD25521 N m, and the mass per unit area
m195m29510.9 kg/m2. Young’s modulus for the beams is
Ef59.8•109 Pa and the density for the beamsr f

5550 kg/m3. The speed of sound isc5340 m/s and density
for air r51.29 kg/m3 ~the same numerical values are used in
the cavity!. Material damping in the beams and plates are
taken to beh50.06 added to the Young’s modulus. Material
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damping in the air ishair51•1028 in the surrounding air and
hair51•1023 in the cavity ~the reason for having higher
damping in the cavity is mainly of numerical reasons, but it
is also physically reasonable due to the viscous and thermal
losses in the thin air layers trapped between beams and
plates!. The stiffness in the frame coupling is chosen to
1•1010N/m2 as to have a rigid connection in the frequency
range of interest.

B. Displacement

The displacement of a grid of particles in the cavities is
magnified and shown in Figs. 5–7. The system is excited by
an incoming pressure wave with the wave numberskx

5k sin(55°), kz50. In Fig. 5 the frequency isf 530 Hz.
Two bays are shown and the solid lines represent the plates.
Snapshots are shown, from the left representing the displace-
ment at timet50 s, t5T/4 andt5T/2 s, T being the period.
In this low frequency example it can be noticed that the
cavity is symmetrically deformed even though the frequency
is below the first resonance. This observation appears contra-
dictious to the result in Cremer and Heckl,1 see pages 450–
462, where a double plate system without mechanical point

connectors first moves in phase which each other, and then—
for frequencies above the first mass-spring-mass resonance—
moves out of phase. The explanation is that the reaction
fields caused by the beams are of opposite sign for the two
plates, as can be seen in Eq.~41!. This fact can also be seen
in the next section in Cremer and Heckl,1 see pages 462–
474, where the reaction field caused by a point connector is
of opposite sign in the second plate compared to the first
plate. And moreover, the total displacement is in-phase as
overall displacement of the wall~the rigid body motion! is
larger than the more local deformation of the plates relative
to the beams. In Fig. 6 the same situation is studied atf
5300 Hz, and in Fig. 7 atf 53 kHz. In Fig. 6 the displace-
ment of the two plates is truly out of phase, as the frequency
is above the first resonance. The plate displacement is con-
tinuous over the stud, but the cavity field has a discontinuity,
as clearly seen in the high frequency example Fig. 7. In the
same figure the standing wave motion in thex-direction is
also noticeable.

C. Transmission loss

The transmission loss according to Sec. VI is now to be
calculated for the configuration described above. The result
is shown in Fig. 8, where also experimental results are
shown for the same wall~as taken from a measurement re-
port from the 1970s found in the division archive!. The
agreement is satisfactory if the rough material models and
the simplifications in the theoretical model are taken into
account.~Note once again that the material data are estimates
without special material measurements or fit to the measured
transmission loss.! In the calculated transmission loss curve
the troughs and peaks between 160 to 1600 Hz correspond
well with those found in the experimental curve.

In Fig. 9 some variations from the base configuration are
shown ~relative to the base configuration, as being the one
described in Sec. VII A!. The effect of letting the stiffness be
zero, K50, is shown with circles~s!. The two plates are
then mechanically uncoupled. No large effects are seen, only
about 2 dB are gained in the frequency interval 250–3160
Hz. It should however be noted that the airspace between the

FIG. 5. Displacement of cavity field atf 530 Hz. Snapshots from the left: at
t50 s, t5T/4 andt5T/2 s, T being the period.

FIG. 6. Displacement of cavity field atf 5300 Hz. Snapshots from the left:
at t50 s, t5T/4 andt5T/2 s, T being the period.

FIG. 7. Displacement of cavity field atf 53 kHz. Snapshots from the left: at
t50 s, t5T/4 andt5T/2 s, T being the period.
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plates is quite thin and undamped. The effect of only includ-
ing the zero term in the expansion of the cavity is also shown
~3!, which is similar to having a locally reacting air cavity.
Nor in this case any large effects are seen; only an increase
of about 1 dB above 250 Hz and 2 dB around 2 kHz. The
effect of ignoring the mass and bending stiffness of the
beams is also shown~h!. A small decrease at low frequen-
cies ~below 125 Hz! and a larger decrease for frequencies
above 1000 Hz is seen.

In order to examine if the result in Fig. 9 is dependent on
the cavity depth, more calculations were made. Thus, in Figs.
10 and 11 the same variations as in Fig. 9 are shown for
cases with different cavity depth:d59.5 mm in Fig. 10 and
d5950 mm in Fig. 11. The beam height—and therefore also
the beam stiffness—is the same as in the previous cases, 95
mm. The results are in general similar to Fig. 9, with some
important exceptions: For the thin construction, Fig. 10, the
error of using only the zero term in the cavity expansion is
larger, up to 5 dB in the frequency range 1–4 kHz, compared
to the other cases. For the thick construction, Fig. 11, the

effect of letting the stiffness be zero,K50, is about 5–8 dB
for most third octave bands.

One explanation of these results can be that in the con-
struction calculated in Fig. 9 an almost equal amount of
power is transmitted via the mechanical springs as via the
cavity, so if one of the transmission parts is reduced, the total
transmission loss will be reduced with a maximum of 3 dB.
For the really narrow cavity depth in Fig. 10 the cavity path
is dominating, so here it is crucial to have an elaborate cavity
description. For the thick cavity depth in Fig. 11 the me-
chanical path is dominating, so here the error of using only
the zeroth cosine term is the smallest. The following conclu-
sions are drawn from Figs. 9–11 concerning the number of
cosine terms used: If an error of a few dB’s is acceptable and
if the cavity depth is not too narrow, the calculation time can
be reduced without to much errors if the number of terms in
the expansion is reduced. Moreover, it can also be expected
that the error of letting the cavity field passing through the

FIG. 8. Transmission loss,s measurements and1 calculations.

FIG. 9. Transmission loss difference relative the base configuration for the
cased595 mm, R2RbasedB. Base configuration~1!, zero stiffnessK50
~s!, only the zero term present in cavity expansionN50 ~3!, no bending
stiffness and mass in beams~h!.

FIG. 10. Transmission loss difference relative the base configuration for the
cased59.5 mm, R2RbasedB. Base configuration~1!, zero stiffnessK
50 ~s!, only the zero term present in cavity expansionN50 ~3!, no
bending stiffness and mass in beams~h!.

FIG. 11. Transmission loss difference relative the base configuration for the
cased5950 mm, R2RbasedB. Base configuration~1!, zero stiffnessK
50 ~s!, only the zero term present in cavity expansionN50 ~3!, no
bending stiffness and mass in beams~h!.
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beams probably is of the same order of magnitude as if only
the zeroth cosine term is used.

Finally, in Fig. 12 the transmission losses for the three
different cavity depthsd595 mm, 9.5 mm, and 950 mm~but
also the same data as the base configuration! is compared.
The beam height is the same as in the previous cases, 95
mm. The effect on the transmission loss curve is as one can
expect: increasing the cavity depths shifts the fundamental
resonance frequency towards lower frequencies and in-
creases the transmission loss above this frequency.~The term
fundamental resonanceis however a little misleading, cf.
Bradley and Birta.10!

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper has shown that it is possible to use a periodic
assumption and transform technique to include the effects of
finiteness when treating a double-plate wall with studs.

At frequencies below the first resonance, the displace-
ments of the plates are out of phase, if the displacement
relative to the beams is considered~that is if the rigid body
motion is subtracted!. This is due to the reaction field caused
by the beams.

Comparison between measured and calculated results
shows satisfactory agreement, the troughs and peaks between
160 to 1600 Hz comparing well with those being found in
the experimental curve.

For the base configuration with cavity depthd
595 mm, no large effects are noticed if the mechanical cou-
pling between the plates is removed or if only the zero term
in the cavity expansion is used. However, for thicker con-
structions the mechanical coupling is important, and for thin-
ner constructions the full expansion is important. The latter
fact means that the calculation time can be reduced without
to much errors if reducing the number of terms in the expan-
sion, when the cavity is deeper thand595 mm. The error of
letting the cavity field passing through the beams probably is
minor in such a case.
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APPENDIX A: SIMPLIFICATION OF Fn

We have the following auxiliary function from Eq.~32!:

Fn5FxH cos~npx/ l ! (
m52`

`

e2 ikxml ~u~x2ml!

2u~x2~m11!l !!J .

Define a new function

Qm5Fx$cos~npx/ l !e2 ikxml~u~x2ml!

2u~x2~m11!l !!% ~A1!

so that

Fn5 (
m52`

`

Qm . ~A2!

Use the following identities

Fx$u~x2a!%5eiaaS pd~a!2
1

i« D , ~A3!

Fx$u~x2a!eibx%5ei~a2b!aS pd~a2b!2
1

i~a2b! D ,

~A4!

to rewriteQm

Qm5
e2 ikxml

2
Fx$u~x2ml!einpx/ l2u~x2~m11!l !einpx/ l1u~x2ml!e2 inpx/ l2u~x2~m11!l !e2 inpx/ l%

5
e2 ikxml

2 S ei~a2np/ l !mlS pd~a2np/ l !1
i

a2np/ l D2ei~a2np/ l !~m11!l S pd~a2np/ l !1
i

a2np/ l D D
1

e2 ikxml

2 S ei~a1np/ l !mlS pd~a1np/ l !1
i

a1np/ l D2ei~a1np/ l !~m11!l S pd~a1np/ l !1
i

a1np/ l D D .

FIG. 12. Transmission loss, base configuration with different cavity depth:
d595 mm~1!, d59.5 mm~s!, andd5950 mm~3!. The beam height~and
therefore also the stiffness! is the same in all three cases, 95 mm.
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Taking the limita→6np/ l it can be shown that the ampli-
tude of Dirac’s function equals zero. Thus, after some rear-
rangement

Qm52
e2 ikxmleiaml

2 S ~12eia le2 inp!
e2 inmp

i~a2np/ l !

1~12eia leinp!
einmp

i~a1np/ l ! D . ~A5!

Therefore, using Eqs.~A2! and ~A5!,

Fn52
1

2i S 12eia le2 inp

a2np/ l (
m52`

`

e2 inmpei~a2kx!ml

1
12eia leinp

a1np/ l (
m52`

`

einmpei~a2kx!mlD . ~A6!

The Poisson sum formula can be used to show that

(
m52`

`

f ~am!5
1

a (
q52`

`

FS 2qp

a D , ~A7!

whereF is the Fourier transform~8! of the arbitrary function
f, which together with the rules for the Dirac function
d(a l )5d(a)/ l implies that

(
m52`

`

ei~a2kx!mle6 inpm

5
2p

l (
m52`

`

d~a2kx1~n62m!p/ l !. ~A8!

APPENDIX B: THE MATRIX COMPONENTS

The matrix components in~62! are

A11511
~G1K !

l
T1

~ f !~0!,

A1252
K

l
T1

~ f !~0!, ~B1!

A1n5H J11,n«n

l
T1,n

~c!~0!, n odd

2J12,n«n

l
T1,n

~c!~0!, n even

and

A2152
K

l
T2

~ f !~0!,

A22511
K

l
T2

~ f !~0! ~B2!

A2n5H 2
J21,n«n

l
T2,n

~c!~0!, n odd

J22,n«n

l
T2,n

~c!~0!, n even

and for odds

As15
2~G1K !

l 2
I 1,s

~ f ! ,

As252
2K

l 2
I 1,s

~ f ! , ~B3!

Asn5dsn15
2

l 2
J11,n«nI 1,s,n

~c! , n odd

2
2

l 2
J12,n«nI 1,s,n

~c! , n even,

wheredsn is the Kronecker delta that equals one ifs5n and
equals zero otherwise, and for evens

As152
2K

l 2
I 2,s

~ f ! ,

As25
2K

l 2
I 2,s

~ f ! , ~B4!

Asn5dsn15 2
2

l 2
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The vector components in~62! are
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where the last expression is valid fors.2, and where the
integral is

E
0

l

e2 ikxx cos~spx/ l !dx5 ikx
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2

.

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF INTEGRALS

The integral in Eq.~60! is, using Eq.~54! and inter-
changing the integral and the sum

I i ,s
~ f !5 (

m52`

`
I s~am!

Si~am!
, ~C1!

where

I s~am!5E
0

l

cos~spx/ l !e2 iamxdx

5 iam

12~21!se2 iaml

~sp/ l !22am
2

. ~C2!
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The integral in Eq.~61! is, using Eq.~55! and interchanging
the integral and the sum

I i ,s,n
~c! 5 (

m52`

`

§n~am!
I s~am!

Si~am!
, ~C3!

whereI s(am) is evaluated according to Eq.~C2!.
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Estimating the focal size and position of a high-intensity focused ultrasound~HIFU! transducer
remains a challenge since traditional methods, such as hydrophone scanning or schlieren imaging,
cannot tolerate high pressures, are directional, or provide low resolution. The difficulties increase
when dealing with the complex beam pattern of a multielement HIFU transducer array, e.g., two
transducers facing each other. In the present study we show a novel approach to the visualization of
the HIFU focus by using shockwave-generated bubbles and a diagnostic B-mode scanner. Bubbles
were generated and pushed by shock waves toward the HIFU beam, and were trapped in its pressure
valleys. These trapped bubbles moved along the pressure valleys and thereby delineated the shape
and size of the HIFU beam. The main and sidelobes of 1.1- and 3.5 MHz HIFU beams were clearly
visible, and could be measured with a millimeter resolution. The combined foci could also be
visualized by observing the generation of sustained inertial cavitation and enhanced scattering. The
results of this study further demonstrate the possibility of reducing the inertial cavitation threshold
by the local introduction of shock wave-generated bubbles, which might be useful when bubble
generation and cavitation-related bioeffects are intended within a small regionin vivo. © 2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904283#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Vb, 43.25.Cb, 43.35.Ei@RR# Pages: 3740–3749

I. INTRODUCTION

The minimally invasive nature of high-intensity focused
ultrasound~HIFU! has been a focus of several recent thera-
peutic applications, especially tumor ablation.1–5 The tem-
perature of the target tissue at the focus of a HIFU transducer
can increase to more than 65 °C within seconds, thus causing
protein denaturing and cell death. However, the success of
HIFU tumor ablation largely depends on the knowledge of
the focusing properties of the treatment system, making tech-
niques for quantitatively measuring the focal position and
size essential.

Typical tools for measuring the position and size of a
HIFU transducer are hydrophone scanning and schlieren op-
tical imaging.6 A computer-controlled scanning system with

a needle or membrane hydrophone can accurately determine
the position, size, and pressure amplitude of the main and
sidelobes of a HIFU sound field. Although a very fine reso-
lution can be achieved, the scanning process is time consum-
ing and the alignment of the hydrophone to the HIFU trans-
ducer is critical to the accuracy of the measurements.
Moreover, the hydrophone is fragile and quickly saturated at
high pressures, and the calibration of a hydrophone in a mul-
tielement HIFU system becomes difficult due to the acoustic
waves coming from several sources differing greatly in their
incoming angles. Schlieren optic imaging provides an over-
view of the shape and location of a HIFU focus as well as
sidelobes and secondary foci. However, the resolution is low
and thus the obtained results are more qualitative than quan-
titative.

In this article we report a novel method for estimating
the position and size of the focus of a 1.1 or 3.5 MHz HIFU
transducer. The shapes and sizes of the main and sidelobes
can be determined in a reasonably short time and with a high
resolution. Furthermore, the changes in shape and pressures

a!For correspondence: Dr. Chih-Kuang Yeh, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, Yuan Ze University, 135 Yuan-Tung Rd., Chung-Li, 320 Taoyuan,
Taiwan. Telephone:1886-3-463-8800, ext. 2438~voice!; 1886-3-463-
9355 ~fax!; electronic mail: ckyeh@saturn.yzu.edu.tw
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where the foci of the two transducers intersect are also de-
termined.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental setup

The experiments were performed in an acrylic tank~23
cm L315 cm W315 cm H! filled with tap water. The ex-
perimental system consisted of four transducers~1.1 and 3.5
MHz HIFU transducers; H-101 and SU-102, Sonic Concepts,
Woodinville, USA!, a shock wave transducer~Piezoson 100
with a FB7 G2 probe, Richard Wolf, Knittlingen, Germany!
for producing bubbles, and a diagnostic B-mode scanner~Ti-
tan with a L38 probe, Sonosite, Bothell, USA! for imaging.
The L38 is a 5–10 MHz broadband transducer with a central
frequency of 7.5 MHz. The focus of the probe used with the
shock wave generator was 1.7 mm in diameter and 6.7 mm
in length, while the focal length was 20 mm from the edge
plane of the probe~data from the manufacturer!. The diam-
eters and focal lengths of the 1.1 and 3.5 MHz transducers
are listed in Table I. The 1.1 MHz HIFU and the shock wave
transducers were positioned orthogonally on two adjacent
walls of the water tank, as shown in Fig. 1. For experiments
on the combined beam pattern of two HIFU transducers, the
second HIFU transducer~3.5 MHz! was mounted on the wall

facing the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer with their central axes
parallel to each other but separated by about 4 mm. The
B-mode probe scanned from the top of the water tank paral-
lel to the axial direction of the shock wave transducer, i.e.,
cutting through the HIFU beam. The HIFU transducers were
both mounted on 3-D positioners that allowed precise move-
ment control.

The pressure values of the HIFU transducers were cal-
culated from hydrophone~Onda, Sunnyvale, USA! pressure
measurements performed in water at low output amplitudes
that were linearly extrapolated to higher outputs. The peak
negative pressures at the focus of the 1.1 MHz transducer
were 1.62 and 5.88 MPa for outputs of 100 and 400 mV from
the function generator, respectively. The peak negative pres-
sure of the 3.5 MHz transducer was around 3 MPa at the
focal point. Two arbitrary function generators~33120A, Agi-
lent, Palo Alto, USA; and DS345, Stanford Research Sys-
tems, Sunnyvale, USA! and two power amplifiers
~150A250B and 150A100B, Amplifier Research, Souderton,
USA! were used to drive the 3.5 and 1.1 MHz HIFU trans-
ducers, respectively. The pulse repetition frequency~PRF!
was 500 Hz, and the pulse length was 100 cycles for both
transducers. A clinical shock wave generator was used to
induce inertial cavitation and generate bubbles, and was set
to its highest output level~20, the corresponding peak nega-
tive pressure provided by the manufacturer was 19.0 MPa!
and the highest PRF~4 Hz! for maximal bubble production.
The beam-pattern images obtained by the diagnostic B-mode
scanner were recorded on a VCR and off-line processed
frame-by-frame using commercial software~Premiere Pro
1.5, Adobe Systems, San Jose, USA; Matlab, The Math-
Works, Natick, USA!.

B. Experimental procedures

1. Series 1. Beam pattern of a single HIFU transducer

In order to test the feasibility of using shock wave-
generated bubbles to visualize the beam pattern of HIFU
transducers, the 1.1 and 3.5 MHz transducers were first
tested individually. The 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer was
driven at either 100 or 400 mV and moved along its axial
direction at a step size of 1 or 2 mm, respectively. The shock
wave generator produced and pushed bubbles toward the
HIFU beam while B-mode images were taken continuously.
After finishing ‘‘slicing’’ along the HIFU beam, the B-mode
imaging plane was aligned with the HIFU focal plane again,
and B-mode and color Doppler images were both taken. The
output of the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer was increased until
enhanced scattering due to inertial cavitation at the center of
the HIFU beam was induced. The beam pattern of the 3.5
MHz transducer was determined in a similar way.

2. Series 2. Simulation

To understand the beam profiles obtained in the above
experiments, simulations were performed by modeling the
1.1 MHz HIFU transducer as a collection of point sources in
a grid. For any point on the destination plane~fixed z value!,

TABLE I. Simulation parameters.

Frequency~f! 1.1 MHz 3.5 MHz
Transducer radius 32 mm 17.5 mm
Geometric focus~data from the
manufacturer!

62.64 mm 55 mm

Attenuation 0 Np/cm 0 Np/cm
Sound speed~c! 1500 m/s 1500 m/s
Wavelength~l! 1.364 mm 0.429 mm
Grid size
Field 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Transducer (Dx andDy) 0.164 mm 0.164 mm

FIG. 1. Setup of the experimental apparatus: top and side views.
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the following Rayleigh–Sommerfold integral7 was used to
calculate the relative pressure amplitude contributed by each
grid point of the source transducer:

p~x,y,z!5 i
rck

2p E
S

ue2 ik~r 2r 8!

r 2r 8
dS, ~1!

where i 5A21, r5tissue density,c5sound speed,k5wave
number (k52p/l, l is the wavelength, andc5 f l, wheref
is sound frequency!, u5complex surface velocity of source,
and r 2r 85distance between a certain point on the trans-
ducer surface to a certain point in the acoustic field. For more
efficient and convenient calculations, the above equation was
simplified to

p~x,y,z!5 i AMP
Dx Dy

2p ((
e2 ik~r 2r 8!

r 2r 8
. ~2!

The amplitude of the simulated pressure field is relative
when AMP is set to 1, andDx andDy are the step sizes in
thex andy directions. The parameters used in the simulation
program are listed in Table I. The simulated results were then
compared with the experimental results~see Sec. III!.

3. Series 3. Combined beam pattern of two HIFU
transducers

The major challenge in beam-pattern plotting is encoun-
tered during the testing of a multielement transducer~espe-
cially when the elements are at large angles to each other!.
To demonstrate the advantages of our newly developed
method, two HIFU transducers~one 1.1 and the other 3.5
MHz! were arranged facing each other, but with a 4 mm
distance between their parallel central axes on purpose. The
3.5 MHz transducer was turned on first since its focal pattern
was small and difficult to determine. The obtained B-mode
images of the overlapping beam pattern were recorded and
analyzed offline.

III. RESULTS

A. Beam pattern of a single HIFU transducer

To rapidly determine the focal size and location of a
HIFU beam, the HIFU transducer was moved along its axial
direction while B-mode images were taken sequentially. Fig-
ure 2~a! shows one of the recorded images near the focus of
a 1.1 MHz HIFU beam. When bubbles produced by the
shock wave transducer were pushed toward the HIFU beam,
a few concentric rings~white rings! appeared where bubbles
were trapped and moved along the rings, which clearly visu-
alized the locations of the pressure valleys around the HIFU
focus ~Fig. 3!. The diameter of the central dark region was
smaller for the 3.5 MHz transducer than for the 1.1 MHz
transducer~Fig. 4!. The radius of the first ring, which can be
easily measured, was the radius of the first zero of the acous-
tic beam, and thus was larger than the focal radius~usually
defined as being 6 dB below the maximum pressure! of the
HIFU beam. In other words, the focal radius should be
smaller than the diameter of measured radius of the first ring,
1.6 mm in Fig. 5~a!. The number of visible rings increased
with the pressure level@Fig. 2~b! and Fig. 5#, whereas the
diameter of the first ring was the same for low@Fig. 5~a!# and

high @Fig. 5~b!# pressures. The minimum diameter of the
central dark region occurred 48 mm from the edge plane of
the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. At a
low-pressure condition, ‘‘radius steps’’ were seen at a few
positions, e.g., 40–41, 42–45, 46–50, 50–54, and 55–59
mm @Fig. 5~a!#. At the transition from one step to the next
one, the measured radii could be either at the upper ‘‘step’’
~case 2! or the lower ‘‘step’’ ~case 1!. The radius of the
second ring~white triangle! for case 1 coincided with that of
the first ring for case 2~gray square!.

Bubbles for visualizing the beam pattern of a HIFU
transducer can be provided by means other than a shock
wave transducer. Figure 6 shows the bubbles generated at the
center of the HIFU focus by inertial cavitation at higher pres-
sure levels~frame 3! that visualize the first and second rings
of the HIFU beam when they moved outward. However,
compared to the bubbles generated by a shock wave trans-

FIG. 2. ~a! A B-mode image of the beam pattern of a 1.1 MHz HIFU
transducer near its focus. The output from the function generator is 100 mV
~producing a peak negative pressure of 1.62 MPa!. The vertical white line
was produced by a shock wave pulse.~b! A B-mode image of the beam
pattern of a 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer at the same position as~a!, but for a
higher voltage output from the function generator~400 mV, 5.88 MPa!.
More rings are clearly evident.
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ducer, bubbles from the HIFU focus lasted for a shorter time
and thus were probably smaller. Figure 7 shows a Doppler
image of the bubbles generated by a HIFU transducer. An
oscillating ball with rapidly changing color was evident at
the focus of the HIFU transducer, which is indicative of the
fast phase change in backscattered signals due to the genera-
tion and collapse of bubbles by inertial cavitation. This phe-
nomenon was sometimes called the pseudo-Doppler shift and
has been used to produce images of ‘‘stimulated acoustic
emission.’’8

B. Matching experimental and simulated results

In order to elucidate the physical meaning of the experi-
mental results, the beam patterns of both 1.1 and 3.5 MHz
HIFU transducers were simulated and compared to the rings
evident on the B-mode images. In Fig. 8, it is clear that the
white rings of the 1.1 MHz HIFU beam matched well with
the location of the pressure valleys measured using a needle
hydrophone. It is worth noting that the pressures at the val-
leys were not zero. The measured pressure might be the sum

FIG. 3. A group of bubbles~white solid arrow! is mov-
ing along the third pressure valley~the third ring! of the
1.1 MHz HIFU beam. The acoustic parameters used in
this test was 100 mV output from the function genera-
tor, pulse length5100 cycles, and PRF5500 Hz. The
B-mode imaging slice cut through the focal plane of the
HIFU transducer~48 mm from the transducer’s edge
plane!. In this figure, only frames 5, 7, 10, 14, 18, and
26 are shown for simplicity.

FIG. 4. The focal beam patterns of~a! 1.1 MHz and~b!
3.5 MHz HIFU transducers. The B-mode imaging slice
cut through the focal planes of both HIFU transducers.
Comparing~a! and ~b!, the focal beam size of the 3.5
MHz transducer is smaller than that of the 1.1 MHz
one.
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of transmitted and reflected waves from all directions. Fur-
thermore, for the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer, the locations of
the dark rings in the images match well the locations of the
simulated pressure peaks@Fig. 9~a!#. Similarly, the locations
of the first white ring coincide well with the location of the
second pressure valley for the 3.5 MHz HIFU transducer.
The tiny inner ring in the simulation results cannot be seen in
the experiment, probably because of the resolution limita-
tions of B-mode images@Fig. 9~b!#.

C. The combined beam pattern of two HIFU
transducers

To understand the beam pattern of two facing transduc-
ers, the focal location of each transducer was determined
first. The focus of the 1.1 MHz transducer was then moved
by adjusting the 3-D positioner to make the focal planes of
both the 1.1 and 3.5 MHz beams coincide. The two foci were
separated by 4 mm distance on purpose.

The pressure levels of the 1.1 and 3.5 MHz HIFU trans-
ducers were both below the pressure threshold to induce in-
ertial cavitation of bubbles provided by shock waves. There-

fore, before turning both transducers on, no bubble was
generated near the confocal plane of both transducers after
the bubbles from the shock waves passed or dissolved. When
two transducers were turned on simultaneously, the pressures
of both transducers summed up and thus the peak pressure
level near the focus of the 3.5 MHz transducer increased.
The bubbles from the shock wave transducer probably acted
as seeds of inertial cavitation and induced bubble generation.
Continuous bubble generation was seen at the intersecting
area and could persist up to a few minutes when bubbles
from the shock wave generator disappeared for a long time.
The enhanced scattering signals of the generated bubbles
then clearly demonstrated the location of the intersecting
area~Fig. 10!.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this report we describe the results of a simple and
novel method to determine the size and location of HIFU
beams. The new method is particularly useful when analyz-
ing a transducer array with a complex arrangement, for ex-
ample, as used in the noninvasive ablation of a brain tumor

FIG. 5. The radii of each ring at~a! low- ~100 mV! and
~b! high-pressure~400 mV! output are shown. The
minimum diameter of the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer
occurred 48 mm from the edge plane. At a low-pressure
condition, ‘‘radius steps’’ were seen at a few positions,
e.g., from 46 to 50 mm and from 50 to 54 mm. At the
transition between two steps, e.g., at 50 mm, the mea-
sured radii could be either at the upper ‘‘step’’~case 2,
gray square! or the lower ‘‘step’’~case 1, black circle!.
The radius of the second ring~white triangle! for case 1
coincided with that of the first ring for case 2~gray
square!. The error bar indicates the size of the standard
deviation. At least 3 measurements were performed for
each data point.
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FIG. 6. The beam pattern of a 1.1 MHz HIFU trans-
ducer was visualized by bubbles generated by inertial
cavitation ~frame 3!. Two rings are clearly evident in
frames 5–11~550 mV or P58.09 MPa, 100 cycles, 500
Hz PRF!. The vertical white lines in each frame were
produced by the HIFU transducer itself. Only frames 1,
3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are shown.

FIG. 7. The bubbles generated by inertial cavitation at
the focus of a 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer looks like a
ball changing in color rapidly~mosaic pattern! in a di-
rectional color power Doppler image~550 mV, 100
cycles, 500 Hz PRF!.
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using a transcranial ultrasound array. Arranging two trans-
ducers from the bilateral temporal area of the skull—where
the bone is thinner—may be preferable because the output
from each transducer decreased and the possibility of over-
heating the brain tissue outside the target reduced. Unfortu-

nately, the resulting beam pattern cannot be measured by a
traditional needle hydrophone system. Furthermore, our pro-
posed method can also be used to rapidly construct a 3-D
beam pattern, in contrast to 3-D measurements with a needle
hydrophone system usually taking many hours to complete.
The proposed method is able to perform beam plotting of
two facing transducers, and can construct a 3-D beam pattern
in a relatively shorter time. However, the proposed method is
not able to determine the absolute peak pressure or intensity,
or the pressure profile of the focus. In addition, the resolution
is limited by the frequency of the diagnostic ultrasound
probe~in our case, a 7.5 MHz central frequency!, and thus is
not adequate for a focal size smaller than 1 mm. To clearly
show a whole ring~the first pressure valley! in the B-mode
images, an area of about 131 mm2 ~or about 535 pixels! is
necessary. The use of a diagnostic probe with a higher fre-
quency would increase the resolution.

Before turning on both transducers, the output of each
transducer was lower than the inertial cavitation threshold of
the bubbles from the shock wave generator, and hence no
enhanced scattering was seen. When the foci of two trans-
ducers intersected, the peak pressure increased and exceeded
these bubbles’ inertial cavitation threshold. Therefore, before
introducing bubbles to the intersecting area, no inertial cavi-
tation or enhanced scattering was detected. Seeding some

FIG. 8. The white rings of the 1.1 MHz HIFU beam compared with the
location of the pressure valleys measured by a needle hydrophone.

FIG. 9. The comparisons between the
simulation and experimental results
are shown for~a! the 1.1 MHz and~b!
the 3.5 MHz HIFU transducers. For
both transducers, the B-mode imaging
planes were set at their focal planes.
The scale of the simulation and experi-
mental results are the same. For~a!,
dashed circles indicate the locations of
the second and third pressure valleys
for both simulation and experimental
results. For~b!, white dashed circles
indicate the second and fourth pres-
sure valleys.
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bubbles by the shock wave transducer to the combined focus
induced inertial cavitation, and the enhanced scattering was
sustained for longer periods of time~up to a few minutes!. In
our case, the focal pressure of the 3.5 MHz transducer in-
creased by summation with the pressure of the first sidelobe
of the 1.1 MHz transducer, and exceeded the inertial cavita-
tion threshold at 3.5 MHz. We believe that bubbles were
generated, grew, and collapsed continuously at the intersect-
ing area.

The schlieren imaging uses light to form images, which
will not alter the sound field of the target transducer, and is
pretty fast. However, the shlieren imaging method is basi-
cally a semiquantitative measurement of the pressure profile
of the ultrasound beam. The bright and dark patterns pro-
jected on a screen can be used to determine the relative po-
sitions of the focus and sidelobes. Moreover, an absolute
value of the beam size cannot be easily obtained. Further-
more, the schlieren imaging could be distorted easily at the
presence of bubbles from inertial cavitation. The laser light
diffracted while passing through moving bubbles and thus
reduced the quality of the generated images. The new imag-
ing method using bubbles can be used to perform measure-
ment quantitatively. The obtained image quality even im-
proves at the presence of bubbles from inertial cavitation.

The ‘‘step’’ behavior seen in Fig. 5 represented the true
pressure profile around the HIFU focus. As seen in Fig.
11~a!, the bright parts represent the pressure crests~peaks
and saddles! while the dark parts are the pressure valleys.
This background beam plot was created using the simulation
equations described above. Bubbles tended to move to the
low-pressure area and thus accumulated in the dark regions.
The measured radii of the beam profile represented the inner
most pressure valleys which bubbles could reach at different
distances from the transducer surface. When the transducer’s
output was low, the pressure at the saddle part@A in Fig.
11~b!# was low enough to allow bubbles to climb over it and
stayed in the first pressure valley, the lowest ‘‘step’’~46–50
mm!. The pressure gradually increased while the distance to
the transducer increased, and prevented bubbles from further
climbing over. Bubbles stayed in the second pressure valley
and formed a higher step~B, 50–54 mm!. Ambiguity oc-
curred at the transition between two steps. That is, bubbles
can stay either in the lower or the higher pressure valley.
Figure 11~b! shows the relative pressure amplitudes of the
first pressure valley, the pressure crest, and the second pres-
sure valley. However, when the output pressure was high
enough@Fig. 5~b!#, bubbles were more and more difficult to

FIG. 10. The combined effect of the
1.1 and 3.5 MHz HIFU transducers is
shown. The left column~a1, b1, and
c1! is the original B-mode images
taken at the confocal plane of the two
transducers. Locations of the first rings
of both transducers are shown by thick
~3.5 MHz! and thin~1.1 MHz! dashed
rings. When the 3.5 MHz HIFU trans-
ducer is on but the 1.1 one is off, the
first ring of its beam pattern is clearly
seen~thin arrow in a1 and a2!. After
turning on the 1.1 MHz transducer and
supplying the focal area with shock
wave-generated bubbles, the focus of
the 3.5 MHz transducer filled with
high-scattering signals, most likely
bubbles ~thick arrow in b1 and b2!.
The bubbles were generated and de-
stroyed repeatedly at the focus of the
3.5 MHz beam. The moving direction
of the shock wave-generated bubbles
is indicated by the arrow heads~b1
and b2!. The bubble-like signals at the
focus of the 3.5 MHz transducer can
sustain for up to a few minutes after
supplying ‘‘seed’’ bubbles generated
by shock waves once. The c1 and c2
plots were taken after about a minute
after stopping supplying bubbles from
shock waves.
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enter the inner pressure valleys and the measured radii thus
increased rapidly.

Our observations indicate that shock waves can be used
to provide nuclei to reduce the cavitation threshold and to
locally induce inertial cavitation activity. The focal size of a
shock wave is small~1.731.736.7 mm!, and thus a large
amount of energy can be directed to a small regionin vivo.

The negative pressure of the shock wave was sufficiently low
to induce cavitation and create bubbles in the intrahepatic
vessels and bile.9,10 It is also possible for bubbles to be gen-
erated in loose tissue such as liver parenchyma. The shock
wave-generated bubbles can be used to provide bubble seeds
for further cavitation activity, and thus may be used to facili-
tate ultrasound-related bioeffects, such as drug delivery or

FIG. 11. ~a! Simulated pressure profile
of the 1.1 MHz HIFU transducer near
the transducer focus. ‘‘X’’ represents
the positions where focal sizes were
measured~see Fig. 5!. ‘‘A’’ is the low-
est pressure step at position 46 to 50
mm. The pressure ‘‘crest~peak and
saddle!’’ outside A is low and bubbles
can climb over and enter ‘‘A’’ to form
the first ring. ‘‘B’’ is where the second
pressure ‘‘step’’ locates~50 to 54 mm!.
The detailed pressure profiles of slice
C ~through step ‘‘A’’!, D ~through first
pressure crest!, and E ~through step
‘‘B’’ ! are shown in~b!.
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gene transfection, when used with a therapeutic ultrasound
transducer.
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This paper builds on earlier work by the same authors to derive expressions for the time-averaged
acoustic energy density in the frequency domain using the auto- and cross-spectral densities of
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several articles1–3 an expression for the acoustic en-
ergy density spectral density along a single axis using the
two-microphone technique has been derived. This frequency
domain expression enables the calculation of acoustic energy
density spectral density using the autospectra and cross-
spectrum of the two microphone signals. The advantage of
this approach, as opposed to the alternative time-domain
approach4 of first calculating the instantaneous mean pres-
sure and particle velocity, is that the energy density may be
measured with a FFT based two-channel spectrum analyzer
with no additional circuitry apart from the two microphone
signals.

In this paper, the acoustic energy density estimate using
spectral methods will be extended to three dimensions. Sev-
eral geometric configurations and spectral density estimation
formulations are discussed. Expressions involving the mini-
mum number of terms necessary to estimate the energy den-
sity spectral density are also derived to facilitate the calcula-
tion of energy density in 3D sound fields using a two-channel
spectrum analyser.

II. PHYSICAL 3D ENERGY DENSITY
CONFIGURATIONS

Since the measurement of 3D acoustic intensity requires
the same set of measurements as acoustic energy density,
namely acoustic pressure and the three orthogonal particle
velocities, then any sensor capable of measuring one quantity
can also be used to measure the other. There exists several
different geometrical arrangements for which 3D acoustic
intensity and energy density may be measured.5–8 This paper
will loosely focus on the two most common arrangements
found in commercially available 3D sound intensity probes.
These are the four-microphone tetrahedral arrangement like
those found in the Ono Sokki Tetra-phone MI-6420@Fig.

1~a!# and the six-microphone arrangement like those of the
Brüel & Kjær Type 5356 Intensity Probe@Fig. 1~b!# or the
GRAS Vector Intensity Probe@Fig. 1~c!#.

A number of variants of the four-microphone sensor ex-
ist, the specific details of which are discussed in detail in the
following sections. A slight variant of the six-microphone
sensor is the seven-microphone sensor.9 Both the six and
seven-microphone sensors use three pairs of opposed closely
spaced microphones to calculate the three orthogonal particle
velocities. However unlike its six-microphone sibling, which
must estimate the pressure at the center of the sensor using a
finite sum, the seven-microphone sensor uses the seventh
microphone at its geometric center to directly measure the
pressure. This is the most accurate of all the geometries7 and
consequently has been used to accurately measure 3D im-
pulse response functions for surround sound systems.9

Parkins et al.8 investigated a six-microphone energy
density with the microphones mounted on the surface of a
rigid sphere@rather than the open configurations shown in
Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#. This arrangement was employed in an
attempt to use the effects of diffraction caused by the
sphere10 to produce more favorable bias conditions, and in
doing so reduce the inherent errors. The effect of acoustic
diffraction around the rigid sphere caused the effective mi-
crophone spacing to be 50% greater than the actual micro-
phone spacing. When calculating the particle velocity esti-
mate when using the finite difference approximation, the
effective microphone spacing should be used, rather that the
physical spacing.

III. ANALYTICAL DERIVATION

The analytical derivation in this paper closely follows
the derivation by Ghanet al.3 The instantaneous acoustic en-
ergy density,ED(t), at a point is defined as the sum of the
acoustic potential energy density and the acoustic kinetic en-
ergy density at that point, given by6

ED~ t !5
p2~ t !

2rc2
1

ruv~ t !u2

2
, ~1!

where p(t) is the instantaneous pressure anduv(t)u is the
magnitude of the total instantaneous particle velocity,c is the
speed of sound, andr is the density of the fluid. In practice

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Phone:161 8 8303
5449; Fax: 161 8 8303 4367; Electronic mail:
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the total particle velocity is estimated using the three or-
thogonal terms@v(t)5 ivx(t)1 jvy(t)1kvz(t)#, therefore
Eq. ~1! can be rewritten as

ED~ t !5
p2~ t !

2rc2
1 (

i 5x,y,z

rv i
2~ t !

2
. ~2!

The pressure is typically estimated using an average of
all the microphone elements, thus for an sensor containingn
microphones the pressure estimate is

p~ t !'
1

n (
i 51

n

pi~ t !. ~3!

The particle velocity can be estimated through a finite
difference approximation using two microphones located on
one of the three orthogonal axes, thus for a microphone sepa-
ration distance of 2h, the particle velocity components are
approximated by6

v i~ t !'
1

2rh E2`

t

@pi 1
~t!2pi 2

~t!#dt. ~4!

In the following sections, frequency domain expressions
are derived for the time-averaged acoustic energy density
estimate for a number of 3D sensor geometries. The expres-
sions are based on single-sided spectral densities so they may
be directly used with real-time spectrum analysers which
usually calculate single-sided spectra. All expressions have
been validated using the same technique employed by Ghan
et al.3

A. Multichannel expressions

Frequency domain expressions for the most common 3D
geometries are derived in the following sections. In the case
where a multichannel spectrum analyzer~such as a Bru¨el and
Kjær pulse system! is available, it is possible to calculate the
expressions in real time. Evaluation of the expressions using
a two-channel spectrum analyser can be made by recording
all auto and cross-spectra, and then post processing the spec-
tra in a software package such as Matlab or Excel.

1. Cubic four-microphone sensor with pressure
averaging

The following analysis is for the four-microphone con-
figuration as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This particular geometric
configuration is known as a ‘‘cubic’’ arrangement since the
microphones lie in the corner of a cube, where the origin
microphone~marked 1! is in one corner of the cube and the
three other microphones~marked 2, 3, and 4! are located on
the corresponding vertices of the cube, each forming one of
the 3 orthogonal axes~markedx, y, andz, respectively!.

The specifics of this particular four-microphone sensor
when used for energy density sensing is discussed in detail
by Cazzolato and Hansen.7 This energy density sensor ar-
rangement has been widely applied to the characterization of
reverberant sound fields.4,11 A frequency domain expression
for the sound intensity spectral density from this arrange-
ment has been derived,12 although to the authors’ knowledge,
no such equivalent expressions exists for energy density.

The pressure estimate is the mean of the pressures mea-
sured by all four microphones. The particle velocities are
calculated using Eq.~4!. The distance from the ‘‘origin’’ mi-
crophone~microphone 1! to the other microphones was 2h.
It should be noted that this particular sensor does not have a
unique acoustic center.7,12,13This means that the positions in
which the particle velocities are estimated are not coincident
with each other or the location of the pressure estimate. The

FIG. 1. Commercially available sound intensity sensors suitable for 3D
energy density measurement.~a! Ono Sokki Tetra-phone MI-6420. Photo
courtesy of Ono Sokki;~b! B&K Type 5356. Photo courtesy of Bru¨el and
Kjær; ~c! GRAS Vector Intensity Probe. Photo courtesy of GRAS.
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alternative four-microphone arrangements shown in Figs.
2~b! and~c! and discussed in more detail in Secs. III A 2 and
III A 3 have a unique acoustic center which is located at the
center of gravity of the microphones.

The total time-averaged acoustic energy density is given
by3

ED5 lim
T→`

1

T
EF E

0

TF 1

2rc2
•p2~ t !1

r

2
•uv~ t !u2GdtG , ~5!

where the operatorE is the expectation andT is the record
length.

Using Parseval’s theorem14 it can be shown that the
double-sided time-averaged acoustic energy density spectral
density is,

ED~v!5 lim
T→`

1

T
EF 1

2rc2
•uP~v,T!u21

r

2
•uVx~v,T!u2

1
r

2
•uVy~v,T!u21

r

2
•uVz~v,T!u2G , ~6!

whereP(v,T) andVi(v,T) are the Fourier transforms of the
pressure and velocity estimates. From Eqs.~3! and ~4!,

P~v,T!'
P1~v,T!1P2~v,T!1P3~v,T!1P4~v,T!

4
,

~7!

Vx~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P1~v,T!2P2~v,T!

j v
, ~8!

Vy~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P1~v,T!2P3~v,T!

j v
, ~9!

Vz~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P1~v,T!2P4~v,T!

j v
. ~10!

Equation~6! is valid for all sensor configurations, how-
ever the expressions for the pressure and particle velocity
differ for each sensor. Evaluating the expectation operator in
Eq. ~6! it can be shown that the single-sided time-averaged
energy density spectral density estimate for the four-
microphone sensor with pressure averaging is given by

ED1-sided~v! 4̄'S 1

32rc2
1

3

8rv2h2D ~G11!

1S 1

32rc2
1

1

8rv2h2D ~G221G331G44!

1S 1

32rc2
2

1

8rv2h2D ~2 Re@G12#

12 Re@G13#12 Re@G14# !1S 1

32rc2D
3~2 Re@G23#12 Re@G24#12 Re@G34# !,

~11!

whereGxx is the single-sided auto-spectral density function

FIG. 2. Multimicrophone three-axis energy density sensors.~a! Cubic four-
microphone sensor.~b! Four-microphone regular tetrahedon sensor. Small
black circles represent the virtual microphone locations.~c! Four-
microphone Ono Sokki sensor.~d! Six-microphone and seven-microphone
sensor.
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for the pressure signal measured by microphonex, and
Re@Gxy# is the real part of the single-sided cross-spectral den-
sity function for microphone signalsx andy. The subscript 4̄
represents the pressure estimate is obtained by averaging all
four microphone signals.

2. Regular tetrahedral four-microphone sensor
with pressure averaging

Santoset al.13 described a four-microphone arrangement
in which the ‘‘acoustic center’’ is the same as the geometric
center of the four microphones@see Fig. 2~b!#. Their design
used microphones mounted on the corners of a regular tetra-
hedron. They combined pairs of the microphone signals to
estimate the pressure at the midpoint of each edge of the
tetrahedron. These six ‘‘virtual points’’ are then used to cal-
culate the pressure gradient at the geometric center of the
sensor.

The pressure estimate is the mean pressure from all four
microphones. The double-sided time-averaged acoustic en-
ergy density spectral density is given by Eq.~6! where,13

P~v,T!'
P1~v,T!1P2~v,T!1P3~v,T!1P4~v,T!

4
,

~12!

Vx~v,T!'
1

A2rh jv
•S P1~v,T!1P3~v,T!

2

2
P2~v,T!1P4~v,T!

2 D , ~13!

Vy~v,T!'
1

A2rh jv
•S P1~v,T!1P4~v,T!

2

2
P2~v,T!1P3~v,T!

2 D , ~14!

Vz~v,T!'
1

A2rh jv
•S P1~v,T!1P2~v,T!

2

2
P3~v,T!1P4~v,T!

2 D . ~15!

It can be shown that the single-sided time-averaged en-
ergy density spectral density estimate for the regular tetrahe-
dron four-microphone sensor with pressure averaging is
given by

ED1-sided~v!Tetrahedron

'S 1

32rc2
1

3

16rv2h2D ~G111G221G331G44!

1S 1

32rc2
2

1

16rv2h2D ~2 Re@G12#12 Re@G13#

12 Re@G14# !1S 1

32rc2
2

1

16rv2h2D ~2 Re@G23#

12 Re@G24#12 Re@G34# !. ~16!

3. Ono Sokki four-microphone sensor with pressure
averaging

The Ono Sokki four-microphone sensor15,16 shown in
Fig. 1~a! also has the microphones arranged in a regular tet-
rahedron. The weighting of the microphone signal differs
from that employed by Santoset al.13 resulting in a different
alignment of the three measurement axes@see Fig. 2~c!#.

Using the approach employed by the Ono Sokki corpo-
ration when processing the data, the double-sided time-
averaged acoustic energy density spectral density is given by
Eq. ~6! where16

P~v,T!'
P1~v,T!1P2~v,T!1P3~v,T!1P4~v,T!

4
,

~17!

Vx~v,T!'
1

2rh jv
•~P3~v,T!2P2~v,T!!, ~18!

Vy~v,T!'
1

2A3rh jv
•~2P1~v,T!2P2~v,T!

2P3~v,T!!, ~19!

Vz~v,T!'
1

2A6rh jv
•~3P4~v,T!2P1~v,T!

2P2~v,T!2P3~v,T!!. ~20!

It can be shown that the single-sided time-averaged en-
ergy density spectral density estimate for the regular tetrahe-
dron four-microphone Ono Sokki sensor with pressure aver-
aging is identical to that of the regular tetrahedral sensor
given by Eq.~16!. This is to be expected since the pressure
and total velocity estimate is the same for both cases, only
the orientation with respect to the coordinate system has
changed.

4. Six-microphone sensor with pressure averaging

Figure 2~d! shows a sensor containing six microphones,
with three pairs forming three orthogonal axes. The mean of
all six microphones signals provides the pressure estimate.
The double-sided time-averaged acoustic energy density
spectral density is given by Eq.~6! where,
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P~v,T!'
P1~v,T!1P2~v,T!1P3~v,T!1P4~v,T!1P5~v,T!1P6~v,T!

6
, ~21!

Vx~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P1~v,T!2P2~v,T!

j v
, ~22!

Vy~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P3~v,T!2P4~v,T!

j v
, ~23!

Vz~v,T!'
1

2rh
•

P5~v,T!2P6~v,T!

j v
. ~24!

Therefore it can be shown that the single-sided time-
averaged energy density spectral density estimate for the six-
microphone sensor with pressure averaging is given by

ED1-sided~v! 6̄'S 1

72rc2
1

1

8rv2h2D ~G111G221G33

1G441G551G66!1S 1

72rc2
2

1

8rv2h2D
3~2 Re@G12#12 Re@G34#12 Re@G56# !

1S 1

72rc2D S (i 53

6

~2 Re@G1i #12 Re@G2i # !

1(
i 55

6

~2 Re@G3i #12 Re@G4i # !D . ~25!

If the six microphones are mounted in a rigid sphere as
described by Parkinset al.,8 then the substitutionh5 3

2r
should be made, wherer is radius of the sphere.

5. Seven-microphone sensor

With reference to the seven-microphone configuration in
Fig. 2~d!, the additional ‘‘origin’’ microphone (p0), located
at the geometric center of the six-microphone sensor, is used
to measure the pressure. By measuring the pressure directly,
the error associated with the finite-sum is avoided.

The single-sided time-averaged energy density spectral
density estimate for the seven-microphone sensor is given by

ED1-sided~v!7'S 1

2rc2D ~G00!1S 1

8rv2h2D ~G111G22

1G331G441G551G66!2S 1

8rv2h2D
3~2 Re@G12#12 Re@G34#

12 Re@G56# !, ~26!

whereG00 is the autospectral density function of the origin
microphone signal. Note the significant reduction in terms
compared to the six-microphone sensor.

B. Reduced order expressions

Although it is desirable to calculate all the necessary
auto- and cross-spectra simultaneously on a multichannel
spectrum analyzer, a two-channel spectrum analyzer~such as
the HP 35665A! may be still be used. The number of two-
channel measurements required is a function of the number
of microphones and the particular spectral density formula-
tion. To calculate the energy density spectral density esti-
mates using Eqs.~11! and ~16! requires 6 individual two-
channel measurements and Eqs.~25! and~26! would require
15 and 4 individual two-channel measurements, respectively.

Clearly the large number of two-channel measurements
for all but the seven-microphone sensor would require a sig-
nificant effort to obtain experimentally. It is therefore desir-
able to have expressions requiring fewer measurements. The
minimum number of separate measurements is limited by the
need for the cross-spectral density estimates used by the
finite-difference expression in the kinetic energy density es-
timate. In the following sections a number of approximations
using less terms are derived to facilitate calculation using
two-channel spectrum analysers.

1. Cubic four-microphone sensor using origin
microphone

An alternative formulation7,17 for the four-microphone
sensor is to use the pressure at the ‘‘origin microphone’’ of
the cubic arrangement as the pressure estimate rather than
the mean pressure sensed by the four microphones as used
previously. The particle velocities may be calculated as be-
fore using Eqs.~8!–~10!. For this arrangement the single-
sided time-averaged energy density spectral density estimate
is given by

ED1-sided~v!40
'S 1

2rc2
1

3

8rv2h2D ~G11!

1S 1

8rv2h2D ~G221G331G44!

1S 1

8rv2h2D ~22 Re@G12#

22 Re@G13#22 Re@G14# !. ~27!

This formulation only requires three individual sets of
measurements as compared to six for Eqs.~11! and ~16!.
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2. Six-microphone sensor: Reduced order

An approach commonly employed for 3D sound inten-
sity measurements is to use three 1D probes.5 This approach
was used by Parkinset al.8 when calculating the energy den-
sity for a six-microphone sensor. They used the mean of
three two-channel pressure estimates~obtained from the fi-
nite pressure sum of each of the three orthogonal axes! to
provide an overall pressure estimate. Thus, when using this
approach the square of the pressure magnitude in Eq.~6! is
given by

uP~v,T!u2'
1

3 FUP1~v,T!1P2~v,T!

2 U2

1UP3~v,T!1P4~v,T!

2 U2

1UP5~v,T!1P6~v,T!

2 U2G . ~28!

For this particular two-channel approximation, the
single-sided time-averaged energy density spectral density
estimate is given by

ED1-sided~v!63̄
'S 1

24rc2
1

1

8rv2h2D ~G111G221G33

1G441G551G66!1S 1

24rc2
2

1

8rv2h2D
3~2 Re@G12#12 Re@G34#12 Re@G56# !.

~29!

This formulation also only requires three individual sets
of two-channel measurements compared to 15 two-channel
measurements needed when using Eq.~25!. This probably
explains why this particular approach was used by Parkins
et al.8 when estimating the 3D energy density. It should also
be noted that the expression derived by Parkinset al.8 differs
from Eq. ~29!.

3. Cubic four-microphone sensor: Reduced order

The method used in Sec. III B 2 has been applied to a
cubic four-microphone sensor to derive an expression for the
energy density using a reduced number of two-channel mea-
surements. Thus the square of the pressure magnitude in Eq.
~6! is given by

uP~v,T!u2'
1

3 FUP1~v,T!1P2~v,T!

2 U2

1UP1~v,T!1P3~v,T!

2 U2

1UP1~v,T!1P4~v,T!

2 U2G . ~30!

For this four-microphone sensor approximation, the
single-sided time-averaged energy density spectral density
estimate is given by

ED1-sided~v!43̄
'S 1

8rc2
1

3

8rv2h2D ~G11!

1S 1

24rc2
1

1

8rv2h2D ~G221G331G44!

1S 1

24rc2
2

1

8rv2h2D ~2 Re@G12#

12 Re@G13#12 Re@G14# !. ~31!

This formulation only requires three individual sets of
measurements as compared to six for Eqs.~11! and~16!. It is
interesting to note that Eq.~31! contains the same auto and
cross-spectral density terms as Eq.~27!, however the weights
of the individual terms differ, therefore likely producing dif-
ferent results under certain conditions.

The reason for the differing weights in the cubic four-
microphone expressions given by Eqs.~11!, ~27!, and~31! is
the location at where the pressure estimate is made. For Eq.
~11!, the geometric center of the four microphones is used,
which is located a distance ofhA3/2 from the origin micro-
phone along a line normal to the plane intersecting the other
three points. The pressure estimate using Eq.~27! is obvi-
ously made at the origin microphone. The estimate of the
pressure using Eq.~31! is made at a distance ofh/A3 from
the origin microphone, which is halfway between the origin
microphone and the plane intersecting the other three points.

Each component of the velocity is estimated halfway
between the origin microphone and one of the axis micro-
phones. Given that the distance between the location of the
pressure estimate and velocity estimates using Eq.~31! is
slightly less than that obtained by using Eq.~11!, namely
hA2/A350.8165h compared tohA3/250.8660h, it could
be argued that the former is the most accurate formulation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Several expressions for the time-averaged acoustic en-
ergy density estimate have been derived using the auto- and
cross-spectral densities between several closely spaced mi-
crophones. Expressions containing a reduced number of
terms were also derived to facilitate the calculation of energy
density using two-channel spectrum analyzers.
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Time reversal arrays are becoming common tools whether for detection or tomography. These
applications require the measurement of the response from the array to one or several receivers. The
most natural way to record the impulse responses for several sources is to generate pulses
successively from each emitting point and record simultaneously the signals from the receivers.
However, this method is very time consuming or inefficient in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. To
overcome this limitation quasi-orthogonal pseudonoise signals like Kasami sequences can be used.
For guided wave propagation, a very high degree of orthogonality between the signal is necessary
to allow an accurate measure of the whole multipath structure of the transfer function. Hence, in this
work, we propose a new family of pseudo-orthogonal signals that is adapted to the environment and
more specifically, to highly dispersive media. These adaptive instant records signals are used
experimentally to detect targets using the time reversal operator decomposition method. The
accuracy of the 15315 transfer functions acquired simultaneously, and therefore the detection
capability, are demonstrated in an experimental ultrasonic waveguide as a small-scale model of
shallow water propagation including bottom absorption and reverberation. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1914204#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Ek, 43.60.Fg, 43.30.Gv, 43.20.Fn@DRD# Pages: 3757–3765

I. INTRODUCTION

Arrays of acoustic sources for underwater application
have undergone tremendous development in the past several
years. Such arrays are becoming common tools for detection,
tomography, and communication. These applications require
the measurement of the response from the array elements to
one or several receivers and usually assume that the propa-
gating medium is stationary. Unfortunately the temporal vari-
ability of the water column due to oceanographic phenom-
ena, surface waves, and displacement of the transducers
affects the response function so that these fluctuations can be
significant especially in shallow water.

This problem has been encountered in time reversal ex-
periments that have drawn considerable attention in under-
water acoustics over the past 15 years.1–12 Time-reversing
acoustic technologies were proven to be effective for acous-
tic focusing under unknown acoustic environmental condi-
tions. The experiments conducted in 1997 and in 1999 by the
Marine Physical Laboratory and the NATO Undersea Re-
search Center showed that a time reversal mirror can produce
significant focusing at long distances in a 125 m deep-water
channel. In the first experiment undertaken at 450 Hz, focus-
ing was achieved out to a range of 30 km, and it was shown
that probe-source pulses up to one week old can be refocused
successfully. However, the second experiment done at the

higher frequency of 3.5 kHz in the same environment11 ex-
hibited stability of less than 20 min. It would appear there-
fore that the effect of medium fluctuations is significant and
severely limits the stability of focusing for such high fre-
quency transmissions.

In this paper, we shall focus on the time reversal opera-
tor decomposition method~in French the D.O.R.T. method!,
which also involves arrays of transducers and is derived from
the iterative time reversal. The efficiency of this method for
separating the echo from two close targets through a com-
plex medium has been shown in several papers.13–16 The
D.O.R.T. method has been applied to highly resolved detec-
tion in a water waveguide, and to the detection of a target
close to the surface.15 It has been demonstrated that the
method provides the multipath structure of the propagation
in shallow water as multiple reflections have been taken as
an advantage to increase the resolution of the system. Nu-
merical studies have since examined the possibility of using
this method for target detection in underwater acoustics and
small scale experimental studies showed how the method
allows reverberation to be separated from target echo.16 Nev-
ertheless, the method requires a stationary waveguide and the
long time necessary to acquire the array response signals is a
major drawback. Even with parallel processed channels, for
an array ofN transducers,N acquisitions are required and the
measurement is at leastN times longer than the travel time.

Underwater communications systems working with mul-
tiple inputs and multiple outputs usually use pseudonoisea!Electronic mail: folegot@nurc.nato.int
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~PN! sequences. This family of orthogonal codes seems ideal
to shorten the acquisition time by transmitting simulta-
neously information from several sources to a set of receiv-
ers. However, as shown in this paper, these signals do not
have a sufficient orthogonality to measure the whole struc-
ture of the transfer function when the amplitude of the re-
flected acoustic travels expect to be about 25 dB lower than
direct paths.

Here, we propose a method to overcome this difficulty
using a set of orthogonal transmissions based on shifted fre-
quency combs. These signals are optimized in terms of or-
thogonality. The period of the comb is related to the chan-
nel’s time spreading in order to provide a simultaneous
measure of the transfer functions between all sources and
receivers. After explaining the construction of these signals
and their properties, the effects of ocean fluctuations on de-
tection using the D.O.R.T. method are illustrated through
simulations. Finally a small-scale experiment validates the
orthogonal family for detection in shallow water.

II. ADAPTIVE INSTANT RECORD SIGNALS

The most natural way to record different impulse re-
sponses between several points is to generate short signals
successively from each emitting point and directly record all
the impulse responses on the recording points. This tech-
nique is called time division multiplexing access~TDMA !
and is a natural solution for speeding up the acquisition of all
Green functions. In the case of multipath propagation, the
time interval between two successive signals has to be
greater than the dispersion time of the medium in order to
avoid intersymbol interference. The impulse responses are
then easily extracted from the received signals by time gates.
This method is straightforward but provides a poor signal-to-
noise ratio. Hence it would be better to send continuous
codes simultaneously from all the emitting points and pro-
cess the received signals by matched filter in order to extract
the impulse responses.

While a ‘‘universal’’ family of codes is not realistic, a
family of codes that is adapted to a specific application can
indeed be developed. In this work, we propose a new family
of codes considering primarily the physical meaning of the
propagation in dispersive media. Indeed, the more dispersive
a medium, the shorter the correlation length of the transfer
function. All frequencies within one correlation length cross
the same environment and carry the same information so that
the measure of the transfer function at only one frequency
within the correlation length is sufficient. Therefore, these
codes are defined as a finite sum of sinusoidal functions with
uniformly distributed frequencies. The different code spectra
are switched in without crossover so to ensure orthogonality.
The main idea of the technique is to choose the best spacing
between the frequencies from knowledge of the time spread-
ing of the propagation media. The inverse of the time spread-
ing corresponds to the correlation length of the spectrum of
the impulse response. In this way, if the spectra spacing is
small compared with this correlation length, even if the dif-
ferent codes have access to different frequencies, all the im-
pulse responses are well sampled in frequency and their re-
construction would be adapted to the propagation and the

medium properties. In this theoretical part, we present an
analytical description of these codes. We show quantitatively
how to take into account the time spreading of the media.
Later, we focus on the quality of the orthogonality with re-
spect to the duration of the adaptive instant records signals
~AIRS!. It is shown that the signals have to be at least as
long as the product between the time spreading and the num-
ber of AIRS of the family and are even better when the time
spreading is overestimated. For the purpose of underwater
acoustics, the signal-to-noise ratio is determined and ana-
lyzed. Finally we compare three particular AIRS based on
pulse, random, and linear frequency modulation scheme. Fi-
nally, we compare the AIRS with Kasami signals, a classical
set of orthogonal signals usually used for communication.

A. Impulse and nonoverlapping codes

The simplest situation where simultaneous signals can
be used in order to record two different impulse responses
consists of two emitting points 1 and 2 and one recording
point. Thus two codes,e1(t) and e2(t), need to be deter-
mined and in order to be able to reconstruct the impulse
responses between the two emitting points and the receiver,
e1(t) ande2(t) should obey the system:

e1~ t ! ^ e1~2t !5d~ t !⇔ue1~n!u251,

e2~ t ! ^ e2~2t !5d~ t !⇔ue2~n!u251, ~1!

e1~ t ! ^ e2~2t !50⇔e1~n!e2* ~n!50,

where ^ is the convolution operator (f (t) ^ g(t)
5*2`

` f (t)g(t2t)dt). On the right is the Fourier transform
of the time-relations written on the left. The first two rela-
tions allow extraction of the two different impulse responses
and the third relation imposes no overlap between the two
measurements. However, the third relation is not compatible
with the first two. This incompatibility is strikingly evident
on the Fourier transforms. Hence ‘‘universal’’ codes, which
both have an impulsive auto-correlation function and covers
different frequencies, do not exist.

B. Definition of AIRS

As explained in the introduction to the theoretical part,
the different AIRSek(t) are built on the discrete sum of
sinusoidal functions. Thenek(t) is written:

ek~ t !5ReF(
l .0

ej ~fk
l
22pnk

l t !GP@2T/2,T/2#~ t !, 0<k,N,

~2!

where Re means the real part,fk
l is any phase~random or

not!, and the frequencynk
l is defined as

nk
l 5 ldn11kdn21dn3 , ~3!

wherek, l are positive integers anddn1 , dn2 , anddn3 are
three constants. Practically speaking, in Eq.~2!, the sum is
performed over only a finite range limited by the bandwidth
of the emitter/receiver devices. To ensure that there is no
overlap between the signal spectra@Eq. ~1!#, it is assumed
that dn1.Ndn2 .
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The step functionP of Eq. ~2! limits the codes to a finite
lengthT. For simplicity, the codes are centered on time 0. It
is instructive to compute the Fourier transform (F( f )(n)
5* f (t)e2p j ntdt,F21( f )(t)5* f (n)e22p j ntdn) of this ex-
pression:

ek~ t !5T ReF21F(
l

ej fk
l
sinc~~n2nk

l !T!G
5T ReF21~Êk~n!!. ~4!

A schematic illustration of this equation is presented in
Figs. 1 and 2 where all the quantities involved are outlined.
The definition ofek(t) given in Eq.~4! means that the width
of peakdnw is equal to 1/T, which is the smallest possible
width. One can also rewrite the AIRS as

ek~ t !}ReF21FH~n!P~n!jS n2kdn2

dn1
D GP@2T/2,T/2#~ t !,

~5!

wherej~v! is the Dirac Comb (j(x)5(n52`
1` d(x2n)), H is

the Heaviside function@H(n)50 whenn,0 andH(n)51
when n.0#, and p is a ‘‘function generator’’ withuP(v)u
51 andP(vk

l )5ej wk
l
.

Thanks to the convolution operator properties, it yields

ek~ t !}ReS F21@H~n!P~n!#

^ F21FjS n2kn2

dn1
D G DP@2T/2,T/2#~ t !. ~6!

The inverse Fourier transform on the left-hand side of the
convolution operator is by definition the Hilbert transform of
the p function (Hilbert(p(t))

5*n50
` *t52`

` p(t)e2p j y(t2t)dt dn). The inverse Fourier
transform on the right produces a Dirac comb of 1/dn1 pe-
riod multiplied by a time-dependent phase factor due to the
offset dn2 . Thereforeek(t) can be rewritten:

ek~ t !}Re~Hilbert~p~ t !!

^ @j~dn1t !e22pktdn2# !P@2T/2,T/2#~ t !. ~7!

This equation gives another way to construct thekth orthogo-
nal AIRS signal in the time domain: a generator function
p(t) of length 1/dn1 has to be chosen such as its Fourier

transform obeysuP(v)u51 andP(vk
l )5ej wk

l
. Then one ap-

plies Hilbert transform onp(t). The Hilbert transformed
function is then replicatedN5Tdn1 times. 1/dn1 time sepa-
rates each replica.N rotating phase terms exp@2jpkl(dn2)/dn#
are applied to the N replicas, wherel goes from 0 toN21.
Finally the real part of the result constitutes theek(t) AIR
signal. There are as many AIR signals as existing generator
function, p(t). Here, we focus on three useful generator
functions, p(t): a pulse, a linear frequency modulation
~LFM!, and a random function. The pulse is a good reference
function in order to compare to two other generator func-
tions. Later we show that the LFM function generates the
most robust AIRS to the presence of external noise. The
noise generator function would be very useful if one wants to
acquire impulse responses discretely, the emitted signals
looking like environmental noise.

C. Correlation between two AIRS

A matched filter performs the deconvolution task of the
AIRS. The time equivalent of the matched filter is the corre-
lation. The advantage of this deconvolution technique is its
simplicity and the rapidity of the computations. The correla-
tion between two AIRS is defined as follows:

Ck,k8~ t !5ek~ t ! ^ ek8~2t ! ~8!

As the Êk(n) contain no negative frequencies, it can be
shown from Eq.~4! that

Ck,k8~ t !5
T2

2
ReF21@Êk~n!Êk8

* ~n!#, ~9!

which is written

Ck,k8~ t !5
T2

2
ReF21F(

l ,l 8
ej ~f l

k
2f

l 8
k8

!sinc~T~n2nk
l !!

3sinc~T~n2nk8
l 8 !!G . ~10!

1. Pulse compression: k Äk8

Correct pulse compression is required in order to extract
the impulse response from the matched filter. As shown in
the following, we assume that whenk5k8 overlapping be-
tween the differentsinc functions is insignificant. The previ-
ous equation then becomes

Ck,k~ t !5
T2

2
ReF21F(

l
sinc2~~n2nk

l !T!G . ~11!

This can also be written

FIG. 1. Schematic view of AIRS in the frequency domain. The continuous
curve corresponds to the Fourier transform of an impulse response.

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the Fourier transform of three different AIRS:
e1(t) ~continuous!, e2(t) dashed line, ande3(t) dot-dashed line.
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Ck,k~ t !5ReF S Te2 j 2pt~dn31kdn2!LS t

TD j~dn1t ! D
^ S d~ t !

2
2

j

2pt D G . ~12!

The triangle function (L(x)5$12uxu when uxu,1 and 0
elsewhere%! L(t) is simply the Fourier transform of the
sinc2. The Dirac comb,j(dn1t), comes from the inverse
Fourier transform of the discrete sum overl. Finally the
right-hand side of the convolution operator is the inverse
Fourier transform of the Heaviside function. Indeed, the sum
is performed only over the positive frequency range in Eq.
~11!. Hence, as shown on the left of Fig. 3, working with a
discrete spectrum implies that in place of a single Dirac func-
tion, the autocorrelation is a series of Dirac functions with a
pitch equal to 1/dn1 . If the impulse response of the medium
is h(t), the matched filter with the AIRS givesCk,k(t)
^ h(t), so that after convolution, the signal is a succession of
replica of the impulse responseh(t) separated by 1/dn1 with
an amplitude factor. The replica of theh(t) do not overlap if
t,1/dn1 wheret is the time spreading ofh(t). The central
replica directly gives the impulse response because its am-
plitude factor equals 1. Strictly speaking, one should notice
that, when considering limited bandwidth AIRS, the central
Dirac of the autocorrelation is replaced by a peak of width
given by the inverse of the bandwidth.

2. Code orthogonality

In order to avoid overlap between different AIRS,
Ck,k8(t) should be as close as possible to 0. In factCk,k8(t)
should be compared withCk,k(t), and to this end we com-
pare the energy of both signalsEk,k8 /Ek,k . We have

Ek,k85E uCk,k8~ t !u2dt5E uCk,k8~n!u2dn, ~13!

Ek,k8' (
l ,l 8,l 9 l-

E sinc~T~n2nk
l !!sinc~T~n2nk

l 8!!

3sinc~T~n2nk8
l 9 !!sinc~T~n2nk8

l-!!

3ej ~wk
l
2wk

l 81w
k8
l 9

2w
k8
l-

!dn. ~14!

Working out a good estimator of the crosstalk is quite diffi-
cult because it depends on the choice of the phasesfk

l .
However, the dominant part in this series of integrals corre-
sponds to the terms wherel 5 l 85 l 95 l-, so that we can
write in a good approximation

Ek,k8'(
l
E sinc~T~n2nk

l !!2 sinc~T~n2nk8
l

!!2dn.

~15!

To compareEk,k8 andEk,k we compare each integral term in
the sum. One term is equal to

I k,k85E sinc~T~n2~k2k8!dn2!!2sinc~Tn!2dn,

while

I k,k5
2p

3T
. ~16!

The highest term is obtained fork85k11. It is to notice that
the orthogonally is greatly improved if tapering function is
convolved to the generator functionp(t). Indeed, in such a
case, frequency ripples ofP(n) are greatly decreased and the
orthogonality is enhanced. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows
the autocorrelationCk,k8(t) between 63•t/2 for N516,
t535 ms, andT5N•t5560ms. The generator functionp(t)
is a linear frequency modulation convolved with a Hanning
window. The maxima of the cross-correlation max@2t/2,t/2#

3$Ck,k8(t)% is approximately 120 dB below the autocorrela-
tion pic Ck,k(0).

3. Conditions for AIR codes

From the two preceding sections, to obtainN different
and efficient AIRS means satisfying the following inequali-
ties:

2

T
<dn2<

dn1

N
<

1

Nt
. ~17!

D. Robustness to external noise

In this section, we discuss the signal-to-noise ratio
~SNR! that quantifies the robustness of the AIRS to the pres-
ence of external noise. For simplicity, we assume that the
response for each channel is a temporal delta functiond(t):
we assume that the codes are almost perfectly orthogonal.
After simultaneously applying the signalsei(t) defined ear-
lier on transducer numberi, the recorded signal after propa-
gation is s~t)5( ib iei~t)1n(t), where n(t) is an external
white Gaussian noise andb i an amplitude factor. The extrac-
tion of thekth impulse response yields to

FIG. 3. Details of the cross~right! and auto~left! correlations using a 255-
symbol Kasami sequence~upper subplots! and AIRS~lower subplots!. The
parameters to construct the two families are consistent with each other to
allow comparison: in both cases the signal length is 560ms, the number of
elements isN516. This gives a theoretical spreading time oft535 ms used
to build the AIRS. The vertical dashed lines indicate the6t/2 interval.
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s~ t ! ^ ek~2t !5(
i 51

N

b iei~ t ! ^ ek~2t !1n~ t ! ^ ek~2t !,

~18!

s~ t ! ^ ek~2t !'bk8ek~ t ! ^ ek~2t !1n~ t ! ^ ek~2t !.
~19!

At t50, the intensity of the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq.~18! is given by (bk* ek

2(t)dt)2. The intensity of
the noise @second term in Eq.~18!# is ^n2&tn* ek

2(t)dt,
where^n2& is the pressure of the external noise variance and
tn is the correlation time of the noise. Heretn is assumed to
be very small. Finally, the SNR is equal to

SNR510 logS bk
2* ek

2~ t !dt

^n2&tn
D . ~20!

Obtaining the best SNR means maximizing thebk coef-
ficient. The maximum pressure level,Pmax, that can reach
the receiver is the limiting factor forbk . It depends on the
source power and the wave attenuation~dissipation, scatter-
ing, geometrical spreading, etc.!. So the bestbk equals
Pmax/emax where emax is the absolute maximum value of
ek(t)-AIRS. Thus the SNR becomes

SNR510 logS Pmax
2

^n2&tn

•

* ek
2~ t !dt

emax
2 D ~21!

and depends on the characteristic time

* ek
2~ t !dt

emax
2

of the AIRS code. The three characteristic times correspond-
ing to the three generator functions mentioned in Sec. II B
are presented in Table I. Obviously, the longer the signal is,
the larger

* ek
2~ t !dt

emax
2

is, and the more robust to external noise are the codes. The
most robust generator function is the frequency modulation.

E. Comparison between AIRS and PN sequence

The code division multiple access method has received
considerable attention during the past several years. This
method provides nearly orthogonal signals under several
families such as Gold codes, m-sequences, and Kasami.17 A
particular AO/LSE initial-phase optimized long sequence of
the Kasami set18 has been chosen for comparison with the
AIRS. In the ultrasonic domain, both signal lengths have
been set toT5560ms with a common bandwidth ofB

51 MHz at 23 dB around a center frequency off c

51.5 MHz. The Kasami sequence is of length 2m21
5255 (m58) and the number of signals in each family is
N52m/211516. This gives an estimation oft535 ms used
to build the AIRS. The cross and autocorrelation between
two signals of the families are shown in Fig. 3. As expected,
the AIRS minimize the cross-correlation down to approxi-
mately2120 dB in-between the central window duration of
t. On the other hand, the Kasami correlation shows a single
peak through its entire duration, despite a much higher level
of cross correlation at approximately19

220 log10S 2m21

N11 D'223 dB.

This property allows the transmission of long communica-
tion sequences using the Kasami codes, while the AIRS are
designed for precise measures of transfer functions of dura-
tion shorter thant. Shallow water applications such as to-
mography or time reversal detection lead to the need for
optimized signal to noise ratio, since the multipath structure
usually shows strong contrast between direct rays and sur-
face and bottom reflected rays.

F. Robustness to Doppler

AIRS are obviously sensitive to both frequency shift and
frequency spreading found in shallow water propagation.
AIRS are built using an estimation of the time spreading of
the ocean. For shallow water propagation, the time spreading
is closely related to the sea-state because of multiple surface
reflections and surface noise generation. The spreading time
decreases as the Doppler might increase with sea-state, al-
lowing AIRS building with larger spacing between frequency
peaks. The AIRS will have a limited overlapping due to Dop-
pler spreading if the product of the spreading time and the
number of codes satisfies

Nt,
1

2D f Doppler
, ~22!

whereD f Doppler is the frequency spreading or frequency shift
due to Doppler.

Roderick and Cron20 have shown experimentally that
under low and high sea-state conditions up to 7, the fre-
quency spectrum consists of a carrier equal to the original
transmitted frequency, with sideband frequencies related to
the ocean spectrum and peaked at the frequency of the maxi-
mum energy of the surface waves. For all conditions of the
ocean, this frequency spread is less than 1 Hz, and under low
sea-state conditions, the spread is less than 0.2 Hz. In this
last case of medium sea-states~3–4 Beaufort!, the length of
the codesT5Nt should be lower than 2.5 s, to compare with
what one might expect considering the water depth, the mean
wave height, and the ambient noise level.

Outside of major currents, for sources and receivers sus-
pended from surface drifters or floats, typical velocities are
10 cm/s21 creating 0.07 Hz Doppler shift at 1 kHz and aver-
age sound speed of 1500 m/s. The use of this kind of equip-
ment limitsNt to approximately 7 s.

TABLE I. Ratio for three different AIRS.
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Although the use of lower frequencies would help, it is
clear that AIRS must be designed carefully to compensate
eventual Doppler effects from the instrumental setup or the
environment.

III. APPLICATION TO THE D.O.R.T. METHOD

The acoustic configuration consists of a number of tar-
gets and one vertical source receiver array~SRA! of N trans-
ducers in a time invariant medium. Authors initially con-
structed the time reversal operator~TRO! by the direct and
successive measurement of the interelement impulse func-
tions ki , j (t) between transducersi and j and then Fourier
transform these functions to provide the array response ma-
trix K(v).

The singular value decomposition ofK(v) gives a real
diagonal matrix of singular values~square roots of the TRO
eigenvalues! and eigenvectors. In this paper, we assume that
the target behaves as isotropic scatterers. In this case, the
number of ‘‘nonzero’’ eigenvalues is exactly the number of
independent secondary sources given by the resolved scatter-
ers present in the medium.14 Eigenvectors are calculated in
the time domain using an inverse Fourier transform, as de-
scribed in Ref. 15.

A. Why are AIRS needed?

Time reversal is mainly based on the reciprocity of the
acoustic pathways. For the same reason, the time reversal
operator decomposition requires a stationary waveguide dur-
ing both measurement of the interelement matrix and propa-
gation of its eigenvectors. The ocean is far from a static
environment. The problem arising from applying the
D.O.R.T. method in an oceanic medium lies in the acquisi-
tion time. If M transducers are used for detection at rangeD,
the acquisition of the interelement matrix lasts approximately

Q'S 2D

c̄0
1t recD M ~23!

wherec̄0 is the mean sound speed in the waveguide andt rec

is the length of the reception window, at least as great as the
sum of the length of the emitted signal and the time spread-
ing of the waveguide. For example, ifM551 sets of signals,
c̄051500 m/s at rangeD58 km and the reception window
length is around 1 s,Q is longer than 10 min.

The question is: How sensitive is the D.O.R.T. method
when the environment changes as quickly as fluctuations
commonly observed, for example above the continental
shelves in the northeast of the Atlantic, well known for
strong tidal phenomenon? Tidal effects propagating through
the continental shelf mainly govern summer oceanographic
fluctuations in the sound speed profile. These fluctuations
could be modeled by a so-called barotropic mode and baro-
clinic modes.22 The barotropic mode models the sea-surface
elevation due to external tides and induces a variation in the
water depth. Added to this geometrical range independent
deformation of the waveguide, the associated internal tides
affect the distribution of the sound speed in the water col-
umn. The variation of the mean depth of the thermocline is
due to the first baroclinic mode~Fig. 4! modeled as a plane

wave propagating perpendicularly to the slope of the conti-
nental shelf.22 The acoustic configuration is chosen therefore
perpendicular to the propagation of the tides for range inde-
pendent propagation in the presence of the barotropic and
only the first baroclinic modeC:

c~z,t !5c0~z!1a~ t !C~z!,

H~ t !5H01a~ t !dH, ~24!

0<a~ t !<1,

wherec(z,t) is the sound speed profile at depthz and timet,
H(t) the water depth at timet, c0(z) the mean sound speed
profile ~Fig. 4!, dH the depth change of the water column
during the interelement matrix acquisition, anda a real posi-
tive coefficient increasing linearly from zero to 1. A 51-
element SRA is placed at 8 km range from two targets that
are at depths of 5 and 20 m, respectively. The bottom is
modeled as a single layer sandy bottom with compression
speed 1750 m/s, absorption 0.7 dB/l and density 1.9. The
transfer matrix is measured while both the water depth goes
up todH55 cm and the mean depth of the thermocline goes
down to 1.98 m during the 10 min needed for the acquisition
of a 51351 interelement matrix. At each single source emis-
sion, the simulation is performed with Kraken23 in a range
independent configuration. As a reference, theK(v) is also
constructed and decomposed in a static environment where
the sound speed profile isc0(z) and the water depthH0

550 m.
Differences between both interelement matrices at 1 kHz

due to the fluctuation of the environment are expected. For
time variation, the major difference is in the loss of symme-
try of the interelement matrix correlated with the loss of
reciprocity between the sources and the receivers. The effect
of the asymmetry on the decomposition is shown in Figs. 5
and 6 where additional noisy singular values appear and nei-
ther the focus of the first nor the second eigenvector occurs
on the target positions anymore.

Detection capability in shallow water is clearly affected
by the time varying properties and the time reversal operator

FIG. 4. First baroclinic modeC(z) used to model the internal tide~left!.
First ~solid! and last ~dotted! sound speed profiles used to evaluate the
effects of environment variation during the acquisition of the time reversal
operator~right!.
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decomposition method at sea needs a different kind of acqui-
sition offered by adaptive instant record signals.

B. Experiment

The use of orthogonal signals is thus particularly suited
for reducing the dependence of the method on fluctuations in
the environment or movements of the instruments. The per-
formance of these families of codes is evaluated experimen-
tally for the detection of two targets in an ultrasound wave-
guide in the presence of bottom absorption and real
reverberation, taking account of the transducer and electronic
responses.

1. Experimental setup in an ultrasonic waveguide

The ultrasonic waveguide models in a realistic fashion
oceanic propagation in shallow depths:18 bottom absorption
was produced by a sheet of Plexiglas™. The roughness of
the bottom, the source of reverberation, was modeled by a
layer of coarse sand a few millimeters thick, with grain size
of 0.560.2 mm, therefore of dimensions comparable to half

the wavelength. The mean water depth was 30 mm. An array
composed ofN515 transducers separated by 1.16l and
having a central frequency of 1.5 MHz was placed vertically
at one end of the guide. Two identical targets of diameter 0.8
l were placed at two different depths at a range of 760 mm
from the array. Random phased AIRS is chosen. This con-
figuration ~depth of water, propagation distance, critical
angle of the bottom! allowed a value to be estimated for the
guide’s time spreadingt of 35 ms. Thus, the length of the
AIR signals chosen was the shortest:T5Nt5525ms.

2. Results

In order to assess the quality of the simultaneous mea-
surement ofKAIRS(t), the interelement matrix, using AIRS,
the interelement matrixKcan(t) was also measured in the
canonical base. In the latter, the signal used was the first of
the AIRS family used previously and a matched filter al-
lowed comparable levels to be obtained.

Figure 7 shows the superposition of interelement re-
sponses between source number 11 and receiver number 12
measured either independently~canonical base! or at the
same time as all other interelement responses~AIRS!. The
transfer functions obtained are very similar. The resemblance
of the interelement responses was evaluated by calculating
the N2 intercorrelations between the functions:

Jk,k85
* uKk,k8

can
~ t !uuKk,k8

AIRS
~ t !udt

A~* uKk,k8
can

~ t !u2dt!~* uKk,k8
AIRS

~ t !u2dt!
. ~25!

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the resemblance index
Jk,k8 between 0.73 and 0.97 around the mean value 0.89
synonymous with the experimental feasibility of the simulta-
neous acquisition of broadband interelement responses.

Both interelement matricesKcan(t) and KAIRS(t) were
decomposed between 0.75 and 2.25 MHz. The singular val-
ues obtained in the canonical base and using AIRS are shown
in Fig. 9 as a function of frequency as a line and dotted line,
respectively. The structure of the singular values remained

FIG. 5. First singular values obtained by decomposition of the time reversal
operator in a stationary and varying environment.

FIG. 6. Acoustic pressure vs depth obtained in the vertical target plane
while propagating the first~left! and the second~right! eigenvector through
a static~dotted! and varying~solid! waveguide.

FIG. 7. Example of experimental Green function measured between trans-
ducers 11 and 12, directly~above! and synchronously using the AIRS~be-
low!.
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unchanged despite the synchronous use of orthogonal sig-
nals. Two singular values clearly stand out from the others.
Each of them corresponds to one of the two targets present in
the water column. The third singular value is associated with
the reverberation.16 The singular values obtained in the two
bases are similar. In particular, the levels of actual values
associated with the reverberation remain independent of the
acquisition base. The deviation between the canonical basis
and AIRS for the first eigenvalue for frequencies above 1.5
MHz is likely due to weak nonlinerarities of our electronics.
Indeed using the canonical basis, the received signals are
very weak and therefore distorded by our electronics. Nev-
ertheless, reverberation plays a particular role in the synchro-
nous acquisition of the time reversal operator. As the emitted
signals are long, the level of near reverberation created by
the end of the transmission may overlap and interfere signifi-
cantly with the beginning of the target echoes. Even in the
case of an intrinsically weak reverberation level, the differ-
ence in range covered by the target echoes and the near re-

verberation of the array may considerably upset the ability of
the method to separate echoes from targets from those of
reverberation. This robustness observed experimentally rela-
tive to bottom reverberation can certainly be explained by
the averaging effect due to the spatial incoherence of the
reverberation when compared with the spatial coherence of
the target echoes.

IV. CONCLUSION

Time reversal techniques are an example of the increas-
ing importance of obtaining a large number of transfer func-
tion measurements between transducers. To satisfy the sta-
tionarity conditions of the propagation medium and limit the
effects of displacement of the instruments, these acquisitions
must be made in the shortest possible period of time. To
comply with this constraint while optimizing the signal-to-
noise ratio, orthogonal signals can be constructed from an
estimation, even a rough one, of the medium’s time spread-
ing. Transmitted simultaneously by all the sources, exact
broadband transfer functions are obtained by successive cor-
relations and windowing of the signals measured by the hy-
drophones. These adaptive instant record signals transmitted
simultaneously by all the transducers are, by construction,
robust to guided propagation. Contrary to classical orthogo-
nal signals such as Kasami or m-sequences used in commu-
nication, AIR signals gives sufficient othogonality~as shown
down to 2120 dB! to provide both measure of the direct
arrivals and the multiple reflected arrivals within the spread-
ing timeframe. Offering this optimized orthogonality only in
this short timeframe clearly prohibits any use for underwater
communication applications. Nevertheless, this property
does not limit in any case the measure of transfer functions
always obtained in the central window of the cross correla-
tion even if the source arrays and receiver array are placed at
different locations in the waveguide. In fact, the only need is
that the transfer function issue from the desire sources on the
desire receivers has a delay spread that falls within a window
of durationt. In practice, the results of the experiment even
demonstrate the match between the multipath structure ob-
tained at long ranges in the shallow water waveguide both
with a direct measure and the backscattering of the AIRS.
The multi-target detection provided experimentally by the
decomposition of the time reversal operator gives the same
resolution using the AIRS even if the performance given by
this method is based on the quality of the measure of the
multipath structure.

However, as the experimental results demonstrate, the
presence of bottom absorption and reverberation is not an
obstacle to the performance of these orthogonal signals,
which should offer a new perspective to multiple input mul-
tiple output tomography applications.
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A detailed measurement of distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! fine structure was
used to extract estimates of the two major components believed to contribute to the overall DPOAE
level in the ear canal. A fixed-ratio paradigm was used to record DPOAE fine structure from three
normal-hearing ears over a range of 400 Hz for 12 different stimulus-frequency ratios between 1.053
and 1.36 and stimulus levels between 45 and 75 dB SPL. Inverse Fourier transforms of the
amplitude and phase data were filtered to extract the early component from the generator region of
maximum stimulus overlap and the later component reflected from the characteristic frequency
region of the DPOAE. After filtering, the data were returned to the frequency domain to evaluate the
impact of the stimulus-frequency ratio and stimulus level on the relative levels of the components.
Although there were significant differences between data from different ears some consistent
patterns could be detected. The component from the overlap region of the stimulus tones exhibits a
bandpass shape, with the maximum occurring at a ratio of 1.2. The mean data from the DPOAE
characteristic frequency region also exhibits a bandpass shape but is less sharply tuned and exhibits
greater variety across ears and stimulus levels. The component from the DPOAE characteristic
frequency region is dominant at ratios narrower than approximately 1.1~the transition varies
between ears!. The relative levels of the two components are highly variable at ratios greater than
1.3 and highly dependent on the stimulus level. The reflection component is larger at all ratios at the
lowest stimulus level tested~45/45 dB SPL!. We discuss the factors shaping DPOAE-component
behavior and some cursory implications for the choice of stimulus parameters to be used in clinical
protocols. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1903846#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Jb@BLM # Pages: 3766–3776

I. INTRODUCTION

Kim’s ~1980! initial prediction of two sources for the
distortion product otoacoustic emission~DPOAE! at the fre-
quency 2f 12 f 2 ( f 1 and f 2 are the frequencies of the stimu-
lus tones andf 1, f 2) has undergone considerable develop-
ment and formalization over the last decade. The DPOAE at
2 f 12 f 2 , as well as other~apical! DPOAEs wheref dp, f 1

, f 2 , are understood to be a vector sum of~at least! two
components, each generated at disparate locations on the
basilar membrane due to distinct mechanisms. The nonlinear
interaction between the stimulus tones around the tonotopic
region of the higher-frequency stimulus tone (f 2) generates
the distortion or generationcomponent. Thereflectioncom-
ponent, on the other hand, is due to linear coherent reflec-
tions from a randomly distributed roughness about the tono-
topic region of the DPOAE. Detailed analytic descriptions of

the above model, or parts thereof, have been presented by
several groups~e.g., Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al.,
1998; Mauermannet al., 1999! along with several lines of
supporting experiments. Although these models apply to all
apical DPOAEs, we will use the term DPOAE synony-
mously with the DPOAE at the frequency 2f 12 f 2 in this
paper. Evidence in support of such a two-source, two-
mechanism model has come from suppression experiments
~e.g., Kummeret al., 1995; Heitmannet al., 1998; Talmadge
et al., 1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001!, results in the
pseudotime domain following Fourier analysis of frequency-
domain data~e.g., Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin
et al., 2001, 2002; Knight and Kemp, 2001; Dharet al.,
2002!, as well as true time-domain recordings of DPOAEs
~Talmadgeet al., 1999!. An important consequence of the
interaction of energy from two sources is the DPOAE fine
structure~a pseudoperiodic variation of the DPOAE level
and phase as a function of frequency!.

In a view parallel to that of the two-source, two-
mechanism dichotomy, the two DPOAE components have

a!Corresponding author: Sumitrajit Dhar. Electronic mail:
s-dhar@northwestern.edu
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also been referred to asplaceandwavefixed. Initially pro-
posed as two sources of DPOAEs originating at the same
location on the basilar membrane~Kemp, 1986!, the place-/
wave-fixed description has embraced the mechanistic and lo-
cation differences between DPOAE components; with the
wave- and place-fixed components equated to the generator
and reflection components, respectively~Knight and Kemp,
2000, 2001!.

A third view has also recently emerged, driven primarily
by experimental comparisons of delay measures of otoacous-
tic emissions and basilar membrane recordings~Ruggero,
2004; Ren, 2004!. Here, otoacoustic emissions~OAEs! are
proposed to~i! be generated from a distributed area extend-
ing toward the base of the cochlea similar to that associated
with cochlear microphonics; and~ii ! propagate via acoustic
compression waves in the cochlear fluids rather than as tra-
ditional traveling waves on the basilar membrane. Arguments
for this view come from the presence of OAEs in basilar-
membraneless ears of frogs and limited sets of data from
gerbils, guinea pigs, and chinchillas~Ruggero, 2004!. While
these are interesting developments, regularly observed fea-
tures of OAEs such as phase behavior and fine structure are
yet to be explained using this new model. The significance of
Ren’s ~2004! report is also unclear, given his choice of
stimulus-frequency ratios for which the propagation of
DPOAE energy from thef 2 CF region is known to be pre-
dominantly in the apical direction~Schneideret al., 2003!.
Moreover, evidence in support of this model is yet to be
presented from human ears. Our work here, representing ex-
perimental results from normal-hearing human ears, is pre-
sented using the theoretical framework of the traditional
‘‘two-source’’ model of apical DPOAEs.

Talmadgeet al. ~1998! provide a detailed derivation of a
‘‘two-source’’ model of the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal
(Pe) at the angular frequency (vdp). Two components of the
distortion product~DP! are initially generated in the cochlear
region of maximum overlap of the waves from the two
stimulus tones. One component (Pl) travels basally~back-
ward! toward the cochlear base and into the ear canal where
it gives a DPOAE contributionPl(vdp). The other generated
DP component in the cochlea travels apically~forward! to
the DP characteristic frequency~CF! region, where it is par-
tially reflected toward the cochlear base into the ear canal via
coherent scattering from assumed cochlear inhomogeneities
~Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al., 1998!. This re-
flected energy results in an ear-canal signal contribution of
Pr(vdp)Ra(vdp), wherePr(vdp) is related to the initial api-
cal moving DP component in the cochlea andRa is the apical
reflectance. In a simplified version of the model it is assumed
that all of the reflected energy leaves the cochlea and is not
reflected back into the cochlea from the junction of the co-
chlea and the middle ear. Consequently the DPOAE pressure
signal recorded in the ear canalPe at the frequencyvdp can
be represented as

Pe~vdp!5Pl~vdp!1Ra~vdp!Pr~vdp!. ~1!

Later versions of the model~supported by experiments! in-
clude multiple internal reflections between the stapes and the
DPOAE CF region~Dharet al., 2002!. However, for the pur-

poses of this paper we assume that the reflectance at the oval
widow (Rb in our models! equals zero. We will refer to the
representation ofPl in the ear canal as thegeneratorcom-
ponent and that ofRaPr as thereflectioncomponent.

In this paper we evaluate the relative contributions of the
generator and reflection components to the ear-canal
DPOAE. Specifically we wish to examine the behavior of
these two components as a function of stimulus-frequency
ratio. The most comprehensive work in this area has been
presented in a series of three articles by Knight and Kemp
~1999, 2000, 2001!. In the first of the series, they demon-
strated similarity between the characteristics of transient
evoked OAEs~TEOAEs! and DPOAEs generated for small
~narrow! stimulus-frequency ratios, alluding to concordance
between their generation processes. In the second publica-
tion, a detailed analysis of the phase behaviors of multiple
orders of DPOAEs was used to demonstrate that the mecha-
nism for DPOAE generation was dominantly place- and
wave-fixed for narrow and wide stimulus-frequency ratios,
respectively. In the third publication, these authors confirmed
these results using the same data transformed into the time
domain using inverse Fourier transformation. The essence of
the Knight and Kemp findings can be summarized as~i!
DPOAE generation is predominantly place fixed at narrow
ratios; ~ii ! the wave- and place-fixed components demon-
strate a bandpass shape as a function of stimulus-frequency
ratio; ~iii ! the bandpass shape of the place-fixed component
is asymmetrical, the ‘‘drop-off’’ being much steeper at the
wide ratios; and~iv! the change in dominance of one mecha-
nism over the other occurs approximately around a stimulus-
frequency ratio of 1.1. Note that we refer to the place- and
wave-fixed components as the reflection and generator com-
ponents, respectively.

Schneideret al. ~2003! investigated the dominance of
the components in the guinea pig by examining the DPOAE
group delay. In contrast to the work reported by Knight and
Kemp, where DPOAE recordings were done with fixed
stimulus-frequency ratios, Schneideret al. varied the fre-
quency of one stimulus tone while keeping the other fixed in
frequency. The transition in dominance from place- to wave-
fixed mechanisms occurred at a stimulus-frequency ratio
wider than that observed in human ears, consistent with the
difference in the sharpness of basilar-membrane tuning be-
tween guinea pigs and humans as well as wider fine-structure
spacing in rodents~Long et al., 1999; Withnellet al., 2003!.
Schneideret al. ~2003! demonstrate the relationship between
the two components at stimulus-frequency ratios greater than
1.35 to be ambiguous.

In sharp contrast to the somewhat extensive experimen-
tal work presented in this area to date, a theoretical exami-
nation of the mechanistic implications of these findings has
been limited. Knight and Kemp~1999! base the explanation
of their results on the rapid phase variation of the 2f 12 f 2

wave near thef 2 peak region asf 2 / f 1 approaches 1. This
variation, the authors point out, will cause a reduction of the
magnitude of the backward traveling wave as DPOAE wave-
lets will fail to combine in phase. While these phase-related
arguments may be valid, amplitude effects as a function of
changing stimulus-frequency ratio cannot be neglected.
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Shera~2003! has included amplitude effects in his treatment
of the subject and provided a more complete analytic de-
scription of the interplay between the generator and reflec-
tion components as a function of the changing stimulus-
frequency ratio. These issues, in light of our data, are
presented in detail in Sec. IV.

In this paper we extend previous findings by evaluating
DPOAE component behavior as a function of stimulus-
frequency ratio in normal-hearing human ears. We report
novel behavior of DPOAE components at wide stimulus fre-
quency ratios. Our study also differs from previous reports in
the use of lower level stimulus tones, which reveals features
of DPOAE components not reported previously. We will
conclude by providing a theoretical analysis of our results
and preliminarily comment on the implications of these find-
ings on the clinical application of DPOAEs.

II. METHODS

A. General methods

The methods used to record and analyze data were simi-
lar to those reported by Dharet al. ~2002!. In brief, high-
resolution DPOAE data were recorded from three normal-
hearing subjects recruited from the Purdue University
community. These three subjects were selected from a total
of approximately ten subjects screened. Subject selection
was based on a negative family history of hearing loss, nor-
mal middle ear function as determined by type-A tympano-
grams, hearing thresholds better than 10 dB HL at half-
octave frequencies measured using tracking audiometry
between 250 and 8000 Hz, and a ‘‘desirable’’ OAE profile.
OAE screening involved recording of spontaneous OAEs
~SOAEs! as well as DPOAEs recorded using stimulus levels
of 65 dB SPL and a stimulus-frequency ratio (f 2 / f 1) of
1.225; DPOAE results were considered ‘‘desirable’’ when the
signal-to-noise ratio between DPOAE-level maxima and the
noise floor was approximately 20 dB or greater and distinct
fine structure was observed in some frequency ranges. The
presence or absence of SOAEs was not used to determine
eligibility, but the frequency of the SOAE~s! when present
was considered during an examination of the DPOAE fine
structure. Subjects were seated comfortably in a recliner in-
side a double-walled IAC sound chamber for the experimen-
tal sessions, that lasted approximately 2 h each.

All experiments were conducted using custom designed
software developed in the laboratory running on a NeXT
workstation. Signals generated on the computer were passed
through a set of TDT PA4 programmable attenuators and a
HB6 headphone buffer before being fed to a set of ER2 tube
phones. The signals were delivered to the subjects ear canal
from the tube phones through a ER10B microphone probe
assembly. Signals recorded in the ear canal by the ER10B
microphone were passed through the microphone’s preamp-

lifier and a battery-operated Stanford Research SR560 low-
noise amplifier/filter. The output of the SR560 was digitized
using a Singular Solutions AD64x at a sampling rate of
44 100 Hz before being stored on the hard disk of the NeXT
computer for offline analysis. The ER10B probe was fitted to
the subject’s ear using a GSI emittance probe tip matched in
size to the ear canal. Stimulus levels were calibrated in a
Zwislocki coupler and system distortion, measured in an alu-
minum 2 cm3 coupler, was generally below230 dB SPL in
the frequency range of interest for the highest stimulus levels
used.

Extensive DPOAE recordings were obtained at various
stimulus levels and frequency ratios from three subjects who
satisfied the above mentioned inclusion criteria. The follow-
ing stimulus frequency ratios were used: 1.053, 1.065, 1.08,
1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.32, 1.34, and 1.36. Three
equal-level stimulus pairs (L15L2545, 65, 75 dB SPL!
were used to record data. Additionally, severalL2 ~45, 50,
55, and 60 dB SPL! were used in conjunction with anL1 of
65 dB SPL. The choice of stimulus levels was made to cover
a range of input levels. A comprehensive range of stimulus-
frequency ratios were chosen consistent with our principal
aim—examination of DPOAE-component characteristics as
a function of stimulus-frequency ratio. The choice of stimu-
lus levels was less rigorous, and was made simply to provide
a range of unequal and equal level inputs. A resolution of
0.025 mm based on the Greenwood map~Greenwood, 1990!
was used for frequency spacing. This resulted in approximate
frequency resolutions of 4 Hz around 1500 Hz and 8 Hz
around 2500 Hz. Each fine structure period was sampled by
16 data points. The fixed-ratio data sets were converted from
the frequency domain to the time domain using a custom
designed IFFT algorithm and the DPOAE components were
isolated using time windowing~Stoveret al., 1996; Knight
and Kemp, 2001; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin
et al., 2001!. The reader is directed to Dharet al. ~2002! for
a complete description of the IFFT algorithm and the time-
windowing protocol. An example of the transformations used
in estimating DPOAE-component magnitudes for subject AE
is displayed in Fig. 1.

Frequency domain amplitude and phase data~Fig. 1;
panel A! were processed through an IFFT protocol to yield a
time-domain representation~Fig. 1; panel B!. These data
were time windowed to isolate the generator and reflection
components. Each component was then converted back to
the frequency domain~Fig. 1; panel C!. Note that the limits
of our time-domain filters were chosen to isolate the princi-
pal DPOAE components only. Specifically, the upper limit of
the second window was carefully selected, thereby attempt-
ing to eliminate any ‘‘contamination’’ of the reflection com-
ponent by subsequent intracochlear reflections. In practice,
subsequent reflections, when present, were analyzed using
independent filters; those data, irrelevant to the current issue,
are not presented here. The magnitudes of the components,
obtained from the reconstructed frequency spectra, were
sampled every 24 Hz to yield an average value for each
stimulus condition.
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B. Statistical Methods

A repeated measures multifactor analysis of variance
~MANOVA ! was performed to evaluate the effect of stimulus
parameters on component magnitudes. While the magnitudes
of the individual components served as dependent variables,
stimulus level and frequency ratio were the independent vari-

ables. Frequency was used as an observational variable as we
recorded data over different frequency ranges for the three
subjects to maximize the observation of fine structure, and
hence was not included in the model. Separate analyses were
performed for the generator and reflection components to
avoid interfering with the orthogonality of the models as

FIG. 1. An example of the process fol-
lowed to determine magnitudes of
DPOAEs components. DPOAE ampli-
tude, phase, group delay, and noise
floor are displayed in panel A for sub-
ject AE (L15L2565 dB SPL; f 2 / f 1

51.22). These data were processed
through an IFFT algorithm to trans-
form them to the time domain. The re-
sults of the IFFT analysis for these
data are presented in panel B. The
components were isolated in time and
converted back to the frequency do-
main ~panel C!. DPOAE component
magnitudes were estimated from these
frequency-domain data.
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independence of the two components could not be easily
established. DPOAE-component magnitudes were studied
between 2250 and 2650 Hz for subject AE, between 1550
and 1950 Hz for subject CZ, and between 1800 and 2200 Hz
for subject KT.

III. RESULTS

A. General results

The main effects of subject (F5125.9,d f52), stimulus
level (F5483.89, d f56), stimulus-frequency ratio (F
5198.27,d f511) and the interaction of level and ratio (F
513.19,d f563) on the generator component (Agen) were
all highly significant (p,0.0001). A similar analysis for the
reflection component (Aref) also showed highly significant
(p,0.0001) main effects of subject (F5597.99, d f52),
stimulus level (F5171.68,d f56), stimulus-frequency ratio
(F5109.16,d f511), and the interaction between level and
ratio (F59.34, d f563). Note that data recorded with all
stimulus conditions with the exception ofL15L2545 dB
SPL, f 2 / f 1.1.3 were included in these statistical analyses.
Each subject showed differences in the relative amplitudes of
the two components across frequency. Interactions between
the variable subject and other independent variables were not
included in the model as different subjects contributed data
from different frequency ranges. Thus, the effects of fre-
quency and subject could not be isolated in this model.

B. Effects of stimulus frequency ratio

The results of a Tukey Studentized Range~HSD! ~Inc.,
1999! test comparing mean values ofAgen and Aref for dif-
ferent stimulus-frequency ratios are presented in Table I. The
top and bottom halves of the table present comparisons for
Agen and Aref , respectively. While the last two columns of
Table I present the computed means for each ratio and rank
them in descending order, the initial columns show their
Tukey letter groupings. Means sharing the same letter group-
ing were not significantly different~a50.05!. Thus, the mean
values ofAgen for stimulus ratios 1.22, 1.18, and 1.26did
differ significantly from each other as they have different
letter groupings~A, B, and C in this case!. However,Agen

means for 1.14, 1.32, and 1.11 share the same letter grouping
~D! and hencedo notdiffer significantly. This is suggestive
of a fairly symmetrical bandpass shape.Agen was highest for
a ratio of 1.22, whileAref was highest for 1.11. Additionally,
the ratios generating the four highest values ofAre f did not
differ significantly from each other, consistent with an asym-
metric bandpass shape and/or greater variability between
ears and across frequency within a given ear. The lowest
values ofAgen and Aref were generated at narrow and wide
ratios, respectively. The strong statistical overlap between
ratios generating highAref contrasted with the significant dif-
ferences between 1.22, 1.18, and 1.26 forAgen provides an
indication of distinct differences between the magnitude
functions for the two components.

Mean values forAgen and Aref for different ratios, col-
lapsed across subjects, frequency, and stumulus levels, are
presented in Fig. 2. The solid lines representAgen, while the
dashed lines representAref . The error bars represent61

standard error. The lighter lines represent means calculated
from the entire dataset, while the darker lines represent
means calculated from the dataset after excluding data for
stimulus levels ofL15L2545 dB SPL. Data could not be
recorded at all ratios for stimulus levels of 45/45 dB SPL,
which resulted in a disparity in cell sizes for different ratios.
Consequently, data acquired for stimulus levels ofL15L2

545 dB SPL were excluded from subsequent plots where
data were collapsed across stimulus levels. Data with and
without DPOAEs recorded with stimulus levels ofL15L2

545 dB SPL are presented in Fig. 2 to enable a comparison.
An examination of Fig. 2 reveals that the exclusion of

data for stimulus levels of 45 dB SPL causes an upward shift
of the traces at the ratios where we were able to record data
at 45 dB, without significantly altering the slopes or the peak
ratios for eitherAgen or Aref . The inclusion of DPOAEs re-
corded with stimulus levels of 45 dB SPL affected the curve
for Agen to a greater degree. TheAgen ratio function appears
narrower and more peaked than that ofAref . Aref is higher
than Agen at narrow ratios and the two functions cross be-
tween the ratios of 1.11 and 1.14. TheAgen ratio function
peaks around a ratio of 1.22. The two functions approach
each other at ratios of greater than 1.3.

AgenandAref for individual subjects are displayed in Fig.
3. In keeping with the general trend seen in Fig. 2,Aref is

TABLE I. Results of the Tukey Studentized Range~HSD! test for generator
(Agen) and reflection (Aref) components for the independent variable ratio.
The results are in accordance with the following parameters:a50.05, d f
52724, MSE533.234 91 (Agen) and 36.228 47 (Aref), Minimum significant
difference51.7495 (Agen) and 1.8266 (Aref). Ratios at the extema
(1.053, 1.36)and midpoint~1.22! of the distribution are specially marked;
note the different positions of these ratios in the rank hierarchy.

Results for generator componentAgen

Tukey grouping Mean Ratio

A 22.8184 1.22
B 24.6063 1.18

C 27.4451 1.26
D 210.0574 1.14

E D 210.3632 1.32
E D 211.7540 1.11
E 211.8192 1.30

F 214.3388 1.34
G F 216.0069 1.08
G 216.1129 1.36

H 219.0315 1.065
H 219.3439 1.053
Results for reflection componentAref

Tukey grouping Mean Ratio

A 28.6516 1.11
A 28.8938 1.18

B A 29.9972 1.14
B A 210.1653 1.22

C B 211.3941 1.08
C 212.0360 1.065
C 212.2809 1.053

D 214.5252 1.32
D 215.7227 1.26

E D 216.2043 1.30
E 217.8815 1.34

F 220.8783 1.36
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higher thanAgen at narrow ratios and theAgen exhibits a
bandpass characteristic in all subjects.Aref is bandpass for
subjects AE and CZ, but low pass for subject KT. Some
additional differences between subjects can be observed by
comparing the three panels of Fig. 3. In subject CZ,Aref is
more peaked compared to the other subjects. This results in a
shift in the ratio at which the two traces cross over. While the
crossover occurs around 1.11 for subjects AE~top panel! and
KT ~bottom panel!, the crossover ratio is around 1.14 for
subject CZ ~middle panel!. Agen and Aref show relative
equivalence at high ratios for subjects AE and CZ, in keeping
with the general trend seen in Fig. 2. WhileAref is larger than
Agen in subject CZ at these ratios~>1.3!, Agen remains sub-
stantially larger thanAref at high ratios for subject KT. A
comparison of the three panels of Fig. 3 also reveals relative
equivalence in the pattern and level ofAgen between the sub-
jects. However,Aref is very different for the three subjects,
with Aref being largest for subject CZ, followed by subject
AE and KT.

Agen andAref for different stimulus levels are presented
in Fig. 4. Data for equal stimulus levels are presented in the
left column, while the panels in the right column display data
for unequal stimulus levels (L1565 andL2545, 50, 55, 60,
and 65 dB SPL!. While the general trends observed in the
previous two figures are present, some significant variations
with the stimulus level are noticable. The differences be-
tween Agen and Aref are less pronounced across the entire
ratio range for stimulus levels of 65/55 and 65/60. BothAgen

and Aref appear less peaked for stimulus levels of 45/45.
Finally, Aref remains consistently higher thanAgen across the
entire ratio range for the lowest stimulus levels used~45 dB
SPL!. In contrast, little change is observed inAref at the
highest stimulus levels used~75 dB SPL!, with Agen remain-
ing higher thanAref at wide ratios.

IV. DISCUSSION

By separating the ear-canal DPOAE signal into its two
major components, we have been able not only to investigate
the relative levels of the two components, but also to better

FIG. 2. Magnitude of DPOAE components as a func-
tion of the changing stimulus-frequency ratio. The solid
and dashed lines indicate the magnitude of the genera-
tor (Agen) and reflection (Aref) components, respec-
tively. The lighter lines represent means calculated on
the entire dataset. The darker lines represent means cal-
culated after excluding data points recorded with stimu-
lus levels ofL15L2545 dB SPL. The error bars on all
traces represent61 standard error.

FIG. 3. Component magnitudes for subjects AE, CZ and KT with changing
stimulus-frequency ratio. Data panels are marked with the subjects’ initials.
Solid and dashed lines representAgen andAref , respectively. Data used for
these plots do not include those obtained with stimulus levels of 45 dB SPL.
The error bars signify61 standard error.
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understand the properties of each component. While the gen-
erator component (Agen) when plotted as a function of the
stimulus-frequency ratio showed a distinct bandpass shape
with a peak nearf 1 / f 2'1.2 for all stimulus levels except
45/45 dB SPL, the pattern for the reflection component (Aref)
was more variable with the stimulus level and across ears.
One of the most striking characteristics of the results is the
stability of the generator component and the variability of the
reflection component across ears. The influence of stimulus
level on absolute and relative component levels is also found
to be significant. We begin with a discussion of our data in
the context of previous DPOAE publications and then ex-
plore the relationship of these data with basilar membrane
mechanics. We conclude with some observations about the
choice of stimulus parameters for the current clinical appli-
cations of DPOAEs.

A. Comparison with previous DPOAE results

The pattern we see inAgen is similar to previous reports
of the magnitude of the ear-canal DPOAE signal, when plot-
ted as a function of the stimulus-frequency ratio~Harris
et al., 1989; Gaskill and Brown, 1990; O’Mahoney and
Kemp, 1995; Stoveret al., 1999!. Another notable feature in
these reports was the presence of a notch in the DPOAE
level around a stimulus-frequency ratio of 1.1 in human ears
~e.g., Stoveret al., 1999!. This notch has been interpreted as
being due to the cancellation between the two DPOAE com-

ponents when they are roughly equal in magnitude but al-
most 180° out of phase. In the few studies where amplitudes
of the generator and reflection components,Agen and Aref ,
respectively, were extracted, the former exhibited bandpass
behavior as a function off 2 / f 1 and the latter a low-pass or
asymmetric bandpass behavior~Knight and Kemp, 1999,
2000, 2001!. Aref was .Agen for f 2 / f 1,1.1 in humans
~Knight and Kemp, 1999, 2000, 2001! and '1.2 in guinea
pigs ~Schneideret al., 2003!.

Before making more in-depth comparisons of our data
with previous studies, some significant differences in meth-
odology should be pointed out. While our recordings were
made using repeated measures withf 2 / f 1 fixed for each re-
cording, Schneideret al. ~2003! used a fixed-f 2 paradigm
and estimated the relative dominance of the two components
from group delay. Similarly, Konrad-Martinet al. ~2001!
also used a fixed-f 2 paradigm but extracted DPOAE compo-
nent levels using an IFFT algorithm from the ratio function,
resulting in data collapsed across frequency as well as
stimulus-frequency ratio. This methodology served the pur-
pose of their work—the examination of DPOAE component
levels as a function of the stimulus level; but poses problems
in direct comparison with our data. Perhaps most similar to
our work in DPOAE-recording methodology are the reports
by Knight and Kemp~2000, 2001!, who also used IFFT
analyses of results from fixed-ratio sweeps. However, signifi-

FIG. 4. Agen andAref for different stimulus-level com-
binations as a function of the changing stimulus-
frequency ratio. Solid and dashed lines representAgen

andAref , respectively. The error bars signify61 stan-
dard error.
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cant differences in stimulus levels used and the implementa-
tion of time-domain filters exist even here. Knight and Kemp
use a narrow time window to isolate the~early latency! gen-
erator component and associate the reflection component
with the accumulated signal that occurs after the early-
latency one. In contrast, we use narrow time windows to
isolate both the generator and the shortest-latency reflection
components. This difference in approach influences the esti-
mate of the reflection component significantly, since the wide
time window used by Knight and Kemp allows the inclusion
of secondary reflection components due to multiple internal
reflections between the stapes and the DP CF region~Dhar
et al., 2002!. The behavior ofAgen, observed here to be simi-
lar across subjects, is in close agreement with Knight and
Kemp. However, we report much greater variability in the
behavior ofAref across subjects and demonstrate interesting
effects of stimulus level on DPOAE components that have
not been reported before.

Our results indicate a significant influence of stimulus
level on the absolute and relative levels of the two compo-
nents. Although Konrad-Martinet al. ~2001! and Mauer-
mann and Kollmeier~2004! have examined the effect of
stimulus level on DPOAE component behavior in the past, it
is difficult to isolate the effect of the stimulus-frequency ratio
from that of the stimulus level in these studies. Both these
groups use the ‘‘scissor’’ approach where the level difference
between the stimulus tones is governed by a linear regression
model ~Kummer et al., 1998; Janssenet al., 1998!, the dif-
ference decreasing with an increasing overall level. Addi-
tionally, Konrad-Martin et al. ~2001! also report data re-
corded with a fixed level difference (L12L2510). Knight
and Kemp~2000, 2001! used stimulus levels of 75 dB SPL
only. In contrast, we have reported results for both equal- and
unequal-level stimulus tones over a wide range~45–75 dB
SPL!. Our results are consistent with previous reports in that
the reflection component is shown to be dominant at low
stimulus levels only. Furthermore, we have also shown the
dominance ofAref to be consistent across the entire range of
stimulus-frequency ratios tested at these levels.

Our results are loosely consistent with the previous mea-
surements cited above forf 2 / f 1,1.3 ~Fig. 2!. However, they
differ from those of Knight and Kemp forf 2 / f 1.1.3 in that
Agen andAref do not ‘‘roll off’’ together @see Fig. 5 of Knight
and Kemp~2001!#. The relative behavior ofAgen andAref at
these ratios is heavily dependent on the subject in our data
~Fig. 3!. Aref is significantly lower thanAgen for subject KT,
and the two component levels are more or less equivalent,
with Agen being slightly larger for subject AE. In subject CZ,
Aref is larger thanAgen at ratios.1.3. Thus, we see great
variability in Aref across subjects at these ratios.Agenexhibits
a bandpass behavior—with symmetric behavior on both
sides of a peak around a ratio of 1.2, while the behavior of
Aref in most cases is asymmetric if bandpass or even low
pass, with very little rolloff at narrow ratios. It is also note-
worthy that our results are in close agreement with that ob-
tained by Knight and Kemp, when data recorded with
equivalent stimulus levels~e.g., 75/75 dB SPL! are com-
pared.

The time-intensive experiments necessary to produce

data on DPOAE components has limited the number of par-
ticipant ears in our as well as previous reports. It is not
surprising then that the variety of behavior inAref has gone
unreported in the past. Our purely fortuitous sampling of ears
appears to show greater diversity in this area as compared to
previous subject pools. It is curious that the rank ordering
observed inAref is consistent with other measures such as
hearing thresholds and fine-structure depth. Although all
three subjects demonstrated hearing sensitivity within nor-
mal limits, CZ had the best thresholds~coarsely measured
using 5 dB steps and a clinical protocol!, followed by AE
and then KT. Fine-structure depth was the greatest in CZ and
least in KT.

B. Comparison with psychophysical and physiological
results

Insight into the behavior of DPOAE components may
also be obtained by examining psychophysical and physi-
ological data. The DP at 2f 12 f 2 , often referred to as the
cubic distortion tone~CDT! in the physiological literature,
has been examined by recording basilar membrane vibration
at the CF place for 2f 12 f 2 ~see Robles and Ruggero, 2001,
for a recent review!. Termed thecubic distortion toneor the
combination toneat 2f 12 f 2 in the psychophysics literature,
this DP has also been studied using cancellation as well as
loudness-matching techniques~see Plomp, 1976!. Record-
ings of basilar-membrane motion of the CDT have been re-
ported from guinea pig@basal turn and hook, Cooper and
Rhode~1997!# and chinchilla@apical turn, Cooper and Rhode
~1997!; basal turn Robleset al. ~1997!# ears. The results de-
pend on the stimulus level as well as the location of the
preparation along the length of the cochlea. General obser-
vations from these data include a plateau in DP level as a
function of increasing stimulus-frequency ratio up to a ‘‘cor-
ner ratio’’ and a sharp rolloff as stimulus-frequency ratio is
increased beyond this critical ratio. The ‘‘corner ratio’’ is
approximately dependent on stimulus level and the location
in the cochlea. On occasion, a rolloff in the DP level as the
stimulus-frequency ratio approaches 1 is observed. This
rolloff is perhaps most-prominent in the hook and base re-
gions as well as for higher stimulus levels~Cooper and
Rhode, 1997!. The reader is directed to Figures 4g–i of Coo-
per and Rhode~1997! and 6 and 7 of Robleset al. ~1997!.
Note that these figures appear contrary at first glance, with
the discrepancy resolved by accounting for the fact that Coo-
per and Rhode~1997! display the level of the DP relative to
that of the lower-frequency stimulus tone. The cutoff ratio
was highest and the slope the least steep for the recordings
from the apical turn of the chinchilla cochlea.

The results from psychophysical experiments appear to
be largely dependent on the method used for an estimation of
the combination tone. A monotonic low-pass shape is ob-
served with the use of the cancellation method~Goldstein,
1967!, where the stimulus and cancellation tones are pre-
sented simultaneously. However, with the use of a nonsimul-
taneous pulsation technique, the combination tone appears to
display an asymmetric bandpass shape~Smoorenburg, 1974;
Siegel and Borneman, 1999!, much akin to that observed in
DPOAE and physiological data.
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Prior to the emergence of DPOAE-component data, the
discordance between the magnitudes of DPOAEs and basilar
membrane motion as a function of the stimulus-frequency
ratio was a source of concern. Indeed, Robleset al. ~1997!
contrast the lack of reduction in the level of 2f 12 f 2 as f 2 / f 1

approaches 1 in basilar-membrane measurements with that
observed for DPOAEs. However, the more appropriate com-
parison of the DPOAE level with physiological or psycho-
physical data is made usingAref rather than the ear-canal
DPOAE level. Once the appropriate comparison is made,
data from the basilar-membrane, psychophysical, and OAE
domains appear to be in approximate qualitative agreement.
It should be noted that to expect exact correspondence be-
tween data from these three domains is unrealistic due to
differences in experimental conditions, and perhaps more im-
portantly, the actual variables being measured. Whether the
CDT measured directly on the basilar membrane, or the com-
bination tone measured psychophysically, is equivalent to the
reflection component of the DPOAE at 2f 12 f 2 is an inter-
esting question in itself. Even after the simplifying assump-
tion of a transparent middle ear is made, the equivalence
between these quantities would depend on the exact nature of
the mechanism by which the incident DPOAE energy is
‘‘turned around’’ at the DPOAE-CF region. For example,
Kemp’s recent proposal of dichotomousactive and passive
reflectance mechanisms~Kemp, 2002! would alter whether
the reflection term is ‘‘accounted for’’ in physiological and
psychophysical measurements. However, it can be said with
some confidence that measurements in all three domains rep-
resent some common aspects of peripheral auditory physiol-
ogy.

C. Component magnitudes and basilar membrane
mechanics

We discuss here the behaviors of bothAgen and Aref in
terms of cochlear models of DPOAEs@see Sec. V of Tal-
madge et al. ~1998!; and Shera~2003! for much greater
model detail#. In the following greatly simplified discussion,
we ignore details such as mutual suppression of the stimulus
frequency waves whenf 2 / f 1 is close to 1, and focus on other
factors that determine the gross variation ofAgen and Aref

with stimulus frequency ratio. A comparison with data would
suggest that mutual suppression of the stimulus frequency
waves mostly influence the behavior ofAref for ratios close
to 1.

For the case of a simple cubic nonlinearity,Agen will be
approximately proportional to the magnitude of an integral
over the 2f 12 f 2 sources. The integrand of the integral is
proportional to the square of the apical-movingf 1 cochlear
wave times the complex conjugate of the apical-movingf 2

cochlear wave times the 2f 12 f 2 apical-moving cochlear
wave @see Eqs.~130! through ~136! in Talmadge et al.
~1998!#. The expression forAref involves the magnitude of
the product ofRa ~the apical reflectance that results from
coherent reflection of a cochlear wave due to cochlear rough-
ness around the DP tonotopic site! times an integration over
sources that is essentially the same as the one forAgen, ex-
cept that the basal-moving DP wave replaces the apical-
moving one in the integrand. For largef 2 / f 1 , bothAgen and

Aref decrease with increasing frequency ratio largely due to
the decrease of overlap between the activity patterns of the
two stimulus waves.

When f 2 / f 1 is close to 1, the magnitude of the source
integrations forAgen andAref are mainly determined by con-
tributions from around thef 2 tonotopic site (x̂2). The fre-
quency ratio that will give the largest value ofAgen will then
be approximately the value that minimizes the variation of
the phase of the integrand with distancex along the BM in
the region ofx' x̂2 ~the principle of the stationary phase!.
This phase condition can be simply expressed as~Talmadge
et al., 1998!:

k̂22k~ x̂2 , f 1!2k~ x̂2,2f 12 f 2!50, ~2!

wherek̂ is the wave number of a cochlear wave in its peak
region ~constant in a scale-invariant cochlea! and k(x, f ) is
the wave number of a cochlear wave of frequencyf at loca-
tion x. The dependences ofk( x̂2 , f 1) and k( x̂2,2f 12 f 2) on
f 2 / f 1 are estimated in Talmadgeet al. ~1998!, where it is
also shown that

Agen'¯exp$2~sx
2/2!@ k̂22k~ x̂2 , f 1!2k~ x̂2,2f 12 f 2!#2%,

~3!

wheresx is a measure of the spatial width of the peak of the
cochlear activity pattern. Asf 2 / f 1 increases from 1, the ex-
pression on the left side of Eq.~2! starts out negative and
increases through zero. These considerations then imply that
Agen as a function off 2 / f 1 has bandpass behavior, in agree-
ment with data presented previously as well as here.

Now considerAref . Using an approach similar to the one
just discussed, it can be shown that

Aref'¯uRauexp$2~sx
2/2!@ k̂22k~ x̂2 , f 1!

1k~ x̂2,2f 12 f 2!#2%. ~4!

As f 2 / f 1 increases from 1, the quantity,

k̂22k~ x̂2 , f 1!1k~ x̂2,2f 12 f 2!, ~5!

in Eq. ~4! can be shown to start out positive or negative and
increase with increasing ratio. If the value is initially posi-
tive, Aref will monotonically decrease with increasingf 2 / f 1 ,
resulting in a low-pass shape~similar to that observed for
subject KT in Fig. 3!. On the other hand, when the value is
initially negative, it is still greater than the quantity on the
left-hand side of Eq.~2!. In this case,Aref will assume an
asymmetric bandpass shape with the peak at a ratio less than
the peak ratio forAgen ~similar to that observed for subject
CZ in Fig. 3!. Additionally, this relationship leads to the
prediction ofAref.Agen as f 2 / f 1 increases from 1, given a
reasonable magnitude ofRa . Aref is predicted to be equal to
Agen ~and possibly give rise to a notch behavior in the
DPOAE amplitude under the requisite phase-cancellation
conditions! for a ratio ~typically around 1.1 in our data!
smaller than the peak ratio forAgen ~typically around 1.2!, in
agreement with the data of Figs. 2, 3, 4.

From Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we see that

Aref /Agen'uRauexp$~2sx
2!k~ x̂2,2f 12 f 2!

3@ k̂22k~ x̂2 , f 1!#%. ~6!
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It should be emphasized thatRa , according to the coherent
reflection model~Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al.,
1998; Shera, 2003!, depends mainly on the sharpness of tun-
ing of the BM around the DP CF region and the strength of
cochlear inhomogeneities around that region.Ra will gener-
ally be significant only if both of these factors are present.
ThusRa is expected to fluctuate significantly across healthy
ears due to differences in the degree of cochlear roughness
across such ears. It is therefore not surprising that the relative
levels ofAgenandAref are found to change from ear to ear for
f 2 / f 1.1.3 and across frequency within a given ear~see Fig.
1!.

In sumAref.Agen at narrow ratios, overcoming the sup-
pressive effects of the stimulus tones onRa . This observa-
tion is in contrast to the assumption of bidirectional distribu-
tion of energy from the generation region~e.g., Allen and
Fahey, 1992!. Thus, Shera’s~2003! assertion that phase ap-
pears to ‘‘win’’ in the battle between amplitude and phase in
the overlap region can perhaps be confidently extended; not
only does phase win, it appears to win by a landslide. The
behavior ofAref at wide stimulus-frequency ratios is strongly
influenced byRa . We provide two lines of evidence in sup-
port of Ra being the driving force behind the behavior ofAref

at wide ratios. First, with an~assumptive! correlation be-
tween cochlear health and reflectance, we argue that the rank
ordering ofAref , hearing thresholds, and fine-structure depth
in our three subjects is not coincidental but due to varying
degrees of reflectance in these ears. Second, the influence of
Ra on Aref is evident in Fig. 4 whereAref remains larger than
Agen for all stimulus-frequency ratios for stimulus levels of
45 dB SPL, due to reduced suppression by the lower-level
stimulus tones. The influence of stimulus level onAref has
also been demonstrated elsewhere~Mauermann and Koll-
meier, 2004; Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!.

We have thus seen that most of the characteristic fea-
tures ofAgen and Aref that we find are at least qualitatively
described by cochlear models that incorporate a nonlinear
generation process around thef 2 CF region combined with
the coherent reflection of the initial apical-moving DP com-
ponent.

D. Clinical implications

We conclude by making some observations about the
relationship betweenAgen and Aref when stimulus levels
(L1 /L2 in dB SPL! of 65/50 and 65/55 are used. A stimulus-
level combination of 65/55 at a stimulus-frequency ratio of
1.2 is often used in clinical applications of DPOAEs. There
has been some recent work speculating that DPOAE fine
structure is~at least partially! responsible for the failure of
DPOAEs in predicting hearing thresholds with accuracy
~Shafferet al., 2003; Shera, 2004; Dhar and Shaffer, 2004!.
If this speculation was valid and the goal of a clinical proto-
col was to record DPOAEs with the minimum possible fine
structure, stimulus conditions that lead to the biggest differ-
ence betweenAref andAgen should be chosen. More specifi-
cally, the ideal stimulus conditions should bias the ear-canal
DPOAE signal towardAgen to the greatest extent possible, if
the goal is to monitor cochlear health around thef 2 CF re-
gion. Our data appear to suggest that stimulus-frequency ra-

tios around 1.22 satisfy these demands to a great extent, with
the exception that a stimulus-frequency ratio of 1.26 leads to
similar if not greater bias toward the generator component
when stimulus levels of 65/50 are chosen. Considerations
such as a good signal-to-noise ratio and the separation be-
tween normal and impaired populations also influence the
choice of stimulus conditions in a clinical protocol. How-
ever, our results indicate that the current choice of stimulus
parameters in clinical protocols mostly satisfies the consid-
eration of relative component levels.
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The vibration response of the basilar membrane in the cochlea to sinusoidal excitation displays a
compressive nonlinearity, conventionally described using an input-output level curve. This displays
a slope of 1 dB/dB at low levels and a slopem,1 dB/dB at higher levels. Two classes of nonlinear
systems have been considered as models of this response, one class with static power-law
nonlinearity and one class with level-dependent properties~using either an automatic gain control or
a Van der Pol oscillator!. By carefully choosing their parameters, it is shown that all models can
produce level curves that are similar to those measured on the basilar membrane. The models differ,
however, in their distortion properties, transient responses, and instantaneous input-output
characteristics. The static nonlinearities have a single-valued instantaneous characteristic that is the
same at all input levels. The level-dependent systems are multi-valued with an almost linear
characteristic, for a given amplitude of excitation, whose slope varies with the excitation level. This
observation suggests that historical attempts to use functional modeling~i.e., Wiener of Volterra
series! may be ill founded, as these methods are unable to represent level-dependent nonlinear
systems with multi-valued characteristics of this kind. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1906059#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Jb, 43.25.Ts@BLM # Pages: 3777–3786

I. INTRODUCTION

The human auditory system is known to compress a dy-
namic range of about 120 dB, when considering rms fluctua-
tions in air pressure, to around 60 dB for neural coding
~Allen and Neely, 1992!. This suggests the presence of a
nonlinear mechanism in the ear. One source of these nonlin-
earities is commonly believed to be a feedback loop within
the cochlea, often described as the ‘‘active process.’’ This
was first postulated by Gold~1948!, whose theory stated that
to account for the high frequency selectivity the filters in the
cochlear must be active. This mechanism sharpens the re-
sponse of the auditory filters, with the potential to oscillate if
too much energy is fed into them. As well as compressing the
dynamic range of the cochlear response, this active process is
also believed to give rise to otoacoustic emissions~OAEs!,
as first discovered by Kemp~1978!.

When the active cochlea is driven sinusoidally, the level
of the basilar membrane~BM! vibration grows in a nonlinear
or compressive way with sound pressure level. These results
have been reported in the literature, for example by Rhode
~1971!, Sellick et al. ~1982!, Robleset al. ~1986!, Nuttall
and Dolan~1996!, and Rhode and Recio~2000!. A com-
monly accepted observation is that at low levels a 1-dB in-
crease in sound pressure level produces a 1-dB increase in
BM vibration level ~indicating a linear response!, but for
sound pressure levels above about 30 dB~relative to 20

mPa!, a 1-dB increase in sound pressure level only produces
a much smaller increase in BM vibration level, typically less
than 0.5 dB/dB. In fact Ruggeroet al. ~1997! have observed
level curves of as little as 0.2 dB/dB.

The physiological data available in the literature were
obtained using invasive methods predominantly from ani-
mals such as chinchillas, guinea pigs, and squirrel monkeys.
This data is not available in humans, other than from cadav-
ers known not to retain the compressive response of the ac-
tive process. Hence various psychoacoustic measures have
been pursued to investigate the compression in the cochlea
@see for example Mooreet al. ~1999!#. However, these ap-
proaches are hard to use for gainful system identification
purposes.

OAEs have also been shown to exhibit similar compres-
sive characteristics to those present in the mechanical re-
sponse of the cochlea, and as such have the potential to be
used as a noninvasive method for cochlear research. Kemp
~1978! first reported the compression in the level curve, and
linked it to the essential amplitude nonlinearity of cochlear
mechanics. The level curves for tone-burst, distortion prod-
uct, and transient-evoked OAEs have been reported by
Norton and Neely ~1987!, Dorn et al. ~2001!, Zwicker
~1983!, Zwicker and Schloth~1984!, and Prieve et al.
~1996!. They were all shown to exhibit a linear region for
low excitation levels and a compressive region for higher
levels. The slopes of these level curves varied between 0.2
and 0.6 dB/dB.

The first purpose of this investigation is to examine the
properties of various historically used models of nonlinear

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
jmh@isvr.soton.ac.uk
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cochlear function, and demonstrate how they can all produce
input-output level curves with the same characteristics as
those measured in the BM and OAEs. We will also investi-
gate various other properties of these models, in particular
the amount of distortion for tonal excitation, the transient
responses, and the instantaneous input-output characteristics,
and show how these differ for the various models. These
simple nonlinear models are entirely local, however, and al-
though they can reproduce the compression curves for
steady-state sinusoidal signals, a distributed model of the
mechanics along the cochlea would be required to allow
meaningful comparison with more detailed physiological
measurements.

There exists a large body of literature on the various
attempts to model the nonlinearities in the cochlea. It is not
the purpose of this paper to exhaustively review this litera-
ture but instead to examine the simple generic types of non-
linearity that are widely used. For a more general review of
cochlear modeling the reader is referred to de Boer~1996!.
Static nonlinear models are considered in Sec. II. In Sec. III
two level-dependent systems are considered, the first a
simple automatic gain control~AGC!, the second, a system
based on Van der Pol’s equation. Van der Pol’s equation can
display a wide variety of dynamic behaviors including limit-
cycle oscillations, whose properties have striking similarities
to those of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions. The distortion
properties of all the nonlinear systems will be discussed
alongside the input-output level curves. Section IV compares
the responses to the different models due to sinusoidal exci-
tation, discussing their transient responses, and instantaneous
input-output characteristics.

II. STATIC NONLINEAR MODELS

Static or memoryless nonlinearities are defined such that
the current output signal,y(t), is a function only of the cur-
rent input signal,x(t), i.e.,

y~ t !5 f ~x~ t !!. ~1!

Static nonlinearities have been used extensively in the analy-
sis of the human auditory system. See, for example, Pfeiffer
~1970! in his attempts to model the auditory pathways lead-
ing to the generation of the cochlear microphonic~CM!, van
Dijk et al. ~1994, 1997a,b! used a similar approach to Pfe-
iffer except with the intention of studying the output from a
single auditory nerve pierced with an electrode, rather than
the CM, Lopez-Poveda and Meddis~2001! and Meddiset al.
~2001! have used a static nonlinear element in a phenomeno-
logical model of cochlear compression. Bianet al. ~2002!
have also used instantaneous nonlinearities to explain the
effects of low frequency modulation on distortion product
otoacoustic emissions, although in a later paper~Bian et al.,
2004! a hysteretic element was also included.

A simple example of a static nonlinear system is a
power-law nonlinearity; for example,

y~ t !5ux~ t !up sgn@x~ t !#, ~2!

where the compressive effect is ensured if the power,p, is
less than unity. The signum function, defined by

sgn@x~ t !#5H 21 for x,0,

11 for x>0,
~3!

ensures asymmetry in the nonlinear characteristic. If such a
system is excited by sinusoidal excitation of the form

x~ t !5A2X cos~v0t !, ~4!

where X is the rms input amplitude andv0 is the angular
excitation frequency. The output from such a system will be
a periodic signal with a Fourier series in which the amplitude
of the nth harmonic of the output is equal to~Elliott and
Harte, 2003!

Yn5an2~p21!/2Xp, ~5!

wherean is a level-independent constant. In particular, the
fundamental component of the output is given by

Y15a12~p21!/2Xp. ~6!

Obtaining the level curve for this power-law nonlinearity by
plotting 20 log10Y1 , the log output fundamental, against the
log excitation amplitude 20 log10X, will thus yield a slope of
p dB/dB.

Varying the exponent betweenp50, where the output
signal is a square wave, and 1, where the output is a sinusoid,
shows the transition from perfect compression to linearity.
Total harmonic distortion is a simple measure of distortion,
defined by the ratio of the power in the harmonics of the
signal minus the fundamental to the total power in the signal:

J~%!5S (n52
` uYnu2

(n51
` uYnu2D

1/2

3100%, ~7!

whereYn is thenth-harmonic component of the output time
series. Figure 1 shows the variation withp of the total har-
monic distortion. The total harmonic distortion of the static
nonlinearity in Eq.~2! is about 44% whenp50, correspond-
ing to the distortion of a square wave, falling to about 17%
when p50.5 and to zero whenp51, when the output is
undistorted.

FIG. 1. The variation with exponentp of the percentage total harmonic
distortion for sinusoidal excitation of the power-law nonlinearity.
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A. Input-scheduled power law

In order to incorporate the feature of a level curve with
a dual slope~unity at low levels and less than unity for
higher levels of excitation!, it is necessary for the power law
to change with the instantaneous value of the input signal, so
that it may be written asp(x), and the output signal is now
given by

y~ t !5uax~ t !up~x! sgn@x~ t !#, ~8!

wherea is a constant. We will assume that the variation of
the power with the instantaneous value of the input signal
takes the form

p~x!5 3
42 1

4 tanh~ uxu2«!, ~9!

where« is a threshold value forx, well below whichp(x)
'1 and well above whichp(x)'0.5. This value for the
exponentp was chosen to ensure a 0.5 dB/dB level curve
slope at high input levels. A level curve slope of 0.5 dB/dB
was chosen as an example slope of BM velocity observed in
the literature. Other slopes have been noted as low as 0.2
dB/dB, however this is only an illustrative example and shall
be used throughout this paper in all modeling efforts. The
value of« has been taken to be 101.5 to ensure that the level
curve changed slope at the appropriate input level of 30 dB.

The harmonic distortion of this nonlinearity is zero at
low amplitudes and rises to about 17% at high amplitudes, as
predicted for a power-law nonlinearity with an exponent
varying between 0<p<0.5.

B. Output-scheduled power law

Another static nonlinear system considered is a power
law scheduled on the instantaneous output signal. This can
be considered as a limiting case of the automatic gain control
model considered below, which acts instantaneously. Figure
2 shows the schematic of an instantaneous gain function,
g(t), scheduled by the instantaneous output signaly(t). The
system equation is given by

y~ t !5g~ t !x~ t !, ~10!

where g(t) is the instantaneous gain. We will assume that
g(t) takes the form

g~ t !5
1

uy~ t !u1«
, «.0, ~11!

where« is a constant. Ifuy(t)u@«, the system will behave to
give a compressive nonlinearity with a level curve of slope
0.5 dB/dB. Ifuy(t)u!«, however, then the gain of the system
is independent of the input and the slope of the input-output
level curve will be 1 dB/dB. From this equation it is clear

that the instantaneous gaing(t) is always nonzero and posi-
tive. Inserting this into Eq.~10! and noting thatuy(t)u
5y(t)sgn@y(t)#, a quadratic equation iny(t) can be obtained,
whose solution is given by~Harte, 2004!

y~ t !5
2« sgn@x~ t !#6A«214ux~ t !u

2
. ~12!

By examining the limiting cases asx(t)→0 from 6`, and
for the specific case ofx(t)50, it is possible to show that the
physically realistic solution for Eq.~12! is given by

y~ t !5 1
2~A«214ux~ t !u2«!sgn@x~ t !#. ~13!

Equation~13! can be considered an instantaneously acting
automatic gain control, i.e., a static nonlinear system which
is scheduled on the outputy(t). The harmonic distortion for
this nonlinearity is very low for low amplitude inputs and
rises to about 17% at high amplitudes, in a similar manner to
the input-scheduled power-law nonlinearity.

C. Input-output level curves

The level of the fundamental component of the output
response plotted against the level of the input signal gives
the level curve of the system. Figure 3 shows the level
curves computed from these two static nonlinearities. The
solid curve and the dashed curves give the level curves for
the input- and output-scheduled power laws, respectively,
and have a slope of 1 dB/dB at low levels and of 0.5 dB/dB
at higher levels. The level curves are asymptotically very
similar and it may thus be difficult to choose between these
competing models on the basis of these steady-state level
curves.

III. DYNAMIC NONLINEAR MODELS

Two level-dependent nonlinear systems will be devel-
oped in this section, an automatic gain control and a model
based on a variant of the Van der Pol oscillator.

A. Automatic gain control

Lyon ~1990! introduced a model of the cochlea with
explicit level-dependent gain~i.e., an automatic gain control

FIG. 2. Schematic for instantaneously acting automatic gain control system.

FIG. 3. The level curves for sinusoidal excitation of the two instantaneous
nonlinear systems: the input-scheduled power law~solid line! and the
output-scheduled power law~dashed line!.
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or AGC!. Lyon and Mead~1988! developed an electronic
cochlea using an analog implementation of AGC circuits.
Kanis and de Boer~1993! in their ‘‘quasilinear’’ model use a
variable impedance that depends on the level of the excita-
tion pressure, and so this too constitutes a level-dependent
model. Prior to these works Zwicker~1979, 1986! developed
an analog electronic dynamic model of the cochlea. A feed-
back loop representing the contribution to local BM velocity
of the outer hair cells was used, consisting of a point model
with an amplifier and a saturating instantaneous nonlinear
device, to produce the compression in the system. This form
of system was also investigated by Yates~1990!, who dem-
onstrated that it can essentially be considered as a form of
feedback AGC.

A schematic diagram of the feedback AGC~i.e., a sys-
tem in which the gain depends on the level of the output! is
shown in Fig. 4. The level of the output is measured using an
output detector and used to control the instantaneous gain,
g(t), via a gain law. The AGC system will display a level
curve that has a slope of 1 dB/dB up to a specified input level
and a slope of m dB/dB at higher levels, if the gain law is of
the form

g5
1

dp1«
, ~14!

where p5(12m)/m is the power or the exponent of the
detected signal,« is a constant, andd is the detector circuit
output that ideally should be equal to the rms output ampli-
tudeY. If d!«, then the gain of the system is independent of
input level and the slope of the input-output level curve will
be 1 dB/dB. Ifd@«, then the system will behave to give a
compressive nonlinearity with a level curve of slope
m dB/dB. Lettingm50.5, the transition from linearity at low
levels to a compressive 0.5 dB/dB growth occurs after some
threshold determined by the value of the parameter«.

The detector used in the AGC is assumed to consist of
an instantaneous squaring device, a low-pass filter, and an
instantaneous square-root device. The low-pass filter is de-
scribed in differential equation form by

u~ t !5v~ t !1TLPF

dv~ t !

dt
, ~15!

whereu(t) andv(t) are the input and output signals of the
low-pass filter, andTLPF is the time constant. The frequency
response of this system is given by

H~ j v!5
vLPF

vLPF1 j v
, ~16!

wherevLPF51/TLPF. The overall transient response of the
AGC is due to the low-pass filter’s dynamic behavior in the
level detector. It was shown~Elliott and Harte, 2003! that for
small but abrupt changes in input level, the variation of the
AGC gain with time is exponential, with time constant,
TAGC, which is half that of the low-pass filterTLPF, so that

TAGC5
1

2vLPF
. ~17!

The sinusoidal input signal is assumed to be at the charac-
teristic frequency for the BM site and to have an angular
frequency ofvc . Then its period is equal to

Tc5
2p

vc
. ~18!

The normalized AGC time constant, given by the ratio of
time constant of the AGC to the period of the excitation
frequency, is thus defined to be

x5
TAGC

Tc
5

vc

4pvLPF
. ~19!

If all the components of the low-pass filter’s input are
well abovevLPF, then the low-pass filter will smooth out
this signal, to give a constant, dc, value, which is then used
to schedule the gain. In particular, if the input is a sinusoid
with an angular frequency,vc , which is well abovevLPF,
then the detector signal,d(t), will be equal to the rms output
amplitude of the output signal:

d~ t !5Y. ~20!

However, if the input frequency is not much larger than the
cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter, then the output detec-
tor, d(t), will have an alternating as well as a steady com-
ponent. This will cause the gain of the AGC to vary during
the course of a cycle of the input signal, thus distorting it and
generating harmonics in the output signal.

The total harmonic distortion of such an AGC at high
input levels was shown by Elliott and Harte~2003! to be a
function of the ratio of the input frequency to the cutoff
frequency of the detector, and hence the normalized time
constant of the low-pass filter. If the normalized time con-
stant x is not too small, then the total harmonic distortion
given as a percentage can be shown to be approximately
equal to

J~%!'
1

x
. ~21!

Figure 5 shows the total harmonic distortion measured in
simulations of the AGC for a sinusoidal input signal as a
function of the normalized time constantx. It can be seen
that the theoretical predictions for the total harmonic distor-
tion match the simulation results well for a normalized time
constant above around 0.1, but cannot predict the more com-
plicated behavior seen in the simulations for lower values of
x because the assumptions made on the derivation are no
longer valid in this case.

FIG. 4. Block diagram of a single automatic gain control whose gain de-
pends on the detected output signal.
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The total harmonic distortion of an AGC with a gain law
of the form of Eq. ~14! will vary with level in a similar
manner to that of the static nonlinearity in Sec. II B, begin-
ning essentially zero at low levels and rising to a constant
value at input levels above about 30 dB, as will be illustrated
below. For a given excitation frequency, the AGC time con-
stant results in a compromise between low distortion~large
x! and fast response time~small x!.

B. Limit-cycle oscillator

For a dynamic, mass-spring-damper model of BM re-
sponse, in which the damping is a function of the amplitude
of response, the gain is implicitly level dependent. Such a
model can be based on Van der Pol’s equation, which can
display a wide variety of dynamic behaviors including limit
cycle oscillations, whose properties have striking similarities
to those of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, and is de-
scribed by a ‘‘Hopf-bifurcation.’’ They operate from a stable
equilibrium to a limit cycle oscillation of increasing ampli-
tude, as the nonlinear damping parameter is varied. The in-
troduction of such models is opening up a new approach to
cochlear modeling, with the use of Hopf bifurcations to ac-
count for well-documented essential nonlinearities of the ear
@see Eguı´luz et al. ~2000! and Camaletet al. ~2000!#, for
example the compression of dynamic range~input-output
level curve!, sharper cochlear tuning for softer sounds, and
generation of combination tones. There also exists a body of
literature which argues for a limit cycle oscillator, such as a
Van der Pol system, as a sufficient model for the qualitative
features in auditory nonlinearity. See, for example, Choe
et al. ~2000!, Jülicher and Prost~1997!, Martin and Hudspeth
~2001!, and Ospecket al. ~2001!.

Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions~SOAEs! are a par-
ticularly important subclass of OAEs. Rabinowitz and Widin
~1984! presented an early report of some basic properties of
SOAEs and their interactions with external tones and broad-
band noise stimuli. Bialek and Wit~1984!, van Dijk and Wit
~1990!, and Talmadgeet al. ~1991! measured the statistical
properties of SOAEs and compared them with the theory of
nonlinear oscillators. Longet al. ~1991! argue that many as-

pects of the interaction of SOAEs with external tones can be
simulated by the behavior of a single driven Van der Pol
oscillator. Murphyet al. ~1995a,b, 1996! examine the dy-
namic aspects of the suppression of SOAEs by pulsed exter-
nal tones, using a Van der Pol oscillator to interpret the re-
sults.

The Van der Pol oscillator

A classic example of a limit cycle oscillator is Van der
Pol’s equation with the general unforced form given by

ẍ1~gx22m!ẋ1v0
2x5 f , ~22!

where x is the displacement,f is the normalized driving
force, andv0 is the oscillator natural frequency. The nonlin-
ear damping is given byz(x)5gx22m, and the restoring
force is linear withk(x)5v0

2x. A Hopf bifurcation exists
with respect to the parameterm. If m,0, the oscillator dis-
plays a simple stable spiral solution. Ifm.0, it is possible to
show that the Van der Pol equation has a limit cycle solution
via Liénard’s theorem, provided thatg is also positive.

For m.0, the Van der Pol equation appears as a simple
harmonic oscillator with a nonlinear damping term, (gx2

2m). This term acts like positive damping~sink! for large
uxu and like negative damping~source! for small uxu. It
causes large amplitude oscillations to decay, but it pumps
energy into them if they become too small. As a result the
system reaches equilibrium via a limit cycle that is indepen-
dent of the initial conditions.

The harmonically forced Van der Pol equation is given
by

ẍ1~gx22m!ẋ1v0
2x5A2b cosvt, ~23!

wherev0 is the natural frequency of the unforced oscillator,
v is the driving frequency, andb is the rms driving level.
The high amplitude response of this oscillator will produce a
0.33 dB/dB slope on the input-output level curve~Camalet
et al., 2000!. In order to produce similar level curves to those
already described in this paper, the high level regions need a
0.5 dB/dB slope. Elliott and Harte~2003! achieved this by
altering the classical forced Van der Pol equation to

ẍ1~guxu2m!ẋ1v0
2x5A2b cosvt, ~24!

which has a similar behavior for different values ofm to that
described above.

A normalized form of Eq.~24! is sought in order to
reduce the number of free parameters and to generalize the
nonlinear oscillator. We adopt a new time scale normalized
by the natural frequency of the oscillator

t5v0t ~25!

and introduce the new variables

xn5S g

m D 1/2

x ~26!

and

h5
v

v0
, ~27!

FIG. 5. Total harmonic distortion of the AGC for a sinusoidal input signal as
a function of the normalized time constant,x. The solid curve is the results
of computer simulations and the dashed curve is the theoretical prediction,
that J51/x.
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whereh can be considered a detuning parameter. Obtaining
new expressions for the derivative terms, and using normal
time-derivative notation without loss of generality, gives rise
to the normalized Van der Pol oscillator equation:

ẍn1d~ uxnu21!ẋn1xn5F cos~ht!, ~28!

where the parameter

d5
m

v0
~29!

and the normalized forcing term is given by

F5
1

v0
2
A2bg

m
. ~30!

When numerically simulating the system, in the case where
m,0, so thatd,0, the forcing amplitude becomes complex
and thus physically unrealizable. This also affected the sta-
bility of the numerical integration routine. It was decided to
recast the normalized equation to explicitly take this change
into account, so that whenm,0, the normalized Van der Pol
equation becomes

ẍn1d~ uxnu11!ẋn1xn5F cos~ht!, ~31!

where throughout the various variables definitionsm has
been replaced withumu.

A state space form of the two variants of the normalized
van der Pol oscillator was used in the numerical simulations,
and the system was excited by a sinusoid at the natural fre-
quency,v0 . A Runge-Kutta numerical integration procedure
was carried out. The sampling frequency was set to 40 times
the natural frequency, withd50.001, which affects the level
at which the transition is made from linear to nonlinear be-
havior. Integration was carried out for 10 000 periods of the
excitation frequency, to ensure that a steady state had been
reached.

The Van der Pol oscillator has the potential to distort the
input signal by diverting energy into higher harmonics. Fig-
ure 6 shows the numerically estimated total harmonic distor-
tion, J~%!, for both variants of oscillator driven at their
natural frequency, plotted as a function of excitation level. It

is interesting to note that these curves are almost identical.
For both variants, the low level region is dominated by the
linear properties of the Van der Pol equations, regardless of
whether this linear damping term is acting as a source or a
sink. Note that minimal distortion exists for the limit-cycle
solution only because the oscillator is being driven at its
natural frequency. If this were not the case, thenJ~%! would
be near 100% at very low levels, since the energy in the
system will be at the oscillator natural frequency. As the
excitation level increases, the nonlinear damping begins to
dominate the dynamics, and thus similar levels of distortion
are observed. The highest level of distortion observed for
both cases is of the order of 0.5%. Compare with this a static
power law nonlinearity with an exponent ofp50.5, in Fig.
1, which will produce the same slope on a level curve, but
this will result in around 17% distortion in the output wave-
form. In comparison with an AGC, however, similar levels of
distortion are produced if the normalized time constant,x, is
about 4, but in this case the distortion rises from zero at low
levels, when the system is approximately linear, to an almost
constant level above 30 dB.

C. Input-output level curves

Figure 7 shows the level curves computed from the au-
tomatic gain control. The dot-dash curve gives the level
curve for an AGC with«5103 and the additional gaina of
103, and has a slope of 1 dB/dB at low levels and of 0.5
dB/dB at higher levels.

Figure 7 also shows the level curves for the two Van der
Pol oscillators with a low level behavior that is either pas-
sive,m,0, or active,m.0. The input and output levels were
rescaled to correspond to an oscillator with a natural fre-
quencyf 051 kHz, and the results were shown in the figure
plotted relative to the level of them,0 oscillator excited at 0
dB to aid comparison. The solid line represents the case
without the limit cycle solution~m,0!. In the low excitation
level region ~0–25 dB! a 1-dB increase in excitation pro-
duces a corresponding 1-dB increase in the output level.
Thus the low level linear region is satisfactorily modeled
with this equation. In the high excitation level region~40–
100 dB! the level curve has a slope of 0.5 dB/dB. The dashed

FIG. 6. Total harmonic distortion of the AGC with a normalized time con-
stantx54 and the Van der Pol oscillator with both positive and negative
low-level damping for a sinusoidal input at the oscillator’s natural frequen-
cies.

FIG. 7. The level curves for sinusoidal excitation of the AGC~dot-dash! and
the Van der Pol oscillator, excited at its natural frequency of oscillation, for
m,0, i.e., passive~solid curve!, andm.0, i.e., active~dashed curve!.
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line in Fig. 7 represents the oscillator that has a limit-cycle
solution. A constant level output is observed for low excita-
tion levels, which then increases for input levels above about
30 dB and asymptotically approaches a 0.5 dB/dB compres-
sive slope at higher levels. The passive Van der Pol thus
produces a very similar level curve to the AGC system, but
the possibility of negative damping at low input levels can
also be used to model SOAEs.

IV. COMPARISONS OF INSTANTANEOUS
AND LEVEL-DEPENDENT NONLINEARITIES

Four simple models for cochlear compression have been
developed: the input-scheduled power law, the output-
scheduled power law~static nonlinear systems!, the auto-
matic gain control, and the Van der Pol oscillator~level-
dependent nonlinear systems!. The output-scheduled power
law will be referred to in this section as an instantaneous
AGC, as it can be thought of as a limiting case of the AGC
system with normalized time constantx50. The level curves
for the different nonlinear models, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7,
are asymptotically very similar. In this section we look at the
response of these systems to suddenly applied tonal excita-
tion and for tonal excitation at different levels, in particular
examining their transient response and instantaneous input-
output characteristic. Although significant differences in
these properties are observed in the various models, it is
much more difficult to relate these theoretical predictions to
physiological measurements. This is mainly because of the
need for a fully distributed model to represent transient ef-
fects that involve the dispersive properties of the cochlea as
well as its nonlinear properties.

A. Transient response

Figure 8 shows the transient response, to a suddenly
applied tone, of the instantaneous AGC and the level-
dependent system consisting of a feedback AGC with a nor-
malized time constantx'0.16. Although the level-dependent
system takes some time to respond to the input, this time is
much less than a cycle of the input waveform for such a
well-adjusted AGC. An AGC circuit with a not unreasonable
compromise between distortion and transient response has a

normalized time constantx'1. This implies that for a 1-kHz
BM site the time constant is of the order of 1 ms.

The transient response of the Van der Pol oscillator at an
input level of 80 dB is also shown in Fig. 8. It should be
noted, however, that the time constant of the Van der Pol
oscillator is very level dependent. Figure 9 shows the time
constants associated with the dynamic AGC and the Van der
Pol oscillators, defined as the time until the output value has
dropped from its initial height to within 36% of the new
steady-state value, observed as a function of input level. The
time constants for the dynamic AGC are essentially zero
~i.e., instantaneous! for low levels of excitation. In this re-
gion the AGC is acting linearly and the detector dynamics do
not influence the instantaneous gain. As excitation level is
raised, the time constant increases to a limiting value. On the
other hand, both variants of the Van der Pol equations yield
time constants that reduce for increasing excitation level.
The higher level region produces time constants about an
order of magnitude larger than those found for the well-
adjusted AGC system.

B. Instantaneous input-output characteristic

Figures 10~a!–~c! show the instantaneous value of the
output waveform plotted against the instantaneous value of
the input waveform, for a tonal excitation of several of the
nonlinear models when driven at three different amplitudes.
These three input-output characteristics overlay one another
for the static nonlinearities@Fig. 10~a!#, and thus form a
single-valued nonlinear input-output characteristic. The in-
stantaneous input-output characteristics of the AGC with a
long time constant@Fig. 10~b!#, however, are straight lines,
although the slopes of these lines, reflecting the gain of the
AGC, change with the amplitude of the input signal.

Figure 10~c! shows the plots of the instantaneous input-
output characteristics of the Van der Pol oscillator at three
excitation levels, for the limit-cycle oscillator withm.0. The
output at low levels is a limit cycle of fixed amplitude, there-
fore the variation in they scale is not as large as expected.
Regardless of the excitation level in this region, a fixed out-
put is observed which implies a very high ‘‘gain’’ at these
low levels. The effect of reducing the input level can be

FIG. 8. Output waveform, for the instantaneous AGC system~dashed!, AGC
with time constantx'0.16 ~dot-dash!, and Van der Pol oscillator~solid! all
at an input level of 80 dB.

FIG. 9. The time constants of the dynamic AGC~x54! and the Van der Pol
variants to small perturbations, as a function of level.
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thought of as the system ‘‘gain’’ ramping up to compensate.
The characteristics also appear to be straight lines or thin
ellipses.1 This is the case because the linear region of the
system dynamics is being excited, and therefore little distor-
tion occurs. Figure 10~c! also shows the effect of higher level
excitation. The variation in the output ory axis is of a more
reduced order of magnitude than for the input orx axis,
hence the observed change in slope or ‘‘gain’’ in this region.
This is consistent with the fact that in the region of excitation

levels the oscillator is nonlinear with a compressive level
curve.

The low level instantaneous input-output characteristics,
of the oscillator withm,0, show a linear reduction of the
output level as the input level is reduced. This results in
characteristics with constant slope regardless of the excita-
tion level, thus producing a very different characteristic form
than whenm.0. Figure 11 shows an estimate of the slope of
the instantaneous input-output characteristic plotted as a
function of excitation level. For the limit-cycle case~m.0!
the slope or gain decays rapidly as the excitation level is
increased, with the major transition between high and low
gain occurring at the knee point on the level curve as ex-
pected. Form,0 the low level region produces a constant
gain, due to the system being dominated by linear dynamics,
which reduces as the level is increased. The two curves be-
come similar for high level excitation.

Note that the instantaneous input-output characteristics
of both the level-dependent AGC and the Van der Pol oscil-
lator demonstrate a multi-valued nonlinearity.

V. DISCUSSION

Several different types of nonlinear system have been
investigated as potential models for the inherent nonlinearity
within the cochlea. It has been shown that all of these sys-
tems can produce input-output level curves that are similar to
those measured on the BM, having a 1 dB/dB slope at low
levels and 0.5 dB/dB slope, for example, at high levels. The
AGC could be made to have a transient response that appears
almost instantaneous for tonal excitation by careful selection
of the low-pass filter cutoff in the output level detector cir-
cuit. The amount of harmonic distortion produced by a dy-
namic AGC can be far below that produced by a static non-
linearity, however, although both display a similar variation
with input level, with little distortion at low levels rising to a
constant level above about 30 dB. The limit-cycle oscillator
at high excitation levels displays time constants an order of
magnitude greater than for the well-adjusted AGC, and, al-
though it displays comparable amounts of distortion, the dis-
tortion continues to rise with level, instead of reaching a
limiting value.

FIG. 10. Instantaneous input-output characteristic for sinusoidal excitation
at three levels of the instantaneous nonlinear system, with input-scheduled
power law and the instantaneously acting AGC~a!, the level-dependent
nonlinear system, feedback AGC~b!, and the Van der Pol~c!.

FIG. 11. Instantaneous input-output characteristic slope estimates plotted as
a function of excitation level, and each curve normalized for the value of the
slope at 0 dB excitation for bothm.0 andm,0.
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Another difference between the static and dynamic mod-
els, however, is their instantaneous input-output characteris-
tics. For the static nonlinear systems the characteristic is
single valued. Different regions of the characteristic are ex-
ercised for different excitation levels, but they all lie on the
same curve. The dynamic, level-dependent models, however,
produce roughly a linear/straight line characteristic, which
varies with excitation level. This produces a multi-valued
instantaneous input-output characteristic. If the nonlinearity
is inherently multi-valued, it is not possible to model or de-
scribe such a system with a Volterra, Wiener, or functional
series representation. It is not clear, however, how these dis-
tortion, transient, and instantaneous characteristics will be
affected if these nonlinearities are incorporated into a distrib-
uted model of the cochlear, and thus no attempt is made at
this stage to compare these predictions with measurements.
However, we do note that very different nonlinear models
can produce plausible level curves, but have very different
behavior in other respects.

There is a well-established history in hearing research of
using Volterra and Wiener series to represent the inherent
nonlinearities in the auditory pathway~van Dijk et al., 1994,
1997a,b; Eggermont, 1993; Gifford and Tomlinson, 1989;
Johnson, 1980; Laskyet al., 1995; Maatet al., 2000; Shi and
Hecox, 1991; Wickesberget al., 1984!. Since the structure of
the nonlinearity in the cochlea is not fully understood, a
parametric identification approach such as these functional
representations are often used. It would appear, in light of the
findings in this work, that the foundations of these nonlinear
system identification approaches may need to be examined in
more detail if level-dependent models do emerge as likely
contenders, as these functional methods are unable to de-
scribe multi-valued nonlinearities. There is already some
physical evidence to suggest that the compressive nonlinear-
ity inherent in the cochlea is level dependent. In particular
Maatet al. ~2000! used the polynomial correlation method to
access higher-order nonlinearities in noise-evoked otoacous-
tic emission~NEOAE! data and found that for a given level
of excitation the polynomial correlation function above the
linear, or first-order, response contributed no significant com-
ponents but that the linear response depends on the input
level. This implies that for a given level of excitation a linear
system is sufficient to describe NEOAEs, which would sug-
gest a level-dependent nonlinearity over a static or memory-
less characteristic-based system.

If a functional model were to be erroneously applied to a
multi-valued nonlinear system, the resulting kernel would
only be valid for a particular level of excitation. The derived
model then could only describe the response near or on a
single operating level.
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1It should be noted that the curves in these figures are not the true input-
output characteristics; the output has been shifted byp/2 in phase in order
to produce near straight line characteristics. This was done simply to aid
visualization of the varying gain concept.
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A computer model of the auditory periphery is used to study the involvement of auditory-nerve
~AN! adaptation in forward-masking effects. An existing model is shown to simulate published AN
recovery functions both qualitatively and quantitatively after appropriate parameter adjustments. It
also simulates published data showing only small threshold shifts when a psychophysical
forward-masking paradigm is applied to AN responses. The model is extended to simulate a simple
but physiologically plausible mechanism for making threshold decisions based on coincidental
firing of a number of AN fibers. When this is used, much larger threshold shifts are observed of a
size consistent with published psychophysical observations. The problem of how stimulus-driven
firing can be distinguished from spontaneous activity near threshold is also addressed by the same
decision mechanism. Overall, the modeling results suggest that poststimulatory reductions in AN
activity can make a substantial contribution to the raised thresholds observed in many
psychophysical studies of forward masking. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1893426#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In physiological experiments, the responsiveness of the
auditory nerve ~AN! is reduced immediately following
acoustic stimulation. In psychophysical experiments, thresh-
olds are temporarily raised following similar acoustic stimu-
lation. In both cases, the changes depend on the level and the
duration of the preceding stimulation. Recovery, in both
cases, occurs over a period lasting more than 100 ms. These
superficial similarities suggest that the two phenomena may
be linked. Indeed, both physiologists and psychophysicists
use the same term, ‘‘forward masking,’’ to describe the re-
spective phenomena.1

However, Relkin and Turner~1988! have indicated the
potential for confusion inherent in an uncritical equation of
the two phenomena. They point out that a reduction in physi-
ological response is not the same thing as an increase in
perceptual threshold, and that different measurement meth-
ods are involved in their respective estimation. When they
attempted to apply psychophysical threshold estimation tech-
niques to single-fiber AN observations, they found that the
poststimulatory reduction in threshold was considerably less
than that seen in human psychophysics. They concluded that
the increase in psychophysical thresholds must occur later in
the processing system. Specifically, they claim that the ner-
vous system does not use an optimum decision strategy to
evaluate the information present in the AN response.

A number of physiological processes have been pro-
posed as possible contributors to psychophysical forward
masking. These include peripheral frequency selectivity
~Duifhuis, 1973!, adaptation in the auditory nerve~Smith,

1977, 1979!, efferent inhibitory processes~Shore, 1998!, and
persistence of neural activity~for example, Plomp, 1964;
Moore et al., 1988!. See Oxenham~2001! for a brief, recent
overview of the issues. It is not intended, in this study, to
decide between these alternatives because all are likely to
make some contribution. In any case, as Oxenham~2001!
has shown, it is difficult to separate their relative contribu-
tions experimentally. However, the Relkin and Turner~1988!
study and another similarly motivated study~Turner et al.,
1994! could create the impression that forward masking does
not have its origin in adaptation in the AN. This conclusion
goes beyond what is warranted by the data, and it is the
purpose of the present study to use computational methods to
investigate the matter further.

The study employs an already-published model of the
mammalian auditory periphery to simulate AN responses
with appropriate poststimulatory adaptation and recovery
characteristics. It will be demonstrated that the model is ap-
propriate for the purposes of the investigation by showing
that it can be tuned to simulate observations of depression
and recovery of the chinchilla AN response following stimu-
lation ~Harris and Dallos, 1979!. It will also be shown that
the model can be used to replicate the findings of Relkin and
Turner ~1988! referred to above. Finally, a simple
coincidence-detection mechanism mimicking the response of
a first-order neuron in the cochlear nucleus will be modeled.
When this takes as its input the combined response of a small
number of AN fibers, it will be demonstrated that substantial
increases in threshold do occur. These increases are consid-
erably greater than those seen in Relkin and Turner’s study
and comparable to those seen in psychophysical studies.

The coincidence-detection mechanism is proposed as a
solution to a more general problem in auditory physiology
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concerning how the nervous system distinguishes between
spontaneous AN activity and activity driven by acoustic
stimulation. While it is natural to believe that the system
does this by detecting an increase in the average firing rate of
individual auditory-nerve fibers, the physiological mecha-
nism underlying this kind of detection strategy remains prob-
lematic. For example, Relkin and Turner’s decision-making
process implies that the system works by establishing a run-
ning count of action potentials~APs! and assesses its signifi-
cance in association with an expected mean and variance
associated with spontaneous firing rate. This optimal deci-
sion method is difficult to implement directly in terms of the
known anatomy and physiology of the auditory nervous sys-
tem because it requires secondary mechanisms to estimate
and deploy running estimates of these two statistical quanti-
ties. This is difficult to describe in terms of the operation of
nerve fibers and nerve cells. However, ‘‘coincidence-
detection’’ is a simple alternative that achieves the same ob-
jective.

Spontaneous activity in one AN fiber is uncorrelated
with that in other fibers. As a consequence, the occurrence of
near-simultaneous APs is relatively rare in a small group of
fibers such as might innervate a single cell in the cochlear
nucleus. However, when APs are driven by acoustic stimula-
tion, the overall firing rate will increase and the number of
near-simultaneous events will also increase. Coincidental fir-
ing will also be more probable near the onset of the stimu-
lation because similar AN fibers will have similar first-spike
latencies~Heil and Neubauer, 2001!. In the case of low-
frequency sounds, phase locking to the stimulus will further
increase the amount of coincidental activity. On all three
counts, coincidental firing is expected to be greater following
acoustic stimulation than in silence. If a cell in the cochlear
nucleus responds only to coincidental firing of AN fibers, it
will respond almost exclusively to acoustic stimulation and
only very rarely to spontaneous activity in the AN fibers.
This system is consistent with the architecture of the auditory
brainstem, where neurons integrate information across a
number of input fibers when generating responses.

After a description of the model, this account is divided
into three sections, each describing a different evaluation of
the model. First, the recovery of the response of the model
after stimulation is compared with the data of Harris and
Dallos ~1979!. Second, the model is used to replicate the
study of Relkin and Turner~1988!. Third, the coincidence
detection mechanism is introduced and the model is evalu-
ated using thresholds obtained using a forward masking
paradigm~Jesteadtet al., 1982!.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The computer model of the mammalian auditory periph-
ery to be used in this evaluation was presented by Sumner
et al. ~2002, 2003a, 2003b! for the guinea pig auditory pe-
riphery. Exactly the same model is used except where spe-
cifically indicated. This model consists of a chain of separate
modules representing, respectively, the pre-emphasis filtering
of the outer/middle ear, the vibration of the basilar mem-
brane, the inner hair cell~IHC! receptor potential, IHC/AN
synaptic activity, and AN activity. This model is capable of

simulating a wide range of physiological measurements but
has not yet been evaluated in the context of recovery follow-
ing stimulation. A full account of the model will not be re-
peated here and the reader is referred to the descriptions
given by Sumneret al. Parameters for the model can be
found in Sumneret al. ~2002, Tables I2 and II; 2003b, Table
I!. The parameters for high, medium, and low spontaneous
rate ~HSR, MSR, and LSR! fibers are taken from Sumner
et al. ~2003b, Table I!. The original model was tuned using
guinea pig data, but the simulations to be described involve
using chinchilla and human data. The assumption is made
that the underlying processes are the same as far as our
present purposes are concerned for all these species.

A. Middle-ear filtering

Middle-ear filtering is modeled by two cascaded linear
bandpass Butterworth filters. One filter is second order, with
lower and upper cutoffs of 4 and 25 kHz. The second is
third-order and has lower and upper cutoffs of 0.7 and 30
kHz. A scaling factor is used to convert sound pressure to
realistic stapes velocities~see the changed parameters be-
low!.

B. Mechanical filtering

A dual-resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter is used to
simulate the mechanical bandpass filtering of the basilar
membrane~BM! in the cochlea. The construction and prop-
erties of the DRNL filter have been described in detail else-
where ~Meddis et al., 2001; Sumneret al., 2003b!. The
DRNL filter consists of two pathways, one linear and the
other nonlinear. The signals at the output of the two path-
ways are combined by simple summation to produce the fil-
ter output. Each pathway consists of a cascade of a number
of first-order gammatone filters~Pattersonet al., 1988! and a
cascade of second-order Butterworth low-pass filters.

In the nonlinear pathway, a compression function is lo-
cated in the middle of the cascade of four gammatone filters
between the second and third filter. The linear pathway con-
sists of a cascade of three gammatone filters but does not
contain nonlinearity. It has a center frequency that is differ-
ent from that of the linear path; this contributes asymmetry
to the overall filter function. Additional low-pass filters are
also employed to improve the fit to animal data. The shape of
the bandpass filters is not critical to this study because the
stimuli to be used are all at the same frequency, and the best
frequency of the filter was always set at the frequency of the
stimulus. However, the nonlinear compression will affect the
pattern of growth of forward masking at high masker levels.

C. Inner hair cell „IHC… receptor potential

The process of mechanical to electrical transduction is
simulated by a model of the IHC receptor potential that con-
verts BM velocity to IHC receptor potential through the de-
flection of the IHC stereocilia.

The receptor potential controls the rate of calcium influx
into the cell at the synapse. The calcium is accumulated in a
leaky integrator, and the instantaneous level of calcium con-
trols the rate of transmitter release. In the model, the differ-
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ences between fiber types~HSR, MSR, and LSR! are the
result of different rates of influx of calcium into the presyn-
aptic sites. HSR sites have a faster rate of influx and corre-
spondingly higher spontaneous release rates. The rate of cal-
cium influx into the IHC for a given receptor potential is
specified by two parameters: the maximum rate of influx,
GCamax, and a threshold parameter,GCathr . These param-
eters are unchanged from Sumneret al. ~2003b, Table I!.

D. IHC synapse

In this study, the IHC/AN synapse is of particular inter-
est. The depression of response following a masker is as-
sumed to result from a depletion of available transmitter sub-
stance~Smith, 1977, 1979!. Figure 1 illustrates how the
model handles the flow of transmitter. A small number,q(t),
of vesicles of transmitter is held in a presynaptic store. Each
vesicle has an equal probability,k(t)d(t), of being released
in a single epoch of durationdt. k(t) is a function of the
accumulated presynaptic calcium.

When transmitter is released into the cleft, the amount of
presynaptic transmitter,q(t), necessarily falls and the likeli-
hood of further release events is reduced proportionately; the
model is said to have ‘‘adapted.’’ Transmitter material is re-
cycled as follows. Reuptake into the cell occurs at a rate
rc(t), wherec(t) is the amount of transmitter in the synaptic
cleft andr is the rate of reuptake of transmitter into the cell.
Some transmitter is lost from the cleft at a ratelc(t), where
l is the rate of loss of transmitter from the cleft. After re-
uptake, transmitter material is reprocessed and returned to
the available presynaptic pool at a ratexw(t), wherew(t) is
the amount of material in the reprocessing store andx is the
rate at which transmitter is returned from the reprocessing
store to the pre-synaptic available store. The loss of transmit-
ter material from the cleft is slowly compensated by a replen-
ishment mechanism that supplies new transmitter at a rate
y@M -q(t)#, whereM is maximum capacity of the available
store andy is the rate at which new transmitter is made
available. Transfer of vesicles in and out of the presynaptic
store is a quantal stochastic processN(n,r), where each ofn
possible events has an equal probability,rdt, of occurring in

a single simulation epoch. The flow of transmitter is speci-
fied by the following differential equations:

dq~ t !/dt5N@w~ t !,x#1N~@M -q~ t !#,y!

2N@q~ t !,k~ t !#, ~1!

dc~ t !/dt5N@q~ t !,k~ t !#2 lc~ t !2rc~ t !, ~2!

dw~ t !/dt5rc~ t !2N@w~ t !,x#. ~3!

After prolonged and intense stimulation, the available store
can become completely depleted. If forward masking is
partly explained by depletion of neurotransmitter at the
IHC/AN synapse, the time course of recovery from forward
masking will be partly governed by the rate at which the
store of available transmitter is refilled. Recovery from
depletion takes place only through the reprocessing and re-
plenishment routes. As a consequence, parametersx and y
are important determinants of the rate of recovery. These two
parameters of the model will be adjusted below to match
recovery measurements made in the AN.

E. AN response

An action potential is deemed to occur when one or
more vesicles are released into the synaptic cleft so long as
the postsynaptic AN fiber is not already in a refractory state.
An absolute refractory state follows an action potential and
lasts for 0.75 ms and the exponential recovery of responsive-
ness following the relative refractory period has a time con-
stant of 0.6 ms.

The response of the fiber can be evaluated either as a
probability of firing ~probabilistic mode! or by generating
individual spike events using a random number generator
~stochastic mode!. The former is much quicker to compute
and will be used for exploring AN recovery from adaptation
~Sec. III!. However, for threshold measurements~Secs. IV
and V!, the model is evaluated in stochastic mode.

F. Model implementation

The model was evaluated at an update rate of 100 kHz.
It was implemented using the Development System for Au-
ditory Modelling ~DSAM!, a library of computer modules
simulating each of the stages of the auditory model described
above. The software used in this study is available on the
Worldwide Web at http://www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/
hearinglab/

G. Parameter changes

The scaling factor in the middle-ear simulation was
changed from its previous value of 1.4E210 to 6E
210 m/s/mPa. This increases the middle-ear gain by 12.6 dB
relative to the previous value and gives AN rate-level func-
tions with similar thresholds to those given in Harris and
Dallos ~see Fig. 2!.

Two IHC/AN synapse parameters were altered to give
an improved fit to the chinchilla forward-masking data re-
ported by Harris and Dallos~1972!. The rate of transmitter
replenishment,y, was reduced from 10 to 3 vesicles/s and the
reprocessing rate,x, was reduced from 66 to 30 vesicles/s.

FIG. 1. Flow of transmitter in a model of the Inner hair cell/auditory-nerve
synapse. See the text for full description.
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These changes had little effect on the previously published
properties of the model except for a slowing in the time
constant of short-term adaptation from 80 to 120 ms. This is
longer than that reported for the gerbil by Westerman~1985!,
but consistent with reports by Smith~1979! in gerbil and
Yates et al. ~1985! in guinea pig. Chimento and Schreiner
~1990! report adaptation time constants of 125~652! ms in
cat. The model short-term adaptation was measured starting
20 ms after the stimulus onset. Yateset al. ~1985! claim to
have seen an association between the rate of adaptation and
the rate of recovery in their observations. This would be
consistent with the change observed in the model. Unfortu-
nately, they do not supply any quantitative description of this
effect.

III. EVALUATION: AN RECOVERY FROM ADAPTATION

The model was evaluated using a forward-masking para-
digm and the same stimuli as those described in Harris and
Dallos ~1979!. Except where stated, the stimulus character-
istics were as follows. All maskers and probes were pure
tones presented at BF~5750 Hz!. Stimulus durations were
100 ms for maskers and 15 ms for probes. The gaps between
masker and probe were 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 300 ms.
Both masker and probe had a rise and fall time of 1 ms using
a raised-cosine ramp function. The response to the probe was
measured as the total number of spikes observed during the
presentation of the probe after allowing for the latency of the
response.

A. Rate-level functions

Model rate-level functions for BF tones of 6 kHz are
given in Fig. 2. The rate-level functions show adapted rates
based on the last 50 ms of the response to the 100-ms masker
tones. Functions were measured for three fiber types, HSR,
MSR, and LSR. The rate-level functions for the MSR fiber
were used to establish the best setting for the stapes gain
parameter~see Sec. II G! using a comparison with a single
chinchilla fiber given by Harris and Dallos~1979, Fig. 9!.

B. Response recovery

Figure 3 illustrates the response of the model to the
forward-masking paradigm. The response to the probe in-
creases as the gap between the masker and the probe widens.
Figure 4 quantifies this effect for all three types of fiber and

a range of masker levels. An example of the data from Harris
and Dallos is also given for comparison purposes. Recovery
functions based on previously published parameters were
found to be too fast~not shown! and the reprocessing and
replenishment rates have been adjusted as described to give a
more acceptable quantitative fit~see below! to the animal
data.

For model HSR fibers, the depression in response at
short masker–probe gaps increases over a narrow range of
masker levels. For MSR and LSR fibers, this range is con-
siderably greater. Harris and Dallos also found that the de-
pression in responding ceases to grow at some high masker
level that is normally the same as the level at which the
rate-level function saturates. This possibility was examined
in the model. Figure 5 compares the rate-level function for
each fiber with the depression of response to the probe im-
mediately after the masker. Both sets of data are normalized
between 0~minimum response! and 1~maximum response!.
The functions are closely matched for all three types of fi-
bers.

Longer maskers were shown by Harris and Dallos to
give rise to a greater depression in probe response than
shorter maskers. Figure 6 summarizes the response of all
three model fiber types to maskers of different durations. All
three model fiber types show the expected effect.

C. Rate of recovery

At low masker levels, Harris and Dallos found that re-
covery could be described by a simple exponential recovery

FIG. 2. Rate/level function for model HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers. The
dashed line shows a chinchilla rate-level function taken from Harris and
Dallos ~1979, Fig. 9!. Their function is normalized to the rate response of
the model MSR fiber at 60 dB SPL.

FIG. 3. PSTH response of a model HSR fiber at a range of different
masker–probe gaps~ms, indicated in the figure!. Masker and probes are all
presented at 20 dB above threshold. For this illustration, the model was
evaluated in stochastic mode.
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function, 12a exp(2t/t), wheret is the time since the offset
of the masker. However, for more intense masker levels a
simple exponential recovery function was a poor fit. Harris
and Dallos assumed that the rate of recovery was changing
during recovery. Accordingly, they employed different expo-
nential fits to their data for short gaps~,50 ms! and long
gaps. Using this approach at higher masker levels, it was
necessary to specify short recovery time constants~30 to 70
ms! for the early part of the recovery, but long recovery time
constants~30 to 290 ms! towards the end of recovery. Also,
longer time constants were required to fit the recovery fol-
lowing higher level maskers.

A reanalysis of their chinchilla data~their Fig. 10! based
on the median thresholds of 37 fibers was carried out. It
showed that a double exponential recovery process, 1
2a exp(2t/ta)2bexp(2t/tb) gives a good account of their
data without the need to change the time constants either as
a function of time or masker intensity. The fit to their data is
shown in Fig. 4~A! ~continuous lines! and the numerical val-
ues of the parameters are shown in Table I. The analysis

indicates that two time constants~40 and 280 ms! character-
ize all the data in the figure so long as the coefficientsa and
b are allowed to vary as a function of masker level. A good
fit using a double-exponential recovery process might mean
that two separate recovery functions are at work. If so, it
makes the animal data qualitatively consistent with the
model which has two recovery processes~reprocessing and
replenishment!.

The model responses are described using the same func-
tion @Figs. 4~B!–~D!, Table I#. The slow recovery time con-
stant is substantially shorter~158 ms! for model HSR fibers
than for both MSR and LSR fibers~228 ms!. It is, therefore,
a prediction of the model that LSR fibers will recover more
slowly given comparable stimulation. Note that all three
model fiber types have the same reprocessing and replenish-
ment rate parameters. The between-fiber differences in the
observed time constants are a consequence of the different
rates of calcium influx into the cells; this is the only differ-
ence in the model between fiber types.

Despite the parameter changes, the model recovery is

FIG. 4. Response to the probe follow-
ing stimulation as a function of the
masker–probe gap for different
masker levels~indicated!. All levels
are relative to the rate threshold. Re-
sponse magnitude is the total number
of spikes during the presentation of the
probe normalized to the probe re-
sponse measured in the absence of a
masker. Continuous lines are double-
exponential functions fit to guinea pig
and model fiber data. The function fit-
ted to each data set has the form 1
2a exp(2t/ta)2b exp(2t/tb). The pa-
rameters used in the fitting process are
shown in Table I.~A! Data from Harris
and Dallos~1979, Fig. 10, median of
37 fibers!. ~B!–~D! Model response
~HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers, respec-
tively!.

FIG. 5. Comparison of rate-level function and extent of the depression in the response to the probe at the shortest~1-ms! masker–probe gap. All data are
normalized between 0~minimum response! and 1~maximum response!. The LSR did not saturate and the data were normalized to the maximum at 90 dB SPL
~not shown!.
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still somewhat faster than the median data of Harris and Dal-
los. Recovery can be slowed further by reducing the values
of parametersx and y. However, the slower reprocessing
leads to reduced firing rates and a rebalancing of many pa-
rameters is required to re-establish typical AN fiber function.
The difference between the model performance and the ani-
mal data is small enough to justify keeping the other param-
eters as previously published in the interest of simplicity and
transparency. Certainly, the model recovery functions are
well within the range of functions illustrated in Harris and
Dallos’ report, some of which show recovery faster than the
model.

D. Recovery of spontaneous rate

Harris and Dallos demonstrated that the time course of
recovery from forward masking runs parallel to the recovery
of spontaneous activity after stimulation. In the model, both
functions are dependent on amounts of transmitter in the

available presynaptic store and therefore both are expected to
recover at the same rate. Figure 7~A! shows the recovery of
spontaneous activity in the HSR model fiber following a
masker tone whose level is 20 dB above threshold. Figure
7~B! systematically compares the recovery of spontaneous
activity with the recovery of the response to a probe of the
same level as the masker. Spontaneous recovery was mea-
sured using probe-width windows positioned where the
probe would be when using a forward-masking paradigm.
The two functions are virtually identical.

IV. EVALUATION; AN THRESHOLD INCREASE

Relkin and Turner~1988! estimated threshold changes
following stimulation using a measurement paradigm~Rel-
kin and Pelli, 1987! that was chosen to be as similar as
possible to the psychophysical two-alternative forced choice
~2AFC! methodology normally used in behavioral threshold
measurements. Two intervals were used. One contained a
masker followed by a probe~‘‘probe’’ condition!, while the
other contained the masker alone~‘‘no-probe’’ condition! as
shown in Fig. 8~A!. They counted the number of spikes ob-
served in single chinchilla AN fibers both to the probe in the
probe condition and to a corresponding time window in the
no-probe condition. A comparison of the two responses was
made and the level of the probe adjusted on the basis of the
result of the comparison. The interval containing the greater
number of spikes was chosen as the interval deemed to con-
tain the probe. The decision to increase or decrease probe
level in the adaptive procedure was based on four trials. If
the total number of correct detections of the probe was three
or more, the level was decreased. Otherwise it was increased.
Using this procedure, the average probe level converges on
the level for which the probability of a correct detection is
0.66.

This approach allows a direct comparison between
threshold shifts obtained using AN response and those ob-
served in psychophysical experiments. They found that AN
threshold shifts were substantially smaller than behavioral
threshold shifts. For HSR fibers, threshold shifts using the
most intense maskers were in the region of 3–20 dB, while
for LSR fibers the shifts were between 8 and 21 dB. These
are considerably smaller than the maximum shifts observed
in human listeners using similar stimuli, sometimes as large
as 70 dB~Widin and Viemeister, 1979!.

FIG. 6. Normalized recovery functions for HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers as a function of maskerduration. Both maskers and probes are 20 dB above rate
threshold for the individual fiber. Masker durations~ms! are indicated.

TABLE I. Coefficients and time constants used to generate the best-fit func-
tions in Fig. 4. The time constants are constrained to be thesamefor a given
data set irrespective of masker level. Coefficientsa and b are allowed to
vary. They represent the relative contribution of reprocessing and replenish-
ment respectively for a particular masker level.

Masker level

110 120 130 140 160

Chinchilla
a 0.20 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.35
ta 0.04
b 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.27 0.51
tb 0.28

HSR
a 0.06 0.23 0.28 0.29 0.31
ta 0.016
b 0.06 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.23
tb 0.158

MSR
a 0.11 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.34
ta 0.030
b 0.06 0.22 0.26 0.28 0.36
tb 0.227

LSR
a 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.33
ta 0.035
b 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.37
tb 0.228
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Their experimental paradigm was replicated as closely
as possible using the computer model of the auditory periph-
ery described above. No changes were made to any of the
parameters of the model. The masker was a 102-ms BF tone
and the probe was a 25-ms BF tone. Both tone durations
included 2-ms cosine-squared onset and offset ramps and
were presented at 5 kHz. The total duration of each interval
was 0.4 s. There was no gap between the masker and the
probe. Thresholds were estimated for masker levels between
210 and 80 dB SPL in steps of 5 dB. The probe stimulus
was initially set to 50 dB SPL and changed in steps of 5 dB
for six reversals. The probe was then adjusted in steps of 0.5
dB for 14 more reversals. On successive trials the level of the

probe stimulus was increased or decreased according to the
principles described above. Threshold was then estimated as
the mean of the last 12 reversals. Thresholds were averaged
over five blocks of trials. The number of APs recorded dur-
ing the probe presentation was typically small~,5! and ties
often occurred between probe and no-probe conditions.
When this happened a random choice was made between the
two intervals.

Thresholds as a function of masker level are shown in
Figs. 8~C! and ~D!. Probe thresholds increase with masker
level. The model HSR fiber showed an 18-dB shift, while the
results of Relkin and Turner@Fig. 8~B!# for two selected
fibers indicate a smaller expected threshold shift of about 12
dB for a fiber with a spontaneous rate of 60 spikes/s~their
Fig. 6!. The discrepancy is well within the variation among
animal fibers.

The model LSR fiber@Fig. 8~D!# shows a maximum
25-dB threshold shift, which is comparable with the 20-dB
shift for the chinchilla LSR fiber. However, the rise in the
model function is shifted to the right relative to the chinchilla
data @Fig. 8~B!, white squares#. The model LSR shows no
threshold shift below 20 dB SPL and does not saturate at
high masker levels. This is what we would expect of a typi-
cal LSR fiber. Relkin and Turner’s data, on the other hand,
show unexpected increases in masking for low-level maskers
~,20 dB SPL!. They claim in their report that probe thresh-
olds ~expressed as a function of masker level! closely follow
the rate-level function in most of their fibers. Normally LSR
fibers have high thresholds and the rise in masking should,
therefore, occur only at high masker levels~.30 dB SPL!.
Unfortunately, the corresponding chinchilla rate-level func-
tion is not illustrated in their report. If the animal LSR func-
tion is shifted to the right by 30 dB, the discrepancy between
the animal and model data would largely disappear. For this
reason, the difference is not regarded as serious.

The response of the model is consistent with Relkin and
Turner’s observations in two important respects. The pattern
of threshold shifts across masker levels is consistent with a
fiber’s rate-level function and the overall shifts in threshold

FIG. 7. Relationship between recovery of spontaneous rate and recovery from forward masking in the model HSR fiber. All rates are normalized to have zero
minimum and unit maximum.~A! PSTH of a model HSR fiber in response to a 100-ms masker presented at 20 dB above rate threshold evaluated in stochastic
mode.~B! Recovery of spontaneous rate following the same masker~no probe! compared with the recovery of the probe response~evaluated in probabilistic
mode!.

FIG. 8. Simulation of an experiment of Relkin and Turner~1988, Fig. 5!.
~A! Stimuli were presented in two intervals. Both intervals contained a
masker but only the second interval contained a probe. The observation
windows used for counting spikes in both intervals are shown as vertical
dotted lines.~B! Chinchilla thresholds for two example fibers as a function
of masker level; redrawn from Relkin and Turner~1988!. ~C!, ~D! Model
thresholds as a function of masker levels for an HSR and an LSR fiber. Each
threshold estimate is the mean of five trials.
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are too small to serve as an explanation of the large shifts
routinely observed in human psychophysical studies.

V. EVALUATION; PSYCHOPHYSICAL FORWARD
MASKING

A. Detection mechanism

The aim of the study is to determine whether AN recov-
ery following stimulation as observed in animals can help
explain psychophysical forward-masking data in humans.
Relkin and Turner’s results indicate that an optimal processor
attached to a single AN fiber would produce only small
threshold shifts in a psychophysical forward-masking experi-
ment. These shifts are too small to explain the large shifts
observed in studies with human listeners. Relkin and Turner
suggest that some kind of suboptimal processing must follow
the auditory nerve. Of course, this could occur at any later
stage in the auditory nervous system. The evaluation to be
described considers the possibility that the large threshold
shifts occur at the first auditory synapse after the AN.

The detection method relates to the general question of
what kind of post-AN processing might be involved in the
detection of an acoustic signal near threshold. At present
there is no generally accepted answer to this important ques-
tion. One common view is that signals are detected when the
firing rate of an AN fiber increases above spontaneous activ-
ity. While this may be true, it does not say how that decision
is made in terms of physiological structures. The solution
proposed below is that small groups of AN fibers converge
on single units in the cochlear nucleus~CN! and a ‘‘hit’’
decision is made when a number of these respond nearly
simultaneously and cause the CN unit to respond with an
action potential of its own. This requirement of near-
simultaneity is not the same as the spike count across the full
stimulus duration as measured by Relkin and Turner. Only
spikes that occur very close together in time influence the
output of the detector; other spikes are ignored.

The requirement of near-simultaneous firing has the use-
ful consequence of making the system relatively insensitive
to spontaneous activity. Spontaneous activity is uncorrelated
across fibers, and the probability of coincidental firing
across, say, three or more fibers is very low, especially if the
coincidence window is narrow. The proposal also meets the
‘‘suboptimal’’ requirement of Relkin and Turner in the sense
that not all the information present in the AN response is
used in the decision; only near-simultaneous spikes influence
the decision. A third attraction of this approach is that it is
physiologically plausible. AN fibers converge on cells in the
cochlear nucleus and all CN cell types receive inputs from a
number of fibers. It is highly likely that some of these cells
require near-simultaneous AP inputs from a number of fibers
before the cell responds with its own AP~Ferragamoet al.,
1998 in multipolar cells; Goldinget al., 1995 in octopus
cells!.

The model to be evaluated specifies a fixed number of
AN fibers converging on a single CN unit that only responds
when a minimum number of AN spikes occur within a win-
dow of specified width. For example, a group of 10 AN units
might be required to produce a minimum of 4 spikes within

a time window of 0.5 ms. In operational terms, this scheme
could be evaluated by combining the output of the 10 fibers
into a single post stimulus time histogram~PSTH! with 0.5-
ms-wide bins. If any one of these bins contains more than 4
spikes, the system makes a ‘‘stimulus present’’ decision. In
the forward-masking paradigm, the stimulus present decision
is made if the criterion is exceeded during the time that the
probe was presented. It is assumed that the model knows
how to ignore events before and after the probe.

Once the number of AN fibers is specified, it is neces-
sary to set the decision criterion value. This process is illus-
trated in Fig. 9~A!, which shows the PSTH of 10 model HSR
fibers during a single presentation of a 2AFC forward-
masking paradigm stimulus. In this case the maskers were
switched off and the only stimulation is a 25-dB SPL probe
near the end of the second interval. Most of the activity in
the PSTH is therefore spontaneous, and it can be seen that
the criterion of.3 spikes/bin is not exceeded during this
example of spontaneous activity. Assuming that the ideal cri-
terion is one that is as low as possible while not subject to
frequent false alarms, we may set the criterion to ‘‘.3
spikes’’ before a stimulus present decision is made.

This is only a crude representation of how a CN unit
might respond. However, this simple arrangement is enough
to illustrate the general principle involved without the dis-
traction of further neural modeling. The number of fibers and
the PSTH binwidth~0.5 ms! used in the evaluation are
speculative but reflect a physiological scale. The criterion of
.3 spikes is consistent with numbers suggested by Fer-
ragamoet al. ~1998! in their in vitro study of the response of
T-stellate projection neurons in CN. Their data indicate that
the number of convergent inputs may be very small and they
show examples of units driven to respond with as few as four
or five simultaneous AP inputs.

B. Model evaluation

In the evaluation to be described, the stimulus param-
eters were chosen to simulate a study of psychophysical for-
ward masking by Jesteadtet al. ~1982! using a 2AFC para-
digm ~Leavitt, 1971! with a decision rule that estimated the
signal level required for 70.7% correct performance. The
evaluation aims to simulate a subset of their results@see Fig.
9~C!#. The masker and probe stimuli were presented at a
frequency of 4 kHz. The masker was 300 ms and the probe
was 20 ms in duration. The duration of both masker and
probe included 10-ms onset and offset cosine-squared ramps.
When evaluating the model, the stimulus consisted of two
successive 500-ms intervals; the first contained the masker
with no probe and the second contained the masker followed
by the probe.

The model parameters are unchanged from the previous
evaluation. An example of the response of the model to the
2AFC stimuli with maskers at 80 dB SPL is given in Fig.
9~B!. The model’s task was to choose the interval that con-
tained the probe. In each interval, a positive detection was
made if any PSTH bin contained an above-criterion number
of spikes during the probe-presentation window. A separate
decision was made for each interval as to whether a probe
was detected. If only one interval gave a detection decision,
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that interval was chosen. If neither or both intervals signaled
a detection, a random choice was made. Unmasked thresh-
olds were estimated on the basis of 16 trials. All thresholds
are quoted as shifts relative to the unmasked threshold.

In the first version, the model consists exclusively of 10
identical HSR fibers evaluated in stochastic mode. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 9~D!. Thresholds rise substantially at
short masker probe gaps, especially when high level maskers
are used. Up to 70 dB of masking can be seen in the results.
This masking is considerably greater than the threshold in-
crease obtained when simulating the experiment of Relkin
and Turner~,10 dB!. It is larger than the maximum masking
of Jesteadtet al. but consistent with that found elsewhere in
the psychophysical studies~for example, Widin and Viemeis-
ter, 1979!. Figure 9~E! shows the masking to be expected
from the model if an LSR fiber is used. Because of the low
spontaneous rate of firing, the criterion was reduced to.1.
Much less masking is present for this fiber type at short
masker–probe gaps.

While the new coincidence-detection method for mea-
suring thresholds yields large threshold shifts, the threshold
functions for both the HSR and LSR fibers are qualitatively

different from those of Jesteadtet al. The masking recovery
slopes are too steep for the HSR fiber and too shallow for the
LSR fiber. However, further parameter manipulation in
search of a perfect match between model and psychophysical
data may not be appropriate. There are a range of reasons
why the model and the human data may not match exactly.
The number of fibers and combinations of fiber types may be
different. In reality it is likely that the decision involves
many CN units. The rate of recovery of available transmitter
may be different in humans from chinchillas. The amount of
BM compression may also be different between humans and
the guinea pig on which the model function is based. The
slopes of the functions shown in Fig. 9 are strongly influ-
enced by the amount of compression occurring in the co-
chlea. The greater the compression, the wider the spacing of
the thresholds at the shortest gaps and the steeper the recov-
ery slopes. The modeler could take advantage of any of these
numerous possibilities to produce a better fit, but it is doubt-
ful whether this would serve a useful purpose and will not be
pursued here. The main point to be made is that the simulta-
neity criterion has introduced more masking than is observed
in systems based on AN spike counts.

FIG. 9. Forward masking.~A! Setting the criterion for the detection of a stimulus. The PSTH is the response of 10 HSR fibers to a single presentation of the
two intervals. The maskers are switched off to observe spontaneous activity. The raised activity towards the end of the PSTH is the response to a 20-dB-SPL
probe tone. Vertical dotted lines indicate the no-probe and probe locations for the two measurement intervals. The criterion~dashed horizontal line! is set at
a level that is rarely exceeded during spontaneous activity.~B! An example of a detection decision based on the PSTH. The maskers and probe are both 80
dB SPL. The criterion is exceeded during the second~probe! interval and the probe is detected. No detection event occurs during the first~no probe! interval.
The model decision is that the probe occurred in the second interval.~C! Psychophysical forward masking data redrawn from Jesteadtet al. ~1982! showing
the threshold shift relative to the probe threshold in the absence of a masker at four different masker levels.~D!, ~E! Model forward masking using four masker
levels and four masker–probe gaps. Threshold shifts are the difference between ‘‘threshold after a masker’’ and ‘‘threshold without a masker.’’~D! Using 12
HSR fibers and a criterion of.3 spikes per 0.5 ms bin.~E! Using 12 LSR fibers and a criterion of.1 spike per 0.5 ms bin.
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Nevertheless, it is relevant to note how parameter
changes influence the masking functions. Figure 10~A!
shows the response of a mixture of 10 HSR and 10 LSR
fibers. Adding LSR fibers reduces the slope of the functions
because the LSR fibers contribute to lower thresholds at
shorter masker–probe gaps. However, the functions still con-
verge at the longest gap and this is not a feature of the psy-
chophysical data. If the replenishment rate is slowed from
y53 to y51.5, thresholds rise, the slopes are more shallow,
and recovery is clearly not complete after 40 ms@Fig.
10~B!#. When the number of fibers is increased to 15, thresh-
old shifts are reduced for all observations.

VI. DISCUSSION

The AN model of Sumneret al. ~2002, 2003a, and
2003b! has been shown to be able to simulate the forward-
masking functions of auditory-nerve fibers as measured by
Harris and Dallos~1979!. The simulations became both
quantitatively and qualitatively accurate after only minor
changes to the value of the reprocessing and replenishment
parameters. The parameter changes do not adversely disturb
previously established properties of the model response. The
time course of short-term adaptation is made slower but re-
mains consistent with published animal data. Future work
using the models described in Sumneret al.will benefit from
the use of lower rates of reprocessing and replenishment.

The success of the modeling work is consistent with the
idea that two separate processes~fast and slow—
‘‘reprocessing’’ and ‘‘replenishment’’! are involved in the re-
covery of the AN response. Reprocessing is associated in the
model with rapid reuptake and reprocessing of transmitter.
This is active at all masker intensities. A second, slower re-
covery process is associated with the replenishment of trans-
mitter lost from the synaptic region. The nature of this re-
plenishment is unknown. However, Griesingeret al. ~2002!
have identified reuptake at remote apical sites in inner hair
cells followed by transfer of transmitter material back to the
basolateral synaptic region. This longer route may be a can-
didate for the slower replenishment process in the model.

The model was also successful in simulating the
forward-masking data of Relkin and Turner~1988! in that

only modest threshold shifts were found for HSR fibers when
a rate measure was used in a psychophysical threshold mea-
surement paradigm. The model showed larger shifts with
LSR fibers and this was also consistent with the data. The
model results support the conclusion of Relkin and Turner
that a criterion for signal detection, based on single fiber AN
spike counts, is unlikely to be a useful basis for explaining
psychophysical measurements of forward masking made
with human listeners.

A new method for target-detection was implemented and
evaluated. This was based on the concept of near-
simultaneous action potentials in a collection of AN fibers
converging on a single unit in the CN. This approach was
shown to be successful in reproducing the much larger
threshold shifts observed in psychophysical forward-masking
paradigms. There are two important differences between this
approach and that adopted by Relkin and Turner. First, the
new method uses a coincidence criterion, while Relkin and
Turner used a total spike count. Second, the new method
makes a separate decision for each interval, while Relkin and
Turner’s method employs a single decision based on the dif-
ference in the counts for the no-probe and probe intervals.
This latter distinction is important because the coincidence-
detection approach permits ‘‘single trial’’~yes/no! decisions
when only one stimulus is presented. The spike count
method can only be used when a comparison between two
stimuli is possible. For this reason, the coincidence-detection
approach promises to be more generally useful in future
modeling applications that reach beyond 2AFC paradigms.

The model gave useful results despite the crude imple-
mentation of the coincidence-detection decision-making
mechanism using the criterion of a minimum number of
spikes in a single PSTH bin. The decision mechanism was
deliberately kept simple to demonstrate the basic principle. A
more realistic implementation might use a model neuron
whose dendritic time constant would replace the fixed-width
PSTH bin. In practice, threshold decisions are likely to in-
volve a number of coincidence detectors and the detectors
will be subject to excitatory and inhibitory influences from
other active units in the auditory brain stem. For these rea-
sons, this study has stopped short of a full investigation using

FIG. 10. Parameter manipulations that affect the shape of the forward-masking functions~mean of 10 trials!. ~A! Forward masking with a combination of 10
HSR and 10 LSR fibers and using a criterion of.3 spikes per bin.~B! As ~A! with a slower replenishment rate (y51.5). ~C! As ~B! with 15 HSR and 15
LSR fibers.
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a CN neural model. This is a possible line of investigation
for a future project.

HSR model fibers showed more rapid recovery than
those based on LSR fibers. This is consistent with the data of
Relkin and Doucet~1991!, who found that LSR fibers take
longer to recover from adaptation than HSR. This nonintui-
tive observation occurs in the model despite the fact that the
recovery and replenishment time parameters~x andy! are the
same irrespective of fiber type. This can be explained with
reference to Eq.~1!. Replenishment takes place at a rate
specified by the functiony@M -qt#; it is a function basedboth
on y and on M -qt . This describes a situation where the
presynaptic store has onlyM places that a transmitter vesicle
can occupy. If all but one are occupied~i.e., M -qt51), the
rate of replenishment will bey. However, if many places are
vacant ~i.e., M -qt.1), the rate of replenishment will be
greater. The available transmitter pool is normally almost full
for LSR fibers because the rate of release is low. On the other
hand, the transmitter pool for HSR fibers typically contains
many vacant places because of the high rate of release. The
effective rate of recovery is therefore greater for HSR fibers
than LSR fibers. The only parametric difference between
HSR and LSR fibers in the model involves the rate of cal-
cium influx at the synapse. The many differences among fi-
ber types in functions such as rate level, thresholds, adapta-
tion, and recovery from adaptation are all emergent
properties arising from this one difference.

The success of the model in demonstrating forward
masking on the same scale as psychophysiological observa-
tions should not be taken to imply that the response of a
single cell at the level of the auditory nerve and the cochlear
nucleus is a sufficient explanation of their results. Such a
radical conclusion is not justified. We already know that ef-
ferent inhibitory mechanisms influence the cochlear nucleus
response to forward masking stimuli~Shore, 1998! and the
rich inhibitory networks of the brainstem and cortex are also
likely to influence the full picture. Similarly, confusion and
temporal uncertainty~e.g., Moore and Glasberg, 1982; Neff,
1985! can influence psychophysical forward masking in a
way that suggests there is more to forward masking than the
depression of AN responding. Forward masking can also be
observed in cochlear implant patients where IHC physiology
may not be relevant~Lim et al., 1989; Shannon, 1983!. Nev-
ertheless, the results of the modeling study do indicate that
adaptation and recovery from adaptation in the auditory
nerve are capable of playing a substantial role in this process.

This becomes clear when a coincidence-detection ap-
proach is applied as an additional stage to the decision-
making process. Coincidence detection is an almost unavoid-
able processing stage given what we know about the
anatomy and physiology of the auditory system. It also con-
fers the important benefit of a mechanism that distinguishes
between spontaneous~uncorrelated! and driven AN activity.
HSR fibers have low thresholds and are likely to be more
commonly involved in decisions near absolute threshold.
However, their lower thresholds are normally associated with
considerable amounts of spontaneous activity. The problem
of distinguishing between a stimulus-related spike and ran-
dom activity is critical in this context. Coincidence detection

is a simple way of achieving this goal while maintaining
detection thresholds close to rate threshold. It is possible that
the mechanisms necessary to distinguish between spontane-
ous and driven AN activity are responsible for the subopti-
mal performance reported by Relkin and Turner when tested
using psychophysical forward-masking paradigms.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

~1! A model of the auditory periphery has been shown to be
capable of simulating the data of Harris and Dallos con-
cerning recovery from adaptation in AN fibers.

~2! The same model was able to replicate the observation of
Relkin and Turner~1988! that threshold shifts following
stimulation in AN fibers were smaller than those seen in
psychophysical studies of forward masking.

~3! Large threshold shifts consistent with those found in psy-
chophysics were observed when the detection mecha-
nism was changed to one that was insensitive to sponta-
neous activity and based on near-simultaneous activity in
parallel AN fibers.

~4! When HSR and LSR fiber types were combined, the
thresholds as a function of gap and masker level most
closely approximated human psychophysical forward-
masking data.
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1The use of the same term has the potential to create confusion. Neverthe-
less, the practice has become so widespread that the term ‘‘forward mask-
ing’’ will be used here in both physiological and psychophysical contexts.
The use of the term is intended to be purely descriptive of the paradigm
employed and no implication concerning mechanism is intended.

2Owing to a proofreading error, Table I~Sumneret al., 2002! gives s1
~displacement sensitivity! as 5E27, when it should be 5E29.
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Transient-evoked stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions~SFOAEs!, recorded using a nonlinear
differential technique, and distortion-product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! were measured in 17
normal-hearing and 10 hearing-impaired subjects using pairs of tone pips (pp), gated tones (gg),
and for DPOAEs, continuous and gated tones (cg). Temporal envelopes of stimulus and OAE
waveforms were obtained by narrow-band filtering at the stimulus or DP frequency. Mean SFOAE
latencies in normal ears at 2.7 and 4.0 kHz decreased with increasing stimulus level and were larger
at 4.0 kHz than latencies in impaired ears. Equivalent auditory filter bandwidths were calculated as
a function of stimulus level from SFOAE latencies by assuming that cochlear transmission is
minimum phase. DPOAE latencies varied less with level than SFOAE latencies. TheppDPOAEs
often had two~or more! peaks separated in time with latencies consistent with model predictions for
distortion and reflection components. Changes inppDPOAE latency with level were sometimes
explained by a shift in relative amplitudes of distortion and reflection components. TheppSFOAE
SPL within the main spectral lobe of the pip stimulus was higher for normal ears in the
higher-frequency half of the pip than the lower-frequency half, which is likely an effect of basilar
membrane two-tone suppression.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Evoked otoacoustic emissions~OAEs! provide a nonin-
vasive probe of cochlear micromechanics. A combination of
nonlinear distortion and coherent linear reflection mecha-
nisms has been used to explain OAE generation in cochlear
models that incorporate realistic~broad and tall! basilar
membrane traveling waves and randomly spaced basilar
membrane discontinuities. Stimulus-frequency~SF! and
click-evoked~CE! OAEs at low and moderate stimulus lev-
els are thought to be generated by a linear coherent reflection
of the forward traveling wave from a random distribution of
inhomogeneities on the basilar membrane near the tonotopic
peak region~Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al., 1998;
Shera and Guinan, Jr., 2003!. At higher levels, SFOAEs have
been modeled as arising from a combination of linear reflec-
tion and nonlinear distortion~Talmadgeet al., 2000!. Experi-
mental data is consistent with distortion contributing to
SFOAEs~Shera and Guinan, 1999; Goodmanet al., 2003;
Schairer et al., 2003! and CEOAEs~Yates and Withnell,

1999! at moderate- to high stimulus levels. Distortion-
product otoacoustic emissions~DP! OAEs are thought to be
initiated by mechanical distortion of the basilar membrane’s
response to two slightly different frequencies,f 1 and f 2

~wheref 1, f 2), near thef 2 place. The cubic distortion prod-
uct, with frequency 2f 1– f 2 ~and other distortion products
tuned lower in frequency thanf 2), travels bidirectionally
from its place of generation. One component travels basally
back to the ear canal, while the other travels apically to its
tonotopic location and is subsequently reflected and reverse-
transmitted back to the ear canal. The distortion and reflec-
tion components thus combine to produce the DPOAE mea-
sured in the ear canal~Kim et al., 1980; Kemp and Brown,
1983; Talmadgeet al., 1998; Shera and Guinan, 1999!.

Clinical applications of OAE measurements require a
better understanding of the degree to which OAE recordings
match and differ from results predicted by theoretical mod-
els. In the limit of low stimulus levels in an idealized cochlea
in which there is a uniform distribution of random inhomo-
geneities on the basilar membrane, the SFOAE or CEOAE
spectrum is predicted to be the same as the evoking stimulus
spectrum, apart from fine-structure~Zweig and Shera, 1995!.
The effect of the linear coherent reflection is described in the
model using an apical reflectance seen by the forward-
traveling wave, in which the apical reflectance region is the
tonotopic region of the basilar membrane that dominates the
generation of the reverse-traveling wave detected in the ear
canal as the OAE. Random inhomogeneities along the basilar

a!Portions of this paper were presented at the 2002 June Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America~Konrad-Martinet al., 2002! and the 2004
Winter Meeting of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology
~Konrad-Martinet al., 2004!.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: VA RR&D National
Center For Rehabilitative Auditory Research, Portland VA Medical Center,
3710 SW US Veterans Hospital Road, Portland, Oregon 97239. Electronic
mail: dawn.martin@med.va.gov
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membrane would produce random deviations in the SFOAE
or CEOAE magnitude spectrum, which would not be en-
coded in the stimulus spectrum, and these random deviations
are expressed in terms of random deviations in the magni-
tude of the apical reflectance. The spectral content of the
DPOAE is influenced by interactions between the two
DPOAE sources, the distortion and reflection source. Similar
to SFOAEs, the DPOAE reflection source is influenced by
random deviations in the magnitude of the apical reflectance
~Talmadgeet al., 1998; Shera and Guinan, 1999!, and both
DPOAE sources are influenced by multiple internal reflec-
tions ~Dhar et al., 2002!.

Experimental evidence at low and moderate stimulus
levels shows complex relationships between OAE spectra
and evoking stimuli. Discrepancies between predictions and
experimental findings in CEOAEs in guinea pig were ex-
plained by a model that incorporates intermodulation distor-
tion as a component of CEOAE~Yates and Withnell, 1999!.
Intermodulation distortion effects were not strong compo-
nents of transient SFOAE in human ears, although some ef-
fects observed in transient SFOAEs were not accounted for
by a simple application of the coherent reflection emission
theory ~Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003!. In particular,
Konrad-Martin and Keefe found that SFOAE spectra in nor-
mal ears were dominated by frequencies corresponding to
the high-frequency half of the evoking tone pip. The obser-
vation that the high-side SFOAE spectrum is higher than the
low-side spectrum is consistent with a within-band suppres-
sion of the lower-frequency stimulus components by adja-
cent higher-frequency components. If there were a nonuni-
form distribution of inhomogeneities along the basilar
membrane producing nonuniformities in the measured spec-
tral envelopes of SFOAE, then it would be equally likely that
the SFOAE spectra averaged across a population of ears
would be dominated by frequencies in the high-frequency
side of the main lobe of the stimulus spectrum as by frequen-
cies in the low-frequency side. Thus, nonuniformity in the
distribution of inhomogeneities does not resolve the ob-
served asymmetry. Averaged SFOAE spectra obtained from
groups of normal and impaired ears as a function of stimulus
level have not yet been examined for evidence of two-tone
suppression processes. Two-tone suppression effects, if
present in most normal-hearing ears, may be significant in
OAE generation~Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003; Lukash-
kin and Russell, 1998!. Because most SFOAE measurement
techniques are based on the use of two-tone suppression to
obtain a nonlinear SFOAE residual, a better understanding of
SFOAE suppression at moderate levels is needed.

Cochlear models predict that reflection emissions have a
latency approximately equal to the round-trip travel time be-
tween the ear canal and the tonotopic place~Kemp, 1980!.
Consistent with this prediction, the latency of SFOAEs elic-
ited by tone bursts and of frequency-specific OAE compo-
nents obtained by wavelet time-frequency analyses of
CEOAEs were approximately twice the latency of tone-
burst-evoked auditory brainstem responses~ABR! at corre-
sponding frequencies~Neely et al., 1988; Tognolaet al.,
1997!. The basilar membrane travel time included in the re-
flection emission latency is thought to be dominated by the

velocity decrease that accompanies the forward traveling
wave near the tonotopic-place region~Neely et al., 1988!.
Greater wave velocity decreases are associated with sharper
tuning of the resonant peak, consistent with the idea that the
basilar-membrane mechanical transfer function is minimum
phase near its peak~e.g., Zweig, 1976; de Boer, 1997!. Au-
ditory filter bandwidths have been estimated at low stimulus
levels from SFOAE group delay, based on the assumed rela-
tionship between SFOAE and basilar membrane group de-
lays ~Zweig, 1991; Zweig and Shera, 1995!. The resulting
SFOAE measurements of equivalent rectangular bandwidth
(QERB) agree with behavioral measurements of frequency
tuning based on nonsimultaneous masking measurements in
normal-hearing humans from 1 to 8 kHz~Sheraet al., 2002!.

Few studies have examined the influence of stimulus
level and hearing status on the latencies of SFOAEs. Re-
duced cochlear amplifier gain due to increased stimulus level
or impaired cochlear function shifts the peak of the traveling
wave toward the cochlear base and broadens the auditory
filter bandwidth~e.g., Johnstoneet al., 1986; Ruggeroet al.,
1997!. A relationship between SFOAE latency and hearing
status~ears with either normal hearing or sensorineural hear-
ing loss! would therefore be expected, but has not been
found~Prieveet al., 1996!. However, SFOAE onset latencies
have been found to decrease with increasing stimulus level,
based on measurements in the time domain~Kemp and
Brown, 1983; Norton and Neely, 1987; Neelyet al., 1988!
and frequency domain~Prieveet al., 1996!. An SFOAE la-
tency in cycles was estimated from spectral periodicity mea-
sures in the frequency domain, and shown to decrease with
increasing self-suppression level~Lineton and Lutman,
2003b!.

Effects of level and hearing status on CEOAE latency
have also been investigated. The OAE latency from time-
frequency analysis of CEOAEs was found to decrease with
increasing stimulus level~Tognolaet al., 1997!. The spectral
periodicity of CEOAEs, which is thought to be a measure of
cochlear tuning, was similar in healthy young adults and
neonates, and absent in adult ears with noise-induced hearing
loss~Avan et al., 2000!. Sisto and Moleti~2002! and Lucen-
tini et al. ~2002! reported that the latency in ears with high-
frequency hearing loss~.3 kHz! was larger than the latency
in normal ears, with the largest difference at 2.2 kHz, ap-
proximately one-half octave below the lower bound of the
hearing loss. Moreover, Lucentiniet al. reported that the
normal-hearing ear of subjects with a unilateral hearing loss
showed a similarly increased latency compared to ears of
subjects with no hearing loss. In contrast to Avanet al.
~2000!, Moleti and Sisto~2003! reported that CEOAE laten-
cies were larger in healthy neonates than adults and neonatal
tuning was sharper. This conclusion was based on the as-
sumption that the round-trip middle-ear contribution to
CEOAE latency was the same~0.5 ms! in neonatal and adult
ears.

The interpretation of DPOAE latency is complicated by
the presence of separate distortion and reflection compo-
nents, each with its own latency. The group delay of
DPOAEs was measured using a swept frequency technique
and found to be small forf 2 / f 1.1.1 ~Kemp and Brown,
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1983; Brownet al., 1996!. These small group delays were
explained by proposing that the cochlear source has an in-
variant frequency scaling, i.e., the DPOAE source is ‘‘wave
fixed’’ ~Kemp and Brown, 1983!. For more closely spaced
primaries (f 2 / f 1,1.1), primary frequency shifts resulted in
large DPOAE group delays. Rapid phase changes with
changes in the DPOAE frequency were explained as arising
from a generator that is fixed to a reflection site~‘‘place
fixed’’ ! near the tonotopic place~Kemp, 1986; Brownet al.,
1996; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Kalluri and Shera, 2001!.
Shera and Guinan~1999! concluded that the phase behavior
exhibited by wave- and place-fixed OAE are a result of fun-
damentally different mechanisms, with wave-fixed OAEs
produced by distortion and place-fixed OAEs produced by a
linear coherent reflectance mechanism. The distortion com-
ponent of the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE is thought to produce a group
delay that is the sum of the forward travel time of the two
primary tones to their place of overlap near thef 2 place, and
the reverse travel time of the generated DPOAE back to the
ear canal. The reflection component of the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE
includes an additional round-trip travel time between thef 2

place of generation and the 2f 1– f 2 tonotopic place~Tubis
et al., 2000b!.

Numerous studies have investigated the effect of hearing
loss on DPOAE latency. In one study, DPOAE group delays
decreased in subjects following a temporary noise-induced
hearing loss~Engdahl and Kemp, 1996!. Similarly, DPOAE
group delays at 4 kHz in ears that were characterized by a 4
kHz ‘‘audiometric notch’’ indicative of a noise-induced hear-
ing loss were shorter than group delays in normal ears~Lon-
dero et al., 2002!. The majority of studies, however, have
failed to find consistent effects on DPOAE group delay of
permanent hearing loss~Prijs and Schoonhoven, 1997; Ra-
motowski and Kimberley, 1998; Kimberley, 1999; Hoth and
Weber, 2001; Namyslowskiet al., 2001! or temporary hear-
ing loss~Brown et al., 1993!. No studies in human ears have
examined the effects of hearing status on DPOAE latency
measured directly in the time domain.

Transient-evoked DPOAE latencies recorded in the time
domain in a limited number of subjects have been reported to
decrease with increasing stimulus level~Whiteheadet al.,
1996; Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003!. DPOAE group de-
lays recorded in the frequency domain decreased with in-
creasing stimulus level~Bowmanet al., 1997; Wableet al.,
1996; Kimberleyet al., 1993; Bowmanet al., 1998; Wable
et al., 1997!, although the data are characterized by large
intersubject variabilities. The reported level-dependence of
DPOAE group delay may be explained by changes in the
relative contributions by multiple sources to the recorded
DPOAE ~Stover et al., 1996; Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!.
Stover et al. ~1996! showed that DPOAEf 1-frequency
sweep data was characterized by multiple delay components
when converted into an equivalent time representation using
inverse fast Fourier transform~IFFT! techniques. The laten-
cies of IFFT waveform delay components were approxi-
mately constant, but relative amplitudes varied over a range
of L1 . In a later study, a suppressor tone placed just below
the f DP removed all IFFT waveform peaks except for the
earliest peak, suggesting that the suppressed peaks were re-

flection components arising near the tonotopic place
~Konrad-Martinet al., 2001!.

Examining temporal details of the transient-evoked
DPOAE waveform envelope has been useful for identifying
delay contributions attributed to the two DPOAE sources
~Whiteheadet al., 1996; Talmadgeet al., 1999!. For ex-
ample, a large reflection component was predicted to cause
an envelope notch near the stimulus onset in time-domain
representations of DPOAE while a large distortion compo-
nent would produce a notch near the stimulus offset~Tal-
madge et al., 1999!. Such notches have been observed,
which shift from onset to offset with changes inL1 in some
ears, consistent with a shift in dominant source from reflec-
tion source to distortion source~see Fig. 8 in Konrad-Martin
and Keefe, 2003!. Except for the occurrence of such notches,
it has not been possible to directly separate distortion and
reflection sources in measurements of DPOAE waveform
transients, and no results have been reported for short-
duration stimuli such as tone pips. Using a sufficiently brief
stimulus may allow the DPOAE generated by a distortion
source to be separated in time from the DPOAE generated by
a reflection source, and from any subsequent multiple inter-
nal reflections that may occur.

The present report extends previous work~Konrad-
Martin and Keefe, 2003!, which evaluated the time-
frequency responses of transient-evoked SFOAE and
DPOAE in selected normal-hearing subjects. The present re-
port describes SFOAE and DPOAE responses recorded in
the time domain and analyzed using a narrow-band filter at
the OAE frequency of interest. This is in contrast to the
time-frequency analysis based upon the cone kernel that was
used in the previous work, which provided a detailed analy-
sis of the OAE on the time-frequency plane but with un-
known amounts of error in the temporal envelopes of com-
ponents at the OAE frequency. The use of a more
conventional narrow-band filter in the present report focuses
on the temporal envelopes at the frequencies of principal
OAE components. In contrast to group delay measurements
in the frequency domain that must use measurements over a
range of frequencies and separation techniques in order to
measure the delays of multiple components, the narrow-band
analysis of transient OAEs has the potential to directly mea-
sure the delays~or latencies! of multiple components in a
single OAE measurement.

The present report describes data obtained in groups of
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects using pairs of
tone pips (pp) and gated tones (gg) to evoke transient
SFOAEs and DPOAEs, and continuous and gated tones (cg)
as an additional stimulus to evoke transient DPOAEs. Tran-
sient stimuli with and without a steady state portion were
included because it was not cleara priori which stimulus
type would best reveal multiple OAE components. The
normal-ear responses were the same as those analyzed in the
previous work, whereas the impaired-ear responses have not
been previously analyzed. The aims of this study were to~1!
examine effects of stimulus level on time-domain measure-
ments of SFOAE and DPOAE latency;~2! determine
whether a correlation exists between hearing sensitivity and
an equivalent measure of cochlear tuning (eQerb) based on
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SFOAE latency; ~3! determine whetherppSFOAE and
ppDPOAE waveform envelopes can be used to help separate
dominant DPOAE sources as a function of level;~4! test
whether two-tone suppression acts differentially at higher
and lower frequencies within the bandwidth of a short-
duration stimulus used to evoke SFOAEs; and~5! if such a
two-tone suppression effect exists inppSFOAEs, determine
whether the effect varies with level or hearing status. In ad-
dition, the methods of time-frequency analysis and narrow-
band filtering are compared in selected ears.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Otoacoustic emissions were measured in 17 normal-
hearing subjects and 10 subjects with impaired hearing. Re-
sults in each subject are reported for one ear, chosen ran-
domly. Normal hearing was defined as pure-tone thresholds
of 15 dB HL at each half-octave frequency from 0.25 to 8.0
kHz. However, the normal-hearing subjects had thresholds of
10 dB HL or better at the frequencies nearest the OAE test
frequencies~3 kHz and 4 kHz!. All 10 hearing-impaired sub-
jects had pure-tone thresholds greater than 20 dB HL at 4
kHz; nine hearing-impaired subjects had pure-tone thresh-
olds greater than 20 dB HL at 3 kHz. Fourteen female and
three male subjects comprised the normal-hearing group; six
female and four male subjects comprised the hearing-
impaired group. Mean age in years was 17.2~SD 8.3! for
normal-hearing subjects and 56.8 years~SD 20.8! for
hearing-impaired subjects~SD denotes standard deviation!.
All subjects had normal 226 Hz tympanometry at the time of
testing. Stimulus conditions and time-frequency analyses for
individual normal-ear responses were described previously
~Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003!.

B. OAE recording technique

The stimulus generation and response recording system
included a signal processing board~CAC model DSP32!
housed in a personal computer and controlled by custom-
designed software. The probe microphone system~Etymotic
Research ER-10C! included two loudspeakers to deliver
stimuli and a microphone to record the pressure response. A
nonlinear OAE residual waveformpd was calculated using a
single total response buffer comprised of three waveform
responses,p1 , p2 , andp12, sampled at 24 kHz and stored in
separate 1024-sample buffers~42.7 ms in duration! by
~Keefe, 1998!

pd5p11p22p12, ~1!

in which p1 was the pressure response to a stimuluss1 pre-
sented through loudspeaker 1,p2 the response to a stimulus
s2 presented through loudspeaker 2, andp12 the response to
the simultaneous presentation ofs1 and s2 through loud-
speakers 1 and 2, respectively. An average total response
buffer was stored as the time average of 32 total response
buffers obtained with no artifact, as determined using an ar-
tifact rejection test described in Keefe and Ling~1998!.

C. Stimuli

Transient SFOAEs were obtained usings1 ands2 tones
of equal frequency, and transient DPOAEs were recorded
using different stimulus frequencies. The DPOAE stimuli
were a~short-duration! pip f 2 paired with pipf 1 , a gatedf 2

paired with a gatedf 1 (gg) or a continuousf 2 paired with a
gatedf 1 (cg). DPOAEs were obtained for primary frequen-
cies f 153.34 kHz and f 254 kHz ~so that f 2 / f 151.20),
which were presented at equal levelsL15L2 (ppDPOAE) or
unequal levelsL15L2110 dB (ggDPOAE andcgDPOAE).
For SFOAEs, pairs of tone pips (pp) and gated tones (gg)
were presented at equal levels (L15L2) at center frequencies
of 2.7 kHz ~equivalent to thef 2 used for DPOAE measure-
ments! and 4 kHz ~equal to thef DP in DPOAE measure-
ments!, so that the level of the simultaneous condition was
approximatelyL125L116 dB.

To produce the tone pips, the sinusoidal signal was gated
with a complete Hamming window of duration equal to 10.5
times the period of the tone. For the gated tone with nominal
steady-state duration of 512 samples~21.3 ms!, one-half of a
Hamming window was used as an onset and offset window,
with each half-window duration equal to the period of the
tone being gated. The stimulus levels reported were the peak
level in dB SPL of the time-domain filtered SFOAE or
DPOAE ~Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003!. The OAE pri-
mary levels based on the level of an equivalent continuous
tone varied in 5-dB steps from 23 to 63 dB SPL forgg and
cg measurements, and from 35 to 75 dB SPL forpp mea-
surements. Synchronous spontaneous otoacoustic emissions
~SSOAE! also were measured in order to assess their contri-
bution to SFOAE and DPOAE responses as described by
Konrad-Martin and Keefe~2003!.

D. Off-line analyses

Temporal envelopes of stimulus and OAE waveforms
were obtained by narrow-band filtering at the SFOAE or
DPOAE frequency. Each tone-pip (pp) response was filtered
using a bandpass filter, which had a Kaiser finite-impulse
response~FIR! design centered at the center frequency of the
correspondingpp stimulus or DP frequency. Each of the pair
of DPOAE primaries and DPOAE response were extracted
by each of three FIR filters that differed only in center fre-
quency. The spectral bandwidth of the filter was selected to
be close to that of the pip stimulus spectrum~e.g., a pass
band of 2 Hz and lower and upper reject band frequencies
separated by 656 Hz were used for all pip response filters!;
the filter for each pip response had a group delay~2.42 ms!
that was comparable to the shortest OAE component inter-
vals that were measured. The filter envelope was within 6 dB
of its peak value over a time interval of 2.88 ms. The rela-
tively short filter duration assisted in separating individual
OAE components in the time domain. Spectral ripple and the
broad transition bandwidth specified above were permitted in
the spectral frequency-domain passband to achieve these
short durations. In particular, the filter duration was designed
to be sufficiently short so that it would be possible to sepa-
rate directly in the time domain the distortion and reflection
sources of appDPOAE. The gated (gg) and continuous-
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gated (cg) responses were filtered using a digital bandpass
FIR filter centered at the OAE frequency~pass band of 20
Hz, reject band of 50 Hz!. The group delay of the filter was
2.33 ms. A Hilbert transform was used to extract the enve-
lope of the filtered OAE waveform, which was further pro-
cessed and plotted as envelope level~in dB SPL, in which
the envelope magnitude is reduced by 1/& to convert to a
root-mean-squared pressure amplitude!. The same narrow-
band filter was applied to coupler data to assess the
distortion-plus-noise level of the measurement system. Time-
domain filtered coupler responses to transient stimuli~not
shown! contained low-level peaks with levels rarely exceed-
ing 210 dB SPL. Thus, narrow-band-filtered OAE responses
in ears with peaks greater than210 dB SPL were judged to
be minimally affected by artifact.

Each narrow-band filtered OAE waveform of 42.7 ms
duration was classified as having an OAE present or absent
based on a 6-dB ratio of time-domain signal and noise ener-
gies, and OAE latencies were calculated only for those OAE
classified as present. For eachpp response, the waveform
buffer was separated into two halves, one containing the
stimuli and OAE~plus noise! and the other containing noise
alone, except for the possible~and rare! contamination from
synchronous-evoked spontaneous otoacoustic emissions
~SSOAE!. A pp response was classified as present if the
OAE energy was at least 6 dB larger in the half-buffer con-
taining the OAE stimulus. For eachgg response in which the
duration of the gated response~21.3 ms! was approximately
one-half the buffer duration, the waveform buffer was sepa-
rated into two shorter buffers, the first containing the middle
12 ms indicative of the steady-state portion of the stimulus
response~and the OAE response!, and the second containing
12 ms in which noise alone was present~in addition to any
SSOAE response!. A gg response was classified as present if
the OAE energy was at least 6 dB larger in the first buffer
than the second. Acg response was classified as present
using a similar 6-dB criterion to that of thegg response.

Each of theppSFOAE andppDPOAE latencies was
calculated as the time interval between the peak envelope
levels of the pip and corresponding OAE. TheggSFOAE
andggDPOAE latency was the gated tone to emission onset-
time difference taken at the time in which the envelope level
was 6 dB down from the steady-state level. ThecgDPOAE
latency was calculated using the gatedf 1 stimulus in a simi-
lar manner to theggDPOAE latency. Each measured OAE
latency was classified as valid in the Results section if it
exceeded a minimum criterion latencyTmin , equal to one-
half the duration of the pip stimulus.Tmin was 1.94 ms at 2.7
kHz, and 1.31 ms at 4.0 kHz. This lower bound controlled
for time-domain artifact during the time that the pip stimulus
was on; the possible contributions of nonlinearity in middle-
ear and cochlear response in the basal region of the basilar
membrane are discussed later. The same criterion was used
for the gg and cg conditions to maintain consistency with
thepp condition, even though the stimuli differed slightly in
onset and decay times.

The ppSFOAE responses were also analyzed in the fre-
quency domain for the presence of an asymmetry in the
SFOAE spectrum, which was previously explained as an ef-

fect of basilar membrane two-tone suppression acting within
the bandwidth of the pip stimulus~Konrad-Martin and
Keefe, 2003!. This proposed mechanism was further exam-
ined by separate measurements in the populations of normal-
hearing and hearing-impaired ears. To quantify this asymme-
try, the SFOAE energy, which is defined as the squared
magnitude of the SFOAE pressure spectrum, was separately
summed over the high-frequency and low-frequency halves
of the bandwidth of the main lobe of the pip stimulus spec-
trum, and each energy was converted to a SPL.

Based on the assumption that the cochlear filter respon-
sible for OAE generation is minimum phase, Sheraet al.
~2002! defined a noninvasive estimator of cochlear tuning
called the equivalent rectangular bandwidth@denoted herein
as eQERB( f ), with the leading ‘‘e’’ indicating an emission-
based variable#. The eQERB( f ) is based on the SFOAE la-
tency T in response to a tone at frequencyf measured at a
fixed, moderate level near 40 dB SPL. Measured in units of
the number of periods of the tone, the round-trip latency is
T f , so that the forward latency to tonotopic place isT f /2,
assuming that the round-trip SFOAE latency is the sum of
equal forward- and reverse-transmission latencies. The
eQERB( f ) is proportional to the forward SFOAE latency with
a proportionality constantk( f ), which is considered to vary
slowly with frequency,

eQERB5
kT f

2
. ~2!

Sheraet al. ~2002! showed that the SFOAE-based estimator
eQERB( f ) predicted the low-level behavioral equivalent rect-
angular bandwidth~denoted asQERB) based on a forward
masking paradigm. This is evidence that the noninvasive
SFOAE measure of cochlear tuning accurately estimates co-
chlear tuning as determined behaviorally. The time-domain
recorded SFOAE latencies in the present report were con-
verted into estimates ofeQERB( f ,L) using Eq.~2! based on
the values ofk( f ) reported by Sheraet al. ~2002!. The
means and confidence intervals foreQERB( f ) and k( f ) re-
ported by Sheraet al. are shown in Table I.

III. RESULTS

SFOAE and DPOAE responses were separately ana-
lyzed for groups of normal and impaired ears. SSOAE re-
sponses were measured to assess their contribution to the
SFOAE and DPOAE responses.

Figure 1 shows an example of a pip-evoked (pp)
SFOAE and a gated tone-evoked (gg) SFOAE in an im-

TABLE I. Estimated means and confidence intervals foreQERB andk from
Sheraet al. ~2002!.

Frequency Mean
95% confidence

interval

eQERB 2.7 kHz 17.1 16.1–18.2
4.0 kHz 19.2 17.7–20.9

k 2.7 kHz 2.15 1.88–2.44
4.0 kHz 2.09 1.79–2.43
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paired ear characterized by a mild flat hearing loss with a 4
kHz pure-tone threshold of 40 dB HL. Thepp and gg
SFOAE spectra for the stimuli centered at 4.0 kHz@Figs.
1~B! and 1~F!, respectively# were similar to the correspond-
ing stimulus spectra@Figs. 1~A! and 1~B!, respectively#, ex-
cept that theppSFOAE spectrum@Fig. 1~B!# was more nar-
row than the pip stimulus spectrum. In the time domain, the
pp andgg stimulus waveforms are shown in Figs. 1~C! and
1~G!, respectively, and the unfiltered OAE response wave-
forms in Figs. 1~D! and 1~H!, respectively. In the case of
ppSFOAEs, the increase in waveform amplitude indicative
of the SFOAE in Fig. 1~D! occurred at a latency exceeding
Tmin and was large relative to the noise floor of the narrow-

band-filtered response~not shown!. Thus, this impaired ear
had measurable SFOAE responses.

A. Effect of mild to moderate hearing loss on valid
SFOAE latency recordings

Transient-evoked SFOAE responses were compared for
normal-hearing subjects and subjects with mild to severe co-
chlear hearing loss. Figure 2 shows SFOAE latency at 2.7
kHz ~left column! and 4.0 kHz~right column! plotted as a
function of the pure-tone threshold at the closest audiometric
test frequencies~3 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively!. Latencies
shown were elicited by tone pips~top row! and gated tones
~bottom row! similar to responses depicted in Figs. 1~A!–

FIG. 1. Example of a pip-evoked (pp) SFOAE~left column! and a gated-tone-evoked (gg) SFOAE~right column! in an impaired ear (f 1 , f 254.0 kHz). The
equivalent continuous SPL was 66.2 dB for the pip and 63 dB for the gated tone.~A!, ~E! stimulus pressure spectra forp1 , p2 , andp12 ; ~B!, ~F! SFOAE
spectrum;~C!, ~G! stimulus waveforms forp1 , p2 , andp12 ; ~D!, ~H! SFOAE waveform.
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1~D! and 1~E!–1~H!, respectively. For each transient stimu-
lus class and frequency, data are collapsed across the range
of primary levels. Circles represent data from normal ears;
triangles represent data from impaired ears. In Fig. 2 and
subsequent figures, the measured latencies shorter thanTmin

are shown with gray shading and the remaining~‘‘valid’’ !
OAE latencies are shown with white background.

Responses with signal to noise ratio~SNR! exceeding
the 6 dB criterion were obtained for a wide range of audio-
metric threshold levels. In particular, SFOAEs were present
in Fig. 2 for thresholds up to and including 80 dB HL. How-
ever, valid latencies were obtained only in subjects with
pure-tone thresholds below about 45 dB HL. Because laten-
cies shorter thanTmin may be related to artifact~see section
D of the Discussion!, the latencies shorter thanTmin were not
considered reliable indicators of cochlear function and were
excluded from statistical analyses.

Subjects in the data set with impaired hearing and valid
latencies had moderate hearing loss~40 to 45 dB HL! at 4.0
kHz, and mild hearing loss~25 to 35 dB HL! at 2.7 kHz,
suggesting that any differences between groups with normal
and impaired-hearing would be greater at 4.0 kHz compared
to 2.7 kHz. Consistent with the fact that thepp stimuli had a
higher peak SPL than thegg stimuli, valid ppSFOAE laten-

cies were observed more often than validggSFOAE laten-
cies in both groups of impaired and normal ears. The propor-
tions of normal and impaired subjects with validpp andgg
SFOAE latencies and SNR>6 dB are given in Table II.
SFOAEs were present more often in normal-hearing than
impaired-hearing subjects.

B. Effect of stimulus level and hearing status on
SFOAE latency

Figure 3 shows the effect of stimulus level (L1) on
ppSFOAE ~top row! andggSFOAE ~bottom row! latencies
for groups of normal~open circles! and impaired ears~filled
triangles!. The left-hand axis represents the measured range
of latencies. Responses to 2.7 kHz and 4.0 kHz stimuli are

FIG. 2. Effect of hearing status on SFOAE latency at
two frequencies. SFOAE at 2.7 kHz~left column! and
4.0 kHz ~right column! are plotted as a function of
pure-tone threshold at the closest test frequency~3 kHz
and 4 kHz, respectively!. Data are collapsed across
stimulus level. Rows correspond to the particular class
of stimulus used~top row5ppSFOAE data; bottom
row5ggSFOAE data!, which are depicted in Fig. 1.
Circles represent data from normal ears, and triangles
represent data from impaired ears. The gray shading
identifies ears with latencies shorter thanTmin .

TABLE II. Proportion of subjects with valid tone-pip (pp) evoked SFOAE
and gated-tone (gg) evoked SFOAE. SNR.6 dB and latencies greater than
Tmin51.94 ms at 2.7 kHz and 1.31 ms at 4.0 kHz.

ppSFOAE ggSFOAE

2.7 kHz 4.0 kHz 2.7 kHz 4.0 kHz

Normal 16/17 16/17 14/17 14/17
Impaired 5/9 4/10 3/9 2/10
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presented in left and right columns, respectively. Linear fits
~solid lines! and associated 95% confidence intervals~dashed
lines! are also shown for data obtained in normal ears and
meeting minimum-latency and SNR criteria. The effect of
level oneQERB is also shown in Fig. 3, in which the right-
hand axis represents the range ofeQERB.

Separate linear regression analyses were performed for
valid 2.7 kHz and 4.0 kHzppSFOAE andggSFOAE data in
normal ears in order to assess the effect of level on measured
latencies. In normal ears at both 2.7 and 4.0 kHz, increasing
L1 significantly reducedppSFOAE latencies (p,0.001) and
ggSFOAE latencies (p,0.01). A necessary consequence of
this result with that of Eq.~2! is that increasingL1 reduced
SFOAE estimates of cochlear tuning (eQERB). The mean
SFOAE latency andeQERB reported by Sheraet al. ~2002!
using continuous-tone stimuli are indicated in Fig. 3 by the
filled squares at 40 dB SPL. Over a 30-dB range from 45 to
75 dB SPL, the regression estimates ofppSFOAE latency
andeQERB decreased at higher levels by 2.5 ms~46%! at 2.7
kHz and by 2.7 ms~46%! at 4.0 kHz. The rates of change of
latency with level appear to be greater forppSFOAE re-
sponses~top row! than ggSFOAE responses~bottom row!.
This apparent difference between SFOAE types, however,
was related to a single low-latency~2.5 ms! outlier in
ggSFOAEs produced in the same ear for 2.7 and 4.0 kHz
gated tones presented atL1'30 dB SPL. Removal of the
outliers resulted inggSFOAE latency changes~40% at 2.7
kHz and 49% at 4.0 kHz with a 30 dB change inL1) that
were comparable toppSFOAE latency changes.

At 4 kHz, the SFOAE latencies in normal ears tended to
be larger than the corresponding latencies in impaired ears.
Separate unpaired~independent samples! t-tests with unequal
variances assumed were used to test the hypothesis that the
differences in the mean latencies obtained in normal and im-
paired ears at 4.0 kHz occurred by chance. The results of
these analyses indicate that the group of subjects with hear-
ing impairment had significantly shorter meanppSFOAE
(p,0.001) andggSFOAE latencies (p,0.001) compared
to normal-hearing subjects. However, the mean differences
were likely due to the fact that it was rarely possible to
measure latencies in impaired ears at lower stimulus levels
due to an insufficient SNR. It was possible to measure valid
ppSFOAE latencies at more than twoL1 in several impaired
ears. One ear at 2.7 kHz had valid data at fourL1 levels and
two ears at 4.0 kHz had valid data at three and fiveL1 levels,
respectively. Level-dependent changes in latency were ab-
sent in these impaired-ear data at 2.7 kHz, and were absent in
the second of these two ears at 4.0 kHz. Analysis of indi-
vidual waveform envelopes~not shown! showed that the
high-latencyppSFOAE outliers in Fig. 3~data points near 7
ms! were due to multiple internal reflections in an ear with a
strong SSOAE at 2.7 kHz. Compared to the earliest peak in
the ppSFOAE time-domain representation, the second peak
was larger for those stimulus levels that elicited the long
latencies in Fig. 3. In such cases, the latency taken at the
ppSFOAE SPL maximum corresponds to the delay of an
OAE after one complete internal reflection within the co-
chlea.

FIG. 3. Effect of stimulus level on SFOAE delay~left-
hand axis! and eQERB ~right-hand axis!. Latency data
from Fig. 2 are replotted as a function of stimulus level.
Linear fits and corresponding 95th confidence intervals
are shown for normal data that meet latency criteria
(.Tmin). The meaneQERB reported by Sheraet al.
~2002! are indicated by the filled squares at 40 dB SPL.
Format is the same as for Fig. 2.
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C. Effect of stimulus level on SFOAE spectral
asymmetry

Konrad-Martin and Keefe ~2003! reported that
ppSFOAE bandwidths were more narrow than the eliciting
stimulus spectrum in a number of normal ears, and the
ppSFOAE response components corresponded primarily to
the upper-frequency portion of the stimulus passband. In
contrast, theppSFOAE in the impaired ear in Fig. 1~B!
shows a more narrow bandwidth than the stimulus spectrum
in Fig. 1~A!, but there is no pronounced asymmetry in the
ppSFOAE spectrum around its center frequency~4 kHz!, as
was observed in normal ears.

Results are shown in Fig. 4 for the group means and
standard errors~SE! of the ppSFOAE SPL for normal~open
symbols! and impaired ears~filled symbols! at 2.7 kHz~left
panel! and 4.0 kHz~right panel! in the lower-~triangles point-
ing downward! and upper-frequency~triangles pointing up-
ward! halves of the main lobe of the pip stimulus spectrum.
These means and SEs are plotted as a function of pip stimu-
lus level L1 for all conditions in which three or more re-
sponses were present. The mean SPL of the upper-frequency
half of theppSFOAE spectrum was consistently larger than

the mean SPL of the lower-frequency half in normal ears.
The effect was most pronounced for 2.7 kHz pips at the
higher stimulus levels. TheppSFOAE SPLs were lower in
ears with mild to moderate hearing loss compared to normal
ears atL1575 dB SPL. For both the 2.7 and 4.0 kHz pips,
this largestL1 was the only level at which three or more
impaired ears had appSFOAE present. Additionally, the
ppSFOAE spectral asymmetry present in normal ears was
absent in the impaired-ear data@consistent with Fig. 1~B!#.

D. Effect of stimulus level and hearing status on
DPOAE latency

Using filtered DPOAE waveforms elicited by various
transient stimulus types, DPOAE latencies at 2.7 kHz were
measured directly in the time domain as a function ofL1 and
hearing status. Figure 5 shows the latencies measured in nor-
mal ~circles! and impaired ears~triangles! for narrow-band
filtered ppDPOAE @Fig. 5~A!#, ggDPOAE @Fig. 5~B!#, and
cgDPOAE @Fig. 5~C!# waveforms. Linear regression analy-
ses on normal ears with valid responses showed that the ef-
fect of level on latency was significant at the 0.05 alpha level
for cgDPOAE (p50.004) waveforms, but not for
ppDPOAE orggDPOAE waveforms.

The DPOAE latencies were typically less than 4 ms and
tended to vary less with level than did the SFOAE latencies
~see Fig. 3, left column! measured at the same frequency.
Similar to phase-slope group delays, the components from
DPOAE reflection and distortion sources are unresolved in
the results presented in Fig. 5. Details of the narrow-band
filtered ppDPOAE waveform envelope were further exam-
ined in order to determine whether the distortion and reflec-
tion sources could be separately measured. Pip-evoked
DPOAE responses with SNR>6 dB were obtained in 13 of
17 normal-hearing ears and 2 of 10 impaired ears. However,
waveform peaks~>26 dB SPL! in these ears often had la-
tencies less thanTmin .

Figure 6 shows the effect ofL1 on waveform envelopes
of narrow-band filteredppDPOAE obtained in three normal-
hearing subjects. Data for each subject are presented in sepa-
rate columns andL1 decreases with descending row number
in the figure. Shown on the horizontal axis is the time delay

FIG. 4. Effect of stimulus level on SFOAE asymmetry at two frequencies.
The SPL in the lower-~down-pointing triangles! and upper-frequency halves
~up-pointing triangles! of the pip stimulus spectrum is plotted at 2.7 kHz
~left! and 4.0 kHz~right! as a function ofL1 for normal~open symbols! and
impaired ears~closed symbols!.

FIG. 5. Effect of stimulus level on DPOAE latency.~A! ppDPOAE. ~B! ggDPOAE. ~C! cgDPOAE. Format is the same as for Figs. 2 and 3.
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of the OAE waveform relative to the time of the maximum
SPL of the narrow-band-filtered stimulus. Slightly less than
half of the temporalppDPOAE envelopes recorded in nor-
mal ears~7/15! contained a single narrow peak in time; the
remaining recordings~8/15! had two or more peaks.

For subject S1, Figs. 6~A!–6~D! show a set of DPOAE
envelopes that each contain a pair of prominent narrow
peaks. The earliestppDPOAE peak~Peak 1! dominated the
waveform response at eachL1 . The latency of Peak 1 was
short~0.6 ms! at the highestL1 , and remained fairly constant
acrossL1 . At the highestL1 , a second peak~Peak 2!, which
was similar in SPL to Peak 1, had a slightly longer latency of
approximately 4.3 ms.

For subject S2, The set of waveform envelopes@Figs.
6~E!–6~H!# have in common an early peak at 1.0–1.26 ms.
This earliest peak~Peak 1! decreased in level from 12.2 to
25.2 dB SPL with only minor changes in latency~0.26 ms!
asL1 decreased over a 16 dB range from 73 to 57 dB SPL.
At the highestL1 , a low-level second peak was present with
a 4.6 ms latency. The second peak was absent in Fig. 6~F!,
but reappeared with greater relative level at the lower stimu-
lus levels shown in Figs. 6~G! and 6~H!. The third peak near
10 ms in Figs. 6~E! and 6~F! may be a first-order reflection of
the distortion component, however, its latency relative to
Peak 1 is long@8.74 ms in Fig. 6~E!, 9.18 ms in Fig. 6~F!#.

For subject S3, the dashed-line set ofppDPOAE re-
sponses@Figs. 6~I!–6~L!# resemble those shown for subject
S1 @Figs. 6~A!–6~D!#. The latency of Peak 1 increased only
about 0.25 ms asL1 decreased from 72 down to 57 dB SPL.
In contrast, the latency of Peak 2 was increased by approxi-
mately 2.2 ms~from 3.7 ms to 5.9 ms! asL1 decreased, and
its envelope level changed nonmonotonically. At some
stimulus levels@e.g., L1563 dB SPL in Fig. 6~K!#, the
sources were of equal strength, whereas at other levels the
distortion source was dominant@L1567 dB SPL in Fig. 6~J!#
or the reflection source was slightly dominant@L1557 dB
SPL in Fig. 6~L!#. The hypothesis based on modeling and
previous measurements is that the reflection source domi-
nates at lower stimulus levels, which was the case at the

lowestL1 ~57 dB SPL!, and the distortion source dominates
at higher stimulus levels, which was the case at the second
highest level~67 dB SPL!. The hypothesis was not strongly
supported at the highest level@73 dB SPL in Fig. 6~I!#.

TheppDPOAE envelopes atf DP were also extracted for
comparison using a time-frequency representation~TFR! de-
scribed in Konrad-Martin and Keefe~2003!, and are shown
in the solid-line curves of Figs. 6~I!–6~L!. The narrow-band-
filtered envelopes are more smoothly varying than the TFR
envelopes because of the effect of the impulse response of
the narrow-band filter, but the peaks in the envelopes none-
theless coincide in latency. There is a tradeoff between the
increased time-frequency resolution of the TFR envelopes
and the presence of signal-processing artifact introduced in
the calculation of TFR envelopes that is absent in the corre-
sponding calculation of narrow-band envelopes~see discus-
sion and references in the Appendix of Konrad-Martin and
Keefe, 2003!. Despite these differences, the narrow-band-
filtered and TFR envelopes of theppDPOAE responses
agreed in this and other cases in identifying the times over
which the envelopes were of moderate to large level. This
provides additional evidence that the two-peak structure of
these temporal envelope responses is a property of the
cochlear-generated response.

With the understanding that the DPOAE latencies may
vary considerably depending on which of the distortion and
reflection sources is dominant, the previous group data show-
ing ppDPOAE latencies were reexamined to evaluate
whether the overall variability may have been increased due
to this effect of source dominance. Figure 7~A! shows the
ppDPOAE latencies from normal-hearing ears, replotted
from Fig. 5~A!. The latencies of the components of Peak 1
~asterisks! and Peak 2~filled circles! in the valid filtered
ppDPOAE waveforms are plotted separately in Fig. 7~B! for
comparison with Fig. 7~A!. These results suggest that a con-
tributor to the variability in the originalppDPOAE latency
data @Fig. 7~A!# is the fact that the distortion source was
dominant in some ears and the reflection source was domi-
nant in other ears. Moreover, the level-dependence of

FIG. 6. The envelope SPLs of theppDPOAE wave-
forms after narrow-band filtering around the center fre-
quency of the DP frequency~2.7 kHz! are shown for
normal-hearing subjects S1@left column panels~A!–
~D!#, S2 @panels~E!–~H!#, and S3@dashed lines in pan-
els ~I!–~L!# as functions of time. The envelope SPLs of
the ppDPOAE waveforms after TFR processing are
shown for subject S3@solid lines in panels~I!–~L!#. The
stimulus level in each column decreases with increasing
row number from top to bottom.
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DPOAE latency was explained in several ears by a maxi-
mum ppDPOAE SPL that corresponded to the earliest peak
~Peak 1! at lowerL1 and to the second peak in time~Peak 2!
at higherL1 , consistent with an overall shift in dominance to
the distortion source at higherL1 .

Table III shows the number of ears for each DPOAE
type meeting the criteria that a DPOAE was present with an
interpretable latency. DPOAEs in most normal ears did not
meet these criteria forL1 below approximately 45 dB SPL
~see Fig. 5 for the lowestL1 at which the criteria were met
for ppDPOAE, ggDPOAE, andcgDPOAE). In only one or
two of the impaired ears did the DPOAE waveforms meet
the criteria for any of the DPOAE types. Overall, the preva-
lence of DPOAEs in impaired ears was less than the preva-
lence of SFOAEs.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Summary

In a previous report, transient-evoked SFOAE and
DPOAE responses were measured in individual normal-
hearing subjects~Konrad-Martin and Keefe, 2003!. Group
analyses in the present study show the effects of level on
spectral-temporal properties of OAE signals measured in the
same normal-hearing subjects and in an additional 10
hearing-impaired subjects. The following results were ob-
tained. ~1! Latencies decreased with increasing stimulus
level for SFOAE elicited in normal ears at 2.7 and 4.0 kHz
using pairs of tone pips (pp) and gated tones (gg). ~2! Valid
impaired-ear latencies were similar or shorter compared to
normal-ear latencies at equal SPL; however, the number of
impaired-ear responses was insufficient to determine whether
ppSFOAE andggSFOAE latencies differed significantly at
any oneL1 in impaired compared to normal ears. The ob-
served SFOAE latency variation with level and hearing sta-

tus suggests thatQERB varies under the same conditions.
Thus, the possibility that transient-evoked SFOAE may pro-
vide a rapid, noninvasive measure of cochlear tuning war-
rants further study.~3! Latencies of envelope peaks of
ppDPOAE and ppSFOAE provided evidence for two
2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE sources~a distortion source near thef 2

place and a reflection source at the DP place!. Increasing the
stimulus level produced little or no changes in the latencies
attributed to a distortion source. Rather, variation in
ppDPOAE latencies corresponded to variation in the domi-
nant generator source.~4! In normal, but not impaired ears,
theppSFOAE spectrum was dominated by energy above the
center frequency, particularly at the highest stimulus levels
tested. Basilar membrane two-tone suppression appears to be
involved in OAE responses to such stimuli as tone pips and
may be important for interpreting OAE elicited using more
realistic sounds common to speech and music.

B. Frequency-specific time-domain recorded SFOAE
latency

The present research reports measurements of SFOAE
latencyT over a range of stimulus levelsL. The valid time-
domain recorded SFOAE latencies obtained for moderate-
level tone pips and gated tones presented at 2.7 and 4.0 kHz
~see Fig. 3! were consistent with SFOAE latencies at mod-
erate levels in which a continuous suppressor tone was
paired with an intermittent probe tone~Brass and Kemp,
1991! but contrast with other reports of transient-SFOAE
data with longer latencies~Neely et al., 1988; Prieveet al.,
1996!. The SFOAE latencies in the present study were in the
range of frequency-domain SFOAE group delays obtained
using continuous tones presented at a fixed moderate~40 dB
SPL! level ~Sheraet al., 2002!. There was general accord
between these measured SFOAE latencies and model predic-
tions based on the WKB theory of cochlear mechanics and
the coherent linear-reflection mechanism. For example, a
SFOAE analysis similar to the reflection-source component
of DPOAEs in the model formulation of Tubiset al. ~2000a,
2000b! based on parameter values from Talmadgeet al.
~1998! predicts SFOAE latencies of 6.4 ms and 4.3 ms for
2.7 kHz and 4.0 kHz, respectively. These are in the range of
the mean values in Fig. 3~see also Konrad-Martin and
Keefe, 2003 for further discussion of the WKB theory!. The

FIG. 7. ~A! ppDPOAE latencies from normal ears re-
plotted from Fig. 5~A!. These latencies are for the maxi-
mum OAE SPL.~B! Corresponding Peak 1 and Peak 2
latencies from valid time domain waveforms.

TABLE III. Proportion of subjects with valid tone-pip (pp) evoked DPOAE
and gated-tone (gg) evoked DPOAE and continuous-f 2 , gated-f 1 . SNR>6
dB and latencies greater thanTmin51.31 ms.

ppDPOAE ggDPOAE cgDPOAE

Normal 9/17 15/17 16/17
Impaired 1/10 0/10 2/10
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measured values in Fig. 3 show considerable inter-ear vari-
ability that tends to obscure the variability due to changes in
probe frequency, and that also limit the ability to assess the
relative precision in the parameter values of Talmadgeet al.
~1998!.

The SFOAE latency-basedeQERB values for moderate-
level tone pips and gated tones presented at 2.7 and 4.0 kHz
~see Fig. 3! were similar to psychophysicalQERB values es-
timated using nonsimultaneous behavioral masking for probe
levels near threshold~Sheraet al., 2002!. This similarity is
due to the fact that the SFOAE latencies measured for
moderate-level pips and gated tones were similar to those
measured for low-level continuous tones by Sheraet al., and
both studies calculated theeQERB variable in the same man-
ner. The argument that tone-pip evoked SFOAEs may pro-
vide a noninvasive estimate of the auditory filter bandwidth
stems from predictions that SFOAE latency is determined by
basilar membrane traveling wave delay at low levels of
stimulation~Zweig, 1991; Zweig and Shera, 1995! for a basi-
lar membrane modeled as a set of minimum phase filters
~Zweig, 1976; de Boer, 1997!. The varying SFOAE latencies
obtained in the present study over a range of stimulus levels
suggest an effect of cochlear nonlinearity.

C. Stimulus level and hearing status affect SFOAE
latency and eQERB

The approach used here to estimate cochlear tuning as-
sumes that the value ofk, which Sheraet al. ~2002! calcu-
lated based on measurements in normal ears at a SFOAE
probe level of 40 dB SPL, is also applicable for deriving
estimates ofeQERB( f ,L) in ears with hearing loss and over a
range of probe levels. Thus, changes in round-trip latency
due to probe level or hearing status are assumed to be pro-
portional to changes in cochlear tuning. In the present study,
level-dependent shifts in SFOAE latency were observed in
normal ears. The present data show a reduction in SFOAE
latency with a 30 dB increase in probe-tone level from 45 to
75 dB SPL ~48% at 2.7 and 4.0 kHz!. This reduction is
slightly larger, but likely similar within measurement preci-
sion, compared to the reductions~38%! observed and pre-
dicted previously for tone-pip-evoked SFOAEs~Neelyet al.,
1988!.

Recorded OAEs in the present study were considered
‘‘valid’’ if their SNR exceeded 6 dB and if their latency
exceeded a criterion value (Tmin). These valid OAEs, which
are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 5~data on white background!,
were judged to be of cochlear origin. For valid SFOAEs
obtained at the highestL1 levels tested~i.e., 75 dB SPL for
ppSFOAE and 63 dB SPL forggSFOAE), the majority of
latencies were reduced to approximately 2–3 ms compared
to longer delays at lowerL1 . Similar level-dependent shifts
in latency have been reported~Schaireret al., 2003; Kalluri
et al., 2004; Schaireret al., 2004!. This level-dependent shift
is consistent with a decrease in group delay of the apical
cochlear reflectance in the coherent reflection emission
theory that would result, at least qualitatively, from a level-
dependent broadening of the cochlear traveling wave peak
with increasing level~Zweig and Shera, 1995!. The observed
level-dependent latency shift is also consistent with a basal

shift in the maximum region of the cochlear excitation pat-
tern with increasing level, which would shift the region in
which coherent linear reflection occurred toward the base as
well as broaden the region. In addition, SFOAEs obtained at
high L1 may also be generated by a nonlinear distortion
source at the primary frequency place~Brass and Kemp,
1993; Talmadgeet al., 2000; Goodmanet al. 2003, 2004!.

Lineton and Lutman~2003a! constructed a model of co-
chlear tuning based on broadband self-suppression of
SFOAEs and predicted a reduction ‘‘of around 50% for a
suppression of the normalized SFOAE of around 20 dB.’’
While their measured tuning bandwidths were less in abso-
lute terms than predicted bandwidths, their frequency-
domain experiments revealed a reduction in their measure of
cochlear tuning from 17 to 10 as the suppressed SFOAE
level varied over a range of 18 dB due to variations in stimu-
lus level from 14 to 50 dB SPL~Lineton and Lutman,
2003b!. Thus, their measure of cochlear tuning was reduced
by 41% over a 36 dB range of stimulus levels. Although the
methodologies differ greatly between studies, the results of
the present study~a 48% increase ineQERB over a 30 dB
range of stimulus levels! are similar to Lineton and Lutman
~2003b!, especially taking account of the fact that a large
intersubject variability was observed in each study. One dif-
ference in the studies is that validppSFOAE latencies, and
thuseQERB values, were obtained in 16 of 17 normal-hearing
ears in the present study, but SFOAE bandwidth data were
reported in only 9 of 20 normal-hearing ears in Lineton and
Lutman ~2003b!.

In the present study, SFOAEs were usually absent in
impaired ears at lower stimulus levels, as would be expected.
Data in ears with mild to moderate cochlear hearing loss in
which SFOAE responses were present showed that mean ab-
solute SFOAE latencies were similar to~at 2.7 kHz! or
shorter~at 4.0 kHz! than SFOAE latencies obtained in nor-
mal ears. It follows thateQERB values in impaired ears, when
present, were similar to or less thaneQERB values in normal
ears. In contrast to results in normal ears, there was little or
no evidence for a level-dependent shift in SFOAE latencies
in impaired ears.

Predictions based on the coherent reflection theory for
SFOAE generation include a correspondence between
SFOAE latencies and basilar membrane traveling wave de-
lays, which are in turn related to cochlear tuning for a basilar
membrane that is minimum phase. Whereas the observed
SFOAE latency changes with hearing status andL1 are in the
predicted direction~i.e., shorter latencies are expected for
impaired ears compared to normal ears and at increasedL1 in
normal ears!, previous reports of CEOAE have shown longer
latencies in impaired ears~Sisto and Moleti, 2002; Lucentini
et al., 2002!. Therefore, the absolute SFOAE latencies in
impaired-ears at 2.7 kHz that fall within the range of normal
values in Fig. 3~left column! warrant further discussion. An
important issue is to determine whether changes in SFOAE-
based estimates of cochlear tuningeQERB( f ,L) due to probe
level and hearing status mirror changes in cochlear tuning
that have been observed using psychoacoustical measures in
humans.

There is consensus in the psychoacoustical literature that
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frequency selectivity is reduced in individuals with impaired
hearing~see Moore, 1998 for review!. In a recent study com-
paring frequency tuning in normal and hearing-impaired ears
with thresholds from 20 to 50 dB HL, Baker and Rosen
~2002! estimated auditory filter shapes from psychophysical
growth of masking data, which were obtained using simulta-
neously presented notched-noise maskers and probe tones
presented at 2 kHz over a range of levels.QERB values have
been calculated from the ERB data in Fig. 5 of Baker and
Rosen~2002!, which also included normal-ear ERB data of
Rosenet al. ~1998!. AbsoluteQERB in ears with hearing loss
was poorer compared to normal ears at low to moderate lev-
els, but differences were less apparent at high stimulus levels
where tuning is relatively broad in normal ears. In normal
ears,QERB decreased about 36% for a 30 dB increase in
probe-tone level from 45 to 75 dB SPL. Consistent with the
literature~Stelmachowiczet al., 1987; Murnane and Turner,
1991!, ears with mild to moderate hearing impairment
showed little or no variation in auditory filter bandwidth as a
function of probe-tone level. Previous studies demonstrated
that hearing loss is associated with changes in ERB only
when thresholds increase above 30 to 40 dB HL~Laroche
et al., 1992; Glasberg and Moore, 1986!.

The present study included OAE responses in impaired
ears with a similar hearing loss characteristic to the subjects
in the Baker and Rosen study. In particular, the group of
impaired ears at 2.7 kHz had pure-tone thresholds at 3 kHz
between 25 and 35 dB HL~see Fig. 2!. Based oneQERB as
the SFOAE measure of frequency selectivity, the frequency
selectivity was similar between normal and impaired ears at
the higher stimulus levels at which it was possible to mea-
sure valid SFOAEs. To this extent, these SFOAE results
agree with the behavioral results of Baker and Rosen~2002!.
The frequency selectivity diminished in normal ears with
increasing level in both behavioral~Rosenet al., 1998! and
SFOAE measurements. In agreement with the psychoacous-
tical literature, the SFOAE measure of frequency selectivity
in impaired ears had little or no variation at higher stimulus
levels~see Fig. 3!. The main limitation in the present SFOAE
results is the inability to measure SFOAEs at low to moder-
ate stimulus levels in impaired ears.

It is also possible that in impaired ears with detectable
OAEs, the source of the OAE may be altered in a complex
manner from the source in a normal ear by cochlear lesions
basal to the tonotopic location. In studies on the effects of
experimentally induced cochlear lesions, a transient increase
in OAE level preceded an OAE level reduction for lesions
due to aminoglycoside ototoxicity~Kakigi et al., 1998! and
noise over-exposure~Harding and Bohne, 2004!. Such in-
creases in OAE level might be expected to be accompanied
by increases in OAE latencies following cochlear injury.
However, OAE latencies were not measured in these studies.

Results in ears with mild losses, which demonstrate nor-
mal tuning or latencies in some studies, but not in others may
reflect variability in specific mechanisms underlying thresh-
old elevation. The correlation between the degree of hearing
loss and frequency tuning is expected to be high for hearing
loss in which outer hair cell damage and/or loss is the domi-
nant underlying pathology. However, a poorer correlation be-

tween hearing loss and tuning is expected for an etiology that
includes dysfunction of inner hair cells~or auditory nerve
fibers! ~Moore et al., 1999!. Taken together, SFOAE results
in the present study on effects of level and hearing status on
auditory filter shape are similar to psychoacoustical results.

The present results suggest that further research using
transient-evoked SFOAE and DPOAE in impaired ears is
warranted. This study used a nonlinear residual technique for
SFOAE measurement, in which at least some saturation of
SFOAE growth is necessary for SFOAE extraction, and
complete saturation of SFOAE growth is required in order to
extract the entire SFOAE. Such techniques preclude SFOAE
measurements at stimulus levels near threshold in normal
ears and in impaired ears where basilar membrane response
growth is linear. It might be useful to adjust the relative
levels of the transient stimuli eliciting a DPOAE response to
be chosen in accord with the findings of Kummeret al.
~1998!.

D. Origin of short-latency SFOAE

In contrast to SFOAE latencies elicited by low to mod-
erate stimulus levels, some SFOAE latencies elicited by
moderate- to high-level transients in the present study were
apparently inconsistent with the reflection source hypothesis,
inasmuch as many of the latencies were too short to be con-
sidered valid. The proportion of OAE responses with laten-
cies near 0 ms increased with increasing stimulus level. This
trend can be seen in the ‘‘invalid’’ group data shown with a
gray background in Fig. 3~for SFOAE! and Fig. 5 ~for
DPOAE!. One example is theppSFOAE data at both probe
frequencies that are clustered between 0 and 1 ms in Fig. 3
for moderately high level tones (L1'63 toL1'77 dB SPL!.
Similar effects also are evident in the DPOAE group data
shown in Fig. 5, but are more pronounced forggDPOAEs
andcgDPOAEs than forppDPOAEs.

Potential sources for these short-latency SFOAEs in-
clude ~1! artifact due to nonlinearities in the stimulus,~2! a
distortion component in middle-ear transmission~Konrad-
Martin and Keefe, 2003; Guinanet al., 2003!, ~3! a distortion
source or sources located basal to the tonotopic place~Brass
and Kemp, 1993; Siegel, 2004!, and ~4! a reverse-
transmission path for the OAE back through the cochlear
fluid ~Ren, 2002!. Stimulus artifact was judged as unlikely,
because short-latency ‘‘SFOAEs’’ were not observed in cou-
pler recordings based on the 6 dB SNR criterion. It is pos-
sible that acoustic reflex~AR! shifts due to middle-ear
muscle effects might explain OAE latencies occurring near 0
ms, as has been suggested by Guinanet al. ~2003! in an
interpretation of recorded SFOAEs. Possibilities~2! and ~3!
are each consistent with the observation of short-duration
SFOAEs but it is difficult to separate in time a hypothetical
source at the basal end of the cochlea from a hypothetical
source within the middle ear. The presence of short-latency
SFOAEs at low stimulus levels, in which AR shifts would be
unlikely, suggests that a distortion component in the middle-
ear cannot account for all of these data. The argument that
short OAE latencies are evidence for the dominance of a
cochlear-fluid path from the place of generation back to the
ear canal would also need to explain the long latencies ob-
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served at low stimulus levels, which are consistent with cur-
rent theories of round-trip propagation on the basilar mem-
brane. While stimulus artifact and middle-ear nonlinearity
appear unlikely explanations for at least some of the present
data, the present findings are insufficient to identify which of
the latter two cochlear mechanisms may be involved.

E. Sources of variance in SFOAE latency

The ranges of ‘‘valid’’ absolute latencies were similar
for ppSFOAE latencies andggSFOAE onset latencies~com-
pare Fig. 3 top and bottom rows!. Complicated onsets and
offsets are likely sources of variability in the long-latency
ggSFOAE measurements and are consistent with individual
observations ofggSFOAEs with dips and peaks in the enve-
lope. Such dips and peaks were interpreted previously as
resulting from temporal interactions between a direct~zero-
order! emission and higher-order reflections~Konrad-Martin
and Keefe, 2003!, and their presence makes it difficult to
assign a latency to the zero-orderggSFOAE component. In
contrast to the gated tones used to elicitggSFOAE, the
band-limited impulses used to elicitppSFOAE were suffi-
ciently brief to allow the zero-order SFOAE to be separated
in time from any subsequent multiple internal reflections.
The high-latency outliers in the upper panels of Fig. 3 were
attributable to first-order reflections with slightly larger SPL
than the zero-order OAE components. These relatively large-
amplitude first-order reflections were observed only in ears
with SSOAEs near the OAE test frequency~ies!. Since spon-
taneous OAE are thought to be self-sustaining standing
waves ~Kemp, 1979; Bialek and Wit, 1984; Burnset al.,
1998; Shera, 2003! requiring multiple reflections of a co-
chlear signal from apical~tonotopic place! and basal~oval
window! reflection sites, it is not surprising that an ear with
evidence of multiple internal reflections would also produce
a SSOAE near the test frequency~also see Lineton and Lut-
man, 2003b!.

F. Spectral composition of transient SFOAE

Konrad-Martin and Keefe~2003! observed spectral fine
structure that was consistent within an ear for a variety of
stimulus types~e.g., for clicks, brief tone pips, and longer-
duration gated tones!, but the spectral fine structure varied
across ears. Based on analyses in a few ears, Konrad-Martin
and Keefe ~2003! also observed an asymmetry in the
ppSFOAE spectrum with larger SFOAE energy in the high-
frequency half of the pip spectrum than in the low-frequency
half. They hypothesized that this effect was due to the same
two-tone suppression mechanism described by Brass and
Kemp ~1993!, namely, that high-frequency tones are more
effective at suppressing SFOAEs than low-frequency tones.
In the present study, this asymmetry was further examined by
separate measurements in the populations of normal-hearing
and hearing-impaired ears.

For pip-evoked SFOAEs, the bandwidth of the evoked
ppSFOAE tended to be smaller than the bandwidth of the
stimulus~as in Fig. 1!. An asymmetry in level was observed
in the meanppSFOAE spectra in a group of normal ears at
2.7 kHz and 4.0 kHz~Fig. 4!, and is consistent with a within-

band suppression of the lower-frequency OAE components
by the slightly higher-frequency components. The magnitude
of the asymmetry increased with increasing stimulus level at
2.7 kHz and was absent from the mean impaired-ear data.
These SFOAE asymmetries interpreted using two-tone sup-
pression are consistent with previous findings that suppres-
sion increases with increases in the masker level when mea-
sured psychophysically~Gifford and Bacon, 2000; Moore
and Vickers, 1997; Oxenham and Plack, 1998! and at the
level of single auditory nerve fibers~Delgutte, 1996!.

G. Frequency-specific time-domain measurements of
DPOAE latency

At the highest levels tested, the observed DPOAE laten-
cies with mean values near 2–3 ms~see Fig. 5! were similar
to published DPOAE onset latencies. For example, the
DPOAE onset latencies atf 254 kHz including probe travel
time were approximately 2.8 ms for gated tones presented at
L15L2575 dB SPL ~Martin et al., 1998!, and the mean
DPOAE phase-slope group delay was 3.4 ms for tones pre-
sented atL2560 andL1565 dB SPL~Moulin and Kemp,
1996!.

The ppDPOAE waveforms often produced two or more
narrow peaks in time~see, for example, the three normal-ear
responses in Fig. 6!. Individual ppDPOAE peaks were nar-
row compared toppSFOAE peaks and limited by the tem-
poral resolution of the narrow-band filter. The initial
ppDPOAE peak, Peak 1, ranged from 0.6 ms to 2.8 ms.
After ears with latencies less thanTmin were removed to
form the group of ears with valid DPOAE responses, the
mean Peak 1 latency was 2.2 ms~SD 0.6 ms! and the mean
Peak 2 latency was 7.4 ms~SD 1.2 ms!. The ppDPOAE
Peak 1 and Peak 2 latencies@Fig. 7~B!# agreed with model
predictions for distortion and reflection components~3.0 ms
and 7.1 ms, respectively!, based on long-wavelength
cochlear-model calculations similar to those described in
Tubis et al. ~2000a! and tested in Konrad-Martin and Keefe
~2003!. These predicted latencies are within the measurement
precision and the lack of certainty regarding the physiologi-
cal parameters in the cochlear model. TheseppDPOAE data
are consistent with the hypothesis that there are two 2f 1– f 2

DPOAE sources~one near thef 2 place and one at the
2 f 1– f 2 place!.

ThecgDPOAE latencies also varied with stimulus level
@Fig. 5~C!#. However, the analysis of theppDPOAE wave-
forms ~such as those shown in Fig. 6! suggests that the la-
tency of the distortion component changed only slightly
~,0.3 ms! with level and these changes were small relative
to within-group variability for a particular level~Fig. 7!. For
high ppDPOAE latency values, Peak 2~reflection compo-
nent! more often corresponded to the maximum DPOAE
SPL than did Peak 1@compare Fig. 7~B! to Fig. 7~A!#. These
data suggest that DPOAE latency changes with level in the
cgDPOAE responses were mainly due to changes in the rela-
tive contributions of multiple sources~Stover et al., 1996;
Konrad-Martin et al., 2001!. One advantage ofppDPOAE
responses overggDPLOAE, cgDPOAE and continuous
DPOAE responses is that it is possible to directly separate
the distortion and reflection components in the time domain.
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H. Comparison of time-domain DPOAEs analyzed
using narrow-band filtering and TFRs

There was general accord between the SFOAE and
DPOAE latencies measured at low levels that are presented
here for narrow-band filtered responses and those that were
measured using TFR analyses for transient OAEs~Konrad-
Martin and Keefe, 2003!. While only a single example was
plotted@Fig. 6~C!#, a similar pattern was observed in all tran-
sient SFOAE and DPOAE envelopes that were compared.
The good correspondence between measurements validates
the TFR technique for exploring OAE responses elicited by
stimuli more complex than a pure tone.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Transient-evoked SFOAE and DPOAE measurements
were useful for testing model predictions of OAE latency.
Latencies of transient-evoked SFOAE decreased with in-
creasing stimulus level and were insensitive to hearing status
at high stimulus levels. The data at low and moderate levels
mainly support the theory of coherent reflection as the domi-
nant mechanism of SFOAE generation in human ears, but
two-tone suppression effects were also present. However, the
presence of short-latency SFOAEs in some ears support the
existence of an additional cochlear source of SFOAE genera-
tion. The time-domain method of measuring pip-evoked
SFOAE latencies over a range of stimulus levels may pro-
vide a fast and noninvasive indirect measure of cochlear tun-
ing. Narrow-band filtering of pip-evoked DPOAE wave-
forms allowed temporal separation of DPOAE distortion and
reflection sources.
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Fundamental frequency (f 0) difference limens~DLs! were measured as a function off 0 for sine-
and random-phase harmonic complexes, bandpass filtered with 3-dB cutoff frequencies of 2.5 and
3.5 kHz ~low region! or 5 and 7 kHz~high region!, and presented at an average 15 dB sensation
level ~approximately 48 dB SPL! per component in a wideband background noise. Fundamental
frequencies ranged from 50 to 300 Hz and 100 to 600 Hz in the low and high spectral regions,
respectively. In each spectral region,f 0 DLs improved dramatically with increasingf 0 as
approximately the tenth harmonic appeared in the passband. Generally,f 0 DLs for complexes with
similar harmonic numbers were similar in the two spectral regions. The dependence off 0

discrimination on harmonic number presents a significant challenge to autocorrelation~AC! models
of pitch, in which predictions generally depend more on spectral region than harmonic number. A
modification involving a ‘‘lag window’’is proposed and tested, restricting the AC representation to
a limited range of lags relative to each channel’s characteristic frequency. This modified unitary
pitch model was able to account for the dependence off 0 DLs on harmonic number, although this
correct behavior was not based on peripheral harmonic resolvability. ©2005 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1904268#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Fe@NFV# Pages: 3816–3831

I. INTRODUCTION

Psychophysical studies of the pitch of harmonic tone
complexes have demonstrated a relationship between the
ability to discriminate small differences in fundamental fre-
quency (f 0), and the harmonic numbers presented, i.e., the
ratios between the frequencies of the individual harmonic
components andf 0 of the stimulus~Houtsma and Goldstein,
1972; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Shackleton and Car-
lyon, 1994; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. Harmonic com-
plexes containing components with frequencies less than ten
times thef 0 , i.e., harmonic numbers below the tenth, gener-
ally yield good f 0 discrimination performance, while those
containing only harmonics above the tenth yield poorerf 0

discrimination performance, at least forf 0’s in the 100 to
200 Hz range. The differentf 0 discrimination results yielded
by low- and high-order harmonics have traditionally been
explained in terms of harmonic resolvability~Carlyon and
Shackleton, 1994; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. The indi-
vidual frequency components of a harmonic complex are
spaced linearly in frequency, while auditory filter bandwidths
are approximately proportional to the filters’ characteristic
frequencies~CFs!. The frequency spacing between low-order
harmonics will be wider than the bandwidths of the auditory
filters they excite. As a result, one low-order harmonic will
dominate the output of a single auditory filter, and will there-
fore be resolved by the auditory system. Conversely, multiple

high-order harmonics fall within a single auditory filter and
will therefore be unresolved by the auditory system. To esti-
mate thef 0 , the individual frequencies of resolved low-order
resolved components, derived from either rate-place or tem-
poral phase-locking cues, could be compared to an internally
stored harmonic template~Goldstein, 1973; Wightman,
1973; Terhardt, 1974, 1979; Srulovicz and Goldstein, 1983!.
A separate temporal mechanism could estimate thef 0 for
unresolved harmonics, by acting on the temporal envelope
resulting from the interaction of several components within a
single auditory filter, which has a periodicity corresponding
to the f 0 ~Moore, 1977; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Cari-
ani and Delgutte, 1996a!.

Certain results in the literature have provided evidence
that f 0 discrimination performance is related to harmonic
resolvability. One such result concerns the effect of phase on
f 0 discrimination. Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990! showed
that both the magnitude and the phase-dependency off 0 dif-
ference limens~DLs! varied with harmonic number in the
same way. Complexes containing low-order harmonics
yielded smallf 0 DLs that were not affected by the relative
phase of the individual harmonics, whereas complexes con-
taining only high-order components yielded largef 0 DLs
that were phase-dependent. The phase relationship between
harmonics should only affectf 0 discrimination if the har-
monics are unresolved and interact within a single auditory
filter ~Moore, 1977; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. There-
fore, the co-occurrence of large and phase-dependentf 0 DLs
suggests thatf 0 discrimination performance also depends on
harmonic resolvability. Another important result concerns the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
jgbern@mit.edu
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ability to hear out the frequency of an individual harmonic of
a complex, which is a more direct estimate of harmonic re-
solvability. Bernstein and Oxenham~2003! found that f 0

DLs showed the same dependence on harmonic number as
listeners’ abilities to hear out harmonic frequencies. Below
about the tenth harmonic,f 0 DLs were small and the fre-
quency of an individual harmonic could be heard out. Above
the tenth harmonic,f 0 DLs became large, and individual
component frequencies were no longer discriminable from
nearby pure-tone frequencies.

These studies have shown thatf 0 discrimination perfor-
mance has the same dependence on harmonic number as two
different measures that clearly depend on harmonic resolv-
ability. Nevertheless, this is not conclusive evidence thatf 0

discrimination is directly dependent on harmonic resolvabil-
ity. In fact, several results in the literature suggest thatf 0

discrimination performance does not depend on harmonic
resolvabilityper se. Bernstein and Oxenham~2003! showed
that the dichotic presentation of harmonic complexes, where
even and odd components were presented to opposite ears,
did not increase the harmonic number of the transition be-
tween good and poorf 0 discrimination, even though twice as
many peripherally resolved components were available.
Similar results were shown with the dichotic presentation of
two-tone complexes in normal-hearing~Houtsma and Gold-
stein, 1972! and hearing-impaired listeners~Arehart and
Burns, 1999!. These results raise the possibility that the cor-
relation between the dependencies off 0 DLs and harmonic
resolvability on harmonic number is epiphenomenal and not
causal.

As an alternative to harmonic template theories, pitch
could be derived from a single temporal mechanism that acts
on timing information from all frequency channels, regard-
less of resolvability~Licklider, 1951; Meddis and Hewitt,
1991a,b; Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a; Meddis and O’Mard,
1997; de Cheveigne´, 1998!. A recent implementation of these
timing-based models is the Meddis and O’Mard~1997! uni-
tary autocorrelation~AC! model of pitch perception. The
Meddis and O’Mard model performs an AC of the probabil-
ity of firing as a function of time in each simulated auditory
nerve fiber ~ANF!. These individual autocorrelation func-
tions are then summed across all frequency channels to pro-
duce a summary autocorrelation function~SACF!. The AC
in each channel contains peaks at a period equal to the
inverse of thef 0 whether it responds to the envelope of the
waveform of several interacting components or to an indi-
vidual resolved frequency component at a multiple of thef 0 .
Therefore, the SACF will contain a large peak at the inverse
of the f 0 , allowing the extraction of thef 0 . This mathemati-
cal formulation is analogous to calculating the all-order in-
terval histogram based on spike times in the auditory nerve
~Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a!. Meddis and O’Mard~1997!
have argued that this AC model can account for the effect of
harmonic number onf 0 discrimination indicated by the psy-
chophysical results of Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!. They
claimed that the AC responds inherently differently to re-
solved and unresolved harmonics, yielding the requisitef 0

discrimination behavior.
However, Carlyon~1998! disputed this claim, suggest-

ing that any deterioration inf 0 discrimination seen in the AC
model is a function of the roll-off of phase locking with
absolute frequency, as was seen in the physiological record-
ings of Cariani and Delgutte~1996a!, and not a function of
harmonic number as seen in psychophysical studies~Shack-
leton and Carlyon, 1994; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!.
According to Carlyon~1998!, the most important shortcom-
ing of the Meddis and O’Mard~1997! AC model is that it
fails to predict the effect of harmonic number onf 0 discrimi-
nation seen in the psychophysics: two harmonic complexes
with different f 0’s, bandpass filtered in the same spectral
region, yield very differentf 0 discrimination performance
when one complex contains low-order harmonics and the
other does not~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!.

The present study addressed this controversy. The Med-
dis and O’Mard~1997! unitary AC model of pitch perception
was tested for its ability to account for the effects of har-
monic number onf 0 discrimination. A psychophysical ex-
periment measuringf 0 DLs as a function off 0 for fixed
spectral regions was performed in order to provide more data
points than the six~two f 0’s times three spectral regions!
tested by Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!. The same stimuli
were then passed through the Meddis and O’Mard~1997! AC
model to determine its ability to predict the experimental
results. Overall, the AC model failed to predict the experi-
mental results. Whereas the experimental results~described
in Sec. II! showed decreasingf 0 DLs with increasingf 0 , the
model predictions~described in Sect. III! showed the oppo-
site trend. A number of possible modifications to the model
were then tested. Of these, the most successful was one simi-
lar to that suggested by Moore~1982!, in which place depen-
dency is introduced into the model, such that each frequency
channel responded only to a limited range of periodicities
related to the channel’s CF.

II. EXPERIMENT: F0 DLs WITH A FIXED SPECTRAL
ENVELOPE

A. Rationale

This experiment was intended to provide a larger data
set than that provided by Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!
with which to test the ability of the AC model to account for
the effects of harmonic number onf 0 discrimination. This
experiment also addressed two issues surrounding the
mechanisms underlying pitch processing: the roles of phase
and temporal fine-structure inf 0 discrimination.

1. Phase

Previous results have shown that the phase relationship
between harmonics affectsf 0 DLs ~Houtsma and Smurzyn-
ski, 1990!: harmonic stimuli with ‘‘peakier’’ wave forms,
such as sine- or cosine-phase complexes, yield smallerf 0

DLs than those with ‘‘flatter’’ waveforms, such as random-
or negative Schroeder-phase~Schroeder, 1970! complexes.
However, this phase effect was not apparent in the results of
Bernstein and Oxenham~2003!. There are two possible rea-
sons for this discrepancy. First, different groups of listeners
were tested for the two phase relationships~random and sine
phase! in the Bernstein and Oxenham~2003! study, yielding
an analysis of variance~ANOVA ! with less statistical power
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than would be expected if the same subjects had been tested
for both phase relationships. Second, as discussed by Bern-
stein and Oxenham~2003!, listeners in their study may have
performed thef 0 discrimination task without extracting the
f 0 , by listening for a change in the frequency of the lowest
harmonic present. Although the lowest harmonic number
presented was randomized from interval to interval, a large
enough change inf 0 would overcome this small amount of
randomization. Data analysis showed that for complexes
containing only high-order harmonics,f 0 DLs were large
enough that subjects may have been using the lowest har-
monic cue, rather thanf 0 cues, to perform the task, espe-
cially for the random-phase stimuli. If subjects were not us-
ing f 0 to perform the task, then the effects of phase onf 0

extraction would not be apparent in the results.
To address the possibility that the lack of a significant

phase effect resulted from different groups of listeners par-
ticipating in two phase conditions, all subjects in the present
study participated in both the sine-phase and random-phase
conditions. To address the possibility that listeners had used
the frequency of the lowest harmonic rather thanf 0 cues to
perform thef 0 discrimination task, the experiment described
in the following attempted to eliminate lowest harmonic cues
by using harmonic stimuli with a fixed spectral envelope,
and measuringf 0 DLs as a function off 0 . Although the
frequency of the lowest harmonic increases with increasing
f 0 , a lower-numbered harmonic will also begin to appear at
the low end of the spectrum. Thus, the cochlear excitation
pattern will remain roughly constant, at least for those com-
plexes containing only unresolved harmonics where the low-
est harmonic cue may have played a role. Asf 0 increases,
the lowest harmonic number present in the passband de-
creases, allowing a direct comparison with thef 0 DL mea-
surements of Bernstein and Oxenham~2003!. Results indi-
cating largerf 0 DLs in this experiment would indicate that
subjects may have been using the lowest harmonic cue in the
previous study.

2. Temporal fine structure

The effects of phase onf 0 discrimination have provided
evidence that the pitch of complexes containing unresolved
harmonics is derived from the repetition rate of peaks in the
temporal envelope. Negative Schroeder-phase complexes,
which have flatter envelopes than sine-phase complexes,
yield largerf 0 DLs ~Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990!. When
unresolved harmonics are presented in alternating sine and
cosine phase, yielding temporal envelopes with two peaks
per period, the resulting pitch percept is judged to be twice
the f 0 ~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. Still, this does not
rule out that periodicity information could be extracted from
the fine structure of unresolved harmonic complexes in some
conditions. Hallet al. ~2003! demonstrated that phase ma-
nipulations affected amplitude-modulation~AM ! rate dis-
crimination performance for unresolved components in a
high spectral region, but had little effect in a relatively low
spectral region. Their interpretation was that fine-structure
cues, which are unaffected by phase manipulations, are used
in the low-frequency region, while envelope cues, which are
affected by phase manipulations, are used in the high-

frequency region where there is little phase-locking to the
fine structure. Similarly, Bernstein and Oxenham~2003!
found that for unresolved complexes containing the same
harmonic numbers,f 0 DLs were larger for a 200- than a 100-
Hz f 0 , which may reflect reduced fine-structure information
in the higher spectral region occupied by the 200-Hz com-
plexes. Furthermore, deterioration in phase locking to the
frequencies of individual partials could affectf 0 DLs for
complexes containing resolved harmonics.

This experiment tested whether the presence of phase-
locking to the fine-structure in the low region aided perfor-
mance, in a task more closely related to pitch processing than
the AM rate discrimination task of Hallet al. ~2003!. Funda-
mental frequency DLs were measured in two conditions: a
‘‘low spectrum’’ condition ~2.5–3.5 kHz!, in which phase-
locking to fine structure is thought to be more available, and
a ‘‘high spectrum’’ condition~5–7 kHz!, in which phase-
locking to the fine-structure information is greatly reduced,
at least in mammalian species that have been tested so far
~Roseet al., 1968; Johnson, 1980; Palmer and Russell, 1986;
Weiss and Rose, 1988!. Testingf 0 DLs in two different fre-
quency regions also provided a control to verify thatf 0 dis-
crimination performance depends primarily on harmonic
number, and notf 0 per se.

B. Methods

Five subjects participated in the experiment~ages 18–
21, three female!. All subjects had normal hearing~15 dB HL
or less re ANSI-1969 at octave frequencies between 250 Hz
and 8 kHz! and were self-described amateur musicians with
at least 5 years of experience singing or playing a musical
instrument.

All stimuli were presented in modified uniform masking
noise (UMNm; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. This noise is
similar to uniform masking noise~UMN; Schmidt and
Zwicker, 1991!, in that it is intended to yield pure-tone
masked thresholds at a constant sound pressure level~SPL!
across frequency, but the spectrum is somewhat different;
UMNm has a long-term spectrum level that is flat~15 dB/Hz
SPL in our study! for frequencies below 600 Hz, and rolls off
at 2 dB/octave above 600 Hz. The noise was low-pass fil-
tered with a cutoff at 16 kHz. Thresholds for pure tones at
200, 500, 1500, and 4000 Hz in UMNm in the left ear were
estimated via a three-alternative forced-choice, 2-down, 1-up
adaptive algorithm~Levitt, 1971!. For each subject, pure
tone thresholds in UMNm fell within a 5 dBrange at all four
frequencies tested, such that harmonic components presented
at equal SPL had nearly equal sensation level~SL!. As an
approximation, we defined 0 dB SL for each subject as the
highest of the thresholds across the four frequencies tested,
which ranged from 31 to 33.3 dB SPL across all subjects.

The stimuli were generated digitally and played out via a
soundcard~LynxStudio LynxOne! with 24-bit resolution and
a sampling frequency of 32 kHz. The stimuli were then
passed through a programmable attenuator~TDT PA4! and
headphone buffer~TDT HB6! before being presented to the
subject via Sennheiser HD 580 headphones. Subjects were
seated in a double-walled sound-attenuating chamber.
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Fundamental frequency DLs as a function of a com-
plex’s f 0 were estimated via a three-alternative forced-
choice, 2-down, 1-up adaptive algorithm tracking the 70.7%
correct point~Levitt, 1971!. The f 0 difference (D f 0) was
initially set to 10% of thef 0 . The starting step size was 2%
of the f 0 , decreasing to 0.5% after the first two reversals,
and then to 0.2% after the next two reversals. Thef 0 DL was
estimated as the average of thef 0’s at the remaining six
reversal points. If the standard deviation of the last six rever-
sal points was greater than 0.8%, the data were rejected and
the run repeated. In each trial, two of the three intervals
contained harmonic complexes with a basef 0( f 0,base), while
the other interval contained a complex with a higher
f 0( f 0,base1D f 0). Subjects were informed that two of the in-
tervals had the same pitch, while the third interval had a
higher pitch, and were asked to identify the interval with the
higher pitch. DLs were estimated for six differentf 0’s in
each spectral condition~low: 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 300
Hz; high: 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, and 600 Hz!. The f 0’s
tested in the high condition were double those tested in the
low condition such that the harmonic numbers presented
were the same in each spectral region. Measurements were
repeated four times per subject for each combination of fre-
quency region, phase, andf 0 , except for one subject who
completed only two runs for the random-phase conditions.

Stimuli were resynthesized for each trial of the experi-
ment. First, diotic harmonic complexes containing equal-
amplitude harmonics of thef 0 up to 10 kHz were synthe-
sized. These harmonic complexes were then filtered with
both fourth-order low-pass and fourth-order high-pass digital
Butterworth filters. The 3-dB filter cutoff frequencies for the
high- and low-pass filters, respectively, were 2.5 and 3.5 kHz
in the low condition, and 5 and 7 kHz in the high condition.
The filter weights for the high-pass filters were scaled such
that the double filtering operation gave a 0-dB maximum
amplitude response. The duration of the stimulus in each trial
of the experiment was 500 ms, including 30-ms Hanning
window onset and offset ramps.

Following the filtering operations, the stimulus in the
interval with the higherf 0 was scaled in amplitude to have
equal rms power to that of the two other intervals. The com-
plexes were presented at an average level per component
~before filtering! of 15 dB SL per component~adjusted indi-
vidually based on tone-in-noise detection thresholds!. In or-
der to prevent the use of loudness cues, amplitude random-
ization was applied by roving the amplitude of the complex
in each interval by65 dB, uniformly distributed. On the
average, the following215 dB ~re max! frequency bands
contained harmonics above threshold: 1.56–5.35 kHz and
3.28–9.37 kHz in the low and high spectral conditions, re-
spectively.

The resulting signals were then added to the UMNm

noise. Because of the rms normalization step, the average
presentation levelper harmonicwas somewhat higher for the
interval with (f 0,base1 f 0) then for the intervals withf 0,base.
However, this difference was quite small relative to the 10
dB random amplitude variation, reaching only about 0.6 dB
for the largest measuredf 0 DL of 15%. Complexes were

presented in either sine or random phase. For the random-
phase stimuli, the phase of each harmonic was newly chosen
from a uniform random distribution ranging from2p to
1p in each interval of the experiment.

C. Results and discussion

For each frequency region condition andf 0 , the lowest
detectable harmonic number (N) was estimated by dividing
the average lowest detectable frequency in the passband
~1.56 and 3.28 kHz in the low and high conditions, respec-
tively! by the f 0 . Figure 1~a! shows the estimatedf 0 DLs as
a function of N. The correspondingf 0’s in the low- and
high-spectrum conditions are shown along the top axis. Fig-
ure 1~b! shows thef 0 DLs predicted by the autocorrelation
model, which will be discussed in Sec. III. The main findings
of this experiment are~i! f 0 DLs increase with increasingN
~decreasingf 0), independent of spectral region,~ii ! the rela-
tive phase relationship between partials affectedf 0 DLs for
high, but not lowN, and~iii ! there was a small but signifi-
cant effect of spectral region onf 0 DLs. Each of these effects
will be discussed in turn.
A repeated-measures analysis of variance~RMANOVA ! with
three within-subject factors~spectral region, phase, andN)
was conducted in order to determine the influence of each
factor onf 0 discrimination. Values ofp,0.05 were taken to
be statistically significant. The RMANOVA was performed
with logarithmically transformed data in an attempt to satisfy
the equal-variance assumption, and the Greenhouse–Geisser
~Geisser and Greeenhouse, 1958! correction for sphericity
was included wherever necessary, with corrected values for
degrees of freedom reported. However, neither manipulation
affected the statistical significance of any main effect or in-
teraction. Data from the subject who completed only two
runs in the random-phase conditions were excluded from the
RMANOVA. While the six f 0’s tested in the high-spectrum

FIG. 1. Fundamental frequency DLs~a! measured psychophysically and~b!
predicted by the optimal detector autocorrelation model, as a function of the
lowest harmonic number present within the passband. Stimulusf 0’s corre-
sponding to the lowest harmonic numbers are listed at the top. Optimal
model predictions in~b! are calculated as the minimum value ofd such that
d8 exceeds the value ofd085190 depicted in Fig. 3. Closed diamonds plotted
along the top horizontal axis indicate thatd08 was not reached at the maxi-
mum tested value ofd50.3.
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conditions were exactly double those tested in the low-
spectrum condition, the low edge frequency in the high-
spectrum conditions was not exactly double that of the low-
spectrum conditions. As a result,N’s differed by
approximately 5% in the two spectral conditions. Neverthe-
less, for the purpose of performing the RMANOVA, we as-
sumed that theN’s were identical. For example a 100 Hz
low-spectrum stimulus was assumed to have the sameN as a
200 Hz high-spectrum stimulus. This small 5% shift in the
value of N was unlikely to affect the RMANOVA results.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table I.

There is clear transition from large to smallf 0 DLs asf 0

increases (N decreases! in both the low- and high-spectrum
conditions. The dependence off 0 DLs on N is supported by
a significant main effect ofN. The transition to smallf 0 DLs
occurs as the approximately tenth harmonic@the highest re-
solved harmonic as estimated by Bernstein and Oxenham
~2003!# begins to appear at the low end of the passband,
consistent with previous results~Houtsma and Smurzynski,
1990!. When plotted as a function ofN, the low- and high-
spectrum data overlap, indicating thatf 0 DLs in these con-
ditions depend mainly on harmonic number and not onf 0 or
spectral region. This conclusion is supported by the fact that
there was no significant interaction between spectral region
andN.

Phase effects are apparent in these results, but only for
those complexes withN.10, where random-phasef 0 DLs
are larger than sine-phasef 0 DLs, consistent with previous
findings~Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Bernstein and Ox-
enham, 2003!. The significant main effect of phase and a
significant interaction between phase andN is consistent
with the observation that phase effects are only observed for
stimuli with high N. For low f 0’s (N.10), the random-
phase relationship of the harmonics givesf 0 DLs of 11%–
13%, which are much poorer than had been previously mea-
sured for random-phase complexes containing only high-
order harmonics~Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. This result
indicates that the previous estimates off 0 DLs in the
6%–8% range for high-order, random-phase complexes
likely reflected the influence of the ‘‘lowest harmonic
present’’ cue~see Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. The rela-
tively small f 0 DLs (;4% – 6%) measured for the sine-
phase, high-order complexes were approximately the same
as those measured in the Bernstein and Oxenham~2003!

study, suggesting that the lowest harmonic cue did not play a
role in the sine-phase conditions. With the elimination of the
confounding ‘‘lowest harmonic’’ cue that affected random-
phase but not sine-phasef 0 DLs, the effects of phase onf 0

discrimination are found to be significant, in line with Hout-
sma and Smurzynski~1990!. The largef 0 DLs would make
music perception based on unresolved complexes difficult,
since musical semitones are only 6% apart in frequency.

While there was a significant main effect of spectral
region, f 0 DLs for the sameN did not generally appear to be
different between the low- and high-spectrum conditions,
with one exception: performance was notably worse for the
high-spectrum stimulus in the random-phase,N'10 case.
This difference was only observed for two of the five sub-
jects, one of whom showed very large variability across runs,
and does not constitute a general trend in the data. Although
there was neither a significant two-way interaction between
spectral region and eitherN or phase, nor a significant three-
way interaction, the main effect of spectral region disap-
peared when theN'10 data were excluded from the
RMANOVA analysis @F(1,3)54.8, p50.12#. This implies
that phase locking to the stimulus fine structure did not play
a significant role overall inf 0 discrimination for the stimuli
used in this experiment.

The lack of a main effect of spectral region or a signifi-
cant interaction betweenN and spectral region conflicts with
the results of Hoekstra~1979!, who also measuredf 0 DLs as
a function off 0 for bandpass-filtered harmonic complexes in
various spectral regions. Comparing similar spectral regions
to those used in the current experiment, Hoekstra found that
f 0 DLs were larger at higher spectral regions for complexes
with smallN, but not largeN, suggesting that phase-locking
to the stimulus fine-structure is more important for low-
order, resolved harmonics. The discrepancy between the re-
sults of Hoekstra~1979! and the current study may be related
to the bandwidths of the spectral regions used in the two
studies. Hoekstra’s 1/3-octave filters yielded only one au-
dible partial for those stimuli with a low enoughN to yield
small f 0 DLs, while the approximately one-octave filters
used in the current study produced multiple audible partials
for all stimuli. The different results obtained in the two stud-
ies suggest that phase-locking to the stimulus fine structure
may be more important for pure-tone frequency discrimina-
tion than for complex-tonef 0 discrimination. Alternatively, it
may be that temporal fine-structure information is important
for complex-tonef 0 discrimination, but that a large effect of
spectral region was not observed in the present study because
of the frequency ranges chosen for the two spectral condi-
tions. The 3-dB bandpass-filter cutoff frequencies were cho-
sen such that phase-locking should have been greatly re-
duced in the high-spectrum condition relative to the low-
spectrum condition. However, the filter slopes yielded an
audible frequency range in the high-spectrum condition that
extended down to 3.28 kHz, where phase-locking to the
stimulus fine structure might still have been available.

TABLE I. Results of the RMANOVA for thef 0 DL experiment. Asterisks
indicate statistical significance (p,0.05). Degrees of freedom are adjusted
based on the Geisser–Greenhouse correction.

Effect F d f p

Main N 161 ~2.12, 6.37! ,0.0005*
effects Phase 4180 ~1, 3! ,0.0005*

Spectral region 12.9 ~1, 3! 0.037*

Two-way N* spectral region 0.827 ~1.45, 4.35! 0.827
interactions N* phase 25.1 ~2.37, 7.11! ,0.0005*

Phase* spectral region 0.144 ~1, 3! 0.318

Three-way
interaction

N* phase* spectral region 0.226 ~1.87, 5.59! 0.15
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III. SIMULATIONS WITH THE AUTOCORRELATION
MODEL

A. Introduction

Meddis and O’Mard~1997! showed that the autocorre-
lation model successfully accounted for the results of Hout-
sma and Smurzynski~1990!: for stimuli with a fixed f 0 , f 0

DLs increased as the order of the harmonics increased. Car-
lyon ~1998! suggested that the model’s successful prediction
was due not to its dependence on harmonic number and har-
monic resolvability, but to the reduction of phase-locking
with increasing absolute frequency. Because Houtsma and
Smurzynski~1990! tested only one stimulusf 0 of 200 Hz, it
was not clear from their results whether the increase inf 0

DLs was due to effects of harmonic number and resolvabil-
ity, or to effects of spectral region. Consistent with earlier
studies~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Kaernbach and Ber-
ing, 2001; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!, the present ex-
periment, which measuredf 0 DLs in two different spectral
regions, demonstrated thatf 0 discrimination performance de-
pended mainly on harmonic number, and not spectral region
or f 0 . These data provide a basis for testing the Meddis and
O’Mard ~1997! autocorrelation model to determine its ability
to predict the dependence off 0 discrimination on harmonic
number.

B. Model description

The stimuli from our psychophysical experiment were
passed through the Meddis and O’Mard~1997! autocorrela-
tion model to determine its ability to account for the psycho-
physical f 0 discrimination results. This model consists of an
outer/middle ear bandpass filter, a basilar membrane gamma-
tone filterbank~Pattersonet al., 1992!, inner hair cell half-
wave rectification and low-pass filtering, and the translation
of the inner hair cell membrane potential into a probability of
firing versus time in the auditory nerve fiber. The model used
to generate ANF firing information in these simulations was
identical to that used by Meddis and O’Mard~1997!, except
for the following two changes. First, 40 channels, consisting
of only those CFs falling within the stimulus passband
~1.5–5 kHz and 3–10 kHz for the low- and high-spectrum
conditions, respectively! were used, with CFs spaced accord-
ing to the Greenwood~1961! human scale. CFs falling out-
side these ranges, where the harmonic complex stimuli
would not be detectable in the psychophysical experiment,
were not included. Second, the inner hair-cell and auditory
nerve models were replaced by a newer model~Sumner
et al., 2002! that allowed for stochastic spike generation. All
ANFs were modeled as high spontaneous-rate fibers. The
bandwidths of the model’s gammatone filters were derived
from the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERBN) formula
described by Glasberg and Moore~1990!, just as in the Med-
dis and O’Mard study. Because the only physiologically de-
rived cochlear mechanical filtering data available for humans
~Sheraet al., 2002! are only appropriate for very low-level
stimuli, the psychophysical bandwidths derived by Glasberg
and Moore~1990! form a reasonable substitute.

Two different methods for converting from ANF firing
to a psychophysicalf 0 DL estimate were tested. The first

method was that used by Meddis and O’Mard~1997!,
whereby discriminability was estimated by the Euclidean
distance (D) between autocorrelation functions~ACFs! cal-
culated from the ANF probabilities of firing as a function of
time, p(t). The second method was an optimal detector
model based on stochastic firing of the ANFs. These methods
are described in the following two sections.

1. Euclidean distance measure

Meddis and O’Mard’s~1997! procedure for estimating
discrimination thresholds was also used here. The main dif-
ference was that whereas Meddis and O’Mard based all of
their computations onp(t,k), the probability of firing (p) as
a function of time (t) for each ANF channel index (k), the
current simulations were based on stochastic ANF responses.
This allowed for the possible influence of ANF refractoriness
on the results. The inner hair cell/auditory nerve complex
was set to ‘‘spike’’ mode~Sumneret al., 2002!, yielding sto-
chastic boolean responsess(t,k), whereby a one or a zero
represented the presence or absence of a spike at each point
in time. Each stimulus was resynthesized and presented to
the modeln515 times~althoughn was increased to 60 and
100 for the simulations to be described in Secs. IV B and
IV E, respectively! and p(t,k) was estimated by averaging
across then outputss(t,k) obtained for eachk.

The autocorrelation function~ACF! of p(t,k) was then
calculated in each fiber according to the formulation of Med-
dis and O’Mard:

h~ t0 ,l ,k!5
1

t (
i 51

`

p~ t02T,k!p~ t02T2 l ,k!e2T/tdt ~1!

whereh(t,l ,k) is the channel’s ACF,t0 is the point in time at
which the autocorrelation was measured,l is the autocorre-
lation lag, t is the autocorrelation time constant,dt is the
sampling interval, 25ms, andT5 idt. Because of the expo-
nential window used in the ACF formulation, the autocorre-
lation will tend to fluctuate with time. In these simulations,t0

was chosen to be an integer number of periods of each stimu-
lus, just before the beginning of the offset ramp. This is in
contrast to the Meddis and O’Mard study, where a ‘‘snap-
shot’’ of the SACF was taken at the end of the stimulus. The
only other difference in the autocorrelation calculation in this
study as compared to Meddis and O’Mard~1997! was that
here t was selected to be 25 ms, whereas Meddis and
O’Mard used a shortert of 10 ms. Thet used in the current
study, being longer than the period corresponding to the
minimum f 0 tested, 50 Hz, tended to smooth out the SACF
variation across time. A summary autocorrelation function,
SACF(f 0 ,l ), was computed by summing the individual
channel ACFs. The range of lags was fixed throughout the
modeling from zero to a maximum lag (l max) of 25 ms. This
value ofl max corresponds to a minimum frequency of 40 Hz,
which is below the minimumf 0 of 50 Hz used in our psy-
chophysical experiment.

For each combination off 0 , spectral region, and phase,
ACFs and SACFs were calculated for stimuli withf 0 in-
creased by small perturbations,D f 0 , with 30 values ofd
5D f 0 / f 0 logarithmically spaced across the range 0.001<d
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<0.3. Following Meddis and O’Mard~1997!, the squared
Euclidean distance between the SACFs of the unperturbed
stimulus (d50) and each of the perturbed stimuli was then
calculated:

D2~ f 0,d!5 (
i 50

l max/dt

@SACF~~11d! f 0 ,idt !

2SACF~ f 0 ,idt !#2. ~2!

The procedure to convert from theD2 statistic to an estimate
of the f 0 DL was to choose a criterion based on a threshold
D2 (D0

2), which served as a free parameter in fitting the
model predictions to the psychophysical data. The lowest
value ofd producing aD2 that exceededD0

2 was taken to be
the estimatedf 0 DL. ~In practice, to reduce erroneous results
due to noise in the data,D2 was judged to exceedD0

2 only if
it did so for two consecutive values ofd.! BecauseD0

2 was
allowed to vary as a free parameter, theD2 measure was
unable to predict an absolutef 0 DL that could be directly
compared with experimental data. Rather, this statistic
yielded a measure of the relative discriminability between
stimulus pairs, providing a way to compare trends in the
SACF and trends in measuredf 0 DLs across different con-
ditions.

2. Optimal detector model

The D2 measure is a potentially flawed decision vari-
able. BecauseD2 is simply the distance between two SACF
functions, it is likely to be sensitive to changes in stimulus
dimensions that are unrelated to the stimulus pitch. For ex-
ample, whereas psychophysicalf 0 discrimination perfor-
mance is fairly robust to changes in stimulus bandwidth,
Pressnitzeret al. showed that such changes affect the SACF
amplitude, and therefore model predictions based on theD2

statistic. Similarly, Carlyon~1998! demonstrated that theD2

statistic is susceptible to changes in stimulus amplitude, such
as those introduced by level roving in the current study. Al-
though calculating theD2 between SACF functions averaged
across many stimulus trials would reduce the influence of
level roving on the model predictions, such a strategy would
be likely to fail on a trial-by-trial basis due to its sensitivity
to SACF amplitude fluctuations. An optimal detector model,
with the ability to incorporate the variance associated with
level roving into the decision statistic, was tested as a pos-
sible alternative.

The operation of the optimal detector was based on sig-
nal detection theory~Green and Swets, 1966!. Up to four
different sources of noise were present in the model:~1! the
stochastic firing of the ANF;~2! stimulus level roving;~3!
the background noise; and~4! phase randomization. Only the
first two noise sources were always present in the simula-
tions. For the initial simulations, background noise was not
used, while phase randomization was only present in the
random-phase conditions. These noise sources produced
SACF variation at each lag, allowing the performance of an
optimal detector to be computed based on the statistical
properties of the SACF variation.

The decision variable was assumed to be a vector
DSACF(f 0A , f 0B) containing the SACF differences
~DSACF! yielded at each lag by two stimuli with different
f 0’s ( f 0A and f 0B):

DSACF~ f 0A , f 0B ,l !5SACF~ f 0A ,l !2SACF~ f 0B ,l !.
~3!

In this model, the optimal detection strategy—the weighting
of the information obtained at different lags—will vary de-
pending on thef 0 andD f 0 . As in theD2 model, each stimu-
lus was presentedn515 times for the each combination of
f 0 , frequency region, phase, andd. Eachs(t,k) was substi-
tuted for p(t,k) in Eq. ~1! to yield stochastic individual
channel ACFs, which were then summed across channels to
yield n stochastic SACFs.

The performance (d8) achieved by an optimal detector
for discriminating stimuli on the basis off 0 was estimated to
be

~d8!25Dm̄TG21Dm̄, ~4!

whereDm̄ was the mean of theDSACFs across then stimu-
lus trials, andG is the covariance matrix, calculated from the
n DSACFs~Van Tress, 2001!. In practice, both the mean and
variance ofDSACF were nearly zero for a subset of lags,
such thatG was often nearly singular and not easily invert-
ible. To resolve this problem, a very small amount of inde-
pendent noise (variance51028) was added to each lag by
augmenting the variances along the diagonal ofG.

Because thed8 estimates obtained from Eq.~4! will vary
depending on the number of nerve fibers and the number of
lag points used in the simulation, no attempt was made to
predict the experimentald8 value of 1.26~2-up, 1-down,
3AFC, Hacker and Ratcliff, 1979! using the model simula-
tions. The extremely larged8 estimates reported in the fol-
lowing are a result of the large number of individual obser-
vations of f 0-related activity available across the lag range,
and are not reliable estimates of absolute performance. In-
stead, a similar procedure to theD2 method was used,
whereby ad8 criterion (d08) was chosen in order to predict an
f 0 discrimination threshold, allowing relative performance
comparisons across conditions.

C. Stimuli

The stimuli were produced in the same manner as those
in our experiment, including level roving and phase random-
ization applied independently to each of then stimulus pre-
sentations. There were three main differences between the
stimuli used in the experiment and those used in the model-
ing simulations. First, the stimuli used in the modeling were
reduced in duration to 200 ms in order to reduce computa-
tional load. The shorter duration should have no effect on the
model predictions, since the autocorrelations were calculated
only near the end of each stimulus, with a relatively short
t525 ms and anl max of 25 ms. Furthermore, decreasing the
stimulus duration has little effect onf 0 DLs until durations
fall below about 100 ms~Plack and Carlyon, 1995!. Thus, it
can be assumed that these 200-ms stimuli would yield simi-
lar results to the 500 ms stimuli used in our psychophysical
experiment.
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Second, no background noise was used in the initial
model simulations. The main reasons for using a background
noise in the psychophysical experiment~to mask distortion
products and to promote the fusion of individual components
into a single object! are not issues for the autocorrelation
model with linear gammatone filters. However, because the
presence of a background noise may still affect the ANF
response to the complex tone stimuli, the possible influence
of a background noise on the simulation results is examined
in Sec. II E .

Third, the method of setting the signal levels differed
from the psychophysical experiment. Because the model
contained only high spontaneous-rate ANFs, the dynamic
range available to human listeners was not available to the
model. Stimulus levels similar to those actually used in the
experiment tended to saturate the ANF outputs. To determine
a reasonable operating level for the modeling simulations, it
was assumed that for a given stimulus level, an optimal de-
tector would choose to use those ANFs that yield the best
possible performance, and discard those ANFs that yield
little information, as in the ‘‘selective listening hypothesis’’
~Delgutte, 1982, 1987; Laiet al., 1994!. In these simulations,
rather than adjusting the model ANF spontaneous rates and
thresholds to find those that yielded the optimal performance
for a given stimulus level, the ANF parameters were kept
fixed and the stimulus level was adjusted. Pilot tests indi-
cated that the best overall performance~in terms of bothD2

andd8) occurred when the firing rate (r ) of an ANF with CF
at the center of the stimulus passband was at approximately
the 90% point of the operating range, that is, whenr 5r sp

10.90(r max2rsp), where r sp and r max are the spontaneous
and maximum ANF firing rates, respectively. Therefore, in
the simulations all stimulus levels were set such that a pure
tone at the level and frequency of a harmonic component at
the center of the stimulus passband yielded anr at 90% of
the operating range of an ANF with CF at the tone frequency.
Athough the absolute model performance was best at this
stimulus level, the relative performance of the model across
the various conditions was generally unaffected by the stimu-
lus level, provided the stimuli were above rate threshold.

D. Model results

The two main findings of the simulations are that~1! the
D2 andd8 formulations of the model yield virtually identical
predictions, and~2! neither formulation was successful in
accounting for the psychophysical results, especially for the
sine-phase conditions.

1. Comparison of the D 2 and d 8 measures

The Euclidean distance and optimal detector procedures
produced virtually identical results. Because both procedures
yield the same results, only the optimal detector model will
be shown and discussed for the remainder of the paper. That
these two procedures yielded similar results is perhaps not
surprising, since both measures involve taking the sum of the
squares of the differences between SACF functions. The
main difference between the two methods is that thed8
method weights these differences based on the variances at
different lags across stimulus trials, whereas theD2 statistic

weights each lag equally. The similar results seen for the two
methods suggests that the weighting was of little
consequence—lags falling between SACF peaks added little
to the sum of squared differences between SACFs, regardless
of the weighting strategy. The finding implies that theD2

measure was in fact sensitive tof 0-related activity in the
SACFs, and that weighting the lags equally yields results
similar to those yielded by an optimal strategy.

It is important to note that in these simulations, the Eu-
clidean distance procedure was not challenged with level
roving, which was essentially eliminated by averaging
SACFs across stimulus trials. On a trial-by-trial basis, the
simple Euclidean distance measure might be more sensitive
to the level roving than to the changes inf 0 , prohibiting it
from detecting changes inf 0 . In contrast, the optimal detec-
tor formulation took into account the variance due to level
roving. The similarity of the two sets of results suggests that
the optimal detector model was able to ignore level roving
effects in discriminatingf 0 .

FIG. 2. Sample ACFs~top ten plots in each panel! for a subset of model
ANFs with CFs as indicated along the vertical axis, for low-spectrum
stimuli with three selectedf 0’s under both phase conditions. The corre-
sponding SACFs are shown in the bottom plot of each panel.
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2. Optimal detector predictions

Figure 2 shows SACFs and individual channel ACFs for
low-spectrum complexes with three differentf 0’s. Sine-
phase stimulus responses are shown in the left column. For
the lowest f 0 of 50 Hz, harmonics are all unresolved and
interact within each model filter, such that the ACFs in each
channel are phase-locked to the stimulus envelope. For the
middle f 0 , 150 Hz, harmonics begin to be resolved for the
lowest CFs, and ACFs in these channels become phased-
locked to individual sinusoids rather than stimulus enve-
lopes. At 300 Hz, harmonic resolvability extends further, up
to about 2.4 kHz. Amplitudes of SACF peaks are largest for
the 50 Hz case where thef 0 appears to be coded mainly by
the envelope, and diminish with increasingf 0 , as resolved
harmonics appear. A similar effect was observed in the high-
spectrum conditions, where the SACF peaks were even
smaller~not shown!.

The observed decrease in SACF peak amplitude with
increasingf 0 for sine-phase stimuli is reflected in the mod-
el’s f 0 DL predictions. Figure 3 shows the model’s predicted
d8 as a function ofd, the fractional change inf 0 . Figure 1~b!
shows the minimum values ofd such thatd8.d08 , where
d085190 was arbitrarily selected~horizontal dashed line in
Fig. 3! to yield predictedf 0 DLs in the general range of the
psychophysical results. For the sine-phase stimuli~open
symbols!, predictedf 0 DLs generallyincreasewith increas-
ing f 0 , opposite to the trend seen in the psychophysical data.
This is the case in both spectral regions. Note that this trend
would occur independently of the chosend08 , since the
d8(d) functions~Fig. 3! rarely cross. These results indicate
that phase-locking to the envelope of unresolved harmonics
was stronger than phase-locking to individual resolved har-
monics, yielding smaller predictedf 0 DLs for lower stimulus
f 0’s. This result may depend on the relatively high stimulus
spectral regions tested. Phase-locking to resolved compo-

nents would most likely be stronger for stimuli with energy
below 1.5 kHz, the frequency at which phase locking begins
to roll off in the guinea pig-based model used here.

For random-phase stimuli@closed symbols in Fig. 1~b!#,
f 0 DLs predicted by the model tended to decrease with in-
creasingf 0 , consistent with the general trend seen in the
psychophysical results. Diamonds indicate thatd8 failed to
exceedd08 for the largest tested value ofd50.3. The heights
of the SACF peaks did not appear to change substantially
with f 0 ~Fig. 2, right column!, suggesting that the decrease in
f 0 DLs is most likely a result of the additional SACF peaks
present for stimuli with largerf 0’s. This correct behavior for
the random-phase conditions is a result of a very large phase
effect that is present mainly for lowf 0’s, where the pre-
dicted f 0 DLs for the samef 0 are drastically different be-
tween the two phase conditions. The presence of such a
phase effect in the model~albeit much larger than that seen
in the data! is consistent with previous studies that have
found phase effects in the AC for harmonic complexes con-
taining high-order harmonics, but not for those containing
low-order harmonics~Pattersonet al., 1995; Meddis and
O’Mard, 1997; Carlyon and Shamma, 2003!. Since the auto-
correlation operation discards relative timing information
across channels, but remains sensitive to timing information
within each channel, we expect the relative phase of harmon-
ics to affect the resulting SACFs only in cases where the
harmonics are unresolved by the cochlear filters, i.e., for the
lowest f 0’s presented.

For similar harmonic numbers present in the passband,
the AC model predicts largerf 0 DLs in the high-spectrum
conditions@triangles in Fig. 11~b!# than in the low-spectrum
conditions~inverted triangles!, suggesting an effect of spec-
tral region in the model that was not seen in the psychophysi-
cal data. This is consistent with Carlyon’s~1998! conclusion
that, in contrast to the psychophysical results, the AC model
is sensitive to spectral region effects, as a result of the de-
cline in phase-locking with increasing absolute frequency.

E. Effects of added noise

The simulations described above were performed with-
out the presence of background noise. To test the possibility
that background noise could affect the model simulation re-
sults, a subset of the simulations were repeated with back-
ground noise present. In our psychophysical experiment, the
background noise level was held fixed and the stimulus level
set relative to the detection threshold for a pure tone in the
noise. Repeating a similar strategy to determine an appropri-
ate noise level for the modeling simulations would require a
model for signal-in-noise detection based on ANF responses,
which is outside the scope of this paper. Instead, we chose to
examine the influence of background noise over a range of
levels. The nominal signal level was the same as that used in
our original simulations. The background noise levels were
chosen such that the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! ranged from
210 dB to1` ~no noise! relative to the average SNR used
in the experiment (SNRexpt). The background noise was
turned on 100 ms before, and off 100 ms after, the harmonic
stimulus.

FIG. 3. Plots of the estimatedd8 as a function ofd, the fractional change in
f 0 , as predicted by an optimal detector model. For sine-phase stimuli, slopes
decrease with increasingf 0 , while for random-phase stimuli, slopes in-
crease with increasingf 0 . Horizontal dotted lines indicate the arbitraryd08
5190 used to predictf 0 discrimination thresholds plotted in Fig. 1~b!. The
plots rarely cross, indicating that the predictedf 0 DL vs f 0 trend is inde-
pendent of the chosen value ofd08 .
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Figure 4 shows the predictedf 0 DLs at various SNRs
(re SNRexpt) for the sine-phase conditions. Low-spectrum
and high-spectrum results are plotted in the left and right
panels, respectively. The predictions are largely unaffected
by the background noise until the SNR reaches the SNRexpt.
Interestingly, for a narrow window of SNRs near SNRexpt,
the trend inf 0 DLs as a function off 0 actually switches, and
f 0 DLs decrease with increasingf 0 as in the experimental
data. One aspect of this behavior with respect to SNR is
consistent with previous psychophysical data. Hoekstra
~1979! showed thatf 0 DLs generally increase with decreas-
ing SNR, and that this effect is most pronounced in a given
fixed frequency region for lowf 0’s at low SNRs. In the
model simulations, the predictedf 0 DLs increase more rap-
idly with decreasing SNR for lowf 0’s than for high f 0’s.
However, Hoekstra~1979! also showed that the general trend
for f 0 DLs to improve with increasingf 0 for a fixed spectral
region was unaffected by SNR. In contrast, the model only
shows a trend forf 0 DLs to increase withf 0 for a narrow
range of SNRs, and is therefore unsatisfactory as a predictor
of f 0 DL data.

Overall, this analysis shows that the model predictions
are relatively unaffected by the presence of background
noise, provided the SNR is above a certain threshold. For the
remainder of the simulations described in the following, no
noise background was used.

IV. MODEL MODIFICATIONS

To account for a variety of psychophysical effects, vari-
ous modifications to autocorrelation models of pitch have
been suggested. These include SACF normalization~Patter-
son et al., 1996; Yostet al., 1996; Pattersonet al., 2000!,
SACF weighting functions~Pressnitzeret al., 2001; Krumb-
holz et al., 2003; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005!, a lag-
dependent AC time constant~Wiegrebe, 2001! a nonlinear
filterbank ~Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001!, and a CF-
dependent ACF weighting function~Moore, 1982!. In the
model simulations described in the following five sections,
the CF-dependent weighting function was the most success-

ful in accounting for the effect of harmonic number observed
in these psychophysical results of Sec. II. Each of these pos-
sible modifications is discussed in turn.

A. SACF normalization

The height of the SACF peak normalized to the value at
zero lag has been successful in predicting the pitch strength
of iterated rippled noises~Pattersonet al., 1996; Yostet al.,
1996; Pattersonet al., 2000!. Cariani and Delgutte~1996a,b!;
performed an analysis similar to SACF normalization by us-
ing the peak-to-background ratio in the all-order interval his-
togram as a neural estimate of the pitch salience. They were
able to successfully account for a wide range of psy-
chophysical pitch phenomena using this type of analysis.
However, when the optimal detector model was adjusted to
include SACF normalization~results not shown!, there was
virtually no change from the results seen in Fig. 5. The rea-
son for this is that the optimal detector inherently normalizes
the SACF function to the standard deviation at each lag. In
essence, the extra normalization step scales the mean and
standard deviation of the SACF equally, leavingd8 unaf-
fected. SACF normalization did serve to reduce the noise
associated with level roving, increasing the overalld8. How-
ever, this effect was similar across all conditions, such that
when d08 was adjusted accordingly, normalized and unnor-
malized SACFs yielded virtually identicalf 0 DL predictions.

B. SACF weighting function

An SACF weighting function that generally gives more
weight to short lags should yield a larger estimatedd8 for
high-f 0 stimuli that contain SACF peaks at short lags. Thus,
such a weighting function may have the potential to account
for the better discrimination performance observed for high
f 0’s. For example, Pressnitzeret al. ~2001! found that the
Meddis and O’Mard~1997! model, modified to include a
linear SACF weighting function, successfully predicted an
increase in the lowestf 0 that could convey melody for higher
spectral regions. In the optimal detector formulation, weight-
ing the SACF would have no effect, since the weights would
alter both the mean and standard deviations by the same
factor, thus not affectingd8. Instead, independent noise with
variancesw

2 ( l ) was added along the diagonal of the covari-
ance matrixG in Eq. ~4!, according to

sw
2 ~ l !5w~ l !22, ~5!

FIG. 4. Effects of the introduction of background noise on model predic-
tions. Signal level was held constant while the noise level was adjusted;
SNR ~dB! are described relative to the SNR used in the psychophysical
experiment. For SNRs 5 dB or greater than that used in the experiment, the
background noise has little effect on model predictions. As in Fig. 1, closed
diamonds plotted along the top axis indicate thatd08 was not reached for the
highestd tested of 0.3.

FIG. 5. SamplewACF’s @Eq. ~6!# for a range of CFs, with parameters that
yielded the best fit to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 7.
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where w( l ) is the analogous SACF weighting function.
Three different versions ofw( l ) were tested: a linear func-
tion, w512 l / l max ~Pressnitzeret al., 2001!, a power func-
tion, w512( l / l max)

a with a ranging from 1/64 to 1~Krum-
bholz et al., 2003!, and an exponential function,w5exp
(2l/l) with l ranging from 0.3 to 30~Cedolin and Delgutte,
2005!. For eachw, the model was tested both with and with-
out SACF normalization. The most promising results were
produced by the combination of an exponentialw( l ) with
3,l,4 ms, and SACF normalization. For low-spectrum
stimuli, this modified model yieldedf 0 DLs that decreased
with increasingf 0 for low-spectrum stimuli, consistent with
the experimental data~results not shown!. However, this
combination of modifications was unable to account for the
high-spectrum data, and was therefore unsatisfactory. None
of the other functions produced desirable results.

C. A lag-dependent time constant

Another lag-dependent AC modification was suggested
by Wiegrebe~2001!, whereby the AC time constant@t in Eq.
~1!# increases with increasing lag. Like the SACF weighting
function of Pressnitzeret al. ~2001!, a lag-dependentt would
affect the SACF differently for different stimulusf 0’s, and
could therefore influence the model’sf 0 DL predictions.
However, this modification would most likely not account
for the results of the experiment described in Sec. II, because
the longer time constant associated with lowf 0’s would tend
to increase the amplitudes of peaks in the SACF, yielding
smaller f 0 DLs than for highf 0’s. Thus, Wiegrebe’s~2001!
modification would be likely to skew the model predictions
even more heavily in favor of lowf 0’s.

D. A nonlinear filterbank

The described above model simulations used a bank of
linear gammatone filters~Pattersonet al., 1992! to represent
the basilar membrane. A more accurate nonlinear filter model
that includes the compressive input–output function ob-
served at the level of the basilar membrane~Rhode, 1971;
Ruggeroet al., 1997! has been shown to be important for a
number of psychophysical phenomena~e.g. Oxenham and
Bacon, 2003!, and might better account for thef 0 DL data.
The inclusion of a basilar membrane nonlinearity~e.g.,
Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001! might compress the
‘‘peaky’’ sine-phase waveform more than the ‘‘flat’’ random-
phase waveform yielded by interacting unresolved harmon-
ics ~Carlyon and Datta, 1997!, possibly reducing the size of
the phase effect predicted by the AC model. However, simu-
lations using the dual-resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter-
bank ~Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 2001! yielded unsatisfac-
tory results ~not shown!, similar to those seen with the
gammatone model. Thus, although the compression offered
by this model is similar to that observed physiologically, it
was not substantial enough to account for these data.

E. A CF-dependent ‘‘lag window’’

Section III showed that for sine-phase stimuli, the Med-
dis and O’Mard~1997! AC model responded preferentially

to low f 0’s for stimuli bandpass filtered in fixed spectral
regions. Therefore, to successfully predict the improvedf 0

discrimination for higherf 0’s seen in the human perfor-
mance, the AC model must be modified in such a way as to
impair performance for lowf 0’s within a given spectral re-
gion. One way to accomplish this is to limit the range of lags
for which the autocorrelation is calculated in each frequency
channel in a CF-dependent manner~Moore, 1982!. With this
lag-window limitation, the AC will respond best tof 0’s that
have certain harmonic numbers falling within each channel’s
bandwidth. Schouten~1970! first proposed the idea that
‘‘each pitch extractor has a limited range of measurable time
intervals’’ in order to account for Ritsma’s~1967! demonstra-
tion of the dominance of low-order harmonics in complex
pitch perception. Moore~1982! further quantified the lag
window, suggesting that a mechanism based on first-order
interspike intervals operates over a range of lags between
about 0.5/CF and 15/CF. Thus the AC in a particular channel
will respond tof 0’s that are 1/15 to 2 times the channel’s CF.
In other words, the AC will respond to a givenf 0 only if at
least one of thef 0’s first to fifteenth harmonics fall near the
CF. Ghitza~1986! implemented a similar idea, whereby the
interspike interval analysis window length was roughly in-
versely proportional to each channel’s CF.

After experimenting with various possibilities, we found
that a piecewise-linear weighting function was able to ac-
count for the psychophysical data with some success. The
CF-dependent weighting function consisted of four seg-
ments:

wACF~ l ,CF!5

5
0, l ,
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CF2

CF0
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~6!

wherel is the lag, CF051500 Hz, the lowest CF used in the
simulations,NC is the cutoff between the second and third
segments relative to CF,ND is the width of the third segment
relative to CF,A is the amplitude of the fourth segment at
l 50, l 0 is the lag for which the fourth segment reaches zero,
andm, the slope of the third segment, is defined as

m5

CF22A1
A

l 0
S NC1ND

CF D
ND /CF

. ~7!

The fourth segment, independent of CF, is identical to the
linear SACF weighting function of Pressnitzeret al. ~2001!.
The zero-crossing of this segment (l 0) was set to 33 ms as
suggested by Pressnitzeret al., consistent with a 30 Hz lower
limit of melodic pitch. Finally, in some conditions, the esti-
matedd8 reflected activity at low lags completely unrelated
to the stimulusf 0 . To prevent this phenomenon,wACF for
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each CF was set to zero for all values ofl ,0.875 ms.
SamplewACF functions for various CF are shown in Fig. 5.
~The linear segments of the functions appear curved because
they are plotted on a logarithmic scale.! The lag window was
applied to the ACF for each simulated ANF, and these win-
dowed ACFs were summed to create the SACF just as be-
fore.

The CF-dependent windowing procedure described here
was notably different from the SACF weighting described in
Sec. IV B. There, the addition of independent noise was used
as a substitute for a SACF-weighting function, which would
have scaled the mean and standard deviation equally, yield-
ing no net effect ond8. Here, the weighting functions
(wACF) were applied to the individual ACFs before summing
them to produce the SACF. Thus, the statistical properties of
the SACF at each lag tended to reflect the statistical proper-
ties of the ACFs for channels that were most heavily
weighted at that lag.

Estimates ofd8 were generally noisier than in the un-
modified model because the lag window tended to reduce the
total number of ANF spikes that were used in the calculation.
Therefore, two minor modifications were made. First, the
number of stimulus repetitionsn was increased to 100. Sec-
ond,d8 was determined to exceed threshold only if it did not
fall below d08 again for a higher value ofd. This ensured that
the threshold was not exceeded due to random fluctuations in
the d8 estimates.

The modified AC model was fit to the sine-phase experi-
mental data of Sec. II with four free parameters (NC , ND ,
A, andd08). The two most important aspects of the experi-
mental data were the dependence off 0 DLs on N, and the
lack of an effect of spectral region onf 0 DLs. Therefore, the
fitting procedure minimized the sum of two error measures:
the root-mean-squared difference between the logarithms of
predicted and actualf 0 DLs, and the root-mean-squared dif-
ference between the logarithms of the predictedf 0 DLs for
stimuli with equivalentN’s in the low- and high-spectrum
conditions. The strong model nonlinearities and limited
range ofd values tested prohibited the successful use of an
automated fitting procedure, such as the Nelder–Mead sim-
plex method used byMATLAB ’s fminsearch function. Instead,
a parameter-space search method was used, where coarse
step-sizes allowed for a reduction in computation time. Thus,
we caution that a somewhat different set of parameters may
yield a better fit than those reported here.

Figure 6 showsd8 as a function ofd for the modified
model with parameters that yielded the best fit to the sine-
phase experimental data:NC510.8,ND52 andA5200. The
samplewACF functions depicted in Fig. 5 reflect these param-
eter values. The best-fittingd08 of 7.913104 is depicted as a
horizontal dashed line in each panel of Fig. 6. Figure 7~b!
shows the modified model’sf 0 DL predictions as a function
of N, based on these best-fitting parameters. Thef 0’s corre-
sponding to theN’s are shown along the top axis. The psy-
chophysical results from Fig. 1~a! are replotted in Fig. 7~a!
for direct comparison with the model predictions. The modi-
fied model yielded a reasonable fit to both sets of data, and
captured three main features of the data. First,f 0 DLs gen-
erally decrease with increasingf 0 . Second, the model pre-

dictions for the two spectral regions overlap when plotted as
a function ofN, such thatf 0 DL are mainly dependent on
harmonic number. The separation of stimuli into two groups
based onN is clearly seen in Fig. 6: those stimuli with low
f 0’s, such thatN.12, have shallowd8 vs d slopes, yielding
large f 0 DLs, while those with highf 0’s, such thatN,12,
have steeper slopes, yielding smallf 0 DLs. Third, phase ef-
fects are only present for complexes with largeN. For small
N, sine- and random-phase stimuli yield similarf 0 DL pre-
dictions.

The one major failure of the modified model is that it
overpredicted the phase effect for lowf 0’s. The variability
in the envelopes associated with low-f 0 , unresolved,
random-phase complexes was so large relative to the mean

FIG. 6. Model estimates ofd8 vs d using the lag windows described in Eq.
~6! and pictured in Fig. 5, with parametersNC510.8,ND52, andA5200
that best fit the sine-phase data. Stimulusf 0’s are clearly divided into two
groups, with lowerf 0’s yielding graduald8 slopes, and higherf 0’s yielding
steeperd8 slopes.

FIG. 7. ~a! Psychophysicalf 0 DLs from Fig. 1~a! are replotted for direct
comparison with the model predictions.~b! Model f 0 DL predictions based
on d8 estimates shown in Fig. 6 using the lag window@Eq. ~6!#, plotted as a
function of N. As in Fig. 1, f 0’s corresponding to values ofN for the low-
and high-spectrum conditions are plotted above each panel, and closed dia-
monds plotted along the top horizontal axis indicate thatd08 was not reached
at the maximum tested value ofd50.3. Both experimental and modelf 0

DLs generally overlap for stimuli with the sameN, indicating the modified
model successfully accounts for effects ofN on f 0 discrimination perfor-
mance.
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envelope thatd8 was not affected by increasingd. Thus, the
model failed to reach threshold at the highest tested value of
d50.3, and was unable to predict discrimination thresholds
for these complexes. This problem was also observed for the
original, unmodified model. The inclusion of a compressive
nonlinearity in the model might help to reduce the magnitude
of this phase effect by compressing ‘‘peaky’’ sine-phase en-
velope more than ‘‘flat’’ random-phase envelopes. However,
because substituting DRNL filters~Lopez-Poveda and Med-
dis, 2001! for gammatone filters did not greatly affect the
predictions of the unmodified model~Sec. IV D!, it is also
unlikely to greatly influence the predictions of the modified
model.

Nonmonotonicities were observed ind8 estimates at the
three highestf 0’s tested in each condition. For values ofd
near 0.1,d8 estimates suddenly decreased then increased.
This nonmonotonic behavior can be understood by examin-
ing the sample SACF functions in Fig. 8. For the relatively
high f 0 of 200 Hz, the SACF contains multiple sharp peaks
at lags near 1/f 0 , reflecting the stimulus fine structure. Asd
increases, these closely spaced peaks move in and out of
alignment with one another, yielding the observed nonmono-
tonic behavior. In contrast, the SACF representations for low
f 0’s ~e.g., 50 and 100 Hz! are dominated by a single large
peak at each multiple of 1/f 0 , with relatively small side
bands. As a result, nonmonotonic behavior is not observed
for these stimuli. This analysis suggests that the model uses
fine-structure information to discriminatef 0 for low-order,
but not for high-order harmonics. Regardless, these non-
monotonicities occur forf 0 separations well above the dis-
crimination threshold, and therefore do not impact the mod-
el’s f 0 DL predictions.

V. DISCUSSION

The analysis of Sec. III showed that the Meddis and
O’Mard unitary AC model of pitch perception is unable to
account for the dependence off 0 DLs on harmonic number.
Whereas experimental data presented both here and else-
where ~Hoekstra, 1979; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990;
Carlyon and Shackleton, 1994; Shackleton and Carlyon,

1994; Kaernbach and Bering, 2001! show that discrimination
performance deteriorates with increasing lowest harmonic
number within a given passband, the Meddis and O’Mard
model predicts just the opposite for the stimuli used here.
This result is consistent with the results of Cedolin and Del-
gutte~2005!, who estimated pitch salience based on all-order
interval analysis of cat ANF spikes. They found that pitch
salience estimated in this way was maximal for the lowest
f 0’s tested, where individual harmonics are not well resolved
by the cat’s auditory periphery.

We have shown~Sec. IV! that this failure of the AC
model is not fatal to the idea that a single mechanism based
on temporal information can account for the perceived pitch
based on both resolved and unresolved harmonics. With the
introduction of a CF-dependent lag window similar to that
described by Moore~1982!, the model was able to predict
the dependence off 0 discrimination on harmonic number.
This was achieved because the modification reverses the
original model’s ‘‘preference’’ for high-order harmonics by
applying a weighting function that amplifies the AC response
to low-order harmonics, and attenuates the response to high-
order harmonics.

The success of the modified AC model where the origi-
nal model has failed supports the idea that temporal informa-
tion alone is not enough to yield a salient pitch percept, and
that the temporal information must be presented at the cor-
rect place on the cochlear partition in order to yield goodf 0

discrimination performance~Oxenhamet al., 2004!. The lag
window modification effectively codes ‘‘place’’ information
into the AC model by weighting each channel’s contribution
based on its relationship to the stimulusf 0 . For a given CF,
a range of lags between 0.5/CF andNC /CF are weighted
most heavily. The ACF will respond most readily to a certain
range of stimulusf 0’s that contain peaks falling within this
lag range.

It is important to note that the correct behavior of the
modified model with regard to the effects of harmonic num-
ber is not based on harmonic resolvability. The modified
model responds preferentially to complexes containing low
harmonics because of the introduction of the CF-dependent
wACF . This could be considered a major failing of the model,
if good f 0 discrimination performance were directly depen-
dent on the presence of resolved harmonics. On the other
hand, the direct dependence of the modified model’sf 0 DL
predictions on harmonic number is consistent the results of
several studies~described in Sec. I! suggesting thatf 0 dis-
crimination performance may depend only on harmonic
number, and not on harmonic resolvabilityper se~Houtsma
and Goldstein, 1972; Arehart and Burns, 1999; Bernstein and
Oxenham, 2003!.

The AC model was modified to fit thef 0 discrimination
data described in Sec. II, and has not yet been tested on other
data sets. Nevertheless, the dependence of predictedf 0 per-
formance on harmonic number is a direct result of thewACF

modification, suggesting that the modified model should be
able to account at least qualitatively for the results of other
studies that have shown an increase inf 0 DLs with increas-
ing N. These include f 0 discrimination studies with
bandpass-filtered harmonic complexes~Houtsma and Gold-

FIG. 8. Mean SACFs produced with the lag-window modification@Eq. ~6!;
Fig. 5# for sine-phase stimuli with variousf 0’s. For higherf 0’s ~e.g., 200
Hz!, the large SACF peak atl 55 ms contains large fine-structure side
peaks, causing the nonmonotonic behavior ofd8 observed in Fig. 6. For
lower f 0’s ~50 and 100 Hz!, the SACF side peaks are small relative to the
central SACF peak; nonmonotonicd8 behavior is not observed for these
stimuli.
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stein, 1972; Hoekstra, 1979; Houtsma and Smurzynski,
1990; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Bernstein and Oxen-
ham, 2003!, as well as those that manipulateN for com-
plexes with a fixedf 0 ~Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972; Hout-
sma and Smurzynski, 1990; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994;
Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. Furthermore, because this
modification relies on harmonic number rather than periph-
eral resolvability, it is likely to account for results indicating
that the diotic presentation of alternating harmonics does not
improve f 0 discrimination performance~Houtsma and Gold-
stein, 1972; Arehart and Burns, 1999; Bernstein and Oxen-
ham, 2003! despite the improvement in peripheral resolvabil-
ity ~Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!.

In contrast to the behavior of the modified model with
respect toN, its correct behavior with respect to phase ef-
fects is most likely based on harmonic resolvability. The
original model predicted a large effect of phase onf 0 DLs
for low f 0’s containing unresolved harmonics, where the
SACF mainly reflects phase-locking to the envelope~Fig. 2!.
In these conditions, the envelope resulting from the interac-
tion of multiple harmonics within one filter was much
‘‘peakier’’ with sine-phase complexes than with random-
phase complexes, yielding smaller predictedf 0 DLs. While
the modified model predicts that stimuli yielding largef 0

DLs should also yield phase-dependentf 0 DLs, the two ef-
fects rely on different processes. The dependency off 0 DLs
on harmonic number derives from thewACF modification.
The dependency on phase derives from inherent differences
in the way the model processes resolved and unresolved har-
monics, and is correctly predicted by both the original and
modified AC models.

How is the mathematical formulation of a lag window to
be interpreted in terms of physiological mechanisms? Lick-
lider ~1951! formulated an AC model of pitch perception in
terms of a system of neurons, where every cochlear fre-
quency channel is associated with its own bank of AC neu-
rons, and each neuron in the bank is tuned to one of a wide
range of periodicities. The ACF@Eq. ~1!# represents the re-
sponses of each of the neurons in the bank, and the lag win-
dow is a weighting function applied to these responses. In
the physiological interpretation, a larger number of neurons
associated with a given lag will reduce the noise in the peri-
odicity representation, yielding smaller predictedf 0 DLs for
the f 0 associated with that lag.

In a manner similar to that described in the harmonic
template model of Shamma and Klein~2000!, the autocorre-
lation mechanism might develop over time to detect only
those temporal correlations that tend to occur in the outputs
of individual ANFs in response to generic wideband stimuli.
The CF-dependent lag windows described here@Eq. ~6! and
Fig. 5# could emerge naturally based on the statistical prop-
erties of ANF outputs in response to such stimuli. Since the
temporal extent of the impulse response of a bandpass filter
is inversely proportional to the filter’s bandwidth, the nar-
rower filters associated with lower CFs will yield a wider
range of lags over which a filtered wideband input stimulus
will correlate with itself. Mirroring the properties of these
naturally occurring autocorrelations, the system would be
tuned to detect ANF response correlations at longer lags for

low CFs than for high CFs. De Cheveigne´ and Pressnitzer
~2005! have proposed a similar idea that relates filter impulse
response times to pitch processing.

With the addition of a CF-dependent lag window, a
single pitch mechanism based on temporal information can
account for the poorerf 0 discrimination performance associ-
ated with highN. However, it does not address other evi-
dence relating to frequency modulation~FM! detection and
temporal integration that points to the possible existence of
two separate pitch mechanisms. Plack and Carlyon~1995!
showed thatf 0 discrimination was affected by decreasing
stimulus durations below 100 ms more for unresolved than
for resolved complexes. They suggested that the exception-
ally poor FM detection performance~relative to thef 0 DL!
measured for unresolved complexes resulted from an ab-
sence of the longer integration time needed to extract thef 0 .
Because the modified autocorrelation model needs the same
integration time for a givenf 0 ~i.e., somewhat longer than a
single pitch period, in order to yield an SACF peak atl
51/f 0) regardless of resolvability, it is not likely to account
for this result. It may be possible to interpret the CF-
dependent weighting function as a manifestation of two pitch
mechanisms. In this interpretation, the second segment of the
lag-window@Eq. ~6!# corresponds to the mechanism for low-
order resolved harmonics, the CF-independent fourth seg-
ment represents the more poorly performing mechanism for
high-order, unresolved harmonics and the third segment rep-
resents the transition between the two.

The autocorrelation model outlined here and elsewhere
~e.g., Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a, b; Cariani and Delgutte,
1996a, b; Meddis and O’Mard, 1997! takes into account all-
order intervals between ANF spikes. Kaernbach and Demany
~1998! challenged the view that thef 0 detection mechanism
takes into account anything but first-order interspike inter-
vals. They showed that a click-train withf 0 information in
its first-order interspike interval statistics was easier to dis-
criminate from a random click train than a click train con-
taining f 0 information in its second- and higher-order inter-
val statistics, even though the waveform autocorrelation
showed a similar peak at a lag corresponding to thef 0 in
both cases. However, Pressnitzeret al. ~2002! showed that
an all-order autocorrelation based on simulated ANF re-
sponses, rather than the raw waveform, may be able to ac-
count for this phenomenon, as a result of the auditory filter-
ing and neural transduction present in the model.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Measurements off 0 DLs for bandpass-filtered harmonic
stimuli demonstrated thatf 0 discrimination performance de-
pends largely on harmonic number: as the ratio of a com-
plex’s f 0 to the frequency of its lowest component increases,
f 0 discrimination improves. The Meddis and O’Mard~1997!
unitary AC model of pitch perception fails to predict this
effect of harmonic number onf 0 discrimination. While psy-
chophysical measurements show an improvement inf 0 dis-
crimination with increasingf 0 for bandpass filtered harmonic
stimuli, the AC model predicts the opposite behavior, at least
for sine-phase complexes. In order for the model to correctly
predict the psychophysical results, anad hoc modification
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was made, whereby the lags for which the AC was measured
in each frequency channel were weighted in a CF-dependent
manner. This yieldedf 0 DL predictions that decreased with
increasingf 0 , and depended mainly on harmonic number,
consistent with the data. This modification works by forcing
the model to respond preferentially to low numbered har-
monics. The correct behavior of the model in no way reflects
a preference for resolved harmonics,per se. Instead, the
model introduces a dependence on harmonic number, with-
out regard to harmonic resolvability.

In conclusion, this study has shown that a single auto-
correlation mechanism, modified to include CF dependency,
is sufficient to account for the dependence off 0 DLs on
harmonic number. Consequently, two pitch mechanisms may
not be needed to explain this effect. Nevertheless, the modi-
fied autocorrelation model may not account for other evi-
dence for two pitch mechanisms, such as the differences ob-
served between resolved and unresolved harmonics in the
temporal integration off 0 information ~Plack and Carlyon,
1995!.
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The preferences of a large number of naı¨ve listeners were elicited in response to a selection of
multichannel audio items that had been degraded in quality by using band-limiting and
down-mixing algorithms. Relationships were sought between these preference ratings and the
quality judgements of experienced listeners in an attempt to determine whether one could be
predicted from the other. Results suggest that a simple regression model can be used to do this with
adequate results, but that a better prediction can be successfully based on experienced listener
ratings of timbral and spatial fidelity. There is a difference between naı¨ve and experienced listeners
in the weightings of the fidelities and their relationship to overall quality. ©2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904305#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A previous study~see Zielinskiet al., 2005! examined
the basic audio quality of multichannel audio stimuli that
were degraded by band limitation and down mixing. The
results obtained using experienced listeners showed that ba-
sic audio quality is more influenced by timbral fidelity than
by spatial fidelity. In order to examine whether this was as a
consequence of the listening experience of the subjects, a
new experiment using naı¨ve subjects was conducted and is
presented here. The prediction of the naı¨ve subject or con-
sumer preference ratings using the experienced listener rat-
ings was also attempted.

It was hypothesized that the experience of the listeners
used in the previous experiment would have led to them
having certain prejudices and prior assumptions concerning
the meaning of audio quality. In that experiment the experi-
enced listeners were asked to grade basic audio quality, de-
fined as ‘‘any and all detectable differences between a refer-
ence and the item under evaluation’’~Zielinski et al., 2005!.
Experience suggests that such basic audio quality ratings can
be strongly influenced by the preference of the listener~their
degree of liking!, but this has never been proved in formal
experiments. The scales used for evaluating basic audio qual-
ity tend to use affective terms such as excellent, bad and so
forth, which are not only judgements of the difference be-
tween the reference and the evaluated item. This is even
more obvious in the case of impairment scales used for judg-
ing basic audio quality, which use terms such as annoying
along with perceptible~e.g., perceptible but not annoying!,
thereby conflating two different concepts into one scale~the
one affective, the other a psychophysical judgement!. Fur-
thermore, basic audio quality ratings are often called mean
opinion scores and opinion is just one step away from pref-
erence in semantic terms.

In the new experiment reported here, large numbers of
so-called naı¨ve listeners~essentially students recruited off

the street with no required previous experience of evaluating
music or audio! gave preference ratings of some or all of the
same stimuli used in the experienced listener tests. These
ratings were entirely concerned with their liking for a par-
ticular version of the audio items presented. The subjects
were naı¨ve to the extent that they had not been biased by
traditional studio or academic training in audio engineering,
and in this respect may be considered to be similar to ordi-
nary consumers of audio-visual entertainment. If consumer
preference could be predicted on the basis of expert listener
judgements then one could avoid the need for lengthy con-
sumer tests and rely rather on the ratings of a relatively small
number of experts, using statistical models to derive predic-
tions of the broader population’s preference.

In sensory evaluations of food it is common practice to
use separate panels of consumers to evaluate product prefer-
ence, only using experts to evaluate detailed sensory charac-
teristics of items. The point of using two independent panels
is to enable external preference mapping to be carried out,
there being the explicit assumption that the preference of
experts may be biased and not representative of that of con-
sumers. Olive, however, recently showed that, because ex-
pert ratings of audio quality are more consistent than—yet
similar to—general consumers’ ratings, expert ratings may
be used in place of those of general consumers for loud-
speaker preference tests~Olive, 2003!. He argues that the
evaluation of audio quality may be different to the evaluation
of food because in the case of audio there is such a thing as
absolute fidelity, to which all sound reproduction should as-
pire and which acts as a natural anchor for listeners of all
sorts. It was hoped that the study reported here would help to
confirm or refute this notion.

II. EXPERIMENT A

Two experiments are described in this paper~A and B!.
The purpose of Experiment A was to undertake a pilot study
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before carrying out the main experiment~B!. There were 40
naı̈ve listeners involved in Experiment A and another 40
naı̈ve listeners involved in Experiment B. Subjects were re-
cruited from the population of undergraduate students at the
University of Surrey. The only selection criterion was that
they were not students of sound recording, and hence could
be expected to have no experience in critical listening tests.
The experienced listeners used in the previously reported ex-
periment~Zielinski et al., 2005! also came from a population
of university students, so it can be said that the naı¨ve listen-
ers are a representative group of nontrained subjects in a
similar age and demographic population.~Although the sub-
jects in both experiments came from a relatively narrow
population, this is justified by the aim to compare the results
for trained and untrained subjects in the same population.!

A. Stimuli

Twelve multichannel audio excerpts in the 5.0-channel
format, according to ITU-R BS.775, were selected. They rep-
resented the following genres: classical music, pop music,
movie, sport, TV show, and ambient sounds~applause and
rain!. The rationale for selection of audio material was de-
scribed in more detail in Zielinskiet al. ~2003a, 2003b,
2003c, 2005!. It was important that the selection of audio
excerpts had a suitable spatial characteristic. For example,
half of the selected items contained an F–B~foreground–
background! spatial characteristic and the other half con-
tained an F–F~foreground–foreground! spatial characteristic
in order to preserve a balance in the selection of program
material. In the case of F–B recordings front channels repro-
duce predominantly foreground audio content~mainly close
and clearly perceived audio sources!, whereas rear channels
contain only background audio content~room response, re-
verberant sounds, unclear, ‘‘foggy’’!. This situation may be
compared to the typical sound impression perceived by a
listener sitting in a concert hall~sound stage with musicians
at the front, reflections from side and rear!. In the case of the
recordings exhibiting the F–F spatial characteristic both
front and rear channels contain predominantly foreground
content. This category has similarities to the auditory impres-
sion encountered when a listener is surrounded by an orches-
tra. Rear channels contain clearly identifiable sound sources,
often different from the instruments reproduced by front
channels, for example percussion instruments, backing vo-
cals, etc.@See Zielinskiet al. ~2003a, 2003b, 2003c! and
Rumsey~2002! for a detailed discussion on the categoriza-
tion of audio program material according to spatial charac-
teristics based on a scene-based paradigm.# The average du-
ration of the selected excerpts was 20 seconds.

The quality of the stimuli was degraded using two types
of signal processing: bandwidth limitation and down mixing.
11 algorithms were used for limitation of bandwidth and four
algorithms for the down-mixing procedure. The rationale for
selection of these algorithms and a description of them is
given in detail in Zielinskiet al. ~2003a, 2003b, 2003c!. Sev-
eral assumptions were made before processing the audio ma-
terial. First, it was assumed that the full bandwidth of any
audio channel ranges up to 20 kHz. Therefore the overall
bandwidth of the five-channel uncompressed audio material

was assumed to be equal to 100 kHz~5320 kHz!. Second, it
was assumed that in this experiment the minimum bandwidth
of any low-pass filtered channel should be no less than 3.5
kHz ~approximately the upper limit of telephone bandwidth!.
The effect of these algorithms on the overall bandwidth of
the audio signal was designed to be comparable between the
bandwidth-limited versions and the down-mixed versions.
For example, down mixing the number of audio channels
from five to three has the same effect on information rate as
reducing the bandwidth of all five channels from 20 kHz to
12 kHz. A range of values was used, extending from the
equivalent of five full bandwidth channels, representing the
original unprocessed recordings, down to one effective chan-
nel. These spanned the whole range of audio quality~ranging
from bad to excellent! and excited a broad range of percep-
tual impressions regarding the employed fidelity attributes.
For example, the low quality anchors~3.5 kHz low-pass fil-
tered items and mono down-mixed items! excited perceptual
impressions that were on average graded using the bottom of
the timbral fidelity and the spatial fidelity scales. In contrast,
the top of the fidelity scales was used in order to evaluate the
unprocessed items~hidden reference!.

After processing, the total set of stimuli to be evaluated
consisted of 138 items~including unprocessed recordings!.

B. Listening test method

Tests in which naı¨ve listeners are employed in the lis-
tening panel frequently involve simple tasks~see, for ex-
ample, Zacharov and Koivuniemi, 2001b, which involved
the comparison of two stimuli in terms of their preference!.
For Experiment A, a paired comparison test method was
adopted as the basis for experimental design. The listeners
were asked to listen to each pair of sounds and to rate which
sound they would prefer to listen to at home, assuming that
they had a choice between a number of different audio ser-
vices to use with a home cinema system.

The experiments were carried out in an ITU-R BS.1116-
compliant listening room using 5.0-channel surround sound
reproduction. Custom-written computer software was used to
automate the listening test. Buttons were used to switch syn-
chronously between the pairs of stimuli, and sliders were
provided to allow the listeners to express which stimuli they
preferred.~The letters assigned to the stimuli on the user
interface were chosen to correspond to adjacent keys on the
computer keyboard so that they could be switched easily by
that means.! For simplicity purposes it was decided to use
sliders with five discrete positions. The left-hand end of the
scale corresponded to a strong preference for the first stimu-
lus whereas the right-hand end represented a strong prefer-
ence for the second stimulus~the middle position was neu-
tral!.

The visual content of each stimulus was displayed on a
42 in. plasma display in front of the subjects. One listener
took part in the experiment at a time. The audio quality was
evaluated at the optimum listening position. Details concern-
ing the apparatus and audio calibration procedure, including
loudness equalization, are described in Zielinskiet al.
~2003c!.
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As there were 138 stimuli in total to be evaluated it
would have been too time consuming to undertake a full
paired comparison of all the stimuli, so it was decided to
limit the set of compared stimuli in Experiment A. Specifi-
cally, it was decided to compare only stimuli having the
same overall bandwidth, as defined above. For example, it
was decided to compare low-pass filtered items, all of whose
five channels were band-limited down to 12 kHz, with 3/0
down-mixed items~the overall bandwidth in these two cases
is the same and equivalent to three full bandwidth audio
channels!. Similarly, it was decided to compare the low-pass
filtered items all of whose five channels were limited down
to 8 kHz with the stereo down-mixed items~overall band-
width equivalent to two full bandwidth channels!.

The rationale for these comparisons is as follows: in a
previous study it was found that experienced listeners gener-
ally graded the quality of the full-bandwidth down-mixed
items higher than all-channel band-limited items for a given
overall bandwidth~Zielinski et al., 2003a!. This was caused
by the fact that the changes in timbral fidelity affect quality
ratings of experienced listeners more than changes in spatial
fidelity ~Zielinski et al., 2005!. However, it was still un-
known whether the same results would be obtained if naı¨ve
listeners were involved in the experiment~it was hypoth-
esized that these results could be different, perhaps because
of their lack of training, expectation and absence of detailed
familiarity with the characteristics of two channel stereo re-
production!.

C. Results from Experiment A

The results obtained in Experiment A exhibited either
binomial distribution or close to normal distribution. For this
reason it was difficult to summarize and to interpret the re-
sults based on histograms. Despite the fact that the raw data
was not always normally distributed, for the sake of gener-
alizability it was decided to summarize them using mean
values and 95% confidence intervals~see Fig. 1!. The use of
mean values and associated 95% confidence intervals can be
justified in this case by the fact that the employed preference
scale can be assumed to be of equal intervals, and also due to
the central limit effect@the number of observations for each
displayed mean value was equal to 40, which is a sufficiently
large number of observations for the sampling distribution of
the mean to approach the normal distribution regardless the
distribution of the raw data~see, for example, Diamantopou-
los and Schlegelmilch, 1997!#.

Since some mean values and associated 95% confidence
intervals in Fig. 1 are placed on the right-hand side of the
~zero! base line, whereas some others are located on the left-
hand side, it can be seen that the results of the preference
evaluation are program dependent. For example, in the case
of the item containing the ambient sound of rain~Ambient
F–F Rain! naı̈ve listeners preferred the five-channel low-
passed filtered version~12 kHz! over the full bandwidth
down-mixed one~3/0!. This can be explained by the fact that
in this case all channels contained almost equal energy of the
sound of the rain causing, in the opinion of the authors, a
very enveloping effect. The limitation in number of repro-
duction channels, arising from down mixing, inevitably

caused a substantial reduction in spatial fidelity, which, for
the naı¨ve listeners, was more objectionable than the degra-
dation of the timbral fidelity caused by low-pass filtering.
The opposite preference was observed in some of the pop
music items~see Pop F–F 2, for example!, where the effect
of down mixing to stereo was less objectionable than the
effect of low-pass filtering, which is in line with the results
obtained for basic audio quality using the experienced listen-
ers ~Zielinski et al., 2003a!.

D. Discussion

The results obtained in this pilot experiment can to some
extent be described as contradictory to the results obtained
using a group of trained listeners~Zielinski et al., 2003a!. It
was found that the preferences of naı¨ve listeners depend
strongly upon the program material presented. For some re-
cordings, naı¨ve listeners prefer limitation in bandwidth over
limitation in the number of channels for a given overall
bandwidth, whereas for other recordings they exhibit the op-
posite preference. Limiting the number of channels using
down-mixing algorithms was usually graded higher by the
experienced listeners than limiting the bandwidth of indi-
vidual channels for a given overall bandwidth~Zielinski
et al., 2003a!. The experienced listeners never graded the
quality of the down-mixed items lower than the quality of
the low-pass filtered items for a given overall information
rate of program material. Naı¨ve listeners, on the other hand,
seemed to prefer certain low-pass filtered items. However, it
is necessary to mention that the observations described
above must be treated with caution since, as mentioned ear-
lier, the raw data obtained in the experiment sometimes had
binomial distribution, indicating the possible existence of
two subpopulations amongst the listeners.

One can question whether the departure of these results
from the results obtained in the previous experiment involv-

FIG. 1. Results obtained in Experiment A~means and 95% confidence in-
tervals!. Scores averaged across listeners.~On thex-axis, 25strongly prefer
down-mix and225strongly prefer low-pass filtered version.!
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ing experienced listeners was due to a genuine effect caused
by a different type of listener or whether it was due to a bias
caused by adopting a different test paradigm~or due to a
combination of both factors!. At this stage it was not possible
to estimate to what extent using a paired comparison test in
Experiment A, as opposed to a multiple comparison test in
the previous experiment, biased the obtained results. There-
fore, it was decided to reduce any potential bias in the main
experiment ~Experiment B! by making the listening test
method as similar as possible to the one employed in the
experiment involving experienced listeners. The details of all
modifications introduced to the test paradigm are provided
below.

III. EXPERIMENT B

The initial results obtained in Experiment A indicate that
the preference scores obtained from the naı¨ve listeners can
show a different trend from the basic audio quality scores
obtained from the experienced listeners. However, as dis-
cussed above, those results have to be treated with some
caution since one cannot exclude the possibility of bias due
to the test paradigm employed. Those two factors encour-
aged the authors to undertake a further investigation using an
improved test method reducing the aforementioned bias. The
purpose of this new experiment was to examine what differ-
ences~or similarities! exist between the scores obtained from
the naı¨ve and the experienced listeners and also to see what
has the greatest effect on the preference of naı¨ve listeners:
timbral fidelity or spatial fidelity. The main research ques-
tions can be summarized as follows:

~1! How similar are basic audio quality scores obtained from
experienced listeners to the preference scores obtained
from naı̈ve listeners?

~2! Is it possible to use basic audio quality scores obtained
from experienced listeners to predict the preferences of
naı̈ve listeners?

~3! Is spatial fidelity less important for naı¨ve listeners than
timbral fidelity?

A. Listening test method

The design of Experiment B was inspired by the work of
Zacharov and Koivuniemi~2001a, 2001b!. The preference
mapping procedure using in their Audio Descriptive Analysis
and Mapping~ADAM ! was adapted for the purposes of this
experiment. The applied method is essentially based on a
preference mapping of direct attribute ratings obtained from
experienced listeners to the preferences grades provided by
naı̈ve listeners. As a result a multivariate regression model of
subjective preferences is derived. This model can be used
subsequently to predict the preference ratings of naı¨ve listen-
ers on the basis of scores obtained from experienced listen-
ers.

In Experiment B a few modifications were made in the
listening test method in comparison with Experiment A. It
was decided to use a multiple comparison method instead of
the paired comparison approach. The main reason for this
modification, as mentioned above, was the need for a reduc-
tion of a potential bias caused by differences in test methods.

Another reason for this modification is the efficiency of a
multiple comparison method when a large number of stimuli
are to be evaluated~multiple comparison methods are gener-
ally less time consuming!. The listeners were asked to com-
pare several audio items~called services in the instructions
for the listeners! and then to state whether they agreed with
the following statement: ‘‘I would like to listen to this audio
service using my home cinema system.’’~A number of pos-
sible context-defining scenarios were considered for presen-
tation to listeners so as to provide them with an ecologically
meaningful scenario. Amongst this age group the home cin-
ema experience was chosen as the context most likely to be
recognized or imagined. A short scene setting story was pro-
vided to the subjects to place them within an appropriate
ecological context.! They were required to record their an-
swers using the sliders on a continuous Likert scale contain-
ing five labels: 50~strongly agree!, 25 ~agree!, 0 ~neither
agree nor disagree!, 225 ~disagree!, 250 ~strongly disagree!.
All 138 audio-visual items were included in Experiment B.
During each listening session two low-quality anchors were
incorporated as items to be evaluated: a low-pass filtered
version of the original recording with a cutoff frequency of
3.5 kHz@as recommended in~ITU-R, 2001!, which could be
considered as a timbral low anchor# and a down-mixed
center-channel mono version of the original recording
~which could be considered as a spatial low anchor!. The
original ~unprocessed! recordings were included among the
items to be evaluated, however the listeners were not told
which they were in order not to bias the results. It was felt
that explicit presentation of the reference recording, as rec-
ommended in~ITU-R, 2001!, might indicate to the listeners
items that they should prefer, which was not the intention of
the experimenters~one cannot exclude the possibility that
listeners may prefer some processed items more than unproc-
essed ones!.

40 ‘‘new’’ naı̈ve subjects took part in Experiment B.
Like the 40 subjects who took part in Experiment A, they
were also recruited from the general student population at the
University of Surrey.

Although it is known that presence of simultaneous
video presentation has only a small effect on the audio qual-
ity grades given by experienced listeners~Zielinski et al.,
2003b!, it was not known if this would be the case with naı¨ve
listeners. It was hypothesized that naı¨ve listeners might be
more sensitive towards the presentation of accompanying
video than experienced listeners. Therefore, in order to in-
vestigate this audio-visual interaction in more detail, it was
decided that half of the listening panel would undertake the
experiment without accompanying video, whereas the other
half of the listeners would undertake the experiment with
accompanying video. Subjects were randomly divided into
the two groups with and without accompanying video play-
back.

B. Results from Experiment B

1. Initial data analysis

The database of subjective responses acquired in Experi-
ment B consisted of almost 7000 entries. The data was ini-
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tially examined using a histogram depicted in Fig. 2. It can
be seen that the listeners used five discrete values from the
scale most frequently~five peaks in the histogram!. These
values correspond to the five main categories, 50~strongly
agree!, 25 ~agree!, 0 ~neither agree nor disagree!, 225 ~dis-
agree!, 250 ~strongly disagree!. The obtained result shows
that the gathered data is predominantly categorical in its na-
ture and therefore care must be taken during the statistical
analysis, since there is a risk of violating the assumptions
underlying some statistical methods.

2. Audio-visual interaction

As mentioned in the description of the experimental de-
sign, 20 listeners undertook the experiment with the video
monitor switched off, whereas another 20 listeners undertook
the experiment with the video monitor switched on. This
allowed the authors to check to what extent video presence/
absence affected the audio preferences of the naı¨ve listeners.
In order to investigate this interaction in more detail it was
decided to undertake an analysis of variance test~ANOVA !.
The ANOVA model consisted of three fixed factors, audio
algorithm ~16 levels!, audio recording~12 levels!, picture
~two levels, On/Off!, and all interactions between them. It
was checked that the main assumptions underlying the
ANOVA test were fulfilled. For example, the distribution of
the residuals was examined using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test and found to be normal. The assumption of homogeneity
of variance was tested using Levene’s test. The obtained re-
sults showed that variances were not equal across experimen-
tal conditions. However, an ANOVA test may still give reli-
able results even when variances are not equal across
different groups, provided that the number of cases in each
group is similar~Howell, 1997!. This condition was not ful-
filled in the experiment since some stimuli were evaluated
more frequently than others~unbalanced design!. A check
was therefore made using a balanced version of the data set,
and the results of the ANOVA test were found to be very

similar to those reported below, suggesting that the slight
unbalancing of the data set did not have a marked effect on
the outcome. Finally, it can be assumed that the obtained
scores were independent due to the experimental design~ran-
dom order of presentation of stimuli for each listener!.

According to the obtained results the picture factor was
statistically significant@F(1,6686)55.07, p50.024], how-
ever according to the partial eta squared value it had only a
small effect on audio preference of the naı¨ve listeners (h2

50.001). A significant interaction between the program ma-
terial and picture presence was also observed@F(15,6686)
53.41, p,0.001], however according to the partial eta
squared value the magnitude of this interaction was small
(h250.008). The remaining interactions involving the pic-
ture factor were statistically insignificant (p.0.05). The ob-
tained results are in line with the results presented in~Zie-
linski et al., 2003b; Beerends and De Caluwe, 1999!.

In summary, the results obtained in this section show
that the effect of picture presence on evaluation of audio
quality undertaken by the inexperienced listeners is small.

3. Preprocessing of data

In order to compare the results obtained in the previous
experiment involving experienced listeners~Zielinski et al.,
2003a! with the results of this experiment, it was decided to
aggregate scores across listeners~including both the with
picture and without picture conditions! prior to further analy-
sis. This operation helped in mapping the results between the
two experiments and also helped in the exploration and vi-
sual inspection of the data~it is common practice to reduce
the size of the database by averaging the scores across the
subjects in order to increase readability of the results and to
help to explore the data~see, for example, Esbensen, 2002!!.
After this operation the size of the database was reduced
from 6962 to 138 entries.@It is worth noting that after the
data reduction all important information regarding the mean
values for all investigated experimental conditions was pre-
served, the only information that was discarded was the data
describing the variability between and within subjects. The
operation of the data reduction also affected its distribution.
Due to the central limit effect all the peaks that were present
in an initial histogram~Fig. 2! were smoothed and conse-
quently the overall histogram became less peaky.#

The scores obtained for the unprocessed items~hidden
reference! were removed from the analysis. This was done in
order to reduce the bias caused by the difference in experi-
mental design between the experiment involving the experi-
enced listeners~Zielinski et al., 2003a! and this experiment.
In the former experiment the listeners knew that the hidden
reference was included as one of the evaluated items and
they were expected to grade it using the maximum value of
the scale. On the contrary, in this experiment the listeners did
not know that the unprocessed items were included as items
to be evaluated and consequently they were free to use any
values from the scale in their evaluation.

FIG. 2. Histogram of all the scores obtained in Experiment B~data from all
experimental conditions!.
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4. Preference versus basic audio quality

The first research question in this study was: ‘‘How
similar are the basic audio quality scores obtained from ex-
perienced listeners to the preference scores obtained from
naı̈ve listeners?’’ In order to answer this question preferences
grades obtained from the naı¨ve listeners were plotted as a
function of the basic audio quality scores obtained from the
experienced listeners~see Fig. 3!. As can be seen in the plot,
the scores are correlated with each other. According to a
Pearson test, the correlation between these scores is high and
equals 0.82. This result was also confirmed by Spearman’s
test which showed that the correlation between the scores
equals 0.75.

The second research question stated before the experi-
ment was: ‘‘Is it possible to use the basic audio quality
scores obtained from the experienced listeners to predict the
preferences of the naı¨ve listeners?’’ In order to answer this
question linear regression analysis was performed on the
data. The summary of the obtained model is presented in
Table I whereas its coefficients are given in Table II. The
obtained results show that the preferences of the naı¨ve lis-
teners can be predicted, to some degree, using the following
equation~involving unstandardized coefficients!:

Pref50.701 BAQ230.5, ~1!

where Pref is the naı¨ve listener preference rating and BAQ is
the basic audio quality scores obtained from experienced lis-
teners.

The regression line representing the model is depicted in
the previously discussed Fig. 3. According to the obtained
results, the regression model explains 67% of the variance in

the preferences of the naı¨ve listeners. The error of prediction
expressed as the standard deviation of the residuals is equal
to 10.4 points relative to the 100-point scale, which is ac-
ceptable in the view of the fact that the listening tests often
involve an inherent error of the order of 5% or more~it was
checked that the confidence intervals of the scores obtained
from the naı¨ve listeners in this experiment ranged from 4 to
8 points relative to the 100-point scale!. Since the values of
R2 and adjustedR2 statistics are of similar magnitude, it is
possible to conclude that the model cross-validates well.
Consequently the obtained model, although not ideal, can be
used for a crude prediction of the preference scores.

As mentioned above in Sec. II B 1, care must be taken
when undertaking statistical analysis due to the risk of vio-
lation of the assumptions underlying some of the statistical
methods~this risk is caused by the predominantly categorical
nature of the data!. There is an ongoing debate as to whether
it is legitimate to analyze categorical data using parametric
methods, e.g., linear regression or analysis of variance. Nev-
ertheless, some statisticians claim that it is legitimate to use a
categorical predictor in the regression provided the outcome
variable ~basic audio quality in our case! is continuous
~Field, 2000!. Although it was found that the basic audio
quality scores also exhibit some peaks in the histogram, their
magnitude was much smaller than those observed in the case
of the preference scores of naı¨ve listeners. If it can be as-
sumed that the basic audio quality variable is a continuous
one then the approach adopted in this paper is legitimate.
However, as an additional precaution, the distribution of the
residuals obtained in the linear regression was scrutinized.
According to the obtained results the distribution of the re-
siduals was normal. Consequently, it can be concluded that
the requirement for a normal distribution of residuals was
fulfilled. In addition, taking into account that the order of
stimuli assigned to the buttons in the graphical user interface
was randomized for each listener, it can be assumed that the
requirement for the independence of scores was also ful-
filled.

The results presented in this section can be summarized
as follows:

~i! There is a relatively large similarity between the basic
audio quality scores acquired from the experienced
listeners and the preference scores elicited from the
naı̈ve listeners~this answers the first research ques-
tion!.

~ii ! The preference scores obtained from the naı¨ve listen-
ers can be, to some extent, approximated using solely
the basic audio quality scores elicited from the expe-
rienced listeners.

TABLE II. Basic regression model coefficients.

Unstandardized
coefficients Standardized

coefficients
Beta t

Significance
pB Std. error

~Constant! 230.522 2.825 210.803 0.000
Basic audio

quality
0.701 0.044 0.819 15.872 0.000

FIG. 3. Preferences of naı¨ve listeners plotted against the basic audio quality
scores obtained from experienced listeners~scores averaged across listen-
ers!. The regression model is represented using the dashed line.

TABLE I. Basic regression model~summary!.

Correlation
R R2 AdjustedR2

Std. Dev. of
residuals

0.82 0.670 0.667 10.4
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~iii ! The obtained regression model is not very accurate;
nevertheless, it can be useful if one wants to roughly
predict the preferences of naı¨ve listeners based on the
results of the basic audio quality scores acquired from
experienced listeners~this answers the second re-
search question!.

5. Preference versus direct attributes

It was found that a slightly more accurate regression
model could be derived when three direct attributes judged
by the experienced listeners were used as predictors~the
term direct attributes is used to indicate attributes that are
more specific than the basic audio quality; no claim is made
that these attributes are orthogonal and unidimensional!. The
main descriptors of the obtained regression model are sum-
marized in Table III whereas its coefficients and associated
statistical significance levelsp are presented in Table IV. A
scatter plot of the relationship is shown in Fig. 4. As can be
see in Table IV, the regression model in this case is ex-
pressed using the following equation~using unstandardized
coefficients!:

Pref50.633 Timbral10.249 Surround244.8, ~2!

where Pref is the preference scores of the naı¨ve listeners,
Timbral is the timbral fidelity judged by the experienced lis-
teners, Frontal is the frontal spatial fidelity judged by the
experienced listeners, and Surround is the surround spatial
fidelity judged by the experienced listeners.

The detailed definitions of the above attributes are pre-
sented in~Zielinski et al., 2005!. According to the obtained
regression model, the preference scores acquired from the
naı̈ve listeners depend on the timbral fidelity~0.633! and, to
a lesser extent, on the surround spatial fidelity~0.249!. The
frontal spatial fidelity, according to thet-test, does not con-
tribute to the model in a statistically significant way (p
.0.05) and therefore was omitted in the equation. Thus, it
can be concluded that the preferences of the naı¨ve listeners
are primarily influenced by the timbral fidelity and, to a
smaller extent, by the surround spatial fidelity, whereas the
frontal spatial fidelity has no significant effect on their pref-

erences. This leads to the important conclusion that for the
naı̈ve listeners timbral fidelity is a more important predictor
of preference than spatial fidelity. In this respect the naı¨ve
listeners are similar to the experienced listeners who base
their basic audio quality evaluation more on the timbral fi-
delity rather than on the spatial fidelities.

6. Similarities and differences between experienced
and naı̈ ve listeners

As already demonstrated in Sec. II B 4, the basic audio
quality scores obtained from the experienced listeners are
correlated with the preferences of naı¨ve listeners. Moreover,
it was shown that the naı¨ve listeners, similarly to the expe-
rienced listeners, pay more attention to timbral changes than
to spatial changes when evaluating surround sound reproduc-
tion.

The main difference between the experienced and the
naı̈ve listeners can be demonstrated using Fig. 5. This figure
shows the regression coefficients from the two models ob-
tained using the experienced and naı¨ve listeners, respec-
tively. The first model~labeled as Exp! allows one to predict
the basic audio quality scores based on the scores given to
the three direct attributes and was derived in our previous
experiment~Zielinski et al., 2005!. This model is expressed
by the following equation~using unstandardised coeffi-
cients!:

TABLE III. Regression model summary.

Correlation
R R2 AdjustedR2

Std. Dev. of
residuals

0.86 0.736 0.729 9.3

TABLE IV. Regression model coefficients.

Unstandardized
coefficients Standardized

coefficients
Beta t

Significance
pB Std. error

~Constant! 244.796 3.661 212.237 0.000
Timbral fidelity 0.633 0.039 0.785 16.400 0.000
Frontal spatial
fidelity

0.000 0.053 0.000 20.008 0.994

Surround spatial
fidelity

0.249 0.044 0.331 5.672 0.000

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of predicted versus actual preferences of naı¨ve listeners
using three direct attributes from experienced listeners. Dashed lines repre-
sents the diagonaly5x.
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BAQ50.792 Timbral10.356 Frontal

10.052 Surround219.7, ~3!

where BAQ is the basic audio quality scores assessed by
experienced listeners, Timbral is the timbral fidelity judged
by experienced listeners, Frontal is the frontal spatial fidelity
judged by experienced listeners, and Surround is the sur-
round spatial fidelity judged by experienced listeners.

The second model~labeled as N in Fig. 5!, described in
detail in the preceding section, allows one to predict the pref-
erence scores of the naı¨ve listeners using the scores of the
timbral fidelity, frontal spatial, and surround spatial fidelities
elicited from the experienced listeners. Its regression coeffi-
cients are given by Eq.~2!.

The error bars depicted in Fig. 5 represent 95% confi-
dence intervals. According to the plotted results, it is possible
to note that both the scores from the experienced listeners
and the preferences of the naı¨ve listeners are primarily af-
fected by the timbral fidelity~the largest coefficient!. How-
ever, there is a substantial difference between the experi-
enced and the naı¨ve listeners in the weightings given to the
frontal and surround spatial fidelity. The basic audio quality
scores obtained from the experienced listeners~Exp! were
influenced more by the frontal spatial fidelity~0.356! than by
the surround spatial fidelity~0.052!. On the contrary, the
preferences of the naı¨ve listeners~N! are only affected by the
surround spatial fidelity~0.249!. The contribution of the
frontal spatial fidelity to the regression model in this case
was proven to be statistically insignificant. Consequently, it
can be concluded that the naı¨ve listeners pay more attention
to the surround channels and less attention’ to the frontal
spatial fidelity than experienced listeners.

IV. DISCUSSION

From the results presented it can be said that there was a
high degree of similarity between expert and naı¨ve ratings in
general, but that naı¨ve listeners tended to set more store by
the presence of surround information than did experienced

listeners when judging their preference. Furthermore, naı¨ve
listeners tended to assign no importance to frontal spatial
fidelity in their preference ratings, whereas this was the spa-
tial factor of greatest importance to the experienced listeners.
This can almost certainly be attributed to the training that the
experienced listeners had received in stereophonic listening,
being strongly aware of issues relating to accurate phantom
imaging in the front image, for example. Naı¨ve listeners, on
the other hand, are probably used to having one loudspeaker
on the bookshelf and the other behind the couch~to use an
anecdotal allusion!, in which case their awareness of stereo-
phonic phantom imaging would be likely to be negligible.
Stereophonic reproduction, to many naı¨ve listeners, may
mean little more than a spatial effect, or high quality repro-
duction, in which case the presence or absence of generalized
and immersive spatial effects would be more likely to be
noticed by them and incorporated into their preferences. Fur-
thermore, the novelty factor of surround sound is likely to be
more prominent for naı¨ve subjects than for experienced
listeners.

V. CONCLUSIONS

At the outset the stated intention of this study was to
discover what relationship might exist between the prefer-
ences of naı¨ve listeners and the basic audio quality ratings of
experienced listeners. This was investigated in relation to
degraded multichannel audio items, limited in timbral and
spatial quality by band limiting and down mixing. It was also
hoped that some means of predicting consumer preference
using expert judgements might be found. Finally the relation-
ship between different fidelity attributes and consumer pref-
erence was sought.

In conclusion it can be said that there is a relatively large
similarity between the basic audio quality scores acquired
from the experienced listeners and preference scores elicited
from the naı¨ve listeners. The preference scores obtained from
the naı¨ve listeners can be, to some extent, approximated us-
ing solely the basic audio quality scores elicited from the
experienced listeners, but the obtained regression model is

FIG. 5. Regression coefficients for the regression mod-
els predicting basic audio quality scores of experienced
listeners and preferences of naı¨ve listeners.
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not very accurate~error equals 10%!. Nevertheless, it can be
useful for rough predictions of the preferences of naı¨ve lis-
teners based on the results of the basic audio quality scores
acquired from experienced listeners. The preferences of
naı̈ve listeners could be predicted slightly more accurately by
using three fidelity attributes graded by the experienced lis-
teners as predictor variables~timbral fidelity, frontal spatial
fidelity, and surround spatial fidelity!. This suggests that ex-
pensive and time-consuming listening tests involving naı¨ve
listeners could possibly be replaced by less expensive tests
incorporating experienced listeners, since the preferences of
naı̈ve listeners could be predicted, to a satisfactory degree of
precision, using the scores obtained from experienced listen-
ers. However it is not known whether this conclusion can be
extended to include stimuli and degradation types not used
here.

The fact that naı¨ve listeners’ preference can be predicted
using the scores obtained from the experienced listeners does
not imply that those two populations of listeners are similar
in every aspect of audio quality evaluation. It was observed
that the naı¨ve listeners paid no attention to the frontal spatial
fidelity, in contrast to the experienced listeners who consid-
ered this as important. It was also found that for the naı¨ve
listeners the surround spatial fidelity is a much more impor-
tant factor than for the experienced listeners. However, the
timbral fidelity dominates the preference judgements of both
naı̈ve and experienced subjects.
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The perception of pitch for pure tones with frequencies falling inside low- or high-frequency dead
regions~DRs! was examined. Subjects adjusted a variable-frequency tone to match the pitch of a
fixed tone. Matches within one ear were often erratic for tones falling in a DR, indicating unclear
pitch percepts. Matches across ears of subjects with asymmetric hearing loss, and octave matches
within ears, indicated that tones falling within a DR were perceived with an unclear pitch and/or a
pitch different from ‘‘normal’’ whenever the tones fell more than 0.5 octave within a low- or
high-frequency DR. One unilaterally impaired subject, with only a small surviving region between
3 and 4 kHz, matched a fixed 0.5-kHz tone in his impaired ear with, on average, a 3.75-kHz tone
in his better ear. When asked to match the 0.5-kHz tone with an amplitude-modulated tone, he
adjusted the carrier and modulation frequencies to about 3.8 and 0.5 kHz, respectively, suggesting
that some temporal information was still available. Overall, the results indicate that the pitch of
low-frequency tones is not conveyed solely by a temporal code. Possibly, there needs to be a
correspondence between place and temporal information for a normal pitch to be perceived.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1920167#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pitch of a pure tone may be determined by the au-
ditory system from the distribution of activity or excitation
along the basilar membrane or in the auditory nerve~place
theory! ~Helmholtz, 1863; von Be´késy, 1960; Siebert, 1968;
1970! or from temporal information derived from patterns of
phase locking in the auditory nerve~Siebert, 1970; Moore,
1973; Goldstein and Srulovicz, 1977; Srulovicz and Gold-
stein, 1983!. It remains unclear to what degree the different
types of information are employed, what determines the
pitch when either temporal or place information become
weaker, and what happens when temporal and place codes
give conflicting information about pitch.

In principle, theories of pitch perception can be evalu-
ated by studying pitch perception for people with hearing
impairment ~Moore and Carlyon, 2005!. In this paper, we
examine the perception of pitch for tones whose frequencies
fall inside dead regions~DRs! within the cochlea. A DR is a
region where the inner hair cells~IHCs! and/or auditory neu-
rons are functioning very poorly, or not at all. Moore~2004!
proposed the following definition of a DR: ‘‘a DR is a region
in the cochlea where IHCs and/or neurons are functioning so
poorly that a tone producing peak vibration in that region is
detected by off-place listening~i.e., the tone is detected at a
place where the amount of basilar-membrane vibration is
lower, but the IHCs and neurons are functioning more effec-
tively!.’’ The extent of a DR can be defined in terms of the
CFs of the IHCs and/or neurons immediately adjacent to the
DR ~Moore, 2001!. DRs can be diagnosed using psycho-
physical tuning curves~PTCs! ~Florentine and Houtsma,
1983; Turneret al., 1983; Moore and Alca´ntara, 2001; Huss
and Moore, 2003; Kluk and Moore, 2005!, or using the

threshold-equalizing noise~TEN! test ~Moore et al., 2000;
Huss and Moore, 2003; Mooreet al., 2004!.

Studies investigating pitch perception in subjects with
low-frequency DRs have suggested that a tone with a fre-
quency falling in a DR is often perceived with a low pitch
that is roughly ‘‘normal’’ ~Florentine and Houtsma, 1983;
Turner et al., 1983!. Pitch shifts were much smaller than
would be predicted based on the place where the tone was
assumed to be detected~just outside the boundary of the
DR!. The results were interpreted as indicating that the pitch
of a low-frequency tone is predominantly derived from the
temporal pattern of neural firing evoked by the tone. How-
ever, pitch shifts up to 30% were found in these studies. It
remains unclear how these shifts are to be explained. The
shifts may involve reduced precision of temporal information
~Woolf et al., 1981; Miller et al., 1997!, or a conflict be-
tween temporal and place information. Also, the variability
of the matches was significantly greater for tones falling in
the DR than for tones falling outside the DR, indicating that
the pitch percept was less clear for the former. The subject of
Florentine and Houtsma~1983!, who had a low-frequency
DR with an edge frequency of about 2 kHz, described tones
with frequencies below 2 kHz as sounding ‘‘hollow, without
a body,’’ ‘‘very soft,’’ and as if they were simultaneously
combined with a ‘‘narrow-band masker in the frequency
range of the tone.’’

The results obtained by Florentine and Houtsma~1983!
and by Turneret al. ~1983! were mostly based on pitch
matches using tones at and within about 2 octaves of the
edge frequency of the DR. It is possible that the analysis of
information about pitch carried by interspike intervals is op-
timized when place and temporal information are consistent
~Evans, 1978!. For example, the analysis of temporal infor-a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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mation may depend upon differences in the phase of the
response at different points along the basilar membrane
~Loeb et al., 1983; Shamma and Klein, 2000; Carneyet al.,
2002!. The processing of temporal information could be dis-
rupted when the propagation time of the traveling wave
along the basilar membrane deviates from normal, as may
happen in hearing-impaired ears~Ruggero et al., 1996!.
When a tone produces peak vibration in a DR, perception of
the tone depends on the spread of vibration to an adjacent
functioning region of the cochlea. At that region, the travel-
ing wave pattern, and specifically the relative phase of re-
sponse at different places, might differ markedly from the
pattern occurring around the place where peak vibration oc-
curs. This might markedly disrupt the processing of temporal
information.

The first aim of this paper was to investigate whether the
ability of the auditory system to use temporal information for
the perception of pitch weakens or disappears when the dis-
parity between the frequency coded by the temporal pattern
and the frequency corresponding to the peak of the excitation
pattern increases. To do this, we determined the perceived
pitch of tones with frequencies falling as much as 3 octaves
inside a DR.

Previous studies of the perception of pitch by subjects
with DRs have focused on subjects with low-frequency DRs.
Here, we studied subjects with both low- and high-frequency
DRs. Phase-locking information is markedly reduced for
tones with frequencies above 5 kHz~Johnson, 1980; Palmer
and Russell, 1986!, although weak phase-locking informa-
tion still may be available~Heinz et al., 2001!. It has not
been demonstrated that high frequencies are coded solely by
place information, although that is often assumed to be the
case. If the pitch of tones with frequencies above 5 kHz is
coded solely by place information, then the pitch of such
tones should be determined by the place within the cochlea
where they are transduced. For a tone falling in a DR, this
place would correspond to one or other edge of the DR. A
second aim of this study was to test whether the pitch of
high-frequency tones falling in a DR was consistent with
place coding.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: PURE-TONE MATCHING STIMULI

A. Procedure

1. Pitch-matching procedure

For the pitch-matching task, subjects were asked to
match the perceived pitch of a variable pure tone with that of
another fixed-frequency pure tone. The two tones were pre-
sented alternately. Matches were made across ears, to obtain
a measure of diplacusis, and within one ear, to estimate the
reliability of matching. However, within-ear matches were
not obtained when subjects only had a limited time available
for testing. Pitch shifts or pitch differences between ears
~diplacusis! were estimated by measuring the frequency dif-
ferences required to give ‘‘equal pitch.’’ The pitch matches
were obtained using a method of adjustment. The listener
used a three-button box. Button 3 was used to start and to
finish the procedure for one match. Buttons 1 and 2 were
used to adjust the frequency of the variable tone. The starting

frequency was chosen randomly from the interval 0.5f to
1.5f , where f denotes the frequency of the fixed tone. The
subject controlled the direction of frequency change, using
button 1 to increase the frequency and button 2 to decrease
it. The frequency was altered between successive presenta-
tions of the variable tone, but not during presentation of the
tone. If no button was pressed, the frequency was left un-
changed. The term ‘‘turnpoint’’ is used to denote a point
where the subjects reversed the direction of frequency
change by changing from one button to the other. The fre-
quency was initially changed in steps of 5% of the variable
tone’s frequency. After the fourth turnpoint, the step size was
reduced to 1% to allow for a more precise final adjustment.
The subject was instructed to ‘‘bracket’’ the point of equal
perceived pitch, by making the variable tone sound alter-
nately higher and lower in pitch than the fixed tone, before
making the match. When the subject was satisfied with the
match, this was indicated by pressing button 3. A matching
run was aborted if the subject did not press button 3 by the
16th turnpoint. In an initial training session, at least one
match was obtained for each fixed frequency. Matches for
the training session were discarded. Subsequently, at least
three matches were obtained for each fixed frequency. When
time allowed, as many as eight matches were obtained.

2. Octave-matching procedure

For the octave-matching task, subjects were asked to
adjust a tone of variable frequency so that it sounded 1 oc-
tave higher or lower than a fixed reference tone. The starting
frequency was chosen randomly from the interval 1.5f to
2.5f ~when asked to match an octave higher! or 0.25f to
0.75f ~when asked to match an octave lower!, where f de-
notes the frequency of the fixed tone. The subjects were sung
and played the opening phrase of ‘‘Somewhere over the rain-
bow,’’ and told that the first two notes made an octave inter-
val. The subjects were instructed to sing the octave aloud or
subvocally to themselves during the matching procedure.
From the group of ten subjects initially selected to do the
task, only two subjects were able to perform the task reliably.
In an initial training session, at least one match was obtained
for each fixed frequency. Matches from the training session
were discarded. At least three matches were obtained for
each fixed frequency in subsequent sessions. When time al-
lowed, as many as eight matches were obtained.

B. Stimulus generation

The stimuli were generated using a Tucker-Davis Tech-
nologies~TDT! System II, controlled by a computer. Stimuli
were generated on-line for each trial and replayed through a
16-bit D/A converter~TDT DD1! at a sampling rate of 50
kHz. All stimuli were low-pass filtered at 20 kHz~Kemo
VBF 8/04, 90-dB/oct slope!. The levels of the fixed and
variable-frequency tones were independently controlled by
TDT PA4 programmable attenuators. For monaural presenta-
tion, the two tones were combined using a TDT SM3.
Stimuli were then passed through a headphone buffer~TDT
HB6! and one or two manual attenuators~Hatfield 2125! to
the earphones. Subjects with reasonably symmetrical hearing
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losses were tested using Sennheiser HD580 headphones. The
maximum output level of the system, using the HD580 head-
phones, was about 112 dB SPL at 3 kHz. At this level, the
harmonic distortion, measured using a KEMAR manikin
~Burkhard and Sachs, 1975!, was below 0.5%. Unilaterally
impaired subjects, or subjects with highly asymmetrical
losses, were tested with Etymo˜tic Research ER2 insert ear-
phones to give better attenuation across ears~Zwislocki,
1953!. For these earphones, the harmonic distortion reached
about 1% when the output level was 100 dB SPL. Subjects
were tested in a double-walled sound-isolated booth.

All stimuli had a duration of 500 ms including 10-ms
raised-cosine onset/offset ramps. The stimuli were presented
in pairs, with the fixed-frequency tone followed by the
variable-frequency tone. The interval between the stimuli
within a pair was 500 ms, and the interval between pairs was
1000 ms.

To prevent subjects from basing their pitch matches on
loudness cues, the tones were adjusted in level so as to give
an approximately constant loudness level of either 50 or 60
phons. The lower loudness level was used when the sound-
pressure levels needed to achieve a loudness level of 60
phons were higher than was possible with the equipment
available at certain frequencies. Otherwise, the higher loud-
ness level was used. The required adjustments in level were
calculated using the loudness model described by Moore and
Glasberg~1997!. The model makes it possible to calculate
loudness for tones of different frequencies and for different
degrees of hearing loss. For the present application, the de-
fault parameter values of the model were used. The model
takes into account the presence of any DR. The edge fre-
quencies of the DRs specified for each subject were esti-
mated from PTCs, as described by Huss and Moore~2003!.

For each subject, 50- or 60-phon equal-loudness con-
tours were calculated for frequencies from 20 to 12 000 Hz
in 10-Hz steps. The model was used to calculate the SPL
required at each frequency to give a fixed loudness level of
50 or 60 phons~corresponding to 2 or 4 sones!. For subjects
with a DR, the calculated equal-loudness contours did not
always give equal perceived loudness when the tone fre-
quency fell in a DR. For subjects AW and DV, the rate of
growth of loudness with increasing sound level for tones

within the DR, relative to the rate of growth for tones outside
the DR, was greater than predicted by the loudness model.
McDermott et al. ~1998! reported loudness-matching data
consistent with this finding. In these cases, levels were ad-
justed using feedback from the subject, for tones at the stan-
dard audiometric frequencies~including, where appropriate,
0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 kHz! until
the loudness of the variable tone was consistently judged to
equal that of the fixed tone. Interpolation~on a dB scale! was
then used to determine the appropriate level of the variable
tone at intermediate frequencies.

C. Subjects

1. Subjects for the pitch-matching task

The subjects were chosen from a larger group of sub-
jects who had previously been tested using the TEN test and
PTCs. For full details of how the dead regions were diag-
nosed, see Huss and Moore~2003!. The edge frequencies,
f e , of the DRs were initially estimated using the TEN test,
and for all subjects except one were defined more precisely
from the tip frequencies of PTCs obtained when the signal
frequency fell within a DR. In all cases where PTCs were
obtained as well as TEN-test results, there was a good cor-
respondence between the two; when the TEN-test criteria for
a DR were met, the PTC showed a shifted tip. Most of the
subjects tested here were also tested in an earlier study~Huss
and Moore, 2003!. The reader is referred to that paper to see
examples of the correspondence between the TEN-test re-
sults and PTCs. Table I shows audiograms and estimated
extents of DRs for all subjects. Three subjects~AW, DF, and
DV! had asymmetric hearing loss, with low-frequency DRs
of varying extent. AW and DV also had high-frequency DRs.
One subject~RC! had one completely deaf ear and a high-
frequency DR in the other ear. Three subjects~CA, MW, and
PJ! had bilateral hearing losses with high-frequency DRs.

2. Subjects for the octave-matching task

Initially ten subjects were chosen from the larger group
of subjects who had previously been tested using the TEN
test and PTCs~Huss and Moore, 2003!. Subjects were se-
lected who thought of themselves as musical, or played an

TABLE I. Audiometric thresholds~dB HL! and ages~years! for all subjects tested. Subject RC was completely deaf in her right ear. Asterisks indicate
frequencies diagnosed as falling in a DR, using the TEN test and/or PTCs.

Subject~ear!

Frequency~kHz!

0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 3 4 6 8 Age

AW~LE! 10 10 5 10 10 25 30 50 50* 55* 65* 84
AW~RE! 95* 85* 80* 75* 70* 75* 75* 60 80* 80* 90*
CA~LE! 25 25 30 45 65* 115* 54
CA~RE! 20 15 35 55* 65* 115*
DF~LE! 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 20 45 55 49
DF~RE! 75* 75* 80* 75* 70* 65* 60* 55* 60 90 90
DV~LE! 10 15 10 5 5 5 5 35 55 60 65 41
DV~RE! 70 70 80* 75 75 75 70 75 75 80* 75
MW~LE! 25 30 50 55 65* 85* 110* 110* 60
MW~RE! 20 25 55 60 70* 75* 100* 110*
PJ~LE! 25 20 20 30 40 55 60 65 70* 75* 85* 69
PJ~RE! 15 10 10 30 35 60 60 70* 70* 75* 80*
RC~LE! 15 10 10 5 5 60* 75* 90* 105* 115* 70
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instrument, or sang. The subjects were instructed how to per-
form the octave-matching task and were given several hours
of training using tones with frequencies where their hearing
was comparatively good. Only two subjects from the group
of ten subjects were able to perform the task reliably. One
subject, DV, played the violin. He needed very little time to
get accustomed to the task. The other subject, RC, needed
about 8 h of training, and after a break of 2 months, another
3 h to relearn the task.

D. Results

Figures 1 to 7 display results for subjects AW, DF, DV,
RC, CA, MW, and PJ, respectively. The ratio of the matched
frequency to the fixed frequency is plotted as a function of
the fixed frequency. Each3denotes one match, and means
are shown by open circles connected by lines. The shaded
area~if present! indicates a DR. Except for subject DF~Fig.
2!, DRs are not shown for cases where matches were made
across ears. Audiograms are also shown. Following audio-
logical practice, absolute thresholds for the left ear are indi-
cated by crosses and those for the right ear are indicated by
circles. Pitch matches across ears were obtained for all
hearing-impaired subjects except for RC, who is deaf in one
ear. The scatter of the matches provides an indicator of fre-
quency discrimination ability at each test frequency~Car-
dozo, 1965!, which is probably related to the clarity of the
perceived pitch.

1. Subjects with DRs that include low frequencies

We consider first the results for three subjects who had
dead regions that included~but were not restricted to! low
frequencies. Figure 1 shows results for subject AW. He had a
moderate to severe hearing loss in his worse~right! ear
~circles, top-left panel!, with a surviving ‘‘island’’ around 3.5
kHz and extended DRs at lower and higher frequencies. In
his left ear~crosses! he had a moderate high-frequency loss
with a high-frequency DR starting at about 3.5 kHz. The
pitch matches within his better ear~bottom left! were reason-
ably consistent at all frequencies. However, the mean match
was somewhat shifted from a ratio of 1 for a fixed frequency
of 6 kHz. It is surprising that AW was able to make reason-
ably accurate matches using his better ear even for high-
frequency tones that fell within his DR. For frequencies
above 5 kHz one would expect phase locking to be largely
absent, and matching on the basis of place should not be
accurate or consistent, as tones of all frequencies abovef e

~3.5 kHz! should be detected at the same place. If the amount
of excitation at that place was equated across frequency~be-
cause of the adjustments in level to equate loudness!, it
should not be possible to distinguish tones of different fre-
quencies. Possibly, AW was able to use residual loudness
cues to make matches at high frequencies. He was one of the
subjects who reported that the levels selected using the loud-
ness model did not lead to equal loudness of the fixed and
variable tones. The subsequent adjustments made to the level
of the variable tone may not have been sufficient to equate
the loudness of the fixed and variable tones for all frequen-

FIG. 1. Results for AW. His audiogram~top left! showed a moderate to severe hearing loss in his right ear, with minimum loss at about 3000 Hz~circles! and
a high-frequency hearing loss in his left ear~crosses!. AW had a low-frequency and high-frequency DR in his right ear, as indicated by the shaded areas in
the bottom-right panel, and a surviving island centered at about 3500 Hz. The bottom panels show the results of pitch matching within the left ear~left panel!
and right ear~right panel!. The top-right panel displays results of pitch matching across ears. Each ‘‘3’’ denotes one match, and means are shown by open
circles, connected by lines.
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cies, and AW may have adjusted the frequency of the latter
so as to obtain a loudness match rather than a pitch match.

Matches within AW’s worse ear~bottom right! were
more erratic than for his better ear, indicating a less clear
pitch percept. Matches were especially erratic for the lowest
fixed frequency tested, 0.5 kHz, which fell well within his
low-frequency DR. However, for 5- and 6-kHz tones,
matches were surprisingly accurate, again perhaps reflecting
the use of loudness cues.

Matches across ears, with the fixed tone in AW’s worse
ear ~top right!, showed considerable variability, but also
some consistent deviations. A fixed 0.5-kHz tone in the
worse ear was matched, on average, with a 3.75-kHz tone in
the better ear~a ratio of about 7.5!. Based on at-test, the
ratio of the matched frequency to the fixed frequency dif-
fered significantly from 1 (p,0.01). This result differs
markedly from the results reported by Florentine and Hout-
sma ~1983! and by Turneret al. ~1983! for subjects with
low-frequency DRs; their subjects seemed to hear roughly
‘‘normal’’ pitches for low-frequency tones falling within
their DRs. Generally, for AW, the matched frequency lay
above the fixed frequency, for all fixed frequencies up to
about 4 kHz, indicating upward pitch shifts in the worse ear.

Figure 2 displays results for subject DF, who had one ear
with a high-frequency hearing loss and one ear with a severe
relatively flat hearing loss, with a low-frequency DR extend-
ing up to about 4 kHz. DF had limited time, and only pitch
matches across ears were obtained, with the fixed tone in the
worse ear. The matches showed large variability over the
entire frequency range from 0.125 to 4 kHz, but became less
erratic for the fixed frequency of 5 kHz, which fell abovef e .
Matches were especially erratic when the fixed tone fell far
inside the DR. A 1-kHz tone was matched with tones with
frequencies ranging between 0.25 and 1.45 kHz, and a 0.25-
kHz tone was matched with frequencies ranging between
0.025 and 0.275 kHz. The average matches fell within a
range of ratios of 0.7 to 1.07. DF described tones with fre-
quencies falling in the DR as sounding noise-like and diffi-
cult to compare with the clear percept of the pure tone pre-
sented to her left ear, but not particularly high pitched or
‘‘screechy’’ ~a term used by one of the other subjects!.

Results for subject DV are shown in Fig. 3. He has a

high-frequency hearing loss in his left ear~crosses, top-left
panel! and a moderate-to-severe flat loss in his right ear
~circles!, with localized DRs around 0.5 and 6 kHz. Because
of time constraints, no within-ear matches were obtained for
DV. Pitch matches across ears~top right!, with the fixed tone
in the worse~right! ear, showed good consistency and accu-
racy over the frequency range from 0.75 to 2 kHz. When the
fixed tone fell in the DR around 0.5 kHz, matches were ex-
tremely erratic, with most matches falling above 0.5 kHz.
However, the ratio of the matched frequency to the fixed
frequency did not differ significantly from 1. When the fixed
tone fell in or close to the DR around 6 kHz, matches were
less erratic than for tones falling in the low-frequency DR.
Matches at high frequencies deviated by up to 20% from the
expected ratio. For example, a 5-kHz tone in the worse ear
was matched with a 4-kHz tone in the better ear.

Octave matches within DV’s better ear, with the upper
tone fixed in frequency~bottom-left panel!, showed ratios
close to the ‘‘expected’’ value of 0.5 for frequencies of the
fixed tone up to 4 kHz. Matches became more erratic, with
some systematic shifts, when the frequency of the fixed tone
was above 5 kHz. Similar but less marked effects have been
reported for normally hearing subjects, and attributed to a
loss of the sense of ‘‘tone chroma’’ at high frequencies
~Ward, 1954!.

Octave matches within DV’s worse ear, with the upper
tone fixed in frequency~bottom-right panel!, showed much
more variability, indicating unclear pitch perception, when
either the fixed or the variable tone fell in one of the DRs.
Many matches were made with ratios markedly shifted from
0.5. For example, the fixed 0.5-kHz tone was matched with a
0.45-kHz tone instead of with a 0.25-kHz tone. The ratio of
the matched frequency to the fixed frequency differed sig-
nificantly from 0.5 (p,0.01). Similarly, the fixed 0.44-kHz
tone was matched with a 0.3-kHz tone instead of with a
0.22-kHz tone. The ratio of the matched frequency to the
fixed frequency differed significantly from 0.5 (p,0.01).
Only the fixed 0.22-kHz tone and the fixed 2-kHz tone were
matched with a variable tone close to a ratio of 0.5. These
were the only cases where both the fixed and the variable
tones had frequencies falling outside either DR. The erratic
and shifted matches for the other cases indicate that tones

FIG. 2. Results for DF who has a low-frequency DR in her right ear~indicated by the shaded area in the right panel! and a high-frequency hearing loss in her
left ear. The figure displays the results from pitch-matching across ears. Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
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falling within one of the DRs were not perceived with nor-
mal pitches.

In summary, tones falling within a low-frequency DR
were sometimes perceived with a nearly normal pitch, but
were often perceived with an upward-shifted pitch, espe-
cially when the tones fell well within the DR. Matches were
often erratic for tones falling within a low-frequency DR,
indicating unclear pitch sensations.

2. Subjects with DRs restricted to medium and high
frequencies

We consider now the results for subjects whose DRs
were restricted to medium and high frequencies. Results for
RC are shown in Fig. 4. RC was diagnosed with a high-
frequency DR withf e at about 1.1 kHz, as indicated by the
shaded areas~the other ear was deaf!. The top-right panel
shows the results of the within-ear pitch-matching task. The
matches were relatively accurate for frequencies between
0.25 and 1.25 kHz, but became more erratic for tones with
frequencies above 1.75 kHz, indicating that a clear pitch per-
cept was not obtained at frequencies above 1.75 kHz. How-
ever, the mean matched frequency differed by less than 10%
from the frequency of the fixed tone at 1.75 and 2 kHz. Even
though RC matched tones more erratically within the DR,
her average pitch match was nevertheless reasonably close to
a ratio of 1. It seems likely that all tones with frequencies
above 1.2 kHz were detected at roughly the same place in the
cochlea, i.e., the place with CF just below 1.1 kHz. If pitch
were determined solely by place, then one would expect all

tones with frequencies above 1.1 kHz to have the same pitch.
The fact that the mean matches were reasonably accurate for
frequencies up to 2 kHz suggests that pitch was not deter-
mined solely by place information.

The two bottom panels show octave-matching results.
When the lower tone was fixed in frequency~bottom right!,
then for frequencies up to 0.75 kHz the frequency ratio of the
variable and the fixed tones was reasonably close to 2:1. For
a fixed frequency of 1 kHz, the upper tone was adjusted to
about 1.4 kHz, corresponding to an interval much less than
an octave. The ratio for this fixed frequency differed signifi-
cantly from 2 (p,0.01). When the upper tone was fixed in
frequency~bottom left!, the frequency ratios were around,
but a little above, 0.5, the ‘‘expected’’ value, for fixed fre-
quencies up to 1 kHz. For fixed frequencies of 1.75 and 2
kHz, which fell within the DR, the ratios were markedly
greater than 0.5. The ratios for these two fixed frequencies
deviated significantly from 0.5 (p,0.01 in both cases!.
Thus, the resulting interval was less than an octave. Despite
the high variability of the pitch matches, tones with frequen-
cies falling in the DR were thus consistently matched as if
they were perceived with an abnormally high pitch.

It proved impossible to obtain pitch or octave matches
for RC when the frequency of one of the tones fell above 2
kHz. The subject’s responses became very erratic and some-
times she attempted to adjust the variable frequency to very
high values, where her absolute thresholds increased. The
higher frequencies were accordingly associated with high
levels, which caused the program to interrupt the procedure.

FIG. 3. Results for DV, whose audiogram~top left! shows a relatively flat hearing loss in his right ear~circles! and a high-frequency hearing loss in his left
ear~crosses!. DV has DRs around 0.5 and 6 kHz in his right ear, as indicated by the shaded areas in the bottom-right panel. The top-right panel displays the
results of pitch matching across ears. The two bottom panels display the results of the octave-matching task. Shading and symbols have the same meaning as
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 5 displays results for subject CA. The subject has
a bilateral steeply sloping audiogram~top left! and a high-
frequency DR in both ears withf e at 0.85 kHz for the left ear
and at 0.5 kHz for the right ear. The pitch matches obtained
within ears ~bottom panels! are relatively precise for the
lower frequencies and become less precise for tones with
frequencies above 0.75 kHz in both ears. Despite CA’s abil-
ity to match tones within ears with relatively little variability,
his pitch matches across ears~top right! were very erratic
~about 20% above and below the mean value! over the entire
frequency range tested. Although the audiograms for the two
ears are similar, the frequency-to-place map might differ
across the two ears. This would make it impossible to match
both place and temporal information across the two ears. It is
impossible to tell from these data whether CA perceives
pitches that are different from normal. He was unable to
perform octave matching, and the lack of systematic devia-
tions across ears~top-right panel! might reflect similar pitch
shifts in the two ears.

Figure 6 displays results for subject MW, who had a
bilateral hearing loss and a high-frequency DR in each ear,
with f e about 0.75 kHz. Because of time constraints, no
within-ear matches were obtained for MW. For pitch matches
across ears, the average frequency ratio was close to 1 for
low frequencies, but fell increasingly below 1 once the fre-
quency of the fixed tone was above 0.3 kHz. Even tones with
frequencies falling outside the DR were matched with large
variability, but the mean ratio for tones falling outside the
DR did not fall below 0.9. The ratio decreased to about 0.75
for a 0.9-kHz tone, which fell within the DR. For the fixed
frequency of 0.9 kHz, the ratio was significantly below 1

(p,0.01), indicating a shift of pitch in one ear relative to
the other, despite the symmetrical nature of the hearing loss.
It was not possible to obtain matches for higher frequencies,
owing to the very high sound levels that would have been
required.

Figure 7 shows results for subject PJ, who also had a
bilateral hearing loss and a high-frequency DR in each ear
with f e about 3 kHz in the right ear~bottom left! and 3.5 kHz
in the left ear~top left!. Within-ear matches were obtained
only for the right ear. Results for that ear~bottom right!
showed very good consistency for frequencies of 0.25 and
0.5 kHz, but matches became somewhat more erratic with
increasing frequency, and became very erratic when the fre-
quency of the fixed tone fell within the DR. It was not pos-
sible to obtain matches for fixed frequencies above 4 kHz.
The pitch matches across ears for subject PJ resulted in ratios
relatively close to 1, indicating no large systematic shifts in
pitch in one ear relative to the other. However, the matches
became very erratic when the fixed frequency was 3 kHz. It
was impossible to obtain matches for frequencies above 3
kHz, owing to the very high sound levels that would have
been required.

In summary, pitch matches were often very erratic for
tones falling in a high-frequency DR, indicating unclear
pitch percepts. Pitch shifts were not always observed, but
one subject~LE! showed substantial shifts even when the
frequency of the tone fell only a little inside the DR, and one
subject~MW! showed differences in pitch across ears despite
a symmetrical hearing loss.

FIG. 4. Results for RC, who has a high-frequency DR (f e at about 1.1 kHz!, as indicated by the shaded area. RC has a steeply sloping audiogram~indicated
by crosses connected by lines in the top-left panel!. RC is deaf in her right ear. The top-right panel shows the results for the pitch-matching task. The two
bottom panels display the results from the octave-matching task. Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
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III. EXPERIMENT 2: AMPLITUDE-MODULATED TONES
AS MATCHING STIMULI

A. Rationale

The pitch matches across ears for subject AW, with the
fixed tone in his worse ear, showed considerable variability,
but also some large consistent deviations for tones with fre-
quencies falling about 3 octaves inside his low-frequency
DR. A fixed 0.5-kHz tone in his worse ear was matched, on
average, with a 3.75-kHz tone in his better ear. This is con-
sistent with the ‘‘place’’ of the surviving functioning ‘‘is-
land’’ ~centered at about 3.5–4 kHz! in his worse ear. AW
complained that it was difficult to match the 0.5-kHz tone,

presented to his worse ear, which he perceived as a ‘‘screech-
ing high-pitched noise.’’ There seemed to be no pure-tone
frequency in his better ear that gave a good match. The great
difficulty in matching the pitch of tones with very different
sound quality is well documented~in terms of large variabil-
ity! for tones with very different spectra~Plomp, 1976;
Moore and Glasberg, 1990!. For AW, the difficulty may have
occurred because it was not possible to match both place and
temporal information across ears. If the 0.5-kHz tone in the
worse ear was transduced by IHCs with CFs of about 4 kHz,
then discrepancies in place across ears would be minimized
when the matching frequency in the better ear was about 4

FIG. 5. Results for CA, who has high-frequency DRs in his left and his right ears, as indicated by the shaded areas in the bottom panels. The bottom panels
display results of pitch matching within ears. The top-right panel displays the results of pitch matching across ears. Shading and symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Results for MW, who had DRs in both ears starting at 750 Hz. The right panel shows results of pitch matching across ears. Symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1.
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kHz. However, the temporal information would then differ
considerably across the two ears.

Since the sensation evoked by a tone falling in a DR
may depend on both place and temporal information, it was
decided to explore whether a better match was possible when
AW could vary place and temporal information indepen-
dently from one another. This was achieved through the use
of a matching stimulus consisting of a sinusoidally
amplitude-modulated~SAM! sinusoidal carrier. The carrier
frequency determined the place of excitation and the modu-
lation frequency determined the temporal pattern at that
place~Oxenhamet al., 2004!. SAM tones can evoke both a
‘‘place pitch’’ or ‘‘spectral pitch’’ corresponding to the carrier
frequency and a lower pitch, sometimes called residue pitch
~Schouten, 1940; Ritsma, 1962; 1963!, which is related to
the modulation frequency. The perception of the low pitch is
probably derived from temporal information in the envelope
of the waveform, provided the ratio of carrier to modulation
frequency is high~Moore and Moore, 2003a; 2003b!. How-
ever, the envelope-based pitch produced by amplitude modu-
lation is less salient than the pitch elicited by pure tones
~Ritsma, 1962; 1963; Burns and Viemeister, 1976; 1981;
Moore and Moore, 2003a; 2003b!.

In the experiment, AW was allowed to adjust both the
carrier frequency and the amplitude modulation frequency of
the variable stimulus to give as close a match as possible to
what he perceived in his worse ear.

B. Method

A fixed 0.5-kHz pure tone was presented to the worse
ear and an SAM tone with modulation depth of 50% was
presented to the better ear. The waveform,T(t), of the SAM
tone was defined by

T~ t !5@110.5 sin~2p f mt !#sin~2p f ct !, ~1!

where f m is the modulation frequency andf c is the carrier
frequency. The timing of the stimuli was the same as used in
the pitch-matching task. The subject was instructed to adjust
f m and f c in turn, using buttons on the response box, so as to
achieve a match. The subject was able to use a third button to
switch between controllingf m and controllingf c . A fourth
button was used to select either large step sizes~20% for the
modulation frequency and 5% for the carrier frequency! or
small step sizes~1% for the modulation frequency and 0.5%
for the carrier frequency!. AW was allowed to switch as often
as required to be satisfied with the result. Six matches were
obtained. Stimuli were generated in the same way as before,
and were delivered using ER2 insert earphones.

TABLE II. Means and standard deviations of six matches between a 0.5-
kHz pure tone in AW’s worse ear and an adjustable SAM tone in his better ear.

Matched carrier
frequency~kHz!

Matched modulation
frequency~kHz!

Mean 3.8 0.52
SD 1.2 0.10

FIG. 7. Results for PJ, who has high-frequency DRs starting at 3500 Hz in the left ear~top-left panel and at 3000 Hz in the right ear~bottom left!. The
bottom-right panel shows results of pitch matching within the right ear, and the top-right panel shows results of pitch matching across ears. Symbolshave the
same meaning as in Fig. 1.
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C. Results

Although AW spent a considerable time exploring vari-
ous combinations of modulation and carrier frequency, so
that each match took a long time, he stated that he was more
satisfied with the final matches obtained than he was when
he could only adjust the frequency of a pure tone, as in the
first experiment. The results obtained using the SAM match-
ing stimulus are summarized in Table II. AW matched the
fixed 0.5-kHz pure tone with a SAM tone withf c'3.8 kHz
and f m'0.52 kHz. The standard deviation of the matches
was relatively large, especially forf c .

The results clearly indicate that some temporal informa-
tion about the fixed tone in the worse ear was preserved in
the auditory system and influenced the percept. The results
are consistent with the idea that the 0.5-kHz fixed tone in
AW’s worse ear evoked a ‘‘place pitch’’ corresponding to the
CF of the small surviving region in his worse ear, and a
‘‘temporal pitch’’ related to the temporal fine structure of the
fixed tone. This temporal pitch could be matched by adjust-
ing the modulation frequency of the SAM tone.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results show that a tone with frequency falling in a
DR is often but not always perceived with a different pitch
from normal. The deviations, expressed as the ratio of the
frequency of the matching tone to the ‘‘expected’’ value,
were often greater than 1.2 and ranged up to a factor of 7.
The shifts tended to be especially large when the frequency
of the fixed tone fell well within the DR. However, subject
DV showed a substantial shift when the frequency of the
fixed tone fell within a restricted low-frequency DR, and RC
showed a substantial shift when the frequency fell just inside
a high-frequency DR. In addition, pitch matches were often
very erratic for tones with frequencies falling in a DR, indi-
cating that the tones did not evoke clear pitches.

Previous studies of the pitch of tones falling in DRs
~Florentine and Houtsma, 1983; Turneret al., 1983! have
been interpreted as indicating only small shifts in pitch.
However, we believe that there are not in fact any large
discrepancies across studies. The single unilaterally impaired
subject tested by Florentine and Houtsma consistently
showed upward pitch shifts of the tone in the low-frequency
DR when matching across ears, although the pitch clearly
did not correspond to the place where the tone was detected.
Results comparable to this were found for one of our sub-
jects, DF, except that DF tended to show slight downward
shifts in pitch and the matches showed greater variability for
DF than for the subject of Florentine and Houtsma. One
unilaterally hearing-impaired subject tested by Turneret al.
had only a very restricted low-frequency DR, withf e at
about 0.5 kHz. That subject did not show clear pitch shifts
when matching across ears, but the fixed tone in the impaired
ear never fell more than 1 octave belowf e . Another subject
tested by Turneret al. had bilateral hearing loss with a low-
frequency DR in the test ear withf e'0.8– 1 kHz. Octave-
matching results did not show clear pitch shifts~shifts in the
mean matches ranged from 5% to22% relative to the ex-
pected values!. However, the frequencies were chosen so that

both of the tones~i.e., the fixed tone and the variable tone!
fell within the DR or close to the boundary of the DR. There-
fore, both tones could have been shifted in pitch from normal
values by roughly the same factor, leading to a ‘‘preserved’’
octave relationship.

For our data, the deviations in the pitch matches in most
cases~RC, AW, DV!, but not in all cases~DF!, indicated that
the perceived pitch was shifted upward, regardless of
whether the tone fell in a low-frequency or a high-frequency
DR. In the case of AW, a 0.5-kHz tone in his worse ear~well
within the DR! was matched, on average, with a 3.75-kHz
tone in his better ear. This may indicate that the pitch percept
was dominated by the place of transduction, because AW has
only a surviving island of IHCs between 3 and 4 kHz in his
worse ear. AW described the 0.5-kHz tone as sounding
screechy and very high pitched. However, the results for RC
are not easy to explain in terms of the place of transduction.
RC has a high-frequency DR starting at about 1.1 kHz. For
the octave-matching task, when the upper tone fell within her
DR, the matches indicated that she perceived the tone falling
in the DR with an abnormally high pitch. If the pitch of that
tone was influenced by the place of transduction, then the
pitch would be expected to be lower, not higher, than normal.

For tones with frequencies above 5 kHz, phase locking
is very weak~Johnson, 1980; Palmer and Russell, 1986!.
Therefore, one would expect that, for tones whose frequen-
cies fall in a high-frequency DR withf e above 5 kHz, the
place of transduction would be the major factor influencing
pitch. The results for DV could be interpreted in this way. He
had a restricted high-frequency DR centered around 6 kHz. A
tone with frequency falling toward the upper edge of the DR
was matched with a tone in the other ear at a higher fre-
quency, consistent with it being transduced at the functioning
place in the cochlea above the DR. Conversely, a tone with
frequency falling toward the lower edge of the DR, was
matched with a tone in the other ear at a lower frequency,
consistent with it being transduced at the functioning place in
the cochlea below the DR. The 6-kHz tone, which fell in the
middle of the relatively small DR, might have been trans-
duced by IHCs both above and below the DR, and this could
account for the very small shift in pitch observed in this case.
Thus, the results are broadly consistent with the idea that
place information determined the pitch shifts.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain clear-cut re-
sults using tones with frequencies above 5 kHz for other
subjects with high-frequency DRs,. The subjects with high-
frequency DRs who were able to hear such tones~PJ, MW,
and AW, right ear! all had bilateral DRs at high frequencies,
so no estimate of the perceived pitch could be obtained by
comparison with a normal ear. Also, these subjects did not
learn to match octaves reliably.

In the Introduction, we discussed the possibility that
there needs to be a correspondence between place and tem-
poral information in order for a normal pitch to be perceived.
It is possible that temporal coding is sufficient to convey a
near-normal pitch when the discrepancy between place and
temporal information is small, but that the coding of pitch
via temporal information is disrupted when the discrepancy
is large, as would occur when the frequency of a tone falls
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well inside a DR. This idea can be tested by considering the
data for AW. In his case, matched tone frequencies clearly
diverged increasingly from the frequency of the fixed tone in
his worse ear with increasing distance of the tone frequency
from the boundary,f e , of the DR. However, shifts of more
than 30% occurred even when the frequency of the fixed
tone fell only just belowf e . A 0.5-kHz tone in his worse ear,
which fell more than 2.5 octaves belowf e , was matched
with a 3.75-kHz tone in his better ear, which corresponds
roughly to f e . Thus, when the fixed tone fell well within the
DR, it seems as if the pitch of the tone was matched accord-
ing to the place of transduction, independently of temporal
information.

As noted earlier, AW reported that it was very difficult to
match a fixed 0.5-kHz tone in his worse ear with a pure tone
in his better ear. Even when he had made a match, he re-
ported that the sounds in the two ears were perceived differ-
ently. The results of the task using an SAM matching stimu-
lus showed that some temporal information was preserved
and that it did influence the percept. Even though AW stated
that we was more satisfied with the matches using the SAM
tone than using the pure tone, the matches with the SAM
tone were still somewhat erratic. This may reflect the fact
that, even for normally hearing subjects, the ‘‘low’’ pitch of a
4-kHz carrier, with 50% modulation depth and 0.5-kHz
modulation frequency is comparatively weak~Ritsma, 1962;
1963!. Nevertheless, the fact that he was able to adjust the
modulation frequency of the SAM tone so as to approxi-
mately match the frequency of the fixed sinusoid in his
worse ear clearly indicates that temporal information was
conveyed to some extent, even though the IHCs transducing
the 0.5-kHz tone had CFs more than 2.5 octaves higher than
would normally be the case.

Another subject~DF! with a unilateral low-frequency
DR did not show large pitch shifts when matching across
ears, even when the frequency of the fixed tone fell well
inside the DR. The pitch matches when the fixed tone fell
within the DR were very erratic, but they did not show a
progressively increasing pitch shift with increasing distance
from the boundary of the DR. For example, a 0.25-kHz tone,
which fell 4 octaves belowf e , was matched with a fre-
quency of about 0.20 kHz, a ratio of 0.8. Also, the variability
of the matches did not increase systematically as the fre-
quency of the fixed tone was moved further belowf e . The
growing mismatch between place and temporal information
did not seem to lead to an increasing degradation of the pitch
percept for DF. The results for DF suggest that a mismatch
between place and temporal information does not always
lead to a large pitch shift, although it does lead to a much
less clear pitch percept.

As described earlier, a sinusoidal tone with frequency
below 5 kHz may evoke both a place pitch related to the
place where the tone is detected, and a temporal pitch related
to the pattern of phase locking evoked by the tone. These two
types of pitch percept have been proposed to account for
results obtained from people with cochlear implants~McKay
et al., 1994; 2000; Moore and Carlyon, 2005!. The relative
salience of these two pitches may vary across hearing-
impaired individuals. For AW, the place pitch may have been

the dominant percept, since his pitch matches for the sinu-
soidal fixed stimuli seemed to have been based largely on the
place of transduction of the fixed tone. For DF, the temporal
pitch may have been more dominant. The relative salience of
the temporal pitch in a specific subject may depend partly on
the status of the IHCs that are responsible for transduction of
the tone. If the IHCs are functioning poorly, the temporal
pattern of neural spikes evoked by the tone may be relatively
sparse, leading to a poor temporal representation, and a weak
temporal pitch. This idea is comparable to our earlier pro-
posal that tone decay~adaptation! is related to the status of
the IHCs responsible for transduction of the tone~Huss and
Moore, 2003!. In this context, it is noteworthy that the sub-
ject tested by Florentine and Houtsma~1983!, who produced
reasonably accurate pitch matches for tones falling within
the DR, had an absolute threshold atf e of about 40 dB SPL
~corresponding to about 30 dB HL!, which probably indi-
cates reasonably good IHC function just outside the DR.
That may account for the apparent dominance of temporal
pitch for the subject of Florentine and Houtsma.

In our data, the pitch of tones falling in a DR was often
higher than normal, regardless of the location of the DR
~high- or low-frequency DR!. This effect could be a result of
the reduced precision of phase locking produced by damaged
IHCs at the boundary of the DR. A tone that would normally
produce strong phase locking might produce little or no
phase locking when transduced by damaged IHCs. The re-
sulting temporal pattern could resemble that elicited by a
higher frequency tone, because higher frequencies are asso-
ciated with less precise phase locking~Johnson, 1980;
Palmer and Russell, 1986!. Both place and temporal infor-
mation would still be perceived to some degree~as in the
case for AW!, but there may also be a tendency for the more
erratic temporal pattern to lead to a perceived pitch which is
somewhat higher than normal.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Pitch matches within one ear were often erratic for tones
falling more than half an octave into a low-frequency or
high-frequency DR. This indicates that such tones usu-
ally do not evoke a clear pitch sensation.

~2! Pitch matches across the ears of subjects with asymmet-
ric hearing loss and octave matches within ears indicate
that tones falling within a DR are often perceived with a
pitch different ~usually higher! than normal. This was
true for tones falling in both low-frequency and high-
frequency DRs.

~3! The results indicate that the pitch of low-frequency tones
is not represented solely by a temporal code. Possibly,
there needs to be a correspondence between place and
temporal information for a normal pitch to be perceived.

~4! One subject with highly asymmetric hearing loss made
matches of a 0.5-kHz pure tone falling in a DR in the
worse ear with an SAM tone in the other~better! ear. The
carrier frequency of the SAM tone was adjusted to about
3.8 kHz and the modulation frequency was adjusted to
about 0.52 kHz. The matched carrier frequency corre-
sponded roughly with the place where the tone in the
worse ear was detected, while the matched modulation
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frequency corresponded roughly with the frequency of
the tone in the worse ear, suggesting that some temporal
information was preserved.

~5! The shifts in the matches for tones above 5 kHz, when
those frequencies fell in a high-frequency DR, were
roughly consistent in extent and direction with what
would be expected if the pitches were solely coded by
the place of transduction.
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Previous studies have shown that the seated human is most sensitive to whole-body vertical
vibration at about 5 Hz. Similarly, the body shows an apparent mass resonance at about 5 Hz.
Considering these similarities between the biomechanical and subjective responses, it was
hypothesized that, at low frequencies, subjective ratings of whole-body vibration might be directly
proportional to the driving force. Twelve male subjects participated in a laboratory experiment
where subjects sat on a rigid seat mounted on a shaker. The magnitude of a test stimulus was
adjusted such that the subjective intensity could be matched to a reference stimulus, using a
modified Bruceton test protocol. The sinusoidal reference stimulus was 8-Hz vibration with a
magnitude of 0.5 m/s2 rms ~or 0.25 m/s2 rms for the 1-Hz test!; the sinusoidal test stimuli had
frequencies of 1, 2, 4, 16, and 32 Hz. Equal sensation contours in terms of seat acceleration showed
data similar to those in the literature. Equal sensation contours in terms of force showed a nominally
linear response at 1, 2, and 4 Hz, but an increasing sensitivity at higher frequencies. This is in
agreement with a model derived from published subjective and objective fitted data. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898703#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Wv, 43.40.Ng@RAL# Pages: 3853–3859

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental work since the 1960s has indicated that
perception of whole-body vibration is a function of vibration
frequency~e.g., Miwa, 1969; Mansfield, 2004!. Many studies
have shown that the seated human is most sensitive to verti-
cal vibration at about 4–5 Hz and most sensitive to horizon-
tal vibration at lower frequencies~e.g., Parsons and Griffin,
1988!. These data have been collated into a series of fre-
quency weightings, such as those published in ISO2631-1
~1997! and BS6841~1987! ~e.g., Fig. 1!. These weightings
model the subjective response to vibration such that, for
single-axis vibration

I ~ f !}aweighted~ f !,

whereI ( f ) is the subjective rating of vibration intensity and
aweighted( f ) is the frequency-weighted acceleration at fre-
quency f, although the relationship in terms of vibration
magnitude is not necessarily linear~e.g., Morioka and Grif-
fin, 2000!.

The biomechanical response of the seated person has
previously been assessed using kinetic~i.e., impedance and
apparent mass! and kinematic ~i.e., transmissibility! ap-
proaches. The apparent mass is calculated as the ratio of the
force to the acceleration in the frequency domain

M ~ f !5
Fseat~ f !

aseat~ f !
,

whereM ( f ) is the apparent mass,Fseat( f ) is the force, and
aseat( f ) is the acceleration at frequencyf at the seat surface.
There is a peak in the vertical apparent mass~or driving
point mechanical impedance! of the seated human at about 5
Hz that reduces in frequency as the magnitude of the vibra-
tion increases~e.g., Fairley and Griffin, 1989; Hinz and
Seidel, 1987; Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Smith, 1994!. The
general shape of the peak is not dependent on vibration
waveform or subject age, if the effects of subject mass are
taken into account~Giacomin, 2004; Mansfield and Maeda,
2004!. In the horizontal direction, a similar nonlinearity has
been observed, but with peaks in response at lower frequen-
cies ~Mansfield and Lundstro¨m, 1999a!. The response of
lumped parameter models~Mansfield and Lundstro¨m,
1999b! of the apparent mass of the seated human to whole-
body vibration is shown in Fig. 2.

Considering the models of human responses to vibration
depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, it appears that subjective ratings of
vibration and biomechanical responses might be related. For
vertical motion, both subjective and biomechanical responses
peak at about 5 Hz. Similarly, for horizontal motion, both
subjective and biomechanical responses peak at about 2 Hz.
However, for vertical vibration, the roll-off at high frequen-
cies for these models~and indeed for subject data! is not as
great for the frequency weighting.

The similarity between the subjective and biomechanical
models at low frequency is sufficient to question whether

a!Electronic mail: n.j.mansfield@lboro.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: maeda@niih.go.jp
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there is an underlying link between the mechanical response
~i.e., apparent mass! of the sitting person and their subjective
response such that the apparent mass could effectively be
used as a frequency weighting such that

I ~ f !}M ~ f !3aseat~ f !.

If this is the case, then considering the definition of apparent
mass

I ~ f !}Fseat~ f !.

Therefore, subjective ratings of vibration intensity could be
predicted solely from measurements of force at the seat. It
should be noted that this technique would mean that no fre-
quency weighting would be required for subjective assess-
ments of vibration, and therefore it would be possible that
interindividual differences could be accounted for as an in-
herent property of the method. Furthermore, it would mean
that nonlinearities in response with respect to waveform and
magnitude could be accounted for without the requirement
for complex mathematical models. Although this approach is
attractive, it is unclear whether it is viable either in terms of
transducer technologies or whether the frequency range over

which it might be effective is too restrictive. For example,
the discrepancy between the apparent mass model and sub-
jective response model could be less than or greater than that
observed for individual subjects rendering the method more
or less viable, respectively.

All known studies of human responses to vibration in
the literature have scaled the dependent variable~biome-
chanical or subjective! in terms of the acceleration, velocity,
or displacement. To investigate whether human response to
whole-body vibration is proportional to unweighted force,
experimental data are required that link subjective ratings
directly to driving force.

This paper reports a study that had the following objec-
tives:

~1! To define an equal comfort contour for whole-body vi-
bration expressed in terms of force at the seat;

~2! To identify the frequency range~if any! over which sub-
jective rating is not a function of frequency when ex-
pressed in terms of force; and

~3! To provide a preliminary evaluation of the feasibility of
using measurements of force at the seat as a predictor for
subjective ratings of whole-body vibration.

II. METHODS

A subjective intensity-matching protocol was used in the
experiment. Participants were exposed to five groups of tri-
als. Each trial used a pair of sinusoidal vertical vibration
stimuli: a reference stimulus at 8 Hz and a test stimulus with
a frequency of either 1, 2, 4, 16, or 32 Hz. Eight Hz was used
for the reference to ensure that the reference and test stimuli
frequencies were as close as possible when considered on a
logarithmic scale~i.e., a maximum of 3 octaves!, while
avoiding the peak in apparent mass that could occur at 4 Hz
for some subjects. Each stimulus had a duration of 4 s con-
sisting of a 0.5-s taper, 3 s of steady sinusoidal vibration, and
finishing with a 0.5-s taper. There was a pause of 1 s between
the reference and the test stimuli. For the 1-Hz trials, the
reference stimulus~i.e., the 8-Hz stimulus! had a vibration
magnitude of 0.25 ms22; for all other trials, the reference
stimulus had a vibration magnitude of 0.5 ms22. The lower
magnitude at 1 Hz was required to ensure that the experi-
mental conditions remained within the specification of the
vibrator.

Each trial used a modified Bruceton test protocol. After
the pair of stimuli, subjects judged whether the first~refer-
ence! or second~test! stimulus had the greater intensity, or
whether they felt the same. If the reference was perceived as
being more intense, the magnitude of the test vibration was
increased by 20%. If the reference was perceived as being
less intense, the magnitude of the test vibration was reduced
by 20%. A step size of 20% was used, as this is approxi-
mately two times the difference threshold for whole-body
vibration perception~e.g., Mansfield and Griffin, 2000; Mo-
rioka and Griffin, 2000!. If the two stimuli were rated as
being equal, then the magnitude of the test vibration was
scaled by 20% in the same direction as the previous change.
Therefore, the vibration magnitude would continually step
up or down between a series of reversal points. The proce-

FIG. 1. Modulus of frequency weightings for vertical vibration (Wk , –3–!
and horizontal vibration (Wd , ———! as used in ISO2631-1~1997!.

FIG. 2. Normalized responses of lumped parameter apparent mass models
defined in Mansfield and Lundstro¨m, 1999a.
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dure was continued until six reversals had been completed
~Fig. 3!. The value used for the matched intensity in the data
analysis was the arithmetic mean of the six reversals for the
acceleration and for the force. The starting magnitude for the
test stimuli was randomly set at either 0.29 or 0.86 ms22 rms,
Wk weighted, apart from for the 1-Hz stimulus where these
were set at 0.14 or 0.43 ms22 rms Therefore, the first test
stimulus should have been clearly perceived as either lower
or higher than the reference stimulus, respectively, assuming
that theWk weighting is a reasonable model of whole-body
vibration perception. The frequency weighting was only used
to calculate the starting magnitude for each group of trials:
all other reports of vibration magnitude in this paper are
unweighted. The trial groups were presented in a balanced
random order.

Twelve male subjects participated in the experiment and
were instructed to sit in a comfortable, relaxed upright pos-
ture. The subjects had a mean age of 27.9 years~s.d. 8.6!, a
mean weight of 65.8 kg~s.d. 11.6!, and a mean stature of 171
cm ~s.d. 11.6!.

An electro-hydraulic vibrator with low distortion was
used to generate the vibration stimuli. This system had a
peak-to-peak stroke of 100 mm and was situated in the labo-
ratories of the National Institute of Industrial Health, Ka-
wasaki, Japan. Acceleration at the seat was measured using a
Brüel & Kjær 4370 accelerometer. The force at the seat was
measured using a Kistler 9286A force plate, which acted as
the seat surface. The influence of the mass of the plate~ap-
proximately 15 kg! was removed using a mass cancellation
technique in the frequency domain. No backrest was used in
the experiment. The vibrator was controlled by, and force
and acceleration signals were acquired by, an HVLab data
acquisition system at 512 samples per second via antialiasing
filters set at 170 Hz. Calculations were based on acquired
acceleration magnitudes for the trial stimuli, rather than ‘‘de-
sired’’ vibration magnitudes. The control software included
an algorithm to automatically equalize the next vibration

stimulus based on the transfer function measured for the pre-
vious vibration stimulus. Measured vibration magnitudes re-
mained within 5% of the desired magnitudes.

All subjects were explained the purpose of the study and
gave their consent to participate. They were free to withdraw
at any time, although all subjects completed the trials. The
experiment was approved by the Research Ethic Committee
of the National Institute of Industrial Health.

III. RESULTS

A full set of data was obtained for 11 of the 12 subjects.
An equipment difficulty meant that data at 4 Hz were not
obtained for one subject, although all other conditions were
successfully measured. As ratings at 1 Hz were obtained rela-
tive to a reference with a magnitude of 50% of that used for
all other conditions, measured values for acceleration and
force were scaled by a factor of 2 to enable direct compari-
sons to be made.

For the acceleration data, most subjects showed that they
were relatively less sensitive to the vibration at frequencies
greater than the reference~i.e., test frequencies of 16 and 32
Hz!. At frequencies lower than the reference, most subjects
also showed a slight reduction in sensitivity, but this was not
observed for all individuals~Fig. 4, Table I!. Median data for
the subjects expressed in terms of acceleration show that
there was not a clear difference between the sensitivities at 1
and 2 Hz, sensitivities were slightly greater at 4 and 8 Hz
~the reference frequency!, and that there was a steady de-
crease in sensitivity from 8 Hz through to 32 Hz. The differ-
ences between the data obtained at 32 Hz and all other fre-
quencies were significant (p,0.005, Wilcoxon!. The only
other significant difference occurred between the 2- and 8-Hz
data (p,0.05), although differences approached signifi-
cance between 1 and 8 Hz (p50.07) and between 8 and 16
Hz (p50.08).

Due to the differences in the subject masses, the forces
for the reference stimuli varied, despite the acceleration mag-
nitude being controlled. Data were therefore normalized by
dividing by the force at the reference magnitude to enable
comparison between subjects~Table II!. For the force data,
all subjects showed that they were more sensitive to higher
frequency forces than lower frequency forces. At frequencies
above the reference~8 Hz!, all subjects showed an increase
in sensitivity ~Fig. 5!. At frequencies below the reference,
subjects tended to be slightly less sensitive in terms of force.
All subjects were less sensitive to the vibration at 2 and 4 Hz
when compared to 8 Hz, and ten of the subjects were less
sensitive to vibration at 1 Hz when compared to 8 Hz~i.e., a
greater force was required for parity!. Most subjects showed
a relatively equal response at 1, 2, and 4 Hz. The forces
measured at 16 and 32 Hz were all significantly lower than
data obtained at lower frequencies (p,0.005, Wilcoxon!,
although there was no significant difference between the rat-
ings at 16 and 32 Hz. Similarly, significant differences were
observed between the data at 8 and 1 Hz (p,0.05) and
between 8 and 2 or 4 Hz (p,0.005). There were no signifi-
cant differences between the results obtained at 1, 2, and 4
Hz.

FIG. 3. Example of experimental protocol for one group of trials. After each
rating of the test stimulus being more intense than the reference~1!, the test
vibration magnitude decreased by 20%. After each rating of the test stimulus
being less intense than the reference~2!, the test vibration magnitude in-
creased by 20%. If the stimuli were rated as equal~s!, the test magnitude
was stepped up or down, repeating the previous change. The arithmetic
mean of the six reversals~h! was used to determine the magnitude of equal
sensation for the reference and test stimuli for that group of trials~---!.
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IV. DISCUSSION

This study used a single reference frequency of 8 Hz. It
is possible that the proximity of the reference and test fre-
quencies could affect subjective responses; this could be in-

vestigated in future research. Unlike some previously pub-
lished studies, the experiment did not use a binary forced-
choice protocol but a modified Bruceton protocol as
described in Sec. II. The reason for this was to maintain the

FIG. 4. Equal sensation curves for 12 subjects exposed to whole-body vertical vibration. Data represent accelerations corresponding to three positive and three
negative reversals at each frequency~s! and mean of all reversals at each frequency~———!.

TABLE I. Individual data corresponding to equal sensation contours for
rating of whole-body vibration in terms of acceleration.

Frequency

Acceleration~m/s2 rms!

1 Hz 2 Hz 4 Hz 8 Hz 16 Hz 32 Hz

Subject 1 0.36 0.43 0.47 0.50 0.39 0.85
Subject 2 0.42 0.56 0.61 0.50 0.69 0.55
Subject 3 0.94 0.42 0.51 0.50 0.54 1.56
Subject 4 0.44 0.56 0.42 0.50 0.81 1.01
Subject 5 1.35 0.84 0.63 0.50 0.81 1.86
Subject 6 0.83 0.66 0.49 0.50 0.46 0.85
Subject 7 0.53 0.88 ¯ 0.50 0.61 1.05
Subject 8 0.70 0.63 0.40 0.50 0.39 1.06
Subject 9 0.77 0.84 0.68 0.50 0.39 1.35
Subject 10 0.66 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.78 1.44
Subject 11 0.50 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.65 1.56
Subject 12 0.52 0.69 0.70 0.50 0.67 1.01

25th percentile 0.49 0.51 0.45 0.50 0.44 0.97
Median 0.60 0.60 0.51 0.50 0.63 1.05

75th percentile 0.78 0.73 0.62 0.50 0.72 1.47

TABLE II. Individual data corresponding to equal sensation contours for
rating of whole-body vibration in terms of rms normalized force.

Frequency

Normalized force~rms!

1 Hz 2 Hz 4 Hz 8 Hz 16 Hz 32 Hz

Subject 1 0.855 1.102 1.387 1.000 0.338 0.168
Subject 2 0.717 1.014 1.267 1.000 0.449 0.094
Subject 3 2.856 1.382 2.133 1.000 0.437 0.632
Subject 4 1.351 1.829 1.788 1.000 0.442 0.410
Subject 5 5.118 3.606 4.551 1.000 0.509 0.658
Subject 6 3.162 2.689 2.755 1.000 0.361 0.467
Subject 7 2.119 3.879 ¯ 1.000 0.676 0.379
Subject 8 1.772 1.702 1.196 1.000 0.436 0.150
Subject 9 2.036 2.361 2.293 1.000 0.372 0.479
Subject 10 1.568 1.206 1.593 1.000 0.330 0.358
Subject 11 1.005 1.085 1.176 1.000 0.401 0.331
Subject 12 1.099 1.493 1.736 1.000 0.479 0.393

25th percentile 1.076 1.180 1.327 1.000 0.369 0.290
Median 1.670 1.598 1.736 1.000 0.436 0.386

75th percentile 2.303 2.443 2.213 1.000 0.456 0.470
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confidence of the subjects while making their judgments. An-
ecdotes from subjects used by the authors in previous experi-
ments have suggested that participants feel uncomfortable
being forced to ‘‘guess’’ when performing forced-choice pro-
tocols, and it was suspected that this could have contributed
to occasional loss of concentration of some subjects during
previous studies. A further advantage of the protocol used
here is that it does not rely on interpretation of probabilities
of chance ‘‘correct’’ answers as occurs for forced-choice up-
and-down method of limits techniques~Maeda and Griffin,
1995!. The choice of experimental protocol could have af-
fected the results, although this is likely to have been a sys-
tematic difference and therefore would not alter the relative
ratings, as were sought in this experiment. Nevertheless, as
results from this study are within the range of those in the
literature, all indications are the methodology can be consid-
ered valid.

The equal sensation data in terms of acceleration pro-
duced in this experiment are comparable to other studies in
the literature which have previously been identified as hav-
ing minimal bias~Griffin et al., 1982!. If published data sets
are scaled to give a value of 0.5 at 8 Hz, then the trends are
similar between studies~Fig. 6!. All show frequencies of
greatest sensation to occur between 4 and 8 Hz, and a re-

duced sensation at higher and lower frequencies. The gradi-
ent of the reduction in sensation with increasing proximity
from the 4–8-Hz range shows some variation between stud-
ies. Gradients obtained in this study were not as steep as
some of those observed previously.

The most commonly used frequency weighting for

FIG. 5. Equal sensation curves for 12 subjects exposed to whole-body vertical vibration. Data represent the rms force corresponding to three positive and three
negative reversals at each frequency~s! and mean of all reversals at each frequency~———!.

FIG. 6. Comparison of median equal sensation acceleration data obtained in
this study~–s–! with data from Miwa~1967; –--–!, Shoenberger and Har-
ris ~1971; –––!, Jones and Saunders~1972; ———!, Griffin et al. ~1982;
---!, and an invertedWk frequency weighting~–l–!, all scaled to give a
value of 0.5 at 8 Hz~the reference frequency in this study!.
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whole-body vertical vibration is theWk weighting
~ISO2631-1, 1997!. At frequencies of 4 Hz and above, the
results for acceleration in this study correspond closely to the
Wk curve~Fig. 6!. However, below 4 Hz theWk curve shows
a more rapid reduction in sensitivity than observed here. In
agreement with the literature, the ratings of vibration inten-
sity in this study had a discrepancy of approximately 2:1 at 1
Hz when compared toWk . This indicates thatWk might
underestimate subjective ratings of vibration magnitude at
low frequency. However,Wk is also designed to be appli-
cable for health risk assessments. Biomechanical data~e.g.,
Smith, 2000; Boileauet al., 2002; Nawayseh and Griffin,
2003! tend to show a resonance in the response of the seated
body to vibration at about 5 Hz. Therefore, data from this
study alone do not necessarily imply that the frequency-
weighting curve should be changed~at least for health risk
assessments!.

Previous studies have not generally reported subjective
and biomechanical responses to whole-body vibration within
the same experiment. Therefore, it is not possible to derive
the relationship between any individual’s subjective response
to force and the frequency of the force. However, it is pos-
sible to use a model of subjective response~i.e., a frequency
weighting! in combination with a model of biomechanical
response~i.e., a lumped parameter apparent mass model! to
derive a generalized expected profile for subjective responses
with respect to force at any frequency. As apparent mass is
defined as the ratio of the force to the acceleration at any
frequency, and the frequency weighting is modeled to the
subjective rating of acceleration at any frequency. Division
of the apparent mass by the frequency weighting will result
in a model of an equal sensation response in terms of force.
A model derived from theWk weighting and the lumped
parameter model presented in Mansfield and Lundstro¨m
~1999b!, where the data sets are scaled to give a value of
unity at 8 Hz, is shown in Fig. 7 and compared to the data
obtained in this study. This shows that at frequencies below 5
Hz the effect of frequency observed in the weighting and in
the apparent mass cancel one another out such that the sub-
jective response is linear with respect to frequency. At fre-
quencies above 5 Hz the equal sensation curve decays, indi-
cating that a lower force is required for an equivalent

sensation. Therefore, a greater sensation occurs for the same
rms force.

The similarity between the shape of the response of the
model of an equal sensation curve for force based on fitted
curves and the results obtained in this study is clear. Al-
though in the representation illustrated in Fig. 7 the differ-
ences between the curves occur at low frequency, this is due
to the normalization occurring at 8 Hz; if the normalization
occurred at, for example, 1 Hz, the difference would be ob-
served at the higher frequencies. These data therefore indi-
cate that the gradient of increasing sensation at high frequen-
cies is steeper in the model than that observed in this study.
The frequency at which the response starts to be affected by
vibration frequency was similar for the model and the experi-
mental data.

Although subjects were not interviewed in a structured
manner following the trials, it was remarked that the low-
frequency stimuli were perceived by the whole body,
whereas the sensations of high-frequency vibration were lo-
calized to the skin and muscle of the thigh and buttocks. This
corresponds to published data concerning transmission of vi-
bration through the seated person which show that sites re-
mote from the driving point are effectively isolated from the
vibration at higher frequencies~e.g., Paddan and Griffin,
1998!. Therefore, the mechanism for the increased sensitivity
at high frequencies must either be due to the nature of the
underlying physiology~e.g., fast-adapting nerve endings in
the skin sensitive to vibration above 10 Hz! or an indirect
result of the biomechanical response. The increased sensitiv-
ity to force at high frequencies being due to the biomechani-
cal response is the most plausible, as less force is required to
generate the same acceleration at high frequencies when
compared to low frequencies, as can be seen in the apparent
mass of the seated body~Fig. 2!.

This experiment has indicated that, for low-frequency
vibration, an assessment methodology based on driving force
could be envisaged. However, the frequency range over
which this would be of value would be constrained to fre-
quencies below about 5 Hz. Furthermore, there are practical
difficulties in measuring the driving force in vehicles, al-
though some studies have reported such data~e.g., Holm-
lund, 1999!. Considering that most environments where in-
dividuals are exposed to vibration have a significant
proportion of vibration energy at frequencies above this 5-Hz
threshold, the use of force cannot be considered a pragmatic
method of vibration assessment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the sensitivity of seated hu-
mans to whole-body vibration is greatest for acceleration at
frequencies between 4 and 8 Hz. This is in agreement with
the literature, although a slightly different psychophysical
technique was used. Subjective ratings of vibration in terms
of force showed that the greatest sensitivity occurred at high
frequencies. A nominally linear response occurred between 1
and 4 Hz. This is in agreement with a model of response
based on a frequency weighting and apparent mass model in
the literature.

FIG. 7. Comparison of median equal sensation normalized force data ob-
tained in this study~-d-! with interquartile ranges~---! and results from the
model based on frequency weighting and biomechanical models in the lit-
erature~———!, normalized at 8 Hz.
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Gockel, Carlyon, and Plack@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.116, 1092–1104 ~2004!# showed that
discrimination of the fundamental frequency (F0) of a target tone containing only unresolved
harmonics was impaired when an interfering complex tone with fixedF0 was added to the target,
but filtered into a lower frequency region. This pitch discrimination interference~PDI! was greater
when the interferer contained resolved harmonics than when it contained only unresolved
harmonics. Here, it is examined whether this occurred because, when the interferer contained
unresolved harmonics, ‘‘pitch pulse asynchrony~PPA!’’ between the target and interferer provided
a cue that enhanced performance; this was possible in the earlier experiment because both target and
interferer had components added in sine phase. In experiment 1, it was shown that subjects were
moderately sensitive to the direction of PPA across frequency regions. In experiments 2 and 3, PPA
cues were eliminated by adding the components of the target only, or of both target and interferer,
in random phase. For both experiments, an interferer containing resolved harmonics produced more
PDI than an interferer containing unresolved harmonics. These results show that PDI is smaller for
an interferer with unresolved harmonics even when cues related to PPA are eliminated. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898084#

PACS numbers: 43.66.2x, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Ba@JHG# Pages: 3860–3866

I. INTRODUCTION

Most models for the pitch perception of complex tones
are based on the assumption that information can be com-
bined across different frequency regions in order to estimate
the fundamental frequency (F0) of a complex tone~Gold-
stein, 1973; Terhardt, 1974; Moore, 1982; Meddis and
Hewitt, 1991; Meddis and O’Mard, 1997!. This is consistent
with empirical evidence showing that information can be
combined across frequency regions~Moore et al., 1984!.
However, it has also commonly been assumed that it is pos-
sible to listen selectively to specific frequency regions in
order to extract theF0s of multiple complex tones presented
simultaneously. For example, it has been shown that the abil-
ity to identify two vowels presented simultaneously is better
when the two vowels have differentF0s than when they
have the sameF0 ~Scheffers, 1983!. Models to explain this
effect ~Summerfield and Assmann, 1987; Assmann and Sum-
merfield, 1990; 1994; Meddis and Hewitt, 1992; de Chev-
eigné, 1993! are based on the fact that the two vowels have
formants at different frequencies, so that the spectrum is
dominated at some frequencies by one vowel and at other
frequencies by the other vowel. The models all assume that
information can be extracted independently from different
regions of the basilar membrane.

Recently, Gockelet al. ~2004! showed that listeners are
not always able to extract theF0 of harmonics in one fre-
quency region independently of theF0 of harmonics in an-

other frequency region. In other words, they demonstrated an
across-frequency interference effect in pitch perception,
which they called ‘‘pitch discrimination interference’’~PDI!.
They measured sensitivity (d8) for F0 discrimination be-
tween two sequentially presented complex~target! tones con-
taining only high, unresolved harmonics. In their first experi-
ment, the target was filtered between 1375 and 15 000 Hz
and had a nominalF0 of 88 Hz. The target was presented
either alone or with an additional complex tone, referred to
as the ‘‘interferer.’’ The interferer was filtered between 125
and 625 Hz, and itsF0 varied between 88 and 114.4 Hz
across blocks. Sensitivity was significantly reduced in the
presence of the interferer, and this PDI effect decreased as
the interferer’sF0 was moved further above that of the tar-
get, i.e., the PDI effect was tuned forF0.

In a second experiment, Gockelet al. ~2004! showed
that increasing the level of a synchronously gated low-pass
noise that spectrally overlapped with the interferer reduced
the PDI effect, suggesting that the tonality of the interferer
has an important influence on PDI.

In a third experiment, Gockelet al. ~2004! compared the
magnitude of PDI for interferers with resolved and with un-
resolved harmonics. The target was filtered between 3900
and 5400 Hz and had a nominalF0 of either 88 or 250 Hz.
It was presented either alone or with an interferer filtered
between 1375 and 1875 Hz and with anF0 corresponding to
the nominalF0 of the target. PDI was larger in the presence
of the interferer with resolved harmonics~250 HzF0) than
in the presence of the interferer with unresolved harmonics
~88-Hz F0).a!Electronic mail: hedwig.gockel@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
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In a final experiment, Gockelet al. ~2004! investigated
the role of perceptual grouping processes in PDI. They
showed that PDI was reduced but not eliminated when the
interferer was gated on 200 ms before and off 200 ms after
the target, and that some PDI was observed with a continu-
ous interferer. These findings suggest that the magnitude of
PDI is influenced by perceptual grouping processes, but it
occurs even under conditions of onset and offset asynchrony
of the target and interferer, which would usually be assumed
to lead to clear perceptual segregation~Bregman, 1990; Dar-
win and Carlyon, 1995!.

The present paper is especially concerned with Gockel
et al.’s finding that PDI was greater when the interferer con-
tained resolved harmonics than when it contained unresolved
harmonics. This finding has implications for the question of
whether there are two mechanisms for determining the pitch
of complex tones, one for resolved harmonics and the other
for unresolved harmonics~Carlyon and Shackleton, 1994;
Meddis and O’Mard, 1997; Carlyon, 1998; Grimaultet al.,
2002; Micheyl and Oxenham, 2004!. If there are two pitch
mechanisms whose outputs can be assessed independently,
one might expect greater PDI when the interferer and target
have pitches determined by the same mechanism than when
their pitches are determined by different mechanisms. Since
the target contained only unresolved harmonics, this leads to
the prediction that the interferer containing only unresolved
harmonics would produce more PDI than the target contain-
ing mainly resolved harmonics. In fact, as already noted, the
opposite was found.

Gockel et al. ~2004! suggested that the magnitude of
PDI is partly determined by the salience of the pitch of the
interferer. Complex tones containing resolved harmonics
have a clearer and more salient pitch than complex tones
containing unresolved harmonics~Plomp, 1967; Ritsma,
1967; Moore and Rosen, 1979; Moore and Glasberg, 1988;
Moore and Peters, 1992; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990;
Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!, and this might be the cause
of the greater PDI produced by the former. We consider here
an alternative explanation, that, when the interferer contained
only unresolved harmonics, there was a cue available that
enhanced the discrimination of theF0 of the target, which
partially offset the PDI effect; this cue was not available
when the interferer with resolved harmonics was used.

The cue in question arises from the fact that complex
tones containing unresolved harmonics evoke waveforms on
the basilar membrane with a periodicity equal to theF0 of
the complex. The peak factor of these waveforms depends on
the phases with which the components are added. In experi-
ment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, both the target and the
interferer had components added in sine phase, which leads
to waveforms with high peak factors on the basilar mem-
brane, when the harmonics are unresolved~Rhode and Re-
cio, 2001; Moore, 2002!. The waveforms have a single major
peak, sometimes called a ‘‘pitch pulse,’’ per period. Human
listeners have been shown to be sensitive to asynchronies of
pitch pulses in different frequency regions~Patterson, 1987;
Summerfield and Assmann, 1991; Carlyon, 1994; Carlyon
and Shackleton, 1994!. When two complex tones are pre-
sented simultaneously in different frequency regions, and

when they have differentF0s, the pitch pulse asynchrony
~PPA! continuously changes, and listeners can use this as a
cue for detecting the difference inF0 ~Carlyon, 1994!. In
experiment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, subjects may have
been able to use PPA as a cue for discriminating theF0 of
the target when the interferer contained unresolved harmon-
ics; this would depend on subjects being able to judge the
direction or pattern of change of the PPA~a more detailed
explanation is provided later in the paper!. Alternatively, or
in addition, PPA might have provided a cue allowing percep-
tual segregation of the target and interferer~Summerfield and
Assmann, 1991!, thus reducing the PDI. However, this cue
would not have been available when the interferer contained
resolved harmonics, as complex tones with resolved harmon-
ics do not lead to waveforms on the basilar membrane with
high peak factors.

In the experiments reported here, we assessed whether
the use of PPA cues could account for the finding of Gockel
et al. ~2004! that PDI was greater when the interferer con-
tained resolved harmonics than when it contained unresolved
harmonics. Experiment 1 showed that subjects were moder-
ately sensitive to the direction of PPA across frequency re-
gions, making it plausible that PPA cues might have been
used in experiment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004! to improve
performance and thereby to offset the PDI produced by an
interferer with unresolved harmonics. Experiments 2 and 3
replicated experiment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, except for
the choice of starting phases of the components in the com-
plex tones. In experiment 2, the components of the target
were added in random phase, while those of the interferer
were added in sine phase. In experiment 3, the components
of both the target and the interferer were added in random
phase. The use of random phase eliminates or substantially
reduces any PPA cues, since distinct waveform peaks on the
basilar membrane do not occur for random-phase harmonic
complexes~Alcántaraet al., 2003!.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: SENSITIVITY TO THE DIRECTION
OF PPA

A. Rationale

In experiment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, the compo-
nents of both the target and interferer were added in sine
phase~starting phase of 0°!, which meant that, at the start of
each stimulus, the pitch pulses of the target and interferer
were synchronous. When the interferer contained only unre-
solved harmonics, theF0 of the interferer was fixed at 88
Hz. TheF0 of the target differed across the two intervals of
a forced-choice trial by 3.5%~3.08 Hz!, so theF0 was 86.46
Hz in one interval and 89.54 Hz in the other interval. If the
target and interferer were played continuously, the PPA be-
tween them would go through one complete cycle in 1/1.54
s, i.e., 649 ms. In other words, the pitch pulses would be
synchronous again after 649 ms. In fact, the stimulus dura-
tion was 400 ms, so the PPA went through less than one
cycle. When theF0 of the target was higher than that of the
interferer, the pitch pulses of the target were initially ad-
vanced in time relative to those of the interferer, until, after
325 ms, the pitch pulses of the target were midway between
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those of the interferer, leading to the maximum possible PPA
of about 5.7 ms. When theF0 of the target was lower than
that of the interferer, the pitch pulses of the target were ini-
tially delayed in time relative to those of the interferer by
corresponding amounts. Thus, if subjects could discriminate
whether the pitch pulses of the target were leading or lagging
those of the interferer during the first 325 ms of the stimulus,
they could use this as a cue to determine the direction of the
F0 change of the target.

It has previously been shown that listeners can discrimi-
nate a stimulus with a PPA from a stimulus without a PPA
~Carlyon, 1994!. Also, Summerfield and Assmann~1991!
showed that, for a very lowF0, listeners could use PPA as a
cue to enhance the detection of one vowel in the presence of
another~three out of three listeners! and to enhance the iden-
tification of two simultaneously presented vowels~one out of
three listeners!. This benefit of PPA was observed when the
commonF0 of the two vowels was 50 Hz, but not when it
was 100 Hz. However, in their experiment the PPA was as-
sociated with an onset and offset asynchrony, so it is not
clear whether the observed effects were due to PPA alone. To
our knowledge it has not been determined whether subjects
are sensitive to thedirection of PPA, i.e., whether they can
distinguish whether the pitch pulses in one frequency region
are leading or lagging those in another frequency region.
Such an ability would be necessary for the subjects of
Gockel et al. ~2004! to have been able to use the PPA as a
cue for discriminating theF0 of the target. In the present
experiment, the ability to discriminate the direction of PPA
was assessed using stimuli very similar to those of Gockel
et al. ~2004!.

B. Stimuli

Subjects had to discriminate differences in the direction
of PPA between two sequentially presented complex tones
with anF0 of 88 Hz. Each tone was composed of two parts,
one corresponding to the target tone and one to the interferer,
as used by Gockelet al. ~2004!. We use the same names
here, even though the task was to discriminate the direction
of PPA between the target and interferer. The target was
bandpass filtered between 3900 and 5400 Hz~3-dB down
points, slopes of 48 dB/oct!. The interferer was bandpass
filtered between 1375 and 1875 Hz~3-dB down points,
slopes of 48 dB/oct!. Both the target and the interferer con-
tained only unresolved harmonics~Plomp, 1964; Plomp and
Mimpen, 1968; Moore and Ohgushi, 1993; Shackleton and
Carlyon, 1994; Bernstein and Oxenham, 2003!. The level per
component was always 45 dB SPL. To mask possible distor-
tion products, a continuous pink background noise was pre-
sented with a spectrum level of 15 dB (re: 20 mPa! at 1 kHz.
The nominal stimulus duration was 400 ms, including 5-ms
raised-cosine onset and offset ramps. The interval between
the two stimuli within a trial was 500 ms.

In a given interval in a trial, either the target or the
interferer had components starting in sine phase, while the
components of the other part were advanced in time by a
fixed amount to introduce a PPA. To achieve this, the starting
phase of thenth harmonic was shifted byn3Dw. In one
interval the pitch pulses in the target were advanced relative

to those of the interferer, and in the other interval the pitch
pulses in the interferer were advanced relative to those of the
target. The values ofDw were 45°~corresponding to a PPA of
1.42 ms! and 90°~corresponding to a PPA of 2.84 ms!.

The complex tones were generated and bandpass filtered
digitally. They were played out using a 16-bit digital-to-
analog converter~CED 1401 plus!, with a sampling rate
which was varied between trials over the range 40 kHz
610%. As a result, theF0 of the digitally generated stimuli
varied randomly over the range610% between trials~this
also produced a slight variation in duration and in the filter
cutoff frequencies!. This was done to make the stimuli as
similar as possible to those used by Gockelet al. ~2004!.
Stimuli were passed through an antialiasing filter~Kemo
21C30! with a cutoff frequency of 17.2 kHz~slope of 96
dB/oct!, and presented monaurally, using Sennheiser HD250
headphones. Subjects were seated individually in an IAC
double-walled sound-attenuating booth.

C. Procedure

A two-interval two-alternative forced choice~2I-2AFC!
task was used to measure percent-correct performance. The
task of the subject was to identify the interval in which the
pitch pulses of the target were advanced relative to those of
the interferer. Correct-answer feedback was provided after
every trial. The value ofDw was fixed within a block of
trials. The total duration of a single session was about 2 h,
including rest times. Following 1–2 h of practice, at least
five ~mostly 6–7! blocks of 105 trials were run for each
value ofDw and each subject. The first five trials within each
block were considered as ‘‘warm-up’’ trials and results from
those were discarded.

D. Subjects

Six subjects participated. They ranged in age from 19 to
34 years, and their quiet thresholds at octave frequencies
between 250 and 8000 Hz were within 15 dB of the ANSI
~1996! standard. Stimuli were presented monaurally to the
left ear for four subjects and to the right ear for the other two.

E. Results

The percent-correct scores were converted tod8 values.
The results were similar across subjects and Fig. 1 shows the
mean results and standard errors, i.e., the error of the mean
of the average score across subjects. The task did prove to be
possible; thed8 value was relatively small~about 0.7! for the
smaller value ofDw, and increased to about 1.5, indicating
reasonably good discriminability, for the larger value ofDw.
A t-test showed that the value ofd8 for Dw545° was signifi-
cantly greater than zero (t53.3, df55, p,0.05). A paired-
samplest-test showed thatd8 for Dw590° was significantly
greater thand8 for Dw545° (t54.85, df55, p,0.01).

For three out of the six subjects, we also tested whether
the ability to discriminate the direction of PPA would be
reduced if the starting phase of the two complexes was ran-
domized for each presentation~maintaining a given PPA!.
No consistent differences were observed between perfor-
mance with fixed and random starting phases.
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In summary, the results show that, for stimuli very simi-
lar to those used by Gockelet al. ~2004!, subjects can dis-
criminate differences in the direction of PPA across fre-
quency regions. This makes it more plausible that, in
experiment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, subjects might have
used PPA cues to improveF0 discrimination of the target in
the presence of the interferer with unresolved harmonics. In
the following two experiments, we assessed the effect of
eliminating PPA cues, in a task very similar to that used by
Gockelet al. ~2004!.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: PDI WITH RANDOM PHASE FOR
TARGET

A. Stimuli

Subjects had to discriminate between theF0s of two
sequentially presented target complex tones with a nominal
F0 of 88 or 250 Hz and a fixed difference,DF0, between the
two tones within a trial. Each target was bandpass filtered
between 3900 and 5400 Hz~3-dB down points, slopes of 48
dB/oct!; thus, for bothF0s it contained only unresolved
components. The target was presented either alone~condition
‘‘none’’ !, or with a synchronously gated harmonic complex
~the interferer! with an F0 which was identical to the nomi-
nal F0 of the target. The interferer was bandpass filtered
between 1375 and 1875 Hz~3-dB down points, slopes of 48
dB/oct!. For the 88-HzF0, this meant that the interferer
contained only unresolved harmonics, while for the 250-Hz
F0 the interferer contained mainly resolved harmonics
~Plomp, 1964; Plomp and Mimpen, 1968; Moore and
Ohgushi, 1993; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Bernstein and
Oxenham, 2003!. Apart from the component phases, other
details of the stimuli were the same as for experiment 1,
including the presence of the pink noise background. TheF0
randomization was again used, in this case to discourage
subjects from basing their decisions on a long-term memory

representation of the sound, and to encourage them to com-
pare the pitch of the two targets presented in each trial.

To avoid any cue provided by PPA between the target
and interferer with unresolved harmonics, the target harmon-
ics was added with random starting phase. For the target, the
starting phase of each component was randomly chosen from
the range 0–360°~rectangular distribution!. For each target
complex, 21 versions were generated in advance, each with a
different random selection of starting phases, and one out of
these was chosen randomly for each presentation. The com-
ponents of the interferer were added in sine phase.

For all subjects,DF0 was 18%. This was substantially
higher than the 3.5% used by Gockelet al. ~2004! in their
experiment 3A. The large value ofDF0 was necessary be-
cause pilot experiments showed thatF0 discrimination for
the random-phase target was much poorer than for the sine-
phase target originally used.

B. Procedure

A 2I-2AFC task was used to measure percent-correct
performance. The subjects were required to indicate the in-
terval in which the target tone had the higherF0. They were
given practice with the target alone before taking part in runs
where an interferer was present. Thus, subjects were familiar
with the sound of the target. When an interferer was present,
subjects were requested to focus attention on the target and
to ignore the interferer as much as possible. Each interval
was marked by a light, and visual feedback was provided
following each response.

C. Subjects

Six subjects participated, one of whom was the first au-
thor. They ranged in age from 22 to 42 years, and their quiet
thresholds at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz
were within 15 dB of the 1996 ANSI standard. All of the
subjects had previous experience in pitch discrimination ex-
periments. Stimuli were presented monaurally to the left ear
for three subjects and to the right ear for the other three.

D. Design

The total duration of a single session was about 2 h,
including rest times. At least five~mostly 6–7! blocks of 105
trials were run for each condition and subject. Within a block
of 105 trials, the condition was kept constant. The first five
trials within each block were considered as warm-up trials
and results from those were discarded. The order of the con-
ditions was counterbalanced within and across subjects. One
block was run for each condition in turn, before additional
blocks were run in any other condition.

E. Results and discussion

The percent-correct scores were converted tod8 values.
The results were similar across subjects and Fig. 2 shows the
mean results and standard errors. The left two columns show
results for the target with a nominalF0 of 88 Hz~interferer
with unresolved harmonics!, and the right two columns show
results for the target with a nominalF0 of 250 Hz~interferer

FIG. 1. Means and standard errors~across six subjects! of values ofd8 for
discrimination of the direction of ‘‘pitch pulse asynchrony’’~PPA! between
the two parts of a complex tone with a nominalF0 of 88 Hz. One part,
referred to as the ‘‘target,’’ was bandpass filtered between 3900 and 5400
Hz. The other part, referred to as the ‘‘interferer’’, was bandpass filtered
between 1375 and 1875 Hz. The value ofd8 is plotted as a function of the
amount of PPA, specified asDw° ~see the text for details!.
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with resolved harmonics!. The white and black columns
showd8 in the absence and in the presence of an interferer,
respectively. A PDI effect occurred for both interferers. The
important finding here is that PDI was greater when the in-
terferer contained resolved harmonics than when it contained
unresolved harmonics, despite the elimination of PPA cues
for the interferer with unresolved harmonics. A repeated
measures two-way analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was con-
ducted with factorsF0 and presence or absence of an inter-
ferer. The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of the
presence of the interferer@F(1,5)529.7, p50.003] and a
significant interaction betweenF0 and presence of the inter-
ferer @F(1,5)511.1,p50.021]. There was no main effect of
F0.

In summary, the results show that an interferer contain-
ing resolved harmonics produced more PDI than an inter-
ferer containing unresolved harmonics, even when cues re-
lating to PPA were not available.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: PDI WITH RANDOM PHASE FOR
BOTH TARGET AND INTERFERER

A. Rationale

In experiment 2, the harmonics of the interferer were
added in sine phase and the harmonics of the target were
added in random phase. While this would have eliminated
cues related to PPA, it is possible that, for the interferer with
unresolved harmonics, the difference in peak factor between
the interferer and the target led to a difference in timbre
which could be used as a cue for perceptual segregation of
the interferer and target. It has been shown that differences in
phase spectra of this type can be used for perceptual segre-
gation of successive tones~Robertset al., 2002; Stainsby
et al., 2004!, but it is not clear whether they can be used for
segregation of simultaneous tones in different frequency re-
gions. In experiment 3, possible cues related to the difference

in peak factor between the target and the interferer were
eliminated by adding the harmonics in random phase for
both the interferer and the target.

B. Stimuli, procedure, and subjects

The stimuli were the same as in experiment 2, except
that the harmonics in the interferer also had random starting
phases. The procedure and subjects were the same as for
experiment 2.

C. Results and discussion

The percent-correct scores were converted tod8 values.
The results were similar across subjects; Fig. 3 shows the
mean results and standard errors. As in experiment 2, the
PDI effect was greater when the interferer contained resolved
harmonics than when it contained unresolved harmonics. A
repeated measures two-way ANOVA~with factors F0 and
presence or absence of an interferer! showed a significant
main effect of the presence of the interferer@F(1,5)524.1,
p50.004] and a significant interaction betweenF0 and pres-
ence of the interferer@F(1,5)511.1, p50.012]. There was
no main effect ofF0.

In summary, the results show that an interferer contain-
ing resolved harmonics produced more PDI than an inter-
ferer containing unresolved harmonics, even when cues re-
lating to PPA, or to differences in peak factor between the
target and the interferer, were not available.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of experiment 1 showed that subjects could
discriminate differences in the direction of PPA across fre-
quency regions. This made it more plausible that, in experi-
ment 3A of Gockelet al. ~2004!, subjects might have used
PPA cues to improveF0 discrimination of the target in the
presence of the interferer with unresolved harmonics.

The results of experiments 2 and 3 showed that PDI was
greater when the interferer contained resolved harmonics
than when it contained unresolved harmonics, even when

FIG. 2. Means and standard errors~across six subjects! of values ofd8 for
F0 discrimination of targets filtered between 3900 and 5400 Hz presented
either alone~open bars! or with an interferer~filled bars!. The harmonics of
the target were added in random phase. The harmonics of the interferer were
added in sine phase.DF0 for the target was 18% for all subjects. TheF0 of
the interferer was equal to the nominalF0 of the target, which was either 88
Hz ~left pair of bars! or 250 Hz~right pair of bars!.

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2, except that the harmonics of the interferer were added in
random phase.
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cues related to PPA for the latter were eliminated. However,
the magnitude of the PDI effect produced by the interferers
with unresolved harmonics in experiments 2 and 3 was
somewhat larger than found by Gockelet al. ~2004! in their
experiment 3A. This comparison, and the finding of our ex-
periment 1 that subjects are sensitive to the direction of PPA
differences across frequency regions, are consistent with the
idea that, in experiment 3A of Gockelet al., PPA cues may
have somewhat reduced the PDI produced by the interferer
with unresolved harmonics. The reduction may have been
small because the PPA cues were relatively weak. Neverthe-
less, our results suggest that the smaller PDI produced by an
interferer containing unresolved harmonics is not caused
solely by the use of PPA cues, or by differences in the peak
factor of the target and interferer. These results provide fur-
ther evidence against the idea that there are two pitch mecha-
nisms, one for resolved harmonics and one for unresolved
harmonics, whose outputs can be independently accessed.

The most plausible explanations for the greater PDI pro-
duced by the interferer with resolved harmonics in our ex-
periments 2 and 3 are~1! The resolved interferer has a
greater pitch salience, and the amount of PDI is determined
at least partly by the pitch salience of the interferer;~2!
There is a special status of resolved harmonics with regard to
pitch processing, since those harmonics usually dominate the
pitch percept~Plomp, 1967; Ritsma, 1967; Mooreet al.,
1985!. A third, less likely possibility is that the magnitude of
PDI increases with increasingF0, independent of whether
the interferer is resolved or unresolved. Even though there is
no obvious reason why this should be the case, a preliminary
experiment was conducted to address this possibility. Target
tones with nominalF0s of 88 and 250 Hz were bandpass
filtered between 3900 and 5400 Hz. Interferers withF0s of
88 and 250 Hz were bandpass filtered between 125 and 625
Hz so that both contained resolved components. There was
no consistent trend for PDI to be larger for the 250-HzF0
than for the 88-HzF0 condition.

With regard to explanation~1!, it is noteworthy that the
amount of PDI produced by the interferer with unresolved
harmonics was almost unaffected by whether the harmonics
of the interferer were added in sine phase~experiment 2! or
in random phase~experiment 3!. The salience of the pitch of
the interferer would have been lower when the harmonics
was added in random phase than when they were added in
sine phase~Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970; Warren and Bashford,
1981; Robertset al., 2002!, but this hardly affected the
amount of PDI. At first sight, this appears to suggest that the
pitch salience of the interferer does not determine the amount
of PDI. However, it is possible that the difference in phase
spectrum of the target and the~unresolved! interferer that
was present in experiment 2 led to a difference in timbre
~Bilsen and Ritsma, 1970; Warren and Bashford, 1981; Rob-
erts et al., 2002!, and that this in turn provided a cue for
perceptual segregation of the target and interferer. Since PDI
is known to be affected by perceptual grouping factors
~Gockelet al., 2004!, perceptual segregation produced by the
timbre difference between the target and interferer might
have offset the effect of the greater pitch salience of the
interferer in experiment 2, leading to similar PDI in experi-

ments 2 and 3. Therefore, we can conclude only that the
pitch salience of the interferer is not the only factor influenc-
ing the magnitude of PDI.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Gockel et al. ~2004! showed previously that PDI was
greater when the interferer contained resolved harmonics
than when it contained only unresolved harmonics. In their
experiment, both target and interferer had components added
in sine phase, so it was possible that the lower PDI produced
by the interferer with unresolved harmonics was caused by
the use of cues arising from PPA between the target and
interferer. The first experiment reported here assessed
whether subjects are sensitive to the direction of PPA across
frequency regions. The results showed that this was the case.
To determine whether the use of PPA cues was responsible
for the smaller PDI produced by an interferer with unre-
solved harmonics, the effect of reducing PPA cues was as-
sessed by randomizing the starting phases of either the target
only ~experiment 2! or both the target and interferer~experi-
ment 3!. For both experiments, the interferer containing re-
solved harmonics produced more PDI than the interferer
containing unresolved harmonics. These results show that,
even when PPA cues are not available, an interferer with
unresolved harmonics produces less PDI than an interferer
with resolved harmonics. The magnitude of PDI may be re-
lated to the pitch salience of the interferer, but this cannot be
the only factor involved, since the amount of PDI was simi-
lar for experiments 2 and 3, but the interferer with unre-
solved harmonics would have had a more salient pitch in
experiment 2 than in experiment 3.
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In this study the effects of accent and prosodic boundaries on the production of English vowels
~/Ä,{/!, by concurrently examining acoustic vowel formants and articulatory maxima of the tongue,
jaw, and lips obtained with EMA~Electromagnetic Articulography! are investigated. The results
demonstrate that prosodic strengthening~due to accent and/or prosodic boundaries! has differential
effects depending on the source of prominence~in accented syllables versus at edges of prosodic
domains; domain initially versus domain finally!. The results are interpreted in terms of how the
prosodic strengthening is related to phonetic realization of vowel features. For example, when
accented, /{/ was fronter in both acoustic and articulatory vowel spaces~enhancing@2back#!,
accompanied by an increase in both lip and jaw openings~enhancing sonority!. By contrast, at edges
of prosodic domains~especially domain-finally!, /{/ was not necessarily fronter, but higher
~enhancing@1high#!, accompanied by an increase only in the lip~not jaw! opening. This suggests
that the two aspects of prosodic structure~accent versus boundary! are differentiated by distinct
phonetic patterns. Further, it implies that prosodic strengthening, though manifested in fine-grained
phonetic details, is not simply a low-level phonetic event but a complex linguistic phenomenon,
closely linked to the enhancement of phonological features and positional strength that may license
phonological contrasts. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1861893#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Eq@AL # Pages: 3867–3878

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental presuppositions shared among
researchers in the fields of prosodic phonology and the
phonetics–prosody interface is that speech utterances are
produced in a ‘‘hierarchically organized structure of phono-
logically defined constituents and heads’’~Beckman, 1996!
with higher constituents being decomposed into lower con-
stituents. The prosodic structure has been considered as an
essential element in speech production, as it is not only a
source of subphonemic variation, but also it constrains the
phonological shape of a segment by forming different do-
mains of application of phonological rules~cf. Selkirk, 1986;
Jun, 1998!. The present study explores how prosodic struc-
ture influences the production of the English vowels /Ä,{/,
and how prosodic strengthening~i.e., temporal and/or spatial
expansion of articulation due to accent and/or prosodic
boundaries! can be related to the enhancement of phonologi-
cal vowel features such as sonority and place features, which
may ultimately shed light on the relationship between pro-
sodic strengthening and linguistic contrast.

There are various approaches to determining prosodic
groupings@see Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk~1996! and Jun
~1998! for a general review and a discussion#. One line of
research assumes that the prosodic structure of an utterance
is a grammatical entity in its own right, and it is realized on
the surface by distinctive phonetic patterns, primarily via su-
prasegmental features such as pitch and temporal structure
~Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert and

Beckman, 1988; Jun, 1993, and Beckman, 1996!. The model
of prosodic structure in this approach generally assumes that
lower domains~e.g., Prosodic Words! are grouped into im-
mediately higher levels@e.g., the Intermediate Phrases~ip!#,
eventually forming the Intonational Phrase~IP!, the highest
phonological constituent.

In seeking the phonetic correlates of prosodic structure,
researchers have traditionally paid special attention to the
end of prosodic domains. For example, prosodic units larger
than a~phonological! word are generally defined in terms of
the distribution of phrase-final intonational contrasts~e.g.,
Bolinger, 1970; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert and
Beckman, 1988! and final lengthening~e.g., Edwardset al.,
1991; Beckmanet al., 1992; Wightmanet al., 1992!. As for
other phonetic events at the end of prosodic domains, it has
been suggested that domain-final vowels may be produced
with greater articulatory magnitude, resulting in greater
V-to-C displacement~Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Cho,
2002; in-press; Tabain, 2003!. Moreover, Cho~2004! has
shown that boundary strength is reflected in cumulative
V-to-V coarticulatory resistance: domain-final vowels resist
coarticulation with the following vowels to a greater degree
across a higher prosodic boundary than across a lower one.
These studies suggest that lengthening is just one of many
phonetic phenomena occurring at the ends of phrases, which,
taken together, may be thought of as a type of prosodic
strengthening to mark the ends of prosodic domains.@See
Byrd and Saltzman~2003! for simulations in the framework
of the mass-spring gestural model, which demonstrated that a
clock-slowing implementation may induce both temporal
and spatial expansion at a stronger prosodic boundary.#a!Electronic mail: tcho@hanyang.ac.kr
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Other recent studies, however, have shown that prosodic
domains may also be signaled by extreme articulation at the
left edges of the domains. For instance, consonants at the
beginnings of phrases are more constricted than consonants
in the middle of phrases. This phenomenon, known as
domain-initial strengthening, has been documented in a se-
ries of electropalatographic studies in English, French, Ko-
rean, and Taiwanese~Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Cho and
Keating, 2001; Fougeron, 2001; see also Keatinget al.
~1999! for a cross-linguistic comparison!. ~See also Cho and
Jun, 2000 and Cho and McQueen, in press, for differential
phonetic effects of domain-initial strengthening in connec-
tion with language-specific phonetic feature systems, in Ko-
rean and Dutch, respectively.! Domain-initial strengthening
on a word level has also been observed acoustically by Turk
and Shattuck-Hufnagel~2000!.

Finally, prosodic strengthening effects can also be found
in accented syllables, which may be thought of as the heads
of Intermediate Phrases~see Beckman and Edwards, 1994!.
In addition to receiving distinctive tonal properties~such as
pitch accents!, segments in accented syllables are also more
strongly articulated~e.g., Beckmanet al., 1992; de Jong,
1995a, b; Erickson, 2002; Cho, in press!.

These three strong prosodic positions~i.e., domain-final,
domain-initial, and accented positions!, all of which are sub-
ject to prosodic strengthening, are the loci of the present
investigation: it examines the phonetic realization of the
vowels /Ä,{/ both acoustically~as reflected in the F1–F2
vowel space! and articulatorily~as reflected in the maxima of
the tongue, the jaw, and the lip opening!. ~Note that the jaw
and lip opening maxima are likely to represent the degree of
the vocal track opening that is related to sonority expansion,
whereas the tongue maxima together with the acoustic data
can be interpreted primarily as an index of how place fea-
tures are phonetically realized!.

While segments in prosodically strong positions are gen-
erally taken to be characterized by distinct phonetic patterns,
most previous studies discussed above have focused on just
one articulator or one or two prosodic positions, leaving it
not entirely clear whether the phonetic signatures of prosodic
structure differ in kind depending on the prosodic position.
This leads to questions regarding whether and how articula-
tion under accent differs from articulation at the edges of
prosodic domains, and whether and how domain-initial ar-
ticulation differs from domain-final articulation.

The second question is related to prosodic strengthening
and linguistic contrast. Although prosodically strong posi-
tions have been regarded as ‘‘prominent’’ or ‘‘privileged’’
positions in which sonority is expanded~e.g., Beckman
et al., 1992! and phonemic contrasts are likely to be maxi-
mized ~e.g., de Jong, 1995a, b! or maintained~e.g., Beck-
man, 1998; Barnes, 2002; cf. Steriade, 1999!, our knowledge
on the relationship between the actual phonetic consequences
of prosodic strengthening and linguistic contrast has been
extremely limited. The present study therefore sets out to
determine how prosodic strengthening is related to linguistic
contrast. Specifically, it investigates how prosodic strength-
ening associated with different prosodic positions is related
to the enhancement of phonological features of the vowels

/Ä,{/, which could result in linguistic contrast being maxi-
mized, but possibly differentially depending on the source of
prominence~e.g., in accented syllables versus at edges of
prosodic domains; domain initially versus domain finally!.
Below are some specific hypotheses to be assessed in con-
nection with the two main research questions outlined above.

With respect to accent-induced prominence, Edwards
and Beckman~1988! and Beckmanet al. ~1992! proposed
that an accent has the effect of enhancing a segment’s intrin-
sic sonority~the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis!. Under this
account, the influence of accent on vowels is to make them
more vowel-like by opening the vocal tract more; the influ-
ence on consonants is to make them more consonant-like by
closing the vocal tract more tightly. Subsequently, de Jong
~1995a! proposed that stress leads to hyperarticulation, en-
hancing the distinctive features of segments in a way that
may maximize lexical distinctions, and sonority is just one of
many distinctive features that are enhanced. In support of
this localized hyperarticulation hypothesis, he showed that
the tongue position for an English vowel /*/ is backer, being
accompanied by a lower jaw position,1 which indicates both
sonority expansion~jaw lowering! and the enhancement of
place features~@1back# by the tongue backing!.

Under this hypothesis, it is of particular interest to ex-
amine /Ä/ and /{/ at the same time because tongue lowering
for /Ä/ could be interpreted as suggesting an enhancement of
both nonsonority~place! feature~e.g.,@1low#! and sonority
feature, whereas tongue raising for /{/ could be interpreted as
an enhancement of the place feature@1high#, but in conflict
with enhancement of the sonority feature as it reduces the
size of the vocal track opening. In the latter case, however,
sonority expansion may still be attained by making the jaw
and the lip openings larger independently of the tongue rais-
ing. Thus, under the hyperarticulation hypothesis, it is pre-
dicted that the tongue is involved primarily in the enhance-
ment of the nonsonority~place! features, whereas the jaw
and the lips are involved primarily to achieve sonority fea-
ture enhancement, independently of the tongue.

With respect to boundary-induced prominence, Farnet-
ani and Vayra~1996! hypothesize that while prominence un-
der accent fits the localized hyperarticulation hypothesis,
prominence at edges fits sonority expansion, which would
heighten]CV or V]C contrast~where ]5some prosodic
boundary!. Thus, one can predict that prosodic strengthening
at the edges of prosodic domains is different in kind from
that associated with an accent, such that the former is driven
primarily by the sonority expansion, but not by the enhance-
ment of place features. If this were the case, all three articu-
lators would converge on sonority expansion to be reflected
in increased lip/jaw opening and tongue lowering for both
vowels /Ä/ or /{/ at a higher prosodic boundary. It should be
noted, however, that place features may still be opportunis-
tically enhanced to the extent that is not in conflict with
sonority expansion. The enhancement of the feature@1high#
for /{/ ~as may be reflected in tongue raising together with
decreased lip and jaw openings! would be suppressed, as it
would result in affecting the sonority expansion antagonisti-
cally. On the other hand, the enhancement of the place fea-
ture @1low# for /Ä/ goes hand in hand with sonority expan-
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sion: the articulatory maneuvers for sonority expansion of /Ä/
~e.g., increased lip and jaw openings and the tongue lower-
ing! would effectively result in the enhancement of@1low#.

This hypothesis will be tested separately for domain-
initial and domain-final vowels since there have been differ-
ent predictions made in the literature. For example, Fougeron
and Keating~1997! speculate that strengthening may be very
local to the domain edge such that the boundary-induced
strengthening effect may be evident primarily in the domain-
final vowel and the domain-initial consonant, resulting in a
greater V-to-C displacement across a larger prosodic bound-
ary. Since a domain-initial vowel in]CV is not strictly
domain-initial, the sonority expansion effect might be
smaller, or even absent, for domain-initial vowels.

In a traditional phonological framework~e.g., SPE,
Chomsky and Halle 1968!, vowels have often been defined
in terms of the height and backness of the tongue~e.g.,
@1high, -back# for /i/ and @1low, 1back# for /Ä/!. However,
some researchers have proposed that vowel features may be
better understood in acoustic/auditory terms, for example in
a F1-F2 plane~e.g., Neary, 1977, Flemming, 1995, Lade-
foged, 2000!. However, it should be noted here that in some
other frameworks, vowels are described in terms of constric-
tion degree and location~Wood, 1979, 1982; Jackson, 1988;
cf. Browman and Goldstein, 1992!. In this framework, /{/ is
characterized as having a narrow constriction in the region of
the hard palate and /Ä/ as having a narrow constriction in the
lower pharynx. As described below, the articulatory compo-
nent of the present study has been designed to identify the
tongue position in a maxilla-based coordinate system defined
by the occlusal plane without making specific reference to
the opposing walls. Thus, it will be difficult to evaluate the
prosodic strengthening effect on articulation in terms of the
constriction degree and location. Similarly, the articulatory
data in the present study provide positions of pellets attached
on the tongue dorsum area, but not the tongue root area,
which allows for only indirect assessment of the tongue’s
backness for /Ä/. Thus, the articulatory data with respect to
the tongue’s physical backness in this study must be inter-
preted as being indicative rather than conclusive.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Speech material and speakers

Each sentence in the corpus included two test syllables
~domain-final/domain-initial!, yielding a C1V1]C2V2 se-
quence~]5some prosodic boundary! across two English
words, as seen in sample sentences given in Table I. C1 and
C2 were always /"/, whose articulation is known to mini-
mally interfere with the vocalic lingual articulation, and V1

and V2 were homorganic~/{]"{/ and /Ä]"Ä/!. As for pro-
sodic variables, the boundary between the test syllables was
varied from the Intonational Phrase boundary~IP!, to the
Intermediate Phrase boundary~ip!, to the Word boundary
~Wd!. Accentuation was also manipulated in preboundary
and postboundary syllables, resulting in four pairs:
ACC]ACC, ACC]UNACC, UNACC]ACC, UNACC]UNACC. Such
a manipulation of prosodic factors yields three prosodic vari-
ables:~a! strength of prosodic boundary;~b! accentuation of

syllables adjacent to the boundary~accented, unaccented!;
~c! position-in-domain of test syllables~initial, final!. This
yielded a total of 48 different sequences~3 prosodic
boundaries32 accentual patterns32 accentual patterns in the
neighboring vowel32 edges32 vowel types!.

Six native speakers of American English participated in
the experiment, but only five were included in this study due
to technical errors~see below!. Participants were either lin-
guistics students or postdoctoral fellows at UCLA. In order
to control for the variation in rounding in the low vowel,
speakers whose dialect lacked the phoneme /Å/ were chosen,
so that the vowel in the test wordbop was produced as
unrounded low back vowel /Ä/. Speakers were all trained in
the production of English sentences in the ToBI~Tone and
Break Index! framework~see Silvermanet al., 1992; Beck-
man and Ayers, 1997! prior to the experiment. Before the
actual recording date, each speaker participated in an ap-
proximately two-hour long practice session.

B. Procedures

Accent patterns were recorded in lexically contrasting
discourse frames, as in Table I, in which the two word target
sequence is /"Ä]"Ä/ in Little Bah bopped the girl. ~/"{]"{/
sequence tokens were produced in similar discourse frames
as in Donna B. beeped at him.! The words highlighted in
bold in the table received the accent. The prompt was read
silently by the speaker to cue the intended accent patterns,
which were provided using partial ToBI transcriptions in the
script ~see below!. For a balanced number of tokens for ip
and IP, speakers were asked to produce two different rendi-
tions for each sentence designed for inducing phrasal bound-
aries as shown in~b! in Table I: one with an ip boundary
~rendition 1! and one with and IP boundary~rendition 2!.
Speakers had no difficulty producing two versions of each
sentence~ip and IP!, given the practice session and previous
phonetic training. Each sentence was read twice in succes-
sion at their comfortable rate of speech and the entire list was
read twice, for a total of four repetitions per sentence. This
yielded a total of 960 sentence tokens for analysis~48 sen-
tence types35 speakers34 repetitions!.

An EMA system~Carstens Articulograph AG 100! was
used with seven transducer coils to track articulatory move-
ments ~cf. Hoole, 1996!. Two reference transducers were
placed on the nose and upper gumline, or maxillary incisor,
both of which were used by the EMA analyzing software to

TABLE I. Sample sentences containing the sequence /"Ä]"Ä/ with different
prosodic boundaries~IP,ip,Wd! and accentual patterns. The words receiving
accent are highlighted in bold.

]5Word boundary:
~a! ACC.-UNACC.

Prompt: Did you just say ‘‘LittleBoo bopped the girl last night’’?
Target: No, ‘‘Little Bah ] bopped the girl’’
rendition: ~L1!H* L2L%

]5Intermediate or Intonational Phrase boundaries~ip or IP!:
~b! ACC.-UNACC.

Prompt: Did you say ‘‘LittleBoo bopped theboy last night’’?
Target: No, ‘‘Little Bah ] bopped thegirl .’’
rendition 1: ~L1!H*L2 ~L1!H* L2L%
rendition 2: ~L1!H*L2L% ~L1!H* L2L%
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establish a maxilla-based coordinate system and to correct
for head movement inside the helmet. The remaining five
transducers were located on articulators: Two transducer
coils were placed on the tongue: one at the tongue dorsum
~TD! about 5 cm from the tongue tip and one at the tongue
midsection~TM!, about 2.5 cm from the tongue tip.

Next, in order to align the articulatory space to the max-
illary occlusal plane, a flat plastic bite plate~approximately
the size of bank card, custom-fit to the size of the subject’s
mouth! was used with two transducer coils attached along
the midline that corresponds to the midsagittal line. The ar-
ticulatory space was rotated so that thex axis was the max-
illary occlusal plane. Based on such a rotation, a maxilla-
based coordinate system was established in which thex axis
is parallel to the maxillary occlusal plane with they axis
being perpendicular to that at the junction of the occlusal
plane and the central maxillary incisor, and this is consistent
across speakers.@A similar data processing procedure was
employed by Tabain~2003!; see Westbury~1994! for a fur-
ther discussion about the usefulness of the occlusal plane.#
The EMA data were sampled at 500 Hz. The obtained kine-
matic signals were then submitted to low-pass filtering with a
filter cutoff of 50 Hz, using Tailor~Carstens’ data processing
program; see http://linguistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/facilities/
physiology/ema.htm.

The relevant C1V1]C2V2 portion of the audio recording
was transcribed, with the aid of an acoustic display, by two
trained ToBI transcribers~one the author! following the cri-
teria set forth in the ToBI transcription system. In general,
accents receive either H* or L1H*, and three prosodic
boundaries were identified: the IP boundary~marked by a
boundary tone and a break index 4!; the ip boundary~marked
by a break index 3, a phrasal tone, and no boundary tone!;
the Word boundary~marked by a break index 1, in the
middle of an Intermediate Phrase!. The two transcribers
identified identical locations of accent in every token of the
entire dataset. The only difference between the two transcrib-
ers came from a choice between the Intonational Phrase
boundary and the Intermediate Phrase boundary, and be-
tween L1H* and H* for accented words. Because the dif-
ference between IP and ip boundaries is an important experi-
mental variable in this study, only tokens whose renditions
were agreed on by the two transcribers~94.3%! were used
for analysis.2

The extreme points of the tongue mid~TM! and tongue
dorsum ~TD! transducers were primarily identified from
minima in the tangential velocity signal, following Lo¨fqvist,
Gracco, and Nye~1993! and Löfqvist ~1999!. These points
were cross-checked by inspecting a sagittal display of the
tongue movement trajectories, in which ‘‘turn-around’’
points could be found. In the usual case, these correspond to
the tangential velocity minima. However, cross-checking
was especially useful when there was more than one tangen-
tial velocity minimum or when there was a temporal offset
between thex andy maxima. In such cases, as suggested by
a reviewer, the maxima in thex andy dimensions were taken
separately at different times to record the actual extremex
andy position values during vowel articulation. Out of 960
tokens, 247 tokens~25.7%! showedx–y timing misalign-

ment, leading to a mean68.9 ms temporal offset for the
entire tokens.

The measurements for the tongue midsection and dor-
sum transducers were always taken at the same point in time.
In most cases, the tangential velocity minima for the two
transducers were synchronized. But, for the sake of consis-
tency, the dorsum maxima were taken in synchrony with the
midsection maxima. The extraction of the extreme points for
the jaw during vowels was performed by taking the maxi-
mum Euclidean distance between the transducer at the lower
gumline and the transducer at the upper gumline~reference
point!. Similarly, the extreme points for the lips during vow-
els were taken from the lip aperture profile as the maximum
Euclidean distance between the upper and lower lip trans-
ducers. The jaw and lip opening measurements were aligned
in time. Finally, the formant values were obtained from the
acoustic signals sampled at 16 000 Hz in synchrony with
tongue maximum points. F1 and F2 were determined from
the LPC spectra~with 18 or 20 coefficients! superimposed on
FFT spectra with a 512-point~32 ms! frame window cen-
tered around the tongue maximum points.

Statistical evaluation of the systematic influence of pro-
sodic factors was primarily based on repeated measures
~RM! Analyses of Variance. The within-subject factors con-
sidered were Prosodic Boundary~IP,ip,Wd! and Accent
~ACC, UNACC!. The factor Speaker was added as a between-
subject factor to the analysis in order to take into account the
speakers’ contribution to any observed significance effect.
Thus, a significant interaction between a prosodic factor and
the factor Speaker would imply speaker-by-speaker differ-
ences. Therefore, whenever there is such a significant inter-
action, remarks on each speaker behavior will be made, in
comparison with the overall pattern across speakers. How-
ever, adding the between-subject factor Speaker requires that
each speaker contributes multiple scores per condition, mak-
ing it impractical to average the data over repetitions. To
compensate for this, the alpha level for significance was set
more conservatively at 1% (p,0.01). Finally, to avoid vio-
lating the sphericity assumption, Huynh–Feldt corrected de-
grees of freedom~thus, often fractional values! were used in
generating F ratio andp values.

III. RESULTS

A. Domain-final vowels „V1]…

1. Effect of accent on V1
a. Accent effect onV1 F1 and F2 and tongue maxima

The results are summarized in Fig. 1. Before delving into the
detailed results, a few notes regarding the figure formats are
in order. Each value in the figure~and other figures below! is
the mean of speaker means with data pooled across other
conditions~in this case, Boundary Type and Accent of the
adjacent vowel!. The F1–F2 formant plots shown in Fig. 1~a!
and elsewhere have been drawn with the UCLA PlotFor-
mants software. The scales are in accordance with the Bark
scale, and the ellipses are drawn with radii of two standard
deviations of the raw data along the axes of the first two
principal components.
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Now consider /{]/. Results of RM ANOVAs showed that
/{]/ was significantly fronter when accented versus unac-
cented in both the acoustic~F1–F2! and the articulatory
vowel spaces@Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!#. There were no interactions
with Speaker~showing consistency across speakers!.

In the vertical dimension, however, there was no main
accent effect on /{]/ in either the acoustic or the articulatory
vowel space@Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!#. However, there were signifi-
cant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#532.12,p,0.001 for
F1; F@8,30#58.21, p,0.01 for TM; F@8,30#56.39, p,0.01
for TD!. Two speakers showed lowering effects@S1, in both
the acoustic~F1! and the articulatory~TM! dimensions; S2,

only in the articulatory~TD! dimension#. On the other hand,
two other speakers~S4,S5! showed the opposite pattern~i.e.,
raising! in the acoustic~F1! dimension, but not in the corre-
sponding articulatory dimension.

For /Ä]/, there were reliable acoustic and articulatory
lowering effects when accented@Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!# with no
interactions with the Speaker. Contrary to the robust lower-
ing effect, however, in the horizontal dimension /Ä]/ showed
no consistent backing effect@Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!#. The backing
effect was found in two speakers~S1,S3! only in the acoustic
dimension ~F2!, while no speakers showed corresponding
backing in the articulatory dimension.

In summary, the high/front /{]/, when accented, is con-
sistently fronter in both acoustic and articulatory vowel
spaces but not necessarily higher: Only two speakers~S1,S2!
showed accent-induced raising in both acoustic and articula-
tory dimensions and two others~S4,S5! showed the opposite
in the acoustic dimension. The low/back vowel /Ä]/ is con-
sistently lower when accented, but backer in two speakers
~S1,S3! only in the acoustic dimension~F2!. ~See Sec. IV A
for a discussion on this!.

b. Accent effect onV1 lip and jaw opening maxima
Both lip and jaw opening maxima were reliably larger when
accented than unaccented regardless of the vowel type@Fig.
1~d!#. There were no interactions with the Speaker, showing
a consistent pattern across speakers.

2. Effect of boundary type on V1
a. Boundary effect on F1 and F2 and tongue maxima in

V1 For /{]/, there were significant accent-induced raising
effects @Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#. /{]/ was higher before a higher
boundary in both acoustic~F1! and articulatory~tongue
height! dimensions~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01). There were no
significant interactions with the Speaker.@All five speakers
showed either a two-way~IP.Wd or ip.Wd or IP.ip! or a
three-way~IP.ip.Wd! distinction.#

As for the fronting effects, inconsistency was found be-
tween the acoustic~F2! and the articulatory~x! dimensions
@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#. There was a significant fronting effect in
F2 before a higher boundary~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01), with no
interaction with the Speaker. On the other hand, in the articu-
latory ~x! dimension, there were no main effects but signifi-
cant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#512.23,p,0.001 for
TM; F@8,30#59.39, p,0.01 for TD! such that only one
speaker~S5! showed a significant fronting effect in TM.

For /Ä]/, there was significant lowering and backing in
both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel spaces@Figs.
2~a!, 2~c!#. In the acoustic space, boundary-induced lowering
and backing of /Ä]/ was found in three speakers~S1, S2, S5
for lowering; S3, S4, S5 for backing!. In the articulatory
dimension, the lowering and backing effect becomes even
clearer: four speakers~excluding S1! showed tongue lower-
ing in either TM or TD and all five showed tongue backing
before a higher prosodic boundary in both TD and TM.

In summary, in the vertical dimension, there was a con-
sistent boundary-induced raising effect for /{]/ in both
acoustic and articulatory spaces; in the horizontal dimension,
a fronting effect for /{]/ was found primarily in the acoustic
dimension.~See Sec. IV B for a discussion on this.! These

FIG. 1. Effect of Accent on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima /{]/ and /Ä]/
~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-final posi-
tion. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N530.) Note that each
value in the figure~and other figures below! is the mean of speaker means
with data pooled across other conditions~in this case, across prosodic
boundary conditions and accent conditions of the adjacent domain-initial
vowel!. Thus,N is 30 ~5 speakers33 prosodic boundaries32 accent condi-
tions of the adjacent vowel!.
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boundary effects on /{]/ differed from the accent effects in
that the former induced consistent acoustic/articulatory rais-
ing whereas the latter induced consistent acoustic/
articulatory fronting. For the low/back vowel /Ä]/, there
were consistent boundary-induced lowering and backing in
both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel spaces. In par-
ticular, the boundary effect on backing of /Ä]/ was more
consistent than was the accent effect, while both the bound-
ary and the accent effects showed similar acoustic/
articulatory lowering of /Ä]/.

b. Boundary effect on lip and jaw opening maxima inV1

As shown in Fig. 2~d!, the lip opening was signifi-
cantly larger for both vowels before a higher prosodic
boundary~IP5ip.Wd, p,0.01). There were no interactions
with the Speaker. In contrast to the lip opening pattern, there

was a symmetry in the jaw opening maxima between /{]/
and /Ä]/. On the one hand, as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 2~d!, /{]/ showed a small but significantlysmaller jaw
opening before a higher boundary~ip or IP! than before a
lower one ~Wd! (p,0.01), with no significant interaction
with the Speaker.~All five speakers showed the same pat-
tern.! On the other hand, /Ä]/ showed no main effect on the
jaw opening but a significant interaction with the Speaker
~F@8,30#511.98, p,0.01). Notably, only one speaker~S5!
showed an increase in the jaw opening at a higher boundary
and two speakers~S2,S4! showed a decrease in the jaw open-
ing at a higher boundary, as was the case for /{]/.

In summary, domain-final vowels were produced with a
larger lip opening before higher prosodic boundaries, but not
necessarily with a larger jaw opening. In fact, for /{]/, the
jaw opening was reliablysmaller at a higher boundary, as
opposed to the accent-induced increase in the jaw opening
for /{]/. ~See Sec. IV B for a relevant discussion on the dis-
crepancy between the jaw and the lip openings.!

B. Articulatory maxima in domain-initial
„post-boundary … vowels „]CV2…

1. Effect of accent on C2V2
a. Accent effect on F1 and F2 and tongue maxima in

C2V2 For /]"{/, there were consistent fronting effects, with
no interactions with the Speaker, in both the acoustic and the
articulatory dimensions@Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!#. However, as was
the case for the domain-final accent effect, there were unex-
pected accent-induced lowering effects in both the acoustic
and articulatory dimensions; for the latter the effect was evi-
dent in TM. Only one speaker~S4! showed accent-induced
raising for /{/ in both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel
space. Conversely, four speakers~S1,S2,S3,S5! showed low-
ering in the acoustic dimension~F1!, with two speakers
~S1,S5! also showing lowering in the articulatory dimension.

For /]"Ä/, accent entailed significant lowering and back-
ing in the acoustic dimension with no interaction with the
Speaker@Fig. 3~a!#. The articulatory data showed a corre-
sponding tongue lowering effect@Fig. 3~c!#, but not a corre-
sponding backing effect. Only one speaker~S3! showed sig-
nificant tongue backing and two~S2,S4! tongue fronting.
~See Sec. IV A for possible explanations for the discrepancy
between the acoustic and the articulatory data.!

In summary, as was for domain-final vowels, in the
backness dimension domain-initial /{/ was consistently
fronter when accented in both acoustic and articulatory
spaces, but in the vertical dimension, it was actuallylower, at
least in the acoustic dimension. The low/back /Ä/ was gener-
ally lower and backer when accented, although the backing
effect for /Ä/ was primarily evident in the acoustic dimen-
sion.

b. Accent effect onV2 lip and jaw opening maximaAs
shown in Fig. 3~d!, accented V2 is associated with greater
jaw and lip openings than unaccented V2 , regardless of the
vowel type. All speakers showed significantly greater jaw
and lip opening patterns for accented domain-initial vowels.

FIG. 2. Effect of Prosodic Boundary on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima
/{]/ and /Ä]/ ~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-
final position.~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001;N520.) Note that
in this case,N is 20~5 speakers32 accent conditions32 accent conditions of
the adjacent vowel.!
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2. Effect of boundary type on domain-initial C2V2
a. Boundary effect onC2V2 F1 and F2 and tongue

maxima The results with respect to the boundary effect on
the domain-initial vowels are not as robust and consistent as
the boundary effect on the domain-final vowels. Consider
/]"{/ in the acoustic F1–F2 vowel space@Fig. 4~a!#. There
was no main effect of Boundary in the acoustic dimension,
but significant interactions with Speaker~F@8,30#55.77, p
,0.01 in F1; F@8,30#56.68, p,0.01 in F2!. Only one
speaker~S5! showed boundary-induced raising and backing
~not fronting! for /{/, and all others showed no significant
differences. On the other hand, in the articulatory dimen-
sions, there was significant tongue raising for /{]/ at a higher
boundary~IP.Wd, p,0.01), as reflected in TM in Fig. 4~b!.
@Four speakers~S1,S2,S4,S5! showed a articulatory raising
effect at a higher boundary, and one speaker~S3! showed the
opposite trend.# By contrast, there was no evidence for

boundary-induced tongue fronting: only one speaker~S5!
showed a tongue fronting effect but two others~S3,S4!
showed the opposite.

Turning to /]"Ä/, as shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~c!, both
acoustic and articulatory data showed no main effect but sig-
nificant interactions with the Speaker in all cases. In the
backness dimension, two speakers~S3,S5! showed acoustic
and articulatory backing for /Ä/ after a higher prosodic
boundary, and an additional speaker~S4! showed articulatory
backing only. In the height dimension, only one speaker~S1!
showed the lowering of /Ä/ in the acoustic dimension and
two ~S3,S5! in the articulatory dimension. Interestingly, the
two speakers~S3,S5! who showed tongue lowering were the
ones who showed acoustic~and articulatory! backing for /Ä/.

In summary, domain-initial /{/ was higher at a higher
boundary, more so in the articulatory than in the acoustic
dimension. One speaker~S5! showed both acoustic and ar-

FIG. 3. Effect of Accent on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima /]{/ and /]Ä/
~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-initial posi-
tion. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N530.)

FIG. 4. Effect of Prosodic Boundary on F1 and F2~a!, the tongue maxima
/]{/ and /]Ä/ ~b!, ~c!, and the lip and jaw opening maxima~d! in the domain-
initial position. ~* refers top,0.01;** refers top,0.001; N520.)
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ticulatory raising and three speakers~S1,S2,S4! showed ar-
ticulatory raising only. Unlike the domain-final /{/, however,
there was no consistent evidence of either an acoustic or an
articulatory fronting effect: only S5 showed a fronting effect
only in the articulatory dimension. The effect of Boundary
on domain-initial /Ä/ was less clear. Notably, however, two
speakers~S3,S5! showed boundary-induced backing in both
the acoustic and the articulatory dimensions, and the same
two speakers also showed articulatory tongue lowering,
which was not coupled with acoustic lowering.~See Sec.
IV A for a discussion on this.!

b. Boundary effect onC2V2 lip and jaw maxima There
was a significant main effect of Boundary on the maximum
lip opening for /]"{/ ~IP.ip5Wd, p,0.01) seen in Fig.
4~d!. But there was a significant interaction with Speaker
~F@8,30#519.77,p,0.001): two speakers~S1,S5! showed a
significantly larger lip opening after a higher boundary
~IP>ip.Wd!, while two others~S2,S4! showed nonsignifi-
cant trends in the same direction. The jaw opening data for
/]"{/ also showed a significant main effect, as shown in the
right panel of Fig. 4~d!, but in the opposite direction: the jaw
opening was smaller for IP and ip than for Wd (p,0.01!.
Four speakers indeed showed a decreased jaw opening at a
higher boundary~IP5ip,Wd, p,0.01). ~Recall that the
same four speakers showed a boundary-induced decrease in
the jaw opening for the domain-final /{]/.!

As for /]"Ä/, there was a main effect of Boundary,
showing a significantly larger lip opening at a higher pro-
sodic boundary~IP.ip5Wd, p,0.01), as shown in Fig.
4~d!. There was, however, a significant interaction with
Speaker~F@8,30#511.21,p,0.01) due to one speaker~S3!,
who showed the opposite pattern.~Four speakers showed a
similar pattern, but only significantly so for S1, S5!. For the
jaw opening for /]"Ä/, there were no effects of Boundary.

In summary, for domain-initial /{/, the lip opening is
generally larger at a higher prosodic boundary~found in four
speakers! but the jaw opening issmaller ~found in four
speakers! at higher prosodic boundaries; for domain-initial
/Ä/, the lip opening was generally larger at higher boundaries
but there was no boundary effect at all on the jaw opening.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The results are recapitulated below and in Table II.
A summary of accent effects (when accented)are as fol-

lows: ~1! Both the lip and the jaw openings for both /Ä/ vs /{/
are generally larger;~2! the high front vowel /{/ is consis-
tently fronter but not necessarily higher~only two speakers
showed raising effects only in the acoustic dimension!; and
~3! the low back vowel /Ä/ is generally lower, but backer
only in the acoustic vowel space.5

A summary of boundary effects (at a higher boundary)
are as follows:~1! The lip opening for both vowels /{,Ä/ is
generally larger, but more consistently so in domain-final
positions than in domain-initial ones;~2! the jaw opening is
not larger. Instead, it is significantly and consistently smaller
for /{/, while there is no consistent jaw opening pattern for
/Ä/; ~3! the high front vowel /{/ is consistently higher in
domain-final positions. But in domain-initial positions, it is
generally higher only in the articulatory vowel space;~4! the

high front vowel /{/ is consistently fronter in domain-final
positions primarily in the acoustic space. In domain-initial
positions, it is hardly fronter;~5! the low back vowel /Ä/ is
consistently lower in domain-final positions. In domain-
initial positions, there is no significant lowering effect for
/Ä/; and ~6! the low back vowel /Ä/ is consistently backer,
though the effect is more consistently so in domain-final than
in domain-initial position.

A. Accent and featural enhancement

It was hypothesized that under accent, the maximum po-
sition of the tongue should increase in a direction to enhance
place features, whereas the jaw and lip openings should be
expanded in order to increase sonority. As far as the opening
of the vocal tract is concerned, the results showed that ac-
cented vowels are produced with an increase in jaw and lip
openings for both vowels /Ä,{/, which is taken to be an en-
hancement of the sonority feature.

As for place features@high, low, back#, defined in the
acoustic F1–F2 vowel space, the results showed that /Ä/ is
generally lower and backer when accented versus unac-

TABLE II. A summary of the main effects of Accent and Boundary Type on
domain-final ~I]! and domain-initial~]I! vowels. Cells with descriptions
indicate that the main effects are significant atp,0.01 with ‘‘* ’’ and p
,0.001 with ‘‘** .’’ When there are significant interactions between a pro-
sodic factor and the factor Speaker, the individual speaker’s contribution to
the observed pattern is also noted parenthetically based on the results of a
series oft-tests conducted between conditions with each speaker.

V-
type

Phonetic
dimension

s

Accent effect Boundary effect

I] ~V1! ]I ~V2! I] ~V1! ]I ~V2!

F1 n.s. n.s. ** n.s.
/{/ H ~Ss4,5! H ~S2! H H ~S5!

L ~S1! L ~Ss1,3,4,5!
Tonguey ** ** ** **

L ~Ss1,2! H ~S2! H H ~Ss1,2,4,5!
L ~Ss1,5! L ~S3!

F2 ** ** ** n.s.
F F F B ~S5!

Tonguex ** ** n.s. n.s.
F F F ~S5! F ~S5!

B ~Ss1,4! B ~Ss3,4!
Lip ** ** ** **

LG LG LG LG ~Ss1,5!
Jaw ** ** ** **

LG LG SM SM ~Ss1,2,3,5!

F1 ** ** ** n.s.
/Ä/ L L L ~Ss1,2,5! L ~S1!

H ~S2!
Tonguey ** ** ** n.s.

L L L L ~Ss3,5!
H ~Ss2,4!

F2 ** ** ** n.s.
B ~Ss1,3! B B ~Ss3,4,5! B ~Ss3,5!

F ~S1!
Tonguex n.s. n.s. ** **

B ~S3! B B ~Ss3,4,5!
F ~Ss2,4!

Lip ** ** ** **
LG LG LG LG ~Ss1,5!

SM ~S3!
Jaw ** ** ** n.s.

LG LG LG ~S5!
SM ~Ss2,4!

Note: H5higher, L5lower, F5fronter, B5backer, SM5smaller, LG
5larger; Ss5Speakers. Numbers in parentheses indicate speaker IDs.
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cented, which can be interpreted as an enhancement of both
@1low# and @1back# for /Ä/. For the high front vowel /{/,
however, it is consistently fronter, but not necessarily higher,
suggesting that accentuation induces an enhancement of
@2back#, but not a consistent enhancement of@1high# inso-
far as the features are defined in the acoustic vowel space.
This suggests that not all nonsonority~place! features de-
fined in the acoustic dimension are enhanced uniformly un-
der accent.

Now, let us consider how the acoustic results can be
linked to the articulatory results. For /Ä/, the acoustic lower-
ing effect ~enhancement of@1low#! was further evident in
the articulatory space. The enhancement of@1low# as re-
flected in the raised F1 may be attributable to the articulatory
maneuvers involving not only the jaw and lip opening but
also the tongue lowering, converging on sonority expansion
~e.g., Harringtonet al., 2000; Erickson, 2002!. On the other
hand, the enhancement of@1back# evident in backing in the
acoustic space~lowered F2! was not consistently accompa-
nied by the tongue backing in the articulatory space,~while
the tongue lowering was observed in all speakers!. In the
present study, the articulatory vowel space reflects a Carte-
sian vowel space defined by the occlusal plane. The acoustic
F2 lowering may then not be directly translatable in terms of
the tongue backing in an articulatory space defined this way.
Instead, as Wood~1979, 1982! proposed, the observed F2
lowering for /Ä/ may be better accounted for by an increase
in the constriction degree in the low pharyngeal area in the
vicinity of the epiglottis. It is then plausible that the tongue
lowering in a Cartesian vowel space may indeed increase the
constriction degree in the low pharyngeal area, which would
result in backing in the acoustic space~lowered F2!. Accord-
ing to the nomogram, based on a two-tube model~e.g., Fant
1960!, it is predicted that F2 as a back-cavity resonance for
/Ä/ increases as the length of the back-cavity gets shorter
~Stevens, 1989; Ladefoged, 1996; Johnson, 1997!. This pos-
sibility is indeed further supported by the boundary effects
on /Ä/ in domain-initial positions. Recall that the two speak-
ers~S3,S5! who showed accent-induced~articulatory! tongue
lowering were the ones who also showed backing in the
acoustic space~lowered F2! for /Ä/, which suggests a close
relationship between the articulatory tongue lowering and the
backing in the acoustic space, at least in these two speakers.

Turning to /{/, there was a closer mapping between the
acoustic and articulatory vowel spaces. The accent-induced
fronting effect ~enhancement of@2back#! in the acoustic
space was further manifested in the tongue fronting in the
articulatoryx dimension, whereas the nonraising effect~thus
no evidence of@1high# enhancement! in F1 was commensu-
rate to the nonraising effect in the articulatoryy dimension.
In fact, two speakers showed accent-induced lowering effects
in both the acoustic~F1! and the articulatory~TM, tongue
mid! vowel spaces~and two others in the acoustic space
only!. The tongue lowering for /{/ in TM for these speakers
might be interpreted as the entire tongue body being shifted
forward along the arc of the palate~as evidenced in the
tongue fronting!, which may rotate the tongue midposition
slightly downward. Alternatively, the lowering of TM for
accented /{/ could be interpreted, not in terms of place feature

enhancement, but simply as a byproduct due to the tongue
shifting to achieve a proper constriction degree and location
in the area of the palate. However, these two alternatives do
not fully explain why there is also a corresponding acoustic
lowering effect~F1 raising! in the acoustic dimension. In-
stead, the acoustic and articulatory lowering effects observed
in some speakers may be interpreted as a result of the articu-
latory maneuver coupled with the jaw lowering~and the lip
opening! to increase sonority.

These hypotheses lead to an interesting observation. In
the height dimension in both acoustic and articulatory, when
a vowel has a place feature whose enhancement is in direct
conflict with sonority expansion~i.e., @1high# for /{/!, the
enhancement of that feature appears to be suppressed, as
found in most speakers’ data. What appears to be enhanced
then is the@2back# feature evident in both the acoustic and
articulatory fronting, which at least has no antagonistic effect
on sonority expansion. On the other hand, when a vowel has
place features whose enhancement is not in conflict with so-
nority expansion~in the case of@1low# and@1back# for /Ä/!,
no such constraint applies. This observation is also supported
by a finding reported by de Jong~1995a!, who showed that
the tongue position for English vowel /*/ ~with two place
features@1high# and @2back#! is backer but not necessarily
higher under accent.3

This account suggests that accent-driven hyperarticula-
tion of vowels in English is achieved by an enhancement of
some, but not all, place features, with consistent sonority
expansion. If the ultimate goal of accent is to maximize pho-
nemic contrast and ultimately lexical distinctions, in the
spirit of the hyperarticulation hypothesis, such distinctions
are not necessarily maximized by enhancement of all the
distinctive place features, but may actually be best enhanced
by making segments louder as a result of sonority expansion,
and other featural enhancement may enhance the peripheral-
ity of the vowels not in all directions but in ways that do not
conflict with sonority expansion. Similarly, Fowler~1995!
suggests that that the phonetic goal of accent is to simply
maximize prominence in order for listeners to understand
better~the global effect hypothesis!.

B. Prosodic boundary and featural enhancement

Another hypothesis set forth for this study was that the
phonetic realization of vowels at domain edges is driven pri-
marily by sonority expansion, and not by hyperarticulation,
such that all three articulators~the tongue, the jaw, and the
lips! converge on a larger vocal tract opening at higer pro-
sodic boundaries, resulting in acoustic lowering~i.e., F1 rais-
ing!. In this vein, it was also predicted that nonsonority
~place! features would not be enhanced if the results would
be antagonistic to the sonority expansion. However, the re-
sults revealed that although there is some evidence for
boundary-induced sonority expansion, this is not the only
effect seen at the boundaries.

The lip opening was found to be generally larger for
both /{/ and /Ä/ at a higher boundary in both the domain
initial and final positions, suggesting that sonority expansion
is associated with edges of prosodic domains. Interestingly,
however, unlike the accent effect, neither /{/ nor /Ä/ showed
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any significant increase in the jaw opening at a higher
boundary in both the domain initial and final positions. In-
stead, /{/ showed a significantdecreasein jaw opening at a
higher boundary.

With respect to the enhancement of place features, /Ä/
showed lowering and backing effects in both the acoustic
and the articulatory vowel spaces~more consistently so in
domain-final than domain-initial position!, which could be
interpreted as the enhancement of@1low# and @1back# as
well as sonority expansion. The vowel /{/ also showed acous-
tic raising and fronting and articulatory raising~but not con-
sistent fronting!. This again can be interpreted as the en-
hancement of@1high# and @2back# at a higher boundary.
Thus, from these results we can postulate that it is not only
sonority-related features but also nonsonority features that
are enhanced at a strong prosodic boundary, even if the en-
hancement of such nonsonority features~e.g.,@1high# for /{/!
works antagonistically with sonority expansion. This sug-
gests that sonority is not the only driving force for strength-
ening effects at prosodic boundaries, rejecting the hypothesis
of boundary phenomena as being governed by sonority only
~e.g., Farnetani and Vayra, 1996!. @The tongue raising for
English /{/ is compatible with French EPG data reported in
Fougeron~2001!, in that the French /{/ in the /p]Ip/ context
tends to have a greater degree of linguopalatal constriction at
a higher boundary.#

It is also noteworthy that thedecreasedjaw opening at a
higher boundary for /{/ indicates that, if anything, there is an
additional adverse effect against boundary-induced sonority
expansion for /{/. This is especially interesting because there
is a discrepancy between the lip and the jaw opening
maxima: /{/ is generally associated with a larger lip opening
but a smaller jaw opening. One possibility might have to do
with competing articulatory goals in the production of
domain-edge /{/: boundary-driven sonority expansion versus
the enhancement of the proper constriction degree required
for /{/. It is plausible that the lip opening satisfies boundary-
driven sonority expansion while the jaw contributes to an
enhancement of@1high# for /{/. ~Recall that for the accent
effect on /{/, there was neither acoustic nor tongue/jaw rais-
ing.! The reduced jaw opening may also have an effect of
reinforcing the unroundedness of /{/ that may be responsible
at least in part for the increased F2 for preboundary /{/.

Asymmetry in domain-initial versus domain-final pro-
sodic strengthening. As summarized above, the boundary ef-
fect is generally more robust domain-finally than domain-
initially. In almost all cases, the observed boundary
phenomena were evident in more speakers domain-finally
than domain-initially. The weaker domain-initial results are
roughly consistent with the EPG data in Fougeron and Keat-
ing ~1997!, which showed that the vocal tract opening for
/no/ ~in reiterant speech!, was larger for phrase-initial posi-
tions than for phrase-medial positions only for one speaker
out of three. This is presumably because the effect of
domain-initial strengthening is robust primarily on the
domain-initial consonant in]CV, but the degree of strength-
ening may wane when it comes to the vowel articulation.
~See Byrd, 2000; Byrd and Saltzman, 2003 for a possible
explanation in the framework of a mass-spring gestural

model.! This does not mean to say that there is no domain-
initial strengthening effect on the vowel in]CV, but to say
that the effect is less robust as compared to the domain-final
articulation.@Note that Cho~in press! also showed boundary-
induced strengthening in]CV lip opening kinematics.#

Returning to domain-final phenomena, it has been pro-
posed that domain-final articulation is explained primarily by
temporal expansion~e.g., Edwardset al., 1991; Beckman
et al., 1992!. However, as described above, the results of the
present study do indicate that domain-final articulation is
marked not only by temporal expansion but also by the en-
hancement of sonority and place features at a higher prosodic
boundary—that is, by strengthening as well as lengthening.
A similar domain-final strengthening effect on French /~/
was reported in Tabain~2003!. However, the results of the
present study are not fully comparable with previous studies.
For example, consider the remark of Beckmanet al. ~1992!
regarding domain-final articulation that ‘‘@u#nlike the greater
length of a nuclear-accented syllable~with a greater articu-
latory displacement!, intonation-phrase-final lengthening is
not accompanied by any significant difference in articulator
displacement.’’ The basis for this remark was that the jaw
closinggesture for ‘‘pop’’ is temporally longer, but not spa-
tially larger domain-finally. However, this remark does not
seem to pertain to our tongue and lip opening data. One
possible explanation is that the discrepancy comes from the
difference in syllable structure as well as the articulatory
parameters. The Beckmanet al.conclusion was based on the
V-to-C closing displacement data with closed syllables
~/!Ä!/! whereas the data in the present study were obtained
from the articulatory~static! maxima with open syllables
~/"Ä]/!. Another possibility is that the jaw may be less sen-
sitive to changes in the level of prosodic boundary than other
articulators. The data presented in this paper show that
among the three articulators that were examined, it is only
the jaw maxima that do not show expanded articulation for
domain-final /Ä/ ~only one out of five speakers showed the
jaw lowering effect!, showing less sensitivity of the jaw to
prosodic boundaries. This is consistent with Tabain’s~2003!
claim that the jaw is less sensitive to prosodic boundaries
than is the tongue. Given these two possible explanations,
the findings of the current study need not be seen as contra-
dicting those of Beckmanet al., but as complementing them.

C. Boundary versus accent-induced strengthening

We have seen that vowels are more extremely articulated
when they are either accented or located at a higher prosodic
boundary, suggesting that there is some sort of prosodic
strengthening. One of the major goals of this paper was to
examine whether the prosodic strengthening that occurs at
the edges of prosodic domains can be accounted for by the
same principle that governs accent-induced strengthening.

The results suggest that the two aspects of prosodic
structure are indeed differentiated by distinct phonetic pat-
terns. One of the most comprehensible differences between
the two effects comes from the way in which the high front
vowel /{/ is produced. Accented /{/ was associated primarily
with fronting in both the acoustic and the articulatory vowel
spaces, which was accompanied by an increase in both the
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jaw and the lip opening. On the other hand, domain-final /{/
at higher boundaries was associated primarily with raising in
both the acoustic and the articulatory spaces, this time ac-
companied by adecreasein the jaw opening but an increase
in the lip opening. We then infer that phonemic distinction is
maximized primarily via enhancement of the frontedness
~@2back#! under accent but via enhancement of the height
~@1high#! at higher boundaries, while sonority is expanded
in both contexts. For /Ä/, the difference between the accent
and the boundary effects was less clear, but the obvious dif-
ference was that while there was a clear jaw opening effect
for accented /Ä/, there was virtually no jaw lowering effect
for domain-final /Ä/. Despite all these differences, however,
there is one common property that characterizes prosodic
strengthening, regardless of whether it comes from accentua-
tion or boundary: vowels are produced with an increase in
sonority as evident in the lip opening, which is taken to be a
consistent way of increasing linguistic prominence at pro-
sodically strong locations.

D. Maintenance of phonological contrasts

Before concluding this paper, it is worth discussing how
the results of the present study can be linked to current pho-
nological theories with respect to prosodically strong posi-
tions. In the recent phonological literature, prosodically
strong positions have been considered by some phonologists
as ‘‘privileged’’ or ‘‘licensing’’ positions in which phonologi-
cal contrasts are most often maintained, in which segments
act as triggers of phonological modification such as vowel
harmony, and in which they themselves often resist such a
modification ~e.g., Beckman, 1998; Steriade, 1999; Barnes,
2002!. Although it is still controversial whether such a posi-
tional privilege is phonetically grounded~being attributable
to the richness of the phonetic cues associated with that po-
sition! or structurally driven~being purely attributable to the
position itself!, what is clearer is that, cross-linguistically,
phonological contrasts are likely to be maintained in prosodi-
cally strong positions. This phonological view of strong po-
sitions as licensing for phonological contrasts has been at-
tested in many languages, and is indeed in line with the
prosodic strengthening effects in English observed in the
present study: the prosodically conditioned enhancement of
vowel features can be seen as maximally maintaining pho-
nological contrasts in prosodically strong positions. The pro-
pensity of contrast maintenance is also evident in V-to-V
coarticulatory resistance in prosodically strong positions
~Cho, 2004!. Moreover, such phonological theories may be
further enriched by taking into account two aspects of pro-
sodic strengthening found in the present study: prosodic
strengthening has different phonetic effects depending on
prosodic position and the degree of strengthening at domain
edges varies with the level of the prosodic boundary. With
respect to the interaction between prosodic strengthening and
language-specificity, Cho and McQueen~in press! showed
that VOTs tend to be shortened in strong prosodic positions
in Dutch, as opposed to those in similar strong positions in
English, which suggests that prosodically driven enhance-
ment of phonological contrast~e.g., voiced/voiced phonemic
distinction! is further modulated by a language-specific fea-

ture system. These findings together suggest that the investi-
gation of cross-linguistic phonological patterns is warranted,
with special attention paid to whether positional effects on
phonological alternations and contrast maintenance are fur-
ther conditioned by multiply-layered higher-level prosodic
structure.

E. Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that the complexity of
prosodic structure reflected in accentuation and hierarchi-
cally nested prosodic constituents appear to be indeed differ-
entiated by speakers, as evident in discrete prosodic strength-
ening phenomena in different prosodic contexts~in accented
syllables versus at edges of prosodic domains; domain-
initially versus domain-finally!. Building on previous find-
ings, this implies that not only suprasegmental features~du-
ration, pitch, loudness! but also fine-grained segmental
phonetic cues are all manipulated to signal the linguistic
structure of prosody. Another implication of this study is that
prosodic strengthening is not simply a low-level phonetic
event but a complex linguistic phenomenon, giving rise to
the enhancement of phonological features. This implies that
prosodic strengthening is related with linguistic prominence
such that it makes a sound more distinct from neighboring
segments ~syntagmatic enhancement! and/or makes the
sound distinct from other contrastive sounds in the language
~paradigmatic/phonemic enhancement!. This, in turn, means
that the phonological theory of positional strength or licens-
ing may need to be further elaborated by taking a high-level
prosodic structure into account.
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whereas the tongue height dimension in the present was defined by the
occlusal plane.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of reduced vowel working space on dysarthric
talkers’ speech intelligibility using both acoustic and perceptual approaches. In experiment 1, the
acoustic–perceptual relationship between vowel working space area and speech intelligibility was
examined in Mandarin-speaking young adults with cerebral palsy. Subjects read aloud 18 bisyllabic
words containing the vowels /{/, /~/, and /É/ using their normal speaking rate. Each talker’s words
were identified by three normal listeners. The percentage of correct vowel and word identification
were calculated as vowel intelligibility and word intelligibility, respectively. Results revealed that
talkers with cerebral palsy exhibited smaller vowel working space areas compared to ten
age-matched controls. The vowel working space area was significantly correlated with vowel
intelligibility ( r 50.632, p,0.005) and with word intelligibility (r 50.684, p,0.005).
Experiment 2 examined whether tokens of expanded vowel working spaces were perceived as better
vowel exemplars and represented with greater perceptual spaces than tokens of reduced vowel
working spaces. The results of the perceptual experiment support this prediction. The distorted
vowels of talkers with cerebral palsy compose a smaller acoustic space that results in shrunken
intervowel perceptual distances for listeners. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1898623#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Dn, 43.70.2h, 43.71.Gv@RLD# Pages: 3879–3889

I. INTRODUCTION

A combination of both perceptual and acoustic analyses
has revealed that using phonetic contrasts to explore dysar-
thric speech is a valid, sensitive, and reliable method to iden-
tify the critical acoustic-phonetic distortions that contribute
to speech intelligibility deficits~Kent et al., 1989; Kent
et al., 1997; Weismer and Martin, 1992; Yorkston, Dowden,
and Beukelman, 1992!. This acoustic-perceptual approach
not only assesses overall communicative efficiency but also
analyzes the characteristics of dysarthric speech to point out
underlying speech-motor movement restrictions that are not
easily identified from perceptual judgments. This study
aimed to analyze the effect of restricted vowel acoustic space
on speech intelligibility.

Cerebral palsy, a nonprogressive neuromuscular disor-
der, is usually associated with a variety of motor speech
problems classified in a generic category, dysarthria~Hardy,
1983; McDonald, 1987!. Approximately 30%–90% of talk-
ers with cerebral palsy have some dysarthric speech and re-
duced speech intelligibility~Yorkston, Beukelman, and Bell,
1988!. Disturbances in articulatory coordination of the lips,
tongue, mandible, and velum in talkers with cerebral palsy
have been reported~Kent, Netsell, and Abbs, 1978!. These

distorted physiologic mechanisms of speech appear to ad-
versely affect intelligibility.

Perceptual studies using minimal phonetic contrasts to
assess the relative contributions of individual phonetic cues
to overall speech intelligibility have shown that vowel clarity
can be a very potent predictor of speech intelligibility for
dysarthric speech~e.g., Kentet al., 1989; Weismer and Mar-
tin, 1992!. For example, the clarity of high–low, front–back,
and long–short vowel contrasts are highly correlated with
word intelligibility ~Ansel and Kent, 1992; Liu, Tseng, and
Tsao, 2000; Whitehill and Ciocca, 2000!. Though vowel er-
rors can decrease speech intelligibility, they seem less severe
when compared to more problematic consonant contrasts
~Platt, Andrews, and Howie, 1980; Plattet al., 1980!.

Furthermore, the important acoustic cues for distinguish-
ing minimal contrasts among vowels, such as duration, first
formant (F1), second formant (F2), and F2 –F1 differ-
ences, were also shown to account for much of the variance
in word intelligibility ~Bunton and Weismer, 2001; Turner,
Tjaden, and Weismer, 1995; Weismeret al., 2001!. This sug-
gested that distorted acoustic features for vowels, such as
extremely long duration, distorted formant location, and
atypical formant slope, were highly associated with the
speech intelligibility deficits in speakers with dysarthria.

Other studies analyzing dysarthric speech have also
found that distorted vowels adversely affect intelligibilitya!Electronic mail: liumei@cc.ntnu.edu.tw
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~Ansel and Kent, 1992; Liuet al., 2000; Whitehill and Cio-
cca, 2000!. Ansel and Kent~1992! investigated the speech
intelligibility of 16 male adults diagnosed with mixed-type
cerebral palsy, showing that the acoustic correlates of all
vowel contrasts tested~i.e., high–low, front–back, and lax–
tense! significantly contributed to overall speech intelligibil-
ity. Liu and colleagues~2000! assessed the weightings of six
minimal phonetic contrasts on speech intelligibility of
Mandarin-speaking young adults with cerebral palsy. They
found that the segmental intelligibility of a front–back vowel
contrast and its acoustic correlate~i.e., the formant frequency
difference betweenF1 andF2) contributed greatly to over-
all speech intelligibility. In addition, Whitehill and Ciocca
~2000! used principal component analysis and found that
vowel contrasts were combined as an important component
accounting for the total variance of intelligibility. These
acoustic and perceptual findings on speech intelligibility of
talkers with cerebral palsy have consistently demonstrated
that imprecise vowel articulation greatly reduced intelligibil-
ity.

A. Vowel working space and vowel intelligibility

Vowels are quasiperiodic sounds, and the formant pat-
tern of a given vowel determines its phonetic quality and
reflects the articulatory configuration that produced it
~Stevens, 1998!. Generally,F1 varies mostly with tongue
height such that the higher the tongue position, the lower the
F1 frequency, whileF2 varies mostly with tongue advance-
ment; the more anterior the tongue position, the higher the
F2 and largerF2 to F1 difference~Kent, Dembowski, and
Lass, 1995; Stevens, 1998!.

Vowel working space area can be seen as an index of the
accuracy of vowel articulation, which signifies gross motor
control ability of the tongue and jaw coordination. To exam-
ine the vowel working spaces of individual talkers, the ‘‘cor-
ner’’ vowels, such as /{/, /~/, and /É/, are frequently selected
because these vowels are the most common in human lan-
guages~Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996!. In addition, these
vowels are perceptually and acoustically exceptional because
they represent the extreme positions in a talker’s articulatory
vowel working space, and hence extreme formant frequency
values in acoustic space~Lindblom, 1990!.

Restricted size of the vowel working space enclosed by
the first two formants of three or four corner vowels has been
shown in dysarthric speech for talkers with amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis~ALS! ~Weismeret al., 1992; 2001!, traumatic
brain injury~Ziegler and von Cramon, 1983, 1986!, and even
for children with dysarthria~Hodge, 1999; Higgins and
Hodge, 2001!. Moreover, studies have reported a positive
relationship between speech intelligibility and the area of
vowel working space formed by the corner vowels /{/, /,/,
/~/, and /É/ on theF1/F2 coordinates for English-speaking
adults with dysarthric speech~Turner et al., 1995; Weismer
et al., 2000!.

In addition to atypical talkers, normal American talkers
who produced larger vowel working spaces were generally
judged to be more intelligible than talkers with smaller
spaces~Bradlow, Torretta, and Pisoni, 1996!. Relatively ex-
panded vowel working space was observed for clear speech

compared to conservational speech, while speaking rate re-
mained similar~Krause and Braida, 2004!. Moreover, recent
acoustic-phonetic work on assessing vowel exaggeration in
caregivers’ speech directed to infants demonstrated that the
vowel working space was significantly larger in infant-
directed speech than in adult-directed speech~Kuhl et al.,
1997; Burnham, Kitamura, and Vollmer-Conna, 2002; Liu,
Kuhl, and Tsao, 2003!. Thus, the area of vowel working
space may affect perceived speech intelligibility and could
serve as a measure of talker variability. In other words,
vowel working space area may indicate speech intelligibility
and the overall severity of speech impairment for talkers
with dysarthria.

Although many studies have assessed vowel working
space area for American English-speaking adults with dysar-
thria, there is a paucity of literature on Mandarin talkers with
dysarthria. Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language in which
every syllable must carry a lexical tone, a suprasegmental
element that serves to signify meaning. The primary acoustic
correlate of tones is fundamental frequency (F0). Compared
to 14 vowels of American English, there are 8 different vow-
els of Mandarin Chinese. Although the numbers of vowels
vary between languages, the vowel system of Mandarin Chi-
nese, similar to most of the vowel systems in the world,
includes high and low, front and back, and rounded and un-
rounded contrasts~Howie, 1976; Tseng, 1990!. To test the
universality of restricted vowel working space on speech in-
telligibility, the systematic investigation of acoustic-
perceptual association in dysarthric speech must be extended
to more languages. The target language of this study, Man-
darin Chinese, is currently spoken by more than one billion
people. Despite the widespread use of Mandarin Chinese,
there has been a very limited amount of work of segmental
acoustics in adults with cerebral palsy in this language~Liu
et al., 2000!.

The first experiment of this study examined the relation-
ship between vowel working space area and overall speech
intelligibility in Mandarin talkers with cerebral palsy, to ex-
amine how well the data from English talkers with dysarthria
generalize to another language population.

B. Vowel working space, perceptual organization, and
speech intelligibility

The acoustic-perceptual analysis of the relationship be-
tween vowel working space area and speech intelligibility
sheds light on how an individual talker’s reduced vowel
working space can affect listeners’ identification of speech
sounds. However, correlational analyses may not be able to
fully determine the effect of reduced vowel working space
on speech intelligibility. Additional speech features, such as
breathy voice, inconsistent vocal intensity, and unstable
speaking rate of vowels~e.g., Kentet al., 1978! common in
dysarthric speech can combine with restricted vowel working
space to reduce speech intelligibility. Besides, the perceptual
organization of listeners perceiving distorted acoustic signals
with reduced vowel working space is unclear. The perceptual
organization of speech sounds is an essential element of pho-
netic representation and crucial to the processing of acoustic
input ~Eimas and Miller, 1992; Remez, 2001!. Studies have
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shown that the perception of phonetic category goodness af-
fects internal phonetic organization when listeners were en-
gaged in speech judgments. For example, perceptual distance
shrinks around good exemplars but expands around poor ex-
emplars when physical distances are kept constant among
tokens~Iverson and Kuhl, 1996; Iversonet al., 2003!. It is
reasonable to hypothesize that the distorted vowels in dysar-
thric speech may occupy less dispersed perceptual space than
typical vowels. In other words, speech sounds from talkers
with reduced vowel working space may be associated with a
smaller perceptual space, resulting in a negative impact on
the judgment of speech intelligibility.

Few acoustic-phonetic studies on dysarthric speech have
attempted to assess the effect of reduced vowel working
space on listeners’ perceptual organization of speech sounds.
Determining the specific features that contribute to decreased
speech intelligibility has not only theoretical value for the
field of speech perception, but also has clinical implications.
The combination of both acoustic and perceptual analysis
should provide a better understanding of the causes of re-
duced speech intelligibility and could facilitate clinical inter-
ventions to improve intelligibility in this population. To fur-
ther evaluate the role of vowel working space area on speech
intelligibility, this study also systematically manipulated the
vowel working space area to assess its effect on the percep-
tual organization of speech sounds.

The goal of the present study was to examine the effect
of reduced vowel working space on dysarthric talkers’
speech intelligibility using both acoustic-phonetic and per-
ceptual approaches. Two related experiments were con-
ducted. In experiment 1, the relationship between the area of
vowel acoustic space and speech intelligibility was examined
in 20 Mandarin-speaking young adults with cerebral palsy. A
positive relationship between the enclosed area of corner
vowels in theF1/F2 space and speech intelligibility should
support a generalization of the findings of previous studies
on English-speaking talkers with dysarthria to other lan-
guages. In experiment 2, vowel working space area was sys-
tematically manipulated to further examine the impact of re-
duced vowel working space area on overall speech
intelligibility. To support the hypothesis that reduced vowel
working space negatively affects the speech intelligibility,
poor vowel exemplars~i.e., tokens of a relatively reduced
vowel working space! are expected to be represented with
smaller perceptual spaces than those of good exemplars~i.e.,
tokens of a relatively larger vowel working space!.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
VOWEL WORKING SPACE AND SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY

A. Methods

1. Participants

The talkers were 20 male young adults referred by
school speech-language pathologists and diagnosed with ce-
rebral palsy and various degrees of speech deficits. Their
ages ranged from 17 years to 22 years old (M
518.5 years). Each talker was judged as having adequate
intelligence and hearing ability to perform the speech record-

ing task based on health records and experimenter’s obser-
vation. In addition, data were collected from ten age-
matched neurologically intact controls who participated in
the same speech recording task.

2. Speech materials

A total of 18 (3 vowels36 words) high-frequency bisyl-
labic words was chosen from a Chinese word database~Wu
and Liu, 1987! for speech recording and acoustic analysis.
The frequencies of these Mandarin Chinese bisyllabic words
were controlled. They contained the target vowels, /{/, /~/,
and /É/, in the first syllable. The bisyllabic target words were
constructed as CVO CV(V), in which the syllable-final vowel
could be a monophthong or a diphthong and the tone nu-
meral was attached to the end of each syllable, such as
@ tiO4tau4# vs. @ taO4tau4#. These 18 target words can be
grouped into to three minimal-phonemic word pairs for each
vowel contrast, /{/–/~/, /É/–/~/, and /{/–/É/, to better control
for neighboring phonemic environment. The point vowel, /{/,
/~/, or /É/, in the first syllable of each word was the target
vowel for acoustic analysis. These 18 vowel-contrast words
were taken from a Mandarin word intelligibility test used in
a previous study~Liu et al., 2000!.

3. Recording procedures

During the recording, talkers were seated in a quiet re-
cording room. Each of the 18 words was printed individually
on a card. Before the recording, subjects were instructed to
go through the 18 words to make sure that they knew the
words. The presentation sequences of words were block ran-
domized across talkers to decrease the talker’s awareness of
phonemic contrasts during speech recording. Talkers were
asked to read each word aloud using a normal speaking rate
in a comfortable situation. To control the speaking rate of
individual talkers, an experimenter turned over each printed
card for the talker, inducing an interword interval of about
3 s. Speech samples were tape recorded on a cassette re-
corder~Nakamichi 550!. These speech samples were used as
stimuli for both intelligibility judgments and acoustic analy-
sis.

4. Speech intelligibility measures

An item identification task was employed for measuring
speech intelligibility. Sixty listeners used Chinese characters
to orthographically transcribe speech samples produced by
20 talkers with cerebral palsy. To control for the influence of
familiarity with dysarthric speech on intelligibility judg-
ments, none of the listeners was familiar with dysarthric
speech. Three listeners simultaneously transcribed speech
samples of one talker and none of these listeners heard more
than one talker. In total, 60 (3320) undergraduate students
with normal hearing served as judges for the subjects with
cerebral palsy. For the ten normal speakers, 30 (3310) un-
dergraduate students with normal hearing served as judges.

Two intelligibility scores were calculated based on the
correct identification of the phonemes within 18 bisyllabic
words for individual talkers. The percentage of correct vowel
identifications was used as a measure of vowel intelligibility.
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Likewise, the percent correct of the word identifications, i.e.,
correct identification of all phonemes of the bisyllabic word,
was calculated as word intelligibility. The intelligibility
scores, including the vowel intelligibility and word intelligi-
bility, for each talker were averaged from the scores of the
three judges. Given that two intelligibility scores were col-
lected, the word intelligibility score was used to represent
individual talkers’ speech intelligibility in this study.

In addition to identifying the percentage of correct pho-
nemes for one individual talker, all 60 listeners also tran-
scribed a subset of the same three words randomly selected
from one talker with cerebral palsy whose word intelligibil-
ity was about 50%. This was done to assess interjudge reli-
ability, which was relatively high, Cronbacha50.95. The
same interjudge reliability procedure was utilized to assess
the reliability for normal speakers. The reliability was also
relatively high, Cronbacha50.997.

5. Acoustic analysis procedures

The first and second formant frequencies (F1 andF2)
of corner vowels~/{/, /~/, and /É/! contained in 18 target
words produced by talkers with cerebral-palsy and normal
talkers were measured. All formant measurements were con-
ducted using a 486 DX2-66 PC with a speech analyzer, the
Kay Elemetrics’ Computerized Speech Laboratory~CSL!
SoftwareCSL-4300B. The target words were low-pass filtered
at 8 kHz and sampled at a rate of 20 kHz. Both the linear
prediction coding~LPC! spectra and wideband spectrograms
were used to determine the locations of first two formants.
The onset of each vowel segment was marked when bothF1
andF2 became visible on the spectrogram. Vowel offset was
marked at a point whereF2 and/orF1 were no longer vis-
ible. A third marker was placed at the durational center of
each vowel segment. Vowel formant frequencies were mea-
sured at the cursor that marked the central position of a
vowel segment. If the LPC method did not clearly locate the
vowel formants~because of vocal irregularities!, the fast
Fourier transform~FFT! spectra were derived as a supple-
mentary analysis of vowel spectra.

After obtaining the formant frequencies of the three cor-
ner vowels /{/, /~/, and /É/, averageF1 andF2 values for
each vowel were plotted on anF1/F2 plane to provide quan-
titative indices of ‘‘acoustic vowel working space area’’ of
individual talkers. TheF1 andF2 pairs of each vowel were
viewed as coordinates in thex–y plane and the area was
calculated using the following equation:

Vowel triangle area5ABS$@F1i* ~F2a2F2u!

1F1a* ~F2u2F2i!1F1u* ~F2i

2F2a!#/2%,

where ‘‘ABS’’ is absolute value, ‘‘F1i’’ symbolizes theF1
value of vowel /{/, ‘‘ F2a’’ symbolizes theF2 value of vowel
/~/,..., and so on.

Interjudge reliability of acoustic analysis was controlled
in two ways. First, before analyzing the dysarthric speech
samples, reliability between the experimenter and another
person who was proficient in acoustic analysis was calcu-
lated on 10% of a normal talker’s vowel samples. The inter-

judge reliability of this acoustic analysis procedure was 0.94.
The average differences between judges were 25 Hz~4.6%!
and 84 Hz~4.1%! for F1 andF2, respectively. Second, 10%
of the measurements of the dysarthric vowel samples were
used to calculate the interjudge reliability. The interjudge
reliability of this acoustic analysis procedure was 0.91. The
average differences between judges were 41 Hz~5.9%! and
103 Hz ~5.1%! for F1 andF2, respectively.

B. Results and discussions

1. Speech intelligibility scores

Intelligibility scores of talkers with cerebral palsy are
reported in Table I. The intelligibility scores of 20 talkers
with cerebral palsy obtained from the item-identification task
varied greatly across individuals~for word intelligibility,
ranged from 24% to 88%,M556%, SD520.75; for vowel
intelligibility, ranged from 35% to 100%,M578%, SD
517.87). This result indicates that talkers in this study rep-
resent a wide-range severity of speech impairment. Com-
pared to the great variation among individuals with cerebral
palsy, normal speakers’ intelligibility scores were in a nar-
rower range~for word intelligibility, M596.6%, SD52.02,
range592.2% – 99.3%; for vowel intelligibility, M
599.8%, SD50.59, range598.1% – 100%). In addition,
across all 20 talkers with cerebral palsy, the vowel intelligi-
bility scores were highly correlated with word intelligibility
(r 50.86, p,0.0001).

2. Vowel working space characteristics

Results of the vowel working space area encompassing
/{/, /~/, and /É/ of individual talkers show that 20 talkers with
cerebral palsy exhibited significantly smaller vowel working
space areas when compared to ten age-matched controls,
F(1,28)513.025,p,0.001, Hedges’sg51.36. Figure 1 dis-
plays more centralized vowel dispersions for talkers with ce-
rebral palsy compared to those in the normal control group.
The reduced vowel working space area represents a restric-
tion of tongue elevation and front–back movement for talk-
ers with cerebral palsy. Statistical analyses on vowel for-
mants provide further support.

For the talkers with cerebral palsy, the low vowel /~/
exhibited significantly lower F1 frequency (M
5729 Hz,SD5109 Hz) than was found for normal talkers
@M5803 Hz, SD555 HzF(1,28)53.98,p,0.01, Hedges’s
g50.75]. Conversely, the averageF1 value of the high
vowel /{/ in talkers with cerebral palsy (M5313 H,SD
531 Hz) was significantly higher than that of normal talkers
@M5277 Hz, SD524 HzF(1,28)58.85,p,0.01, Hedges’s
g51.12]. F1 variation is primarily associated with tongue
height during vowel production~Peterson and Barney, 1952;
Hillenbrandet al., 1995!. The narrower range ofF1 values
for the high-low vowel contrast~/{/–/~/!, F(1,28)58.11, p
,0.01, Hedges’sg51.07, implies that talkers with cerebral
palsy have more limited jaw/tongue vertical movement com-
pared to normal talkers.

In vowels from talkers with cerebral palsy, theF2 –F1
difference was 1844 Hz (SD5190) for the high-front vowel
/{/ and it was 569 Hz (SD593) for the high-back vowel /É/.
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When compared to normal talkers~/{/, M52075 Hz, SD
5132; and /É/, M5478 Hz, SD539), talkers with cerebral
palsy demonstrated a significantly narrower range ofF2 –F1
values for the front–back vowel contrast~/{/–/É/!, F(1,28)
515.18, p,0.001, Hedges’sg51.47. Given thatF2 or
F2 –F1 difference varies mostly with tongue advancement,
the more anterior the tongue position, the higher theF2 and
larger F2 –F1 difference; the reduced range ofF2 –F1 in-
dicates more restricted front–back tongue movement~Kent,

Dembowski, and Lass, 1995; Stevens, 1998!. Taken together,
the smaller vowel working space and more centralized ar-
ticulation reflect more restricted vertical and horizontal
tongue movements in talkers with cerebral palsy compared
to normal talkers during vowel production.

3. The relationship between vowel working space
area and speech intelligibility

To generalize the previous findings on the relationship
between articulation space and speech intelligibility, the cor-
relational analysis for Mandarin talkers with cerebral palsy
was expected to demonstrate positive correlations between
vowel working space area and speech intelligibility. The re-
sults of the analysis support this prediction. Vowel working
space area was significantly correlated with the vowel intel-
ligibility ( r 50.632, p,0.005) and with word intelligibility
(r 50.684, p,0.005).

In experiment 1, talkers with relatively larger vowel
working spaces were judged to be more intelligible than talk-
ers with reduced vowel working spaces. Therefore, vowel
working space area could be a general indicator of speech
intelligibility. Larger vowel working spaces have been shown
to correlate with better speech intelligibility in typical talkers
~Bradlow et al., 1996!. Also, smaller vowel working space
area is commonly found in English speakers with dysarthria,
secondary to disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
~ALS! ~Turner et al., 1995; Weismeret al., 2001! and trau-
matic brain injury~Ziegler and von Cramon, 1983, 1986!.
These results of acoustic analysis on Mandarin talkers with
cerebral palsy suggest that vowel working space area is im-
portant in the prediction of intelligibility in talkers with dys-
arthria of this type.

TABLE I. Descriptive data for 20 male cerebral-palsied subjects.

Subject Age Classification
Severity of
impairment

Word
intelligibility

~%!

Vowel
intelligibility

~%!

Vowel
space area

(Hz2)

CP1 19 Athetoid Moderate 59 69 205 539
CP2 19 Spastic Moderate 24 35 164 606
CP3 19 Spastic Moderate 36 57 238 559
CP4 17 Ataxic Moderate 74 85 348 575
CP5 18 Tremor Moderate 32 76 291 836
CP6 19 Mixed Moderate 26 54 115 005
CP7 22 Mixed Severe 35 63 111 157
CP 8 18 Spastic Moderate 83 93 376 995
CP 9 20 Spastic Moderate 84 98 353 263
CP 10 18 Spastic Mild 55 81 125 456
CP 11 17 Spastic Mild 88 100 296 440
CP 12 18 Athetoid Moderate 53 91 269 073
CP 13 18 Athetoid Mild 50 83 129 092
CP 14 19 Athetoid Moderate 56 65 193 306
CP 15 18 Spastic Moderate 44 78 280 635
CP 16 20 Spastic Severe 74 96 362 846
CP 17 18 Athetoid Severe 44 67 145 937
CP 18 18 Tremor Moderate 84 96 396 053
CP 19 18 Athetoid Severe 45 69 287 416
CP 20 17 Spastic Moderate 75 100 228 411

FIG. 1. Vowel working spaces of Mandarin talkers with normal speech and
cerebral palsy. Vowel working spaces formed by the average of theF1 and
F2 values for the vowels /{/, /~/, and /É/. Data points represent the mean
coordinate of the first two formant frequencies of the vowels /{/, /~/, and /É/
produced by normal talkers~closed! versus talkers with cerebral palsy
~open!. Each data point represents the average of one talker’s vowel produc-
tions. A decrease of the vowel working space is observed in talkers with
cerebral palsy~dashed line!.
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III. EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF REDUCED VOWEL
WORKING SPACE ON LISTENERS’ PERCEPTUAL
ORGANIZATION

Speech intelligibility is a global measure, reflecting the
cumulative effects of various acoustic-phonetic features on
listeners’ perceptual judgments. In experiment 1, results of
the acoustic analysis showed that vowel working space area
is strongly associated with speech intelligibility for talkers
with cerebral palsy. Experiment 2 was designed to examine
the effects of reduced acoustic vowel working space on nor-
mal listeners’ perceptual organization through the manipula-
tion of vowel working space area, while controlling for other
speech characteristics across vowel tokens.

The stimulus set for this experiment consisted of synthe-
sized /{/, /~/, and /É/ vowels varying inF1 andF2 frequen-
cies. Six vowel triangles were generated with similar shape
but different areas. The largest of these variants created
vowel working spaces that corresponded to actual vowel
working spaces of the most intelligible dysarthric speech in
experiment 1. The smallest vowel working space was even
smaller than that of the least intelligible talker in the previ-
ous experiment. During the experimental session, partici-
pants identified each token as /{/, /~/, or /É/, and rated the
category goodness of each token on a 7-point scale. Subjects
then completed an AX discrimination task in which they
judged whether the tokens in each pair were the same or
different.

Reaction times in the discrimination task were analyzed
by multidimensional scaling~MDS! to map the perceptual
organization underlying these stimuli and illustrate the cor-
respondence between discrimination and goodness with finer
detail. MDS is repeatedly shown to be effective at modeling
perceptual similarity of vowels~Singh and Woods, 1971;
Shepard, 1972; Fox, 1983; Kewley-Port and Atal, 1989!.
Various measures can be utilized to estimate raw similarity,
including similarity judgments of sound pairs on a numerical
scale, identification-confusion percentage~more frequent
confusions for similar vowels!, and reaction time measures
~longer reaction times for more similar sounds!. MDS as-
signs stimuli to a geometric space where distances in the
Euclidean configuration correspond to perceived similarity
~Borg and Groenen, 1997!. In the MDS configuration,
stimuli are constructed along major axes~dimensions! that
are perpendicular to each other. Stimuli perceived as similar
are close to each other in MDS space and stimuli perceived
as dissimilar are further apart. Modeling similarity using
MDS analysis uncovers relationships among stimuli that are
difficult to observe solely from raw similarity ratings.

To support the prediction that restricted vowel working
space area would affect speech intelligibility, the vowels of
the largest vowel triangle were expected to be judged as
more intelligible and rated as having higher ‘‘goodness’’ than
those of the smallest vowel triangle. Moreover, the MDS was
expected to show that perceptual distances between vowels
of smaller triangles would be smaller than those of larger
vowel triangles in the perceptual organization of normal lis-
teners.

A. Methods

1. Participants

Twenty-two undergraduates~ten women! at universities
in Taiwan were recruited from a solicitation posted on the
Internet. A language background questionnaire was adminis-
trated before the experiment to ensure that Mandarin Chinese
was the native or the dominant language for all participants.
Participants reported no history of communication disorders
and received $15 for their participation in this 1-h experi-
ment.

2. Stimuli

The stimuli were 18 vowel tokens~three corner vowels
/{/, /~/, and /É/3six variants! created usingHLSYN speech
synthesizer 2.2~1996! and sampled at 11 025 Hz. Vowel
variants were synthesized by manipulating the values of the
first and second formants; the third, fourth, and fifth formants
remained constant for the same phonetic category. Figure 2
shows the spatial relationship of point vowel variants on
F1/F2 space. The psychoacoustic distances between neigh-
boring tokens were equalized at 30 mels inF1/F2 vowel
working space. The mel scale is essentially linear at low
frequencies and logarithmic at high frequencies, and corre-
sponds well to excitation patterns of the ear’s basilar mem-
brane. Fant~1973! argued that the mel scale was appropriate
for vowels because the minimum perceptible differences
were similar for the first three formants when measured in
mels. Thus, vowel variants among neighboring tokens were
scaled in this common metric.

The F1 and F2 values of the most intelligible talker
with cerebral palsy~subject: CP11, vowel intelligibility
5100%, word intelligibility588%) in experiment 1 were
utilized as the starting point to generate vowel variants in
30-mel steps. Then, theF1 andF2 values were gradually
adjusted to reduce the vowel working space areas. The small-
est vowel triangle of the synthesized vowel (85 190 Hz2)
was smaller than the smallest vowel triangle of a talker with
the cerebral palsy in experiment 1~subject: CP7, area
5111 157 Hz2). The spatial relationship on theF1/F2 plane
of these synthesized vowel triangles was similar to that of
the vowel triangles of normal talkers and talkers with cere-
bral palsy shown in Fig. 1 of experiment 1.

Table II lists theF1 andF2 values of vowel variants in
mels. For /{/, F1 values increased from 298 to 367 Hz and
F2 values decreased from 2232 to 1954 Hz; for /~/, F1
decreased from 794 to 623 Hz andF2 decreased from 1355
to 1292 Hz; for /É/, F1 increased from 370 to 443 Hz and
F2 increased from 910 to 1090 Hz. TheF3 andF4 values
were 3186 and 3755 Hz for the /{/ variants, respectively;
2633 and 3648 Hz for the /~/ variants; and 2449 and 3518 Hz
for the /É/ variants. TheF0 of all tokens was 120 Hz and
each vowel was 450 ms long. Mandarin Chinese is a tonal
language, meaning that changes of pitch contours sign dif-
ferent lexical meanings for syllables. TheF0 of vowel to-
kens did not change over time, so that the lexical tone pattern
was similar to the high-level tone in Mandarin Chinese. The
stimuli were equalized in rms power and played to subjects
at a comfortable level of approximately 70 dB SPL.
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3. Apparatus

The stimuli were presented and controlled by an Intel
Pentium III laptop computer~Dell Inspiron 4100!. The vow-
els were played bilaterally to subjects using noise-reduction
headphones~Bose QuietComfort Acoustic Noise Canceling
headset! while subjects were sitting in a sound-treated room.
Subjects’ responses were entered and recorded using the
computer that controlled the presentation of stimuli.

4. Procedure

a. Phonetic identification and goodness ratings. Twenty
participants were asked to identify each token as /{/, /~/, or
/É/. After identification, they were asked to rate each token
on a scale from 1~poor! to 7 ~good! regarding its goodness
as a member of that phonetic category. At the start of the
experiment, participants completed a practice session of 18
trials with each of the tokens presented once in a random
order. After the practice, participants completed an experi-
mental session of 36 trials~2 blocks of 18 tokens! with the
order of trials randomized within each block.

b. Phonetic similarity judgment. Participants heard all
possible pairs of the 18 tokens in an AX discrimination task.
On each trial, the participant heard two tokens separated by
550 ms and were asked to decide whether the vowels in each
pair of stimuli were the same or different. Their response for
each trial~same or different! and reaction time~RT! were
recorded. RTs on different trials were utilized as similarity
scores and submitted to the multidimensional scaling~MDS!
solution to create a perceptual map where the distance be-
tween any two tokens corresponded to perceived similarity.

Prior to the test, participants completed a short practice
session. There were 12 ‘‘same’’ trials and 24 ‘‘different’’ tri-
als chosen randomly from the trials used in the experimental
session. The practice trials were the same as in the experi-
mental session except that participants received feedback on
their responses. During the test stage, 378 test pairs (5306
different trials and 72 same trials! were presented with no
feedback. The same trials consisted of four trials of each of
the 18 tokens. The 306 different trials consisted of each pos-
sible pair of the 18 tokens and the probability of presentation
order, i.e., A–B and B–A, was equal. Participants were al-
lowed to take a short break after every 40 trials; the entire
session took 30 to 40 min to complete.

B. Results and discussion

1. Phonetic identification and goodness ratings

Figure 2 displays the results of phonetic identification
and goodness ratings. There is high intersubject agreement
on goodness rating~Cronbacha50.95) and phonetic iden-
tification for each vowel token~average identification
percentage596.3%). Tokens with formant frequencies simi-
lar to the most intelligible vowels in experiment 1 were rated
as better exemplars of vowel categories. Moreover, goodness
judgments varied with vowel area in theF1/F2 space. As
shown in Fig. 2, tokens composing larger vowel working
spaces were generally judged as the better vowel exemplars.
The tokens comprising the largest vowel triangle were
judged to be the best exemplars for /{/ and /~/, and second
best for /É/. In contrast, tokens composing the smallest vowel
triangle were judged to be the poorest exemplars for each
vowel category. Goodness ratings varied significantly within
each vowel at the significance level of 0.001 in one-way
repeated measure analyses of variance~ANOVAs!, /{/,
F(5,95)539.22; /~/, F(5,95)522.97; /É/, F(5,95)513.47.
Although there are equal psychophysical differences between
neighboring tokens, tokens close to typical vowels in the
F1/F2 space receive similar goodness ratings. Aposthoc
LSD analysis atp50.05 demonstrates that the goodness rat-
ings of better exemplars did not differ significantly for the
three best~of six! /{/ tokens, the four best~of six! /~/ tokens,
and the two best~of six! /É/ tokens. The finding that vowels

FIG. 2. Identification and goodness ratings for Mandarin vowels. For each
token, the upper number lists goodness rating and the bottom number dis-
plays percent-correct identification. Circle size corresponds to perceived
goodness.

TABLE II. F1 and F2 values~in mels! of synthetic vowel variants in experiment 2. The psychoacoustic
distances between tokens were equalized at 30 mels inF1/F2 vowel working space.F1 andF2 values of the
most intelligible vowels in experiment 1 were utilized as the starting point to generate vowel variants.

Psychoacoustic distances~in
mels! from the clearest vowel

/{/ /~/ /É/

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

0 376 1692 843 1236 454 934
30 391 1666 814 1228 469 960
60 406 1640 785 1220 484 985
90 421 1614 756 1212 499 1011
120 436 1588 727 1205 514 1037
150 451 1563 698 1197 529 1063
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composing larger acoustic space were judged to be better
exemplars than vowels of smaller vowel triangles provides
support for the prediction that vowel working space area
greatly affects vowel intelligibility and goodness ratings.

Token goodness varies with acoustic vowel area. How-
ever, the shrunken acoustic space of synthesized tokens does
not greatly affect the percentage of vowel identification~Fig.
2!. The relatively stable identification percentages across to-
kens could reveal the categorical aspect of phonetic identifi-
cation~e.g., Libermanet al., 1961!. However, the high iden-
tification percentage (.90%) of tokens of the smallest
vowel triangle could also be a result of the forced-choice
identification task. The identification for tokens in the most
restricted vowel space might be less consistent if participants
were allowed to free-identify tokens as any one of the Man-
darin vowels because their formant patterns were located at
the adjacent area of different vowels on theF1/F2 space,
e.g., the /{/ and /Ñ/.

2. Similarity judgments and perceptual organization

Each subject’s responses were put into the form of a
lower triangular matrix composed of the log RT for each pair
of tokens averaged across the presentation order. Responses
to ‘‘same’’ trials were not considered in the analyses. Overall
subject accuracy was 85.01%. Subjects correctly detected the
stimulus pairs that were different on 87.2% of the trials and
had false alarms on 17.2% of the trials of same sound pairs.
Intersubject reliability was done to assess the consistency of
RTs across all pairs of tokens. There was high agreement for
response latencies on judging differences across all pairs
~Cronbacha50.98).

The lower triangular matrix of log RTs was submitted to
the ALSCAL ~Takane, Young, and de Leeuw, 1977! MDS
algorithm implemented bySPSS 10.0~statistical software!.
The MDS solution used Kruskal’s stress formula 1~Kruskal,
1964!, a Euclidean distance metric, and a monotonic regres-
sion function. This MDS solution placed the tokens in a two-
dimensional space where the distances between tokens were
fit into a monotonic function of the log RT. Preliminary MDS
analyses demonstrated that the patterns of results was similar
when RT and log RT were used, but analyses using log RT
accounted for more variance. Furthermore, a previous study
has successfully used log RT in the MDS analysis to examine
the perceptual organization of vowels~Iverson and Kuhl,
1995!. Figure 3 illustrates a two-dimensional MDS solution
modeling the perceptual organization of point vowels with a
stress of 0.241 (R250.801).

The results of the MDS solution showed a larger percep-
tual triangle for vowels rated as good exemplars and a
smaller triangle for vowels rated as poor exemplars, thus
providing support for the prediction that reduced acoustic
vowel working space results in shrunken perceptual space
and adversely affects speech intelligibility. As shown in Fig.
3, the configuration of perceptual vowel organization is simi-
lar to the vowel acoustic triangle in theF1/F2 space. The
perceptual configuration shown in Fig. 3 is consistent with a
previous study that employed the MDS solution to examine
vowel perceptual space~Singh and Woods, 1971!. Moreover,
better vowel exemplars composed larger perceptual triangles

than poor exemplars. The space formed by the best vowels
~3.033 MDS distance2) is 34% larger than that of the poorest
vowels ~2.2653 MDS distance2). The shrunken perceptual
space for vowels with reduced acoustic space further sug-
gests that the reduced acoustic vowel working space of talk-
ers with cerebral palsy decreases the intervowel perceptual
distance and adversely affects speech intelligibility.

In addition to examining the effects of reduced acoustic
vowel triangles on vowel perceptual space, this study ex-
plored within-vowel organization. As shown in the two-
dimensional MDS solution of perceptual vowel working
space~Fig. 3!, perceptual clustering is more apparent for the
best exemplars, but extended perceptual spacing occurs for
the poorest exemplars~except for the poorest /{/!. To further
examine within-vowel organization, three lower triangular
matrices of log RTs, one for each vowel, were analyzed sepa-
rately in a one-dimensional MDS solution. The MDS solu-
tions modeled the responses with a stress of 0.253 (R2

50.757) for /{/, 0.236 (R250.790) for /~/, and 0.239 (R2

50.771) for /É/. Figure 4 displays these one-dimensional
MDS solutions.

The relative positions of tokens in the one-dimensional
MDS solutions ~Fig. 4! corresponded similarly to their
acoustic locations on the single vector, and, for within-vowel
organization, better exemplars were clustered more tightly
than the poorer exemplars for the three corner vowel catego-
ries. The perceptual clustering and spacing shown in Figs. 3
and 4 can be associated with the ‘‘perceptual magnet effect
~PME!’’ ~Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991; Iverson and
Kuhl, 1995, 1996; Iversonet al., 2003; Miller and Eimas,
1996!. The PME posits that phonetic prototypes~i.e., good
exemplars! function as perceptual magnets in the perceptual
space for phonetic categories; that is, perceptual distance is
shrunken around good exemplars, demonstrating greater per-

FIG. 3. A two-dimensional MDS solution shows the perceptual organization
for perceiving Mandarin vowels. The solid lines connect the best vowel
exemplars and dotted lines connect the poorest vowel exemplars.

FIG. 4. One-dimensional MDS solutions show the internal organization of
Mandarin corner vowels. Circle size corresponds to perceived goodness.
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ceptual similarity; it is extended around poor exemplars,
demonstrating less perceptual similarity. The PME might
mediate the perceptual distortion shown in Fig. 4, which
shows that acoustically equal spacing among vowel variants
is unequally mapped onto the perceptual space.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to examine whether the re-
striction of articulatory movement is associated with the in-
telligibility of speech produced by Mandarin-speaking young
adults with cerebral palsy. The results of acoustic analysis
indicate that talkers with cerebral palsy produced a smaller
vowel working space area than normal talkers. The reduced
vowel working space area reflects the underlying speech
problem associated with the speech intelligibility deficit.
That is, the more restricted tongue/jaw elevation and
anterior–posterior movements contract the vowel working
space area. Moreover, for talkers with cerebral palsy, corre-
lational analysis demonstrates a significant association be-
tween the vowel working space areas and speech intelligibil-
ity, further suggesting that reduced vowel working space area
is strongly associated with listeners’ difficulty in correctly
identifying vowels.

What is the perceptual effect of a reduced vowel work-
ing space on listeners’ perceptual organization? In experi-
ment 2, we systematically manipulatied vowel working
space area. The results of the speech perception experiment
indicate that reduced acoustic vowel working space is asso-
ciated with a reduced perceptual space. Furthermore, the re-
sults of the MDS analyses reveal that the category goodness
of vowel tokens affects the nonlinear transformation between
acoustic space and perceptual space. When examining
within-vowel perceptual organization, perceptual clustering
is apparent for better vowel exemplars but not poorer exem-
plars.

A. Relationship between vowel working space area
and speech intelligibility

The present study demonstrates a strong relationship be-
tween vowel acoustic space area encompassed by the three
corner vowels, and speech intelligibility measured with
words produced by Mandarin talkers with cerebral palsy.
Therefore, vowel working space area can serve as a general
indicator of speech intelligibility. The likelihood of reduced
vowel space probably depends on the severity of dysarthria.
Measures of vowel working space area have rarely, if ever,
been reported for talkers with cerebral palsy. The present
study increases our understanding of specific aspects of de-
creased speech intelligibility in this group of talkers. Larger
vowel working spaces were reported to correlate with better
speech intelligibility in some talkers without speech disor-
ders ~Bradlow et al., 1996!, and, some studies have shown
reduced vowel working space in English talkers with various
types of dysarthria~Turneret al., 1995; Weismeret al., 2001,
Ziegler and von Cramon, 1983!. The results of the present
study are consistent with previous findings on English talkers
with similar diagnoses of motor speech impairment, suggest-
ing that the extent of vowel working space could be helpful
for representing the level of speech intelligibility across lan-

guages. Similar findings among English and Mandarin talk-
ers with dysarthria support the argument that vowel working
space has predictive power for speech intelligibility. More-
over, this could be independent of both language and type of
dysarthria.

However, in addition to vowel formant distortion, addi-
tional speech features that are common in the dysarthric
speech secondary to cerebral palsy, such as breathy voice
quality, varied vocal intensity, and unstable speaking rate,
could also reduce the speech intelligibility of atypical talkers
~e.g., Kentet al., 1978!. It is possible that an individual’s
speaking rate might be associated with format variations in
experiment 1. Speaking rate was shown to be related to the
perceived intelligibility of talkers with dysarthria~Turner
et al., 1995!. For example, ALS talkers’ sentences were less
intelligible when using their fast speaking rate compared to
their normal rate. Could speaking rate mediate the relation-
ship between vowel working space area and speech intelligi-
bility shown in this study? When typical talkers and talkers
with dysarthria secondary to multiple sclerosis and Parkin-
son’s disease used various speaking rates to read a passage,
vowel working space area for their slow speaking rate was
significantly larger than that of their normal or fast speaking
rate ~Turneret al., 1995; Tjaden and Wilding, 2004!. In ad-
dition, infant-directed speech is characterized by a slower
speaking rate and exaggerated pitch variation when com-
pared with adult-directed speech~Fernald and Simon, 1984;
Kuhl et al., 1997; Liuet al., 2003!. Mothers of different na-
tive languages consistently utilize a larger vowel working
space area when addressing their infants as opposed to adults
~Kuhl et al., 1997; Liuet al., 2003!. For typical talkers, how-
ever, even though infant-directed speech exhibits larger
vowel working space areas than adult-directed speech, an
individual’s speaking rate, as measured in vowel duration, is
not associated with that individual’s vowel working space
area ~Liu, 2002!. Results of this study cannot determine
whether the individual’s speaking rate mediates the associa-
tion between vowel working space and speech intelligibility
because this study did not assess the relative contribution of
speaking rate and vowel space to speech intelligibility.

B. Listeners’ perceptual organization for reduced
vowel working space

Perceptual characteristics of vowels from a reduced
vowel working space are further examined in experiment 2,
where the vowel working space areas were systematically
reduced through manipulation ofF1 andF2. As predicted
from the acoustic analysis on the vowel working space, typi-
cal listeners rated tokens from smaller vowel working spaces
as poorer exemplars of vowels. In contrast, listeners judged
tokens from larger vowel working spaces as better exem-
plars. Using token-pair similarity judgments, reaction time,
and multidimensional scaling to examine the effect of re-
stricted vowel working space on perceptual organization, the
poor vowel exemplars or less intelligible tokens were repre-
sented with smaller perceptual space areas than good exem-
plars or more intelligible tokens. In other words, the inter-
vowel perceptual distances of less intelligible vowels were
reduced compared to those of more intelligible vowels.
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In addition to revealing the perceptual constraints of per-
ceiving vowels of reduced space, the results of within-vowel
perceptual organization showed that the perceptual distance
among vowel tokens is reduced near better exemplars but
expanded near poor exemplars. This perceptual organization
could be due to the perceptual magnet effect~e.g., Kuhl,
1991!. Although there is a debate about the source of percep-
tual distortion and the stability of phonetic prototypes for
speech sounds~Frieda et al., 1999; Lotto, Kluender, and
Holt, 1998!, the results of the current data imply that the
perceptual magnet effect might play a role in the perceptual
organization of speech sounds. The vowels of talkers with
cerebral palsy are judged as poor exemplars or as less intel-
ligible, and are represented in perceptual space farther away
from the better exemplars or more intelligible vowels that
normal listeners generally encounter and can easily process.
Therefore, vowels of talkers with cerebral palsy are not per-
ceptually close to intelligible vowels. Vowels produced by
atypical talkers are likely to require listeners to allocate more
perceptual resources. This processing inefficiency increases
the difficulty when listeners attempt to identify the vowels of
cerebral-palsied speakers.

Combining the results of both the acoustic and percep-
tual experiments, the distorted vowels of talkers with cere-
bral palsy compose a smaller acoustic space.. The results of
our perceptual organization tests demonstrate that vowels
from talkers with cerebral palsy are represented with reduced
intervowel perceptual distance compared to vowels from
typical talkers. This increases the difficulty normal listeners
have in mapping the degraded acoustic signals onto existing
phonetic categories.

Results of this study provide segmental evidence for re-
duced intelligibility from both talkers’ and listeners’ points of
view. In addition to the acoustic characteristics of dysarthric
speech, listeners’ experience helps them to decode the pho-
netic and lexical information of degraded speech, and this
improves speech intelligibility~e.g., Lisset al., 2002!. Lis-
tening experience can alter the perceptual organization of
speech sounds in neurologically intact people. For example,
when presented with the same set of stimuli varying in the
F2 andF3 of /./ and /(/ consonants, the perceptual organi-
zation of American English speakers is extended along the
F3 dimension, the critical acoustic cue distinguishing /./
from /(/, but Japanese-speaking listeners’ perceptual organi-
zation was extended alongF2 ~Iverson and Kuhl, 1996; Iver-
son et al., 2003!. Studies directed towards the relationship
between familiarity with degraded acoustical signals and per-
ceptual organization in future studies will not only contribute
to theory but also to the clinical goal of designing more
efficient programs to help listeners better understand speech
produced by talkers with cerebral palsy.
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This paper investigates the perception of non-native phoneme contrasts which exist in the native
language, but not in the position tested. Like English, Dutch contrasts voiced and voiceless
obstruents. Unlike English, Dutch allows only voiceless obstruents in word-final position. Dutch and
English listeners’ accuracy on English final voicing contrasts and their use of preceding vowel
duration as a voicing cue were tested. The phonetic structure of Dutch should provide the necessary
experience for a native-like use of this cue. Experiment 1 showed that Dutch listeners categorized
English final /6/–/2/, /3/–/)/, /"/–/!/, and /$/–/#/ contrasts in nonwords as accurately as initial
contrasts, and as accurately as English listeners did, even when release bursts were removed. In
experiment 2, English listeners used vowel duration as a cue for one final contrast, although it was
uninformative and sometimes mismatched other voicing characteristics, whereas Dutch listeners did
not. Although it should be relatively easy for them, Dutch listeners did not use vowel duration.
Nevertheless, they attained native-like accuracy, and sometimes even outperformed the native
listeners who were liable to be misled by uninformative vowel duration information. Thus,
native-like use of cues for non-native but familiar contrasts in unfamiliar positions may hardly ever
be attained. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1906060#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Hw, 43.71.Es@ARB# Pages: 3890–3901

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1939, Trubetzkoy~reprinted as Trubetzkoy, 1977! ob-
served that the sounds of a foreign language often get mis-
interpreted, because they go through the ‘‘phonological
sieve’’ of the native language. Later research has proven Tru-
betzkoy right. The Perceptual Assimilation Model~PAM!
~Best, 1994; Best, McRoberts, and Sithole, 1988! describes
how listeners assimilate non-native speech sounds to the na-
tive category that is perceptually most similar. The PAM pre-
dicts which non-native speech sounds will be difficult to dis-
tinguish, based on the similarities and dissimilarities of the
phonological structures of the native and the non-native lan-
guage. The most difficult distinction is that between non-
native speech sounds which match a single native category
equally well. If the non-native language has two categories
where the native language has only one in the same phonetic
space, both non-native speech sounds will be assimilated to a
single category. This is the case, for example, with Japanese
listeners’ perception of English /./ and /(/ ~Best and Strange,
1992!. According to the PAM the easiest distinction is that
between non-native speech sounds which are assimilated to
two separate native categories. As the non-native contrast
corresponds to a native contrast, it is easy to perceive.

However, languages not only have a phoneme inventory,
they also have their own language-specific phonotactic con-
straints. The perception of non-native contrasts not only de-
pends on the presence or absence of similar speech sounds in
the native language, but also on native-language phonotactic
constraints. This was demonstrated in a study of Chinese
listeners’ perception of the English /$/–/#/ contrast in word-

final position ~Flege, 1989!. Chinese has a /$/–/#/ contrast,
but not in word-final position. Word-initial /$/ and /#/ are not
distinguished by closure voicing in Chinese, but on the basis
of information in the release burst~Flege, 1989!. Flege
~1989! found that Chinese learners of English categorized
unedited tokens of English word-final /$/ and /#/ almost as
accurately as the native English listeners did. Their perfor-
mance hardly decreased when closure voicing was removed,
but was strongly affected by removal of the release burst.
Flege concluded that the Chinese listeners used Chinese
word-initial cues to distinguish between English /$/ and /#/ in
word-final position. Flege and Wang~1989! showed that not
only experience with the contrast itself, but native-language
experience with any word-final stops influenced the percep-
tion of the word-final stop voicing contrast. Neither Can-
tonese Chinese nor Mandarin Chinese has a word-final stop
voicing contrast, but /!,#,%/ can occur word finally in Can-
tonese, whereas Mandarin does not permit any word-final
obstruents. Flege and Wang~1989! found that native listeners
of Cantonese distinguished the English final /$/–/#/ contrast
more accurately than native listeners of Mandarin did, which
they attributed to the Mandarin listeners’ lack of native lan-
guage experience with word-final obstruents.

Further, the perception of non-native contrasts may de-
pend not only on the presence or absence of similar pho-
nemes in the native language, but also on the presence of
utterly different contrasts. Crowther and Mann~1992!
showed that the use of perceptual cues for a particular non-
native contrast may depend on the use of the same cues for
other phoneme distinctions in the native language. Like
Mandarin Chinese, Japanese has a /$/–/#/ contrast, and does
not permit word-final stops. Whereas Japanese has long and
short vowels, Mandarin Chinese does not have this distinc-
tion. Crowther and Mann tested the perception of the English

a!A partial report of this work was presented at the 147th Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America, New York, May 2004.

b!Electronic mail: mirjam.broersma@mpi.nl
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word-final /$/–/#/ contrast by Japanese and Mandarin learn-
ers of English. The Japanese listeners showed a greater sen-
sitivity to the duration of the vowel preceding the final con-
sonant and categorized the English final /$/–/#/ contrast more
accurately than the Mandarin listeners did.

Thus, the categorization of a non-native contrast which
exists in the native language, but in a position where it does
not occur in the native language, seems to benefit from
native-language experience with one of the phonemes of the
contrast in the relevant position and from experience with
relevant perceptual cues. These findings suggest that the po-
tential for accurate and native-like categorization of a non-
native but familiar contrast in an unfamiliar position is high-
est for native listeners of a language which provides such
experience. Of all languages that contrast voiced and voice-
less obstruents but not in word-final position, those lan-
guages which allow for either voiced or voiceless obstruents
in word-final position, and in which vowel duration is used
as a cue~for any phoneme contrast!, offer the best prepara-
tion for accurate categorization of the word-final obstruent
voicing contrast and for the use of vowel duration as a cue.
As Dutch has a distinction between voiced and voiceless
obstruents in word-initial and -medial position, allows for
voiceless obstruents in word-final position, and also provides
experience with the use of vowel duration as a cue for sev-
eral phoneme distinctions, native listeners of Dutch should
be well prepared to learn to distinguish English voiced and
voiceless word-final obstruents as a familiar contrast in an
unfamiliar position, and to use vowel duration as a cue. Es-
pecially advanced learners of English can be expected to
have learned to do this, through combining their native and
non-native language experience. Therefore, this paper inves-
tigates whether Dutch listeners with a high level of profi-
ciency in English categorize English final obstruent voicing
contrasts with a native-like level of accuracy and with a
native-like use of the vowel duration cue. It provides a test of
the perception of a non-native but familiar contrast in an
unfamiliar position by listeners with a language background
that is most suitable for the task.

Dutch and English share four pairs of voiced and voice-
less obstruents: the alveolar and labiodental fricatives /6/, /2/,
/3/, and /)/, and the bilabial and alveolar stops /"/, /!/, /$/,
and /#/. Unlike English, Dutch neutralizes voicing distinc-
tions in syllable-final, prepausal position~Booij, 1995!.
Thus, although in Dutch obstruent voicing is a relevant con-
trast in word-initial and-medial position, Dutch has no word-
final voicing contrasts. Dutch does allow for /2,),!,#/ in word-
final position. Further, Dutch distinguishes between long and
short vowels~Booij, 1995!. As part of the difference between
long and short vowels is phonetic vowel duration, Dutch
listeners are familiar with the assessment of this cue. Dutch
listeners even have native-language experience with the use
of vowel duration as a cue to word-medial obstruent voicing.
In Dutch, vowels preceding a medial voiced consonant are
slightly longer than vowels preceding a medial voiceless
consonant. According to Slis and Cohen~1969a!, the average
difference is 30 ms before stops and 40 ms before fricatives.
Van den Berg~1989! found that Dutch listeners used vowel
duration to decide on the voicing of intervocalic two-

obstruent sequences, although it was not among the most
important perceptual cues. A study by Jongmanet al. ~1992!
suggests that Dutch listeners may be able to generalize their
knowledge about the relationship between vowel duration
and word-medial obstruent voicing to the case of word-final
obstruents. In this study, Dutch listeners categorized vowels
from a vowel length continuum as long or short. Stimuli
corresponded to the Dutch words /2#~$/ and /2#~:#/, and /6~#/
and /6~:$/, in which vowel length and underlying voicing of
the final consonant are crossed. The surface word-final con-
sonant was always voiceless. The location of the phoneme
boundary differed between the two continua, suggesting that
the perception of ambiguous vowel duration depended on the
underlying voicing of the word-final stop.

In English, the difference in vowel duration before
voiced and voiceless obstruents is larger than in Dutch.
Peterson and Lehiste~1960! found a difference of 96 ms
before word-final stops and 148 ms before word-final frica-
tives. There is extensive evidence for the great importance of
preceding vowel duration for the perception of voicing of
word-final obstruents in English~e.g., Raphael, 1972!. Al-
though the role of vowel duration as a cue to voicing seems
to be smaller in Dutch than in English, Dutch listeners’ fa-
miliarity with the cue in word-medial position may facilitate
its use in word-final position in English.

As their native language has not provided them with any
knowledge about the relevant acoustic cues for voicing in
final position, Dutch listeners may try to identify the voicing
of English final obstruents with the aid of the perceptual cues
they rely on for Dutch initial and intervocalic voicing con-
trasts. This may be quite successful, as Dutch and English
obstruents have a high degree of articulatory similarity, and
the perceptual cues that signal the voicing distinctions over-
lap to some extent. Van Alphen and Smits~2004! showed
that Voice Onset Time~VOT!, specifically the presence or
absence of prevoicing, is the strongest cue to initial stop
voicing in Dutch. In the absence of prevoicing, voicing judg-
ments for labials relied most strongly on the extent ofF0
change into the following vowel, and for alveolars on the
spectral center of gravity of the burst. Other significant cues
were the duration and power of the burst. For intervocalic
obstruents, presence or absence of vocal-fold vibration~Slis
and Cohen, 1969b; Slis and Van Heugten, 1989!, closure
duration for stops~Kuijpers, 1996; Slis and Cohen, 1969a!,
and frication duration for fricatives~Slis and Van Heugten,
1989! have been shown to influence the perception of voic-
ing. For intervocalic two-obstruent sequences, presence or
absence of vocal-fold vibration during the closure of the two
obstruents is the most important cue~Van den Berg, 1989!.
Closure duration of the second consonant, duration of the
preceding vowel, and for fricatives the intensity of frication
noise play a smaller but significant role~Van den Berg,
1989!.

All of the above-mentioned cues have been found to be
used by English listeners to distinguish voiced and voiceless
obstruents in word-final position~see, e.g., Watson, 1983 for
a review!, and Dutch listeners may use their knowledge
about Dutch voiced and voiceless obstruents to make the
same distinction for final English obstruents. However, there
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are differences between Dutch and English obstruents, and
thus between the critical values of the cues, and the weight
attributed to each cue for optimal identification.

For example, the two languages differ in the critical
value of VOT for voicing of initial stops. English contrasts
voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated stops~Lisker
and Abramson, 1964!, and the duration of the voicing lag is
a cue to voicing in English~e.g., Watson, 1983!. Van Alphen
and Smits~2004! found that 75% of Dutch voiced initial
stops were produced with a voicing lead, and that the pres-
ence or absence of prevoicing was the strongest perceptual
cue for initial stop consonant voicing in Dutch. Although
initial stops without prevoicing were not automatically cat-
egorized as voiceless, but were assessed on the basis of other
cues ~as described above!, initial stops without prevoicing
were misperceived more often than prevoiced stops~37% vs
1%!. In English, initial voiced stops are less often prevoiced
than in Dutch. Smith~1978! found that bilabial voiced stops
were prevoiced 56%, and alveolar stops 50% of the time in
careful speech. Therefore, Dutch listeners may misperceive
English initial voiced stops relatively often.

Another difference between Dutch and English is the
importance of the duration of the preceding vowel as a cue to
obstruent voicing. If Dutch listeners process English final
obstruents in the same way they process Dutch obstruents,
they may not attribute as much weight to vowel duration as
English listeners do. This may not be a problem when
enough other cues are available, but it may lead to less ac-
curate categorization of unreleased stops. In English, final
stops are often produced without a release burst~Byrd,
1993!. English listeners have little difficulty identifying the
voicing of stops without a release burst~e.g., Flege and Hil-
lenbrand, 1987!, which may be explained by the redundancy
of information in the speech signal. However, if Dutch lis-
teners use vowel duration as a voicing cue less than English
listeners do, the Dutch listeners may have more difficulty
identifying English final obstruents without a release burst.

In experiment 1, Dutch and English listeners’ categori-
zation of the British English obstruent voicing contrasts
/6/–/2/, /3/–/)/, /"/–/!/, and /$/–/#/ was investigated in initial
and final position in nonwords. It was investigated whether
Dutch listeners had a preference for identifying English final
obstruents as voiceless, as Dutch allows voiceless but not
voiced obstruents in word-final position. The effect of re-
moval of the release burst was investigated for the final
stops. For reasons of comparison, a contrast which was ex-
pected to be difficult to distinguish for Dutch listeners was
included in the experiment, namely the English /,/–/}/ con-
trast. The PAM predicts that this phoneme pair belongs to the
set of most difficult English contrasts for Dutch listeners.
Standard southern British English distinguishes two open
midfront unrounded vowels, whereas Dutch has only one
vowel in this part of the vowel space. Although the Dutch
vowel is denoted as /}/, it is lower than the English /}/, so
that it is located between English /}/ and /,/. As Dutch lis-
teners will assimilate both English vowels to the single
Dutch category, the distinction between the phonemes is ex-
pected to be difficult. Indeed, British English /,/ and /}/

have been found to be difficult to distinguish for Dutch lis-
teners~Schouten, 1975!.

Dutch and English listeners’ use of vowel duration as a
cue to final obstruent voicing was further investigated in ex-
periment 2. If Dutch listeners use vowel duration as a cue
less than English listeners do, Dutch listeners may find it
easier to ignore vowel duration when this cue is made unre-
liable than English listeners do. In experiment 2 it was in-
vestigated whether Dutch and English listeners relied on
vowel duration as a cue to final obstruent voicing when this
cue was uninformative and when it mismatched with other
information in the signal.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Method

1. Participants

Twenty native speakers of Dutch and 20 native speakers
of British English took part in the experiment. The Dutch
participants had a high level of proficiency in English as a
second language. They had received on average 7 years of
English instruction in primary and secondary education. The
English participants did not know any Dutch. The Dutch
participants were recruited from the Max Planck Institute
participant pool, and the English participants from the par-
ticipant pool of the Laboratory of Experimental Psychology
of the University of Sussex. None reported any hearing loss.
All were volunteers and received a small fee for participa-
tion.

2. Materials

The vowel contrast /,/–/}/ was to be tested in one po-
sition and the four consonant contrasts /6/–/2/, /3/–/)/, /"/–/
!/, and /$/–/#/ in two positions. Therefore, nine pairs of
monosyllabic CVC items were selected. Each pair differed in
one phoneme pair, corresponding to the contrast to be tested.
The nontarget consonants in the CVC items were obstruents,
in order to minimize their influence on the target sounds. All

TABLE I. Experiment 1 items.

/æ/–/«/ /)æ)/–/)«)/

Initial /6/–/2/ /z{:)/–/s{:)/
Final /6/–/2/ /)É:z/–/)É:s/
Initial /3/–/)/ /vÉ:%/–/fÉ:%/
Final /3/–/)/ /%É:v/–/%É:f/
Initial /"/–/!/ /bÇ:)/–/pÇ:)/
Final /"/–/!/ /fi:b/–/fi:p/
Initial /$/–/#/ /d{:2/–/t{:2/
Final /$/–/#/ /)Ç:d/–/)Ç:t/

TABLE II. Experiment 1, acoustic measures of stimuli with /,/ and /}/:
Mean F1 steady-state frequency~Hz!, mean F2 steady-state frequency
~Hz!, and mean vowel duration~ms!.

/,/ /}/

F1 824 744
F2 1602 1823
Vowel duration 167.4 131.6
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items were nonwords in Dutch and English, according to the
CELEX database~Baayen, Piepenbrock, and Gulikers, 1995!.
The items are presented in Table I.

The materials were recorded by a male native speaker of
British English. The speaker read the items one by one, sepa-
rated by a pause, in a clear citation style. The recording was
made in a soundproof booth with a Sennheiser microphone
and stored directly onto a computer at a sample rate of 16
kHz. For each target phoneme in each position, three tokens
were extracted from the file with the speech editorPRAAT.
For the items with a final stop, only tokens with a clearly
audible release burst were selected. These tokens were kept
unedited for the condition with release burst, and for the
condition without release burst the signal was truncated at
the last positive zero crossing before the release burst.

Acoustic measurements were made of several character-
istics which may be relevant for the distinction of the con-
trasts. The results are presented in Table II for the target
vowels, in Table III for the fricatives, and in Table IV for the
stops.

3. Design

Each fricative contrast occurred in initial and final posi-
tion. The stops occurred in three conditions: initial position,
final position with release burst, and final position without
release burst. The order of presentation of the initial and final
positions was counterbalanced. As the items in the two final
conditions were based on the same tokens, the final with
release burst condition always occurred after the final with-
out release burst condition. The target phonemes /2/ and /)/
also occurred as nontargets in stimuli for other contrasts. The
blocks were ordered such that the subjects were not exposed
to a phoneme before the contrast it was part of was being
tested.

The items were presented in 11 blocks, each block rep-
resenting one phoneme contrast in one condition. Each block
consisted of four repetitions of six tokens, semirandomized
such that the same phoneme occurred maximally five times
in succession and the same token maximally once.

4. Procedure

Participants were tested one at a time in a quiet room.
They were informed in their native language that they would
hear a series of nonwords, which would be similar except for
one sound. They were instructed to decide which one of two
alternatives this sound was, and to indicate their response
with a button press. Before each block, they received further
information about the two response alternatives in that block,
and about the position of the target phoneme. They were not
instructed about the truncation in the condition without re-
lease burst. Before the /,/–/}/ block, participants heard
some examples of nonwords containing these phonemes to
make it clear, particularly to the Dutch participants, which
sounds were intended. The other phonemes were not ex-
pected to cause uncertainty, and were not illustrated with
examples. Each block started with six practice trials. The
response buttons were labeled ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘E,’’ ‘‘Z’’ and ‘‘S,’’
‘‘V’’ and ‘‘F,’’ ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘P,’’ or ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘T,’’ respectively.
The experiment was controlled withNESU ~Nijmegen Experi-
ment Set-Up! experimental software. Stimuli were presented
binaurally over Sennheiser closed headphones at a comfort-
able listening level, one at a time. Participants responded by
pressing one of two response buttons. No time limit was
imposed for the responses. After each button press, presen-
tation of the next item started.

TABLE III. Experiment 1, acoustic measures of stimuli with initial and final fricatives: Mean vowel duration
~ms!, mean fricative duration~ms!, and mean fricative power above 500 Hz~logarithm of the spectral power of
the frication noise above 500 Hz in Pa2).

Initial Final

/6/ /2/ /3/ /)/ /6/ /2/ /3/ /)/

Vowel duration ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 258.7 130.5 264.9 118.5
Fricative duration 112.8 178.3 111.2 160.9 160.5 257.8 144.8 232.7
Fricative power 22.2 22.2 23.1 23.1 22.6 22.2 23.6 23.3

TABLE IV. Experiment 1, acoustic measures of stimuli with initial and final stops: Proportion of initial stops
with prevoicing, mean vowel duration~ms!, meanF1 offset frequency~Hz!, mean closure duration~ms!,
proportion of final stops with voicing during closure, mean closure voicing duration~as a percentage of total
closure duration!, and mean burst duration~ms!.

Initial Final

/"/ /!/ /$/ /#/ /"/ /!/ /$/ /#/

Prevoicing 2/3 0 3/3 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Vowel duration ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 185.7 112.7 252.8 133.3
F1 offset frequency ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 246 261 272 310
Closure duration ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 82.1 117.8 59.1 113.6
Closure voicing ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 3/3 0 3/3 3/3
Closure voicing duration~%! ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 94.2 0 100 27.5
Burst duration 10.8 22.6 16.3 18.7 67.5 72.0 72.0 122.9
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B. Results and discussion

One response with a reaction time~RT! longer than
10 000 ms due to a technical error was removed. One Dutch
subject gave only ‘‘3’’ responses for the /3/–/)/ contrast in
final position. All responses of this subject on both /3/–/)/
contrasts were removed from the analysis. Mean percentages
of correct responses are presented in Table V. The sensitivity
measured8 was calculated for each subject, for each con-
trast, and each condition separately, with a correction for
near-perfect sensitivity~MacMillan and Creelman, 1991!.
Next, logb was calculated to investigate possible biases
~McNicol, 1972!. Mean values ofd8 and logb are presented
in Table VI.

For the /,/–/}/ contrast, an analysis of variance
~ANOVA ! showed that thed8s of the English listeners were
significantly larger than those of the Dutch listeners
@F(1,39)57.59,p,0.01#, indicating a higher sensitivity of
the English listeners. However, a t-test showed that the
Dutch listeners performed amply above chance (d850),
with d8s significantly larger than 3@ t(19)55.38,p
,0.001#. There was no effect of native language on bias
@F(1,39)52.21,p.0.1#.

For the /6/–/2/ contrast, no interaction between condition
and native language@F(1,38)51.93,p.0.1#, and no main
effects of condition @F(1,38),1# and native language

@F(1,38),1# were found. No difference in bias between the
language groups was found for initial position@F(1,39)
,1# or for final position@F(1,39),1#.

For the /3/–/)/ contrast, no interaction between condition
and native language@F(1,37)51.22,p.0.1#, and no main
effects of condition @F(1,37),1# and native language
@F(1,37)52.40,p.0.1# were found. No difference in bias
between the language groups was found for initial position
@F(1,39)51.07,p.0.1# or for final position @F(1,38)
52.27,p.0.1#.

For the /"/–/!/ contrast, a significant interaction be-
tween condition and native language was found@F(2,76)
54.45,p,0.05#. A planned comparison of initial position
and final position with release burst yielded a significant in-
teraction between condition and native language@F(1,38)
58.65,p,0.01#. Therefore, separate analyses were per-
formed for both conditions and both language groups. In
initial position, the English listeners’ sensitivity was signifi-
cantly higher than the Dutch listeners’ sensitivity@F(1,39)
519.75,p,0.001#. In final position with release burst, there
was no effect of native language@F(1,39),1#. Comparing
initial position and final position with release burst for the
Dutch listeners only, a significantly lower sensitivity was
found for initial position@F(1,19)55.68,p,0.05#. For the
English listeners, there was no difference between initial po-
sition and final position with release burst@F(1,19)
52.98,p.0.1#.

In a planned comparison of final position with release
burst and final position without release burst, no interaction
was found between condition and native language@F(1,38)
51.21,p.0.1#. The effect of condition was significant
@F(1,38)510.69,p,0.01#, with d8 being larger for final po-
sition with release burst than for final position without re-
lease burst. There was no significant effect of native lan-
guage@F(1,38),1#.

For initial position, the effect of native language on bias
was significant@F(1,39)513.94,p,0.001#, with a bias to-
wards ‘‘!’’ responses for the Dutch listeners, and no bias
(logb50) for the English listeners. Neither the analysis of
logb for final position with release burst@F(1,39),1# nor
that without release burst@F(1,39),1# yielded a significant
effect.

The Dutch listeners’ bias towards ‘‘!’’ responses in ini-

TABLE V. Experiment 1 results: Mean percentage of correct responses as a function of participants’ native
language and condition.

Dutch English

Medial Initial
Final

released
Final

dereleased Medial Initial
Final

released
Final

dereleased

/,/ 96 ¯ ¯ ¯ 97 ¯ ¯ ¯

/}/ 94 ¯ ¯ ¯ 100 ¯ ¯ ¯

/6/ ¯ 96 96 ¯ ¯ 97 93 ¯

/2/ ¯ 96 98 ¯ ¯ 98 95 ¯

/3/ ¯ 95 94 ¯ ¯ 98 97 ¯

/)/ ¯ 92 100 ¯ ¯ 98 99 ¯

/"/ ¯ 86 96 92 ¯ 99 98 96
/!/ ¯ 98 98 93 ¯ 99 98 96
/$/ ¯ 99 94 95 ¯ 97 96 97
/#/ ¯ 99 98 94 ¯ 98 95 93

TABLE VI. Experiment 1 results: Meand8 and logb as a function of
participants’ native language and condition.~Higher values ofd8 indicate
higher sensitivity. Negative values of logb indicate a bias towards the first,
and positive values towards the second phoneme of a contrast.!

Dutch English

d8 log b d8 log b

/,/–/}/ 4.21 20.28 4.96 0.59
Initial /6/–/2/ 4.48 20.25 4.57 0.00
Final /6/–/2/ 4.55 0.33 4.17 20.07
Initial /3/–/)/ 4.20 20.64 4.83 0.00
Final /3/–/)/ 4.61 1.23 4.79 0.43
Initial /"/–/!/ 3.93 1.76 5.14 0.00
Final /"/–/!/ released 4.68 0.34 4.72 0.02
Final /"/–/!/ dereleased 3.85 0.42 4.31 0.11
Initial /$/–/#/ 5.11 20.02 4.73 0.42
Final /$/–/#/ released 4.45 0.39 4.21 20.31
Final /$/–/#/ dereleased 3.90 0.09 4.11 21.00
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tial position suggested that their low sensitivity for the initial
contrast resulted from a high number of errors on /"/ items
rather than on /!/ items. As Table V shows, the Dutch listen-
ers’ percentage of correct responses for /!/ items was similar
to that of the English listeners~98% vs 99%!, whereas the
Dutch listeners’ percentage of correct responses for /"/ items
was only 86%, compared to 99% for the English listeners.
Acoustical examination of the /"/ items showed that two of
the tokens were produced with prevoicing, and the third
without prevoicing~Table IV!. The tokens with prevoicing
received 99% and 96% correct responses from the Dutch
listeners, whereas the token without prevoicing received only
63% correct responses from the Dutch listeners. This score is
identical to the percentage of correct responses for Dutch
initial voiced stops produced without prevoicing found by
Van Alphen and Smits~2004!. As expected, the English lis-
teners categorized all tokens of initial voiced stops accu-
rately, regardless of the presence or absence of prevoicing.

Finally, for the /$/–/#/ contrast, no interaction was found
between condition and native language@F(2,76)51.18,p
.0.1#. There was a significant effect of condition@F(2,76)
510.54,p,0.001#. A posthocBonferroni test showed that
the sensitivity scores were higher in initial position~note that
all initial /$/’s were prevoiced! than in final position with
release burst (p,0.05) and in final position without release
burst (p,0.001), and that the two conditions in final posi-
tion did not differ significantly from one another (p.0.1).
No effect of native language was found@F(1,38),1#. There
was no effect of native language on bias for initial position
@F(1,39)51.08,p.0.1#, for final position with release burst
@F(1,39)51.63,p.0.1#, or for final position without release
burst @F(1,39)53.75,p50.060#.

For both Dutch and English listeners, the removal of the
release burst affected the categorization of the /"/–/!/ con-
trast but not of the /$/–/#/ contrast. The signal remaining
after removal of the release burst may have contained clearer
cues for the alveolar stops than for the bilabial stops. For
example, the difference in vowel duration and inF1 offset
frequency of /$/ and /#/ was larger than that of /"/ and /!/
~Table IV!.

In general, the results for the four consonant contrasts
show a consistent pattern. For the sensitivity measure, no
interactions between position and native language were
found for the contrasts /3/–/)/, /6/–/2/, and /$/–/#/. The Dutch
listeners’ categorization of /3/–/)/ and /6/–/2/ was as accurate
in final position as in initial position, and as accurate as that
of the English listeners. For the /$/–/#/ contrast, both groups
performed better on initial position than on final position
with release burst. For the /"/–/!/ contrast, there was an
interaction between condition and native language. The En-
glish listeners outperformed the Dutch listeners on the initial
position. The absence of prevoicing of initial stops hindered
the Dutch listeners’ categorization in English as much as it
does in Dutch. As voiced stops are prevoiced less often in
English than in Dutch, this may cause Dutch listeners to
misperceive the voicing of initial stops in English more fre-
quently than in Dutch. Dutch and English listeners per-
formed equally well on the /"/–/!/ contrast in final position
with release burst. Although Dutch does not allow for voiced

obstruents in final, prepausal position, the Dutch listeners did
not have a bias towards voiceless responses in final position.

The results are in line with the predictions of the PAM.
Whereas the Dutch listeners categorized the /,/–/}/ contrast
less accurately than the English listeners did, they catego-
rized the English final voicing contrasts as accurately as the
initial contrasts, and as accurately as the English listeners
did.

Experiment 1 also tested categorization accuracy for fi-
nal stops without a release burst. A difference between the
Dutch and English listeners’ categorization accuracy could
have indicated a differential use of the duration of the pre-
ceding vowel as a voicing cue. However, the removal of the
release bursts of final stops did not influence the Dutch and
the English listeners differentially. For the /"/–/!/ contrast,
Dutch and English listeners performed better on items with
release burst than on the same tokens without release burst.
The removal of the release burst affected the performance of
the two language groups to the same extent. For the /$/–/#/
contrast there was no difference in sensitivity to items with
or without release burst, neither for the Dutch nor for the
English listeners. Thus, experiment 1 did not provide any
evidence that the Dutch listeners used vowel duration less
than the English listeners did.

However, experiment 1 was not a direct test of the use of
vowel duration as a cue. Apart from vowel duration, several
other cues remained available after removal of the release
burst ~e.g., F1 offset frequency, closure voicing; see Table
IV !. Thus, the Dutch listeners may have achieved a native-
like level of accuracy without using vowel duration as a cue.
On the other hand, the absence of a release burst may have
stimulated the Dutch listeners to use vowel duration, while
they may not do so when more perceptual cues are available.
The results from this experiment are not decisive about these
possibilities. In fact, any evidence of Dutch listeners using
vowel duration as a cue for final voicing would leave open
the possibility that their use of the cue was a reaction to the
task at hand.

Therefore, the use of vowel duration as a cue to final
obstruent voicing was investigated from a different angle in
experiment 2. In this experiment, stimulus materials were
constructed such that they did not stimulate but rather dis-
couraged the use of vowel duration as a voicing cue. The
question was addressed whether Dutch listeners use vowel
duration as a voicing cue as persistently as English listeners
do. If the Dutch listeners did not use vowel duration in ex-
periment 2, this would not imply that they never do so. How-
ever, it could show that Dutch listeners do not use this cue as
persistently as English listeners.

It was argued that among the languages that do not have
voiced and voiceless obstruents in final position, Dutch pre-
pares its listeners well for the use of vowel duration as a cue
to English word-final obstruent voicing. As Dutch has long
and short vowels, Dutch listeners are familiar with the use of
phonetic vowel duration. They also have native-language ex-
perience with the use of vowel duration as a cue to word-
medial obstruent voicing~Van den Berg, 1989!. Although the
role of vowel duration as a cue to voicing seems to be
smaller in Dutch than in English, Dutch listeners’ familiarity
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with the cue in word-medial position may facilitate its use in
word-final position in English. Especially advanced learners
of English may have learned to use this word-final voicing
cue, combining their native and non-native language experi-
ence. Therefore, Dutch listeners with a high level of profi-
ciency in English might be expected to process the English
obstruent voicing contrast in a native-like manner, with a
native-like use of the vowel duration cue. If Dutch listeners
do not use vowel duration in a native-like manner, however,
this would raise the question whether non-native listeners
can ever be expected to process non-native but familiar pho-
neme contrasts in unfamiliar positions in a native-like man-
ner.

In experiment 2, Dutch and English listeners’ categori-
zation of English final voiced and voiceless obstruents was
investigated again. For reasons of comparison, categorization
of initial voicing contrasts was tested as well. For practical
reasons regarding the construction of phoneme continua,
only fricatives were tested.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Method

1. Participants

Twenty-eight native speakers of Dutch and 28 native
speakers of British English, none of whom had participated
in experiment 1, took part in the experiment. The Dutch par-
ticipants had a high level of proficiency in English as a sec-
ond language~as in experiment 1!, whereas the English par-
ticipants did not know any Dutch. The Dutch participants
were recruited from the Max Planck Institute participant
pool, and the English participants were recruited from the
participant pool of the Laboratory of Experimental Psychol-
ogy of the University of Sussex or at the University of Bir-
mingham. None reported any hearing loss. All were volun-
teers and received a small fee for participation.

2. Materials

The same nonwords for initial and final fricative con-
trasts were used as in experiment 1. The materials were re-
corded by the same native speaker of British English who
recorded the materials for experiment 1. The speaker read the
items one by one, separated by a pause, in a clear citation
style. The materials were recorded with a Sennheiser micro-
phone in a soundproof booth onto digital audiotape and
downsampled to 16 kHz during transfer to a computer. For
each contrast, two target sounds and one or two carriers were
extracted from the sound file, using the speech editor
XWAVES. The target sounds were used to create voicing con-
tinua which were spliced onto the appropriate carriers, as
described below.

From the nonword /6{:)/, /{:)/ was extracted, removing
the initial /6/, with the cut being made at the first positive
zero crossing after the offset of frication noise. From /)É:2/
and /)É:6/, /)É:/ was extracted, truncating the signal at the last
positive zero crossing before the onset of frication noise. In a
similar way, /É:%/ was extracted from /3É:%/, removing the

initial /3/, and /%É:/ was extracted from /%É:)/ and /%É:3/,
removing the final /)/ and /3/. These elements served as car-
riers.

An initial /6/ was extracted from another token of /6{:)/,
truncating the signal at the first positive zero crossing after
the offset of the frication noise. A final /6/ was extracted from
another token of /)É:6/, with the cut being made at the last
positive zero crossing before the start of the frication noise.
Similarly, an initial and a final /2/, /3/, and /)/ were extracted
from other tokens of /2{:)/, /)É:2/, /3É:%/, /%É:3/, /)É:%/, and
/%É:)/, respectively. For the initial and final /2/ and /)/, a
portion in the center of the fricative was removed, such that
the duration of each voiceless fricative matched the duration
of its voiced counterpart. The initial /2/ and /)/ were short-
ened by 2 and 8 ms, respectively, and the resulting durations
were 115 ms for the /2/ and 148 ms for the /)/. The final /2/
was shortened by 80 to 187 ms, and the final /)/ was short-
ened by 56 to 127 ms. The final /2/ and /)/ were shortened by
30% and 31%, respectively. The four pairs of phonemes that
were thus obtained served as the endpoints of the four con-
tinua. For each continuum, nine intermediate steps were gen-
erated, following the procedure of Stevenson~1979! and
Repp~1981!. In this procedure, the amplitudes of two wave-
forms are added in varying proportions. The proportions
have a ratio of 0–1 and 1–0 in the two endpoints, and are
equally spaced in the intermediate steps, always adding up to
1.

For each continuum, the two endpoints and the nine in-
termediate steps were spliced onto the appropriate carriers.
Thus, the resulting stimuli ranged from /6{:)/ to /2{:)/ and
from /)É:6/ to /)É:2/ for the alveolar fricatives, and from
/3É:%/ to /)É:%/ and from /%É:3/ to /%É:)/ for the labiodental
fricatives. For the two initial continua, there was one carrier
each. For the two final continua, there were two carriers
each. One was originally pronounced with a voiceless final
fricative and contained a phonetically short vowel~of 118 ms
for the /6/–/2/ contrast and 98 ms for the /3/–/)/ contrast!; the
other was originally pronounced with a voiced final fricative
and contained a phonetically long vowel~of 233 ms for the
/6/–/2/ contrast and 257 ms for the /3/–/)/ contrast!.

3. Design

Stimuli were blocked by contrast, position, and carrier.
Each block was presented to half of the participants. As there
were two carriers for final contrasts and one for initial con-
trasts, half of the participants only heard the two final con-
trasts, and the other half heard the two final contrasts and the
two initial contrasts. The order of the blocks with initial and
final contrasts was counterbalanced where applicable. As ex-
plained above, the nontarget consonants in the CVC items
were obstruents. As this restriction yields a limited number
of items that are nonwords in both languages, /)/ was part of
the carrier in the items where /6/ and /2/ were the target
sounds. Therefore, the /3/–/)/ contrast was always tested be-
fore the /6/–/2/ contrast. Each block consisted of 20 repeti-
tions of the 11 steps of the continuum, semirandomized such
that the same step could not occur twice in succession.

Crucially, each participant was presented with only one
carrier for each final contrast. For each participant, the dura-
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tion of the vowel for each final contrast was unvarying. Thus,
vowel duration was not informative for the voicing contrast.
For all participants, there was a mismatch between vowel
duration and other information in the signal for a subset of
the stimuli. When voiced fricatives were preceded by a short
vowel, or voiceless fricatives by a long vowel, vowel dura-
tion and information in the frication noise pointed in oppo-
site directions.

4. Procedure

The procedure was as described for experiment 1. Each
block was preceded by a practice part containing two presen-
tations of each of the 11 steps of the continuum in semiran-
domized order. The response buttons were labeled ‘‘Z’’ and
‘‘S,’’ or ‘‘V’’ and ‘‘F,’’ respectively.

B. Results and discussion

Eight responses with RTs longer than 10 000 ms due to a
technical error were removed from the analysis. The catego-
rization curves of each contrast in each position and for each
subject separately were fitted with logistic regression. From
the regression models, 50-percent crossover points were re-
trieved, reflecting the location of the category boundary.
From the models, a measure of the steepness of the catego-
rization curve at the 50-percent crossover point was com-
puted, indicating how categorical perception was. In five re-
sponse sets, the percentage of correct responses at step 1 or
11 did not exceed 50%~one response set representing one
contrast in one position for one subject!. No logistic regres-
sions were performed on those response sets.

The categorization results for the initial contrasts are
presented in Table VII. There were no differences between
the Dutch and English listeners in the steepness of the slopes,
either for the /6/–/2/ contrast@F(1,27)51.55,p.0.1# or for
the /3/–/)/ contrast@F(1,26),1#.

The categorization results for the final /6/–/2/ contrast
are presented in Fig. 1. If vowel duration was used for the
categorization of ambiguous fricatives from the middle re-
gion of the voicing continuum, this should have resulted in a
shift between the curves corresponding to the long and short
vowel conditions. However, an ANOVA on the 50-percent

crossover points showed no interaction between vowel dura-
tion and native language@F(1,54)52.53,p.0.1#, and no
main effects of vowel duration@F(1,54)51.17,p.0.1# or
native language@F(1,54),1#.

The categorization results for the final /3/–/)/ contrast
are presented in Fig. 2. The graphs show that vowel duration
had a differential effect on the Dutch and the English partici-
pants’ categorization results. A significant interaction was
found between the effects of vowel duration and native lan-
guage on 50-percent crossover point@F(1,52)54.32,p
,.05#.

For the Dutch listeners, the categorization curves were
similar in the conditions with the short and with the long
preceding vowel. Although the curve for items with a long
vowel was located slightly further towards the voiceless side
of the continuum than the curve for the short vowel, the
50-percent crossover points were not statistically different
@F(1,27),1#.

For the English listeners, the categorization curve for the
items with a long vowel was strongly shifted relative to the
curve for items with a short vowel. The 50-percent crossover
points were significantly different in the two conditions
@F(1,24)518.63,p,0.001#, with a larger 50-percent cross-
over point for the condition with longer vowel duration,
showing a preference for ‘‘3’’ responses which persisted fur-
ther towards the voiceless side of the continuum.

Moreover, the English listeners categorized even the /)/
endpoint as ‘‘3’’ 31% of the time when it was preceded by a
long vowel. The difference between the curves for the short

FIG. 1. Experiment 2: Mean percentage of ‘‘6’’ responses to final fricatives
as a function of the place on an 11-step stimulus continuum ranging from /6/
to /2/, preceding vowel duration~LV: long vowel; SV: short vowel!, and
participants’ native language.

FIG. 2. Experiment 2: Mean percentage of ‘‘3’’ responses to final fricatives
as a function of the place on an 11-step stimulus continuum ranging from /3/
to /)/, preceding vowel duration~LV: long vowel; SV: short vowel!, and
participants’ native language.

TABLE VII. Experiment 2 results: Mean percentage of ‘‘6’’ or ‘‘ 3’’ re-
sponses to initial fricatives as a function of the place on an 11-step stimulus
continuum ranging from /6/ to /2/ or from /3/ to /)/ and participants’ native
language.

Dutch English

/6/–/2/ /3/–/)/ /6/–/2/ /3/–/)/

1 ~Voiced! 85 93 95 98
2 83 94 91 96
3 83 94 94 97
4 83 93 92 93
5 83 87 91 88
6 79 72 83 76
7 63 53 78 55
8 56 37 65 27
9 41 23 50 12
10 28 15 26 6
11 ~Voiceless! 10 9 8 3
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and long vowel conditions was located on the voiceless side
of the continuum. ANOVAs on arcsine-transformed propor-
tions showed that from steps 6 to 11 the proportion of ‘‘3’’
responses was significantly higher for items with a long
vowel than for items with a short vowel (p,0.01).

There was no effect of native language on steepness of
the slope in the short vowel condition@F(1,27),1#. In the
long vowel condition, the Dutch listeners’ categorization
curve was steeper than the English listeners’ curve
@F(1,24)54.76,p,0.05#, indicating that the Dutch listen-
ers’ categorization was more categorical than the native En-
glish listeners’ categorization.

Vowel duration thus affected the categorization of the
/3/–/)/ contrast and the /6/–/2/ contrast differentially. For the
final /3/–/)/ contrast, a change in vowel duration led to a shift
in the categorization curve for the English but not for the
Dutch listeners. For the final /6/–/2/ contrast, there was no
shift for either language group. A significant three-way inter-
action @F(1,48)510.12,p,0.001# among the effects of
vowel duration, native language, and place of articulation on
50-percent crossover point confirmed that the contrasts dif-
fered in this respect.

The finding that there was no effect of vowel duration
for the final /6/–/2/ contrasts is not surprising in itself, as
vowel duration was not informative in this experiment. As
vowel duration was kept constant for each participant
throughout the whole block, it did not have any cue value for
the voicing contrast. Nevertheless, the English listeners but
not the Dutch listeners showed an effect of vowel duration in
their categorization of the final /3/–/)/ contrast. As the En-
glish listeners based their categorization decisions on the un-
informative vowel duration, their categorization for the
/3/–/)/ contrast preceded by a long vowel was less categori-
cal than the Dutch listeners’ categorization.

The different results for the alveolar and labiodental fri-
catives may be caused by their acoustic characteristics.
Word-initial alveolar fricatives have a higher amplitude than
labiodental fricatives~Jongman, Wayland, and Wong, 2000!.
A similar difference may exist in final position. Indeed, the
spectral power of the final /6/ and /2/ was higher than that of
the final /3/ and /)/ in experiment 1~Table III! and in experi-
ment 2~where the mean logarithms of the spectral power of
the frication noise above 500 Hz in Pa2 were 23.1 and
24.3, respectively!. Further, in final position, alveolar frica-
tives have a longer noise duration than labiodental fricatives
~Crystal and House, 1988!. This was also the case in experi-
ment 1~Table III! and in the original final fricatives in ex-
periment 2. Therefore, the information in the alveolar frica-
tion signal may generally be more easily perceptible for the
listener than the information in a labiodental. A less informa-
tive frication signal may stimulate listeners to exploit other
sources of information. This may explain why the English
participants took vowel duration into consideration in their
decisions for the final /3/–/)/ contrast, but not for the /6/–/2/
contrast.

English listeners categorized the same tokens signifi-
cantly more often as ‘‘3’’ when they were preceded by a
phonetically long vowel than when they were preceded by a
short vowel. Even the endpoint /)/ was categorized as ‘‘3’’

31% of the time in the long vowel condition. Apparently, the
long duration of the vowel pointed towards a voiced fricative
so strongly that it overruled the other information in the sig-
nal in many cases. Note that the reverse did not happen on
the other side of the continuum: tokens at the voiced end of
the continuum received a high percentage of voiced re-
sponses, even when preceded by a short vowel. Several fac-
tors may have contributed to this asymmetry. In the first
place, the final /)/ was shortened to match the duration of the
final /3/. As frication duration is a cue to voicing~e.g., Wat-
son, 1983!, the shortening made the final /)/ more /3/-like.
Note that this shortening did not lead to a high percentage of
‘‘ 3’’ responses for the Dutch listeners, or for the English
listeners in the short vowel condition. Neither was there a
high percentage of ‘‘6’’ responses to the endpoint /2/, which
was shortened to a similar extent. Thus, the shortening can-
not explain the high percentage of ‘‘3’’ responses for the
English listeners in the long vowel condition, but it may have
made the /)/ endpoint more acceptable as a ‘‘3’’ than vice
versa. Second, listeners have experience with vowel shorten-
ing in fast speech. In fast speech, vowels are reduced rela-
tively more than consonants~Gay, 1978!, so that not only the
vowel duration itself, but also the ratio of vowel and fricative
duration changes. Indeed, vowel lengthening before voiced
obstruents decreases at faster speaking rates~Smith, 2002!.
As a result of this experience with absolute and relative
vowel shortening, listeners may find it easier to ignore short
vowel duration as a cue to voicing when it mismatches with
other cues than to ignore long vowel duration. In the third
place, phonologically voiced obstruents are phonetically of-
ten unvoiced~Stevenset al., 1992!. Therefore, listeners may
show asymmetric weighting of the presence or absence of
phonetic voicing. The presence of phonetic voicing may sig-
nal a voiced obstruent relatively strongly, while its absence
may not point as strongly towards a voiceless interpretation.
This may have contributed to the finding that tokens on the
voiced side of the continuum were predominantly perceived
as voiced, whereas in the long vowel condition, tokens on
the voiceless side of the continuum were less often perceived
as voiceless.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the two experiments presented in this pa-
per show that a native-like level of accuracy may be reached
for the categorization of non-native phonemes, even though
the phonemes are not necessarily processed in a native-like
manner.

Experiment 1 investigated the accuracy with which
Dutch listeners categorized English contrasts with different
degrees of correspondence in Dutch phonology. The /,/–/}/
contrast, which the PAM predicts to be among the most dif-
ficult English contrasts for Dutch listeners, was indeed found
to be the most difficult contrast in this experiment. Although
the Dutch listeners performed amply above chance, the En-
glish listeners showed a significantly higher sensitivity than
the Dutch listeners did. The obstruent voicing contrasts are
matched by similar contrasts in Dutch, and the PAM predicts
them to be easy to distinguish. Although Dutch voicing con-
trasts do not occur in final position, the Dutch listeners cat-
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egorized the English final voicing contrasts as accurately as
~or even more accurately than! the initial contrasts, and as
accurately as the English listeners did. Dutch listeners were
not biased towards voiceless responses in final position.

The PAM does not make any predictions about the per-
ception of familiar contrasts in unfamiliar positions. The
present study suggests that an unfamiliar position does not
necessarily complicate the perception of familiar but non-
native contrasts. For example, in experiment 1 the Dutch
listeners categorized the /"/–/!/ contrast more accurately in
the unfamiliar final position than in the familiar initial posi-
tion. In order to make predictions about the perception of
familiar contrasts in familiar and unfamiliar positions, it is
important to take into account that speech sounds have dif-
ferent acoustic characteristics in different positions. The ex-
tent to which these characteristics overlap with those of the
native speech sounds seems an important predictor of the
ease with which non-native listeners can distinguish between
the sounds.

In experiment 1, no evidence was found that the Dutch
listeners used vowel duration as a cue to final voicing less
than the English listeners did. The removal of the release
burst from final stops did not affect the Dutch listeners’ cat-
egorization more than it affected the English listeners’ cat-
egorization. However, the Dutch listeners may have achieved
a native-like level of accuracy without using vowel duration
as a cue. Flege~1989! found a native-like level of accuracy
for Chinese listeners’ categorization of unedited tokens of
English final /$/–/#/. Nonetheless, the Chinese listeners were
found to rely on cues in the release burst more than the
English listeners did. They had achieved a native-like accu-
racy through a non-native-like manner of processing. When
the release burst was removed, they were no longer able to
maintain a native-like level of accuracy. The Dutch listeners
may have been better able to adapt to the removal of the
release burst. Their knowledge about English voicing cues
may have been sufficient to use those cues that remained
available when the burst had been removed~e.g.,F1 offset
frequency, closure voicing!. They may have achieved a
native-like level of accuracy for the categorization of stops
without release burst without using vowel duration. On the
other hand, it is also possible that the absence of a release
burst stimulated the Dutch listeners to use vowel duration,
while they may not do so when more perceptual cues are
available. Thus, the results from experiment 1 left the possi-
bility open that non-native listeners do not need to process
non-native phonemes in a native-like manner in order to
achieve a native-like level of accuracy.

Therefore, experiment 2 tested the use of the duration of
the preceding vowel as a cue to final fricative voicing with
items which were constructed such that they did not stimu-
late the use of vowel duration as a voicing cue. In experi-
ment 2, categorization of initial fricative voicing contrasts
was tested as well. In line with the results from experiment 1,
no differences were found between Dutch and English listen-
ers’ categorization of initial fricative voicing contrasts.

In order not to stimulate the Dutch listeners to use vowel
duration more than they would normally do, but rather dis-
courage its use, the vowel duration cue was kept uninforma-

tive. Vowel duration even mismatched with other informa-
tion in the signal for some of the tokens. Nevertheless, the
English listeners tried to use vowel duration for the catego-
rization of /3/ and /)/. Especially, the categorization of tokens
with long vowels was often consistent with vowel duration.
Apparently, for the English listeners, vowel duration was
such an important cue for final voicing that it often overruled
other information in the signal. The Dutch listeners, on the
other hand, did not use vowel duration at all. Even in the
middle range of the continuum, for tokens with an ambigu-
ous identity, there was no effect of vowel duration on the
Dutch listeners’ categorization of final /6/–/2/ or /3/–/)/.
Thus, in experiment 2, Dutch listeners did not categorize
final voiced and voiceless obstruents in a native-like manner.
The Dutch listeners were able to ignore vowel duration when
it was uninformative and misleading. They differed in this
respect from the English listeners, who ignored vowel dura-
tion for the categorization of the final /6/–/2/ contrast, but
relied heavily on it for the categorization of the final /3/–/)/
contrast. As a result, for the /3/–/)/ contrast preceded by a
long vowel, Dutch listeners’ categorization curve was steeper
than that of the native English listeners. As vowel duration
was not informative and sometimes mismatched with other
voicing cues, English listeners’ use of vowel duration for the
/3/–/)/ contrast resulted in less categorical perception.

The Dutch listeners, who did not use vowel duration as a
cue in experiment 2, may do so in other circumstances where
the cue is informative. Indeed, they may have used vowel
duration as a cue in experiment 1. However, the results from
experiment 2 showed that the Dutch listeners did not use
vowel duration as persistently as the English listeners did.
This may be a result from their native-language experience,
where vowel duration is a less important cue to~word-
medial! obstruent voicing than in English. From their native-
language experience, the Dutch listeners may have inferred
that vowel duration is only a minor cue to English final ob-
struent voicing as well. Another explanation could be that
Dutch listeners are regularly exposed to English spoken by
native speakers of Dutch. Elsendoorn~1985! has shown that
the difference in vowel duration before voiced and voiceless
final obstruents in the English spoken by Dutch learners is
smaller than that in the English of native speakers. From
exposure to English spoken by Dutch learners, Dutch listen-
ers may have learned to ignore vowel duration as a voicing
cue when it is uninformative.

It was argued that Dutch prepares its listeners well for
the distinction of English word-final obstruent voicing.
Dutch has obstruent voicing contrasts which are perceptually
similar to English contrasts, which makes the English con-
trasts easy to distinguish according to the PAM~Bestet al.,
1988!. Dutch allows for voiceless obstruents in word-final
position, which has been found to facilitate perception of the
distinction ~Flege and Wang, 1989!. Dutch provides experi-
ence with phonetic vowel duration for the distinction of pho-
nemically long and short vowels, which has been found to
facilitate the use of this cue for the final consonant voicing
contrast~Crowther and Mann, 1992!, and Dutch provides
experience with the use of vowel duration as a cue to word-
medial obstruent voicing~Van den Berg, 1989!. Indeed,
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Dutch listeners were found to categorize English final ob-
struent voicing with a native-like level of accuracy. Never-
theless, they were found to use vowel duration as a cue less
persistently than the English listeners did.

As even native listeners of Dutch, who had the neces-
sary experience for a native-like use of vowel duration, and
who had a high level of proficiency in English, did not use
perceptual cues in a native-like manner, this raises the ques-
tion whether non-native listeners can ever be expected to
process non-native but familiar phoneme contrasts in unfa-
miliar positions in a native-like manner.

Although the Dutch listeners in this study had a high
level of proficiency in English, they had not reached a level
of ultimate attainment. Their English perception skills were
still open to improvement. However, such improvement may
not involve the use of perceptual cues for contrasts which
they could already accurately distinguish. As the results from
the experiments in this paper show, a native-like level of
accuracy can be achieved, even when the perceptual cues are
not processed in a native-like manner. Possibly, Dutch listen-
ers can learn to use vowel duration as a cue to English word-
final obstruent voicing in a fully native-like manner with a
native-like persistence, for example through laboratory-
based training, but there may be no need to learn this for
normal language use. Presumably, the second language
learner’s goal is not to process language in a native-like man-
ner, but rather to be able to understand~and produce! the
language well enough to meet the learner’s communicative
needs. If a native-like use of perceptual cues is not necessary
for accurate perception, it is possible that listeners may never
learn to perceive non-native phonemes in a native-like man-
ner. The benefits of native-like processing may be too small,
or even nonexistent.

It should be relatively easy for Dutch listeners to learn to
use vowel duration in an English native-like manner, and
nonetheless, in experiment 2 the Dutch listeners did not use
vowel duration as a cue when the English listeners did. As
even these Dutch listeners did not use vowel duration in a
native-like way, it seems likely that native listeners of lan-
guages for whom the cue is harder to learn would in many
cases not use the cue in a native-like manner either. The
reasoning can be extended to other perceptual cues as well.
The vowel duration cue provides a great amount of informa-
tion about the English voicing contrast, and it is a very im-
portant cue for English listeners. It therefore seems a good
candidate for native-like use by non-native listeners. As even
this cue was not used in a native-like way, it seems likely
that other, less informative cues would in many cases not be
used in a native-like manner either. Thus, for the distinction
of non-native but familiar contrasts in unfamiliar positions, a
native-like manner of phonetic processing may hardly ever
be attained.
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A filterbank-based algorithm for time-varying spectral analysis is proposed. The algorithm, which is
an enhanced realization of the conventional spectrogram, consists of hundreds or thousands of
highly overlapping wideband filter/detector stages, followed by a peak detector that probes the
filter/detector outputs at very short time intervals. Analysis with synthetic modulated signals
illustrates how the proposed method demodulates these signals. The resulting spectrogram-like
display, referred to as a ‘‘fine structure spectrogram,’’ shows the fine structure of the modulations in
substantially higher detail than is possible with conventional spectrograms. Error evaluation is
performed as a function of various parameters of a single- and two-component synthetic modulated
signal, and of parameters of the analysis system. In speech, the fine structure spectrogram can detect
small frequency and amplitude modulations in the formants. It also appears to identify additional
significant time-frequency components in speech that are not detected by other methods, making it
potentially useful in speech processing applications. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1896365#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ar@DOS# Pages: 3902–3918

I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of signals whose frequency content varies
with time has traditionally been performed with the spectro-
gram~Koeniget al., 1946; Rosen and Howell, 1991!. Called
the ‘‘workhorse’’ of time-frequency analysis~Loughlin,
1999!, the spectrogram today can be generated digitally us-
ing the short time Fourier transform~STFT!. In the case of
the speech signal, the spectrogram has been widely used to
investigate the features of speech in the time-frequency plane
that are perceptually important~Potter et al., 1947; Pitton
et al., 1996!. In one early and notable application, the spec-
trogram was used to determine the average frequencies of the
first three formants of the vowels of American English for
men, women, and children~Peterson and Barney, 1952!. A
drawback of the spectrogram, however, is the unavoidable
tradeoff between time and frequency resolution, also known
as the uncertainty principle of signal analysis~Gabor, 1946;
Cohen, 1995!. When the spectrogram of speech is imple-
mented using the STFT, a short analysis window may result
in a poor spectral representation, while a longer window may
misrepresent the consonant-vowel transitions~Pitton et al.,
1996!. Representations based on the wavelet transform,
which is thought to provide a closer approximation to audi-
tory frequency analysis than the STFT, are also limited by
the uncertainty principle~Quatieri, 2002!.

When evaluating the spectrogram, an important assump-
tion is that the signal is stationary over the analysis
window—a condition known as quasi-stationarity. Although
speech is in reality a nonstationary signal, the assumption of
quasi-stationarity in speech processing has been of primary
importance because it is closely linked to the source-filter

model of speech production~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978; Pit-
ton et al., 1996; Rao and Kumaresan, 2000!. This model,
which has dominated the field of speech for a long time,
assumes that the slowly varying parameters of the filter
formed by the vocal tract are the primary carriers of
information—at least for nontonal languages such as En-
glish. The source signal and its higher frequency harmonics
are usually of little interest other than for tracking the pitch
of the speaker. Methods such as linear predictive coding and
cepstral analysis, which constitute the state-of-the-art in
speech processing~O’Shaughnessy, 2000; Rao and Kumare-
san, 2000; Quatieri, 2002!, are based on the source-filter
model and are used to separate the slowly varying filter spec-
tral envelope from the source signal. And because these
methods are based on the assumption of signal quasi-
stationarity, they all have poor joint time-frequency resolu-
tion.

Recently, there has been increasing recognition of the
existence of amplitude and frequency modulations in speech
that occur on the order of a pitch cycle, and which are usu-
ally smeared by quasi-stationary methods of analysis
~O’Shaughnessy, 2000; Quatieri, 2002!. These modulations
are referred to as ‘‘fine structure,’’ and originate from time-
varying linear mechanisms, from nonlinear interactions be-
tween the source and filter, and from nonlinear air flow in the
vocal tract~Maragoset al., 2002; Quatieri, 2002!. Quatieri
argues that this fine structure probably plays a significant
role in human perception, and that therefore there is a need
for analysis methods with greater time resolution than quasi-
stationary methods. Potamianos and Maragos~1999! noted
that the fine structure of speech may be the reason why natu-
ral speech is more intelligible than synthetic speech under
noisy conditions. Rao and Kumaresan~2000! contend that
extracting the modulations of speech may shed new light on
speech signals, and on speaker-specific information in par-
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ticular. A better understanding of the modulation patterns in
speech, therefore, may find application in speech and speaker
recognition, and in better quality speech synthesizers and
coders.

As part of the effort to obtain better time-frequency
resolution, several representations have been developed that
do not rely on the assumption of stationarity over short time
intervals~Cohen, 1995; Pittonet al., 1996!. The most popu-
lar of these so-called nonstationary time-frequency represen-
tations are different types of bilinear—or Cohen’s class—
distributions. Bilinear distributions, however, often suffer
from artifacts and from regions of negative spectral energy
that have no obvious physical meaning~Pitton et al., 1996!.
For speech analysis, there has been hope that these nonsta-
tionary distributions would replace the STFT~Pitton et al.,
1996!; however, in the case of a complex signal such as
speech, they have often been difficult to interpret~Kumare-
san and Rao, 1999!. So far, all the time-frequency represen-
tations that have been discussed characterize the power den-
sity of a signal as a function of time and frequency.
Therefore, they can be called ‘‘power’’ representations. In
the case of the speech signal, a very different approach to
time-frequency analysis has been recently developed. This
approach aims to decompose speech into a set of modulated
components~Maragos et al., 1993; Kumaresan and Rao,
1999; Nelson, 2001!. The key difference between ‘‘power’’
and ‘‘modulation decomposition’’ representations is related
to how they characterize local time-frequency properties. A
power representation aims to represent the local spectral con-
tent of a signal, whereas a modulation decomposition repre-
sentation tracks the instantaneous frequency~and amplitude!
of a modulated component. In the case of speech, modulation
decomposition methods, which are typically model-based,
have been successful in detecting fine structure in the ampli-
tude and frequency modulations of speech. In this paper, we
will show how a filterbank-based method can also detect the
fine structure in the modulation patterns of speech. More-
over, because it is not model-based, it also appears to detect
significant time-frequency modulations not seen with other
demodulation methods.

II. FINE STRUCTURE SPECTROGRAM

A. Basic structure

It is possible to formulate a filterbank-based approach
that is motivated by one aspect of peripheral auditory pro-
cessing~Fig. 1!. Hundreds or thousands of overlapping filter/
detectors~F/D’s! are used, inspired by the thousands of tun-
ing characteristics of the afferent auditory fibers~Harrison,
1988!. Each F/D consists of a bandpass filter, followed by a
rectifier and smoother, with a detector of local peaks in the
outputs of all the F/D’s as a final stage. The bandpass filter is
unimodal and symmetric, and the peak detector fits a qua-
dratic polynomial to sequential groups of the output of three
adjacent F/D’s and searches for a peak. If a peak is found, it
skips another point. When wideband filters are used, the
peaks are typically broad when plotted against the filter cen-
ter frequencies@Fig. 1~c!# and so readily discernable. In the
case of speech, these peaks track the prominent resonances

of the signal. High time-frequency responsiveness is
achieved by having fairly wideband individual filters that
respond rapidly to changes in the signal, and filters that are
separated by a very fine amount. Responsive tracking of the
frequency components also requires that the F/D’s be probed
at very small time intervals. Peak picking on the outputs of a
very large number of filter/detector stages, together with the
use of time-responsive wideband filters, allows the algorithm
to track the instantaneous frequency~and amplitude! of a
modulated component as it evolves in time. A plot of the
peaks of the F/D’s against the center frequency of the F/D’s
and against each time instant gives a spectrogram-like dis-
play, which is referred to as a ‘‘fine structure spectrogram’’
or FSS.

The structure of the FSS is not fundamentally new and
can be seen as an enhanced realization of the conventional
spectrogram. The original analog spectrograph was com-
posed of several F/D stages~Rosen and Howell, 1991!, and
the digital implementation of the spectrogram using the
STFT has a filterbank interpretation~Rabiner and Schafer,
1978; Oppenheimet al., 1999!. Moreover, peak picking on
the output of a filterbank~or on the STFT in the case of a
digital implementation of the spectrogram! has been used
before. Flanagan~1956! proposed the use of peak picking on

FIG. 1. ~a! Basic structure used to generate the fine structure spectrogram
~FSS!. Hundreds or thousands of stages are used.~b! The magnitudes of the
filter transfer functions in one implementation where the center frequencies
were separated by 5 Hz.~c! A plot of the rectified and smoothed filter
outputs, at a given instant in time. The analyzed signal was the syllable /ba/.
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the outputs of a bank of a few analog filters as a method to
track speech formants. Smits~1994! used peak picking on
the wideband STFT to estimate formant frequencies. Peak
picking on the STFT has also been used to track the instan-
taneous frequency of signals, but in the case of rapidly vary-
ing frequency modulated~FM! signals, it has been found to
give poor results~Boashash, 1992b!. What is different about
the proposed method is the use of a very large number of
wideband overlapping filter/detectors, and the emphasis on
the very frequent probing of the outputs of the F/D’s. If
implemented using the STFT~Sec. II D!, very fine sampling
in time and frequency~along with a very short window! is
used. It is proposed that satisfying these requirements, com-
bined with peak detection, allows the FSS to detect the time-
frequency modulation fine structure in a signal such as
speech.

Shamma and colleagues used differential filters to re-
move the redundancy in the outputs of highly overlapping
‘‘cochlear’’ filters and to emphasize the time-varying peaks
in the spectrum~Yanget al., 1992!. In the case of Shamma’s
approach, the spectral resolution of the resulting representa-
tion is determined by the bandwidth of the differential filters
and not of the cochlear filters. In order to achieve fine spec-
tral resolution, Shamma uses highly asymmetrical cochlear
filters that are relatively broadband~for good dynamic re-
sponse! but have a sharp edge to allow the differential filters
to enhance the spectral peaks. The phase responses of the
‘‘cochlear’’ filters may be designed to create discontinuities
along the frequency axis, which has been suggested to be the
mechanism by which lateral inhibitory networks enhance
spectral peaks in the pattern of activity across the auditory
fiber array~Shamma, 1985!. In the case of FSS, in contrast,
the filters used are symmetric and the time relations between
the different frequency components of the signal should be
preserved at the output of the filterbank by using zero phase
filters or filters having linear-phase response with the same
slope.

B. Filter Õdetector „FÕD… theory

Anderson~1984! studied in detail the signal processing
behavior of various types of F/D’s. He concluded that an F/D
consisting of a bandpass filter followed by a rectifier and a
smoothing filter is equivalent under many conditions to an
F/D consisting of a bandpass filter followed by a square-law
device and a smoothing filter, with a square-root device at-
tached at the end to rescale the level of the output. This is a
fortunate result because the signal processing function of a
rectifier is difficult to analyze, as it produces a complex
broadband output to simple inputs. In contrast, the signal
processing performed by an F/D that incorporates a square-
law device is relatively easy to analyze—at least with some
inputs.

C. Performance with synthetic modulated signals

In the next four sections~II C 1–II C 4!, input signals are
taken through the processing stages of the proposed algo-
rithm. The effect of each stage is determined, and then the
overall output of the algorithm—the fine structure

spectrogram—is established. The terminal square-root device
is ignored in all cases. In the next two sections~II C 5 and
II C 6!, the FSS of two other types of modulated input signals
is determined without calculating the intermediate stages.
The goal of this analysis is to see if the FSS correctly detects
the time-frequency fine structure in a set of synthetic signals
with various types of amplitude and frequency modulation
that are of relevance to speech.

1. Case of a pure sinusoid

When the input signal is a pure sinusoidA0 sinvst,
Output of square-law device:

A1
2~12cos 2vst !/2, ~1!

wherevs is the frequency of the sinusoid andA1 is its am-
plitude at the output of the bandpass filter.

Output of smoothing filter:

A1
2/2. ~2!

if the cutoff frequency of the smoothing filter is,2vs , and
the filter has a sharp response characteristic that effectively
suppresses the component at 2vs . If the bandpass filters are
unimodal and symmetric, the F/D whose center frequency
coincides withvs will have the highest output for all time.
Therefore peak picking on the outputs of multiple F/D’s and
plotting the FSS will result in a horizontal line atvs , as is
desired.

2. Case of anplitude modulated (AM) signal

A sinusoidal carrier-added AM signal can be represented
as ~Cardenet al., 2002!

0.5mA0 sin~vc2vm!t10.5mA0 sin~vc1vm!t1A0 sinvct,

wherevc andvm are the carrier and modulation frequencies
in rad/s, A0 is the amplitude of the carrier, andm is the
modulation index.

Output of bandpass filter:

A1 sin~vc2vm!t1A2 sin~vc1vm!t1A3 sinvct, ~3!

whereA1 , A2 , andA3 are the amplitudes of the three com-
ponents after passing through the~as yet unspecified! band-
pass filter.

Output of square law device~after manipulation with
simple trigonometric identities!:

~A1
21A2

21A3
2!/21A3~A11A2!cosvmt1A1A2 cos 2vmt

1¯ ~components at 2vc22vm,2vc2vm,2vc,2vc

1vm,2vc12vm! ~4!

Output of smoothing filter: If the cutoff frequency of the
smoothing filter is chosen to be,2vm and vc@vm , the
output of a single filter/detector stage is

~A1
21A2

21A3
2!/21A3~A11A2!cosvmt. ~5!

Detection of local peaks in the outputs of F/D stages: To
find the local peaks in the output of the F/D stages at a given
time instant, Eq.~5! is differentiated with respect to the cen-
ter frequency of the F/D stage. For the purposes of the analy-
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sis, the bandpass filter is chosen to be Gaussian, because of
its convenient unimodal and symmetric shape:

Transfer function of bandpass filter5e~2~v2CF!2/2s2!,
~6!

wherev is the frequency variable in rad/s, CF is the center
frequency of the filter, ands ~standard deviation! determines
the width of the filter.

So, using the Gaussian filter, the derivative of Eq.~5!
with respect to CF is

2~A1A181A2A281A3A38!1A38~A11A2!cosvmt

1A3~A181A28!cosvmt, ~7!

where

A185A1~vc2vm2CF!/s2,

A285A2~vc1vm2CF!/s2,

A385A3~vc2CF!/s2.

By inspection, the derivative@Eq. ~7!# is zero when CF
5vc . Therefore, the F/D centered at the carrier frequency of
the AM signal will have the maximum and/or minimum out-
put for all time. Whether it is maximum for all time depends
on the choice of the parameters of the signal and analysis
system. To given an example, this occurs when the carrier
and modulation frequencies are 1000 and 90 Hz, respec-
tively, the modulation index is 0.25, and thes parameter of
the filter is chosen so that the bandwidth of the Gaussian

bandpass filter is approximately 200 Hz. In that case, the
FSS would correctly represent the signal as a single line
whose gray scale varies with the modulation cycle@Fig.
2~a!#.

3. Case of narrowband frequency modulated (NBFM)
signal

A sinusoidal frequency modulated~FM! signal can be
written as

A0 cos~vct1m sinvmt !, ~8!

wherevc andvm are the carrier and modulation frequencies
in rad/s, A0 is the amplitude of the carrier, andm is the
modulation index which specifies the ratio of the peak fre-
quency deviation to the modulation frequency. An FM signal
consists of an infinite number of frequency components.
However, if m!p/2 ~usually if m,0.2), then it is termed
narrowband and can be approximated by a carrier and two
sidebands~Cardenet al., 2002!:

20.5mA0 sin~vc2vm!t10.5mA0 sin~vc1vm!t

1A0 sinvct. ~9!

The frequency content of the NBFM signal is very similar to
that of an AM signal but the first sideband is 180° out of
phase with the two other components.

FIG. 2. ~a! Fine structure spectrogram
of an AM signal with a carrier fre-
quency of 1000 Hz, a modulation fre-
quency of 90 Hz, and a modulation in-
dex of 0.25, obtained with a direct
computer implementation~bandpass
filter bandwidth 200 Hz, low-pass fil-
ter cutoff frequency 100 Hz, filter
separation 1 Hz, probing interval
0.045 ms!. ~b! Calculated outputs of
F/D stages centered at different fre-
quencies, in arbitrary units, with a
narrowband frequency modulated
~NBFM! input signal. The output of
the F/D whose center frequency coin-
cides with the carrier frequency is the
line with no gaps. The input signal has
a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz, a
modulation frequency of 90 Hz, and a
peak frequency deviation of 10 Hz.
The bandpass filter is Gaussian with a
bandwidth of approximately 400 Hz.
~c! Fine structure spectrogram of the
NBFM signal obtained with a direct
computer implementation~bandpass
filter bandwidth 200 Hz, low-pass fil-
ter cutoff frequency 100 Hz, filter
separation 1 Hz, probing interval
0.045 ms!.
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Output of bandpass filter:

2A1 sin~vc2vm!t1A2 sin~vc1vm!t1A3 sinvct,
~10!

whereA1 , A2 , andA3 are the amplitudes of the three com-
ponents at the output of the bandpass filter.

Output of square-law device:

~A1
21A2

21A3
2!/21A3~A22A1!cosvmt2A1A2 cos 2vmt

1¯ ~components at 2vc22vm,2vc2vm,2vc,2vc

1vm,2vc12vm!. ~11!

Output of smoothing filter: If the cutoff frequency of the
smoothing filter is,2vm and vc@vm , the output of a
single filter/detector stage is

~A1
21A2

21A3
2!/21A3~A22A1!cosvmt. ~12!

To find the F/D’s that yield maximal output as a function of
time, this expression is differentiated and the center fre-
quency is solved as a function of time. It can be shown that
the output of the FSS is simply the derivative of the phase of
the original signal as would be expected if the signal is cor-
rectly demodulated. Please see the Appendix for a detailed
derivation.

We also explored this problem numerically by passing
the signal through the FSS. The outputs of the F/D’s that are
centered on different frequencies are plotted with Eq.~12! as
a function of the parametersvc , vm , ands of the Gaussian
filter. For example, Fig. 2~b! shows the outputs of five F/D’s
calculated using Eqs.~6!, ~9!, and ~12! with a test NBFM
signal having a 1000-Hz carrier frequency, a 90-Hz modula-
tion frequency, and a peak frequency deviation of 10 Hz. The
individual F/D stages are centered on frequencies ranging
from 990 to 1010 Hz in steps of 5 Hz. The Gaussian band-
pass filter has a bandwidth of approximately 400 Hz. With an
NBFM input, the individual F/D’s alternate in having the
largest output during the modulation cycle. This is what al-
lows the ‘‘demodulation’’ of an input NBFM signal, as
shown in the resulting FSS of Fig. 2~c!.

4. Case of combined AM ÕNBFM signal

If an input signal is jointly modulated in amplitude and
frequency at the same modulation frequency—as would be
expected for the case of a speech component that is modu-
lated at the pitch frequency~Maragoset al., 1993; Potami-
anos and Maragos, 1999!—then it can be written as

A0~11mAM cosvmt !cos~vct1mFM sinvmt !, ~13!

wherevc andvm are the carrier and modulation frequencies
in rad/s,mAM is the AM modulation index,mFM is the FM
modulation index, andA0 is the amplitude of the carrier. In
this case the individual components of the FM signal can be
thought of as being individually amplitude modulated. If the
frequency modulation is narrowband, then the signal can be
approximated by

0.5~mAM2mFM!A0 sin~vc2vm!t10.5~mAM1mFM!

3A0 sin~vc1vm!t1A0 sinvct

20.25mAMmFMA0 sin~vc22vm!t

10.25mAMmFMA0 sin~vc12vm!t. ~14!

Output of bandpass filter:

A1 sin~vc2vm!t1A2 sin~vc1vm!t1A3 sinvct

1A4 sin~vc22vm!t1A5 sin~vc12vm!t, ~15!

whereA1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , andA5 are in this case the signed
amplitudes of the five input components at the output of the
bandpass filter.

Output of square-law device:

~A1
21A2

21A3
21A4

21A5
2!/21~A1A31A2A31A1A4

1A2A5!cosvmt1A3~A41A5!cos 2vmt

1~A1A51A2A4!cos 3vmt1A4A5 cos 4vmt

1¯ ~components at 2vc24vm,2vc23vm,2vc

22vm,2vc2vm,2vc,2vc1vm,2vc12vm,2vc

13vm,2vc14vm!. ~16!

Output of smoothing filter: If the cutoff frequency of the
smoothing filter is,2vm and vc@vm , then the output of
an individual F/D stage is given by

~A1
21A2

21A3
21A4

21A5
2!/21~A1A31A2A31A1A4

1A2A5!cosvmt. ~17!

Again the output of the low-pass filter is differentiated and
the center frequency solved as a function of time. The results
are identical to case 3~narrowband FM! in that the output of
the FSS is simply the time derivative of the phase function of
the original signal. Moreover, we can solve for the amplitude
of the output to show that the original AM component is also
recovered. Please see the Appendix.

When this problem is solved numerically, we obtain Fig.
3. Figure 3 shows the outputs of five F/D’s calculated using
Eqs.~6!, ~14!, and~17! with a test AM/NBFM signal having
a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz, a modulation frequency of
90 Hz, a peak frequency deviation of 10 Hz, an AM modu-
lation index of 0.25, and an FM modulation index of ap-
proximately 0.1. The Gaussian bandpass filter has a band-
width of approximately 400 Hz. Figures 3~b! and ~c! are
close-ups of the peaks and troughs of the cycle in Fig. 3~a!.
During the peak of the cycle, the F/D’s centered at 1005 and
1010 Hz have the highest outputs. In contrast, during the
trough of the cycle, the F/D centered at 990 Hz has the
highest output. Between the peak and the trough, the F/D’s
centered at the other listed frequencies alternately produce
the largest outputs~not shown in close-up!. Figure 3 illus-
trates that not only do the individual F/D’s alternate in hav-
ing the largest output during the modulation cycle, but that
these outputs also vary in amplitude during this cycle. This
makes it possible for the algorithm to simultaneously de-
modulate both the frequency and amplitude components of
the modulation. Figure 4~a! shows the resulting FSS. The
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‘‘wiggles’’ in the curve follow the narrowband frequency
modulation, while the gray scale of the curve varies with
every cycle of the modulation as it follows the amplitude
modulation~parts of the cycle are darker than others!. For
comparison purposes, Figs. 4~b!–~e! show the same signal
analyzed with a conventional narrowband STFT, a wideband
STFT, by using peak detection on the narrowband STFT, and
by using peak detection on the wideband STFT. The addi-
tional detail that is provided by the fine structure spectro-
gram is clear.

5. Case of two-harmonic narrowband FM signal

To test the performance of the algorithm with a signal
that has a more complex structure in the time-frequency
plane than a simple sinusoid, a sinusoidal signal modulated
by two harmonics is used. The carrier frequency of the FM
signal is 1000 Hz, the modulation frequency and peak fre-
quency deviation of the first harmonic are 45 and 20 Hz,
respectively, and the modulation frequency and peak fre-
quency deviation of the second harmonic are 90 and 10 Hz,
respectively. Figure 5~a! shows the resulting FSS of the input
signal, while Fig. 5~b! shows the calculated instantaneous
frequency of the signal obtained by taking the derivative of
the phase of the signal~Boashash, 1992a!. Apart from a time
shift in Fig. 5~a! due to the constant time delay in the FIR

filters, the two figures are very similar. This demonstrates
that the FSS can detect time-frequency fine structure within a
single modulation cycle.

6. Case of linear chirp signal

Figure 6 shows the FSS of a chirp that sweeps from
1000 to 1500 Hz in 0.1 s. This is a frequency rate of change
that is similar to that sometimes found in the glides that
accompany vowel-consonant transitions in speech~see, for
example, the second formant of the first three syllables in
Fig. 9 below!. Apart from the constant time shift due to the
FIR filters, the fine structure spectrogram tracks this chirp
quite well.

D. A Fourier transform representation

Anderson~1984! showed that a single F/D stage cen-
tered onvc consisting of a bandpass filter with an impulse
response ofh1(n)cosvcn, a square-law device, and a low-
pass filter with an impulse response ofh2(n), is equal to the
magnitude-squared of the STFT evaluated atvc :

uSTFT~vc ,n!u25U (
m52`

m51`

h~n2m!x~m!e2 j vcmU2

~18!

if h1(n)5h2(n)5h(n), and if h(n) is the impulse response
of the ideal low-pass filter.

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated outputs of F/D
stages centered at different frequencies
with a combined amplitude modulated
and narrowband frequency modulated
~AM/NBFM ! input signal. The vertical
axis is in arbitrary units~input signal
units!2. The output of the F/D whose
center frequency coincides with the
carrier frequency is the line with no
gaps. The input signal has a carrier
frequency of 1000 Hz, a modulation
frequency of 90 Hz, a peak frequency
deviation of 10 Hz, and an AM modu-
lation index of 0.25. The bandpass fil-
ter is Gaussian with a bandwidth of
approximately 400 Hz. The outputs of
the F/D stages are resolved but diffi-
cult to distinguish in this figure.~b!
Close-up of a peak of modulation
cycle showing the distinct curves of
the F/D outputs~c! Close-up of a
trough of the modulation cycle.
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With realizable filters, the particular choice ofh(n),
h1(n), and h2(n) determines how much the time-varying
low-frequency envelope of the bandlimited signal is con-
taminated by higher frequency components, and so a single
F/D stage and the magnitude-squared STFT are only ap-
proximately equal. Nevertheless, this equivalence formula

says that the fine structure spectrogram can be implemented
by calculating the magnitude-squared STFT evaluated atvc ,
if the bandpass filter bandwidth is constrained to be twice
that of the low-pass filter. The potential advantage of this is
that it allows the use of the wealth of theory and computa-
tional algorithms available for the STFT. But this equiva-

FIG. 4. ~a! Fine structure spectrogram
of the AM/NBFM signal described in
Fig. 3 obtained with a direct computer
implementation~bandpass filter band-
width 200 Hz, low-pass filter cutoff
frequency 100 Hz, filter separation 1
Hz, probing interval 0.045 ms!. ~b!
Narrowband STFT of the same signal
~46.4-ms 1024-point Hanning window
shifted by 1.45 ms corresponding to a
window overlap of 96.9%!. ~c! Wide-
band STFT of the same signal~5.8-ms
128-point Hanning window zero pad-
ded to 256 points and shifted by 1.45
ms corresponding to a window overlap
of 75%!. ~d! With peak detection on
the narrowband STFT.~e! With peak
detection on the wideband STFT. Note
the change in they axis for the wide-
band STFT.
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lency raises the question of how the FSS is different from the
conventional STFT, if it can be implemented with the
magnitude-squared STFT. One difference is the ability to
vary the bandwidths of bandpass and low-pass filters inde-
pendently in the filterbank implementation of the FSS. An-
other difference is that if the STFT is used with the FSS, the
STFT is calculated at many more frequency pointsvc than
are used in the conventional STFT, and this corresponds to
having a very large number of overlapping filters in the fil-
terbank implementation of the algorithm~Sec. II A!. Conven-
tional spectrograms usually calculate the STFT either at the
bin frequencies provided by the discrete Fourier transform or
at a few additional intermediate frequencies between the
bins. In fact, a research goal has been to determine the mini-
mum allowable sampling rate along the time and frequency

dimensions that would result in no loss of information and so
allow accurate signal reconstruction, often in the interest of
computational efficiency~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978; So-
rensen and Burrus, 1988; Oppenheimet al., 1999!.

Delprat et al. ~1992! and Carmonaet al. ~1997, 1999!
have studied the detection of local peaks in time-frequency
representations, which they call ‘‘ridge extraction.’’ They
proved that the ridges, in any time-frequency representation,
can be used to estimate the instantaneous frequency and am-
plitude of components in the time-frequency plane. However,
peak picking on the conventional spectrogram has been
found to give poor results~Boashash, 1992b!. The FSS,
implemented using an ‘‘oversampled’’ STFT followed by a
peak detector, allows demodulation of fine structure AM and
FM components in the signal, which is not possible with the
conventional implementation of the STFT. This oversam-
pling can be performed by an evaluation of the STFT at
many frequenciesvc , or it can be achieved by zero-padding
the analyzed segment with a very large number of zeros. In
addition, the windowed segments that are used need to be
short~which corresponds to having fairly wideband filters in
the filterbank implementation of the algorithm!, and the seg-
ments must be shifted by a small time interval to closely
track the AM and FM modulations.

E. Error evaluation

1. Single AM ÕNBFM component

To evaluate the performance of the FSS as a function of
the various parameters of modulated signals and of the FSS
system itself, a sinusoidal signal that is jointly modulated in
amplitude and frequency~AM/NBFM ! at the same modula-
tion frequency is used as a test signal and the FSS is imple-
mented using a filterbank. Unless otherwise stated, the pro-
totype test signal has a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz, a
modulation frequency of 150 Hz, a peak frequency deviation
of 10 Hz, and an AM index of 0.25. The prototype FSS
system is implemented using bandpass filters that have a
bandwidth of 400 Hz and a separation of 1 Hz, using low-
pass filters with a bandwidth of 150 Hz, and probing the
outputs of the F/D’s every 0.045 ms. In each evaluation, one
or more parameters of the test signal and the FSS system is
varied. The root mean-squared error~RMSE! in Hz between
the instantaneous frequency estimated by the FSS and the
true instantaneous frequency is reported. The RMSE is
evaluated after the initial transients due to the filter response
have died down. In almost all cases, the FSS detected a sig-
nal modulated at the correct frequency, and the reported error
resulted from differences in the frequency deviation. For the
test signal with a peak deviation of 10 Hz, when the FSS
detects the signal and the estimated frequency deviation is
smaller than the true frequency deviation, the maximum pos-
sible RMSE is around 7 Hz. On the other hand, when the
estimated frequency deviation exceeds the true frequency de-
viation, then the RMSE may be larger. Also, the instanta-
neous amplitude showed error trends similar to the error
trends reported for the instantaneous frequency.

Figure 7~a! examines the effect of varying the bandpass
filter bandwidthsvbpf (vbpf>2vm), for two low-pass cutoff

FIG. 5. ~a! Fine structure spectrogram of a two-harmonic narrowband FM
signal ~bandpass filter bandwidth 400 Hz, low-pass filter cutoff frequency
150 Hz, filter separation 1 Hz, probing interval 0.045 ms!. The carrier fre-
quency of the FM signal is 1000 Hz, the modulation frequency and peak
frequency deviation of the first harmonic are 45 and 20 Hz, respectively, and
the modulation frequency and peak frequency deviation of the second har-
monic are 90 and 10 Hz, respectively.~b! The derivative of the phase of the
input signal, which estimates the instantaneous frequency.

FIG. 6. Fine structure spectrogram of a linear chirp. The signal sweeps from
1000 to 1500 Hz in 0.1 s~bandpass filter bandwidth 400 Hz, low-pass filter
cutoff frequency 200 Hz, filter separation 1 Hz, probing interval 0.045 ms!.
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frequenciesv lpf ~150 and 300 Hz!. As vbpf increases beyond
2vm , there is an initial reduction in the estimation error as
the sidebands of the signal are better represented at the out-
put of the bandpass filter@Eqs.~14! and~15!#. The estimation
error then remains stable beyond approximately 4vm until
thevbpf is so large (@2vm) that there is a loss of frequency
localization across of F/D outputs and hence poor time-
frequency responsiveness. When a wider low-pass filter is
used (v lpf of 300 Hz vs. 150 Hz!, the estimation error fol-
lows a similar trend but is consistently smaller. The effect of
varying the low-pass filter cutoff frequencyv lpf (v lpf>vm)
is examined in Fig. 7~b! for two bandpass filter bandwidths
~400 and 800 Hz!. There is a sharp drop in the estimation
error for vm<v lpf<(approximately)2vm. As the low-pass
cutoff frequency increases beyond around 2vm , the inclu-
sion of components at 2vm , 3vm , and 4vm @Eq. ~16!#
causes little change in the performance as they are highly
diminished relative to the component atvm . However, fur-
ther increasingv lpf to include components at much higher
frequencies in the output of the low-pass filter results in a
dramatic increase in the estimation error. Figure 7~c! exam-
ines the effect of varying the modulation frequency, for three

carrier frequencies~600, 1000, and 2500 Hz!, for two low-
pass cutoff frequenciesv lpf ~150 and 300 Hz!. The estima-
tion error is independent of the carrier frequency. For the
case ofv lpf5150 Hz, as the modulation frequency varies
from 0.5v lpf to v lpf , there is an increase in the estimation
error as the bandpass and low-pass filters become less ca-
pable of tracking the instantaneous changes in the signal.
However, for the case ofv lpf5300 Hz, as the modulation
frequency varies from 0.25v lpf to 0.5v lpf , there is little
change in the estimation error. Both these effects were pre-
viously seen for the signal in Fig. 7~b! for vm<v lpf

<4vm . Figure 7~d! shows the effect of increasing the peak
frequency deviation of the signal for three carrier frequencies
~600, 1000, and 2500 Hz!, a modulation frequency of 100
Hz, and for two low-pass cutoff frequencies~200 and 400
Hz!. The estimation error is independent of carrier frequency,
but better performance is achieved with the wider low-pass
filter, particularly at higher peak frequency deviations. Figure
7~e! shows the effect of increasing the separation between
the filters, for three bandpass filter bandwidth and low-pass
filter cutoff frequency pairs:~150, 400 Hz!, ~300, 400 Hz!,
and ~300, 800 Hz!. With larger filter separations, the system

FIG. 7. RMSE~Hz! between FSS-estimated and true instantaneous frequency for an AM/NBFM signal. See text for a description of the parameters of the test
signal and the FSS analysis system. The points designated by3 were obtained using the Hilbert transform in place of rectification1low-pass filtering.~a! As
a function of bandpass filter bandwidth~low-pass cutoff frequency:s5150 Hz,L5300 Hz!. ~b! As a function of low-pass cutoff frequency~bandpass filter
bandwidth:s5400 Hz,L5800 Hz!. ~c! As a function of modulation frequency~low-pass cutoff frequency: solid line5150 Hz, dashed line5300 Hz; carrier
frequency:s5600 Hz,L51000 Hz,h52500 Hz,351000 Hz!. Curves at the three carrier frequencies practically coincide.~d! As a function of peak
frequency deviation~low-pass cutoff frequency: solid line5200 Hz, dashed line5400 Hz; carrier frequency:s5600 Hz,L51000 Hz,h52500 Hz,351000
Hz!. Curves at the three carrier frequencies practically coincide.~e! As a function of filter separation~low-pass cutoff frequency, bandpass filter bandwidth:
s5150, 400 Hz,L5300, 400 Hz,h5300, 800 Hz!. ~f! As a function of probing interval in ms~low-pass cutoff frequency, bandpass filter bandwidth:
s5150, 400 Hz,L5300, 400 Hzh5300, 800 Hz!.
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has more difficulty in tracking the structure of the instanta-
neous frequency. The best performance is achieved at small
filter separations and the widest filter bandwidths (vbpf

.4vm andv lpf52vm). Finally, Fig. 7~f! examines the effect
of progressively increasing the probing interval at the output
of the F/D’s for three bandpass filter bandwidth and low-pass
filter cutoff frequency pairs:~150, 400 Hz!, ~300, 400 Hz!,
and ~300, 800 Hz!, without decreasing the sampling rate of
the signal. The estimated instantaneous frequency is assumed
to remain constant for the duration of the probing interval,
making this analogous to assuming constant spectral content
within a windowed segment in quasi-stationary analysis. The
estimation errors are lowest at small probing intervals, where
the best performance is again achieved with the widest filter
bandwidths (vbpf.4vm and v lpf52vm). In summary, the
results of these tests point to an operating range for the band-
pass filter bandwidths of 2vm<vbpf<vmax(vmax@vm), with
an optimum range of 4vm<vbpf<vmax, and an operating
range for the low-pass filter cutoff frequencies ofvm<v lpf

<vmax(vmax@vm), with an optimum range of 2vm<v lpf

<vmax. Moreover, if the filters have gentle roll-offs, then
bandwidths outside these ranges may be used, but at the cost
of degradation in estimation performance. The results also
indicate that smaller estimation errors in tracking the instan-
taneous frequency are possible only if small filter separations
and small probing intervals are used.

2. Comparison with the Hilbert transform in place
of rectification and smoothing

The Hilbert transform~HT!, used to construct the ana-
lytic signal, is a standard approach for estimating the instan-
taneous frequency and envelope of a modulated signal~Pota-
mianos and Maragos, 1994!. To track the frequency and
amplitude of a speech resonance, the resonance is typically
first isolated using a fixed bandpass filter. The problem with
this approach is that the center frequency of a speech formant
may vary considerably during an utterance~for example, see
the second formant in the word /oily/ in Fig. 9!. And even if
a formant has a fairly steady center frequency, such as the
third formant in Fig. 9, the output of a bandpass filter that is
centered near this formant may switch to reporting the in-
stantaneous frequency and amplitude of the—typically
stronger—second formant when the center frequency of the
second formant rises to approach the center frequency of the
filter.

An alternative approach for tracking speech resonances
that uses the HT is to replace the rectification and low-pass
filtering in the FSS with a stage that outputs the magnitude of
the analytic signal. The performance of this approach was
evaluated using the same test signal discussed in the previous
section. Figure 7~a! shows the RMSE obtained using the HT
1FSS as a function of the bandpass filter bandwidth, for a
modulation frequency of 150 Hz. Figure 7~c! shows the per-
formance of the HT1FSS as a function of modulation fre-
quency, for a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz. Figure 7~d!
shows the performance of the HT1FSS with increasing peak
frequency deviation, for a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz. In
Figs. 7~a!, ~c!, and~d!, the curves obtained using rectification

and low-pass filtering with wider low-pass filters are closer
to the RMSE obtained using the HT than those obtained with
narrower low-pass filters.

3. Multiple AM ÕNBFM components

To evaluate the performance of the FSS when multiple
modulated components are present, a test signal consisting of
two AM/NBFM components is used. The carrier frequency
of one component is fixed at 1000 Hz, while the carrier fre-
quency of the second component ranges from 500 to 800 Hz.
The peak frequency deviation for both components is 10 Hz,
the AM modulation index is 0.25, and unless otherwise
stated the modulation frequency is 150 Hz. The bandpass
filters in the FSS system are separated by 1 Hz, the F/D
outputs are probed every 0.045 ms, and unless otherwise
stated the bandwidth of the bandpass filters is 400 Hz and the
low-pass cutoff frequency is 300 Hz. The RMSE between the
estimated and true instantaneous frequencies is averaged
over the two components. In most cases, as the two compo-
nents got closer, the performance of the FSS degraded at first
gradually and then reached a transition region where it de-
graded drastically. However, even when the estimated error
became very large, it was often still possible to see two
distinct—though highly distorted—components. In this case,
the FSS would be useful when there is more interest in in-
vestigating the presence of different time-varying modulated
components in a signal than in the accuracy of the frequency
estimations.

Figure 8~a! shows the RMSE for two modulation fre-
quencies~50 and 150 Hz! as a function of the carrier sepa-
ration frequency. With larger carrier separations~above ap-
proximately 350 Hz!, a smaller estimation error is obtained
with the lower modulation frequency of 50 Hz. This is ex-
pected because the larger spread of the spectral components
at higher modulation frequencies would result in more inter-
action between the two modulated components. The input
signal for the case of a modulation frequency of 50 Hz is
shown in Fig. 8~d!, while Figs. 8~e! and ~f! show the FSS
that is obtained with carrier separations of 425 and 250 Hz,
respectively. With the smaller carrier separation, the two
modulated components highly interact, though it is arguably
possible to distinguish components that are centered on the
carrier frequencies. It is possible to obtain better results at
this carrier separation, with much less interaction between
the two components, if narrower bandpass filters are used.
Figure 8~b! shows the RMSE for three bandpass filter band-
widths ~200, 300, and 400 Hz! as a function of carrier sepa-
ration. At small carrier separations, smaller bandpass filter
bandwidths result in a smaller RMSE. Note that even though
the 200-Hz bandpass filter falls outside the optimum operat-
ing range for the individual modulated components in this
signal, it was still possible to obtain an estimate of the in-
stantaneous frequencies of the components because of the
gentle roll-offs of the filters~Sec. II E 1!. Figure 8~c! shows
the RMSE for two low-pass cutoff frequencies~150 and 300
Hz! as a function of carrier separation. For the larger band-
width of the low-pass filter, the performance degrades dras-
tically at larger carrier separations. As the 300-Hz low-pass
filter has a gentle roll-off, it admits more high-frequency
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products of interactions between the two components. In
summary, larger bandpass and low-pass filter bandwidths
~within their operating ranges!, which are often beneficial for
single component estimation, may increase the estimation
error if two components are close in frequency. In the case of
multiple components, it is therefore preferable to use the
narrowest filters, within their operating ranges.

III. APPLICATION TO SPEECH

Rao and Kumaresan have recently developed a model-
based method for decomposing the speech signal into modu-
lated components~Kumaresan and Rao, 1999; Rao and Ku-
maresan, 2000!, which represent the formants in the case of
voiced speech, using adaptive filters whose center frequen-
cies closely follow the resonance frequencies. Figure 9~a!
shows the time-domain signal for the sample ‘‘...an oily rag
like that’’ spoken by a male. Figures 9~b!, ~e!, and~f! show
the conventional narrowband STFT for this signal, the result
of peak picking on this narrowband STFT, and the result of
peak picking on the conventional wideband STFT. In these
figures, the formants are evident but without much fine struc-
ture detail. Figure 9~c! is a reprint of the result obtained by
Rao and Kumaresan~2000!. The dark lines in the graph are
estimates of the instantaneous frequencies of the modulated
components, while amplitude variations are shown in a sepa-
rate graph~not reproduced here!. These lines are superim-
posed on a gray scale background consisting of the wideband
STFT of the sample, and in which the vertical striations in-

dicate the pitch cycles. Much finer detail is visible in the
formants@compared to Figs. 9~b!, ~e!, and~f!#. In particular,
frequency modulations occur with every pitch cycle and, due
to time compression in the figure, appear as periodic
‘‘spikes’’ in the formants. Figure 9~d! shows the result ob-
tained with the fine structure spectrogram, which@unlike Fig.
9~c!# incorporates the amplitude information in the gray
scale.

Overall, the FSS@Fig. 9~d!# shows details in the modu-
lations that are similar to those seen in Fig. 9~c!, but with
some of the higher frequency formants hidden due to the
range of the gray scale. The FSS, however, shows some
time-frequency components not evident in Fig. 9~b!, ~c!, ~e!
or ~f!. For example, in Fig. 9~d! there are components at
frequencies below the first formant, a branching component
at around 700 Hz between 0.2 and 0.45 s, and another one at
around 1000 Hz between 0 and 0.1 s. That the additional
components are not artifacts of the signal processing is sup-
ported by the fact that the FSS has a simple physical inter-
pretation: the bandpass filters respond to input energy in their
frequency band. To investigate this question further, the
branching component in Fig. 9~d! ~at around 700 Hz and
between 0.25 and 0.45 s! was selected because it appears to
have an approximately steady carrier frequency for a fairly
long period, and appears to be distinctively separated from
the first and second formants.

The time-domain signal at the output of a bandpass filter
centered at 855 Hz with a bandwidth of approximately 200

FIG. 8. RMSE~Hz! between FSS-estimated and true instantaneous frequency for a signal consisting of two AM/NBFM components, as a function of the
separation between the two components. See text for a description of the parameters of the test signal and the FSS analysis system.~a! Modulation frequency:
s550 Hz, L5150 Hz.~b! Bandpass filter bandwidth:s5200 Hz,L5300 Hz,h5400 Hz.~c! Low-pass cutoff frequency:s5150 Hz,L5300 Hz.~d!
Time domain signal in~a! with a modulation frequency of 50 Hz.~e! FSS obtained in~a! with a carrier separation of 425 Hz.~f! FSS obtained in~a! with a
carrier separation of 250 Hz.
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Hz was extracted~a similar result is obtained if the bandpass
filter has a bandwidth of 100 Hz!. The center frequency of
the bandpass filter was chosen to be higher than the apparent
carrier frequency of the branching component to reduce con-
tamination by the higher amplitude first formant at around
400 Hz. Between 0.35 and 0.4 s there were 34 cycles in this
signal, corresponding to a carrier frequency of around 680
Hz. The time locations of the peaks of these cycles were
determined with the same peak detection algorithm as that
used in the FSS, and the reciprocals of the interpeak intervals
were calculated in order to provide an estimate of the instan-
taneous frequency~Fig. 10!. This approach to estimate the
instantaneous frequency is similar to the zero-crossing
method sometimes used for that purpose~Boashash, 1992b!.
To estimate the modulation parameters of the signal in Fig.
10, the first three modulations, which are the most stable, are
used. The mean frequency, which is an estimate of the car-
rier, is 719 Hz. The average duration of the modulation cycle

is 10.1 ms, giving a modulation frequency of 99 Hz. The
frequency deviation ranges from an average of 457 to 924
Hz. This analysis supports the existence of the branching
component shown in Fig. 9~d!. There is, however, some dis-
crepancy in that the component in that figure appears to span
a smaller frequency range than the analysis above indicated.
A possible explanation is that the dip around 400 Hz in the
instantaneous frequency of Fig. 10 may result from the high
amplitude component in the speech sample at around 400
Hz, and the branching component seen in the FSS may be
reflected in the structure of the instantaneous frequency be-
tween around 600 and 900 Hz in this figure. The speech
sample was also analyzed using other time-frequency repre-
sentations. The Choi-Williams, pseudo Wigner-Ville, and
cone-shaped kernel distributions~Cohen, 1995! did not show
the additional branching component investigated above.
However, one distribution, the Gabor spectrogram~Qian and
Chen, 1999!, does show a region of energy at the location of
the branching component seen in the FSS~Fig. 11!.

It should be pointed out that these additional compo-
nents cannot be artifacts due to cross terms in the equations

FIG. 9. Analysis of ‘‘...an oily rag like
that’’ spoken by a male~from the
TIMIT database!. ~a! Time-domain
signal. ~b! Narrowband STFT~32-ms
Hanning window!. ~c! Modulated
components obtained with the method
of Rao and Kumaresan~2000! with
wideband STFT as background. ©
2000 IEEE. Reprinted with permis-
sion. ~d! Fine structure spectrogram
~4-ms 64-point Hanning window zero
padded to 4096 points, with window
separation of 0.0625 ms!. ~e! With
peak detection on the narrowband
STFT. ~f! With peak detection on the
wideband STFT~4-ms Hanning win-
dow!.

FIG. 10. Reciprocals of the interpeak intervals in the time-domain output
~between 0.35 and 0.4 s! of a bandpass filter centered at 855 Hz, for the
signal of Fig. 9. The bandwidth of the filter is approximately 200 Hz. The
reciprocals of the interpeak intervals provide an estimate of the instanta-
neous frequency of the signal.

FIG. 11. Gabor spectrogram~8-ms equivalent window length! of the sen-
tence analyzed in Fig. 9.
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used to calculate the FSS, and which are often seen in bilin-
ear time-frequency representations. When the FSS is imple-
mented using the magnitude-squared STFT~Sec. II D!, cross
terms due to the nonlinearity coincide with the auto terms
and only affect the relative heights of the peaks~Kootsookos
et al., 1992; Cohen, 1995!. Moreover, as these components
are often as high as the second formant and sometimes in the
range of only a few decibels below the first formant, they
cannot be side lobes of the Hanning window, the highest of
which are 31 dB below the primary lobe~Oppenheimet al.,
1999!. It is also true that if two different modulated compo-
nents are very close in frequency, they may interact to pro-
duce time-frequency structure in the FSS at an intermediate
frequency between them@e.g., see Fig. 8~f!#. However, for
the duration of the branching component investigated above,
the first and second formants are separated by between 900
and 1400 Hz~as determined using the various methods used
in Fig. 9!. In simulations with two steady modulated compo-
nents that have rates of modulation that roughly mimic the
first two formants, and with the FSS obtained using the same
parameters used for Fig. 9~d!, there is no interaction between
the two components unless their separation in frequency is
made much smaller.

We speculate that conventional methods of speech pro-
cessing, which are almost always based on the source-filter
model of speech production, may miss the extra components

because they assume that the individual lines of the spectrum
of speech are simply harmonics of the source. In fact, as this
study and other studies that decompose speech into modu-
lated components show, the lines in the spectrum may be~at
least partially! more properly viewed as sidebands of
AM/FM components. And if the modulation frequency is
equal~or approximately equal! to the fundamental frequency
of speech, then the sidebands would be positioned in the
same bin as the ‘‘true’’ harmonics of the fundamental fre-
quency, making it difficult to distinguish them from each
other. The FSS, in contrast, may combine the sidebands of
AM/FM modulation into distinct time-frequency modulated
components. Other methods for decomposing speech into
AM/FM components that are model-based do not appear to
show these extra components~Maragoset al., 1993; Ku-
maresan and Rao, 1999!, possibly because they make as-
sumptions about the number of modulated components in the
signal.

Some other examples of the FSS of speech samples are
shown in Fig. 12, for the word /had/, from the sentence ‘‘she
had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year’’ in the
TIMIT database~test/dr1/faks0/sa1!, spoken by four females.
In the FSS of all four utterances@Figs. 12~a!–~d!#, there is a
prominent component below the first formant which, for /,/
and adult females, is located on average at 860 Hz in Ameri-
can English ~Peterson and Barney, 1952!. This low-

FIG. 12. ~a!–~d! FSS~4-ms 64-point Hanning window zero padded to 4096 points, with window separation of 0.0625 ms! of the word /had/ spoken by four
females ~test/dr1/faks0/sa1, test/dr4/fadg0/sa1, train/dr2/fajw0/sa1, and test/dr5/fcal1/sa1 in the TIMIT database!. ~e!–~h! Wideband spectrogram~8-ms
Hanning window! of the same words.~i!–~l! With peak detection on the wideband spectrogram.
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frequency component is supported by the distinct band of
low-frequency energy seen in the wideband spectrogram
@Figs. 12~e!–~h!#. Ladefoged~2003! has noted the presence
of significant spectral energy below the first formant in some
speakers. Above the first formant, the FSS of each of the four
samples has a distinctive structure, sometimes having a much
more complex time-frequency structure than the traditional
picture of formants as single moving tracks in the time-
frequency plane@e.g., Fig. 12~a!#. Figures 12~i!–~l! show the
results of peak picking on the wideband spectrograms. These
figures show some fine structure but with less detail than the
FSS in Figs. 12~a!–~d!.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a method that may be interpreted as
an enhanced realization of the conventional spectrogram for
the analysis of signals whose spectral content varies with
time, and of speech in particular. The main feature of the
method, referred to as the fine structure spectrogram~FSS!,
is the very large number of overlapping filter/detector~F/D!
stages, followed by a peak detector. When viewed as a bank
of F/D’s, the FSS achieves good time-frequency responsive-
ness by having fairly wideband filters, a large number of
filters separated by a very fine amount, and probing the out-
puts of the F/D’s very frequently. The FSS may also be
implemented using peak picking on a highly ‘‘oversampled’’
magnitude-squared STFT. While in the more generalized
FSS the bandwidths of the bandpass and low-pass filters can
be varied independently, if the bandwidth of the bandpass
filter is constrained to be twice that of the low-pass filter,
there is no practical difference analytically between the
filterbank-based FSS and peak picking on a very high reso-
lution spectrogram, provided~1! the windowed segments are
short, ~2! they are very highly overlapping,~3! the STFT is
calculated at a very large number of frequency points, and
~4! the impulse response of the bandpass filters is a
frequency-shifted version of the impulse response of the
low-pass filters. If these conditions are not satisfied, analysis
of the estimation error indicates that peak picking on the
spectrogram would not be effective in tracking the fine struc-
ture of speech modulations. The spectrogram is typically
implemented with partially overlapping windows, or with a
few partially overlapping filters, as it has been argued that all
the information is preserved if the spectrogram is imple-
mented as such~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978!. Perhaps, for
this reason, peak picking on the conventional spectrogram
has not been previously shown to effectively extract the fine
structure of frequency and amplitude modulations in the
resonances of speech with high time-frequency resolution.

We emphasize, however, that one should be very careful
about defining what is meant by time-frequency resolution,
as it is important to distinguish between the ability to resolve
simultaneous frequency components, and the ability to track
the frequency of a modulated component. With several types
of modulated signals, the FSS can effectively track the
changing frequency and amplitude of components in the
time-frequency plane, and so show details in the modulations
that are not visible using quasi-stationary methods. It cannot,
however, resolve components that are very closely spaced in

frequency because the bandwidth of the filters controls the
ability to resolve simultaneous frequency components. Nel-
son~2001! describes the ability to provide accurate time and
frequency estimates of modulated components, beating the
uncertainty limit of the STFT, as ‘‘super-resolution.’’ How-
ever, it may be more appropriate to call it high time-
frequency ‘‘discrimination,’’ following hearing science ter-
minology where it is known that the auditory system is much
better atdiscriminatingbetween two sequential tones than at
resolvingtwo simultaneous tones~Houtsma, 1995!. If modu-
lated components approach each other in the time-frequency
plane, large estimation errors in the instantaneous frequency
may result. However, in that case, and depending on the
bandwidth of the bandpass and low-pass filters, the FSS will
often still detect two distinct components.

The FSS also detects additional components in speech
that may be missed by other methods. The spectral energy of
these components is usually significant relative to the known
formants. We believe that these component are often real,
because the FSS has a simple physical interpretation: the
bandpass filters respond to input energy in their frequency
band. This is supported by a detailed investigation into one
of the extra components~Sec. III!. As to the physical mean-
ing of the extra components and the glottal cycle-by-cycle
modulations seen in the FSS, there is now strong theoretical
and experimental evidence for the existence of significant
nonlinear aerodynamic phenomena in speech that cannot be
accounted for by the commonly used linear model of speech
production~Thomas, 1986; Teager and Teager, 1989; Mara-
gos et al., 1993, 2002!. Maragoset al. ~2002! divide these
nonlinear phenomena into two types: modulations and turbu-
lence. Amplitude and frequency modulations can be gener-
ated within a glottal cycle due to airflow separation, in which
the air flowing through the vocal tract oscillates between its
walls. In addition, vortices, which are easily generated in the
vocal tract, modulate the energy of the air jet, and may result
in instabilities leading to turbulent air flow. How these non-
linear mechanisms would result in extra ‘‘branching compo-
nents’’ in the FSS is not clear, but nonlinear interactions
between the source and the filter~Quatieri, 2002! could plau-
sibly generate resonances at frequencies other than those pre-
dicted by the linear source-filter theory. Wind instruments
may provide a useful analogy, where nonlinear interaction
between the driving mechanism and the resonant tube typi-
cally produces complex sounds with inharmonic compo-
nents, bifurcations, and other nonlinear dynamic phenomena
~Maganzaet al., 1986; Fletcher, 1990, 1998!. Similar nonlin-
ear phenomena have been observed in some types of speech
vocalizations, particularly in patients with voice disorders
~Herzel et al., 1998!. To the aforementioned nonlinear
mechanisms, we can add a linear mechanism that results in
modulations between glottal cycles. Passing a series of
pulses ~representing the glottal source! through a linear
bandpass filter~representing the vocal tract! produces cycle-
by-cycle amplitude and frequency variations~Flanagan,
1980; Potamianos and Maragos, 1994!.

With the additional detail in the time-frequency plane
and the extra components that are visible, the FSS provides a
picture of speech that is somewhat different from the tradi-
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tional view of the resonances of speech. In the conventional
view, and at least with voiced speech, the resonances of the
vocal tract are thought of as more or less single tracks that
glide smoothly in the time-frequency plane. In contrast, the
FSS often shows a much more complex pattern for speech in
the time-frequency plane. We therefore speculate that the
FSS may be useful in identifying the time-frequency compo-
nents of speech that are essential for producing natural
sounding synthetic speech, or in pattern recognition applica-
tions where the task is to distinguish similar sounding speak-
ers or phonemes. The utility of the AM/FM structure in
speech has been investigated by Jankowskiet al. ~1996! in a
speaker identification application, by Tolba and
O’Shaughnessy~1998! in a speech recognition application,
and by Hertich and Ackermann~1999! in a speech synthesis
application. The practical utility of detecting extra compo-
nents, however, remains to be seen, and would require the
analysis of a larger set of utterances from more speakers than
presented in this paper. In pattern recognition applications, a
practical problem is that the FSS results in a very large 2-D
data set. To overcome this, Rao and Kumaresan~2000! sug-
gested downsampling the detected modulations to construct
feature vectors. Machine recognition applications, of course,
also require a degree of noise robustness, so in cases of sub-
stantial noise, the data may need to be denoised as an initial
step.

The ability of the FSS to track the fine structure of AM
and FM modulations in speech may also help explain the
ability of the auditory system to perform these tasks. Quatieri
et al. ~1997! maintain that current models of auditory pro-
cessing that use a filterbank cannot adequately explain the
ability of the auditory system to track frequency modula-
tions. They argue that the mechanism for frequency demodu-
lation by the ear is not known, but discuss a number of
candidates, one of which is the possible tracking of the fre-
quencies at which the local maxima in the neural firing rate
occur. However, they do not develop this approach, which
bears a strong resemblance to the FSS, any further. There-
fore, as a matter of speculation, and notwithstanding the need
to incorporate constant-Q filters that more closely resemble
auditory tuning curves, the results in this paper suggest that
the FSS may provide a framework to explain frequency and
amplitude demodulation by the auditory system. This frame-
work may be especially applicable at higher frequencies
where the critical bands are broad, but not at low frequen-
cies, where the narrower auditory filters may decompose for-
mants or formant-like modulated components into harmoni-
cally related components.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION FOR NBFM AND AM ÕNBFM
SIGNALS

This appendix details the derivation of two results re-
lated to narrowband FM~NBFM! and combined AM/
narrowband FM~AM/NBFM ! signals. The derivations fol-
low from three basic assumptions:

~1! The peak frequency deviation of the signals is small
compared to the carrier frequency.

~2! Terms dependent on higher powers ofmAM and mFM

~and their cross-terms! can be ignored.
~3! The standard deviation of the Gaussian filters is large

compared to the modulation frequency of the FM signal.
That is,

s2@vm
2 .

These assumptions follow from the choice of synthetic sig-
nals used to test the FSS. Assumption 1 is satisfied by the
narrowband approximation and the observation that the car-
rier frequency is typically much greater than the modulation
frequency. Regarding Assumption 2, sincemAM andmFM are
both less than one, terms in higher power ofmAM andmFM

~including any cross-terms, e.g.,mAMmFM) can be ignored
with little loss in numerical accuracy. Assumption 3 is satis-
fied since the bandwidth of the Gaussian filters must be
wider than at least twice the modulation frequency in order
to pass the signal.~Note that the filter bandwidth is linearly
proportional to the standard deviation for a Gaussian filter.!
Another way to evaluate the veracity of the assumptions is to
compare the numerical calculations alongside the theoretical
predictions.

1. Narrowband FM signal

Beginning with the output from the low-pass filter from
Eq. ~12!,

~A1
21A2

21A3
2!/21A3~A22A1!cosvmt, ~A1!

the amplitudes of the respective components are given by

A15 1
2mFMA0 exp@2~vc2vm2CF!2/2s2#,

A25 1
2mFMA0 exp@2~vc1vm2CF!2/2s2#,

A35A0 exp@2~vc2CF!2/2s2#.

We differentiate Eq.~A1! with respect to the center fre-
quency CF and set this expression equal to zero. The result is
a complex expression that can be simplified by first making
the substitution

CF5vc@11D~ t !#, ~A2!

whereD(t) is a time-varying function. In Eq.~A2! we have
simply reexpressed the center frequency~of maximal output!
as some time-varying displacement about the carrier fre-
quency. Next we assume thatuD(t)u!1 ~which follows from
assumption 1! and take a first-order series expansion inD to
obtain
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D5
2mFMvms2 exp~2vm

2 /2s2!cos~vmt !

vc@2s21mFM
2 s2 exp~2vm

2 /s2!22mFM
2 vm

2 exp~2vm
2 /s2!#

. ~A3!

This expression can be simplified further by ignoring terms
of order m2 and higher and by taking exp(2vm

2 /s2)>1 to
obtain

D5
mFMvm cos~vmt !

vc
~A4!

or

CF5vc1mFMvm cos~vmt !. ~A5!

Equation~A5! is the derivative of the phase for the original
FM signal and thus it shows that the FSS correctly demodu-
lates the signal. With the test NBFM signal explored in Sec.
II C 3, the absolute error between Eq.~A5! and the estimation
result from the FSS is,0.12% for the duration of the modu-
lation cycle. The two, therefore, are in good agreement.

2. Combined AM Õnarrowband FM signal

The derivation for an AM/NBFM signal proceeds in a
similar manner. Starting with the output from the low-pass
filter from Eq. ~17!,

~A1
21A2

21A3
21A4

21A5
2!/21~A1A31A2A31A1A4

1A2A5!cosvmt, ~A6!

the amplitudes of the five components are given by

A15 1
2~mAM2mFM !A0 exp@2~vc2vm2CF!2/2s2#,

A25 1
2~mAM1mFM !A0 exp@2~vc1vm2CF!2/2s2#,

A35A0 exp@2~vc2CF!2/2s2#, ~A7!

A452 1
4mAMmFMA0 exp@2~vc22vm2CF!2/2s2#,

A55 1
4mAMmFMA0 exp@2~vc12vm2CF!2/2s2#.

Since bothA4 andA5 are functions of higher powers ofmAM

andmFM , they are ignored. WhenA4 andA5 are set to zero,
Eq. ~A6! is identical to Eq.~A1! and therefore the equation
for CF is identical to the one derived for the NBFM case.
„note that the amplitudes in Eq.~A6! are signed, while they
are unsigned in Eq.~A1!…

Next we check to see if the AM component is correctly
demodulated. Substituting Eq.~A5! into the reduced form of
Eq. ~A6! ~i.e., with A45A550), we obtain
1
8~mAM2mFM !2A0

2C11 1
8~mAM1mFM !2A0

2C21 1
2A0

2C3

1 1
2~mAM2mFM !A0

2C1C3 cos~vmt !

1 1
2~mAM1mFM !A0

2C2C3 cos~vmt !, ~A8!

where

C15exp@2~2vm2vmmFM cos~vmt !!2/s2#,

C25exp@2~vm2vmmFM cos~vmt !!2/s2#,

C35exp@2vm
2 mFM

2 cos2~vmt !/2s2#.

The first two terms in Eq.~A8! are dropped and all exponen-
tial terms are set equal to one. Thus we obtain for the ampli-
tude of the filter of maximum output
1
2A0

21 1
2~mAM2mFM !A0

2 cos~vmt !

1 1
2~mAM1mFM !A0

2 cos~vmt !

or
1
2A0

21mAMA0
2 cos~vmt !.

From this result the original AM component can be recov-
ered easily.
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Echolocation clicks of free-ranging Cuvier’s beaked whales
(Ziphius cavirostris)
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Strandings of beaked whales of the generaZiphiusandMesoplodonhave been reported to occur in
conjunction with naval sonar use. Detection of the sounds from these elusive whales could reduce
the risk of exposure, but descriptions of their vocalizations are at best incomplete. This paper reports
quantitative characteristics of clicks from deep-diving Cuvier’s beaked whales~Ziphius cavirostris!
using a unique data set. Two whales in the Ligurian Sea were simultaneously tagged with sound and
orientation recording tags, and the dive tracks were reconstructed allowing for derivation of the
range and relative aspect between the clicking whales. At depth, the whales produced trains of
regular echolocation clicks with mean interclick intervals of 0.43 s (60.09) and 0.40 s (60.07).
The clicks are frequency modulated pulses with durations of;200ms and center frequencies
around 42 kHz,210 dB bandwidths of 22 kHz, andQ3 dB of 4. The sound beam is narrow with an
estimated directionality index of more than 25 dB, source levels up to 214 dBpp re: 1 mPa at 1 m,
and energy flux density of 164 dBre: 1 mPa2 s. As the spectral and temporal properties are different
from those of nonziphiid odontocetes the potential for passive detection is enhanced. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1910225#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka@WA# Pages: 3919–3927

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the basic characterization of echolocation clicks of
bottlenose dolphins by Auet al. ~1974!, it has been known
that toothed whales are capable of producing highly direc-
tional ultrasonic clicks with source levels of more than
220 dBpp re: 1 mPa at 1 m. During 30 years of studies on
captive animals~Au, 1993!, and increasingly during the last
decade on free-ranging animals~Møhl et al., 1990; Au and
Herzing, 2003; Schottenet al., 2003; Auet al., 2004; Mad-
senet al., 2004!, it has become apparent that toothed whale
species produce a diverse range of biosonar signals~Au,
1997!. Overall, toothed whale sonar signals can be divided
into the low-output, monochromatic, high frequency pulses
of Phocoenaand Cephalorhynchusand the shorter more
broadband and higher source level clicks of most dolphin
species~Au, 1997!. A third group, sperm whales, produces
multi-pulse sonar clicks, dominated by a single highly direc-
tional pulse centered around 15 kHz with source levels of
more than 230 dBrms re: 1 mPa at 1 m~Møhl et al., 2003;
Zimmer et al., 2005!.

Information on the characteristics of sonar signals from
a major group of some 20 species of deep-diving toothed
whales, the beaked whales~Ziphiidae! ~Rice, 1998!, is
sparse. There are a few recordings of sounds from stranded
whales~Caldwell and Caldwell, 1971; Lynn and Reiss, 1992;
Marten, 2000! that may not be representative of the sounds
of healthy, free ranging whales. Data from free-ranging
beaked whales in offshore habitats is limited to a few spe-

cies, includingHyperoodon~Hooker and Whitehead, 2002!
andBerardius~Dawsonet al., 1998!.

This lack of information is especially serious for Cuvi-
er’s beaked whale~Ziphius cavirostris!, as this species ap-
pears to be highly sensitive to anthropogenic noise as dem-
onstrated by several mass strandings during and after
military sonar exercises~Simmonds and Lopez-Jurado, 1991;
Frantzis, 1998; Jepsonet al., 2003!. Quantitative data on
how Ziphiusproduce and use sound may help in understand-
ing the sensitivity of this species to anthropogenic sound and
will be crucial for the development of passive identification
and monitoring techniques, to minimize the impact of human
activity.

Frantziset al. ~2002! analyzed about 5 h of recordings
acquired off SW Crete in proximity toZiphius. They re-
ported the presence of click trains with average click dura-
tion of 1.08 ms and with click energy concentrated in a nar-
row peak between 13 and 17 kHz. The average interclick
interval was 0.44 s, and clicking was frequently interrupted
by short pauses. Frantziset al. ~2002! did not detect click
sequences with elevated click rates and speculated that the
whales may use visual cues in the final stages of prey cap-
ture.

Recently, Johnsonet al. ~2004! reported data from the
successful tagging of four beaked whales@two Blainville’s
beaked whales~Mesoplodon densirostris! and twoZiphius#
demonstrating echoes from prey recorded after the whales
produced ultrasonic clicks for echolocation. Like other odon-
tocetes and bats,Ziphiusproduce high repetition click trains
~so-called buzzes! during the final stages of prey capture
~Johnsonet al., 2004!. The intervals between regular clicks
for Ziphiuswere close to 0.4 s and the clicks were;175msa!Electronic mail: walter@nurc.nato.int
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long with a relatively flat spectrum from 30 kHz up to the 48
kHz Nyquist cutoff frequency of the acoustic recording sys-
tem in use. No information could be given on the high-
frequency limit of click energy or the radiation pattern of the
clicks. Such data are necessary to study the biosonar perfor-
mance of this little known species and to provide a quantita-
tive basis for evaluating passive acoustic detection and moni-
toring.

In this paper we report estimates of the source charac-
teristics ofZiphius echolocation clicks using the novel ap-
proach of two tagged whales recording each other. We pro-
vide the first estimates of the source level, directivity index,
and spectral properties ofZiphiusclicks, which are shown to
differ significantly from those produced by non-ziphiid
toothed whales described so far, suggesting a strong potential
for passive acoustic monitoring.

II. METHODS

The results in this paper are based on three data sets
from sea trials performed in the Ligurian Sea by the NATO
Undersea Research Center~NURC! and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution~WHOI! as part of their combined
effort to broaden the knowledge on beaked whales to miti-
gate detrimental effects of human activity.

~1! July 2002 NURC: recordings from a single hydrophone
with 384 kHz sampling rate.

~2! June 2004 WHOI: recordings from digital recording tags
~DTAG! on two whales in a group of 5~zc04–161a,
zc04–161b!. The sampling rate was 96 kHz and the tags
remained attached for 9 and 19 h, respectively.

~3! June 2004 WHOI: stereo DTAG recording from a single
whale in a group of 4Ziphius ~zc04–179a!. The sam-
pling rate was 192 kHz and the tag remained attached for
4 h.

The NURC July 2002 sea trial~Sirena02! took place in an
area of underwater canyons known to be inhabited byZiph-
ius. Following standard oceanographic and biological sam-
pling, and wheneverZiphiuswere sighted, a hydrophone was
deployed to about 80 m for 1 h of acoustic recording. The
June 2004 WHOI experiment was dedicated to tagging and
took place in the same area as the NURC July 2002 sea trial.
After sightings of Ziphius, the tagging team slowly ap-
proached the whales in a small inflatable boat. A lightweight
5 m carbon fiber pole was used to deliver the tag. The tag
was attached to the whale with a set of four small silicone
suction cups that were vented after a programmable time to
release the tag from the whale. The tag was then recovered
with the aid of a built-in VHF transmitter~Johnson and Ty-
ack, 2003!.

A. Instrumentation

Two acoustic receivers were used to collect the data pre-
sented in this paper. The July 2002 NURC sea trial used a
single broadband hydrophone (23 dB bandwidth from 1 to
160 kHz! with a NURC-designed low noise pre-amplifier
~spectral electronic noise level 15 dBre: 1 mPa2/Hz at 50
kHz!. The hydrophone signal was recorded by a Sony

SIR1000 recorder sampling at 384 kHz. The overall clipping
level was 140 dBpeak re: 1 mPa and the data were digitized
with 16 bit resolution.

The DTAG, a miniature sound and orientation recording
tag developed at WHOI, was used during the June 2004
WHOI sea trial. Mono or stereo acoustic data were sampled
at 96 or 192 kHz using a 16-bit resolution sigma-delta analog
digital converter. The clipping level was set to 181~96 kHz
version! and 171~192 kHz version! dBpeakre: 1 mPa. Accel-
erometers, magnetometers, and a pressure sensor were
sampled at 50 Hz to measure orientation and depth of the
tagged whale. Data were stored digitally in up to 6.6 Gbyte
of nonvolatile memory~Johnson and Tyack, 2003!.

B. Processing

During deep dives, the dominant sounds in the tag re-
cordings were clicks from the tagged whale and nearby con-
specifics. Clicks from the tagged whale and conspecifics can
be distinguished spectrally: due to the physical attachment of
the tag to the body of the whale there is relatively high cou-
pling of sound energy below 20 kHz from that whale to the
tag. This spectral energy is virtually absent in the clicks from
conspecifics. Based on these observations, analysis of the
recordings proceeded in several steps.

Clicks from each tagged whale were automatically de-
tected and verified by visual inspection of temporal and spec-
tral characteristics, to establish the time of click emission
and the interclick interval~ICI! statistics. The position of the
tags on the dorsal surface of the whale, behind the sound
source, leads to a poor estimate of the spectrum of the clicks
in the forward direction. For this reason, the tag recordings
were examined for clicks from other whales with ICI and
spectral characteristics consistent with far-fieldZiphius
clicks ~Johnsonet al., 2004!. These were checked individu-
ally and the process was repeated for the NURC recording.
The result was a set of far-fieldZiphius click wave forms
with unknown source aspect. Many of these clicks occurred
in short sequences of increasing and then decreasing ampli-
tude, presumably due to movement of the clicking whale
with respect to the receiver as the whale scanned with a
directional sonar beam. Assuming thatZiphius, like all other
odontoceti investigated, concentrate sound energy into a
forward-directed beam, the highest amplitude clicks were
considered to best represent the click wave form within the
beam~Møhl et al., 2000; Johnsonet al., 2004!. These clicks
were reserved for spectral analysis.

In addition to the power spectral density, signals were
parametrized in terms of energy flux density and mean or
center frequency. Energy flux density is estimated by the
formula

E5
1

rc ET1

T2
us~ t !u2dt, ~1!

where s(t) is the pressure time-series of the click and the
integration boundariesT1 andT2 are determined such thatE
covers 97% of the measured signal energy. The termrc is
the characteristic impedance of the propagation medium,
which for water isrc'1.53106 rayl ~Lurton, 2002!. The
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signal duration is then determined by the time difference
between the integration boundaries:

t5T22T1 . ~2!

A key parameter used to describe the spectral characteristic
is the mean or center frequency of the spectrum, which was
estimated by the formula~Au, 1993!:

f 05
*2`

` f uS~ f !u2d f

*2`
` uS~ f !u2d f

, ~3!

whereS( f ) is the Fourier transform of signal time series.
Two further processing steps were required to estimate

the source level~SL! and directivity index~DI! from the
simultaneous tag recordings zc04–161a and b. These tags
were applied to two whales swimming within the same group
and the tag recordings overlapped for 8 h, spanning four
deep dives. Having detected the clicks from each of the
tagged whales in the corresponding tag, we examined the tag
recordings for clicks emanating from the other tagged whale,
i.e., recording B~zc04–161b! was examined for clicks from
whale A ~zc04–161a! andvice versa. This was achieved by
cross-correlating the times of clicks made by one tagged
whale with the reception times of conspecific clicks in the
other tag recording. The time delays were noted in each di-
rection~i.e., from whale A to whale B and from B to A! and
the range and clock offset between the tags were estimated.

In order to relate the received level of clicks to the rela-
tive position of the clicking whale, the underwater track of
each whale was reconstructed. This was achieved by com-
bining the orientations recorded by the tags with swim-speed
estimates, and the predicted ranges between the two whales.
The orientation of each whale was obtained from the accel-
erometers and magnetometers in the DTAG~Johnson and
Tyack, 2003; Zimmeret al., 2003!, corrected for the position
of the tag on the body. The orientation of the tag on the
whale was estimated from the data by assuming that while
the whale is swimming on the surface, the mean pitch and
roll are zero and the variance of the roll is minimal. The
procedure further assumes that the mean swimming direction
is parallel to the body axis. The swim-speed estimator com-
prised a Kalman filter~Jazwinski, 1970! to fit the pitch angle
to the depth profile recorded by the tag. Combining the esti-
mates, the track of each whale, up to integration constants,
was obtained by integrating the (x, y, z) components of
orientation multiplied by the swim speed. The acoustic
ranges were finally used to improve the tracks and to obtain
the integration constants.

Knowing the separation and relative orientation of the
two whales, it was possible to estimate the elevation and
azimuth of each whale with respect to the receiving whale
for all clicks. These data were used to calculate the apparent
source level~ASL sensuMøhl et al., 2000! as a function of
off-axis angle, i.e., the angle between the caudal-rostral axis
of the clicking whale and the vector joining the two whales.
The transmission loss due to sound propagation between the
whales was estimated using spherical spreading and an ab-
sorption loss of 10 dB/km for a frequency of 40 kHz~Lurton,
2002!. Source level~SL! and DI were then obtained by ana-
lyzing the shape of the ASL function. In reality, the off-axis

angle is relative to the body axis, while the description of the
acoustic beam requires knowledge of the acoustic axis~Au
et al., 1986!. The analysis of the measured ASL function
must therefore allow for differences between acoustic and
body axes.

As in other cases~Au, 1993; Møhlet al., 2003; Rasmus-
senet al., 2004; Zimmeret al., 2005!, the acoustic beam of
odontocetes may be described by a flat circular piston model:

P~x!5P0

2J1~x!

x
, ~4!

with

x5ka sinq52p
a sin~q!

c
f ,

where P05source level, a5piston radius, c5speed of
sound,q5off-axis angle,f 5frequency,J15Bessel function
of the first kind.
This model provides a convenient way to parametrize the
ASL function using a minimum set of parameters, namely,
source level, effective piston radius, frequency, and off-axis
angle. The broadband beam pattern,B~q!, can be approxi-
mated by integratingP(x) with respect to frequency. A spec-
trum based weighting functionW( f ) is used to account for
the variation in source level with frequency,

B~q!5
*2`

` P2~q, f !W2~ f !d f

*2`
` W2~ f !d f

. ~5!

As will be shown, the power spectrum ofZiphiusclicks can
be approximated by a Gaussian function, which will be used
for the weighting function:

W~ f !5expH 2
1

2 S f 2 f 0

b D 2J , ~6!

wheref 0 andb are the center frequency and rms bandwidth,
respectively, and obtained by the least-mean-square fit of
W( f ) to the measured power spectrum.

The directivity index is finally obtained by numeric in-
tegration of the modeled broadband beam pattern~Lurton,
2002!:

DI510 logS B~0!*0
p sinq dq

*0
pB~q!sinq dq D . ~7!

The directivity index may be related to the beam width by
combining the expression for the23 dB beam widthQ
52q23 dB' 185°/ka with the expression for the directivity
index DI'20 log(ka), which are valid for a circular piston
andka@1 ~Lurton, 2002!, to obtain the following relation:

Q'185°3102DI/20. ~8!

III. RESULTS

Echolocation clicks from tagged whales and conspecif-
ics were reliably detected in all of the tag recordings. In the
double tag data set~zc04–161a and b!, clicks made by one of
the tagged whales were frequently heard in the other tag, and
vice versa, providing sufficient estimates of range to perform
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track reconstruction. Far-fieldZiphius clicks were also de-
tected in the recording made with the NURC hydrophone.

A. Temporal and spectral characteristics

Interclick intervals~ICIs! were measured for two whales
called whale A and whale B. Figure 1 shows for both whales
the probability density function of the ICI over three dives.
The estimates do not include the ICI of buzz sounds with
ICI,0.15 s or the occasional pauses in clicking with ICI
values.1 s. Buzzes are characterized by a significant de-
crease in source level and consequently the same buzz clicks
were not reliably detected on both whales. For whale A,
10 736 clicks were analyzed for ICI, yielding a mean ICI of
0.43 s with a standard deviation of 0.092 s and a median of
0.41 s. For whale B, 11 117 clicks were analyzed for ICI,
yielding a mean ICI of 0.40 s with a standard deviation of
0.074 s and a median of 0.39 s. Both histograms are asym-
metric with a sharp limit on the lower side and softer decay
at higher ICI.

Figure 2 shows the time series, power spectrum, and
time-frequency spectrogram~short-time Fourier transform
with window size of 32 samples, and 31 samples overlap! of
a representative far-fieldZiphius click from the zc04–179a
recording with 192 kHz sampling rate. The effective duration
of the click is based on the 97% energy criteria and is esti-
mated ast5203ms @Eq. ~2!#. The spectrogram indicates that
the signal is frequency modulated with a half power fre-
quency range starting from 35 kHz and ending around 45
kHz and with a center frequency of 42 kHz. Similar spectral
and temporal characteristics were observed in all far-field
clicks, notwithstanding the power spectra fluctuations~espe-
cially at higher frequencies! due to variations in the aspect of
the clicking whales.

Far-field click recordings at sampling rates of 192 and
384 kHz were examined to assess the adequacy of the 96
kHz sampling rate used in the double tag recording. Al-
though this reduced bandwidth does not fully cover the spec-
trum of the clicks, it is important to determine whether it is

sufficient to sample most of the click energy and therefore
would yield reliable estimates of ASL and DI. Far field clicks
from different whales with different recording bandwidths
are compared in Fig. 3. All three clicks were selected from
sequences that probably describe a scan of aZiphius that
passes the recording hydrophone; that is, within 10–20 clicks

FIG. 1. Probability density function of the inter-click interval~ICI! of both whales. A total of 10 736 and 11 117 of regular clicks (ICI.0.15 s and ICI
,1 s) were used for whales A and B, respectively. The bin width for the density function was 0.005 s, and the bins with the largest number of ICIs were 0.38
s for whales A and B. The density function does not include the ICI of terminal click buzzes with ICI,0.15 s and over extended pauses with resulting ICI
.1 s.

FIG. 2. Sample click ofZiphiusclick as received by the tag of a conspecific
whale. The top panel shows the time series, the middle panel shows the
spectrogram~linear spectral scale, Hann window for FFT of 32 samples, and
overlap of 31 samples! and bottom panel shows the relative power spectrum.
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the received signal level varied from weak to strong and to
weak again. It was assumed that the click with the highest
signal level was closest to the acoustic axis~sensuMøhl
et al., 2003! and therefore suited for comparison. Between
26 and 60 kHz, the spectrum sampled at 192 kHz may be
fitted by a Gaussian function@Eq. ~6!# with a center fre-
quencyf 0542.1 kHz and rms bandwidthb57.9 kHz. Using
this model, the 96 kHz recording with a23 dB bandwidth of
47.5 kHz, samples;80% of the energy in the click and is
therefore suitable for SL and DI analysis.

B. Source level and directivity

The relative orientation and range between source and
receiver was estimated, prior to source level and directivity
estimation.

1. Reconstruction

The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the reconstructed horizon-
tal track for a simultaneous dive of both whales. It can be
seen that the swimming behavior is coordinated: the two
whales dived close together, moved on similar tracks while
underwater, then approached each other and surfaced with a
nearly parallel track. The phase selected for estimation of
source level and directivity is indicated with a bolder line on
both tracks. Clicks from whale A were detected during this
phase on the tag attached to whale B. The bottom panel
shows the range estimate from the reconstruction for this
selected phase. The independent acoustic range estimates
based on the travel time of clicks are overlaid and marked
with dots for clicks from whale A to whale B and with tri-
angles for clicks from whale B to whale A. The ranges for
the analyzed clicks vary between 400 and 100 m.

2. Click beam pattern

Figure 5 shows the ASL of all clicks produced by whale
A and received by whale B during the selected phase. The
received level at the receiver is corrected for spherical
spreading and attenuation loss. The azimuth and elevation

angles of the clicking whale are plotted from the transmit-
ter’s point of view~whale A!. Off-axis angles are drawn as
circles around the forward orientation, i.e., where azimuth
and elevation are zero. The scatter plot shows that the data
available are not sufficient to describe a complete three-
dimensional beam pattern of the transmitted sound energy.
Apart from some traces with off-axis angles.60°, most
clicks are received near the center with off-axis angles
,40°. There is considerable variation in the directions of the
strongest clicks (.190 dBre: 1 mPa! indicating that there is
no unique and preferred direction for the click emission rela-
tive to the body axis. On the other hand, these strong clicks
are isolated, which may reflect variations in the source level
produced by the tagged whale as well as steering of a narrow
beam by head movements altering the relation between the
body axis measured by the tag and the acoustic axis of the
whale.

Figure 6 shows the apparent source level~ASL! of a
single scan as a function of time~left! and off-axis angle
~right!. A level variation of 30 dB during this scan makes it
well suited to the estimation of source level~SL! and direc-

FIG. 3. Spectra of three differentZiphius clicks with three different sam-
pling frequencies. The spectral levels are relative to the peak level at 40
kHz.

FIG. 4. Reconstruction of the tracks of twoZiphiuscarrying tags at the same
time. Top panel: Plan view of horizontal components of tracks of whale A
~solid line! and whale B~dashed line!. The bold portions of the tracks mark
the period when whale A approached whale B and the clicks of one tagged
whale were also audible on the tag of the other whales. Bottom panel: Range
between the two tagged whales. Each marker represents an acoustic range
estimate; dots describe ranges for clicks emitted by whale A and received by
whale B, and triangles correspond to ranges for clicks from whale B that
were received by whale A.
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tivity index ~DI!. Inspection of the click levels at the trans-
mitting whale revealed a variation of less than 3 dB between
2074 and 2078 s, and less than 4 dB between 2078 and 2088
s, suggesting that the source level is stable during this scan
~Madsenet al., 2004!. The variation in received level at the
‘‘scanned’’ whale is thus likely to be the result of a constant
output, directional source that moves past the receiver, the
maximum ASL should be a reasonable proxy for source
level.

The measurements in Fig. 6 are marked by a triangle
during the period of increasing received level and an asterisk
during the period of decreasing received level to emphasize
the asymmetry of the scan. While the decrease of the ASL
~‘‘ * ’’ ! coincides with an increase of the off-axis angle
@marked by an open circle~s!#, the sharp increase ASL be-
fore its maximum cannot be explained by the off-axis angle
that remains nearly constant. This is made clearer in the right
panel where a broadband piston model, driven by the mea-
sured off-axis angle is superimposed. The least mean square
fit of the broadband piston model to the decreasing ASL
values resulted in a piston diameterd540 cm, which is
equivalent to a broadband directivity index DI530 dB when
radiating aZiphiusclick @Eq. ~7!#, corresponding in turn to a
23 dB beam width ofQ56° @Eq. ~8!#. The modeled piston
beam ~marked with open circles! has its maximum at an
off-axis angle of 15° indicating that, for this scan, the body

axis and the acoustic axis are not aligned, which may relate
to head movements and a possible offset between body and
acoustic axis as seen in dolphins~Au, 1993!. The temporal
and spectral values of theZiphius click at the maximum of
the scan are compiled in Table I, which also provides a com-
parison with three other echolocating toothed whales.

3. Off-axis click distribution

All ASL values are given again in Fig. 7, which shows
in gray the ASL as a function of off-axis angle. Superim-
posed are the data from the single scan of Fig. 6@marked
‘‘ * ’’ #, and the modeled broadband piston beam~solid line!
that was fitted to the selected scan. The piston beam not only
fits the selected scan but also seems to be a fair approxima-
tion of most clicks below an ASL of 190 dB.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Temporal and spectral characteristics

The echolocation clicks ofZiphiusoccur regularly with
an ICI averaging about 0.4 s. Short pauses are frequent and
result in an asymmetric distribution of the ICI as shown in
Fig. 1. If the two whales tagged are representative of the
population, the sharp peak of the distribution around 0.4 s
suggests that lengthy regular click trains (.10 s) with ICI
less than 0.26 s are with 99% probability not being made by

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional scatter plot
of apparent source level as function of
azimuth and elevation for the 1123
clicks emitted by the tagged whale and
received by the companion. The
angles are plotted from the transmit-
ter’s point of view. The overlaid
circles correspond to the off-axis
angles between the body axis of the
transmitting whale and the position of
the receiving whale.

FIG. 6. Single scan of whale A as re-
corded by whale B. The left panel
shows as function of time~a! the ASL
~triangles and asterisks! and the off-
axis angle ~open circles!. The right
panel shows as function of off-axis
angle~a! the ALS ~triangles and aster-
isks! and ~b! a prediction ~open
circles! of the ASL by a piston model.
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Ziphius, if one ignores buzzes that have ICI!0.15 s~Johnson
et al., 2004! and are difficult to detect when recording in the
far field.

The spectra ofZiphius clicks peak at 40 kHz with
230 dB points in energy ranging from 15 to 80 kHz, and
210 and23 dB bandwidths of around 23 and 12 kHz, re-
spectively. TheQ of the clicks ~i.e., the center frequency
divided by the23 dB bandwidth! is about 4, and is closer to
that of dolphin and sperm whale clicks (Q52 – 3) than it is
to species such as porpoise that produce monochromatic sig-
nals withQ’s of more than 10~Table I!.

Representative spectra forZiphius clicks, recorded by
three different instruments between 2002 and 2004, are
shown in Fig. 3. Although these clicks are almost certainly
from different whales, all three spectra have a spectral peak
at 40 kHz and a spectral notch at about 26 kHz. Spectral
differences above the peak frequency may indicate that the
measurements were not all made precisely on the acoustic
axis of the clicking whale and so may include some off-axis

distortion ~Au, 1993!. The features just below the 26 kHz
notch also differ for the three different plots. This may also
be due to off-axis distortion, but could be a characteristic of
individual whales.

The click duration of around 200ms warrants some dis-
cussion as this is considerably longer than the duration of
clicks of any non-ziphiid toothed whale. Most delphinids
produce clicks with durations between 20~Rasmussenet al.,
2004! and 100ms ~Au et al., 2004! so the echolocation clicks
of Ziphiushave a duration that is at least twice as long. The
sperm whale produces multi-pulsed clicks with an overall
longer duration, but the dominant P1 pulse has durations
around 120ms ~Møhl et al., 2003!. Comparing the duration
of the individual pulses that make up the sperm whale regu-
lar click, it is evident that the clicks ofZiphiusare consider-
ably longer~Table I!.

Thus, the clicks ofZiphius differ from clicks recorded
from delphinids and sperm whales in combining a long du-
ration with center frequencies around 40 kHz. Killer whales
~Au et al., 2004! and narwhals~Møhl et al., 1990! have simi-
lar center frequencies, but much shorter durations and lower
Q’s. The long click duration is a prerequisite for the fre-
quency modulated~FM! sweep seen inZiphius that sweeps
from a frequency of about 35–45 kHz.

When comparing the click properties ofZiphiusto those
reported for the Northern Bottlenose whale~Hyperoodon am-
pulatus! by Hooker and Whitehead~2002! using a band lim-
ited (,40 kHz) single hydrophone system, it appears that
the Ziphiusclicks are of higher frequency and of longer du-
ration than clicks from the largerHyperoodon. It is not clear
if such apparent differences relate to differences in sound
production, biosonar performance, size of the whale, orien-
tation of the whales with respect to the hydrophones or sim-
ply differences in recording equipment and setup.

B. Source level and directivity

Analysis of the broadband click spectrum shows that the
sampling rate of the double tag data, 96 kHz, is suitable for
estimating source level and directivity index. To obtain
source level~SL! and directivity index~DI!, the angle of the
receiver with respect to the acoustic axis~the ‘‘off-axis

FIG. 7. The apparent source level~ASL! of 1123 clicks is plotted in gray
against off-axis angle. In black are the clicks from single scan~the asterisks
from Fig. 6!. The solid line is the broadband beam pattern of the modeled
piston with piston diameter 0.40 m~equivalent broadband DI530 dB), and
off-axis angle of acoustic axis of 15°, the dashed line describes a broadband
beam pattern for a DI525 dB.

TABLE I. Comparison of salient parameters for the description of echolocation signals of four toothed whales,
harbor porpoise~Phocoena phocoena!, bottlenose dolphin~Tursiops truncatus!, Cuvier’s beaked whale~Ziphius
cavirostris!, and sperm whale~Physeter macrocephalus!.

Phocoena
~Au et al., 1999!

Tursiops
~Au, 1993!

Ziphius
~this paper!

Physeter
~Møhl et al., 2003;

Madsenet al., 2002!

SLpp

@dB re: 1mPa at 1 m#
170 228 214 240

Energy flux density
@dB re: 1mPa2 s]

130 167 164 195

DI @dB# 22 26 Ì25 27
Duration @ms# 100 25 200 120
Fpeak @kHz# 130 120 40 15
F0 @kHz# 135 100 42 20
210 dB BW @kHz# 20 100 23 10
23 dB BW @kHz# 10 30 12 5
Q5Fp/BW23 dB 13 2–3 4 2–3
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angle’’! must be estimated for each click. However, the off-
axis angle, as derived from the tag data, is really the angle
between the joining line to the receiver and the direction of
motion of the clicking whale. While it cannot be excluded
that the whale swam with a pitch offset, it has been assumed
that the mean body axis is parallel to the mean direction of
motion, so that the body axis is on average parallel to the
mean swim direction. However, it seems most likely that the
whale, while clicking, is moving the head and thereby the
acoustic axis, separately from the body axis. This notion is
supported by visual observations of whales at the surface and
by anatomical evidence based on a pivot point at the occipi-
tal condyles/atlas-axis and partly unfused cervicals~Allen
and Mead, private communication! suggesting thatZiphius
has ample room for head motion while clicking. Finally, the
authors have observed significant head movements in an-
other beaked whale species~Mesoplodon densirostris! while
clicking, supporting the notion that this is also likely the case
in Ziphius.

Figure 7 has a striking lack of clicks recorded at off-axis
body angles ,10° whereas most strong values (ASL
.190 dB re: 1 mPa! are between 15° and 40°. From Fig. 5
it may be deduced that the measurements do not cover all
aspects~e.g., there are no data for azimuth 10° – 30° and
elevation 0° – 20°) and that the strong clicks are scattered
around the forward direction. Accordingly, some of the scat-
ter in the data of Figs. 5 and 7 is likely the result of head
movements by the clicking whale. Likewise the lack of re-
corded clicks from off axis body angles,10° may be a
consequence of inadequate sampling. The increasing part of
the selected scan, marked by triangles in Fig. 6, appears to be
independent of the off-axis angle variation due to body mo-
tion, suggesting that the increase in level represents a head
scan. The sharp increase of the received level during this
apparent scan suggests that excursion of the head movement
is at least 25° with a scan rate of 25°/s, which is consistent
with observations of Frantziset al. ~2002!. The correlation of
ASL with body axis during the decreasing part of the scan
~marked ‘‘* ’’ ! suggests that body motion dominates this ef-
fect.

The highest ASL levels are the best candidates for de-
fining the maximum source level~SL! of this species. The
highest measured SL of 214 dBpp re: 1 mPa at 1 m isconsid-
erably lower than the maximum levels of more than 220 dBpp

re: 1 mPa at 1 m reported for a range of dolphin species~Au,
1993! and at least 20 dB lower than the SL of sperm whale
clicks ~Møhl et al., 2003; Zimmeret al., 2005!. Although it
is possible thatZiphiuscannot produce higher SLs, it is more
likely that the full capabilities ofZiphiusare underestimated
here. The data set of 1123 measurements from a single dive
may also represent a biased data set for SL estimation. A
potential problem with using tags to measure the SL of clicks
from conspecifics is that whales may avoid ensonifying each
other with high-powered clicks as has been suggested for
spinner dolphins~Brownlee and Norris, 1994!. Thus, the
maximum of 214 dBpp re: 1 mPa at 1 m may simply be the
result of the whales reducing the volume when ensonifying
each other.

The longer duration ofZiphius clicks means that they

carry more energy than the clicks of other odontocete species
with the same peak-to-peak sound pressure level. The ob-
served energy flux of up to 164 dBre: 1 mPa2 s in Ziphius
clicks is comparable with the energy flux of clicks of the
bottlenose dolphin~Tursiops truncatus!, even though the
measuredZiphius source sound pressure level of 214 dBpp

re: 1 mPa at 1 m isabout 15 dB less than the maximum SL of
Tursiopsclicks ~Au, 1993!.

Au et al. ~1999! proposed how DI might scale in toothed
whales. According to this scaling, aZiphiuswith head diam-
eter at the blowhole of 60 cm~Allen and Mead, private com-
munication! and a wavelength of 3.3 cm should have a~nar-
rowband! DI of 24.3 dB, and23 dB beam width of 12.6°. A
similar figure is obtained by scaling the results reported by
Au et al. ~1995! for the DI of a false killer whalePseudorca
crassidenswith a head diameter of 40 cm~measured DI of
22.3 dB at 44.3 kHz!. Making the crude assumption that the
diameter of the head at the eye scales with the transmitting
aperture, we estimate that aZiphiuswith a head diameter of
60 cm will have a ~narrowband! DI of 22.3
120 log(60/40 cm)525.8 dB around 40 kHz, which is about
the same as the DI ofTursiops clicks radiating from a
smaller equivalent aperture, but at a higher frequency. The
estimated DI’s are about 4–6 dB less than the 30 dB DI
derived here using a broadband piston model to fit the mea-
sured ASL pattern. It is possible that our DI is an overesti-
mation based on the assumption that the variation in ASL is
only due to the angle from the body axis.Ziphiusappear to
move their heads regularly while searching for prey and
some head motion cannot be excluded in the selected data
segment. Based on the above-noted predictions and the data
presented here, it seems reasonable to suggest thatZiphius
clicks are radiated with a broadband DI of more than 25 dB.
Curves for DI525 dB and 30 dB are shown in Fig. 7 and
appear to bracket the data fairly well.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated thatZiphius pro-
duce ultrasonic echolocation clicks with center frequencies
around 42 kHz and the distinctive form of a FM up-sweep.
The derived directivity index of 30 dB is a little higher than
predictions based on other toothed whales, but may be a
slight overestimation. The maximum SL of 214 dBpp re: 1
mPa at 1 m isprobably an underestimate. The clicks have a
longer duration than clicks from other non-ziphiid toothed
whales. The estimated energy flux density of 164 dBre:
1 mPa2 s is comparable to that of clicks from bottlenose dol-
phins, which have considerably higher peak-to-peak sound
pressures. It is thus evident thatZiphiusproduce clicks with
temporal and spectral properties that differ from those of
clicks produced by most other toothed whales, and that the
clicks, on that basis, hold a potential for acoustic classifica-
tion and passive monitoring.
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Invariance of evoked-potential echo-responses to target strength
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Brain auditory evoked potentials~AEPs! were recorded in a false killer whalePseudorca crassidens
trained to accept suction-cup EEG electrodes and to detect targets by echolocation. AEP collection
was triggered by echolocation pulses transmitted by the animal. The target strength varied from222
to 240 dB; the distance varied from 1.5 to 6 m. All the records contained two AEP sets: the first one
of a constant latency~transmission-related AEP! and a second one with a delay proportional to the
distance~echo-related AEP!. The amplitude of echo-related AEPs was almost independent of both
target strength and distance, though combined variation of these two parameters resulted in echo
intensity variation within a range of 42 dB. The amplitude of transmission-related AEPs was
independent of distance but dependent on target strength: the less the target strength, the higher the
amplitude. Recording of transmitted pulses has not shown their intensity dependence on target
strength. It is supposed that the constancy of echo-related AEP results from variation of hearing
sensitivity depending on the target strength and release of echo-related responses from masking by
transmitted pulses depending on the distance. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1914150#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb@JAS# Pages: 3928–3935

I. INTRODUCTION

The biosonar of odontocetes~dolphins and toothed
whales! has been a subject of investigation over the past few
decades~Nachtigall and Moore, 1988; Au, 1993!, but many
of the basic mechanisms underlying echolocation function-
ing remain uncertain. In particular, the problem of automatic
gain control needs to be investigated in more detail. The
target strength and distance of the targets inspected by the
animal’s sonar vary widely. Therefore, the echo level varies
by many tens of dB. Successful performance of the sonar
requires that its receiving part~the auditory system! is ca-
pable of analyzing echoes under these widely varying condi-
tions. It is not known yet whether this performance is
achieved by a kind of automatic gain control which keeps the
response of the auditory system to the echo relatively con-
stant, or if the auditory system is equally capable of analyz-
ing the echo-signals at a wide variety of neuronal response
levels.

The variation of the echo level may be decreased by
variation of the transmitted pulse level. Experiments in the
wild have shown that dolphins and whales vary the intensity
of their echolocation pulses according to the distance to the
target, roughly at a rate of 20 dB per distance decade~Ras-
mussenet al., 2002; Au and Benoit-Bird, 2003; Au and
Herzing, 2003; Au and Wu¨rsig, 2004; Auet al., 2004!. To

some extent, this may compensate for the echo attenuation
with distance, although the compensation may not be com-
plete since, depending on the target size, the echo attenuation
varies from 20 to 40 dB per distance decade. Apart from that,
variation of the transmitted pulse intensity does not influence
the echo-to-transmission ratio. If this ratio is very low~be-
cause of the low target strength and/or large distance!, the
echo may be masked by the much more intense preceding
transmitted pulse. So, the question remains, whether or not
other mechanisms of gain control may act in the odontocete’s
sonar, and if they do, which ones?

One way to answer this question is to record the brain
auditory evoked potentials~AEPs! during natural echoloca-
tion in dolphins. AEPs indicate magnitude of the brain re-
sponse to sounds. Recording AEPs during echolocation may
show how the brain responds to both the emitted click and
echo. Studies in a false killer whale~Supin et al., 2003,
2004! have shown that this approach is feasible. During ac-
tive echolocation experiments, a set of AEPs was recorded
containing responses to both the transmitted sounds and to
the echoes. This approach has revealed the presence of a
self-regulating mechanism in the whale’s auditory system.
The echo-related AEP amplitude was virtually independent
of the distance to the target when it varied from 1 to 8 m,
although this resulted in echo-level variation as much as 36
dB ~Supin et al., 2004!. It was suggested that this indepen-
dence of the response to distance may have resulted from the
interaction between the transmitted pulse and the echo: with
the distance increase, the echo intensity decreases, but, be-
cause of increased delay, the echo releases from masking by

a!Electronic mail: alex–supin@sevin.ru
b!Electronic mail: nachtiga@hawaii.edu
c!Electronic mail: wau@hawaii.edu
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the preceding transmitted pulse; these two processes com-
pensate one another keeping the echo-response almost con-
stant. That study, however, was done with the use of only one
target with a particular target strength. It left unanswered a
few important questions, in particular:

~1! Does the odontocete’s echolocation system use gain-
control mechanisms compensating target strength as well
as distance variations?

~2! Do these mechanisms, if they exist, involve control of
the transmitted pulse intensity, or the control of hearing
sensitivity, or both?

Therefore, the topics of the present study are as follows.

~1! To estimate how the auditory system responds to both
transmitted clicks and echoes at various target strengths
and distances, we recorded echolocation-related AEPs
while varying both target strength and distance to the
target.

~2! To estimate the role of transmitted click intensity in the
automatic gain control, during a part of experiments, we
recorded these outgoing echolocation clicks in parallel
with the AEP recording.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Subject and experimental conditions

The experiments were carried out in facilities of the Ha-
waii Institute of Marine Biology, Marine Mammal Research
Program. The subject was a false killer whalePseudorca
crassidens, an approximately 30-year-old female kept in a
wire-net enclosure in Kaneohe Bay, HI. The animal was
trained to accept soft latex suction cups containing EEG
electrodes to pick up the evoked-potentials, to ensonify and
recognize targets by echolocation, and to report the target
presence or absence using a go/no-go reporting paradigm.

The experimental facilities were laid out as follows~Fig.
1!. The experimental enclosure was constructed of a floating
pen frame~1!, 8310 m in size, supported by floats and bear-
ing an enclosing wire net. This enclosure~the animal section!
linked to a target section—another floating frame~2!, 6
38 m in size that served to mount targets and did not bear
net. The front part of this section was free of supporting
floats and any other sound-reflecting objects in the water. In
the net divider separating these two sections, there was an
opening bounded by a hoop~3!, 55 cm in diameter that
served as a hoop station for the animal. In front of the hoop,

a B&K 8103 hydrophone~4! was positioned to detect the
emitted echolocation pulses and to trigger the acquisition
system. Another B&K 8103 hydrophone~5! was positioned 1
m in front to record the echolocation pulses in free field. A
target ~6! was mounted on a wooden beam~7! fastened
above the water surface across the target-section frame. The
beam could be fixed at various distances from the animal.
The target was hung from a thin monofilament line and could
be pulled up out of water and lowered down into water. The
hoop station~3!, the hydrophones~4 and 5!, and the lowered
target~6! were in a longitudinal straight line; altogether at a
depth of 80 cm. Behind the hydrophone~4!, there was a
movable baffle~8!. When pulled up, this baffle screened the
target section from the animal positioned in the hoop station;
when it was lowered down, it opened the space in front of
the animal. Near the hoop station, a response ball~9! was
mounted above the water surface serving as a target-present
response indicator. The trainer kept a position~10! to give
instructions to the animal and to reward it with fish for cor-
rect responses. The animal’s position in the stationing hoop
was monitored through an underwater video camera~11!.
The electronic equipment and the operator were housed in a
shack~12!.

B. Experimental procedure

Each session included both target-present and target-
absent trials assuring that the animal was indeed echolocat-
ing the target. The experimental procedure was as follows.

~i! Each session began with the trainer attaching suction-
cup electrodes for AEP recording~see the following for de-
tails!. ~ii ! The animal was sent to a hoop station~tracea in
Fig. 1!. During the animal positioning, the baffle@8 in Fig.
1~a!# screened the target from the animal. The target was
either lowered down into water~a target-present trial! or
pulled up out of water~a target-absent trial! in advance.~iii !
As soon as the animal took the position in the hoop station,
the baffle was lowered down thus opening the space in front
of the animal. Immediately after that, the animal emitted a
train of echolocation clicks, as a rule, 20–50 clicks in a train.
~iv! When the target was present, the animal was required to
signal its detection by leaving the hoop and touching the
signal ball@traceb in Fig. 1~a!#, then coming to the trainer
for the fish reward~tracec). In the no-target trails, the ani-
mal was required to wait until it was signaled to leave
the hoop~traceb was absent! and come for the fish reward
~tracec).

FIG. 1. Experimental conditions. Items 1–12 are des-
ignated in the text.
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Each session consisted of 30 trials, 20 target-present and
10 target-absent, randomly alternated. During the target-
present trials, the AEP-acquisition system~see the following!
was turned on as soon as the baffle was lowered, and it was
kept on until the end of the echolocation click train. Thus,
AEPs triggered by echolocation clicks were collected. In
target-absent trials, AEPs were not collected because the ani-
mal emitted very few clicks and it was not possible to collect
satisfactory AEP records. The purpose of the target-absent
trials was to assure that the animal was functionally echolo-
cating and reporting the presence and absence of targets.

C. Instrumentation

1. AEP recording

The AEP-recording equipment was designed as shown
in Fig. 2. Brain potentials were picked up from the subject
~1! by EEG electrodes~2! which were golden-plated disks 10
mm in diameter mounted within rubber suction cups 60 mm
in diameter. The active electrode was attached with conduc-
tive gel at the dorsal head surface, at the midline, 5–7 cm
behind the blowhole. The reference electrode was also at-
tached along with conductive gel on the animal’s back near
the dorsal fin. Brain potentials were led by shielded cables to
a balanced EEG amplifier~3! and amplified by 53104

within a frequency range from 200 to 5000 Hz. The ampli-
fied signal was monitored by an oscilloscope Tektronix
TDS1002 ~4! and entered into a custom-made acquisition
instrument~5! that contained a 12-bit analog-to-digital con-
verter with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and a digital averager.
The latter served to extract low-amplitude AEPs from back-
ground noise.

The averaging was triggered by sound clicks emitted by
the animal. For that, sounds were picked up by a B&K 8103
hydrophone~6! positioned in front of the animal’s head. The
hydrophone signal was amplified by 40 dB by a custom-
made sound amplifier~7!. The amplified sound pulses were
monitored by a digital-storage oscilloscope Tektronix
TDS1002 ~8! and entered a trigger device~9!. Each time

when a sound pulse appeared at the trigger-device input, it
produced a standard pulse at its output. These standard
pulses served to trigger the evoked-response averager~5!; the
triggering pulses were monitored with the same oscilloscope
~8! as the sound pulses. After each click, a 15-ms long tem-
poral window of evoked-potential recording was picked up,
all the windows within the trial were averaged. The on-line
averaged AEP records were stored in PC memory~10!. The
number of on-line averaged responses in a trial varied from
10 to 30, depending on the number of echolocation clicks
picked up. This number was not sufficient to achieve good
extraction of AEPs from noise. Therefore, all records ob-
tained under similar conditions~one and the same target
strength and distance! were then averaged off-line. The final
AEP record was stored in PC memory~11!.

2. Echolocation pulse recording

For echolocation pulse recording, they were picked up
by a separate B&K 8103 hydrophone@~12! in Fig. 2#, ampli-
fied by 12–18 dB by a custom-made amplifier~13! that had
a gain-dependent upper frequency cutoff of approximately 1
MHz, digitized at a sampling rate of 1 MHz by a Measure-
ment Computer PCI-DAS4020 acquisition board~14! and
recorded in a PC memory~15!. Echolocation pulses were
collected using the same trigger pulses as for simultaneous
AEP acquisition. Thus, those and only those echolocation
pulses were collected which provoked the simultaneously
collected AEPs. The echolocation signal data were analyzed
with a customQUICKBASIC 45 program. The parameters of
interest included the source level, peak and center frequen-
cies, 3-dB and rms bandwidths.

D. Targets

The targets used in active-echolocation experiments
were hollow aluminum cylinders with an outer diameter of
38 mm ~1.5 in.! and 25.5 mm~1 in.! inner diameter, axis
vertical. Four targets were used, 180, 90, 45, and 23 mm
long. Their target strengths were evaluated as222 dB, 228,

FIG. 2. Instrumentation. Items 1–15 are designated in
the text.
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234, and240 dB, respectively. Cylindrical targets of fixed
outer diameter and wall thickness were used so that varying
the length could vary target strength without significantly
changing the target frequency response.

III. RESULTS

A. AEP at various target strengths and distances

AEP records obtained at various target strengths and dis-
tances are summarized in Fig. 3. Each record was obtained
by averaging 600–800 individual responses. Four panels,
~a!–~d!, present records obtained with four targets: 23, 45,
90, and 180 mm long with target strengths of240, 234,

228, and222 dB, respectively. Three traces in each of the
panels present records at target distances of 6, 3, and 1.5 m,
as indicated.

A common feature of all of the records was the presence
of two AEP sets. The first one consisted of several alternative
positive and negative waves; the latency of this AEP com-
plex was one and the same in all records, independent of the
target position: the first positive peak at 3.6–4 ms, the next
negative peak at 4.6–4.8 ms, etc. The second AEP complex
~marked by arrows in Fig. 3! was of somewhat simpler wave
form ~mostly positive–negative–positive!, and its latency di-
rectly depended on the distance to the target: the longer the
distance, the longer the latency.

The latency of the second AEP complex is plotted as a
function of the target distance in Fig. 4. At all the target
strengths, the plots fit a straight line. For comparison, a
straight line described by

d5t11.33l ~1!

is shown in Fig. 5, whered is the delay~ms!, l is the distance
~m!, and t is a constant~ms!. The factor of 1.33 ms/m cor-
responds to the double-way delay-versus-distance depen-
dence at the sound velocity of 1500 m/s. Att54.9 ms, the
line almost coincides with the delay-versus-distance plots.
We consider this coincidence as evidence that the second
AEP complex is the response to the echo from the presented
target. Therefore, this AEP complex is designated in the fol-
lowing as the echo response, or echo-AEP.

The first AEP complex independent of the target dis-
tance is considered as the response to the transmitted echolo-
cation pulse. In the following it is designated as the trans-
mission response, or transmission-AEP.

With this interpretation of the recorded AEPs, their fol-
lowing features may be pointed out as remarkable.

~1! The amplitude of the transmission-AEP was practically
independent of target distance within the tested range
from 1.5 to 6 m. However, the amplitude of this AEP
was greatly dependent on target strength within the

FIG. 3. Echolocation-related AEPs recorded at different target strengths
@240 to 222 dB, as designated at panels~a!–~d!# and different target dis-
tances~1.5–6 m, as designated near records in each panel!. Arrows indicate
the AEP complex considered as echo-related.

FIG. 4. Dependence of echo-related AEP latency on target distance, at four
target strengths,240 to222 dB, as designated. Eqj is the approximating
straight line drawn according to Eq.~1!.
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tested range of222 to 240 dB: the more target
strength, the less AEP amplitude@Fig. 5~a!#.

~2! The amplitude of the echo-AEP was almost independent
of both distance and target strength@Fig. 5~b!#. Although
there were some differences between the records in the
wave form and amplitude of the echo-AEPs, this differ-
ence was not systematic and looked more like random
variation rather than a trend indicating dependence on
target strength or distance.

B. Echolocation pulses at different target strengths
and distances

Representative examples of echolocation pulses are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. Their spectra peaked at frequencies from 27
to 38 kHz. Echolocation pulse intensity varied significantly
both within a train and from train to train. Their source levels
were within a range from 165 to 210 dB re 1mPa peak-to-
peak, a majority~95%! being within a range of 175–200 dB.
Figure 7 presents source level distributions of pulses col-
lected at different target distances~from 1.5 to 6 m! at a
target strength of234 dB, and Fig. 8 presents the same for
different target strengths~from 240 to 222 dB) at a dis-
tance of 3 m. Neglecting moderate data scatter, all the distri-
butions look similar. Formally, almost all histograms pre-

sented in Figs. 7 and 8 were significantly different from one
another by their means: differences varied from 1.6 dB@Figs.
8~a!–8~c!# to 7.5 dB @Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!# with standard er-
rors from 0.21 to 0.36 dB. The only insignificant difference
~0.4 dB with a standard error of 0.31 dB! was between the
histograms in Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!. However, there was no
systematic dependence of the histogram means on either tar-
get strength or distance. Their means demonstrate very small
~within a few dB! dependence on target distance@Fig. 9~a!#
and no significant dependence on target strength@Fig. 9~b!#.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. AEP independence of target distance

Independence of echo-AEP of target distance has been
described previously~Supinet al., 2004! at a target strength
of 222 dB. Herein, the same regularity was confirmed for a
certain range of target strengths, from240 to 222 dB.
Thus, this independence may be considered as a real feature
of the subject’s biosonar.

Among the possible mechanisms for the echo-response
independence of distance, first of all the ‘‘saturation’’ mecha-
nism must be considered. At a certain intensity of sound
clicks, AEP amplitude may reach a maximal possible value,
so that further intensity increase does not result in further
response increase. In the odontocete’s auditory system, this

FIG. 5. ~a! Transmission-related AEP amplitude dependence on target
strength~the argument! and distance~the parameter!. ~b! The same for echo-
related AEP.

FIG. 6. Representative examples of transmitted echolocation pulse wave
forms ~a! and their spectra~b!.
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sort of saturation does appear, depending on the click spec-
trum, at levels from 70 to 80 dB above threshold~Popov and
Supin, 1990! to 25–30 dB above threshold~Popov and Su-
pin, 2001!. Indeed, transmission-related AEP reached much
higher amplitudes~more than 1mV! than the echo-AEP
~around 0.4mV! recorded in the very same conditions, so the
echo-AEP amplitude of 0.4mV is well below the saturation
level. Therefore, a kind of gain-control mechanism should be
expected to keep the AEP amplitude independent of target
distance.

One of the possible mechanisms of the gain control
might be the variation of source level of the transmitted
pulses. Although found in a number of field studies~see Sec.
I!, this mechanism was hardly involved in our experiments.
Measurements of transmitted pulse level at different target
distances demonstrated small and irregular variation of the
mean level of only a few dB, whereas compensation of the
distance change from 1.5 to 6 m required 24 dB. Indepen-
dence of transmission-AEP amplitude on distance has di-
rectly shown that this small variation was negligible for the
animal’s auditory system. The ratio of the transmission- to
echo-AEP remained constant when the target distance
changed from 1.5 to 6 m which results in the echo attenua-
tion change as much as by 24 dB. This means that the gain

control is not a long-term process affecting both the
transmission- and echo-responses but a short-term process
affecting only the echo perception.

A hypothesis concerning the short-term gain control in
the dolphin’s auditory system has already been suggested
~Supinet al., 2004!. It was supposed that the echo response
is kept constant because of its delay-dependent releasing
from masking by the previous louder transmitted pulse. With
the target distance increase, the echo delay increases propor-
tionally, which results in release from masking. The rate of
this release in dolphins is 10–12 dB per delay doubling
~Popov and Supin, 1990!. At the same time, the echo inten-
sity decreases with a rate of up to 12 dB per distance dou-
bling. These two opposite processes may compensate one
another, thus keeping the echo response almost constant. We

FIG. 7. Distributions of transmitted pulse source levels at different target
distances: 1.5 m~a!, 3 m ~b!, and 6 m~c!. N is the number of collected
pulses,M is the source level mean6SD.

FIG. 8. Distributions of transmitted pulse source levels at different target
strengths:240 dB ~a!, 234 dB ~b!, 228 dB ~c!, and222 dB ~d!. N is the
number of collected pulses,M is the source level mean6SD.
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may apply the same interpretation to the results obtained
herein with a few different targets.

B. Echo-AEP independence on target strength

The results presented herein showed thatecho-AEPs
were independent both of target distance and of target
strength that varied by as much as 18 dB. However, contrary
to the target distance variation, the target strength variation
strongly influenced thetransmission-AEPamplitude, which
increased almost three times when the target strength de-
creased from222 to 240 dB. In other words, when the
target strength decreased, the echo- to transmission-response
ratio decreased correspondingly. It indicates the absence~or
weak effectiveness! of a short-term mechanism influencing
the echo-but not the transmission-AEP with the target
strength variation. It is more likely that a long-term mecha-
nism influences both of these responses.

Among such mechanisms, first of all the variation of the
transmitted pulse intensity must be considered. Variation of
transmitted pulse intensity~the lower the target strength, the
higher the transmission intensity! could compensate the tar-
get strength variation without compensating the echo-to-
transmission ratio. However, the direct measurement did not
show any significant and systematic variation of the trans-
mitted pulse depending on target strength. The overall trend

of the plot presented in Fig. 9~b! is as small as10.02 dB
source level per 1 dB target strength, whereas compensation
of target strength variation requires21 dB/dB.

The only remaining explanation is variation ofhearing
sensitivity. Indeed, the response magnitude actually depends
not on SPL stimulus intensity but on its sensation level~SL!.
If SL of the transmitted pulse changed without changing
SPL, it indicates a change of sensitivity. Thus, we hypoth-
esize that in our experiments the whale was capable of
changing its hearing sensitivity in a manner compensating
for the changes in the target strength: the lower the target
strength, the higher the sensitivity. This mechanism could
keep the echo response constant when the target strength
varied, but it made the transmission response dependent on
the target strength: at high target strength, the transmission
response was low because of low sensitivity; at low target
strength, it was high because of high sensitivity.

Because invasive investigations are not available in
whales and dolphins, there is no definite data on the possible
nature of the supposed regulation of hearing sensitivity. We
may only hypothesize based on fundamental hearing mecha-
nisms. It is commonly known that hearing sensitivity may be
regulated at both conductive~the stapedial reflex! and senso-
rineural levels~adaptation!. All these mechanisms are known
as being provoked by acoustical stimulation itself, reducing
the hearing sensitivity with increasing sound level. However,
in experiments described herein, the level of transmitted
echolocation pulses did not vary, thus the sensitivity was not
controlled in the classical manner, i.e., by stimulus intensity.
Is it possible that in odontocetes similar regulations of sen-
sitivity can be triggered in another way: not by sounds them-
selves but by echolocation activity? We cannot exclude this
possibility. But of course, without direct physiological inves-
tigations, this capability remains an intriguing hypothesis.

C. Data generalization

The above-presented data were obtained from only one
subject of a species which has not been widely investigated.
This brings up the question: How widely may these data, and
their explanations, be expanded to:~1! other subjects of the
same species and~2! other odontocete species?

It seems probable that odontocetes are capable of the use
of different degrees and different mechanisms of automatic
gain control, depending on the situation. In the above-
described experiment, the subject did not use distance-
dependent variation of the transmitted pulse level, whereas
field studies in other species have demonstrated the use of
this manner of gain control~see Sec. I!. Does this difference
depend on different conditions~laboratory-versus-field!, or
different target-distance ranges, or different species, or indi-
vidual subject preferences? The answer can only be obtained
by further investigations with more subjects, with varying
conditions, different species, etc. But at least the data pre-
sented herein demonstrate that gain control within the audi-
tory system is certainly one of the possible mechanisms of
the odontocete’s biosonar.

FIG. 9. Transmitted pulse source level dependence on target distance~a! and
on target strength~b! ~means6SD). Straight lines are regression lines ap-
proximating the data.
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A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure pure-tone hearing sensitivities in two belugas
~Delphinapterus leucas!. Tests were conducted over a 20-month period at the Point Defiance Zoo
and Aquarium, in Tacoma, WA. Subjects were two males, aged 8–10 and 9–11 during the course of
the study. Subjects were born in an oceanarium and had been housed together for all of their lives.
Hearing thresholds were measured using a modified up/down staircase procedure and acoustic
response paradigm where subjects were trained to produce audible responses to test tones and to
remain quiet otherwise. Test frequencies ranged from approximately 2 to 130 kHz. Best sensitivities
ranged from approximately 40 to 50 dBre 1 mPa at 50–80 kHz and 30–35 kHz for the two
subjects. Although both subjects possessed traditional ‘‘U-shaped’’ mammalian audiograms, one
subject exhibited significant high-frequency hearing loss above 37 kHz compared to previously
published data for belugas. Hearing loss in this subject was estimated to approach 90 dB for
frequencies above 50 kHz. Similar ages, ancestry, and environmental conditions between subjects,
but a history of ototoxic drug administration in only one subject, suggest that the observed hearing
loss was a result of the aminoglycoside antibiotic amikacin.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1893354#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb@WA# Pages: 3936–3943

I. INTRODUCTION

The first cetacean audiogram was obtained by Johnson
~1966, 1967!, who measured pure-tone thresholds in a
trained bottlenose dolphin. Since that time, researchers have
investigated hearing sensitivity, frequency selectivity, mask-
ing, auditory fatigue, temporal integration, and localization
in dolphins and other marine mammal species~review
Nachtigall, 1986; Johnson, 1986; Au, 1993; Nachtigallet al.,
2000!. The majority of studies on the auditory capabilities of
marine mammals have used psychophysical or behavioral
response paradigms similar to that employed by Johnson
~1966, 1967!. In the behavioral method, the subject is trained
to give a specific response to a particular acoustic stimulus
and to withhold the response~or provide an alternate re-
sponse! in the absence of the stimulus. Behavioral techniques
allow direct measurements of hearing sensitivity and are

generally considered the ‘‘standard’’ to which other sensitiv-
ity measures~e.g., electrophysiological measures! are com-
pared~e.g., Szymanskiet al., 1999!.

Behavioral methods are limited, however, by the diffi-
culty and costs involved with training marine mammals to
participate in hearing tests. Most marine mammal psychoa-
coustic studies have used one or two experimental subjects
~Greenet al., 1994!. Little attention has been given to repli-
cating earlier work with additional subjects. The small num-
ber of individuals for whom data are available has resulted in
lingering questions regarding ‘‘normal’’ hearing for marine
mammal species, typical intraspecific variability, and typical
hearing loss for different ages and genders.

In this paper we report behavioral audiograms for two
belugas~Delphinapterus leucas!. These data augment the
beluga hearing threshold data presented by Whiteet al.
~1978!, Awbreyet al. ~1988!, Klishin et al. ~2000!, and Ridg-
way et al. ~2001!. Taken together, these data allow estimates
to be made of ‘‘normal’’ hearing sensitivity in belugas. The
data from the present study were also unique because theya!Electronic mail: james.finneran@navy.mil
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revealed significant hearing loss in a subject previously
treated with aminoglycoside antibiotics.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Test subjects were two male belugas: Beethoven~9–11
years old, mass approximately 640 kg! and Turner~8–10
years, approximately 590 kg!. Both subjects were born in an
oceanarium, had the same father, and had been housed to-
gether since shortly after Turner was born. Neither subject
had any previous experience with hearing tests or other psy-
chophysical test procedures.

The health of the subjects was ascertained through peri-
odic medical examinations by veterinarians. Subjects were
healthy during the course of the study, with the exception
that from June 2002 until the end of the study Turner was
treated off and on for glomerulonephritis as evidenced by
periodic hemituria. No ototoxic drugs were used during these
periods of treatment. Beethoven required no medical treat-
ment during the study period.

Tests were conducted according to a protocol approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center, San Diego and the
Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium. The described experi-
ments were conducted in accordance with the Acoustical So-
ciety of America’sGuiding Principles in the Care and Use of
Animalsand followed all applicable U.S. Department of De-
fense guidelines.

B. Experimental apparatus

Figure 1~a! shows the test site located in the ‘‘Rocky
Shores’’ beluga habitat at the Point Defiance Zoo and
Aquarium, in Tacoma, WA. The exhibit contained approxi-
mately 1150 m3 ~304 000 gal! of filtered, ozonated seawater
within a large main pool, a shallow connection channel, and
an off-exhibit holding pool. The holding pool, which was 9
m in diameter with a depth of 2.7 m, was used to separate the
subjects so each could be tested independently. The hearing
tests were conducted in the main pool. The main pool was
irregularly shaped, roughly 15320 m, with a surface of
sprayed gunite and varying bottom depth and topography.
The maximum depth was 4.4 m, sloping up to 1.5 m at the
entrance to the channel. The average depth was about 3 m.
The main pool volume was 920 m3 ~243 000 gal! and the
surface area was 30 m2.

The trainer was positioned near a shallow beaching area
at the northwest edge of the pool. The test apparatus was
located along the south side of the pool, near an approxi-
mately 10-m-long underwater viewing window built into the
southwest wall of the pool. A personal computer~PC!, video
monitor, and other electronics were housed in a small enclo-
sure located in the underwater viewing area.

The test apparatus@Fig. 1~b!# consisted of a submerged
polyvinyl chloride ~PVC! frame containing an underwater
sound projector~ITC 10001, ITC 1032, or ITC 1042, de-
pending on the test frequency!, receiving hydrophone~B&K
8105!, video camera, and a neoprene-covered plastic ‘‘bite-
plate.’’ Subjects were trained to dive underwater and position

themselves on the biteplate, which put their head in a fixed,
repeatable position with respect to the sound projector and
receiving hydrophone. Water depth at the apparatus was ap-
proximately 4 m. The depth of the sound projector and sub-
ject was approximately 2 m. The sound projector was posi-
tioned so that the distance between the projector and the
subject’s ears was approximately 1 m.

Hearing test tones were generated by a multifunction
data acquisition board~National Instruments PCI-MIO-
16E-1! residing within the PC. The generated tones were

FIG. 1. ~a! Top-view schematic of the beluga habitat at the Point Defiance
Zoo and Aquarium showing the main pool and holding pool. Locations of
the test apparatus and trainer positions are marked. Depth contours are ap-
proximate.~b! Schematic of the test apparatus with subject positioned on the
biteplate.
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attenuated~HP 355D or TDT PA-5!, filtered ~Ithaco 4302!,
and amplified~BGW PS2!, before being input to the sound
projector: ITC 1001~2–20 kHz!, ITC 1032~12–50 kHz!, or
ITC 1042 ~18–130 kHz!. Tones were 500 ms in duration,
including a 50-ms linear rise and fall time. Sound levels
presented to each subject were calibrated before and after
each session, without the subject present, with the receiving
hydrophone located at a position estimated to lie on the sub-
ject’s midline at the location of the ears. The hydrophone
output was amplified~B&K 2635! and filtered~Ithaco 4302!
before being digitized by the PCI-MIO-16E-1. During the
hearing tests the hydrophone was positioned above and in
front of the subject and used to monitor the sound in the
water, including the hearing test tones and any sounds pro-
duced by the subject. Custom software~Finneran, 2003! was
used to calibrate the sound system, control the hearing test,
and analyze the resulting data.

C. Procedure

1. Hearing test

Hearing test sessions were conducted once or twice a
day with each subject. Each session produced a single
threshold estimate at a particular frequency. Session dura-
tions were approximately 15 to 20 min. The hearing test
procedure was based on the method of free response~MFR!
~Egan et al., 1961!. Similar test methods were used by
Finneranet al. ~2000, 2002a, b, c, 2003! and Schlundtet al.
~2000! to measure marine mammal hearing thresholds.

Each hearing test session was divided into a number of
observation periods, referred to here as ‘‘dives.’’ During each
dive, the subject was instructed to swim to the test apparatus,
submerge, and position at the underwater biteplate. A vari-
able number of trials was then presented. To conclude the
dive, the trainer sounded an underwater buzzer and signaled
the subject to return for fish reward.

Each trial was 2 s in duration. The intertrial interval
~defined from the start of one trial to the start of the next
trial! was randomized between 4 and 7 s. Fifty percent of the
trials ~determined from a Gellerman series! contained a hear-
ing test tone, 50% were signal-absent or ‘‘catch’’ trials. Tone
trials contained a 500-ms duration pure tone at the test fre-
quency. The tone onset coincided with the trial start. Subjects
were trained to produce a specific audible response to each
hearing test tone and to stay quiet otherwise. The time period
between 0.1 and 2.0 s immediately following each tone start
was designated as the ‘‘hit interval.’’ Responses occurring
within a hit interval ~following a tone! were recorded as
‘‘hits.’’ No response to a tone trial was classified as a ‘‘miss.’’
Catch trials were identical to tone trials except that the PC-
generated tone amplitude was set to 0 V. Subjects were not
aware of the trial start times, thus the catch trials were es-
sentially extensions of the randomized intertrial interval from
the proceeding tone and functioned as equipment catch trials
~to ensure that the generation/recording process was not pro-
ducing acoustic artifacts audible to the subjects!. Whistle re-
sponses to catch trials were recorded as ‘‘false alarms’’
~whistle responses by a subject outside of any trial period
were also recorded—see below!. No response to a catch trial

was recorded as a ‘‘correct rejection.’’ Tone amplitudes were
adjusted using a modified up/down staircase procedure~e.g.,
Cornsweet, 1962!: the amplitude was decreased 2 dB after
each hit and increased 2 dB after each miss. Hearing thresh-
olds for a single session were estimated from the mean sound
pressure of 10 hit-miss/miss-hit reversal points collected
within that session.

The trainer and computer operator monitored the sound
in the water for any responses by the subject. A small LCD
was used to display trial parameters~e.g., stimulus level,
tone or catch trial, dive time! for the trainer. The display was
updated just before the start of a trial. The number of trials
per dive was randomized within the following guidelines:
Dives were ended only after correct responses. An attempt
was made to reinforce responses to low-level tones~i.e., at a
lower level than any previously responded to!. The first hit
following several misses was generally not reinforced. The
dive times were normally kept under 2 min. The amount of
fish reward was scaled to the performance of the subject
during the dive ~e.g., more reinforcement was given for
longer dives and/or responding to low-level tones!.

2. False alarms

Previous studies of marine mammal audition have dem-
onstrated the importance of the subject’s motivational state
and response bias~e.g., Schustermanet al., 1975!. In the
present study, the response bias was assessed using two tech-
niques. In the first, more traditional method, the false alarm
rateRFA was defined as

RFA5
NFA

N
, ~1!

whereNFA is the number of false alarms andN is the total
number of trials. Miller~1969! presented an alternate method
to assess response bias in the MFR:

r FA5S nFA

T2NTT1
DT1 , ~2!

wherer FA is the false alarm rate,nFA is the total number of
whistle responses occurring outside of a hit interval,T is the
total amount of time the subject spent on the biteplate,NT is
the number of tones presented, andT1 is the hit interval
duration. The term in parentheses is the number of ‘‘false
positive’’ responses divided by the total amount of time dur-
ing which the subject was on the station with no hit interval
present. This term is multiplied byT1 to obtain a dimension-
less quantity. For the MFR,r FA is analogous toRFA ; how-
ever, this study employed a modified version of the MFR
where the intertrial interval was constrained between 4 and 7
s—it was not a Poisson distribution. For this reason, we re-
port both false alarm measures. In most sessions, there were
few responses outside of any response interval, so the two
measures are nearly proportional.

3. Threshold estimates

Hearing thresholds were measured over a 20-month pe-
riod. Thresholds were measured for Beethoven at 29 fre-
quencies between 2 and 130 kHz. For Turner, thresholds
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were measured at 28 frequencies between 2 and 100 kHz.
Above 100 kHz, Turner did not respond to tones with an SPL
of 160 dB re 1 mPa and was therefore not tested at these
frequencies.

Test frequencies were separated into three overlapping
groups, dictated by the usable ranges of the three available
sound projectors: low~2–20 kHz!, mid ~12–50 kHz!, or high
~18–130 kHz!. Frequencies belonging to more than one
group were tested with multiple projectors to ensure consis-
tency in the thresholds despite changes in the sound source.
Testing began at the low frequencies, then progressed to the
mid and high frequencies. Within each group, the frequency
was varied from day to day. After several months, testing
shifted back to the low frequency group and the process was
repeated for most frequencies, so thresholds were obtained
several months apart.

Each frequency was tested at least three times; most
frequencies were tested five or more times. Each test yielded
an independent threshold based on ten reversals. The number
of times a particular frequency was tested depended, in part,
on the variability of the threshold measurements at a single
frequency and between nearby frequencies. Additional tests
were conducted at frequencies where measurements were
highly variable and at frequencies where thresholds showed
large differences compared to neighboring frequencies. The
threshold and false alarm data at each frequency were used to
calculate the mean and standard deviations for the threshold
and false alarm rates as functions of the sound frequency.

III. RESULTS

Table I and Fig. 2 present the hearing thresholds,RFA ,
andr FA values for Beethoven. The symbols in Fig. 2 indicate
the mean values; the error bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals. Figure 2~a! includes a representative sample of the
mean ambient noise spectral density level~in dB re 1
mPa2/Hz! measured in the test pool. Above approximately 20
kHz ambient noise levels were below the self-noise of the
measuring hydrophone and amplifier~B&K 8105 and B&K
2635!. Table I includes the number of measurements con-
ducted at each frequency~n!. Table II and Fig. 3 present
analogous data for Turner.

Audiograms for both subjects have the ‘‘U-shape’’ typi-
cally seen in mammals. Beethoven had best sensitivity from
approximately 50 to 80 kHz and functional hearing~defined
here as thresholds,120 dB re 1 mPa! above 100 kHz.
Notches and peaks in sensitivity were observed at 20 and 50
kHz, respectively. Turner had best sensitivity from 30 to 35
kHz and functional hearing up to only about 50 kHz. False
alarm rates in both subjects averaged near 5% and 1% for
RFA and r FA , respectively. False alarm rates were variable
from session to session, leading to relatively high standard
deviations. There were no substantial differences in false
alarm rates with frequency in either subject.

Figure 4 compares the data from the present study to
beluga hearing thresholds previously measured by White
et al. ~1978!, Awbreyet al. ~1988!, Klishin et al. ~2000!, and
Ridgway et al. ~2001!. The adult male tested by Awbrey
et al. was one of the subjects tested by Whiteet al. White
et al., Awbrey et al., and Ridgwayet al. used behavioral

methods; Klishinet al. used an electrophysiological tech-
nique. Ridgwayet al. conducted measurements in the open
ocean at 5-m depth; the other data were obtained in pools
with depths from about 1.5 to 4 m. Klishinet al. lowered
water depth to 40 cm during measurements, so that the elec-
trodes remained above the waterline.

At the lower frequencies~below 10 kHz!, the data from
the present study are consistent with the Whiteet al. and
Awbrey et al. data, which were also obtained in pools. Dif-
ferences in ambient noise levels may explain the relatively
low thresholds obtained by Ridgwayet al. at these frequen-
cies. At the higher frequencies, Beethoven’s thresholds are
close to those of the subjects tested by Ridgwayet al. and
the male tested by Whiteet al.The relatively high thresholds
reported by Klishinet al. may be the result of the evoked
potential methodology, the very shallow water, which could
have created problems in accurately assessing the received
SPL, or the short duration stimuli~about 20 ms!, which may
have resulted in higher thresholds due to temporal integra-
tion ~Johnson, 1968!. Both subjects tested by Whiteet al.
exhibited peaks and notches in sensitivity similar to those
seen in Beethoven. The upper cutoff frequency in Beethoven
is close to that observed in the other subjects. Turner had
lower sensitivity at the higher frequencies compared to other
belugas. The dramatic increase in Turner’s thresholds above

TABLE I. Hearing thresholds and false alarm rates for Beethoven. SD
5standard deviation.n5number of independent threshold estimates~each
based on ten reversals!.

Frequency
~kHz!

Threshold RFA r FA

n
Mean

~dB re 1 mPa!
SD
~dB!

Mean
~%!

SD
~%!

Mean
~%!

SD
~%!

2 89 5.3 1.6 3.7 0.3 0.6 12
4 82 5.4 5.7 6.5 1.4 1.6 13
5 77 2.1 5.4 7.3 1.7 1.3 6
7 67 3.6 3.8 5.0 1.6 2.0 6
8 67 1.8 2.3 3.6 1.6 1.8 6

10 68 3.3 3.1 5.3 1.1 2.0 10
12 67 4.4 3.5 3.3 0.7 0.7 7
14 62 4.1 4.6 7.4 0.7 1.2 7
15 65 1.7 13.0 2.0 2.2 0.4 4
18 61 3.3 10.2 7.6 1.7 1.3 4
20 77 4.3 3.8 6.9 0.6 1.1 16
25 61 6.8 4.3 4.2 0.8 0.8 7
30 60 4.5 7.6 8.8 1.0 1.1 5
40 57 2.1 3.0 5.9 0.5 1.0 7
45 59 1.0 5.8 6.3 1.0 1.1 3
50 43 2.4 2.6 3.6 0.5 0.6 5
55 55 4.8 1.8 3.6 0.3 0.6 4
60 53 1.2 7.2 7.7 1.2 1.2 3
70 53 4.6 9.8 6.1 1.7 1.2 4
80 56 1.9 7.1 8.2 1.3 1.5 4
90 59 7.7 5.6 6.2 0.9 1.1 13
91 72 8.9 1.1 2.5 0.2 0.5 5
95 75 2.9 2.0 3.4 0.4 0.8 3

100 74 4.0 6.5 5.9 1.1 1.0 14
110 79 3.9 13.4 8.9 2.5 2.0 7
115 86 3.1 2.6 4.4 0.5 0.9 3
117 92 1.0 2.1 3.6 0.4 0.7 3
120 101 2.3 2.3 3.6 0.4 0.6 6
130 103 2.7 5.1 8.7 0.8 1.4 5
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35 kHz is unique among the individual belugas for which
data exist.

Although each of the previous studies of beluga hearing
utilized only one to three individual subjects, pooling these
data allows a larger sample size to be obtained. From this,
estimates may be made of what typical means and variations
may be in beluga hearing thresholds. To accomplish this, the
data from Fig. 4 were collapsed at each frequency to create a
single composite audiogram. The following restrictions were
used when pooling the data: Only behavioral psychoacoustic
data was used, so the data from Klishinet al. ~2000! were
excluded. Turner’s thresholds were also excluded. The indi-
vidual subject tested by both Awbreyet al. ~1988! and White
et al. ~1978! was only included once~the Whiteet al. data
were used!. Linear interpolation was used to estimate thresh-
olds at intermediate frequencies. Figure 5 shows the resulting
composite beluga audiogram. The solid and dashed lines in-
dicate the mean and the mean6one standard deviation, re-
spectively.

Figure 5 allows comparisons to be made between Turn-
er’s hearing thresholds and ‘‘normal’’ thresholds for belugas.
Figure 6 shows the differences between Turner’s hearing
thresholds and the mean values from Fig. 5 and represents
the estimated hearing loss for Turner at each frequency.

IV. DISCUSSION

The hearing thresholds presented in Figs. 2 and 3 exhibit
the typical mammalian ‘‘U-shape;’’ however, the large differ-

ences between Turner and Beethoven’s thresholds raise nu-
merous questions. The large differences between thresholds
are especially interesting considering the identical environ-
ments and test conditions to which the animals were sub-
jected. Hearing loss up to 15 to 25 dB is often considered
‘‘normal’’ for humans and to represent no impairment or
handicap~Davis and Silverman, 1978; Kinsleret al., 1982;
Glorig, 1988; ASLHA, 2004!. According to this definition,
Turner’s thresholds would be considered normal below about
37 kHz. At 50 kHz and above Turner’s hearing loss is ap-
proximately 90 dB, which would be considered ‘‘severe’’
hearing loss in humans~Davis and Silverman, 1978; Kinsler
et al., 1982; ASLHA, 2004!.

Hearing loss in mammals can be caused by a variety of
factors, including aging, exposure to high intensity sound,
exposure to ototoxic drugs, or congenital factors~review
Pickles, 1988; Yost, 1994!. Ridgway and Carder~1993,
1997! reported hearing deficits in three male dolphins~23,
26, and 34 years! and one female dolphin~33 years!. Brill
et al. ~2001! also reported hearing loss above 55 kHz in a
33-year-old male dolphin. However, Turner’s young age
~8–10 years! and age relative to Beethoven~13 months
younger! suggest that typical mammalian age-related hearing
is not a plausible explanation. Environmental noise exposure
may also be ruled out, since Beethoven and Turner were
housed together for nearly all of Turner’s life and
Beethoven’s hearing appears normal. This leaves ototoxic

FIG. 2. ~a! Hearing thresholds,~b! RFA , and~c! r FA values as functions of
frequency for Beethoven. The symbols indicate mean values, the error bars
represent the 95% confidence intervals.

TABLE II. Hearing thresholds and false alarm rates for Turner. SD
5standard deviation.n5number of independent threshold estimates~each
based on ten reversals!.

Frequency
~kHz!

Threshold RFA r FA

n
Mean

~dB re 1 mPa!
SD
~dB!

Mean
~%!

SD
~%!

Mean
~%!

SD
~%!

2 93 3.5 1.3 2.8 1.3 0.6 5
4 81 4.8 4.5 4.5 5.7 2.1 11
5 76 1.3 0.9 2.4 2.3 0.9 7
7 72 2.4 2.6 4.3 5.2 1.9 6
8 68 3.2 1.7 2.9 1.1 0.5 7

10 64 2.2 2.9 3.4 1.7 0.7 8
12 72 5.1 4.9 6.9 4.6 2.0 7
14 67 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4
15 68 2.4 6.3 7.7 2.9 1.4 4
20 60 2.1 1.7 3.7 1.8 0.7 10
25 54 1.3 8.8 10.4 3.6 1.9 4
30 63 5.3 4.5 6.6 3.7 1.2 11
32 52 4.5 4.1 4.9 1.6 0.8 4
34 52 1.7 4.2 8.3 2.9 1.5 4
35 55 4.0 8.5 9.1 3.9 1.7 4
37 65 5.5 5.9 6.1 2.8 1.2 5
38 67 3.5 3.2 5.5 1.7 1.0 3
40 79 3.3 3.6 5.6 1.9 1.0 6
42 84 3.6 10.9 3.9 3.0 0.7 5
44 102 3.5 4.1 3.7 1.3 0.7 3
46 114 3.6 9.7 0.5 1.9 0.3 3
48 133 5.1 8.2 4.3 2.4 0.8 6
50 142 2.7 8.6 6.7 3.7 1.3 6
60 140 3.3 10.8 7.9 3.2 1.4 4
70 146 5.6 8.6 8.3 3.1 1.6 3
80 143 3.0 6.7 6.7 2.4 1.2 3
90 151 3.5 7.6 2.3 1.9 0.5 3

100 161 2.6 2.1 3.6 1.2 0.7 3
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drug exposure as a leading candidate for the observed hear-
ing loss.

Many drugs are toxic to the hair cells of the cochlea or
vestibular system. Known ototoxic drugs include the salicy-
lates~e.g., aspirin and aspirin-containing products!, quinines,

loop diuretics, aminoglycoside antibiotics~e.g., streptomy-
cin, gentamicin, kanamycin, amikacin! and some antine-
oplastics~Griffin, 1988; Rybak, 1986; Tange, 1998!. The ex-
tent of ototoxicity and site of damage~vestibular or cochlear!
vary. For example, for the salicylates, ototoxicity occurs in
approximately 1% of people receiving the drug, occurs in the
cochlea, and is temporary~Junget al., 1993; Tange, 1998!.
Initial damage from ototoxic drugs is normally in the basal
end of the cochlea, leading to high frequency hearing loss
~Prosenet al., 1978; Sande and Mandell, 1985; Aranet al.,
1995; Tange, 1998; Tanet al., 2001!.

To assess the possibility that exposure to ototoxic drugs
was responsible for Turner’s hearing loss, the health records
of Beethoven and Turner were examined to determine the
extent to which either had been administered ototoxic drugs.
Beethoven had no history of ototoxic drug treatment; how-
ever, Turner had received aminoglycoside antibiotics. In
April 1994, at six months age, Turner was diagnosed with
Nocardiaspp. infection.Nocardiais an infection caused by a
funguslike bacterium that begins in the lungs and can spread
to the brain~Turkington, 1999!. Nocardial infections have a
very high mortality rate~Turkington, 1999! and have been

FIG. 3. Hearing thresholds,~b! RFA , and ~c! r FA values as functions of
frequency for Turner. The symbols indicate mean values, the error bars
represent the 95% confidence intervals.

FIG. 4. Comparison between data from the present study and previously
published beluga hearing thresholds. Circles—Beethoven; squares—Turner;
w—White et al. ~1978!, adult male and female; A—Awbreyet al. ~1988!,
adult and juvenile males and adult female; K—Klishinet al. ~2000!, adult
male; and R—Ridgwayet al. ~2001!, adult male and female.

FIG. 5. Composite beluga audiogram created by collapsing the data from
Fig. 4 at each frequency. Data from Klishinet al. ~2000! and subject Turner
from the present study were not included. Dotted lines represent the mean
6one standard deviation. The number of data points at each frequency were
as follows: 1 kHz, six; 2–8 kHz, seven; 10–100 kHz, five; and 110–120
kHz, three.

FIG. 6. Estimated hearing loss for Turner as a function of frequency. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence intervals and are only shown at frequen-
cies where data existed for both Turner and the composite audiogram shown
in Fig. 5. Linear interpolation was used to estimate the ‘‘normal’’ beluga
hearing thresholds at other frequencies.
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reported in several cetacean species, includingDelphi-
napterus~Dunn et al., 2001!.

Recommended treatment forNocardiaincludes the ami-
noglycoside antibiotic amikacin~Dunnet al., 2001!, which is
known to possess cochlear toxicity~Sande and Mandell,
1985; Matz, 1986!. In April 1994 Turner received 8.27
mg/kg twice daily ~BID! for 23 days. In October 1995,
Turner received 15 mg/kg amikacin once daily~SID! for 34
days. During the course of Turner’s amikacin therapy, peri-
odic serum trough levels were documented. His 12- and 24-
hour trough levels ranged between a high of 2.6 mcg/ml of
serum to a low of,1.0 mcg/ml of serum. Peak levels of
amikacin were measured during the time he received 15
mg/kg SID. The measured level was 52 mcg/ml, within the
50–60-mcg/ml range targeted for peak amikacin serum lev-
els when utilizing SID therapy.

Amikacin, like the aminoglycoside antibiotics kanamy-
cin and neomycin, is toxic to cochlear outer hair cells and
affects those cells in the basal end of the cochlea~higher
frequencies! first ~Prosenet al., 1978; Hawkins, 1959; Aran
et al., 1995; Tange, 1998!. The toxicity of amikacin is simi-
lar to that of kanamycin and neomycin, with incidences of
ototoxicity as high as 13% of those receiving treatment
~Matz, 1986; Griffin, 1988!. The relatively high amikacin
dosages given to Turner and long treatment period, coupled
with the observed high-frequency hearing loss, suggest that
this hearing loss was a result of the amikacin treatment.

It should be pointed out that aminoglycoside antibiotics
may be used to treat life-threatening infections that are resis-
tant to other types of drugs—there may be no other choice
but to use them. In the present case, Turner’s severe high-
frequency hearing loss must be weighed relative to the high
mortality rate associated withNocardia, especially in ceta-
ceans. Recently, Bates~2003! has published data suggesting
that a decrease in hearing loss induced by aminoglycosides is
observed when antioxidants or iron chelator therapy is given
concomitantly with aminoglycoside antibiotics. This has yet
to be tested in cetaceans but might be useful to consider
when infections must be treated with amikacin or other ami-
noglycoside antibiotics. It is interesting to note that Turner
received 750 IU Vitamin E and 750 mg Vitamin C orally as
a part of his routine daily dietary vitamin supplementation. It
may also be noted that Turner’s serum iron levels fluctuated,
during the amikacin treatment periods, from his normal lev-
els to very low levels which are common during illness in
belugas.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Despite similar ages, ancestry, and environmental condi-
tions, large differences were observed in high-frequency
hearing thresholds between the two subjects. While
Beethoven’s thresholds were consistent with previously pub-
lished data for belugas, Turner exhibited significant high-
frequency hearing loss above 37 kHz, with hearing loss ap-
proaching 90 dB for frequencies above 50 kHz. An analysis
of environmental factors and previous drug treatments sug-
gests that the observed hearing loss was a result of treatment
with the aminoglycoside antibiotic amikacin, which is
known to be toxic to outer hair cells of the cochlea in terres-

trial mammals. Amikacin and other aminoglycoside antibiot-
ics may be used to treat life-threatening infections that are
resistant to other types of drugs, so there may be no choice
but to use them in certain situations. In these cases, careful
dosage and/or monitoring of serum levels and possibly con-
comitant protective therapy may help to lower the risk of
substantial hearing loss.
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The behavioral response of mice to gaps in noise depends
on its spectral components and its bandwidth
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The purpose of these experiments was to determine whether detecting brief decrements in noise
level ~‘‘gaps’’ ! varies with the spectral content and bandwidth of noise in mice as it does in humans.
The behavioral effect of gaps was quantified by their inhibiting a subsequent acoustic startle reflex.
Gap durations from 1 to 29 ms were presented in five adjacent 1-octave noise bands and one
5-octave band, their range being 2 kHz to 64 kHz. Gaps ended 60 ms before the startle stimulus
~experiment 1! or at startle onset~experiment 2!. Asymptotic inhibition was greater for
higher-frequency 1-octave bands and highest for the 5-octave band in both experiments, but time
constants were related to frequency only in experiment 1. For the lowest band~2–4 kHz! neither
noise decrements~experiment 1 and 2! nor increments~experiment 3! had any behavioral
consequence, but this band was effective when presented as a pulse in quiet~experiment 4!. The
lowest frequencies in the most effective 1-octave band were one octave above the spectral region
where mice have their best absolute thresholds. These effects are similar to those obtained in
humans, and reveal a special contribution of wide band, high-frequency stimulation to temporal
acuity. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904387#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf, 43.66.Mk@WA# Pages: 3944–3951

I. INTRODUCTION

Auditory temporal acuity in human listeners and in labo-
ratory animals is most often assessed by measuring the de-
tection threshold for brief quiet periods or decrements in
noise level~temporal gaps! placed within a broadband noise.
Average detection thresholds of about 2 to 4 ms are typically
obtained in psychophysical studies in humans~e.g., Plomp,
1964!, and similar gap thresholds are found in behavioral
studies of gap detection in mice~Barszet al., 2002! and in
other laboratory animals~chinchillas, Giraudiet al., 1980;
ferrets, Kellyet al., 1996; gerbils, Wagneret al., 2003; and
rats, Ison, 1982!. This uniformity in gap thresholds across
mammalian species contrasts with their substantial differ-
ences in both the spectral frequencies that provide their best
absolute thresholds and in the bandwidth of their effective
range of hearing. The difference between species in their
ability to detect particular tonal stimuli is most apparent in
the comparison of humans and mice, young adult humans
having their lowest absolute thresholds in the region of about
1 to 2 kHz ~Brant and Fozard, 1990; Corso, 1958! and an
nominal audiometric range of about 20 Hz to 20 kHz~Green-
wood, 1961!, while for young adult mice the best absolute
thresholds are found at about 14 to 16 kHz and their nominal
hearing range is about 1 kHz to 100 kHz~Fay, 1988, pp.
367–370!.

The similarity of these measures of temporal acuity de-
spite the very different spectral sensitivities of mice and hu-
man listeners is noteworthy given the reported dependence
of temporal acuity in human listeners on the high-frequency

spectral composition of the noise carrier and on its band-
width ~Buus and Florentine, 1985; de Filippo and Snell,
1986; Eddinset al., 1992; Fitzgibbons, 1983; Fitzgibbons
and Wightman, 1982; Formby and Muir, 1988; Glasberg
et al., 1987; Green and Forrest, 1989; Shailer and Moore,
1983, 1985; Snellet al., 1994!. Buus and Florentine~1985!
provided the most extensive parametric description of the
effect of these two variables on gap thresholds. They re-
ported that gap sensitivity in human listeners reached a near
asymptotic value for 1-octave wide bandpass noise centered
at 4 kHz, that is, at the upper limit of the spectral region of
high absolute sensitivity. This high level of temporal acuity
was then maintained and at high levels possibly further en-
hanced when the center frequency increased to 8 kHz and 14
kHz, that is, into spectral regions where absolute sensitivity
is relatively poor. Moreover, temporal acuity dropped pre-
cipitously as the center frequency fell to 2 kHz and below,
even for a 1 kHz stimulus that is still within the spectral
region of highest absolute sensitivity. They reported also that
the lowest gap thresholds were obtained with a wideband
noise that covered the range of all of their separate 1-octave
band carriers. This latter finding was taken as suggestive
evidence that the highest level of temporal acuity apparent in
human listeners results from integrating less precise temporal
information across separate auditory channels.

The frequencies at which gap thresholds near their
asymptotic levels for bandpass noise in these studies are rela-
tively high in the human audiogram, but these same absolute
frequencies are very low in the mouse, about two octaves
below the spectral region that provide their best absolute
thresholds. Our goal in the present research was to determine
how gap detection in the mouse is affected by the relative
width and spectral characteristics of the noise band in which

a!Corresponding author: Telephone:11 ~585! 275-8461; fax:11 ~585! 442-
9216; electronic mail: jison@bcs.rochester.edu
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the gap is embedded, in comparison to the data previously
obtained in human listeners.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

The subjects were 60 young adult CBA/CaJ mice, born
and raised in the vivarium at the University of Rochester but
derived from breeding stock initially acquired from the Jack-
son Laboratory~Bar Harbor, ME!. The mice were 5 to 7
months old in experiment 1~6 male and 9 female!; 3 to 5
months old in experiment 2~4 male, 8 female!; 3 to 4 months
old in experiment 3~6 female and 6 male!; and 2 to 4 months
old in experiment 4~9 male and 7 female!. The mice were
maintained in group cages in a constant temperature and con-
stant humidity environment, with a 12/12 light/dark cycle
~lights on at 6 a.m.!. Testing was conducted usually between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. All procedures were approved
by the University of Rochester Committee on Animal Re-
sources, and were in accord with the regulations of the Pub-
lic Health Service and the Federal Animal Welfare Act.

B. Apparatus

The details of the apparatus have been previously de-
scribed~Isonet al., 2002!. The mouse was placed for testing
in a wire mesh oval-shaped cage~approximately 8 cm long
and 5 cm in both height and width!, that was mounted on a
suspended acrylic platform to which an accelerometer was
attached. This assembly was placed in an anechoic chamber.
The accelerometer was sensitive to the vertical force exerted
by the startle reflex, and its output was integrated over a 100
ms period, beginning with the startle stimulus. These values
were recorded in arbitrary voltage units that are linearly re-
lated to the downward force provided by the startle reaction.
In experiment 1 the noise sources for the filtered noise car-
riers, for the unfiltered background masking noise, and for
the unfiltered startle stimulus were independent noise genera-
tors ~linear output from 100 Hz to 100 kHz! fabricated in the
departmental electronic shop. In this experiment the noise
bands were produced by gating the output of one noise
source through a variable analog filter with 12 dB/octave
attenuation, with the edges of the band being 3 dB down
from the center level. In the last three experiments the source
for the startle stimulus and for the bandpass noise carriers
was a digital signal generator~RP2.1, Tucker-Davis Tech-
nologies, Gainesville, FL!, presented unfiltered for the startle
stimulus but filtered into bands for the various carriers of the
gap by the RP2.1. These bands were constructed to be iden-
tical to those provided in experiment 1. The source of the
masking noise was the same in all experiments. The filtered
bandpass stimuli and the masking noise were presented
through a high-frequency Panasonic leaf tweeter with an out-
put that was flat from about 2 kHz to 30 kHz and declined
thereafter at a rate of about 9 dB per octave. The startle
stimulus was presented through a second high-frequency
tweeter.

C. Procedure

In all experiments the mouse was placed into the
anechoic chamber for a 5 min period and then tested with
two kinds of trials:~a! baseline control trials in which the
startle stimulus was presented alone, and~b! trials in which
the startle stimulus immediately followed a perturbation in
the acoustic background. The startle stimulus was always a
20 ms noise burst with 0.2 ms rise/fall times, presented at
110 dB SPL. To human listeners this stimulus approximates
the intensity of a finger snap into the palm at a distance of 5
cm from the ear. The intertrial intervals on average were 20
s apart and were randomly chosen from a rectangular distri-
bution that had a range from 15 to 25 s. The startle alone
condition was always given twice in each block of trials
while the other conditions were given just once, all presented
in random order within a block. Each test day in each experi-
ment consisted of 11 blocks of trials, the number of trials
within each block depending on the numbers of conditions in
each experiment.

The 1-octave noise bands were presented at the same
attenuator setting that provided a level of 70 dB SPL for the
5-octave noiseband. These bandpass stimuli were always
mixed with an independent wideband noise that was set at 50
dB SPL, and thus the relative level of any noise band that
carried the gap information was always 20 dB above the
level of the same band in the background noise. The rise/fall
times of the noise at both ends of the gaps in experiments 1
and 2 and the increments in experiment 3 were near instan-
taneous~0.2 ms! but had a 5 msduration in experiment 4 as
in this experiment the noise bands were presented in quiet.

The same set of passbands were used in all of the ex-
periments, namely, 2–4 kHz, 4–8 kHz, 8–16 kHz, 16–32
kHz, 32–64 kHz, and 2–64 kHz. While they were presented
at a constant relative level of 20 dB SPL, these bands nec-
essarily differed in absolute level because of their different
bandwidths and because of the frequency response of the
speaker. The levels of the 1-octave bands between 2 and 4
kHz, 4 and 8 kHz, 8 and 16 kHz, 16 and 32 kHz, and 32 and
64 kHz were in order, 57.2, 58.9, 61.9, 63.3, and 60.9 dB
SPL. The level of the 5-octave band was 67.2 dB SPL. The
geometric centers of these bands were about 2.9 kHz, 5.7
kHz, 11.4 kHz, 22.9 kHz, 45.7 kHz, and 11.4 kHz. In our
colony of young adult CBA mice the mean~SD, N! ABR
thresholds~dB SPL! for pure tone stimuli presented near the
center of these passbands are for 3 kHz, 54.7 dB~10.1, 284!;
6 kHz, 28.5 dB~8.2, 284!; 12 kHz, 13.2 dB~7.3, 284!; 24
kHz, 25.3 dB~11.0, 284!; and 48 kHz, 33 dB~11.0, 283!;
and for WBN, 11.1 dB~5.2, 153!.

D. Experimental designs

1. The inhibitory effects of gaps in noise bands
differing in their frequency spectrum and bandwidth

This experiment was the central focus of this work, in its
examination of the varied inhibitory effects of brief gaps of
different durations embedded in different noise bands, with
the gaps ending always 60 ms prior to the onset of the acous-
tic startle. Gaps placed in broadband noise provide an inhibi-
tory gap function that rises steeply to near asymptotic levels
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as the gap duration increases from 0 to about 4 ms in mice
~Isonet al. 2002!. When this method was used to test human
listeners the ‘‘threshold value for inhibition,’’ defined con-
ventionally as the duration at which inhibition was 50% of
its asymptotic value, approximated the gap threshold ob-
tained using the standard psychophysical method of constant
stimuli in the same set of subjects~Ison and Pinckney, 1983!.

In experiment 1 eight gap durations were presented on
each of six test days~0, 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, and 29 ms gaps
inserted into the noise bands!. One no-stimulus trial on
which background activity was measured was also included
in each block. A different filter setting for the noise stimuli in
which the gap was embedded was used on each day, their
order counterbalanced across subjects. Because gap detection
improves slightly with experience in mice~Ison, 2001!, prior
to the beginning of this experiment the mice were given
three practice days with a 10 ms gap presented at different
lead times prior to the startle stimulus. In the first practice
test day the noise carrier for the gap was a 70 dB wideband
noise and there was no background masking noise, but for
the second and third days the noise that contained the gap
was either a high-frequency~16–32 kHz! or a low-frequency
~4–8 kHz! band of noise mixed with the constant wideband
masking noise, these counterbalanced across mice.

2. The inhibitory effects of the offset of noise bands
differing in their frequency spectrum and
bandwidth

This experiment was intended to determine whether the
effects of the spectral composition and bandwidth on reflex
inhibition observed to occur with ‘‘complete’’ gaps in experi-
ment 1 would be found also when only the first half of a gap,
that is, the noise decrement, was used as the inhibitory event.
The design of experiment 2 was very similar to that of ex-
periment 1, save that the gap was the interval between the
offset of the bandpass noise and the onset of the startle
stimulus, and nine gap durations were presented on each of
the six test days~0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, and 29 ms!. In
experiment 2 a gap was placed between the offset of the
noise band and the onset of the startle stimulus and its dura-
tion was simply the time interval between the two stimulus
events. The time constant and the asymptotic level of the
inhibitory effect of noise offset are similar to that of a com-
plete gap of the same duration~Ison et al., 1998!.

3. The inhibitory effects of brief increments in the
level of noise bands differing in their
frequency spectrum and bandwidth

Experiment 3 was the complement of experiment 2, to
determine whether the effects of spectral composition and
bandwidth on asymptotic Rd8 produced by complete gaps
observed in experiment 1 would be observed as well if only
the ‘‘second half’’ of the gap, that is, a noise increment, was
used as the inhibitory event. In experiment 3 the increments
in the background noise were 20 ms in duration and they
were presented 60 ms prior to the startle stimulus. This is the
same lead time as the onset of noise at the end of the gap in
experiment 1. Each pulse had a duration of 20 ms. The series
of trials in which the seven stimulus conditions were given

~including the five 1-octave noise bands, the 5-octave noise
band, and a baseline condition! was repeated on each of three
identical test days.

4. The inhibitory effect of brief noise bands differing
in their frequency spectrum and bandwidth,
when presented in quiet

The purpose of experiment 4 was to determine if each of
the noise bands used in the prior experiments was audible, as
would be demonstrated by their having an inhibitory effect
when they were presented as pulses in a quiet background.
The design of this experiment was exactly that of experiment
3, save that the stimuli were shaped by 5 ms rise and fall
times and they were presented in quiet. The noise bands
presented in quiet elicited startle reactions on some trials,
and these trials were eliminated from subsequent analyses in
order to eliminated any possible confounding between the
prestimulus reaction and the reaction to the explicit startle
stimuli. The criterion used to identify startle reactions to the
preliminary stimuli in each mouse was that the response
were more than three standard deviations above the mean
background activity level for baseline control trials on which
prestimuli were not presented.

E. Data analysis

The analysis of the data for reflex inhibition began with
the arithmetic difference in response voltage between the
mean of the two control trials and the mean for each pre-
stimulus condition for each individual trial.~The first block
of trials was not used in these analyses, in order to eliminate
the sometimes unusually large responses that may appear in
the first trials of a test session.! The differences were calcu-
lated within each block of trials for each subject, and were
then used to calculate a standardized ‘‘effect size’’ measure
~‘‘ d, ’’ Cohen, 1992! for each condition for each mouse for
each test day. This measure was obtained by dividing the
mean difference in ASR strength between the control condi-
tion and the prestimulus condition by the pooled standard
deviation of the differences across all prestimulus conditions.
This provides ad8-like response measure of the salience of
each gap condition for each mouse, which we call Rd8:

Rd85
ASRBaseline Condition2ASRPrestim Condition

sPooled
.

The Rd8 measures were subjected to repeated measures
analyses of variance~ANOVA ! with gap duration and noise
bands as within-S variables~using SPSS, version 12.0!. The
degrees of freedom for the ANOVA were adjusted for non-
homogeneity of between-cell correlations by the Huynh–
Feldt procedure~Huynh and Feldt, 1976!. The graphical pre-
sentation, regression analyses, and effect size calculations
used GraphPad Prism software~version 4.2!.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

Figure 1 depicts the mean~SEM! Rd8 values across gap
duration for the six frequency bands in which the gap was
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inserted. The behavioral function obtained with the 5-octave
bandpass noise is typical of the effect of a gap in a wideband
noise for the young CBA mouse in its rapid increase to attain
a near asymptotic level of reflex inhibition at about 4 ms.
The 1-octave bands with upper cutoffs of 32 kHz and 64 kHz
were the equal of the wideband noise in their providing an
identical early onset of strong inhibition for the 2 ms gap. In
contrast this 2 ms gap provided, at best, a minimal level of
inhibition when it was presented in any of the three lowest
1-octave bands with their upper cutoffs at 4 kHz, 8 kHz, and
16 kHz. Even the longest gaps in the 2–4 kHz band had no
behavioral effect (p.0.2), while the smallest gap that had a
significant effect (p,0.05) in each of the other conditions
varied according to the bandpass frequencies: 16 ms for 4–8
kHz, 7 ms for 8–16 kHz, and 2 ms for both 16–32 kHz and
32–64 kHz. The ANOVA across all 1-octave bands provided
significant main effects for frequency,F(4/56)514.11, p
,0.001, hp

250.50; and gap duration,F(6/84)512.54, p
,0.001,hp

250.47; and a significant interaction,F(24/336)
54.02, p,0.001, hp

250.22. The Rd8 means for each of
these frequency bands were fit with a one-phase exponential
function and the resulting rate constants, K~SE!, for each
frequency band are provided in Table I. This analysis indi-
cates that the rate of approach to an asymptote was slower
for the two 1-octave bands with their upper frequencies at 8
kHz and at 16 kHz. The asymptotic mean Rd8 values for the
22 and 29 ms gaps were not different between the three
highest 1-octave bands (p.0.20), but in the adjacent bands
of 8–16 kHz vs 4–8 kHz, and 4–8 kHz vs 2–4 kHz, the
higher-frequency band within each pair provided a higher
asymptotic performance (p,0.02). No 1-octave band pro-
vided as high a level of asymptotic performance as the
5-octave band of noise~the differences between the 5-octave
band and each of the 1-octave bands for gaps of 22 and 29
ms were all significant,p,0.01). The upper limit of Rd8 is

set by the average background activity, which in this experi-
ment was 1.43 (SEM50.08). None of the asymptotic Rd8
values approached this ceiling.

B. Experiment 2

Figure 2 depicts the mean~SEM! Rd8 values provided
by the offset of the bandpass noise stimuli as the interval
between this offset and the onset of the startle stimulus in-
creased from 0 ms to 29 ms. As in Fig. 1, the asymptotic
performance increased with the upper frequencies and the
bandwidth of the noise and there was no suggestion that the
offset of the lowest center frequency octave band with its
upper bound set at 4 kHz had any effect on the response. The
critical characteristic of these noise-offset data that contrasts
with those obtained with a complete gap is that only the
asymptotic levels of Rd8 were differentially affected by the
different frequency bands, as in this experiment all of these
behavioral functions were at their asymptotic levels for a gap
duration of about 4 ms. The overall ANOVA of the 1-octave
band data provided significant main effects for frequency
band,F(4/44)510.03,p,0.001,hp

250.48, and for gap du-
ration,F(7/77)511.89,p,0.001,hp

250.52, but the interac-
tion of these two variables had a near zero effect,
F(28/308)50.99,p.0.40,hp

250.08.
The first duration at which Rd8 was significant (p

,0.01) was 1 ms for the 5-octave band; 2 ms for the three
highest 1-octave bands, namely, 32–64 kHz, 16–32 kHz,
and 8–16 kHz; and 4 ms for the 4–8 kHz band. The Rd8
means for each of these frequency bands were fit with a
one-phase exponential function and the resulting rate con-
stants K~SE! for each frequency band are provided in Table
I. There were no systematic differences apparent in these rate
constants across frequency bands within this experiment, but
it should be noted that the two 1-octave bands of 4–8 kHz
and 8–16 kHz had considerably shorter time constants here
compared to experiment 1, while the time constants for the
two higher 1-octave bands of 16–32 kHz and 32–64 kHz
were similar in the two experiments. An ANOVA comparing
the overall asymptotic Rd8 values~the mean values at 22 ms
and 29 ms! in the 1-octave bands~ignoring the 2–4 kHz
band in this analysis! provided a significant main effect for
frequency band,F(3/33)54.79, p,0.01, hp

250.30, with a
significant linear trend (p,0.01). Subsequent analyses

FIG. 1. Mean~SEM! levels of Rd8, showing the inhibitory effect of pre-
senting a gap in noise just prior to the acoustic startle response in mice as a
function of gap duration and the bandpass frequency of the carrier of the
gaps. The gap ended 60 ms before the onset of the startle stimulus. A con-
tinuous wideband noise that was 20 dB SPL below the level of the 2–64
kHz bandpass carrier was always present~Experiment 1!.

TABLE I. Time constants@K, ~SE!# for the growth of Rd8 in Experiments 1
and 2.

4–8 kHz 8–16 kHz 16–32 kHz 32–64 kHz 2–64 kHz

Exp. 1: 0.02~.04! 0.14~.04! 0.53~.19! 0.38~.12! 0.34~.08!
Exp. 2: 0.51~.14! 0.57~.12! 0.51~.10! 0.39~.07! 0.57~.11!

FIG. 2. Mean~SEM! levels of Rd8, showing the inhibitory effect of pre-
senting a gap in noise just prior to the acoustic startle response in mice as a
function of gap duration and the bandpass frequency of the carrier of the
gaps. The gap ended with the onset of the startle stimulus. A continuous
wideband noise that was 20 dB SPL below the level of the 2–64 kHz
bandpass carrier was always present~Experiment 2!.
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showed that the 4–8 kHz band was significantly different
from both the 16–32 kHz and the 32–64 kHz bands (p
,0.02), and marginally different from the 8–16 kHz band
(p50.06). The three 1-octave bands of 8–16 kHz, 16–32
kHz and 32–64 kHz did not differ from each other (p
.0.10). The asymptotic levels for each of these 1-octave
bands approximated those of experiment 1. The asymptotic
level of Rd8 produced by the offset of the 5-octave band was
significantly greater than for in any 1-octave band (p
,0.01). The average Rd8 for background activity was 1.59
(SE50.10).

C. Experiment 3

Figure 3 depicts the mean~SEM! Rd8 for each of the
bandpass pulses, each presented at120 dB over the same
band within the wideband masking noise. The effect of in-
creasing the upper frequency of each band was to produce an
approximately linear increase in Rd8 that approximated the
asymptotic levels obtained in the prior experiments. The
ANOVA of these data provided a significant main effect for
frequency band,F(5/100)564.73, p,0.001, hp

250.76,
which had a significant linear component,F(1/20)
5214.88,p,0.001,hp

250.92. All of the pulses except the
2–4 kHz band provided significant levels of Rd8 (p
,0.01), and the Rd8 means for all adjacent bands were sig-
nificantly different from each other (p,0.05), save for the
16–32 kHz and 32–64 kHz bands. The average Rd8 for the
no-stimulus activity condition was 1.72 (SEM50.12).

D. Experiment 4

Figure 4 depicts the mean~SEM! Rd8 describing the
effect size for inhibition for each of the bandpass pulses pre-
sented in quiet, excluding trials in which startle responses to
the explicit startle stimulus were preceded by a response to
the initial stimulus~see methods!. The ANOVA of these data
yielded a significant main effect for frequency band
F(5/55)548.44,p,0.0001,hp

250.82, which had significant
linear and quadratic components,F(1/11)5105.73, 21.35,
p,0.001,hp

250.91, 0.66. In contrast to the preceding ex-
periments, here the lowest 1-octave band of 2–4 kHz signifi-

cantly inhibited the startle response~mean Rd850.31, 95%
confidence interval50.17, 0.45,p,0.001). The lowest adja-
cent bands from 2–4 kHz to 4–8 kHz, to 8–16 kHz, and to
16–32 kHz were all significantly different from each other
(p,0.005), but the higher bands of 16–32 kHz, 32–64 kHz,
and 2–64 kHz did not significantly differ (p.0.01). The
average Rd8 for the no-stimulus activity condition was 1.53
(SEM50.09). This value was significantly higher than the
Rd8 for the 2–64 kHz band,t(11)54.14,p,0.002, indicat-
ing that inhibition was not limited by an artificial ceiling.

Gaps or noise offsets never elicit startle reactions in the
mouse, but in this experiment the brief 1-octave bandpass
stimuli presented in quiet did elicit a small increased level of
prestartle activity while the 5-octave wideband noise pro-
vided a relatively vigorous response. The response to the
32–64 kHz 1-octave noise burst was slightly elevated com-
pared to the no-prestimulus condition, at a mean of 452~45!
compared to 302~19!, t(11)52.98,p,0.05. In contrast, the
mean response to the 5-octave 2–64 kHz stimulus~presented
at 67 dB SPL! was substantial at 1414~209!, about one-third
of the amplitude of the control response to the explicit startle
stimulus presented at 110 dB SPL, which produced a mean
response of 4165~411!. The median number of trials on
which criterion startle responses occurred in response to the
2–64 kHz bandpass stimulus was 10.5 (range50 to 25! out
of a possible 30, while the median number for the 32–64
kHz stimulus was 3.0~range 0 to 13!. Few instances of a
criterion response occurred for the other stimuli.

IV. DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 showed that gap thresholds and the time
constants for the growth of Rd8 improved with an increase in
the high-frequency components of the 1-octave widenoise
band carriers extending beyond the upper end of the spectral
region where the mouse is most sensitive, e.g., up to about
16 kHz; and then was at least maintained when the noise
bands included the increasingly higher frequencies to which
mice are increasingly less sensitive. The improvement in
temporal acuity observed with higher-frequency noise bands
that maintain a constant relative bandwidth is consistent with
the data obtained in human listeners by Buus and Florentine
~1985!. In fact, the entire pattern of the beneficial effect of
increasing the high-frequency content of the noise bands pre-

FIG. 3. Mean~SEM! levels of Rd8, showing the strength of the inhibitory
effect of presenting a noise increment just prior to the acoustic startle re-
sponse in mice as a function of the band-pass frequency of the pulse. The
increment began 60 ms before the onset of the startle stimulus. A continuous
wideband noise that was 20 dB SPL below the level of the 2–64 kHz
bandpass carrier was always present~Experiment 3!.

FIG. 4. Mean~SEM! levels of Rd8, showing the inhibitory effect of pre-
senting a noise pulse just prior to the acoustic startle response in mice as a
function of the bandpass frequency of the pulse. The pulse began 60 ms
before the onset of the startle stimulus. These stimuli were presented in quiet
~Experiment 4!.
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viously seen with human listeners was duplicated in the
mouse, save for its being transposed by about two octaves.
These data obtained in the mouse are also similar to those
obtained in human listeners by Buus and Florentine~1985!,
Fitzgibbons~1983!, and Snellet al. ~1994! in their showing
that increasing the relative carrier bandwidth enhances tem-
poral acuity, as the asymptotic effect of the 5-octave band
was higher than any of the 1-octave bands. These data indi-
cate that the mouse, like the human, must also be able to
combine information across frequency channels in order to
achieve high levels of temporal acuity.

In experiment 2 the magnitude of Rd8 increased rapidly
with an increase in delay time between the noise decrement
and the onset of the startle stimulus. The asymptotic level of
Rd8 was greater with an increase in the high-frequency com-
ponents of the 1-octave bands of noise, and also with the
increase in bandwidth from 1 to 5 octaves. But there was no
change in the time constant of the increase in Rd8 with an
increase in gap duration in this experiment, and near-
asymptotic levels of Rd8 were reached within 4 ms for all of
the carriers. If it can be assumed that noise decrement by
itself captures the effect of a noise decrement at the start of a
regular gap, then the data of experiment 2 suggest that the
beneficial effect of the highest-frequency components of the
complete gap on time constants for the growth of Rd8 results
from some beneficial effect of these high frequencies for
encoding the noise increment at the end of the gap, rather
than differences in encoding the noise decrement at the be-
ginning of the gap. Recent data on ‘‘cross-frequency-
channel’’ gaps in the mouse~Mooreet al., 2005! support this
hypothesis, in their showing that the combination of an onset
of a relatively high-frequency noise band at the end of a gap
and the offset of a relatively low-frequency band at its be-
ginning provides better gap detection than the reverse order.

Experiment 3 was designed to isolate the effect of the
noise increments at the end of the gap, by presenting each
noise band as a discrete pulse at the same 60 ms lead time
before the startle that followed the end of the gap in experi-
ment 1. The inhibitory effect of these bandpass noise incre-
ments as revealed in Rd8 approximated their asymptotic ef-
fect when they were present at the end of the gap, suggesting
that in this comparison gap detection and increment detec-
tion shared a common behavioral effect. This finding may be
analogous in mice to those of Plomp~1964! and others, who
have shown that for human listeners gap detection thresholds
are fundamentally related to increment thresholds. These
data suggest that the increment detection threshold for bands
of noise may improve with an increase in their bandwidth in
mice as well as in human listeners~Grose and Hall, 1997!,
and possibly in their high-frequency components as well.

Experiment 4 was undertaken to determine if all of the
noise bands were audible for the mouse if presented in quiet.
Although there were differences in effectiveness between the
bands of noise, all provided a significant inhibitory effect.
The large difference between the 2–4 kHz band and the next
highest band of 4–8 kHz is possibly related to the poor
sensitivity of the mouse for this very low-frequency band,
but this band was at least audible. The relatively high level of
startle responding to the 5-octave noise band compared to

any of the 1-octave bands suggests that the sensory processes
that drive the acoustic startle reflex must summate across
frequency bands.

The outcome of these experiments suggests that the fun-
damental bases of high temporal acuity in humans and in
mice are different from those that affect absolute sensitivity,
and depend on the high-frequency components of the noise
band in which the gap is embedded and on its relative band-
width. While there are other hypotheses that have been per-
suasively proposed to explain similar findings in some earlier
experiments, we suggest that these other hypotheses may be
restricted in their domain to relatively low-frequency stimuli
that first are not relevant for a high-frequency species like the
mouse, and second, even in human listeners do not provide
the high levels of temporal acuity that are routinely found for
broadband stimulation that includes high frequencies.

One alternative to the ‘‘high-frequency’’ hypothesis is
the ‘‘high-absolute-bandwidth’’ hypothesis, and because
these two characteristics of the noise carrier are often con-
founded, we must concede~with Buus and Florentine, 1985,
p. 166! that these hypotheses are typically difficult to distin-
guish even in experiments that seem to support the impor-
tance of high-frequency stimulation. In experiments per-
formed with human listeners gaps have been embedded in
noise bands as narrow as 50 Hz~e.g., Eddinset al., 1992;
Shailer and Moore, 1985! or as wide as 12 000 Hz~Snell
et al., 1994!. Center frequencies of the noise band may be as
low as 200 Hz~Shailer and Moore, 1983! or as high as 7 000
Hz ~Buus and Florentine, 1985!. The upper frequencies in
the noise band may be as low as 250 Hz~Shailer and Moore,
1983! or as high as 12 000 Hz~Snell et al., 1994!. It is not
surprising that gap thresholds obtained under these very dif-
ferent conditions are very different, varying from about 2 ms
at best, which can be obtained with very wide noise bands
that necessarily include very high frequencies~Snell et al.,
1994!, to thresholds in excess of 30 ms at worst, obtained
with narrow band noise that includes only very low frequen-
cies ~Eddinset al., 1992!. In one report using narrow band
noise at low frequencies, an increase in the upper frequency
content of noise band with the same absolute width resulted
in an improved threshold~Shailer and Moore, 1985!; in an-
other report an increase in the upper frequency content of
noise bands with the same absolute bandwidth resulted in no
change in gap thresholds~Eddins,et al., 1992!; and in a third
report ~Snell et al., 1994! an increase in the high-frequency
content of a noise band with a constant absolute bandwidth
resulted in an improved gap threshold with an initial increase
in the upper frequency of the noise, but as the upper frequen-
cies further increased then gap thresholds got much worse.
These profound differences obtained with supposed common
manipulations suggest that the gap detection for human lis-
teners is affected by different processes as the stimulus con-
ditions vary across the spectral range of human hearing: not
all of these effects may appropriately transfer across species.

Moore ~2003! described the inherent intensity fluctua-
tions that are present in narrow band noise, and affect gap
detection if the noise bandwidth is less than the bandwidth of
the appropriate auditory filter. These fluctuations, produced
by sparse sampling, so confuse the listener that the percep-
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tual task becomes ‘‘gap discrimination’’ between long target
gaps and random dips in stimulus level, rather than gap de-
tection. In human listeners these random fluctuations would
be apparent for noise bands with bandwidths below about
250 Hz and upper frequencies below about 1000 Hz, but this
acoustic explanation of poor gap thresholds in ‘‘absolute’’
frequency-defined narrow band noise would not apply to
mice. If the auditory filter is narrow relative to the noise
band, then the acoustic fluctuations are less noticeable, and it
is the time constant of the filter that limits gap detection
~Moore, 2003!. The time constant of a filter is proportional to
the reciprocal of its absolute bandwidth, and because the
bandwidth of auditory filters increases with their center fre-
quency~Scharf, 1961!, then high-frequency filters must have
short time constants. Filters with long time constants ‘‘ring’’
at noise offset, and thus the programmed gap would be par-
tially filled with continued activity. This effect must increase
gap detection thresholds in humans listeners when the gap is
inserted in relatively low-frequency noise. Theoretical con-
siderations~de Boer, 1985! as well as direct measures of the
rate of decay in auditory nerve firing at noise offset~Pfeiffer
and Kim, 1972! indicate that auditory filter characteristics
would limit gap detection only for auditory filters with their
center frequencies below about 1000 Hz. Thus, this second
explanation of poor gap thresholds in humans for relatively
low-frequency stimuli also would not apply to gap detection
in the mouse.

Noise bands with a low-pass cutoff set at 1 kHz yield
gap thresholds of about 10 ms in human listeners~Fitzgib-
bons, 1983; Snellet al., 1994! but gap thresholds continue to
improve rapidly with an increase in the low-pass cutoff from
1 kHz up to about 4 kHz and continue to improve for higher
frequencies, but more slowly~Fitzgibbons, 1983; Snellet al.,
1994!. What is responsible for this further increase in sensi-
tivity to gaps? The experiment of Eddinset al. ~1992! indi-
cated that the increase in absolute bandwidth can be a critical
variable, but the persuasive outcome of their clever experi-
ment appears to be restricted in applicability to the particular
choice of bandwidths and upper frequencies, given the dif-
ferent results reported by Shailer and Moore~1985! and
Snellet al. ~1994!, as described above. From a physiological
perspective the enormous biological factor limiting the gen-
eral applicability for the gap detection of a ‘‘constant abso-
lute bandwidth’’ is that the position along the basilar mem-
brane is allocated to log frequency, that is, to near constant
octaves, not linear frequency~Greenwood, 1990!. Adding to
the apparent heavy weighting of low frequencies along the
basilar membrane is the fact that the density of sensory re-
ceptors is not uniform, but is highest towards the low-
frequency apex~Wright et al., 1987!. These characteristics of
the auditory periphery must certainly be important for high
absolute sensitivity, and they are probably similarly impor-
tant for auditory tasks that depend on phase locking. Perhaps
they are also important in affecting gap detection for low-
frequency narrow band noise, but they are unlikely to play a
significant role in determining the most sensitive gap detec-
tion thresholds, as these are evident only with very wide
noise band signals that contain very high-frequency compo-
nents.

Shailer and Moore~1983! hypothesized that the best gap
detection thresholds, which they obtained for spectral fre-
quencies above the spectral regions with the best absolute
sensitivity, are the result of neural processing. The data of
Zhanget al. ~1990! support this conclusion, in their showing
in chinchilla auditory nerve fibers that thresholds for gaps
embedded in broadband noise improve continuously with the
CF of the fiber, over a range of CF from below 2 kHz to
above 8 kHz. Similarly, Eggermont~1999! found with mul-
tiunit recording in the auditory cortex of the cat that the
mean thresholds for gaps in noise decreased with an increase
in CF, over a range from 2 kHz up to about 20 kHz. Chin-
chillas and cats have a broad range of very sensitive absolute
thresholds, that may extend from about 1–2 kHz to about
8–10 kHz in both species~Fay, 1988, pp. 347–352; 357–
362!, and so these electrophysiological data agree with the
principles we propose for mice and humans, that temporal
acuity improves with high-frequency stimulation and is
maintained for high frequencies above those that provide the
best absolute thresholds.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The behavioral findings obtained here in the mouse con-
firm those obtained with human listeners in showing a simi-
lar pattern of first improvement and then the maintenance of
highly sensitive gap thresholds with an increase in the high-
frequency components of the noise bands and with an in-
crease in their bandwidth. Both mouse and human data, as
well as the data obtained in electrophysiological experi-
ments, show that temporal acuity is relatively independent of
the mechanisms that contribute to or develop from differ-
ences in absolute sensitivity, given at least a moderate level
of audibility for the carrier. Remarkably, mice and human
listeners have species-specific spectral regions of peak abso-
lute sensitivity that differ by as much as two to four octaves
depending on how they are measured, but share with other
mammals gap thresholds that are at least very similar, and
may be identical. Differences in best frequencies for absolute
thresholds vary with species-specific resonances of the ear,
and match the resonances of the vocal apparatus and the
resulting dominant frequencies in the vocal output in mice
and in humans. In contrast, the similar values for gap detec-
tion that are found across mammalian species encourage the
hypothesis that temporal acuity evolved to match the com-
mon rate of amplitude modulation that has been found in the
envelope of their vocal output, and not its spectral content
~Geissler and Ehret, 2002!.
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Marine mammals and noise: Problems with root mean square
sound pressure levels for transients
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Current mitigation levels for noise transients impinging on marine mammals are specified by rms
pressures. The rms measure critically relies upon choosing the size of averaging window for the
squared pressures. Derivation of this window is not standardized, which can lead to 2–12 dB
differences in rms sound pressure for the same wave forms. rms pressure does not represent the
energy of the noise pulse and it does not prevent exposure to high peak pressures. Safety levels for
transients should therefore be given by received peak–peak sound pressure and energy flux density
instead of rms sound pressure levels. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The critical role of sound reception makes cetaceans
susceptible to effects of manmade noise in terms of direct
physiological damage, threshold shifts, masking, and disrup-
tion of normal behavior~Richardsonet al., 1995!. The in-
creasing concerns about the effects of underwater manmade
noise on marine mammals calls for a standardized system of
how to quantify and mitigate noise exposure with relevant
and reproducible measures.

The magnitude of sound pressure levels in water is nor-
mally described by sound pressure on a dB scale relative to a
reference rms pressure of 1mPa ~dB re 1mPa!. The nonin-
tuitive nature of decibels, and the different reference values
and properties of air and water have led to a plethora of
misconceptions concerning the magnitude and potential ef-
fects of noise levels in air and water~Chapman and Ellis,
1998!. An absolute dB measure should always be provided
with a reference value, but it is equally important to state
how the magnitude of the sound pressure was quantified.
Sound pressures in underwater noise studies and bioacoustics
are variously reported in terms of peak-peak, 0-peak, peak of
envelope, peak-equivalent rms and rms. For the same tran-
sient wave form, levels in decibels may vary by 10 dB or
more between these different measures of pressure, making
comparisons futile. Thus, quantitative measures of underwa-
ter sound, and in particular, noise transients are haunted by
inconsistency and lack of adequate information to reproduce
and compare measurements, and there is a need for clarity
and standardization~Richardsonet al., 1995; NRC, 2000!.

The sound pressure of a continuous signal is normally
parametrized by a rms measure, while the sound pressure of
a transient is normally given in terms of peak pressure mea-
sures. For a pure sine wave the ratio between peak–peak and
rms is 9 dB, but for aperiodic or low duty cycle signals the
difference between peak–peak and rms varies widely and
can often be 15 dB or more. Peak sound pressure values of
transient signals are relevant measures of high level expo-

sures with the risk of causing physical damage in auditory
systems~Coleset al., 1968!. However, since the mammalian
ear operates as an energy detector~Plomp and Bouman,
1959; Green, 1985!, it also seems relevant to implement
measures that include temporal integration when assessing
sensation and damaging levels of transient noise.

For marine mammals, a rms level of safe exposure has
been adapted in an attempt to accommodate how the animal
may sense the received noise levels~NMFS, 2003!. Broad
band received levels of 180 dB re 1mPa~rms! and 190 dB re
1 mPa~rms! are currently the lower limits for concern about
temporary or permanent hearing impairment in cetaceans and
pinnipeds~NMFS, 2003!, and these levels form the basis for
estimating impact radii of active sound sources at sea~e.g.,
Blackwell et al., 2004; Tolstoyet al., 2004!. This paper ex-
plores the consequences of using the rms measure for safety
levels of different noise transients impinging on marine
mammals.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Four commonly encountered transient signals~all
sampled at 48 kHz! from high level underwater sources with
the same modeled peak–peak received level of 189 dB re 1
mPa~pp! were chosen for analysis:~1! an on-axis version of
the p1 pulse of a sperm whale usual click,~2! a 390 ms
frequency modulated pulse akin to that of a ping from a
mid-frequency sonar,~3! a short transient comparable to the
on-axis signature from a powerful, impulse sound source
such as an air gun array or an underwater explosion, and~4!
the same impulse sound after propagation in a highly rever-
berant environment. The root of the mean of the squared
pressure~rms! of a plane wave in a time window from 0 toT
is given by

prms5A1

T E
0

T

p2~ t !dt,

rms sound pressure level510 logS 1

T E
0

T

p2~ t !dtD ,
a!Electronic mail: pmadsen@whoi.edu
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wherep(t) is the instantaneous pressure~Urick, 1983!. The
analysis window is critical for rms measures of transient sig-
nals, the longer it is the lower the rms value will be.

In research on auditory traumas in humans, impulse
wave forms are often modeled by a Friedlander wave that
describes the idealized signature of a zero-rise time impulse
~Hamernik and Hsueh, 1991!. The rms value of such an im-
pulse can be computed using different temporal definitions
that relates to nulls or amplitude thresholds in the wave form
~For review see, Hamernik and Hsueh, 1991!. However, un-
derwater noise pulses seldom render themselves suited for
the temporal measures derived for the Friedlander wave. The
D duration, which is given by the210 dB end points relative
to the peak of the envelope of the wave form, has been
applied to determine the durations of biological transients
~Møhl et al., 1990!. The envelope is computed by taking the
absolute value of the analytical signal~Hilbert transformed
wave form, relating the real and imaginary parts of the ana-
lytical signal! ~Randall, 1987!. As a variation of this ap-
proach, Madsenet al. ~2002! and Møhlet al. ~2003! used23
dB end points relative to the peak of the envelope when
computing rms measures of reverberant air gun pulses and
p1 pulses in sperm whale clicks.

For signals with a good signal to noise ratio~SNR!, a
more common approach is to determine the duration of tran-
sients by using the relative energy in a window that incorpo-
rates the entire signal wave form along with short samples of
noise on either side. In this approach the duration is often
given by the part of the window that makes up 90% of the
total cumulative energy in the window including the sound
pulse~Malmeet al., 1986; Blackwellet al., 2004!. For short
duration, well-defined clicks from toothed whales a 97% en-
ergy approach has also been implemented~Au, 1993; Mad-
senet al., 2004!. To test the effects of these temporal defini-
tions on the duration of different transients, the23 dB, 210
dB, 90%, and 97% approaches have been applied to the four
transients signal types.

Acoustic impact is not only given by peak pressure, but
also by the energy flux density of the sound pulse~Ward,
1997!. The energy flux density or the sound exposure level of
a sound pulse propagating as a plane wave in an unbounded
medium is given by the time integral of the pressure squared
~Urick, 1983; McCauleyet al., 2003!. The energy flux den-
sity in dB re 1mPa2 si of transients can thus be approximated
by 10 log to the time integral of the squared pressure over the
duration of the pulse~Young, 1970!, which for the same
duration,T, is simply the rms level~in dB!110 log(T):

Energy flux density510 logE
0

T

p2~ t !dt

510 logS 1

T E
0

T

p2~ t !dtD 110 log~T!,

whereT is the window length in seconds. This estimation of
energy flux density is in line with Finneranet al. ~2002b!
based on the assumption of individual pressure measure-
ments of a plane wave. The intensity of a sound field is given
by the product of the pressure and the particle velocity com-
ponents divided by the specific acoustic impedance of the

medium ~Urick, 1983!. But since marine mammals only
seem to detect the pressure component of the sound field
~Kastak and Schusterman, 1998; Hastings, 2004!, the above-
given formula can be used when assuming exposure to a
plane wave well in the far-field of the sound source~Finne-
ran et al., 2002a!. This approach has accordingly been used
to compare the energy flux density of the four pulse types
with identical peak–peak pressure, but with varying dura-
tions and rms levels.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The p1 wave form of an on-axis sperm whale usual click
is shown in Fig. 1~a!, with its envelope in Fig. 1~b! and the
cumulative energy flux density in Fig. 1~c!. Figures 2~a!–
2~c! is for a 390 ms sonar pulse and Fig. 3~a! depicts a
custom generated single cycle 189 dB~pp! transient repre-
sentative of the signature of an impulse sound source such as
an air gun or a chemical explosive. Figure 3~b! displays the
wave form of the same impulse with similar peak–peak re-
ceived level as in Fig. 3~a!, but in this case the pulse has
propagated in a highly reverberant environment.

Figures 1~b! and 1~c! illustrate that the duration of the
sperm whale p1 pulse can vary between 47 and 125ms de-
pending on how the duration is derived. The duration derived
from 23 dB re peak of the envelope covers less than a full
cycle of the wave form, so it is not surprising that this dura-
tion measure renders the highest rms level of 183 dB re 1
mPa~rms!. All the three other duration measures are approxi-
mately twice as long and render essentially identical rms
received levels 2–3 dB lower. However, the energy flux den-
sity of the pulse is within 1 dB around 141 dB re 1mPa2 s for
the four duration measures. Consequently, for short, well-
defined transients such as odontocete clicks with good SNR,
the rms measure is quite robust and not very sensitive to the
criterion used to establish the integration window, except that
the 23 dB measure seems to lead to a rms sound pressure
level that is significantly higher~2–3 dB! than the three oth-
ers ~Table I!.

When comparing the different duration measures for a
very different manmade transient like the sonar ping in Fig.
2~a!, it is seen that the23 dB approach again yields a rms
level that is 2 dB higher than the three others, which relates
to the higher average squared pressure in the23 dB window
than in a larger window where the sound pressures fluctuates
more due to interference of multipaths@Fig. 2~b!#. As is the
case for the sperm whale click, the23 dB duration covers
such a small part of the actual wave form that its use cannot
be justified@Fig. 2~a!#. This argument is strengthened by the
fact that the energy flux when using the23 dB measure is 25
times smaller~14 dB! than when using the three other dura-
tion measures including a much larger fraction of the pulse
~Table I!.

Although the sonar pulse of Fig. 2~a!, has the same
peak–peak received level as the sperm whale click, its rms
sound pressure level is between 177 and 179 dB depending
on the duration used~the variance is caused by interference
of multipaths!. Thus, the sperm whale p1 pulse exceeds the
safety limit of 180 dB re 1mPa ~rms!, but the sonar ping
with the same peak–peak pressure level does not. The
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multipath-induced pressure fluctuations of the sonar ping
lead to a lower average squared pressure than the effectively
single cycled sperm whale pulse. However, when looking at
the energy flux density of the sonar ping, using duration
measures that essentially cover the pulse, the sonar ping is
seen to carry 1000 times~30 dB! more energy than the sperm
whale click for the same peak–peak received sound pressure.
Thus, if the peak–peak pressure received levels of the two
transients were considered, they would have an equal impact
on the exposed animal. If the rms measures are used, no
matter how the averaging duration is determined, the sperm

whale click will exceed the 180 dB re 1mPa ~rms! limit,
while the sonar ping will not, despite the fact that it is car-
rying more energy than the sperm whale click by three orders
of magnitude~Table I!. It is therefore not reasonable to com-
pare the acoustic impact of a mid-frequency sonar pulse with
that of a sperm whale click~Møhl, 2002!.

The impulse sound in Fig. 3~a! has almost the same
duration as the sperm whale click and about the same rms
sound pressure levels of around 182 dB. Accordingly, this
impulse with a similar peak–peak received sound pressure
level as the three other transients of 189 dB re 1mPa ~pp!,

FIG. 1. ~A! Wave form of p1 pulse of sperm whale click with a received
sound pressure level of 189 dB re 1mPa ~pp!. ~B! Envelope of the wave
form shown in~a!. 23 and210 dB levels for the durations oft23 dB and
t210 dB are shown by dotted and solid gray lines. The resulting rms@dB re
1 mPa ~rms!# and energy flux density~dB re 1mPa2 s! levels are provided
for each of the duration measures.~C! The relative cumulative energy of the
wave form in Fig. 1~a!. The duration measurest90 and t97 is given by the
windows containing 90% and 97% of the total relative energy in a window
including the sound pulse.

FIG. 2. ~A! Wave form ofp1 pulse of a mid-frequency sonar pulse with a
received sound pressure level of 189 dB re 1mPa~pp!. ~B! Envelope of the
wave form shown in Fig. 2~a!. 23 and210 dB levels for the durations of
t23 dB and t210 dB are shown by dotted and solid gray lines. The resulting
rms ~dB re 1mPa~rms! and energy flux density~dB re 1mPa2 s! levels are
provided for each of the duration measures.~C! The relative cumulative
energy of the wave form in Fig. 1~a!. The duration measurest90 and t97 are
given by the windows containing 90% and 97% of the total relative energy
a window including the sound pulse.
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exceeds the 180 dB re 1mPa~rms! limit. However, its energy
flux density is 100 times larger than for the sperm whale
click of identical peak–peak and rms received levels@Fig.
3~a!#. Thus, if energy flux density is not taken into account,
the impulse would be regarded as having the same acoustical
impact on an animal as the sperm whale pulse, and a larger
impact than the sonar ping having 10 times~10 dB! higher
energy flux density~Table I!.

The wave form of Fig. 3~a! mimics the situation of a
pressure wave propagating from an impulsive sound source
in deep water, approaching the situation for an acoustic free-
field. When such impulse sounds propagate in a highly re-
verberant environment such as shallow water, the energy be-
comes spread in time due to the variety of path lengths and
group velocities supported~Greene and Richardson, 1988! as

depicted in Fig. 3~b!. In this case the23 dB criterion win-
dow clearly does not cover the full extent of the pulse and
neither does the210 dB window. The choice of integration
window of this slowly decaying pulse greatly affects the rms
measures. However, even the highest rms measure of 178 dB
re 1 mPa ~rms! for this pulse, achieved with a window de-
rived by the23 dB criterion, is lower than the 180 dB re 1
mPa ~rms! limit. Hence, multipath propagation plays an im-
portant role in determining whether the rms level received at
the animal is considered too high or not, even if the energy is
invariant. When using the rms measure for a transient noise
pulse like the one displayed in Fig. 3~b!, it is evident that the
method of deriving the window may result in rms sound
pressure levels that vary by as much as 12 dB~Table I!. If the
90% energy measure is used for the displayed pulse, giving a
window length of 627 ms, a pulse with a received peak–peak
level of 202 dB re 1mPa~pp! would still not exceed the limit
of 180 dB re 1mPa~rms!. Consequently, long, fixed averag-
ing times for calculation of rms sound pressures can yield
very short safety radii around a noise source. Unless there is
a specified protocol for determining the duration, it is pos-
sible to manipulate the rms level by varying the averaging
window: the longer the averaging time, the lower the rms
level. Measures for mitigation of sound exposure should not
leave room for such analytical freedom.

The energy flux density measures the energy flow per
unit area received by the animal. With the signal of Fig. 3~b!,
the animal is actually exposed to twice as much sound en-
ergy ~3 dB! as compared to exposure to the pulse of Fig.
3~a!. If the peak–peak sound pressure level is considered to
indicate exposure, the pulses of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! would be
considered to have the same impact. If the rms measure was
used, the pulse in Fig. 3~a! would exceed the 180 dB re 1
mPa ~rms! limit, whereas the pulse of Fig. 3~b! would not
even though the animal is exposed to two times the acoustic
energy by the pulse in Fig. 3~b!. It is also apparent that for
the energy measure, durations that cover as much of the
pulse as possible given the signal to noise ratio provide the
highest number, which is the opposite of the rms measure.

Energy flux density is therefore a better measure for safe
exposure levels than rms measures as the energy unit takes
into account the overall acoustic energy impinging on the
animal per unit area~McCauleyet al., 2003!. Ears of terres-
trial mammals generally integrate sound intensity over a time
window of some 200 ms~Plomp and Bouman, 1959; Green,
1985!, and the same appears to be the case for cetaceans at
low frequencies~Johnson, 1968!. It seems therefore reason-
able to use 200 ms as the maximum integration time from a
detector or sensation point of view~Madsenet al., 2002!.

FIG. 3. ~A! Transient mimicking the far-field version of a sound pulse
produced by an impulse sound source in an acoustic free field. Duration,
rms, and energy measures are calculated by the same means as in Figs. 1 and
2. ~B! Slowly decaying transient mimicking the situation where the impulse
of ~a! has been propagating in a highly reverberant environment. Duration,
rms, and energy measures are calculated by the same means as in Figs. 1, 2,
and 3~a!.

TABLE I. Pulse numbers refers to the pulses displayed in Figs. 1 to 3~b!. RLpp is the received peak–peak sound pressure in dB re 1mPa~pp!. t provides the
different duration measures in ms. rms provides the root-mean-square sound pressure in dB re 1mPa ~rms! for each of the duration measures.E gives the
energy flux density in dB re 1mPa2 s for each the duration measures.

Pulse RLpp t3 dB t10 dB t90 t97 rms3 dB rms10 dB rms90 rms97 E3 dB E10 dB E90 E97

1 189 0.047 0.105 0.081 0.125 183 180 181 180 140 141 141 141
2 189 9 340 353 383 179 177 177 177 158 172 172 172
3A 189 10 13 9 10 182 181 182 181 162 162 161 162
3B 189 17 168 627 821 178 172 167 166 160 164 165 165
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This will lead to a 3 and 0.5 dB reduction for the pulses of
Figs. 2 and 3~b!, respectively. However, in terms of hearing
impairment due to a single, high level impulse, it has been
established that the safety threshold for humans scales as
10 log(T), where T is the exposure duration, even ifT is
much longer than 200 ms~Ward, 1997!. Since this issue
remains to be clarified for marine mammals, it may seem
reasonable to apply a conservative approach and provide en-
ergy flux density integrated both over the entire pulse dura-
tion and with a 200 ms integration time if the actual duration
is longer than that. Such measures should additionally be
accompanied by a figure of the wave form, and information
about the recording bandwidth and the duration used for in-
tegrating the pressure squared@as stipulated by the ANSI
standard for noise exposure~ANSI, 1994!#.

Impulses can have very high peak sound pressure levels,
but carry very little energy~Price and Wansack, 1989!. Since
physical damage and impairment of the auditory system is
caused both by high peak pressure and energy flux~Ahroon
et al., 1996; Finneranet al., 2002a, b; Ward, 1997!, safety
limits for sound exposure should include both a maximum
received energy flux level along with a maximum received
peak–peak pressure level. Such a protocol addresses con-
cerns for physical damage due to short high pressure pulses
as well as the effects of longer, high-energy transients with
lower peak pressures.

It is concluded that rms safety measures are unsuited as
a stand-alone mitigative measure for transient noise effects
on marine mammals irrespective of what the absolute level is
@currently 180 dB re 1mPa~rms! for cetaceans#. In line with
Finneranet al. ~2002a, b!, it is recommended that levels set
to mitigate sound exposure of marine mamals include a
maximum peak–peak received sound pressure level in con-
cert with a maximum received energy flux level~McCauley
et al., 2003!. It is suggested that the energy flux is calculated
by using the 90% energy approach for derivation of the du-
ration ~Malmeet al., 1986; Blackwellet al., 2004!, since the
97% criterion requires high signal to noise ratios, and the23
and 210 envelope criteria underestimate the durations of
slowly decaying transients. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to discuss the absolute levels for mitigation of received
peak–peak pressure and energy flux density, but there is an
urgent need for a careful assessment of such in light of ana-
tomical, physiological, and behavioral data for different ma-
rine mammal species.
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Seismic airguns produce considerable amounts of acoustic energy that have the potential to affect
marine life. This study investigates the effects of exposure to a 730 in.3 airgun array on hearing of
three fish species in the Mackenzie River Delta, the northern pike~Esox lucius!, broad whitefish
~Coregonus nasus!, and lake chub~Couesius plumbeus!. Fish were placed in cages in the 1.9 m of
water and exposed to five or 20 airgun shots, while controls were placed in the same cage but
without airgun exposure. Hearing in both exposed and control fish were then tested using the
auditory brainstem response~ABR!. Threshold shifts were found for exposed fish as compared to
controls in the northern pike and lake chub, with recovery within 24 hours of exposure, while there
was no threshold shift in the broad whitefish. It is concluded that these three species are not likely
to be substantially impacted by exposure to an airgun array used in a river seismic survey. Care must
be taken, however, in extrapolation to other species and to fishes exposed to airguns in deeper water
or where the animals are exposed to a larger number of airgun shots over a longer period of time.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1904386#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Nd, 43.80.Lb, 43.64.Wn, 43.50.Qp, 43.30.Ma@WA# Pages: 3958–3971

INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in the effects of anthropogenic
~human-generated! sounds on marine mammals~e.g., Myr-
berg, 1980; Richardsonet al., 1995; NRC, 2003, 2005; Wart-
zog et al., 2004! and fishes~Popper, 2003; Popperet al.,
2004!. The continuum of potential effects on such animals
could range from immediate death to no response whatso-
ever. In between are a range of effects that may include
damage to various body tissues that could impair or ulti-
mately kill the animal, temporary or permanent hearing
threshold shift, changes in behavior because animals try to
avoid the sound, and behavioral effects resulting from an
animal not being able to hear biologically important environ-

mental sounds or communication sounds from conspecifics
~e.g., Richardsonet al., 1995; Popper, 2003; Popperet al.,
2004; Wartzoget al., 2004!.

A wide range of anthropogenic sound sources are
present in the marine and freshwater environments including
shipping, high power sonar, and echo sounders. Ambient lev-
els resulting from such sounds appear to be increasing. How-
ever, it is very difficult to quantify this increase due to the
diversity of sound sources in the marine environment and the
very limited data available on underwater sounds in most
parts of the world~NRC, 2003; Wartzoget al., 2004!.

Airguns are widely used for marine-based seismic ex-
ploration by the oil and gas industry. These devices produce
a compressed air bubble that collapses under the pressure of
water causing a sharp concussive ‘‘explosion.’’ The peak
sound levels of individual airguns are as high as 230 dB~re
1mPa! at a range of 1 meter from the source. Arrays of air-
guns are trailed behind a vessel and put out frequent ‘‘shots.’’
The sounds reflect off geologic formations below the water

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
apopper@umd.edu
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bottom and are detected by long streams of hydrophones
towed behind the vessel. By measuring time of arrival and
other characteristics of the reflected signal, it is possible to
predict the presence of oil or gas in the sea bottom.

Despite the increasing interest of scientists, regulators,
and environmental groups in anthropogenic sounds, there are
very few experimental data that directly address how these
sources affect animals. Data for fishes show that exposure to
moderately loud noises can result in temporary hearing loss
~called Temporary Threshold Shift, TTS! in a few species
that have been studied including goldfish~Carassius aura-
tus! and other fishes specialized for hearing~Popper and
Clarke, 1976; Scholik and Yan, 2001, 2002; Amoser and
Ladich, 2003; Amoseret al., 2004; Smith et al., 2004a,
2004b! ~see Popper and Carlson, 1998 and Popperet al.,
2003 for reviews of fish hearing!. Three studies using higher
intensity sounds have also shown damage to the sensory hair
cells of the inner ear, the cells responsible for transducing
sound into neural impulses~Enger, 1981; Hastingset al.,
1996; McCauleyet al., 2003!.

In the only published study to examine the direct effects
of an airgun on fish physiology, McCauleyet al. ~2003! de-
termined the effects of exposure to an airgun on the structure
of fish ears. They found that exposure to multiple shots from
an airgun over several hours produced damage to the sensory
epithelia of the saccule, the major auditory end organ of the
ear, in a group of caged pink snapper~Pagrus auratus!, an
Australian marine fish. Evidence for damage showed up as
early as 18 hours post-exposure and was very extensive
when fish were examined 58 days post-exposure as com-
pared to controls.

McCauleyet al. ~2003! did not, however, test whether
there were any effects on fish hearing. Indeed, the effect of
anthropogenic sources on hearing is an important question
since it is possible to have TTS without any permanent ef-
fects on the structure of the ear. Such TTS has the potential
to put a fish in danger, since it may not hear the sounds of
predators, mates, or the environment.

In the current study we examined the effects of exposure
to a seismic airgun array on three species of fish found in the
Mackenzie River Delta near Inuvik, Northwest Territories,
Canada, an area in which there have been extensive land-
based and marine seismic surveys to map rich gas and oil
reserves. Considerable concern has arisen among the local
population and regulators regarding proposed riverine seis-
mic surveys and whether the sounds from the airguns could
negatively impact fisheries resources~Cott et al., 2003!. The
three species chosen for study not only represent the diver-
sity of the fish fauna of the Mackenzie Delta region, but they
also represent diversity in hearing structures found among
fishes.

The species included a hearing specialist, the lake chub
~Couesius plumbeus!, and two fishes without known hearing
specializations, the northern pike~Esox lucius!, and a core-
gonid, the broad whitefish~Coregonus nasus!. Broad white-
fish were selected because they are one of the most important
species to the aboriginal subsistence fisheries in the lower
Mackenzie River and Delta~Tallman and Reist, 1997!.

Fish were exposed to shots from a 730 in.3 airgun array

using a paradigm that would produce an exposure compa-
rable to a worst case scenario that a fish would experience
from a seismic survey in a river. The fish were tested post-
exposure to measure TTS in comparison to control fish, and
whether there was recovery from any TTS that was found.

METHODS

Work was done at the Mackenzie River Delta using the
Fisheries and Oceans Canada facilities in Inuvik, NT. Lake
chub and young of the year~YOY! northern pike were col-
lected using beach seines along the river bank in water
depths up to 1.5 m, while broad whitefish and adult northern
pike were captured with short set monofilament gill nets
~3.81 cm@1.5 in.#–13.97 cm@5.5 in.#! in 1.0–3.0 m of water.
The northern pike were held in large tanks with flowing river
water fed with external pumps at the experimental site until
used. The more sensitive broad whitefish were contained in a
pen located within the river itself until the airgun array was
in position and then placed in a large tank on shore with
flowing river water. Lake chub and YOY pike were held
separately in smaller tanks of temperature controlled river
water equipped with aeration and filtration in the DFO facil-
ity. All animals not used in experiments within 96 hours of
capture were released. This study was approved by the Fish-
eries and Oceans Canada Animal Care Committee.

Measures of hearing

Hearing capabilities were measured using the auditory
brainstem response~ABR!, a noninvasive method of measur-
ing the whole brain response to auditory stimuli~Corwin
et al., 1982; Kenyonet al., 1998; Mannet al., 2001; Scholik
and Yan 2001, 2002; Smithet al., 2004a, 2004b!. ABR al-
lows for a rapid assessment of hearing~15–20 minutes per
fish! without training, and so it is possible to ascertain hear-
ing loss very soon after exposure to sound.

Experiments were conducted with fish restrained in a
mesh sling and suspended underwater in a large plastic
cooler containing aerated river water~aeration was not used
during testing!. Lake chub and YOY northern pike were sus-
pended so that the top of the head was approximately 9 cm
below the surface of the water and 40 cm away from the
underwater speaker~Aqua Synthesis!. Because of their large
size~350–670 mm!, adult northern pike and broad whitefish
were suspended so that they were at the same depth but 30
cm from the speaker. Water temperature ranged from
18 °C– 20 °C.

A stainless steel recording electrode~Rochester Electro-
Medical Inc., Tampa, FL! was inserted subdermally into the
medial dorsal surface of the head over the brainstem while a
similar reference electrode was placed into the dorsal midline
surface of the fish near the anterior insertion of the dorsal fin.
A ground electrode was placed in the water near the body of
the fish. All exposed surfaces of the electrode tips that were
not in direct contact with the fish were coated with enamel
for insulation.

Sound stimuli were presented and ABR waveforms col-
lected using a Tucker-Davis Technologies~TDT! physiology
apparatus using SigGen and BioSig software~Tucker-Davis
Technologies Inc., Gainesville, FL!. Sounds were computer-
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generated using TDT software and passed through a power
amplifier ~Hafler P1000! connected to the underwater
speaker~Aqua Synthesis!. Tone bursts were 50 ms in total
duration and were gated with a Hanning window~similar to
the conditions of past ABR studies in our laboratory; e.g.,
Mann et al., 2001; Higgset al., 2001!. Responses to each
tone burst at each SPL were collected using the BioSig soft-
ware package, with up to 1000 responses averaged for each
stimulus frequency and level combination. In order to speed
testing, if an evoked potential was obvious before 1000 av-
erages was reached, the program was advanced to the next
test condition. Sounds were presented 17.5 times per second.
The SPLs of each presented frequency were confirmed using
a calibrated underwater hydrophone~calibration sensitivity,
2212 dB re 1 V/mPa; Reson TC 4013; 1 Hz–170 kHz re-
sponse!.

Sound intensity at each frequency was decreased in 6 dB
steps until a stereotypical ABR was seen and then advanced
to the next lower level~Fig. 1!. Threshold was defined as the
lowest level at which a response could be seen in the Fourier
transform of the evoked potential that was 3 dB above back-
ground noise.

ABRs were determined for experimental, control, and
baseline animals. Baseline animals were from the collected
group but they were not placed in the experimental pen, and
they thus served as controls for handling. The control group
consisted of animals that were placed into the experimental
pen and lowered to experimental depth and kept there for a
period of time equivalent to the insonification period of ex-
perimental animals but without the sound exposure. Control
and baseline results were similar, but baseline data are not
reported here since they will be presented in a comparative
study of hearing in a wide range of Mackenzie Delta species
~Mann et al., unpublished!.

Once fish were tested with ABR they were deeply anes-
thetized with buffered MS-222~an anesthetic for cold-
blooded vertebrates! and then weighed and measured. The
fish were then prepared for electron microscopic analysis to
determine any effects on inner ear tissues~Popperet al., un-
published!.

Exposure paradigm

Broad whitefish and adult northern pike were placed into
a 1 cubic meter holding pen made of 6.4 mm~1/4 inch! seine
netting on a frame made of 12.8 mm~1/2 inch! metal rebar
~top and bottom! and 12.8 mm~1/2 inch! lead-line ~sides!.
The top of the pen had a hinged and latched wooden lid to
allow access to the fish. The cage was set at the desired depth
using floatation above and anchors below at the end of a
fixed dock. Lake chub and YOY pike were exposed by plac-
ing them in a galvanized Gee minnow trap, the entrances to
which were sealed with plastic netting. The experiments
were conducted in 1.9 m of water with the pen and trap
submerged so that they were centered about 1 m below the
surface. Different fish species and life stages were exposed
separately. For each test the fish were placed in the river and
the airgun array was fired either five or 20 times.

Following sound exposure, the pen was lifted so that the
top was just above the surface of the water. The fish were

captured with a wetted net and placed into a holding tank
with fresh river water. They were then taken by truck to the
Fisheries and Oceans Canada lab~about a 90 second drive!
where they were placed into aerated and filtered holding
tanks of temperature controlled river water until they were
used for ABR. With the exception of fish that were intention-
ally held for up to 24 hours post-exposure to look at recov-
ery, all fish had ABRs measured within 1.5 hours of airgun
exposure.

Seismic airgun array

The airgun array was a clustered array of eight equally
spaced~70 cm between guns! SGI and SGII type sleeve guns
with a total volume of 730 in.3 ~12,000 cc! and with a total
array dimension of 2.6 m in length and 1.22 m across. The
volume of individual guns in the array ranged from 70 in.3

~1150 cc! to 150 in.3 ~2460 cc!. The airguns were deployed at
1.8 meters depth, were charged from a single air compressor
and were fired with approximately 1900 psi~13.1 kPa!
chamber pressure. The airgun array was fired manually and
this led to small variations in the firing pressure of the air-
guns. The observed variability in the received level at the
fish cages~see Table I! may be attributed to the manual firing
of the airgun array.

The airgun array broadside was pointed toward the fish
cage so that its maximum lateral pressure was radiated in the
direction of the cage. The airgun array was positioned so that
the cages were in the far field of the signal~i.e., where the
pressure wave forms from the airgun added constructively!.
The position of the airgun array shifted slightly during 28
July, the first day of testing, due to high winds at the study
site and had to be repositioned on 29 July, the second day of
testing. The airgun array was 17 m from the fish cages on the
first day of testing and 13 m on the second day of testing.

Airgun calibration

Both acoustic pressure and the acoustic particle velocity
were measured directly adjacent to the fish cage during the
exposure tests. Received levels inside the cage were not ex-
pected to be significantly different than those measured out-
side the cage. Measurements performed by JASCO Research
Ltd. for a prior study, using similar mesh cages, indicated
that airgun levels were not measurably different inside and
outside of the cages~MacGillivray et al., 2002!.

The particle velocity was computed from differential
measurements of the acoustic pressure using the pressure
gradient method~Fahy, 1977!. To do this, JASCO Research
Ltd. designed and built an apparatus that consisted of a cop-
per frame constructed so as to describe the three perpendicu-
lar Cartesian axes (x, y, andz). The distance from the origin
point to each of the axis-ends was 50 cm. Four calibrated
Reson TC4043 hydrophones~nominal sensitivity2201 dB
re V/mPa! were mounted at the axis-ends while a single cali-
brated Reson TC4034 reference hydrophone~nominal sensi-
tivity 2218 dB re 1 V/mPa! was placed midway along thez
axis of the pressure gradient sensor. A JASCO Research Ltd.
UWINSTRU depth/attitude monitoring sensor mounted
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along thex-axis of the frame to establish orientation of the
apparatus for calculations of pressure and particle displace-
ment.

The signals from the five hydrophones and the

UWINSTRU were fed through custom shielded underwater
cables to a laptop based acquisition system. The hydrophone
signals were digitized using a Quatech DAQP-16 PCMCIA
acquisition card using custom software and recorded to hard

FIG. 1. Representative auditory brainstem response
traces for a 400 Hz sound. The sound level~dB re 1
mPa! used for each trace is shown on they-axis. The
amplitude of the evoked potential is indicated by 1mV
bar shown at the top of each plot. Note that the scale is
different for each plot.~A! Broad whitefish,~B! lake
chub, and~C! adult northern pike.
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disk. The digital sampling rate for the acoustic signals was
20 kHz on each channel with 16-bit resolution (610 V
maximum range!. In addition, the signal from the single
TC4034 reference hydrophone was amplified using an Ithaco
451M programmable gain amplifier. The TC4043 hydro-
phones have built-in preamplifiers and were not amplified
prior to digitizing. The orientation and depth measured by
the UWINSTRU were communicated via serial interface to
the laptop and recorded into the logbook.

Acoustic metrics

For each exposure test, average received sound levels
are reported using three standard metrics for periodic tran-
sient sources~as described in Richardsonet al., 1995!: peak
sound pressure level~Peak SPL!, 90% RMS sound pressure
level ~90% RMS SPL!, and sound exposure level~SEL! ~see
Table I!. Sound pressure levels are reported in dB re 1mPa
and sound exposure levels in dB remPa•s2. Acoustic pres-
sure was measured in the frequency band 2 Hz–10 kHz.

The average acoustic particle velocity was measured for
each exposure and is reported using two metrics, peak veloc-
ity level and 1 second RMS velocity level. Particle velocity
levels are reported in dB re nm/s~the ANSI standard acoustic
reference velocity!. The finite baseline of the differential
pressure measurement placed an upper limit on the maxi-
mum frequency at which particle velocity could accurately

be measured. Thus, particle velocity was low-pass filtered at
1325 Hz, which corresponds to the 3 dB point of the esti-
mated error of the velocity measurement. In addition, par-
ticle velocity was high-pass filtered at 150 Hz to reject low-
frequency noise.

Acoustic intensity was computed from the product of the
pressure and velocity traces. For each exposure, intensity is
reported using two metrics, peak intensity level and 1 second
RMS intensity level. Intensity level measurements are re-
ported in dB re 0.676310218 W/m2, the intensity of a 1mPa
plane wave.

Calibration of airgun array

A total of 10 noise exposure tests were performed on 28
and 29 July 2004~Table I!. Figure 2~A! shows a representa-
tive pressure waveform and its associated frequency spec-
trum as measured at the fish cages during the noise exposure
tests. Figure 2~B! shows the velocity amplitude trace for the
same shot, along with the frequency spectrum of the three
axial velocity traces. Calibration data are summarized in
Table I for each test. The calibration results for each test did
not differ substantially from the average of all of the tests.

The ABR tank was calibrated by measuring the pressure
gradient at each location. While experiments were conducted
using a measure of acoustic pressure, particle motion calibra-
tions were also calculated from the pressure gradients. Table

TABLE I. Calibration data for each airgun shot and mean data for all shots. Tests 1–5 were on 7/28/2004. Tests
6–10 were on 7/29/2004. The various metrics used are discussed in the text.

Test Species

Mean
peak SPL

~dB re
1 mPa!

Mean
90% RMS

SPL ~dB re 1
mPa!

Mean
SEL

~dB re
1

mPa2
•s)

Mean
peak

velocity
level

~dB re 1
nm/s!

Mean
1 s

RMS
velocity

level
~dB re
nm/s!

Mean
peak

intensity
level ~dB
re 1 mPa!

Mean 1 s
RMS

intensity
level ~dB
re 1 mPa!

1 Broad
whitefish

209.5 199.4 180 139.6 112.6 202.6 176.5

2 Adult
northern

pike

207.3 197.7 178.3 139 111.7 202.0 175.2

3 Adult
northern

pike

207.5 198 178.3 139.4 112.1 202.1 175.5

4 Broad
whitefish

209.9 199.8 179.7 140.7 113.3 203.4 176.8

5 Lake
chub

205.2 195.1 175.9 136.7 109.7 200.1 173.1

6 Lake
chub

206.8 197.9 177.9 140.2 112.1 202.4 175.6

7 Lake
chub

205.7 196.2 176.7 136.9 110.1 199.5 173.7

8 Lake
chub

207.1 197.4 177.5 138.5 111.2 201.0 174.5

9 YOY
northern

pike

207.5 197 177 139.5 110.4 201.8 173.6

10 YOY
northern

pike

206.2 195.3 175.9 136.7 108.8 199.1 171.6

Average 207.3 197.4 177.7 138.7 111.2 202.6 176.5
MIN 205.2 195.1 175.9 136.7 108.8 202.0 175.2
MAX 209.9 199.8 180 140.7 113.3 202.1 175.5
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II shows the relationship between pressure and particle mo-
tion for each frequency at the head of the fish. There is a
clear indication of a strong particle motion signal at each
frequency tested. However, since it is not known whether the
three species were detecting particle motion, pressure, or a
combination of both signals, it is impossible to present hear-
ing data in terms of which signals are most relevant to each
species. At the same time, since there is a strong particle
motion component at each frequency tested, any threshold
shifts encountered most likely reflect a loss of detection ca-

pabilities of fishes to the signal~s! most relevant to their own
hearing.

Statistical analysis

The effect of exposure to seismic airgun noise and re-
covery from the exposure on auditory threshold levels were
tested using separate ANOVAs with treatment~control or
noise-exposed! and frequency as factors. Tukey’spost-hoc
test was used to make pairwise comparisons between treat-
ments at specific frequencies when significant main effects
were found with the overall ANOVA~Zar, 1998!. SYSTAT
~version 10! was used for all statistical tests.

RESULTS

We first provide general observations of hearing thresh-
olds for each species examined~baseline data are presented
in Mann et al., unpublished! and then describe the effect of
exposure to seismic airguns for each species separately. It
should be noted that since we were collecting animals in the
wild, we had little control over fish size. Analysis of size data
relative to hearing thresholds, however, showed no differ-
ence in hearing sensitivity between fishes of the same species
within the size ranges used~Mannet al., unpublished!. Con-
sequently, data for all animals in each experimental and con-
trol group were pooled in presenting results. The only data
not pooled were those for adult and YOY northern pike.
While their hearing thresholds were similar between these
two groups, the size differences in the specimens used were
so great that it was decided to keep the groups separate in all
data analyses.

Control hearing thresholds showed that lake chub has far
more sensitive hearing and broader bandwidth of hearing
than broad whitefish or northern pike~Figs. 3, 4, 6!. This is
as expected since the lake chub is a member of the super-
order Otophysi, a group of hearing specialists that have a set
of bones, the Weberian ossicles, which acoustically couple
the swim bladder to the saccule of the inner ear. Hearing
sensitivity is greater in the northern pike than the broad
whitefish.

Our initial analysis of hearing sensitivity in the northern
pike and broad whitefish showed that they could detect
sounds up to 1600 Hz~the highest frequency used in this
study!. However, both species had very poor hearing at 800
and 1600 Hz. Since the speaker used in the ABR studies
could not produce amplitudes that would be much higher
than normal thresholds at 800 and 1600 Hz, it was not pos-
sible to examine hearing loss at these frequencies since we
would have had to generate signals well above threshold to
evaluate hearing loss~a higher hearing sensitivity!. Thus, we
chose to only test for threshold shift at 100, 200, and 400 Hz
for these two species. Threshold shift was measured to 1600
Hz for the lake chub since its hearing bandwidth is greater
and its normal thresholds are well below those of the other
species.

General observations

While we did not do a standard necropsy or histopathol-
ogy on test animals, general examination of the external

FIG. 2. ~A! Acoustic pressure wave form and spectral levels for a single
airgun array shot as measured during the noise exposure tests.~B! Particle
velocity amplitude~top! and single-channel velocity spectral levels~bottom!
as measured for a single airgun array shot during the noise exposure tests.

TABLE II. Calibration data for test tank showing particle velocity magni-
tudes corresponding to a 100 dB re 1mPa sound pressure.

Frequency
Lake chub particle velocity

~dB re 1 nm/s!
Pike/Whitefish
~dB re 1 nm/s!

100 87 72
200 61 58
400 72 67
800 53 56

1600 24 12
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anatomy post-exposure did not show any apparent effect of
noise exposure as compared to controls. In addition, we did
not note any bleeding or other overt effects on the eyes, gills,
or internal organs in experimental or control groups when
they were dissected in preparation for preservation of ear
tissue for later analysis~Popperet al., unpublished!. The
swim bladders were fully intact and inflated in all experi-
mental and control specimens of all three species. Moreover,
fish swam normally post-exposure and all fish that we main-
tained for use 24 hours post-exposure survived with no ap-
parent adverse effects.

Broad whitefish

Fish ranged in size from 350 to 510 mm in standard
length and 735 to 2810 grams in weight. Hearing was only
measured immediately post-exposure due to difficulties in
keeping these very sensitive animals alive in captivity. Hear-
ing thresholds were obtained from five experimental fish and
seven controls~Table III!. Thresholds of whitefish exposed to
five airgun shots were not significantly different from those
of controls (F50.31, P50.58; Fig. 3!, indicating that the
airguns had no apparent effect on hearing in this species.
There were no exposure effects on mortality.

Northern pike

We measured two groups of northern pike. One included
adults from 360 to 670 mm in standard length and 430 to
2460 grams in weight. The second group included YOY fish
that ranged from 70 to 110 mm in standard length and 1.7 to
8.8 grams in weight.

Adult pike exposed to five airgun shots exhibited mean
thresholds that were higher than controls (F536.31, P
,0.0001), although this was significant only at 400 Hz (P
50.0003) because of low power (N54 or 7; power
580%, 66%, and 99% for 100, 200, and 400 Hz, respec-
tively; Fig 4~A!, Table IV!. We plotted the threshold shift
~exposed-control thresholds! to visualize trends in hearing
loss across frequencies@Fig. 4~B!#. The greatest threshold
shift was approximately 20 dB at 400 Hz. However, 18 hours
after exposure to the airguns, the thresholds for northern pike
were no longer significantly different from controls (P
.0.60 for all frequencies!, indicating complete recovery
from hearing loss@Fig. 4~A!#. In contrast to the threshold
shifts exhibited by adult pike, juvenile pike exhibited no
hearing loss after being exposed to either five or 20 airgun
shots (P.0.10, Fig. 5, Table V!.

Lake chub

The response of lake chub~Table VI! was tested for both
five and 20 airgun shots~Fig. 6! and for recovery from both
signals ~Fig. 7!. Fish tested shortly after exposure to five
airgun shots showed statistically significant threshold shifts
at 200 (P,0.0001), 400 (P50.018), and 1600 Hz (P
50.001). Lake chub that received 20 shots and then tested
shortly after exposure showed hearing thresholds that were
statistically different from controls (P<0.001 for all fre-
quencies!. There was a mean difference in thresholds be-
tween animals exposed to five shots compared to those ex-
posed to 20 shots (F557.08, P,0.0001), but these
differences were only significant at 400 Hz (P,0.0001) and
800 Hz @P50.027; Fig. 6~A!#. The greatest threshold shifts

FIG. 3. Broad whitefish experimental vs. control data
(mean6SE) for fish exposed to five airgun shots.

TABLE III. Hearing thresholds for broad whitefish controls and experimental animals exposed to five seismic
shots.

Frequency Mean SD SE N Frequency Mean SD SE N
Control Experimental: 5 shots, tested shortly after exposure

100 114.8 13.99 5.29 7 100 115.7 5.02 2.24 5
200 112.8 9.47 3.58 7 200 108.5 5.02 2.24 5
400 113.1 18.31 6.92 7 400 109.7 11.54 5.16 5
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to five shots and 20 shots were approximately 25 dB at 200
Hz and 35 dB at 400 Hz, respectively@Fig. 6~B!#. Lake
chubs tested 18 hours after exposure to five airgun shots had
thresholds close to those of controls held for 18 hours~al-
though this was not tested statistically because of low sample
size! @Fig. 7~A!#. Chubs exposed to 20 airgun shots showed
full recovery from hearing loss and had thresholds that were
not significantly different from controls@F50.18, P50.67;
Fig. 7~B!#.

DISCUSSION

This study represents the first physiological evaluation
of the effects of airgun use on the hearing sensitivity of fish.
Earlier studies evaluating the effects of continuous noise and
pure tones on hearing have shown temporary threshold shift
~TTS! ~e.g., Popper and Clarke, 1976; Scholik and Yan,
2001, 2002; Smithet al., 2004a, 2004b!. Such studies led to
the concern that exposure to very intense sounds, such as

FIG. 4. ~A! Thresholds for adult northern pike for con-
trols and those exposed to five airgun shot immediately
and 24-hours post-exposure.~B! Data for adult northern
pike expressed as experimental threshold minus control
data to show the effects of airgun exposure. Positive
values indicate a hearing loss.

TABLE IV. Hearing thresholds for adult northern pike controls and experimental animals exposed to five
seismic shots tested immediately post-exposure and another group tested 24 hours post-exposure.

Frequency Mean SD SE N Frequency Mean SD SE N
Control Experimental: Five shots, tested shortly post-exposure

100 98.0 7.78 2.94 7 100 107.0 3.00 1.50 4
200 100.1 4.95 1.87 7 200 107.3 4.90 2.45 4
400 95.3 6.85 2.59 7 400 117.5 3.46 1.73 4

Experimental: Five shots, tested 24 hours post-exposure
100 94.9 3.46 2.00 3
200 92.5 3.46 2.00 3
400 102.0 9.17 5.29 3
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those from airguns, could impair fish hearing. At the same
time, the sounds from an airgun are strikingly different from
those used in earlier studies in several respects. Perhaps most
importantly, unlike the sounds used in earlier studies, the
sound from the airguns have an extremely rapid onset, con-
tain energy over a broad frequency range, and have a much
higher peak sound level~Fig. 2! than the noise or pure tones
used in other studies. Thus, the sounds of airguns are closer
to those of pile driving and explosions than sounds of ship
noise or sonar.

The results of three fish species from the Mackenzie
Delta demonstrate that there are substantial differences in the
effects of airguns on the hearing thresholds of different spe-
cies. Interestingly, the effects appear to have a correlation
with hearing sensitivity of the fish. Thus, the broad whitefish,
the species with poorest hearing sensitivity as measured in
our apparatus, showed no apparent effects from the airgun
exposure~five shots!, while the lake chub, the species with
most sensitive hearing, showed the most effect to both five
and 20 airgun shots. The northern pike has hearing sensitiv-
ity that is between the two other species~albeit closer to that
of the whitefish! and adult pike showed statistically signifi-
cant hearing loss but less than that encountered with the
chub. For reasons that we do not understand, however, YOY
northern pike did not show any statistically significant hear-

ing loss as a result of airgun exposure, even to 20 shots,
although this may be related to issues associated with devel-
opment of the auditory system~e.g., Kenyonet al., 1998;
Wysocki and Ladich, 2001!.

The sound spectrum of the airgun array shots~Fig. 2! in
the riverine exposure showed most energy above 300 Hz.
While the spectrum of airguns can be expected to contain a
large low frequency component~e.g., McCauley et al.,
2003!, there is considerable loss of low frequency energy in
shallow waters~e.g., Rogers and Cox, 1986!, thereby result-
ing in a difference in the spectral components of airguns
events in waters of different depths. Significantly, the spec-
trum of the airguns used in this study generally matched the
threshold shifts observed in adult northern pike and in lake
chub. Both of these species showed the greatest threshold
shifts at 400 Hz, with less hearing loss at 100 Hz and 200
Hz. However, the lake chub did show large threshold shifts at
200 Hz, even though there was relatively little energy at 200
Hz in the shot.

There are suggestions in the literature that the effects of
high intensity sound on the hearing abilities of fish are re-
lated to the level of the stimulus sound above the threshold
of the fish ~Hastings et al., 1996; Smith et al., 2004a,
2004b!. It has been hypothesized that noise-induced thresh-
old shifts in fish are linearly related to the sound pressure

FIG. 5. Response of YOY northern pike to five and 20
airgun shots as compared to controls (mean6SE).
There is no statistical difference between exposed and
control animals, indicating that airgun exposure did not
affect hearing in these animals.

TABLE V. Hearing thresholds for YOY northern pike controls and experimental animals exposed to five
seismic shots and 20 seismic shots.

Frequency Mean SD SE N Frequency Mean SD SE N
YOY pike: controls YOY pike: five shot tested shortly post-exposure

100 93.9 7.75 3.87 4 100 96.9 11.22 5.02 5
200 97.6 4.90 2.45 4 200 110.8 11.54 5.16 5
400 110.5 3.00 1.50 4 400 110.8 11.54 5.16 5
800 124.0 3.46 1.73 4 800 128.2 5.02 2.24 5

YOY pike: 20 shots, tested shortly after exposure
100 87.3 3.29 1.47 5
200 102.4 10.73 4.80 5
400 106.0 14.70 6.57 5
800 128.2 5.02 2.24 5
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difference ~SPD! between the sound pressure of the noise
and the baseline hearing threshold of the fish~called the lin-
ear threshold shift, or LINTS hypothesis; Smithet al.,
2004b!, as has been found in birds and mammals. Since the
baseline thresholds of fish vary with frequency, this differ-
ence is calculated separately for each frequency tested. The
linear TTS relationships of Smithet al. ~2004b! were found
after exposing fish to continuous sounds. In order to examine
if this LINTS relationship is valid for more impulsive, short
duration sounds such as our seismic airgun stimulus, we plot-
ted our TTS data against SPD. The sound level used to cal-
culate SPD was the measured 90% RMS SPL~dB re 1mPa!
of the airgun shots~see Table I!. Regression analysis was
used to examine the relationship between SPD and TTS.

Lake chub exposed to five and 20 airgun shots both
exhibited a significant linear relationship between SPD
above baseline hearing thresholds and TTS (P,0.0001; Fig.
8!. Lake chub that were exposed to 20 airgun shots had TTSs
that were greater than those exposed to only five airgun shots
~see Results!, and their LINTS relationship had a slightly
greater slope as shown by a significant SPD and shot treat-
ment interaction (F53.53,P50.016; Fig. 8!.

The LINTS relationship is more evident for lake chub,
which are hearing specialists with lower baseline hearing
thresholds, than for pike and whitefish, which are hearing
generalists with higher baseline hearing thresholds. As a re-
sult of the differences in hearing capabilities between these
two groups, the SPD of our airgun source above baseline
hearing thresholds is generally greater for chubs and minimal
in pike and whitefish. Despite this fact and the low number
of frequencies tested, adult pike exhibited a significant

LINTS relationship (TTS50.53, SPD545.50; R250.21, P
50.040), although whitefish did not (P50.067). When all
three species are plotted simultaneously, a significant LINTS
relationship exists~Fig. 9!.

This finding supports the LINTS hypothesis and sug-
gests that such a relationship is valid for TTS induced by
both continuous and impulsive sound sources. The result is a
predictable linear relationship between SPD above baseline
thresholds and TTS for these three species with varying hear-
ing capabilities~Fig. 9!. These findings support the idea that
the LINTS relationship may ultimately be usable by fisheries
managers attempting to mitigate the effects of intense anthro-
pogenic sounds on fishes. In general, the only information
that fisheries managers would need to predict such relation-
ships is the audiogram of the species of interest and the
sound spectrum, level, and duration of the sound stimulus in
question.

While we did not attempt to use different levels of air-
gun sounds, we were able to use different total energy expo-
sure in both the lake chub and northern pike, and this is
equivalent to the effects of higher sound levels for noise
studies if one assumes that hearing loss is a response to total
energy impinging upon the animal, as predicted by the
LINTS hypothesis. Our findings show that as the total energy
of exposure increases~20 versus five airgun shots!, there is a
substantial increase in TTS in lake chub but not in northern
pike YOY ~which showed no TTS to any sounds!.

Clearly, it would have been useful to have tested the
LINTS idea with broad whitefish, as the LINTS hypothesis
and the results with lake chub and northern pike suggest that

TABLE VI. Hearing threshold for lake chub controls tested immediately and controls tested after 18 hours and
for experimental animals exposed to five and 20 shots tested immediately and 18 hours post-exposure.

Frequency Mean SD SE N Frequency Mean SD SE N
Control Experimental: 5 shots, test shortly post-exposure

100 80.4 5.20 2.33 5 100 94.1 5.02 2.24 5
200 73 3.82 1.71 5 200 97.7 7.82 3.50 5
400 70.9 10.29 4.60 5 400 87.2 7.82 3.50 5
800 70.4 6.68 2.99 5 800 90.9 7.82 3.50 5

1600 89.7 7.63 3.41 5 1600 101.1 4.24 1.90 5

Control: fish kept 18–24 h post-exposure Experimental: 5 shots, tested 18 h post-exposure
100 87.6 7.77 3.17 6 100 89.9 4.24 3.00 2
200 79.2 10.50 4.29 6 200 87.5 4.24 3.00 2
400 77.3 4.33 1.77 6 400 83.0 4.24 3.00 2
800 82.5 6.93 2.83 6 800 83.7 0.00 0.00 2

1600 92.6 6.99 2.85 6 1600 89.1 8.49 6.00 2

Experimental: 20 shots, tested shortly post-exposure
100 100.4 3.00 1.50 4
200 110.0 3.00 1.50 4
400 111.5 5.74 2.87 4
800 104.7 3.46 1.73 4

1600 108.6 3.00 1.50 4

Experimental: 20 shots, tested 18 h post-exposure
100 93.5 7.63 2.89 7
200 77.0 7.63 2.89 7
400 77.7 7.52 2.84 7
800 80.7 11.86 4.48 7

1600 94.8 8.38 3.17 7
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had whitefish been exposed to 20 airgun shots they might
have demonstrated TTS in that species as well. However, this
could not be done since insufficient specimens were avail-
able.

Despite the presence of a hearing loss immediately post-
exposure, tests on lake chub and northern pike, 18 to 24
hours post-exposure, respectively, to five airgun shots shows
a return to about normal thresholds. Thus, the hearing loss
encountered after exposure appears to be temporary thresh-
old shift, although any final assessment of whether there is
longer term damage that shows up later post-exposure will
have to await microscopic analysis of the ear tissue~Popper
et al., unpublished!.

There were no obvious trends in the hearing measure-
ments made from a group of exposed animals over the 1.5
hours it took to test them. It would be of considerable inter-
est for future studies to examine the time course of recovery,
but this would require the experimenters to be able to expose
and test fish on a very tight time schedule—something not
possible during the course of these experiments.

One concern is that our results show that exposure to 20
airgun shots is very likely to cause a TTS in every species
exposed, except juvenile northern pike. It is unlikely that fish
would encounter 20 shots in a river seismic survey unless
they were ‘‘herded’’ with the survey vessel. Only strong
swimming fish such as adult broad whitefish would be ca-
pable of being ‘‘herded’’ by the sound source and potentially
stay in the vicinity of the airguns over multiple emissions.
Thus the test with 20 shots over 15 minutes at 210 dB re
1 mPa probably represents an extreme exposure for fishes in
the Mackenzie River Delta. The actual exposure of fish to a
seismic survey depends on the speed of the survey vessel and
the movements of the fish~Jorgensenet al., unpublished!. To
understand the actual exposure will require behavioral stud-
ies on the movements of fishes in response to airgun surveys.

The results of this study have implications for airgun
surveys, particularly in riverine situations. Our experimental
paradigm was designed around a 2D survey that might be
conducted in a river where the airgun vessel steadily moves
in one direction, as opposed to off-shore 3D surveys where

FIG. 6. Noise exposure data for lake chub exposed to
five and 20 airgun shots.~A! Threshold data for con-
trols and animals tested immediately after exposure.~B!
Data expressed in terms of difference between exposure
and threshold hearing levels.
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FIG. 7. Recovery of lake chub from exposure to five
~A! and 20~B! airgun shots.

FIG. 8. Relationship between sound pressure difference~SPD! between the
noise level and baseline hearing thresholds and temporary threshold shifts
~TTS! for lake chub exposed to 5 or 20 shots of the airgun. The dashed and
solid lines represent the linear regression relationships for chub exposed to 5
(TTS50.76 SPD275.84,R250.57, P,0.001) and 20 airgun shots (TTS
51.06 SPD299.44, R250.83, P,0.001), respectively. Each data point
represents the TTS (N54 – 5) at each of the five frequencies tested.

FIG. 9. Relationship between sound pressure difference~SPD! between the
noise level and baseline hearing thresholds and temporary threshold shifts
~TTS! of adult northern pike, lake chub, and broad whitefish exposed to the
airgun. The solid line represents the linear regression relationship for all
three species (TTS50.53 SPD248.40, R250.40, P,0.0001). Each data
point represents the mean TTS (N54 – 5) at each of the frequencies tested.
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the airguns are often towed back and fourth over parallel
tracks~Bott, 1999!. Fish in a river are exposed to airguns as
the tow boat approaches and then passes by. In contrast, in a
3D off-shore seismic exploration program, a resident fish
may be exposed to the airgun over and over again as the
seismic array is moved across parallel paths.

In design of our study, we presented fish with five expo-
sures to the airgun at 40 second intervals so that the fish were
exposed to a steady sound level~Table I!. In contrast, a nor-
mal survey might present signals as often as every 10 sec-
onds~this could not be done in this study due to limitations
of the compressor used to charge the guns!. Since a seismic
survey vessel is moving, a stationary fish subject is exposed
to the maximum level once in a sequence of exposures.
Moreover, the majority of exposed fishes during a seismic
survey are likely to be at greater distances from the source
than those in this study and thus receive a somewhat lower
sound level. Though these factors do not compensate for the
more frequent exposure in an actual survey, without use of a
seismic vessel for experiments of this sort it is likely that our
experiments presented fish with an approximate ‘‘worst
case’’ with regard to seismic stimulation.

Based upon this being a ‘‘worst case’’ and the differ-
ences in effects on different species, it may be possible to
suggest some general concepts with regard to seismic stimu-
lation. First, it appears that it may be possible to predict
whether a fish will show hearing loss as a consequence of
exposure to airgun noise based upon baseline hearing thresh-
olds of a particular species and using the LINTS determina-
tions. Fish with poorer hearing in this study, such as pike,
showed little hearing loss, while the fish with the best hear-
ing, the lake chub, had the most loss.

Second, our data indicate recovery of hearing loss within
18 and 24 hours in the lake chub and northern pike, respec-
tively, even after exposure to 20 airgun shots. It is unclear
why complete recovery did not occur in the two chubs ex-
posed to five airgun shots, and more data are needed to draw
conclusions about recovery. However, despite recovery it is
important to note that during the period of TTS fish may still
be impaired in their ability to survive since they would have
some loss of their ability to hear biologically relevant
sounds.

Comparison with other airgun studies

The only other experimental airgun study that looked
directly at the effects on fish physiology was done by Mc-
Cauleyet al. ~2003! using a different paradigm and different
species than used here. Thus, a direct comparison between
the two studies is tenuous at best. The McCauleyet al. study
only looked at effects on ear tissue and did not examine the
hearing ability of the experimental species, the pink snapper,
and there are no data on hearing capabilities of that species.
At the same time, McCauleyet al. reported a profound and
long-lasting effect on the sensory cells in the saccule of the
ear, and it remains to be seen whether the same effect is
found in this study~Popperet al., unpublished!.

There are several other differences in the two studies
that make it hard to compare results. First, McCauleyet al.
~2003! used a 330 cc (20 in.3) single airgun as compared to

the 12 000 cc (720 in.3) array used in this study. McCauley
et al. also exposed fish with frequent emissions in two peri-
ods of almost 1 hour each to partially mimic the kinds of
exposure fish might get were they stationary and exposed to
an airgun that moves back and forth, as happens in 3D ma-
rine surveys. Thus, the cumulative exposure to the airgun in
the McCauleyet al.study may have been greater than in this
study. Second, the McCauleyet al. study was in deeper wa-
ter and so the spectrum of the sounds to which the fish were
exposed in the two studies differed somewhat, with there
being more energy below 300 Hz in McCauleyet al. than in
the current investigation.

It clearly would be important to replicate the McCauley
et al. ~2003! study to ascertain effects on hearing, as well as
on different fish species. Similarly, it would be of value to
replicate our study using even greater stimulus levels or
higher exposure rates in order to test whether the fish ex-
posed to such sounds would ultimately show permanent
hearing loss that would be associated with the loss of sensory
cells found by McCauleyet al. ~2003!.

Caveats and future studies

The results from this study provide a qualitative model
to predict when exposure to airguns may have an effect on
hearing capabilities of fishes. However, there are several ca-
veats that must accompany our results before they are
broadly applicable to other studies. We also suggest that ad-
ditional studies need to be conducted to help resolve the
remaining issues.

First, while we studied fishes with different hearing ca-
pabilities, since there is substantial diversity in the structure
of the auditory systems of different species~e.g., Popper and
Carlson, 1998; Popperet al., 2003!, it would be of use to
look at the effects of airguns on species with other hearing
specializations.

Second, while our results support the LINTS hypothesis
in suggesting that increased total noise exposure will result
in increased hearing loss, this idea needs to be tested more
directly with airgun exposures of different total energy lev-
els, including different numbers of airgun shots.

Third, it is not clear whether an increase in total noise
exposure will result in permanent hearing loss~permanent
threshold shift, PTS!, and how the results reported here fit
with the recent work of McCauleyet al. ~2003! that showed
significant inner ear damage as a result of noise exposure that
probably exceeded any used here. Future studies from our
laboratory will evaluate ear structure in the Mackenzie River
animals, but due to the nature of the species selected and our
holding facilities at Inuvik, it was not possible to hold fish
for the extended periods of time used by McCauleyet al. It
would be of considerable value to replicate our studies but
then hold fish for many days and weeks post airgun exposure
to determine if there is damage to the auditory system and if
this is manifest in late onset hearing loss.

Fourth, our work was done in a river using an exposure
paradigm designed to mimic a single pass exposure to a seis-
mic source. In order to compare to the impacts of a 3D
seismic survey, it will be important to replicate our type of
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behavioral study using a sound exposure paradigm more like
that used by McCauleyet al. ~2003! to mimic repeated ex-
posure to sound.

Fifth, it must be kept in mind that this study was done in
a river, with the fish in 1.9 m of water. Sound propagates
differently in shallow water than it does in deep water, with
much less propagation of low frequency energy in shallow
water ~Rogers and Cox, 1986!. It is therefore important to
determine if the effects of airgun sound on fish are the same
in deep water as they are in shallow water.

Finally, we caution that the results reported here, while
highly informative, are not the final word on the effects of
airguns on fishes. And they are clearlynot applicable to the
potential effects from other anthropogenic sources such as
shipping, sonar, or other more or less ‘‘continuous’’ signals
or signals that do not have rapid onsets. Moreover, extrapo-
lation to other species must still be done with considerable
caution.
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